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NOW YOU CAN GET

THE
SECOND
OF UNIVERSAL’S
'

.BROAD
DAnJGHT
ApowerM underworld

Presented by

CARL LAEMMLE

stoi'ij

of a youn^ man’s regeneration
thru the strength of a beautiful
woman’s love

^

I

i

ALL STAR CAST featui'ing

LOI S WILSON
(Courtesy

Famous Players Lasky

JACK MULHALL
RALPH LEWIS
Presented

WHAT THEY

Corp.)

by Carl Laemmle
Directed, by-

IRVING CUMMINGS

M.

P.

SAY:

World savs

of

“WOLF LAW”
Xine)

(First of the Prosperity

starring

FRANK MAYO
“Intense melodrama.
Entertaining at
force.

Booked on

sight

Has great
all

bvLoew

times."

Circuit

“BROAD DAYLIGHT”
(Xo. 2 of the Prosperity Xine)
featuring LOIS WILSOX (courtesy F. P. L.) and an all-star cast.

Exhibitors’ Herald Says of

SWWW'w

LOOK BEFORE
YOU BOOK

“ANOTHER MAN’S
SHOES”
(.Yo. 3 of the

starring

“A

fast

drama;

Prosperity Yitie)

HERBERT RAWLINSON

moving comedy
thoroughly

enjoyable.”

UNl^RSALATTRACTIONS de LUXE

PRESENTS

JESSE L.LASICr

II

%)Mphy(d^Mino
'THE

WUNG
CAST

lAH

INCLUDES

mNDA HAWLEY
AJSTD

CHARLES OGLE
Another
World-Beater!
yOU’LL

find “The Young
* Rajah” a worthy successor
to “Blood and Sand.”

Valentino the magnificent in
another exotic, fascinating role,
in a story the like of

which has

never been screened.

Costumes and

sets

of

un-

and a climax

paralleled beauty,

so thrilling you’ll never forget
it.

From

the play

Amos Judd

by Alethea Luce and the novel

by John

Ames

Scenario

by

Mitchell.

June

Mathis.

Directed by Philip E. Rosen.

Cl y>araniount
Q^icture
F^OUS PlAYERS

IASKY CORPORATION

—
MOVING PICTURE

4

a ]\[ ^

since

WORLD

Xovember

4,

1922

‘Don’t

* ^

Change Your Husband’ has Gloria Swanson
had such an excellent vehicle.

One

of the best casts

Mr. Lasky
has outdone himself in an
of the season.

effort to give theatre-goers
their

money’s worth.”
—N.

Y. Globe.

gowns;

‘^Lavish sets, daring
tive production.”

“The

—N

Y

.

.

effec-

Sun.

One

star is at her best.

of

the strongest characterizations she
has ever created. Powerful and convincing.”

N. Y. Telegram.

RATION^
I

A Sam Wood
From

Production

the novel by

David

Lisle

Scenario by Percy Heath

J esse L.Lasla^

presents

Gloria
“The Impossible
Mrs. Bellew"
-

Ct paramount Q>icture
This advertisement

is

made from

the 4

column cut that you can get

at your

exchange

November

4,

1922

‘moving

picture

WORLD

Wltat slimvliasHad
longSest: rim. in
tine liistorjr o£ ilte

tbe

legitimate

Connect

•

Goldi/^n
producing^
it

A New Screen Lover—
The Inimitable George Arliss
You’ve played George Arliss as the crafty schemer, as
the statesman and diplomat and in high-class comedydrama. Play him now in another new role

Romantic Lover,

Arliss, the

**The
Love on the screen

in

Man Who Played

like love in real life

God**

—that’s what the

incomparable Arliss gives in his latest and greatest picture.
Holds his audiences spellbound for reel after reel.

The wonderful
full of

romance

Arliss in a wonderful picture, a picture
that thrills, with delicious

comedy, plus

plenty of action.

A New

George Arliss

an Entirely
Oisfincfiue

in

New

Role

Pmducfionj; Pnc.
pi'esentr

GEORGE ARLI^5
in

‘IBE MAN

WO PLATO GOD"

3mm a play by ^ulex Cckerf Qoodman founded
on Qouuemeui'JHoi'i'ij'^ story of the same name
Jcenario by Jorresf J3alsey
Photography by Parry O. 3ischbeck
Clark Pobinson
Crt Director

—

Direction by Mormon Weic^ht

UNITED ADTITTT CODPODATION
MAnV
•'

•

PICKFOriD

DOUGLAJ' FAIfiDANKJ'
MIPAM ADPAMJ;

CWAiaUC CHAPLIN
D.

V

GlilFFITI-l

PfiEJ’IDCNT

m

Jess of the

Storm Country

'h'om the nocie! by Qrace Millei' White
J3y ai't'ancfemenf arifh Odotph 7.uIcok

S

Direction by ^ohn
J^obei'fj'on
Photoc^raphy by Charier Poxher

Crowning Gchiepementr

Cltw

A
The

Marvelous Picture
For New Generations

re-creation of a masterpiece for an entirely

Such

public.

is

Mary

Pickford’s wholly

new and

new
just

completed 1922 production of

**Tess of
As new

as

it is

The Storm Country** -

beautiful; as beautiful as

it is

appealing;

more appealing to all classes than any photoplay ever
made by “The World’s Sweetheart.”

A
Powerful

Gorgeous Cinema Epic

in

its

simplicity,

emotion,' superb in
trayal

by the

its

tremendous

in its

human

love story, with a supreme por-

screen’s foremost artiste of the incom-

parable Tess.

Million'
This

new “Tess

of the

Want

to

See

Storm Country” produced un-

der such vast improvements in photoplay-making as
to bar all comparison with the original.

A

Brand New Picture
For a Brand New Public

UNITED AI2TISTS CORPOf^ATION
MARY PICKrORD
DOUGLAJ' EAIRDANKJ'
HIRAM ADRAMJ;

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
D. W GRIEPITH
PR.ETJ'IDENT

^
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4th Edition

HANDBOOK
FACTS
1.

It is

2.

It

3.

It

a 974 page book.

5

has 375 illustrations.
gives full instructions on

care and operation of Power,

Simplex, Proctor, Motiograph
and Baird projectors.
4.

It

contains a

Mazda lamp
5.

It

full

account of

projection.

Sunand Simplex high inE.

describes the G.

light,

tensity arc lamps.

iffliMtyEflJiliiii^i

6.

It treats fully

lenses,

mercury arc

rec-

motor generators,

pic-

light action,
tifiers,

on generators,

grounds,

insulation,

ture distortion, practical pro-

aa^psiiipiittwia

jection optics, the projection

room, the screen, speed

indi-

cators, transformers, etc.
7.

It

asks and answers 842 ap-

propriate questions.
8.

9.

t»

It has a complete, fast working index.
It is

10. It

up to date and authentic.

is

written by

an author

who knows what he’s writing
about, who writes in plain
understandable English, and
who is the only projection
author who has already

written

and

complete y

sold out three large previous
editions of a hook on projection.

EVERY THEATRE MANAGER AND
PROJECTIONIST NEEDS ONE
USE THIS COUPON TO ORDER TODAY

Price $6.00 postpaid
CHALMERS

PUB.

COMPANY,

516 Fifth Avenue,

Enclosed find $6.00 for which please send

Name
Street

City
State

.

me

New

York:

a copy of Richardson’s

new

4th Edition

Handbook

of Projection.

November

4,

1922
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HAS EVEpy-pfl

“ANOTHER WINNER!”
ought to bring home the bacon. Has
the atmosphere and the interest is never
allowed to lag. Should give the fullest satis-

EXHIBITORS HERALD.

STRIKING SUCCESS!”
^^y^XCEEDINGLY

swift action and thrilling melodrama.
Will have an irresistible appeal.
Will justify enthusiastic
exploitation.”

MOVING PICTURE WORLD.
Presented by

CAPL LAEMMLE

/N
y.

with on ALL STAR CAST thcludii^
(3

From +he Famous plo'^

THE SUBURBAN
by CHAS T. DAXEY
Directed

u

by

KIMG BAGGOT

,

Lionel Barrymore,
Seena Owen,

Sherman,
Louis Wolheim, Mary McL a^r e n
George Nash

by Jack boyle

direc

+

ed by

Alan Crosland
y a

^

r a
i

mou

ri iiy

‘‘We want to stand right up on our hind legs
and tell the world that “The Face in the Fog”
one of the finest crook pictures ever produced.
fail to recall a more dramatic series of
scenes.
have never looked at more artistic night photography than that presented in
the almost two reels of action in a dense fog.”
Charles Larkin, Motion Picture News
is

We

We

Created by

Three CapacityWeeks on Broadway
at the Rivoli, Rialto

COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTIONS

and Broadway

Scheduled for one week at the Rivoli,
ing

c t u r e

Lowell

this vivid, thrill-

melodrama was so

enthusiastically received that,
after packing the house there it moved down to the
Rialto and there repeated its success.
Then another
record-breaking week at the Broadway. “A Nick Carter
story in a Tiffany setting” one paper called it. It’s the
most vital, engrossing, mystifying, tense and fascinating
photoplay ever filmed. It’s to the screen what “The
Bat” is to the stage.

“We

are not going to tell you a thing about
the story. It’s too good to tamper with,” says
Harriette Underhill, in the New York Tribune.

We’ll tell you, however, that it is Jack Boyle’s greatest
“Boston Blackie” story faultlessly acted by a cast of stars,
wonderfully produced, with the greatest fight ever staged
and filled with action from the first reel to the final fadeout.

ci dramatic comedy
of jazz, jilting, jeop'
ardy and joy
.

.

.

VIOLA

MADNESS
BEAUMONT
A HARKT
PTLODIXCTIONT
tMxlBeaumcntJromj
CROSBY GEORGE’S story
cidapteil

bt)

RE6 US PAT OFF

REELAND REVIEWS—
.

.

.

It’s full

nonsense.

It will

of pep and fast-moving
entertain your audiences.

TELEGRAPH—
Centrifugal force is the outstanding
feature of most of Viola Dana’s best efforts.
This is particularly true of “ June

Madness.”

VARIETY—
.

.

.

Miss Dana is a capital comedienne.

NEWS—
.

. .

Pace and pep

. .

MOVING PICTURE WORLD—
. .

.

Metro feature

vestment

.

will

be a good

in-

.

MOVING PICTURE NEWS—
Metro’s dynamic star fairly buband peppery enthusiasm. . . .
June Madness” is
entertaining. . . . The piece will be enjoyed
. .

bles over with vivacity, vitality

'IXyi-stribu^tccL

by

METRO
PICTURES CORPORATION
‘Jujry

^yKpenal'Pictuyes, CidL,£tclu(LvePisiri,bi^rs

thyiiaui^tJbriUiinj. Sirl^iii3iivi^ ,<Majtd^ln^~JXv:

by your patrons.

WEEKLY REVIEW—
...“June Madness”
liveliest

is

one of the

of Viola Dana’s pictures.

. .

h
'

/

7

'i

onacted hy a *Distinyuished Cast

"^ded

hy Billie

Bove

\fto7yhy HULBERT FOOTJNER SceTiario
Directed iy EWHE CHAUTARP.

ijr

EPITH KEJWEDY
jury TmperialFictiires

Meti'o

ly

Zid. ExdusiveZistrilHibrs

ihrmut0'eat3ritam fir
WdhcmyiayMriig Dit
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Booked Pre - Release
2 Consecutive Weeks

ON BROADWAY

Oct. 15-29th
Rivoli and
Rialto

Theatres

November

4,

1922

EducationaVs Specials

T

his motion picture is the
most thrilling story ever

brought out of Darkest Africa*
It is full of remarkable close-up
shots of personal encounters
between brave men and savage
beasts*

Louis Shuman gave his life that
the world might see Nature’s
wildest animals in their native
haunts in the heart of the Dark
Continent*
One

of EducationaVs
P^ationally Advertised Short Subjects
Released October 29th

BOOK
IT NOW!

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

Inc.,

E.

W. Hammons,

President

November

4,

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1922

M

Two
an

13

Reels

beast

has been edited by Educational Pictures from material which took
two years^ time of an enormous expedition to secure* Every moment of these two years was
filled with constant danger*
a great scientist, who
gave his life to his task, and edited and prepared
for the screen on its entertainment value alone*
Not only is this picture of immense historical
value, but it is cram full of actual thrills which
could not be produced in any studio*

Here

is

a picture

made by

The dank, dark jungles of Africa,

reeking with
dangers at every step, were the setting* Nature’s
most ferocious animals were the actors* Louis

Shuman, scientist, sportsman and
plorer, was the director*

intrepid ex-

Your audience will be thrilled by daring fights
at close hand with the jungle’s fiercest creatures*

One of EducationaVs Nationally Advertised Short Subjects

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

Inc*, RW, Hammons, President

moving picture

world

WILLIAM

November 4 1922
,

FO>C

WILLIAM
WITHOUT
Q3V1PRCM
DIRECTED BY

EMMETT

J.

FLYNN

COMING SOON

^

November

4,

1922

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

COUP O R.AT

I

ON

15

16

MOVING PICTURE

William Fox

WORLD

November

4,

1922

presents

WILLIAM
RUSSELL
MIXED„
Directed hy

^oiVlancf U

1^
e

INDEPENDENCE

STRENGTH

FOX FILM CORPORATIONT

November

4,

1922

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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PEP AND PULCHRITUDE
WILLIAM FOX

SUNSHINE
COMEDIES
HI
bH

I

DANDy DAK
STEPUVEiy

phase

n
B
H

DOUBLE

TROUBLE
NOW ready

RE -EDITED AND
RE-ISSUED

TITLES

BV

#7^ ‘^RALPH SPENCE

^ independence

vy

i,

/^STRENGTH

FOX FILM CORPORATION

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

November

4,

1922

F B.O. lakes pCeasun?
i«t

pre&entirtq

fox Uis tujncLds enter tciimnent

Marie

M

Love Story

Greatest

Corelli’s

illions have

read and re-read the
novel Millions have taken Thelma to
their hearts
Now comes a great photoplay in
which the orchid beauty and facile artistry of
Jane Novak the golden magic of Marie Corelli
and the genius of Chester Bennett are merged
in a story of truly stupendous love interest
A story in which a simple little Jenny Wren
from the bleak coast of Norway brings jaded
London grovelling at her silver-slippered

—
—
;

feet

—

supported by the following cast June
Elvidge Bsurbara Tennant Wedgewood Nowell
Bert Sprotte Virginia Novak Vernon Steel and

brilliantly

—

—

—

—

others.

WAt^HELMA”
I

has been built on a stupendous scale.
Shops of the great modistes have been ran-

sacked for gowns

— scene builders
—
NEW
—

put their ut-

most into gorgeous sets and amid all this dazzling
splendor your patrons will see a
JANE NOVAK
a brilliant Jane Novak a Jane Novak upon whom
the Gods of Beauty and Art have bestowed their most

—

bountiful blessings

And in addition; AN EXPLOITATION CAMPAIGN
OF DIGNITY AND POWER. INTO WHICH THE
F. B. O. EXPERTS HAVE PUT THE FULL MEASURE OF THEIR SHOWMANSHIP!

MAKE A DATE FOR “THELMA” RIGHT NOW.
DISTRIBUTED BY

F. B. O.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA, Inc.
B O. Building—723-7th

Directed

By

CHESTER BENNETT

Main

— F.

Offices

Ave^ N. Y.

EXCHAXGES EVERYWHERE

C.

,WT0S-

Dependable pictures Corph
MORRIS KOHN PRESIDENT
presents

OSlWeMet
^gain
WILUAM CHRISTY CABANNE
PRODUCTION
Adapted By
EDMUND GOULDING
from

a

story by

William Christy Cabanne
Associated Ediibitors
ARTHURS KANE

With

A

Distinguished

Cast Including

Mae Marshy
NORMAN

KERRY

WALTER MILLEPo

MARTHA MANSFIELD
JULIA SWAYNE GORDON
J. BARNEY SHERRY

president

»

iVe JHeet Jlgain

‘Jill

\

girl is

loved by a rich young aristocrat, yet

her heart
of a crook

is

touched by the

who had been

selfless

devotion

her only friend in an

hour of greatest need.

The

stress of her indecision

is

experienced by the

audience whose sympathies are equally divided.

Susp>ense reaches the

breaking point

when

the

two men meet and the drama ends with one
the most gripping climaxes ever screened.

Not one photoplay

in

a

of

hundred carries the

thought, pK)wer, beauty and sincerity of “ Till

We

Meet Again," already declared by exhibitors a
marx’ellous audience picture.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Syracuse Motion Pictures

Co

v

f)resenis

Wyndham standing
7fie ISLE of doubt,

//

GEO^

DOROTHY MACKAILL
Photographed
ARTHUR CADWELL

Story by
DEREK BRAM

Directed
Moving

Picture

^

HAMILTON SMITH

World

Exhibitors

“The Production Reveals an Unmistakable Knovtrledgc of What Proves Interesting on the Screen.*’

Hcndd

“With a Story of Absorbing
Doubt*,

is

Interest, 'The Isle of
a Picture of Qualities that Make It Worth

While Entertainment.**

Motion Picture News

Exhibitors Trade

"Several Original Twists and Situations are In-

—

jected into the Plot
is

Praiseworthy.

—

^The Direction of

The Photography
raphy

Throughout.
Mr. Standing
Adventure-loving Bachelor.”

is

an

is

Hamilton Smith
Uniformly Good

Ideal

Type

for the

Review

“Abundance of *rhrills. Colorful Atmosphere and
a Romantic Love Story Combine to Make ‘The Isle of
Doubt* a Picture Which is Likely to Please the Great
Patrons.*’
Majority of Movie Patrons.”

A PLAYGOERS PICTURE

/

/

I

\

—

1

Four liemarhable

J

P MCGOWAN WESTERNS

•

Discontented Wives, with
they liked

it.

Grab

it.

J.

You won

P McGowan.
t

regret

it.

The Ruse of the

—Oh Boys! How

— Mrs.

P.

Rattler, with a special cast.

— A western with

and good entertainment. The impossible and imconsider it an Aprobable stuff was left out of this one and
Western. So did all who saw it W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre.
Cheyenne Wells, Colo
lots of action

G. Maddox,

1

Maddox

theatre, Archer, Fla.

—

(£x/iid«fors Herald)

Reckless Chances, with

J.

well liked.

Harold

F.

Will please

Wendt, Rivoli

all

McGowan.—A corker! A wealth

P.

of thrills with a different story.

those

theatre,

Hills of Missing

Characters are the kind that are

who

take to action pictures.

Defiance, O.
{Exhibitors Herald)

to

HERALD

good attendance

all right.

PRODUCTIONS

rQsontod by

PlAYGOERS PICTURES-

— Luna

—

Men, with J. P. McGowan. Good. Ran this
two days. These McGowans have the stuft

for

theatre. Brooklyn, N.

Y
{Exhibitors HetahS)

pHYsiCAL Distributors
PaT»K £i«r^.»NCE
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November

Novembet

THE BEAUTIFUL
AND DAWNED

yiWCi.AiW

Prosoni 1
Seven Great i
Pidures from

Seven Great
Books
Ask the Manager
favorite
I of YOU r
when th^€
I theatre
v/ill be
I pidures
I

I

shown

Liwig

4,

1922

November

4,

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1922
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WARNER BROTHER
Classic

of the Screen

\\

L

featuring

WEfLEY
BARRY
Q
Hai'iy

Production

endorsed by the

been

hoiKf

R.apf

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR BETTER FILMT
and recommended as a

desirable attraction

Booi^Week - November
National
,

Co mmittee

to

be ^shocon during

12 to

I

8 1922
,

for

Every school

Woman 's

Principal,

Club

Libraiy and iSocial
WNFOR THE USEOFMOTION
During Book

PICTURES.

Week

NOVEMBER .2-

,8.

1922

LUelfare
ation in

with

films
Uteratur f

territory

Organiz your
has already

been requested to
BOOK NOW FOR BOOK WEEK co-operate in giving
with your local exchange
this picture their
distributini
support.

WARNER

BROS.

PRODUCTIONf

—
24

MOVING PICTURE

WORLD

November

4,

A T

the flood tide of glorious womanhood, with her abundant

talents in full flower, Ethel Clayton
delivers the most spectacular hit
of her brilliant career

Book

sumptuous romantic
drama, and BOOK IT NOW. Rothis

mance is getting the money because
the whole teeming universe craves
romance and is willing to pay to
see it on the screen.
Here, in a vehicle with gorgeous scenes,
bewilderingly lavish costumes, exquisitely
beautiful love interest and an incredibly fascinating star, F. B. O. ofiers a de luxe box
office winner with which other romantic
productions simply don’t compare.

1922

:

November

T

4,

MOVING

1922

he

—

!

WORLD

PICTURE

adapted from the famous novel, “The
Three Cornered Kingdom,” by DuVernet Rab^ll,
and directed by Wesley Ruggles, is a peach and a
pippin combined, to wit
A prince a girl a gem a whirl a throne a kiss
a dance Oh bliss a train a dash a plunge
then CRASH sit tight some fright good night!
And a final rousing climax with Ethel Clayton in the arms of a

I

—
—

—

j

!

story,

—

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

stalwart Prince Charming, impersonated with true regal
Warner Baxter.

—

charm by

—

Imagine what a story to advertise! Imagine what a story to
exploit with F.B.O.’s special brand of exploitation and super-showmanship!
score of original ideas in the big press sheet Posters
rich in dignity and power Everything the showman needs to whip

A

“If I

Were Queen”

Book

it

across to a bountiful clean-up.

IMMEDIATELY.

Distributed by
Executive Offices: 723

—

—

Write, phone or

RADIO

Film Booking Offices of America,
SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

Inc.

Exchanges Everywhere

WORLD

MOVING PICTURE
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November 4 1522
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She saiv the Dazzle
hut not the Danger

Maun’ne Powers,
MaryAlden.Rod La Rocque,
SUPERB CASTV
INCLUDING J
,

GeorgeHackathorne,
Richard
^
T-

ravers, J. Barney Sherry,
9\nders Randolf, Mona Lisa
I

L-LAWRENCE WEBER

and

BOBBY NORTH

A PICTURE THAT WILL PLAY THE
BIGGEST HOUSES OF THE COUNTRY
DESERVES EXTRAORDINARY
POSTERS.
WILL NIGh
OF THE POLL'

Maurme

Powers. Ro

GeorgerHacfeathome. Pit

Anders

Rai

LLWREN

wILLNIGHS photooraha
PAI-SE FAME
FOLL.Tr OF FAL^E
OP THE FOLLV
OF

NOTORIETY
rtAfuame

Haun'ne Powers
Rod Lq Rocque

Richard Travers

J-6omey Sherry
Wnders Randotf
Mary Alden
George Hachathorne Mona Lisa
LLHWReJ^'wEb'er’ A^rTOBBY NORTH
t

NOTORIETY.
rSATUNlNO

Maurine Powers
Rod La Rocque

Mory?Mden
George Hocholhome
L'LAWRENCE WEBER

,

Richard Trovers

J.Bamey Sherry
Rondolf

Tenders

Mona Lisa
BOBBY NORTH

amo

This Is the First of the Four Will Nigh Photodramas.

DISTRIBUTED BY

L.

State-

LAWRENCE WEBER

FOREIGN RIGHTS CONTROLLED BY APOLLO

November

4,
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E-^agt.IbuiaPap&r

s

]PmATESECRlTARY ClAIMS
SHARE OF BROKERS ESTATE
I

Deceased Promised Her Part oP His
Foz'P^e Declares Miss Simpson

LEAVES STE ^^bR.AOE^

“NOTORIETY” POSTERS WILL COVER
THE COUNTRY. THEY ARE YOUR
“STREET SALESMEN.” TO SEE THE
POSTERS IS TO SEE THE PICTURE.
.Mid.

OTODR/\M^
kLSE F/\M E

lyers

,

^JJt/CosL

'\i/lLL'NlGHS PHOTODRAMA
OF TH E FOLL.Y OF FALSE FAM E

NOTORIETY
Maurine Powers
Rod Lo Rocque
Mary >^Iden
George Hacholhorne

Richard Travers
J BarneySherry
Snders Randolf
Mona Lisa

LlaWREJToE'wEBERT^reOBBY NORTH

Are Invited

Sinci

to

Write for Our “Will Nigh Series” Selling Plan.
\

DADDY
WADTU
DUDD I iNUK
1 tl

lADING CORP., 1600 ROADWAY, N.

Y. C.

broadway,
NEW YORK CITY
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CLASS OF SERVICE rSYMSIl
:

Telegram

Day

if

Letter

Silis

lligfit

Messtii

ilti

M0i

Letter

1L

HSP 0 ef

tliese

tliris

syrnljfils

appears after the clifck (jmtiim rJ
words) this Is a telegrsrri* Otherwise its charaeter Is Iricileateil by tlii
symbol appearifif after fee ciierJc.

X3J

D67inr

I
f

117

MI

CHICAGO

ILLS

AL LICHTMAH CORP
576 FIFTH AVE

lOOlA

I^WYORK

OCT

12

1922

NY

WE SAW SHADOWS AND ALL WE CAN TELL YOU IS WE CONSIDER IT ONE OP 7ERY

GREATEST PRODUCTIONS

m

EVER SAW STOP HAVE PUT SHADOWS IN TIE ONE HUNDRED

PERCENT DIVISION STOP EVER SINCE WE HAVE BEEN IN THE FILM BUSINESS WE
HAVE HEARD OP QUOTE BIGGEST PICTURE EVER MADE QUOTE THE SENSATION OP THE

YEAR QUOTE AND THE LIKE IP YOU SAY THIS OP SHADOWS YOU WILL ONLY TELL THE

TRUTH OUR HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS

ISJ

E57NY

98 BLUE
BZ LOS ANGELES CALIF

AL LICHTMAN
576 FIFTH AVE

NEWYORK

prjeDMAN

1124A

1156A

OCT 18 1922

NY

SHADOWS IS TRIBUTE TO MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY STOP CANNOT EXAGGERATE HOW

PICTURE PIEASED EVERYONE CONNECTED HERE STOP CLOSED FIRST RUN LOSANGELES
KINEMA
LOUIS HYMAN

Produced by

402P

PREFERRED
PICTURES'Inc.
B.P.Schulberg'-P/rr-

J.G.Bachmann*rrras

Jt’s apreferred picture

4,

1922

November

4,
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V sE8¥io£

#

tppatrs iftar tlii elicM^ic (iiufriljcir
Winfs) this is a teiaa raiti. Othsi^
wisi is sia»tsr Is laiisatai fey tlii
sffiibfii

GSM

tppeaiirii after #1(1 cheek..

101 NL

1922 OCT

21

AM

3

12

M LOS ANGELES CALIF 20
AL LICHTMAN CORP
576 5 AVE NEWYORK NY
IT IS SUCH PICTURES AS SHADOWS THAT ARE BRINGING HONOR AS WELL AS

PROFIT TO THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY AND CREDIT TO PICTURE
PLAYERS WHO LIKE LON CHANEY CAN REACH ARTISTIC HEIGHTS 3P0P TO BEN

SCHULBERG MY HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS ON THE SUCCESS THAT HAS

ATTENDED HIS FINE VISION TO YOU MY CONGRATULATIONS THAT SUCH

AN ATTRACTION HAS COME TO YOUR HANDS FOR DISTRIBUTION STOP THE
FACT THAT WE HAVE BOOKED SHADOWS AT OUR KINEMA T^ATRE IS BEST
EVIDENCE

I

CAN OFFER OF COMPLETE CONFIDENCE IN BOX OFFICE

VALUE STOP ITS ARTISTIC MERIT IS BEYOND THE CAPRICE OF ANY AUDIENCB
TO DENY.

SOL LESSER.
Distributed Ly

We'll Pay foK our Mistakes

jfyou'll pay forourjuccessesl

AL-LICHTMAN
C
ORPOR.ATI O N

576 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK CnV
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sensationally successful box-office attraction

that on its dramatic and pictorial contents ; on
its spirited direction and on its appealing title

has done tremendous business in the larger cities
where it is now playing the first run accounts.

NEW YORK:

Opening an extended engagement

Cameo Theatre and following this run
booked for 120 days by the members comprising
new 'Third metropolitan circuit” prior to the
at thg

incorporation of the circuit.

BOSTON:

Jake Lourie’s Modern and Beacon;
Providence, Ed Fay’s Theatre; Portland, Me.,
Strand and the entire Boas Circuit.

CHICAGO

:

The

entire

Lubliner

&

Trinz

circuit.

ATLANTA:

S.

A. Lynch’s Rialto Theatre.

LOS ANGELES

Mack

:

Sennett’s

Mission

Theatre for three weeks run.

SAN FRANCISCO: Ackerman & Harris’ Casino.
OAKLAND: Oliver Kehrlein’sKinema Theatre.
SEATTLE: John Hamrick’s Blue Mouse and
also

the Portland and Tacoma Blue
Spokane at the Auditorium.

Mouse

Tlieatres.

CINCINNATI: McMahan

&

Jackson’s L>Tic

Theatre.

Now that a large number of big city first runs
have blown away a lot of money on over-touted
pictures that did not "come through” with the
predicted profits, these same big accounts are
taking in the profits with this big Ray Smallwood-Pyramid special. There are 100 prints in
our branches to keep you from having to wait
too, long for play-dates.

U E LE AS N C ^
I

(Cp R PO R AT FO N

ia Canada: Canadian Rele^ing Corporation, Limited

i^p

—— —
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That’s more than a slogan.
publishing achievement that means

It is a

much

you

to

if

you are spending your

advertising dollars in the expectation of
receiving the fullest return possible.

Every

National
in Service!

Moving

issue of

Picture

World

is

crammed and crowded with exhibitor
names, items of newsy gossip concerning
theaters big and little in every section of
the country.

Several hundred individual names appear

each week.
It

stands to reason

Exhibitors are reading the paper that

THEM

about

talking

is

and

their

NEIGHBORS.
No argument
Nor about
The
and
is

about

tliat!

this

paper out of the wrapper
is the paper that
likely to contain an item about the
first

often the only one

exhibitor

—

HIMSELF.

to contain

And CERTAIN

some news about a nearby

NEIGHBOR.
That’s a

solid,

sound,

two

plus two, pub-

And

lishing fundamental, isn’t it?

a

basic advertising guide, isn’t it?

So

it

sums up

The paper
per

is

FIRST out of the wrapmust be considered

on the advertising schedule.

The week

that

exhibitor in his
the

is

the one that

FIRST

Moving

that

week

you are not talking

own

that

intimate trade paper

THE OTHER

Picture

is

World

Think that week over!

LOW

to the

FEL-

has the whole stage.

Robert E.

Welsh

4,

1922

November

4,
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Program^'"

tiie

NTeix)

(Times

“Once more the comedy captures a program.
it’s Buster Keaton again, too.
His latest

And

Joseph M. Schenclo

reel of nonsense, ‘My Wife’s Relations,^ appropriates first place for itself at the Rivoli this

presents

week.
“It’s

BUSTER
KEATON

nothing but foolishness, or rather it’s
honest - to - goodness foolishness

free-flying,

without any theatrical hokum, insincere moralizing and sham elegance loaded on to it. And
bright and original. So it’s something to
enjoy, something to throw your head back and
it’s

laugh

at.

“Buster Keaton himself, who can be earnest,
anxious, angry and joyful without a flicker in
the fixed seriousness of his expression, must
have learned how to laugh when he saw himself.”

in

My Wile's Relations
And These Are Just As Funny
“The Electric House”
“The Playhouse”
“The Paleface”
“The Boat”

Any show

“The Frozen North”
“The Blacksmith”
“Day Dreams”
a

Cops”

a good show when
Keaton heads the bill!
is

Written and directed by Buster Keaton
and Eddie Cline

Distributed by

Associated First
National Pictures,
Inc.

—World Rig'hts

—
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from Coast to Coast

Critics

>1

New

Newspaper reviewers from

York,

Los Angeles, Brooklyn,

Cleveland, Baltimore, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia

and other cities unanimous
A PICTURE THAT
ENRICHES THE SCREEN
The

New

York Herald:

“In ‘The Bond Boy’ Richard Barthelmess again enriches the screen. One indelible impression that stands out is the
scene showing young Joe Newbolt wrong-

condemned to death for murder,
ly
watching the shadow of the rope on the
gallows swinging through the moonlight
on his cell wall like the pendulum of destiny.
It is a superb natural effect and

in calling

it

his greatest picture.

one which alone could justify any picture
existing.
Henry King, the director,
could rest on his laurels after controlling
this scene.”
for

The

New

weep.”

York American:

“All the advantages of the screen are
undeniably attained in ‘The Bond Boy.’
The picture has everything in its favor
Richard Barthelmess, discriminate direction, emotional appeal and an entire lack
of bromide banality.”

SCINTILLATING WITH
DRAMATIC QUALITIES
The Los Angeles Herald:
with human interest and

“Teeming

with dramatic qualities, ‘The
Bond Boy’ will win untold popularity for

scintillating

An

Barthelmess.
interesting story, the
star’s splendid portrayal makes it doubly
attractive. The best bit of dramatic acting in screen history.
It made them

The Los Angeles Express:
“Barthelmess makes
his acting.
test.

The

it

memorable by

Few

actors could stand the
photography is inspired.”

HUMAN, GRIPPING,
COMPELLING DRAMA
The Brooklyn Citizen:
“Human and gripping—a compelling
drama with tragedy, comedy, elemental
emotions and chivalry, chasing each other
across the silver sheet in delightful succession.
The story is magnificent, but
more striking still is the star’s portrayal.”

HE SCORES AGAIN
IN FINEST

PICTURE

The Cincinnati Times-Star:
“Richard

Barthelmess scores again.
of the finest pictures ever filmed,
with much of the rugged vigor of ‘Tol’able
David,’ and the same quality of genuineness.”

One

The Cincinnati Post:
“Barthelmess adds a new triumph to
his
lengthening list of fine starring
vehicles.”

Inspiration Pictures, Inc.

Charles H. Duell, president. Presents

Adapted by Charles E. Whittaker from
the story by George W. Ogden photographed by Roy Overbaugh edited by
;

;

Duncan Mansfield;

art director. Charles

O. Seessel.

Directed by
Alt night he ivatched the shadoit) of the galtoiot
noose stringing on the celt door living through
.ff^e long hoiurs the horrors of the morrois).

—

Henry M. King

ovember
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Jnite in Highest Praise
human

Magnificent Drama, teeming with
interest

and marked by

shown on
ACTING

finest acting ever

screen, the reviewers say.

PURE,
SIMPLE, EFFECTIVE
IS

MAGNIFICENT STORY
STRIKINGLY PORTRAYED
The Pittsburgh Dispatch:

The Baltimore American:

“A magnificent
“Not since John Barrymore appeared
in Galsworthy’s ‘Justice’ have we seen
such acting
tive

— acting,

— better

One
The

pure,

simple, effec-

acted than ‘Tol’able David.’

of the year’s

picture

most important films.
Barthelmess at the

places

top of his profession.”

The Baltimore News:
“A production
be desired

that

— remarkably

story, strikingly related.

A

big production. His splendid personality and high artistry make Barthelmess
one of the best screen stars. It parallels
”
the thrill and interest of ‘Tol’able David.'

The Pittsburgh Press:
“A magnificent picturization of a great
story. One of the most human and gripping film dramas that has come along in

many

a day.
appealing.”

Barthelmess

is

remarkably

leaves nothing to
acted.”

HITS BULL’S EYE

OF SUCCESS AGAIN

GREATEST DRAMATIC
PICTURE PRODUCED
The

St.

Louis Times:

“Barthelmess has never exceeded the
sterling work he does in ‘The Bond Boy.’
He depicts youth and its emotions in a
masterly manner.”

The Philadelphia Evening Ledger:
“Again Barthelmess hits the bull’s eye
of success. ‘The Bond Boy’ is equal in
dramatic strength to its predecessors. It
stirs the emotions, brings the tears and
spurs
the
imagination.
Barthelmess
rises to great heights.”

The Philadelphia Inquirer:
in pathos and human

“Abounding

Intensely melodramatic and
heart throbs.”
peal.

The

St.

Louis Globe-Democrat:

“The greatest dramatic picture produced and one of the most forceful and
gripping pictures ever given the screen.
A perfect combination of director and
star.
It sweeps you through the gamut
of emotions exciting beyond imagina-

—

—

tion.”

apof

full

THOROUGH STUDY
IN

HUMAN EMOTIONS
The Cleveland Plain Dealer:

“Barthelmess has made another
able David.’ A thorough study in
emotions. Finely drawn scenes.”

‘Tol’-

human

A

First

National

Attraction

36
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Speaking of Big Time
Attractions
A

Masterly Production of the

World's Greatest Love Story

R.

D. Blackmore’s immortal

classic;

by Maurice Tourneur; Produced
of

Thomas H.

First

A

Ince; Distributed

National Pictures, Inc.

Directed

at the studios

by Associated

World

Rights.

Current Release

4,

1922

—

:

the,

NEW

PUBLIC
-

L^^ARY
A

69^68

A‘?'^«^LEN0X an.d

_

tild^ foundations
n‘'.' 1933

L

bunded
by

J.

19 0 7
P. Chalmers
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Business Opportunities
There’s a column in the classified pages of the
daily press that has a tempting, inviting pull
through the magic of its heading: “Business Opportunities.”
find no such column in the film trade paper.
But the headline above is not misleading. For we
have our opportunities.
few of them come to mind.

We
A

For example

^*Good Prints Guaranteed*^
What

a wonderful opportunity awaits the film
distributing organization that can declare in its
advertising and its sales talk:
“Every
Company print you get is a good
print

would arise to cheer the man or the company that
would make good on that slogan every time, and

—

every territory.

There are thousands of exhibitors who give
strong consideration in their booking to this fact:
That experience has shown them that in their particular territory such-and-such an exchange is most
efficient and takes most pride in the condition of its
prints.

There’s no “way out” for the small-town exhibwho has had to force a butchered print on his
patrons.
He suffers, he knows it, and he must
itor

face the music personally.
A mutilated print of a million dollar picture
worth thirty cents less than nothing.

Dun and

is

Bradstreet

There are other opportunities. Here’s one. For

company that will say to an exhibitor:
“Mr. So and So, you’ve been dealing with us for
many years. You have been fair, honest and reliable in your dealings with us. We are proud to
have you on our books and want you to stay there.
“Hereafter you will have a credit rating with us.
the

and other irritating
are going to treat you as a human
being and a business man. That’s the way we want
to be treated.
“Your credit rating at this minute is ‘A-1.’ It
will stay at that mark just as long as you keep it
there. Your rating
your reputation is in your
C. O. D.’s, deposits,

We

—

—

own

hands.”
That’s an opportunity.

But it also entails the utilization of another opportunity: The development of branch managers
who are that in every sens$ of the word. Men
whose judgment is relied upon and can be relied
upon as affects their territory and their customers.
But that is another story. For another day.

—

—

!”

And then, after saying it, carry out the promise.
This seems a minor matter to the film man whose
horizon is bounded by New York’s Times Square
or Chicago’s Loop.
But there are thousands of small exhibitors who
in

No more

insults.

Part of the
And

Show

here’s another opportunity:

For the distributor who announces: “We consider the posters and advertising accessories of all
sorts an integral part of the customer’s service we
deliver when you buy our film. We don’t believe
that we should count on making an annual profit
out of our accessories.
“Certified accountants have figured that it costs
us a certain percentage to handle the accessories.
should be allowed a return to compensate for
the great amount of money that is tied up in this
material on our shelves. Hereafter our prices for
all accessories will be the actual cost plus the cer-

We

tified

expense figures.

No

profit.

“Accessories are intended to pull patrons to the
show. That’s as much our worry as it is yours.
For our bargain is not completed until you are
satified.”

Opportunities

?

are all around us. And most of us go “all
around the bush” to get away from them.
Then a wise man comes along. And grasps the
opportunity.

They
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Delivery Promised

Would Censor Public

Censor Advocate Says He’ll “Deliver”
Votes to Censorship Cause
First-page display newspaper advertising in the Massachusetts papers

is

being used by both the proponents and
the opponents in their fight for and
against the censorship referendum bill
which comes before the people next

An example

of the sort of advertising used is found in one of the
ads this week by the Committee of

month.

Enterprises

Massachusetts Citizens Against Censorship.
The text is as follows: “A Thunderous ‘No’ on Referendum No. 3, November 7, will be the emphatic answer of
one and a half-million voters in resentment of the claim of B. Preston
Clark that he ‘will deliver them' for
Censorship and One Man Dictation of
Thunderwhat they see and read.
ous ‘No’ will be the emphatic answer
of the other two and a half-million
people who feel as they do. The advestisement of B. Preston Clark claims
‘crated delivery’ of Religious Societies,
Civic Organizations, Educators, Busi-

A

ness Organizations, etc.
Freedom of thought
“Preposterous
and action are NOT YET in the hands
of B. Preston Clark for delivery. Today, not even political bosses claim to
Meliver’ votes. Ninety-two per cent of
the daily and weekly press of Massa-

of

The Rev. John K. Gault, pastor
the Reformed Presbyterian

—

Cecil E. Maberry, effective October
.28, and the appointment of George A.
Hickey and Felix Mendelssohn as dis<3f

managers.
Mr. Hickey, formerly manager of
the branch exchange in Buffalo, has
been appointed district manager with
supervision over the Chicago, Milwaukee and Minneapolis exchanges.
Felix Mendelssohn, formerly manager of the Philadelphia exchange, had
been made district manager supervising the territory embraced in the Philadelphia, Washington and Pittsburgh
exchanges.

trict

Deal Not Closed Yet
Spyros Skouras Declares Stories Regarding Consolidation Are Premature
Aside from a statement sent out
from the Famous Players-Lasky New

York

after.

Missouri Corporation and Skouras
Brothers Enterprises had virtually
been consummated, there has been
nothing officially given out on the

He let the cat out of the
bag, and pointed out very conclusively just what it Is that the proponents of the censorship bill are
Said he: “Yes, let us have a
Board of Censorship, so as to
make the motion picture industry
what It ought to be; to make our
newspapers what they ought to
be; and to make our Hkrzu-ies, art
Institutions

and museums what

they ought to be. When we begin
a good work, to be consistent, we
must carry it through. Let us
censor every enterprise that is
designed to serve the public.”
Probably the Rev. Gault would
insist upon having a long gown
placed on the Venus de Milo.

Movinir Picture

WORLD
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New York

City
Hill 1610

Branch Office:
East Jackson Boulevard

John F. Chalmers, president: Alfred J.
Chalmers, vice-president; James P. Chalmers,
Sr.,
vice-president: Eliza J. Chalmers, secretary and treasurer, and Ervin L. Hall,
business manager.
Editorial Stnfft Robert E. Welsh, editor;
A. Archer, managing editor; Epes Wlnthrop Sargent, exploitation; F. H. Richardson. projection; E. T. Keyser, equipment;
Charles S. Sewell, reviews; Roger Ferrl, Independent productions; Sumner Smith, regional
news; T. S. da Ponte, producers news, and
A. Van Buren Powell, Straight from the
Shoulder Reports.

John

Manager

of Advertlsingt

Wendell

P. Mil-

matter.

Spyros
Brothers

Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, left Hollywood Monday for

Manager

of Cirenlatlons Dennis J. Shea.
Subscription price: United States and its
possessions, Mexico and Cuba, $3.00 a year;
Canada, $3.50; foreign countries (postpaid),
$10.00 a year.
1922,

hanging fire and newspaper stories
about the plans of the consolidation
were premature.
But if the principals to the deal have
been somewhat backward in talking,
other tongues have not been so inclined, and there is plenty of gossip
these days in film circles.
One report had it that Skouras
would also take over the Fox Liberty.
But there isn’t a chance for that.
Gossip also has Skouras taking over
the Kings. The theatre is the property
of the Famous Players Missouri Corporation and has been under lease to
the Loew Circuit. It is possible that
if Skouras assumes the management
of the Missouri Theatre he will also
take over the Kings.

Bonns Succeeds Pritchard as Exploitation Manager
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation
announces the establishment of a
Sales
Promotion Department with
R. E. Pritchard, formerly exploitation
manager, in charge.
Edward Bonns, who has been pubdirector for Warner Brothers,
succeeds Mr. Pritchard as exploitation

licity

manager. The change became effecon October 23.
This completes the Goldwyn promotion organization, with Howard Dietz,
director of advertising and publicity;
tive

Copyright throughout Great Britain and
Colonies under the provisions of the Copy(All rights reserved.)
right Act of 1911.

Other Pnhiicntlons
Technical Books.
Cine Mundial (Spanish).

ter.

Member Audit Bureau Circulations.
Member National Publishers Association.

new

position,

and Edward Bonns, manager of exploitation.

by Chalmers Publishing

New York

where he will confer with
Adolph Zukor and other executives
of the company on the Paramount production schedule for the coming Win-

head of Skouras

Enterprises, has remained
silent, declining to make a statement
other than that the matter was still

Sells Palace

Company.

Lasky Coming

Skouras,

R. E. Pritchard, in his

ligan.

Copyright,

of

Changes Made

CHALMERS PUBLISHmC COMPANY
616 Fifth Avenue,

office that the deal for

solidation

WEEKLY BY

Telephone; Murray

Goldwyn Appoints Hickey and Mendelssohn District Managers
Goldwyn announces the resignation

1922

tion.

PUBI.ISHED

Maberry Resigns

4,

the conthe Missouri and New
Grand Central Theatres, owned respectively by the Famous Players

Church of Cambridge, did not
mince matters In a sermon
preached Sunday to his congrega-

!

chusetts are fighting censorship. They
can’t all be wrong. The leaders of the
fight against One Man Political Control, Mr. Clark, are The People
undelivered.”

November

New

England Theatres, Inc., formerly known as Black New England
Theatres, Inc., has sold the Palace TheI., to Henry McMahon.
The house was built by Black & Spitz
and was later taken over by Black New
England Theatres, Inc. It was opened

atre, Arctic, R.

in

October, 1921, and has followed a
picture policy, with three

straight

changes a week.

;

November

4,
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P. T. O. of Missouri in

Big Convention
Prominent Persons Discuss Topics of Interest to Industry
he

T

third annual convention of

the M. P. T. O. of Missouri was
held at the Elms Hotel at Excelsior Springs, Mo., Wednesday and
The
Thursday, October 18 and 19.
convention was a success in every way,
and those who attended had the opportunity of hearing more nationally
known men than at any previous convention ever held in this mid-Western
state.

Among

those present were Sydney
Cohen, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America M.
of the public
J. O’Toole, chairman
service department of the national organization; A. J. Moeller, general manager of the national association; Senator James A. Reed, of Missouri;
Mayor Frank H. Cromwell, of Kansas
:

S.

;

City; Dr. Burris A. Jenkins, Dr. James
Fifield and Father William J. Dalton,
members of the Kansas City clergy;
Mrs. Henry N. Ess, chairman of the
Womens Clubs of Kansas City; Mayor
Hugh Wilhite, of Excelsior Springs,
and several visiting exhibitors from
various parts of the country.
Charles T. Sears, of the Sears and
Jones circuit, amid much applause, was
re-elected president of the Missouri
organization, and Lawrence E. Goldman, of Kansas City, was also reelected to the position of secretary.
Other officers elected for the coming
year are
Col. C. B. Philly, of St.
Joseph, first vice-president; T. C.
Goodnight, of Warrensburg, second
vice-president J. R. Pratt, of Fulton,
third vice-president, and Art Joscphson, of Kansas City, treasurer. Harry
:

;

Braymer, was appointed sergeant-at-arms by President Sears.
The executive board, appointed by
the president and approved by memTill,

bers
J.

I.

of

convention,

the

at

Wright, Bevier;

Moberly

Thomas

;

J.

consists

Courtier,

E.
J.
Clark,

of

Earl Hayes,

Moberly

Marysville
Dave
Harding, Kansas City C. W. Hunt,
Higginsville
S. E. Wilhoit, Springfield; Jack Roth, Kansas City; Harry
Pruitt, Centralia Robert Stemple, St.
Charles; Ben Levy, Joplin, and C. H.
Fayant, Lebanon.
Upon recommendation of the members of the organization, President
Cohen appointed Jack Truitt, of Sedalia, to the executive board of the
national organization.
Joseph Mogler, of St. Louis, asked
the opinion of the assembly as to the
;

;

;

;

advisability of dividing the Missouri
into an eastern and a
western section. It is believed the national organization will grant a charter for an eastern division, as there

organization

were no objections voiced by the
western exhibitors.
One of the most important resolutions adopted was that asking the
newspapers of the state to refuse any
motion picture advertising that is of
a suggestive or salacious nature. The
exhibitors also pledged their support to
the Joint Board of Arbitration. They
also petitioned the exchanges to refuse more than thirty days’ protection
on any picture, because of practices
which have been observed quite frequently in other sections of the

country.

Wednesday’s Session
Wednesday’s meeting was not called
to order as early as planned, because
of the late arrival of Senator James A.
Reed, who talked to a crowd of about
four

hundred town people and exHe compared a newspaper

hibitors.

with the screen, condemned censorship, and said that the screen was absolutely on the same level in the dissemination of knowledge as are the
daily papers of the country.
At three-thirty o’clock the afternoon
session was called to order by the
president.
Mayor Hugh Wilhite, of
Excelsior Springs, cordially welcomed
the exhibitors to his city and then introduced Dr. J. J. Gaines, president of
the
Excelsior Springs
Commercial
Club. Dr. Gaines spoke of the motion
pictures from the layman’s point of
view. He said the motion picture industry is one of the most colossal institutions in the country.
As educators, the movies are outclassing the
whole curricula of American colleges,
he believed.
The doctor also spoke
against censorship of pictures.
President Sears gave a report of the
activities of the organization during
the past year.
Parts of his speech

were
"Will Hays is not the Landis of the
movies, because Landis is employed by
the men who control not only the baseball players themselves, but the baseball parks where the exhibitions are
given.
On the other hand, Mr. Hays
is employed by only a part of the producers and distributors, representing

less than 50 per cent, of the producing
and distributing companies, while you,

represent that great
the showing of
productions without which the producing and distributing division of the
industry cannot exist.
“Through the organization, the efforts of some to create a drastic censorship over the screen of Missouri
was defeated. But upon accomplishing the defeat of these movements, instead of further antagonizing the censorship advocates, we have secured
their good will by a better understanding between ourselves and those who
have advocated censorship.
“An arbitration board has been
established. Today every exhibitor is
assured of a fair hearing of his complaint against any exchange and is
protected against any unfair demands
against him.
“Six million, seven hundred thousand
dollars have been saved for the theatre
owners of the United States through
the repeal of the five per cent film
rental tax.
And here, permit me to
state, that our work, though of the
greatest value, would have been without result had it not been for the wonderful leadership and wisdom of a man
who is with us today, Sydney S.
the

exhibitors,

medium which permits

Cohen.”
A. J. Moeller, manager of the national organization, gave a report on
the music tax situation. An investigation carried on by the M. P. Y. O. A.
disclosed the fact that eighty-five per
cent of all music used in theatres,

dance

halls,

places

is

cabarets and other public
non-taxable.
Mr. Moeller advised exhibitors to
use their programs and screens to let
their patrons know about the music
tax and why certain musical numbers
are not played by the orchestra.
M. Van Praag, president of the
M. P. T. O. of Kansas, offered the cooperation of his organization and reported that so far as he knew only
two exhibitors had paid the music tax
and that no others would pav.
A1 Pramer, president of the M. P.
T. O. of Nebraska, reported that no
one in his state had paid the tax and
urged that all the exhibitors use the
non-taxable music so the industry
would soon be free of the music tax.
John A. Silha, former president of
the Chicago exhibitor organization be(Continued on page 40)
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Goes

to

Hollywood

C. Smallwood leaves New York
Hollywood Saturday, Oct. 21, accompanied by George A. McGuire, his
assistant, and Thomas Bracken who
will act as business manager of Pyra-

Ray

for

mid’s west coast studios. Mr. Smallwill undertake the making of two
namely
Pyramid,
for
productions
“Tatiana,” written by H. S. Sheldon,
and “The Deerslayer,” one of James
Fenimore Cooper’s works. Mr. Smallwood will personally direct “Tatiana”
and will supervise the picturizatio»i of
“The Deerslayer.”

wood

Missouri Meeting
(Continued from page 39)
fore its consolidation with the state association, explained his presence at the
convention by stating that it was his
of showing his appreciation of the
He extended a
national officers.
cordial invitation to the exhibitors
present to attend the national convention to be held in Chicago next year.
few other exhibitors were heard,
all urging better co-operation and harmony in the organization, and then the
President announced the following

way

A

committees
Resolutions:
Jack Roth, Kansas
H. J. Nash, St. Louis T. C.
City
Goodnight, Warrensburg; D. J. Michael, Kirksville, and H. T. Till, Bramer. Finance: I. W. Rodgers, Poplar
Bluff; Joe Mogler, St. Louis; A. M.
Eisner, Kansas City; C. W. Hunt, Hig;

;

and J. C. Courtier, Gallatin.
Thursday the meeting was called

ginsville,

shortly after ten o’clock in order to
hear National President Sydney S.
Cohen. He declared that one of the
outstanding put poses of the organization was to preserve inviolate, for the
use of the American people, this great

medium of expression, the screen of
the motion picture theatres, and prevent the trustification of the business
by elements out of sympathy with the
ideals and principles of the American
government.

try are in league with the producers
in trying to close the smaller theatres
by means of a long time protection.
“I have found,” continued President
Cohen, “that the small exhibitor is
really the biggest factor in the organization.
They stand for stronger organization and harmony than the big
exhibitor in a large town.”
He also told of the new arrangements that had been made with the
distributors of Movie Chats whereby
the national association would be allowed a percentage of the gross receipts obtained from this single reel
and whereby the state organizations
would receive the balance over the
quota.
Mr. Cohen spoke of practices of distributing companies which were unfair to the exhibitors and told of plans
by which the national organization,
through the state organizations, hoped
to bring them to an end.
In speaking of the practices which
seemed to be the policy of some of the
film companies, Mr. Cohen said that
he thought the companies had a right
to negotiate with every theatre manager in the city and accept the best
price offered, but he thought that
when an exchange once got an exhibitor’s signature on a contract all
negotiations with other competing exhibitors should come to an end until
the expiration of the contract.
Explaining his failure to discuss the
Will Hays situation, Mr. Cohen declared that he had made an agreement
with Mr. Hays that nothing about
their negotiations was to be made public

until

M.

real trouble with our organizaMr. Cohen declared, “is that we

have grown too
time.

too short a
to solve our prob-

fast

The only way

in

lems effectively is through strong organization. I am gratified very much
by the advances made by the Missouri
organization. Your organization is one
of the outstanding state divisions of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

A

ation.

“Churches are beginning to realize
the importance of the motion picture.
The churches and the theatre owners
should work together for harmony.”
He went on to say that “The dangers
of censorship are greater than the exercise of censorship.”
In closing, Dr.
Jenkins declared the value of co-operation between the church and exhibitor.
At the banquet given for the ex:

hibtors,

Wednesday

night,

Mr. O’Toole

acted as toastmaster. The speakers of
the evening were Mr. Cohen, who
mentioned,
among various other
things, the fine spirit of harmony between the exchange managers of
Kansas City and the exhibitors of the
territory; Slayor Cromwell, of Kansas
City; Mrs. Ess. who said the moving
pictures were one of the greatest factors in the formation of character and
uplift; Dr. Fifield; Father Dalton, for
fifty years a priest in Kansas City, told
that he was a regular patron of the
movies and that they were a wonderful
opportunitv presented to the youth of
today I. W. Rodgers, who told of his
experiences as an exhibitor, being one
of the oldest men. in years of service,
in the industry, having started in 1896;
and Harry Gr''ham. president of the
KansTS City Film Board of Trade.
The roster of those attending the
convention will be found in the Kansas
City news of the Regional News and
;

Gossip Department, this issue.

Holds Convention

in April, 1923.

The newly

fine condition of their organization as

Pine Bluff.

of work
performed under their direction in
protection of the investments of the
exhibitors against hostile forces inside
and outside the industry.”
Mr. Cohen said he believes that
some of the large theatres in the coun-

having every theatre in the state to
run Movie Chats every week.
The other speaker of the day was
Dr. Burris A. Jenkins, of the Linwood
Boulevard Christian Church of Kansas
City. He spoke of the moving picture
industry as being one of the most instructive, broadening and educational
businesses in which man could engage.
“The American public,” he declared,
“is beginning to understand that recreation has a large part in the lives of
the people and that motion pictures are
one of the best sources of clean recre-

convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
cf Arkansas was held at the Hotel Marion, Little Rock, Ark.
Sidney Nutt, of Hot Springs, presided as chairman. Matters of
great interest to the theatre owners were d'scussed and acted upon. C. A.
Lick, of Ft. Smith, vice-president cf the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, delivered a message on the upbuilding of the moral and educational values of the photoplay as given to the general public.
Little Pock was selected as the place for holding the next convention

vice president,

many elements

1922

very successful

America, and I want to congratulate
the Missouri theatre owners on the
well as the

There

4,

in

P. T. O. of Arkansas

“The
tion,”

they were finished.

are still several points of difference in
the uniform contract upon which Mr.
Hays and Mr. Cohen cannot agree.
After a rising vote of thanks, appreciation and confidence to Mr. Cohen,
President Sears announced that 100
per cent of the exhibitors present Iv’d
signed a contract for Movie Chats and
that great efforts would be put forth

November

elected officers are: President, W. E. Collins, of Jonesboro;
H. D. Whcrton, of Warren; secretary, O. C. Hauber, of

Legislative Committee: Sidney Nutt, of Hot Springs; T. W. Sharp
and O. C. Hauber.
Board of Directors: William A. May, Little Rock; W. L. Landers,
Batesville; D. E. Fenton, Harrison; E. C. Robinson, Fayetteville; S, H.
Butler. Russellville; J. A. Collins, Paragould; F. B. Smith, Stuggart, and
G. E. Haven, Forrest City.

:
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Majority of Neighborhood Houses
in Favor of the Short Feature

A

nswers
editorial,

from exhibitors to the
“Write Us a Letter,”

which appeared in Moving Picture World October 14, concerning the

length that a feature should be, are
beginning to come in rapidly. Most
of them, so far, have expressed the
opinion that neighborhood houses,
which form a large percentage of the
total of the moving picture theatres
throughout the country, haven’t sufficient leeway in the matter of time to
show “long features.”
It seems to be the consensus of
opinion that as far as the smaller
houses are concerned, five or six reels
is as long as a feature should run.
These opinions have come from as far
West as California, from Texas in the
South, and from Pennsylvania. One
exhibitor, while holding to the opinion
of most of his compatriots, that a
feature of more than five reels is too
long for many houses, says that nevertheless he, himself, has never found it
necessary to cut a good picture to fit
a schedule. “In combination houses,”
he says, “I presume that a picture
over five reels is a problem,” but he
goes on to say there are “many
straight picture houses that would be
glad to have a chance at them.”
Following are some of the letters

Lincoln

October

Your

12,

1922.

Picture World;
editorial on the proper length

Moving

anced program.
There are very few stories which really
require more than six reels. There are, of
course, some exceptions to this, but they
are few and far between.
Wishing you continued success, and with
kind regards, I am.
truly yours,
F. C.

SMOOT.

THE HIPPODROME THEATRE
Home

I

'

I

[

i

Paramount Pictures
Fort Worth, Texas
of

October

H.

J.

GRUED,
Manager.

NEW PIEDMONT THEATRE
C. C. Griffin,

Manager

Piedmont at Linda Avenue
Oakland, Cal.

Moving Picture World;
Answering your editorial in the

Editor,

issue of

October 14 regarding length of features, I
wish to speak a word for the neighborhood
theatre that opens at seven o’clock each
evening and closes at eleven; running two
complete shows in four hours, or two hours
to the show.
This class of theatre represents, I should say probably, from forty to

custom
of

features (your issue of October 14), is one
that is certainly a live subject.
According to my viewpoint, an hour and
one-half show is sufficient entertainment
for 95 per cent, of our patrons. To give
them more than this has the same effect as
over-eating. You eat so much at times that
you don’t feel like it again for some time
to come, and performances lasting for more
than one hour and one-half has a tendency
to have the same effect upon the patrons.
In my opinion, features sold to the regular
exhibitor should not exceed more than one
hour and ten minutes in length. A feature
of this length permits a news reel, a comedy,
etc., which are necessary on any well bal-

Very

;

per cent, of all the theatres in the
country.
You can readily see that it is impossible
to present a complete show properly, including, possibly, a singer and organ recital,
a two-reel comedy, a news, a cartoon or
novelty reel of some sort, such as is the

Auditorium
Hippodrome
Smoot Theatre Building
Parkersburg, West Virginia
Editor,

picture to fit a schedule.
In combination houses I presume that a
picture over five reels long is a problem and
it is too bad that they are forced to pay
it is
for and run pictures over that length
also equally as bad for the producers to
force a long picture into a limited time
schedule house, especially when there are
so many straight picture houses that would
be glad to have a chance at them.
An exhibitor that is running a straight
picture house that will take a good picture
and cut or speed it to fit a schedule uses
about as much sense as a grocerman would
show in trying to put a pound of sugar in a
half pound sack; he might cut a hole in the
sack and put one over on the customer, but
you can’t make him like it and that customer is going to feel that there is something wrong some how.
The director should not be limited, if we
wish to progress.
Very truly yours,

fifty

SMOOT AMUSEMENT COMPANY
Camden

Have been an exhibitor since 1906 and
have yet to find it necessary to cut a good

11, 1922.

Editor, Moving Picture World:
In reference to the length of the photoplay of today.

in

first-run theatres.

my

opinion no
longer than six reels.
In

should be
have seen many
eight-reel features that could have been
presented in six and been more effective
and told the story completely, and yet these

two

extra

feature

Take some of the twelve-reel features
were shown in the last year or two.
They were good features, but this is one
thing I noticed about them all, when they
that

were about three-quarters through the
crowd became restless, or in other words
seemed to lose interest in the picture.
Maybe they were having their seventh
inning stretch, as in baseball. What I heard
was: “Too long a picture, too drawn out”
and various other remarks in that strain.
I personally think that a good, fast
reel feature is the exhibitors best bet.

Take the producers argument that the
exhibitor will not take a feature with a big
price attached to it unless it has a big
footage in film. It seems to me as if there
is something the matter with the exhibitor
who thinks that a feature must have a large
footage to justify a high rental.
It isn’t
how many feet of film there is in the feature, but what there is picturized. A mighty
good feature could be made in four reels,
while another may take eight reels. I do
condemn the practice of the producer making a feature with a lot of footage to get a
high rental. I know from experience that
some features with extra footage and also
extra rental did not go as good as a short
feature at a lower rental.
Take the projectionist’s viewpoint: Friend
Boss comes up and tells you that you have
twelve reels today. Two hours to run it.
Yesterday you had nine reels. What does
it mean?
Todaj' the projectionist will have
to spoil the show by overspeeding the projection of the picture.
This overspeeding
of the projectors means that the eyes of
the audience will suffer, the film will be
damaged, the projectors will wear out
quicker and other difficulties along with
the overspeeding of projectors.
To sum up my view of the long feature vs.
the short feature is, that a show lasting over
two hours is too long. It is impossible to
project perfectly eleven or twelve reels of
film in two hours and making a longer show,
lasting two hours and a half, is not desirable
for many reasons.
The audience is rarely
ever satisfied with just a feature, but always
wants a short subject of some kind.

I

Yours very

CARLISLE

CHARLES

cannot

read

them.

Undoubtedly,

a

large amount of patronage is lost through
this operation if carried on to any extent.
I, for one, am not in favor of long features and I hone something can be done to
curb the tendency to lengthen out the

shows.

Very

truly yours.
C. C. GRIFFIN,

Manager.
44 South

Main

St.,

Nazareth, Pa.,
October 9.
Editor, Moving Picture World
I read the editorial by Robert E. Welsh
entitled, “Write Us a Letter.’’
I was an
exhibitor and projectionist in a town of
about forty-five hundred. The following is
what I have noticed and heard about the
feature picture

trulv.

ANGLEMIRE,

J.

SCHAEFER

Theatrical Enterprises

Chicago

tial.

they

A.

Projectionist.

crowded the two-reel
comedy off the program. In neighborhood
theatres comedy relief is absolutely essenreels

It is very often necessary to put over
these long features by running the picture
at the rate of nine or ten minutes to the
reel, in which case the public complains
that the sub-titles are being run so fast that

five-

Editor,

Monday, October
Moving Picture World:

16.

In speaking of the proper length for a
feature, I speak from my own special viewpoint. as I see it here at my own theatre,
the “Garfield,” in a neighborhood district
of Chicago.
Our theatre runs only in the evenings

during the week and a matinee on Saturday
and Sunday. Seating capacity is 693 and
admission prices are 17 cents except on
more expensive productions, on which the
price

22 cents.
policy is to give an eight-reel show,
either a six-reel feature with a two-reel
comedy or a five-reel feature with a tworeel comedy and a news wee'^ly.
run
three shows a night with an eight-reel prois

Our

We

gram-—6.45,

8.15

and

9.45

p.

m.

Now most

exhibitors know that the peak hour of the
business is fre^ 7.45 p. m. to 8.45 p. m. and
if you are doing a holdout business with
a
700-seat house the best you can average is
about 1,100 people on an evening, because

(Continued on page 42)
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Postponed Again

The

fine

Home

old

WORLD

Site

residential

property

November

Spanish as She Should

Not Be Wrote

known

The

convention of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Nebraska and Iowa has been
postponed again from October 23
and 24 to November 1 and 2.
joint

Will Build Theatre
Famous Players

as “The Outpost,” the original
Hollywood home, is now owned by
At an announced
Jesse L. Lasky.

Moving

mous Players-Lasky Corporation,

will

erect a 16-story building and theatre
at 1485-1491 Broadway, the site now
occupied by the Putnam Building,
which came in the possession of the
motion picture corporation several
years ago. Plans for the new theatre,
which will involve a construction cost
of $3,000,000, have been completed and
are now being inspected by the building authorities of the City of New
York. Just when work will start on
the new theatre and building, which
will be 200 by 207, has not been decided upon.

Want Sunday Movies
Sunday picture shows

Alliance,
Ohio, may be permitted if the council
acts favorably on a petition which it
is now considering.
Recently Samuel
Bullock, of Cleveland, organizer of the
motion picture exhibitors of the State,
appeared before the Alliance Council
and spoke on the subject of Sunday
in

land on Franklin Avenue which two
hundred years a^o were selected by
Chief Cahuenga as a permanent site
for the tepees of his tribe passed into
the hands of the Famous PlayersLasky first vice-president on October

Sp^ulish language is causing edl
sorts of trouble, according to reports
received
in
Government

11

circles in

.

of the

Jesse L. Lasky, first vice president
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, is now the proud father of
Bessie Lasky, weight seven pounds
four ounces, born Wednesday
night, October 11, at the Good Samaritan Hospital, Los Angeles.
Mr. and Mrs. Lasky have two other
children, Jesse L. Lasky, Jr., aged 12,

and William Raymond Lasky, aged
is

named

after

2.

her

mother.

May

protest.

Meet

Tragedies are second in
country.
popularity.
Practically all of the films come

through agencies in Stockholm, and
most of the imports are handled by the
Filmindustri,
Svensk
Aktiebolaget
Nos. 7 and 19, Kungsgatan, Stockholm.

Neighborhood Houses
Favor Short Features

The Board

of Directors of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., are
holding their annual meeting at the
New York offices of First National,

No. 6 West Forty-eighth street.
of the

Herberg,

Col.

The

Board are J. G. Von
Fred Levy. Robert

Lieber, Harry O. Schwalbe, H. H. Gordon, J. B. Clark, A. H. Blank, Moe
Mark, Samuel Katz, E. V. Richards,
Jr.,

and

I.

H. Rubin.

Swedes Like Comedy
Rosts Picture Success
Re sts Theater Success
RjostsYOU R Success

They Are More Popular in Sweden
Than Other Kinds
The majority

RICH>sRDSO>J'5

H/^iaKJEKfPR.qECTl^
Qun moiksjMu tuomiy
rRlCE|6®2-CHXlMERS PUB. CO.-5I6 nFTH^WE.>l.y.

of the

American

at 6.45

(Continued from page 41)
you have about 100 people and

9.45 the

house

is

Now when we

the matter.

members

for

Close

Every moving picture house and
theatre in Belgium will close for an
indefinite period on April 1, 1923, unless .the demands of the owners, musicians and others connected with the
industry for lower taxes are not met
by the government before March 31.
Because of the high taxes, all the
moving picture houses and theatres
were closed on September 12, last, as a

Directors

Much

general

American goods in
wherever they appear.

All

C.

intended

committee of advertising men to
advise manufacturers regarding
their advertising matter.
Copies of numerous advertisements have been received in Washington as exhibits of the way mamy
manufacturers treat their foreign
advertising; many are merely incorrect in grammau*, but some 3U-e
nothing short of ludicrous and cannot but have a bad effect upon

and

The daughter

Washington, D.

advertising

Latin America is couched in such
poor Spanish that Secretary of
Commerce Hoover has appointed a

Bessie Arrives

Councilman Miller is chairman of
the committee which the council has
•

interested

American meu-ket
could, it is said, benefit by the experiences of American manufacturers whose manhandling of the
South

the

movies.

appointed to conside

men

in

on Big Structure
IMoving Picture World has learned
that Adolph Zukor, president of Fa-

picture

price of $160,000, the twelve acres of

Spend $3,000,000

to

1922

4,

films

imported into Sweden are comedies,
according to Consul Krogh, Malmo, in
a recent report to Washington, D. C.,
on film conditions in Sweden. Good
comedy is highly appreciated, and
American films of this nature seem to
be preferred to those of any other

at

half empty.
have an eight-reel feature

we have one every other week), we
are forced to put on a one-reel comedy,
give a nine-reel show, and our first show is
not over till near 8.30 p. m. (and I may add,
one-reel comedies, that is good ones, are
scarce). Instead of letting in, the line waiting to get in, at 8.15 p. m., they have to
stand 15 minutes longer and wait till 8.30
(and

p.

m.

Some go by between

8.15

and

8.30.

When

they see the line that should have
been off the sidewalk at 8.15, the consequences are that we are losing revenue because of the length of the feature.
With this nine-reel show, our last show,
which should start at 9.45 p. m., starts at
m., 25 minutes later than our
10.10 p.
running schedule, and our last show is over
at 11.45 p. m., which is too late for the
workingman to be going home who has to
get up at 5.30 a. m. the next morning to go
It discourages the working class
to work.
from attending the last show.
In my
features.

own

prefer six-reel
a large
seating capacity can handle the “peak”
crowd and I would imagine that the length
of the feature does not make such a difference, as it does with the man in a small
special case

I

Those theatres having

theatre.

Yours

trulv,

CHARLES

H.

RYAN,

Manager, Garfield Theatre.

November
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“The Raven Girl” Speaks of
Picture Making in India

D

duced

orothy

van

raven, the
k.
only American girl who has
been starred in pictures pro-

in India,

is

back

in

New York

after four years in India. Back in that
country she is known as “The Raven
Girl,” particularly for her appearance
It was to take part
in “Shakuntala.”
in this picture that she accepted the
offer of one of the native directors
four years ago.
“Shakuntala” will probably never be
seen in America. It relates a favorite
legend of the Indians, the legend of the
girl

who

is

mothered and brought up

by a peacock, the sacred bird in India.
Neither the story nor the performance
is up to popular American standards.
Miss Van Raven says.
“They have so much to learn about
make-up, and acting before the camera
that at present they have little to offer
here,” she explained. “When I first beto work with them, their idea of
an artistic make-up was a bath in flour
and water. They wanted to be covered
with a thick white paste. Rouge was
more or less of a sin. But exaggerated
eyebrows naturally they have bcauti-

gan

—

Calls Convention
Bruce Johnson Calls Meeting of First
National Executives in England
American “pep” was fused with British
tenacity when Bruce Johnson, manager
of First National’s foreign department,

reached London on the

European

first

lap of his

tour, according to advices re-

ceived at the

New York

offices of First

National.

Calls Convention

The

first thing Mr. Johnson did was to
a convention of exchange managers
and salesmen connected with all of First
National’s British offices. Ralph J. Pugh,
managing director of First National’s
English Exchanges, presided. Mr. Johnson made a talk in which he outlined
First National's plans for the Fall and
Winter, and then Mr. Pugh spoke on
First National Attractions as the English
see them.
At the conclusion of the convention,
Mr. Pugh Sent a cable message to the
First National New York offices, extending the greetings of the British salesmen
to the executives and salesmen in America
and assuring them “of their determination to uphold the First National banner
and to achieve a record for business which
will be second to none.”

call

—

ful
eyes and eyebrows were the
vogue. They move quickly, too quickly
so that the result on the screen is

people would enable an American producer to turn out something entirely

jerky.

“The picture theatres in India are attractive and comfortable. Their greatest pride is their cooling systems and
they are remarkably successful in

is full of wonderful possibilfor pictures. An American producer, provided he could gain access to
representative homes and personalities,
could make one of the most attractive
pictures we have ever seen.
Indian
architecture is graceful in the extreme.
Their costumes are beautiful and their
use of color is exquisite.
“The pictures which have been miade
in America, showing life in India have
been so inaccurate that to anyone acquainted with the country, they are
almost absurd. Recently one of the
well-known American stars was seen
in a picture in Bombay.
There were
some striking errors in the matter of
costumes and customs. For instance,
a Memsahib,
or lady-of-the-house
never, under any conditions answers
her own door, unles she is of the very

“India

ities

poorest classes. Such mistakes seem
insignificant here but are widely noticed in India. That js why a physical
acquaintance with the country and its

Must Pay Straight
Import Rate
The fact that moving pictures
made abroad by an American producer are photographed entirely
upon American film taken from
this country for the purpose, will
not enable the producer thereof to take advantage of that
provision of Paragraph 1453 of
the new tariff law providing
for a duty of one cent per llneaur
foot upon photographic films or
negatives taken from the United
States and exposed in a foreign
country by an American producer
of motion pictures operating temporarily abroad in the course of
production of a picture of which 60
per cent, or more is made in the
United States, according to reports from Government offices at
Washington, D. C.
Unless 60 per cent, or more of
the film is actually made in this
country the film will bear the rate
provided for straight imports. If
brought into the country undeveloped the rate of duty will be two
cents per linear foot, and if exposed and developed, three cents
per linear foot.

new and

interesting.

these.
Everything, including gardens
or
‘compounds’
where
refreshing
drinks are served, is provided for keep-

ing the patrons comfortable in hot
weather.”
Capt. Van Raven, the star’s husband,

well-known as a cameraman, is bringing back about forty reels of travel and

He

expected to land in
His pictures include
many sights of India never before
photographed. His travels in the state
scenic films.

is

America soon.

of Hyderabad included a visit to the
Ellora caves which he considers one
of the most interesting of his accomplishments.
“The Raven Girl” is not planning to
make more pictures in India. Her entire interest at present is this country
and particularly in motion picture production. Her plans will be announced
later.
Mary Kelly.

—

Organizing Company
Plans

Made

to

New

Operate Entirely

in

England

Holman Day, author, journalist, lumberjack and moving picture director,
is one of the prime movers in a plan
for an active motion picture producing
company which yriU operate entirely
in New England and chiefly in the
vicinity of Boston.
Initial steps towards the organization of this company were taken during the past week
at a dniner, at the Boston City Club,
at which Mr. Day laid his plans before
a group of New England business men.
If the projected plans materialize,
the first steps toward organizing the
new corporation will take place within
the next few days. Mr. Day already is
at the head of Shawmut Pictures, a
corporation recently organized under
the Massachusetts law, and it is anticipated that this corporation will dissolve in favor of the larger group, to
be known as “Superior Pictures.”
It is understood that there are available for the new corporation not only
Mr. Day, who has a half-dozen scripts
in preparation for immediate work,
but, as distributing agent, George W.
Smiley, formerly manager of the Pathe
.Company’s New England branch, and
Percy Carver, now general manager
of Cosmopolitan Productions.
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been

has

Seattle

in

for

few

a

Mr. Cutts was recently
days.
Exhibitor Is Robbed
appointed Eastern manager
Universal theatres. A conference
shortly
of $1,6C0 at Point of Gun aftermanagers was called
which Edwin

Tacoma

of

all

keeps them coming.
ning five changes a

was on Film Row

He

it runweek, and

this

week

ar-

ranging bookings.

of

his arrival, at

While 1,000 film fans were Oregon, motored up to Seattle
watching the thrilling climax of while on his vacation.
a picture during the last show of
“My Dad” has been boo'ced for
the evening, just behind a thin
dressed _young
_ the entire Blue Mouse circuit. It
_
partition two well
menTheid lip, bound, gagged and will have day and date showings
robbed Ralph Winsor, manager in Seattle and Portland, the last
the

of

Colonial

Theatre,

918

Broadway, Tacoma, Wash., in his
office Sunday night. He was first
forced to open the safe, at the
two revolvers, then
of
point
bound and gagged. The speed
and thoroughness with which the
men worked, points to a plan
worked out to the
carefully
minutest

detail.

Robert Lander, doorman, does
seeing the pair
are of the
police
but
opinion that they entered the
auditorium, saw the show, then
office
manager’s
the
entered
through a door on the balcony.
Lander saw them leave by the
balcony exit, but thought nothing
of it, until summoned by the
buzzer from the manager’s office.
Winsor toppled himself from his
chair, rolled on the floor and
sounded the buzzer with his nose.
The bandits obtained $1,650, and
scornfully left the fifty dollars on
the table. “That’s chicken feed,
keep it!” one of them remarked.

not

remember

enter,

The

loss

was

fully

covered

by

insurance. At the hour of posting, the correspondent has learned
that one arrest has been made,
and another is expected to follow
within twenty-four hours.

William Abbott,

Dream

who

Theatre,

business recently. In addition to
his picture interests, Mr. Abbott
has the Chevrolet agency for
Snohomish county, and is interested in several garages as well.

Saturday, October 21, ushered
in “Go to the Movies” week in
Tacoma. Manager Ed J. Myrick,

Moore Amusement Company, who is responsible for the
of the

local effort, will follow the plan
of San Francisco’s drive.

Jack Kaufman, of Davenport,
Wash., has sold his theatre to

Montana
possession

people,

who

November

Vic Gauntlett, after acting as
house manager for the local Blue
during
the
summer
Mouse,
months, has again taken up his
duties as publicity man for the
entire
circuit.
E. J. O’Keefe,
manager of the newest Blue
Mouse, in Astoria, will direct the
Seattle house, and Arthur Hile,
formerly manager of the Butte
Ansonia, will occupy the glass
top desk in Astoria.

“My Wild Irish Rose” will
have early November showings
in four key towns, in Hamrick’s
Blue Mouse Theatres. Mr. Hamrick has also booked the entire
series
of
Vitagraph’s
Larry
Semon comedies,

for his circuit.

Ed Dolan, of Aberdeen, owner
of the Weir and Dream Theatres,
was visiting along the row recently.

present.
T-

exhibitors in the country,

Here Truly

will

take

1.

“Art” Holstad, who owns the
Liberty and Rialto in Hood River,

t

Walton,

T“.
of the

T,

„•

,

Bellingham

the

Rialto

called at

several ex-

changes along the Row.

Sign of ,he Rose” opened
remarsable business at the
Auditorium, says Charles
R. C. Czerney, owner of the fpokane
Kent Theatre, Kent, Wash^ is a W. York, manager.
firm

believer

in

publicity

as

a

drawing card. He is a friend of
“Remembrance” was selected as
all the young folks in Kent, and the opening attraction at Mack
fans have learned to look for his J. Davis’ new Mack Theatre in
latest exploitation stunt, which Port Angeles, October 15.

Women

Those

at

Michigan Meeting

Miss Cleo Whitehead, of Eaton
Rapids, and Miss Hemington, of
Saginaw, were two women exhibitors at the recent M. P. T. O.
convention at Flint. R. Kleever
and Joe Coscoe were jokingly
referred to at the convention as
the Mutt and Jeff of the M. P.
T. O. A. of Michigan.
Jake Schreiber, of the BlackTheatre,
Detroit,
came

stone

Is

a Record!

News and

—

exhibitor.
For verification of the above history, I would respectfully
refer yoy to the 1st National Bank of Somerset, Ky.
Very truly yours,

THOMAS

Among

Exhibitors

Gossip:
On January 25, 1923, I will be 74 years of age, and I have been
manager of the Gem Theatre since October, 1900, a period of
22 years without intermission, and engaged in no other business.
Four years prior to taking the management of the Gem, and
before it was erected, I exhibited in the Court House the first
motion picture ever shown in any town in all of Southeastern
Kentucky which was in October, 1896 a one-reel film of about
a dozen short subjects, through a small Edison machine, the film
falling into a market basket under the table on which the
machine (scarcely larger than a telegraph instrument) was
screwed, and years before a “takeup” or “rewind” was thought of.
Ever since the first motion picture exchange was established
in Cincinnati, I have shown pictures in the Gem continuously
every day of the year (Sundays excepted) for more than 15
years, and on this score I think I am eligible to enter the class
of “Old Timers” or “Seniors,” a simon-pure, dyed-in-the-wool

—

of

to

•'

Somerset, Kentucky.
Editor, Regional

He

house.

j ITT

fired

William Cutts, one of the best-

known

Wesp,

ager,
up
tended.

operates

Sedro
Woolley, Wash., was in Seattle
attending to bookings and other
the

of October.

p

man- Theatre’, Wenatchee, Wash., told
from California, at- the correspondent that he is inJohn M. MacMeekan, stalling a new pressure heating
Portland
manager,
was also and ventilating system in his

Aj;mstrong, Wester^ di/trict

M. THATCHER.

directly
Flint,

to

from

Wyoming.

convention at
hunting trip in
Arrived in hunting
the

his

and everythin’, but finally
changed and found the banquet
room.
togs

Claude E. Cady, retiring presiof the M. P. T. O. A. of
Michigan was presented with a
very handsome gold watch, by
the Board of Directors, for the
very capable work he has done
during his tenure of office. Blair
^IcEIroy did the honors.
The
gift
was a personal one from
board members and close friends.
dent

Charles Garfield, of Flint, was
presented with a dandy black
leather traveling bag, by the

members

of the association.

Larry Hayes, manager of the
Theatre at Hillsdale, put
on a special song and dance for
the boys at Flint, during the convention, which was accompanied
by gestures and everything. It

Dawn

was a big

hit.

Phil Gleichman, of the Broadway-Strand. Detroit, has raised
his prices back to 60 cents at
night for main floor seats and
says he has had no complaints.

Eddie Kirchner, of the Family
Theatre, Detroit, says that “K
Ladies’
Man,” featuring Bull
Montana, proved a riot when

shown

at his

house recently.

November

4,
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in session at Los Angeles.
expects to take in the studios
while
the coast.

tion

Pete
Array of Good Pictures Aids
on
Busy Pittsburgh Exhibitors Manager

At the Pittsburgh picture thethe week of October 16:
“Under Two Flags,” in second
wee*c at the Cameo, and “Broadway Rose,” in second week at the
“Broadway
State, held up well.
Rose” at the Alhambra went big.
“Rags to Riches” at the Grand
atres

and Liberty stood ’em up. "Pink
Gods” at the Regent and Blackstone did fair, as did also “The
Siren Call” at the Olympic. “The
Storm,” second run of “the avenue” at the Lyric, did big. “The
Prisoner of Zenda” at the Kenyon
“Yan.cee Doodle, Jr.”
did big.
did better than average business
“Slim ShoulMinerva.
at the
ders” did fair at the Cameraphone.
picture
Pittsburgh
the
At
theatres,

week

October

of

9:
to

Liberty played
O. with “The Old Homestead”; Grand and Regent did the
biggest business with “The Bond
Boy.” Crowds stood in the rain
State did big
to see this one.
Held
with “Broadway Rose.”
over for second week, as was
also the case with “Under Two
Flags” at the Cameo. Alhambra

Olympic and

S.

R.

theatre, so that h's patrons may
be comfortable in the cold months
that are sure to come.

To Get Together
A

monstrous get-together
dinner and general good time

Ott, of the Liberty
Theatre, Littleton, W. Va., is in
the mountains for a two-week
hunting trip.

between Chicago exchange
managers, salesmen and exhib.tors is scheduled for October 30. Notices have been sent
out to all the exhibitors by
the F. 1. L. M. Board of
Trade, asking that that evening be held open for whatever
announcement will come along
Senator McCormick
later.
w.ll speak and other local ceIt
lebrities will be present.
looks like a big night.

The Misses Pomroy and FafAfter an all-summer shutdown ney, owners and managers of the
the Palmer Amusement Company Virginia Theatre, Paden City, W.
has re-opened its picture house at Va., are tailing over the new theFort Palmer, Pa.

The Brighton Amusement Comof the Parx

pany has disposed
Theatre on Butler

street near
Forty-fifth, Pittsburgh. The building, which was a modern theatre
every respect, is being disin
mantled and will be used for a

garage.

Earl Forsythe, president of the
Exchange in
National
Pittsburgh, and owner of the
Star Theatre, Cannonsburg, has
returned home from a business

Second

trip in

New Yorx

City.

atre building that is being built in
their town. The old building will
be turned over for a storeroom.
The new theatre is much larger

and

is

modern

George

in

every way.

Schweitzer

of

the

Titusville Amusement Company,
Titusville, Pa., was in Pittsburgh

recently on his regular monthly
film shopping trip.
George says
business is good out east.

The Whalen Theatre

at Osceola
has been closed temporarily owing to an epidemic of
scarlet fever in the town.
Mills,

Pa.,

Jack Rainey, of the Rialto TheH.
A.
Schafer,
well-known
Erie; joe Solomon, of the
Bijou, Clarksburg, W. Va., and Pittsburgh news dealer, anticipatW. J. Bittner, of the Cambria and ing the early opening of the new
New Par.< Theatres, Johnstown, Liberty tubes and important pubwere recent Pittsburgh visitors. lic improvements m Dormont
Borough, has bought a plot of
fair
with "Remembrance”;
did
Archie Fineman s McKee The- ground, 60x102 feet in size, on
same the case at the Camera- atre on Arlington avenue, St. West Liberty avenue. Mr. Schaphone with “Human Hearts.” Clair Borough, was re-opened on fer will erect a modern picture
Tom Mix played to capacity at October 18, a new house from theatre building, including a large
the Blackstone in “Do and Dare.” top to bottom. The McKee was auditorium, billiard hall, bowling
destroyed by fire last alleys and two storerooms.
totally
Formal opening of the new April.
State Theatre, Uniontown’s $800,000 vaudeville and picture house,
George William Gauding, son
was held on October 30. The t’ne- of henry Gaud.ng, of the Lincoln
atre has been eighteen months in Theatre, Mt. Washington, Pittsbuilding and occupies a site front- burgh, died suddenly recently at
ing 75 feet on East Main street Washington, D. C., where he was
and extending back 150 feet to employed in the Government
R. Kuhn, proprietor of the
an equal frontage on Peter street. Print.ng Office.
Deceased was Lebanon
Theatre,
Lebanon,
It
scats 2,000 persons and is former owner of the Lyric The- Oregon,
has installed a large
owned by the State Amusement atre, Mt. Washington.
radiophone in the lobby of his
Company, who also control the
theatre. During the World Series
Imp and Penn Theatres.
The Lyric Theatre, Irwin, Pa., reports of the games by play
which has been in continuous op- broadcasted from Portland staDr. H. A. Zimmerman, of the eration for twelve years, has tions were heard through the new
Auditorium Theatre, Holsopple, closed its doors forever.
The receiving set. Kuhn has arranged
Pa., is enlarging the width of his
house is being dismantled and be- a new program each night with
house forty feet, which will later ing remodeled into a storeroom, an intermission for hearing the
allow a seating capacity of 500. having been condemned some- music and news items sent out
For the present Dr. Zimmerman time ago.
from
broadcasting
stations
is adding but 100 chairs, bringing
throughout the Northwest.
his total up to 385.
The AudiOn several occasions communPeter
Panagatocas,
of
the
torium is open three nights a Grand
Amusement
Company, ication was established with sendwee.<.
Johnstown, Pa., is on the Pacific ing stations as far east as St.
Coast attending a Greex conven- Louis.
Music from California
atre,

C. B. Pascoe, of
is

Somerset, Pa.,

new

erecting two

'

picture the-

atres in his town.

W.
ant

atre,

lected

formerly

Gray,

A.

manager

of the

assist-

Regent The-

East Liberty, has been seby H. B. Kester, of the

Cameraphone,

as

manager

for

succeeding R. J. La
leit to do exploitation
for Goldwyn. Mr. Gray has been
with the Rowland and Clark theatres for the past four years, beginning at the Plaza Theatre,
where he worxed in various capacities under Bill Bernardi. Three
years ago he was transferred to
the Regent, where he has since
been assistant to Manager Donohouse,
Voise, who
this

The World

van.

joins his large
friends in wishing him
of success in his new

of
the best
position.
circle

Oregon Theatre Owner Tries
Lobby Radiophone Program

Henry Heilwick, of the Duchess
Theatre, Delmont, Pa., has just
had the interior of the house repainted, and it now presents a
mighty handsome appearance.

Bert Redfoot, manager of the
Theatre, Windber, Pa.,
is ma ing preparations for a good
fall and winter business. Windber
is
one of the many Western

Arcadia

Pennsylvania towns
hard hit by the coal

that

was

strike, and
yet settled in

the stride is not
that section. However, Bert says
that miners are going back to
work gradually, and he expects
that business will be back to normal before long.

Frank Elden of the Elden Theatre, Boswell, Pa., says

he is so
sure that we are going to have a
severe winter that he Is installing
additional steam radiators in his

Zone Meetings
A

in Illinois

zone meetings will be held in Illinois during the
coming winter, the state having been divided into “zones” and a
meeting being scheduled for the central point in each one, under
series of

the auspices of the Ways and Means Committee of the Illinois
Motion Picture Theatre Owners. It is believed this new idea will
bring the exhibitors throughout the state In closer harmony by
having meetings in the immediate territory of each exhibitor,
rather than by obliging him to make the trip to Chicago for
each meeting.
The first meeting Is slated for Ottawa, on November 8; the
next at Galesburg, November 22; the third at Rockford, December 6; the next at Peoria, December 20, and a big state meeting
at Springfield on January 10, when the state legislature convenes.
The Ways and Means Committee of the Illinois Motion Picture
Theatre Owners consists of the following:
Glen Reynolds,
DeKalb, chairman; Ben Berve, Rochelle; A. Dernbach, Wheaton;
L. Siegal,

Sam Abrahams,

Selig, all of

Chicago.

Joe Hopp, L. H. Frank and Sidney H.

broadcasting stations is frequently
heard through Kuhn’s new radio
set.

The new receiving

connection

set

in

with

the daily program in the theatre is proving
popular with the public, and from

present indications, it is apparent
other exhibitors in Northwest
towns lixely will follow Kuhn’s
lead.

W.

manager

E. Tibbits,

of the
Portland, is reported to be planning the erection of a new theatre in the

Highway Theatre,

Sandy

boulevard district.
The
development of the Rose City
Park district and adjacent suburban additions has caused a rapid
increase in the attendance of
theatres in that neighborhood.

Leo Morrison, theatre manager
from Tillamook, Oregon, has
been in the Portland Medical
Hospital for the last few weeks
recovering from a severe illness.
Morrison is reported recuperating
rapidly. He will soon be able to
return to his home and the keen
salt air of

the Pacific.

F. E. O’Neil, of McMinnville,
Oregon, opened a new theatre in
that city September 15, and has
been maintaining record attendance for his district since the

opening.
called

A new
ington,

O’Neil’s

new

theatre

is

“The Lark.”
theatre in Kelso,

being
Bert Boylan.
is

Wash-

promoted

by

Special as
The

November
Kansas

R. G. Liggett, Gauntier,
City,
Kans.
Clair
Al.

Out
Lawrence,
Tenth
Electric Opens Fred
Kansas

Kansas City Paper Gets
daily
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Patee,

;

Kans.;

C-

A.

Smith,

Kansas City, Kans.;
Aleyn and William Meyn,
street,

Kansas City Kansan, a Wichita, Kas. This deal does not
newspaper of Kansas City, affect any of Mr. Shanberg’s or

issued a special eight- Air. Harding’s present theatre
page section to their paper on holdings. The Wichita Theatre is
in Withe day of the grand opening of one of the best theatres
Mr.
the Electric Theatre, the finest chita and plays first-runs.
picture house in Kansas City, Shanberg is connected with the
Kansas. The special section was Alidland Circuit operating thedevoted entirely to the new the- atres in Salina, Hutchinson and
Mr.
Kansas.
City,
atre and advertisements of com- Junction
panies having a part in the con- Harding operates the Liberty and
struction of the four-story the- Doric Theatres in Kansas City,
A. F. Baker is three theatres in Council Bluffs,
atre building.
manager of the house. The open- Iowa, and is president of the Caping attraction was “Grandma’s itol Enterprises, which control
Boy.” An hour before the the- several other theatres in Kansas
atre opened for its first perform- City.
ance a crowd of people was lined
John A. Silha, who operates
up waiting to gain entrance.
Prices at week-day matinees are the Stadium Theatre at Chicago,
25 and 30 cents and the admis- attended the convention of the
sion charged Sundays, holidays Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Alissouri held at Excelsior Springs
and nights is 30 and 35 cents.
Air. Silha
October 18 and 19.
Robert Leonard of the Strand traveled across two states in
Theatre, Kansas City, is gradually order to meet the officers of the
and to
organizaztion
acquiring more and more theatres. national
Last week he opened the Alamo, show his appreciation of their
Thirty-fourth and Alain streets, splendid work in the interest of
and the Roanoke Theatre, Thirty- the exhibitors of the country.
Both Air. Silha put cheer into everyninth and Summit streets.
theatres have been closed during one with his happy smile and
the summer months. The open- general good-will.

Kansas,

attraction, which played at
of the two newly-opened
three days,
was
theatres
for

ing

I. W. Rodgers of the Criterion
Bluff,
Mo.,
Theatre,
Popuar
“The Four Horsemen,” which claimed the distinction of having
drew good business to both traveled farther to attend the
Missouri convention than any
houses.
other member of the organization.
Sydney S. Cohen, national pres- Mr. Rogers lives in the extreme
Missouri
corner
of
ident of the Motion Picture The- southeast
atre Owners of America; Gen- and the distance between Poplar
eral Manager A. J. Aloeller of Bluff and Excelsior Springs is
the national organization, and M. around 500 miles. He is, by the
way one of the oldest exhibitors
J. O’Toole, chairman of the National Public Service Committee, in the country, having started his
were entertained at a banquet first theatre in 1896. A story will
given for them at the Hotel Bal- appear soon telling of his history
timore, October 16, by the thea- as an exhibitor.
tre owners of Kansas City, Missouri, and Kansas City, Kansas.
Exhibitors from Kansas who atMayors Frank H. Cromwell and tended the Alissouri convention
Harry B. Burton, also were are:
Mr. and Airs. M. Van
guests.
Praag, Art Theatre, Kansas City,
Kans. C. E. Cook, business manThe week of October 22 is the ager of the Kansas organization;
anniversary week of the Orpheum Theatre. Tuesday night
of that week has been designated
as “Film Night” and 200 seats
were reserved for those connected with the picture business,
Theodore Roberts is appearing
at the theatre in person.
Every
seat in the house was sold out
for the entire week a week before
the
anniversary
celebration

each

;

of

C.

City,

Kans.

AlcVey,

L.

who

has

the

Dreamland and Eagle Theatres
at
Herrington, Kans., was in
Kansas City two days last week
booking some of Paramount’s
pictures.
sold that

Mr. McVey formerly
company’s pictures.

Gilly
Gable,
of
the
Grand
Theatre, Beloit, Kans., was seen
in the film exchange colony recently.

last

.\mong' the exhibitors who atthe Missouri convention,
which is reported in this issue,
were: John A. Silha, Stadium, Chicago, 111.; Sydney S. Cohen, Xew
York City; W. P. Cuff, Strand. Chillicothe; H. J. Nash, King Bee, St.
Louis; A. M. Eisner, Broadmour.
Kansas City; Charles Burkey. Summit. Kansas City; L. J. Lenhart.
Gladstone. Kansas City; J. W.

tended

Watson.
Benton.
Kansas City;
Harry Taylor, Capitol Enterprises,
Kansas City; D. J. Michael, Liberty. Kirksville: C. W. Hunt, Rex.

York

New

Panama, Kansas City; J. R. Pratt,
Gem, Gulton; I. W. Rodgers, Criterion, Poplar Bluff; Charles Sears,
Star, Nevada; Samuel Sears, St.
Louis; Jack Truitt, Sedalia, Sedalia; Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Foyant,

Lyric, Lebanon; Mr. and Mrs. J.
W. Baird, Crystal, Pattonsburg.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Courter,
Courter, Gallatin; C. T. McClure,

Jamesport;

Miss

Anna

field; Mr. and Mrs. A. Josephson,
Victory, Kansas City.
H. T. Till, Auditorium, Bramer;
Charles Promhoft, Prospect, Kansas
City; Mr. and Mrs. I. Wienshienk,
Penn Valley, Kansas City; William
Parsons, Pershing, Joplin; H. A.
Gleet, Rex, Joplin; E. T. Peter,
Dallas, Tex.; C. A. Smith. Tenth
Street, Kansas City; Phillip Everett.
Odeon, St. Louis; David
Harding. Liberty, Kansas City; A.

Boussad,

K.

Kansas
tol

City,

World in Motion,
and Phil Ryan, CapiKansas City.

Enterprises.

Great Week for Boston Fans;
Local Picture Being Booked
This

week

has

been

another

great

fans, with
“The Ghost Breaker” at the Orpheum, “Calvert’s Valley” at

for the

picture

“The Cowboy and
Lady” at Loew’s State,
“Heroes and Husbands” at Gor-

the
the

Boston,

don’s Olympia, “Remembrance”
the Alodern and the Beacon,

at

“One Exciting Night” continuing
at Tremont Temple, and “When

Was in Flower”
opening for an indefinite run at
the Park Theatre the latter part
of the week. At the latter showperson
ing, Victor Herbert in
Knighthood

will lead the augmented orchestra for the first three nights.

Out of courtesy to some of the
directors of the Whaling City
Film Company, the New Bedford
picture, “Down to the Sea in
Ships,” is to be shown at several
of the Cape Cod towns, including Wellfleet, Chatham and Orleans.
An effort also is being
made to have it shown at the
Alartha’s Vineyard Tabernacle.
The picture was at the Bijou, Fall
River, the first half of this week,
and it will be seen at the Alajestic. Providence, from November 6
25.

On December

4

it

will

open at the Aletropolitan Opera
House at Philadelphia, for a run
to the last of the year.

at Atchison, Kas.,
of the film ex-

some

week.

Herman Cook, who was

in

The Strand at Lowell, Alass.,
week observed its fifth birthday and Alanager Samuel Torgan
arranged a program of exceplast

town

the other day, has re-opened the
Grand Theatre at St. Joseph, Mo.,
and is planning on doing a fine
business this season.
.^n interesting bit of

news

tional

worth

in

honor

of

the

event.

Betsy Ross Players, Inc., Gloumotion picture; capital,

that

has come out within the last few
weeks is that M. B. Shanberg,
one of the prominent Kansas exh’’'Tors together with Sam Hardiiof Kansas City, Mo., have
brought the Wichita Theatre at
.

O’Toole,
J.
Moeller, New

M.
J.

Mr. and Mrs. M. Van Praag, Art
Theatre, Kansas City; Joseph Mogler, Mogler, St. Louis; R. B. Christian,
Casino, Excelsior Springs;
P'red Harper, Dome, Jefferson City;
C. E. Cook, Kansas City; D. Donniecci.
Palace, Kansas City; J.
Earl Hayes, Grand, Moberly; Lawrence E. Goldman, Lincoln and

Comique,

Herb Welch, who has the Orvisiting

City; A.

City.

to

pheum Theatre
changes

York

1922

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Blair, of the McConnell, Gallatin; R. G. Liggett,
Majestic Theatre at Belleville, Gauntier, Kansas City; Clair M.
Kans., were making the rounds Patee, Lawrence, Kas.; Jack Roth,
of the exchanges the other day. Isis, Kansas City; A. E. Jarboe,
Mr. Blair reports that his busi- Royal, Cameron; Mr. and Mrs. J.
ness is improving somewhat. He Means. Murray, Kansas City; Mrs.
also says that his patrons demand Loub, Kansas City; M. Goldstein,
New Centre, Kansas City; N. E.
big pictures and that he doesn’t
Howell, Cater, Marceline; T. C.
get the business unless he gives Goodnight,
Warrensburg;
Star,
his patrons what they want.
Robert Stemple, Strand, St. Charles;
P. A. Wasgien, De Graw, Brook-

started.

was

Higginsville;

4,

A Pathe

cester,
$50,000;

Release

RIESENFIELD’S SMYRNA FIRE TIME TABLE
At the New York Rialto Theatre a special insert card gave

the

by the Pathe News to emphasize
the timeliness of the offering and to pull the business.

details of the big film scoop

incorporators. John F.
Aloriarty of Lynn, W. Russell
Lewis of Gloucester, .\rthur S.
Wonson of Essex and Edward B.
Dennison of Afagnolia.

November

Two M.
Are
Missouri
chises

in

will

the
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4,

P. T. O. A. Franchises
Scheduled for Missouri
have two franMotion Picture

sior

Springs

is

rather inaccessible

for this section.

Theatre Owners of America
One will
the very near future.
be centered in St. Louis and the
other in Kansas City. Plans for
in

Service
Health
Public
States
Hospital here were given an
opportunity of hearing the famed
Yerkes S. S. Flotilla orchestra
through the courtesy of Herschal
Stuart, manager of the Missouri
The orchestra was
Theatre.
playing at the theatre and Stuart
decided it would be a nice treat
for the wounded buddies to send
the musicians out to the hospital.
made a big hit with the
It

George Beban & Company, in
“The Sign of the Rose,” have
been booked for a return enthe separation of the eastern and gagement at the Delmonte Thecommencing wounded
western exhibitors of Missouri atre,
week
the
were discussed at a meeting of November 5. No other picture
the St. Louis Theatre
held October 19.

Owners has ever before received

Cohen,

national
Moeller, general
manager, and M. J. O’Toole, chairman of the public service committee, en route home from the

Sydney

S.

president; A.

J.

Missouri exhibitors’ convention at
Excelsior Springs, Mo., attended
Cohen
the St. Louis meeting.
promised that he would take up
the matter of issuing a separate
franchise to the Eastern Missouri
exhibitors on his return to the
national headquarters.
There is no dissension among
The
the Missouri theatre men.
matter of a division of the state
was discussed at the state convention, and according to Joseph
Mogler, president of the St. Louis
league, and western members of
the Missouri organization are not
adverse to a separation.
Under the plan outlined at the
St. Louis meeting, the St. Louis
or
Eastern
Missouri
district

would include that part of the
state
eastward from Jefferson
including the state capital,
and also Illinouis south of Springfield.
The Kansas City headquarters
would
function
for
Western Missouri and possibly
for the eastern part of Kansas.
The consent of the Kansas and
Illinois
league officials will be
necessary to put the arrangement
through.
Local exhibitors are
sure this can be done.
The advantages of the new arrangement as outlined by Mogler
City,

would
More

a return

date at the Delmonte.

be:
efficient service for the ex-

hibitors of Eastern Missouri.
A closer co-operation with the
national organization and a resultant increase in the membership of the state and national association.
He pointed out that at present
there are few association members

Southern Illinois, while Eastern
Missouri is not organized as it
should be. He said this is due to
the fact that the Southern Illinois
exhibitors purchase their film and
theatre supplies in St. Louis while
their state organization has its
headquarters in Chicago, 300 miles
in

Opera House, Glasgow,
111., opened its doors on Saturday,
October 14. Harry Robinson is
the owner and manager. It will

The

high-class pictures.

play

47

lads.

here
exhibitors
Out-of-town
during the week included Mrs.
Frances Pert, of the Pert Theatre,
Gillespie, 111., and Ben Eskind, of
the Dixie Theatre, Madisonville,
Ky.

Harry Turner, Eagle Theatre,
was in for some
111.,
features and comedies.
Pana,

Damage
resulted

amounting
from a fire

$2,000

to
at

the

Jefferson
Theatre,
Lafayette
avenue, near Lafayette avenue, a
The St. Louis
few days ago.

Amusement Company owns

the

house.

The Gravois Theatre, Jefferson
aveune, near Gravois avenue,
proved that a theatre can suc-

Reeves Espy has a new boss.
No, he hasn’t quit as publicity
chief for Skouras Brothers and
the St. Louis Amusement Company. Merely married. The knot
was tied Saturday, October 14,
the splicing taking place at the
home of the bride, who was Miss
Ellen Parle, daughter of Mrs.

exhibitors
at
the
Missouri convention. The attendance from the eastern half of
Missouri was very small. Excel-

after

his

young

son,

Mont-

gomery, who was in school in
Canada. Their friendship wasrenewed after the armistice.
The wedding will occur some
time soon, in Canada, and they
will live in El Paso.

have made an offer for the
Washington. W. Landau, owner
of the Washington Theatre, has
been very successful with it and
it would take a very high price
to swing a deal.

theatre.

the missus Reeves, old boy.

Joseph Erber, who formerly
controlled the Erber and Avenue
Theatres, East St. Louis, but who
recently sold his stock in those
houses to his partner, Phil Cohen,

estate

has

departed for

make

his

New York

to

home.

Cambria,

visitors
included
Kiel, of St.

Mayor Henry W.

is

to

have a new

films. He formerly
operated the American at Johnston City, 111., but sold out to Bob

equipment and

The Clara Theatre, Moline, 111.,
owned by Fred L. Cornwell, St. Cluster
Louis, was dedicated last week. bought
Out-of-town

111.,

the
Majestic.
The McKinley
Amusement Company, which for-

picture theatre.
It will seat 350
and the doors will be thrown
open early in November, according to C. C. Jones, owner, who
was in St. Louis arranging for

several

weeks ago.

merly operated the Majestic, has
dissolved.

The Little Broadway Theatre,
Fifteenth and East Broadway,
East St. Louis, has also changed
hands. George Daniels is the new
owner. The price paid William
Goodman for the house has not

He been
closed

Power’s projector and
other equipment from the FulcoSchaefer Sales Company.
a

revealed.

The

deal

was

October
13.
Nothing
superstitious about Mr. Daniels.

E. B. Ray’s new theatre at
Louis, and United States Senator
Valier, 111., opened on October 14.
James A. Reed. Cornwell also
It is rumored that the Washowns the Delmonte Theatre in ington Theatre, Granite City, 111., It will operate as a strictly picSt. Louis.
may change hands. Jim Reilly, ture house. The theatre seats
who owns the Princess and Grand 256. Ray divided his order for
equipment,

Wounded

soldiers at the United

Theatres

in Alton,

111.,

is

said to

buying

Power's

his

projector and G. E. Mazda equipment from Exhibitors Supply, and
his
Daylite screen, chairs and
other supplies from FulcoSchaefer.

Arthur Robinson opened the
Hickory Theatre, 2600 Hickory
street, October 16. He purchased
it -early in the summer and spent
several thousand dollars in remodeling and redecorating.
He
also

replaced the old fashioned
benches with comfortable opera
chairs.
He plans to show higher
class
pictures
than
formerly

were used.
H. E.
Theatre,

Nelson,
Quincy,

of

the

111.,

Star

boo ed

“Human Hearts” for his house.
He had a happy idea. A humane

Illinois.

local

World War when Mr.
Hart was in Montreal. After
America entered the war,
while Mr. Hart was in the
army and at Camp Pike, Arkansas, Miss Brook looked
of the

for H. A. Hamburg, who is said
Ohio avenues, but this had little negotiated
for
the
Missouri
to be one of the new owners of
effect on the attendance at the Theatre.
Here’s luck to you and

A
were

the Palace Theatre, El
Paso, Texas, to Miss Elizabeth Mildred Brook, of Montreal, Canada. Their romance
began during the early days
of

cessfully buck street carnivals and
similar attractions the past week.
Promoters of a street carnival
backed their duck dispensing
raffle wheels and similar paraphernalia right up against the
back of the Gravois in the wedge
between Jefferson, Gravois and

Exhibitors in St. Louis and Eastern Missouri have complained that
it takes too long to obtain satisfactory service through the state
headquarters in Kansas City, not
through lack of efficiency on the
part of the state officers, but due
to the distance.
Under the new plan the exhibitor
associations
would include the
same territories as served by the
St. Louis and Kansas City national
film distributing branches.
There are about 700 picture theatres in
Eastern Missouri and

Joseph Mogler and Mike Nash

The engagement is announced of J. M. Edgar Hart,

George J. Endler, local real
man, is now operating the
New Liberty Theatre, Easton
Leslie J. Blackmore, 325 North
avenue at Sarah street. He took
Taylor avenue. A quiet affair.
over the house a few weeks ago.
Just a few very intimate friends
and relatives. They are on their
Louis Cohen is the new manhoneymoon
now.
Skouras ager
of the Majestic Theatre.
Brothers knew that being married
He formerly managed the Bridge
Reeves would need a more imTheatre on Natural Bridge avenue
portant position, so they out and

distant.

Southern

Hart to Marry

Patlie Release

THE NINETEENTH WEEK DISPLAY FOR LLOYD
Note that “Nineteenth and Last Week” to the left of this stand
for the Symphony Theatre, Los Angeles. It is the longest run
any film has ever enjoyed in the City of the Angels.

contest would be the very thing

He

to attract attention.
sold the
idea to the city editor of the

Quincy Herald, and the next day
the newspaper announced that a
(Continued on following page-)

News from

Additional
St.

Louis

prize of $5 would be paid to the
With summer vacationists back
person who told the newspaper
of the most humane act per- in the cities, many of the picture
Catskill
Mountain
theatres
in
formed during the week.
other
places
in
towns
and
Leo Keiler, Princeton, Ky., was throughout New York State,
Said to which cater to summer visitors,
a caller of the week.
have come in to see about are now running but one day a
The other day C. R.
-Grandma’s Boy” and other big week.
Halligan, manager of the Univerfeatures.
sal exchange in Albany, accomBarber Brothers, owners of the panied by a salesman, William
a swing which inIII, Allen, took
Tilden,
Theatre,
Electric
dropped in at Fox for some fea- cluded Jefferson, Richmondville,
Cobleskill, Schoharie, Middleburg
tures and comedies.
and other places, and found that

Bob Cluster

called at Vitagraph.

Carpenters, painters and other
are busily engaged in

artisans

Marlowe s
John
transforming
Theatre at Carterville, 111. They
are putting in a new front and redecorating the house throughout.

When

the

work

is

John

finished

have paid out sorre several
thousand dollars and Carterville
have a picture house of
will
which to be proud. The house
formerly had 500 seats. When it
will

retimshed there

will

November

be 900.

Things have been happening in
and Taylorville, 111.
There is an entire new line-up in
that s ction. Spalding Brothers
have disposed of the Gem Theatre in Taylorville, 111, and bougr I
the horse of the same name in
L'tchfield

while

many

down

to

of the houses are
one day a week, that
without exception, they are doing
a good business.
Farmers and others patronizing
the houses have had a good year,
but further than this, managers
of these houses have come to
realize that by showing first-class
pictures and advertising far out

the country districts, that
they are able this fall to more
than double the audiences of past
into

and from anywhere from
twenty miles around.

who

five to

runs
theatres in
Worcester,
Cooperstown and Hartwick, is
Litchfield, 111 , formerly owned by now booking for the new house
G. W. Kneedler. Frisini & Com- in Oneonta.
pany now own the Gem, TaylorThe Palace in Troy, run by the
ville.
They have other houses in
Taylorv.lle, Kinca d and Auburn. Battaglia Brothers, and which
was opened about a year ago,
Reed, Yemm & Hayes have will become a second run house
added another house to their after October 29. The Palace is
string of Southern Illinois picture a residential theatre and has been
shows. It is the Family Theatre, endeavoring to buck five first-run
Marion. 111., which they secured houses that are all located down
from Vernon Hicks. The Family town, and with another 3,500 seat
400 house about to open.
for
accommodations
has

William

Smalley,
Sidney,

Mrs. Myers, wife of the owner
of the Star in Schenectady, died
last week, and the house was
closed for three or four days.

Theatre, 1022 Franklin avenue,
formerly owned by the McKinley

December

changes.

1.

owner of

E. J. Sullivan,

house

a

new

Middleburg, expects to
be able to open about November
15.
The chairs will be installed
within the next few days.
in

now
s
Co'rpa'-y,
con* roll -'d by Sam Lewis and H.
R. Hamburg. The price paid has
not been revealed, but is said to
have been in excess of $15 ODO.
Amusement.

The McKinley Amusement Company has disbanded.

Its officers

A. D. Pappas, president;
John Karzin, vice pres'dent; Leo
They also
Ap-^st^los. secretary.
held all of the $15,000 stock. The
building,
owned
by
theatre
Pappas, has been leased to Hamburg and Lewis for five years.
The Majestic, built in 1915, accommodates 1,100 patrons.
wp*-e;

Harry Heilman, owner of the
in Albany, and one of the

Royal

old
timers
the
business,
in
stopping for a few moments’ chat
and incidentally picking up one
or two pictures at the Un. versa!
Mrs. Louis Buettner, of Cohoes, exchange the other day, said that
who has been seriously ill follow- he based the success which has
ing an operation, has so far re- characterized
his
efforts
year
covered as to be up and around, after year, by keeping in intimate
and recently paid a visit to touch with his audiences, finding
Albany’s “film row.”
out what they wanted, and then
supplying that regardless of cost

The Cohoes Amusement Company
ing

or trouble.

busy these days complet-

is

new theatre at Hudson
Louis Schine, of Gloversville,
The opening date has not was in Albany a day or so ago.

the

Falls.

yet been

set.

After years of managing a burlesque

Oscar

house,

who took

over

Albany a

the

J.

Leland

months

few
demonstrating

Perrin,
in

ago,

is

ability
in
handling a large picture theatre.
Mr. Perrin started off by giving

the best possible programs, and
as a result hardly a week passes
without a long line in front of
the ticket window each night.

Edward
Orpheum

Winfield,
in

Louis

owner

Fischer,

of

the

Playhouse in Ticonderoga, was
buying film at the Albany exchanges the past week.

his

of

the

Amsterdam,

was

shopping along
Thursday.

Film

Row

last

One of the finest drops in
Albany’s picture theatres has just
been painted by D. C. Lithgow,
the artist, for Harry Lazarus,
owner of the Pine Hills Theatre.

who

runs the theatre in Jefferson, N. Y., is a pretty
The other day, Mr. Foote was entertaining
a couple of film salesmen with stories of the rigors of winter in
E. J. Foote,

handles the

State

Educating the Film Salesman
good story

who

A. C. Wyer,

Theatre in Opera House at Delhi, was in
Schenectady is now purchasing Albany the past week, booting at
film and will probably open about the First National and other ex-

new

The

patrons.

Another St. Louis theatre has
The Majestic
changed hards.

1922

but he has succeeded in building
up such an excellent clientele,
that the house is one of the best
paying propositions for its size in
the entire city.

A

years.
careful check made in
one of these theatres a few nights
ago, showed that 60 per cent, of
the audience came in automobiles

4,

Mr. Lazarus has the distinction
of managing a house which caters
entirely to a residential patronage,

Departure of Vacationists
Hits Rural N. Y. Exhibitors

from preceding page)

(Continued
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teller.

that section.
“Do you see that staple at the top of that flagpole?” asked
Mr. Foote, as he pointed to a pole at least 50 feet In height across
the way from his theatre. The film salesman nodded.
“That staple is used during the winter for hitching horses, and
then you ask me the prices you do for film and wonder why
I can’t get the crowds.”

William Hayward, of the Strand
in

Dolgeville,

past

week.

cellent fall

was

in

Albany the

He

reports
business.

an ex-

For the first time in the film
history of Albany, a feature picture has been booked by a firstrun house for a straight week,
following a week at an adjoining
house.
“Grandma’s Boy” was
shown at Proctor’s Grand for a
straight week, and according to
all reports, established a record
for
a
single
week’s business.
Now the same picture has been
booked for the Clinton Square
Theatre, a first-run house, and
only a block distant from the
Grand, for the week of October
30.
Fred Elliott, owner of the
Clinton Square, figures that if the
picture could enjoy runs of many
weeks

in

Los Angeles and other
he

places,

that

book

it

in a city of 130,000.

J.

M.

could

Schine.

of

afford

to

Glover«^lle,

just
added the Colligan
Theatre at Carthage, to his string

has

of houses. Mr. Schine now has
theatres in Oneonta, Gloversville,

Norwich, Oswego and Carthage,
and
with
the
exception
of
Oneonta and Carthage, is in absolute control from a theatrical
standpoint, in the places where
he has located. Only a few years
ago, Mr. Schine was a newcomer
into the business, but so rapidly

has he forged ahead, that he is
regarded as one of the
biggest individual factors in film
circles in Central and Northern
New York, and one who is inclined to give “Nate” Robbins, of
Utica, a close run for leadership.

Recent St. Louis visitors were;
Charles Newsum, Mount Vernon,
Tom Reed, Duquoin, 111.;
111.;
Jim Reilly, Grand and Princess
Theatres,

Alton,

111.;

Schwing, Gem, Vahlmver,
O.

Lewis,

E.
^lo.

J.

;

Pastime,

Miller,
A. C.

Amusement
Terre and
Spalding.

W.
111.;

Sessor,

now

E.
E.

111.;

Hour, Festus,
Norwein, Norwein
Idle

Company,
Flat

River,

Bonne
Mo.;

Litchfield.
111.;
Frisini, Taylorville, 111., and
E. Kneedler, Litchfield, 111.

J.

C.

W.

A Metro

i'icture

MAE MURRAY AND “BROADWAY ROSE”
Attracted this great crowd at the opening of the picture in
Loew’s State Theatre, Los Angeles.

The Capitol, Ballston Spa’s new
picture house, will open the latter
part of this month. The theatre
is owned by \V. F. Benton.
The
village has but

one other house,

managed by Mr. Yelverton.

November

4,

MO

1922

I
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San Francisco, with
brother, A1 Levin, has opened
fices in the Chronicle Building
is dealing in picture theatres
Park,

Conditions
on the Mend, Says Hanlon

Vallejo, Cal.,

P. J. Hanlon, of the Virginia
Theatre, Vallejo, who is a frequent visitor on San Francisco’s
Film Row, states that conditions
in the navy yard town are be-

A

Simplex projection machine

has been installed in the new
Pine Tree Theatre, Klamath Falls,
Ore.

these being of a
usual character.

As an aftermath of the recent
firm exchange fire at San Francisco a new and drastic ordinance
governing the storage and handling of films has been drawn up
and will shortly receive attention
at the hands of the Board of
Supervisors.
Ralph MarVs, of the Acme
Theatre, San Francisco, is making
a trip to the southern part of the
state, largely for pleasure.

The

&

D. Jr. Circuit, with
headquarters at San Francisco,
is remodeling the Tokay Theatre
at Lodi, Cal., the Merced Theatre at Merced, Cal., and the
T.

Grand
About

Theatre
$30,000

Reno, Nev.
being spent on

at

is

the latter house.

Everett Howell, of Porterville,
a recent visitor on Film Row
The
to arrange fall bookings.
commencement of orange picking
has stimulated business there.

was

Herman,

A. F.

for several years

picture to be known
new Curran Theatre will
be “When Knighthood Was in

The

first

the

Flower,’’

a

limited

engagement

having been arranged.
J. Trigguerio and wife, of the
Liberty
and Union Theatres,
Fort Bragg, recently visited San
Francisco’s Film Row.

un-

estate.

Ackerman & Harris, who conduct a chain of theatres on the
Pacific Coast, have

commissioned

Blumenthal Company to obtain a site at Los Angeles for the
erection of a large theatre.

Hugh

theatrical manager of Sydney, Australia, sailed
from San Francisco for the Antipodes the middle of August,
following a six months’ stay in
this

J.

Ward,

country and

in

England.

involves the construction of a
theatre having two entrances, one
on King street and the other on
with
individual
Main
street.
facilities for 14 stores and a num-

of apartment
He ber
work is to start at

controls a circuit of twenty-three
theatres.

A new
Samuel H. Levin, who
ing a fine theatre at

is

erect-

Westwood

local interests, at

suites.

organ has been

installed

the Varsity Theatre, Palo Alto,
Cal., and both this house and the
in

Gives His Life for His

Dog

Two weeks ago we published the story of the tragic death of
Teddy, the canine pet of John Karzin, of St. Louis. News comes
this week of another tragedy involving a beloved dog, but in this
case the owner, an exhibitor, not the dog, died. Love is a wonderful thing; there was true comradeship between this latter
pair, the man and the dog, and the man gave his life for his
devoted animal friend.
W. £. Calhoun, Scotts Bluff, Neb., picture theatre manager,
was hunting near a government irrigation ditch on October 19
and shot a duck which fell into the swift current of the canaL
In retrieving it his dog seemed about to drown and Calhoun,
though unable to swim, plunged in after the dog. The man
drowned, the dog finally managed to swim to safety.

Simplex high intensity
meeting with great favor
the San Francisco field and
is

Theatre
Supply Co.
the theatres in which installations have been made are
the Granada, Warfield, Excelsior,
Coliseum, Casino, and the Princess Theatre, Honolulu.

Among

Herbert L. Rothschild and Jack
Partington, of the Herbert L.
Rothschild
Entertainment,
left
recently for Los Angeles to attend
the
showing of “When

command

their

attention.

of their return.

E. S. Byron, who formerly conducted the Emeryville Theatre at
Emeryville, Cal., is now operating
the Home Theatre at Oakland.

Egan, formerly of
has purchased the
Liberty Theatre at Lemoore from
McCabe & Anderson.
Francis

Merced,

A.

Cal.,

The Lincoln Theatre at San
Francisco has been taken over
by Rosenthal & Lyon and has
been redecorated.

Los Angeles
The outstanding news feature,
week of October 15, was the
opening at Sid Grauman’s new

the

Flollywood Theatre, October 18,
“Douglas Fairbanks in ‘Robin
Hood.’”
Prices were doubled.
Tw'o performances were given
daily.
Sid Grauman personally
rehearsed the players for the
prologue.

Manager Fred Miller, of the
California and Miller’s Theatre,
is well pleased at the attendance
at his former theatre for “The
Glorious Adventure.”
Sid

Grauman

breaking

did

a

record-

weeks’ business at
Theatre with “Man-

si.x

Rialto
slaughter.” He installed a special
system of ventilating for the
theatre during the opening week.
his

attraction

at

his

Million-Dollar Theatre, Sid Grauman had on exhibition five miners
of the rescue crew who were the
first to go down into the mines

Western

Eugene H. Roth is expected home
from New York about the time

place.

As an added

outfits are being installed as fast
as they can be received by the

will

1,400 persons. As
president and general manager of the Flushing Motion
Pictures
Corporation,
1540
Broadway, he also controls the
Nassau Theatre, Port Washington, N. Y.

Sol Lesser, of the West Coast
Theatre,
in
association
with
Michael and Abe Gore, has appointed Jack Collicotte manager
of the Kinema Theatre.

a cost of $90,-

Knighthood Was in Flower” and
“Robin Hood.” Before returning
to San Francisco some film deals

the

New York

of

The
in

among

commodate

The

.

lamp

Gainsboro,

exhibitors, has rebuilt and
opened the Flushing Theatre,
at Flushing, L. 1. it formerly
seated 600 and now w.ll ac-

an early date.

A community theatre is being
erected at San Anselmo, Cal., by
000

H.

most widely known

Burnaby, a town in British
Columbia, is to have its very first
picture theatre, according to an
Stanford Theatre are to be reannouncement by local authordecorated.
that a permit has been
ities
granted to Percy, Deacon and
The Orpheum Theatre at Ped
Weedon, 2414 Granville street, Bluff, \,al., has been
taken over
Vancouver, B. C., for the erection
by H. M. Wilson, n ho also conof a new theatre to cost $10,000.
duc s the Granada D.eatre at that

The directors are J. L.
Dewey, E. M. Levin, Walter Law,
The new Kitsilano Theatre has
M. E. Levy and L. S. Jendns,
been opened in Vancouver, B. C.,
and the capital stock is $200,000.
by R. E. Berry, who recently
This
purchased the property.
Franklin Theatre Day was obpicture house seats 1,000.
served at Idora Park on October
Fred Guest, one of the pioneer
16 and a complimentary ticket
of
proprietors
was given to every patron on picture theatre
Hamilton, Ontario, has completed
this day.
The gate prize offered
for the erection of
by Oliver Kehrlein, owner of this arrangements
a large picture theatre and aparthouse, consisted of two annual
ment block in Hamilton to cost
passes.
upwards of $500,000. The project
pictures.

cles,

in

decidedly

Golden Gate Productions, Inc.,
has been incorporated at San
Francisco to engage in the production and handling of moving

booker for the Educational Film
Corporation, San Francisco, and
well known in film exchange cirpassed away recently, following an
several
illness
of
months.

and
and

the

Joseph F. Enos has injected
coming settled. The drastic reduction in the number of workers much jazz into the lobby displays
there and the wage slash made of the Portola Theatre since takby the Federal Government, af- ing over the management of this
fected business seriously for a house a few months ago, some of

time.

real

hfs
of-

A Pathe

Release

HOW

LOEW’S NEW YORK THEATRE DID IT
Large signs on each side of the box office told of the display of
the Pathe News with the picture of the Burning of Smyrna,
also utilizing the one-sheets supplied with the film.

at the Argonaut disaster, where
47 miners were killed. They gave
a graphic description of rescue
work, for which Grauman gives
them 20 per cent, of the gross
receipts for the fund the Amador
Chamber of Commerce is raising
fer the wives and families of the
ill-fated miners.
The people of
Los Angeles responded nobly,
with the result that Grauman
played to the biggest business in
the history of the theatre. The

miners appeared in conjunction
with Paramount’s picture, “Pink
Gods.”
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Better Films Movement Does
Garden Theatre Property
Fine Work in the Southeast
in Buffalo Changes Hands
Railway
International
The
Company has sold the Garden
Theatre property in Buffalo to
Blanch E. Dunn, who plans to rebuild and remodel the building
It
pretentious structure.
the
called
be
The main
American Palace.
building will contain a mammoth
swimming tank, SO feet by 200

into

a

will

probably

feet.

A

balcony will be built

all

around the auditorium containing
the pool, for the convenience of
patrons,
similar
Madison
to
Square Garden. Work on the
new building will begin late next
Spring.
Just now the Garden is playing burlesque.
The change will
mark the passing of one of the
city’s historic theatres.
For several years the old Garden housed
Shea’s vaudeville, then it became
a burlesque theatre.
Later its
name was changed to the Empire
and. under the management of
Sam Carver offered pictures. This
season the film policy was discontinued,
the
name changed
back to the Garden and the old
burlesque policy re-adopted.

Incorporation papers have been
showing of “The Five
The Better Films Movement in
Dollar Baby,” for the Jolly Junior the South, while less than a year filed with the Alaryland State
Club in which he tied-up with old at this time, has shown such Tax Commission by George W.
Belvidere
for
the
the Buffalo Courier, receiving in results from its first inaugura- Hoffherr,
return a million dollars’ worth of tion in Atlanta last November as -Amusement Company, Inc., which
free publicity. A1 also put over to encourage emulation in several has a capital stock of $20,000. It
several page ads on the First localities of importance. The ac- is the purpose of the company to
Anniversary in which local mer- tivities of representative citizens exhibit pictures.
chants told of their contribution in various Southern cities in this
to the furnishings of the theatre. movement have been the means
Mr. and Airs. T. E. James, of
of creating in the public mind a
the Grand Theatre, Atlanta, were
Manager Henry F. Thurston new and fairer opinion of the in- host and hostess to the performof the Temple Theatre in Lock- dustry.
ers, attaches of the theatre and
port, N. Y., aided the local boy
An interesting meeting took representatives of the press Friscout campaign for funds by put- place in Spartanburg, S. C., re- day, October
6, at a radio party.
ting on a special scout film show- cently when fourteen representaing the boys on a hiking trip tive men and women of the town
The Rockingham Theatre Comthrough the White Mountains. gathered to discuss plans for
The film was shown to give the more far-reaching and effective pany, operating the Garden Thepublic a clear idea of some of work in the promotion of better atre, Rockingham, N. C., has
the activities of the work the films.
For many months this taken over the Playhouse Thespecial

men

of Lockport have in mind in
setting $7,000 to carry on the
work of the scouts here in an or-

ganized manner.
E.

O. Weinberg,

former man-

group

of fourteen
have been
sponsoring special performances
for boys and girls with attendance averaging higher than any

underway.
The name will be
changed to the Garden. W. G.
other city in the South of its Atkinson general manager will
size.
They have now mapped also have supervision over the
out a program which involves Bennettsville house.
many angles all converging in
the general plan for better films
W. H. Odum, of Milledgeville.
and more patronage therefor.
Ga., Alarvin L. Campbell, of MilIn Charlotte recently a group burn, Florida, and A. C. Aloore,
of representative women were or- of Bennettsville, S. C., were on
ganized under the leadership of Atlanta Film Row this week.
Mrs. Jas. E. Reilly for definite

A. Edmund Lee, treasurer of
the Lock City Theatres, Inc., announces that the directors have

ager of the Buffalo Strand, and
who during the summer has been
in charge of the Syracuse Strand
in the absence of Edgar Weill,
is
in the Homeopathic Hospital
at this writing recovering from
an operation.
Mr. Weinberg’s
tonsils were removed.
As soon
as he has fully recovered, Mr. lines along the general program

awarded

Weinberg

to

John Moon and Son

of Lockport, N. Y., a contract
for the erection of a new Lockport theatre on the site at the
corner of East avenue and Elm

Work on the house will
immediately.
Plans call
for a two-story building with a
frontage of 107 feet and a depth
of 156 feet. There will be three
stores on the ground floor and
seven offices on the second, all
facing East avenue.
The the-

street.

begin

will

go

to

-Atlantic-

City for a two-week vacation,
then to Brooklyn and New York
to study the systems of operation
of the big Strand houses there
and then to Troy, where he will
manage the new link in the

atre Bennettsville, S. C., and extensive improvements are already

of

the

better

films

movements

and the significance of

this step

•J.

Ala.,

T.

Alonier,

W.

and

of Demopolis,
G.
Duskin, of

can be better appreciated when Greensboro, Ala., connected with
the Si-Non Amusement Company
it is known that Mrs. Reilly was
the author of the first censorship were in Atlanta this week.
bill

in

North Carolina.
and

B. Woods,
Sig.
Samuels announces the
of Gadsden, Alabama, are vacaclosing permanently of his Crittioning at Hot Springs, Arkansas.
Colonel
“Zeb,”
the
Strand erion Theatre, effective October
janitor in Buffalo, is also going 7. For many years this was the
to the Troy house, it is reported. leading
motion picture theatre
J. Wright Brown, who has been
“Zeb” is a fixture at the Buffalo of Atlanta. Its closing will give
managing the Rialto, Jacksonatre will cost $150,000.
house, having served through the Willard “Pat” Patterson opporville, Fla., has been brought into
managerial regimes of the late tunity to concentrate all his atHenry C. Pullman, doorman at Harold Edel, Earl L. Crabb, E tention on their new Metropoli- Atlanta by Southern Enterprises
to join the general office exploitathe Strand, Buffalo, sure did feel O. Weinberg and now E. .A. Pfeil. tan.
tion staff, succeeding W. R. Beproud last week when the Buffalo
dell, new manager of the Rialto,
Evening News came out with a
BEG TO ANNOUNCE: That Arthur B. Price, manager -Atlanta.
two column story about the vetof the Aurora and Blue Mouse theatres and connected with other
eran showman who was one of the
houses in Baltimore, Md., is the proud daddy of a bouncing tenbig circus men of half a century
Colonel Henry B. Varner, of
pound boy, born on October 12. Both Mrs. Price and the baby
ago. Henry was associated with
Lexington, North Carolina, one
are doing well. This is the second son, and Mr. and Mrs. Price
Barnum, Bailey, Dan Rice and
also have a daughter.
of the best known exhibitors in
all of the early big ten men. Mr.
Pullman is now 84 years old, but
the country and Executive Comlooks 50.
mitteeman of the M. P. T. O. has

Alark-Strand chain,
open in December.

which

Air.

will

Airs.

Will

—

WE

purchased

The Garden Theatre, Buffalo,
has inaugurated a Sunday film
bill which is being shown in connection

gram.
house

with

the

Salisbury, N.
Enterprises.

vaudeville proDuring the week the
shows burlesque.

“Aloonshine,”
ploitation

“Nice People,” The ‘‘Three Must
Get Theres,” and a fashion show
featuring live models.
This is
just the type of program modern
audiences want and Air. McFaul
expects to see all attendance
records go to smash.

lon jug, also

the

first

house the week of October 16.
On Saturday morning he gave a

at

the can containing
picture on a stripped down
Chevrolet, both labelled “Aloon-

the

Driving up the street,
cutting funny actions he soon had
shine.”

a

A

THE BLACKSTONE BELIEVES

IN

A FLASH

This Detroit theatre sells chiefly on the front and has to make
strong, so they take the six-sheet as a basis for their own
painted signs and end them with threes.

them

crowd and some one summoned

the police.

Universal Release

Buffalo,

celebrated
anniversary of the big

educational
intensive

exthe hands of R. H.
Hightower, of the Crystal, Dublin, Ga.
He loaded a three gal-

Hippodrome, Buffalo,
have some show the
week of October 22, when Manager Vincent McFaul w'ill offer

A1 Beckerich, manager of the

an

received

Shea’s
sure will

State,

Theatre,

a

comedy,

Loew

Strand

C^ from Southern

They

tried to arrest

him and examine the contents of
can and jug, and all this added to
the crowd, which was more publicity for

the picture.

November

4,
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Business at Low Level in
Toronto “Hip” Reverts to
Wilmington Due to Strikes
Former Combination Policy
Hippodrome, Toronto,
Shea’s
has reverted to its old policy of
presenting a combination proof pictures and vaudeville,
the
the change being made during

gram

Last summer the Hippodrome, one of the
largest downtown houses m Torand an
onto, was overhauled

week of October

16.

organ, the largest in Canada, was
When the house reopened, special film productions
were featured along with the
Special pictures
organ music.
are to be continued, but the
vaudeville has been added once
installed.

more.
S.

jump

ill

his

made

has

Scott

R.

employment

—

a

big

as a pic-

Formerly
ture theatre manager.
..
manager of the Orpheum Theatre,
Sask., he has taken
Moosejaw,
...
up residence in Toronto where he
has become manager of Allen s
Danforth Theatre. B. Whitman,
previous manager of the Dan-

forth Theatre, will have charge
of the purchasing and advertising department of the Fainous
Players Film Service, the Allens
exchange, with headquarters at
Toronto. On his retirement from
the management of the Danforth
Theatre, Mr. Whitman was presented with a silver handled umbrella

is

by the theatre

staff.

The interesting announcement
made that the Allen Theatre

Enterprises,

Toronto,

personally

represented at Winnipeg by Bernard Allen, has taken action in
the courts at Winnipeg to secure
Province
the
of
repossession

Toronto, conTheatre,
tages
ducted a picture puzzle contest_ in
connection with the presentation
of “Rags to Riches at tlm Pantages during the week of October

general business
conditions, there are spots where
look

to

up

reigns. Wilmingwhich no less
ton N. C., is one of these spots
were given for boys and
business has just reached
girls 13 years of age and under. ^ new low level, Atlantic Coast
A scene from the feature was cut
shops there being large and
into 25 sections and these were
strike, this railroad havrun wild throughout the theatrirefused to treat with the
cal section of the Toronto
Charstrikers for a settlement.
Weekly on October 21. Boys and jQtte, Greensboro, Winston-Salem
assemble
to
invited
girls were
Raleigh, N. C, report a
these pieces and to bring the
brighter outlook during
theatre
the
made-up picture to
South Carolina,
past week.
tm Monday, October 23.
with cotton a complete failure, is

for
prizes

still

A new

publication feature in
the picture theatre activities of
Toronto is the “Picture Theatre

Program News, which has ubeen
brought out as a weekly paper ot
four pages to announce current
attractions of the many local
.vT

..

1

c

1-

advertisements
found on
the four pages, s-lojlJS with special

houses.

^Display

of about 90 theatres are_

in the

throes of disaster.

Lynch

enterprises,

who

eration Life Building, Toronto, is
distributed free at the_ theatres as
a service to the public and it is
also sold by newsboys and at
publication
The
newsstands.
carries general advertising.

Fred Kent, and
Mrs. Carl Bamford, of
Asheville A. C. Cowles, of Spartanburg, S. C. S. A. Lynch, Y. F.
Freeman and Dan Michalove, of
Atlanta, formed a party which
went from Atlanta for the NavyTech game in Washington, October 21.

The Lyceum Theatre, Winnistarted out on October 23
a ladies’ orchestra of five
pieces, the director of which is
Miss Violet Johnston, first violin,

The
B. C., six months ago.
Allens claim legal ownership of
the theatre through a purchase
agreement with Schuberg several
years ago.
Lady Byng, wife of Lord Byng,
Governor-General of Canada, and
a party of eight, attended the
regular presentation of “Orphans
of the Storm” at the Lyceum
Theatre, Winnipeg, on October
19, the presence of the vice regal
party being unsolicited by the

C.,

;

•

;

to

A. P. Roberts has been assigned
management of the Imperial,

With the opening of the Alhamhra, Charlotte has

six picture

using first-run service, without a single regular
second-run house, a condition that is almost unique in America.
The Alhambra is a Southern Enterprise house and has formerly played stage attractions only, they already owning and
operating the Imperial as the home of Paramount pictures.
With the Strand, operated by the Universal Film Exchange,
and the Broadway, operated as a First National house by R. D.
Craver, the Alhambra, big first-run, and the Ottoway, features,
and the Ideal, serial and Western house, this city has more
theatre seats than any other town of its size in the country.
all

Week”

Musical

was conducted by Manager Miller
Stewart,

of

the

Allen

the

week

as

Enterprises house,

Tony Sudekin, the Nashville,
magnate, is interesting
Tenn.,
himself in various side lines recently.
He has recently completed erection of one of the
largest ice cream plants in the
country, in Nashville. His magnificent country estate was recently given a big write-up in
Country Life in America.
John and Bruce Snyder, exhibiBessemer City, N. C., were

tors of

Atlanta the past week.

mington,

a

special

Symphony

Orchestra and was
also identified with the orchestra
of the Regent Theatre, Toronto.
of

Western

The full roster of the newly
Better Films
organized Charlotte...
Mrs.
Committee is as follows:
W. O. Nisbett, chairman, films
committee, D. A. R.; * Rogers
Davis, vice president, Charlotte
Boy Scouts; Mrs. Isaac Hardeman, N. C. Federation; Dr. W.
M. Frazier, president. Queen’s
College; Miss Ann Pearce, librarian; Mrs. A. A. Knee, vice president, Parent-Teachers’ Association;
J. A. Baddwin, president.
Southern Industrial Institute; R.
D. Craver, Broadway Theatre;
Dr. A. A. McGeachy, pastor, Second Presbyterian Church; Ray
E. F.
Beall, Imperial Theatre;
Dardine, Strand Theatre; Otto
Haas, Ottoway Theatre; Mrs. B.
Conway, a brilliant newspaper
woman; Mrs. C. W. Tillett, Jr.,
president.
League of Women
Voters; Mrs. Laura Reilly, daughter of Mrs. James Eugene Reilly,
the president; Mrs. C. E. Platt,
Charlotte Women’s Club. One of
the first activities of the new
organization will look towards
morning
the
inauguration of
matinees for boys and girls;
another will be the introduction
of pictures in the schools under
a department of visual education.

Little

N.
L.
Nathanson, managing
director of Famous-Players Canadian Corporation, has appointed
W. Knight Wilson to the post of
conductor of the orchestra for
the
Capitol
Theatre,
Regina,
Sask. Mr. Wilson was previously
concert master of the Toronto

Miller,

touring

Among the important personages on Film Row, Atlanta, the
past week were the following:
Saul H. Harriss, of the Arkansas
Enterprises, with headquarters in

feature.

Manager

is

North Carolina with Mrs. Allen.

Theatre,

Winnipeg, during the week of
October 23. The Allen orchestra
rendered a number of Southern
melodies
at
all
performances
during

Irwin,

Southern

j^j.

Lyceum management.
“Plantation

W.

S. Allen, of the HowardAmusement Company, Wil-

All First-Run Theatres
theatres

a

Harry

in that city

Sullivan

is

ac-

has

peg,

It

Ralph DeBruler, one of the
showmen in the
best-known
Lynch and two children, South, has been made manager
governess and maid. C. E. of the Broadway, Charlotte, and
Tandy, for years associated with has already assumed charge.

Ideal, Columbia, S.
been closed temporarily.

_

ill.

Atlanta after four months
abroad, accompanied by

News, which is published each
Friday by the Picture Theatre
Publishing Company, 336 Confed-

Program

is

Stephen A. Lynch has returned
to

re-

The

who

in

companied the party abroad,
mained in London.

advertisements.^

Columbia, relieving C.

in

23,

from Col. J.
and Dr. Wilmott, who
purchased the property from
John A. Schuberg, of Vancouver,

Theatre

industrial maps show the
territory and especially the Carolinas as tending

While

Southeastern

the

Pan-

Rock;

Victory

C.

J.

Theatre,

P. Edwards,
Waynesboro,

N. C.

Conditions

unimproved.

A

Universal Release

TALK ABOUT YOUR TEMPEST IN A TEAPOT
Wadsworth, of the Republic Theatre, Great Falls, S. C., had a
storm in a miniature proscenium to advertise “The Storm.” It

J. S.

made a

splendid flash for the house front.

Wilmington are
Four weeks ago the

in

Victoria, largest of the HowardWells theatres, was closed. It is
announced now that the Royal,
another first-run house, will close
October 21, leaving only two theatres open playing pictures, the
Grand and Bijou, the latter a
serial and Western house.
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News from the Producers
Conducted by T.

It

Came

True

The prediction that “The
Old Homestead” would prove
one of the biggest box-ofBce
successes of all times, especially in the smaller cities and
towns, is already being ful-

according

filled,

mount.

Rumors

to
Paraof unusually

large business are coming in
from exhib tors in all parts of
the country, one of the latest
being from the ParamountEmpress Theatre, Salt Lake
City.

At the close of its week’s
run at that house it was found
that it had played to well over
people.

24,000

On Saturday

night it was necessary to close
the box office before the running of the feature, so Manager George Carpenter is going to bring it back for three

days during November.

Gilbert to Star
for Fox
Announcement was made yesterday at the offices of the Fox
Film Corporation that a new contract had been signed by John
Gilbert, who played the title role
in the screen spectacle, “Monte
Crislo,” at the 44th Street Theatre. Owing to the splendid work
of Mr. Gilbert in “Monte Cristo,”
his new contract calls for his
elevation to the full dignity of a
star in electric lights and all advertising matter, not only for
“Monte Cristo” but for his future

productions.

Under
Gilbert

his
will

new

contract,

immediately

Mr.

begin

work on two

additional Fox speproductions, the first of which
will be a picturization of “St.

cial

Elmo.”

Unusual Publicity
Planned
Adams

Sawyer.” in connection
with
its
premier presentation
throughout the United States and
Canada.
Part of this exploitation will
consist of popularizing a special
song called “Quincy Adams Sawyer,” composed by William J. McKenna. author of the song “Has

Anybody Here Seen Kelly?”

Not a Fox Trot
Shirley
Mason,
strates her ability

who
as

a

demonsword

dancer in her forthcoming William Fox production, “Shirley of
Circus,” wants it distinctly
understood that the dance is not

the

a

Fox

trot.

da Ponte

Good News Received
Finds a Spirit of
of Ingram Picture
The
Rex
Business Optimism
big

business

everywhere

Returning from a tour of important industrial centres, John
E. Storey, Pathe general representative, reports general business conditions much improved,
with a lively spirit of optimism
Picture
prevalent everywhere.
exhibitors are declared to have
the fullest confidence in box office
prospects for the season which
they are just now entering.
Mr. Storey’s tour brought him
into direct contact with leading
business men in the territories
covered by the Pathe branch exchanges located at Pittsburgh,
Cincinnati, Charlotte, N. C., and
Washington, D. C.
“It is only in the Pittsburgh
and Cincinnati regions,” said Mr.
Storey, “that there exists any
serious impediment to rapid and
full return to business normalcy.
There is no lack of confidence.

and optimism

these sections is
The
as marked as elsewhere.
only interference is purely mechanical lack of adequate railway equipment, especially for the
transportation of coal to industrial points where the mills would
otherwise be running full time.
in

—

“The Atlanta territory shows a
big
improvement.
Except for
the bollwcevil damage done to
the abundant cotton crop, the
return to full business normalcy
this distinct would be a fact.
Nevertheless, conditions are good.
The Charlotte section now shows
almost a complete return, with
the textile and other industries in
a condition of health that is reflected by all business lines. And
in
the Washington district renewed activity in the iron industry is bringing about a rapid
recovery, in all directions.”
in

by

being done
Ingram’s

production for Metro, “The Prisoner of Zenda,” says the releasing

company,

is indicated by the two
following telegrams, out of many
which are being received from
different sections of the country.
A. Howe, of the Howe & Merrill
house in Riverside, Cal., wired,
“For the first time in our long
experience Monday’s receipts exceeded Sunday’s. ‘The Prisoner
of Zenda’ started its run on Sunday.”
E. A. Phillips, manager of the
(larrick Theatre, Fargo, N. D.,

“‘Prisoner of Zenda’ one
of best pictures we ever played.
Did good business against stiff opposition.”

wired;

Changes Title
of Big Picture

F. B. O.

society
Revier
The
Harry
drama, which was announced recently as a Film Booking Offices
of American release under the
title of “The Black Domino.” will
be known as “The Broadway
Madonna.” The change was decided upon by F. B. O. in order
to supply the production with a
handling and in transferbox-office title which would at
to the screen. Paramount
the same time perfectly fit the

Paramount Plans

to

Film Famous Novel

George Fitzmaurice’s production skillful
Mary Johnston’s famous ro- ring it
mantic novel. “To Have and to says, George Fitzmaurice, workstory.
Hold,” with Betty Compson and ing from the script of Ouida Ber“The Broadway Madonna” is a
Bert Lytell, is announced by Para- gere, has done the finest work of story
of New York and of a
mount as its release for October his career.
beautiful woman, good at heart,
The story is of the early days wdio is completely dominated by
29.
Paramount is sparing no super- of Virginia, at the time of King the superior will of an unscrupupraising this picture, James I.
The costumes. Para- lous husband.
latives in
classing it as the most fascinating- mount says, are historically cor“The Broadway Madonna” is
ly thrilling love story it has ever rect in every detail, and the same the current release of the Film
Miss Johnston’s novel, may be said of the settings, the Booking
released.
Offices
America.
of
big, Prints are now in all exchanges,
abounding in
with its colorful bac’-grounds and production
spectacular scenes.
its lively action, required the most
as are the many advertising accessories issued by the F. B. O.
advertising and publicity departof

ment.

First All-Color Feature

Is

Several exhibitors have, it s reported. planned unusual exnh.itation for the S-L special. “Quincy

S.

Stuart Blackton’s Prizma color photoplay, “The Glorious
first all-color feature length picture ever made, and
starring the beautiful Lady Diana Manners, made a genuine hit
when it was shown recently at the California Theatre, Los Angeles, under release by Allied Producers and Distributors Corporation, the releasing company states.
“A miracle in cinema,” said the critic for the Evening
Herald. “J. Stewart Blackton, in ‘The Glorious Adventure,’
J.

Dependable Film

Adventure,”

has demonstrated that

brilliant

hues can be effectively used

in

the photodrama as well as in color travelogues,” says the reviewer for the Record.
“
‘The Glorious Adventure’ is infinitely much more of a glorious adventure because it is done in glorious color,” said Grace
Kingley, writing for the Times.
Said the Los Angeles ExIts
aminer’s critic: “The picture is splendidly directed.
dramatic effects would stand the test without color. The fire
scenes beggar description.”
“Vastly different is ‘The Glorious Adventure,’ a radical departure from the conventional film standards,” says the critic
for the Evening Express.
“Judging from the success of this
picture a field momentous in its possibilities has been opened
to managerial discretion.”

in
“Till

Is

Heavy Demand
We

Meet

Again,”

the

William Christy Cabanne production,
presented by Dependable
Pictures Corporation, of which
Morris Kohn is president, and just
released by Associated Exhibitors,
is,

the releasing

heavy demand

company
for

says, in

early boo'<ing

dates, despite the comparatively
brief time which has elapsed .-mce
the first
announcements v.ere
mt d e.
Last week the attraction ran at
the big Loew’s State, drawing
large crowds and winning reviews
that were unanimously commendatory, it is stated. It also olaved
during the week, at seven different theatres in New York, bes’des

many

leading houses elsewhere.
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“The Sheik” Well
Liked Abroad
“The Sheik” has added another
triumphal premiere to

growing

of

list

its

rapidly

world-wide suc-

cesses, according to cable advices

received from Carl York and W.
LeMat, Paramount distributors in
Scandinavia, by E. E. Shauer,
director of the foreign department of the Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation. The Paramount success was introduced to
the public of Stockholm on Monday, October 9, at the Rialto and
Sibyllan Theatres, packed houses
witnessing
every
performance
despite the strong competition
given by three other important
premieres.
The same cable also reported
that “The Sheik” was playing to

record-breaking
Christiania,

business

where

it

in

was shown

in the largest theatre.

Vignola Completes
“Adam and Eva”
Robert G. Vignola, whose curproduction, “When Knighthook Was in Flower,” is now
opening up in the key cities
throughout the country, has completed another Marion
Davies
special, “Adam and Eva.”
This
will be Mr. Vignola’s last prorent

duction

until

his

return

to

this

country in May of next year from
a combined business and pleasure
trip around the world.
While no definite announce-

ment can be made

at

this

New

Selznick Film

Vitagraph Announces
Twelve Big Films

The Selznick home office employees in New York City were
considerably interested

One

in the

gagement of “Love

an

of the highlights
In the Lewis.
“Who’s Who,” by Richard
motion picture news of the week is Harding Davis.
“This announcement marks the
the announcement of Vitagraph’s
end of several months of strentwelve special productions.
uous effort,” said Mr. Smith. “It
Albert E. Smith, president of
is my conviction, after twenty-five
this company, obtained the rights
years’ active production, that the
to novels and plays from twelve screen deserves, and
demands, the
of the world’s most famous au- best that is humanly posible to
thors and playwrights each one create.
have searched a vast
a masterpiece from the pen of a field for the material contained
master.
in the twelve stories and plays
It is the intention of Vitagraph
we have just announced. Experts
to make the series the most am- have been
employed men who
bitiously bold strike for better know what the public wants.
art in the history of motion pic“Although no two of the series
tures.
Each one of the twelve are siniilar, each will be found to
big specials will receive the great- contain the necessary element.s of
est care in casting and production
universal appeal, the story that
that high-grade talent in every has, with only the power of the
branch can give it.
printed word, achieved fame for
Following is the list of the big its author, should be and can be
twelve: “The Ninety and Nine,” made, a powerful, irresistible box
by Ramsay Morris. “Masters of office attraction.
Men,” by Morgan Robertson. “A
“I am sure Vitagraph will have
Ready Made Husband.” by Ru- established the soundness of this
pert Hughes, “The Man Next reasoning with the production of
Door,” by Emerson Hough. “Hid- these twelve specials.”
den House,” by Anielie Rives.
From its conception, Vitagraph
“The Kidnapped Millionaires,” by has consistently released high
Frederick Upham Adams.
“My quality productions. Its stars have

—

We

—

Man,” by Edith Ellis. “The Man been guiding ones; its stories
from Brodney’s,” by George Barr among the best. By this step, in
McCutcheon. “A Shop Girl, by undertaking the task of producWilliamson. ing twelve masterpieces.
A. M.
N. and
with
C.
“Steele of the Royal Mounted,” twelve all-star casts, one mav exby James Oliver Curwood. “The pect some interesting developHenry ments.
Tenderfoot,” by
Alfred
’

time,

understood that Mr. Vignola
plans to make a number of unusual pictures upon his return,
data for which he will gather on
his trip.
This is one of the reasons why he is undertaking this
tour at this time.
it
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Department Added

Granada
Is

enA.wful

Thing,” starring Owen Moore at
the
Granada
Theatre in San
Francisco.
The Granada is one
of the finest theatres in the country and when the big Selznick
picture was booked for an engagement there was quite naturally a
great deal of interest concerning
just how it would open.
General
Manager J. S. Woody, of .Select
Pictures Corporation, received a
wire from the Coast city early

Monday morning,

after the picture

had opened Saturday, Octob^rl4.
The wire read
“Love opened
Granada Saturday to enormous
business. Biggest in town. Crowds
waiting until 9 :30 to get in and
Sunday was even bigger. News:

paper notices great.”

Hepworth Comes

to

United States
Cecil
M. Hepworth, pioneer
British film producer, arrived in

country on the Majestic on
Tuesday, bringing with him a
print of “Through Three Reigns,”
a picture which, it is stated, is
probably the only one of its kind

this

in existence.
It is a chronicle of
the principal events of the past
twenty-three years, during the
reigns of Queen Victoria, King

Edward and King George, and is
probably the first time that a motion picture camera has been used
Before

department to have covered the major portion of the ter-

The Jackie Coogan Productions the

at

as a historian.

Coogan Forces

to

Opens

field

have established, in addition to
their Eastern distributing offices, ritory prior to the general release,
This new dcpart- acquainting all exhibitors with the
a field force.
experienced feature and generally paving the
Property
consists
of
men'
exceptional showing
Selznick News, No. 108.3, carries salesmen whose duty it is to cir- path for an
culate throughout the entire ter- in every theatre played.
exclusive pictures
of
Geraldine
ritory, visiting all exchange manFarrar’s house furnishings
and agers, sales managers and exhibcostumes,

Shows Farrar

leaving

Hepworth
pictures,

England

Mr.

finished one of his new
“The Pipes of Pan,”

from the story by George Dewhurst.

Sounds of Acclaim Go
Over Radio
When
his

D.

W.

Griffith

presented

newest photoplay feature, “One

Exciting Night.” for the first time
at the Apollo Theatre. New Y'crk,
placed on sale at the
They will carry a slogan
Monday evening, October 23, sevFifth Avenue Auction Rooms in itors.
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation eral hundred thousand radio fans
New York. It was through the of service to the exhibitor.
Levy
has
just been added has purchased the
Newt
screen rights “listened in” to the music of the
courtesy of Wallace H. Day, who
managed the sale, that Selznick to this newly formed department. to a short story by Gerald Beau- orchestra, the laughter and apMr.
will confine his efforts mont
Lew
which appeared in the De- plause of the audience. Arrangewas able to obtain some unusual
in the Western field.
cember, 1921, issue of the Red ments for the broadcasting were
pictures of the belongings of the
field representatives will be
The
Book Magazine, called “The made with the Bell Telephone
prima donna. The treasures are
under the direction of Irving M. Gambling Chaplain.”
Company.
valued at $300,000, although beLesser, head of the Eastern Jackie
cause of their association and iheir
Coogan Productions offices. Lessentimental interest they have a
ser has added much space to these
University of Rochester
much higher value.
maintains
large

Buys Right

offices and now
staff whose duty

Cast Selected for
“Drivin’ Fool”
Robt. T. Thornby, who is directing the special production of
“The Drivin’ Fool” featuring
Wally Van, has completed his
cast for the picture, work on
which has been started.
Ar-

rangements were recently made
by E. D. Newman, head of the
Regent Pictures Company, to
produce “The Drivin’ Fool” at
the Christie studios.
Appearing with Wally

Van

are

Patsy Ruth Miller, Alec Francis,
Wilton Taylor, and Ramsey Wallace.

a

it

is

to

Coogan contracts and
pertaining to the
activities

in

little

all

keep the
matters

star’s film

The

Eastman School of Music
Course in

order.

Joseph Deitch, formerly of Educational, has recently been added
to the Coogan Eastern staff.
Harry Rathner and Max Roth
are both in the Eastern field, stopping in all key centers, where
they
are
presenting
“Oliver
Twist” in private exhibitor previews.
This private pre-view
scheme will be carried out in
every key city.
It is understood that the “Oliver Twist” production is being released on open market basis, with
the general release date early in
November. It is the intention of

Organ Accompanying of Motion Pictures
An Intensive Course for Experienred Organists
Studio Equipped for Sereening Pictures
Lessons on Wurlitrer Orebestral Orean w.th all Modem
Instrument Eqnivalents
Praetlee Organs Available 'n School
Students Permitted to Witness Scoring of Pictures
for Eastman Theatre
^

TEACHERS

Eastman Theatre

I

I

For Circular and Information, Address

The Secretary, Eastman School of Music
Rochester,

New York
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Charles Hutchison
The

scintillating

stunt-king in a

serial^^,

saturated with
sensational daring

Do your

audiences like to

Tingle with Anticipation?
Thrill with Excitement?

Throb with Suspense?
Tremble with Anxiety?
Quiver with Amazement?

Cheer with Enthusiasm?

Of course they do!
They’ll do

it

when you show them “SPEED!”

Pafheserial

Produced and Directed by

GEO.

B.

Seitz

1922

November

4,
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Carey on Fourth
F. B. O. Release
completed

F. B. O.

Carey

has

already

made

for

under his recent con“The Kick-Back,” “Good
Men and True,” by Eugene Manlove Rhodes and “The One Man,”
the first of which is being already released. “Good Men and
True,” which is described as one
of the most delightful combinations of Western action and spontaneous humor, will be issued in
F. B.
tract,

O.,

Douglas

Fairbanks, star-proreceived a mass of
commendatory telegrams in the
last few days from producers, directors, actors and others in the
motion picture industry after they
had seen his newest photoplay
ducer,

has

sensation, “Douglas Fairbanks in
Robin Hood,” at the Grauman
few of
Theatre, Hollywood.
the telegrams received at the
Fairbanks apartment at the RitzCarlton Hotel, New York City,
run as follows:
“Stupendous,” said Thomas H.
Ince. ‘T am still gasping and inarticulate.”
“A new era has

A

November.
dawned. ‘Douglas Fairbanks
Carey is again directed by Val Robin Hood’ and ‘The Birth of

in

a

Paul, who is responsible for his
past F. B. O. successes. For his
leading woman the F. B. O. star
has selected Marguerite Clayton.
Others in the cast will be Fred
Stanton,
Harris,
Joseph
Jack
Curtis, Charles LeMoyne, Vester

order now,” said
Arthur S. Kane, Eastern represensative of the Charles Ray or-

Murdock
Mignonne Golden

quered,” telegraphed Charles Ray,
star
“Sir
and producer.
Douglas of the Lion Heart,” said
William C. De Mille, “my hat is
off to you for the magnificent
thing you have done for this new

MacQuarrie

Pegg,

“Canyon

Arselle.

was adapted

for

and

Carmen

of the Fools”
the screen by

John W. Grey. William Thornley and Robert DeGrasse are the
cinematographers.

Nation’

is

the

ganization.

“About ‘Douglas Fairbanks in
Robin Hood' ‘Veni, Vidi, Vici,’
only we went, we saw, you con-

—

art.”

Grauman, who signed the
releasing contract for this
picture, telegraphed:
“It is an
absolute sensation. The audience
Sid

first

Lee Kids to
in
The

Two
Lee

Star
Reelers

Kids,

Jane

Katherine, will always be

and

known

as the first and most famous of
the juvenile screen stars, says
Fox.
Since leaving the screen

of

Fairbanks Picture

his

Wide

4,

1922

Showing
Coogan Film

First N. Y.

High Praise Given

third
picture for release through the
Film Booking Offices of America,
tentatively titled “The One Man,”
Harry Carey started immediately
on ‘Canyon of the Fools,” the
Evening Post story
Saturday
which was purchased for him by

Having

November

Jackie Coogan’s production of
Charles Dickens’ “Oliver Twist”
will be shown the New York
Arpress Friday, October 27.

two thousand stood up and
made
cheered for fully three minutes rangements
been
have
at the conclusion of the picture.” whereby the screening will take
“Words would fail me even place at Wurlitzer Hall.
A
though my vocabulary be larger luncheon at the Knickerbocker
to express my admiration and ap- grill will precede the showing.
preciation of your latest glorious
“Oliver Twist” will open at
achievement,”
said
Erich von the Mark Strand Theatre SunStroheim, director.
day, October 29. The general re“It is the greatest picture ever lease date is scheduled for Nomade and it has made motion vember 20, according to Associ-

of

pictures a great art,” said Elliott
“To my mind, the
Dexter.
greatest production ever turned
over to the screen,” said Harry

ated First National Pictures.
One of the features of the press
showing at Wurlitzer Hall will
be the screening prior to the
Garson.
Coogan ‘‘Oliver Twist” of an anSaid Clara Kimball Young: “To cient film of the Dickens story
me it is the last word in motion made many years ago by Nat
picture art and will live in the Goodwin.
Several reels of this
minds of the public for many picture will be shown and those
“Congratu- present will be able to realize the
years to come.”
lations for your wonderful pro- tremendous strides made by the
duction, and then some,” said Gus silent drama in the past ten
Inglis, general manager of the years.
Florence Vidor Productions.
“

‘Douglas Fairbanks

Hood’ was

mendous applause
picture,”

in

Robin

Mark Strand

a sensation, with tre-

through the
telegraphed Enid Benall

woman

nett, leading
in the
ture, and Fred Niblo. “The

fea-

peo-

Is

Barometer
A

condition, in which exhibitors use a theatre as a scale on
which to balance the merits of
a box office attraction is found
Theatre,
in
the Mark Strand

up and cheered at the
finish.
Pronounced by everyone
the greatest picture ever made.”
“New York will have to step Brooklyn.
.'ome to keep up with ‘Robin
Edward L. Hyman, managing
Hood’ in Hollywood,” said Wal- director of this theatre, has been
lace Kerrigan.
informed that exhibitors throughout Kings and Queens keep in
ple stood

touch

close

Exploitation

Given Metro Film

shown

with

the

pictures,

and

if they
are received well there they book
them eagerly for their own the-

at the Strand,

atres.

In the case of Norma Talmadge
Katherine have been
ma'-'ing
triumphant tour in
a
Balanced publicity and advertisThe painted signs and the 24- in “The Eternal Flame.” Richard
vaudeville and have proved a ing for Robert Z. Leonard's pres- sheets were seen by hundreds of Barthelmess in “The Bond Boy,”
great
success
on the spoken entation of Mae Murray in“Broad- thousands of persons, as thev ap- both First Nationals, and n any
others that did well at the Strand,
stage. And now, says Fox, their way Rose” at the New Theatre,
peared in the most prominent
true and they were
this held
screen public is calling for them Baltimore, brought into service
spots in Baltimore. The effect of boo’ ed solidly throughout Brookagain.
varied exploitation agencies to
these was obtained at night as well
The answer to this demand is unusually profitable results, Met- as by day, since strong electric l3’n immediately after their Strand
engagement, it is said.
signs
were
Painted
ro
says.
the announcement that a series of
lights were played upon them in
Lee Kids’ pictures have been made placed in prominent parts of the
The prologue deready by William Fox. One was city; many 24-sheets were em- the evening.
an attrac- vised to introduce the picture
released the 8th of October and ployed on billboards
Cline to Direct
there will be releases in Novem- tive float, mounted on a true'e, gave the audience a suggestion to
film.
of
atmosphere
the
Jackie
ber and December. The titles of went through the important streets the
Mae Murray in “Broad ,^‘ay
the three pictures are “Double of the city: and a splendid pro“Toby Tyler,” that story of
Trouble.” “Town Terrors” and logue, inside the theatre itself Rose” is a Tiffany production, circus life and a wee small lad,
devised released by Metro Pictures Cor- will be the next Jackie Coogan
carefully
completed a
“The Wise Birds.”
poration.
Arrangements have
production.
These screen comedies are two- campaign.
been concluded between Irving
reel versions of former feature

Jane and

;

Coogan

pictures.

Selecting

Cast for

Engage Alice Lake
for

“Famous Mrs. Fair”

Moore

Special

M.

Lesser,

representing

the

Coogan Productions in
New York City, and Harper and

Jackie

Brothers, representing the estate
of the author of the well known

volume.
Work will commence on the
Preliminary casting of the Fred
In the Selznick Pictures Cor- Selznick, of Selznick Pictures CorEddie
Niblo production on the scre'^n of poration’s announcement of plans poration, that in his ne.xt picture production immediately.
now
in production under the work- Cline will direct.
“The Famous Mrs. Fair,” James
for the season 1922-23 ing title of “One Dollar Down,”
Forbes's stage success, has been and policy
the paraccomplished. The production will made some time ago stress was Mr. Moore will have
Starts
be released by Metro Pictures laid on the determination of the ticularly able assistance of Alice
Corporation.
company to ma<e each of its big Lake, who has been a star in her
three or
First work upon “The Famous special productions with not only own right for the past
Dustin Farnum. William Fox
Mrs. Fair” tvill begin next week. one but more than one—stat in four years.
The Owen Moore picture no%v star, has started the productic n of
This is the first of a series of four the cast. Particular mention of a
Fred Niblo productions for Met- forthcoming Selznick picture .«tar- being made under the title of “Three Who Paid,” from George
ro.
Louis B. Mayer will present ring Owen Moore in which Mr. “One Dollar Down!’ is one that Owen Baxter’s storj'. It is being
them. Mr. Niblo was the director Moore would be supported by a has long been in contemplation directed by Colin Campbell, asThe script is by sisted by 'VViliam Wellman. Besfor the star.
of “Blood and Sand,” “The Mark celebrated woman star.
Now comes the definite an- Victor Heerman who is also sie Love as the leading woman
of Zorro” and “The Three Musplays a dual role.
nouncement by President Myron directing.
keteers.”

New

Farnum

Play

—

November
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Making Ready

Is

for Filming
Paramount

is

now completing

tion

Pictures

in Prospect
Neilan

two

has

pic-

tures in view to produce in association with Goldwyn Thomas
Hardy’s “Tess of the D’Urbervilles” and “The Rear Car,” the

—

record-breaking experiences with the Harold Lloyd-Associated Exhibitors’ super attracproduced by Hal Roach,
tion,
have become the rule rather than
hibitors’

the

exception.

Air.

Frank

de-

clared.

Following a successful week’s
mystery melodrama by Edward engagement in his Liberty TheE. Rose which is now in its
twelfth week in Los Angeles,
where it continues to break box
it

stated.

is

The

director has nearly completed the editing and titling of'
his first production to be

made

in

association with Goldwyn, “The
Strangers’
Banquet,” and will
soon be ready to start work on

another picture.

Says
to

Film

Is

Good

Start

Off

“The Bootlegger’s Daughter,” a
current release, is off to a good
start, according to information
given out at Playgoers’ main of-

New York. With Enid
Bennett starring and Fred Niblo
in the leading male role, this attraction presents the most promfices

in

inent players ever offered in a
Pla''goers’ feature.
This, also, is the first time <^hese
two have ever appeared on the
screen together, though Mr. Niblo
has directed his charming wife in
sixteen pictures.

To

Direct Next Arliss

Harmon Weight, who

directed

English novelist.

Special arrangements are being
made by the Short Subjects Department of the Universal Sales
force for an unusual array of
high class comedies for showing
during the holiday season, from
December 24 to January 2. The
period has been designated as
Universal Joy Week by Carl
Laemmle, president of Universal.
Not only will the best Universal
comedies of current rdease be
made available for every exhibitor,

but

many comedies

will

be

for showing that week
which ordinarily would not be
shown for many weeks.
Universal’s angle on the Universal Joy Week idea is best explained by Art Schmidt, sales
manager of the corporation.
offered

To Write

Scenario
who wrote

the

“The

last

the

George

Man Who

Played God,” has been engaged
by Distinctive Pictures Corporawrite the scenario for
“Tatterley,” the next picture in
which Mr. Arliss will be starred

by

to

this

Sam Harding

Pictures Corporation,

will,

in

all

likelihood, be the next feature to
arrive in Select branches through-

out the country.
“One Week of Love,” co-starring
Elaine
Hammerstein and
Conway Tearle, made by Selznick
Pictures Corporation, is also
ady
but in all probabilities will not be
released until a week or two cfter
the “Pawned” production is being
exhibited.

Cal.,

company.

exact duration of many of these
engagements yet to be determined.
During the week the picture ap-

peared also

in

twenty-two

New

differYork City,

more

than

seventy-five screen
players are now there making
scenes for the picture.
The old Derby wharf, just as
it stood in
1850 as the port for
the American clipper ships that
sailed to the Far East, has been
reconstructed by Paramount technicians.
It will be the port of
arrival of a three-masted clipper
ship on which Captain Gerrit

Draw Crowds
Patrons

drawn

week

and

to the
by a

reviewers

Cameo Theatre

were
last

program

containing
“Grandma’s Boy” showing two features of unusual and vadays in these houses totalling ried attractions, says Pathe. The
fifty-three between Sunday and first was Harold Lloyd’s “Grandina’s Boy” and the other presentthe following Saturday.
ing Will Rogers in his two-reeler,
“The Ropin’ Fool,” the latter announced by Pathe for general
release on Oct. 29.
ent
the

theatres

in

“Past experience has proven
that holiday programs should be
light, with a general trend towards comedy,” said Air. Schmidt.
“In order to help our exhibitor
patrons take advantage of this
condition. Universal is marshaling all possible comedy material
for usage Christmas week.
“As an added service to our exhibitor patrons, we are going to
offer them the opportunity for
pre-release booking on Universal
and Century comedies. This will
mean that the exhibitor will be
assured of plenty of new, high
class comedies for the week.
“Special attention will be paid
Universal
and
by
salesmen

booker

in

arrangmg

for

programs

The

Cameo Theatre program

presented also
short subjects
News issue, an
and Topics of

the

— the

Trade

other Pathe
current Pathe

Aesop Film Fable
the Day.

Showings

of

“Oliver Twist”
Trade

showings of Jackie
“Oliver Twust,” a Sol
Lesser production, are being held
throughout the county under the
auspices of First National, which
is releasing it.
The showings, which are for
exhibitors and their friends, are
taking place on an elaborate scale.
The first one was held in Boston
Oct. 18.
Reports were that the
exhibitors were enthusiastic over
tile picture.
Similar reports have
come from other sections also.

Coogan

in

|

'

\

i

|

'

1

with child appeal.”

Historic Background
for Paramount Film

historically, in this country, is the
locale of most of the story and

Forrest Halsey,

tion

City.

Special Plans Made
for Holiday Season

last George Arliss picture,
“The Man Who Played God,” has
been engaged to direct the fourth
Paramount says that “Java
Arliss picture to be produced by Head,”
George Melford’s picDistinctive Pictures Corporation, turization
Hergeof
Joseph
which is to be put into produc- sheimer’s novel, will have more
tion about the middle of Novem- authentic historical background
ber. The title of the new picture than any other picture ever made
is “Tatterley,” from the novel of
by the company. Salem, Mass.,
that name by Tom Gallon, the which is one of the richest towns,

the

continuity for
Arliss picture,

Kansas

held “Grandma’s Boy” over for a
second week, causing the Kansas
“‘GrandCity Star to remark:
ma’s Boy’ is going so well with
audiences at the Liberty it is being held for another week. It is
one of the best comedies ever
shown and can be well recomm.ended for an evening’s entertaiment for anyone of any age.”
Hoyt’s Theatre, Long Beach,

Production
“Pawned,” the big J. Parker
Read, Jr., production recently secured for distribution by .Select

Pa

Has Two

office records,

atre,

“Pawned” Next Select

was another where “GrandPrints on “Pawned” are now m
ma’s Boy” was held over for a work and will be shipped within
second week, and last week was the next week or ten days.
the first of the run in no fewer
draw them away from Lloyd”
than sixty-nine other cities and
the Productions
Such dispatches telling of ex- towns of the country, with the

Robin Hood.”

Marshall

57

“Grandma’s Boy” Is
Given High Praise

preparations for the producot "Tne Glimpses of the
Moon,” the successful novel by
W. B. Frank, general sales
Edith Wharton, which is rated manager of Associated’s
sales
among the three best sellers of
current fiction. Alan Dwan will representatives, received the foldirect and Bebe Daniels will play lowing telegram this week from R.
the leading feminine role.
H. Winn, Associated’s sales repEdfrid
Bingham wrote the resentative in Memphis territory:
scenario. Nita Naldi has been “Palace
Theatre, Little
Rock,
chosen for one of the leading Ark.,
reopened
tonight
with
roles.
‘Grandma’s Boy’ to biggest busiMiss Daniels’ recently com- ness in history of house. Theatre
pleted “Singed Wings” under the turned them away fifteen minutes
direction of Penrhyn Stanlaws at after opening.
Indications are
the Lasky studio. Alan Dwan is will break; all records for Little
recently
director
who
comthe
Rock in one week run. Plenty
“Douglas Fairbanks in of opposition but others could not
pleted
its

WORLD

Ammidon

brings his Chinese wife.

The old customs hou e, which
was built in 1819, will also be
shown in the picture, as well as
many other places famous in history and noted

in

romance.

Bookingf Facilities
Are Tripled
The Big U Exchange, Universal’s

New York

Keen Interest in
Hodkinson Film
The W. W. Hod'<inson Corporation

Hollow”

j

[

j

|

j

Roy Crawford Goes

distribution cen-

has tripled its booking facilit
has been learned. Additional bookers and booking windows have been installed so that
the quickest possible service can.
be given to exhibitors, says W.
C. Herrmann, manager of the exchange.

|

I

i

to exhibitors.

on

ter,

ities,

|

announces that according to

reports received from the various
Hod inson exchanges throughout
the territory, keen interest is being shown by exhibitors regarding the Hod .'inson special, “The
Headless Horseman,” or “The
Legend of Sleepy Hollow,” scheduled for early release.
As an exploitation stunt Hodkinson is sending out a special
edition of “The Legend of Sleepy

Roy

1

Crawford,

rip

!

vice-president

and treasurer of Associated Exhibitors,

now

Tope'-a, Kan.,
connection with
interests.
He plans to

is

where he went
business
be back

vember

in
1.

in

in

New York

about No-
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Increasing Demand
for Baird Pictures
Exhibitors’ reports received by
indicate
Exhibitors
a
Associated
constant and notable spread of the
Leah Baird vogue throughout the
country, according to a statement

made at Associated’s home offices.
The fourth of the productions featuring this popular player, in representations by Arthur F. Beck and
for Associated Exhibitors release,
is

now under way.
Typical,

it

is

stated, of

many

re-

comments is this
from the Denver Post, which appeared when the showing of “When
Husbands Deceive” opened at the
newspaper

cent

Rivoli Theartre in that city: “Miss
Baird has written a story that has
good interest and is really dramatic
in ‘When Husbands Deceive,’ and
plays a most attractive character
very well.”
The predecessors of this feature

were “Don’t Doubt Your Wife”
and “When the Devil Drives,” for
each of which the exhibitors’ de-

mand

continues heavy. Associated’s

reports.

Universal Plans a
Novelty Play
What

said to be a novelty
is
screen entertainment is being
projected by Universal in its
Earl
“Bavu,”
of
adaptation
of
the
melodrama
Carroll’s
Russian crown jewels now the
subject of much controversy. In
translating this play to the screen.
Universal is planning to take full

WORLD

November

to Be An
Early F. B. O. Release

“Thelma”

Heralded as the greatest production in which Jane Novak has
ever appeared, “Thelma,” Chester
Bennett’s production of Marie
Corelli’s novel of the same name,
has been completed at the R-C
Studios in Los Angeles for release through the Film Booking
Offices of America.
“Thelma” was first published
fifteen years ago and immediately
brought its author into worldwide prominence.
It
remained
for many years among the best
sellers and today enjoys thousands of readers, being considered
one of the masterpieces of literature of the twentieth century.
Realizing the popularity of the
story and the value of the drama,
Mr. Bennett immediately made
plans to produce “Thelma” on the
most lavish scale. The story opens
in a small Norwegian village, and
to obtain the proper results an
entire village extending for seyeral blocks was specially built by
Mr. Bennett. It was constructed
near the Pacific Ocean, several
miles north of
Santa Monica,

where the scenes strongly resemble that of Norway.
Boats of
special Norwegian design were
also built for the ocean scenes
of the production.
“Thelma” will also give Miss
Novak an opportunity to wear
many beautiful gowns before the
camera, a distinct change from
the outdoor clothes in which she

has heretofore appeared in many
dramas of the Northwest. The
action shifts from Norway to

London and many

lavish society

scenes enhance the production in
this sequence. Miss Novak’s costumes in these scenes will constitute a veritable fashion show.

Novak

Miss

Vernon
Bert

Steel,

Sprotte,

Wedgewood

supported by
Elvidge,
June
Barbara Tennant,
is

Noel,

Peter

uled for early release through the
Film Booking Offices of America
and will be issued by that company with exploitation and advertising aids worthy of the production.

from

Carroll.

No attempt has been made by
Universal as yet, to chose a cast
for “Bavu." Neither has a director been selected, but Universal
will engage, it is said, the best
director of melodramas in the
business. It is very probable that
the name “Bavu” will be changed,
as it has no value as a screen
title.

Adopts Method to
Determine Value
Constance Talmadge in “East is
West,” a First National Attraction,

scoring a big success in
throughout the counaccording to reports being
is

“test runs”
try,

Meighan to Star
B.
writers

for

Meighan

this

brought
fold

of

screen, Thomas
week added another

the

to the list of famous authors who
are writing for his pictures by
persuading Booth Tarkington to
write an original Paramount picture in which Mr. Meighan will
l)e starred.
Mr. Tarkington signed a contract with Jesse L. Lasky this
week to write an original story
which Mr. Meighan will put into
production in the near future.
Not only will Mr. Tarkington
write the story, but he also will

gross in the United
determined.
One of the first of these runs
was held at the Des Moines
Theatre, Des Moines, Iowa. The
following report on it was received at the offices of First National

to

:

is
West’ opened Des
Moines Theatre with holdout at
seven o’clock. Lock out as early

‘“East

as this has not occurred in this
theatre during any previous engagement this year.”

in

collaborate closely with scenario
writers and the director in its
production, which probably wui
be at the Long Island studio.
Author of “Clarence,” “Alice
.Adams,” “The Magnificent Ambersons,” “A Gentleman From
Indiana,” “Monsieur Beaucaire”
and the long series of Penrod
stories. Booth Tarkington easily
ranks among the first of American novelists. He twice has been

awarded the Pulitzer prize for
the best American novel, and he
is said to have more readers than
any other of the serious American writers.

Five Fox Films for

Week

the

arena as

cessful

books

tiations

to

purchaser of

week

is

“The Haunted House,”

which exhibitors
says,

to

find

will

the

suc-

and stories for
screen production and his negodate

will furnish his
organization
with
enough material to cover nearly
two years of continuous effort.
“Bulldog Carney” by W. A.
Fraser, is the first title announced
and it is Mr. Hartford’s intention to make a series of “Bulldog
Carney” features. The excellence
of the plots and splendid types of
characters involved, plus the ac-

tual rugged Canadian locations already decided upon, will give this
series a zest that will have the
right kind of box office appeal.
With productions of “Back to
God’s Country,” “Nomads of the
North,” “The Golden Snare,” “The
Rapids,” and “Blue Water,” all
Canadian stories, to his credic, the
successful marketing of this series
is a foregone conclusion.
"Dave” is a member of the Theatre
Owners’ Association and

M.

P.

D. A. of

Los Angeles.

of October 29

by exhibitors. The test
Fox Film Corporation announces
runs system is a method adopted five pictures for the week of Oct.
by First National for determining 29. Heading the list is the spethe exhibition value of a Big Time
Are My
picture. Showings are held in key cial production, “Who
centers, and on the basis of the Parents?” the story by the anonbusiness done in these centers the ymous “Mr. X,” which after its
amount that the picture is ex- extended Fall engagement at the
is

Outdoor Stories
David M. Hartford has entered

president of the

sent in

pected
States

Hartford Wants

producing

Tarkington Story

Having successfully
George Ade into the

DAVID M. HARTFORD

Burke,

Harvey Clark, Jack Rollens, Gordon Mullen and Harry Londsdale.
“Thelma” has been sched-

in

advantage of its peculiar plot and
Leon d’Usseau, Univeraction.
sal’s Eastern scenario chief, arranged the purchase of the play

1922

4,

in

be sure. Fox
ghost walk-

“Cold Turkey” is the
of the new “Mutt and Jeff”
release which will be published

Sensational Scenes
The

most sensational flood
scenes
ever shown upon the
screen are promised in the forthcoming William Fox special pro-

“The Town That Forgot

ing.

duction,

title

God,” another screen play by the
ni 3 'sterious “Mr. X.”
The picture

29.
It contains many new was directed by Harry Millarde,
comedy situations, it is said. Fox creator of “Over the Hill.”
be News continues its bi-weekly is-

Lyric Theatre, New York, will
released to exhibitors throughout
the country.
J. Searle Dawley
directed the film.

“Tom Mix

in

Arabia”

is

also re-

October

sues.

Screen Version

Mix a Playwright

Is

Completed

This is herleased on Oct. 29.
Tom Mix has become a playRupert Hughes has completed
alded by Fox as the best combina- wright. In his next 'William Fox the screen version for his next
tion of thrills and laughs that production he not only plays the picture for Goldwyn, “Souls for
Mix has yet appeared in.
star role, but he also is co-author Sale.” based upon his recentlj'
Clyde Cook will be seen in his of the story. The picture deals published novel of life among
latest
special two-reel comedy, with a two-fisted man of the West the motion picture plaj-ers’ colony
“High and Dry.” The locale is Coast amidst the fascinating houri at Hollywood.
the desert.
Mr. Hughes will direct, edit
of an Egyptian harem.
It is beThe Sunshine Comedy for the ing directed by Lynn Reynolds.
and title the film himself.

November

4,

Novel by Hardy

Marshall Neilan has purchased the scenes for “Tess” in the natthe screen rights to “Tess of the ural locale. In this they will have
cooperation
Thomas
the
of
D’Urbervilles,” the famous novel
Hardy. The scenario for Hardy’s
The picture novel was made by Dorothy Farof Thomas Hardy.
will be made in association with num.
Mr. Neilan has just completed
the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation and will be filmed in Eng- “The
Strangers’
Banquet,”
a
land and at Goldwyn’s studio in screen version of a novel by Donn
Byrne.
Culver City.
Frank Urson, staff director for
Because of the large amount
Mr. Neilan; David Kesson and of preparatory work necessary,
other members of the company Mr. Neilan may produce one
sailed for England last week on other picture before he begins
the Berengaria to take some of studio work on the Hardy story.

The number of queries regard- ing male role. Others in the cast are
Bryson,
Winifred
Bary,
ing the progress being made with Leon
the editing and titling of “Suzanna,” George Nichols, Eric Mayne, Carl
Lon
Cooper,
George
shows a keen interest exists as to StocMale,
whether or not this new Mack Sen- Poff, Evelyn Sherman, Chief Black
nett offeirng will surpass in enter- Hawk and Indian Minnie, of the
tainment value the two previous Cheyenne Tribe.
The director of “Mickey” and
productions in which Mabel Normand was starred under the Sen- “Molly O,” F. Richard Jones, is to
says First National direct “Suzanna.” The entire pronett banner,
which will release the production. duction was made under the superWalter McGrail, is seen in the lead- vision of Mack Sennett.

Compson Star
in Coming Picture

Betty

Trixie Friganza to

Be
Stills

releases

for the last of the
for

distribution

in Title

Autumn Evening
by the

W. W. Hodkinson

Corporation
have been received, according to
an announcement made by the

New York
title

office.

The working
is “Mind

for this production

Over Motor,” and it is an adaptafamous “Tish” stories
by Mary Roberts Rinehart. These
tion of the

stories ran serially in the

Role

Saturday

Post and were also published in book form.
Trixie Friganza, one of the most
talented female comedians on the
American stage, will appear in the
role of “Tish.”

Heavy Business

Douglas Fairbanks’ latest pho- picture you will want to see, and
“Douglas
Fairbanks in seeing it you will feel that there
Robin Hood,” opened at Cohan’s has been accomplished in one proGrand Opera House, Chicago, re- duction a magnificent spectacle,
cently
to
great
crowds that splendid acting and a good tale

was necessary to

call

the police

reserves to quell, so anxious were
they to get into the theatre.
so

Mr. Fairbanks was there, and
was Mary Pickford, and both

made

little speeches to the audience that packed every inch of
space in the house.
For an hour after the Grand
was filled to the last space for
standees the streets outside were
packed with a jostling, elbowing,
milling, but entirely good-natured
crowd, who hung around in the
hope of getting a glimpse of Mr.
and Mrs. Fairbanks when they
left the theatre.
That the public liked “Douglas
Fairbanks in Robin Hood” was
amply demonstrated by the frequent and prolonged outbursts of
applause
scenes
were
as
the

told

in

an

intensely

interesting

manner.”
“Not in years has there been a
photo-spectacle as good as ‘Robin
Hood,”’ said Virginia Dale in the
Chicago Daily Journal.
“‘Douglas Fairbanks in Robin
Hood’ is Douglas Fairbanks’ masterpiece,” said Carl Sandburg in
the Daily News. “The production
is gigantic.”

To Give Showing
Before Club

:

;

of

$50,000

lu for the filming of

latest

son’s

Betty Comp-

Paramount

picture,

“The White Flower,” a story of
modern Hawaii, which is being
produced in Honolulu and vicinity
by Mrs. Julia Crawford Ivers.

A

private

screening

of

“The

Completes New Fox
Film

Shirley Mason’s next starring
vehicle, “Shirley of the Circus,”
has been completed at the William
Fox Western studios, according to
word from the coast. “Shirley of
the Circus,” is heralded as Miss
Mason’s most spectacular production under the Fox banner in the
reports of the Western production
activities.

The recently completed reorganization of the Universal City
scenario department sets a new
mark for that company in gathering together a larger and bet-

known group

ter

of literary lights

than has ever before been corraled under the “U” banner, it is

Among

the well knowns
now stepping on the accelerators
of their twin-six Remingtons and
stated.

are
Raymond L.
Schrock, George Randolph Ches-

Underwoods
ter,

George

Bronson Howard,
and
Sheehan

Poore
Perley
Charles Kenyon.

The latter’s latest scenarios are
“Bitter Sweet,” based on William
Dudley Pelley’s story and starring
Lon Ghaney, and “The
Power of a Lie,” now being directed by George Archainbaud at
Universal City.

Headless Horseman” or “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow” will be
given at the Sleepy Hollow Coun.try Club on Saturday, October 28,
under the auspices of the club in
conjunction with the W. W. Hodsilver-sheet. kinson
flashed across the
Corporation.
And the reviewers for the Chicago
newspapers, were in hearty and
unanimous accord with the public

viewpoint, it is stated.
“In my opinion it is the greatest
picture ever made,” said Genevieve Harris in the Chicago EveWrote Rob Reel
ning Post.
in the Chicago Evening American
“Never has there been such a
Robin Hood as Douglas Fairbanks. I daresay there will not
soon be such another.”
Said Observer in the Chicago
“This
Herald and Examiner

at

ical

island settings.

Beside Betty Compson and Mrs.
Ivers the party now in Honolulu
includes such notable players as
Edmund Lowe, Leon Barry, Sylvia Ashton, Arline Pretty, Edward
Martindel, Arthur Hoyt and Lilie
Phillips.
_

Literary “Big Four”
Now “U“ Scenarists

toplay,

it

equipment
were shipped
from the Lasky studio to Honolutons

Fifteen

valued

Not only is Mrs. Ivers directing
“Mind Over Motor” is being proMuch of the equipment carried this Paramount Picture but she
duced by the Ward Lascelle Pro- is electrical and will be used to also wrote the original screen play
ductions at the West Coast studios film night scenes against the trop- of “The White Flower.”
and is scheduled for release in
November through the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation.

“Robin Hood” Opens
to

5 ')

Information Sought
About “Suzanna”

Neilan Buys Rights
to

WORLD
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George Randolph Chester tested the public’s desires at the high
register point with the “Get-RichQuick Wallingford” stories.
At
the height of his success in the
magazine field he was led to cast
his lot with the screen, and contributed to the new art several
'

original stories and
of his own plots.

continuities

George Bronson Howard wrote

many

both screen
and magazines a few years ago
that he came to be regarded as
a master of dramatic punch. He
has not been back at the “U” lot
long enough in his present conso

thrillers for

nection to have any of his stories

completelv filmed.
Perley Poore Sheehan’s success
as a novelist, like that of Chester,
preceded his recognition in plctureland by several years. Asso-

ciated with several of the chief
he
producers,
picture
gained a wide experience before
his recent entry into motion picture plots and continuities he is
.

motion

i

!

now writing
Raymond

at Universal City.
Schrock is the
L.
newly-appointed scenario editor

i

j
i

Universal City and needs no introduction. His literary skill and
executive talent has done much
to add to the prestige and eminence of Universal.
at

|

“The Long Chance”
Plays to Capacity
“The Long Chance,” a

picturiza-

Peter B. Kyne’s
story,
featuring Henry B. Walthall, Marjorie Daw and Ralph Graves, is
tion

of

j

making

history
Universal.
for
Since its release a month ago it
has been played in leading houses
uncountry with
all over the
usual success and has received

from exhibitors,
and theatre-goers. Univer-

unusual praise
critics

sal reports.

Outstanding in the bookings reported for “The Long Chance,”
was its run over the entire U.
B. O. circuit, with headquarters
in New York. It played in all the
U. B. O. vaudeville houses, in
runs varying from three days to
The U. B. O. got behind
a week.
it with a good exploitation campaign, and reported excellent boxsays W. C. Herrof the Big “U” Exchange.
During its run at the Randolph
attracted
Chicago,
it
Theatre,
great attention by the excellence
of the stars in the cast and the
appeal of its story and action.
office

mann

result,

|:

i

j

t

;
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In the Independent Field
3^)

Newsy

ROGER FERRI

The Week in Review " Trade Notes

Bits

Charles Goetz, manager of the New
of Warner Brothers,
in Buffalo preparatory
to the opening of the Warner Ex-

HE

independent market is concentrating on big pictures. Without
AVarner Brothers’ new Buffalo exnew
exception every enterprising distributing concern is seeking produc- change will be located in thestreet.
Film Building in North I’earl
tions that are big in story, presentation and superlative in quality. Never P. H. Smith will be in charge.
change in that city.
before were there so many truly big pictures as are found in the open
Clark Cornelius Corporation filed a
Firms like A1 Lichtman, Warner Brothers, Affiliated certificate
There is a strong probability that market today.
of dissolution last week at
Harry Segal, of the Pioneer Exchange Distributors, Equity, Arrow Film Corporation and others are demanding the offices of the Secretary of State
in Boston, and Dave Segal, of Itoyal the very best.
Scores of pictures have been brought to New York from in Albany, N. Y.
Pictures, Inc., of Philadelphia, will
the Coast for showings to distributors and only a very few have passed
open an exchange in New iork.
Jesse J. Goldburg is now associated
the severe tests to which productions are being put.
the
in an executive capacity with
Irving Mack, of Irving Mack & Co.,
newly formed Independent Pictures
Chicago, is spending the week in New
Corporation.
York.
Mack is doing a land office
of quality productions recalls the showing of certain picbusiness making trailers.
M. H. Hoffman of Tiffany ProducIVeiss Brothers’ Artclass
tures at representative hrst run houses.
tions awarded the $ 1 0(k) prize to the
Larry Weingarten, sales manager special, “After Six Days,” for instance, opened at the English Theatre, Metro district manager doing the
of Sacred Films, Inc., is en route to Indianapolis, on Sunday, to a record-breaking business, a gross that topped greatest amount of business on Mae
New York from the Coast. He will the “IVay Down East” engagement there by $304. Last week in Phila- Murray specials to W. C. Bachemeye
be in New York several months, durof Cincinnati.
ing which time the firm will establish delphia the Ben Schulberg production, "Rich Men’s IViies,” set a new
h<'adi|iiarlprs here, with Ernest O. Van
According to announcement made
mark and repeated at the Rialto Theatre in Providence, R. I. These are
Pelt in charge.
this week the first Amalgamated Exonly three of the outstanding features of a nezv and young season that change picture will he released the
Leon Bice is now president of the promises to firmly establish the open market with enterprising exhibitors. middle of next month.
Mission Film Corporation of Los An.Johnny Hines, Mrs. Rodolph Valgeles. according to a despatch from
particularly encouraging move noticeably being made by inde- entino. .T. Barney Sherry, Zena Keefe
the Coast this week.
He has been
signed as general manager.
pendent exchanges concerns the appointment of exploitation men and several other stars appearing in
independent
pictures
accompanied
A news despatch from Little Rock, to co-operate with exhibitors in properly publicizing pictures. And this the I.oew party to Philadelphia MonExhibitors are more and more every day depending day to attend the opening of “The
is as it should be.
Ark., this week conveyed news to the
effect that S. F. Rothstein and J. E.
on exchanges for co-operation in properly selling the picture to the public. Prisoner of Zenda.”
Kiellow. owner of the Arkansas rights
Past records indicate that the most successful exchanges are those that
As a result of the organization of
to the Deinpsey-Carpentier fight, were
metropolitan exhibitors to combat
fined Sl’.'iO each by the Federal Disgave this service intelligently and systematically.
the s.vndicate bookers. New York intrict Court for showing the picture in
dependent exchanges are guaranteed
that State.
300 days in that section alone.
.T.
n. Marks, formerly manager of
Metro's Washington exchange, has
A certain vaudeville magnate this
been installed ns manager of Progress
week sought to effect a tieup with a
Pictures, Inc., of Washington, D. C.
producer
whose figures pictures were
Tower
of
Sheppard,
this
week
by
H.
A.
Announcement was made
to be shown at the vaudeville first.
Standard Film Exchange of Pitts- Film Corporation, 71 West 43rd street. New York City, that The deal fell through.
burgh. headed by W. J. Weiland. has “Mickey,” the screen sensation of three years ago. will be revived
bought the western I’ennsylvania and and released on the independent market. The picture is being reL.
Lawrence Weber, one of the
West Vir-inia rights to “The Lone
leading producers in this country,
Horseman” and "Western Justice.” edited and will be shown to the trade late this week.
who is associated with Bobby North,
two Westerns released by Arrow Film
will adaot Will Nigh's latest story
Corporation.
and production, “Notoriety,” to the

York exchange
spent the week

'T^

^PEAKING

.

O NE

Will Re-Issue “Mickey”

William Bltimenthal left on Oct. 21
on the SS. Oceanic for I.ondon, where
he will look after the interests of Ben

Blnmenthal and Export and Import
Film Company.
A. .Tohnnv Mack, who for some time
has been assoej.ated in publicity c.apacities with Eonitv Pictures Corporation and Fox Film Corporation, has
been aonointed publicity and advertising director for the newly formed
Smart Films. Inc. of New York.

William B. I.ainl has eomp’eted the
cutting of two Fall releases for Second National, featuring
Miriorie and .lames Knie-ht. “One

editing and

Moment's Temptation" and "Men

Who

Forget.”

exchangemen

p.nston

commuters

to

New

who have been

those

diirin- the past ten
Grand of Federated

are
York.
in

weekly

Among
New Vorl<

Herman

t’ifkin

Distributing Corporation.
A.

T.ovinson

distributor

of

“pinvthin"s of .An Emnprnr.” dealing
with a Napoleonic episode, is contemplating several important showings
of that picture one in Atlantic City,
N. .1., now being arranged for.

While en route to New York from
the Coast .Toe Sameth sold Eclipse
comedies. Naiional poem c'assics and
“For His Sake.” a feature.
.T.

A.

tions

burgh.

has opened two
Imperial
ProducCleveland and Pitts-

Donaldson

exchanges.
Inc.,

the
at

gross receipts records of representative theatres are any criterion of
the trend of business, then the motion picture business, true to prospects
of several months ago, is in for its greatest year. Never before in the
history of the industry have independent pictures grossed the receipts
some of our biggest features have piled up during the past fezu months.
Another unquestionably reliable piece of evidence that exhibitors want box
office pictures without concern over who makes or releases them.

A CERTAIN

well-known

man who

contemplates opening an exchange with the financial aid of responsible gentlemen writes for
Our
information concerning systems utilized by successful exchanges.
tip wculd be to visit such well-conducted exchanges as those operated by
Harry Charnas in Cleveland, Cincinnati. Detroit or Pittsburgh. Lou
Berman in Philadelphia, Sam Zierler right here in New York, E. K.
Brin up in Seattle. Arthur Bromberg down in Atlanta, Sol Lesser in Los
Angeles and San Francisco, and Sam Grand in Boston. There are others
who can give valuable information. These are successful exchangemen
and the newcomer will do well to follow their example.
film

stage.

Sam Zierler of Commonwealth Pictures Corporation of New A'ork reports that the current month promis-'s to be a
record-breaker for him.
His g’-oss hookings up to Monday exceeded the total for the entire month
of October a year ago.
The Masterpiece Special Section of
The E'h’bitor. David Barrist's live
Phi’adelnhia regional, was indeed a
P’asterpSpce and a tribute to Mr.
Par-!st and his able partner. Charley
Goodwin.
Business
eon-i.>up«

in
the Southern States
improving. acco»-ding to

Arthur Bromberg
exchanges there.
Ar'-oTv

the

Bromberg

Film

profluct’on

which

of

Corporation's
“Streets of New

special

York.”

King produced, with

Burton

."1

days were Sara

of Eastern Fi'm Features. Darrv
Ascher of the .At I.ichtman Exchange
and r.eortrn pnni.-p of Motiou Picture
.Tesse

TF

TfT^ITHIN the next two weeks Moving Picture World ziill have an
rr important announcement to make exclusively substantiating our
greatest boost. The
announcement zvill concern one of the best box office stars and producers
Moral: For all the news and information of the open
in the business.

contention that the open market

is

this

year

in

for

its

market read Moving Picture World.

AM MOSCOW

of Moscow Films Corporation of Boston is one of
those chaps of whom very little is heard. But the fact remains that
he is one of the livest hustlers in the business. Sam has an exchange that
And yet he has
is. if memory serves us correctly, less than a year old.
won a place in the exchange list that is the envy of many. Charley Burr
of Affiliated Distributors. Tnc.. contributed no small share to the "ork
accomplished by the New EngEnder, for pictures like “Sure Fire Flint,”
the Law.” and “Burn ’Em Up Barnes” are the type of features
“I
that have brought exhibitors in droves to the Moscow exchange.

S

Am

all-star cast, opens at the State
Theatre .Terser C'tv. N. .T. Monday,
Nov. n. ins*^ead of Oct. 2fi. as was

originally

planned.

In response to letters sent hv oxehancre men relative to the pronosed
Rialto Exchanges, this department
learns that insofar ns aennisition of
pictures are concerned, it has nconired
pone and that for the time be<n<r at
least, the project is at a standstill.
.Toe

Someth

tributors.

of Forwar,l

Tnc..

returned

F’’m Disthis

week

from the Coast where he had spent
four dars. contemplating entering

the production

Ben

field.

.Amsterdam and I, on Korson
of Masterniece Film .Attractions of
Ph*'"de'nhia are observing the tenth
anniversary
of
that
popular exchange.
^
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“Rich Men’s Wives” Breaks Double
Bill Policy and Sets New Records
(Exclusive to Moving Picture World)
R. I. The double bill policy for four years has
been the one menace in the exhibiting field in New England. For the
past two years exhibitors have been seeding means to break this
policy, but seemingly without success, for whenever an exhibitor
topped his bill with one feature at regular prices his patrons patronized the opposition, with the result that the losses incurred discouraged further experiment. However, the policy cut in on the
gross earnings of pictures to such an extent that exhibitors in desperation renewed these experiments. Some signed for super specials,
but to offset the absence of a second feature usually filled that spot
with a specialty or a persona-1 appearance.
Here in Providence, however, William Mahoney, manager of the
Rialto Theatre, determined to break the policy. He convinced himself that the public had to be re-educated, that it could not be expected to be abruptly deprived of a second feature, that the process
Consequently, last summer he
of reorganization should be gradual.
came to New York and signed for the entire Universal Jewels, Metro
and Fox super specials. With these productions acquired he returned and later went to Boston where he signed for the A1 Lichtman Preferred Productions. With this lineup, he then proceeded
He directed the attention of the
to ballyhoo his future offerings.
public to the fact that such pictures as “Human Hearts,” “The
Storm,” “Monte Cristo.” “Nero,” “Silver Wings,” “The Fast Mail”
and “The Prisoner of Zenda” were playing in New York houses at

PROVIDENCE,

—

$1.50 top.

This ballyhoo he confined to a trailer about 600 feet in length.
in this trailer an intimate talk explaining the house’s
he opened the season with a crash. He raised the
prices on pictures li' e “The Storm,” “The Prisoner of Zenda” and
the li' e. And the public came in droves. Two wee'-s ago he played
“The Prisoner of Zenda” at fifty cents top, a policy that other showmen characterized as suicide. But Mahoney had blazed the trail
and the engagement was anything but disastrous.
“The Prisoner of Zenda” was followed last week with “Rich
Men’s Wives,” the Ben Schulberg production released by A1 Lichtman Corporation. The picture was cleverly and elaborately exploited.
The prices were lowered back to 35 cents top. The Monday afternoon opening brought a full house. The second show was equally
as big.
Emphasis in advertising on “A Story of the Greatest Kiss
the World Has Ever Known” did the trick, for the attendance even
at the supper show was the greatest the house had recorded in
many years. When the dav’s receipts were counted it was discovered
that the dav’s record had been equalled.
^On Tuesday, the Providence Journal, Evening Bulletin, Providence
News and Evening News helped along the draw with splendid reviews. characterizing the production as one of the best ever shown
m Providence. One writer went to the extent that it was “the
best mother picture shown here.” Word of the splendor and ability
of the picture to entertain circulated rapidly with the result
that the
Tuesday business exceeded that of Monday by several hundred
dollars.
This continued through Wednesday and the remainder of
the
When the_ wee’ ’s business was compiled it was shown
Men s Wives” had not onlv bro'^en oermanently the
double bill policy, but also had brought Manager Mahoney’s
houses
receipts earned by that theatre at 35 cents top.
"a
record was established despite the presence of the stiffest
1,a ot
kind
opnosition, the other houses in town continuing their double
feature policy, the Modern featuring “The
Masquerader,” the Victory
Showed two features with Margery Wilson making
a personal
anpearance. Two features iammed the bill at the Strand,
while the
programmed
seven acts, a feature and news weekiv,
2C
a n tor ,55
cents top, and the Fays the same number of vaudeville
turns, a feature, news wee’ffy and
comedy— also for 35 cents.

He embodied
policy.
Then

Dorothy Phillips in an interesting scene from Elinor Glyn’s
“The World’s a Stage’ which Principal Pictures Corporation
will

Arrow

soon release.

Special Sets

New
Playing day and date

Booking Mark

three
the
new
houses,
million-dollar State Theatre in
Jersey City, the Ritz, also in
Jersey City, and the Strand in
Hobo'-en. “The Streets of New
York,” directed by Burton King,

Frank

at

Hall

one of Arrow’s special attractions,
will be given its premiere presentation beginning October 30.
It is confidently expected that
the picture will prove an enor-

mous success and no stone

is

unturned by either the
Arrow organization or Mr. Hall’s
being

left

efficient publicity force to insure
a representative showing for the

production.
“The Streets of New York” is a
Burton King production, based on
the famous old melodrama of the
same name and includes in its
cast
such players as Edward
Earle and Barbara Castletcn.

^

-

Smart Films, Inc., Has ‘‘Lena Rivers’’
General Manager E. Marks Behrman, of
Smart Films. Inc the
new independent distributing company, in addition
to the Billy West
comedies of two reels each which Will
Morrissev will direct, will
release
Lena Rivers,” the love story by Marv
J. Holmes, in the
mar’-et.
M. Welsh has purchased the rights to the
proXr’ifn"^
Pennsylvania. Delaware, Marvland and
K’strr
He will road show the picture, ballyhooing
h w7rt! I
^ '°P
wagons. The Stanley circuit already has
boo’ ed thf/r f
A
selling

,

is, IS"

on

First Belasco

" "O*

Film Ready

representative of Belasco Product!
In?^°InLl?n.Sf7'pthe series of Beh
pictures,
picturer“Her
Her Price,” had been completed.

i

Warner - F.

B. O. in Foreign Deal

Schlesinger, general manager of Warner Brothers’ foreign
departm,ent. successfully negotiated wirh the F. B. O. of London,

Gus

S.

headed bv Edward Hulton, prominent British newspaper owner, for
the distribution of the entire series of Warner pictures, including
“Rags to Riches.” “The Beautiful and Damned,” “Brass,” “Main
Street.” “Little Heroes of the Street” and “Little Church Around
the Corner.” Mr. Schlesinger is now in London, and shortly will
visit

Paris, Vienna, Berlin,

Will

The Hague and Holland.

Make New

Announcement was made

this

Screen Magazine
week by

the

Bray Studios,

Inc.,

has undertaken the production of a new screen magazine
which will be released on the State rights market. J. R. Bray, in
announcing this imnortant feature, states that he has appointed
correspondents in all parts of the world who are sending to his
office new, thrilling and entertaining scenes for this new reel.
The
Bray Magazine will be issued at the rate of one every other week.
The sales of the pictures will be handled by A. Canter.
that

it

“World’s a Stage” Nov. Release
Definite announcement was made this week by Irving Lesser,
eastern manager of Principal Pictures Corporation, that the first
feature release of the newly formed producing and distributing companv, will be none other than Elinor Glyn’s latest story, “The World’s
a Stage,” starring Dorothy Phillips, in a role which, according to
Michael Rosenberg, production manager, who arrived on the coast
late last week, will be the greatest in which she has appeared.
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“After Six Days
Sets

All Hail,

New

Record

INDIANAPOLIS— Special)— Following an advertising
and exploitation campaign such as this city never before
witnessed, “After Six Days,” the Weiss Brothers’ Artclass
Pictures Corporation’s Bible spectacle, opened at English s
Opera House on Sunday night, October 22, for an engagement of 15 days, ending November 5. Manager Addison
Miller, of the English, is authority for the statement that
the opening of “After Six Days” broke all box-office records
(,

attractions at that house, including D. W.
The exploitation camGriffith’s “The Birth of a Nation.”
paign, which won considerable newspaper space, was in
charge of Bert Ennis, Weiss Brothers’ publicity manager.
who personally took charge.
of the local exchange is lookThe opening performance Ascher
ing to this picture to establish a
brought many leading men and new booking record. Many of those

picture

for

women

of this city to the theatre.

These included Governor McCray,
Mayor Shank, of Indianapolis;
John Runkelhouse, Judge Collins,
Judge Leary, Rabbi Bienenfeld,
Capt. English and many others.
Members of the clergy also were
in attendance. These represented

used “Rich Men’s Wives” have
already booked “Shadows,” the second Ben Schulberg picture.

that

YORK— “Deserted

NEW
Altar,”

the

at

Goldstone

Phil

high-priced winners.

—

—

Indianap-

direct to
special delivery letter was
personally mailed to every clergyman
and a special electric sign installed
on the marguee of the theatre by
Weiss brothers. A huge banner announcing the coming of the film
stretched across the principal street
In the downtown section.
Thousands of one sheets and window cards were used, in addition to
fifty twenty-four sheet stands placed
in fifteen of the largest towns surrounding the city of Indianapolis.
Department store tie-ups, window displays, etc., were also features of I he
campaign. Many of the loading independent distributors of the Middle
W'est were present at the premiere at
English’s. Immediately following the
run of fifteen days in Indianapolis
the picture will be offered by Weiss
Brothers to the state right buyers as
a special road show attraction. Openings under the management of Artclass Pictures Corporation will follow

the present run in New York, Chicago,
Philadelphia, Boston, Cleveland, Pitts-

burgh and

Tho engagement
under the direction

Detroit.

in Indianapolis is

of Max Weiss, with Bert Ennis handling the advertising and exploitation.

PITTSBURGH

—

Gold
began
playing week

Riches,”

to
first

(Special)— “Rags
Seal Exchange’s

release,

its

career

YONKERS,
ner

Brothers’

N.

Y.— (Special)— War“Rags

to

Riches”

opened at the Strand here Sunday,
playing to the best gross recorded
by that house, with the indications
that the picture would also break
The
the four-day stand mark here.
gross the first day exceeded $1,!)(X>,
Several hundespite the low prices.
dred were turned away.

PHILADELPHIA

—

(Special)

—

Charles C. Burr Afllliated feature,
“Sure Fire Flint,” opened at the VicTheatre here Monday with
toria
Johnny Hines, the star, personally
The picture went over
appearing.

bang and indications on
Wednesday were that the house mark
would be at least tied if not broken.
The press critics commented commendably on the feature.
with

a

BOSTON — (Special) — Reports

exhibitors booking the

first

from

A1 Licht-

“Rich Men’s Wives.” a
man
Ben Schulberg production, are so enManager
Harry
that
couraging
special.

ROCK ISLAND, ILL.— (Special) —

“Adventures

Tarzan,”
starring
of
Lincoln, is topping all pictures
Theatre and the
at the American
best drawing card John Koletis has
had in the way of serials, according
to his own statement.

Elmo

OSCEOLA,

lA.

— (Special) — The

whole town seemingly turned out to
“Ten Nights in a Barroom,” the
Arrow special, when it played Prank
Criely’s Lyric Theatre, with tho result that every
house record was
shattered.
Despite very little advertising and no exploitation the production went so big that people had
to be turned away, and the picture
may I)e brought liack.
see

OLD
“Oh.
th^

LYME,

Mabel.

Town

CONN.— (Special) —
did a flop at
Manager Tom Haynes

Behave.”

Hall.

thinking seriously of asking all who
atended the showings of this picture
to attend
some other performance
gratis.
Complaints,
according
to
Ilaynes, are still pouring in.

NEW YORK —

Several “Uncle Tom
Cat)in” pictures are being booked in
sections
as
road attractions.

this

None, however, has set any record
on the blink, in spite of the aggressive

ballyhoos.

Film

Attractions

today

constitute

a

to the splendid efforts of these two great showmen.
Ben’s word is his bond. He is more than an exchangeman; he is
the friend of every exhibitor. The meteoric progress of his
exchange is a tribute to his efforts. Messrs. Amsterdam and
Korson need bow to no one in this business. They are a credit
to the industry. They have grown with the business and they

—

continue growing. Distributors associated with Masterpiece
are to be congratulated on their affiliation. They could find no
better partners than Amsterdam and Korson. Our congratulations.
May the next ten years bring even greater success to
two of the most upright, energetic and competent exchangemen in the industry.
ROGER FERRl.
will

“Trade Papers Are
Blessing”

—^Lesser

“Trade paper advertising is a
blessing to this industry. Without it I don’t know what either
producers or distributors would

representatives of the trade press.
Sol Lesser and his brother,
Irving,
together with Michael
Rosenberg, are firm believers in
advertising.
do.”
That advertising,
So stated Irving Lesser, eastern however, says Mr. Irving, must
manager of Principal Pictures be done in the proper mediums
Corporation this week, in the and in this particular instance he
course
of
an interview with points out the value of trade
paper advertising. In substance,
the statement follows:
S.
“Mr. Sol Lesser and all of us realize the
importance of the trade
paper, and this firm for one will tell
the world in large letters what it has
PITTSBURGH.
Busi- to offer. While there have been some
(Special).
ness at the local independent ex- who have attacked the papers, the
changes Is on the boom.
Exchanges fact remains that the press of our
vpith proven box oflSce attractions are
business is far in advance of either
having no trouble getting into the the
production
or
distribution
best houses in the territory.
Three branches of the industry.
of the best houses in Pittsburgh last
“Our trade papers are something
week featured the Warner Brothers’ of which we can justly feel proud.

Pittsburgh
R, Business Booms
—
—

special,

“Rags

to Riches.”

Joe Lefko. manager of the local
Federated
Exchange,
to
returned
Pittsburgh from Cleveland, where he
conferred with Harry Charnas on A1

Lichtman pictures. The local exchange is leading the Charnas lineup
of A1 Lichtman exchanges in the way
of gross bookings and if Lefko has

way

his

the

race

continue that

will

way.

Harry

C.

is busy enlarging
and exchange person-

Simeral

his office space

nel in order to take care of the coming rush of business for the long list
of Arrow features and comedies which
he has just acquired for distribution
in this section.

Columbia Film Exchange, of this
in receipt of letters from exhibitors who are loud in their praise
of the firm’s campaign on the C. C.
Burr special, “Sure Fire Flint.” The
exchange is sending out clever noveV
Salesmen are now out on the
ties.
road selling dates on this special.

city, is

last

stands at the
Strand, Rowland & Clark’s Liberty,
Pittsburgh, Stahl at Homestead and
Busithe Victory at McKeesport.
ness was good at every stand.

week,

Ben Amsterdam

monument

produc-

The picture
denominations.
OMAHA, NEB. (Special) Because
being presented in conjunction of the fact that Phil Goldstone, producer
of the Richard Talmadge picwith an augmented orchestra of tures and “Deserted at the Altar.” is
20 men under the directorship of an Omaha man. his pictures are relocally.
ceiving
splendid
support
Herman Arndt.
boosters for home talTen complete days were given over Local fans are
supporting
the
Talmadge
ent
and
are
advance
in
advertisements
to display
A herald, four features better than any other city
of “After Six Days.”
pages in three colors, was distributed or town in the country.

A

Masterpiece

business.

tion, is

is

to 50,000 people in leading
olis hotels as well as sent

1922

It was almost ten years ago that Ben Amsterdam and Lou
Korson formed Masterpiece Film Attractions in Philadelphia.
Honesty in every transaction with exhibitors and national distributors on whom they were dependent for product, soon
established the firm as one of the most formidable in the

the

making a good showing over
Loew circuit, in many cases the
grosses doing as much as some of the

4,

tlie

all

homes,

November

Garsson Cast
in
Rapid progress

“Way Down
of the

Accident

in the filming of

South,” which

.Toe Lefko,
one change.
sent

panies is making in and around Albany, Georgia, is
reported by
Harry Diggs, author of the story.
But one untoward incident has
marked the company’s progress.
U. S. Commissioner George F.
White of Albany, while driving
Director
Roy Sheldon, Harry
Diggs, and Norma Lee and Ruth
Paige, two of the players, back
from location, became blinded by
the lights of an approaching car
and drove his car almost over a

high embankment. The machine
stopped with the front part suspended in space. The occupants
fortunately escaped with a slight
shaking up.

of

Federated Film Ex-

exhibitors in this section
date books, which should
come in handy, for they are easily
carried about and contain all
the
space exhibitors want to make mem-

Murray W. Garsson com- new

1922-2.3

orandums.

Principal
Pictures
Corporation,
through its agents in all parts of the
world, receives trade pubiications of
other countries.
We have carefully
studied them and compared them
with those published here. And I am
satisfied that American motion picture trade publications are so far superior to the foreign ones that it is
unfair even to make a comparison.
“Our trade papers, I really believe,
constitute a tribute to the American
motion picture industry. I said that
the trade press is more systematically
organized than any other department
in our business.
I mean just that.
YVe find our trade papers up to date
and in some cases far superior to
trade papers of other industries. This
I know to be a fact.
“When Principal Pictures Corporation was first organized the most important item before us was that concerning advertising. We studied the
situation carefully from every angle.
We circularized the country and
found that exhibitors, while each had
his favorite magazine, all depended
entirely upon the trade press for information. We tried to ascertain the
extent to which this dependency existed and discovered that it was so
vital that we could not overlook the
trade papers.

“Consequently we determined to arrange our advertising schedule so that
we would have advertising space in
the

Incorporations
.\LB.\NY, N.
Corporation has

Y’.

— Clark

filed

a

Cornelius

certificate

of

dissolution.

— Revue

trade

publications

every

week.

That this was a wise move is proven
by the fact that since announcement
was first made of our acquisitions,

Produc-

namely, the Irving Cummings production,
‘Chicago Sal.’ with Alice
L.ake and
Milton Sills, and ‘The
World’s A Stage.’ we have received
Inindreds of inquiries from exhibitors

and exchange men.
“The response to our advertising
has been so gratifying that we intend

continue our elaborate advertising
campaign. We have heard from 22
first run exhibitors who are anxious
to bonk both ‘Chicago Sal’ and “The
porators.
World’s A Stage,’ and we attribute
ALBANY'. N. Y'. Smart Films. Inc., this response, which by far exceeded
for the production and distribution our fondest expectations, to our trade
paper advertising."
of independent pictures.

.\LB.\NY,

N.

Y’.

tions. Inc.. New Y’ork City: H. Kendler. F. Fischer. E. Gordon, incor-

—

to

November
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Run Theatres Wouldn’t Run Melodramas!

Here Are a Few of the Theatres Where

WISER GUYS
Are Packing ’Em

u

in

With

MORE TO BE PITIED
First of

LOEW’S STATE, Oakland
STRAND, San Francisco
RANDOLPH, Chicago

CAPITOL,

NORMANDY,

Elizabeth

LIBSON CIRCUIT,
Columbus, Cincinnati,
Dayton, Louisville
HIPPODROME, Reading

RIALTO, Des Moines
VICTORIA, Altoona

Brooklyn

RIALTO, Newark
KISMET, Brooklyn

ROWLAND AND CLARKE CIRCUIT
Pittsburgh

HARING AND BLUMENTHAL

STATE, Brooklyn

COLONIAL, Detroit
BOSTON, Boston

PARTHENON,

LAFAYETTE,

SIDNEY COHEN CIRCUIT

BROADWAY, New

York

Ridgewood

CIRCUIT

Buffalo

THERE’S NO SURER PROOF THAT THIS IS WHAT THE PUBLIC WANTS THAN THESE
SAME EXHIBITORS ARE COMING BACK AND ASKING FOR BOOKING DATES ON

u

ONLY A SHOPGIRL
Now Ready

for Booking with the Biggest Cast Ever

Estelle Taylor

Mae

Tully Marshall
Willard Louis

Claire

Bu

James Morrison

Brey

William Scott
Directed by

THERE’S

Wallace Beery

"Busch

Edward Le

Josephine Adair
Saint

A FRANCHISE HOLDER EVERYWHERE
C. B. C.

FILM SALES CORPORATION
BROADWAY, NEW YORK

16C0
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Equity, North- Weber, Arrow, Lichtman,
C. B. C. and Aywon Close Territorial Deals
From

a

territorial

sales

week

The same atmosphere

office.

A

“money”

Arrow

of

Equally encouraging

reports
came
from
Film
Corporation,
A1

announced

Six territories

disposed of this

'

to Si Griev-ar, of Griever Productions,

Chicago, for Indiana and northern Illinois.
Equity disposed of the
rights on “Whafs Wrong With the
Inc.,

Inc., of

to

Supreme

I’hotoplays,

W

New

York.

making

this

Simeral Closes

Arrow Deal
H. C. Simeral, who just closed
a contract with Arrow Film Corporation, under the terms
of
which H. C. Simeral Co., Inc.,
will distribute a large majority of
Arrow’s productions in western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia,
reports his first big booking on
“Night Life in Hollywood,” the

New

Preferred

Picture Called

new Arrow

doubtful at the moment. Schulberg has Tom Forman and Louis
Gasnier under contract. Forman
has made on picture, ‘“Shadows,”
and is at work on the second,
Gasnier
“Are You a Failure?”
has completed two “Rich Men’s

Wives” and “Thorns and Orange
Blossoms” and is at work on
“The Hero.”

Nov.

in

P.
re-

lease through the -Y1 Lichtman Corporation.
The cast includes Madge

Lloyd Hughes. Tom SantHal Cooley and Hardee Kirkland. This will be Tom’s second picBellamy.
schi.

ture

Preferred,

for

“Shadows.”
will

It

direct

is

the

first

reported

being

Forman

“Mothers-in-Law”

the showing of “Rich Men’s
at the Houston, Fort Worth,
Dallas and San Antonio first-runs of
the Hoblitzelle circuit, “Rich Men’s
Wives” will actively start in the
Southern territory.
The Metropolitan. Sig Samuels’ big house in Atlanta. shows the picture the week of
October 30 and the Strand in New
Orleans the week of October 26.

ing

Wives”

ing the picture as having “the great-

believed, will start inde-

Just
is

how he will
not known

at this time and is something that
will not be made known until after
his resignation becomes effective on

at

is

is

distribute his features

told

You A Failure?” which B.
Schulberg is making for ultimate

it

pendent production.

for

11.

There is some talk in local studies
to the effect that J. Parker Read, who
is now in New York, will make several pictures for the independent

m.-ir-

According to information unket.
earthed here by the independent correspondent of Moving Picture World,
Mr. Parker is in conference with Nathan Hirsch, head of Aywon Film
Corporation, who. it is understood,
will handle several features that Mr.
Parker is reported he will make.

With “Only A Shop Girl.’] the second of the so-called “Big Six” series
that is being made for Independent
distribution through C. B. 0. Film
Sales Corporation completed, pl.ans
are now being made for the third
fe.aturc. which Edward Le Saint also
Tully Marshall will apwill direct.
pear in the third picture. He plays a

A Shop

Preferred.

leading role in “Only

Aside from tho colorful atmosphere
which is said to pervade “Thorns and
Orange Blossoms.” the third Schulberg release through the -Y1 Lichtman Corporation, the photography is
understood to be remarkably beautiful.
The story opens in .Spain and

With the completion of his latest
production. “Back Fire.” -\nthony J.

then the locale switches to Louisiana.
The nature of the story permits of a
number of unusual shots and camera

work from

different angles.

William A. Seiter, who recently
completed the Warner Brothers screen
version

of

F.

Scott

Fitzgerald’s

novel. “The Beautiful and Damned.”
Marie Prevost. has been
engaged by Sam and .Tack Warner to
direct “The I.ittle Church Around

featuring

DALLAS, TEX.— (Special).— Follow-

ber

5.

New

return,

lie
the year.
York, and on his

in

tivities until late
plans a trip to

wifi

Prom the Coast comes word from
someone who had an opportunity to
that
the
see “Shadows” privately
story and development are unusual.
The Lichtman office here is advertis-

special.

as production head,
he will not start his production ac-

new

“,\re

The
that

Famous IMayers

FERRI.

at

divorce.
novel state

the

One report here has it that while
Frank E. Wood has resigned from

audience on Friday evening, October
27.

of

Harry M. Warner, head of the distributing department of the Warner
Brothers’ enterprises, arrived in Los
Angeles early this week. There are
important matters pending
several
here that demand Mr. Warner’s personal attention. With Harry M. Warner here, all of the Warner brothers
Jack, Sara. Dave
arc on the Coast.
and Abe Warner are here. They went
into conference with Harry Rapf. the
Some
producer, on Tuesday night.
important announcement is expected
week.
this
late
here
made
be
to

in motion picarrival from the
Coast is to be believed, all the claims
made about the picture which Tom
Forman directed are correct.
The
picture will be shown to an invited

story ever
tures.”
If this
est

marriage and

of

publishers

hundreds of thousands of copies have
been sold throughout the world and
that there is an unending demand
from booksellers.

the Biltmore.
Many independ‘‘Mothers-in-Law’’ ents from
out of town
be here.
(Exc’usive Dispatch)
Tom Forman
present
EuLOS ANGELES — (Special) — B. reka, California, shooting scenes for

“Night Life” will play the
Rialto Theatre, Erie, Pennsylvania, the week beginning Novem-

great,

lem

a sure-fire advance
exchange, respectively. Let’s

ROGER

purchased
Schulberg
has
original
an
Nathan Hirsh, president of Aywon “Mothers-in-Law,”
Filin Corporation, reported the folstory by Agnes Christine Johnslowing sales:
David Mundstuk, of
Excinsive Films Exchange, Detroit, ton and Frank Dazey, who, inciMen’s
“Rich
wrote
dentally
for Michigan, tho “Big Boy,” William’s Westerns, three Snowy Bakers. Wives,” the first of the Schulberg
"The Man of Courage,” “Master of
Beasts.” “White Hell.” “Blind Love,” pictures to be released through
“Bum Runners” and “The Dawn of the A1 Lichtman Corporation.
Revenge:”
Apex Fiim Service of
“AIothers-in-Law” in all likeliPittsburgh for western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia, “The Rum Run- hood will follow “Are You a
ners.” “White Hell” and “Oh. Mabel' Failure?” and “The Hero” in proBehave:” Capital Film Exchange of duction. Just who will direct is

Philadelphia for eastern Pennsylvania
New Jersey, “Lure of
the Orient.” “Master of Beasts” and
six two-reel .Timmy Aubrey comedies;
Tri-State Film Exchange of Baltimore. “Lure of the Orient” and six
Jimmy Aubrey comedies: Seaboard
Film Exchange, of Washington, D. C„
“Winning of the West.”

picture. “Brass,” adapted by Julian
Jos.ephson from the Charles G. Norris
novel of the same name.
According to advices received from
the Warner studios, Rapf is engaging
an exceptionally large cast of prominent players to interpret the varied
numb.er of characters described in the
novel. The story deals with the prob-

book serve as

P.

and southern

Monte Blue arrived this week at the
Warner Brothers Coast studios to
play a lending role in the Harry Rapf

—

and sales agent for exhibitor and
have more press books like this one.

est Virginia.

The L. Lawrence Weber-Bobby
North sales on “Notoriety" follow:
Apollo Film Exchange of New York
for Greater New York; Sam Grand
of Federated Film Exchange, Boston,
for New England; B-ju Amsterdam of
Masterpiece Film Attractions. Inc.,
I’hiladelphia, for
eastern
Pennsylvania. southern New Jersey and Uelawiire: Supreme Film Company ot
Los Angeles for southern California.
Arizona, Nevada and the Hawaiian
Islands:
Columbia
Film
.Service.
I’ittsiiiirgh. for western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia, and the GrandNorth Exchange, Buffalo, for northern

materially toward

Pittsburgh, for western Penn-

sylvania and

ter Hall.

This week, however, this department came in possession of
what, in the opinion of the writer, is the best and most helpful
press book ever issued in this business. This press and exploitation campaign boo t was compiled in its entirety by Lyn Bonner
and “Red” Kann, of the A1 Lichtman Corporation, and concerns
the latest Ben Schulberg special, “Shadows,” which has an allstar cast headed by Lon Chaney. This press book is something
with which no exhibitor booking “Shr.dows” can do without. It
is a masterpiece and chockful of material that is worth its length
in pure gold. There are practical and original exploitat.on stums
plus magazine feature, news, advance notices, interesting reviews,
current run items and shorts in this book together with artistically attractive and well laid-out newspaper advertisements.
The color scheme throughout is magnetic and contributes

week by L. Lawrence Weber-Bobby
North on “Notoriety, which won inuch
high praise from critics. C. B. C. Fi ui
Sales Corporation announced the sale
of “More To Be Pitied Than Scorned"

Women?”

Serves!

of their uselessness.

sales.

vrer-e

Book That
—

Lichtman Corporation and Warner Brothers, which firms figured
in extensive foreign deals. Nathan
Hirsch, of Aywon Film Corporation, Smart Films, Inc., and others
also

Press

Useless press books and they are still common have done
more to divert the attention of newspaper editors from motion
pictures than any other shortcoming of this business. Exhibitors
have submitted supposedly “newsy stories” from these worthless
press boo;<s to editors, whose intelligence has been many times
insulted by the absurdity of the articles in question. They have
been impossible with absolutely no news or feature angle.
Editors are particular about what they publish in their news or
feature columns. And they have resented the batch of worthless bunk submitted to them by exhibitors who, for the want of
better material, have clipped the stuff from press books quickly
jammed together by incompetents. News editors welcome clever
stories, even when acquainted with the fact that they are press
agents’ yarns. Circus stories are admittedly press agent matter,
but editors welcome them because of their feature and news
value. Eighty per cent, of the press books are wortnless because

prosperity dominated the offices
Lawrence Weber-Bobby
of L.
North, which is releasing Will
Nigh’s latest special, “Notoriety.”
Equity
concentrating
on
is
“What’s
Wrong
With
the

Women?”

Hobart Bosworth. Bessie Love,
Cyril Chadwick. Marguerite Seddon,
Walter Long, Alec Francis and Winlan.

the past week was an exceedingly busy one. While several of
the buyers in town still clamored
for “percentage deals” few succeeded in getting such tie-ups,
the distributors preferring cash.
Louis Baum, of Equity Pictures
Corporation, was a particularly
busy executive this week, judging
from reports that come from his

E. Mason Hopper will
the Corner.”
Production of the feature was
direct.
Prominent memstarted last week.
bers of the cast Include Kenneth Hai-

Girl.”

Zvdias is back at Hollywood. “Back
Production
Fire” stars Jack Hoxie.
be started shortly on the third
Travollin’.”
“Just
feature,
Hoxie
which Robert North Bradbury will
direct. Mr. Zydias has just completed
a trip to Texas, where, in Dallas, he
will

the Hoxie
Film Company.
sold

“Robin Hood,

series

,Tr..”

is

to

Specialty

the title of

of the Clarence Brioker twocomedies starring Frankie Lee.
This screen adaptation is made from
the American Magazine story “Last
When I Kissed Blanche
Night
Thompson.” by Bess Aldrich. Franklyn Backer, of East Coast Productions. Inc., of Now York, will release
this picture together with the rest of

the

first

reel

the series.

‘‘Web of the Law’’ Completed
“The Web of the Law,” the first of a .series of six pictures of the
Texas Rangers, has been completed by Director Tom Gibson at the
Long Branch, Cal., studios. Patricia Palmer and W. J. Miller play
the leading roles with George Sherwood, Harry Belmour, Alfred
Hewston, Hal Stephens and Fran Hutter in support.
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Philly

C. B. C. Second of “Big Six,”

“Only a Shop

was

comActual
pleted this week on “Only a Shopgirl,” the picture to follow “More
to Be Pitied” on the C. B. C.
production

Film Sales Corporation series of

Box Office Winners.
According to a wire received by
Jack Cohn at the New York DisSix

from

Director
Edward LeSaint, the final scenes
of the feature were shot early
this week and the attention of
the production forces is now being focussed on getting the picture edited and titled so that it
may be sent East for showing
tributing

office,

and distribution.
Director LeSaint said over the
long
distance
telephone
this
week that he and producer Harry
Cohn were highly enthusiastic
over this second feature and that
the editing staff has expressed
the opinion that it was even better in every way than the first
picture,

“More

to

Be

Pitied.”

The

story by Charles E. Blaney had
loaned
itself
even
better
to
screening than they had at first
thought likely, and the action
throughout traced a character
development that was not overshadowed by the excellence of the
cast.

He

said

that

the players,

EsBusch, WalTully
Marshall,
Claire DuBrey, James Morrison,
William Scott, Willard Louis and
Josephine Adair had worked together like a happy family, their
only thought being the success of
telle

lace

Taylor,
Beery,

Producers Security
Lineup Is Complete
That Producers’ Security Corporation intends operating on an
extensive basis this year is made
apparent from an announcement
emanating from that company
this week, wherein features for
1922-23 release are made knowni
These include a Richard Barthelmess production, “Just a Song at
Twilight,” with Evelyn Greeley
and Pedro De Cardoba. Another
San Gene,” which

“Madame

be ready
for distribution within very short
will

time.

{riven for same and they were
obtained by fraud and that property

was

which

ti{rured in the {riving of the
notes alleged by plaintiff to beiong to
him. in reality belonged to the corpurchased with its
poration and
funds. In its counterclaim the answer
avers that plaintiff, through his agent,
bought from the company State rights

to “Determination” and “.Sj)irit
Flesh” for .$13 000, which sum,
claimed, Polk has not paid.

is

Controversy over the quality of certain motion picture films has resulted
in a suit being brought in the New

York Supreme Court by A1
against

Clark

Cornelius

Ira

Smith

Coriioration

which damages for breach of conIn an answer the coris asked.
poration admits that twelve two-reel
outdoor pictures were delivered to
them by plaintiff. It is alleged, however. that in the agreement for the
pictures plaintiff agreed they would
of a
i)e
marketable product of a
standard commensurate with selling
price, and the agreement, it is alleged,
was entered into on this understandin

Dorothy

“The Country
Flapper,”
Maclyn Arbuckle in
“Mr. Bingle” and “Mr. Potter of
Texas,” and “In the Night,” a
mystery picture, are now being
offered by independent distribuGish’s

tors.

Ricord Gradwell, president of
Producers’ Security Corporation,
is angling for other productions
which will be announced within
the next few weeks.

tract

ing wilhout

first

making

U.

S.

price.

Again Sued

Exchange Sold
PORTLAND.

ORE.— (Special).— L.
Todd, manager of the Interstate
Film Exchange in Portland, Ore., announces that his office has taken over
the releases for the Equity and Reliance companies in the Portland disoffice

title

Hallroom
of the

erating Masterpiece, Messrs.

dam and Korson

latest

also

own

Amsterthe A1

Lichtman franchise, the Federated
Exchange and Equity franchise.
Friction has developed here between
David Segal, of Koyal Pictures, Inc.,
and Bob Lynch, of Metro l ictures,
Inc., over the franchise announced by
Amalgamated Film Exchange of New
York as having been given the latter.

Segal claims that he should have been
given the franchise under a contract
he c.aims was signed in New York in
July.

Lou Berman, owner of Independent
Film Corporation, relejising the Warner Brothers' productions, has started his campaign on “Bags to Uiches.”
Lou is looking forward lo a year that
will show twice the business his local

exchange made

release

Hallroom comedies is “All
Sea.”
Jack Cohn produced

in 192’J.

Tony Luchese.

of

De Luxe Film Ex-

ballyhooing “Night Life in
in great style.
Luchese
scored again this week when the local
exhibitors endorsed his Bible series
of one-reclers. on the exhibition of
which they will co-operatc in this
chau:

e.

is

Hollywood"

section.

Jesse Platt

With Weshner
in their puband exploitation departments was noted this week in the
Weshner-Davidson Agency when
this agency announced that Jesse
L. Platt, formerly a newspaperman on the Boston American had
been added to their staff.
Mr.

Increased activity

licity

of the

Platt

at
this one.

trade
for

will

and

confine

his

newspaper

to
publicity

efforts

Weshner Davidson.

Charges and countercharges figure
brought iii the New York
Supreme Court oy James H. Pejk

in the suit

A.

The Reliance

The

Picture Co.

ers of the successful Masterpiece Film
Attractions, Inc., are celebrating their
tenth anniversary as exchange men in
This llrm is handling so'me
this city.
of the biggest features in the independent market. In addition to op-

a screen e.v-

amination of the iiictures.
Th-e answer further alleges that the pictures
were not marketable and of a standard greatly inferior to their selling

New

Moving

PHILADELPHIA.— (Special).—Ben
Amsterdam and Louis Korson, own-

and
it

Mae

Portland, Ore,,

in

Seattle

handle releases for the Interstate
exchange in the Seattle district. Todd

will

Metzger, manager of
Theatre in Portland, was
formerly manager of the Reliance
Distributing Corporation’s Portland
branch.
stated.
G.
the Rivoli

be

release will

special

the finished picture.

trict.

Ready

Girl,”

Has

^Change
Birthday

A.

After several weeks in the Portland
the Interstate Film Exchange

office of

against the United States Moving Picture Corimration and James W. Martin.
According to Polk's complaint,

who

is

a

Washington,

I). C..

attorne.v

he alleges breach of contract in that

two iM’omissory notes claimed

to nave
been given by the comiiany to himse.i
and Martin, one for $15.5(1(1 and the

Kmws

this is

other for $30,0(10, and $7,500 for legal
I’olk alleges ho rendered, are
unnaid.
Polk furtlmr c'aims Mav(in
released to the picture concern all of
his interest in the notes and for this
reason refused to join him (Polk) in
bringing suit.
On the other hand. U. S. Moving
Picture Corporation not only denies
the Polk claims l)ut sets up a counter-

service

L. A. Todd is now planning to return claim.
While admitting making of
to his home in Spokane, Washington. the notes, they say no consideration

Young Warner

Publicity

Lon Young, who succeeded Eddie Bonns

Head
week

as director,
advertising and publicity for Warner Brothers, is one of the bestknown showmen in the business. He is a pioneer showman who has
been in every branch of the business. He has handled special pubheity on “Why Girls Leave Home,” “School Days” and “Your Best
Friend.” His wide knowledge of conditions throughout the country
this

prompted Harry M. Warner to create the contract department and
placed Young in charge. Mr. Young was born in Providence, R. I.
His first show assignment was with the Barnum & Bailey circus on
their first invasion of Europe.
He toured Europe in vaudeville for
seven years, then came to this country and extended his vaudeville
^ur, doing a magic turn, to the Orient under the name of “Leonzo.”
He returned and invaded the picture business as exhibitor, operating
theatres in Providence, Pawtucket, R. I., Hartford
^°nn. He was exploitation man for Fox and Select
m Philadelphia and went ahead of a number of road attractions.
For the past two years he has been with Warner Brothers.
A better
or more ^competent successor to
Eddie Bonns, who is in charge of
department,
could not have been made and
bo
Mr. Young and Warner Brothers are to be congratulated.
Lou
doing splendid work, will continue as
assistant to Mr. Young.

^/’ECliETc/"

or

;

:
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Three scenes from “Streets of New York,” directed by Burton King, which Arrow Film Corporation will release. Edward Earle and
star cast appear in this special which opens next week in three Jersey City, N. J., theatres next week.

Pictures Will Not Be Sold
in Group to Exhibitors, Says

all

Warner
e

A

significant feature in connection with the forthcoming
series of the Warner Brothers seven productions, following

the unsolicited praise from exhibitors and an unusual number of first-run bookings on “Rags to Riches,” a Harry Rapf
production, featuring Wesley Barry, was revealed by Harry
M. Warner just prior to his departure for the West Coast
studios.
seven productions will not be sold
in group to exhibitors, that each

and every picture will be sold on
merit.

for the

best

of

A large number of first-run
theatres have booked the feature,
and among them are included the
Grand Opera House and Liberty,
Pittsburgh;
the
new million
dollar Eastman Theatre, RochesChicago Theatre, Chicago;
throughout the A. H. Blank circuit in Iowa and Nebraska; Liberty, Kansas City; Alamo, Louisville,
Ky.
Circle, Indianapolis;
Loew’s State, Boston; American,
Troy; Empire, Syracuse; the
Pantages circuit, Toronto; Loew’s
Capitol, Montreal; Loew’s Hamilton, Ottawa.
ter;

Mr. Warner declared that the

its

splendid picture
theatres.”

In following this policy,

Mr. Warner said that it is the
reverse of the plan pursued by

follows:
“Wesley Barry at his
This
best in ‘Rags to Riches.’
picture has everything the audience wants, heart interest, mystery, thrills, laughs, now and then
a tear.
Played to capacity business the opening Sunday in face
of keen competition.
great
picture for the whole family.

A

A

;

the other organizations in the industry.
have received many reports
the exchanges handling our
productions.” said Mr. Warner, “to
the effect that exhibitors are desirous
for the entire seven
of contracting
pictures we will release this season.
After considering the many aspects
of the situation, we finally concluded
that each picture will be sold on its
merit.
“We do not believe in throwing all
our productions on the exhibitors
just because they happen to be eager
In other words, strange as
for one.
this may seem, we want to safeguard
an exhibitor’s interests. And here’s
the reason
"For a long time it has been the
policy of other organizations to sell
their productions in groups of fifteen,
twenty-five or forty pictures, according to a forinularized schedule. This
means that exhibitors in being forced
to buy the entire series acquire pictures that are far below the standard
And they
of a few big productions.
are compelled to pay first-run prices
for a mediocre picture fit only for a
third-run house.
“We are against this plan. We believe that exhibitors should first realize the box-office value of each one
If
of our pictures before booking it.
they don’t want any particular production we will not hold a club over
‘This is decidtheir heads and say:
edly wrong.’ and we will not knowallow
any
exchange
to foist yie
ingly’
group series plan in part or in whole
upon theatre owners. We are eager
to help exhibitors, because their success means our success, and in order
to do it properly each picture will be
sold on its own merits.”

“We

from

•

Lionel H. Keene, western representative for Loew’s, Inc., after
showing “Rags to Riches” at the
Warfield Theatre, San Francisco,
wired the Warner offices as

Clergy and Exhibitors
Endorse Bible Films
The possibilities of effective
tie-ups on the Sacred Films, Inc.,
Bible series of one-reelers were
emphasized this week when those
pictures met with the endorsement of the General Convention
of the Episcopal Church at Portland, Ore., and the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Eastern
Southern
New
Pennsylvania,
Jersey and Delaware. That other
M. P. T. O. units are contemplating similar action was embodied
in a statement made this week by
Ernest

manager

O.

Van

Pelt,

of Sacred Films, Inc.

Portland, Ore., affair was
notable one with prominent
a
clergymen from all parts of the
country
in
attendance.
The

Sacred Films,

Inc.,

Van

Pelt,

of

were on hand.

Fifteen episodes of the Old Testament was shown to the delegates,
who later enthusiastically endorsed it and pledged to do everything in their power to successfully have the pictures shown.

The

exhibitor
Pennsylvania
tie-up and endorsement came in

form of the following resoluadopted at a meeting of the
Board of Managers in Philadelthe

tion,

a

“Resolved that this organization
give its fullest endorsement to the
films of the Sacred Films. Inc., depicting incidents of the Old Testament, beginning with the Creation, as
films that are of the highest type and
possessing educational value, not only
to the Biblical students but to the
general public, and that they will
serve as a medium tending to the
elevation of the screen and motion
picture industry: and further, that
this organization take such steps as
will be necessary in order to call the
attention of its members to these wonderful

films.”

eastern

The

President and Mr.

October 20, following
showing of the pictures

phia,

Zambreno Starts a
Busy Season
CHTC.AOO.— (Speciall — Frank Zambreno. president of Progress Pictures

Head

Progress Pictures Company of Chicago also will release this season the
entire output of Arrow Film Corporation of New York, including “Ten
Nights in a Barroom.” “Night Life in
Hollywood,” “Streets of New York,”
the William Fairbanks Westerns, including
“.Tack
Rider,”
“Cowboy
King.” “Rounding Up the Law,”
“Across the Border.” “Western Firebrands.” “Penceful Peters,” “Sheriff
of Sun Dog.” He will also have “The
Stranger from Canyon Valley’’’ and
“Headin’ North.” with Pete Morrison.

Reports

indicate

Hoxie Westerns

in

that

the

Jack

this territory are

going particularly strong. Some time
ago a report was published in this

column to the effect that Reelcraft
Exchange was not receiving proper
exhibitor patronage. This report was
erroneous, for this exchange is setting

new records with

this

series

of

Jack Hoxie Westerns being produced
by Xzdias Pictures Corporation.
Si

Griever.

of Griever Productions,

Inc.,
has purchased the entire six
melodramatic productions of C. B. C.
Film Sales Corporation. The first of
this series is “More To Be Pitied
Than Scorned.” which played the
Randolph Theatre. The second release
will be “Only a Shop Girl.” Griever’s
Exchange will handle these picture,
in Illinois and Indiana.

Equity Feature Opens
in Detroit

DETROIT. — ISpecial). — The Equity
special, “What’s Wrong With the Women?”. opened

at the Capitol Theatre
here on Monda.v. receiving good local
notices
from the critics.
Business
held up exceedingly well all week
despite the bitter opposition furnished by other neighboring houses. This
picture is making an excellent showing in this territory.

to

David Mundstuk. who has returned
the picture business under the

name Exclusive Exchange, will handle
the entire output of Aywon Film Cor-

Company, stated

this week that this
Fall he will offer exhibitors in this
territory the greatest series of West-

poration in Michigan. While in New
York recently he bought rights to
many features which he will release

lie has alhe has over owned.
ready acquired rights to the Frank“AVhen
series,
including
Ivn Farnum
E.sst Comes West.” “Smiling .Tim”
“Wolves of the Border” and “The
Fire-Brand.”
He also will release
Richard Talmadge features including
“Taking Chances ” “Tt'c Fnknown.”
“Putting It Over.” “The ”Cub Re“Wildporter.” “Watch Him Sten
cat .Tordan” and “T.ucky r>an West-

here.

ern

The others are “The Better
ern.”
Man.” “Shadows of l.ightning Ridge”
-The Fi-hting Breed.” Col. W. X.

.ov,i

Sclig pictures.

.Tess
Fishman, manager of the
Standard Film Service Exchange here,

reports

exhibitors

usually

pleased

with the -VI Lichtman snecial. “Rich
Men’s Wives.” Harry Charnas owns
the I.ichtman franchise in this territory.

.Tames M. Minter is personally supervising the Michigan showings of
the Equity special. “What’s Wrong
With the Women?”.

Q>n Chaney
^

^

A

and

Jacqueline Qpgan

Blind

Bargain

A GOLDWYlsr PICTURE

Baby Peggy, three^year-old Century Comedy
first
*

Star, in her

special fairy tale release,

^'LITTLE RED RIDING

HOOD"

Mary

TESS OF

Pickford in

COUNTRY,

1

jk

r
1

V

THE STORM

a United Artists Picture

^bhh^^hhi
/y>

William DeMille's Paramount

''CLARENCE"
May McAvoy

Picture,

with Wallace Reid, Agnes Ayres,

and Kathlyn Williams

i

John

Gilbert in

"CALVERT'S VALLEY
a Fox Picture

V..
:....

*

I

*

^

Richard Barthelmess

in

''THE

BOND BOY"

a First National Picture

Earle Williams in

''FORTUNE’S MASK’

a Vitagraph Picture

i

:
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Secrets of Paris” Is

in

Selling Rapidly

Franchise Fight
Trouble is brewing over the
awarding of two Amalgamated
Film Exchange franchises, according to exclusive information
brought to the indepedent deMoving Picture
of
partment
The trouble develops
World.
through the awarding of franchises

.

The week of April 23 will be known
Motion Picture Week in England,
according to a cablegram from LonKenters
don received this week.

as

abroad will concentrate on all-British
productions that week.

Herman

of
Rifkin,
Film Distribu-

to

Eastern Feature
tors, Inc., of Boston, and Bob
Lynch, of Metro Exchange in
David Segal, of
Philadelphia
Royal Pictures, Inc., of Philadelphia, and Harry Segal, of Pioneer
Exchange, Boston, in a letter to
department, contend that
this
they are entitled to the Amal-

The

franchises.
.

A

,,

,

under way,

The

life

filmed

be

it

King Charles XII

of

—

taken over the franchises that my
I
brother and myself were to get.
am desirous of correcting this article
to read to the effect that we have not
given up this franchise and that both
my brother and myself hold contracts
for this franchise, which was signed
July 20 and July 21.
“Both my brother and I are going
to use every means within our power

and

Davidson

will

by a Swedish producing

film centers.
He is selling
arner product,
t o the

W

Kranz

live up to their agreement they
have with us. I have also served noMy brother
on
the Metro office.
tice
has done the same to
.V, Herman Rifkin

™

B.ernon Woodle, of the Will Hayes„
organization, is in Mexico City, Mexico, conferring
_ with officials there relative to obtainin'^ official permission
to bring American pictures into that
country.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Northwest
Nina R. Snyder, manager of
Seattle Film Exchange, while moto Shelton, AA'^ash., to deliver

Mrs.
toring

Sn®’toTerTefKnee,’'1n^alig^^^^^^
from the car in the darkness. She
rut,

twisting the leg

office%f
TfigW® to^\^e®Vm"t“"for‘'?L'S &4he"’
her

Lichtman Output

Abroad

Is

Sold;

News

Foreign

Distribution for the entire
^ first
year’s output of the A1 Lichtman
Corporation throughout Austria,

Czecho Slavia, Jugo
Slavia, Poland, Roumania, Greece
and Turkey has been arranged
with Rudolph 'Vacek. A1 Licht-

Hungary,

man

.

E.xcWnge Tombifed bu®^^^^
with
pleasure on this same trip.
He
stopped off at Kent on the return
black bear in the woods
near

K.

manager

Brin,

of

Avi'th^him prints ^f ^‘Mags'^to

and

“A

Kwality

Denver, Spokane and

i®

Dangerous

dotte street.

“Flesh and Blood,” the Western
Exploitation Pictures special, with
Lon Chaney starred, is one of the best

primarily to the confidence leading exchangemen throughout the
country place in Burr’s products
line-up of one of the
^
r .u
u- i.
strongest casts
of the year which
included Lew Cody, Gladys Huigtte,
Montague Love, Dolores

independent bets in this section, according to exhibitor reports.

;

While in Kansas City AV. K. Jenkins, of Enterprise Distributing Corporation, reported business in the

.

Southeast so great that that concern
will have to open a new exchange In
Charlotte, N. C.

Rose Coghlan, William
t
„
cu.,
Barney
Sherry,
JErfie Shannon, Bradley
Barker,
.
Jane Thomas, Walter Tames and
Casinelli,

H

Business in this section of
the
country remains unchanged, although
in spots a decided Improvement is reported by the exhibitors.
Locally,

’

,

tt

cintbern

V

.

.

ma

“
,

Dusiness is booming rapidly and encouragingly.

Secrets

Equity Picture Opens
Long Run on Coast
^ith
the
Daniel Carson Goodman’s production for Equity Pic-

Women,

mches”

Adventure”

for

screenings.

sion

Theatre,

Los Angeles,

this

“What’s Wrong With the
Women” will occupy the Mission

week.

the

first

other releases not yet announced.

Arrow Film Corporation

The

director of “Notofiety,” the

enters into the script.

The cen-

comedies,

this

week

including

^

°
written every picture
that he has produced, and is in
finished form. It is expected that
work at the studio will begin

Cuelywed and Muriel next week.
Ostriche series, to the Canadian ReThe airector
director read tne
the script
srrint to
tn
leasing Corporation, which maintains -ijr ^
exchanges in Toronto, Montreal and vVeDer, Worth and a number of
St. Johns.
other authorities in film produc-

The Film Renter of London has announced that Pathe Freres have closcd a deal wheroby they will release
the entire output 'of E Rmelka Corporation of Munich.
This is one of

German producing

firms.

tion,

and

was unanimously
as a
a worthy succes-

it

passed
° iinnn

.Notoriety.

The characters
built

the

that Nig-h has
storv ahnnt
ao-air,
Story
about, are again

every-day, average human beings
f^Presenting 99 per cent, of humanity.
A strong fight is featured among the many high spots
the relgns'^o7'^Queen"\ictoria"^IHn^
JNigh s next production.
Edward and King George during the
A
past twenty-three years.
good sprinkling of comedy also

M. Hepworth arrived in New
York on Wednesday with a print of
Cecil

dramas with a modern theme,
This production has the advantage of presenting in a thoroughly
human manner, a true picturiza-

screen for at least four weeks,
according to Progress Fea- tion of the foibles and follies of
tures, which is distributing the American womanhood.
It is
a
picture in the California terri- picture which critics have weltory, will probably be held over corned as remarkably truthful in
for a longer run. This booking is its characterizations, and it has
probably the biggest as yet re- been stated that “What’s Wrong
ceived by the Goodman produc- With the Women” will be to the
longest screen, what F. Scott Fitzgerald’s
tuns ever accorded an independ- novels
present-day
youth,
of
ent production in that territory.
have been to literature.

smashing eight-reel society tral theme is as big and universal
^
drama
rapidly being disposed of as “Notoriety.”
It consists of a
Lawrence Weber & Bobby brilliant and forceful indictment
^
“Rich Men’s Wives,” “Shadows,” -North, has already begun on his of city life. Weber & North, the
“Thorns and Orange Blossoms,” ®ooond feature for that independ- producers and distributors of
organization.
The script as Nigh’s series of pictures for this
“Are You A Failure?” “The
written by Will Nigh, season, announce that the feaHero,”
“Mothers-in-Law”
and

the largest

opinion of Equity Pic-

What s Wrong With the
Women” is meeting the demands

deal,
of its

kind for many months.
Chaotic
conditions
in
Eastern Europe
have prevented the
tion of film export business axxAx
and
the Lichtman deal opens what
has been a closed market.
Vacek’s
purchase
includes

sold 26 Arrow
Spoed, X.LNT,

In the
tures.

Will Nigh Starts on Second;
“Notoriety” Going Over Big
consumma-

personally closed

which has been the

~

L.

between Baltimore avenue and Wyan-

5!’"

record of four years’ perfect attendance.
The accident happened on
the return trip to Seattle.

chises.’

Previous to its showing C. C.
Burr had sold about eighty per
cent, of all American and foreign
rights to this big feature, due

tenally in the sale of the

stepped into a

New Home
KANSAS CITY.— (Special).—W. K.
Jenkins, division manager of Enterprise Distributing Corporation, has
closed negotiations whereby the’ local
office will be moved to the spacious
Bauer Building, on Eighteenth street,

producers
a tribute to
q£
^
j
feature production with its
splendid cast and virile story,

S.

European

•

K. C. Exchange in

this

said.

is

foreign rights

make Grossman,

charge

Griffith

Schlesinger, export manager
of VVArner Brothers, writing from
London, states that he will make trips
to Paris, Vienna, Berlin and other

Gus

Picture World from David Segal
is self-explanatory
“In Moving Picture World, dated
Oct. 28, received this morning, -I noted
in the Newsy Bits column you men.tion that Herman Rifkin of Boston
and Bob Lynch of Philadelphia have

to

in

was

.

company this Pall, according to information from the other side.

ap-

r

W.

D.

the

Paris” before the production
half completed.

of

C.

Bennett version
Burr-Whitman
„
Mysteries ot
of Eugene Sue s
Paris” after its premiere showing last Wednesday evening at
the Biltmore Hotel, was in the

exploitation
forces, who recently returned from a
return
there. He
Europe,
will
trip to
has several important foreign deals

;

gamated

McCarthy, formerly

Jeff

of

on

The impetus to the sales
“Secrets of Paris,” the C.

ture players will be a surprise to
the industry when their names
will

made

be

The

public.

is “Easy Goin\” but
be dronned
° verv ^hnriUr

product, including the Richard
Talnnulgo and Franklyn Farnum fea“His Nibs” and “Saved by
tures,
Radio,” and Manager Jack Berkowitz
now busy screening the producis
its

tions for local exhibitors.

Fred

®

M.

Zimmerm'an

is

Man From Beyond”

^ser1es®of^ pe'ilonal'^

boosting
at

Nu-Art

appLra^^

Harry Houdinl in connection with
showing of the film thriller. Houcarrying a company of four,
'*^"1

title

this will

tbo
and the

Harry

fi,-,ol
final

+’?l^
title

substituted.

owner of
the
Service Exchanges of
Cincinnati, Cleveland and Detroit and
Charnas,

Federated Film Exchange
burgh, was a visitor at the

of Principle Pictures

of

Pitts-

New York

Company

reported to Irving
t"®
Lesser, Eastern manager of “
Principle
^
Pictures Company, that booking records on “Flesh and Blood,” starring
'

‘

What
DoesThis

Mean

"

(

Lon Chaney, indicate that he will establish a now gross receipts mark
with this feature.

The First Graphic Exchange. 257
Franklin Street, Buffalo, has received

WATCH THIS SPACE
NEXT WEEK

—

:

;
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Selling the Rcture to the Public
EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

Numerous Hook-ups
Branford Theatre, Newark, Runs Stunt
with ^*Loma Doone**
Into Big State-Wide Athletic Meeting

E

xploitation
you can make

more or

is

less

what

You can

get a piking
little
window showing, or you can
break into the papers and run rings around
the town. It all depends.
Recently the Branford Theatre, Newark,
got a two weeks’ run in one of the daily
papers for “The Eternal Flame,” more or
less on the strength of a few strings of
named after the star.
imitation
pearls
Fourteen days of big publicity on the
strength of a few small prizes and imit.

—

agination.

The prizes were
big idea was that someone worked up a stunt that was worth real
money to all concerned and if put over the
play, the pearls and circulation for the
Star-Eagle.
Built it Big
D. J. Shepherd, managing director of the
Imuse, sold the idea of a girls’ athletic meet
to the paper.
He knew that girl athletes
have been much in the public eye of late.
He knew that one of the New York minor
dailies cleaned up with a diving contest this
surnmer and that readers fell hard for the
bare-kneed beauties.
The editor and the circulation manager
knew it, too, and they planned a big meet,
at which any girl over sixteen was eligible
to compete in not more than three events,
without entry fee or other charges.
By stressing the fact that Norma Pearls
would be the prizes in the different events
instead of the usual medals, they worked
in the pearl angle without seeming to do
so, and made the prizes secure.
That was what counted.

side issues.

The

—

Every Day Fourteen Days
Every day the paper ran an entry blank,
and when one of the Olympic record holders

stress was laid upon the fact
that the prizes were to be awarded at the
Branford at a theatre party given to the

by name, and

winners, at which Anita Stewart would be
the guest of honor.
Plenty of Entries
More than 200 entries were received and
the parade around the track before the

games was headed by a band and a banner
for "The Eternal Flame,” which made a
direct appeal to the thousands of spectators.
Even the other papers had to take pictures
of the event.
There was plenty of other publicitj^ for
the play, and, of course, the theatre party
and the personal appearance of Miss
Stewart had to come in for big mention.
The paper got the credit, but the Branford

got the

money— more money than

Shepherd had

if

Mr.

over alone.
And it cost little or nothing.
It’s getting a trifle cold for a track meet,
but there is nothing to prevent an indoor
meet if you have an armory or large rink.
But the big point is that if you think
hard enough, you can work little into much.
That’s the moral.
tried to put

it

Traded for Cans
would

appear that the refuse cans
placed about the streets of Omaha are provided bj’ a civic committee and not by the
city.
Knowing this, Harry Goldberg, of the
Sun, got space on the cans for “The Silent
Call” in return for screen publicity for
Clean L’p Week. It was one of those mutual
stunts which leave both sides well pleased
It

and

profiting.

With

the idea of putting over the forth-

coming Tourneur production of Lorna Doone,
with

Madge Bellamy,

ploiteers

are

campaign.

the First National ex-

planning

extensive

hook-up

old stunting, but a tried
device, and they have gone into it elaborateIt

is

ly-

There is already a brand of cracker on
the market produced bj- the National Baking
Company and known as the Lorna Doone
Shortbread. All N. B. C. dealers throughout the country will be hooked to this
edible,
and independent dealers will be
urged to make special displays when the

comes to town.
Of course a plugger song has been arranged for. This is the Lorna Doone Ballad, to be put out by Witmark & Co., and
reproduced for the phonograph and mechanical pianos.
The Milton Bradley Co. will
film

issue a special edition of the old story, with
pictures from the stills and a four-color
portrait front and the blurb given to Miss
Bellamy. The “blurb,” if j’ou do not know,
is the descriptive text on the jacket.
The present Norma pearls will become
Lorna Doone pearls, and various concerns
will attach the name to their wares, including a hat. umbrellas, a fur wrap, several
models of gowns, a weave of silks, a type
of shoe and a character doll.
Most of these- concerns have a national

many of them maintaining
numerous branches and agencies, the managers of which will be instructed to codistribution,

operate with local exhibitors and the First
National exchanges in their territory, and
the window grabbing possibilities will be
wide and varied, with plenty of advertising
matter from the co-operating concerns.

came in with her entry, the paper let out a
whoop and worked harder than ever. The
entries filled rapidly and the more than
received, the more noise they made. Daily
reference was made to the splendid cooperation of “the theatre people” with the
Branford the onlj- house to be mentioned

A

Football Yell Is
Exploitation Idea

For the benefit of managers in college
we reproduce a “college j-ell” written by Willard Frazier, of the Empress
Theatre, Paola, Kans. He drilled a squad
towns,

in

this

You’d better go home.
You’d better go home.
We’re going to do it to you
We’ll hit that line

HIT TH.4T LINE—
And all go “Smilin’ Through.”
was novel and apt, and it made its way
the sporting pages of the local papers
without in the least hurting the run of the
Talmadge play at the Empress.
The Empress also used the printed bags
for two stores and gave the idea a sugar
coating by giving these two shops the “exclusive privilege.” which put the favor in
reverse and made the store grateful. The
stores supplied the bags, but the house paid
the printing bill.
It

to

A

First Nationcl Release

RUNNING AN IDEA INTO AN EVENT OVER
The parade

IN

NEWARK

of entrants in the athletic meet sponsored by the Star-Eagle, but really
started by the managing director of the Branford Theatre to put over Norma Talmadge in “The Eternal Flame.” The prizes were Norma Pearls insteal of medals.

November
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Gave Entire Lobby
to Serial Chapters
Generally the exhibitor puts all his attention on the first episode of a serial, but
O. L. Meister, of the White House Theatre,
Milwaukee, felt that “In the Days of Buffalo Bill” deserved more individual treatment, and he picked up the chief feature of
each episode to supply a basis for a full
lobby display, which would seem to be the
first use of a full lobby for other than the
first installment of a serial.
Exploits by Chapter

Had Real

WORLD

Waterfall

69

New Style Car Card
Better for Autoists

for **The Siren Call**
Miniature displays always get more atthan the larger appeals and Phil

tention

Gersdorf,

knows

the
so he

of

this,

Rialto Theatre, Atlanta,
a hummer for “The

made

Siren Call.”

In

spite

of the

tremendous

pull

of the

automobile violation summons, it has been
open to the objection that many drivers
resent

the

shock,

and

their

indignation

keeps them from responding to the advertisement.

Greenman, of the Fox Liberty Theatre,
has overcome this objection with
something just as startling and with more

St. Louis,

of a laugh.

Drivers have been coming back to their
cars to find a “This car for sale” sign
plastered on the steering wheel or door
handle. There was a tiny “is not” at the
proper place, with the added explanation
that it was not for sale because the driver
wanted to use the car to see “A Fool There

cut shows the advance work which
was also used for the showing of the opening chapter, employing two real Indians.
The other is the display for Chapter Six,
which depicts, among other things, the death
For this the tableau
of Abraham Lincoln.
in the corner showed Booth jumping from
the box to the stage after the fatal shot.
Each of the episodes was similarly
treated, the whole forming the most pretentieus campaign ever worked on a serial
release.
It served to make the short chapters real features of the bill and brought
important business on the strength of the
section of the bill generally considered to
be “kid stuff.”
Your attractions are what you make them.
Mr. Meister made his serial important.

The

Was.”
Ten thousand cards were put
fifty boys were hired with passes

out, and
to attend

the distribution, so the cost
small compared with the result.

was very
The card

to

in black on orange red, which precludes
reproduction, but the big idea is to make
the statement the one big type display and
let the rest run fairly small.
The tags are
printed on both sides, that they may be
effective no matter how they lie, and are
attached with cords.
is

Paramount Release

A SNAPPY MINIATURE
Back of the opening was a frame of
clouds and rocks, each looking pretty much
like the other.
This was more subdued
than the photograph suggests. Back of this
was a waterfall with real water, and a
tiny canoe, with two dolls perched perilously on the brink of the falls. A pump
kept the water in circulation and the cost
of the current used was less than would
have been the cost of installing a waste
pipe.

If you have not already started, hike straight
over to the printer and arrange for a supply
of Christmas Gift Ticket Books.
Then start

right in to advertise

them on the screen,

in the

lobby and in your newspaper ads. Sell blocks
of them to employers and merchants.

TWO EXAMPLES OF THE UNUSUAL EXPLOITATION GIVEN A SERIAL
Two

IN

MILWAUKEE

of the lobby decorations of the White House Theatre for the Universal chapter play, “In the Days of Buffalo Bill.”
new desig^n was used for each ^chapter.
The smaller cuts show more detail of the tableau in the upper left hand of the larger pictures, one
^
depicting the d^sassination of Lincoln in Ford's Theatre, shown in chapter six. The designs were planned by Manager
O. L. Meister,

A
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Revival Gave Help
to Picture Theatre
Columbus, Ga., had a big revival meeting
and the town was all stirred up. Major
J. C. Holloway realized that it was going
to be tough sledding for a time, with the
churches taking half pages on the motion
picture pages of the daily papers and advertising on the screens, and he decided that
the best way to “fight” would be to work
in

with the revivalists.

He

his theatre for a noonday
and he and Stuart Bird gave out the
hymn books as the crowds entered. It was
a more available location for a noonday
meeting than any of the churches and the
Perhaps it led the
offer was appreciated.

offered

service,

little less denunciatory of
the pictures, and certainly it did not hurt
any to have the church people getting used
to sitting in the comfortable opera chairs
in the Grand.

exhorters to be a

A

First National Release

THIS BEATS TRAILING A CIRCUS PARADE ON THE
Mose Klein, of the Majestic Theatre, Clarksville, Tenn., got out
for an

bannered car
endorsement of the National Comorganize a parade, for that was already arranged for.

American Legion parade

mander.

He

did not have to

SAME LINE
this

to stress the

Lashed a Woman to
Painted Legs Draw
Record Utah Crowds
His Lobby Display
Ninety-nine per cent, of the male population of Salt Lake City parked in front
of a window in which a girl was having
her legs painted to advertise “Her Gilded

Cage” at the Paramount-Empress.
Every day from ten to ten a girl had her
legs painted every fifteen minutes, the girl
artist being made up as a Japanese, to
match the film. While the human canvas
was washing up for the next coat of paint,
the artist made sketches of Miss Swanson
and displayed them to the crowds waiting
for the reappearance of the model.
The stunt had to be laid off during the

noon

hour

because

the

window crowds

^yCre ruining the restaurant business.
No
ii^e went to lunch the first day, so the girls
were sent to their own luncheon between
twelve and one.

Just

As Good

Using up old material, so well disguised
it looked like new, J. M. Edgar Hart, of

that

the Palace Theatre, El Paso, achieved a nice
display for Betty Compson in “The Bonded
Woman” at a cost of $20, most of which
went to pay the girl who stood chained to
two posts to carry out the idea of the title.
One of the posts was carded “A Bonded

Woman

redeemed.”
not unlike the
wig to complete the re-

until a derelict

He found

a girl
star and hired a

is

who looked

semblance. Though not a professional, she
stood so immovable for a considerable time
that people would gather to discuss the
question as to whether or not she was alive.
That helped the ballyhoo not a little.
By and large. Hart ran up the business 40
per cent., and $20 is a long way from being
that percentage. It left him a nice profit.
Hart is plugging away at lobbies until he
has become the Oscar White of the Southwest or is Oscar White the J. M. Edgar of
the East?

—

Sold to an Increase

The

net result was that instead of reporting a loss, the house made a 20 percent gain

on Constance Talmadge in “The Primitive
Lover” at an investment of 75 cents for
paint, with which they effected a cave lobby
to fit the title.
Of course, they could have
counted the time of the house painter and
part of the cost of the old material, but the
real cash outlay was the sum named and
the painter was under regular salary and
might have been loafing had he not been
emploj-ed as a cave digger. The title was
lettered

on a huge
.

t>'pical of the

cave

club,

man

supposed to be

lover suggested by

the name.

A

Perfumed Hell

Fearing that sulphur fumes might repel
patronage. Ollie Brownlee, of the Palace
Theatre. Muskogee, Okla., used incense in
the cauldron set into the lobby to advertise
He used three
‘While Satan Sleeps.”
burners to get plent}- of smoke, and the
preachers had to work twice as hard the
next Sunday to offset the weakening influence of his version of the inferno.
Large cutout devils squatting in the flames
were used for side pieces and the title was
carried in individual cutout letters; a device grown verj- popular in the southwest.

A good stunt can always be revived, as
has recently been proven in Rock Island,
where the Spencer Square Theatre sent
out a man with a placard on his chest
reading: “I cannot talk to you. Please do
not ask me why.”
No one did, but the
curious who looked back as he passed saw
another sign on his back which read, “I
am from the Valley of Silent Men.”
There was just a change of one word
from the old stunt, which had the ballyhoo
from “The

hailing

City of Silent Men.”
not one stunt in a thousand which
cannot be as successfully applied to other
than the original title.

There

A

is

Legion of Critics

M. A. Malaney, of the Loew Theatres,
Cleveland, made the American Legion his
guests at a special showing of “Skin Deep”
at the Ohio Theatre, and then played up
their statements that it was the best war
picture they had ever seen though just
why anyone should wish to call attention
to war pictures at this late day is somewhat hazy.

—

Anyhow the Legion talked a lot of people
into the house, according to the veracious
P. A.
T. H. Boland, of the Empress Theatre,
Oklahoma City, made his a midnight matinee and got up a lobby largely composed of
war souvenirs.

A Paramount

Release

HERE’S BETTY COMPSON LASHED TO THE MAST BY HART
M. Edgar Hart, of the Palace Theatre, El Paso, fixed up this display from old
material, but the public never guessed. The woman stood so still many thought
her a wax figure until she smiled. The whole thing set the Palace back two tens.

J.

’

O

November

4,
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Accessory Frame
in Clever Design
Of course T. B. Noble, Jr., of the Liberty Theatre, Beaumont, Texas, used the
gilded cage for Gloria Swanson in that title,
but he put a fancy wall barrier in front of
But we like even
it and got a better effect.
better his side frames, one of which is

shown

PICTURE

M oy N G

1922

WORLD

hall, the dancers to be
the period of the play.
The papers carried daily stills to show
prospective contestants the proper dressing
and did not charge it against the house publicity.'
The ball brought out some 900 dancers and numerous spectators and was a
high success, which reacted in favor of the
Fox production.

held

in

a

costumed

popular

in

Ballyhoo Book was

Pasadena Exploit
Pasadena, which recently developed the
automobile “locomotive” for “The Crossroads of New York,” comes forward again
with a traveling book, used for “The Masquerader.” It is not a new stunt, but this

photograph shows so clearly the construc-

Rothapfel Design
for East Is West

here.

71

The

shows the design used by First
National at the private showing of Constance Talmadge in “East is West” at the
Ritz-Carlton, New York. The display was
cut

tion that

it

will

prove helpful to others.

The book is mounted on large castors,
known to the trade as “truck castors,” and
is not lifted but pushed along by the man

who

inside,

the eyeholes

observes
in

the

his

mask

through
below the

course
just

made

in the alcove of a stairway leading to
the ballroom.
It can be made over into a
lobby or window display with no change
other than the use of cutouts where living
persons were used in the original.

LlGJlTi

ANO maNOa/S'N PiCKEO QOT By YEuuo
0(?ange SP<yrs CoNceAt.EO 0£fnNO Poopoecc or(g)
(?EO Flood ON CMiNEit C<?amO

CniNESE. CMiL.0ft£N

w

an

MASieo
-'©"lOiCorES uCnrS.
0EH*nO®
FLOwffZJ
l^OW
OF
Gt?.OuNO
AFO«2
Q_ SET 60 AT - FLAT - WITH yCNCHeS OH THE LEFT
CHIH6.5E R*05. MAHOARIN I^SCAreO IN THE CEHrfcR
3MOKtNfr ANO HANHitNG. fV^AST IS OFF CENrCR WITH
sail SET AG-AiNSr oflANO oRAPE BACk&f?ooN0 Rail
OF BOAT IS COVERED WiTH SILK SCARFS
C_ GRAND DRAPE-ORA&OM EFFECT
CHINESE UANTtONS lighted, AHOCHINEJE PENNANTS
~ CONCEALING STRIP lights
•

A Paramount Release

THE SIDE DESIGNS
flowered lattices with large
The lattice is white, the urn a rich
urns.
blue and the lettering in white. They give
a fine effect in the lobby and can be used
at frequent intervals with only slight repainting.
Mr. Noble does most of his own
brush work and presumably invented the

These

are

design.

Balling

It

Up

Monte Cristo was all
Topeka. The Isis Theatre sold

Exploitation

for

balled up in
the newspapers

on

a

costume

ball

to

be

H

First National Release

THE DISPLAY SKETCH
three planes, the ground
represent the bank, the
There is also a borl)oat and the backing.
der in front of the backing to conceal red
The children
floods which light the drop.
and the mandarin are lighted by yellow and
orange spots hidden by the outline of the
boat. It’s very simple, yet effective, if well
done.

The display is
row of flowers,

in

to

A

First National Release

THE PASADENA BOOK
Where

there is no chance to use some
device, scrim can be put over the
opening and painted to harmonize with the
rest of the cover.
In the band of the back there is a slot,
presumably for the distribution of throwaways or heralds.
The back cover should be hinged to permit the chauffeur to get inside without lifting the structure. This was made of compo
board, but muslin or canvas on a frame
will be lighter and more convenient.
This is a handy prop not only for the
title shown but for any book title, and the
perambulator can also be hooked to the sale
of the book in co-operating stores.
title.

similar

An American Release

TWO NEW

LOBBIES FROM FRANK A. LACEY, OF THE MAJESTIC THEATRE, PORTLAND
has been some time since we showed any of Mr. Lacey’s work, but it is evident that his hand has not yet lost its cunning, for
these displays are well up to his standard. That on the left Is for “The Belle of Alaska” and offers a novel steamer dock corner
piece. On the right is the more conventional display for “The G reat Alone,” with the foliage hung from the celling, where it is
out of the way.
It

WORLD
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Juiceless Wireless

George Schade^s Gag
Always looking for something new,
George Schade, of Sandusky, got one of
the best weeks in the past year with a very
simple outfit consisting chiefly of a phonograph, a rubber hose, a tin horn and a still
frame.

For convenience
outfit

is

in

the photography the

shown

shows how

complete but the inset
the frame was located on the

with a Klansman to see that “One
Clear Call” kept working.
The selling talk on the picture was talked
into a phonograph record, the tone arm
terminating in a box made of bits of old
cigar boxes.
This served as a resonating
chamber to increase the volume of sound.
At the top of the box a conection was
made with a hose, which was run out of the
second story window, from which the device
was worked, to a lamp post and down that
to the funnel set into the sign between the
word “wireless” and the title of the play. A
light wire was run in to give current to a
set of bulbs in the top of the frame, to
make it look more mysterious.
It
was all comparatively simple much
more, simple than it sounds, but it made a
remarkable business for “One Clear Call”
without the use of the more expensive night
street

—

A

riders.

First National Release

GEORGE SCHADE’S LATEST

IS

THE JUICELESS WIRELESS

A

phonograph shoots the message into a box resonator whence it is conveyed
through a rubber hose to the funnel set into the sidewalk still frame, the hose being
run out of the window to a lamp post and down that to the frame. It’s effective.

Advance Editorial
Window
for Blood and Sand
Frame Snow Set

Frosted a
to

When Hugo

Plath, of the Queen Theatre,
a snow landscape in a
window for “Over the Border,” he frosted
the edges of the pane with whiting to form
a frame for the display. It helped the effect
and increased the attention value because
people came across the street to see why the
window was whitened where they might not
have noticed the display from that distance.
He used a log hut lobby obtained from a
sister house, staining the lights blue, and
with the thermometer around a hundred, he
brought them in through suggestion.
When there is no danger of excess humidity, you can frost with a saturated solution of alum or epsom salts and get a better

Abilene, Tex.,

made

Because he stood

in

good repute with

Humorous Stunts Aid
**The Curse of Drink**
Although the title does not suggest much
humor, Weber and North report that the
comedy sheets for "The Curse of Drink”
greatly helped the opening in
Newark.
These sheets show a baby asleep with a
nursing bottle in its lap. It seems to sell
better than would the most violent posters.
In the same vein one of the Newark news-

G. Evins, of the Odeon Theatre, Savanah, Ga., got an advanced editorial

papers offered tickets for the best

on “Blood and Sand” in the leading paper,
the angle being the filming of the classic.
His lobby was draped in solid red to
throw into relief two six sheet cutouts, but
red and yellow were used for top draping.
Windows were obtained in two book stores
and a sporting goods house and 1,000 rotos,
2,000 heralds and 100 fan fotos were dis-

Pasadena perambulator, sold the runaway

the editor,

J.

tributed.

The

titles for
a set of cartoons.
One showed a man at
a bubble fountain getting the water in his
eye, another was a mother forcing a child
to gulp down castor oil, and a third was a
noisy soup eater.
The picture title was
fitted to all three.
built-up locomotive, on the lines of the

A

train

net

result was a five-day run; a
the Odeon, at an average of

record for
$100 a day above the average.

idea.

In Newark all of the milk route wagons
carried the baby one sheets and did it
without charge.

effect.

Used All the Angles
on ^^Nameof the Law**
Figuring that perhaps the F. B. O. press

men knew something about

the

business,

H. B. Clarke, of the Strand Theatre,

Mem-

followed their lines in putting over
“In the Name of the Law.” The campaign
cost him around $100, but the receipts were
bettered by five times that sum.
The fake cameraman was one of the best
phis,

bets,

and a

real

photograph was made of

the chief of police and his staff and shown
as a prologue to the film. Numerous threesheet cutouts of the semaphore policeman
were used, and a bus line bannered the rear
elevation of all its boats to oblige the police
and fake summonses were handed out by a
man in police uniform.
Cutouts on trucks, 200 doorknobs and
5,000 miniature newspapers were also used,
while the lobby was made noisy with sixpointed stars reading “Police Roundup,”
“Son’s Terrible Dilemma,” “Mother’s DeIt’s hard to
votion” and “Father’s Grief.”
see how daughter kept out of trouble, but
she was not listed on the stars.

A

First National Release

SINCE BEAUTY

IS

ONLY SKIN DEEP THE HOOK

The Liberty Theatre, Pittsburgh, hooked the

IS

OBVIOUS

First National title to a beauty shop
on a display of beauty aids, feeling that here was one window to interest every
woman and the women bring the men to the theatre, as a rule, so it got ail.

—

,1

:
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4,
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Manslaughter Card

Made Even

Better

Barhydt, former Goldwyn exL.
R.
ploiteer, but now manager of the Empire

and Federal theatres, of Salem, Mass., betters the Manslaughter card fully one hundred per cent, by trimming it up.
you drive recklessly and endanger the
others you may be charged with

If

lives of

MIINSLAIllllie
PLEDGE MYSELF TO DRIVE

i

CAREFULLY.
SAFETY WEEK, AUSPICES SALEM CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

A Paramount Release

THE MANSLAUGHTER CARD
used a gummed sticker 5 by 8 inches
reading with the usual “if you drive reck-

He

lessly

and endanger the

lives of others,

you

may

be charged with Manslaughter,” but
he added, “I pledge myself to drive carefully.”
Then there was a space for the
signature and below “Safety week, auspices

Salem Chamber of Commerce.”
These stickers were sent out by the
Chamber to its members and distributed to
others.
It became a matter of local pride
to have one on your car windshield and
the bright red play title was the most conspicuous line on the card.
Mr. Barhydt also encloses an old timer
in a four page folder with the front lettered “The reason John Doe doesn’t go to
the Empire Theatre.”
Inside is “He is
dead” in heavy black type with a twelve
point mourning border.

Managers Combined

An

F. B. O. Release

HERE’S A LOT OF EMOTION FOR ONE ADMISSION PRICE
H. B. Clarke, of the Strand Theatre, Memphis, put it all out front where you
could see what you were getting. It looks as 'though the whole darned family
suffered a lot, but it conveyed the impression of a play opulently rich in grief

and

When

The

editor didn’t want it.
Robertson figured out that

much

Drive on Editor

in

One of the most constructive ideas to
come up from the Texas section of Southern Enterprises,
a stunt

Bill Johnson’s report on
Robertson, of the Palace
Smith, Ark.
is

of J. B.

Theatre, Ft.

Robertson came into the town he

noted that most of the picture news in the
local paper was in the paid advertising.
When he chatted with the editor about
newsy paragraphs, he was turned down cold.
it

meant

to the

as

other houses as it did to the
Palace, so he interested all of the local men
in a concerted drive on the editor.
They
used the same argument that was set forth
in the Des' Moines letter originally printed
in this department a couple of years ago.
They pointed out to the editor that he
gave columns of free space to baseball and

it sold.

none to the pictures. Then they led him
over to the news stands and pointed out a
multiplicity of fan magazines for the pictures and the one lonesome little squirt of a
baseball magazine.
They got the newsdealer to tell how
many fan magazines he sold and how few
baseball magazines he disposed of.
The local paper now has a daily department of moving picture notes and the readers highly appreciate the service.
Moral. Your opposition is a real human
being, too. Get him to help when he can.
P. S. Moral. You can unboil some eggs.

No

Rail Strike

The same engine on a motor truck which
advertised "The Crossroads of New York”
at the Phillips Theatre, Orlando, Fla,, was
brought out of the roundhouse for “The
Fast Mail,” which cuts the cost of the prop
leaves it ready

to $7 to each picture, and
for the next railroad play.

In

the

lobby

H.

B.

Vincent

used

the

profiles of two engines, one either side of
the arch, and above the box office was a
cutout of a race horse that was first used
on “Thunderclap,” with a motor animation.
An airplane, electrically propelled, hung
from the centre of the lobby and buzzed
around in a circle.
The entire exploitation expense was only

$24 and the receipts passed the average by
more than $100.

Tied to Twins
Add

THE LABOR DAY FLOAT OF TREMONT TEMPLE, BOSTON
This was the only float allowed in the
Labor

d not lead them.

The

Day parade
Shall

float

came

at the

in

the bean headquarter:

Lead Them.” But the

kiddi

end of the parade instead of the heac

the already long list the Twins
Matineq.
Tom Clemmons of the Tivoli
Theatre, Beaumont, gave free admission to
all
twins of immature age to advertise
The Bachelor Daddy. He got more talk
than twins out of the stunt, but he cared
more for the talk than for the twins, so
he did not worry.
Another idea was using the cutout of
Meighan and the kiddies and setting them
up in a sand pile, which anchored the
various pieces securely.
to
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Scorned Exploiteer

and Pulled a Bone
Not long ago the manager of a theatre
in
western Pennsylvania announced that
he did not require the aid of the Paramount
exploitation staff. He felt that he could do
his own advertising unaided.
No one insisted that he take the advice
so freely offered, so the manager went his
own gait, presently to find himself in the
Hall of Fame with an advertisement of
which we reproduce the essential portion

1

here.

THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,
special arrangement at great cost, direct
sensational New York and Pittsburgh runs

By

JESSE

L.

from

LASKY PRESENTS

RODOLPH

VALENTINO
“Blood and Thunder”
WITH
and NITA NALDI
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
The real Screen Sensation of the year Broke all
existing records in New York. Doing the same

ULA LEE

—

A

First National Release

HOW THE NORMA PEARLS

GIVE “ETERNAL FLAME” DISPLAYS

.1

This entire window of a Columbus, Ohio, dry goods store was turned over to the
Colonial Theatre to put over the pearls and Miss Talmadge’s latest release. The
wax figure was dressed in the pearls to hook in the suggestion that the star

wears them.

A

Paramounteer
Stirs Up London

Smith. Toronto Paramounteer,
George
rocked London to its very foundations with
It should be remembered,
a press fake.
however, that there is a London in Ontario,
and that is the one he picked on.
A letter written on the stationerj- of the
Biltmore Hotel, New York, was sent the

mayor offering $250,000 to the city if he
would permit Gallardo, champion matador
of Spain, to pull off a bullfight in London.
Senor Garcia, manager for Gallardo, e.xplained that London was so centrally located he could pull patronage from all over
Canada and New York City.

One
It
it.

Eli Got

Them

spending a lot of time persuading
the one Jewish newspaper in Philadelphia
to run a daily column of notes about the
pictures,
the nine neighborhood houses
playing in the Jewish section found themselves in a quanda^3^
There was no one
to write the copy in Yiddish and the paper
would not waste the time translating.
Then it was that Eli M. Orowitz came to
.After

the

fore.

Paramount Release

The New

It is pretty hard to realize that a man
could pa\- the rental on a picture costing
what “Blood and Sand” still costs and then
not taking the trouble to advertise it properh', but there it stands just as it was in the
paper. We had to see the paper before we
would believe that anj- exhibitor could make
such a whale of a break. The exhibitor is
now in the class with the men in Massachusetts and Chicago who advertised “Bring
the children” when they ran Ibsen’s “The

House.”

Doll’s

A

The Philadelphia Paramounteer

can write from left to right or from right
to left with equal ease, so he is editor of
the department with the understanding that
the column is one hundred per cent. Paramount. Now the nine houses have to book
Paramounts or lose their advantage.

Title

Double Show

of the Rex Theatre, Sumturned his entire lobby into a
cage for “Her Gilded Cage.” and the effect
was so striking that manj^ of his patrons

Oscar White,

ter,

S.

C.,

told him the lobb}'
price of admission.

alone

was worth

the

Fell for It

was pretty raw, but one paper

The other kidded

it

fell

for

along with the sug-

gestion that they have four fights and make
a million or monthly bouts and pay the taxpayers a premium.
Smith kept on, however, and arranged
preliminary details with an insurance man
to supply a bond of $10,000 to guarantee the
performance of any contract Garcia might
enter into with the city, and a Syrian cook
was installed in the leading hotel, registering as Garcia.
Once more one of the papers fell, but the
other announced that Gallardo was a Spanish onion and not a matador and the only
wrestle he ev^er had with the bull was when
he bit into a tough steak.

Came on Film
Then

the theatre announced that owing
to the laws the bull fight could not be given,
but that Gallardo would be seen in the person of Valentino in “Blood and Sand.”
It was all very nicely done, and the kidding stories in the “wise” paper really did
more good than the stolid acceptance of
the story by the other, and the play was

put over to really readable news stories.
And not satisfied with this, \\'. .\. Lake,
of Loew’s Theatre, added a fashion show
when he played the feature.

A Paramount

Release

THIS EGYPTIAN DISPLAY COST ONLY FIFTEEN DOLLARS
It was built by T. B. Noble, Jr., of the Liberty Theatre, Beaumont, Tex., for
“The Loves of Pharaoh” and the cost does not represent his own time, since he

did most of the painting.

It

is

a simple effect,

and

will

get a lot of attention.

I
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Put Lightest Day
Next to Saturday
When you
like

put your lightest day’s
ahead that they come next
Saturday taking, it sounds

can

receipts so far
in rank to the

something.

Thursday is the worst day of the week
L. R. Towns, of the
in Birmingham, Ala.
Strand, was closing a run of big pictures,
and he wanted the last week to be the
largest.

Thursday morning he ran a coupon in
of the papers good for one admission
This was repeated in the
for ten cents.
papers.
afternoon
The receipts went

all

nearly $200 over the previous day’s busiand not only that, but Friday and
Saturday both showed a decided increase
over the previous week.
As Lem Stewart points out, it will not
do to make this a regular stunt, or the
people will wait for the bargain day, but
on occasion it will help sell a really good
ness,

It

dred per cent, over the

summer

Universal Release

A NOVEL TEASER BILLBOARD USED BY THE SUPERBA, LOS ANGELES
This pays only as a now and then, but now and then it will get more interest, and[
the use of the title “Don’t Shoot” is in itself an interest-creating stunt that will lead
them to remember when they read other advertising for the feature.

through word of mouth advertishelped pull “Manslaughter” a hun-

picture
ing.

A

average.

He had

a fake check printed on a slip
large enough to go into a standard
window envelope. The name of the recipient was filled in on the typewriter,
much as dividend checks are sometimes
filled in, and enough of the “Pay to” line
and a part of the amount, (which was done
to suggest a check writer), showed through
the window to give the suggestion that it
contained a remittance. A line directed the
attention to the other side for endorsements, and this, of course, was the display
advertisement for the attraction.
It was sent out under two cent postage,
to a more limited class than usual, but it
was so well done that probably all of the
checks paid a neat profit.
It is
a pity that we cannot reproduce
the stunt, for it was done with especial

just

Recharging
J. G. Evins, of the Odeon Theatre, Savannah, Ga., used the diving pearl stunt on
The “Man Unconquerable,” adding some
moth balls to the water to save buying so

many
He

imitation pearls.
reports that the

carbonated water
can be recharged for this stunt by adding
a little potassium bicarbonate.
He used
fresh soda water only twice daily, adding
the potassium from time to time.

Cleverly
Irving

McDonald,

Springfield,

Mass.,

Done

of

used

“Grandma’s Boy.” It
method of working

is
it

Fox’s

Theatre,
one on
not new, but his
a

is

good

ahead

of

the

earlier examples.

Eight Foot Dishpan
Played for Feature
Dishwashing is one of the big ideas in
“The Song of Life,” so Lee Keiler, of the
Arcade Theatre, Paducah, Ky., had an eight
profile dishpan painted, filled with a
load of soiled dishes that would do credit
to a big hotel.

foot

care, even to an £ with an s added to live
up to the 2912 laughs promised. The main
idea, of course, is to suggest a check through

the open window.

c4 ^Horc.j(ad€iyHm
9*

is

iy^Ji'zSniertamtmiit

OAe^lucJfmsekisnem
<^p^etia/hm'p^tutv,

A

First National Release

THE BIG DISHPAN
'

He

figured

that

the

women would

fall

for the appeal of the dishes and come an
bring their men folks with them. The six
women in the cut, lined up at the box office,
may be phoney, but they had a string of
real patrons at the showing times.

Branching Out
Because he has had so many snow lobOscar White, of the Rex Theatre, Sumter, S. C., turned to the woods
idea for Jan of the “Big Snows,” and
turned out a lobby forest costing only $7
but which was much admired.
And he
covered the lobby floor to a depth of four
inches with pine needles and dried leaves.
The high light is that he tacked a small
banner for the title on the branches, to
connect the banner intimately with the
bies lately,

A

display.

United, Artists Release

TYING THE PERSONAL GUARANTEE TO THE LOBBY FRAME
John Hamrick, of the Blue Mouse, got behind the Charles Ray production of “A
Tailor Made Man,” with his personal guarantee and sold most of Milwaukee into
coming in to see the feature. The cut shows hoW he worked it on his lobby display
frames.

Tom

Boland, of the Empress Theatre, OkCity, is picking on Norma Talmadge’s hair now. He interested the beauty
shops in the Norma Wave and gave a stage
demonstration of how it was done.

lahoma
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working with what he had, Kennedy gave
a rough sketch to the compositor and the
result was a one front house, built of
straight rule work and one cut from the

Type *Old Homestead^
Makes a Good Display
When

“The Old Homestead” was screened
officials of Southern Enterprises,
Lem Stewart figured that it would be a
great seller, and the better the advertising,
He sat down and
the better the sales.
doped out an advertisement which he
worked out roughly on the typewriter. It
was sent to all the managers with the suggestion that the copy be laid so that the
the

for

talk suggest a shingled roof, as
He did
his typewritten sketch.
shown
not realize, by the way, that this, in itself,
would make a good advertisement, but inThe ad
tended it only as a suggestion.
selling

in

design

something

looked

itself

the

like

will

It looked like the second cut,
be better for houses not able to

afford large
three tens.

spaces.

In the original

Mr. Kennedy
and with this

Then

to effect.

got

to

show

The wider design

worth several times the other
f/CTe's the |i>iruV/af

effect.
There
tion, and the

th&t

tbn

on the roof.

rears

rkn
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and used for a throwaway, if desired,
without additional cost. In an office using
stereotype plates, the matrix can be cut
out and cast flat after the edition is run
off. and this can serve as a plate with any
additional matter you may care to use.
Personally we think that a tj’pewritten
sketch, carefully done, will be even more
lifted

is

display

in

very little trick composionly difficult part is putting
In a reproduction in which
is
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A Paramount

firirmtup*
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Jimquin sends in some smashing good
ads for “The Fast Mail,” done for the West
Coast Theatres while he is waiting around
Los Angeles for a really good opening,
and adds one for “Xanonk of the Xorth” in
which it is announced that a real Eskimo
woman and a dog will be in the lobby daily,
and that the woman will answer all questions about her home land.
You car. get
most any race in Los Angeles, where the
pictures demand t>'pes and it would not
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Release

THE TYPED SUGGESTION
reproduction, the original being on the
usual 8j4 by 11 inch sheet. After a few
suggestions on the composition Lem added;
“You may think this is difficult to read.
It is, but like the pass, difficult to get, people
simply must have it, and we believe this
layout will arouse curiosity as well as act
as an impression of the title to the show.”

be so simple, say

Iowa, but

in

it

is

—

* ri>iuwocKT
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A Paramount Release

THE BETTER DISPLAY

*'Pop*’

Was

Grout

the Family

Gold-Digger

r.

A.—

Big Time Stuff for
the World Premier
The California Theatre, Los Angeles, got
the edge on other houses with “Remembrance,” and took extra space to put over
the Goldwyn-Rupert Hughes presentation.

RUPERT HUGHES
Hm New WntlcB wkd Directed

A Tender,

Hi* BiffeM

ef

but Humorous, Story of

It

Has

the

Hughes Heart

Wallop,
It Has
Tears,
Laughs, Fights, Frolicsl

IT
Claude Gillingwater

HAS
EVERYTHING

Patsy Ruth Miller
Cullen Landis
Kate Lester

Lucille Ricksen

Richard Tucker
Esther Ralston
Arthur Trimble

Dana Todd
Nell Craig

Max

Davidson

HEAR EUNOR'S SUPERB ORCHESTRA

—3

so MuskUfx

Cooccrts Every

The Mneieel Scnebea

ColdwjTi's First

Release

THE FIRST ATTEMPT
The suggestion was given

to Assistant

Man-

Kennedy, of the Howard, Atlanta,
before the diagram was complete, and

ager

shows that

always on the job, and it also
suggests that you can have an Eskimo
woman if she answers the questions in her
native tongue. Get the idea? Patrons, like
a sell now and then.
Jimquin

the same measure is used for the two cuts,
the larger display comes out smaller, and
will not yield the same effect in the reproduction, but the idea of the cuts is not
to offer a comparison
for display but
merely to show the better effect of the
more carefully prepared display and to il-

A Paramount

1922

elaborate verbal explanation, and in this
case Lem’s layout is very definite and
complete.
The general “Old Homestead”
display is one using the plan book cuts,
but this novelty advertisement will be better in most instances, and the type can be

TilPofx

M

r*>.oT- r. cot

eeoc^'fc

rv.e

luv# yiwUs.
VTV it Ih« tVTtv .
twovtach's «*

sre*<7S

r-9wn -itRy*

0^

is

the
sample
the compositor, he got a much better effect in four
eights.
This is only two inches more than
the three tens, and yet it is vastly better
and well worth the trifling additional cost.
One is sketchy, the other fairly complete,
and the wider display gives a much better
proportioned house. Of course this is time
work, and it probably took more time to
get this clapboard effect, but if you had the
two e.xamples before you in the original
size, you could see that there is no comsketch,

parison' as

^

it

4,

lustrate the value of having something definite and tangible to show the printer. This
one point where many managers fail
is
to get the best result. They give the compositor only a verbal picture of the effect
they desire instead of offering a sketch,
no matter how rough, to show the relative
display they require. In straight composition much can be done by sketching in the
big display lines, lining for the smaller type
and putting in the cuts. If the printer
were a mind reader, he would be getting
more important money in vaudeville. Even
the roughest sketch is better than the most

press book.

and

Noveml^er

A Ooldwyn

Day

ef Lee AafcJetl

Big Pictui*e For

Release

A FINE EXAMPLE OF CUT RESTRAINT FROM LOS ANGELES

November

.4,

with all the extra space, the only cut
is the figure of Pop Grout and the
only hand lettering is in the title and the
All of the rest is in type; big,
signature.
clear, legible type, which puts the message
over as no drawn work possibly can. It is
a seven tens; close to half a page, and it
would be readable in a space one fourth
It would not be as conspicuous,
the size.
and it would not put the picture over as
well, but it does not add on a lot of useless
facts merely because there is more space
to fill. It is merely set in larger faces that
the few necessary arguments may get the
The display speaks for
widest reading.
It is capital; about the best work
itself.

And

work

;
'

I

'

!

j

j

I

i

‘

.

Tom Reed

and

design,

it

might be possible to get good
this will never

Grauman advertisements, but

be possible while the artist is permitted to
make the sketches and then letter in most
of the talk, as well. This is a wider display
than the present Grauman style, which runs
only two columns wide, and it is so stuffed
with copy and picture that it looks like the
office

towel

in

a

shop.

printer’s

—just plain dirty— and
Grauman praised as a

It

is

dirty

when we hear

Sig

great

77
Better
words.
Eternal
Flame’
lowered, to burn more brightly than ever
when true love came.” We think that
managers make an error in using “Better
than ‘Smilin’ Through,’ ” as most of.*them
do. This play does not appeal to the same
clientele as does the former production. To
lead
them to expect another “Smilin’

place

of

would

the sales.

be

those last five
—
“then
‘The

manager

sometimes we wonder whether he knows
anything about good advertising.
About
half of this space is given to the personal
appearance of Charles W. Cadman, the

Hubbard Robinson have

given us since they were teamed up a
couple of months ago. There is a punch
even to the “Please come early,” which is
more appealing than come early to get a
It shows a more personal interest,seat.
and even so small a thing may influence

— F.

'

I
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Tomorrow

A.—
by Honore de Balz>ac.
OEOROQOUS TO BEHOLD—Tet D»<re

Crowd Idea on
**Blood and Sand*’

Sells

Evert R. Cummings, of the Fort Armstrong Theatre, Rock Island, 111., sends in
two of his displays for “Blood and Sand.”
The Sunday space foreshadows the other
when he urges them to “Assure yourself a
good chair by coming early or attending the
matinees,” and “This attraction is breaking
Come
everywhere.
records
attendance
early for best seats.” Then for his follow
He does not
stuff he uses the crowd idea.
tell how good the play is, but how large the
crowds are, and it is part of mob psychology
that they want to get where the other
people are. It is this which leads them to
stick around for an hour or so in a standThey want to get in all the more
out.

cnBATim TDair
Johnny Hines

The Drema
Magnilicent

A

A Paramount

TOO DARK A DAY

ANOTHER GRAUMAN CATASTROPHE
composer, which explains the design on the
right which might be an end view of a wood
basket or a lyre. In view of the other facts
we think this is as close as the artist can
come to a lyre. Still, it might be an overturned piano bench.
Whatever it is, it

would seem that

a

composer

is

worth more

than the feature, for the title of the big
reeler is shoved up out of the way and you
do not get the fact that this is supposed to
be an advertisement for “The Valley of

Men” until you have soaked up the
added attraction. There is something discouraging about these Grauman spaces.
They were going very nicely for a time,
but the improvement did not continue and
now they are worse than they were before.
We get cleaner work from the hick towns.
—P. T. A.—

Crowds!

Crowds]

Overcrowded Space

sudden tyd«dM it:

iOLPH

VALENTINO

Rodolph Valentino
“BLOODi
Wit]]

NiU Nsldi *ad LH* Lee

AND[
“BLOOD-SAND”

by tbuin, A
"
“Til* Pour

You’Q S
ft

You 'O

flOvn

r

ifflu.

CONCERT
ORCHESTBA

c

A Paramount

EXTRAl-*MA-9

Release

TWO VALENTINO ADS
because they cannot. Crowds did come to
see the play, and they were played up to
bring others. This can be worked only now
and then, and only for a play that will
draw the initial crowds, but when the
crowds are started you can build them up
by telling the crowds are there and people
will rush to get in, where they might pass
by if you were barely filling the house.

~P.

T.

A.—

Fussy Designs Still
Hurt Grauman Spaces
If

the

out

the

Grauman

press agent could steal
Grauman artist’s ink bottle and dole
only enough ink to make a proper

First National Release

Release

Silent

Crowds

vaatiLur TrmoDOH"
in “Torchsr’s Fend'

Through”

and then find a romance of
shallow
passions
and
flirtation
is
to
engender a dislike for this play where did
it stand upon its own merits it might find
approval.
The “better than” style of advertising is always to be reprehended. The
patron’s judgment; not the manager’s fiat,
is

the test.

—P.

T.

A

—

Three Column Space
With a Single Cut
Arthur Swanke, who does the publicity
for the Rialto Theatre, El Dorado,
Ark., sends in a three fives for “While
Satan Sleeps” planned on the use of a
single column portrait. With a few pieces
of twelve point rule, and a little six, he gets
a bold and vigorous effect with no special

work

Loses Attraction
Trying to do too much in an 85 by three
cost the Tivoli Theatre, San Francisco, a
pretty display for Norma Talmadge in “The
Eternal Flame.” The title is almost wholly
sunk in the flames which surround the
letters, and the flames are not necessary.
A straight letter would not only have been
legible, but it would have done much to
help all of the space devoted to the copy.
This is small at best, and made seemingly
smaller through the division caused by the
almost solid black of the title. Of course.
Miss Talmadge sells more than the title,
but it would be better to sell the star plus
the title and at the same time get a better
display.
do not like this suggestion of
material fire for the title.
“The Eternal
Flame” was the flame of love and there is
no sense in ringing in the fire department.
For “Burning Sands” there is better reason
for the flaming letters, but there is no
cause for conflagration in “The Eternal
Flame,” which is better typified by the
votive candles at the right. The copy is a
rather abrupt transition from the poetic to
the vernacular. It starts off all right, but
it
ends with a bump, reading: “Gorgeous
to behold, yet never to be held vivid to
love, yet never to be won; pure beauty
asking only the fealty of one man, but when
he wagered on her faith as he would upon
a horse
then things start to happen.”
It
would be almost as fit to use “Oh, boy!” in

We

—

—

Today
Friday and Saturday

THE SEASON’S
HEART-DRAMA

FINEST

—

Fealurinp

Jack Holt
While Satan Sleeps
bis plrlnt*. onr>

ponU

talk

COMEDY — “Hie

abont and be Rlad
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Smothered Love”
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A

Para/mount Release

A HOME MADE EFFECT
art

work and no

intricate composition. His
device for working up the cut to a point
of importance is very simple, yet effective
in the extreme, and he has produced an
effect that higher priced men with larger
facilities at their command do not achieve.
The scheme is by no means new, yet it is
not often used in spite of its value. It is
a hint to other small house men who want
something big and who cannot afford special

work and who perhaps cannot

utilize

most of which call for a
greater investment in space. Mr. Swanke
the larger cuts,
gets

about

his space

four

and does

times the
it simply.

usual

value

for

:

WORLD
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Van Buren Powell

Edited by A.

American Releasing
CARDIGAN.

This is mediocre, not a speboost your price and get
by with this. Advertising: ones, photos,
Am. Legion. Patronage mixed. Attendance fair. P. S. Nielsen, Rex Theatre, La
Aloure, North Dakota.

You cannot

cial.

;

:

JAN OF BIG SNOWS. Good

picture.

But

patrons would rather see couple married at
ending instead of leaving them to guess.
PatronAdvertising: ones, three, llxl4s.
Attendance: fair.
Chas. F.
age: mixed.
Plaza Theatre,
Punta Gorda,
Johnson,
Florida.

HAIL THE WOMAN. One

GRANDMA’S BOY.

Good

failed to take in rental.

We

but
were “darn”

picture,

fools to pay the rental we did. Buy it right
Advertising:
or pass it up, is our advice.
Patronage: small town. Atlike a circus.
tendance fair never a full house. H. S.
Stansel, Ruleville Theatre, Ruleville, Missis-

—

:

sippi.

GRANDMA’S BOY. Opened to pleased
capacity business and held up for an entire
week. No kicks on this picture, which is a
money maker for the office. Patronage:
general.
William Noble, Capitol Theatre,
Oklahoma

RIDER OF KING LpG. A padded
picture.
Was “kidded” here by

If

Patronage: transient. Attendance:
stood them up for an hour and a half. M:
Oppenheimer, Lafayette Theatre, New Or-

all

classes.

col-

At-

First National
CAVE

GIRL. Not too good: in fact, a
common, ordinary picture. The story is not

tendance: good (with vaudeville). J. Kenrick, Strand Theatre, Ithaca, New York.

very good and it is not very well put over.
Our advice is, lay off of this one. Advertising: two sixes, two threes, six ones, slide,

F. B. O.

newspaper, llxl4s. Patronage: small town.
Attendance fair. L. E. Silverman, Columbia Theatre, Skamokawa, Washington.
:

BEYOND THE RAINBOW. An
lent

and

excel-

Patrons all pleased with it
offering.
made it a point to say so. Advertising:

Patronage: neighAttendance fair. E. W. Kundert,
Theatre, Beresford, South Da-

threes, ones and photos.

borhood.

Empress

:

kota.

GLORY OF CLEMENTINA.

Whew!

what

Couldn’t stand to
a “lemon” for us.
Pleased mighty few.
look at it myself.
Pauline Frederick is good, but what a
Advertising: regular.
Patronage:
story!!
general. Attendance poor. Jno. W. Creamer, Strand Theatre, Chillicothe, Missouri.

CHILD THOU GAVEST ME. Wonderpicture but, for me, no pulling power.
Patronage: small town.
Attendance
poor.
W. Ray Erne, Rialto
Theatre, Charlotte, Michigan.
ful

Advertising: usual.
:

CROSSROADS OF NEW YORK.

THE NAME OF THE LAW. A

very
Pleased ninety per cent of

picture.

the patrons but failed to draw any business.
Advertising:
window cards, newspaper,
lobby, display.
Patronage
family.
slide,
fair.
William Brill, Rialto
Attendance
Theatre, Akron, Ohio.

LURE OF JADE.

Pauline Frederick in
six reel production that was acclaimed by all
to be excellent. Miss Frederick very popular here.
The film was in fine shape, not

one misframe the photography was clear
and showed up fine on the screen. Ending
:

was somewhat sad but
ing picture was much
run

of

slides,

films.

name.
Attendance: fair.

exploited

small town.
son,
iana.

theatre saybetter than general
Advertising: ones, threes,

A-Musc-U

MY

DAD.

all left

star’s

Theatre,

Patronage
C. C. John-

Melville,

Louis-

Very good Northern story;

GARDEN.

DEVIL’S

An

unreasonable

story and did not please. Advertising: all
I could get was a slide and set 8 x 10 pho-

Attendneighborhood.
H. Goodroad, Strand Theatre, Warren, Minnesota.
tos.

Patronage

:

W.

ance: poor.

ETERNAL FLAME. Norma

:

:

like

Street, Chicago, Illinois.

:

IN
good

If

melodrama, give them this
one. Business good and everyone satisfied.
Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield Theatre, Madison

your people

Talmadge

in

excellent picture, well produced and well
acted, which played to pleased capacity
business for whole week. Patronage: general.

William

Oklahoma

City,

Empress
Oklahoma.
Noble,

Theatre,

ETERNAL FLAME.

Most perfect picEverybody pleased. Booked
ture to date.
for four days, extended to full week. Advanced prices. Advertising: window cards,
one, three, newspaper space quadrupled.
Attendance: excellent.
Patronage: best.
A. Flournoy, Criterion Theatre, Macon,

J.

Georgia.

GAS, OIL

my

satisfaction for both exhibitor

in

house.

and pa-

THE OATH. Will appeal stronglj' to
Jews, but will please most any crowd. Eight
reels is about two too many but you can go
after business with this one and please what
you get. Advertising: regular. Patronage:
mixed.
Attendance, fair.
Steve Farrar,
Orpheum Theatre, Harrisburg, Illinois.

THE OATH. Miriam Cooper in one of her
very best. Wonderful attraction. Star especially adapted for this type of show.
Advertising: newspaper, ones, threes. Patronage mixed. Attendance very good. Louis
Pilosi, Pilosi’s Theatre, Old Forge, Penn:

:

sylvania.

ONE ARABIAN NIGHT. For me, another
can of foreign junk. People w'alked out in
Advertisdisgust: Pola Negri unpopular.
Patronage: family. Ating: extra good.
poor.
Win. C. Mclntire, Rose
tendance
Theatre, Burlington, North Carolina.
:

PECK’S BAD BOY.

leans, Louisiana.

pro-

of the very

100%

Go the limit on
back anything good you can say.
Did not break house record, but did fairly
Patronage: mixed. Attendance: fair.
well.
R. S. Moore, Gem Theatre, Snyder, Oklahoma.

this

gram

Patronage:

of laughs.

papers.

Oklahoma.

City,

lege students.

BAD LUCK. Five
they like real humor,
feed them this.
Max Linder is a clever
artist and works hard in this production.
Advertising: circular, tack cards, program,
YEARS

SEVEN

shown

pictures

Patronage: small town. .Attendance:
good.
A. L. Hepp, Idyl Hour Theatre,
Greeley, Nebraska.

Does not command any
higher rental than regular program picture
It will get by, but don’t advertise as a special.
Advertising: two newspapers, lobby.
Patronage: mixed. Attendance: fair. G. H.
Rardin, America Theatre, Longmont, Colorado.
reels

ever

best
tron.

wonderful scenery.

Associated Exhibitors
we

Patronage: resort. Attendance: fair. J. H.
Holeman, Auditorium Theatre, Dawson
Springs, Kentucky.

Sincere exhibitors are sending
these tips to help you book your
show. Their reports are printed
without fear or favor.
If a picture is good, bad or ordinary, you
will find it out here.
Turn about
is fair play; let these exhibitors
guide your bookings, and in turn
let’s hear from you.

AND WATER.

For me, absolutely poor. Another one like “BarnstormYon had better have a dark house.
er”.

:

will

POLLY OF THE FOLLIES. A good
comedy but not her best. Seemed to please
most of our public. Neither good nor poor.
Patronage:
Advertising: large campaign.
high class. Attendance good. E. W. Collins, Grand Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.
PRIMITIVE LOVER. Far better than
anything Constance has done in months. It
had a plot well suited to the star, with good
Some thrills
direction and photography.
and lots of comedy blended into a very enPatrons derived more
tertaining comedy.
merriment out of this feature than from any
other Constance has appeared in heretofore.
The aboriginal tactics as applied to their
squaws w'ere varied somew'hat but accomplished the same results, causing plenty of
laughter. H. J. Longaker, Howard Theatre,
Alexandria, Minnesota.
:

SCRAMBLED WIVES.

Pleasing comedy

drama, with color scenes that add novelty.
Patronage:
press.
posters,
Advertising:
Attendance good. Chas W.
small towm.
:

Lewis,

I.

Grand Gorge,

O. O. F. Hall,

New

York.

SEVENTH DAY.

This

is

a sure

money

have played.
Advertising: ones, three, six, photos, wdnPatronage general. Attenddow' cards.
ance good. T. J. Hickes, Liberty Theatre,
getter.

It is

one of the best

I

:

:

Saxton, Pennsylvania.

SILENT CALL.

The

most

wonderful

Strongheart is wonyet.
Patronage: all classes.
big.

Northern picture
Bill

derful.

New

it

good. Clarence
Glarus Theatre, New'

Attendance

:

W.

Langacher,

Glarus,

Wis-

consin.

SONNY. A splendid picture that pleased
our patrons, but not as good as “Tol’able

—
November

:

WORLD
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Between Ourselves

TROUBLE.

WEDDING BELLS.

Good

Constance
Story well

Talmadge comedy situation.
Bought
Pleased all.
acted and directed.
Exploit, Adverright, will make money.
tising: seven ones, two threes, two sixes,

Patwenty-four, lobby and mailing list.
Attendance: very
tronage: small town.
E. L. Wharton, Orpheum Theatre,
good.

Glasgow, Montana.

Fox
CHASING THE MOON.

Fine Mix pic-

Pleased. Advertising: six threes, five
ones, slide. Attendance: good. Vincent J.
Votalats, Myrtle Theatre, Thornton, Rhode
Island.

ture.

YANKEE.

CONNECTICUT

This

A

—

too.

Mr. H. Odom, down in Durant, Mishad a vision of the wider usefulness of these pages when he wrote
you read it some weeks back that producers ought to profit greatly from a
study of your honest and unbuyable
sissippi,

—

opinions.

His wish has come to be fact. The
producers are studying these tips. Once
the producer of a certain type considered the exhibitor something to unload
his stuff on; but now that the exhibitor
has a voice and a place to use it right
here
the producer can see that he can
!

—

—

learn something to his advantage

—

ward.

Patronage:
Advertising: usual.
small town. Attendance poor glad of it.
E. L. Wharton, Orpheum Theatre, Glasgow,
;

VAN
time.
Lots of action but no
vertising: usual.
Patronage:

ZANZIBAR.
:

:

JUST TONY.
Pleased

all

This

who saw

it

100%
and they are

picture.

a

is

Mix’s horse is
talking about Tony.
Boost this for all you are
well trained.
worth.
Advertising: ones, three, llxl4s.
Patronage mixed. Attendance extra good.
Chas. F. Johnson, Plaza Theatre, Punta
Gorda, Florida.
:

:

LIGHTS OF THE DESERT.

I

consider

good program picture. It pleased
100% so you can’t want any more. J. F.
Pruett, Liberty Theatre, Roanoke, Alabama.
this

a

OVER THE HILL. One of the most
wonderful pictures shown in my theatre.
My patrons could not comment on it more
highly or better. They thought the world
Book it. You cannot go
of this picture.
wrong on

STAGE ROMANCE. A

very highly dramatic picture which was enjoyable to about
5% of my patrons. Fox ought to put Farnum back in his kind of picture if he wants
Advertising: lobby
to give me the series.
and billboard. Patronage small town. Attendance poor. T. W. Cannon, Majestic
Theatre, Greenfield, Tennessee.

small

Ad-

town.
Noble,

Good, entertaining comedy drama. Will Rogers draws
well here. Advertising: newspaper, heralds,
Patronage
lobby display.
general.
At:

tendance fair. Smith & Correll, Portland
Theatre, Casselton, North Dakota.
:

DANGEROUS CURVE AHEAD.

Good

production of married life with its trials
and tribulations. Lightened with touches of
humor that brought down the house. Six
reels.
Clear photography, good cast, excellently directed.
Boys, you won’t make a
mistake in booking this one it has splendid

:

:

DON’T NEGLECT YOUR WIFE. What
a suggestive picture. Not well received.
picture of this kind hurts this theatre.

I call

A

Patronage local. Attendance fair. Ernest
M. Cowles, Orpheum Theatre, Pelican Rap:

Minnesota.

ids,

SUNSHINE VALLEY.

William Farnum
_

kind of picture patrons expect from Farnum. Advertising: papers and
Patronage: small town. Attendposters.
ance: good. J. Carbonell, Monroe Theatre,
at his best: the

Key West,

Florida.

UP AND GOING. Tom Mix
can’t kick.

He

plays a

Fine picture. Well received and considered a good picture by all.
Teaches good lesson. Book it. Advertising:
sixes, threes, ones, photos, handbills.
Patronage: small town.
Attendance: good.
E. E. Stearns, Dew Tell Theatre, South
Dayton, New York.

GODLESS MEN. Some

of the men liked
but few of the women did. Too morbid
for a good audience picture.
Patronage
small town. Attendance poor. L. M. Zug,
Rialto Theatre, Jerome, Idaho.
it,

again, so

we
this

artistic fashIrene Castle’s best so far. It
pleased the better class and displeased the
farmers and laboring people. Advertising:
general.
Patronage
quantity.
double
Attendance light. H. J. Longaker, Howard
Theatre, Alexandria, Minnesota.

show.

:

:

Metro
BROADWAY

Hodkinson
fairly good picPatronture, but did not draw very well.
age general. Attendance fair. C. R. Mc:

Mae Murray

ROSE.

in

superb picture splendidly played and acted.
Will
Full of pep and well worth seeing.
get the business and fill the cash box, if
Patronage general. Willwell exploited.
iam Noble, Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma
:

City,

Oklahoma.

Personally
POWER.
thought it wonderful but picture is too good
Pleased
for average small town audience.
75%. Ingram is a wonder at selecting
Patronage: r
Advertising: big.
cast.
town. Attendance: fair. A. La Valla,
munity Theatre, Bethel, Connecticut.

CONQUERING

FOUR
the

HORSEMEN.

record

One

tional.

Almost

ei

for this house.
Cast e..
of the really great pictures c

THE

HUNCH. Fair picture but no business on it. Gareth Hughes not much of a
star for me.
Advertising: usual. Patronage: general. Attendance: poor. C. R. McCown, Strand Theatre, Nashville, Tennessee.

Paramount
BACHELOR DADDY.

Most wholesome

“kid” picture since “Daddy Long Legs” and
deserving the same sort of exploitation.
Should please anywhere 100%. Best Satur-

day house

in

many

weeks.

Well worth

Tom Meighan

did it like a million dollars.
Grab this, fellows, and bill it
Palike a circus. Advertising: every way.
tronage: mixed.
Attendance: very good.
J. J. Wood, Redding Theatre, Redding, Cali-

double run.

fornia.

BLOOD AND SAND. A

great picture in

every respect and will draw anywhere if advertised. O. K. Advertising: ones, threes,
Patronage mixed.
six, twenty-four, inserts.
Attendance: good. Daniel Buss, Star Theatre, Tonawanda, New York.
:

BORDERLAND. A picture with a good
moral but one which, for me, does not appeal to the majority.

Advertising: regular.

Patronage mixed. Attendance fair. Fred
S. Widenor, Opera House, Belvidere, New
:

:

BOUGHT AND PAID FOR. A

good piccase, more than
it’s worth.
It was not a big box-office puller:
patrons forget dramatic successes six years
old.
No great kick on the picture only I
was oversold on the picture considering box
office draw. Advertising: usual and heralds,

ture that they want, in

:

my

Patronage health seekers and
Attendance: fair. Dave Seymour,
Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake,
New York.
mailing

list.

:

tourists.

:

FRENCH HEELS. A

mounted Copper

SLIM SHOULDERS. Very

ion

Jersey.

EARTHBOUND.

:

:

Chillicothe, Missouri.

;

entertaining qualities and will please the
most discriminating audience. Pleased 90%,
Advertising: ones, threes, slide, heralds. Patronage
small town.
Attendance
fair.
C. C. Johnson, A-Muse-U Theatre, Melville,
Louisiana.

:

Advertising: as usual.
Patronage: all kinds. Attendance: not too
good, on account of fireworks. Frank Fera,
Victory Theatre, Rossiter, Pennsylvania.
this one.

our patrons commented favorably. Advernewspapers, photos, posters, slide.
tising
Attendance:
Patronage: highest class.
good.
Jno. W. Creamer, Strand Theatre,

BOYS WILL BE BOYS.

still

Tom

pleasing
picture;

:

Goldwyn

Russell good in

supporting cast well chosen.
Pleased 85%. Advertising: ones, three, phoPatronage small town. Attendto, slide.
ance poor. R. K. Russell, Lyric Theatre,
Cushing, Iowa.

stunts.

Marsden and
Attendance: good.
Noble Theatre, Marshfield, Oregon.

Montana.
this one, also

HEARTS HAVEN. Here is a
picture. A good Sunday

program

the year. Pleased 95%. Advertising: more
small town.
Patronage
than average.
Attendance: good. A. La Valla, Community
Theatre, Bethel, Connecticut.

all

exploit.

MEN OF

from

the man who takes his product.
Besides being a guide to the booking
of pictures. Straight From the Shoulder
has become a source of information that
the producer consults.
Proof? He’s quoting your opinions
and giving them still wider circulation
in his advertising matter.
That’s appreciation and a step for-

is

Very disappointing: nothing
you play it, keep mum, don’t
:

Can

:

wouldn’t know Mark Twain from a bale of
hay. Patronage: small town. Attendance:
very good. W. E. Tragsdorf, Trags Theatre, Neillsville, Wisconsin.
finished here.
but kicks. If

We

Get-Together Place Where
Talk Things Over

Since Straight From the Shoulder
started to become the dependable tip
department it is, exhibitors have had a
chance to get wise to the pictures that
ring the bell and the ones that toll it,

something extra good and takes better in
the small towns than in the big burgs where
they have nothing but a lot of illiterate
Hunyaks, Dagos and Kikes and such ilk that

JACKIE. This one very weak. *Mason

Ten-

Nashville,

Theatre,

nessee.

:

sissippi.

Strand

Cown,

Patronage:
Advertising: extra.
David.”
better class. Attendance fair. K. H. Sink,
Wayne Theatre, Greenville, Ohio.
Give us more like this one
and no one will complain about business.
Jackie Coogan a most wonderful actor.
School teachers
Picture pleased 100%.
urged children to see it. Advertising: billPatronage^:
boards, heralds, photos, slide.
Attendance: good. W. E.
neighborhood.
Theatre, Aberdeen, MisElkin, Temple

79

GOOD PROVIDER.

With Vera Gordon

this is one of the greatest pictures of regular flesh
and blood that has ever been

shown
homes
in

the unsung hero of millions of
—with
“father.” No mistake will be made
:

booking

this

Rialto Theatre,

picture.

Oklahoma

William NoblCj
Oklahoma.

City,

—

:;
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GHOST
edy

IN

THE GARRET. A
we had

the best

:

was enjoyed by
ones,

some

for

com-

fine

time.

ance: good.
atre, Cortez,

fair.

Emory, Star Theatre, Bar Harbor,

Maine.

YOU BELIEVE

SO. Satisfactory for our Sunday program. Opinion
IF

IT’S

IT,

was divided as

to its merit but personally
Famous
of considerable value.
are the wisest of them all, but

thought
Players

Ryan, Garfield Theatre, Madison
cago,

Indiania.

THE CUP. A

fine picture
said, one of the

Many

and truest pictures we have shown.

them out to see this, especially church
'e, and it will help the movie cause,
lage
',

:

Attendance:

rural.

fair.

H. G.

Community Theatre, Meredith, New

ST ROMANCE.

not please very

well and absolutely had no drawing power.

guess Paramount made some money on
one 1 didn’t. Advertising: banner, lobby, two daily papers, slide. Patronage college town. Attendance poor. C. W. Cupp,
Royal Theatre, Ardakelphia, Arkansas.
I

this

—

:

:

MANSLAUGHTER.

Greatest picture this
Pleased 100%. Public mobbed theyear.
Advertising: heavy, all
atre all week.

Patronage all types. Attendance
L. R. Barhydt, Federal Theatre,
Salem, Massachusetts.

kinds.
great.

:

MORAN OF LADY

LETTY. Good

pro-

Patronage;
Plenty of action.
duction.
small town. Attendance good. Mrs. J. A.
Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville, California.
:

NICE PEOPLE. This is a good one. Advertising: double order. Patronage: mixed.
H. MayAttendance: almost double.
hew, Broadway Theatre, Cisco, Texas.

-

ONE GLORIOUS DAY.

Will Rogers does
but for some unknown reason
only pleased about 50 per cent.

or other, it
And I can see now where this picture will
Personally, I
not have universal appeal.
thought it a very good and unique picture.
Patronage, health seekers and tourists.
Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful.
Saranac Lake, New York.

ORDEAL. Good. A little too suggestive at times but, on the whole, splendid
entertainment. Will please the fair sex because of the rich costumes and settings.
It has some good acting; Agnes Ayres a
Advertising, lobby, newsgood actress.

THE

THE ORDEAL.

Miss

Ayres

becoming

has average
better
Patronage,
value.
entertainment
class. Attendance, fair. K. H. .Sink, Wayne
Theatre, Greenville, Ohio.
popular.

This

THE ORDEAL.
will please the

picture

Good

little

picture that

Conrad Nagel
Star wears smart gowns

women

folks.

supporting cast.
and wraps. Well staged. Patronage, neighH.
Chas.
Attendance, good.
borhood.
in

CITIZEN.

I

saw

Nice

little

story.

star,

Elaine

Played this on a Saturday and did not draw
very good but nevertheless it’s a good program picture that pleased 80%. Advertising: two newspapers, photos, slide, one
sheet.
Patronage half of them farmers.
Attendance
fair.
Chas. Martin, Family
Theatre, Mt. Morris, New York.

New

York.

THREE LIVE GHOSTS. A

crackerj.xck,

the book especially good. Good plot, good
Call it 90 per
direction and photography.
Advertising, six twelves, one tiiree,
cent.
Patronage,
one twenty-four, photos, slide.
small town. Attendance, poor. A. L. Middleton,

Grand Theatre, DeQueen, Arkansas.

Paths
NANOOK OF THE NORTH.
specials

ness

in

pleased.

Fred

J.

!

Here

is

:

this

puts this picture over. It’s a good program
picture and ought to satisfy everyone. Advertising, ones, three, six, slides, program.
Patronage, general. Attendance, fair. Jack
Kaplan, Royal Theatre, South Fallsburgh,

Talk about
a real one. Record busiEvery one
summer.
of

middle
Advertising:

sixes, threes, ones.
Jones, Rialto Theatre, Nelson, Ne-

United Artists
THE NUT. A typical and very good Fairbanks that cannot help but chase the blues.
Patronage: mixed. Attendance: good. E. J.
Breggers, Gem Theatre, Crystal Falls, Michigan.

WAY DOWN

EAST. Big business at increased prices, at a fair rental.
Play it
those who haven’t by all means. Put it on
right!
Don’t railroad it through the projectors.
Get their special music. Increase
your price, “present” it, and you’ll clean up.
Advertising: usual, with heralds.
Patronage: health seekers and tourists.
Attendance
excellent.
Dave Se3'mour, Pontiac
Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

—

i

I

j

|

:

WAY DOWN

EAST. Played percentage.
Just got by.
A splendid picture. Flad I
rented it, would have lost money. Patronage:
town.
Attendance: fair. Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville, California.

|

Universal
,

AFRAID TO FIGHT.

A

knockout and

Frank Mayo in the best picture. Universal
gave him the story he should have. Patronage: all classes. Attendance: very good.
K. Nenes, Liberty Theatre,
Miami,
Arizona.
G.

AFRAID TO FIGHT.

Good.

practically everyone.
Good
and direction. Get this one.

Pleased
j

storj’,

action

Advertising;

newspapers, photos, slides, posters.
Patronage: general. Attendance: good. Jno.
W. Creamer, Strand Theatre, Chillicothe,
Missouri.

^

FOOLISH WIVES. One of the most
elaborate pictures we have ever showm, but
just about the poorest storj' ever written.
Good business first daj’, nothing the second.
Strictly a one-day picture.
Advertising:
newspaper, billboards, heralds, photos, slide.
Patronage: neighborhood.

Attendance: as

above. W. E. Elkin, Temple Theatre, Aberdeen, Mississippi.

braska.

Playgoers
out
ANN OF LITTLE SMOKY. An
Plenty

of
of

ordinary program picture.
Good acting. Advertising: usual
Patronage: small town,
isters, photos.
ttendance good. Dr. J. E. Guibord, NaQuebec,
Mere,
Grand
Theatre,
mal
e

;tion.

:

inada.

paper with cuts, slide, program. Patronage,
high class. Attendance, fair. C. W. Cupp,
Royal Theatre, Arkadelphia, Arkansas.

more

Street, Chi-

Advertising, special
pleased the audience.
Patronage,
frames, lobby display, trailer.
mixed. Attendance, good. Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville, California.
SOUTH OF SUVA. Mary Miles Minter

Wm.

fine in this,

MAID.

Welsh overshadows the

WHY ANNOUNCE YOUR MARRIAGE?

SATURDAY NIGHT. Another good
DeMille picture, book it. They will probAtPatronage, first class.
ably like it.
tendance, fair, account of rain. H. Odom,
Dixie Theatre, Durant, Mississippi.
THE SHEIK. Very good picture. Highly

Very good picture

Advertising: one, three sheets.
Patronage: small town. Attendance: good.
H. S. Miller, Grady Theatre, Cairo, Georgia.
.eased 80%.

MISS LULU BETT. Did

1

Jersey.

picture at Oklahoma City and it appealed to
me as extra good. Theodore Roberts helps
the cast wonderfully. Jack W. Ogilvie, of
Dixie Theatre, Wynona, Oklahoma.
RESTLESS SEX. Six like it would put
The
a sprag in my Saturday’s business.
producer calls it a special, but I will have to
give it another name, (a lot of bunk, for
me). Seven reels of film is about all I can
say for it. It might have been a good picture if it had been in about four reels and
a lot of that filthy, undesirable, degrading
drinking love scene that should not be seen
by the younger class, left out. J. J. Wright,
Rex Theatre, Bevier, Missouri.

:

INSIDE OF

j

Hammerstein.
Patrons pleased.
Patronage: average. Attendance: good. Thos. K.
Lancaster, Apollo Theatre, Gloucester, New

Illinois.

OUR LEADING

whom

with a great lesson.

:

:

a little different
to stay popular. He was losing with
if he
us until we plaj^ed him in “Bachelor Daddy”
which was a winner. There is a sameness
to his acting that gradually sinks him out
of the “pulling” class except with those
Patronage:
he is a favorite.
with
Attendance fair. Arthur B.
rural town.
Hancock, Columbia Theatre, Columbia City,
is

*

Niles

it

Meighan needs something

best

WAY OF A

I don’t mind telling you frankly
that my reason for becoming a
subscriber is the exhibitor reports
column. Keep it up. It’s great.
With every good wish for your
continued success, I am, sincerely
yours, Arthur L. Shanahan, Owner,
Strand Theatre, Kittery, Mmne.

Just

Attendance:

1922

sylvania.

Not what you’d expect from DeMille.

A.

4,

:

Muse-U The-

D. D. Purcell,
Colorado.

Patronage: neighborhood.

November

Advertising: threes, ones, slide. Patronage:
small town.
Attendance
good.
D. W.
Strayer, Monarch Theatre, Mt. Joy, Penn-

Frankness

Advertising; photos,
Attendmixed.

all.

HER HUSBAND’S TRADEMARK.
fair.

J.

It

Patronage:

slide.

WORLD

Selznick
Did not see this picture
ersonally but patrons report it’s a dandy
Would say that it ought to
roduction.
Advertisrove a good program attraction.
Paslides.
ig: one sheet, two threes and
ronage: general. Attendance;
Fallsburgh.
faplan. Royal Theatre, South

EVIDENCE.

Jew York.

SEA. A fine picGood for any program.

SHADOWS OF THE
ture, pleased 100%.

GALLOPING KID.
Another
Gibson
“knockout”. As a Western star he can’t be
beat for good, consistent stuff. Advertising; usual.
Patronage: small town. Attendance good. Marsden & Noble, Noble
Theatre, Marshfield, Oregon.
:

MAN TO MAN.

One

of Carej^’s best. Sec-

ond run on this one. Lots of action. Pleases
all.
Did a very good business for second
run picture. Patronage: middle class. Attendance: fair. Wm. Thacher, Royal Theatre, Salina,

Kansas.
j

NO WOMAN KNOWS. Had

the

print

been in good condition it would undoubtedly
have been a treat for the Jewish crowd.
With a perfect print you can clean up with
it in a Jewish neighborhood.
Advertis ig:
one, threes and photos. Patronage: mostly
Attendance: good. Jack Kaplan,
Jewish.
Royal Theatre, South Fallsburgh, New
York.

i

I

t

November

PLAYING WITH FIRE.

IT. Hoot Gibson right now is
good as the best for a peppy picture.
Advertising; newspaper, slide, posters. PaArgood.
Attendance
family.
tronage
thur G. Pearson, Auditorium Theatre, Mel-

STEP ON

rose, Massachusetts.

THE STORM. A

real picture
the advance notes. The
Big and
story movie fans like.
real story and one
the way.
Just say you have it
business.
all

A

Attendance:

Temple Theatre,

big.

Ben

AMAZING

When C. C. Johnson, A-Muse-U
Theatre, Melville, La., sends a record sheaf of reports he adds
“Will give you another list soon.
Van, as 1 intend to return the boys
the many favors furnished me
through your columns.”

:

:

State Rights

Does His Bit

as

come.

that lives
kind of a
active all
that gets

IMITATE MR. JOHNSON— IT
HELPS

and they
Morris,

L.

Bellaire, Ohio.

made. Very seldom get a bad one; but
William Thacher,
nothing to this one.
Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

Vitagraph
Go slow on

ISLAND WIVES.

this

one,

boys, for there is a stop, look and listen
sign on its reading, another South Sea
Island picture just like the rest of them. AdAtvertising: regular.' Patronage: mixed.
Steve Farrar, Orpheum
tendance: fair.
Theatre, Harrisburg, Illinois.

Comedies

PALEFACE

(First

An

Natl).

excellent

two-reel comedy. Keaton is good. H. G.
Community Theatre, Meredith,
Frisbee,

NOW OR NEVER

(Assoc. Exhib.). This
Betthree reel Lloyd comedy very good.
Excitement begins with
ter than average.
W. F. Pease,
reel one and lasts until end.
Centennial Theatre, Lowell, Wisconsin.

RGW SHOW

FROZEN NORTH

Keaton
(First Natl.)
is a satire very well
done, showing the real bad man of the
arctic, and the Royal Mounted Police. Will
please anywhere.. H. J. Longaker, Howard
This

A knockout
(V'itagraph).
two reel comedy. Everything in it to
make them laugh. If you have a patron that

Theatre, Alexandria,

LOOK OUT BELOW

to Educational.

And

don’t

fail

to

play “Spooks”. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Oklahoma.

MATINEE IDOLS
one

poorest

the

of

Short Subjects

(Federated).

LEATHER PUSHERS

This

Hallroom Boys

is

ever

Thank

(Jans).

Disappointed about
is good.
90%. Patronage: small town. Attendance:
very poor. C. C. Johnson, A-Muse-U Thetures as cast

atre, Melville, Louisiana.

AM THE LAW

(Affil. Dis.).
Received
an adjustment picture from First
National, the only company that ever made
us adjustments. Positively one of the best
pictures we have shown for a long time.
I

this

as

Beautiful scenes, good direction and holds
throughout.
attention
Advertising:
ane,
three, slide, mailing list. Patronage village
and country. Attendance poor. Lindrud
& Guettinger, Cochrane Theatre, Cochrane,
;

Fine.

(Universal).

THE CONTRACT (Labor Unions
W. Va.). A very high class

MISS ARIZONA (Richard & Flynn). Lay
my word. Picture too dark

off this one, is
and in bad shape.

Royal Theatre,

Wm.

Nuf sed.
Salina, Kansas.

Thacher,

SCHOOL DAYS

(Warner Bros). Best
picture I’ve played in a long time. Pleased
all classes.
Good business four days. Book
this one: it will go good any place.
John
Jones, Cozy Theatre, Shawnee, Oklahoma.
TEN NIGHTS IN
BAR
(Arrow). Some one slipped me this picture and
I almost starved to death. The picture was
very well produced and those that had nerve
enough to come in, liked it but we were
sure a lonesome bunch. Hardly think I will
play it again. The women’s continuous talking union could promote it, however. Ned
Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Oklahoma,

ROOM

A

at Fairand in-

Put out for the beneteresting six reeler.
a better drawing power
fit of Labor, had
good
than “Sheik” or “Humoresque”.
price, and a money maker. As artistic and
Ran two
fine as any special of the market.
days, turned over a thousand away. C. W.
Jennings, Francis Theatre, Victoria, Vir-

A

ginia.

A

YOUTH’S DESIRE
jack
90%.

Special Subjects
mont,

Wisconsin,

:

Record, and each drawing better than prePilovious record. Certainly pleasing all.
si’s Theatre, Old Forge, Pennsylvania.

Best

(Educational)

comedy for many moons. This one really
made them snicker and snort. We so detest pathetic comedy such as so many of
them turn out to be. This one has more
real laughs and more big stuff than many
Must
of the great, high priced comedies.
hand

—

Minnesota.

DO (Assoc. Exhib). I consider it a
I
knockout. Great! Made for laughing purW.
poses and will produce said laughs.
Landers, Grand Theatre, Batesville,
L.
Arkansas.

it

laugh at this one, there is something
wrong with him examine his brain. E. T
Dunlap, Dunlap Theatre, Hawarden, Iowa.
can'‘t

LOVERS

Heavens a big dance in town kept crowd
from viewing this picture. Boys, I wouldn’t
take it even if offered a premium for playing it. It is, for me, a sure business killer.
Bum direction is evidently what kills pic-

:

of a

always pleases.

81

Another good

Patronage; small
Nuf sed.
Universal.
Leslie Hables,
Attendance: fair.
town.
Reel Joy Theatre, King City, California.

up to

:
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—

:

'

(Alkire).
crackerpicture full of laughs will please
Book it use airplane tops in lobby

little

:

—

Patronage: all classes. Attendance: gooc
Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore, Maryland.

WHERE

MY WANDERING BOY

IS
(Equity).

A pleasing picture
but did not pull as strong as I thought it
would.
Lost money on this one. Advertising: newspapers ten days in advance,
plenty paper, heralds, etc.
Patronage
mixed.
Attendance: poor
J. Solomon,
Bijou Theatre, Clarksburg, West Virginia.
TONIGHT?

.

Consensus of Published Reviews
Here are extracts from news available at press hour from publications of the Industry boiled down to a sentence. They
present the views of Moving Picture World (M.P.W.); Exhibitors’ Herald (E.H.); Motion Picture News (N.): Exhibitors’
Trade Review (T.R.); Film Dally (P.D.)
f

F. D.

Calvert’s Valley

—

(John Gilbert Fox—4,416 feet)
W. John Gilbert gives a fine performance in sombre production released by

—

M. P.

N.

— One

T.

—This picture isn’t quite up to the mark.
R. — A dreary, morbid story, well acted

but creating an exceedingly depressing feeling throughout.
E. H.
A pleasing story, with good support.
P. D.
Unoriginal and weak situations are
not very well handled.

—
—

The Face in the Fog
(Lionel Barrymore —Paramount — 5,569
M. P. W. — Absorbing entertainment
in

found

of the

Cast

M. P.
T. R.
asset.

W. — Curwood
— Ranks as a

— 4,549

Releasing

story well produced.

very likely box-office

—

N. Taken all in all. “Jan of the Big
Snows” is a picture that will appeal to nine
out of ten movie patrons, and is a feature
worthy of runs in the best houses.
P.

— Fairly interesting.
D. — Another Curwood story,

H.

different

—

P. D.
Corking fight features Nigh’s first
special.
N. What
completely overshadows .cast,

—

story and eye appeal of the production, is
the tremendously heavy dramatic effort which
has been expended.
E. H.
A feature away above the average
and one that will pay the exhibitor to exploit.
T. R.
Nigh possesses a rare insight into
the psychology of the mass.
The
strong point will be the trial.
There
is a real thrill.

—
—

from the

little

others.

Notoriety

—

but a

—

(Maurine Powers Weber-North 8,600 feet)
M. P. W. Good, clean, wholesome commonsense stuff, blended into a picture that will
live for no brief period.

—

.

.

.

.

Barrymore.

—
—

—American
feet)

Paramount crook drama, starring Lionel

T. R.
The story has been well filmed and
interest sustained throughout.
E. H.
An interesting story of stolen .lewels
plotting Russians and a clever crook.

will bring a
box-offices.
finest crook pictures ever

Jan of the Big Snows
(Featured

E.

feet)

melodrama that

many

produced.

Fox.
N.

— Crook

big crowd to

.

.

Rich Men’s Wives
(House Peters

A1 Licbtman

M. P. W.

sure-fire

—

—6,500

feet)

material.
T. R. -Registers as an attraction which is
likely to win popular favor.
E. H.
It is one of the season’s outstanding attractions.
P. D.
Hokum of mother love and child
will get this over.
N.
A good box-office title likely to attract
the eye everywhere.

—

—
—

—

It’s

—
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Newest Reviews and Comments
CHARLES

“To Have and

Hold”

to

Paramount Production of Famous Novel
Masterpiece of Cinema Art.
Reviewed by

J.

Is

M. Shellman

the closing scenes this film
masterpiece carries a convincing atmosphere that makes the spectator feel as if
he were in the story. The delightful beginning with the flash of the old volume
showing the title page and the artistic title
work on scrolls of paper carry a distinct
psychological impression.
There is realism, romance and action. Each
situation builds logically upon the preceding
one with a coherence that grips the spectator and holds him spellbound until the
final fade-out.
Mr. Fitzmaurice has used
to advantage all the resources of the Paramount organization and handled the production with an ability that stamps him a
flash

to

master director. Every dramatic situation
is heightened by subtle touches of humor

The

skillfully injected.

scenes of the fight

between two ancient galleons, the pow’erfully gripping scenes in the powder magatjine of

up

Jing

the privateer just prior to the blowof the ship should prove thrilling

^nough for anyone.
^ The sets are massive and designed with
and rare knowledge of the
period, and the costumes are gorgeous, the
lighting effects used for the court of James I
are wonderful examples of artistic skill,
and there is one of the most realistic night
rain, lightning and thunder storms ever seen
on the screen this is one of the outstanding features of the picture.
Bettj' Compson and Bert Lytell, the featured players, enact their roles realistically,
esper'alb’^ the emotional situations, which
‘'r.'e'y handle with extraordinary dexterity.
skillful

insight

;

Theodore Kosloff was exceptionally fine
as Lord Carnal the court gallant and erstwhile favorite of King James, while Raymond Hatton played the King with a deep
insight for detailed character work.
The
sword work between Bert Lytell and Theodore Kosloff and between Lytell and the
three pirates, was dangerous and convinc-

The

ing.

W.

duel at the climax

was extra

fine.

Ferguson was delightful and the
remainder of the cast even to the smaller
-roles,
were exceptionally good.
While
Lucian Littlefield was good as the Duke of
Buckingham, students of history who have
found him painted as a shrewd, capable
J.

court intrigue, may
criticise the weakness of the character.
It is a fierce fighting and furious flaming
vehicle with thrills, heart throbs and suspense, that should prove a fine attraction.

statesman,

skilled

in

The
l.ndy Jocelyn I.eieh
Capt. Ralph Percy

Lord Carnal

Ko.slofl
AV. J. Ferarn.son

Raymond

Vnne Corn'*TaH
Fred Huntley
Arthnr Rankin

Paradise
of

H.ntton

Duhrey
Walter Lons'

Claire

Lord Cecil

Duke

Betty Compson
Bert Lytell

Theodore

Jeremy Sparrow
Klnj^ James I
Patience Worth
Red Gill
Lady Jane Carr

Buekinsham

Liiclan

I

ittlefleld

Based on Novel by Alary Johnston.
Adaptation by Oiiida BerKere.
Directed by George Pltr.manrlee.
Length, 7..518 Feet.

The Story
In order to escape having to

t&diior of %evie^s

marry Lord

Another Man’s Boots (Anchor)
Bells of San Juan (Fox)
Blazing Arrows (Western Exploitation)

Impossible

Mrs.

Bellew

(Para-

Men Women Marry

(Genius)

“The Unconquered” (Aywon)
Peaceful Peters (Arrow)
Thoroughbred, The (Certified)
To Have and to Hold (Paramount)
Trail’s End (W. H. Smith)
Till We Meet Agzun (Associated
Exhibitors)

Wildcat Jordon (Goldstone)
Without Compromise (Fox)
Carnal, Lady Jocelyn Leigh runs away from
the English Court, joins a ship of prospective
brides bound for Virginia. On arrival she is
roughly handled by a brutal fellow who picks
her out for his bride, but is rescued by Captain Ralph Percy, and marries him but remains a wife in name only, as she continues
to scorn Percy.
Lord Carnal follows Jocelyn to Virginia

and has her and Percy arrested, and prepares
Percy
to take Jocelyn back to England.
goes to Carnal's ship, rescues
escapes,
Jocelyn, overpowers Carnal and all start off
in a small boat. A storm arises and the four
are shipwrecked on an island on which there
is a pirate gang.
Percy announces he is a celebrated pirate
A
leader and takes charge of the band.
treasure ship comes in sight and when the
Carnal
crew starts to fire on it. Percy takes
below and threatens to blow up the ship if a
gun is fired. The magazines finally explode
and the four escape on a raft and reach Eng-

aboard another ship.
of Jocelyn and Carnal is
again announced, but the Duke of Buckingham takes a hand and manoeuvers so that
Carnal and Percy fight a duel. Carnal is
beaten and takes poison and the wedding
then proceeds with Percy as the bridegroom.
land. finally

The engagement

“Wonders of the Sea”

—Two

(Williamson-Submarine

Reels)

of the ordinary and intensely interesting are the pictures contained
in this subject, which were filmed on the
bed of the Atlantic Ocean, in the West
Indies. They were filmed by J. W. Williamson by means of a unique device, which
enables the cameraman to go down in a tube
to the ocean bottom and, through a window,
The fact that picfilm the ocean bottom.
tures taken with this device have been used
previously does not detract from the in-

out

There are scenes showing two men
walking along the ocean bed
plants
growing
deep-sea
strange
with
around them and numerous fish swimming

terest.

in divers’ suits

about there is an encounter with a large
poisonous moray, and also an attack on an
octopus that sends out an inky fluid coloring the water, which prevents a view of
the fish itself.
A novel section shows an
attractive girl who, by means of an eighteenpound weight, reaches the bottom without
using diving apparatus and swims around.
She repeats this several times. This should
prove an attractive offering on any pro;

gram.— C.

S.

An Appealing

Picture Made by William
Christy Cabanne, Starring Mae Marsh
An Associated Exhibitors’ Release
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Observed from any one of its several angles of appeal, this Associated Exhibitors'
production, “Till
Meet Again”, has the
popular note.
It brings back a charming
star, Mae Marsh, after a considerable lapse
of time. It has an appealing story treated
with pathos, humor and a dash of the melodramatic, pictured against a variety of interesting backgrounds.
It has been produced with a definite understanding of what
is generally liked on the screen and should
be satisfying on any program.
The star in one of her most characteristic roles again expresses an art that is
peculiarly her own. Her moments of pathos
are handled as no one else succeeds in doing.
over-emphasized,
however, this
Slightly
particular gift of hers loses some of its appeal.
There are too many close-ups of the
same expressions. This does not prevent
her return to the screen from being an important event and her many friends will
find much to enjoy in her performance.
Showing a keen sense of showmanship
values, the picture includes several of the
The
angles
of
interest.
tried-and-true
heroine who escapes from an insane asylum
wanders into a deserted country house inhabited by a gang of crooks. The romantic
An attractive cabaret
interest
begins.
scene appeals because of a Spanish dance
and a display of fine lighting. When the
beautiful home of the girl’s protector is invaded by burglars, the call for help via radio
and the response is a big thrill. The cast
includes Martha Mansfield and Xorman
Kerry.

We

mount)

Decidedly

We Meet Again”

“Till

IN THIS ISSUE

George Fitzmaurice’s production of Mary
Johnston’s romantic novel is in a class by
itself and should be placed among the big
ten cinema features of the year. From the
first

SEWELL

S.

S.

The

i

Ca.st

Afae Alarsh

Alarion Bate.s

Robert Carter
Henrietta Carter
.Airs. AVhitney Carter.
Jim Brennan

Xorman Kerry
Alartha Alansfield
.

.

.Julia

.Arthur Alontrose

I.

Swayne Gordon
Walter Miller
Barney Sherry

Tammany Young:
Sam AleGuire
Dick Lee
Clarence De A ere
Danny Hayes
Pete Alorrison
Fred Kalgren
Curley Jensen
Story by William Christy Cabanne.
Scenario by Edmund Gonlding.
Direction by AVilliam Christy Cabanne.
Lengrth.

.>,S22

Feet.

The Story
Marion Bates is placed in an insane asylum
by her guardian, who steals her fortune.
She escapes and is befriended by a gang of
crooks led by Jim Brennan. Her helplessness
appeals deeply to his better nature and he
her go.
She finds her only friends, the Carters.
They, too, have been deceived by her guarRobert Carter loves Marion
dian, Montrose.
and secretly secures from Montrose the papers Marion signed. Jim’s gang breaks into
Montrose's house and he hires them to steal
There Jim comes
the papers from Carter.
face to face with Marion and learns that his
contemplated robbery will harm the girl he
loves and the man who had valiantly saved
his life in France when he was a doughboy
Jim defends them
and Carter a captain.
from the gang, losing his life in serving the
most.
two he cared for
Exploitation .Angles: Herald the return to
the screen of this charming star and make

v;

lets

enough of a fuss to pull
and the new star hunters.

in

the old-timers

A
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“Trail’s

WORLD
main purpose which

End”

“One Exciting Night” D. W. Griffith
has forsaken the heavy and spectacular
In

ProFranklyn Farnum Star in W. M. Smith
duction of Arthur Somers Roche

productions with which his
name has been associated, and has given

Story.

to the screen a production of the general
type of the highly successful stage plays,

Reviewed by Mary Kelly
This

is

the most entertaining of the

W. M.

FranWyn
Smith series of productions for
ine
Farnum that has yet been released,
treatment
story itself is superior, and the
1

more suspense.
Arthur Somers Roche is the author of the
has
short story from which the scenario
involves

_

hunted
been adapted. It is the story of a
man, wanted, he fears, for murder, but
a vast
reality because he has fallen heir to

m

been entertainingly
developed. Closer attention has been paid
meaningto dramatic construction than to
be a
less heroics, and the result should
broader appeal than usual.
The opening, introducing the stranger and
following with the unexplained flight of the
man who has already won admiration by
befriending the hero of the story, is successFrom then on
ful in starting the suspense.
there is plenty of shooting, a few moments
ef comedy and a pleasant love story, which
fortune.

The

plot has

Peggy O’Day makes more pleasant. The
one or two new names, is
the same which has been used in recent
Franklyn Farnum pictures, a fact which
registers satisfactorily in their team work.
The direction is unusually good.
The Cast
Franklyn Farnum
Wilder Armstrons
Peggy O’Day
Fdith Kilgallen
George Reehm
Frayne
A1 Hart
Stanley
cast, except for

Shorty Hamilton
Genevieve Berte
Somers
Roche.
Story by Arthur
Direction by Francis Ford.

Cahoots
Molly

liCngth, 4,700 Feet.

The Story
Stanley, a stranger, appears in the western
town of Aroya and asks for Frayne, a friend
of Wilder Armstrong, who owns the big
ranch.
Armstrong mistrusts Stanley and
withholds the Information. Meanwhile Frayne
makes his escape, and Stanley explains that
all he wanted was to notify Frayne that he
had fallen heir to a vast fortune. He shows
Armstrong a clipping. Armstrong decides to
follow Frayne with the news.
About this
time Edith Kilgallen, also one of the heirs
mentioned in the clipping, appears on the
scene.
Armstrong advises her to follow him
to where Frayne is hiding.
Stanley gets
there first, tries to trap Edith, but is worsted
by Armstrong and his gang. Frayne is discovered, reveals his reason for hiding, and
Edith and Armstrong are united.

“Wildcat Jordan”
Shows Richard TalSpooky Affair That Is
Good Second Feature

Phil Goldstone Feature

madge

83

in

Reviewed by Roger Ferri

Talmadge is capable of better
things than “Wildcat Jordan,” although in
the neighborhood houses it should mop up,
for it shows this champion film athlete at
his very best, perfprming hair-raising feats
that are wonders. The story is seemingly
secondary with these Talmadge pictures, all
efforts being concentrated on giving Talmadge a chance to “do his stuff”. And he
Richard

does.

This performer, however, is deserving of
bigger productions. He is certainly capable
and it is unfair to him to keep him in the
background by a lack of proper exploitation.
As a matter of fact, Richard Talmadge is
now one of the delightful secrets of the
industry. Nevertheless, exhibitors are finding him a good box office bet at neighborhood houses.

There is very little on which to comment
on these Talmadge pictures, for the star
is seemingly the thing.
All in all, “Wildcat
Jordan” is good for any double bill. The

type

of

“The Bat” and “The Cat and the CanIt is a modern story of mystery,
ary.”
with uncanny situations, masked figures, strange midnight happenings, and
two murders.
He has succeeded in making a picture
which rivets your attention, with thrills,
romance and an excellently handled
mystery. Then there is good comedy
melodrama. The denouement of the mystery
occurs during a tremendously effective
storm scene. Altogether, it is vastly
entirely
of an
entertaining, though
different type from what is usually expected from Mr. Griffith. C. S. S.
relief to offset the tenseness of the

—

production didn’t cost much to make and
And with
rentals should be accordingly.
this fact in mind the contention is advanced
that “Wildcat Jordan” should prove a sound
investment.
Sylvia Grant and the rest of
the cast all do well.
The Cast
Dick Jordan
Richard TalmadgE^e
Sylvia Grant
Eugrcnia Gilbert
Roierer Gale
Harry Von Meter
Billy Talbot
Jack Waltmeyer
Directed by A1 Santell.

by Harry Forvler.
Lengrth, Five Reels.

Pliotojarrapliy

The Story
Jordan, an athletic westerner in
search of adventure, is approached by Roger
Gale and his business associates who seek
to purchase the young man’s ranch.
The
westerner seeks a bigger price and is invited to come East. Gale plans to give Dick
such a wild time that he will consent to do
anything, but here his plans miscarry, for
the westerner falls in love with Sylvia Grant,
whose services are recruited to play a practical joke on the visitor.
The joke, however,
is reversed, with Dick beating up the jokesmiths and ultimately making up his mind
to keep his ranch on which to settle with his
Dick

new

wife.

Exploitation Angles: Play up the star and
his stunts, and put him over the same as
you used to work for Mix and presently you
can clean up with the name. In many places
you can already.

Thrilling Ride Leads to Effective Climax in
Arrow Picture Starring William Fair-

banks
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
The successful handling of the climax in
this Western, “Peaceful Peters,” overshadows to a great extent the ineffectiveness
of some of the earlier scenes.
There is a
thrilling pursuit on horseback and a fight
realistic

and prolonged to

fast ac-

skillfully maintained.

The Cast
William Fairbanks
Harry L,a Mont

“Peaceful” Peters
Jim Blalock
Peter Hunter

W. L. Eyncb
Evelyn Nelson
McGaugh
Wilbur
“Sad” Simpson
Monte Montagne
“Cactus” Collins
Adapted from the Story “Peaceful” by W. C.
Mary Langdon

Tnttle.

Direction by Ben Wilson.

Length, 4,690

The

feet.

Story.

Peaceful Peters, a gold prospector, finds
old Uncle Billy wounded and learns that he
has been shot by jealous prospectors. Peacemans
ful traces the crime after the old
death and finds that Jim Blalock, proprietor
Trouble
of the saloon, is the chief offender.
starts and when Peaceful meets little Mary
Langdon, the new dancing teacher for
Blalock’s gang, the friction increases. Peace-

urges her to leave before things get unpleasant. He saves her and then tricks the
others who have laid a plot to frame him,
proving at the same time their guilt.
ful

“The Impossible Mrs.
Bellew”
Gloria Swanson Is Provided with Contrasting Role in Sam Wood Production
for Paramount.
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
Admirers of Gloria Swanson will have the
opportunity, in Paramount’s “The Impossible
Mrs. Bellew,” of seeing her in a sympathetic
role, for in the earlier reels she appears

as a home-loving wife and mother, one who
sacrifices herself and saves her recreant
husband for the sake of her child only to
have him torn from her by court decree
because of her husband’s ingratitude.
Opportunity is also afforded for Miss
Swanson to appear, however, in some of the
gorgeous gowns for which she is noted, also
in a very chic bathing suit and, finally, in
draperies impersonating a statue. The latter
scene is very discreetly handled so that it
should offend no one.
This seemingly dual characterization is
effected by having her go to Deauville,
France, where she finds she is socially
ostracized, and, stung by the injustice, she
attempts to have “the game as well as the
name” by acting so as to shock even the
ultra-blase set of social wasters. There ’
however, a young novelist who believes
her, and finds the real woman under tl,
false gajmty, and a happy ending is brought
about.
Handsomely produced, with elaborate sets
and striking photography, it only succeeded
in arousing mild interest on the part of the
writer except in a few scenes, such as the
spectacular scene in the Russian count’s
palace and the scenes where the star has
her little son torn away from her and where
she is reunited to him.
The scene where the husband, who has
imbibed too freely and, goaded on by a
scheming woman to believe that his best
friend is paying undue attentions to his
wife, and consequently returns home and
kills him, and the wife falls in a faint at
the dead man’s feet, is melodramatic, but
the remainder of the picture is handled with
repression.
Even in the scene where the
novelist finds the count attempting to insult
the star there is no fight, but simply a dignified and gentlemanly exchange of remarks
between the two men also there is no final
embrace between the lovers, the picture
ending with Miss Swanson kneeling beside
her sleeping son, and the poet admirer having just left with a promise that she will
see him the next day.
Coincidence plays a considerable part in
the development of the story, and some of
the action is not altogether convincing. The
average spectator will probably wonder how
_

.

“Peaceful Peters”

sufficiently

heavy and

is

tion, the 'type of offering which will appeal
primarily to men. The suspense has been

suit

the most red-blooded.
The entire picture
is full of action but these later scenes should
be especially satisfying.
William Fairbanks is the star. He fulfills the requirements of the ideal Western
hero and exploits his amiable personality
and physical prowess in approved style. At
times, the picture shares the familiar fault
of being out of proportion in its characterizations.
That is, the star has everything his
way, and the other roles are subordinate
and powerless to an extreme degree. The
types differently handled could be made
more human and natural. This could be
done without detracting from the star, but
on the other hand, heightening his appeal
to discriminating patrons. Harry La Mont
handles the well-known role of the suave
villain convincingly.
A slight romance has been well moulded
into the story without detracting from the

;
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was that the wife, who was actually
present at the murder, did not even have
it

who

is

the

cause

of

the

The Cast
Hetty Bellew
laiiice Bellew
John Helstan
Jerry Woodriilt

Gloria Swan.soii

— R.

best.

Robert Cain

Naomi Templeton

Richard

Wayne

Prank

Plliott

Gertrude Astor
June Plvidge
Herbert Standing:

Rev. Dr. Helstan
Gance Bellew, Jr., age 4
Mickey Moore
Lanee Bellew, Jr., ase «
Pat Moore
Aunt A$ratha
Helen Dunbar
Attorney Potter
Arthur Hull
Detective
Clarence Burton
Adapted from novel by Da\-id Lisle.
Scenario by Perch Heath and Monte
Katter.{ohn.

Directed by Sam Wood.
Length, 7fl55 Feet.

The Story
Wealthy Lance Bellew spends little time
with his wife and child, but is enamoured
of Naomi Templeton, who is instrumental in
making him jealous so that he kills his best
friend, charging him with stealing his wife’s
love.
Bellew is acQuitted on the plea that
the
shooting was accidental, but later
secures a divorce from his wife and custody
of the child, who is torn from the wife as
slie is en route to Europe.
Bellew marries
Naomi, who soon reveals her true character.
Mrs. Bellew goes to Deauville.
When even
the father of the one man who believes in
her, a young novelist, turns against her she
proceeds to try and shock even the fast set.
Her aunt arrives with the child just about
this
time,
explanations occur, and Mrs.
Bellew finds happiness in the love of the
novelist.

**The Thoroughbred’^

a

Riding Skill Is Gbief Feature
in Certified Film Release
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Western with a familiar plot but with
$

slightly

different twist in characterization
the chief “go-getter” a woman
instead of a man, if offered by the Certified

in

F.

the robbers have their headquarters, and in
order to detect their plans she dresses as
one 'of the dance girls at the saloon and
gets the desired information. She goes after
the bandit the next day and holds him up
in his cave. The man who has befriended her
from the start proves of valuable assistance.
Her father’s reputation is saved and the
sheriff star remains in the family.
Expluitatiun Angles: Play up the star and
the western angle, for the two are largely
one,

making

nlm Exchange in “The Thoroughbred”.
Helen Gibson carries off equestrian honors.
Her ease and skill as a rider is setoff in
some vivid scenes in which a beautiful horse
plays an important part.

Urged on to perform the
failing father, the sheriff, is

duty which her
unable to finish,

the heroine sets out to hunt a notorious
bandit. She has some colorful experiences,
including a sojourn in a rough amusement
den where she poses as one of the dancers.
The star seems not entirely at ease in these
senes, but regains her poise and appeal
when the scene of action returns to the
out-doors.
The headquarters of the out-

law gang has been pictured with some ingenuity, and the climax when the girl, alone,
gets her man is an effective bit of drama.
While not teeming with novelty, “The Thoroughbred” offers enough entertainment to
keep the average Western fan interested.
The Ca.st
Pop Martin’s daughter
Helen Gibson
Remainder of Cast Not Available.

The Story
Pop Martin, tho town sheriff, is too sick to
hunt down the bandit who has robbed the
bank.
The enraged citizens are about to
take away his star when Martin's daughter
offers to take her father's place and insists
on a trial. One of the younger men in the
group offers to go with her. She refuses,

but he follows anyway.

She learns where

and they want Miss Gibson

in

western

roles.

“Women Men Marry”
Edward

Dillon Production for Genius Films
Office Appeal
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
“Women Men Marry” is one of those artfully designed productions that triumphantly
carries out its purpose, which is to give the
public a type of entertainment for which it
has shown a decided liking. The theme and
the style of production are in popular favor.
The material success of the picture seems a
certainty.
study in social values underlies the
story of the picture. The conflict between
snobbery and a spirit of democracy stirs up
considerable interest and the old picturesque
contrast of the rich girl and the poor man

Has Big Box

A

is

A

starring ve-

4,

1922

Gertrude teaches her the strict rules of class
distinction, and urges her to marry a titled
foreigner. While on the ocean liner Emerle’s
pet dog escapes, and she finds it in the
stokers’ quarters.
Here she meets Dick

Clark, to whom she is greatly attracted.
Later she finds him in the park and helps to
get him a position as her father’s butler. Her
father promotes him to secretaryship. Meanwhile Lord Brooks Fitzroy, whom Emerie
met in England, comes to see her, and their
affair progresses.
The sudden death of
Emerie’s father brings several surprises,
however, and a big change to Emerie.
E.vpioitation Angles: The star name has a
value not to be overlooked, but the chief
selling angle will be found in a big play on
the title.
Try and get the newspaper to
print pictures of the recent brides under
the play caption or hook into any national
matrimonial event.

Conratl IVagel

Count Radislolt
Alice Granville

Helen Gibson

latest

“Sure-Fire Flint,” Producer Charles
Burr has given exhibitors of the country
that “something different” for which
they have been asking for years. This
comedy drama is a combination of versatility and entertainment with both at
As an entertaintheir ’teenth degree.
ment “Sure-Fire Flint” finds its best box
office description in the first two words
of its title. Dell Henderson turned out
a crackerjack, with Johnny Hines at his

hicle,

the husband who has secured the divorce
and the custody of the child.
Miss Swanson is assisted by a high-class
cast, including Robert Cain as the husband,
Conrad Nagel as the poet, and Herbert
Standing as his father, with June Elvidge
as the "vamp’’
trouble.

Johnny Hines

In

Also, though the
to appear at. the trial.
subtitles make it appear that the wife, to
save her little son from dishonor, agrees to
the plan to have the killing appear as accidental, you nevertheless find later that it is

November

used effectively.

marry

a
ship stoker.
to

title

and

The heroine goes out
in

falls

love with the

The nature of the story brings into prominence the splendor of the material appointments.
It is a society drama with all the
glamor that so widely appeals. All this is
emphasized in the ultra-sophisticated atmosphere of the earlier part of the picture,
which is rather too long, while the point
of the story in showing the survival of real
love dominates the rest of the action.
E. K. Lincoln as the stoker who can
afford to laugh at trouble gives a performance that will please. The less likable role
of the girl who has been taught the hard
and fast rules of class distinction, is skilfully

handled by Florence Dixon,

who

is

charm-

One of the best scenes, and
ingly pretty.
one that has fine comedy value shows the
stoker spending his precious ten dollar bill
to buy food for a gang of starving bums.
The picture ends with some graceul New
England country scenes, beautifully photographed.

The Cast
Rogers
Florence Dix'on
Aunt Gertrude
Julia Stvayne Gordon
Hetty Page
Margaret Sedden
Eleanor Carter
Heddy Hopper
Lord Brooks Fitzroy
Ceell Chadwick
E. K. Lincoln
Dick Clark
Story hy Adelaide Heilhron.
Seenarlo Not Credited.
Direetion hy Edward Dillon.
Length, .’>,!)86 Feet.
Eiiierie

The Story
Emerie Rogers is scarcely more than a
baby when her parents give her up to Mont-

gomery Rogers, who promises
the finest of advantages

him

if

give her
they will allow
never to know

She is
to adopt her.
but that he is her real father.

to

Her Aunt

“Without Compromise”
Ordinary Material, but Fine Cast, in Fox
Production with William Farnum
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
A lack of suitable material or a misconception of William Farnum’s capabilities is
evident in “Without Compromise” as it has
been in his recent vehicles. His personality
and his following is strong, but neither
can survive an indefinite number of disadvantageous stories.
“Without Compromise” is the story of an
honest sheriff, crooked politics and an involved love affair. From the standpoint of
plot and action it is fairly successful, but
William Farnum is worthy of a picture with
more individuality and appeal. Prepared for
a less popular performer, the production
would not be so liable to criticism, as there
is nothing distinctly unpleasing about ir
The cast is splendid.
Lois Wilson is
charming every minute and Robert McKim makes the picture seem something
above the ordinary whenever he appears.
Tully Marshall, Otis Harlan and .A.lma Bennett are others that will be appreciated.
Some of the melodramatic situations are so
protracted that they lose force. A striking
example of this is the delay at the end where
the sheriff gives his sweetheart’s father ten
minutes before answering to the arrest.
The attempt to keep up the suspense here
is unsuccessful.
The Cast
Dick Leighton
William Farnnm
Jean Ainsworth
Lois Wilson
David .Ainsworth
Robert McKim
Saninel McAllister
Tully Marshall

Judge Gordon Randolph.
Doctor Evans
Bill Murray
Nora Foster

Tommy

.Ainsworth

.

.

.

Hardie Kirkland
Otis Harlan
Will Walling
.Alma Bennett

Eugene

Pallette

Cass Blake

Fred Kohler
Jack Dillon
Story by Lilian Bennet-Thompson.
Scenario by Bernard McConvtIle.
Direction hy Emmet J. Flynn.

Jaok.son

Length, 5,173 Feet.
The Story

Dick Leighton as sheriff is a recognized
authority by everyone except Cass Blake
and a few others. He is in love with Jean
Ainsworth, but promisek-to take care of Nora
Poster after her guardian dies. Cass Blake
brutally murders Nora, and Dick starts on
a hunt for him. He trails him and in capturing Blake, shoots and wounds him. Jean’s
father, a political power supported by a gang
that is opposed to Dick, refuses to allow the

wounded man

to be cared for in the hospital

which he controls. He frames Dick, knowing that Dick will defend the sick man. and
hoping that he will shoot in his own defense and hurt some of his own followers.
Dick does shoot when the mob attacks the
but he kills .Ainsworth’s own son.
forced to prosecute .Ainsworth, but
that his arrest would come between
his daughter's happiness and Dick's, Ainsworth escapes, and leaves Dick's conscience
hospital,

Dick

is

knowing
clear.

Exploitation .Angles: Make your drive on
the cast, ignoring the story, and sell the star
as strongly as you can, backing him up with
the long list of favored players in his support.
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whom he had loved and admired. This
scene seems too long and too melodramiatic.

girl

“Blazing Arrows”

is some good riding and an effecclimax in the saloon where the sheriff
This has
arrests one of the law-breakers.
been well directed. The heroine is a doctor
played earnestly by Fritzi Brunette. A village on the Mexican border is the setting
for much of the action, but the backgrounds

There

Ordinary Western- Indian Picture With
Appeal Probably Best at
Neighborhoods

Its

Reviewed by Roger Ferri

Lester Cuneo
gets started.

some scrapper when he

is

Why

send armies across the

make America safe for Prohibitionwhen there are such battlers as Slugging

seas to
ists

Les Cuneo on the western slope of the Rockies? Lester portrays a he-man in Western Pictures Exploitation Company’s “Blazing ArAnnies of
rows,” but gosh what a “he.”
rustlers, gunmen, mean nothing to him, for
he goes through these mobs like some
politicians go through a public’s treasure
chest.

And

then, too,

what

scrapper

in the life of this

You

bow and arrows!

is

a flying bullet

when he

tell

has_ his

him, William,

tive

somewhat lacking
The

are

because

Arrows”

“Blazing

Anyway,

Lesan Indian who isn’t
ter plays
an Indian. He only thinks he is what he
isn’t, and, because he isn’t, he is sentenced
to serve as bread earner for a damsel who
comes out of the East with a guardian
the role

who

owner

isn’t

of

of his

own

will

power and

a mustached villain who thinks nothing _of
sending individuals not to his liking on in-

unknown lands.
“Blazing Arrows” will blaze no paths

definite visits to

to

but for a place on a double
will serve as a bargain ator the neighborhood houses it
traction
should prove a sound investment. Francelia
Billington is the young lady who convinces
herself that Indians are good for something
else other than to serve as mere cigar store

the

box

bill

wherein

office,

it

The

Cast.

Lester Cuneo
Francelia Billington
Clark Comstock

Tom

McKee
Lew Meehan

Jim O’Neill
Scarface
Story and Scenario by Henry A. McCarty.
Directed by Henry A. McCarty.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story
Sky Pire while at Columbia meets Martha
They fall in love. A crooked
Randolph.
would-be suitor discloses Sky Fire’s identity,
The Indian
thus killing the engagement.
returns home and later again meets Martha,
whom he rescues. In the Far West the
easterner’s treachery is discovered when he
murders Martha’s guardian. The girl seeks
protection from Sky Fire, who proceeds with
his army-cleanup act.
Then comes the discovery that Sky Fire is not an Injun, but
an honest-to-goodness white man whom Gray
Eagle had found when a baby, adopted and
raised as his

own

child.

“Bells of

San Juan”

Charles Jones Has Opportunities for
tional Acting in

Emo-

Fox Production

Reviewed by Mary Kelly
varied opportunities for emotional
acting have been given Charles Jones in
“Bells of San Juan” than in his former pictures.
The strength of the production lies
in his performance.
The story offers entertainment without novelty. As it has been
constructed to keep up a rapid dramatic
sequence, the picture should mean average
success in the box-office.Charles Jones surmounts the highly sensational quality of his role to a degree that
inspires confidence in what he could do with
a more enjoyable part. He reveals a fineness
and sympathy, in addition to his splendid
physical qualities which have been emphasized in previous pictures.
As the sheriff

More

in “Bells of San Juan” he goes mad due to
a doctor’s careless treatment of his wound.
He becomes a criminal and threatens the

Katherine Key
William Steele
Otto Matieson
Sid Jordon

Cutter

Adapted from the novel by the same name
by Jackson Gregory.
Scenario not credited.
Direction by Scott Dunlaii.
Photography by Gus Jennings.

Length, 4,587

feet.

The Story

Roderick Norton, sheriff of San Juan, vows
run down the man who murdered his
He suspects Jim Garson, owner of
father.
the saloon, who has two lawless companions.
One of them is wounded and Dorothy Page,
to

the

new

doctor, attends

him

at

some risk

“The Unconquered”
Aywon Film
Fire

Corporation’s Maciste RapidA Clever
Production.

Moving Melodrama

Reviewed by Roger Ferri
is a showman’s picMaciste,
ture in every sense of the word.
star of several spectacular productions imported from Italy and shown in this country at great profit, assumes the leading
and outstanding role in this picture which,
like the others, was made in Europe and
shows the giant athlete at his very best.
This seven-reel production is cleverly put
together and its dozen or rnore thrilling
and spectacular moments remind one of an
American serial of twelve episodes, for in
point of action this one is built like a serial.
The only difference being that there are at
the rate of virtually two big thrillers, fights
and what not, to every reel.
an up-to-date story with modern
It is
dress.
Maciste is as powerful as ever and
as an athlete extraordinary he knows no
He thrashes dozens
equal on the screen.
of men at a time, pulls out huge poles from
their foundations, crashes through walls,

“The Unconquered”

hops on and off moving
trains and otherwise keeps the actiefn of
the story at top speed all the time. This
production should prove a gold mine in
houses where Maciste’s former screen exploits were shown, and in the neighborhood
houses where action aplenty is demanded
“The Unconquered” should go over with a
climbs

towers,

wow.
the many
production would
mean the use of more space than has been
alloted to this review. Suffice, however, to
say that “The Unconquered” serves the
purpose for which it was made to enter-

To

attempt

to

strong-man stunts

is truly a Maciste picture and should
real money. It can be exploited and
entertainingly interesting at all times.

This

make
is

The Cast

enumerate

in this

—

tain and exploit the remarkable brawn
of this human monument of muscles and

strength. There is an interesting love story
told involving the princess of mythical land
and a newspaper publisher. The picture is
cleverly put together with many elaborate
scenes and hundreds of persons appearing.

Maciste
Antonio Fella
Madaline Guido

Maciste
His Brother

The Princess
Pi-esented by

Nathan Hirsh.

Length, G.500 feet.
The Story
The Prime Minister of a mythical kingdom
to
attempts
oust the Princess so that on the
death of her father, who is in failing health,
he can ascend to the throne. In attempting
to carry out this plot the Prime Minister
reckons without a hustling newspaper man
and his friend, Maciste. Called into action
Maciste overthrows the attemiJt to gain control of the country by rescuing the Princess
and restoring her to her cousin, the Prince.
In doing this there take place a series of
exciting episodes. Along toward the end of
the picture Maciste is knocked unconscious
by pulling a building down on top of himself.
Maciste is sentenced to die by the Prime MinBy risking his life and standing on
ister.
the hand of a huge clock in a high tower,
his friend delays execution long enough to
At another moment
save Maciste’s life.
Maciste and his friend go over a cliff in an
automobile running at top speed.

“Another Man’s Boots”

to

Roderick rescues her and demands
The
the truth about who killed his father.
man refuses and is put into jail. He escapes,
however, and Roderick is wounded in the
He loses his reason and starts a
battle.
series of lawless acts, robbing others and
terrifying Dorothy, whom he had previously
asked to marry him. Her devotion brings to
light the cause of his trouble and in recovering his first act is to get Garson. A fight
between the two men ends the feud as Garson is beaten and punished.

herself.

Laura Howard
Lafayette

Claude Peyton
Harry Todd
Harry Kirkland

John Engel..
Florrie Engel
Kid Rickard
Antone

ballyhoos.

Sky Fire
Martha Randolph
Oray Bagle
Mucking Bird
Flias Thornby
Bart McDermott

Charle.s Jones
Fritzi Brunette

Dr. Caleb Patton

of

borhood houses, for a row of sardines.

Ca.st

Roderick Norton
Dorothy Page
Jim Garson

not much.
this superhuman’s prowess should knock the
kiddies, who line the fore rows of neigh-

in realism.
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Francis Ford At Advantage In Smart And
Exciting Western Anchor Production.
Reviewed by Roger Ferri

“Another Man’s Boots”

is a smart westreplete with exciting, good
horsemanship plus a story that is highly
entertaining. No effort is made at turning
out anything pretentious and in this the
producer was perfectly correct. Westerns
are popular and this one will disappoint no
one; on the contrary it will entertain where
many other westerns of the stereotyped
brand will fail, for the reason that in “Another Man’s Boots” the producer adhered
to a human logic.
There is nothing in this picture that will
throw any of your patrons out of their
seats, but it is exciting to the point where
For
fight follows fight and races galore.

ern

picture

the neighborhood houses where patrons dewesterns this picture should prove a

mand

good money-maker. Directorially, this feature was handled better than the ordinary
run of ourdoor pictures.
The local is
mostly outdoor with some splendid long
shots.

The cast, headed by Francis Ford, is a
hard-working one in every instance. Fold
as the stranger is a treat.
This writer
hasn’t seen Francis Ford do better work
in a long time and the entertainment value
established by this picture is set materially because of his praiseworthy work.
He is
a good horseman as well.
Elvira Weil as
Nell Hadley does well as does also Harry
Smith as her brother. Frank Fanning as
“Injun Jim” is satisfactory, while Robert

Kourtman makes an acceptable heavy.
The Cast
The Stranger
Ned Hadley

Francis Ford

Harry Smith
Elvira Weil
Frank Lannin,^
“Sly” Stevens
Robert Kourtman
Directed by Ivor McFadden.

Nell

Hadley

Injiin

Jim

Length,

live reels.

The Story
Ned Hadley has saved some money while
working on a ranch where he and a stranger
become pals. Ned receives a letter to return
home. While riding home he is shot by bandits.
The stranger fights off his assailants,
managing to recover the money. Believing
he is about to die, Ned persuades the stranger
to go to his parents, posing as their son. The
stranger reluctantly does this and arrives at
the ranch, where his identity is not questioned by the elder, but blind Hadley. “Sly”
Stevens is planning to steal Hadley’s claim
and would have succeded but for a blunder
in accusing the stranger, who has fallen in
love with Nell Hadley, of being an imposter.
The stranger is about to be hung, when the
real Ned Hadley appears and makes an explanation that ends all happily.
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Pep

The

of

News and Reviews
Julius

New

This series

is

in

addition

to

the

productions and the
There will be twelve subanimal plays.
Scripts for the
jects in the all-star series.
first two
which have well defined plots,
have already been prepared.
Afr. Stern also announces that in response

Baby Peggy

of Short Subjects

Ideas for Century Comedies

Julius Stern, president of Century Comedy Company, who has just returned from
a three months’ stay in Europe announces
that the plans for his company’s releases
through Universal for the coming season
include a series of all-star comedies in
which each of the actors will be a clever
featured player and each will have equal
special

to the demand for a new series of Century
beauties, his company is going to produce
comedies which will contain some of California’s most beautiful girls.
He has also
received many requests for more comedies
with the Century lions, but states he feels
that the new order of animals. Brownie,
the wonder dog, Maudie the temperamental

mule, and little Joe the monkey, are more
clever and give the audience more laughs,
and believes that the day of the comedy
past.
During his

lion

is

stay abroad, he contracted
for several trained animals from a big German menagerie. In addition he secured
two circus clowns and has a clever animal
trainer under contract.
Air. Stern states that he was impressed
by the fact while abroad that while the
European idea of farce would not take in
this country that our American comedies,
particularly the Baby Peggy pictures appeal
to their sense of humor. This little comedienne’s work is well received in England,
France and Germany. He was also impressed by the fact that 'while the foreign
comedies did not have the sparkle demanded
by American audiences, they did have carefully thought out plots and he intends to
follow some of these ideas without sacrificing rapid fire American humor.

Pathe List for November 5 Headed by
Third of **Our Gang*^ Comedy Series
Heading the

list
of Pathe releases for
of November 5 is “Our Gang’’ the
third of the series of two-reel “Our Gang’’
Comedies which appear to have struck a

week

popular chord with exhibitors and which
have been praised by the trade and daily
press.
The casts of these popular comedies consist almost entirely of boys of
various types from the “angel child’’ variety
to regular “holy terrors,’’ including Sunshine Sammy, Little Farina and a tough
little
three-year-old; also dogs, kittens,
ponies, etc. They are action comedies involving a riot of mischief.
.
The current Hal Roach '^iugle-reei comedy
-4s- “Shine ’Em Up’’ featuring Paul Parrott
who is seen as a bootblack who gets mixed
up shining two of his customers shoes, making one shoe black and one white. In the

Harry Lehrman

Aesop Film Fable, two elephants, a dog and
a mouse are used to point the moral “A
Friend in Need Is a Friend Indeed.”
The program also includes, the third
episode of “Speed” in which Charles Hutchison leaps from a high tower into a moat
and is riding on a wild freight car when
it plunges into a ravine; a single reel Harold Lloyd reissue “His Only Father” showing the star as a peanut fiend who finally
makes good. Then there is also a Pathe

Review, 180, showing more photographic
gems, how to make fire without heat and
other interesting items; Screen Snapshots
No. 12 with a large variety of stars including Lila Lee, Helen Jerome Eddy and
Rodolph Valentino. Two issues of Pathe
News and one of Topics of the Day complete the program.

Second Six
Carter DeHaven Comedies for F. B. O.
to Direct

Henrjf Lehrman, who has been directing
screen comedies for the past twelve years
and is one of the very best known directors
in this branch of the industry, has been

Making Fireless Heat
Very interesting and instructive, dealing with a subject which is very little
known to the average person, is a section of Pathe Review, 180, which is
It shows how,
titled, “Fireless Heat.”
the chemical union of water and unslacked lime produces enough heat to
fry an egg. There are also experiments
showing the enormous amount of heat
generated when sulphuric acid attacks
caustic soda and when the same acid
comes in contact with sugar and permanganate of potash. These experiments are both impressive and entertaining.

engaged to direct the remaining six tworeelers in the series of twelve Carter DeHaven comedies for F. B. O. release.
Air. Lehrman succeeds Alai St. Clair who
directed the first six, and was selected by
P. A. Powers to direct the series of “Fighting Blood” two-reelers based on H. C. Witwer’s stories, for F. B. O.
Carter DeHaven has returned to the
studio from a country-wide trip during
which he met hundreds of exhibitors, and
has already started to work on his first

comedy under Air. Lehrman. It
“The False Alarm” and promises

to be an

uproarous “fire” comedy, with

and

Air.

DeHaven in the leading roles.
Air. Lehrman is well known to

is

titled

Airs.

exhibitors
and the public because of his large number
of box-office successes, both short subjects
and features. One of his recent hits was
“Reported Alissing” starring Owen Aloore.
His experience dates back to the days of
Biograph ac'1 Imp, and Keystone. He also
directed the Lehrman Sunshine Comedies
and in 1917 had his own producing organization.

November

1922

4,

Program

the

Stem Returns from Europe
with

chance.

WORLD

and

Serials

Hamilton Finishes
Second Comedy
Lloyd Hamilton, whose new series of
Hamilton comedies for Educational release was started with “The Speeder,”
has finished his second picture of the
series.
It is “The Educator” and shows
the comedy situations and hardships
suffered by a new teacher in a peaceful
(?) town at the hands of his wild and
wooly class.

Ruth Hiatt is again Hamilton’s leading woman, portraying the only “angel”
in the town of Angelville. The cast also
includes Otto Fried and Orral HumHamilton’s “The Speeder” has
phrey.
attracted favorable attention at many
first-run showings in all parts of the
country.

NewComedy Company
Richmond Film Productions, Inc., a new
organization with Joseph A. Richmond as
president, G. B. Garrison as secretary and
treasurer,

and Harry

G.

Koch

as vice presi-

dent and attorney, has begun production in
a new studio at Stapleton, Staten Island,
N. Y., of a series of two-reel comedies
which will be distributed by Clark-Cornelius
Corporation. They will be produced at the

month.
Richmond, who

rate of one a

is a member of the
D. A., will direct, with Horace G.
Plympton at the camera. Edward Noulder
will be juvenile lead, and the cast includes
William Favers and Jenny Harris.
The
company has a thoroughly equipped,
modern studio, and production will be increased later. The comedies will be high

Air.
AI. P.

class.

Novel **Music Film
Harold Rodner, a well-known film salesman, has brought forth a novel short subject known as the “Alusic Film,” in which
the action on the screen is synchronized
with the musical accompaniment.
No
mechanism is used but it is said that it is
impossible for the orchestra to get out of
step with the film. It was praised by the
New York Times when shown at the
Rialto and has been booked for the Rivoli

and Criterion,
cuits.

It

was

also

Loew’s and Bim’s

directed

by

J.

‘‘Robbing ’Em
Is

cir-

F. Leventhal.

Good”

Montana’s Latest

Hunt Stromberg, producing the series of
two-reel comedies for Aletro starring Bull
Alontana is now cutting and titling one of
these subjects which is said to have been
made in secret. It is titled “Robbing ’Em
Good’ and will be ready for release in a
few weeks.

Air. Stromberg is particularly
enthusiastic over this comedy which is described as a burlesque on “Robin Hood.”
Bull
Alontana has completed another

comedy “Glad Rags” which was

to have
been the third of the series, but it has bee'n
held up on account of the timeliness of the
burlesque, because of the current showing
of the Douglas Fairbank’s picture.

November

4,
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Lists

Second Six Educationals,

November 26 has been

selected as the re-

second six Fox Educational Entertainments, “Old Spain,” “Pekin
Europe,” “Camphor,”
of
Ducks,” “Bits
“Bird Life,” and “The Runaway Dog.” It is
announced that each has a special appeal,
to the public and that they are such as

lease date for the

bring to the theatres the better class
each community.
What is claimed to be one of the most
entertaining single reels ever issued is
“The Runaway Dog,” a dramatic animal
story with no human beings in the cast.
The story deals with a puppy that gets
away from its mother, has an encounter
with a cat and then when the mother dog
starts after him, she catches her leash in
a chicken coop and the coop and chickens
The old dog
are dragged into the water.
rescues them as they near a waterfall, and
later rescues her errant son when he falls
into the water.

will
in

\

i

-

:

!

1

1

1
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“Old Spain” shows points of historic
terest in that country, a bull fight

in-

and many

women. “Pekin Ducks” is a halfshowing the largest duck farm in the
There are several special color
world.
“Bits of Europe” shows unusual
effects.
sights in London, Berlin, Monte Carlo,
Venice and Versailles.
“Camphor” is a half-reel said to throw
new light on its various uses. The scenes
showing the gathering of this substance
in Formosa it is stated were secured at

beautiful
reel
I

I

I

j

1

great risk as the territory is inhabited by
head hunters. It is said to be the first
picture taken in Formosa.
“Bird Life” showing camera studies of
birds unaccustomed to the photographers
They were secured by building
intrusion.
a blind and show them feeding and protecting the young. There is also included
the official picture of the National Audubon
Societies for the protection of wild birds
and animals, which should prove a drawing
card for the better class of patrons. There
are also scenes of the professor of the
University of Washington hanging over a
cliff collecting rare eggs.

Unique Tribute for
Pathe Serial
unusual tribute to the Ruth Roland
“The Timber Queen,” is contained
in a letter received by Pathe from I. E.
Runyon, manager of the Iris Theatre,
Beginning with the
Hutchinson, Kansas.
statement that he has been running two
serials a week for over five years, Mr.
Runyon says “I believe it is the best serial
It outranks
that has ever been produced.
them all in point of story, action, suspense
and thrills— best of all, it is getting the
money.” Every exhibitor should grab at
this serial and boost it to the limit.

An

serial,

:

(Garsson-Dramas

—Two

Here

'

j

i

j

!

!

I

;

I

I

i

I
I

I
I
I

two-reel featurettes
inspired by the well-known Nick Carter
detective stories that bids fair to win great
popularity, particularly at the neighborhood
Although but 2,000-foot length
houses.
subjects, each featurette is a complete production in itself with good scenic settings
plus dramatic value that contributes materially to the mysterious atmosphere that
Directorially,
the
pervades each story.
three subjects reviewed by this writer are
a credit to John J. Glavey, for they are well
done, with the mystery carried throughout
and not totally solved until the very end,
thus giving maximum entertainment value.
Because of the nature of the original Nick
Carter stories there is a temptation confronting the director; that is, to overdo
and complicate. But not so with the gentleman who presided over the directorial desTrue,
tinies of the three pictures reviewed.
the stories are introduced with a novelty
that prompts the query why many directors
could not follow suit and thereby save
thousands of superfluous footage by giving
the spectator a production that dwells with
the story concisely, minus the experiments
in the form of close-ups and what not.
But that’s neither here nor there.
Murray Garsson has a splendid series of
featurettes that should And a place on any
program. They’re not made for any particular audience, for its one outstanding
asset and box office quality is its superlative entertainment value. This value is due
to the rapid action, the good acting of Edmund Lowe as Nick Carter and Diana Allen
as his ward and assistant, the consistent
lighting and, last, but not least, the production given each picture.
For the young folks, Nick Carter should
prove a mop-up, while for the older ones
it should clean up bn its ability to hold attention undivided, entertain and at the same
time furnish a genuine treat in these days
when a fickle public is demanding the like
of “The Bat”, “The Cat and the Canary”
and “The Monster”. On any bill, the Nick
is

a

series

of

Grace,” showing Captain Rheba Crawford,
the Salvation Army, holding a street
meeting, stating that she is known in the
theatre district as the “vamp evangelist.”
What makes this doubly interesting is the
fact that Captain Crawford, while holding
just such a meeting as is pictured, was
arrested for blocking traffic on Broadway.
She was honorably discharged, and secured
the co-ope.ation of the police commissioner
for future meetings. A considerable amount
of space was given to the affair in the New
York papers and several theatres were
offered to her to hold Sunday afternoon
meetings. It is said that she accepted the
first one, Shubert’s “Inter Garden.”

of

New Lane Comedy
selected
has
release date for “The
Pirate,” the second of the series of tworeel comedies starring Lupino Lane, the
famous English pantomimist. It is said to

Corporation

Fox Film
November 8

as

be an unusually funny laugh-provoker with
many funny situations, in which the diminutive star takes ample advantage of the
opportunities offered to display his unique
talents.

—

Blue Blood and Red (Universal)
Bumps and Thumps (Fox)
Cabby, The (Universal)

(Educational-Comedy Two Reels)
This two-reeler released by Educational
is
a characteristic Jack White slapstick
comedy. There is a lot of sure-fire laugh
getters in this number and it should inamensely please audiences that like this

Choose Your Weapons (Educational)

type of production.

Elephant’s Trunk, The (Pathe)
Entertaining the Boss (F. B. O.)
Graphic, The (Educational)

much

IN THIS ISSUE

Reels)

Reviewed by Roger Ferri

Crawford
In the current issue of Educational’s new
screen magazine, “The Graphic,” is a novel
subject, “Vamping Broadway Into Ways of

“Blazes”

“Nick Carter Series”

'

87

Graphic Shows
Captain Rheba
Scheduled for Release November 26

Fox

!

—

WORLD

Blazes (Educational)

Hale and Hearty (Pathe)
Moonlight Sonata (Prizma)

New Mama

(C. B. C.)

Nick Carter Series (Garsson)
Our Gang (Pathe)
Pathe Review, 180 (Pathe)
Step Lively, Please (Fox)
Starland Review No. 14 (F. B. O.)
Shine ’Em Up (Pathe)
Such Is Life in Busy London (F. B. O.)
Screen Snapshots No. 12 (Pathe)

Carter pictures should prove a valuable
draw, for here is something that is absolutely new, diversifying and entertainingly
clever throughout.
“A Game of Craft” is the first release,
dealing with the rescue by Nick Carter of
a gullable young man from the influence and
clutches of a pair of crooks, a man and

woman. The second

is

“Unseen Foes”

in-

volving the mysterious murder of an aged
guest of a leading hotel. The solution of
this

mystery constitutes a remarkable piece

of novel

work

that will surprise
everybody. “The Spirit of Evil” is a mystery founded upon the psychic, a man dropping dead during a seance, the discovery of
a mysterious Hindu and the final running
down of a seemingly impossible clue. These
all contribute toward making “The Spirit
of Evil” the best two-reeler of the series.
The photography is good. Here’s a series
of featurettes that should help materially
in strengthening the increasing value of the
short subject.
Overlooking to book this
series

money

detective

like

is

in

— Roger

dumping your hard-earned

the treasury of your competitor.

Ferri.

Naturally there

is

not

of a plot, just enough to hang the
desired stunts and gags on. It involves a

penniless artist who has left his wife and
children, and a rival who seeks to win her
There are several novel pieces of
love.
business; one, which will make your audience wonder how it is done, shows some of
the comedians run over by a steam roller;
he is pressed down into the asphalt and sf*"eral automobiles roll over his face and body,
while a horse appears to step squarely on
his face. Another good and novel bit is the
scene where the artist in a burning room
stops to eat dinner, heating the coffee and
toasting bread by holding them over the
leaping flames. C. S. S.

’Em Up”

“Shine

— Comedy— One

(Pathe

Reel)

The clever gag used in the opening of
this comedy provokes an interest which is
fairly justified by what follows, although
is not up to the same standard of
originality.
Paul Parrott plays a shoeshiner.
His task proves rather too complicated for him and he gets mixed up while
taking care of two patrons at once. They

the rest

go

off

with one boot white and the other

black.
There is plenty of action in what
follows and the comedy as a whole would
appear to be a good investment. M. K.

—

“The Elephant’s Trunk”
(Pathe— Cartoon—One Reel)
In this Terry cartoon, in which the artist
illustrates the old adage that “a friend in

need
of

is

a friend indeed,” Fido

playful

comedy

elephants

and a pair

take the lead.

The

and more fleeting than
usual.
There is nothing that marks it as
an exceptional number, but it should go
well

— M.

is

where
K.

lighter

this

style

of

humor

is

liked.
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“The Cabby”
—

mule, that does a number of stunts, such
as placing a bomb in a tailor shop and recovering money for her master. Another
is

where

a

number

of kittens get into

(Prizma

— Drama— One

Star land Revue No. 14

Reel)

—

cash register and it starts racing down
the street, of course, starting a typical

chase. There is a good bit where a chap
goes into a tailor shop, gets a dress suit,
goes out on the street and gets married
and then returns the suit. C. S. S.

—

Screen Snapshots No. 12

—Magazine—One

Some

Reel)

most popular
of the screen, stage and art world are
Will Rogers,
featured in this number.
while on location during the making of “The
Legend of Sleepy Hollow;” Alaude George
on a shopping expedition; Helen Jerome
Eddy, starring in her own productions for
the first time; Neysa McMein, selecting the
winner of the bathing girl contest, and a
few short but vivid glimpses of Wallace
of

personalities

the

Reid, Lila Lee, May MacAvoy, Louise
Fazenda, Rodolph Valentino, Bill Hart and
others. Anyone will find entertainment in
this subject.
M. K.

—

“Blue Blood and Red”
(Universal-Drama

—Two

Reels)

the second of the series of tworeel “Timber Tales” distributed by UniverIt well mainsal starring Roy Stewart.
tains the good impression created by the
Not only is it high in entertainfirst issue.
ment value, with a good snappy story with
plenty of punch and action, but it is instructive as it shows how the big trees are
felled and ingenious devices used by the
lumbermen to make the giants of the forest
There is also
fall in the desired direction.
an indirect plea for conservation of the
second-growth timber, but it is all worked
This number
legitimately into the story.
involves an encounter between the fore-

This

is

man and

a

crooked superintendent result-

ing in thrilling chase and fight in mid-air
on a swaying scaffold. It should prove a
welcome addition to any program. C. S. S.

—

(One Reel)

Camera fans will enjoy the photographic
beauty of the mountain scenes in this. In
suggesting that the “pearls of the mountains” are their lakes, there is display of
art in the selection of scene and in the color
treatment that should appeal widely.
few
facts about “Grandpop,” a tortoise that is
three hundred years old, a demonstration
of various ways of getting heat without a
fire and several views of the Acropolis comprise the rest of the number.
worthwhile addition to any program. M. K.

A

—

A

(F. B.

“Choose Your Weapons”

cast of interesting children has been
directed with unusual appreciation of their
capabilities, in this third number of the
new Hal Roach series. The motive is light
and mischievous, with an undercurrent of
burlesque.
For instance, the leading lady
has a few big emotional moments, and her
triangular romance is treated with a mockseriousness that results in very enjoyable
entertainment. The children decide to do
something noble and with the aid of the

pony and mule save the heroine and her
mother from the threatened mortgage foreclosure. A number of highly amusing incidents are included and the trend as a whole
is decidedly entertaining.
M. K.

—

“Step Lively, Please”

—

(Fox Comedy Two Reels)
Chester and Charles Conklin are the lively
sponsors for the amusement in this Sunshine comedy.
The romance of a hJckdriver is the theme and the treatment is
slapstick, some of it familiar, some of it
new, but almost all of it effective. During
the course of his flirtation the driver’s cab
used by a notorious robber who deposits
his evil gains underneath the seat of the
cab.
The girl proves to be a detective in
search of this man and mistakes the cab
The horse, howdriver for the criminal.
ever, saves his master and brings the real
guilty man into the court-room just in
is

number and
AI.

K.

(Educational-Comedy Two Reels)
Romantic costume drama is burlesqued

in

two-reel Christie comedy distributed
by Educational. It is a timely number because of the prevalence at the present time
of a number of big feature productions of
the type which it satirizes. The picture is
well directed with elaborate sets and scenes
built on a feature scale.
It contains a lot
of laughs and should please the average
audience.
Bobby Vernon is the leading
player and his adventures take him to a
mythical European kingdom where he
rescues the princess, Charlotte Stevens. He
meets all sorts of comedy adventures, gets
into many scrapes and has some good
comedy fights. Eventually he finds out it
is
all a dream but meets in real life the
girl who was the princess of his imaginathis

tion.

— C.

S.

—

“Hale and Hearty”
(Pathe-Comedy

Is Life in

Snub Pollard is in the period when hoopskirts
were in vogue and when men also wore garments very different from today’s styles.
Snub’s rival was a champion football punter
and his exploits which are broadly burlesqued
furnish much of the comedy of this number
which contains quite a number of humorous
situations.
Snub cleverly outwits his rival for
the hand of Alarie Alosquini and the end of
the picture shows how he gets back at his rival
who is now suffering from gout and has lost

Reel)

is
treated in
Afayer’s characteristic
fashion with a number of characteristic
types and with pen drawings, cleverly executed, which dissolve into moving pictures.
It is an entertaining offering.
C. S. S.

—

— C.

S. S.

“Bumps and Thumps”
—

(Fox-Cartoon One Reel)
Mutt and Jeff cartoon without unusual
The trip in a motorcycle
merit or fault.
furnishes most of the excitement as well as
Halting for more gas,
the bumps and thuds.

A

Jeff achieves a miracle in color transformation
with his three passengers. This scene is the
high spot in the comedy which ends with a
prize fighter’s doing a few esthetic steps to the
tune of his wife’s dictates. AI. K.

—

“The Graphic”
—

(Educational-Magazine One Reel)
Bird lovers will be interested in the first
section of this screen magazine which
sanitarium in Atlanta at
a bird
sick song birds are cared for and
the ingenious means to make them sing
again.
Alanj'' spectators will be surprised
and interested to know that in New York
there are a number of titled Russian refugees who are making a living by humble
means as for instance a general conspicuous
the

in

Czar’s

regime

who now washes

shirts in a small laundry. Particularly timely

view of her recent arrest and exoneration
a charge of blocking traffic, are the
scenes showing Captain Rheba Crawford
in

on

of the Salvation Army, a beautiful girl said
to be known as the “vamp evangelist” conducting a religious meeting on Broadway.
Another section shows how a dancer keeps
her figure by exercises on the roof and
there is the usual clever section of drawings by Ollendorff. C. S. S.

—

“The New Mama”
C.-Comedy—Two Reels)

(C. B.

As usual with the Hallroom Boys

Following a previous number showing
life near London, this reel deals with the
very heart of the British metropolis. It is
a Hy Mayer Travelaugh, released by F. B.
O. and containing many interesting and several out of the ordinary views of that city.
It

Reel)

entire action of this single reel
Rolin comedy, distributed by Pathe and starring

Busy

London”
O.-Travelaugh — One

—One

Almost the

S.

“Such
(F. B.

Broadway musical play showing ballet
dancers in training and a vaudeville team
with pretty girls rehearsing. C. S. S.

shows
which

—

A

of the stage, this screen magazine issued
by F. B. O. is up to the standard of previous numbers from the point of interest.
Sir
Harry Lauder, the internationally
famous comedian is shown entertaining the
inmates of the hospital at Ward’s Island,
N. Y. Then there is a scene showing how
the costumes for Greenwich Village Follies
are selected, a scene from the Scotch play
“Hunky Dory,” Florence Easton of the
Aletropolitan Opera House at her home
with her family, a novelty number from a

Reels)

—

“Our Gang”
—Comedy—Two Reels)

—

—Two

the situation in which the star becomes involved.
He invites the boss to dinner and
finds that the gas and water have been cut
off, but ingeniously gets around this difficulty, however, when by chance he gets
hold of a basket of laundry and uses a table
cloth and a dress shirt only to find that the
basket belongs to the boss he gets into an
awful scrape and is fired. There is considerable entertainment in this number with
some clever situations, but it is not as
snappy as “Twin Husbands.” C. S. S.

(Pathe

time. This is a good program
in places is hilariouslj' funny.

O.-Comedy

Like the previous issues in this series of
Carter DeHaven comedies distributed by
F. B. O., this one depends for its humor on

Reel)

Following the policy of showing favorites

his “kick.”

“Entertaining the Boss”

Patbe Review No. 180

— One

B. O.-Magazine

(F.

This is an interesting and well-made production showing how Beethoven came to
compose his celebrated “Moonlight Sonata,”
by endeavoring to interpret for a blind girl
It is in
the beauties of an autumn night.
Prizma natural colors and as presented at
the Rivoli Theatre, New York, with the
orchestra playing the “Aloonlight Sonata,”
C. S. S.
it proved very effective.

a

(Pathe

,

“Moonlight Sonata”

(Universal-Comedy Two Reels)
There are several laughs in this Century
Comedy distributed by Universal and it is
well up to the standard maintained in this
brand of fun-makers. Much of the humor
is furnished by Maudie, the clever Century

stunt

November 4 1922

in the

series of two-reel comedies which C. B. C. is
distributing on the state right market, they
are in need of cash and in endeavoring to
replenish their funds meet with ludicrous
adventures. Sid Smith is featured as Percy
and George Williams appears as Ferdie.
After a ludicrous scene in which they attempt to get over a newly laid cement walk

without leaving footprints they answer an
ad for a man and wife to manage a summer
hotel.
All kinds of stunts occur and while
there

is

not

tion there are

much
some

originality'

in

sure-fire gags.

this

sec-

—C. S. S.

!
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PROJECTION
F.H.RICHARDSON

Sj)

We

Cassin,

Jack

Port

Huron,

Michigan,

writes:
like to have your help with regard
installation of two Power Six E Lamphouses.
I desire to connect them to a sixteen-inch
vent flue in center of ceiling of projection
room. A sixteen-inch exhaust fan is at upper end of vent flue, which is about six feet
from ceiling. I use slides, and am unable to
figure out any practical method of making
Any
the connection to meet this condition.
I will gladly pay
aid will be appreciated.

Would

to

any charge

in

connection therewith.

No Charge
You have
charge. Brother Cassin.
not given me the location of the vent flue
with relation to the vents in your lamphouses, but anyhow it is merely a matter
of a couple of loose elbows and a slip joint,
as per diagram.
One of the elbows may be at top of lampThe
house, or higher up, as you prefer.
slip joint can easily be made by any tinis, of course, the
smith. In the diagram
B B are joints made loosely
vent flue.
enough so that they will slip easily when
the pipe is moved by moving the lamphouse, with a slot cut in either side, with a
small bolt through to keep the upper pipe

No

—

A

have been unable to put on a good
received from you
the
showing
(date) because of the fact that
for

show with

Use Slip Joint

Notice' to All

P

RESSURE

on our columns

is

buckled over the projector aperit impossible to keep the picture in focus on the screen.
We ask that you make proper protest to
the producer of these films. That the trouble
is in the films is proven by the fact that
(name half a dozen productions run just
before and after which ran perfectly) ran
through our projectors perfectly.
Signed
the films

such

ture,

that published replies to questions

cannot be guaranteed under two

If quick action is
or three weeks.
desired remit four cents, stamps, and
we will send carbon copy of department reply as soon as written.

For special replies by mail on matter which, for any reason, cannot be
replied to
through our department
remit one dollar.

—

To the producer I would suggest the following letter
The Buckling Film Corporation.
Gentlemen: We have just run your
with very po'or results. The fault does not
lie in the production, as such, but in the
which “buckle” over the projector
films,
aperture, thus making it impossible to keep
the picture in focus on the screen.
That the fault lies in the films themselves
is conclusively proven by the fact that other
productions used prior to the one named
ran through our projectors perfectly.
This is unfair to both yourselves and to
us to you because we are unable to do justice to your production before our audiences, and to us because we were unable to
satisfy our audiences, and this has injured
our business instead of helping it by having
used the production named.
Will you, in your own interest, look into
this matter and remedy whatever is wrong,
as the trouble is not infrequently encountered lately and is a very serious one.
Signed

THE LENS CHART
Are You Working by “Guess” or Do
You Employ Up-to-Date Methods?
You demand that your employer keep
his equipment in good order and up to
date.
He owes it both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owa it to him
to keep abreast with the times in
knowledge and in your methods.
Tne lens chart (two in one. 11x17
on heavy paper for framing)
successful use by hundreds of
progressive projectionists.
“Don’t
guess.”
Do your work
RIGHT. Price, fifty cents, stamps.
World,
Address
Moving
Picture
either 516 Fifth Ave., New York City,
or 28 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago,
inches,

—

in

is

111 .

from sliding down.
The bolt rides on the upper edge of the
But if they consider the influence of my
books such that they can afford to use up
a whole page, which they pay very real
money for, telling what the book says about
the desirability of the use of the kind of
apparatus under consideration, certainly I
have the right to feel rather highly complimented.
Unless they were very much convinced
that the book had great influence they most
emphatically would not do such a thing as

Address this letter to personal attention
few
of the president of the corporation.
hundred such letters will probably start
something real quick.

A

Lens Chart Works
A. L. Fell, Projectionist, Collingwood
Theatre, Collingwood, New Jersey, orders
a

that

pipe rides on the bolt.
C is what is known
as a “slip joint.” It is nothing more or less
than one pipe made a bit smaller than the
other, the smaller one slipping into the
larger a foot or more.
The joint must be a loose one, so that it
will slip in and out to make up for any
change in length of the pipe when the lamphouse is moved. If intelligently constructed
I have
such a joint will work very well.
made them in steam pipes even, to take the

exnansion and contraction in long lines. A
stuffing box is added, in that case, of course.

Sincere Compliment
On

the back

cover page of the Moving

Picture World, September 30 issue, appears
an advertisement by one of the largest and
oldest projector manufacturers in the world.
It is almost entirely taken up with a cut
of the fourth edition of the handbook and
a quotation therefrom.
I take this as one
of the highest compliments ever paid my
books.
It is quite true that the company
did this in order to push a piece of equipment they are introducing.

handbook and remarks:

Want an autographed copy

if

possible.

Have lens chart. Find my screen
tion much improved since using it.

SLIP JOINT
For Lamp House Flue.
lower pipe and the lower edge of the upper

making

Film Buckees
Whiting H. Andrews, Pensacola, Florida,
makes following inquiry
Pictures come to us which have a decided
tendency to buckle. “The Pour Horsemen”
was very bad in this respect. Have tried
everything we could think of, but have been
unable to overcome it. If you know of anything to eliminate this trouble I would be
very glad indeed to know what it is.
Sorry, but I don’t. The trouble seems to
be in the film itself, and is, apparently, due
to a wrong procedure in the drying of same,
which causes the edges to shrink faster or
more than the center of the film. This latter is not made as a statement of fact, but
merely as the deduction drawn by several

who

have

examined

films

showing

the

trouble.
all others who enbuckling trouble to make
the
the facts in the case known at the office of
the producer of the production, setting forth
the fact that the trouble certainly lies in the
film itself, since only certain productions give
the trouble, while others, and by far the
greater number, run through your projectors
suggest the following
I would
perfectly.
form of letter to the exchange
I

would advise you and

counter

:

illuminaA good,

with no dark corners or spots.
Have two Powers projectors and a Hallberg motor generator set, pulling fifty amperes. Use % positive, with 11-32 Silver Tip
Center of condenser to aperture
negative.
clear field

is

17 inches.
7V2 collector

and 6% converging lens,
spaced 1-16 of an inch apart. Projection lens

Use

E. F.
One
125-foot projection distance.
don’t like is the motor generator
thing
located in the projection room, but there is
an adjoining room and it will soon “move in.”
is

71/2

Have a
I

read our department
very helpful. Have
who did not need help,
name and work is not
I wish yourself
over.
I

it

much

success.

every week and find
seen only one man

up to date, and his
worth wasting ink
and the department

—

—

in fact, should now have
will get
your autographed copy. Let me know what
you think of it. You either have made one
mistake or have expressed yourself wrongly, probably the latter.
You say you have a T/z collector and a
converging lens. It should be just the

You

reverse.

The

difference

is

that the 6 j/2

should be next the light (collector lens)
because it will send forward a more nearly
parallel beam than will a lYx lens.
Glad you find the department helpful and
believe

same.

you

will

find

the

new book

the

—
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Congratulations

My

to antiquated

however.
reason for printing a few of them is
to show you that those who have paid the
six dollars feel they have full value. I want
YOU to have the book, NOT merely because
of the sale involved, but BECAUSE YOU
NEED IT and your having it will be for your
own personal good, the good of the profession and the good of the motion picture innot,

dustry.
Believe me or not, as you wil, but nothing
would or could make me happier than had I
the ability to give you every one a copy of
the book without money and without price.
I have worked so long and so very hard to
improve that which I regard as one of the
very foundation stones of the industry (projection) that it has become almost a part of

my

life.

Power Co. Buys
The Nicholas Power Company, manufacturers of the Powers projector, through its
president, Edward Earle, has ordered twelve
copies of the new handbook, pa 3'ing the full
six dollars per copy, one for each of the
heads of its various departments.
This I think you will all agree is a very
high compliment to the worth of the book
itself.
Certainly in these times of financial
stringency, when business men all over the
world are watching expenditures very carefully and limiting them pretty closely to
actual necessities, a company such as this,
which has been in the projector manufacturing business pretty nearly ever since the
beginning of the business, would not buy a
rather expensive book for each of its department heads unless it was well convinced
that it would pay to do it that the actual
was in the book.
And if this is the view of a projector
manufacturer, who has many sources of

—

VALUE

knowledge

available,

what should be your

view, Mr. Projectionist and Theatre ManThe several question marks
ager ? ? ? ?
mean that you should ask yourself that
question several times.
And right here let me say that because you
have the third edition is no reason why you
should not get or do not need the new book.
The third edition was a good book IN ITS
DAY, but its day is done. Every one of you
who bought the third edition said it was
Well, by compariwell worth the money.
son, the fourth edition is easily worth five
times as much as was the third, and mind
BLUFF or selling talk either.
you that is

NO

but which

UpoivtLe sound joundotion of

PERf ECT PROJECTIC^S
Rosts Picture Success
Re sts Theater Success
RestsyOU R Success

Something
Recently

‘

'

Combination

The Nicholas Power Company have seen
fit to use
up fully two-thirds of their advertising space on the back cover of September issue of the Moving Pictube World
(and I am told they used a like portion of
their advertising space in the News the same
way that week) in publishing a picture of
the new handbook and a quotation from
page 802 thereof, with regard to the inadvisability of using the stereopticon attachment on a motion picture projector and the
advisability of using a dissolving stereop-

ticon.

What

I

said

in

the

handbook was

said

only after very careful consideration. I believe it will be well to set the matter forth
in this department.
The use of a stereopticon attachment on a
motion picture projector is distinctly bad
practice, if for no other reason than that
the slide carrier reduces the light available
to the spot by twenty-eight (28) per cent,
and if the condition be such that the projection lens is able to pick up the entire light
beam from the unobstructed face of the
converging lens, then the slide carrier will
decrease the screen illumination by twentyeight (28) per cent.

Not the Only Reason
not the only reason why a comprojector is objectionable.
The
amperage used for motion picture projection is usually several times that either required or desired for stereopticon work, and
the resultant heat is such that it is impractical to leave a slide in the stereopticon attachment for more than a very few seconds,
unless we want it broken.
As between the single and dissolving stereopticon the latter is much to be preferred,
for two reasons, viz.; the projectionist must
be very, very careful in placing a slide in
the carrier of a single stereopticon or he
will “jiggle” the carrier, which will cause
the slide in the other side of the carrier, then
in process of being projected, to move, and
the picture on the screen to move, which is
a very bad effect indeed. Looks to an audience like precisely what it is, viz.: s’oppy
work. This of course cannot happen with
a dissolver. Then, too, the dissolving of one
scene into the next is a very much more
pleasing effect than it is possible to get with
a single stereopticon.
The motion picture theatre is no longer
in the kindergarten stage.
It is no longer
a question as to whether it is merely a fad.

But

this is

bination

I

New

paid

bell said he had tried it out and had obtained
a very good picture in Loew’s State Theatre
with less than twenty-five amperes of current, and Loew’s State is a big house with a
big picture.

ITOCEI692-CHMJ4ERS PUB. CO.-5I6 FIFTH

A Bad

not capa-

Mike Campbell, Chief
Projectionist for Marcus Loew Theatres, a
visit at his office in the American Theatre
Building, New York City. While there he
showed me a new German arc lamp. Camp-

H^^OKSDK/PRqECTI^
Qan maf

is

those who grudge no reasonable outlay for
equipment and its efficient operation, so long
as the added cost adds to the beauty of screen
results, hence to the value of their “.show”
and the pulling power of their box office
will “live” in the business and will wax prosperous in the days to come.

RICHXRDSdN’S

My

methods and equipment which

in first cost,

ble of giving 100 per cent results upon the
screen will inevitably put themselves out of
the business which their methods prove them
to neither understand or be suited to, while

PERfECTT PROJECTTION

expectations.
In closing I again want to tender my sincere congratulations for your great work in
making the BLUE BOOK OP PROJECTION

is

cheap

is

my

unnecessary.
I do not
print such letters from personal preference.
True, I appreciate them very greatly, because as I have said when one has labored
hard to produce 100 per cent value, one
likes to know his work is approved.
But
printing them LOOKS like pure vanity. It

tired of
to what

“live,”

all things allied thereto in a wonderfully
complete manner.
I do not hesitate to say that any man who
desires to become a real projectionist should
read the book from cover to cover, and then
study it.
The book should and will be a great help
to all small town men.
It certainly will be
to me. This is no snap judgment. I have had
plenty of time to read, and to some extent
to study the book, and it comes fully up to

Comment seems

1922

exhibitors will “die” and what ones will
insofar as concerns their connection
with the business.
answer to that is that those who stick

Carlisle M. Anglemire, Projectionist, 44
South Main street, Nazareth, Pa., has his
new “Blue Book of Projection,” and says.
Dear Mr. Richardson: I desire to congratulate you upon the fine work you have
done in creating the BLUE BOOK OP PROJECTION, meaning by that the new handbook. It certainly does treat projection and

possible.

when the people are
now merely a question as

will die

It is

it.

4,

I

examined the lamp and expressed skepIt was a very lightly built affair

ticism.

seemingly absurdly so. The negative carbon
not even clamped in with a screw, but
merely poked in under a flat spring.

was
was
The
and

crater faced back, away from the screen,
the light was picked up by a curved
mirror five and one-half inches in diameter
and sent forward to the spot. The negative
carbon came through a hole in the mirror.
Mr. Provonski, who had brought the
lamp to the United States, and who proposes
to import them, was present, and he and
Campbell offered to “prove it to me” by a
demonstration in the State Theatre the fol-

lowing midnight.
After the show was finished the lamp
mounted, in series with an ammeter.
of the high intensity lamphouses was
moved from one of the other projectors
a

regular arc put

in

its

place,

so

was

One
re-

and

that a

comparison of results could be made. And
this was the result:
The German lamp gave a really excellent
picture, covering the entire surface of the
alternated with the other
State screen.
projector having the ordinary arc and at
seventj'-five amperes it gave a distinctly
less brilliant picture than did the German
lamp at 24 amperes. I examined the angle
of crater of the ordinary arc and the size of
the spot. They were both O. K.
At first I was at loss to know what the
answer to such a truly remarkable thing
might be, but after thinking it over for a

We

day or two. it became plain. You know the
condenser is enormously wasteful.
It has
even been claimed that as much as 70 per
cent of the light is absorbed or lost in the
condenser. In other words, the light measured at 200 c. p. at the face of the collector
lens only

showed

converging

60

c.

p. at

the face of the

Also its quality is altered.
There is no condenser in the German lamp
optical train, but merely a thin reflector,
which should not cause a loss to exceed
lens.

three (3) per cent of the total light; also
the light is much more white and brilliant
than after passing through a condenser.
But another equation enters, viz.: the spot
is very hot
much more so than with the
arc. Just to what extent this will prove objectionable remains to be seen. The officials
who will pass upon the lamp will have to

—

answer

that.

Mike Campbell

will handle the lamp in
country. Don’t get excited, however.
Maybe
is not yet ready for the market.
never will be. One can never tell.

this
It
it

.

November
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CURRENT AND ADVANCE FILM RELEASES
Together with Index to Reviews and Consensus of Trade Paper Criticisms.

AMERICAN RELEASING
Review
r»n of the Big

Curwood Prod
Nanuet Prod
Finis Fox Prod

Snows

The Hidden Woman
Men’s Law and God’s
The Three Buckaroos
The Mohican’s Daughter.
The Great Alone
Me and My Gal
The Amazing Lovers
The Proof of Innocence
The Trail of the Axe
Man and Woman
Fools of

Aug.
Aug.

12
12

Balshofer Prod
V. Taylor Prod. Sept. 30
Monroe Salisbury ...; June 24
Welsh-Pearson Prod.Aug. 26
Jans Prod
Louise DuPre
Qct. 21
Dustin Farnum
Oct. 7
Jans Prod
Dolores Cassinelli
Russell Simpson

Fortune

Aug.

Dirigi Prod
Davis-Chaudet
Frothingham
hie Woman He Loved
ueen of the Moulin Rouge. Pyramid Prod
George Behan
?he Sign of the Rose

Timothy’s Quest
of

4,549
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,912
5,433
6,000
4,800
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,609
5,000
5,609
6,000
6,701
6,200
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
4,666
5,000

Sept. 2
Sept. 16

...S. E.

The Challenge

Fool’s

Footage

Consensus

July

1

19

Sept. 23

Fortune

Sept.

Aug.
Aug.

Pyramid

When the Desert Calls
Man and Woman
The Challenge

....Sept. 30

16
19
5

*

Aug

26

Jans
Dolores Cassinelli

The Pillagers
The House of Solomon
Flapper Love
Bluebird Jr
The Other Side
The Deerslayer
Vt the Cross Roads

Mary Anderson
Hugh Dierker

......Oct. 14

^

Sacramento Prod
Seena Owen
Chester Bennett
Martin Johnson .

Alaska
Jungle Adventures
Belle of

Country ana

jod’s

me

Why Not Now
Follow Me
The Janitor’s
But a Butler
Fresh Paint

Neva Gerber
Roy Stewart
Law. Curwood Story
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons

Oct. 21

4,505
5,000
5,332
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
4,622
5,785
4,995
4564

July 29

July 15

Wife

Hands Up
The Star Reporter

Billie

Rhodes

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

26
19
19
Sept. 16

Roy Stewart
Neva Gerber

Motion to Adjourn
The Price of Youth
Two-Fisted Jefferson

Jack

Hoxie

Consensus

July

8

Mary Miles Minter..July

1

July 22
July 8
July 22

While Satan Sleeps
South of Suva

Jack Holt

The Top of New York
The Man Unconquerable

May McAvoy

July 1
July 29

Jack Holt
Ethel Clayton

5
15
12

Aug.
Aug.

You Believe It, It’s So. ..Thomas Meighan
July 22
Marion Davies
Aug. 12
Mysteries of India
Mia May
Aug. 5
Blood and Sand
Rodolph Valentino.... Aug. 19
Nice People
DeMille Prod
Aug. 26
..Gloria Swanson
Her Gilded Cage
Aug. 12
The Valley of Silent Men.. Cosmopolitan
Sept. 9
Burning Sands
Milford Prod
Sept. 16
Pink Gods
Bebe Daniels
Oct. 7
Manslaughter
DeMille
Sept. .30
Missing Millions
Alice Brady
Sept. 30

Aug.

26

May

Borderland

Mia May
Agnes Ayres

Aug.

The Dictator
The Bonded Woman

Wallace Reid
Betty Compson

Aug.

July

Special
...May 27 ..
.Florence Vidor ... ...July a ...
Louise Lorraine... ...July 8 ...

.

. .

Mermaid
Mermaid
Mermaid

^^nerville Trials
The One Man Reunion
/V Scandal in Bohemia
'The Noble Bachelor
One OT Cat
Toonerville Topics
:The First Barber
nie Empty House

Toonerville

...Aug. 12

...

..

...

. . .

When Knighthood Was
Flower

4,377
5,200

^kout

Below
Ine Copper Beeches
The Drifters

mrchy

8

Nut Sunday

lThe Yellow Face
reasure Bound
?OTchy’s Feud
jXhat Son of a Shiek
'Pardon M^ Glove

*

BtSff T®*'

Romance

|The Devilish
T

'

Dragon
Stiff

Tony Sarg
Sherlock Holmes

Mermaid
Sherlock Holmes

Bruce
Johnny Hines

^

lire'®?.

•

j

San Pedro

School
the Skipper’s Sermon

'if'

®®3st....
Solitary Cyclist
|Ucean Swells
The First Flivver

mu"
'the

V

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

5

26
26
26
26
19
19

Sherlock Holmes

Mermaid
Johnny Hines
Christie
Christie

Campbell
Tony Sarg
Hamilton
Bruce
Christie

tiger

1,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
2.000
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2 000
2,000
1,000

Sherlock Holmes
Sherlock Holmes ....July 29
Toonerville

Drama
Comedy
Drama
Toonerville Comedy..

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

16

9
23

9

Sept. 23
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 14
Oct. 14

Louis Shuman
Oct. 21
Sherlock Holmes ....Oct. 28
Christie

Tony Sarg

Oct. 28
Oct. 28

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
'Si'

The
'

"j’

«?'

Woman Who Walked

Alone

6909

Oct. 21

the High Seas
The Ghost Breaker

Clarence

7,518

in

Marion Davies
Dorothy Dalton
Wallace Reid
Wallace Reid

On

Sept. 30
Oct. 14
Sept. 23
Oct. 28

.June
.June

..11,618
5,050
5,130
6,146

Oct. 21

Agnes Ayres
Campson-Moore

June
June

17

Dorothy Dalton

June

17

10

...July 15

June

24

4,592
6.837

June

24

5,947

10 ...... July 15 ...
24 . ......Aug. 12....

July 8
.July 1
.July 15
July 22
__
.

The Fatal Marriage
My Dad
In the

Name

Up and

of the

Reissue
Johnnie

Law

Walke

Special

.

May

’Em
The Wreckage

Doris

Colleen of the Pines

Jane Novak ...
Harry Carey ..

at

.Sept.
Sept. 9

5700
4970
4537

...

...
......

July 29

....

5600
6126

..

4738

... ....

.

...

Special

The Kick-Back

Their First Vacation
Carter DeHave
Such Is Life at a Dutch
County Fair
Travelaugh ...
Hound of the Baskervilles

..July 15

..

..Aug.

..

.

.

5

Sept. 23

.Oct.

soon

.

Sept. 30

.

...Oct. 28

.

... 4,900

7 ...

Sept. 30
.Oct. 14
.Oct. 28
.

...

.

...
...

1.000
2,000
5,955

FIRST NATIONAL
The Primitive Lover
Sonny

Constance Talmadge.May 27
Rich. Barthelmess. June 3
York....Sennett Prod
June 3
One Gear Call
Stahl Prod
June 10
His Wife’s Relations
Buster Keaton
May 6
Domestic Relations
Kath. MacDonald.... June 17
Fool’s First
Neilan Prod
July 8
The Half Breed
Morosco Prod
July 1
Crossroads of

Bruce
Cartoon

M9\
7,062
9,061
5,870
7,177
7,696
6,095

Above the Law
The Old Homestead
All-Star
Oct. 14
The Face in the Fog
Lionel Barrymore.... Oct. 21
The Cowboy and the Lady
To Have and to Hold

6,344
4,932

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP,
Twice a Week

6,634
3,805
6,675
4,639
5,148
5,795
4,905
5,257
5,486
5,221
5,000
6,764
6,744
7,505
7,235
6,244
6,249

The Young Diana

Leah Baird

Kinograms

6

If

.

'Danger
Poor Boy
Rapid Fire

Aug.
...Aug.

6

August

Twin Husbands
De Haven
Such Is Life in Amsterdam
Pop Tuttle’s Qever Catch.. Dan Mason ....
If I Were Queen
Ethel Clayton

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Harold Lloyd
Florence Vidor
Leah Baird

Aug.

5
19
5
26
12

For the Defense
The Greatest Truth

Footage

July 8

FILM BOOKING OFFICE OF AMERICA

ARROW
Impulse
One-Eighth Apache

Review
June 24
Aug. 19

Our Leading Citizen
Thomas Meighan
The Eyes of the Mummy... Pola Negri

Slippery

.

New

McGee

June
June
June

.

17
17
17
8

6,172
6,900
6,292
7,450

July 29

5,192
5,773
5,484
6,000
4,716

July

2,000'

July 29

Morosco Prod

Smudge

Ray
Ray

Charles
Charles

Alias Julius Caesar

July 15

Bellboy 13

Loma Doone
The Man Who

Maurice 'Tourneur.. ..Oc.

21

6,083

Smiled

6 000

Pawned
Hurricane’s Gal

The Masquerader
Heroes and Husbands
Rose of the Sea
East Is West
The Light in the Dark

Ma

and Pa
Skin Deep

Dorothy Phillips

Aug.
Guy Bates Post
Aug.
Katherine MacDonald. Aug.
Anita Stewart
Aug.

5
26
26
19

6^000
7,944
t’sSS
5,460
6.037
7,737
7,500

Sept. 2

Constance Talmadge.Sept. 9

Sept. 23

Hope Hampton

Oct.

Sept. 9
....Sept. 9
Sept. 30
Comedy
Oct. 7
Richard Barthelmess. Oct. 21
Norma Talmadge
Sept. 23
Buster Keaton
Oct. 28

7

Sennett Comedy
Ince Prod

Home-Made Movies
The Bond Boy
The Eternal Flame
The Electric House

2000
6,500
2,000
6,902
7,453
2,231

O'et. 21

FOX FILM CORP.
A

Self-Made

Man

Safe in the Safe
Trooper O’Neil
Thrills and Spills

The Eskimo
Ancient Rome
Riding the Goat
Water Sports
Lights of New York
My Friend the Devil
The Fast Mai!

The New Teacher
Court Plastered
Falls

Ahead

William Russel!

.

1

June
Tune

3

...

3

...

—

July 22

Tune
June

Tom Mix

24

July 29

Educational
Clyde Cook ....
Fox Educational
Fox Cartoon ...
Fox Educational
Special
Special
Special
Shirley

April

.

.
.

.

.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

..Oct.

23
23
23
23
23

28

.July 15

Mason

Mutt and
Mutt and

.

..

.

.

,

... ....

9,828
....11,500
... 8,275

..

.

..
.

.
.

.
.

..

...

.Aug. 5 ...
Jeff
.Aug.
Aug. 12...
12
(Continued on following page)
Jeff..

5

. .

.Auff. 5 ...

.

Aug.

...July 15

....

..

4.900

WORLD
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November

(Continued from preceding page)

Consensus

Footage

.Tom Mix

5,223

Charles Jones

.

....

Aug.

26 ...

....Aug.

19 ...

.Al St. John

.Lupino Lane
.William Russell
.John Gilbert
.Dustin Farnum

Educational
Little Child Shall

12
2
2
9

William Farnum ....Sept.
Kids
Sept.

Moonshine Valley
Pair of Aces

A

A

Aug.

L.ee

^pt.

Series

Special

Do and Dare
John Gilbert.

In Calvert’s Valley

Yosemite Trail

Youth Must Have Love
Dandy Dan
The Pirate
Red Hot

Mason

Shirley

Lupino Lane
Cartoon
Lee Kids
Cartoon
William Russell
Cartoon Comedy
Sunshine Comedy

Kids and Skids

The Fallen Archers
Mixed Faces
Cold Turkey
The Tin Broncho
The City Chap
Lazy Bones

John
Clyde Cook
Lee Kids
Sunshine
Sunshine
Al.

Double Trouble
Splitting Hairs

Puppy Love

St.

Sept. 30

Sept. 16
Oct. 7
.Oct.
21
'
Sept. 30
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 14
....Oct. 14
....Oct. 14
Oct. 21

4,468
S,619
2,000
1000

Sept. 30

8,361
4,744
4,735

Oct. 28
Oct. 21

4,368
2,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
4,400
1,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

Oct. 28

GOLDWYN
Will Rogers
A Poor Relation
His Back Against the Wall. Special
Head Over Heels
Mr. Barnes of New York... Tom Moore
Yellow Men and Gold
Golden Dreams
Sport Film
Centaurs of the Field
Sport Film
Winter Pep
Helene Chadwick
The Dust Flower
Betty Compson
Always the Woman
Sport Film
A Rex Beach Week-End
Sport Film
Taking the Air
Sport Film
By-W’ay Champions
Fore
Hook, Line and Sinker
Split Seconds
Playing the Game

April 22
July 22

April 15

June

—

10

May
May

6
20

June
June

10
17

July 15
July 22

May

20

July

15

.July

1

June

24

Aug.
Aug.

5
12

4,669

4,^0
4,500
4,804
5,224
4,618
1,000
1,000
5,651
5.450
1,000
1,000
1,000

.June 24

..

Aug. 12
June 24

...

3.000
.

Sept. 30

.

.Mabel Baffin

July

.July 29

Colleen Moore
Will Rogers

Affinities

8

.Aug.

•

6,0,50

5,200
5,700
6.000

...

26

..

7ct. 28

Brown

Viola Dana
.Bert Lytell

Dana

.Viola

.Foreign Film

Gareth Hughes
.Rex Ingram Prod

Mae Murray

•

.

Burston Prod

.Bert Lytell

.June
Tune
June
Tune
.

.

,

May
May

Mae Murray
Dana

Viola

...

Trifling Women
Youth to Youth

10

.

10

.

Aug.
Aug.

.

.

26
19

Sept. 30

1

..

....

. .
.

4,706
4,800
6,000
6,000
4,800
10.467
7,940

..
..
.

Sept. 23 .
....Oct. 21...

...
.

.

.

.

5,000
3.000
6,000
7,227

Oct. 7 ....
14 ....
.Oct. 28
.Oct. 28

Dove
Montana

Billie

.Bull

.Eskimo Film

.June 24
.Charles Hutchison..,
.Issued

...July

. .

1

..

6000

Weekly

.Twice a

Week

.Ruth Roland Serial..
.Cartoon Fable
.Aug.
Lloyd Reissue

26...

.

.Lloyd Reissue
.Lloyd Reissue

.Aug.

Aug.

.

19
19

.

.

.

.

Tracks
Sunshine Harbor

.

5000
5000

7
7

....Oct. 21

30

5,483

5905
4331

9
19

Noble Johnson
Margaret Beecber

Aug. 12

Oct.

June

July 8

17

7

5,106

M56
4300

SELZNICK
A Woman

No Importance.English Film

of

E. Hammerstein
Channing of the Northwest. Eugene O’Brien
John Smith
Eugene O’Brien
Under Oath
E.
Hammerstein

June
June
June

Evidence

Two

News

Love

an Awful Thing.... Owen Moore

Is

July

17

24

.

Tune

8

....J»fy

June

17
10

5000
4622
4725
6000

1

24

July 22

Aug. 26

5,175

Week

Selznick

a

1000

Oct. 7

Sept. 16

6,500

UNITED ARTISTS
The Three Musketeers

Douglas Fairbanks.

Little Lord Fauntleroy
The Doll’s House

Mary Pickford
Nazimova
Rex Beach Prod

Lady

Who

Robin Hood

..Sept.

Sept. 24
Oct. 8

10

Oct. 1
Feb. 25
Apr. 1
Oct. 7

Played God. Geo. Arliss
Douglas Fairbanks ..Oct.

Mar.

9^

4

5500
7000

Apr. 22
Oct. 28

5,855
10,000

28

UNIVERSAL
Adventures of Robinson
Crusoe
Human Hearts
The Storm

Harry Myers
House Peters
House Peters

Serial..

Gladys Brockwell

The Gypsy Trail
The Galloping Kid
Young Ideas
In the Days of Buffalo
Foolish Lives
The Soul Herder
Caught Bluffing
Off the Earth

17

Aug.

Aug.

5 ....

July

8

6350
7400

..

Sept. 23
Sept. 23

26

Roy Atwell
Lee Moran

Romeo

Tracked Down
Matinee Idles
Sure Shot Morgan
Cured

June

July 22
July 1
Wm. Desmond Serial. July 8
Herbert Rawlinson ...Aug. 26

Yukon

Perils of the

5,138
5!o00
logg
2OOO
2OOO
jooo
2000
2OOO

Art Acord
Neely Edwards
Special

'.

Queenie
Art Acord
Hoot Gibson
Roy Atwell
Bill. Art Acord-Serial
Lee Moran
Harry Carey
Frank Mayo
Neely Edwprds
Brownie
Jack Mulhall
Gladys Walton

Frank Mayo
Lewis Sargent
Roy Stewart
Serial

2CXX)

Sept. 16

2OOO

Sept. 23

....Oct.

7

Oct.
Oct.

7

5,000
joqq

Sept. 30

2000

XWO

.

&pt. 9
Sept. 30

'.

21..'.'..’.'.'.'

4.6Z!
4,787

1000
Oct.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

21

2,000

30
7
7
7

Jack Mulhall

Comedy
*Ceely

Some Family
The Wrong Man

Edwards
Lee Moran
Harry Carey

Oct. 14
Oct. 14

A

Comedy

Oct. 7
Oct. 21

Kickin’ Fool

4,783

1000

His First Job

Dean

7

3M0

Love Drops

Gladys Walton
All Star
Priscilla

Oct.

Sept. 2

The Girl Who Ran Wild
The Long Chance
Under Two Flags
White and Yellow

2000

Se’rial

Oct. 28
4,506
Oct. 28..!.!!.!! 4,331
Oct. 28
7.407

7

2.000

7

1,000
1,000

2.000
2.000
2.000
1.000
2.000
2.000
4.857
1.000
2.000
2.000
5.398
4.46.’

2.000
2.000

VITAGRAPH
.French Prod
.Special

....July

.Corinne

The Angel
2.000
1.000

of

Crooked
.Alice

Calhoun

(Continued on following page)

I

...Aug. 12

Griffith...

.Earle Williams
...June 24
.Antonio Moreno...

.

.

2,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
1,000

.

.

.

1,'flO

Lewis Sargent
Johnny Fox and Edna
Gregory
Oct. 21
King of the Greeks
Jack Mulhall
The Lone Hand
Hoot Gibson
Oct. 21
Doing ’em Good
Neely Edwards
Oct. .S
Wedding Pumps
Brownie
Oct. 2^
Rustlers of the Redwoods. Roy Stewart
.Jewel
The Kentucky Derby
Oct. 28
Wolf Law
Frank Mayo
Oct. 28
The Cabby
Century
Harry Carey
A 44-Caliber Mystery

.

.

1,000
1,000

Came

Once to Every Boy
The Fresh Kid

..
.

.Paul Parrott
.Cartoon Comedy
.Aug. 26 ..
.Lloyd Reissue
.Johnny Jones
.Aug. 26 ..
.Paul Parrott
Sept. 23
.Cartoon Fable
.Sept. 2 ...
.Lloyd Reissue
.Leo Maloney
Sept. 2 ...
.Cartoon Fable
Sept. 23
JJoyd Reissue
.Children
.Aug. 19 ..
.Cartoon Fable
.Leo Maloney
Sept. 23
.Lloyd Reissue
.Snub Pollard
.Aug. 19 ..
Cartoon Fable
Sept. 30
.Lloyd Reissue
Paul Parrott
.Sept. 9 ...
.Paul Parrott
.Sept. 9 ...
.Charles Hutchinson....Sept. 23
.Paul Parrott
.Sept. 23
.

Wyndham

Confidence
His First Job
Giants of the Open
The Radio King

PATHE

W'et Weather

Reginald

The Radio Hound
White and Yellow
Top o’ the Morning

.Rex Ingram Prod... .Oct.
.

2,000

28
28
28
28

Miller Prod.... Oct.
Warde
Oct.
Standing .Sept.
Ross Prod
Sept.
Mollie King
Aug.

Face to Face

The Island of Doubt
Through the Storm
Her Majesty
The Woman Who
Back

Hickville’s
.

..

.

17
...July
13 ...

6
April 29
.July 29
..July 29
.

...July 29
....July 15

..

3

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Paul Terry

The Wall Nut

.Bull Montana
.Clara K. Young

June Madness

Leo Maloney

Don’t Shoot
Paid Back

METRO
Sherlock

14
14
Oct. 21
Oct. 21
Oct. 21
Oct. 21

Paul Parrott
Will Rogers

1,000

Castle

700
2,000

Oct
Oct

News-Special
Paul Parrott
Cartoon
Paul Parrott
Johnny Jones
Lloyd Reissue
Lloyd Reissue

5„3nn

—

Series
.Irene

2,000

.

.Series

Slim Shoulders
Married People

7
7
7

PLAYGOERS PICTURES

The Man

Adams-McKim

700
1,000
2,tW>
2,000
1,000

30
30

Oct. 14
Oct. 14

Snub Pollard
Leo Maloney

The Man She Brought Back.Chas.

Fair

.Mary Astor

Cartoon Comedy

Chop Suey & Co
The Rajah
The Bar-Cross War
The Golf Bug
The Ropin Fool
Henpecked Harry

I.O^JO

1,000
1,000

Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct,
Oct.

Cartoon

Shiver and Shake
Broadcasting

1,000
1,000

Comedy

Smyrna on Fire
Out on Bail
The Romantic Mouse

Footsge

Sept. 30

Comedy

Never Touched Me
Two of a Trade
The Old Sea Dog
Rough Going

1922

Sept. 30

Parrott

Fire Fighters
The Hated Rivals

1,0<)0

HODKINSON
Hope

Paul Parrott
Lloyd Reissue
Cartoon
Lloyd Reissue
Leo Maloney

—

....

...

Lead

Them

Face the Camera
At the Old Stage Door
The Big Flood
Pay Your Dues
Deputized
For Rent Haunted
The Upper-cut

..

..

Consensu*

Revierw

Review

4,

.

.....\pr.

22

...
.... ...
...
....

.5601

7650
4867

WORLD
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Review
Duncan..

William

Corinne Griffith
Alice Calhoun
Larry Semon

4600
.... 5068
5249
.......July 29 .... . . .
...
.... 4523
.... 2000
2000
.. Oct.
7 .... ... 4,950
.... 5000

..July
..July

1

.

1

Semon

•Larry

Golf

Footage
....

Special

Divorce Coupons

Consensus

.Alice Calhoun
.Alice Calhoun

The Cub Reporter
Smiling Jim

Richard Talmadge.
Franklyn Farnum

Deserted at the Altar
Texas
Lucky Thirteen
Wildcat Jordon

Special

....

...

D.
One Exciting Night.

4,975

MISCELLANEOUS
Lady Diana Manners. May

M.

May

W. FILM CORPORATION

20

7730

Bending the Twig
Some Wild Babies

of the

18

Apr. 22

5000

Shylock

2000

Com

2000

of

Wall Street

Dore Davidson

FeKx

in

the

Swim

Cartoon
Felix Cartoon

I

Fifty-Fifty

1000

5

Is

July 29

1000

Oct. 21

Comedy

Worst

Apr. 15

5000
2000
4611

Sept. 9

LEVINSON
Oct. 21

5,600

Rich Men’s Wives

Gasnier Prod

1,000

Shadows

4,700

Partners of the Sunset

Thorns
soms

B.

Orange

and

6500

Sept. 2

Schulberg Prod..

Blos-

BERT LUBIN

Sept. 23
Sept. .30

Big Stakes

6,000

AL LICHTMAN CORP.

EAST COAST PRODUCTIONS
West

A.

Playthings of an Emperor.. All Star Cast

WINKLER

J.

Oct. 28

Flesh and Spirit
Squirrel Comedies
The Unconquered Woman. ..Rubye DeRemer

JESSE
Aug.

M.

1,000
1,000

LEE-BRADFORD

Joe Rock

Red Man

4963

Sept. 30
Sept. 30

PRIZMA
The Land

Sept. 9

KINETO

FEDERATED EXCHANGES
Hallroom Boys

4900

6

BURTON KING

Mar.

The Whirlwind
Beware of Blondes

11,000

5000

BURNSIDE

J.

Yankee Doodle, Jr

Oct. 21

HAMILTON

Defense
Knights Were Bold

J.

May

6

Star Cast

For Your Daughter’s Sake.. Grace Darling

STUART BLACKTON

J.
The Glorious Adventure

5000
5000
5000
5000

Self

When

5000

W. GRIFFITH

..All

G. H.
In

Footage

Franklyn Farnum
Richard Talmadge
Richard Talmadge

.William Duncan
.Earle Williams

Consensus

Sept. 30

..

Allene

Ray

Apr. 29

4950

NORTH-WEBER
Well-Nigh Prod

Notoriety

STATE RIGHTS

No Brains

of

Youth

Piece in Pieces
Hot and Cold

Aug.

All-Star

26

7000

AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS
I

Am

Law

the

May

Curwood, Author

July 15

27

Sept. 9
Oct. 14

Peggy O’Day
Bill

5000
5000

Sept. 2

Days

Bible

Pictures

AYWON FILM
White Hell
Barbed Wire

CHARLES

C.

Sure-Fire Flint

Johnny Hines

The Seerets

Whitman Bennett

of Paris

May
May
May

20
27
27

Oct.

7

Maclyn Arbuckle
Dorothy Gish

Law

5,000

Who

The Man

Paid

Mr. Potter of Texas

Maclyn Arburkle
Wilfred Lytell
All-Star

Cummings

6,000
7,000

CLARION PHOTOPLAYS

The Wolf Pack
Nine Seconds From Heaven.Danish Production

Hardest Way
What’s Wrong With the

Women?

Fannie

Ward

...Goodman Prod..

life’s

Western Story
David and Jonathan
Island Romance
Broken Shadows
Irish Love Story
One Moment’s Temptation. Lost Heiress

Be

Pitied

The Trail

5400

..A«g. 12

Aug.

19

5000
2000

July 29

5800
2,000

Eddie Polo Serial

Than
Twice a Month

DI LORENZO, INC.
Big Boy Williams

of Hate....

The Garden

June

GEOGRAPHIC FILM
of

Gethsemane. Biblical Story

May

3

June

.

.

.

May

5000
5000
2000

Apr. 15
July 8

5000

Aug. 12

.......

Sept. 2

5000

4900

.,

Citizen

Abraham and Sarah
Abraham and Lot

13

5750
5,000
5,000
5,000

Bible Picture
Bible Film

INC.

Mar. 11
Aug. 19

Pete Morrison

Oct.

5000
500C

1000
1000

7

5000

WILLIAM STEINER
The Heart of a Texan
West of the Pecos
Table-Top-Ranch

Neal Hart
Neal Hart
Neal Hart

Why Do Men

Edy Darclea

Aug.

19 .....

Aug.

19
7

Oct.

4609
4300
4,590

UNITY
Marry

Sept. 23

Oct. 21

5,000

WARNER BROTHERS
Your Best Friend
Rags to Riches

Vera Gordon

Brass

Charles Norris

Apr. 1
Oct. 7

June

24

Oct. 28

6,000

WEBER AND NORTH
of

Drink

Star Cast

Sept. 9

Sept. 30

WESTERN PICTURES EXPLOITATION
Wild
Four Hearts
According to Hoyle
Bing, Bang, Boom
Flesh and Blood
The Sage Brush Trail...

Ridin’
1000

5800
4200

SANFORD PRODUCTIONS

5000

CO.
13

Apr. 22

SACRED FILMS,

The Curse
24

PHIL GOLDSTONE

Watch Him Step
Richard Talmadge.
When East Comes West. .Franklyn Farnum

44W

5

Franklyn Farnum
Apr. 22
Franklyn Farnum ...Aug. 5

Arizona?

6000

B. C.

Special

Is

.Not Given

..

Billie

Scorned
nallroom Boys

So This

The Better Man Wins
Tweedy Comedies

July 29

Roy Stewart
West

Greatest Question
Sunrise Comedies
Cap’n Kidd

5000

Aug.

George Larkin

2000

CO.

EQUITY PICTURES

C
to

4588

,

....Sept. 2

Sept. 30

^e

More

13

COFFIN CO.

Law

Against the

5000'

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Bulldog Courage

The Angel

CLARK CORNELIUS

EPCO FILM

12

W. M. SMITH
1475

Comedy

13

Aug.

.

Half

Easy Pickin

May

RIALTO PRODUCTIONS

Expose of Sawing a Lady in

T. R.

5,000

Two-Reelers

Series

The Night Riders

Oct. 28
...Oct. 28

May

21

SECOND NATIONAL

BURR

The Hate Trail

1000

Wilfred Lytell
Wilfred Lytell

In the Night

5000
5000
6100

Oct

All Star Cast

The Wolf’s Fangs
10000

1

CORP.

Frank Borzage
Anchor Prod
Bartlett Prod

Shelby
They’re Off

Silent

Love

Squire Phin

Irving

Apr.

CO.

Sept. 16

PRODUCERS SECURITY
Trail of the

ARTCLASS PICTURES
After Six

of

The Country Flapper

Aug. 26

Patton

2000
2000
2000
2800

PERFECT PICTURES
The Power

3800
7,900

Franey
Franey
Franey
Franey

Cartoon Comedy

6800

ANCHOR FILM CORP.
The Storm Girl
The American Toreador

8,600

OUT OF THE INKWELL
Flies

ALLIED PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
The Three Must-Get-Theres.Max Linder
A Woman’s Woman
Mary Alden

Billy
Billy
Billy
Billy

Highly Polished

IVAN ABRAMSON
The Wildness

Oct. 14

O’CONOR PRODUCTIONS

June

24

Aug.

19

CO.

5,900

.
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Better Equip:nrlent
Qonducted

The

T

he

New

new McVickers

tion.

The new theatre is of thoroughly fireproof
construction with brick walls lined with concrete and marble. Over six hundred tons of
structural steel were used in its construction
and it is said that the current required to
operate its lighting systems would serve the
illuminating requirements of a city of the
size of Schenectady.
The exact seating capacity of the new
McVickers is twenty-eight hundred and
these seats are of Circassian walnut, upholstered in plush and very attractive in appearance of greater importance to the patrons is the fact that they are extremely

—

comfortable and roomy enough to accommodate picture fans of large diameter.
The seating plan consists of orchestra and
one balcony, no proscenium or mezzanine

A

feature of the arboxes being provided.
chitectural arrangement of the house is the

spacious mezzanine with its electrically operated and illuminated fountain and fish
pool. The floor of the mezzanine is of marble, covered with magnificent oriental rugs
and the floors of other portions of the house
are either of marble or covered with heavy
Brussels carpeting.

The Ventilating System
is worthy
than passing comment.
ventilating, system

KEYS ER

equipped with remote control, that is the
speed of the fan can be regulated from the
engineer’s room in the basement and can
be stopped from that point but can be
started only at the fan.

Basement Exhaust Fan
also an exhaust fan in the basedesigned to remove air from the
basement rooms.
The air washer is constructed of copper

There

is

ment,

ditions.

Steam

furnished to the building by the
The system of
Co.
heating used is the vacuum sj'stem, with
thermostatic traps on all heating units.
Hot water for the building is heated in a
brass tube steam heater with automatic
regulator controlling same.
Illinois

is

Maintenance

Automatic Regulation
All gauges used in connection with system, fresh air damper control switches, remote control for attic fan and temperature
reading apparatus are located on a marble
gauge board, installed in engineer’s room.

The vacuum pump and basement exhaust

floor line.
is

temperature

at

located

in

the

and is designed to remove the air
through plaster grilles located in the bal<ony soffit and main ceiling. This fan is

any of the thermometers.

What is said to be the largest control
switchboard ever placed in a theatre has
been installed by Roscoe Major, who began
his service at a Jones, Linick & Schaefer
switchboard several years ago. The system
consists of a pilot board mounted on the
stage operating a remote control board
placed in the basement in a fire-proof steel
room. It is this board located beyond sight
and sound of the auditorium that performs
the function of controlling every lamp
througout the entire edifice.
Push

switches

are

located

in

multiple

throughout the entire auditorium and in the
projection room to control house lights,
thus preventing panics caused by trivial incidents and darkness.
There will be 8,500
lamps throughout the house, all fixtures of
indirect design and the huge signs contain
over 2,000 more. There is upward of 300
amperage in the attraction sign and an equal
amount in the canopy and other front lighting.
The auditorium proper requires 400
amperes. The stage alone requires as much
current as

the

•i

balance of the house.

fans are also in this room.

more

air is introduced into the auditorium
through perforated plaster grilles, located in
the proscenium ardi and at 10 other points
on the side walls about eight feet from the

fan

office are all automatically regulated by
thermostats adjacent to radiator locations.
A complete system of electrically operated
thermometers (12 in number) are located
throughout theatre, with system of wiring
terminating at the gauge board, and by
pushing a button the engineer can see the

the

Projection

The projection room

Room

a two-storj' comthe rear of the balis

partment situated at
cony. Each of the compartments measures

'

fourteen feet.
The lower
compartment contains the rheostats and the
twenty-five

by

The upper
compartment houses the projectors, spotlights and the rewinder.
The projection room was equipped by the

lavator}' for the projectionists.

PERFECT PR0JECT1C5SI
Rosts Picture Success
Re sts TheatcrSuccess
Rosts^yOU R Success

RICH?sRDSO>l’5>'S,
Can makejjou monen^
nucE 1692 - chMMeks pub. ca -516 Firra Jw£->i.y.

-

Amusement Supply Company of Chicago and
the installation was made by Max Pearl of

1

that concern.

;

The apparatus

necessary.

The main exhaust

direct radiators in organ rooms, auditorium, foyer, rotunda, lobby and executive

Lighting Control System

south alley an artesian well has
been sunk to a depth of 1,600 feet, where
v/ater in quantity will be pumped to a 5,000
gallon storage tank under basement floor.
This water will range in temperature from
47 to 55 degrees.
From storage tank the
water can be used in the air washer for the
purpose of reducing the temperature of the
incoming air to desired or comfortable temperature, regardless of outside weather conIn

\

The

and brass.

;

attic

ii

The
of

There are three air intakes to the building; one at the East alley, one at the West
alley and one to the Chicago Tunnel Co.
freight tunnel, which is 47 feet below the
Madison Str. level. From these openings
80,000 cubic feet of air will be drawn per
first
thru tempering coils, then
minute
through an air washer and then through
reheating coils by a large fan which is driven by a 50 horse power motor.
The air is discharged by this fan into a
series of concrete, tile and metal ducts to
the various parts of the building. The concrete ducts are beneath the basement floor
level, leaving the basement ceiling clear of
These ducts all drain to
ventilating pipes.
an automatic ejector of the air lift type and
Provision having been
will always be dry.
made for flushing them out with a hose

when
The

:

McVickers of Chicago
Possesses Many Novel Features

Theatre, Twentystreet, Chicago, which
five Madison
will open its doors to the public on the
night of October 26, represents an expenditure of over two million dollars by its
owners, Messrs. Jones, Linick and Schaefer.
It occupies the site of the original McVickers Theatre, erected in 1858 and rebuilt
in 1871, 1872 and again in 1892, which makes
the present structure the fourth re-incarna-

The

E.T.

Motiographs de Luxe, enamelled in blue, and
equipped with General Electric high intensity
arcs, Schafer Bros. Special rheostats, five
Robin Synchronizers, Weaver change over
device and a Fulco Rewind with automatic
consists

of

three

cut-out switch.
In addition to the high intensitj’ projectors in the projection room, two additional
!Motiographs, equipped with Mazda outfits
are used in the reviewing room, making a
batter}- of five of these machines in all.
The projection throw measures 170 feet.
putting an 18 x 22 picture on the 19 x 23
foot screen.
Two spotlights and a stereopticon also
occupy space in the projection room and a
staff of five projectionists, working in shifts,
are in charge.

:

-

-

^

1
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Stanley

W

Company

Build Theatre
in West Philadelphia Seating 2000

est Philadelphia,

to

pa.,

is

while there will be a balcony reached by
inclines, thus doing away with the stairs
and making it doubly secure in case of fire.
The entire building will be fireproof
throughout.
The theatre will contain all
the most modern equipment known to
science in fitting up such buildings today.
The structure will be of brick, terra cotta,
marble and re-inforced concrete.
“For a long time past the Stanley Company of America has felt that motion picture lovers in the extreme southwestern
section of Philadelphia were deserving of
better accommodations than they were receiving in the way of motion picture theatres,” said Mr. Mastbaum, in discussing
this latest addition to the long chain of
theatres under his direction.
“The people
in all that wide territory adjacent to 63d
street and Woodland avenue are enthusiastic motion picture lovers.
In our theatres
in the neighborhoods tributary to this section we have given the best of pictures,
but unfortunately our theatres were not
adapted in seating capacity to the demands.
It was with this in mind that we decided,
in conjunction with Marcus Benn, to secure
a site and build an entire new house rather
than attempt to enlarge any of the present
structures.
finally secured the present

to

have one of the handsomest theatres
in the city and one that will
United
pare favorably with the best in the
announceStates in the very near future,
ment to the effect having been made yesof
terday by Jules E. Mastbaum, president
followthe Stanley Company of America,
certain
ing the recording in the City Hall of
property transfers.

The theatre will be located at 63d street
and Woodland avenue and will be known
as the Benn Theatre, in honor of Marcus
the
E. Benn, who, in conjunction with
the new
erect
will
Stanley Company,
edifice, which will be modern in every respect and will be a building for which
everyone for miles around this section have
been awaiting with eager anticipation for a
long time.

The Stanley Company with Mr. Benn has
acquired a very large piece of property
which is in “L” shape, and includes the
6316-18-20
and 22 Woodland
premises,
avenue and also those at 6325 to 6343
Saybrook avenue, which thoroughfare is in
the rear of the Woodland avenue portion.
This gives the Stanley Company 87 feet on
100, 85 by 157 on
Saybrook avenue.
Plans have been drawn for the building
to be erected on this site and these include

Woodland avenue by

We

site.”

with capacious floor
roughly estimated that these
improvements will involve an expenditure
of a quarter of a million dollars, and, with
the cost of the ground included will reach
a dance
capacity. It is

hall,

sum of $350,000.
Announcement is made that the theatre
will be known as the Benn and its policy
be to present to residents in the southwestern section of the city feature photoplays on first run in this part of the city,
together with other cinema subjects. The
lobby will be a large one, occupying a space
of 25 feet by 100 and the foyer leading into
the theatre will be of the same dimension.
The lower floor will seat about 1,600,
will

Activity Reported
in Organ Industry

:

owner, Rockford Theatre Company; Royal
Oak, Mich., Baldwin Theatre, owner. Citizens
Theatre Co.; Dallas, Texas, Rivoli Theatre,
Rivoli Theatre Company; Dixon, 111., Family

ft

SUN-LIT

PICTURES

FURTHER

CO.

With one million dollar company formed
for the manufacture of motion picture machinery, the capitalization represented by the
ten companies incorporated and entering the
motion picture business in New York state
the past week, reached $1,660,500.
Papers permitting the incorporation of the
Steadylite Motion Picture Corporation, revealed a capitalization of $1,000,000, with A.
P. Anderson, John Bramwell and L. C. Gunn
named as directors for the first year. This
week’s corporations also included the Claremont Laboratories, Inc., $375,000, W. E.
Greene, L. J. Rosett, Frederic Gage, New
York City; Gee Kay Amusement Corpora-

B.

WEST

F.

112th

ST.

C.

Ryan,

Barbara

Mc-

E. Hanley, New York; RePictures, Inc., $500, G. S. Wittson, Jo-

Mary

seph M. Edelson, Blanche Bunderoff,

New

York.
Carpenter

Inc.,

-

Goldman

Laboratories,

W. Carpenter, F. L. Goldman, E
New York; Annalena Realty Cor$10,000, B. W. and Lena Kapp, Anna
New York Grotto Land, Inc., $10,-

$100,000, A.

E. Free,
poration,
Gleicher,

;

David Kraus, Teresa Goldberg, Jerome
New York; Page-Cape Producing
Co., Inc., $25,000, Meyer Klein, Alex Werner,
H. E. Diamond, New York; Novel Film Company of America, $100,000, Eugene Roder,
Henry Halmos, G. F. Cowen, New York; Ink000,

Harris,

well Distributing Corporation, $15,000, H, S.

Bareford,

J.

New York

H. Hazen, Abel Cary Thomas,
City.

THE

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
WORLD’S LARGEST HIGH SCHOOL
Cost nearly Four Million Dollars

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
ONE SIXTY-FIVE BROADWAY, NEW YORK

TransVerteR Facts

THE HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY
1904

M.

$25,000,

CASS TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL

REDUCES POWER BILLS
MAKES BETTER PICTURES

for

Omaha,

HAS BEEN INSTALLED

1010 Brokaw Bid*., New York

Changes AC into DC, which is best for projection arcs. It
automatically supplies the voltage needed without the use
TransVerteR gives the projectionist
of wasteful ballast.
perfect arcs, clear-white, steady light that is easy to control.

Write

;

Company Is Formed
to Make Machinery

IN

Irani^^i'+ek

owners

SCREEN

INFORMATION

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC

Co.,

Theatre, J. W. Murphy,
owner; Appleton, Wis., Majestic Theatre,
Arthur Behlinger, owner; Iron River, Mich.,
Cozy Theatre, Wm. H. Marloflf, owner.
Nebr., Roseland

RAVEN
HAFTONE

ROTARY

PERFECT REEL DISSOLVTNO

412 S. H»y»« Ay*., Chicag*

American Amusement

nown

report great activity in the organ industry.
K. G. Kurtz, recently appointed general sales
manager of the Bartola Company advises
the motion picture industry is well on its way
to a normal basis which is proven by the
many installations recently made by the
Bartola Company, some of which are as
follows
Rockford, 111., Orpheum Theatre,

MARTIN CONVERTER
FOR REAL
FOR

Theatre, L. G. Rorer, owner; Cleveland,
Ohio, Nemo Theatre, owner, R. H. Trinkner; Grand Island, Nebr., Strand Theatre,
P. W. Karr, owner; Milwaukee, Wis., Regent Theatre, Fred C. Seegert, owner; Milwaukee, Wis., Idle Hour Theatre, M. C.
Krofta owner; Monroe, Mich., Family Theatre, J. R. Dennison, owner; Muncie, Ind.,
Orpheum Theatre, John J. Meehan, owner;
Minneapolis,
Minn.,
American
Theatre,

Cracken,

The Bartola Musical Instrument Company

the

WRITE

95

tion,

erection of a theatre with a seating
capacity of from 1,800 to 2,000, four stores
the

and

WORLD

Only Good Equipment

CLEVELAND, OHIO

is

Advertised in

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

PORTER TAKES OVER BIG CENTER
Will Have Largest and Fineat Motion Picture Trade Center, Equipment Supply House,
Public Projection Room, Service and Emer gency Station, in the World. Best Experts
Prompt Service for Theatre Troubles.
for Repairing Madiines and Generators.

B. F.

PORTER, ENTIRE SECOND FLOOR,

729

SEVENTH

AVE.,

AT

49th ST.,

NEW|YORK

MOVING PICTURE
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Perfects Motion Pictures to

Act

M

otion picture

films

carry the sound of the

which

win

human

voice
on the

as the pictures are flashed
screen have been perfected by the General
Electric Company, of Schenectady, N. Y.
The first announcement came with a visit
paid by Thomas A. Edison, to the General
Electric’s laboratories last week, when as
the guest of the company, he was shown an
invention which, it is said, may revolutionize the motion picture industry within the
next two or three years, and perhaps sooner.
The invention is known as the “Pallo-Photo-Phone” and is the brainwork of Charles
A. Hoxie, one of the experts connected with
the General Electric Company.
To the ordinary person, the invention appears rather complex. To a representative
of the Moving Picture World, the invention
was explained in the following language
“This is a device for the purpose of
recording sound upon a photographic film
so that the sound may be afterward reproduced.
“The record is made by causing the sound
waves to produce vibrations on an exceedingly minute and very delicate mirror.
A

beam
a

of light reflected by this mirror strikes
photographic film which is kept in con-

tinuous motion. The film, when developed,
shows a band of white with delicate markings on the edges which correspond to the
sound which has been reproduced. On ac-

RTHUR

LAWSON,

who is chief
N.
projectionist and advertising manager
for Robert E. Riley, owner of the
Theatre,

Riverhead,

and

other

Capitol
theatres on the east end of Long Island,
is one of those men in charge of projection who give a substantial meaning to the
use of the term “projectionist.”

Lawson thoroughly understands

his

work

and on every occasion shows the world that
he considers projection a highly important
feature of the entertainment in a motion
picture theatre.
It is unfortunate that in

some instances owners
do not

of picture theatres
realize that the projection room is

the heart of the house and they make little
effort to help the projectionist get good
results by supplying him with the proper
equipment. Mr. Riley, however, is an ex-

advertised in

is

The Moving Picture World

Voice

count of the exceedingly small size of the
its low inertia, etc., it is possible by
this means to produce a sound record which
includes the very delicate overtones which
give quality to speech and musical sound.
This has not been so successfully accomplished by any other method of recording
sound waves.
“The reproduction of the sound from the
film is accomplished by moving the film in
front of an exceedingly delicate electrical
device which produces an electromotive force
which varies with the amount of light which
falls upon it.
In the past attempts have been
mirror,

made

to

THE
CINEMA
NEWS
AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
80-82 Wardour St.

W.
Has

I.

YEARLY RATEi
POSTPAID, WEEKLY, TJS

produce these results by means of

selenium cells, but a selenium cell, though it
responds to the changes in the amount of
light which it receives, does not respond
with sufficient promptness to produce good
results; there is a sluggishness in the reponse which seriously, interferes with the
quality of sound which is produced.
“By an ingenious combination of vacuum
tubes, there has been produced an apparatus
which responds to variations in the light
falling on it, with a speed which is so high
that it can only be compared with the speed
of light itself, or with the speed of propogation of wireless waves in space. Therefore,
v;hen this film is moved continuously in
front of such a device, the device produces
an electric current which corresponds very
accurately to the original sound wave.”

SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OP
THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN end IRELAND, LTD.
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perienced and successful owner and he gives
his projectionist full support.
He is building another theatre at Babylon.
Riverhead is the county seat of Suffolk
county. New York, but this is an agricultural community practically without any
important manufacturing industries.
It
cannot be regarded as a thickly populated
section, but Mr. Riley built the Capitol
Theatre, which compares favorably with
many city theatres and draws his patronage
from considerable distances. Southampton,
one of America’s exclusive summer colonies,
is
located about twenty-five miles from
Riverhead, but many of the people residing
there through the summer and winter are
regular patrons of the Capitol Theatre.
Mr. Lawson, whose photograph is shown
herewith, is a Green Mountain boy. He was

TRADE MARK REG. V

London, England

largest certified circulatiaa of the
trade in Great Brit^un and the Dominions. All
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Good Projection and Fine Entertainment
Draw Patrons Within Radius of 25 Miles
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ELDORADO,

—
ILL. — Sheets

ILL. New Grand Theatre
on Fourth street.

will be erected

ROCKFORD,

Construction
Chicago,
Alhambra
for
three-story
has
contract
(moving picture) Theatre, store and apartment building, 86 by 150 feet, to be erected
at North Main and Auburn streets for Alhambra Theatre Corporation, to cost $200,000

Company,

105

North Clark

street,

.

WAYNE,

FORT

SPECIAL

ROLL
TICKETS
T«ir own speeUl Ticket,
tnj eoUn, accurately duubered; every rell guaranteed.
Ceupea Tlekets fer Prize
$6.00.
$5.##,
Cash
sblpments.
Get the
the order.
samples. Send diagram for Beserred
'
Seat Coupon ^ckete, serial tr dated.
All tickets must conferm to Government regulation and bear establisbed

Drawlogt;

Prompt

with

price of adinlsalen

and tax paid.

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand

first sergeant of his squadron in aviation.
His knowledge of electricity made him an
excellent man to take charge of projection
Lawson is an
for Mr. Riley’s enterprises.
enthusiast about his work and in order to

regarding the
keep properly informed
motion picture industry he has all copies
of the Moving Picture World issued during
the past year nicely arranged on shelves
in his office so that he can get at them
easily when they are required for reference.
Mr. Lawson recently paid a visit to the
factory of the Nicholas Power Company in
order to get some points regarding Power’s
projectors, which are used in the Capitol
Theatre. Mr. Lawson thinks it is a good
idea to know something about how the
machines are made which he is using. The
Capitol Theatre does considerable adver-

$3.00
5.00
Ten Thousand
6.50
Fifteen Thousand
9.00
Thousand
Twenty-five
12.50
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand.... 18.00

— Consolidated

Theatre Company, 403 Carroll
Building, has plans by J. E. O. Pridmore, 38
South Dearborn street, Chicago, for eightstory brick and concrete theatre and hotel
building, 142 by 180 feet, to be erected at
821 Calhoun street, to cost $1,250,000.

—

COVINGTON, Ky. Fisher Dovore Construction Company, 36 Blymer Building,
Cincinnati, Ohio, has contract to erect onestory brick fireproof and stone-trim moving
picture theatre, 90x100 feet, to be erected
at Madison, Sixth and Pine streets for syndicate now forming, to cost $200, OCX).

—

WINONA, MINN. Beyerstadt Amusement Company, Inc., has plans by Otto A.
Merman, Linker Building, La Crosse, Wis.,
for brick, concrete and tile theatre, 66 by 140
feet, with seating capacity of
erected on Johnson, between

Fourth

1,250,

be

to

Third

and

streets.

Business Opportunity
Opportunity for party with capital, connect
with picture company. Have complete equipment and stories. Hcindle own money Will
produce in East.
Actors write: Producer,
Moving Picture World, New York City.

shamokm. Pa.

National Ticket Co.

IND.

&

Realty

MANAGERS—
ELECTRICIANS

Bargain in Projectors

Do you know that
you can get away
from the expense

Three DeVry Portable Projectors, slightly used, good condition.
$100 each for
cash to get quick sale. Box 287, M. P.
World, N. Y. City.

and

nuisance of
dipping by using

COLOR HOODS
your sign and
decorative lamps and
at the same time get
beautiful and lasting
for

effects

CLASSinED ADVERTISEMENTS
Help and Situations Wanted Only

?

Write for circular.

ARTHUR

2624

ing

WEST CONGRESS STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Also make Flashers, Small Motors,

TITLES

Yean

Specializing In Thie Product
Aesuree You of tho

BEST

Moderate Prices

::

Quick Service

PREMIER TITLE COMPANY
*56-358

EAST

33D

STREET

CHICAGO

Why Experiment with Poor Work?
Why Pay Exorbitant Prices?
Get

in

1006-1606 Malleri Bldg.

Developing

—Printing.

Company

Phene Central 2347

Chicago, IIL

Special Title

Work

Cheapest by far with Satisfaction Guaranteed

is

in

Moving Picture World
For Best Results

and studios

throughout the country.”
This seems to us an excellent illustration showing how exhibitors can interest
their patrons in equipment.

Minimum charge 60c
Terms,

cash with order

strictly

C*P7 Bust reach us by Tueed&r noen

to Insure pttk-

llcatlon In that week*e Issue.

SITUATIONS

WANTED

MANAGER — First-class,

twelve years’ experience,
desires to locate.
Can give best of reference. Address P. 0. Box 686, Coatesvllle, Pa.

YOUNG MAN

at liberty, experienced Juvenile
willing to connect with
director
Excellent
Other
offers considered.
new company.
Juvenile, Moving Picture World, New
references.

roles

;

York

assistant

;

City.

YOUNG MARRIED MAN,

28, desires position,
preferably California, as managing director highformer newspapermotion picture theatre
man previous experience supervising management
capable executive artistic temof refined theatres
perament creative genius can originate distinctive
references and
features in advertising, publicity
recommendations highest character. Box 286, Moving Picture World, New York City.

class

;

;

Picture Theatres Projected

—

Advertise Your Equipment

3c per word per insertion

the local papers

stalled in all the biggest theatres

Touch with the

Standard Motion Picture

in

;

etc.

FOR ALL PURPOSES—ANY LANGUAGE
10

LAWSON

N.

and the followtaken from a column article which
Mr. Lawson recently wrote for the County
Review of Riverhead
“Its patrons are
from far and near and the streets are lined
for blocks with automobiles nearly every
night in the week, bringing their passengers
to the Capitol to seek recreation and rest
in
the
comfortable leather upholstered
chairs within, with the comfort and beauty
of the interior of the house, the efficient
and courteous service, the mammoth Robt.
Morton Orchestra organ and the artistic
presentation of entertaining motion pictures
with the leading moving picture machines.
Power’s 6-B’s guarantee the patrons perfect
projection. The Power’s projectors are in-

tising

CHICAGO, ILL. Caldwell & Sons, 215
Public Savings Building, Indianapolis, Ind.,
have contract for Broadway Hotel to be
erected at Broadway and Sheridan road.
Structure will contain theatre, with seating
capacity of 5,000.

;

;

;

:

;

GOOD

MOVING

PICTURE

PIANIST

desires

change after December 1, 1922. Pictures skilfully
Will go anywhere in
Is student on organ.
cued.
New England. Address D. E. Lepage, 54 North

Main

street,

Leominster. Mass.
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Xovemlier

Means Ease

at the

4, 192

Movies

How

often have you felt like saying
that as somebody decides to leave in
the middle of a picture.
Sometimes
you have to stand as the offender
stumbles past, other times a row of
people in front of you are obliged to
get up.
In either case the screen is
obscured and the picture’s spoiled for

you.

common

This was a condition

—

to

theatres until the invention of the
Mov-Ezy, the theatre chair that means
“Ease at the Movies.”
all

This chair

a beautiful, comfortbut in addition, by means of a patented device,
it may be turned to either side at the
will of the occupant, providing ample
passage space between rows, without
the necessity for anyone arising.
is

able, individual

A Warm,

WelUVentilated
Auditorium Next Winter
Install a Skinner Bros. Direct-Fired Heater and you will
have a warm, comfortable and well-ventilated auditorium
next Winter. The Skinner Heater uses no pipes or ducts
as warm air carriers your aisles and walls are not blocked,
cluttered up and made unsightly with the various kinds of

—

heating fittings

commonly

armchair

The Mov-Ezy story

is

No

others in increasing the comfort and
popularity of your theatre, stop at our
show room or write for beautifully illustrated catalogue.

& Sons Company,
MARBRIDGE BUILDING
WEST 34TH STREET, NEW YORK

Josiah Partridge

Inc.

529-541

47

Sale* Offica

Almost Anywhere

Odor, Practically Noiseless

The Skinner Heater may be

installed almost anywhere in
your building in the basement, at the front of the auditorium or wherever it may be most convenient. It is easily
operated and requires no more care than an ordinary
furnace. Burns coal, coke, wood, gas or oil creates no odor
and is practically noiseless in operation.

"It Is

—

—

A

Time

Remodel”

to

The Theatre
Reconstruction Studio

Very Good Ventilator

212 East Superior Street

Besides being an effective heater, the Skinner system also
acts as a very good ventilator. It supplies fresh, warm air,
which replaces the impure air in the building in use it needs
to be operated only several hoims daily.

Chicago,

111.

—

Fully Guaranteed

— Get

Details

Every Skinner Heater is fully guaranteed when installed as
directed by our Engineers, after a survey of the premises.
Fully illustrated information will be forwarded on request.

SKINNER BROS. MFG.
1440 SO.

VANDEVENTER

Factories;

St.

Boston, 461 Little Bldg.
Buffalo. 718 Morgan Bldg.
Chicago, 1719 FUher Bldg.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Clerreland.

628 Marshall Bldgw

Detroit, 324 Scherer Bldg.

AVE.

Ideas

Plans

Execution

Artists

Engineers

Contractors

We Make the OLD—NEW
Commanding

CO.,
ST.

Inc.
LOUIS, MO.

Louis, Mo., and Elizabeth, N.

J.

Kansas

City, 343 Lee Bldg.
York, 1718 Flatiron Bldg.
Pittsburgh, 8 Wood Street
San l>ancisco, Monadnock Blcx^
Spokane, 425 First Avenue

Xew

Washington, D. C.. 730 Erans Bldg.

complete organization trained and
experienced in solving
a

— Engineering, Ventilating, Lighting,

Architectural

Seating, Decorative and Equipment

A

Problems in connection with REMODELING of THEATRES.
Centralized and Unified Service which will save you vwnery.

Write for further information on our unusual service today. We
have remodeled scores of theatres all over the country and saved
and made money for the Exhibitor.
old conditions means
days’ loss of the increased profit

Every day operating under
just

that

bound

to

many

come under

NEW

conditions.

The Theatre Reconstruction Studio
Direct
Fired

HE/mNG SYSTEM

one.

of

used.

Installed

an interesting

you are a live theatre owner or manager,
with an eye to profiting by the experience

If

Show Room

Can Be

;

212 East Superior Street

CHICAGO,

ILL.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

because

Dependable^

the quality that
it

is

every

print

in the negative

takes

and

all

carries

through to the screen.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE EILM
Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted

base

nine colors,

out

its

— now
is

in

identified through-

length

“Eastman”

available

by

the

“Kodak”

words

stenciled

in black letters in the transparent

margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

MOVING PICTURE

WORLD
President and Ma' aging Director or
THE
THE
the
THE
THE
the
TmE
THE
the

alrical Enterprises
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
QWA V

O®* NOC'OCUS

etroit,

LIBERTY theatre InC

de luxe operating CO
ALHAMBRA THEATRE iNC
strand TmEATM IN^,
garden ThEAT^ INC
JOMNMkUNSKY. INCOO^

MAQISON THEATRE BUILDING
fljjPr’A

MADISON THEATP COMPANiT

ADAMS THEATRE Ct)MPANY
CAPITOL THEATRE COMPANY
COLUMBIA theatre IMC

OACSk

empress THEA^E^

Michi(jaR

rIyal theati
lBiwood las.

•atre

lAySOf^EALTY

CO.
>^pTOuSuiLDiNG CO.

mCK avenue land

co
4

We ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES
THE

MADISON FILM EXCHANGE

AMERICAN THEATRE SERVICE
SUPPLIES ANO EQUIPMENT

^^old

St

Nev; Yoric,

!

Gentlon©

request

garding tlie |
very pleased

:

raade^by yi
thoroughli

*u«!|ieW Capi
raro^light on

|installatio]i
'and

t^r raachin^

Nicholas jtov^r company
COWARD CARC

RwCA.Mf*-*-

Ninety Gold St. New Yowk.N.Y.

Regional

in

News Value; National

Service

in

Moving^ Picture
NOVEMBER

fol 59, No. 2

11,

PRICE

1922

25

CENTS

Great ^jbramount ^icturec
r

T™

stirring love story

of a dancer in

San

Francisco’s underworld.
Without doubt Miss Daniels’ greatest role and
Stanlaws’ greatest production.
From
Burt.

the story by Katherine

Newlin

Scenario by Edfrid Bingham.

Ct paramount Q>iclure
ADOLPH ZUKOR

December Releases
GEORGE MELFORD'S

PRES ENTS

PENRHYN
STANLAWS
PRODUCTION

“Ebb Tide”

'

‘

ELSIE FERGUSON

'
.

,

in "OutcasC’

“SINGED WINGS”

Wings"
SinSed
BEBE D/^IELS
CONRAD NAGEL
mbiished by
>

1

.

•

with Bebe Daniels

THOMAS MEIGHAN
in

“Back Home and Broke

in

“A Daughter

AGNES AYRES

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY

.

516

of

Luxury

FIFTH

NEW YORK

AVE.
CITY

MOVING PICTURE

€acf) ^uccesfsiibe

WORLD

^acreb Jfilm

M ^pplaubeb
Pj> Capitol
From Moving

tKlj^atre

^ubienceg

Picture World, August 24th,

1922

|i|||llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

Abraham and

Lot’’

|

I
g
g
1
B

Lot, with their caravans, met
and joined forces, only to find later that their herdsmen could not agree, and how Abraham solved this
problem by allowing Lot to choose the portion of

g
B
B
g
g
B

the country he wanted while he (Abraham) took
the other side is interestingly and reverently told
It is the seventh episode of
in this single reeler.
of
Bible
stories
produced by Sacred Films
the series
the
Theatre,
New York, this offerInc. At
Capitol
ing was well received and was APPLAUDED after
the showing C.S.S.

How Abraham and

—

The most pertinent fact ever placed before

|
B
1
B
g
=

g
g
|
B
g

the Exhibitors of America.

i^esiolbeb:
of 20eputiesi of tbe (General ConPention of tbe
tbe
episcopal Cburcb at ^ortlanb, (Dregon, September 24tb, 1922,
commenbmg ^acreb Jiims; for teacting tbe pible anb encouraging tbeir usie in public ^picture j^ousiesi.

MEANING
That 4,000 Episcopal Ministers

will

Boost Sacred Films to their people.

PROTESTANTS
CATHOLICS
JEWS
HAVE ENDORSED SACRED FILMS
Our files containing
of

every

commendations from the leaders
denomination are open to exhibitors.

letters of

religious

^acreb jfUmsi 3nc.

Purtianfe, Cal.

November

11,
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W

HEN

petted

a

daughter

of

luxury

suddenly with nothing
in the world but the gorgeous gown which adorns
her charming back
it’s
time for quick action.
Maybe she’ll act rashly, unis left

—

conventionally,

as

Agnes

Ayres does in this sparkling
romance, and plunge pellmell into a turbulent tangle
of adventure and love. Come
and see
Adapted by Beulah Marie Dix

from the play "The Impostor"
by Leonard Merrick and Michael
Morton.
Directed
by Paul
Powell.

\\il
\ll //'M

M

ADOLPH ZUKOR

W

V

PRES ENTS

'

H/

Jign^Jiiires
A Daughter oP Luxury'
Are You Using the Press Book Ads?

M

ost
lem

exhibitors find that their newspaper advertising probis solved by the use of the Paramount press ads.

They are used by the largest theatres in the world.
York, the Rivoli and Rialto use them constantly.

The

New

In

—for

smallest house has the services of an expert staff

nothing.

Above
It’s

is

the four-column cut on

“A Daughter

of Luxury.”

—and business pulling copy.

a business pulling cut

You can get the press ads in mats or electros at your exchange.
If it’s

Worth Running,

it’s

Worth

Advertising!

Q*cramountQ>icture
FAMOUS PLAYERSIASKY CORPORATION
'
'

ADOLPH ZUKOR.
'NEW YORK

President'

CITY*

.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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ifd be

Ul^l^
v

WL.

''''iiiih

Mastbaum

Jules
I*”' and

/,“'i

u»a»* J-**""

“2 «

’f'lat

«toB

b«-^»yA

51NYJB1045AM 32 4 EX COUNT QNS
RH PHILADELPHIA PA OCT 27 1922
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'«'>

II^M

I
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BURR PRESIDENT
MASTODON PILMS 133 WEST 44 ST NEWYORK NY
C C

wi»

"SURE EIRE ELINT" OPENED BIG AT VICTORIA
MONDAY BUSINESS GOOD ALL WEEK PUBLIC
WHO SAW IT DECLARE IT TO BE EINE
ENTERTAINMENT UNHESITATINGLY RECOMMEND
IT TO EXHIBITORS

STANLEY CO OE AMERICA
J E MASTBAUM PRESIDENT

H

U»"V
,s«t.

\

How m2my
this

have you seen

times

name recommending a

picture?

Featuring

Johnny Hines
Doris Kenyon

J.

Effie

Robert Edeso
Barney Sher

Shannon

Story by
Gerald C. Duffy
Directed by

Titles

Dell Henderson

by

Ralph Spence

DISTRIBUTED BY
SmM ZIERLER
Commor

LOUIS

ealth Pictures Corp.,
7th Avenue,

New York
M. A.

HYMAN

FLOYD BROWN

All Star Features Distrib.,
209 Golden Gate Avenue,
San *^“=mcisco, California

id

City

KLAUSNER

122

Indianapolis,

DAVIS & ALEXANDER

Mountain States Film Attractions
1525 Tremont Street,

Columbia Film Service, Inc.,
•
119-121 Ninth Street,

Denver, Colo.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

WM. SKIRBOLL

The H. Lieber Co.,
West New York Street,

Skirboll
21st

Ind.

A. H. BLANK
A. H. Blank Enterprises,
Des Moines Theatre Building,
Des Moines, Iowa

J.

SAM MOSCOW

ROY SEERY

Broadway,
Boston, Mass.

Assoc. First Nat’l Piet.,

Foreign Rights

—^Wm.

S31 So.

Wabash Avenue

Chicago,

M. Vogel,

126

W.

46th

St.,

CUBBERLEY
Co.,

Loeb Arcade Building,
Minneapolis, Miniv

DAVE SEGAL
Philadelphia, Pa.

F.

F & R Film

Royal Pictures, Inc.,
1337 Vine Street,

54

Bros. Gold Seal Prod„
& Payne Streets*
Cleveland, O.

111.

New York

City

How many

of these well-known

Screen Players can you recognize?
Surrounding

this

copy

a group

is

of photoplay artists

who

are

known to every fan in the country.
you can identify them. Tear out the page,
names and mail it to MARSHALL NEIL AN
the Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, California.

Let’s see if
fill

at

in the

These players comprise the greatest cast ever
assembled for one picture. The picture is

MARSHALL
NEILAN’S
The

Strangers’

Banquet

By Don Byrne

to

he released soon by

GOLDWYN

Xilk. al>out SxjJ.oita.tion /

Noahl$ Ark.- Float one

Heres j^our

around ^onr town

l>ig

diance j

/

Teaser Tack Cards - Circles
10" in diameter. 2 colors

Th^ puU out the newspaper

and

its

an a

Vse
Coldwyu

til is
circle

ever^^
where I
f^nklloyd

'®m>W\VSIi\n

Window Card.

X

Hniiiiu

from

lli.it

liatii.

iii^

ami

iio|K'

for oiu-'s

A

Disc Cards

on

'trip' tin- nia'Iv

liiimaii iiutiir>^

lhat I'iN' lian' h\
ili-,

ol

'

Ilia

A

^l<ln

|«>i'ri!>s

aii'i

iln‘ •:lo\s-

iikiml- -)ov<-

fi-lli>ujMaii.

pirutri' >villi a
tor all uln. lia\«- <%(•>

llirilliii]'

A GOl.DWYN PICTI RF

liydrants

around
New York
THE
SIN FLOOD
IS

COMING

,

,1

I

I

A St^ Who Captivates
A Story That Fascinates
A Great Box-^HJFfice Title
These are but three of the many big drawing cards

new George

The
A

in the

Arliss photoplay

Man Who

1

Played God

beautifully romantic love theme, with plenty of sus-

pense and relieving^

There

is

bits of the inimitable Arliss

pathos, too,

and tremendous dramatic

comedy.
action.

Romance and Tragedy,
Glad Tears, Joyous Smiles
Everything to attract and to please any audience anywhere.

A splendid

without a

picture that moves, swiftly, smoothly,

jar.

A New

a
and Tremendous Role

George Arliss

New

in

UNITED ARJI/IT
^

Disfincfiue Pt'oducf/onj; Pnc.

COAPOliATION
MADY PICKEORD
CHAPLIE CHAPLIN

pi'esentr

IXIUGLAJ' FAIPDANKJ-

George Aru^5
"THE MNMO PLffiED COD’

HIRAM ADRAM.^ PRELriDLNT

D.VGP.imTM

m

3i'om a play by ^ulex Cckei'f Qoodman founded

on Qouuei'neui'J^oi'i'ij'^xtoi'y of the same name
Scenario by JorrS-f JSilsey Phofodraphy by Mbri'y 0. Siscbbeck
Qrf Director ~ Clark Pobinson Direction by Mormon Weidht
•

•

1

/

UNITED ARJI/IT

COITPOQATION
MAD.Y PICKFOliD

fho'is®’*'

CMAPUE CHAPLIN

,

,

DOUGLAJ' FAIP5ANKX

aVCPlFFITW
HJR.AM ADPAM.^ PpCJ'IPCWT

m

^3ess

of the Stotm
3i'om the. novel by Qi'aceM.HIer

White

/3y ai'i'anc^ement ujifh Odolph Zulcoi'
Oinecfion by §ohn
eoberfvon

'

S

Phofodraphy by ChaHes Poxhe/'

j'

^
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THE INCONQUERABLE

MACISTE
THE WORLD’S GREATEST GIANT STAR

CONQUERED THE

CRITICS

with

‘‘THE

UNCONiERED
AND HERE
ROGER

IS

THE PROOF:

FERRI, of Moving Picture World: ‘“The Unconquered,’ with Maciste, is a showman’s picture in every sense of the word.
A seven-reel winner.
All the powerful stunts only the Herculean Maciste can perform.
A love
story interwoven with it all.
Full of exploitation possibilities

...

.

A

.

...

.

.

big profitable State rights proposition.”

NEW YORK TELEGRAPH:

“Interest

...

is

held by the rapidly following feats of strength

performed by Maciste.
A winner for the thrill-seeking many.
Will find their money’s worth in this film.”

.

MOTION PICTURE NEWS: “The

giant athlete and strong man who helped make ‘Cabiria’
such a memorable picture, returns to delight film patrons with feats of his prodigious
strength. It is an interesting picture because of the thrills and stunts, and holds
you with the greatest suspense wondering what Maciste will do next.”

LET MACISTE’S POWERFUL FEATS AND
GREATEST MELODRAMATIC SPECTACLE

SHATTER YOUR EVERY RECORD
TERRITORIES

AYWON

FILM CORPORATION

NATHAN

729

NOW AVAILABLE

HIRSH, President
SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

19Z

November

11,
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BLAZES!
'With

LIGE

It’s

CONLEY and DON BARCLAY

a

MIGHTY FINE
Comedy!

MSRMAID
A

COMEDY

Jack White Production

Contract the Series
They are among EducationaVs Short

Now!

Subjects

Nahonally Advertised For Over a Year
TO TWENTY-FOUR
MILLIONS OF READERS

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES,
E.

W. HAMMONS,

President

Inc.
^

112
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JOHNNY HINES
Torchy of the Screen”
Portraying Sewell Ford’s Red
Headed Super Office Boy, is featured in all the“Torchy” Comedies

11,

1922

November

11,
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Torchy Comedies
put Life in

Any Program

Here are twelve two- reel comedies that have all been
proved big box-office attractions by prominent first-runs:
Torchy^s Promotion
Torchy^s

Frame Up

Doggone Torchy
Torchy a la Cart
Torchy Takes a Chance
Battling Torchy

Torchy and Orange Blossoms
Torchy^s Ghost

Hold Up
Torchy Steps Out
Torchy^s Nut Sunday
Torchy*s Feud
Torchy^s

THEY ALL FEATURE

HINES
JOHNNY
Contract
for the
Entire Twelve NOW!

Torchy Comedies are among Educational’s Short Subjects

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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11,

Radiograms
HOUSE PETERS

HUMAH HEAMTS

Busiest
FOOLISH WIVES continues
to prove the sensation of
the age, duplicating in foreign countries its remarkable
success in the United States.
Universal Exchanges report
record breaking bookings for
repeat play dates on Von
Stroheim’s masterpiece.

THE STORM,
picture of the

acclaimed

the biggest
season, is

new

thousands of
have poured in

in

letters that

to
Mr. Laemmle as the
greatest box office attraction that any exhibitor could

wish

for.

THE KENTUCKY DERBY,
Night Photo of Croivds Waiting

in

Line Before Chi cago Theatre, Chicago,

to

See

HUMAN HEARTS

produced with a special cast
headed by Reginald Denny,
of

star

the

all

LEATHER

PUSHERS, was

“Human
Is

Hearts”

Big Hit

Is

General Verdict of Exhibitors and Exchanges Regarding
Universal Jewel Picture

XHIBITORS

everywhere declare “Human Hearts,” Universal’s big
Jewel production starring House Peters, to be one of the best pictures
of its kind. That it has been a great box-office business getter is shown by
the enormous number of
similar to the following:
“Immense crowds.

wires

New

R eviewers

all

parts of the country,

“Compelled to hold for indefinite run.”

ASHER’S MERRILL THEATRE, Milwaukee, Wis.

“Kentucky Derby”
Great

masterpiece,

Cast

Is

both Press and Trade Press have enthusiastically
received the newest Universal Jewel Production, “The Kentucky Derby,”
starring Reginald Denny.
Its thrilling adventure, appealing romance and
wholesome thrill have appealed to all. Below are typical expressions of praise
'
offered upon review of this feature:
•

“Striking Success.”

M. P.

pro-

duced with an all-star cast
under the direction of Hobart Henley, is hailed by
City

authorities

artists as the finest pro-

duction of its type ever
offered the exhibitor. Some
go so far as to call it the
best picture Universal ever

made.

BITTER SWEET
its final

at

is

now

in

stages of completion

Universal

City.

A

re-

markable cast is headed by
Lon Chaney, who has for his

of

EXHIBITORS HERALD

FLIRT, Booth Tark-

ington’s

Universal

Jewel with Reginald Denny and
Melodramatic Triumph

“Another winner.”

THE

and

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Critics Hail
Say

received from

Hundreds turned away.”

CAMEO THEATRE,

directed by
Baggot. Prints are
now in Universal exchanges,
where exhibitors will be able
to see this stupendous romantic melodrama before
booking.

King

WORLD

leading lady, Virginia Valli.
It is being directed by Lambert Hillyer.

MERRY GO ROUND,

with

cast and t3rpical
Stroheim settings will shortly be ready for the editing
its

great

department.

November
rr
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rom World’s

Studio
THE NEW
PUSHERS,

LEATHER

six rounds,
with the original cast headed by Reginald Denny and
including Hayden Stevenare now completed.
son,
They were made under the
in

direction of Harry Pollard,
director of the original series
of six. Prints are on their

way

“U” exchanges.

to all

i

UP THE LADDER,

Will-

iam A. Brady’s big Broadstage success by Owen
Davis, has been purchased
for Virginia Valli, who will
star in the role made famous

way

ii

by Doris Kenyon.
Part of

Crowd That

Mark Strand

Filled

Theatre,

New

York,

io

UNDER TWO FLAGS.

Run

Capacity During

of

.

,

THE HUNCHBACK OF
NOTRE DAME will be proby Universal with
Lon Chaney and one of the

Two Flags” Acclaimed

“Under

duced

1

greatest casts ever assembled f or any big picture.
All filmdom is agog and
wondering who the lucky
director will be in the final

W

UNDER TWO

greatest picture,

FLAGS,

the names
tors in the industry is now
being carefully scanned.

WHITE TIGER,

“As fine a sample of compelling action and photography as the screen has yet revealed. A com-

A

containing

list

of the finest direc-

starring

PRISCILLA DEAN,

rapcompletion,

idly

nearing

with

Tod Browning

ing.

This

is

is

characterization
with public approval!”
pelling

direct-

said to be along

lines of “Outside the
Law,’’, but bigger and more

the

elaborate in every way.

the sensational
Broadway stage success
from the pen of John Col-

produced by William A,
Brady with Alice Brady in
the lead, will shortly be put
ton,

into

production

starring

I

PRISCILLA DEAN.

that

“Full of action.

impetuous, and

bound to meet

is

—Motion Picture News

action and spectacular situations.
Staged in realistic fashion. Thrilling in the extreme.”
Exhibitors’ Trade Review
“Filled with

—

“By

“A marvelous, vivid motion picture drama with
Miss Dean in a wonderful characterization.”

“A

”

means

see Priscilla

is

—N.

is

what you

y. Eve. Journal

Dean

exceedingly well done.

picture.”

in

y. Times

‘Under

Y. Eve.

An

rank

to

Two

World

exceptionally

— Chicago Herald and Examiner

brilliant spectacle

from beginning

Y- Eve. Telegram

“Vividly pictured.
If excitement
it surely comes in this film.”

crave,

—

—N.
“It

—N.

irrepressible,

is

—N.

all

Flags.’

good

Picture

Dean

Priscilla

always dashing.”
N. Y. Evening Mail

“Colorful, well acted, and is entitled
the leaders of the screen.”

World

—Moving

is

among

“Excellent screen entertainment and should
prove a hit with the majority of audiences, especially those liking stirring, thrilling melodrama.”

DRIFTING,

I

HEREVER PRISCILLA DEAN’S

has been shown, critics have hailed it as the finest work of her
brilliant career.
.This stupendous Universal Jewel had its world
premier simultaneously at the Mark Strand Theatre in New York City and
It was an instantaneous success and. was
the Randolph Theatre in Chicago.
greeted as such by the critics, a few of whose opinions are herewith reproduced:

selection.

I

Critics Hail Big Priscilla Dean Spectacle;
Universal Exchanges Report Big Bookings

to end.”

— Chicago Evening Post
“A

vivid bit of screen portraiture.”

—Mae

Tinee, Chicago Tribune

•
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NOW 1!DII CAN GET

THE
THIRD
OF XTNIVERSAL'S
w
Carl
.

Laemmle

presents

'

’•

W
Presented by

Hefljert

CARL LAEMMLE

Rawlinson
and

BARBARA BEDFORD in

jA fast moving story of the aijwzin^
adventures a youn^ daredevil encounters when he attempts to fill

Another Man

WHAT THEY
SAY:

s

M.

P.

World says

of

“WOLF LAW”
{First of the Prosperity Nine)

Starring

FRANK MAYO
“Intense
melodrama.
Has great
Entertaining at all times.”

force.

Novel by Victor Bridges
Directed

bij

JackConvay

Booked on Sight by Loew Circuit

“BROAD DAYLIGHT”
2 of the Prosperity Nine)
Featuring LOIS WILSON (courtesy
F. P. L.) and an all-star cast.
(A’o.

Exhibitors Herald Says of

“ANOTHER MAN’S SHOES”
(No. 3 of the Prosperity Nine)
Starritig

HERBERT R-WLINSON
“A

fast

moving

comedy

drama;

thoroughly enjoyable.”

UNIVERS/VL ATTRACTIONS

de LUXE

November

11,

1922
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Cradling in^ die
Houses in die Counhy
mfh

O

NE

and funniest novelty comAnother proof of the fact
that Century offers the best one-a-week comedies
on the market the comedies you want for your
of the cleverest

edies ever made.

—

house!

BOOKED BY THE BEST
Karlton, Philadelphia

Columbia, Lancaster
Orpheum, Jr., Los Angeles
Strand, Canton

Hippodrome, Youngstown
Orpheum, Akron
Kinema, Los Angeles
Randolph, Chicago

Watch

for the beautifully
illustrated Century folder

ISSUED

MONTHLY

ISTlIi^TILT

COMEDIES
RELEASED THRU UNIVERSAL

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Announcing
A New

Series of

Six 2-Reel Comedies
featuring

The

Original

Snooky
‘‘THE HUMANZEE"’

—assisted by Tom and Jerry and
owned and controlled
by John Rounan Productions, Inc.
entire zoo

The

first

of the series

is

Jungle Romeo’’
in
For Information

which Snooky

plays nine parts

Apply to

GEORGE

H. WILEY, INC.
Produced by the

West 42nd St.,
New York City

220

JUNGLE FILM COMPANY

November

11,

1922
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is
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anybody

will be there

The

Season's Social

Event

THIRD ANNUAL SUPPER DANCE

THEATRE
CHAMBER
Novelties

!

_

O W^N E,R S
OF C0;MMERCE

Surprises

!

Sensations

Saturday Night, Dec. 2nd, 1922
Gold

Hotel Astor

Room

Music by Vincent Lopez, personally
conducting his two Jazz Orchestras.
Dining

at

Dancing

midnight

until

dawn

Tickets $10 per person
Apply Office T. O. C. C.
1540 Broadway.

Tel. Bryant 2496
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STAGE
BY
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STBENjOTJ'

FOX
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EMMETT J FLYNN
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1'?

FURTHER. PROOF 01

EXHIBITOR
CAuyE

!.-

Warner

Bros. Coasi
to- Coast aduertid'k
float,

a

link.

In

chain of novel

ari

practical Ideas’ fc
selling pictures
direct - to - the

MCS TO RICHES
HHTBE
iDiK

c

san

public

.

^TAlhr

BCy«»lliCBe!e '

TMSA^r

.iS'

oP'*’

.,sp'

WESTE
TEL
RECtIVtD AT 225

BB 75«

WEST

S20 STREET.

UNION
iAM

NEW YORK CITY

»li

BOSTON

MASSm?

WARHKR BROS
ItoO BROADWAY IflWTORK IT
FLOAT AMD BRASS BAUD SCORE BIO HIT IW PAR*D1 AHD SERIMADK

OF LOEWS

STATE theatre FOR EN0A8BMENT RAOS TO RI0HI8 STOP THIS ADVKHTI8IH0

smmmmm

A83DRB3 SOCCESS OF PROonCTIOR IR THIS TIRRITORT STOP IXHlBITORfi
PLIDOK THIIR DHDIVIDED SUPPORT AHD ALL IH ALL TBII08 LOOK ORIAT
RANELIif

nUl

CO.

mmmmm

hvember

11,

1922
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CO-OPERATION
WFECT

!.hwded houses!
flighted exhibitors!

the names
7big box-office

i\d
>\

1/-*

ilractions firmly
istilled into the
ijnds of pros tctive patrons..

«i!hf ro^mcHES

RAOSnRICHES

WiaiKiili;
CCWtl^c

WESTE^^ UNION
RECEIVED AT 225

WEST

520 STREET.

NEW YORK CITY

•HILADEI.PHU PIN!
lARtfER BROTHERS

ATTEMTION H.M.fARMER l600 BROADWAY IVEWYORK 19
TOMR FLOAT AHNOTHCIIIQ COyiWO PROOnCTIONS EHTODR FROM COAST TO
COASTARRI VXD HERE AND CREATIHG SENSATIOW STOP IS8 THE TALK Of

PHILADELPHIA STOP EXHIBITORS APPRECIATE WOffDERTOL COOPERATIOW

CORORATULATIOV8
BERMAI IVDEPEMDENT PILE CORP«

MO.^.r.NG-
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A TRAVERS VALE PRODUCTION
^ NATHAN f> SEMERAD

^he Cast
EVELYN GREELEY

ROBERT ELLIOT

GLADYS VALERIE
ELEANOR WOODRUFF

JANE JENNINGS
DORA MILLS ADAMS

ALBERT ROCCARDI

EXHIBITORS

Elxcellent acting, beautiful

photography

rich sets are outstanding features of
this Travers Vale Production, a tale of

and

stage life, adapted from a novel by Clara
Morris.
*‘A Pasteboard Crown” is the story of
a once wealthy girl who seeks a stage career after her family has been reduced to

poverty.

The

of the production it is apparinterest and readThe picily lends itself to exploitation.
ture combines the rich embellishments of
a society drama combined with the natural interest that attaches to a story of
ent, is

stage

FOREIGN REPRESEN
SIDNEY GARRETT

title

one that arouses

life.

LAYCOERS PICTURES
Physical Distributors
Pathe Exchange

Dvember

11,

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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BENNETT
BOOTLEGGER’S DAUGHTER

%

u^itA

Directed

FREID NIBLO

^

The Stoiy and Cast of

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER

this

Feature

Aiy Other Picture ofits Type

Eclipses

’

'^notion Picture News
A

rare combination.

Enid Bennett and Fred Niblo directed by Victor Schertzinger

in

a story by

R. Cecil Smith.

Supporting cast includes Donald MacDonald. Melbourne McDowell, Virginia
J. P. Lockney.

Sothern, Billy Elmer and

The

Bennettjis shunned by all good
She never had a chance until
minded clergyman with a sense of humor (Fred Niblo) sets her right.
the despised bootlegger’s daughter becomes the town’s pride and joy.

"bootlegger’s daughter" (Enid

cause of her father's shady business.

It’s a drama, replete with romance .and comedy.
Fred Niblo for that.

Victor Schertzinger’s big idea
recting

is

atmosphere and

action,

the

in

Motion

folks bea

broadIn

time

Rely on Enid Bennett and

in di-

interest.

Picture

1/

jj

News
built
"Recently
along the
of this one had
a very
because they were
ex-

\

thing can be done
with this one. The
story and
this feature
other feature

^Hr{

^

its

Physical Distributors
-^Pathe Exchange

^

,

FOREIGN Representative
SIDNEY GAR-R-ETT

- -
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From Du Vemet’s

solid
solid

Loew

11, 1922

DIRECTED BY

WESLEY RUGGLES

— lOO

Metropolitan Territory

Booked

November

“The Three Cornered Kingdom’

story,

Booked

WORLD

Days

Circuit

by A. Fanchi

Consolidated Enterprises

Booked

solid

by Frank Hall

Frank Hall Enterprises

Being booked solid throughout
the entire country by all F. B. O. Exchanges

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
of America, Inc.

Main

Offices

—F. B. O. Building— 723-7th Ave., N. Y. C.
EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Virginia
/ee

B.

Davidson

Jlrihur Uousnum

Ida Darling

lUario Majeroni

8 Kjwwn Personalities in One Picture

DESTINY’S ISLE
A Viliam P.S. Earle

Production

Personally directed hy Wm.T.S. Earle

name

All of the eight
Isle”

have

been

roles of ” Destiny’s

given

to

players

who

"Destiny’s

Isle”

is

an exciting, romantic

melodrama

laid

in

a

New York

society

have audience-values for exhibitors. Singly

environment; in the fashionable Florida

and combined

winter resort hotels; in the

these

players

will

bring

patrons into your theatre; they will ”draw”

Bahama

Islands.

good actors and actresses and on the

airplane

flights;

as

with motion

picture "fans” everywhere.

is

a

vigorous,

encounters;

reputations that personalities establish

It

U

,1

T^r=rr^:^

JMst^rtvan
RELEASING CORPORATION
s/

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

:

almost
mance.

picturesque

story

of swift

breath-taking
a

theft

wrecked

a

that

ro-

November

11,
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Week ofa Run at the
Couneor Uheatce^ fteiaYcnrh

Successful

Please notice that practically every review on this picture
either says or intimates that this picture is the kind that will
make big money out across the entire United States. Its
audience values must be very apparent to make crities say a
thing of that sort.
Its opening Sunday at the Cameo was the second largest Sunday
patronage and return in dollars in the history of the theatre
^just a few cents less than the opening Sunday of "Peacock
Alley,” which made money for exhibitors everywhere.

—

presents

QUEEN OF THE
MOULIN POUCE
From Paul
Ji

What
Based upon the familiar play of the same title,
the film version lends itself more readily to the
technique necessary for tbe^ production of such
stories than does the stage. There is a surfeit of
action, and not a little suspense. The settings
are extremely well done. N. Y. World.

the

New

Ray

in fact everything about the picture is of
ing
the highest type. It ranks with the best cinemas
of the screen. Evening Telegram.

We are able to predict with certainty that it is
going to make a lot of money; it shows Paris,
the Montmarte and everything. N. Y. Tribune.

is

"Queen of the Moulin Rouge”

This being the season for thrills, if you want
another sit through "Queen of the Moulin
Rouge.” The settings, the photography, the act-

C.

Famous Stage Success

SmalUuvod Prxniuction

York Critics Say:

considerable to be said in favor of
in speed, action
and thrills. N. Y. American.

There

Potter’s

we conld roll our R’s after the manner of a
telephone girl, we'd be able to spell Thrill the'
way we’d have to in order to describe "Queen of
the Moulin Rouge.” Evening World.
If

Pictures about pure girls who flee from haunts
of Parisian night life to find happiness in true
love are almost always assured of success; so it
is with "Queen of the Moulin Rouge.”
iV. Y. Evening Journal.

—

JVmertcan
^

releasing CORPORATION

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limued

Production O. K., lighting and photography
excellent, Parisian atmosphere first rate.

— Daily News.

I
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November

>
>
-t

>

ridaq.,.

October 27 ™^vas

the gfreatest

dau

in

our historq/
>

>
>

This was the daq ”Sl-IADOVS" vos fTi'st
shown to an audience. . .an audience that was as
representative of the world and its viewpoint as
an audience could possiblq be.

>

It
>

comprised people from

and flom evcrq 'Quarter of the 0'lobe
was ftaqahawa..AbeBlank of Des Moines

>

of

a

there
E.Y Richards, of

t

>

all wallas

life

New Orleans.

.

.

Sam

Katz of

>
A

Chicago. Jn fac^ people from everywhere.
There were critics from all the trade-papers

5
>

dailies,

>

directors, distributors, writers; foreign buyers, rewind
gtirls, publicity men, and a ^reat many not con-

*

>

magazines. There were

artists,

producers

nected with pictures.
a
A

>
A

2

Neie are some of

the

comments

after the

showingt

>

\

UAYAldATA

said; "LonChaneij's characterization of an Oriental is the truest and most realistic
impersonation an Occidental could possibly portray."

t-IARRISON/ of
picture

is

in

a class

Warrison's Reports, said, The

with

'TWE

MIRACLE MAN'".

Produced by

PREFERRED
PICTURESInc.

11,

1922

November

11,
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GILDEQT EMEQY,
most legtitimate

drama

the
I
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plaqvrigs'ht, said,"

have ever seen

in

jhe
motion
It is

pictures."

CEOQCE
vhich

will

BLAISDELL

said, “This s

make new reputations and

a

picture

fortifu

others."
It

is

not merelq

because“Sl-IADOWS"

isa gtreai picture that ve are proud, after all; gtreot
pictures are expected of everq producer.
fact that our second picture is one vhich has al-

The

ready created so much talk., and is acclaimed so
wholesome and out-of-the-ordinarij and one
that will bring" the
is

what ma<:es

us

whole industrij honor and esteem;
proud/

"si-iAD0ws"will create prestige, profits and
respect for qour theatre.

tunitij

Vbur patrons will thank ijou for the opporof hpvingt seen a picture so different and

worth while.

You
run

of

«

,

will
I

hold ^our
I

(Dhon

head

higfh

"

\ rv
ur/7/

you run

Distributed by

AL-LICHTMAN
C ORPO^ATI
ON

576FIFTH AVENUE

during the

M&^NEW YORK CITY

if

P
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L'vin^ Cummings

WORLD

Pi*esents

LON CHANEY

an all star cast, including
EDITH ROBERTS JACK MULHAlilA
DEWITT JENNINGS
NOAH BEERY
Supported

~

RALPH LEWIS

WILFRED LUCAS

KA.TE PRICE

CLpowerJul drama of
a father's sacrifice
Distributed by

WESTERN PICTURES EXPLOITATION
,

CO.

IRVING M. LESSER

MIKE ROSENBERG

I.oew State Theatre Bldg.
YORK, N. Y.

6528 Santa Monira Bird.

NEW

Hollywood, Cal.

November

11,

1922

November

11,

WORLD
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These Bookings Establish
the Quality of This

Stupendous Production
“FLESH AND BLOOD
’’

Among the

Best Theatres Everywhere
MAJESTIC, Portland
MISSION, Santa Barbara, Calif.
RIALTO THEATRE, Long Beach,

CHICAGO
TIVOLI
RIVIERA

Chicago

HOWARD
AVON,

}

Decatur,

RIALTO THEATRE, San

BIJOU, Green Bay
MENOMINEE, Menominee, Mich.
TEMPLE, Sault Ste. Marie
KEITH’S, Providence, R. I.

111.

LOEW’S, Indianapolis
RIALTO, Milwaukee
CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles

GRAPHIC, Bangor, Me.
MAJESTIC, Hartford, Conn.

STRAND, San Francisco
MOORE’S RIALTO, Washington
ENTIRE U. B. O. CIRCUIT, New York
LOEW CIRCUIT, New York

REGENT,

STRAND, Lawrence, Mass.
STRAND, Lowell, Mass.

and BEACON, Boston
entire South

LYNCH ENTERPRISES,
RIALTO,

BIJOU, Ventnor, Atlantic City

Atlanta, Ga.

STRAND, Birmingham,

OLD

CAPITAL,

Atlantic City
Philadelphia
GERMANTOWN. Phiiadelphia
ASTOR, Philadelphia
ALHAMBRA, Canton, Ohio

Ala.

CARMAN,

MILL, Dallas, Tex.

PALACE,
A. H.

El Paso. Tex.

BLANK CIRCUIT,

Des Moines, Iowa

and Nebraska

HIPPODROME, Youngstown, Ohio
WALDORF, Akron, Ohio

LIBERTY, Sacramento, Calif.
LIBERTY, Stockton, Calif.
LIBERTY, Seattle

You can

So. Norwalk, Conn.

PLAZA, Salem, Mass.
CAPITOL, Lynn, Mass.

POLI CIRCUIT, Pennsylvania

MODERN

Calif.

Diego, Calif.

Lon Chaney

and
Blood” from these foremost Exchanges
obtain

COMMONWEALTH FILM CORP

New York

FIRST NATIONAL

Chicago
Boston
Cleveland

EASTERN FEATURE FILM CORP
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO
MIDWEST DISTRIBUTING CO
ENTERPRISE DISTRIBUTING CO

ENTERPRISE DISTRIBUTING CO
Omaha
DE LUXE FEATURE FILM CO
Seattle
H. LIEBER CO
Indianapolis
ALL STAR FEATURE DISTRIBUTORS ... Los Angeles
“

Milwaukee

“

Dallas

‘

“

New

Orleans

‘

“

Oklahoma

‘

“

St.

‘

“

“

“

“

STRAND FILM SERVICE
STANDARD FILM SERVICE

Atlanta

‘

in “Flesh

City

Louis
Kansas City

“

“

“

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
NU-ART PICTURES CORP
20th CENTURY FILM CORP

Foreign Distributor David P. Howells

...

San Francisco
Wash., D. C.
Cincinnati
Detroit

Pittsburgh
Buffalo

Philadelphia

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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^HE kind

that lands

November

11,

19;

BIG every

Tltime— Because thunders with
drama—blazes with human
it

terrific

passions
mystery.
r

i

1

—

shrieks

with

chilling

Because it rips aside the curtains
that obscure the furious night life

wheremenand

women

go the pace

Because

it

SURE-FIRE

written

all

over

^

has

it!

Powerful Posters
Powerful Newspaper Ads
Powerful Exploitation
F. B. 0.

offers in this an absolutely dyed-in-thewool showman’s proposition backed by

would make the late
Posters that blaze with
vivid color and get the real Broadway picture across other
accessories drenched with the glittering atmosphere of Broadway that will make a veritable gold-mine out of
Mr.

exploitation that

Barnum turn pink wdth

en\'y.

—

wuumim

See the
Advertising

See the
Exploitation
Maaterfnlly conceived
created by

and

DISTRIBITED BY

HARRY REVIER

OF AMERICA,

distinction.

BOOK IT NOW!
START THE BAI.EYHOO!

F. B. O.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES

with a cast of high

Main

Inc.

'

Offices: F. B. O. Building, 723 Seventh Avenue,

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

New York

City

often
FORGOTTEN LAW OF
SHOWMANSHIP READS
"ZPart of the

1

|
I

FORCEFUL DRAMA ALmyS MAKES G00d|

LAW
THE MOST
FORCEFUL DRAMA
OF A DECADE
IS

SnactedL by

an uncommvytLy

DJSTINGUISHED CAST

MILTON SILLS,
CLEO RIDCELY ancL
including

JACK MULHALL.
Jf Produced, uiu^r the persoHO-t supe-rvisLoyt oj

'

MAX qUAF
^
A MODERN MADOMNAl
w

<Ma.pted bv JOSEPH

FRANKUN POIAND

/w>n.CAR(3IJNE ABBOTT STANTIEY’S

i

fiirtwus fwuel,

%

J^ivecUd

Distributed 'E^lnsivzly

bij

JAMES W, HORNE.

.

hy

PICTURES'
C O RP OBATT
I

yuryJmferLalTLclures,Ci’d>., SccLutioe DLsiril>u,ioy3 ikrou^^hau-t
S^r WLLiia.yto “Ju^ru rAianajaina

&reoji>. BriieLit^

.

ON

f

J

your l?ooJcmg J)ooic
now. It is a- f>ictui'o
that will open the dbor
to

!

solid returns

.

CLARA.
KIMBALL

YOUNG

HARRY GARSON

c4|
Froductian of GIIJ3AVARr^

ESI’S andDOILY BYRNE’S
stxge success which, rtxrt
45 WeeftS, orL'Bvoadzvay
Virccted. by WALLACE

ScAHAvia

WOKSLEY

feyRRAMKBEEESFORD

ThoiopU.ii oivmdi ciyidL copyrighted by
the SAMUEl ZIERLEEThefepLiy Corp*>u

^Lstribuiedb

METRO

by

fo'HEftl.5,

Jury JmperiaL Pictures, CicL., &ecLusive Visiribudors

-throuqkffict ^t.Srilalfc. Siy‘Wm..'Juru (JCa/v.'JDiy^
,

.

M.

R World—

The

pos-

picture

.

Read these lines on
TheHAJsrDS of MARA

sesses appeal to the

well

as

intellect

as

entertainment value.
Clara Kimball Young
gives a dramatic performance as the idealistic

Russian woman,

injecting

much

feel-

ing into the part

the gowns

.

.

worn

.

are

HARRY
GARSOM

strikingly beautiful.

The

picture starts off

with a punch and
maintains a good
rate of speed in development of plot,

^rcscviis

CLARA

despite the necessity

KIMBALL
YOUJSTG

for elaborate characterization.

Weekly Film Review

—

Clara Kimball
Young is very beautiful

as the

Russian

and

later as

refugee

the faith healer.

The

picture

tifully

is

.

.

.

beau-

and painstak-

ingly produced.

^n/

qhe HANDS

g/’NARA
bi^

mCHARD WASHBUHKT CHILD

cAyyicvican cAfyibcLSSCLcLor* to
'VkutopUuj 0toKecL and, cofijrigkleJi bij Ike

SAM-liEL

Variety

—

The picture is a
box

ZIERLER

'Distribute

.

.

office attraction.

Covjy’rx>.

btj

M.ET1VO
PICTUaES CORPOB-A.TIOM
luyvi

7mpenal

ihruoui

Pictures,

(qrea't Britain/.

CieL-,

Sir

EkcIus 'ivb P/sfr!bu-fots

fV?n..'7urif

,

13 Ln.

:

wept at the

‘Tfe

picture but the
profits made
him. ^ritv ! !
When

‘lifilph

!

A. Wettstein, of

the Merrill Theatre, Milwau-

FORGET-

announced

kee,

ME-NOT

to his patrons, he

'wrote

I have never before
given a production my
personal endorsement,

but this picture

is

so un-

and so filled with
genuine pathos that I,
who have sat unmoved
through pictures heralded as affecting in the exusual

treme, wept, and was not

ashamed.

Those

who

the Merrill Theatre
this week and see “Forget-Me-Not” will witness
the finest picture ever

visit

made.

RALPH A. WETTSTEIN
Merrill Theatre

Milwaukee, Wis.

FORGET-ME-NOT
A
LOUIS

BURSTON Production

REG US PAT OFF

14ETR0

HENRY R.SYMONDS
Mapted % JOHN B. CLYMER
79trected byW-S-YAN DYKE

'Written fev

.

PICTURE

.

^urif

METRO
PistrihuFed exclusively

by

PICTURES CORPORATION'-

Smperial

Pictures Ltd.txclu-

swe OistributOYS
thruout ^reai BritainSir William ^aru.PAanacjincj

Director

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

they held it ‘^iveeh^

Written by

Marc Edmund Jones
Directed by

dsbp rg

^^'^loifAi

PJC_

^

Lambert Hillyer
Supervised by

Thomas H.

- cr"" °S: "-:if

TICS

Ince

Distributed by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.

prereni^j'

Skdn Dqqp
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Keaton Tops the

11,

1<2

Bill!

newspaper reviewers say his comedies top
the feature.
Read them from any city.
All the

“

HILARIOUS COMEDY

San Francisco,

‘My

is

is

in

Daily News.

Wife’s

Relations’

hilarious in

theme as well as

execution.

Loud and long was

our laughter.

We

New

‘‘

‘My Wife’s

long,

“We
make

thought

a better

Boat,’ but

Buster

couldn’t

beginning

and doesn’t give the laugher a

is

one

moment

A

in

it.

is

fea-

Buffalo Times.

MOST HUMOROUS
‘‘Buster does his

Relations’

starts the laughs at the

Relations’

There

ture.”

comedy than ‘The

‘My Wife’s

Francisco

wholesome laugh.

not a dull

BEST ONE YET

— San

A TWO-REEL FEATURE

can stand any

amount of Buster Keaton.”
York Daily News.

Keaton’s humor

his own.’

all

ous antics in
tions.’

”

most humor-

‘My Wife’s

Rela-

Philadelphia Record.

chance to do anything but laugh
the

until

very

end.”

—

THE BEST YET

Billings

(Mont.) Gazette.

“Buster Keaton, the unbeatable
comic, touches bottom in his latest

FUNNIEST COMEDY

‘The
Boat.’
More
funny things happen than you can
imagine.” Los Angeles Record.
e.xplosion,

“

‘The Boat’ is one of the
funniest comedies ever shown in

DON’T MISS ANY OF THEM
“My

“The

Wife’s Relations”

Electric

House”

“The Frozen North”

“The Blacksmith”

“The Playhouse”

“The Paleface”

“The Boat”

“Cops”

Presented by Joseph

*M.

.Schenck

;

written and directed by Buster Keaton

and Eddie

Cline.

’1
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SVhen They Hold

It

Week You Know

Over
It’s
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for a

Some

Second
Picture

Here*s a telegram ucrih
reading, for you can duplicate this success.

Oct. 20/ 1922
]lleveland, Ohio

Schenck
icture Enterprises
.540 Broadway, hew York City
Foseph M.

"The public is raving about
Torma Talmadge in ‘The Eternal

now playing at the Stillman
heatre Opened to the biggest
lusiness of season and came back
lith biggest Monday, receipts
getting bigger every day, will be
'ur biggest week, will positively
lold it over for a second week, the
onderful acting of Miss Talmadge
nd beauty of the production have
'reduced the desired result at
he box office
Ered Desberg
'lame'

.

Eight Reels of the
iapted
a

by Frances Marion
Duchesse de Langeaise.”

Wine

of Life

from Honore de Balzac’s

Personally Directed and

X

Supervised by Frank Lloyd

A

First National Attraction

Joseph M. Schenck

presenfs

TiotmiCi
in the

The

Jatm

Drama Jvtagnxficent

Eternal

Flame”

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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1922

11,

!

We’ll Let the Newspapers Write This Ad!
The reviewers have used up all the superlatives so
we give up. We wish we could tell you all they
say but your time

A BIG TRIUMPH
A

short and space

A SCREEN MASTERPIECE

So won-

triumph for Jackie Coogan.

is

“A screen masterpiece

derful that audiences are surely incited

of

human

Telegram.

MUST NOT BE MISSED
"Here is a picture that stands out, one
must not be missed. If any doubt

inter-

that

has

existed

that

Jackie

is

one

of

not the greatest, the last vestige

is

A MATCHLESS PICTURE

the

greatest natural actors in the world,

if

"M

Ve no mistake about it, this is one
matchless pictures of the year
idckie and the rest are the essence of
Dickens. All the scenes are so vivid and
arresting it is hard to single out any.”
New York Sun.

dis-

'

i

by

pelled
is

his ‘Oliver Twist.’

The theme

masterfully handled by Frank Lloyd.”

—New

York Evening Mail.

ITS AMAZING
“Jackie Coogan’s performance

Frank Lloyd, the

is

amaz-

director, has

IS

MARVELOUS

“‘Oliver Twist’ as a movie

is everything
should be. Little Jackie himself is
marvelous. He brings Oliver to life. If
Charles Dickens can sneak off from his

that

Tribune.

we feel sure that he will
Strand this week and we
know that he will enjoy himself immensely.” New York Herald.
angelic duties,

MOST LOVABLE
“We

have never seen so lovable a figmotion pictures as the ‘Oliver
Twist’ of Jackie Coogan.
If there is a
better motion picture actor than Jackie,
bring him out and let us have a look at
him. A notable piece of work. You may
take the word of one who is not always
exuberant.
See this picture.” Sew York
ure in

World.

WILL FILL THEATRES
“It is destined

THOROUGHLY CAPTIVAT-

it

JACKIE’S BIGGEST
is

Dickens from

start to finish,

ING

with

New

is

should

100

surely

see

‘Oliver
it.”

Twist.’

New

constantly lovable.”

we

sonally

York Evening Journal.

cent.”

New

is

almost perfect. Per-

should say

it

rated

100 per

York Globe.

Charles Dickens
immortal story

Screened as the
world would

wish

[Fq^iv

teaches Oliver a"^me'

it.

York

PER CENT PERFECT

“The production

the biggest thing the tiny star has

He

perfectly

visualized

Daily News.

enough Oliver to make spectators
wish for a great deal more. Every role
stands out with distinction. It is far and

attempted.

achieves the Dickens we all love.
were thoroughly captivated by Jackie.

“It

He
You

just

away

keep the house full.
you can not resist.”—

to

A characterization
New York Times.

We
“It

—

:

JACKIE

done
marvelous things with the picture and the
supporting cast is without a flaw. Entertaining, and beautifully done.” New York
ing.

limited.

float into the

est.
It is the best picture we’ve seen in
months, splendidly cast, wonderfully photographed, superbly acted, as good screen
entertainment as one could ask. Direction as near perfect as anything screened.
Never a more appealing character than
Jackie as Oliver.” New York Evening
World.

example and ask for
‘more.’ The film’s power and beauty are
beyond question.” New York Evening
to follow Oliver’s

is

iR, HI,

Every Dicken^
character portrayed Iw a star.

OLIVlRi.TWIST
A
FIRST NATIONAL'

Oliver

a^s for mtae

^

,
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by

J. P.

Chalmers

Things

It’s always the way.
All the news and all the
things to talk about compressed into one week. The
resignation of J. D. Williams, the arrival of “Robin
Hood,” the Massachusetts censorship referendum
items in abundance on the memo pad this week.
Next week three film men talking in the Astor
lobby will be heard to remark, “Say, things are ter.ribly dead in the picture business, aren’t they?

Nothing happening.”
*

Daddy and

*

the Family Disagree

We

have no desire to discuss the internal phases
of J. D.. Williams’ retirement from First National.
Doing so would make us feel very much in the
position of the Innocent Bystander who interjects
his views in a family quarrel.
The Innocent Bystander means well but not
being a member of the family he just doesn’t know

—

what

know

he’s talking about, that’s
his usual fate.

all.

And we

all

But the surface facts of the Williams case deserve
comment.
First National in New York is just
“another film company” to a trade paper, and out
over the country,

'

in

which

it

is

thousands

Nov.

11,
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Talk About

to

us “dreams” which

a cooperative organization
of exhibitors are deeply

interested.

we

later

saw

in the reality

in First National.

*

The Week ^s Best Laugh

—

I

Vol. 59, No. 2

We have read many sublime asininities in the
course of a hectic motion picture career but we
believe the prize will be held for all time by the
writer who this week tells his narrow circle of the
Williams news with crocodile tears and sniveling

—

sympathy.

“We
he

is

shouldn’t pick on

down and

out,”

winds up.
J. D. Williams

is

J. D. Williams now that
about the way the drivel

neither down, nor is he out.
Nor will he ever be as long as he retains the vision,
the courage, and the fundamentally clear conception of motion pictures that is his.
“a
It is in the newspaper blood to know that
fight is a fight, and as long as the fight is on
FIGHT! But when the fight is over forget it!”
The writer in question could favor himself by
writing an editorial on J. D. Williams as an adversary who fought for “his organization, right or
wrong. But his organization every time.”
There’s a streak in human nature that admires
that type of man even when it disagrees with him.
is

—

—

j

*

*

*

*

*

I

Something To Be Proud Of

Matters of Policy
The general understanding is that the split between First National and its General Manager
came over differences of opinion on important
matters of future policy.
Rumor has it that the sharpest division was on
the question of whether or not First National
should produce pictures itself.
The decision on policy was First National’s to
make. Once made, the situation demanded a man
at the helm who had firm faith in the policy.
And
the soundness of First National, together with its
bright prospects for the future, may be summed
up in the person of Richard A. Rowland.
But there is still a shock in the stepping out of
k J. D. Williams. For J. D. has to us always signified “the First National idea.”
Way back to 1914
1' and
beyond J. D. used to enthusiastically tell
I

;

:

1

j

of

There is food for pride in the New York premiere
“Robin Hood,” both because of the picture and

because of the premiere itself.
The spontaneous enthusiasm of the crowds that
packed the Lyric Theatre and the mob that

jammed

the street outside is a tonic to a film man’s
The deep appeal and
occasionally shaken faith.
strong pull of the motion picture still exist.
You battled your wa}^ through the Lyric lobby
and the shouts of “Where’s Doug? and Mary?
and Valentino?” with the joyous feeling, “This
!”
is like the good old days
public that demands more, is, however, no less
And the enthusiasm is more solid
enthusiastic.
because it is discriminating.
There is no necessity here to discuss “Robin
Hood” as a picture. The reviews can do that

—

A

—

MOVING
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and then they seem futile and useless for a Fairbanks picture has become a Fairbanks picture.
There’s no other guarantee needed.
But of “Robin Hood” as an epic of courage, of
sincerity, of devotion to

an art too

WORLD

PICTURE

much cannot

be said.

characters in the

—

We

*

This Also Is Courage
You don’t have to spend a million dollars to
exemplify courage. We saw another example of
courage on a screen at the Biltmore last week.
“Shadows” is a picture for the independent market, presented by B. P. Schtilberg and Al. Lichtman.
It

is

a picture that

we

enjoyed, that patrons

—

everywhere are going to enjoy but sitting in the
darkened ballroom we could only think of the
courage of Benny Schulberg.
Benny is an experienced veteran film man. He
knows that there is a lot of difiference between
the picture that pleases patrons and the picture
that pleases film men.
And Benny knpws that in the independent field
the chief and usually the only thought must be to
please the “fillum men.” He displayed that knowledge to perfection in “Rich Men’s Wives.”

And “Shadows”

is

a

gem

of a story

—but a story

without a typical fillum hero, or heroine, or villyun,
It’s about the regular people who
or situation.
live in this world “outside the picture business.”
What courage on Benny’s part to follow through
his convictions and produce this story! And courage that should be rewarded by the exhibitor, his
number is legion, that says, “My patrons are sick
and tired of the same old thing. My better patrons
are staying away because pictures are too hackneyed and cheap.”
But they do say the exchangemen that this
same exhibitor is the toughest one to sell something that is different. He hasn’t the courage that
he demands of producers.

—

—

—

*

*

After the Deluge!

—

After the deluge what? ’Sfunny how pictures
run in cycles. Just now it is the flood picture.
Brought on by the “storm” pictures that followed “The Storm.” And probably finding its
genesis in the rush and swirl of the climax to

“Way Down East.”
New York saw Goldwyn’s “The

Sin Flood” last

week, first of the flood pictures, but held up to
Here’s
elaborate and intensify the flood scenes.
a flood picture that doesn’t need its flood for the
strength of the drama is deeper, in the watching of

—

1922

face to face with the

And

they tell us that William Fox presents a
flood that brings ’ems to the edge of the seats in
“The Town That Forgot God.” There will probably be more. Then after the deluge what?

—*

—

*

*

Buy a Barrel of Spuds

We

—

raw when

11,

crisis of life.

They say
within him

that the truly great artist always feels
a gratitude towards his art and the
can well imagopportunities it has given him.
ine “Robin Hood” being conceived and created in
Gratitude from Douglas Fairbanks to the Motion
Picture.
had better stop before we start raving.

November

The theatre owners’ organization of Wisconsin
has received an opportunity for real Public Welfare
Work and is responding.
Thirty days ago the farmers of Wisconsin and
Minneapolis seemed doomed. Thousands of carloads of potatoes would never reach the market and
thousands more would never be dug out of the
ground.
State officials, civic organizations, took the matter up. And in the forefront of activity have been
the theatre owners of the state. “Potato Week”
is being held and enthusiasm is running high.
Now the theatre owners of Wisconsin need the
help of exhibitors in neighboring states. It is to
be hoped that it will be given in full measure and

—

—

heartily.

When

the dust has settled and a great job is
completed the industry in the Northwest will
hold its head just a bit higher.

—

First

Time Before the People

For the first time in history the people of a state
are to have an opportunity to vote on motion picture censorship.
Next Tuesday is an important
day for the industry throughout the country. And
Massachusetts gives the verdict.
In the past it has always been a political machine
and a Legislature that enforced censorship. After
next Tuesday we will always be able to point out
how “the people” feel about it or else we will have

—

nothing to say.
Right now it

is difficult to forecast the verdict.
sitting at a trade paper desk could
write a different story every day on such events.
One caller comes in to whisper to him inside infor-

The man

mation that the campaign
visitor has the evidence to
straight for success.

is “all

show

wrong,” the next
that it is headed

Only the votes give the answer.

And

the day

after brings the opportunity to write the stor3^
Aside from the importance of the censorship
fight in itself next Tuesda^^’s election has another
important angle.
It is the first occasion that
the industry has waged a political battle since the

Hays organization was formed.
The first battle should never tell the stor^^. But
it is often made to do so.
Thus a gentleman b\^ the
name of Will Hays may be expected to have considerable concern over the actions of the voters of

Massachusetts next Tuesdav.

November

I
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i
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Sees His Mistake

Newsy Briefs

'

!

B. DeMille

Cecil

j

Elected Officer of

New Hollywood Bank

,

Cecil B. DeMille, director-general of

li

the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has been elected vice president of
the newly organized Federal Trust
and Savings Bank of Hollywood. This

'

'

new

financial institution will care for

the

of

share

its

rapidly

increasing

monetary business of the film capital.
Associated with Mr. DeMille in the
enterprise are prominent Hollywood
business men, including C. E. Toberman, president George L. Eastman,
vice-president, and A. J. Olsen, vicepresident and manager. Mr. DeMille’s

:

;

I

;

li

step into a vice-presidential position
in the new bank was not altogether a
new venture into banking as he has
been for some time a director of the

I

jj

t

I
j

Commercial

National

Bank

of

Los

I

Angeles.

Vi

1

The
many

Federal Trade Commission, after
hearings, has finally issued an order
prohibiting the Eskay Harris Feature Film
Co., from using the title “Black Beauty” in
connection with a re-issued Edison film
originally made in 1917 under the title,
“Your Obedient Servant.”

The committee

its

Hollywood
doors

to

the

institution
public on

14.

of producers

appointed to
American Red Cross
tors

starting

November

and distribu-

co-operate with the
in the annual Roll Call
Will
11 is as follows:

Hays, chairman; Harold Bolster, William
Fox, R. H. Cochrane, Adolph Zukor, Marcus
Loew, Lewis J. Selznick, Earl W. Hammons, Frank J. Godsol, John M. Quinn,
Joseph M. Schenck and Warner Brothers.

The

third annual report of the

Canadian

Famous

Famous

Convenes in West

Players Canadian Corporation
has acquired Shea’s Hippodrome, Toronto.
Film attractions booked for the Regent, for
the past six years home house of the corporation, will be transferred to Shea’s.

Famous Players Hold Sales Convention in

On

Los Angeles

Mayor Cryer of
Chambers of Com-

the invitation of

Los Angeles and the
merce of that city and of Hollywood, and
J
||
'

4
I

!

unloading

still

Mayflower Photoplays Corporation is
asking for the vacating of an attachment
secured by Nat Brown, who is suing for an
alleged breach of contract of employment.
Justice O’Malley, of the N. Y. Supreme
Court, has set next Monday for a hearing.

many

Will

of the district and branch managers
picking up other contingents
at stops along the route.
The convention
will be held at the Hotel Ambassador.
Details of the convention were not
divulged further than the announcement
that the sales policy of the company for
the six months after February 1 will be
discussed and announced.

f

Black
the
coming that New
England Theatres, Inc., has sold the Strand,
Randolph, Vt., and the Black, Bethel, Vt.,
to James F. Bennett.
are

— announcement

the earnest solicitation of Jesse L.
Lasky, Adolph Zukor announced yesterday that the semi-annual convention of the
department of distribution of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation will be held
November 21 in Los Angeles.
A special train, leaving the Grand Gentral Station the night of November 16,
will carry
the Paramount executives,
heads of home office departments and

at

!

They

Theatres

Looking Into

It

The Post
D.

Office Department,

Washing-

now

studying the service
with a view to determining wherein advantage can be taken of the recent offer
of Sydney S. Cohen, president of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, to cooperate in building and perfectG.,

is

ing the postal service.

T. O. C. C. Dance

I

December 2nd
December 2 has been set as the date of
the Third Annual Supper Dance of Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce and
j

the
j

1

I

j
j

Gold

Room

of the Astor as the place.
special entertainment, a
fashion show, motion pictures of those
present, two of Lopez’s Pennsylvania or-

Plans

include

To Study

Situation
All postmasters throughout the country
have been advised of Mr. Cohen’s offer,
in which the screens of the United States
are placed at the free disposal of the Post
Office Department, and have been instructed to study the situation within the
jurisdiction of their offices with a view
to

ascertaining

postmasters

may

to

what extent various

avail themselves of the

offer.

and numerous novelties. Lee
Ochs is chairman of the Ball Committee
and Victor Shapiro is attending to pub-

instructions sent out by the Post
Department suggest a number of
ways in which the theatres may cooperate

licity.

with the postal service.

chestras,

Repudiates

Censorship

Bill

Which He Himself Fathered
One of the most dramatic incidents

in

connection with the eleventh hour fight in
Massachusetts for and against the bill providing for a State censorship of moving
pictures, has been the sudden and sensational repudiation of the bill by Senator
George D. Chamberlain of Springfield, the
author and father of it.
The Senator admits that since the bill
was passed he has been able to get a little
more insight into what the bill really provides and he is afraid that its enforcement
will most seriously endanger the free inHe now doubts,
stitutions of the State.
he says, the wisdom of his action in
sponsoring the bill.

Snub

for F.

I.

L.

M.

Sign of

War

Walker’s Letter Rep-

in

resenting T. O. C. C.
Signs of a possible war between the
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce in
New York City and the local F. I. L. M.
Club are evident in a curt and snappy letter by Senator James J. Walker, representing the exhibitors.

The

letter

was

in

response to a request

by the F. I. L. M. Club to Messrs. Grob
and Nabel to appear at a hearing and explain charges that they had entered into
an agreement with Charles Goldreyer to
stifle

competition.

In addition to satiric references to
“divine right” possessed by the exchanges
the letter closes with the statement: “The
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce
is prepared to defend each and everyone
of its members with all the force it possesses against any unjust exactions or illegal proceedings.”

Investigate Advantages of Cooperation

to the Coast,

ton,

Senator

Corporation,

Limited,
shows profits of $439,192.18. Dividend of
eight per cent, was declared on the preferred stock.

Players

new

The
opened
October

Aaron A. Corn and Henry Fried, real
estate agents, are suing J. Alton Bradbury,
president of the Bunny Theatre, N. Y. C.,
for $2,952.50, which they claim as commissions due in securing the lease of the
theatre.

The

Office

Urge

Its

Repeal

Voice
Strong
Against Daylight Saving

Exhibitor’s

Protest

Law

Strong opposition to the daylight saving
law was emphatically voiced at the meeting of the Western New York Motion
Picture Theatre Owners, Inc., in Buffalo,
N. Y., Oct. 30. The meeting was held in
It was urged that the
the Palace Theatre.
law be abolished.
It was pointed out that the law worked
an injury in all localities by upsetting the
It was
regular routine of the people.
especially emphasized that the law worked
against the health of children by interferring with their sleeping hours.
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the M.
P. T. O. A., and J. O’Toole, chairman of
the public service committee of the national organization, were present, and
made interesting addresses.
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Williams Resigns From First National;
Rowland Appointed General Manager
WILLIAMS

has found it advisable, in view of his plans for the
future, to resign as manager of Associated First National Pictures,
• Inc., and the directors of First National have regretfully accepted
his resignation.
Mr. Williams’ association with First National, as manager from the
time of its organization, and his prominence in the starting of this company, as well as in the motion picture industry generally, are so wellknown that little need or can be said.
Mr. Williams leaves the office of manager of First National with the
best wishes and kind regards of edl of his former associates. It is probable that Mr. Williams will take a considerable vacation before announcing his further plans.
Richard A. Rowland, who has been associated with H. O. Schwalbe 2uid
Mr. Williams for the last six months in directing the aff 2urs of First
National, has been appointed by the board of directors, general manager
of First National.
D.

J

Weiss,

Head

of Artclass

November

To Attend

W

ITH

Alfred Weiss, one of the
best known film executives
in the industry, now at the
helm of the organization and determined to place that firm at the head
of their class, Weiss Brothers’ Artclass Pictures’ Corporation this week
officially confirmed a report published
exclusively in Moving Picture World
several months ago that it will produce a definite number of high class
productions annually for distribution by
national distributing corporations. Ac-

cording

to

a

statement

made

this

week by Mr. Weiss to a representative
of Moving Picture World the program
year will embrace four big prowhich the first will be
“Between Worlds,” said to be a great
spectacle production entirely different
than any of the current offerings. Another big special is now in the course
of production and definite announcement as to its title and story will be
made within the next week, said Mr.
Weiss.
Mr. Weiss comes to Artclass Pictures’
Corporation
from Goldwyn
which he help found. He was Vice-President and general manager of Goldwyn
and in charge of their distribution dethis

ductions, of

partment for six years. He held a
percentage contract with the New
York and Buffalo Goldwyn exchanges.
Last season when negotiations were
opened between Goldwyn and P'irst
National, the latter demanding 100 per
cent, distribution of Goldwyn pictures.
Mr. Weiss withdraw and sold his interests in the corporation for $100,000.
Mr. Weiss has been in the motion picture business for 18 years and following his resignation from Goldwyn
decided to associate himself with the

Weiss Brothers’ Artclass Corporation

touch with this demand. Three national distributors already have opened
negotiations with Artclass Corporawhich, in the brief period that it
has been in existence, has made remarkable progress.
The advent of Mr. Weiss further
strengthens the position of that corporation, financially, artistically and
otherwise, for he brings with him an
experience that covers an intimate
knowledge of every branch in the business and an acquaintanceship that
constitutes a “Who Is Who In Filmdom.” Mr. Weiss is now President
and General Manager of Artclass Pictures’ Corporation.
Prior to his association with Goldwyn Mr. Weiss operated the Alfred
tion,

Meeting

man Theatre Tuesday morning.

To Get

Franchise

Sydney S. Cohen, national president
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners

a separate franchise

from the national

Under

One

in

Kansas

the

will have its
Louis and the other

association
St.

City.

Notes World^s Progress
Suburban Amusement Co., Ltd.
Revue Theatre
Roncesvalles and Howard Park
Aves,

Toronto, August

21.

Moving Picture World,
New York City.
Dear Sirs: Enclosed please find
our cheque for $7.00, in payment
of renewal subscriptions for Mr.
Ball and Mr. Tickner, as per
statement enclosed.
As subscribers to your journal

—

—

we think eleven years, permit us to extend our congratulations to Mr. Welsh, who has recently taken up the reins of office
in the editorial chair, and to express our recognition of the vim
and enthusiasm shown in recent
numbers.
The boxes in the
for

“Review” columns are certzunly

Weiss Film Exchange

particular notices.

in New York,
General Film Company.
Later he headed the old Mutual and
from the latter went with Triangle
Pictures’ Corporation.
Six years ago
he founded, with others, Goldwjm
Pictures’ Corporation.
While no definite announcement
concerning the production activities of
Artclass Pictures’ Corporation has
been made, the fact remains that that
firm has opened negotiations with a
number of leading directors and

authors.

An announcement

that will

prove a big surprise to the trade
general will be made next week.

in

or-

plan,

selling

to

of

Missouri
will have two distinct organizations of
motion picture theatre owners, but both
will be affiliated with the national organiganization.

very welcome; they signify very
plainly where you stand on these

it

of

America, has said that he will grant exhibitors of St. Louis and Eastern Missouri

zation.

with the distinct understanding that
that firm would produce a series of
four big special productions annually.
As a production executive Mr.
Weiss ranks among the leaders in the
industry, which he studied from every
angle.
Mr. Weiss emphasized the
claim that Artclass will make pictures
to conform with the public demand and
that at all times the firm will keep in

1922

President Sydney S. Cohen, of the M.
P. T. O. A., and J. O’Toole, chairman of
the public service committee of the national organization, will attend a meeting
of the Moving Picture Theatre Owners
of Northern New York. Tuesday, in
Rochester.
This territory extends as far
as Syracuse.
The national officers will be
the guests of George Eastman at the East-

headquarters in

Pictures, Tells of Plans

11,

And here allow me to emphasize
the great importance we attach
to criticisms of current attractions.
It matters little how well
trade magazines are conducted if
the review pages cannot be relied
on by the exhibitor, for, after all
is said and done, this department
is of paramount interest to all
theatre owners and managers.
Yours very
R. S.

truly,

TICKNER.

November
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Big Premiere
“Douglas Fairbanks in ‘Robin
Hood’ ” was given its premiere at
Theatre,

Lyric

the
City,

Monday

New York

night, October 30,

and so great were the crowds that
were anxious to see the picture
that a second showing was put on
at 11:15 p.

m.

Outside the theatre before the
showing started the crowds, waiting to catch a glimpse of “Doug”
and Mary who were to make

personal appearances, made it
necessary to call out the police
reserves to make way for traffic.
The newspapers praised the picture highly.

Crowd

that

blocked

at Forty-second street and Broadway to see Douglas
Fairbanks in “Robin Hood” premiere

traffic

Omaha Convention

Off
to a Promising Start

(By Wire

E

to

Omaha, Neb., Nov. 1.
Moving Picture World)

xhibitors

began

gathering

here today for the Third Annual Convention of the M. P.

Iowa and Nebraska. The day
was taken up with addresses of welcome, an open meeting of addresses
and an evening banquet. More than
100 registered during the day, and
nearly 200 were present at the banquet in the evening. While the business meeting does not begin until tomorrow, there already is talk of action
on an arbitration board of exhibitors
and exchange men, collective buying,
T. O., of

reduction in the price of accessories,
music tax, equitable contract, election

of officers and the advisability of the
M. P. T. O. A. producing films.
The addresses at the opening session today, as well as the general attitude of those attending the Convention, indicate that the key note of the
interstate gathering is co-operation.

Among

the prominent out-of-town
Dr. Thomas G.
people present are
Patten, of New York, representing
Will H. Hays; A. J. Moeller, of New
York, general manager of the M. P.
T. O. A. E. T. Peter, former president
of the Texas association^ and W. A.
Steffes, president of the Minnesota
:

;

association.
Dr. Patton, in an address before the
convention, said, “The motion picture

industry and the public are already on
better terms as a result of the Will
Hays organization.” He declared the
industry has scarcely begun to develop, and predicted an amazing increase in quality and character of pictures in the next ten years.

Nearly 200 exhibitors and exchangemen, with their wives, attended the
annual banquet this evening. Secretary J. E. Kirk, of the Nebraska association, responded to a toast on the
past year, declaring that the Nebraska
has increased greatly in
strength during 1922.
President A.
R. Pramer, of the Nebraska organization, predicted an even greater growth
during 1923, and pictured the development of the motion picture theatre
industry in the Middle West in the
future. Dr. George E. Condra, of the
State University of Nebraska, spoke
on visual education.
association

Films Appropriate for Book WeekTie-ups
tie-ups with Motion Picture Book Week, Associated First National, Inc., and the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation each have a number of productions that are particularly appropriate. These films have been sanctioned by the National Committee for Better Films and the National Board of Review and are listed by them
All of them have been made from world renowned
as particularly appropriate for Book Week presentation.
literary works or have been suggested by paintings of no less renown.
Of the list of 109 pictures which the National Board of Review selected as particularly applicable for Book
Week showing, nine are released under Associated First National auspices. The Book Week list compiled by
the National Committee for Better Films includes no less than 14 productions released by Hodkinson and which,
it is said, fit in particularly well for presentation during the week of literary showings.
The works of some of the greatest authors of the present as well as the past have been transferred to the silver
sheet by these two prominent organizations, and it is these filminizations as well as those suggested by the works
of artists of renown that have received the sanction for Book Week showings by both the National Board of Review
and the National Committee for Better Films.
The Hodkinson productions that have been listed are “The Beggar Maid,” “Cameron of the Royal Mounted,”
“A Certain Rich Man,” “God’s Crucible,” “The Gray Dawn,” “The Headless Horseman,” “Jane Eyre,” “The Light
in the Clearing,” “The Mysterious Rider,” “No Trespassing,” “Rip Van Winkle,” “The Young Painter,” “The
Bashful Suitor” and “Hope.”
The Associated First National productions are “All for a Woman,” “Bob Hampton of Placer,” “Kindred of the
Dust,” “The Last of the Mohicans,” “Loma Doone,” “The Old Swimmin’ Hole,” “Penrod,” “Pilgrims of the Night”
and “The River’s End.”
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Regional News and Gossip
Conducted by

SUMNER SMITH
—

1 here’s a Mo-Oing Picture World represent at i-Oe in e-Very exchange center at your ser-Oice. Just a part
of the all-round serx)ice of The Complete Trade Vaper^Regional in fietos Value; flational in Service.
If our representative in anv territory can help you in any te/ay call on us.

Montana’s Golden Days Still
Linger in Johnson’s Memory

Jim Jackson, Runaway Boy,
Started Three Flights Up
Jim Jackson, of the Tudor
Theatre, Atlanta, may lay claim
to being one of, if not the oldest,
exhibitor in point of service in
this neck of the woods, for Air.
Jackson’s first picture experience
was in a little shot-gun theatre
He
in Providence, R. I., in 1905.
has another claim to distinction
he is one of the first exhibitors
to ever read a copy of Moving
Picture World, and has been a
regular reader of every single
issue since that first sixteen-page
sheet out on Alarch 9, 1907.

book a Pathe,

5'ou were
smilin’
pretty
and
big star then was Max
‘His First Cigar’ and

3'ou could
set
and

Back in iMinneapolis in 1906, the
Unique Theatre was one of the
up-to-date
most
and
newest
“Movie Palaces” of the day. It
was in the projection room of the
Unique that Leroy V. Johnson,
an ambitious 3'oung fellow, was
first introduced to moving pic-

hibitor came into a small town
alreadj' having two theatres, he
pla3'ed a bad third, found “three
was a crowd” and moved on.

tures. In a short time he learned
to become an expert operator.
Then he wanted a house of his

3'ears

own. Greater opportunities beckoned from the West, and in 1910
drew him to Montana, where he
bought the Dreamland Theatre in
Great Falls and played to golden

went to Webster, Mass.,
where he managed the Alusic
Hall, and then back to Danville,
Theatre, Seattle, a J. & V. housej
in 1908.
There he became assowhere he has made a record as
Mr. Jackson was born in Dan- ciated with the Trent Brothers,
a live-wire.
More recently, Mr. ville, Va., and it was as a run- who opened a nice little house in
Johnson has added the manage- away boy, in Providence, that he Danville, called the Gaiety-, which
ment of the Neptune, a high-class first started in the picture game. was so big a success that the
encouraged and
residential theatre recently pur- From the house in Providence he brothers w-ere
chased by Jensen & Von Herberg, went to Woonsocket, where he sent Mr. Jackson to L3'nchburg
to his other activities.
Only the managed a very “up-to-date” to open tuother Gaiety, which
cream of first-run features are place over the opening of which ran pictures and Keith vaudeville.
offered at the Neptune.
the towns-people waxed self-conFrom Lynchburg, Mr. Jackson
As a reminiscence of old times gratulative. It seated 1,500 people, went to Baltimore, where he
and by way of contrast, Mr. and it was three flights up.
managed the Little Wizard and
Johnson offered with his New
“In those da3’s,” said Mr. Jack- the Blue Mouse.
In 1915, WilYear’s Eve matinee program last son, “the pictures were almost all liam Oldknow, veteran Atlanta
3'ear, the ancient film of “Jesse foreign
efforts
and everybod3' film man, built the Alcazar in
James.”
fought for a Pathe picture.
If .Atlanta and Mr. Jackson came

business.

the daj’^s when
the height of her
Amusement
greatest prosperity.
seekers didn’t care how often
thej' spent 10 cents for a show.
The show lasted for about 20
invited
late
Slides
minutes.
comers to remain and see the
first of the picture.

were

Those

Montana was

It

was

have
speaker

to

in

also the

a

popular thing

ballyhoo.

who

j'elled

First,

through

megaphone from the
booth, which was so

a
a

projection

hot

he

had

arrangement which would
lift the needle at the end of the
record, and could be drawn back
to the beginning and started over.
This worked from the booth, and
turned the trick nicely, bringing
in a goodly number of dimes at
every show.

Over a period of three years,
Mr.
Johnson
traveled
about,
owning houses in Idaho and
Butte, looking over the territories
and possibilities of further development. Another problem conthe

exhibitor

of

those

days was the fact that only two

good

&: Von Herberg interests, later
managing a Portland house for
them.
On November, 1921, he
was put in charge of the Liberty

—

services

were

available,

namely. Universal and General
Film Co. Wherefore, if an ex-

Elixir,’

was another comedy

that

I recall.”

From Woonsocket, Mr.

Jack-

son

down to manage it.
“And the Alcazar

put on just
about ever3'thing that has been

to

a string

fronting

of his residence there, he
identified with the Jensen

became

and

drink innumerable glasses of water, in order
to exist, at the same time grinding out the picture to his audience, slowing up for pathetic or
love scenes, speeding ’er up, for
“drammer” or a fight.
Edison had invented a repeating phonograph, for which wax
cylinder records were made by
the management, describing the
show within. This was a saver on
the lung power of the manager,
but the problem confronting this
young exhibitor was that his
phonograph was not a repeater.
Therefore, he ingeniously devised
stuffy

Returning to Great Falls, Mr.
Johnson purchased the Alcazar
Theatre.
He remained in Great
Falls until 1920. During the latter

—

Pathe’s
Linder.
‘The Runaway Horse’ were among
the Linder masterpices that we
played then, and a Vitagraph
called,
‘The
Electric
comedy

One Oldtimer^s Troubles

hailed as new in .Atlanta within
the last few years,” adds Mr.

She Couldn’t Smell the Liquor!
Editor, Regional

Jackson.

News and Gossip Department:

the exhibitor end of the business since the
time when a three-reel jumping picture was classed as a wonderful show,” writes Ned Pedigo, owner and manager of the
Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Okla. “Something fascinating about
the game; don’t know what it is, for it is not all pleasure lots
of disappointments, lots of pleasure.
“1

have been

"Prologues, lobby dissongs, ‘spot-light’

pla3-s, illustrated

in

—

“One night we had on a big picture. Two women were buying
and the cashier explained that it was a big picture and prices
were 40 cents on the first floor and 30 cents on the second floor.
They stood thinking a moment and then asked if we were going
to have it on both floors.
“Yes, we have these patrons who have seen most all the pictures even before they are made; those who really never see
anything new to them anywhere. These people, the Lord protect them, are everywhere.
One old lady remarked the other
evening that we did not get the effects here that they did back
home. ‘For instance,’ she said, ‘now back where I used to come
from we could just smell the liquor in a barroom scene.’
“If some fellow could educate the masses so that they would
know that a picture was not made in the East and just gradually
worked its way West, we would be very thankful if he would get
busy. We would also like to see a Methodist, Baptist or some
hind of a preacher in a picture and not have him turn out to be
a crook. Why do they always make monkeys of them? People
are getting tired of this sort of thing. What do you say we hold
the priest out for a few weeks and give the other fellow a
chance? It would not hurt anything and might do much good.”

—

singers practically every innovation that has been trotted out
and hailed as startling and sensationalL"- novel, was used by the
Alcazar.”

After a brief trip to Jackson-

and a much needed rest. Mr.
Jackson assumed management of
the Tudor Theatre in 1918, and
ville,

except for five months during the
war, has been in command.

Charles H.

Ryan

Is a

Chicago Pioneer
Charles H. Ryan, of the Garfield
Theatre, Oiicago, controlled by
the Charles J. Schaefer Theatrical
Enterprises,

rates

as

a

veteran

although he is only 29 3-ears old.
He has been an exhibitor eleven
3-ears, the managing director of
the Garfield, a neighborhood house,
since 1911, and has been in the
business, part of the time as an
assistant manager, thirteen years.
That’s some record for a young

chap
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Solve Syracuse’s Problems?

HEN

Can Syracuse, N. Y., be said to
is a city over-seated from the standpoint of the picture theatre?
be over-seated when its downtown houses running straight pictures accommodate 11,000 persons out cf a
population of 175,000, and Buffalo, in its downtown houses, seats 13,500 persons out of a population of
500,000?
Does exploitation cheapen a house and does it really draw consistent business which will continue to mainthrough coming weeks ?
Would it be good policy for a picture
summer and reopen in the early fall?

tain itself

theatre in the business center to close during three months of the

Are girls superior to boys as ushers? Should a premium be placed upon honesty on the part of ushers
returning lost articles?
These are some of the problems that are confronting the exhibitors of Syracuse, N. Y., at the present time,
and ones which they would welcome a word of advice through the experience of others in cities the size of
Syracuse.

To begin with, Syracuse picture
heatres are not experiencing any
reat pick-up in business this fall,
lome of the owners are inclined
0 the belief that the city is_ in
n over-seated condition. During
!he past two or three weeks figures have reached Syracuse, showbg that in Buffalo, with its halfhillion or more population, the
owntown houses, including those
hich combine pictures and vaudebut not including Shea’s,
lille,

he

houses

accommodate

13,500,

vhereas Syracuse with a populaiion of only about one-third that
1 Buffalo, has houses in its downbwn section seating between 10,,00 and 11,000 persons, and that
in Syracuse, the forty or
ill told,
iiore houses can take care of 27,'00 persons.

summer of reducing its
admission prices from 22 cents to
the past

10 cents in all parts of the house.

While the manager admitted last
week that the volume of business
secured was considerably larger,
he supplemented his remarks by
saying that the volume was not
such as to warrant
next year.

a

repetition

As for exploitation, Syracuse is
rather an indifferent city. Francis
P. Martin, manager of the Robbins-Eckel,
seating
and
1,550
charging 35 cents admission, declares that he is through with it.
Mr. Martin has been in the busiIn fact, he was
ness for years.
with the old Wieting when legitimate was the order of the day.
Mr. Martin takes the stand that
business has never been bad at
his house, and furthermore, it gets
bad only when one gives the peo-

“The picture business in cities
he size of Syracuse is only one
nine months,” declared J. M. ple a bad picture.
[f
Mr. Martin makes a feature of
Iriswold, manager of the Savoy,
his musical programs, and probio a Moving Picture World rep“There is no ques- ably spends more in this way than
esentative.
tion but that the automobiles are any house in the state outside of
His orchestra
utting more and more into the New York itself.
'ummer business, particularly the of 15 pieces, a symphony affair, is
theatre that is located in the busi- directed by no less a personage
|ess center of a good sized city. than “Patsy” Conway, leader of
Vith residential houses showing Conway’s band, ranked as one of
:ood pictures, the people are not the ten bands of the world.
At the Strand, which is handled
nclined to come downtown even
they desire an evening’s^ enter- by another veteran in the busi^

ainment.
ile, then

isn’t the automothe residential house

If it
it is

hat attracts them.
“I believe that
ig when picture

and who leaves
no stone unturned in attracting

ness, E. L. Weill,

patronage, there is some exploitaDuring'the week’s run
of “The Eternal Flame” six business windows were secured, and in
to their
addition to this a three-foot canleast

the time is comtheatres in down-

tion done.

before

candle

the

burned

itself

out.

All of the big houses in Syracuse charge a 35-cent admission.
Mr. Weill, of the Strand, has
started a rather clever scheme this
fall in the way of a book of adThese
missions selling for $3.
books contain ten tickets and by
buying the books, the patrons save
themselves a matter of 50 cents
on every ten tickets. According
to Mr. Weill, the idea is taking

take to showing poor
during the hot months and
iltimately reflect upon the entire

lonserve,
[ictures

ndustry.”

Some of the managers in
use_ are not quite of the
pinion, believing that if a

Syra-

same
house

'nee

closes the patronage, driftig away to other houses, cannot
'C regained except at tremendous
xpense and trouble.

The Savoy

tried an

experiment

program which the management
of the house has provided. Don’t
mar that program by injecting
yourself in such a way that the
patron feels himself forced to
hand out a nickel or a dime.”
This is the message which Mr.
Weill conveys to his ushers. Instead of sitting in his private office while the show is on, Mr

well.

Weill is around the theatre, just
little scheme has been
keeping his eye open and contribhouse
so
that
by
the
developed
uting his share toward the patrons’

Another

now

there is a card index of per- enjoyment of the program.
haps 2,000 residents of Syracuse,
At the Empire Theatre, a parwith the dates of their birthdays. ticularly
large
and handsome
To these the following worded house, which was taken over some
card is sent two or three days months
ago
by
Morris
Fitzer,

previous to the birthday anniversary;

“The Strand Theatre takes this
opportunity of congratulating you
on your birthday and would enjoy having you occupy two seats
at our theatre on that day. This
card, when presented at our box
office, serves as a ticket.”
Mr. Weill is one of those managers who is eternally on the job.
He not only boasts of being in the
rear of his theatre at the conclusion of every showing, but he
actually is. He keeps a watchful
eye on his ushers, who are young
men, and seej^Ahat they are on
their job. For instance, should an
usher see a man struggling in
putting on his overcoat, he is supposed to step up, assist him, and
then walk away.
“Don’t stand with your hand
outstretched for a tip. Don’t ask
a patron if you can get him a
program, and say it in a tone as
though your mind was riveted on

!own centres will find it
Advantage to close for at
dle burned throughout the week
en weeks during the summer,
with cash prizes to those who
jiuch the same as many legitimate
ouses now do, and then open in guessed the nearest to the numhe early fall. 1 think that such ber of days, hours and minutes
procedure would stimulate busiless and that many houses would
lot only be money ahead but that
he entire business would be beneited rather than injured, as now
“I note in your October 28 issue the claim of Mr. Finley as
iiappens, when houses desiring to
showing the Dewey Parade pictures thirty years ago,” writes

We Stand

a nickel or a dime. It’s a part of
your daily duty to assist patrons
in the fullest enjoyment of the

.

Corrected

John P. Dibble, of the Park Theatre, Branford, Conn. “That is
simply impossible, as the Battle of Manila Bay was fought in
1898, just twenty-four years and six months ago, and previous
to that date Dewey was an unheard-of proposition.”
Mr. Dibble, by the way, has a great claim to the title of “The
Daddy of Them All,” and we’re going to publish his biography
in an early issue.
As for dates, the only ones we could ever remember were
Christmas and birthday and pay day and lots of people err in

—

—

that respect. Some can’t even remember their birthdays, notably
those of the feminine persuasion. S. S.

—

sixteen years in the business, there
is
a ten-piece orchestra.
This
house always played the legitimate
and is an exceptionally fine theatre.
Mr. Fitzer reported that
business was good and added that
the whole thing revolves around
the one declaration that “the picture is the thing.” “If I can get
good pictures,”, said Mr. Fitzer,
“I’ll take care of the receipts,”
Mr. Fitzer uses young women
as ushers and believes them superior to young men. At the Robbins- Eckel, girls are also used as
ushers, the management declaring
that they, perform their duties
more satisfactorily, and that boys
as ushers are too much inclined
to patronize the smoking room for
a cigarette just when they are
'

needed.

Everyone of the managers not
only reads, but studies the trade
papers.

They

believe that their
the problems of
located, that nine
a solution in some
of
the country,
reaching them through the columns of the trade papers, is fully
as applicable to Syracuse as to the
city where it was reached.
Go
into the offices of any one of the
,

problems

are
others similarly
tim«s out of ten
other section
_

managers, and you

-will

find cop-

of the trade papers in racks,
week by week, not thrown aside
as in many a smaller house, but
read, remembered and doing its
ies

bit

and

toward improving the house
in

many
And

turning loss into profit

in

instances.

believing this, they ask,
through the columns of regional
news and gossip, for exhibitors
opinions.
Let’s have them.
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Crawford Plans Erection of
Goldberg and Price Hosts
to Educators of Baltimore
$300,000 Theatre in Topefo
Park
Pimlico
Theatre,
The
D. Goldberg and Arthur
operating the Strand Heights and Belvidere avenues,
•and other picture theatres in Bal- was reopened to the public unde'
timore, with George F. Lenehan, the management of N. Garman on
manager of the Washington Ex- October 19. The theatre has been
change of the United Artists Cor- practically rebuilt, about 500 adporation, invited educators and ditional seats have been added,
clergyman in Baltimore, Md., to and they have installed a new orattend the private performance of gan. The pictures are booked by

Thomas

B.

Price,

“The

Man Who

featuring

Strand

George
Theatre,

morning, October

Frank Ford, formerly

owner

Kansas

City,

time that
kept a picture

and

this

is

the

Sam Harding

has

for

longer

than

two weeks. There is a rumor that
Mr. Harding will hold the picture

sociated Exhibitors. It is also rumored that Mr. Crawford’s father,
Thursday
$12,000 organ has been or- L. M. Crawford, will be interested
dered for the Cluster Theatre, 303 in the project. Present plans call
South Broadway, by Benjamin for a 1,900-seat house. The largest
It is planned to theatre in Topeka at present seats
Cluster, owner.

W. F. McDowell, of Wellington, Kans., was a caller along the

Played

on

M.

in

first

of the Miller
Theatre, on a proposed $300,000
picture theatre to be built soon in

Arliss,
26.

Roy Crawford, vice-president of
Associated Exhibitors, was in
Wichita last week conferring with

God,” Bernard Depkin,

at

L.

Miller,

over for even a fourth week, but
Topeka, Kans. Mr. Crawford was there has been little substantiaan exhibitor in Topeka for many tion.
years previous to his joining As-

Jr.

the

A

charge
have the new instrument installed
of the box-office of the Century
in December.
Theatre Roof, operated by the
Whitehurst Theatrical Interests
Clubs, civic and other organizaof Baltimore, Md., has resigned
tions will be asked to discuss pichis position.
tures at one of their meetings
in

The Electra Theatre, 1039-41
North Gay street, Baltimore, operated by Frank H. Durkee, president of the Exhibitors’ League of
Maryland and who operates several other theatres, will be sold at

public auction at the Real Estate

Board Rooms by Samuel Lasch &
Co., at 1 p. m., on Wednesday, November 8. This theatre reopened
on September 4, after having been
dark during the summer months.
rent on the playhouse
is $67.50 and there are about 300

The ground
seats.

only

700.

Exchange
A.

J.

Row

last

week.

Moeller, general manages

of the national organization of

the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners

of America, spent the entire wee!
Kirkman, owner of the of October 22 in Kansas City.
Strand Theatre at Hays, Kans.,
The exhibitors of Kansas City
visited several of the film exKansas, have designated Novemchanges this last week.
ber 13 as American Legion Day
copies of the Maryland censorship
law will be placed in the hands of
D. Filizola, who has the Em- Entire proceeds from every theministers in the city, and each will press Theatre, Ft. Scott, Kans., atre in the city will be turned
be asked to preach one sermon was in the citj' for two days last over to the American Legion
The Legion has agreed not to run
during the year, in which stricter week.
any competitive attraction in th«
censorship of motion pictures will
city.
be urged, according to the proCharles Sears, re-elected presigram laid out at the first meeting dent of the Motion Picture TheJudd and Rardin, of the Orpheus
of the season of the Citizens’ atre Owners of Missouri at their
League for Better Motion Pic- annual convention held at Ex- Theatre at Excelsior Springs, Mo.
were booking some of the season’s
tures of Baltimore, held October celsior Springs, won
the golf
19.
Mrs. Howard D. Bennett, tournament, which was held the attractions on their recent trip tc
president, presided at the meeting third day of the convention. He Kansas City.
in the liome of Dr. Charles K.
played a 41 on the first nine holes.
Kopoulos Brothers and Co., whe
Swartz, Windsor Hills, Baltimore, Other winners were Harry Graoperate the Princess Theatre ir
Md.
ham, manager of the local Pathe
Kansas City, Kans., and the Coexchange; T. £. Kirk, of Omaha,
lumbia Theatre in this city, have
and J. W. Watson, of the Benton
plans for a new $43,000 theatre tc
Theatre, Kansas City.
be built at Independence avenue
Harrison street. It will seat
Sam Levy, of the Hippodrome and
1,200 and cater to negroes.
The
Theatre at Joplin, Mo., called on
Princess and Columbia theatres
various film companies last week.
are also negro houses.
S. H. Meinhold, of New York, Mr. Levy was booking some of
representative of Marcus Loew, the season’s best pictures for his
W. Holmes, owner of the
J.
Inc., was a visitor in Ottawa, On- theatre.
Gillis
and Auditorium theatres
tario, during the week of October
this city, was the victim of an at
23, when he conferred with Capt.
C. E. Terry was visiting the
Frank Goodale, manager of Loew’s managers of the film exchanges tempted robbery recently. Twe
men were arrested in connectior
Ottawa Theatre.
here last week. Mr. Terry has
with the alleged hold-up and conthe Royal Theatre at Grain ValVernon M. Lockwood has taken ley and the Gem Theatre at Oak fessed to the police, it is said
over the Rialto Theatre, West Grove.
Summerland, B. C., we learn from
his letter inclosing the whereEd. Frazier and his son were in
withal for a subscription to Mov- town the other day. Mr. Frazier
ing Picture World.
has the Grand Theatre at PittsSid Grauman performed
spec

M.

G.

Sampson Succeeds Cowan at
Grand Opera House, Toronto
Roy Sampson, a veteran theman of Chicago, has been ap-

atre

pointed manager of the Grand
Opera House, Toronto, in succession to Jimmie Cowan, who had
charge of the theatre for many
Mr. Cowan has gone to
years.
the Royal
Toronto.

Alexandria

Theatre,

St. Germain, of Monhas leased His Majesty’s
Theatre, Sherbrooke, Quebec, and
it has been re-opened under the
management of Wilfrod Lanctot,
The theatre will
of Montreal.
present both pictures and road
shows.

Arthur

treal,

Los Angeles
a

burg, Kans., while his son has the

Paul Gatt has purchased the Empress Theatre at Paola, Kans. tacular feat in showmanship whei
he built his beautiful new Egyp
Cortland Theatre at 800 Cortland
tian Theatre in Hollywood, givinf
avenue.
“Grandma’s Boy” is running its this little fast-growing
suburb o
third week at the Liberty TheLos Angeles a first run theatre
Don’t
misc
reading
the
story
on
atre,
treasurer
formerly
Kansas
City.
Mike Healy,
Three weeks He opened with “Robin Hood.”
is a long time for a picture to run
of the Lyceum Theatre, Winnipeg, page 145.
The splendid success of the un
Manitoba, is now the manager of
dertaking proves that with righ
the Eagle Theatre, Swift Current,
kind of showmanship a big firs
Saskatchewan.
run house can be a success in
neighborhood community as wel
Messrs. Dippy and Shaw now
as on the main street of the city
have charge of the several picture
Grauman showed that a sraal
theatres in Vancouver, B. C., fortheatre can successfully compete
merly managed by A. B. Nichols.
with a big one in the downtowr
district, when he took the ole
A. R. McNichol, owner of the
Rialto Theatre in Los Angeles
College Theatre, Winnipeg, has
installed his system of indirec'
arranged to have a balcony built
lighting, put on first run picture:
into his theatre because the presand presented them with the same
ent capacity of 1,200 seats is inartistry and dignity as in the large
adequate.
College Theatre has
show houses.
been open a year. It is an atNow he builds a big first rur
tractive suburban house.
theatre, seating 2,000, in Hollywood, adds a big orchestra anc
C. E. Staples has opened the
puts on a force of nattily attirec
;

Queen Theatre, St. Stephen, N. B.,
which was built to replace the

An

Bijou Theatre, the latter having
been destroyed by fire last winter.

Live exploitation man in Minneapolis held up traffic during the
run of “In the Name of the Law” at the Astor.

F. B. O. Picture

PRESTON HICKEY’S “TAKING MOVIES” STUNT

usherettes.

Instead of the people

going downtown in the traffic
jams at night they are coming out
to Hollywood.
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San Francisco Exhibitors in
Controversy with Musicians
Griffith
live controversy is under way eastern presentation, as
San Francisco between theatre did with “The Clansmen.”
owners and musicians over the
operating room of
lemand soon to be formally made
Aff a
or o Z.V Ha
View Theatre at Daly
)y the latter
mem
er
every
recently, caused a loss
City, Cal
veek for
More than 200
orchestra p aying m ^ P*
of about $3,000.
theatre,
egitimate
laudeyille or
persons were m the house at the
swing
time, but no excitement occurred
ind the installation ot
irchestras. That this demand will as the audience filed out.
)e met with strong objection on

A

iit

,

’

WORLD
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been promoted to the position of
Morgon & Estes have taken over
house manager by Manager N. E. the Emeryville Theatre at EmeryAyer.
ville, Cal.
H. Lichtenstein, of the WestMrs. W. W. Walker, widow of
Poster Company, who has the former proprietor of the Bell
been in Europe for the past six Theatre, Paso Robles, Cal., has
months, is expected home shortly, disposed of this house to the
I.

ern

owner

the building.

of

jQgj Cohen, head of the CousoliThe Orpheum Theatre, Red
dated Amusement Company, HonqIuIu, T. H., who has been in San Bluff, Cal., has been purchased
Francisco for several weeks, will from Stanley Leggett by J. L.
je^ve for New York shortly on Holbrook.
^ hnsines*;
trio
'
’

A

recently occurred in the

fire

Cunningham, who recently operating room of the Liberty
Orchard Theatre at Theatre at Klamath Falls, Ore.,
Campbell, has purchased the Iris disabling the projection machine
c°n^Sn?fseo^with'a‘^ranha^
ban r rancisco with a capital stock Fheatre at Pacific Grove, Cal. Equipment was loaned by a com$10,000 by Samuel H. Levin, fVoni
who nas
oner peting house and business reirom t..
b' L-iark,
cl^r'k wno
has oper
C^ 13.
ai
-p
t
Tn<.pnU tL.
^
^ Joseph
sumed at once.
for many years,
not only make Levffi

he part of theatre owners is iniiVatpd hv those in a oosition to
mow. bift statements ^are withleld until a forrnal ultimatum is
eceived from union musicians.

The union will
demand for one day

i

he Tal'arYes
•hestras as

off in seven,

.

Cor-

existing

igreement between the musicians

E. C.

'

The

“fwhig”

The

well

.

Residential Theatres

Larkin
Street
Theatre
property, on Larkin street near
OFarrell, San Francisco, has been

managers ppires on January Purchased by Henry Rynaud.
Union officials declare that a
The Horseman Automatic Reeferendum vote was taken rewind Co. has been incorporated at
,:ently on the proposition of a sixFrancisco, with a capital
lay week and that it won out by San
five to one vote.
More than 600 stock of $75,000. The directors
G. Hors^m^n, Milton A.
nen are involved in the demand.
The theatres in Greater; San Nathan and G. B. Zemansky.
Yancisco that would be affected
ly the use of “swing” orchestras,
Charles Pincus, house manager
ir units that would go from house
of the California Theatre, is reo house to relieve members, are sponsible for the attractive comhe Orpheum, Pantages, Casino, bination programs used by the
lippodrome. Wigwam, Princess, California, Imperial and Granada
jolden Gate, Granada, California, theatres. It is in three folds, thin
mperial, Warfield, Portola, Strand, octavo,
and has an illustrated
^ew AUssion, New
Fillmore, cover. The inside pages are deTaight, Coliseum, Tivoli, Colum- voted to the programs of the three

md

,

Jqj-

.

.

,

)ia,

(^rran. Alcazar, Rivoli, Ful-

houses, while the others are de-

Oakland Orpheum, Oakland voted to coming attractions and
State, Century, Amer- notes about the Herbert L. Rothcan and T. & D.
child policy.
on,

.

antages.

iiieaire

ii«=iu

or

Which Fred G. Weis is manager,
las gone over to the policy of
:hanging the program on Saturlay, a policy now followed by all
>f

downtown

the

LcaSe XXULtoC
HOUSC
TT
JIJJ
OnOWlllg
^ OI K.OD111 xlOOd

Tlpfv-oit MaSOIlS
iVXilOWllO

*

Shadukiam Grotto, comprising dies and comic operas. These
several thousand members of the will begin about January 1.
Masonic Order, has leased the
Miss Cleo Whitehead, who has
Orpheum Theatre of Detroit. The
lease has been signed by Charles for the past several years operH. Miles, of the Wayne Amuse- ated the Capitol Theatre at Eaton
ment Company, and N. C. Chap- Rapids, Michigan, has sold the
man, secretary of the Grotto, and house to W. H. Montee, of Detroit.
It is also rumored that Mr.
runs until June 1.
The Grotto has also obtained Montee has bought the Family
the contract for the first showing Theatre of that city, which has
in Detroit of “Douglas Fairban’-'S been running in opposition to the
This film will Capitol.
in Robin Hood.”
open the Orpheum on November
C. J. Donlin, who has been op6 and continue for an indefinite
The house will be re- erating the Englewood Theatre,
period.
decorated for the opening and Detroit, for some time, has taken
special effects will he arranged by over the La Veeda and will operi---'
Dean Deitrich, one of Hammer- ate both houses.
^

’

stein’s

advisory

staff.

W. C. Hoffman has resigned as'
Booking of “Robin Hood” was
George C. Rhodes, for the past incidental to a plan of Mr. Chap- manager of the Fuller Theatre at
with the Coliseum The- man’s for a series of revivals of Kalamazoo and has been sucvarious capacities, has old time favorite musical come- ceeded by Roy Tillson, formerly
connected with the

W.

S.

Butter-

field circuit.

first-run houses.

Charles

Seaman, of the ConGrand Rapids,
who motored down to New York
City a couple of weeks ago, has
decided to remain for another two
weeks. He and Mrs. Seaman are
stopping at the Hotel McAIpin.
solidated Theatres,

Eugene H. Roth, managing

'

"ector

with

di-

A. Partington, of
',:he
California, Imperial, Granada
imd Portola theatres, has returned
|Tom a four weeks’ trip to New
j^ork to look over the amusement
field and to contract for attracjions.
He had a very interesting
rip, he states, and saw such productions

Was

as

J.

The new Berkley Theatre, Berkley,

“When Knighthood

Flower,” “Robin Hood,”
^Dr. Jack” and “Tess of the Storm
fiountry.”
He was greatly im|)ressed with the latter, which he
described as being a truly great
picture. He contracted for Harold
poyd comedies, and these will
probably be shown at the Porin

Eastern film
jhe rapid

men

Among

stability of

pan Francisco with much interest
-ind have been particularly imiressed with the results of the
1‘greater movie season” launched
liere early in the fall.
Mr. Roth
|;howed the great snow picture,
I'Hunting Big Game in Africa
yith Gun and Camera,” while in
'lew York, but, owing to the fact
hat a theatre could not be secured for an extended run until
january, he has decided to exdoit
'he

it

here,

road-show

it

through

West and then arrange

for

the

twelve-mile

the 75,000 football fans

Ohio State at Columbus, on October 21, were the following men
connected with the film industry:
J. O. Brooks, Fred Nugent, Frank
Downey and Floyd Wodlow. Pictures taken at the game Saturday
afternoon were shown on the
screen at the Capitol, Detroit, on
Sunday.

are watching

growth and

on

who saw Michigan triumph over

ola.
I

located

road, one mile west of Woodward
avenue, opened recently. The new
house seats 600 and pictures are
shown four times a week.

“When Knighthood Was in
Flower” has been booked by the

Kunsky Theatrical Enterprises for
An

an indefinite run at the Adams
Theatre, Detroit, beginning No-

vember

F. B. O. Picture

AUGUSTA,
And

GA.,

POLICE PATROL ALL DOLLED UP

the signal tower, also, showing unlimited billing privileges
given the Modjeska Theatre for “In the Name of the Law.”

5.

“Some Wild Oats”
troit

teen

closed in Deon October 21, after sevenweeks at downtown theatres.
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Troy’s New $400,000 Theatre
Exhibitors Visit Albany
Opens January 1, ’Tis Said
for Pre-Release Showing
Quite a few exhibitors from this
part of the state were in town for
the pre-release screening of “Oliver Twist” at the Mark Strand.
In the group were Fred Mansert,
of the Rialto at Glens Falls A1
Elliott, of the Playhouse in Hudson George Davids, of the Stratford in Poughkeepsie; William
Shirley, of the Strand, Schenectady; William Benton, of the
;

;

Congress in Saratoga, and Paul
Alberts, of the Albany in Schenectady.

The Alpine, a 400-seat house in
Troy, has just been sold by Lew
Fisher, of Fort Edward, to Professor Judges, of Mechanicsville.
The opening date of the State
Theatre in Schenectady, of the
Strand chain, has been set for November 30, according to a telephone message from Max Spiegel,
in

New

York, to Edward Bruner,

manager of the Pathe exchange
here, on Friday. The house will

“The Troy,” one of the Strand
bany Theatrical Managers’ Association will be held next Tuesday chain of theatres, will be comat the Majestic. George Roberts, pleted and opened to the public
now seVving as president, has an- about January 1, according to
nounced that he will not be a can- predictions made this week. The
Fred El- house will cost in the neighbordidate for re-election.
liott has been serving as vice- hood of $400,000, and is located
Suckno as in the business center of Troy.
Samuel
president,
treasurer, and Ollie Stacey as At the present time the interior
is

secretary.

a bewildering

maze

of scaffold-

supporting a force of plasterers which have been brought
here from New York City. This
complete its work
will
force
within the next two weeks. At
the present time, fully 200 men
are at work rushing the house to
completion.
The theatre, which was designed
by Architect Thomas Lamb, of
New York, is quite similar in
ing,

Harry

Elmira,
Majestic
there with his brother Benjamin,
recovering from an attack of
is

who

is

Berinstein,

of

managing the

is

of his house

in

handsome

of the Al-

Hopp

theatres,

Rock

&

Island,

111.,

He managed Mr.

Finlay for fifty-four weeks
about two years ago, bringing
him from the West Coast.

S. S.

“Lardner” to Troy.

“Orphans of the Storm,” “The

Man Who Saw Tomorrow”

and
the “Prisoner of Zenda” have just
been booked, for straight week
runs at the American.

A Paramount

Release

OSCAR WHITE USED A REAL TOY BULLFIGHT
His miniature Plaza del Toro was a big factor in getting in an
unusual business for “Blood and Sand” at the Rex Theatre, Sumter, S. C.
It worked better than a full-size lobby display.

Rosenthal

C.

new house which

is

will

erecting

699.

a'

be known

“The Rose” and which

as

By keeping under

will seat

Mr.
will avoid the expense
incurred by a city ordinance which
700,

Rosenthal

requires two firemen present at
every performance, with the theatre pa}'ing the expense of $42 a
week.
Mr. Rosenthal has been in the
business many years, handling the
Majestic and the Regent. When
the owners of the block housing
the Majestic raised Mr. Rosenthal’s rent a matter of $55 a week,
a short time ago, Mr. Rosenthal
determined to step out, build a
house of his own and be free from
such extortion. The new house is
a downtown theatre and will have
a white terra cotta front.

Within four blocks there wiD
shortly be five houses in Troy,
having a combined seating capacity of 5.350, and yet tbe managers
apparently are not worrying. The
American seats 700; the new Troy
will accommodate 1,600; the Lincoln seats 1,000; the Griswold,
1,353, and the Strand, 700.
biggest

Troy

moneymaker shown

this

fall,

accounts,
slaughter.”

has

all

has

his revue.

U.

in

Company

resigned to become interested in the personal appearance tour of Bob Finlay,
former Sennett comedian, and

Edward H. Crawford, manager

of the Lincoln, represented the
picture theatres of the city, the
other day, when a delegation welcomed the officers and crew of the

The

Evert R. Cumm’ngs, resident manager of the Rosenfield,

musical program.

J.

A

cash prize contest determining the person who could write
the -entence “Tom Mix in Do and
Dare” the greatest number of
times on a post card failed to
Berinstein will continue to make bring the crowds to the American
The Royal, in this city, is bank- periodical trips to the two cities. Theatre, according to Benjamin
Appel, owner. One person wrote
ing heavily on the new Buffalo
Mrs. George Roberts, wife of the sentence 750 times. The postBill serial put out by the Universal.
Out of nine possible the manager of the Colonial and cards were displayed last week in
bookings in Schenectady, seven Hudson theatres here, is recover- front of the house. It was the
have been secured for the serial ing from a severe nervous shock first time the American ever atincurred several weeks ago in tempted anything in the way of
in that city.
Pennsylvania when a runaway contests or exploitation.
Nothing has \'et been done to- team of horses dashed into the
Four houses in Troy are now
ward bringing the Albany Film Roberts’ car on a narrow country
While the occupants of for rent. These have a seating
Board of Trade back into exist- road.
ence.
Managers are in favor of the car escaped with their lives, capacity of about 2,000 persons
reorganizing the board, declaring the machine itself was almost and include the Majestic, Empire,
The lastKeith’s and Rand’s.
that it is a positive protection to wrecked.
them in many ways.
The Hudson Theatre, a residential
house handled bj' George
Roberts, has just branched out
with attractive printed programs
for its patrons.
It
is
the only
residential house in the city which
does this.

The annual meeting

Three musicians, formerly with
Sousa’s band, are now playing in
the Lincoln orchestra. This week
Frank Catricola, solo celloist, was
featured in the newspapers in connection with the picture itself.
The Lincoln is making a heavy
play for patronage through its

house.

repainting the

William Berinstein, owner of the
Colonial, and who recently moved
antique gold.
to New York, paid a flying visit
Oneonta’s new theatre opened to Albany last week and then
this week with William Smalley went on to Elmira, where he has
other theatrical interests.
Mr.
doing the booking.
front

been
replaced by an office building.

Political parades this fall have
raised havoc with Troy’s picture
houses. There has been a parade
appendicitis. The Berinstein boys
nearly every night, and this, along
were former residents of Albany.
with an Industrial Exposition lasting a week, has made many of the
The Colonial reports a substanmanagers a bit worried. On the
tial increase in business this fall.
The house has been obliged to many respects to Loew’s State night former Governor Smith
weather two extremely bad peri- Theatre. It will be one of the spoke in Troy the houses were
practically deserted.
ods of business, over which it had most modern in the state, with
no control. The first came about particular attention paid to the
Owners and managers of Troy’s
from a street car strike, and the lighting and acoustic effects. No
picture theatres are complaining
second resulted from a strike in announcement has yet been made
that business is not up to that of
the car shops, located nearby. as to prices which will prevail, or
a
ago. They are at a loss
The house kept right on showing to the feature which will be shown to year
discover the cause.
good pictures, however, main- at the opening.
tained its high musical standards,

open with “Grandma’s Boy.” The
occasion will be one of Importance
in him circles, marking, as it does, and is now showing a good profit
Employees of Proctor’s Fourth
the opening of a $400,000 house in each week.
Street Theatre presented H. RusThe Albany
the Electric City.
sell Emde, house manager, who
exhibitors and exchange managers
Albany’s picture houses are tak- has just accepted a similar posiwill probably attend in a body.
ing no part in the present state tion in Mount Vernon, with a
political campaign. The managers complete set of wearing apparel,
John Angelo, owner of the
The
Family Theatre in Utica, was feel that they put up a good fight including silk shirts, etc.
shopping along “Film Row” this a year ago against censorship and presentation was made by Aswere defeated, and now believe sistant Manager John M. Wagar.
week.
that it’s good policy to sit tight Charles H. Goulding has assumed
his duties as manager of the Troy^
Samuel Suckno, owner of the and await developments.

Albany Theatre,

named burned down and has

according to
been “Man-

Last week was the last of splits
for the Lincoln.
From now on.
straight week runs will he the
rule,
“Human
opening
with
Hearts” and follow^ed by such pictures as “If I Were Queen,” “Under Two Flags” and “A Doll’s
House.”
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Winegar Managing Buffalo’s
Elmwood; Fowler to Indiana
Elmer

i

C.

Winegar, former man-

the Central Park and
News
Premier theatres, Pathe
cameraman, and recently engaged
of

ager

has
film making,
E.
'been appointed by Frederick
Fowler,
Ullman to succeed Bruce
the Eimresigned, as manager of
industrial

in

Buffalo. Mr. WineNogar takes up his new duties
vember 5. He is one of the best

wood Theatre,

;

known exhibitors

in

Western

New

Before entering the exhe
hibitor end of the business,
was associated with several BufWhile at the
falo exchanges.
premier and Central Park, two of
York.

,

,

f

the city’s leading neighborhood
houses, he put over an unusually
large number of original exploiMr. Fowler will
tation stunts.
leave Buffalo November 4 to assume the management of the Indiana Theatre, Terra Haute, In-

•

j

i

I

II

i'

I

Harold Dygert, president of Associated Theatres, Inc., announces
taking over the Park Theatre in
Bath, N. Y., commencing Novem-

i

>1

i

i;

j

S

ranged.
York, Chicago and Los Angeles.
A new orchestra has been enA1 Beckerich, manager of the
gaged.
Loew State Theatre, is getting out
a fine line of original advertising
Business at Shea’s Hippodrome,
for his big Buffalo house. Copies
Buffalo, is showing improvement
of his work are being sent to
over last year to a very noticeevery house in the Loew chain.
For the past five
able extent.
weeks, the box-office figures have
Sam Berman, secretary of the
shown a decided jump over 1921. Motion Picture Theatre
Owners
can’t
just
Folks
wonder.
'lAnd no
of New York, Inc., was a Buffalo
pass up the brand of entertainvisitor last week.
ment that Mr. Shea is passing out
these days. Last week, with “Nice
John H. Fennyvessy, manager
People,” “The Three Must Get
of the Family Theatre, RochesTheres,” a Fashion Review and
ter, was in Buffalo last week.
He
Yerkes’ Flotilla Band, all attendsaid that the C. B. Keith Amuseance records went by the boards.
ment Company, Inc., will terminate
So successful was the band at the its affairs November
4, due to the
big house that Mr. Shea engaged
recent death of two members of
the outfit for a week at Shea’s
Hippodrome, Toronto.

I

Bill

Van Dyne,

assistant

man-

of the Lafayette Square,
Buffalo, and H. Minuse, manager
of the Elk Theatre, rode the goat
at the last Elks initiation, much
to the amusement of a host of

ager

ber 1. Associated Theatres, Inc., brother exhibitors and exchange
took possession of the Strand and men who are also members of the
Andrews theatres in Salamanca, Order.
N. Y., November 1. It is understood that the deal involved a sum
Vincent McFaul, manager of
In the case Shea’s Hippodrome, arranged for
in excess of $60,000.
of the Strand the transaction in- a radio concert given from the
cludes the real property, while in local W. G. R. station of the Fedthe case of the Andrews the the- eral Company and put on by AlC. A. bert Hay Malotte, the Hipp’s new
atre only changes hands.
Kammire and Company owned the organist, and Yerkes’ Flotilla Band,
Strand building. It was managed the current attraction. The event
by John J. Kingston. The An- was in the form of a tie-up with
The stunt was a
drews was bought from the Co- the Courier.
lumbia Amusement Company, of great hit with radio fans and
Erie, Pa.
O. T. Schroeppel, for- brought the Hipp a lot of pubmerly of Buffalo, will manage both licity via the columns of the
houses for the Dygert interests.
Courier.

Arthur L. Skinner, manager of
the Victoria Theatre, Buffalo, is
making elaborate plans for the
presentation of “The Old Homeexploitation
Leonard,
Cecil
T.
The
stead’’ early in November.
Universal
Buffalo
the
of
manager
Victoria artist is now at work
appointed
been
exchange, has
on a mammoth rural landscape
manager of the New Olympic
which will be used as a backthis
over
taken
Theatre, the house
ground for a big farmyard disthe
of
City
week in the Queen
The
play in the “Vic” lobby.
Lakes by the Universal Film
stage will be dressed to represent
Company for the presentation of a country exterior. Several big
[their big productions at the same
window displays are being ar'time as they are shown in New
,

149

Mr. Fennyvessy said
the firm.
that employees of the house may
continue its operation.

diana.

i

WORLD
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George E. Williams, manager

of

Jefferson
street, Buffalo, showed the films
of the firemen’s cruise up the
lakes last summer. In putting on
this picture, he arranged with a
nearby fire station to stage a run
of apparatus from the station to
the theatre. It was a great stunt
and certainly did bring out the
crowds. George is president of
the Western New York unit of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New York State, Inc.

the

Linden

Theatre,

The following out-of-town

ex-

hibitors were recent visitors along
Buffalo’s Film Row: M. Fitzer, of
Colonel
the Empire, Syracuse
Schweppe, of Elmira H. P. Lally,
of Dunkirk; Chester Fennyvessy,
of Rochester, and C. R. Babcock,
of the Babcock Theatre in Wells;

;

'i,

j

I

1

j

!

I

ville.

is

now man-

ager of the new Lincoln Theatre
in Troy, N. Y., which ranks as
the handsomest and most modern
house in the Troy district.
Mr. Crawford has been in the
film business for ten years.
He
is also well known in theatrical
circles,

the
his

having been employed by

Loew

interests

previous

to

coming to Troy.

The Lincoln represents a realdream of the Symansky

ized

brothers of Troy, who many years
ago conceived the idea of giving
their city one of the most attractive picture theatres in the
state. The house cost upwards of
a quarter of a million dollars and
is located in the business center
of the city.

Temple Theatre on William street,
Buffalo, which he has re-opened
as a picture house under the
of the New Family.
“The

name

Four
Horsemen” was his opening attraction.
The Temple was formerly operated by Harry Green.

the promenade of styles at
Shea’s Hippodrome, two houses in
Niagara Falls, the Bellevue and
Strand, offered similar added attractions.
At the Bellevue, Man-

Eugene A. Pfeil, manager of
the Strand, Buffalo, booked a
great Hallowe’en show for the
week of October 29. It included

Herman Lorence presented

Rogers in “The Headless
Horseman,” “Hope,” a comedj" ap-

Will

Prome-

models,
while Ralph W. Thayer, at the
Strand, put on a review in cooperation with the Beir depart-

Su-

burg while connected with

preme Productions,

sington Theatre, Buffalo. He ar- course patrons paid 25 cents for
ranged to take subscriptions for the paper. The Northern Light
The Northern Light, a new com- gave Jim a lot of publicity.
munity newspaper, instead of
charging admissions at the SaturJ. Buchinski has taken over the
day matinee. Persons presenting

of

the Irene Castle Fashion
nade, with seven living

lent exploitation of “Mickey” and
for his work in and about Pitts-

Manager Jim Cardino pulled a blanks printed in the paper were
good stunt on “Grandma’s Boy” admitted free, in addition to rewhen he showed it at the Ken- ceiving the paper for a year. Of

Fashion reviews are all the
vogue in Western New York theatres.
Following the big success

ager

Edward H. Crawford, of New
York, well known for his excel-

propriate to the Hallowe’en season,
and other subjects.
The
Strand was especially decorated
for the occasion.

,

ment store.
Mr. Lorence also
showed Irene Castle’s picture,
“Slim Shoulders.”
Miss Castle

Frank Aprile, of the Rex, Geneseo and the Opera House, Oakfield, N. Y., was in Buffalo recently, after being laid up for some

appeared in person in Elmwood
Music Hall, Buffalo, November 3,
in “Dances and Fashions of 1923.”

weeks with rheumatism.
Frank sure did celebrate his refifteen

•
I

•j

»

The

projectionist at the Strand
Theatre in Ithaca, N. Y., is so enIthusiastic over the candidacy of
!A1 Smith for governor that he is
[enclosing printed material in all
icans of films being returned to the
[Buffalo exchanges.
The “dope,”
;of course, boosts Al.
Good work!

turn to civilization.

A Paramount

Release

HARRY SWIFT CAN DO SOMETHING FOR LOBBIES
The Paramounteer gained fame as a window stealer, but here he
shows the lobby he planned for the Princess Theatre, Springfield,
Ohio, on “While Satan Sleeps.” The box office is a warm place.

M. Hilton, of Stockton. N. Y.,
has purchased a Cosmograph machine and is giving pictur" =hows
in Stockton, Casadaga, Sinclairville and Cherry Creek, N. Y.
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Clemmer a Fast Traveler;
Atlanta Theatres Benefit
Hill Sells Oregon Houses
by Cool Fair Week Weather
The Southeastern

Fair,

always

interesting Southern event,
brought the usual large crowds
to Atlanta for the week ending
and the picture
October 21
The
theatres benefited thereby.
first tw'O days of the fair were
cold and rainy ideal days to
spend in a cozy picture theatre.

an

policy

of

serials.

Westerns and

Manager

and

comedies,

Sol

Samuels reports good business.

The

policy

Bonita’s

is

a

five-

“Doc” Clemmer, of the ClemFilm

Row

recently, but he traveled so fast that the correspondent
couldn’t catch up with him. Must

comedy and a news
reel, with a good tabloid show.
have taken in all the exchanges,
Week found Manager for all the boys reported him in
Fair
George Kimball booked with two town.
Paramount second-runs, a Mack
“Laughland,”
C. F. Hill has sold his Majestic
The Howard Theatre enjoyed Sennett comedy andcleanly amusand Antlers theatres, Rosebur'g,
a well played and
fair business with Wallace Reid
Oregon, to Harrell M. McFaring “tab” show.
fans who rallied to the support
The Alamo No. 2, on Whitehall land, who takes possession Noof their favorite in “The Ghost
Manager De Sales street, is in the heart of the vember 1. Hill is a former exBreaker.”
atmospheric shopping district and enjoys the changemen well known in the
an
had
Harrison
and hob- patronage of women and children Northwest. In 1919 he opened the
ghosts
lobby, featuring
to an extent to be envied by other local Goldwyn exchange. He also
goblins in the shape of lobby
houses in town. Manager W. T. handled the Triangle product here
cards and the like.
Murray’s policy is two day runs at one time.
The Aletropolitan Theatre of new second-run features, occaplayed to good business with sionally holding one over for
Manager F. B. Walton, of the
Fox’s “Monte Cristo,” which was three days.
Theatre,
Bellingham,
“Beauty’s Worth” American
musical
magnificent
given
a
was the past week’s most suc- had blocks of hearts working for
Metropolitan
the
by
setting
cessful feature and did splendid him when he put over his four
Willard business.
Manager
orchestra.
days’ showing of “Human Hearts.”
the
presented
also
Patterson
Manager John Thomas, of the Practically every merchant in
Volpi singers.
Vandette Theatre, not only en- town co-operated to the extent of
The Rialto Theatre presented joys the confidence and genuine showing large heart-shaped easels
Lionel Barrymore in “The Face liking of his house force, but the containing photographs of the
in the Fog” to excellent business.
confidence and support of his stars. He played to capacity.
The overture, furnished by the patrons. His pictures are usually
“action”
Ruth, owner of the
O. O.
Rialto Melody Artists, was un- second-runs
of
the
usually brilliant. Manager Bedell variety that make an especial Vernon Theatre, Mount Vernon,
reel feature, a

—

did not permit the fact that he is
concentrating all his forces on
preliminary plans for his week’s
showing of “When Knighthood
Was in Flower,” to interfere with
his regular week-by-week business, and “The Face in the Fog”
was well displayed.

Manager James Jackson, of the
Tudor, finds that second-runs,
well chosen, properly projected,
with musical scores played on the
big pipe organ and an admission
price of 10 cents, mean excellent
business.
He runs his pictures
his
interspersing
days,
two

an occasional
brand new one, and enjoys excelsecond-runs

with

business.
The closing

lent

of the Criterion
Theatre makes the dyed-in-thewool Atlanta fan a little “blue,”

appeal to the masculine sex, and
crowded houses are the rule of
the day for the Vandette.
The Alpha Theatre, located two
blocks below what has always
been considered the proper part
of town for a picture theatre, has
proven the truth of the “old saw”
about “the play’s the thing.”
Manager D. T. Barley packs ’em
ir,
with a program of two-reel
first

runs, a serial, a

Western, a

comedy and sometimes

news

a

reel.

The Strand Theatre
run house,
second that

Manager

is

a

first-

an occasional
particularly good.

with
is

Phillips

played

“Flesh

featuring
Lon
and
Blood,”
Chaney, an Atlanta favorite, with
a Chinese lobby that was very
effective.

but Manager Willard Patterson
contends that the rapid growth
of commercial enterprises in the
Points
has
Five
vicinity
of
destroyed the theatre’s usefulness
as such, and the site has been
leased to a chain of drug stores.
The Alamo No. 1 maintains a

chased

Wash., opened his Mission, recently purchased from R. K. Dun-

Hill

and

“Endurance,” at
Blue Mouse Theatre
the week of October 22 that is
novelty

his

of

Kent, Wash.,

this

is.
it

He promised

never to do

attention.

It

demonstrates the sturdiness of

a

certain make of motor cars and
the demands put on automobiles
today.

Boston
The Rialto Amusement Company of Fall River, formed for

all

F. Perkins,

I’athe Release

THE TWENTY-FOUR CUT-OUT WORKS WELL HERE
narrow lobby of the Imperial Theatre, Charlotte, N. C.,
Beall made very effective use of the cut-out backed
by a lattice and two threes for this Associated Exhibitors’ winner.
In the

Manager Ray

I

began

i

i

new manager

Broadway Theatre,

Chel-

career there on
Monday night under unusually delightful auspices, presaging a most
successful future, and continuing
his splendid record of accomplishment in other cities, both in the
theatrical and advertising fields.
He selected “Manslaughter” with
which to make his official bow.
and secured the presence of the
principals in that production to
address the audience, which filled
the house. Several hundred stood
outside in the rain, unable to gain
admittance.
Mr. Perkins takes
the place left vacant by Sol Bernstein, who has returned to New

.1

i

of Fall River.

Damage

David

m.

again.

much

attracting

week was done by

this

Lew-

film,

Seattle

estimated at $15,000
fire on Friday to the
puts on the opening chapter of Imperial Theatre, a picture house
Broadwa>% South Boston,
the “Radio King,” a serial. He is on
planning some high-class exploi- Mass. There was no one in the
It had not
tation which includes the giving theatre at the time.
been opened for the afternoon
away of radio sets.
performance, and the watchman
W. E. Graeper, who operates was at dinner. The theatre occuthe Union Avenue Theatre, Port- pied the second and third floors
land. is reported to have pur- of the building, a structure of
brick,
three stories in height,
erected in 1866. The fire started
in the heating plant under the
stairway, broke through the flooring and then attacked the gallery.
It had gained considerable headwaj' before it was discovered.
R. A. Czerny, live wire exhib-

itor

Lewis Isenberg, manager of
Columbia Theatre, 449
Genesee street, Buffalo, has a
habit of visiting his mother and
father every Thursday at 2

for

Nob

All are suburban

Manager John Hamrick showed
a

mins,

Larson.

the

homecoming

Robert
the

ham, October 26. He has com- amusement purposes with a capipletely renovated and redecorated talization of $1(K),000, has just been
granted a charter by the Massathe house which seats 600.
chusetts secretary of state. The
It has been reported that Paul incorporators are Nathan Yamins,
Coleman has sold the Bell The- Samuel Sandler, Myer Markell,
atre, Springfield, Ore., to J. L. Louis L. Yamins and Jacob Ya-

Never Again!

terrible

Ideal.

owns

The Princess Theatre, recently
renovated and renamed (it was
formerly the Union) and having
a large pipe organ installed, has
reopened for business under the
same management, the Woolley
Theatre Co. It is a downtown
house and will operate henceforth
on a 15-cent admission, showing
only the best of the second-run
features.
“One Clear Call” was
the opening attraction.

sea,

He has never failed in
parental duty for many
years. But last week he flivvered and as a result almost
threw the pater and mater into
a panic. It seems that Lewis
was forced to attend to some
important business, with the
“big chief.” When he arrived
at the domus families, it was
close to 4 o’clock.
It was a

still

houses.

of the

p.

from

Tivoli

the

mer Theatre, Spokane, was on Marsden, who

his

York after managing the Broadway for several months.
Don't miss the story on page 145.
.\nd when you have read it, write
us your opinions. It’s a vital matter.
Rally to the aid of your
brother exhibitors.
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Chicago Greets McVickers;
Tiffin to

Open on Monday
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Theatre

Joseph Britak has formed a com6.30 p. m., pany to manufacture and deal in
under the management of Jones, picture equipment and films, with
at
38
South Dearborn
Linick & Schaeffer, with “The Old offices
McCor- street.
The company will be
S. Barret
Homestead.”
mick is the managing director, known as the Automatic Projecwith the orchestra under the tor Company.
baton of H. Leopold Spitalny and
the ballet presentation under the
John Longley, James A. Sell and
direction of Adolph Bolm, director Benjamin Kaufmann have organChicago Opera Ballet, ized the California Theatre Corthe
of
Remington Welch is at the or- poration of Chicago with a capital
gan, and the new house will be of $50,000.
Offices are at 3345
operated continuously from 9.30 West Twenty-sixth street.
until midnight every day,
a. m.
with the change of program each
Lou Weil now is manager of
Elaborate preparations
Sunday.
the Bryn Mawr Theatre on Bryn
were made for the opening, and
Mawr avenue and is showing feaaudience was on
a distinguished

films with news reels
comedies on his program.

ture

133
and

The

.

j

orchestra, under
the direction of Samuel Leviton,
and Gustave Magerman at the
providing
musical
organ,
are
treats for the fans of north shore
district.

E. D. Hopson has been made
manager of the Calo Theatre, one
of the Ascher houses located on

North Clark street at Balmoral
avenue. He is a veteran of the
business and opened the first out
of the loop vaudeville house at
Sixty-third and Halstead streets
back in 1904. He has been connected with Alfred Hamberger
Enterprises and the last five years
with the Schoenstadt chain of
houses. He is a live wire manager
who uses plenty of publicity to
put his shows over.

Erber Asks Accounting Over
His St. Louis Partnership

Another fine new picture house
be opened to the public next
Monday night. This is the New
Tiffin, at 4045 W. North avenue,
owned and managed by V. T.
Suit was filed in the St. Louis
Lynch, who owned another the- Circuit Court, a few days ago, by
atre by the same name on the Joseph Erber, former part-owner
same site, which was razed to and manager of the Erber and
make way for a larger, finer one. Avenue theatres. East St. Louis,
The new house seats 2,500 and against his former partner, Phillip
ran'^s among the finest theatres on H. Cohen, who now owns the
the Northwest side. The opening theatres.
Erber asks for an acfeature will be Milton Sills in counting of a real estate deal in
“Skin Deep.”
which he and Cohen were assowill

I
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t

M
\

!
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I

'
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The Film Board of Trade dinner, to be attended by the officers
of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners, as well as being a “get
together” for their
tion, will be held

own organizaMonday night

Room

of the Morri-

in the
,

j

>

[
I

j

I

I
I

I

I

Rose

son Hotel.

ciated.

He

alleges in his petition

Will Hays will attend the grand
opening of the Rivoli Theatre,
Sixth street near Olive street,
November 19, if plans of Barney
Rosenthal, St. Louis manager for
Universal, are carried through.
An invitation has already been extended to Hays by Universal officials in the East.
Universal has
spent about $25,000 in remodeling
and decorating the Rivoli, which
formerly was known as the Royal.

December, 1919, they took
on property in East The house was purchased from
St. Louis for $4,500 a year.
The Harry Koplar several weeks ago
lease was executed in Cohen’s for $50,000. “The Kentucky Dername, but Erber claims to have by” probably will be the opening
had a half interest. He further attraction. It would be the premavers that Cohen last May dis- ier showing of the picture.
that in

Mrs. Ford Dies

new symphony

hand.

L

I

The new McVickers
opened last Thursday at

WORLD

a 99-year lease

M

rs. Edith B. Ford, widow
of John T. Ford, who owned
Ford’s Opera House in Washington, D. C., at the time Lincoln was assassinated by John
Wilkes Booth, died at her

home

Baltimore on Sunday,
She was 91 years
rs. Ford is survived by

in

October
old.

M

22.

8 children, 26 grand children
and 15 great- grand children.
Two of her sons, Charles E.
and John T. Ford, are at pres-

ent the managers of Ford’s
Opera House, Baltimore, Md.,
at which large feature pictures

are

his

shown

at intervals.

new American Theatre, which

opened November

The house

1.

represents an investment of $25,000 and seats 400. He intends to
play first-class pictures.

Teddy

Yemm,

Yemm & Hays

the

of

circuit,

Reed,

dropped

in-

to town to see the boys. He generally lets Tom Reed do the pilgriming, but decided to take a trip
himself this time.
C.

M.

Luttrell, of the Majestic,
111., was a visitor to

Jacksonville,

Fox headquarters.
The Fulco Schaefer Supply
Company sold two Power’s C. E.
high tension lamps to the Missouri
Theatre during the past week.

Harry Frazena and
of

Taylorville,

111.,

J.

Spalding,

came

in

for

some snappy short subjects. Also
contracted for a few features.

posed of the lease for $112,000
Mrs. Frank Paul, of the Marvel
The Missouri Theatre announced
accounted to him for only
$500. The East St. Louis theatres a reduction in the price of bal- Theatre, Carlinville, 111., who was
the are not affected by the suit, cony seats during the past week. in during the week, reported that
Disabled American Veterans of
Cohen has denied Erber’s conten- During the new schedule seats up- business in that vicinity has exthe World’s War are being run in
stairs will be but 35 cents at night perienced a healthy revival.
tions.
the Chicago theatres at present,
and on Sunday and holiday matiThe day is designated “ForgetThe
I. W. Rodgers, of Poplar Bluff,
Secretary of State Becker has nee, instead of 50 cents.
Me-Not Day” and the slides bear
rates for children have been cut Mo., pased through on his way
the picture of a crippled soldier issued a certificate authorizing the to 15
cents at matinee and 25 home from the Missouri convenand the words: “Did you call it Aubert Photo Play Company to cents on
Sunday, holidays and tion.
charity when they gave their legs, increase its capital stock from $30,- evenings.
000 to $50,000. The company has
arms and eyes?”
C. J. Law, of the New Palace,
assets of $45,000 and liabilities of
George Newsum of the Palace Pana, 111., was seen along Picture
Candidates for office at the com- $5,000. The additional stock will Theatre,
Mount Vernon, 111., was Row.
ing election are finding it hard be disposed of within a few days.
seen along Picture Row.
sledding to get slides on Chicago The company is erecting a hand“The Storm” will be the opening
screens.
Word has been sent to some theatre on the site of the
Harry Thornton, of the Gayety attraction
at the Court Theatre,
the theatres of the city by the Aubert Airdonie, Aubert and EasTheatre,
Springfield, 111., was a Paris,
111.,
when it passes under
Motion Picture Theatre Owners ton avenues.
caller of the week.
the management of O. L. Jarodrequesting them not to run slides
ski, Dunville, 111., on November 2.
of
cand’dates
unt’I
the office
W. H. Becker and J. Bromley,
H. J. Lowry, of the Opera The
house seats 500. It formerly
seeker has been interviewed by who purchased the Chippewa TheHouse, Highland, 111., dropped into was owned
by E. Kerns.
a committee from the organiza- atre several weeks ago, plan
to Enterprise for some live subjects.
tion on his stand on the motion re-open
the Broadway playhouse He say that business has been
picture question.
It has resulted
J. Goldstein has purchased the
in about ten days.
They contem- very good of late.
in a run of candidates on the comWilson Theatre, 1417 Cass avenue,
plate installing some additional
mittee’s offices.
St. Louis, from W. Krawezyh and
equipment and plan to play first
C. C. Jones, of Cambria, 111.,
class pictures.
was in, lining up programs for A. Brolaski. It seats 300 and is
John M. Mayer, Frank N. Rubosituated in a district largely popvitz and L. Wexler have organized
ulated by foreign laborers.
the National
Film and Export
Company, with office at 736 South
The Princess Theatre, StandWabash avenue, Chicago, to deal
berry, Mo., has been purchased by
in
films
and accessories.
The Missouri Penitentiary has perhaps the cheapest hieh class
The
I. W. Maple of Bethany, Mo.
He
company has issued 400 shares of
picture house in the land. Sounds funny, doesn’t it? The fact
owns houses in Bethany, Ridgeno par value.
is, the theatre plays first class pictures
way and Albany. No change in
but charges only 1 cent
admission. And if a convict hasn’t the price he gets in anyway.
the policy of the Princess is conThe Lemle Barrett Company has
W. E. Sloat, secretary of the Missouri Prison Board, operates
templated.
been incorporated by William
the house.
He was in St. Louis the past week arranging his
Lemle, John P. Barrett and M.
winter bills. He gets pictures with a home appeal, something
to
John Marlowe will open his new
Schear to operate picture theatres.
bring out the better things that are in a fellow. Sex
appeal and
Hippodrome Theatre, Carterville,
The main office is at 6219 South
barred. The show is financed largely through
111.,
on November 15.
It seats
Halstead street.
the receipts of a lunchstand and restaurant operated
on the
900.
Dr. J. Burkhardt’s new $60,prison grounds.
000
theatre
at
Hurst, 111., is coming
Roy Coleman, Guy Barrett and
along very
Slides announcing tag day
soliciting contributions
for

and

but

One Cent Admission

nicely.

MO
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News from the Producers
Conducted by T.

With Paramount
as

scenario writers and

Owing
of the

advisory
production
editors of production at Paramount’s West Coast studio,
according to an announcement by Jesse L. Lasky, first
vice president in charge of
production for the Famous
Corporation.
Players - Lasky
The other three members of
this staff are Ralph Block,

pearance

Universal
wrote the

Hearts,”

During
Chicago

“Human

“Reputation”

Producing Unit
Organized

Is

A

deal involving the launching
new producing unit to make
pictures which are to be known as
of a

John S. Robertson Productions,
was consummated this week between the former Famous Players
director and Charles H. Duell,
president of Inspiration Pictures
Corporation.

While with Paramount Mr.
Robertson directed such producas “Sentimental Tommy,”
and Mr. Hyde,”
“Dr.
Jekyll
Barrymore, and
starring John
“Footlights,” starring Elsie Ferguson, and “A Spanish Jade.”
tions

He was loaned by Famous
Mary Pickford to produce

to

the

new “Tess

of the Storm Country”
for her, which is now being released by United Artists.
It is expected that not only will

this

drama’s appearance

cast for

in

critics

In spite of the fact that
in the

eighth

week of

its

it

is

now

Broadway

run the Cosmopolitan picture,

“When

Knighthood Was in Flower,” starring Marion Davies at the Criterion
Theatre continues to sell out at
every performance, according to reports.
So many have been turned
away that it has been necessary to
put on an extra matinee every day.
The success of this stirring romance says Cosmopolitan, seems to be
ample answer to the wise ones who
declared that costume plays were

Changes
ing

Is

“A Noise

Newboro,” the next Metro
photoplay in which Viola Dana is

in

to be starred under the direction
of Harry Beaumont, has already
been selected. Actual production
on this motion picture is to begin

soon.

Edgar Franklin is the author
Harry Beaumont,
of the story.
director
of “The
Five Dollar
Baby,” “June Madness,” “Glass
Houses,” “Seeing’s Believing” and
other Metro photoplays starring
Miss Dana, will direct it.

the story, namely,
It is

under-

stood that great stress has been laid
upon the atmosphere with the result
that, according to the producers, the

drama

itself has been enhanced in
value to a marked degree.
“Bulldog
Drummond” features
two well known American stars,
Carlyle
Blackwell
and
Evelyn
Greeley, both of whom have a great
following
among motion picture
fans.
This production was ably di-

ex-

Pickford

his

Miss Pickford’s personal production of “Tess of the Storm

Country” is an entirely new
1922 picturization of Grace
Miller White’s famous story.
Miss Pickford’s “Tess of the
is not in any
sense a re-issue or a revival
or a revamped picture, has no
connection whatsoever with
made
the
original
picture
eight years ago, but is a 100
per cent, new Mary Pickford
production made during the
last few months at her Holly-

Storm Country”

credit.

“Bulldog Drummond.”

it

is

under-

stood, will give the Hodkinson schedule something unique and valuable

melodramatic productions. No
expense will be spared, according to
in

reports,

exploiting

in

wood

feature

this

Paramount

pictures.
Mille’s recently

William de
completed production from an
original
story
Clara
by
Beranger, in
which Bebe
Daniels, Lewis Stone, Kathlyn
Williams and Harrison Ford
have the important roles, has
been permanently titled, “The
World’s Applause.” “Notoriety”

was the

title

originally

chosen, but when it was
found that another company
had a prior claim, it was
changed temporarily to
“Paths of Glory,” which in
turn has now given way to
“The World’s Applause.”

Corpora-

Pictures

tion setting forth emphatically
and definitely the fact that

rected by Oscar Apfel who it is understood. has many film successes to

in

studio and
California.

on location

Signs Contract for
Universals
The growing popularity

Fancy

of Uniproductions is becoming more evident week by
week, sales reports of the Uni-

versal-Jewel

versal Film Manufacturing
not wanted by the public.
Seldom
in the history of Broadway, it is
stated, has there been so great an
eagerness displayed to see a motion

pany

Com-

indicate.

An example
popularity

is

sample sales
stance from

of
to

this

report,

growing

seen

be

in

a

in

this

in-

W. P. Morgan of
for the beautiful star, Marion the
Oklahoma City Exchange,
Davies,
who plays the role of who reports the closing of a conPrincess Mary Tudor, Cosmopolitan tract by W. C. Blackston with
says, she has established herself not the Strand Theatre, Drumright,
only as an actress of dramatic abil- Okla., for three and one-half solid
ity but as a delightful comedienne weeks
picof Universal-Jewel
as well.
Some of her scenes with tures.
Lyn Harding as King Henry VIII
The Strand has contracted for
are full
of delicious and subtle “Foolish Wives,” “The Storm,”

picture.
.A.S

humor.

Titles

Three new titles have been
chosen for as many forthcom-

Selected

in

the Public’s

Robertson handle his own
but he will also direct some
of the stars under contract with
Inspiration.

for

as called

“Knighthood” Holds

Mr.

Complete Cast

to

clear

it

and to everybody in
the motion picture industry,
formal announcement is made
from the offices of the Mary

which is big enough to warrant it.
The Hollandia Film Corporation
This Hollandia Film Production
purchased the film rights and made will be released through the Hodkinthe production upon the exact locale son Corporation at an early date.

unit,

The complete

under

as -well as public
acclaimed it as one of the best melodramas seen for sometime.

and

“Drifting.”

New

“Bulldog

the forthcoming
the
Hodkinson
trademark, as being particularly opportune. It further carries out the
Hodkinson policy, it is said, of presenting varied subjects in order to
give the exhibitor variety.
“Bulldog Drummond” in story
form is from the pen of “Sapper.”
Owing to its exceptional possibilities
the rights were secured for the stage
with the result that three companies
have been touring the United States
and meeting with widespread success.

scenarios of such pictures as

Honey,”

feature,

Drummond,” among

Crawford Ivers and
Walter Woods.
For the past year and a
half, Mr. Hubbard has been

“Wild

of the

attractions

Julia

he

to the increased popularity

melodrama the W. W. Hod- Holland and England.

kinson Corporation considers the ap-

four

where

To make
hibitors

motion pictures, has been
engaged as one of a staff of

City,

Positively New

Timely Picture

Is

editors

in

scenario editor at

da Ponte

Drummond”

“Bulldog

Lucien Hubbard, recognized
one of the foremost

S.

“Human

of

Mary

Hearts,” “Man to Man,”
“The
Delicious
Little
Devil,”
“The Trap,” and “Wild Honey,”
to be run consecutively from Oc-

Two

tober 22 to

Miles Minter’s latest

and adapted from
French Whitman’s

14.

Business Barometer
Steadily Rising

picture, Just completed under
the
direction
of
Charles

Maigne

November

“Drums

The business barometer at the
exchange of the Fox Film Corportion has been rising steadily.

“Racing Hearts” is
chosen for the new
Agnes Ayres is just
under the direction

To aid the exhibitor in exploiting his theatre program an effective
advertising
for
display
“Monte Cristo” and other Fox

Stephen
novel,
called

“Sacrifice,”

is

to

be

of Destiny.”
the title
picture
starting
of Paul
Powell. This is a story by
Byron Morgan, author of the
Wallace Reid automobile racing pictures, and Miss Ayres
has the role of a race driver
who goes in and wins a
thrilling speed contest when
the regular driver fails to

show

up.

entertainments has been set up
the lobby of the exchange. It
demonstrates to exhibitors how
economically and artistically a
lobby or window publicity' “ballyhoo” can be made.
The value
and necessity of new'spaper advertising is also impressed upon
exhibitors. This service is free to
in

ex’iibitors

booking Fox product.

November

11,
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a Chance for

Special Exploitation.
HE pictures listed below have been

endorsed by the National Committee for Better Films of the National Board of Review, co-operating with the Children’s Book Week committee. Get in touch with the
women’s clubs, your schools and parent-teacher associations at once.
They will be glad to cooperate with you in putting these pictures over
Make a special drive for school children.
for Book Week, Nov. 12-18.
Exhibitors who tried it last year found that it paid.

LORNA DOONE
By R. D. Blackmorc. 7 reels. Scotch-English border story of love and
adventure. With Madge Bellamy, John Bowers and Frank Keenan.
Maurice Tourneur production produced at the studios of Thomas H. Ince.

A

ALL FOR A
Seven

WOMAN

French Revolution historical
Tragedy of Danton; with Emil
Jannings and all star cast.

reels.

sources.

BOB HAMPTON of PLACER
By

Randall

Custer

Parrish.

frontier

drama; with James Kirkwood, Marjory
Daw and Wesley Barry. A Marshall
Neilan production.

KINDRED OF THE DUST
By Peter B. Kyne.

Story of a man’s
with Miriam Cooper.

devotion and faith
An R. A. Walsh production.
;

THELASToftheMOHICANS
Six reels. By James Fenimore Cooper.
N. Y. Colonial Indian story; all star cast.

A

Maurice Tourneur production.

PENROD

THE OLDSWIMMIN’ HOLE
Based on the poem by James
Whitcomb Riley. Rural comedy drama';
with Charles Ray.
Six
f

reels.

Eight

Booth

with Wesley

of a boy’s adventures
Barry.
Marshall Neilan
production.

A

THE RIVER'S END
Six

reels.

By James

Oliver Curwood.
with Lewis
Marshall
Neilan production.

Canadian Northwest drama
Stone and Marjorie Daw.

FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTIONS

I!
it

1

Tarkington.

Comedy drama

PILGRIMS OF THE NIGHT
Six reels.
E. Phillips Oppenheim’s
“ Passershy.”
European detective and
society melodrama; all star.
A. J. L.
Frothingham production.

By

reels.

;

A
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Soon Will Start

Joins Paramount
Rex Beach is the latest
famous author to devote his
talents

Allen Holubar^ second production under his contract
with Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., will soon be
under way. It is a picturization
of Jeffry de Prend’s

writing of
pictures for

the

to

Paramount

Thomas Meighan.
announce-

the

Following

ment that Booth Tarkington

romantic novel, “The White

had been engaged to write an
original story for the popular

Paramount

star,

recently that a

public

Frontier.”
The story is a
big
out-of-door
melodrama
and is laid in the Canadian

was made

it

story

Northwest.

be
placed in production in the
near future with Mr. Meighan
as the star.

by Mr. Beach

will

also

Arrangements

will

the

George

when

was

United
played recently at the Stanley
The picTheatre, Philadelphia.
ture drew excellent audiences all
during the run, and the reviewers

LUNCHEON GIVEN BY JACKIE COOGAN PRODUCTIONS
TO PRESS REPRESENTATIVES AT THE KNICKERBOCKER GRILL

it

much in the feature for
favorable comment, it is reported.
Said the critic for the Public
Ledger “ ‘The Man Who Played
:

God’

intelligent
excellent,
is
diversion.”
“The artistry of
George Arliss combines with a
theme in which he is at his best
to make a picture that will be
long remembered,” said the reviewer for the Inquirer.

Ray Film Liked by
Exhibitors
Charles Ray’s initial production
for United Artists’ Corporation,
“A Tailor-Made Man,” is having
a triumphant march up and
the motion picture world,

down
with

many extended engagements and
repeats. United Artists’ say.

The Broadway Strand Theatre,
Detroit, held this feature over for
a second week, after playing it to

crowds.

same thing happened

in

The

shortly afterProduction. It showed in distinct
Friday
one o’clock in the private dining contrast with the films of today
rooms of the Knickerbocker Grill, and illustrated how vastly the
New York, one of the most rep- industry has improved.
resentatiye press gatherings assembled for lunc eon prior o \y
111
IH
nessing a private press showing llUereSt
of Jackie Coogan s Oliver Twist
of
rac ica ^
production.
^
n
> the
fi
f
t that
ttiat the
iVip Selzmck
«;pl 7 nirk
fact
Despite
New York
magazine writer, and trade paper company has had but little to say
present. The luncheon was given about “One Week of Love, the first
by the Jackie Coogan Produc- production to be made under the
s p
fiinis new po icy o
.P
ft,
the gathering
only, there are plenty of indications
After luncheon, fVi
developed
alrpdy
moved up 42nd Street to Wur- that the trade has
Hall where the private an unusual interest in the picture,
litzer
“One Week of Love,” co-starring
showing was to be given. Prior
to flashing the feature on the Elaine Hammerstein and Conway
screen, the Coogan folks arranged Tearle, was completed some time ago
The
to show a few hundred feet of an but has not yet been released.
ancient “Twist” production which first and formal showing of the big
Sol Lesser, to protect exhibitors, production is _ being made in the
had purchased when he content- Ritz-Carlton Flotel1, New York City,
plated making the present Coogan Friday evening, November 3.

afternoon

AoleiltV
ApiCmy

Week

Love”

newspaperman.

11

.

•

Ham-

tramck, Mich.
In Portland, Oregon,

Made Man” met

“A

Tailorwith such suc-

cess at the Blue Mouse Theatre
that the management held it over
for two weeks.

Will Issue Special
Booklet
In

order

that

exhibitors
throughout the country may acquaint their patrons with the importance of the cast which will
interpret
the leading roles in
“Quincy Adams Sawyer,” a special booklet will be issued in conjunction with the release of the
picture. “Quincy Adams Sawyer”
is the latest S-L special to be re-

leased by
poration.

Among

Metro

Pictures

Cor-

the stars are Barbara
Marr. Lon Chaney, John
Bowers, Blanche Sweet, Elmo
Lincoln, Louise Fazenda, Joseph
Dowling and Hank Mann.

La

Two

Walker. Film Is
Nearly Completed

More than

five

hundred per-

of “Captain Fly-By-Night,” Johnnie Walker’s starring production

Host to Reviewers

‘‘Qne

New

sons and two hundred horsemen
will be seen in the climaxtic scenes

Coogan Productions

saw

record-breaking

com-

when

tions.

Man Who

Artists,

after

for

public and critics were
about the
enthusiastic
photoplay, “The
Arliss
Played God,” says

highly

been

the first edition
will be put out with scenes
from the picture as illustra-

Film

Arliss

be withheld until
has been

picture

pleted,

Broke.”

Both

have

made with Mr. de Prend, the
author, whereby the publishing of “The White Frontier”

Mr. Meighan is now engaged on George Ade’s original story, “Back Home and

High Praise

1922

11,

Scheduled for
Paramount Release

now being produced by
tain

the

R-C

Los Angeles.
“CapFly-By-Night” will be the

Studios

in

production starring Walker
his recent contract with
Mr. P. A. Powers, for Film Book-

first

McCuliey, author of
2 orro,” wrote this
Walker,
especially
for

‘"fohnst'on

story

^
The

Howard

leading

is

feminine

directing.
role
is

pl^yed by Shannon E>ay and the
P

^Franc^s^ McDonald^

Eddie
Victory Bateman Tames
McShemT Charlef Stevens,\shley Cooper, Bert Wheeler, Fred
.Lprc
^

Changes Made in
Branch Offices
Changes

in

branch

office

per-

sonnel has been announced by
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
P. G. Morris becomes office
manager of the Denver branch,
effective
October 16, replacing
L.
E. Hobson, who has been
transferred to the sales force of

the Los Angeles office.

W. F. Marshall, booker for the
Washington, D. C., branch of the
Hodkinson Corporation, has been
made office manager, replacing

has been
A'
For November 5, Paramount an- posite Meighan in Cecil B. DeMille’s
transferred to the home office in
nounces the release of two of its “Manslaughter.” The “other wornthe contract department.
an” is portrayed by June Elvidge.
strongest features of the year
“On the High Seas,” in which
Thomas Meighan in “The Man
Who Saw Tomorrow” and the Irvin Dorothy Dalton and Jack Holt are
for
Willat production. “On the High featured, is the first story written
9
Sheldon.
Seas,” with Dorothy Dalton and for the screen by Edward
E. Magnus Ingleton, former scenarist
Jack Holt.
October 9 will witness the
The age-old question of whom to with Thomas H. Ince, wrote the official release by Associated Exmarry is solved for Burke Ham- continuity,
hibitors of “The Woman Who
mond, played by Thomas Meighan,
Fooled Herself,” the six-part feain “The Man Who Saw Tomorrow.”
ture in which May Allison and
The story is said to be altogether
Robert EIHs, are
•A'',
®
^
unique and is the work of Perley
featured.
It is the first producThomas H. Ince is cutting and tion made by Edward A. MacPoore Sheehan and Frank Condon.
The latter and Will M. Ritchey col- editing “A Man of Action,” the com- Manus for .'Associated Exhibitors,
laborated on the adaptation and edy from the pen of Bradley King.
Charles A. Logue, well-known
This production, will follow “The as a dramatist, short story writer
Alfred Green directed.
In the leading feminine role is Hottentot,” on the First National and director, wrote “The Woman
Beatrice Joy, who last played op- releasing schedule.
WI19 Fooled Herself.”

—

Film
Release
October

Making Film Ready

November
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Fourteen Productions for

“The Scarlet Car,” a Universal
picture adapted from the stories

Fox Release

that name written by Richard Harding Davis has been com-

of

Herpleted at Universal City.
bert Rawlings is the star.
“The Scarlet Car” is a notable
It is
step in Rawlinson’s climb.

fourteen productions, headed by
a giant special, for release during

is

said to present

November.

pantomimist

an unusual combination of satisfactory elements
story by the internationally famed

Fox Film Corporation announces

third

Fox

release,
for

scheduled

November

November

in

“My

Hero.”

It

The

19.

English

offers many amusing
situations, Fox states,
November 5 has been set as the
release day for “Lazy Bones,” the
Clyde Cook special comedy.

Friend the Devil,” which
Sloane adapted from the
George
by
continuity
author,
novel,
“Dr.
French
famous
Randolph Chester, directed by Rameau,” by Georges Ohnet, and
A1 St. John appears November
Stuart Paton, supporting cast in- ^hich was directed by Harry Mileluding Barbara Bedford, Una |arde who staged “Over the Hill,” 19 in “Out of Place,” a two-reel
Trevelyn, Josef Swickard, Nick -jg foremost on the month’s list, special comedy, and the Lee Kids
de Ruiz, William Langdon, Harry
scheduled for general disjg
Carter and other popular film tribution November 19.
Reviews
players.
of this production which have
Paton has directed Rawlinson already appeared in trade publicamany times before. This produc- tions and newspapers in cities in
was completed in record which private pre-views were
tion
;

come

given,

afforded

the special

praise,

Were Queen”
Gets First Runs

“If

I

u'
bookings
First run K

•

11

parts
(•

proof

^ered

by

Offices

of

the

hilm

America

Booking

that

it

1

featuring
the vigorous star of the Fox
westerns, will be released Novemstory, which was
by Mix and his director,
Lynn Reynolds, the Fox favorite
performs many novel stunts, aceording to reports. Claire Adams

their hrst Ethel pf^yg opposite Mix who is supQueen,
Clayton Picture, is the type ot
an unusually capable
picture which is now in demand
jg stated.

Were

J°hn Gilbert will essay the role
has alreadv
seven kpv
key of a care-free, swasli-buckling man
West who Fox savs nlies
inthf near
nMr'^ luiure.
Sfiirf ^^n^'^New
in incw Yor^k his love-affair in ’a unique and
me
terp^tino*
sforv
‘‘The
Love
j^uvc
J^tury,
ue
Charles Rosenweig, manager of
branch. Gambler,’ written by Lilian BenYork F B.

Were On

Keen
been ^iven

first

runs

in
in

j.

O.
the New
reports that the picture will play
100 days on the Loew circuit in
the Metropolitan district.

Week Run In
Three-Day Town

Gets

a

Name

of the Law,” the
special on the F.
B. O. program, has the honor of
breakin"^~a're'c’ord In the ciw of
Fremont is a
FremorTt
Ohio.
three-day run town and “In the
Name of the Law,” in completing
a solid week at the Jewel theatre,

“In the

Emory Johnson

manwhich
has never been equaled by any

of which George Geyer is
ager, accomplished a feat

picture heretofore.
tie-up with the police and
carte blanche permission to exploit the picture was partly responsible for the new record.

A

a re-

edited

in to

See “Oliver Twist”

great

Fox says.
“Tom Mix in Arabia,”

Terrors,”

by Ralph Spence,
The Sunshine Comedies for November are “The Ranch Rorheo,"
Nov. 12, and “Cupid’s Elephant,”
Nov. 26.
There are also two Mutt and
Jeff Animated Cartoons on the
November program, “The WishDuck” and “Bumps and
ing
Thumps.”

Throngs Jam

time.

“Town

in

on issue

distribution

Jackie Coogan’s “Oliver Twist”
it’s
world premiere at the

had

Twenty
praiseful

highly
papers gave
reviews to the produc-

theatre. New York, tion.
Sunday. Long lines of fans
A two weeks’ advance exploitawaited before the Strand box tion campaign was carried on for
before
the
show the Coogan vehicle.
office
long
'
The Dickens film opened at the
started.
Joseph Plunkett, managing di- Chicago Theatre, Chicago, last
rector of the theatre called the Monday and latest reports indipolice for the protection of the cate that there, as in New York,
huge throng Sunday afternoon, it has made a big success. These
By seven o’clock there was a sell two engagements with the exNever m the history of the ception of one in Lexington, Ky.,
out.
theatre, it is said, have so many are the only ones to date on the
people sought admission, and all new Coogan film. General release
through the week the condition dates are scheduled for November
20.
remained nnrhano-ed
unchanged.

Mark Strand

last

.

net-Thompson and George Hubhard. Joseph Franz directed and
Jules Furthman is credited with
the scenario.
“Boss of Camp 4” is the

November

for

It

Not only in New York, but
“While Justice
be Dustin Farnum’s throughout, the country, newslatest production.
It was written papers critics are united in praishy Charles A. and Don Short, ing Robert G. Vignola for the exBernard J. Durning who directed cellent job he has made' in direct“The Fast Mail” is responsible for ing “When Knighthood Was in
Flower.”
f^e direction.
Ashton Stevens, the critic of
Shirley Mason, the petite star
Chicago Herald-Examiner,
of the Fox group, will be seen the
said in his review “In Robert G.
in “Shirley of the Circus,” one of
the best pictures she ever made, Vignola she (Marion Davies) has
^
''^ho can induce
is
Rowland V. Lee
it
said.
best effort,
directed the picture which is from
S.

Mae

Van Dyke.

Waits”

will

:

,

the pen of Robert M. Lee. It will
be released November 12.
Lupino Lane will be seen in his

To Show Longfellow Poem

Work

Praised for

Charles

was written by Arthur
Haskuss and directed by W.

Jones.
P.

vehicle

Robert G. Vignola

•

,

CU.&S OP SEHVICE

li
noao of these throe symbols
appears afier thecheck (number of
wards) this Is B telogmm. Ofter*
wiw Its character Is feXIcatod by the
symbel appearing aher the chock.

,

Tinee,

the

“‘When

Was

Knighthood

Flower’

twelve

in

long.
That you don’t realize the fact is
sincere tribute to the director.”
Robert E. Sherwood, critic of
“Life,” said
“Robert G. Vignola
is

reels

:

directed ‘When Knighthood
in Flower,’ and his genius
lighting
and
composition
evident in every scene.”

WESTEm UNION
AM
TEL
NEWCOMB

the

of

critic

Chicago Tribune, remarked upon
Mr. Vignola’s work as follows:

CARLTON. PRCSIDENT

e.

Was
for
is

CUSS OF SERVICE

It none cd these
three eymbeU
appears after the check (number ol
words) Oils Is a telegram. OlheN
wisefbehaiart Is tndicateilbythe
eymbel appearing after the check.

g

ATKINS.

EECEIVEO AT
92.- Y

“Back to the classics !” is, in a fair way of becoming one of
the most prized and potent of the Fox slogans, if one may judge
from the increasingly long list of productions of this studio based
on the recognized masterpieces of fictional literature.
The latest announcement is concerned with “The Village
Blacksmith,” the Longfellow poem beloved of schoolroom and
library alike. The film which Fox had developed from the poet’s
theme will be shown Thursday evening, November 2, at the
Forty-fourth Street Theatre, succeeding “Monte Cristo.” The
picture has been directed by Jack Ford. Paul H. Sloane is responsible for the scenario.

The cast is, it is stated, on a par with those employed to project
such memorable Fox productions as “Les Miserables,” “A Tale of
Two ^Cities,” “Monte Cristo,” “Evangeline,” “The Scarlet Letter”
and “A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court.”

,-NJ

7

SLUE

5

R

SEATTLE, WASH 940A NOV

1

1922

JOHN « (JUINN

9^

GENL WGR

ALTHOUGH
VIEWING

I

I

'V

I

TAGRAPH INC 1400 LOCUST AVE BROOKLYN NY

DID NOT ENTHUSE VERYWUCH OVER WILD IRISH ROSE ON
A)i

.-

I

RS T

NOW PLAYING ITMY BLUE MOUSE THEATRES SEATTLE AND PORTLAND

AND DOING BIG BUSINESS STOP MY AUDIENCES ARE SO ENTHUSIASTIC WITH
PRAISE
that
HAVE CHANGED MY MIND AND T NOi. AGREE WITH THE PATRONS THAT IT
IS A GREAT PICTURE STOP
T IS A SURE FIRE MONEY GETTER AND
RECOMMEND
I

I

I

IT TO EVERY EXHIBITOR KINDEST PERSONAL- REGARDS

JOHN HAMRICK

220P
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Has Four
Big Films for November

First National
First

National

considers

November

a period of thanksgiving, not only for itself but for the
all over the world, because in this month, it says, four

exhibitors

20, and
in “The

Nov.

Katherin

Woman

MacDonConquers,”

released Nov. 27.
“Oliver Twist” is now having
its New York pre-release presenIt
tation at the Strand Theatre.
is a Sol Lesser production, directed

An

unusually
supports
Jackie
strong
cast
In it are Lon Chaney,
Coogan.
Gladys Rockwell, George Siegman, Lionel Belmore, Carl Stockdale, Eddie Boland, Lewis Sar-

by Frank Lloyd.

1922

Mason in New
Fox Film

Shirley

Shirley Mason, of the Fox fold,
be seen in a chapter of life
under the cahvas in “Shirley of
the Circus,” which Fox Film Corporation announces for release
November 12. The story is from
gent and James Marcus.
First Clarissa Selwynne, Boris Karloff the pen of Robert
M. Lee and
National already reports heavy and Francis MacDonald.
was made under the direction of
Besides these four big First Rowland V. Lee.
bookings on this big production.
“Brawn of the North,” a Larry National Attractions, a Mack
The photoplay concerns interTrimble-Jane Murfin production, Sennett Comedy, “When Summer esting cross-sections of the
early
StrongComes,” is scheduled for release career of a young French
shows the marvelous dog.
circus
heart, in another story of the Nov. 13 and a Buster Keaton dancer whom fate
brings into the

of the greatest box office pictures
of the season will be released as
North woods, which, it is said, is
First National Attractions.
The “Big Four” for November as powerful as “The Silent Call.”
Coogan in “Oliver
“The Dangerous Age” is a
are Jackie
Twist,” the National release date John M. Stahl production with a
of which is Nov. 6; Strongheart, matrimonial theme as its basis,
the Wonder Dog, in “Brawn of and action, adventure and thrills
the North,” released Nov. 13; all the way through. First NaIt has an all-star
“The Dangerous Age,” a John M. tional says.
with
Lewis cast. In it are Lewis Stone, Cleo
production,
Stahl
Stone and an all-star cast, released Madison, Ruth Clifford, Edith
ald

11,

Roberts, Myrtle Stedman, James
Morrison, Helen Lynch, Lincoln
Stedman, Edward Burns and Richard Tucker.
In “The Woman Conquers,”
directed by Tom Forman from
the story by Violet Clark, Katherine MacDonald is said to have
the strongest play of her screen
Supporting Miss Maccareer.

Woman

ConBryant Washburn,
are
quers”
Lewis,
Mitchell
June Elvidge,

Donald

“The

in

Second of Carey

for

Nov.

Symphony

Sig^ns for

Hodkinson Film

the star has incornumber of
equal
The comedy
thrills and laughs.
largely
by
relief
supplied
is
Tully Marshall, who plays the
role of a henpecked husband sent
into the West by his spouse to
establish a homestead. The leading feminine role is played by

dian of the girl demands her return to his patronage. A sequence
of absorbing incidents follow, it is
stated.

on the Pacific Coast, has signed the
Hodkinson special, “The Headless
Horseman,” for an indefinite run beginning

November

“Pride

S.

from

Clancy

is
a
adapted
Legend of

p’"oduction

“The
Sleepy Hollow,” by Washington
the

story,

Ir-

ving.

Will Rogers plays the picturesque
role of Ichabold Crane, supported
by such well known players as Lois
.Meredith, Ben Hendricks, Jr., Mary
Foy, Charles Graham, and Nancy

Vitagraph

Picture

Drawing Crowds
House

in

Cincinnati,

“A

America,
of
Offices
Booking
Rogue’s Romance,” Vitagraph, starring Earle Williams and Rodolph
which announces its second Harry
Valentino, scored a big repeat for
Carey production, “Good Men
The Gifts Theatre, Vitagraph states.
and True,” presented by P. A.
This feature has been booked for
Powers, for the second week in
week stands in many of the largest
and
“Good Men
November.
True” is adapted from a published Vola Vale and Noah Beery is theatres, it is reported.
story by Eugene Manlove Rhodes cast as the “heavy,” the opposiand gives Carey the role of a tion candidate for office. Others
Marentette Returns
nominee for Sheriff in a Western in the cast are Thomas Jefferson,
Charles J. LeMoyne and Helen
to
town.
Val Paul, who is reF. B. O. states that this produc- Gilmore.
Pictures Corporation
Goldwyn
tion will be distinctly different sponsible for previous Carey sucannounces the return to that orfrom any other Carey picture in- cesses, directed the picture.
ganization of
Marentette,

Goldw3m

Palomar”

“The Pride of Palomar,” picturized
from Peter B. Kyne’s
story of the same name for Cosmopolitan Productions, is now
undergoing the finishing touches
preparatory to release in December.
The picture, adapted for the
screen by Grant Carpenter and

John

Lynch,
was filmed in
California under the direction of
Frank Borzage. The plot carries
with it the atmosphere of the old
Spanish

settlements

in

Southern

California.

After a record week at the Grand

Opera

of

Ready Soon

5.

“The Headless Horseman”
C.

as

an

hands of a prominent American
artist.
The unscrupulous guar-

Miss Mason is supported by a
Announcement is made by the W. cast numbering
such names as
W. Hodkinson Corporation relative George O. Hara, Crawford
Kent,
to the fact that the Symphony TheaAlan Hale,
Lulu
Warrington.
tre, Los Angeles, Cal., one of the
Maude Wayne and Mathilda
largest and most up-to-date theatres
Brundage.

Chase.

Specials Released
An election day story is the asmuch
timely current release of the Film porated

comedy, “Day Dreams,”

27.

will

Forrest

Stanley

portrays

the

role of the young Spanish-American hero.
Stanley is surrounded
by a strong cast, including Joseph

Dowling, Marjorie Daw, Warner
Oland, Alfred Allen, Tote de

Crow, George Nichols, James
Barrow and Edward Brady.

“Lawful Larceny”
Hampton’s Next
“Lawful
selected by

Larceny”

has

Is

been

Hope Hampton

as her
next production to follow her
present success “The Light In

L.
the Dark.” It is Miss Hampton’s
J.
of the best known motion opinion that the play will lend itpicture figures in the South.
He self to moving pictures with
has
been named as
resident greater force than it was presented
manager of Goldwyn’s branch ex- on the stage.
change in Atlanta, Ga.
He as“Lawful Larceny” was first
sumed the duties of his new posi- presented to the New York

one

“Third Alarm” Listed
for Early Release

tion

October

23.

audiences by A. H. Woods at the
Republic Theatre the first of this
“The Third Alarm,” the second dedicating the picture to fire
year.
It
was an instantaneous
Title Is
Emory Johnson production for chiefs and mapping out the camsuccess.
release through the Film Booking paign which will be carried on in
Robert
Leonard,
Z.
who
Offices of America, and a com- every city with the aid of the local presents and directs Mae Murpanion picture of “In the Name fire departments, would not be ray’s pictures for Metro release,
Final Scenes
of the Law,” has been put forward complete until late winter, but by announces that the title of Miss
for “Outcast”
on the F. B. O. schedule and high pressure work and with an Murray’s
forthcoming
picture,
Final scenes for Elsie Fertentative plans call for a release enlarged force, F. B. O. will now which she has been making at
of this production early in 1923. have its campaign ready early in the
Metro studio, has been guson’s latest Paramount picture,
“The Third Alarm” is a story January, and the picture will be changed from “Coronation” to “Outcast,” which will be released
time.
fireman
issued
at
that
soon, were filmed at the Delaware
built around the life of a
“Jazzmania.”
Water Gap last week and the
in
a large American city, with

Changed

Made

the

Ralph
Ella

by
played
roles
leading
Lewis, Johnnie Walker,
True
Virginia
Hall and

Boardman.
the
release

It is

to
after

picture

Mix

in

Tom Mix

New

Film

new picture with
intention of F. E. O. the title of “Tom Mix in Arabia,”
It is the
this production only a November 19 release.
has a

complete exploitation tie-ups greatest “stunt” production that
have been prepared. It was first this agile star has appeared in
estimated that arrangement for so far. Fox says.

>Ir.

Exhibitor:

Ask Your Film Company

and
for the

“THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEET”
Applied For)
It means more to you than
other accessory.
It is the
(Pat,

is

now ready

for cutting

titling.

.\ppearing with Miss Ferguson
in
in

this picture are

the

David Powell,

leading male

role;

Ma^

any

MacLaren, Teddy Sampson, Wil-

cue

liam
Powell,
David,
William
Charles Welleslej', George Stevens

sheet that insures a musically
perfect picture presentation.

and Frank Dekum.

November

11,
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In the Independent Field
Sj)

Newsy

The

Bits

ROGER FERRI

Week

N ovember

in Review

Trade Notes

month of “big productions” in
November releases is demonstrative

promises to be the

_

The list of
this market.
Hernando G. Villa has joined B. F.
Edgar Lewis will produce two pictures that wili be handled by C. C. of the sincerity and conclusive proof of the ability^ of independent Schulberg’s art forces wtih Preferred
Pictures,
Inc.
Inc.
Distributors,
Afihliated
of
possibilities.
Burr,
producers to turn out box-office productions of unlimited
program compares most favorably with the releases
November
The
Herbert Claiborne has completed
David Segal, of Royal Pictures, of the national distributors. Among some of the more notable prohis contract with Sacred Films, Inc.,
Inc., Philadelphia, and his enterpris“Isaac and Reductions scheduled for this month are A1 Lichtman’s B. _P. Schulberg at Burbank, Cal.
ing exploitation director, Tom Bible,
becca” is now in preparation.
were in town this week.
special, “Shadows;” Warner Brothers’ Harry Rapf picture, “The
Beautiful and Damned,” with Marie Prevost; Arrow’s “Streets of New
Marxel Perez has completed a new
If negotiations now under way maYork” and “Night Life in Hollywood;” L. Lawrence Weber-Bobby Pete Morrison western, which Alex
terialize the Strand Theatre in New
York will stage all the premier show- North’s Will Nigh masterpiece, “Notoriety,” with an all-star cast; Alt directed.
ings of the entire Warner Brothers
Affiliated Distributors’ Johnny Hines feature, “Sure-Fire Flint;”
output, starting with “The Beautiful
Harry Garson is producing “An
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation’s “Only a Shop Girl;” Principal Old Sweetheart of Mine” at the Garand Damned.”
Picture Corporation’s Elinor Glyn’s latest, “The World’s a Stage,” son studios Helen Eddy is starred.
and
John Lowell, Baby Ivy Ward
who are with Dorothy Phillips, and the Irving Cummings super-special,
Russell,
Miss Jacqueline
The technical staff working at the
playing leading roles in the Blazed “Chicago Sal,” with Alice Lake, Milton Sills and an all-star cast,
Hallroom Boys studios, where “Only
Inc.,
feature,
Productions,
Trails
and a number of others about to be completed.
A
Shop Girl” is being produced, in“Lost in a Big City,” for Arrow Film
clude Noel M. Smith, director; Charles
Corporation, came to New York this
Lament,
assistant
director;
Billy
iscussing big productions reminds the writer of the excellent
photograph metropolitan
week to
scenes.
picture B. P. Schulberg and Tom Forman have given A1 Licht- Williams, cameraman.
best charac“The Fire Brand,” the latest Richard
Fred Cubberly, of the new man Exchanges in “Shadows,” representative of the
J.
Finkelstein & Rubin Exchange in terization ever credited that master character actor of the screen, Talmadge picture which Phil Goldstone
produced, is now being edited
(Minneapolis, writes to the effect that Lon Chaney.
This production is an artistic achievement of rare and finally
cut.
vijsomething like 300 small theatres in
being
released to
and
indicative
of
the
trend
of
pictures
excellence
that territory have closed for all time
Franklin Farnum has completed
theatre owners through independent sources. A1 Lichtman and his
during the last four months.
“The Speed King,” which is now beterritorial partners
have every reason to be proud of this latest ing
edited and will be released next
J. Charles Davis, Arrow exploitation
dangerous
theme
production.
A
delicately
is handled so artistically
week, A1 Neltz directed this one.
director, is in Erie, Pa., exploiting
photographer
finished
cleverly
by
director,
and
players
that
in
the
Life
in
Hollywood” and
“Night
Jack Pratt, of the recently incor“Streets of New York,” the two Arrow product the trade has been given a vehicle of entertainment that
porated A. B. Maescher Productions,
specials, which will be shown there
within the next three weeks.
Dick ranks among the leaders in the point of artistic presentation and Inc., is planning to start “shooting”
production. The credit for this unusual art picture should go to all on the first picture some time late
Weil, who is Arrow’s publicity and
advertising director, is doing splendid
who in any way took a part in its making, for a single blunder in next week.
work in the metropolitan section exany department would have played havoc with the production in
George Larkin’s next western will
ploiting the same two pictures.
be “The Flash.” Russell Productions
general.
is
producing this feature with Will
Among those who came to Now
Kraft directing.
York last week to attend the Initial
ROMINENTLY
noticeable
is the care and effort put into recent
ijshowing of the A1 Lichtman picture,
Sidney Franklin is perfecting his
independent pictures by those who have held the directorial
'“Shadows,” a B. P. Schulberg proworking schedule for “Brass” which
duction, were Ben Amsterdam, Lou
reins.. What this market has needed more than anything else in the
he will direct for Warner Brothers.
Korson and Walter Green, of Masterproduction line was the type of common sense director who took Tony Gaudio has been signed to do
piece Attractions, Inc., Philadelphia
Syd Samson, of the Lichtman Buffalo pride in what he turned out; the director who intelligently assumed the camera work.
exchange
Harry Ascher, of the his task appreciative of the fact that whatever honors a picture
Frank Newman’s big house in Kan'Boston exchange, and several others.
attained he naturally would come in for his share of praise.
sas City will run “Rich Men’s Wives”
in
the near future.
That will start
Gene Marcus, of Twentieth Century
Film Corporation of Philadelphia, this
director is not generally given the credit due him. Upon his the picture in that territory.
week closed with Principal Pictures
shoulders rests entirely the success or failure of any production.
Gasnier’s “Rich Men’s Wives,” A1
Corporation for the eastern PennsylDespite this fact, however, he has been grossly neglected when Lichtman’s first production from Prevania, southern New Jersey and Delaware rights to that firm’s two latest bouquets have been passed about by the critical clan of the industry. ferred Pictures, Inc., has been selected by Underwood & Underwood to be
specials,
“Chicago Sal,” the Irving
Cummings special, and Elinor Glyn’s In “Shadows” we see a production that glorifies the efforts of Mr. used as the basis of an industrial reel
Forman. He took a concededly dangerous theme and by clever which the commercial photographers
latest story, “The World’s a Stage,”
with Dorothy Phillips.
direction succeeded not only in getting the best out of his players, have been commissioned to produce.
but also ip rounding out a production that artistically is the best
The C. C. Burr Glendale, L. I., stuEdward
Ferguson,
director
of
Buckley-Ferguson Productions, Inc., thing the independent market has ever had. Tom Forman has done dio has taken on the aspect of a
pf Binghamton, N. Y., announced this
something that will lift the independent to a plane where it will mighty busy organization in preparation for the next Johnnv Hines stariwwk that he had signed a contract demand the attention of
every exhibitor.
Because its production ring vehicle, “Luck.” The story for
with American Releasing Corporation
destinies are in the capable hands of such keen, careful and shrewd that picture was written by Jackson
|°or the release of that firm’s initial
Gregory.
The studio staff there is
production, “Her Own Story.” Plans gentlemen as B. P. Schulberg and Tom Forman we expect 1922-23
working under the supervision of
ire now being made for the firm’s
to be a triumphant year for A1 Lichtman, his territorial partners and
Charles O. Seessel and Production
second picture, which also will be
those who are wise enough to hook-up with this product.
Manager Richard Thorpe.
made in Binghamton.
;

D

I
•

I

;

li

P

;

The

All star Features, Inc., of San Franare losing no time getting
”hoice first run dates on the initial
,Big Six” picture of C. B. C. Film
hales Corporation, “More to Be Pitied
ilhan Scorned.
Loew’s State and
I

I'lsco

,

Pantages in Oakland, Cal., and the
iMrand in San Francisco have booked
his feature.

I

Quality Film Corporation of Pitti
Hirgh and Lande Film Corporation
Uevcland and Cincinnati, all owne
I

<

Harry Lande, have become

frai
holders in the Amalgamated E:
I'hanges of America, according to
jitatement issued this week from tl
atter s New York offices.

P^.
‘hise

Will Nie-h starts production on 1
feature for L. Lawrence Web

North next week at

iL

Ilford studios, 44th street.

iiext

week.

or release

New

t

Yoi

This picture will be rea
about January 1.

W

E

are proud of the presence in the field of independent endeavor of such_ directors as Will Nigh, Dell Henderson, Wallace
Worsley, Burton King, Kenneth Webb and others.
These are
gentlemen upon whose shoulders the future of the independent
market depends in a large measure. They have been turning out
marketable and profitable product.
are convinced that they will
continue working as industriously and carefully as they have in the
past.
are looking forward to these gentlemen to absolutely,
prove to theatre owners that the independent market is a competitive force that can make box offices jingle with a prosperity of
which exhibitors have been dreaming for the past three years. W^e
repeat: we are proud of our producers and directors. Producers like
Ben Schulberg, Charles Burr, Harry Rapf, Ben Wilson, Whitman
Bennett and others are spending unselfishly, giving their directors the
proper support and otherwise contributing to the remarkable
progress made by independent productions in point of artistic, production and_ presentation values. The independent market no longer
solicits^ exhibitor patronage
it demands that patronage, for it has
and still is proving its right to make such a demand.

We

We

—

Work on the second Whitman Benindependent special,
starring
Betty Blythe, Is well under way at
the Yonkers, N. Y„ studio. The picture is expected to be ready within
three weeks.
There is some talk in
nett

studio circles relative to a permanent
partnership between Messrs. Bennett

and Btirr, whose first picture, “Secrets of Paris,” was shown on Wednesday at the Biltmore Hotel in New
l^ork.
Barbara La Mar will play a leading
role in the Gasnier production, “The
Hero,” which will be released by A]
Lichtman’s organization in New York.

She has won considerable praise for
her splendid work in “Trifling
other specials.

men” and

Wo-

The complete cast for “The Hero”
includes, in addition to Miss La Mar,
the following players: Gaston Glass,
.John Sainpolis, Doris Pawn,
Butler and Frankie Lee.

David
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2,000 Film Folk Applaud and O. K.
A1 Lichtman’s Latest “Shadows”
New York and nearby
Hotel on Friday evening,
October 27, and after viewing the second A1 Lichtman
Preferred picture, “Shadows,” with Lon Chaney, enthusiastically demonstrated their approval and satisfaction with
applause that lasted fully five minutes. The showing was
the most impressive held this year with opinion unanimous
that it “was the greatest picture ever made by Tom Forman and a masterly achievement for Lon Chaney.” Producer
B. P. Schulberg also came in for his share of commendation.
About two thousand

cities

flocked to

Particularly enthusiastic were
exhibitors who attended the showing.
These included some of the
most representative in New York.
Among them were Sam Rothafel,
of the Capitol; Joe Plunkett, of
the Strand; Hugo Reisenfeld, of
the Rialto, Rivoli and Criterion
Theatres; Lou Blumenthal, of the

&

Haring circuit; A1
Jones, of the Frank K. Hall circuit in New York; Mr. Mitchell,
booker for Marcus Loew’s theatres, and many others. All theatre owners interviewed by the
showing
the
following
writer
Blumenthal

characterized the production as
an “artistic achievement worthy

most superlative commendation possible,” as Joe Plunkett
personally put it.
Most impressive was the character work of Lon Chaney in a
particularly difficult role that met
with considerable applause. The
more tense moments in the picture registered effectively with
the result that the owners of the
feature could not but become
convinced that they had a special
of uncommon merit. Every now
and then the quiet that prevailed
through most of the showing was
broken with rounds of enthusiastic
acclamation resultant from
of the

some particularly brilliant piece of
acting by some member of the allstar cast.

The showing was one of the
best held in New York. The picture was shown promptly at 9
and was over about one
hour and 40 minutes later. The

o’clock

projection, while not the best, was
the best that could be hoped for
in
view of the disadvantages
under which the picture was
shown at the hotel, the projection
room being a temporary booth.
However, the entire affair moved

along without a single hitch.
After the showing A1 Lichtman
was sought by hundreds of film
folk who warmly congratulated
him
on
“Shadows.”
Among
those who were noticed in the
audience were D. W. Griffith,
Leatrice Joy, appearing in “Java

Head”

for

Paramount;

George

Melford, the Paramount director;
Ben Amsterdam and Lou Korson,
of Masterpiece Film Attractions,
Inc.,
of
Philadelphia;
Harry
Ascher, of A1 Lichtman Exchange,
Boston; Sam Zierler, of Commonwealth Pictures Corporation, New

York; Syd Samson, manager of
the
Grand - North
Exchange,
Buffalo
and Albany; Herman
Exchange, New
York; Howard Brubaker, editor

Jans, of Jans Film

from

film folk

the Biltmore

of “Success;” Thomas B. Wells,
editor
of
“Harpers;” Clayton

Hamilton,

former

supervising

Goldwyn studios;
Sessue Hayakawa; Lester Blankfield,
husband of Eve Unsell;
Rowland Rogers, director of the
Photoplay Department of Columbia University; Professor Leon
Whipple, of the Department of
director at the

Journalism, Columbia University;
Julia Swayne Gordon, Dr. Stephen
Wise and Sam Lefko, of Philadel-

Charles H. Leger, Nat Levine, Mr.
Leopold, Mr. and Mrs. Lashens, Ben
Leo,
A.
S.
Lewis,
Mr. Levinson,
Beaulah Livingstone, Elek J. Ludvigh,
Fred Lichtman, Ethel Levy,
Harry Lewis, A1 Lichtman, Lewis
Levenson, B. A. Lahaet, Louis Lewis,
Miss MacDonald, Oscar Morgan, J.
R. Manhelmcr, W. J. Morgan, Georgj
Mattrick, Rita McCarthy, Mrs. May,
Fred Mertens, George Melford, Morris
Meyers, D. S. Moso, Harry Marks,
Virginia
T.
Morris,
William MeChesney, E. S. Mills, Irving Michael.
Felipe Mies, Edgar Martin, E. S.
Mills, Lesley Mason, Lou Marangella,
Bessie Mack, Manuel Motta, Charles
Moses, Mr. Marcun, Willard S. McKay, Miss L. Oppenheim, Leo A.
Ochs,
Mrs.
Perlman,
Robert
W.
Priest, Joseph Polak, Louella Parsons, Clae Peltz, J. Pallik, Prances
Taylor Patterson, S. Pinover, P. S.
Parish, David Pincus, Ethel Pennington, George Proctor, Elmer Pearson, A. L. Payne, B. Parker, John M.

Quinn, Mr. and Mrs. Rodriguo, Miss
Rosenberg, Pat Reilly, Marion Russell,

Lawrence

Reamer,

Laurence

Reid, E. V. Richards, Jr., E. J. RosenB.
Rossassery, Arthur Rapf,

thal,

Ryshino,
Rowland Rogers,
Riesenfeld,
Miss
Rothman,
Miss Constance Joslin, Sam Reiben,
Charles R. Rogers, Nat Rothstein,
Morris

Hugo

Louis Rosenthal, Arthur Robitschek,
Arnold Rothstein, Winfield Sheehan,
A. B. Silverman, Rubin Samuels, Herman Schneider, Joseph Seidelman,
Art Schmidt, S. A. G. Swenson, Harry
Shapiro, D. H. Sohmer, Mr. Shepard,
Sidney Samson, David Sohmer, Super
& Kempner, Joseph Stern, Miss M.
Stern, L. Savignl, Epes W. Sargent,
Paul Swinehart, Mrs. Sam Swersky,
James O. Spearing, Fred Scharder,
Charles
Seaman,
Walter
Stanley,
Julius Singer, A. W. Talley, Julia
Tutwiler, H. L. Turner, Mrs. Maude
Toombs, Prank Tichenor, Samuel

Tennebaum, Abraham Unger, Henry
Unger, Larry Urbach. W. M. Vogel,

Christine Valleau, A. J. Van Beuren,
Edward D. Venturini, Ethel Van Ressel. Holmes C. Walton, J. M. White,
Messrs. Welt and Rosenblatt, Dr.

Stephen

S.
Wise, Thos. B. Wells,
Wall, Jacob Wilk, Leon J.
Whipple, Arthur C. Whyte, Alexander Weinberg, Mr. Warrendorf, Alden
W. Welsh. Akiba Weinberg, Joseph
Weisberg, Mr. Wieting, Miss Minnie
Webster,
Ira
Wallace, Arthur A.
Wokof, Miss Dorothy Welks, Mr.
Willing, J. D. Williams, Robert E.
Welsh, Mrs. Anna Laurie Williams,
George Witchell. David Weshner, Lon
Young, C. L. Yearsley, Miss Bertha
Zamzok, Helen Zamzok, Miss Zimmer,
Sam Zierler, Frederick Zittel.

Cecelia

phia.

Among

who

those

attended

the

were the following; Don
Allen,
Maxine Alton, Hans Alin,
Harry Asher, A, C. Anderson, Sydney
Asher, Adam and Peter Adams, Peggy
B. Allen, Bon Amsterdam, J. G. Bachmann, J. E. Brulatour, Samuel Borton, A. H. Blank, A. J. Bimberg, Fred
Baer, Charles C. Burr, M, Brosky,
Howard Brubaker, Dion Bonner, Col.
Jasper B. Brady, Milton Blumberg,

showing

Howard Beaver,
Charles Beckman,
Foster
Moore,
Lou
Bluinenthai,
Arthur M. Beckman, Sol Brill, Morton Blumenstock, Abe Blumstein, J.
James

Beecroft,

Lester

Blankfield,

Brickman,

B.
C.

J.

K.
Bimberg,
Mr.
Barnsty. H. Blum,

Borich, J.
Charles F. Bunzel, Dorothy Cleveland,
Mrs.
Frank Chaiken, Jean
Cohen, Julie C, Park, Ed Conklin,

John

F. Chalmers, George H. Cobb,
Oscar Cooper, M. Cohen, Andrew .1.
Cobe, S. Cohen, Colin & Perlman,
Dan Cobb, Joe Cohen, Anson L. Clark,
Donald Cobb, Bob Dexter, F. H. Day,
Benjamin De Casseres, Pedro De
Cordoba, Thomas DeVassey, Joseph
Dannenberg,
Walter
De Fabritis,
Thomas Dooley, Mr. Eisenstein, Gilbert Emery,
Robert Ellis, Walter
Eberhardt, Charles Einfeld. Delight
Evans, Howard Esterbrook. J. A,
Elias,
Adelaide Whiteley Fletcher,
John Farrar, B. P. Fineman, Adelaide
Farans, William Frederic, H. H, Fly,
Lewis Friedenberg, Lewis Fink, Morris Goodman, Joseph Flatow, Abraham Fabian, Roger Ferri, N. N.
Friedman, Julia S. Gordon, Dr. Gordon. J. Greenholz, Lillian Gale, Bernard Grobe, Leroy Garfinkle. Ben

Sadie Geller, Mr. Goodfield,
Greenberg,
Ellis
Gordon,
Henry Ginsberg, Jack Gietz. Sadie
Golde, Dr. H. Greenwald, Margaret
Graham, Charles Gartner, Perk Greenberg, H. Goldscheiue, Louis Goldberg,
Ned Holmes, P. S. Harrison, Sessue
Hayakawa, J. Arthur Hirsch, Edward Harden, F. W. Hall, Mr. Heidelberg, Miss Hughes. Frank H. HitchGoetz,

Herman

cock,
Frank Hyman, Bob Hage,
Arthur Hornblow, Cecil M. Hepworth,
Hamilton Klein, Mr. Hanley, J. Hattern, M. H. Hoffman, Marion Hauver,
Richard P. Hidreth, Hope Hampton,
Sanford Haber, Arthur Hoerl, Michael
Glynne, H. F. Jans, Horace Judger,
David Jaffe, Charles Jawitz, Julien
.Johnson,
I>eatrice
Joy,
John W.
Kirby,
Edward M. Klein, David
Klein. Maurice Kann, Edith Koch.
L. Korson, George E. Kann, Milton
Klein, Herman Katz, Mrs. George E.
Kutzer, Samuel Katz, Mr. and Mrs.
Keivell,
Mrs. Bertha Kann, C. A.
Kracht, ,T. M. Lakin, Mr. and Mrs.
Gerard Luisl, Harry Lewis, Sam
Lefko, James Jjoughborough. Herbert Lubin, Lewis Loeb. Mr. Leonard,
.Joseph Levenson, Mr. Lippman, Miss

Levy. Mary LeBoise, Timothy
Leahy, Miss Delys, Irving Lesser,
George Leffler, Luporini Brothers,
G.

Louis Situation
Worries Exchanges

St.

—

—

ST. LOUIS
(Special)
Independent distributors of this territory are anxiously awaiting the

“-Yfter Six Days,” the Bible spectacle,
continues for a second week at Eng-

outcome

Colonial.
.Jack Hoxie is topping the
bill at the Regent in “Sparks of Flint”
and at the Isis in “The Crow’s Nest.”

and the

effect

of

the

plans to consolidate the Missouri
and New Grand Central Theatres.
There apparently has developed
a last minute hitch in the negotiations.
The long awaited formal announcement that the deal
has been closed has not been
forthcoming.
Exhibitors of this territory, and
especially the owners of neighborhood houses, apparently have
an unwritten law that a picture
must be no good if it doesn’t
show on. Grand boulevard. Be-

cause of the peculiar situation
prevailing in this territory, with
Paramount controlling the Missouri and Skouras Brothers, owners of the Associated First National franchise, holding the New
Grand Central, it is obvious that
the first-run possibilities of outside pictures is very limited.
The independents are fearful
that the contemplated consolidation would aggravate the present
situation, further removing their
chances of breaking into the
Grand boulevard houses.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.— (Special)—
Audrey Munson in Equity's special,
“Heedless Moths,” opened a week’s
run engagement at the Colonial
Theatre here on Sunday night.

first

PROVIDENCE.

R.

Edward Pay topped
at the Pay Theatre
“Sure

Fire

I.— (Special)

—

his all-star bill
this week with

featuring both
Johnny Hines and Doris Kenyon. The
latter appeared as star of W. A.
Brady’s “Up the Ladder" at the Shubert-Majestic. which explains for the
co-star feature.
The picture opened
to a good house, with the local dailies
giving unusual praise to it.
Flint.”

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.— (Special)—
Independent attractions are getting a
big play this week at the first run
downtown houses. Weiss Brothers'

Opera House, a legit house.
“Heedless Moths” is playing at the

lish’s

“Rich Men’s Wives” is drawing good
crowds to the Apollo. The latter pic-

was given a rousing sendoff. and
business continues as it opened

ture
if

Sunday, the Lichtman featnre should
set a record.
It is being elaborately
exploited locally.

CLEVELAND

—

—

(Special)

“Rich

Men’s Wives.” with House Peters and
Claire Windsor, opened for a four-day
run at the Knickerbocker Theatre this
week on Sunday.

WASHINGTON. D. C.— (Special)Tom Moore of the Rialto went after

“Rags to Riches” in bang-off fashion,
grabbing quarter-page advertisements
in the Sunday papers.
He filled the
rest of the bill with novelties and a

good musical program, and on the
opening day played to capacity at
every show with no letup in this big
attendance on the following three days.

—

—

MILLEN, GA. (Special) Following a record business. Manager C. H.
Simpson of the Princess, where Richard Talmadge did a turnaway business in “The Cub Reporter,” said that
“if this star keeps up his good work
Douglas Fairbanks won’t be in it.”

MINNEAPOLIS

—

(Special)

—

Re-

ports from the smaller houses in this
territory
Indicate
that
Equity’s

“Where

Is

night?”

is

My Wandering Boy

To-

doing a good business.

CHICAGO— (Special)— “The

Isle

of

I'oubt.” with Wyndham Standing, did
a wonderful business at the La Salle
Theatre here, catering to neighbor-

hood patronage.

PLATTSMOUTH, Keb.— (SpeciaU—

Am

“I
the Law.” the Affiliated Distributors. Inc., Northwestern, is con-

tinuing its good showing in this State.
-It the Cloidt & Moore Parmlee Theatre here recently it did capacity business.

GUTHRIE.

OKLA.

— (Special) —

“Ten Nights in a Barroom.” which
has had a remarkable career, did not
do so well for Ned Pedigo at the
Pollard Theatre, for the picture here
failed to draw despite the advance
publicity given the picture.

November

11,

Am the Law^’ C.
Opens;

B. C. Tieing

Gotham

;

'

=

'

,

i
I

i

!

i

:

'
i

:

Following the announcement a
Despite its belated release, “I Am week or two ago of a tremendous
directed
Carewe
Edwin
the Law,” the
tying up local mergreat campaign
Inc.,
Distributors,
Affiliated
on the exploitation of
Northwestern feature, is in great de- chants
mand among exhibitors in New York “Only a Shopgirl,” the C. B. C.
and New Jersey. Early bookings an- Film Sales Corporation received
nounced this week by Bobby North of

the Apollo Exchange, which is distributing the picture in the metropolitan district, indicate a big gross
rental for this production, which was
given its premier showing this week
at B. S. Moss’ Broadway Theatre, New
York, where it played to splendid
Mr. North expects this
audiences.
picture to tack up a top gross record
for his exchange. The publicity given
the picture is helping considerably.

I

i

B. S. Moss’ Platbush,
Broadway, Franklin, Regent, Coliseum, Hamilton and Jefferson in New
York; B. P. Keith’s Fordham, Rivieria. Prospect, Greenpoint and Blghty;

Street Theatre in New York: B.
F. Keith’s Parthenon in Brooklyn
P. P. Proctor’s 125th Street in New
York Belvedere in Brooklyn
Proctor’s Yonkers
Theatre in Yonkers;
State Theatre and Ritz in Jersey City,
and Strand Theatre in oboken.

!
I

;

I

j
I

i

Negotiations now under way indicate that Warner Brothers’ next spe“The Beautiful and Damned,”
cial,
will be given its premier showing at
the Strand Theatre.

“More to Be Pitied Than Scorned,” the
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation first
“Big Six” release, is playing over the
Moss-Keith-Proctor houses to good
I

business.

The
:

I

tion

has

tracting
'

that the

fact

new

association

of independent
nookers who have
combined into one booking organiza-

started

interest

New

changes in

function

to

much

York.

is

at-

among
Just how

exthe

i

arrangement will affect the hookings
remains to be seen. The first independent exchange to declare war o..
Uie “syndicate” bookers was Warner
Brothers’
Exchange,
which,
while
handling “School Days,” turned down
the latter’s proposition and booked

^

the picture independently.

'

j

j

Sam
!

Zierler of

;

'

(

;

Commonwealth

tures

Pic-

Corporation has several offers
houses anxious to
stage the premier metropolitan showA1
Lichtman special,
IS,?
Shadows.”
.Toe
Plunkett of the
Strand and Sam Rothafel of tlie'
Capitol both attended the special trade
showing of the B. P. Schulberg picture, which Tom Forman directed
at
the Hotel Biltmore last Friday niglv

Broadway

from

Commonwealth Pictures Corporation
had the unusual distinction of play-

ing part host to exhibitors
in tiie
metropolitan territory twice within
ten days. Two weeks ago
Sam
Zierler
in collaboration with
C. C. Burr gave
a special showing at the
Biltmore of
hlint

and

week

later

started

feature.

“Sure-Fire

Secrets of Paris,” and a
Shadows” was shown.
Arrow Film Exchange has

what

such a campaign.

out in
That these are

many and

is

varied

proved

this

only one
promised
co-operation

big being made.
to
A detailed campaign along
be utilized for the good not only these lines, planned by Esther
of the C. B. C. and the feature but Lindner, head of publicity and exploitation for C. B. C. has already
for the community as well.
This is to take the lines of a gone, setting forth ideas and sug“Do Your Christmas Shopping gestions that are actually pracEarly’’ campaign and the wheels ticable and will serve as a basis
of guide for all exchanges handling the Six Box Office Winners
with
suggestions
for
getting
stores and newspapers behind the
movement, placards, co-operative
moves with local Chambers of
Commerce, and other opportunities.
The majority of terriular with exhibitors in this territory,
for bookings are heavy on this fea- torial organizations handling the
ture.
features have already reported
Warner Brothers Exchange here, that at least one and several
reorganized, is now working smooth- more local merchants have rely, and hardly a visitor in this secceived the idea enthusiastically
the
Film Building, and promised their
tion,
visiting
fullest
comisses dropping in. The first release
in this territory will be “Rags Tq operation.
Riches,” with Wesley Barry.
stores in

The

first

Exchanges

release of

Amalgamated

of

America,
“The
Madonna in Chains,” was completed
ast week and will
be ready for release late this month.
Those in the
rast include Martha
Mansfield E.
K. Lincoln, Joseph
Striker, Mrs.
Kodolph Valentino and
others
Mrs.
’/ft
for the Coast im-

plSS^^^

after the picture

of

of the cities

is

Will
Equitys

Wrong With

ing a powerful story, an excellent
cast supervised by a director who
considers detail and continuity
above all else, will always find a
ready market in the independent

—

This line “Do Your Christmas
Shopping Early” is being used
also by C. B. C. and the exchanges
in

advertising the

and

tours

— made

of

celluloid

Away

Apparently David Mundstuck, who

TORCH
CO M B » Y

for his territory.
Among
the product for which he is negotiating are Affiliated Distributors, Inc.,
product and “Notoriety,” Will Nigh’s

A

Lawrence Weber-Bobby North

production.

Business generally at the indeexchanges is improving with

the ptanclard Film Service Exchange
leading the procession. Standard, incidentally, IS releasing the bulk of
independent^ product in this section,
tor’ in addition to operating
as the
Standard Exchange, the Harry Charnas contingent also have the' Federated and A1 Lichtman franchises
for
this territory.

was comthe

special, is

MASTODON
C. C.

seemingly pop-

FILMS, INC.

BURR,

Pres.

133-135-137 West 44th Street
A

Wrong With The Women
Equity

then
used

inr

DETROIT (Special) Joe Horowitz,
one of the best known and best liked
film men in Michigan, passed away
at his home here on Thursday afternoon, Oct. 20, following a brief illness.
His death came as a shock to
his many friends.
Mr. Horowitz, af-

first L.

which

again.

At the present time, no definite
information can be given to the
trade regarding the name of the
new picture or its type of story.

—

features

can
be written on and
erased or washed off and

field.

Joe Horowitz
Passes

six

own

slogan also
to exhibitors for the next month.
To carry out this idea one of
the exploitation novelties in connection with “Only a Shopgirl” is
a pocket shopping list of celluloid,
such as women carry in their
pocket-books on their shopping

be their

will

DOGGONE

.available

Madonna in Chains”
Ready

many

Lichtman

has organized Exclusive Pictures, Inc.,
here, intends operating on an elaborate basis, for he has submitted bids
for some of the bigger pictures now

wita

Latest Production

announcement of have already been set in motion
way in which the and definite practicable tie-ups

the

Daniel Carson Goodman, author
latest
of
the
producer
production,
“What’s*
“Special”
Wrong With the Women?” released by Equity Pictures Corporation, was among the arrivals
when the Olympic reached port
on Tuesday last. Dr. Goodman
has been in England and France
for the past six weeks, enjoying
Joins
a short vacation, and at the same
Leon D. Netter this week joined
time, getting extensive first hand
information and atmosphere for the A1 Lichtman Corporation and
his
next
contribution
to
the together with Henry (jinsberg will
have charge of foreign and domestic
screen.
This coming production will be sales of the company’s product.
the second of a series of five pic- Netter’s new duties will keep him
tures that Equity Pictures intends on the road a considerable part of
release during the current the time. Before joining Lichtman,
to
year, all from the pen and hand Mr. Netter was New York manager
of Daniel Carson Goodman.
The for Educational. He was associated
remarkable success achieved by with Sol Lesser in a State rights
“What’s
the business for eight years on the Coast
Women?” his first offering, has and in New Y'ork.
given Dr. Goodman the incentive
to surpass his last picture, and
has convinced Equity Pictures
that special productions, contain-

and

Board of Censors
Lichtman

its

Its

week by

Goodman
Make Four

D. C.

fectionately known to his friends as
“Joe.” had recently re-established a
local distributing firm.

on

of
New
?'.V*on King production,
Night Life of Hollywood.”

sneeinT ® C 1

just

followed

two new

exploitation

Yorrand
ana

to

as

be

:

Newark

State,

;

I

inquiries

could

Among the more important first run
bookings already arranged by Apollo
Loew’s
Exchange are the following

first

I

many

lines
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Big Star and Director Invasion Proof
Independents ‘Have Arrived’ Lesser

—

‘The independent producer and
distributor has at last arrived.”
Emphatic in his claim that the
independent had finally attained
what he had aspired to reach
years ago, Irving Lesser, eastern
manager of Principal Pictures

Corporation, which will this month
release two specials, the Irving

Cummings

feature,

“Chicago Sal”

with Alice Lake, Milton Sills and
an all-star cast, and Elinor Glyn’s
“The World’s a Stage” with Dorothy Phillips, issued a statement
this week commenting on trade
conditions as his special representatives and he had found them,
following an exhaustive study and
investigation that spread over a
period of three months.
Mr. Lesser’s statement is the
of its sort given out and
first
covers the independent market
from every angle. Mr. Lesser is
one of the best known distributors
Associated with
in the business.
him in Principal Pictures Corpo-

which

ration,

maintains

distrib-

uting quarters in Los Angeles and
in New York, a studio on the
Coast, are Sol Lesser, who is
president, and Michael Rosenberg,
who is in charge of production.
This firm intends operating in the
independent market on a lavish
scale and are lining up some of
the foremost exchanges in the
country to handle their product, a
complete announcement of which

be

will

made next week. The

first

two releases will be “Chicago Sal”
and “The World’s a Stage.”
Mr. Lesser’s statement in full
follows
“Competition has brought into this
industry a group of hard working
business men and producers who
have gained for the independents that
exhibitor confidence and patronage
for which the trade had been fightfor a great number of years.
The independent market has reached
its goal, and it is now a contending

ing

factor that national companies can
not and indeed are not overlooking.
“Today independent producers are
seeking established stars. Conditions
have been reversed. Years ago it was
the national distributor who sought
new talent from independents; today
we find a much changed situation.
Independent producers are seeking
players with established box-office
prices; they are seeking names appreciative of the demand of exhibitors
for some popular player’s prestige.
.\nd price or salary, or whatever else
may enter into the question, furnish
no obstacle, for Independents are
seemingly desirous of getting the
proner material.
“Take our case, for example we
:

have

signed

Dorothy

Phillips,

who

several years has been starring
pictures released through national
distributing companies. IVhen Elinor
Glyn’s story was purchased at a
price that would dazzle the trade because of its enormity, we looked
around for a suitable star to feature.
IVe had before us some notable facts
concerning the wants of exhibitors,
and we realized the fact that to get
a player who was well known price
for

in

was

no

Phillips
contract.

object.

We

landed

Miss

and induced her to sign a
But we are not the only

independent producers who are doing
But 1 cite our
this there are others.
case merely to emphasize the sincerity of independents to give the theatre owners what they want.
“But the star is not the only thing.
The storv is of vital Importance. And
indenendents are turning out pictures
based on popular stories written by
well-known authors. Production value
is
also being careftilly considered
;

the past two years has indc-ed worked
for the independents.
It
completely reversed the attitude of
exhibitors toward independent proPrior to
“Pictures of qualit.v are not com- ducers and their product.
mon in the independent market. Per- the reconstruction period that folsonally. s|ieaking for Priuciinil Pic- lowed the signing of the armistice at
tures Corporation. 1 will say that this the close of the World War. exhiborganization will concentrate all ef- itors. when visited by salesmen for
forts on turning out pictures that a so-called independent exchange, figWe ured that he was selling some product
meet with exhibitor api>roval.
have allied ourselves with the fore- that the supposedly ‘big distributing
This
most exchanges of the country and companies’ had turned down.
through these we will release our proved an obstacle that handicapped
product.
Michael Rosenberg is on the trade from the very outset. 'The
the Coast supervising our production exhibitor was prejudiced.
activities, which will be doubled by
“Then came the change.
It was
The irresponsithe first of the year when we will slow, but effective.
inaugurate our program of releasing bles were driven out of business, for
quality productions at definite inter- they could not survive the strain revals.
sultant from the industrial depres“The crisis through which the mo- sion that prevailed throughout the
Exchangemen reinforced
tion i>icture in general passed during country.

troiii

this,

every angle and. to sul)stantiate
we have but to refer to some
current big independent re-

wonders

of the
leases.

themselves, and soon producers found
it

to

their

advantage to produce

the so-called independent

"This situation prompted the exhibitor to sit up and take notice.
Our pictures are in demand and salesmen working out of these leading exchanges are cordially received bv exhibitors who have come to realize the
importance of our productions. Exchangemen have written in saying
that exhibitors want big pictures and
are paying accordingly for them. In
many cases independent productions
have been sold at greater prices than
those paid for nationallv distributed
features.
have won exhibitor

We

confidence and deservedly

News

Appearances That Entertain
contemplating
making
appearances, and there
never was such a big demand for
them among exhibitors, should
bear in mind that the public is de-

manding something entertaining;
that

is,

the theatregoers

who

at-

tend such performances are best

by being surprised. And
experience, reports from exhibitsatisfied

ors show, indicates that a novelty
act, such as
the enactment of
some scene from the picture, or
singing or even a little dancing
furnish the best entertainment.
The public seemingly is tired out
of the stereotyped “studio talks
and experience.” They read the
fan papers and from them seemingly get all the studio information they

want

ducer-director-actors in the business.
He still enjoys a wonderful following
and exchanges releasing O’Day and
Ford pictures should not hesitate in
making arrangements for the appearances of these stars in their territories.
They can be reached care of
Independent Editor, Moving Picture
World, 51C Fifth Avenue, New York.

Mary
Anderson,
star
of
Ivan
Abramson’s “Wildness of Youth,’’
completed one of the best moneymaking weeks ever experienced by
the management of the Strand, Newark, N. J.
Miss Anderson appeared
in person and gave a splendid performance. Her magnetic personality,
plus an entertaining chat and a clever
exploitation campaign, kept the spacious Strand
Theatre crowded at
every show. She will appear at other
showings of the picture in the Metropolitan section.
certain

past

week

breaking

to digest.

make
Margery Wilson returned to New
York this week following a tour of
New England. While in New England she appeared in conjunction with
her

own

production.

“Insinuation.”
In
herself.
the details.

She booked the picture
she attended to

fact,

all

in New York making distribuarrangements for the picture, as
she is anxious to be back on the

She

is

tion

Coast

for the holidays.
After the
contemplates resuming her
personal appearances.

latter she

The Johnny Hines engagement

in

Boston, Mass., at the Olympia Thearecently in conjunction with the
world premiere showing of “Sure Fire
Flint,” was a record breaker, and
Sam Moscow, manager of the Moscow

tre

Exchange there, who is handling the
New England distribution of the feature, is besieged with offers from ex
hihitors who want to book Johnny
for a personal appearance. Hines was
featured at the Victoria in Philadelphia last week.
The C. C. Burr
feature, "Sure Fire Flint,” also i.s
showing there. The Monday business

was a turn-away
new records set.

affair,

with several

Immediately after she has completed work on the picture in which she
is now appearing, and which will be
distributed independent through the
independent
exchanges
associated
with Amalgamated Film Exchanges
of America, Inc.. Mrs. Rodolph Valentino (.Jean Acker) will resume her
personal appearances.
She may appear in conjunction with the showings
of the first Amalgamated production,
although nothing definite is known
now.

Peggy O’Day and Francis Ford will
both he in the East shortly for the
purpose of jointly appearing in person in conjunction with the exhibition
of their features. Mr. Ford Is one i>l
the best

known and

best liked

pro-

Eastern

Edward Earle and
peared in “Streets of

this

New

who

apYork.” the

others

Arrow

special
which Burton
King produced, will personally be
present at the initial showing of that
feature at the State Theatre, Jersey
City, on Monday.

There is a probability that Sheldon
who is at present working on
Arrow’s new James Oliver Curwood
Lewis,

picture.

“.Tacqueline.”

Pearson,

who

is

and

Virginia

appearing in the

first

Amalgamated Exchange production
being made at the New Rochelle studio. will combine their efforts for the
purpose of filling in several picture
house engagements.
.Tackie

Coogan,

BUFFALO.
Wrong With
the

too.”

first

star

of

“Oliver

Twist.” will personally appear at several important engagements of that
picture, according to announcement
made this week by Harry Wilson.

of the

Independents
— “What’i
— (Special). ?”

will be
the Women
attraction which Harry Mar-

sey, of Niagara Pictures Corporation,
will present at his series of Sunday
picture shows at the Criterion Theatre. which he has leased for Sundayg

only during the winter. Mr. Marsey
announces that be is about to close i
deal whereby Niagara will get the
western New York distribution righti
on a super-special.
Niagara is now
handling the Second National product
and has just obtained J. B. Warnei
in “Below the Dead Line” and Fritzlt

Ridgeway in “The Branded Man.”
Marsey now has “Cncle Tom’!
Cabin” out as a road show making
the towns. Charles Husband, formerly manager of the Family Theatre in
Albion, and Ralph Mau, formerly witli
MacMy and Paramount, are now members of the Niagara sales staff.
Mr.

Harry
exhibitor

communicated a recordoffer
to
Lon Chaney to

a personal appearance at his
house, but previous engagements prevented that star from accepting the
proposition.

new

so,

Buffalo Live

Exhibitors Seek Personal
Stars
personal

for

exchanges.

'The producers spared nothing in getting the proper material, with the
result that productions that marveled
the industry in general soon were being turned out.

L. Berkowltz.

new Graphic Exchange
Building,

is

getting

with his new

office

manager

of tl*

in the Warnei
along famously

and

is

booking

many of his pictures in local bonsea
Among the theatres ihat have signed
up to date are the Maxine. Capitol
Rivoli, Plaza. Variety, all the General

Theatre Corporation houses and mans
others.
Mr. Berkowltz is being assisted at the exchange by his brother,
.Tack, who was with Elk in New York
for

the

past

five

years.

Pop

Ber-

liner. formerly with Universal. Hallmark. Merit and other companies;. i«
a new salesman for Graphic.
.Inst
now Mr. Berkowltz is planning a big
drive on Chic Sales in “His Nibs.” He
is .also handling the Richard Talmadge
features.
In commenting on his success in Buffalo. Mr. Berkowitz says
that he is enthusiastic over the way
he is being received in spite of the
fact that he is unacquainted in the

territory.

Svd Samson, of Grand & North, announces the acquisition of “Only i
Shop Girl” and “Shadows” for digtrihntion in this end of the State.
Syd says that seldom has any picture
brought so many requests for screening from exhibitors as “Shadowg.’"

Arrow Lands Two New Features
Announcement was made

this week that Arrow Film Corporation
had acquired two new features. One of them is “The Little Red
Schoolhouse,” based on Hal Reid’s play. John G. .Adolphi will direct
this feature. He directed Georges Carpentier in “The Wonder Man."
The other is “High Speed Lee.” a society drama made by Atlantic
Productions, featuring Reed Howes.
Miss Rosalind Fuller pl.ivi.

opposite him.

Producers Security Gets Carleton Film
this week closed negotiations with Ricord Gradwell,
of Producers’ Security Corporation, for the release by the latter firm
of his latest production, the title of which has not been disclosed,
^fr. Carleton arrived here from the coast last week.
Just how the
picture will be distributed has not been yet announced, however.

Lloyd Carleton

Get 1fbui* Dotes New
/W’

2»irfih^;,cyiNNERS
CREATEST CAST EVER
Zstelle 7ai/Ior
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Lilian/Louts Ttii/Lace Serty
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Warners Tie-up with Broadway Legit
Producer Whose Plays They Purchase
On

his return to

New York from

the coast

some time

late

December, Harry M. Warner, head of
Started
will make an announcement relative to
ten pictures which his firm will release through their terri-Hines Starring Film
It is known that before Mr. Warner left
torial partners.
showing
of the same excellent interpretation
premier
With
the
for the coast he was in conference with a well-known “Sure-Fire Flint” a thing of the that featured “Sure-Fire Flint.”
he
legitimate stage producer and that prior to his departure
past, and its success virtually asWith “That Woman.” the first Capt.
had signed a contract with that magnate whereby his firm sured, Johnny Hines has already
F, C. Mims’ production, completed
These plays plunged into production on his and
will adapt his stage successes to the screen.
distributing arrangements com-

month or late
Warner Brothers,

this

on Next

Production
Burr

in

feature comedy-drama for
some of the greatest successes of the past two years third
The
his producer C. C. Burr.
and were sought by several national producers. The amount latest Hines vehicle temporarily
involved has not been made known, but it goes deep into the titled “Luck” was written for
six figures as well as giving the Broadway producer a cut-in Johnny Hines by Jackson Greg-

include

The completed
Warner
print of the second Warner picreleases.

“The Beautiful

and

Damned,” was slated to arrive in
New York this week and will be

The story
released this month.
for this picture was adapted by
Olga Prinzlau from F. Scott Fitzgerald’s novel and was directed
by William A. Seiter.
Tn expediting the print East, the
Warner’s are said to be complying with the urgent requests of
the exchanges that have contracted to handle the entire series
of seven productions being released this season by the Warner
Brothers. It is declared that the
exchangemen have received many
advance bookings on the feature,
and from present indications the
production is expected to surpass
the popularity of the current
“Rags
to
Riches,” featuring Wesley Barry.

Warner

attraction,

cast supporting Aliss PreHarry Aleyers,
includes
vost
Louise Fazenda, Tully Alarshall,

The

Emmett

Ridgeley,
Kathleen Key, Parker AlcConnell,
Clarence Burton, Walter Long,
George Kuwa and Charles AIc-

Cleo

King,

Hugh.

O. Handles
Equity in K. C.

F. B.

—

—

KANSAS CITY (Special) Film
Offices’ Exchantre here will
handle the distribution of three Clara
Young Equity pictures.
Kimball
These include “Charge It.” “What No
Booking

Man Knows” and “The Worldly Madonna.”

made
.Toe

the last
for Equity.

Brandt of

C.

picture

B.

C.

screen stories are
to possess the many and
varied elements that play such an
important part in successful feature length pictures.
The male principals of the cast

known

Mr. Warner is on the coast to
reinforce Warner Brothers’ interest there in addition to making provisions for the production
of these new pictures. A special
despatch from the coast brought
the information that Air. Warner
directors
is dickering with several
who will be added to the already
long list making pictures for
Warner Brothers. Harry Rapf.
Tack and Sam Warner are all on
the coast working on forthcoming

ture,

whose

ory

on the picture versions.

that

star

Richards & Flynn are extensively
advertising the Arrow output which
they will distribute in this territory.
They will release seven Jack Hoxie
Westerns, as well as the William

Both
Fairbanks Westerns.
were made by Ben Wilson.

series

Enterprise
Distributing
CorporaKansas City exchange reports
big business on “Flesh and Blood.”
starring Lon Chaney.
This firm is
also advertising Tully Marshall and
.lane Grey in “Let Katie Do It.” a
Western, as a “D. W. Griffith supervised Western sensation.”
tion’s

The Richard Talmadge pictures are
doing big business, according to ref)orts from exhibitors who are clamoring for features wherein this star is

who appeared
Johnny Hines

to
in

Breese,

advantage with
both “Burn ’em

Up Barnes” and

“Sure-Fire Flint,”
Alurray,
the
veteran
Alack Sennett star now associated with C. C. Burr in the latter’s
“All-Star”
comedies,
J.
Barney Sherrjq who like Breese
worked in the two previous
Johnny Hines features and Joe
King who has been actively engaged creating various character
roles for the larger production
Charlie

With such an assemblage

units.

screen

of

talent

“Luck”

that

feels

feattired.

Edmund

include

to-date

National Film Releasing Company,
of which F. F. Nine is manager, has
acquired the local rights to “Young
.\merica,” and a series of fourteen
five-reel George Larkin Western pictures and Jack Livingston features.

producer Burr
will be given

Neufeld Heads

Jack Harvey, formerly producer

time was contemplating independent production, has permanently

for

a

from the picture business.
Harvey got in on the ground floor in
the radio craze of several months and
is said to have cleaned up enough to
keep him from worrying for the rest
retired

of his life.
real estate

PHILADELPHIA — (Special)—
Oscar Neufeld, of the De Luxe
Film Exchange, was unanimously
elected President of the Film

Changes

Board of Trade

Philadelphia,
recent meeting held in this

at its

of

Independent exchangemen
territory were given the
unusual honor of being placed in

city.

of this

three executive offices, for Gene
Alarcus of the Twentieth Century
Film Company was elected VicePresident with Ben .Amsterdam
of Masterpiece Film Attractions.
Inc., Treasurer.
John Flynn, of
F. B. O., was elected Recording
.'secretary.
Air. Neufeld succeeds
Feliz Alendelsohn as President.

Ben .Amsterdam of JIasterpiece on
his return last Saturday from New
York where he viewed the second Preferred Plctxires. which will be released
through the A1 Lichtman Exchange,

assume
name of Progress Pictures Ex-

product, which will next
tile

ye,"ir

changes.

Bob Lynch of the independent
Metro Exchange has started his advertising campaign on Amalgamated
pictures, for which he was recently
given

a

franchise

this

in

territory.

This is the franchise that David
Segal of Royal Pictures. Inc., claims
ho contracted for in July.

Do

Luxe

Film

Exchange

have

decided to release the Sacred
Bible pictures as singlereelers.
Instead of combining the
first
seven episodes into one big
feature, as was originally planned.
Film.

Inc..

Lou Berman

of

Independent Film

Corporation, releasing Warner Brothers’ pictures, has plastered the countryside
with 24-sheets advertising
the seven Warner pictures.
Lou’s
first release is “Your Best Friend.”
which he purposely held over in order
not to conflict with “The Good Pro-

issued a statement assuring exhibitors
in this territory that he had secured a
“picture that he woiildn’t trade for
the
best
that
was produced” in

“Shadows.” with Lon Chaney and an
all-star cast.
Beside Mr. Amsterdam,
his partner. Lou Korson, and Exploitation Director Walter Greene, also attended the New York trade showing
of “Shadows.”

Philadelphia independent exchanges
are receiving everv co-operation from
members of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania.
Southern New .Jersey and Delaware,

year Tony

T.uchese and Oscar NeuDe DuXe Film Exchange will
change the name of their exchange

feld of
to

Progress Pictures Exchange, this
being planned in compliance

step

with

tell

local

distributors of

Arrow

now dabbling

is

in

ing with great success.
Billy West, the comedian, who was
the height of popularity several
years ago. is back on the map again.
This time he has signed a contract tp
produce a series of twenty-four tworeel comedies for Smart Films, Inc.
Will Morrissey, well known on stage
and screen, will direct. The comedies
will be made at Glendal". N. Y. Morrissey for the past two years has been
staging his own musical productions.
His last production was “Hollywood
Follies.” which played in (Chicago.
Later he condensed this revue and put
it on at Reisenweber’s in New York.
Morrissey will also write the gags for
the comedies.
at

department

it

was reported
there was

that

in
a

strong probability that owing to the
added producing activities of Warner
Brothers the latter would obtain a
studio in the East. There is a strong
report to the effect that this will be
done upon the leturn of Harry W.
Warner from the Coast. This' firm
last week closed an important production deal, and with the Coast studio j.immed with four units working
simultaneously under the supervision
of Harry Rapf and Sam and Jack
Warner, the only way in which the
Warners could hope to turn these

contemplated new specials would be
to procure another studio.
And if
the Warners procure another studio
it will he located near New York.

finally

vider.” which in most territories was
released
simultaneously
with
the
Warner feature.
The picture’s release was purposely postponed at the
the request of exhibitors here.

There is a stronv report current in
this section that after the first of the

He

and insurance and meet-

Some time ago

Philly

of

the Ernest Truex comedies and who

this

Film Sales

Corporation of New Y’ork was here
this week seeking to negotiate a tieup with local distributors on the
handling of that firm’s six melodramatic pictures, the first two of
which. “More to Be Pitied Than
Scorned” and “Only a Shop Girl.”
have been completed.

have already been engaged and

pleted, but unannounced, plans are
being made by that producer for the
making of a second feature, wherein
Catharine Calvert, star of the initial
Charles Hofeature, will be starred.
ran will in all probability direct the
second picture, the story for which is
Harry
said to have been purchased.
Hoyt made the first picture.

is encouraging the booking of
quality independent pictures.

vhieh

“Wildness of Youth.” the Graphic
produetion starring Marv .\nderson.
being released in this territorv by
Graphic Exchange, showed at David
Starkman’s Wood Theatre. .Xt'antic
Citv, N.

,T..

to a fairly

good business.

In all probability the next production that

State

Burton King

will

make

for

Corporation of New
“Plastered Saints.”
there will bo no casting

Pictures

.Jersey

be

will

However,
done on this feature until early in
November. King last week engaged

Parnham to write new titles for
his latest feature. “Shylock of Wall
Street.” a picture for which several
independent companies are angling.
.Joe

The

other
“Streets of
a premiere

Burton King feature.
York.” will he given

New

showing in .Jersey (?ity
next Monday. Arrow Film Corpora-

tion

is

handling that production.

The home
poration

of Arrow Film Correceipt of a number of

office

is in

on “I.ost in a Big City” which
Blazed Trail Productions is now producing at their studio in Gloversville.
New York. These stills seem to indicate that the organization which gave
the screen “Ten Nights in a Bar
Room” has struck upon another
stills

photo-drama ns rich in heart interest
cs was their first great creation. .John
I.owell is again seen in the leading
role and his support is headed hr
Baby Ivy Ward, the screen's most
’'opular child player.
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Burton King’s “Streets of New
York” Gets Triple Run Showing
JERSEY CITY— (Special)— Bur-

While business at each house was the ‘Cent’ of a Good Picture? Then
The Streets of New York. (Look
drawing power of the See
Inside.)” A penny was placed inside
Burton King picture, which was of each of these envelopes and same

capacity, the

ton King’s screen adaptation of the
melodramatic success of other days,

generally conceded to be a tribute
“The Streets of New York,” was to the directorial ability of that prothis
of
theatregoers
on
“dogged”
ducer, was not fully tested because

State Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of this week, playing three
houses, the Strand in

of the presence of six headline B.
F. Keith acts at each of the three

Hoboken, and

instance,
Sophie
Tucker, one of the greatest “single”
draws in the country, topped the
State bill, while at the Strand in
Hoboken Ernest Ball, the song
writer, who is one of the best Jersey bets, was featured. At the Ritz

InState and Ritz in Jersey City.
tensive exploitation attracted much
attention to the picture, which was
co-featured at each house with six
acts of vaudeville.

The

presentation

was held under the auspices of Arrow Film Corporation, which is releasing the production on the independent market.

For

theatres.

Rome and Gaut and Black, White
& Useless, two good acts, were given

While no records as prominent

were broken at any of the theatres,
which are controlled by Frank K.
Hall, an officer of State Pictures
Corporation, producer of “Streets of
New York,” it did a capacity business at every show.
The picture was enthusiastically
ireceived by patrons who responded
(in large numbers to the clever exploitation that preceded the presentation which closed every performance
When the final count!at all houses.
up was made on Wednesday night
it was shown that the greatest gross
Iwas turned in at the million-dollar
iState Theatre, where Sophie Tucker
(headlined and was given equally efbilling
fective
with the picture.
The Strand in Hoboken and Ritz
;also did a wonderful business on the

(production.

of

New

York.”

“The

Streets
Nevertheless, the

billing as

exploitation, in charge of
advertising and publicity

Arrow Film

Dick Weil,

managr of
was ef-

Corporation,

and business-getting.
Two hand organs were sent through

fective

the streets decorated with canvas
banners announcing the showings at
the three houses. A stuffed bear and
a stuffed fox were used as street displays, mounted on little toy carts
and drawn through the streets by
In the
fantastically dressed boys.
case of the bear a card was attached
reading,
Bear in Mind the Fact
That a Bear of a Picture is Coming
to the Strand. State, Ritz.
Bo Sure
to See “The Streets of New York.”
While in the case of the fox the
Buy Your
card read;
“Be Poxy.
Be Sure
Entertainment Carefully.
to See ‘The Streets of New York,’
I

he

-\11,

Greatest Melodrama of
at the Strand, State, Ritz.”

Manila

envelopes were imfollows:
“Are You on

pay
as

lirinted

Them

EVE,I^YK©CY
—
KjjovJs this is

thejTrc de Triomphe.

'But

do uou

know

were distributed through the streets.
The billing of the production appeared on the obverse side. As may
be readily imagined, these throwaways in themselves were sufficient
to stir
interest.

up a vast amount

public

of

Two

men, dressed as farmers, led
through the streets a donkey and a
goat with a saddle cloth on each
animal appropriately lettered.
In
the case of the goat the reading matter was:
“This is No Kid!
The
Streets of New York Is a Wonderful
Picture.
See It at the State, Ritz,

Strand.”

While the donkey bore the following message: “Everybody Except Me
Is Going to See The Streets of New
York, And You Know What I Am.
See It at the State, Ritz. Strand.”
A splendid lobby display was in-

stalled which reproduced in faithful detail the back of a row of New

ork tenement houses with the washlines filled with different articles of
men's and women’s attire, which were
cut from bright colored m.aterials.
This display was made additionally
effective by the installation of an
electric fan
which, hidden in one
corner, caused the clothing to flutter
merrily in the breeze.
An unusual advertising wagon,
specially created for the attraction,
was driven through the streets and
created a veritable furore wherever
it
appeared.
An automobile painted
liright yellow and red and modeled
somewhat along the lines of an airIdane, twenty-five feet in length over
all
and equipped with a brazenf

tongued fire-bell, was a forceful reminder that “The Streets of New
I ork” was due to reach .Tersey in
the
very near future. When, in conjunciion with this .automobile, the envelopes
described
above were
dis-

tributed therefrom, the results can
be imagined better than described.
These were the most prominent
features of the campaign, which also
included
an
increased
advertising
appropriation and the use of h.alf'p.age display ads in the various local
newsp.apers.
Also there were distributed Ifl.oro diamond-shaped hau"-ors,
which were placed over door

MURRAY GARSSON
of new independent producing and distributing firm, Murray Garsson, Inc.

Head

Conditions in

Minnesota Are
Not Improved
MINNEAPOLIS —

(Special)— While

reports from most of the country indicate
a general improvement in
business, conditions in this section
According to
have not improved.
statistics compiled by J. Fred CubR. Film
berly, manager of the F.
Company here, something like 300
theatres in the smaller towns of

&

Minnesota, North and South Dakota
have closed for all time.
He attributes the closing to “good roads,
automobiles and consequent lack of
patronage to the fellow who ran in
a small town with poor equipment.”

Joe Brandt of C. B. C. Film Sales
Corporation was in Minneapolis last
week.
He gave out an interview to
the effect that it is within the province of the exhibitor to encourage
independent production of high class
pictures “by leaving op«i time.” “Unfortunately,” he added, “there are not
enough who do this.” Mr. Brandt is
touring the country, and from here

and hung from automobile
and similar points of van“perambulator” upon eitlmr
SKle of which was mounted a 24sheet. was also used
being driven' went to Omaha.
through the most ponniar and popuKnolis

handles

A

tage.

lous sections of the city

Burr’s “Sure-Fire Flint.”
being released here through
R. Film Company, is popular and bookings are in big demand
among first run exhibitors. The picture plays the Eau Claire Theatre in
C.

C.

which

the F.

Ray Johnson Closes

the

Sale

Eau
17,

W. Ray

Johnston, Vice-Presiden
Corporation, las
went to Boston where h
closed a deal involving the Nev
of

Arrow Film

week

_

England
firm’s

territorial
latest picture,

rights

to

hi

Burton King’
“The Streets of New York,” co
starring Edward Earle and Barbar;
Castleton.
The territory was pur
chased by Messrs. Pattern, McCon
ville and Hefifron who comprise thi
Independent Films, Inc.

is

&

Claire, Wis., November 15, 16 and
Manager Herman Schwan having

booked

it

immediately after a special

showing.

May

Star Bellamy

LOS ANGELES
Madge

Bellamy,

principal

players

Failure?” the

—

new

is

which Torn Forman is directing, may
be starred in a series of pictures.

E. R. Chalmers Visits

America

i^ECliETc/’
:©F

E. R. Chalmers of Selected Stipe
Films, Ltd., of Sydney, New Soutl

Wales,

and Wellington,

New

Zea

land, has returned to Australia fol
lowing a three-month visit to th
United States. While in this coun

try he

purchased an Amalgamatei
Exchange franchise and the Ma
Murray productions, together witl
a number of other pictures includ
ing

“Women

Men

Marry.”

—

(Special)
one of the
in “Are You a
Preferred Picture

who

WATCH
THIS
NEXT

SPACE
WEEK
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November

Edward Dillon

A1 Lichtman Takes
Hand in Attack on

Edward

been

The first reply of the motion picture industry to the attack
made upon it by the Waukesha Committee of Fifty last
week has been made by A1 Lichtman, president of the company bearing his name, who has wired that body of farmers

Dillon,

for

whose name has

several

years

with

and Famous Players, is
the latest screen celebrity to cast
his lot with the independent wing
of the picture industry, as was
exclusively reported in Moving
Picture World six weeks ago.

With “Women Men Marry,”
and clergymen that he will arrange for a screening of
“Shadows” if they so desire to show them what the recog- Mr. Dillon makes his bow in the
State rights field.
This picture,
nized producing faction of the industry can make in the which is a study in social and
way of substantial, worthwhile productions.
matrimonial problems, is the reThe committee which purports had done. In the Hays letter, he sult of a year’s preparation and
churches in the Middle West held
a mass meeting at Waukesha, 111.,
last week, at which the present
kinds of motion pictures were

condemned and resolutions forwarded to New York producers
and Will H. Hays.
were urged to turn

Producers

said he would gladly offer the
picture to the Hays association
to arrange the Waukesha screening and also make it available before any audience that was interested in the
advance of the
motion picture as a means of
educational influence and a disseminator of good.

attention to the consideration of sen-

active studio work.
The long cast is headed by E.
K. Lincoln in the role of a modern
knight errant, while the leading

Hays and advised him

Pictures Corporation’s series of six

of

what he

NOW READY

Selling activity for the

productions for the independent
market, is maintaining the rapid
pace set since the first of the
series, “Finger Prints” was com-

and shown recently.
This week Hyperion closed for
the series of six with the Im-

pleted

Pennsylvania and Southern

New

Negotiations are pendJersey.
ing with all the rest of the re-

ness trip

Second Series of

FLEISCHER’S

‘VUT OF THE
INKWELU^
Single Reel Comedies

Thirteen of the snappiest
and most unique program hrighteners ever
produced.

Now Open

in

CANADA

Winkler

West 42nd

New

mended by

the critics of the trade

What is probably an unparalled incident in the annals of
booking feature productions is furnished in the statement that
Mack Sennett has booked the Warner Brothers feature, “Main
Street,” for the Mission Theatre, Los Angeles.
According to
Harry M. Warner, actual production of the picture will not be
started until Sam and Jack Warner complete “Little Church
Around the Corner,” which is being directed by William A. Seiter.
The booking of “Main Street” by Mr. Sennett at this early date
is said to be due to not only the popularity of the Sinclair Lewis
novel has enjoyed with the reading public, but also to the fact
that it contains unlimited avenues for publicity and exploitation.

St.,

York, N. Y.

in

East and Middle West. Reports
and communications received by
him indicate, he states, that the
independent market never was
better or more eagerly interested
in a series such as he is now
handling, than at present.

Run Showings on

“Secrets
of Paris’’ a Boost for Picture

First

the interests of the
series, which will take him to all
the important key cities in the

220

comedian, DeWolf Hopper. Cecil
Chadwick, who made a decided
impression in the stage version of
“Three Live Ghosts,” essays the
leading character part.
Charles
Hammond, who will be remembered for his portrayal in David
Belasco’s “Gold Diggers,” is also
prominent in the list of players
seen in “Women Men Marry."
Mrs. Margaret Seddon, Richard
Carlyle and Alaude Turner Gordon have all been highly com-

Sennett Books “Main Street”
Before Feature Is Finished

maining unsold territory.
George H. Wiley, of Hyperion,
is starting out shortly on a busi-

J.

Gordon,
Hedda Hopper who, in private life
is the wife of the distinguished

Hyperion

perial Pictures Company, of Philadelphia.
Imperial has bought
the rights on “Finger Prints” and
the other five pictures to follow
it,
for the territory of Eastern

M.

the

Swayne

Be
Handled by George Wiley

Six Features Will

U. S. and

Other leading members of
cast include Julia

female character is assumed by press for their excellent work.
Miss Florence Dixon, who is conThe story tells of the efforts
sidered as being one- of the most made to marry a falsely educated
beautiful women ever engaged in young American girl into the
screen work.
British nobility.

themes and the manufacture
of pictures that would help the
national economic situation.
When Lichtman was advised of
this action, he at once dispatched
a telegram to the committee. At
the same time, he wrote Will H.

Territories

Joins

their

sible

MAX

1922

Independent Ranks

Quality of Films Goldwyn

to represent farmers, small town
film
patrons and hundreds of

11,

Bookings for first-run showings on the C. .C. Burr-Whitman
Bennett special, “Secrets of Paris,” the all-star cast production, are
being consummated in surprisingly large numbers, according to a
statement issued this week by the distributors of that feature. These
showings, according to another letter received from Lester Scott,
Jr.,

sales

country

manager
in

of Mastodon Films, Inc.,
the interests of this feature.

who

is

now

touring

the

Weber-North Set Aside Big Sum
for Exploitation of “Notoriety”
and Bobby third to the West Coa.st. Each one support and direction of the adverL. Lawrence Weber
North, whose operations in the in- of them made their reputation in tising and exploitation staff of the
dependent production and distribu- the territory that they will cover, Home Office of Weber & North,
pubtion field, already has attracted con- and are veterans in the publicity pro- where a sure-fire failure-proof
Their names will be an- licity campaign has already been
siderable attention throughout the fession.
country, have emphasized their con- nounced when they w’ill officially mapped out.
First run bookings are already
fidence in their latest Will Nigh spe- begin on “Notoriety,” which is exBen
at hand for the men to cover.
by augmenting pected next week.
“Notoriety,”
cial,
wealth of exploitation and pub- Schwartz of the Apollo Exchan^
their organization with three exThis is the first licity material is in command of has engaged Charles Cohen, a special
ploitation men.
alone.
step taken in the direction of in- these three experts and they will publicity man for New York
This be given full leeway as to expense Ben Amsterdam of the Federated.
effortexploitation
creased
Alexander of the
firm recently announced a Will Nigh and time in putting over “Notoriety” Boston; James
production program embracing four in every key city for the State right Columbia Film Service, Pittsburgh:
buyer and exhibitor. They will be George Montgomery of Supreme.
pictures.
One man will be assigned to the at the complete disposal of the ex- Los .\ngeles. and the Grand-North
New England States and the South, changeman whenever he calls on exchanges of Buffalo and .Albanv.
another to the Middle West and a their services. They will have the are lining up their first runs.
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Scenes from

LORNA DOONE
A

First

National

Attraction
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1

1

r

^

Gloria Swanson in

"THE IMPOSSIBLE
MRS. BELLEW'^
A Paramount

Picture

i
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"BULLDOG

DRUMMOND
A

Hodkinson Release
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Scenes from

"THE EDUCATOR"
Starring Lloyd Hamilton
jn

*

An

Educational-

Hamilton Comedy

Scenes from

“OUR GANG”
Our Gang Comedies
Released by Rathe

t

Hal Roach
prescribes

in his latest

A feature

and greatest

Pathepicture
!

Dr. Jack

is

the greatest

comedy

ever made.

But
It

It IS

more than a comedy.

not only arouses

laughter but
the

human

pathos.

it

tidal

waves of

sounds the depths of

soul in the intensity of its

The

genius that conceived

and created the picture realized that
laughter is the greatest

upon emotion;

when

PafheDicture

it is

when it follows

that pathos

is

sublime

preceded by laughter.

“Dr. Jack”

is

a triumph

Harold Lloyd;

for

Hal Roach;

for

for the

unique and wonderful
staff that

in

its

less

collaborated

making.

It

is

no

a triumph for the

entire

motion

industry,

for

picture
it

shows

the greatness of the
motion

picture.

There can

The

public has determined, by

laughter and

its

dollars,

enthusiasm and

its

praise,

its

greatest box-office star

its

the

before

the public today.

Phenomenal and unprecedented
runs

upon

his recent pictures,

ranging from three to nineteen

weeks

in the largest cities,

doubled and tripled time

with

in the

smaller, with attendance record
after attendance record

smashed

with bewildering frequency,
prove that there
est star

is

but one great-

—Harold Lloyd.

He, the greatest

star,

is

now

presented in his latest and greatest picture

—a feature

“Dr. Jack.”

Pafhepicture

November

11,
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Selling the Rctuie to the Public
EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

Fred Hathaway Hooks Town Merchants to
Anniversary Week for Oneonta Theatre
red Hathaway, who

Crying for

It

Dan Rocbe, Chicago Paramounteer,

a shopping carnival.
You could tell the co-operating stores by
their decorated fronts, but they were not
difficult to discover, for practically all of
the shops were in the stunt from the Citi-

encloses a letter from one of his exhibitors in an Iowa town which reads in
“One of our newspapers here is
(lart:
anxious to put over a double truck on

one of our coming attractions,” and

debut with a smashing stunt
in Oneonta in which he was very materially
aided by C. J. Rose, manager of the Strand
theatre: indeed Mr. Hathaway declares that
widespread popularity of the local manager
the prime essential to the successful
is
working of the scheme, since it is largely a

zens National Bank to the Oneonta Bottling
Works.
The affair opened with a tag day when
everyone was presented with a tag, serially
numbered to make it look interesting. The
newspapers took up the idea for a week
ahead and all through the run of the celebration, and on Saturday the towm looked
as though the circus had come to town, for

capitalization of that popularity.

they

has contributed an unusually large number of
sound exploitation schemes during his
theatre,
Utica,
stay with the Alhambra
N. Y., has taken over the general exploitation of the Schine chain of ten theatres in

F

central

New York

He made

state.

his

Some

drove

and Merchants’ Anniversary Week.” The
Strand has the anniversary and the merchants had a big week.
Sixty-eight of the merchants in Oneonta
were brought into the scope of the scheme
and agreed to pro rate the cost of decoraas

well as

to

decorate

their

Special printing was done for shields proclaiming the week, and for pennants along
the same lines. Because this was a general
affair and not merely a theatre stunt, these
shields and pennants were placed all over
town, on telegraph and telephone poles,

lamp posts, trees and fences.
It was
a
town event, and the town was plastered.
Advertising was taken out into the country to get in the Ford patronage, and to this
end special bargains were offered in most

Rele

in

Prizes

In some of its angles the scheme has a
familiar ring, but the combination is new.
It is partly the dollar day idea, with a dash
of the Farmers’ Matinee as well as the special week stunt.
He called it “The Strand

A Paramount

all

Familiar Angles

tion of the streets
own fronts.

make

of the stores to

for the “Balloon day.”

From

the Air

Each of the stores contributed one or
more prizes, none of them being of smaller
value than three dollars. These were represented by baggage tags attached to gas
balloons, the tags being printed up “return
,” the
and receive
this tag to
blanks being filled in with the name of the
merchant and the prize he offered.
These were turned loose and their captors rushed off to the stores for their prizes.
If you ever threw out some ticket balloons,
you can imagine what happened when
nearly a hundred tagged balloons were let
go, each representing a gift.

Makes Real Business

accounts as a result of the stunts, wRile the

were delighted.
From
was a moneymaker, yet it

merchants

every angle it
cost comparatively

worked
peat

it

little

so well that Mr.
in

to

pull

Hathaway

for

course,

Dan

a

It assuredly is, but newspapers are
getting wise to the fact that it means
money to them to work in with the thetres, and here is one which even urges
the management to get busy.

Aerial Advertising
Something new along the

lines of display
the aerial tractor planned by
Harry Needles, of the Princess Theatre,
Hartford.
He hired an aviator to trail a banner, 30
by 7 feet, in the rear of his boat. The stunt
was worked, but the}^ will have to hire
another aviator next time, as the trailer,
which was dragged about 250 feet behind
the tail, acted as a drag and made steering

work was

a matter of extreme nicety.

The theatre did practically capacity the
entire week, and even the bank reported new
retail

suggestion, which, of
at once put over.
Dan sends the letter to the home office with the remark that “it certainly
marks a milestone in our efforts.”

asking

It

off.

will re-

other towns on the circuit.

Having invested the banner with interest
this stunt, the manager put the

through

sign in front of his house with a card stating
that this was the same banner which had
been floated over the city. People had to

read about “Hurricane’s Gal” when they
looked at the banner, and the newspaper
stories made them look at the banner.

.se

A SPLENDID DISPLAY ON THE OLD HOMESTEAD FROM W.

E.

DRUMBAR, OF KNOXVILLE

This is the lobby of the Riviera and the corn box office. It cost only $35 to erect and was in part responsible for the smashing
business done on this picture. Mr. Drumbar lists thirty-eight items used in its construction from a stuffed ’possum to two blackbirds. The local paper gave seven days of big publicity for th e privilege of inviting men and women over sixty to be its guests
and the guests did not come alone. The family paid
'.

—
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Book Scheme

Press

a Space Winner

Is

Judging from the reports already in, one
of the press book schemes on “Remembrance” is going to prove a hog for space.
This is the stunt which appeals to the

remembrances

of

the

old

timers.

Some

hooked to a Remembrance
Contest, in which two or more questions
are stated each day as “Do you remember
local

paper

when

the

is

car ran over the tracks
small cash prize to the
best responses to the set and smaller ticket
prizes to others, kept the interest at fever
heat for about a week.
This looks like one of the best ideas since
Max Doolittle invented the Big Moment
Contest down in Des Moines. If you get
the picture, lay for this idea and plant the
scheme on the paper ten days ahead. If
you don’t play Goldwyn’s, wait for an
appropriate title.
first street

on Broadway?”

A

Jazzed
Snow
ter

Icicles
.1

First National Release

coming up to their winbut Harry Azine, of the Lyric

lobbies are

layoff,

Theatre, Duluth, found a new angle.
He
was playing Buster Keaton in “The Frozen
North,” and he draped his marquise with

The difference was that his icicles
were red and blue and green and purple,
and the house looked like a dye factory

OLD
Yonkers
the

is

IN

NEW

adjacent to

YORK. BUT A KNOCKOUT IN YONKERS
New York and New York is “next” to Yonkers. They

Broadway hallyhoo up there to tell about “Hurricane’s Gal”
Hamilton Theatre, and the crowd tells something of the hit he made

favorite

sent

at the

icicles.

zero weather.
got attention, which was precisely what Azine was looking for. He also
used an Eskimo in a parka and panama
hat, with a woman’s parasol and a palm
leaf fan. Old stuff, but it seemed to tickle
Duluth.
after a fire in

Naturally

A

it

A

a

of
the Palace Theatre, Arctic, R. I., claims
that he broke all records for his section
with “Blood and Sand.” That covers a lot
more ground.
He used the “no bull” stunt, which is
especially appropriate for a bullfight picture
and a special “Blood and Sand” edition of
the local paper, using the regular newspaper
head.

A

Eddie Hyman played “The
Played God” the week New
pulling off a police
it

safety

with

Man Who

York was
week campaign

hands, feet

and

addressed several public
school assemblies on safety and the picture, and there was a little matter of 200
banners carried in a parade of Brooklyn
school children, not to mention a tie-up to
The newsthe leading Brooklyn paper.
paper feature a “Help Others” column,
proved so successful that the paper is going
to run it along for a time as a regular

—

—

feature.

Eddie does comparatively little exploitawhen he does get busy he does
something.

tion, but

Goodwill Stuff

Exploit

on Safety Campaign
and he went to
toe-nails.
local minister

Big Smash

Most managers are well content with
broken house record, but A. J. Moreau,

Hyman Made

Sid Lawrence, a former First National
exploitation man, was promoted to the management of the Isis Theatre, Grand Rapids.
Just as he came into the new job a local
store was celebrating its fiftieth anniversary
and makin.g a lot of noise about it. Law-

rence promptly ran an advertisement congratulating the store and tying in the First
National attractions, which not only enabled
him to ride on the big noise, but which
paves the way for later store tie-ups.

was the stunt which first gained
Frank Montgomery a foothold

This
late

in

Jacksonville. He ran a page of appreciation
of the local stock star, and they knew from
his appreciation of her that he must know
enough about good acting to be able to
provide it on his screen.
That was ten
years back, but the stunt is still good. Those
old-time tried stunts still need a lot of beating.

First National Re.rnse

A STRIKING WINDOW SHEET FROM THE NEW GARRICK THEATRE, DULUTH, ON THE “MASQUERADER”
The house

the

prints its own sheets, as recently told, and made the First National design the basis for an idea Ihore striking,
because of its shape, than most of the paper gotten out with this block. The sheet is three feet long by fourteen inches wide
much longer than the average paper of this width and therefore better planned to get the attention of the passer-by. It is
used for window and wall work
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Local Tag Day Was
Theatre Exploit
Because the Saturday preceding the opening of “Nice People” at the Belvedere theatre,Tuscaloosa, Ala., C. B. Grimes offered
to print up the tags if he could put a “Nice
People” legend on the back. He supplied
3,000 tags, most of which were sold for the
benefit of a children’s betterment idea,
and everyone in town was a walking
advertisement.

The

cost of the

tags

was

small.

Another stunt was the publication

in

the

newspaper, as news, of the snappy captions
from the film, each tagged with the initials
of some person, the names of Mr. Grimes’
friends being selected.
This gave a local
touch to the stunt. He used a trellis lobby
with cutout letters for the title and a lot
of Japanese lanterns.
Mr. Grimes writes that he has obtained
the use of a five window store front right
next the post office for a few passes weekly.
He can concentrate on one play or sell five
titles, and the owner likes the idea because
it
makes the store look less bare and increases his chances of getting a rental.
This is a new angle on vacant stores.
.Spring that in your real estate men.

A

White’s $3 Lobby

First National Release

HOW THE “ETERNAL FLAME” CANDLES LOOK

SET UP

This stunt has been so successful with the Norma Talmadge release that the First
National is considering the preparation of a window card for the stunt which will
need only to be filled in with the house name to be complete

Now IPs

Made Personal Reply

the

Men

A

They

Using the plan book scheme of advertising
“While Satan Sleeps” with quotations,
Verne Johnson, of the Jefferson theatre,
St. Augustine, put the trimmings on.

whittle exploitation to a pretty
sharp point when Guy Bates Post’s brief
case and monocle can hold the centre of a
window display. That is what they did for

Ticket prizes were offered for the first
identification of each quotation, a
new one being published daily for a week.
Mr. Johnson wrote a personal letter to each
contentant, thanking the writer for his interest and framing the letter in such a way
as to show that it really was a dictated and
not a form letter.
He feels that the perisonal contact thus established will work
permanent good.
Meanwhile he increased business fifty per
[Cent, at a cost of $7.50.

“The Masquerader” in Des Moines, when
it played the Des Moines Theatre.
And it
pulled a crowd to a window display.
Next we shall be having one of the
whiskers of the original lions used in “Nero”
and a safety blade used by Wes Barry for

correct

‘

shave, with perhaps a half-used
tooth paste from Anita Stewart
and a spare tire from Constance Talmadge’s
his

tube

first

of

car.
If it works, it’s good, but
be overworked.

it

is

liable

Tom

built a lobby for
Mix
for three dollars. He had him in “The Fighting Streak” at the Rex theatre, Sumter, S. C.,
and made up a cutout which was stood beside a portable forge and an anvil.
The
cutout held a hammer and tongs and was
apparently beating out a horseshoe.
red
light bulb under the coke in the forge gave
This was flanked by
a very realistic glow.

Oscar White

to

other cutouts, one showing him in western
togs and the other in a boiled shirt outfit.
Most of the stuff was borrowed.

Kidded the Papers
Making the

fact that one of the dual
heroes of “The Masquerader’’ is a newspaperman the ostensible reason, the Rialto
Theatre, San Antonio, gave a special showing to all newspaper men.
It made it easier to put over the masked
ushers and the masked perambulator later
on.
Newspaper men are only human.

-iM fill

'fill

OfMfW

frtSlLlS

I

THINGS ARE COMING PRETTY FOR THE FAST MAIL O UT IN
An automobile engine and

ST.

PAUL. LOOK AT THE STUNTS

a calliope wagon were both used by the Tower Theatre to put over the Fox big melodramatic release.
That engine is the best we have seen to date and is the best dis guise in which a Ford has yet appeared. It would appear to be
a special construction to judge by the wheel base and seems to be a permanent device, adapted to the showing of the film
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Naming Toy Puppies
Sold Coogan Feature
Snuggle Pups are a toy supposedly repreThey are
J. Coogan's favorite pet.
sold in the stores at the same counter with
the Teddy Bears and other stuffed devices.
Sometimes they go to work.
They were put to work by George J.
Schade when he played “Trouble” at his

senting

Sandusky Theatre.

He borrowed

a couple

dozen and put them in an improvised
cage suggestive of the kennels used at the
bench shows. Then he told the children
to guess the name of Jackie’s favorite.
Some 500 guesses were sent in and about
450 of them called the pup “Trouble,” and
since he had offered no prize for the guess,
and could do as he pleased, Schade admitted
to the pleased youngsters that they had
guessed right the very first time, and made
450 of his young friends more friendly than
of

ever.

He planned

the stunt to get the kiddies
in, but the idea took surprisingly well with
their elders.

Got Splendid Front
From Convent Idea

.1

First Nt.lional Release

GEORGE J. SCHADE PULLS A BENCH SHOW OF HIS OWN
They were Jackie Coogan “snuggle pups” and they helped the Sandusky manager
put over young Mister Coogan in a play named “Trouble,” and it was no trouble at
all

once he had the kiddies and their elders interested

Here^s Carroll Again
L.
flea.

W. Carroll is a better jumper than a
Some years ago he used to send in

from Manchester, N. H.
Next we heard he was over in Bangor,
where Maine prohibition did not prohibit.
He hopped to the Rialto, New Haven, and
when that house burned switched to Berlin,
N. H., from where he writes that he is just
a lot of useful stuff

structure involves considerable buildbut it can be repainted for use later
with other titles, and the cost can be pro
rated to bring it down to a reasonable

taking hold of stunts.
One idea was to use a fire engine bell in
When
his lobby for “A Midnight Bell.”
the city dumped a load of sand in front of
the house, for the use of the pavers, he
promptly moved the bell out to the sand
“Who was the ghost
pile and carded it
Come in
that rang ‘The Midnight Bell’?
and find out.” For “Her Gilded Cage” he
used a local millinery creation with the
statement that the hat would be shipped
Miss Swanson with the request that she
wear it in some future production.
His newspaper advertising is mostly all
type, but he writes that the newspaper is
putting in a casting box, and he hopes soon
to be able to use mats and get out some
real ads. He still uses the ever handy V. P.
programs and these show up very well.
For a recent ad he used Jimquin’s broadHe still
casting copy on “Monte Cristo.”

figure.

knows where

The convent scenes which end the story
of “The Eternal Flame” gave Abe Levy, of
th Strand Theatre, Waco, Texas, an idea
for a front of unusual merit, though it was
scarcely characteristic of the general spirit
»f the Norma Talmadge production.

With compo board and

a

few ornamental

electroliers in the old mission style, he
achieved a front of real distinction.
The side arches are used for entrance
and exit, but the centre is built into a recess
which houses a cutout from the First
National paper, showing the central figures
in the branding scene. Hidden lights played
on this cutout and gave it an attention value

which the picture does not suggest.

The

ing,

in

the purps

Found New Placement
for Talmadge Flame
Most
madge

of the theatres playing
in

Norma

Tal-

“The Eternal Flame” have used

the large candles for window displays, inviting curiosity as to the hours, minutes
and seconds the flame will burn.

The Strand Theatre, Niagara
something new.

Falls,

found

:

to get real stuff.

.4

First Rational Release

THE NIAGARA FALLS IDEA
They placed

the three foot candles in the
at the back,
which shielded against the drafts and
carried on the idea which someone seems
to think is typical of the play. In any event
it
made a striking lobby decoration.

lobby with a large cutout moth

Point to the Card
on Sherlock Holmes*'
*

Putting over the idea of a private presentation, the State Theatre, Pittsburgh,
printed the admission tickets with a wider
margin on the left than on the right. Into
this margin was thrust a needle, and the
card opened with the familiar quotation,
“Quick, Watson the needle.”
This was a pointed appeal which resulted
in the showing of the card to others, where
the usual ticket might not have been passed

—

around.
Building up the

A

First National Release

A STRIKING FRONT FROM TEXAS FOR THE “ETERNAL FLAME”
Taking the minor convent angle, Abe Levy, of the Strand Theatre, Waco, Texa*^
built a very effective front with a cutout from the paper showing the branding!
of the star for a central figure in the recessed display

Talmadge

stunt

of

a ride for “Smilin’

giving Norma
Through,’ the

Capitol Theatre, Reading, used an open carriage with the wheels decorated with paper
At night these
roses and electric bulbs.
latter were fed with current from a storage
battery which greatly enhanced the display.
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Wall Paper Stunts
for a Wall Flower
told how Eddie ColRialto
Theatre, Dennison,
the
Texas, used wall paper for his throwaways

Some weeks' ago we

lins,

of

on Goldwyn’s “The Wallflower.”
This encouraged Eddie to send in his
lobby.
It will not reproduce because the
photographer did not gut under the canopy,
but he used a strip of compoboard, covered
with wall paper and with five actual chairs
The center chair was occupied by
tied on.
a dummy and the card signs told that she

was the wallflower.

obviated

It

painting

a much better display. Eddie also
covered his still frames with wall paper
mats, and got a very attractive lobby piece
from that, though this is less original than
his minstrel first part design.
it comes to exploitation, Eddie does
not need much help.

and gave

When

A

First National Release

IT’S

COMING EASY WHEN YOU CAN TAG THE PUBLIC SQUARE

what the Grand Theatre, Malone, N. Y., did for Norma Talmadge in
Through,” and it had a strong moral effect, selling many times over what
have pulled in front of the house or even across Main street

That’s

New York

Glad

“Smilin’
it

could

Picked Norma s Twin
Helped Remembrance
in Advance of Stunt
Usually the

Exploits

New York

theatres ride on

newspaper and poster advertising and
let it go at that, but for the engagement
of “Remembrance,” at the Capitol Theatre,
a number of good stunts were let loose
which will help out-of-town managers.
One good seller was a tie-up with a
phonograph store showing the familiar figures of Pop and his grandson in cutout with
the words, “Old songs for ‘Remembrance’ ”
and a list of records. On the same lines
there was a set of chimes on the theatre
roof, and the campanologist of Old Trinity
Church played a concert of old songs for
one hour each afternoon and evening. Your
trap drummer can do it on his xylophone
if you have no chimes.
An auto hanger was used, printed with
the things the autoist should remember,
little details like gas and oil batteries and
the

:

I

\

i

When

John Daley planned to use a winballyhoo on “The Eternal Flame” when
it played the Orpheum Theatre, Fort Wayne,
Ind., he figured that he could do more than
just that.
He had to use the girl selected,
because he needed a trained dancer. That
did not stop him from staging a resemblance
contest, picking the predestined winner and
then announcing that the winner would display herself in the window of a florist’s
shop.
This gave him a double stunt, and not
only that, bjit it gave a much more powerful
kick to the window idea.
That’s the real idea of exploiting. Don’t
stop with the first thing that flashes into
your head. Work up the stunt until you
feel reasonaljly certain that you are getting
out of it all you can possibly obtain.

dow

such, to make certain the car could carry
him to the Capitol.

A

to Correct

Before he played “Manslaughter,” C. W.
Irvin, of the Imperial theatre, Columbia,
S. C., stated over his signature that this was
one of the two best pictures he had played
since the first of the year.
The day after the opening he published a
correction stating that it was the best picture of the year.
With two musical comedies, a minstrel
show and “Foolish Wives” for opposition,
Mr. Irvin did the biggest business of the
j^ear.

Max

Is

Better

Max Doolittle, the Minneapolis Paramounteer, has been close to a date with an
undertaker through a serious attack of
pneumonia, but Mrs. Doolittle writes that

Max

is

now

so

much

making him some new
got a flash of

you

will realize

better
shirts.

that
If

she

Max

in those shirts of his
that he has something to

live for.

Seriously, we are glad to be able to tell
of his recovery, for kla.x is a fine fountain
of new ideas.

'wm

telephone hanger was printed up with

finger.
Holes were punched on either
side and the strong hanger was run through
these to lie across the finger on the face of

a

I

card, enough string being allowed to
over the mouthpiece. The text opened
with “Tie this string around your finger;

the

j

slip
[

I

S4NOS

don’t forget to see,” etc.

I

Old Pop Grout’s personal card was left
at thousands of offices, and an insurance
agent got out 30,000 folders at his own expense, based on the subtitle to the effect
that an insurance policy was the best love
letter a man could send his wife.
The United Cigar Stores’ hook-up was
used all through the middle section of the
town, and the guests of a home for the
aged were made into a theatre party, especial attention being paid one old man 103
.

!

'

;

\

You don’t have to get them
Any home for the aged will do.

years old.
old.

i

esilkt,

1

that

Housewives Mats

!

!

;

Now
Life.”

I

I

j
I

i

is

the special matinee for housemay listen to “The Song of

wives that they

I

I

it

It

was worked by the Arcade The-

Paducah, Ky., and the advance work
suggested that the hubbies stay home and
keep house while the Mrs. saw the show
and got the lowdown on the drudgery of
atre,

her existence.
It helped business and probably later
on
will help business in the divorce court

A Paramount

is

you ever

Release

MAKING A CLEANUP FROM THE COUNTY FAIR WITH PARADES
Oscar Eagles, Paramounteer, tied the fair at Spokane so solidly to the Clemmer
Theatre that it was hard to tell it from an exploitation stunt. Purses were offered in
the races and the cut shows the stock ready for the dlaily parade all blanketed'

—
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Color Trademark
for **Etemal Flame*^

Making red the color of “The Eternal
Flame” the Garrick Theatre, Duluth, used it
from curb to curtain. It put over the Norma
Talmadge play to unusual success.
The newest idea is the use of red flannel
for a drape for the under side of the marquise.
Red flannel, in words, suggests the
humble and unseen undergarments, but in
fact, F. P. Schwie got a gorgeous effect at
All of the
smaller cost than for silk.
lobby and marquise lights were in red and
a

a string of red lamps led down to the
corner. Red mediums were used over locomotive headlights on the roof until the
authorities interfered on the grounds that
the lights were confusing to lake navigators,
but the same objections were not offered
to two spots across the street, which were
trained on the front, and red railroad flares
were used for the roof.
Twenty-one jewelry stores co-operated in
a display of Norma pearls, and other hookups were with a hairdresser, a druggist, a
music store and one of the big department
stores gave a corner window.
Inside the house the lights were also red
and the color scheme was also carried out
in the prologue.
Color campaigns are not new, but this is
one of the most complete to be recorded,
and one of ,the most effective. It also demonstrates that a color does not have to he
named in the title to get the idea over.

Prize Offer Made
for Home Painting
First National franchise holders certainly
do seem to love the kiddies. They ought
to.
The kid parade is as much a First
National trade-mark as the official emblem.
It is to be expected with Coogan and Barry
and Chaplin all on the First National list,

but now and then some new angle is injected into the inevitable kiddie parade.

The newest comes from York,

Pa.,

where

prizes were offered for the best home-made
signs for “Penrod.” The kids had to read
the advertising and then write their own
copy. Some of it w'as pretty rich and all
of it was good.

.1

First National Release

PAINTED A FRONT RED TO GET THE LONG GREEN
The Garrick Theatre, Duluth, used red

as the color note to “The Eternal Flame” and
carried the idea from the curbing to the stage.
new and effective idea is the
canopy effect worked under the marquise, red flannel being used

A

The

Orpheum paraded

the youngsters
for nearly an hour
before thej' let them into the show. All
the kids got in free i£ they had carried a
banner and the best of the signs drew down
additional rewards.
It's a good one timer.
Give it a run some
time.

through

the

streets

sition that he could advertise his wares better where the mothers and children were
sure to see it.

This might be a good stunt to work
around Christmas time. Get your ads on
the store pages and, if possible, work some
scheme to get right in the store advertising
through a hook-up.
Richards,

Chased His Buyers
When school opened, W. K.
the
New Royal Theatre,

chise

a First National franstunt for “Pay
that over better than he
is

worked the

Daj’,” and put
thought he could.

Richards, of
Findlay,
0.,
from the amuse-

Coming Down

changed his advertising
ment column to the pages on which were

run the advertisements of the stores offering school supplies, on the general propo-

who

holder,

Generally Stanley Newton Chambers, of
the Miller Theatre, Wichita, is a high flyer
when it comes to advertising, but in his
exploitation for “Skin Deep” he came down
a bit.

There was an aerial circus in town, and
he contracted with the stunster to do his
stuff while the plane was being flown less
than 300 feet above the ground, because
the bottom of the plane was lettered for
The stunt man was dressed
his attraction.

hook to the play. The
and was run three days.
The last day was Sunday, when 18,000
persons saw the flying. The picture opened
Monday. You can guess the rest. It surely

in a convict suit to

stunt cost $55

did.

Pedestrian Book
Was Given a Ride
The book perambulator used on “The
Masquerader” in Pasadena was shipped to

A

First Nalio/uil Rulease

CARRIED THE BANNER TO SEE PENROD WITHOUT PAYING
The Orpheum Theatre, York, Pa., gave a special matinee to all kids who paraded
with home made banners for the Wesley Barry feature and awarded prizes to those
who had written and painted the best advertisements. It’s a good ballyhoo

Denver, for use at the Colorado Theatre.
Something happened to the wheels during shipment, and the book would not perambulate, so they put it on an auto truck
and gave it a ride about town, covering
more ground than the one-man power could
compass, and getting much the same effect.
A little thing like sore feet was not permanagement.
the
mitted to discourage
There .were lots of other wheels handy
though it should have been a simple matter

to obtain

a

set

of truck

castors.
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Let Trade Papers
Write His Big
Roy

Ads

Smart, of the Noble Theatre, Annis-

ton, Ala,, pulled something really new for
It was annia Big Month advertisement.

versary month at the Noble and Smart had
been given the pick of the peaches for his
program for the month. He knew they
were good, so he sat down and wrote the
editors

of

the

trade

and fan publications

asking them what they thought of his bill.
Most of them responded, and Smart
played up their endorsements with a bold
“Here’s what men who’ve seen them say I”
New York press notices carry little conviction, but the personal testimony of men
supposed to be steeped in pictures carried
real weight, and Smart turned out the most
convincing advertisement the South has ever
read.
It was an achievement to be proud
of, so he took three columns down the page
and put it over in a neat typographical display that matched the subject matter.
He had something real to work with, for
we do not believe that he could have done

They
better in his selection.
sure fires and worth the fuss he

much
all
.1

Paramount Release

A FOYER DISPLAY THAT ALSO WORKED

IN

A SHOW WINDOW

week in his foyer, A. B. Morrison, of Loew’s Palace Theatre,
into a window on the main business street for display during
the run of the picture, getting double service for an effective appeal

After playing this for a

Memphis, moved

it

Boy Scouts Again

Interested 2,000
Because

Milton

Sills’

make-up

in

the

early part of “Skin Deep’’ is thoroughly disguising, W. K. Hollander, of Balban and
Katz, Chicago, used the picture as the basis
of a guessing scheme in which the honor
of naming the player correctly was the only
prize. This was done before the advertising
for “Skin Deep’’ was run, and some 2,000
replies were received, of which about 300

correctly
It just

named

the player.

show that you do not
have a prize to make a
Of course, sometimes
contest interesting.
you do, but this will help to vary the
schemes and gives a new angle.
goes

to

always have to

Borrowed a Boat

I

I

i

Stealing First National's stuff, the Tower
St. Paul, used a parade of Boy
Scouts to put over “Remembrance,” the
band giving a half hour concert in front
of the house at the end of the parade.
Cards showing a very red rose were also
used, and though we believe that Shakespeare has Ophelia say that it is pansies for
remembrance, but you can’t print pansies
in one color, and oyou can get roses.
They
also used the telephone card and a form
letter; the latter somewhat weakened because the filling in was done on a pica type
machine while the letter was printed in the
smaller elite; very clearly showing it to be
a fill in. It is possible to duplicate the face
of any machine in type, and an elite could
have been rented for this job at a cost
small enough to make it worth while.
theatre,

were

made

about them.

Color Scheme Good
for ^Blood and Sand**
Red and j^ellow lobbies on “Blood and
Sand” have been the rule, but .\rthur
Swanke, of the Mission and Rialto theatres,
El Dorado, Ark., changed from the conventional stripes to a checkerboard effect in
the same colors and got an ever better flash.
He carried the color scheme to his lighting, both in the lobby and the house, and
used colored bunting inside as well as out.
a result he played to the largest business in the history of the house for the
opening and to only 81 persons less the sec.\s

ond day of a two day

run.

He

used cutout letters in the same colors
for star and title, but they sink into the
background in the photograph and do not
show as clearly as they did in the actual
display, where they made a splendid flash.
The effect of the bunting drapery back of
the bannered front is also lost because red
and yellow photograph so ineffectively.

.\s one of the angles of a big campaign
on “Oathbound,” the Province Theatre,
Winnipeg, borrowed a model of one of the
fleet of the Canadian Pacific Railway for a
lobby display. These models are invariably
attention getters, and are easier to come by
than you might suppose. Try the steamship agencies even in inland cities and you
may be able to arrange for the loan of a

model.
to specialize in windressings in cigar and candy stores and
used these tie-ups for two Fox pictures,
working the same idea on “Arabian Love.’’

The Province seems

dow

Got Mailing List
I
1

1

Because Jackie Coogan is now a member
of the Junior Naval Reserves, the Olympia
Theatre, Boston, hitched the young reservists to “Trouble” and offered the regulation uniform to those who presented book.s
filled with names and addresses.
They obtained the books from the theatre and got
the names from people they encountered
on the street; a new twist to the personal
notification stunt in which passes are given
children for personally notifying ten adults
of the oming of a stcrong feature. It gave
the foundation for a live mailing list and
is
particularly good from this angle.
In
view of the reward, the books were ruled
for a longer list of names, of course.

.-1

Paramount Release

RED AND YELLOW MADE A ROSY BOX OFFICE FOR SWANKE
exploitation man of the Rialto and Mission Theatres, El Dorado, Ark., turned
from stripes to checks for “Blood and Sand,’” and made a two-day hit. The star
and title are faded into the checkerboard in the photograph, but they are there big

The

—
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Outline Sketch Is
Valuable Attractor
The Ohio Theatre,
large space for

^lurray

in

Indianapolis, uses a
the second week of Mae

“Broadway Rose,” taking

175

and the space gains added
value through the employment of a line
sketch instead of a half tone. The sketch
lines across four,

finely done: a really artistic bit of work,
and has far more value than the usual
dancing pose, particularly for a second
week. The lack of color in the drawing
is

WORLD

Xoveml>er

selling talk fully as good as that in the
mortise. And this could have been had for
The Capitol no doubt meant
the asking!
well, but you cannot get halftones against
a black ground in newspaper work, and the
management should have known that fact.
are not strong
It is an atrocious thing.
for the sketches of Lila Lee and Nita Naldi
Miss Naldi
on the plan book drawing.
looks like a Japanese and Miss Lee is too
good to be true, but these could have been
routed out and house talk put in there,
with the sketch of Valentino to put the
idea over.
At least, the Capitol did not
have to incur extra expense to hide its

trusting to the popularity of the star. The
more interesting feature is the art work,
which is very well done, save for the hand
lettering, and perhaps here the hand lettering is better indicated than type.
It is
so large and clear that it has almost a type
value and type would spoil the effect of
the drawing, though when drawing is too
good for type, too individual to be spoiled
by metal letters, then it ceases to be a real
aid to advertisement.
This is an oddity
rather than an advertisement, but it indicates a style of work which could be made

advertising displaj'.

Eastman Theatre Ads.
Lack Usual Elements

We

—P.

T.

.1.

Mr. Smith s Agent Is
Admirer of Terseness
Air. Smith’s theatre, Indianapolis, has an
agent who evidently believes in terseness.
.Mso frankness. He has made a very prett}'
display for “Moonshine Valley,” but apparently he despaired of putting something

very useful.

—P.
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at ri5. 7:00 and «.« P. M. D*«y.
PertcrmaJcer^ L

w

1

to S P.

M,

UJ6:

8

‘

c*aU.

evaU; srend bal«oer.

ho war

ta*.

oldj/|: V,

time style

A CLEVER DRAWING

story of the
A

Western Footiiills

gives bigness to the entire layout, particularly when it is compared with the more
conventional work of the other houses. It
gets over the star names and title to the
fullest, and gives the eight point the value
of a ten.
It requires good art work, for

crude sketch is worse than none at all,
but where it can be well done, the line portrait often outweighs the half tone.
You
can blank off the name and still recognize
the portrait, and the absence of black mass
makes the enclosure as sunny as a greenhouse on a bright day. The Ohio usually
does turn out good work, but this is one of

JOHN
.1

GILBER-?

First National Release

THE EASTMAN ANNOUNCEMENT
W'HONO^

FlR-gT

Fox Release

A BRIEF ANNOUNCEMENT

a

best

S Oiwlc

Plctoriaattoa of

“The City."
eerlea of photo€T»Pk>o ^e^a
of polnte of Interest in New Tork
and
City, taken aBaioet tbe sun.
shown with .apedal ortaa acco IB p a ni zn e o t.

^

battles'mhis

PENROD”

Marshall Neilan

’BEfFarnumasa^
Two-hsted BAD MAN

one

is

most widely advertised theatres in
the world, and one of the most poorly ad-

Farnui
iiL

A.—

The Eastman Theatre, Rochester,

ALL

Williat

T.

of the

WEEK

its

1922

11,

new over on

the story for he dismisses it
with "the same old stuff” more politely told.

You can use your own judgment. It is more
an announcement than an advertisement,
taking only two fives, evidently on the idea
that it can coast on its general fame. Less
than a third of the space is given to the
feature, First National’s Penrod, and little
is said about it in that space.
The smalle.*subjects

more

are
JeSSE

L.

interestingly

presented,

LASKV

RODOLPH

efforts.

—P.

T.

A.—

Blood

Ignores Plan Book
for Poor Original

and
Sand""
WITH

LILA LEE

A. M. Bottrford, of Paramount publicity,
sends in a display from a Montreal paper
for
“Blood and Sand” at the Capitol
Theatre, and offers in evidence a display
of precisely the same size from the plan
book. It is a fine argument for the press
book ads. In an effort to achieve the unusual, the Capitol has committed a crime.

NITA NALDI

On. Wnk.
Startisf

Totaomw

It took stills and pasted them to a background, then lettered in the star and title,
notched for a small type mortise and sent
the thing to the engraver. You can tell the
cuts from the background because the cuts
are a little lighter. You can make out the
title by reading slowly and carefully, but

odol^
O
TY

V'aIeeti»o‘a lirst tUr
\X’ritten by the
ring picture.

author of “The Four Horsemcft.*”

With the screen's greatest lover as
a danng toreador in a flaming
drama of Spanish passion. A thot^
sand times
SKick"!

greater

than

'iThc

somehow you

get the idea it’s a poor’ picthe advertising is so poor.
Compare the work with that on the right,
where there are clear whites, clean cut line
drawings, a well displayed star and title and

ture

because

From

Iht sen»Qliopot n-pf!
Prodoetiott

A Frrd .VtMo
.1

VietnU Bi9*co /^«nrr «Md Ihe ptap bf T^m
Sermrui tw J*»e

Pnrammint Release

A TOO ORIGINAL HOUSE DESIGN C ONTRASTED WITH THE Pl*AN BOOK

November

11,

possibly on the argument that Penrod is
too well-known to require further mention, while the short stuff needs more talk.
Three lines in six point are given to the
times of showing, and four are devoted to
the prices, with an additional two lines to
seats in the mezzanine may be
tell that
reserved after one o’clock on the day of

performance. The Eastman was supposed
to set the pace to all others from every
angle, but the advertising department seems
The kodak adverto have slipped badly.

good as any national advertisPerhaps the press agent can
ing put out.
from that department.
ideas
get some
After the novelty of the house wears off
something better than this must be done
tising is as

to attract

the patrons.

—P.

T.

WORLD

MOVING PICTURE

1922

A—

own work must

be better than that of a
highly paid staff man. Thousands of dollars are wasted each year in the larger
houses in a generally unavailing effort to
show up the men employed by the production companies to aid the exhibitors. About
once in a thousand times the local artist
does produce something better for his
town than the work of the more highly
paid men in headquarters, but as a rule he
weakens the display and often unsells the
picture he is paid to put over.
Managers
seem to feel that they cannot give their
artists an argument, and they tamely submit to being bulldozed by them where they
would fire a press agent or a ticket seller
who dared to argue. The Temple pencil
wielder knows what he can do and what he
cannot, and is sufficiently intelligent to accept

aid

when

it

is

He

proffered.

is

a

Wide Layout Helps
—
A.—
to Sell “Nice People” Hitting Up Halftone
Generally the advertisement wider than
Gets Poor Effect
better proportioned
long
rarity.

P. T.

it

for

is

is

real

I

In the narrow space only the
display.
briefest title may be given proper playing
up, and even then the lines which run from
side to side form a series of checks where

I
"

'

little margin conveys the suggestion of
spaciousness and easy reading. Six elevens
seems to be a favorite space with the Tempie Theatre, Toledo, .and they have made
very good use of it for “Nice People,”
though the title is crowded a little through

a

’

_

1

the use of an over-heavy line for De Mille.
Setting this in an eighteen point or the
equivalent in a plainly drawn hand letter
would have taken the strain off che main
and at the same time would have
title
given a stronger display for the producer’s

[i

:

[1

In the reproduction the effect of the por-

Wallace Reid will be lost in this
display from the Century Theatre, Baltimore. It is a three eights and evidently the
artist has set in a half tone of Reid taken
from a press book or fan magazine. The
reproduction has not been well made and
a checker effect is produced, due to lack of
a careful matching of the stipples.
Unless
trait

of

very skillfully done, the reproduction of a
half tone by the half tone process will
yield either this result or give

a

wave

line.

Either

looks pretty poor.
Evidently the
artist does not read this department, or if

175
a graduate of a local school.
The lines
are not played up, and might well have
gone into the space now devoted to the
prologue. There is also a loss of value on
the selling lines closer to the top, which
are set in unleaded six point. Even lead-

out would have helped, but it would
have been better still to have set in eight
point, even at the cost of shooting the line
just above in order to make room. Then
this line could have been stretched across
the space, top or bottom by pulling in Reid’s
head a little. The display is well placed
and the banks nicely disposed, though too
ing

small.

—P.

A.—

T.

Switched An Ad. Idea
For a Better Display
One of the cheering things of the week
has been the receipt from Los Angeles of
an engraver’s proof for the California advertisement and a newspaper clipping entirely different.
It
was for the second
week

of Remembrance and Hubbard Robinson, the artist, and Tom Reed, the agent,
had prepared a layout in Robinson’s new
style, which recognizes the fact that Reed
needs some space for his display. It was
just the house signature with a lettered
“second big week,” the title and the line
sketch of Pop and the kiddie.
It would
have been a good display, with plenty of
room for the type. It would have been
better than the generality of Los Angeles
ads.
But Chaplin came to see the play and
liked it and said so.
Reed shot the plate
into the melting pot and wrote out this
display.
It
was worth all the pictures

I

Tiuiit;

Aumato
OK/

'Rt

U^Ohak/

A

^pldjuAJL

/dcHMfC'''

aJt

jiu^ehir OuJititAA.

Goiaivyn Release

THE REVISED ANNOUNCEMENT
A Paramount Release

WHERE

LINES GET VAIUE

name, since producer and title fight each
other in their close proximity, and each
loses.
This is about the last thing an ad-

i

yertiser learns.
He is always late in realizing that it is not the size of the line so
much as its isolation which makes for display.
The main cut seems to have come

1

I

j

from the Paramount press book, and it is
worked nicely into the space decided upon.

We

1

do

not

altogether

like

that

reverse

band for the players, because the combination of black ground and fancy lettering

1

does not
I
I

j

,

I

j

I

j

^
I

I

make

for clearness. To hold them
better device would have been
black bands and the names in type against
the white.
This would still have given
display value to the top line and would have
jpade things a little easier for the title.
The lower part of the display is better
planned than the upper. The press book is
followed for the selling talk and the signature is nicely placed.
The Temple is
fortunate in having an artist who knows
the greater value of white space
and who
IS not so conceited
as to imagine that his
apart,

a

A FRECKLED WALLY
he does, he has overlooked the comment
on half tones. This looks as though it was
an enlarged reproduction.
If this is the
case, a 120 half tone, reproduced in line to
double the size would have yielded a 60
screen half tone that would be the same
as the regulation

newspaper

half tone.

He

would have gotten precisely what he was
and at about half the cost, since

after,

usually half

tone is double the line cost.
he would have avoided the
checkered
which suggests that Wally
is
badly freckled.
Even reproduction in
the same size through the line process will
give a better effect.
If you can’t get a
photograph to work from, use the line
process and get the best you can. Just to
the left of the “Paramount Picture” circle
is a line to the effect that the scenarist
is

More than

that,
effect

Robinson could draw between now and the
Fourth of July and the script was so legible
that it had almost the full value of the
type and the added attraction of the unusual.
Once the reader caught the name
of Chaplin, his attention was arrested and
he read through the brief announcement,
and he felt that if Chaplin liked it, it followed that he would —-since Ji-e- liked Chaplin.
It paid to junk the carefully prepared
plate, but it must have shocked the other
Los Angeles advertisers, who seem to feel
that they are headed straight for the inferno if they do not kill every fractional
square inch of white space with floppy
drawing. They can do it even in Los Angeles.
Perhaps some advertising Billy
Sunday has hit the town or perhaps it is
merely that Robinson and Reed have seen
the light and are following down the path.
At any rate it is pleasant to find a Los
Angeles advertiser with advertising sense.
In time he will lead the other houses into
line.
Meanwhile he is getting the cream of
the publicity without having to pay extra

—

—

money

for

it.

Send two dollars for a copy of Picture
Theatre Advertising.
It pays for itself.

WORLD

MOVING PICTURE
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Straight iioin the Shoulder Reports
'Defarimeni Jor the Information
Edited by A.

Sincere exhibitors are sending
these tips to help you book your
show. Their reports are printed
without fear or favor.
If a picture is good, bad or ordinary, you
will find it out here.
Turn about
is fair play; let these exhibitors

went

the limit on this picture enlarged our orchestra and tacked a dime on to regular admission gave it the same presentation we
Advertised
did with “Way Down East.”
with window cards, liberal newspaper space,
slides, billboards, special banner in front of
theatre and a dozen kids carrying signs
around town for a couple of days before
In face of strong competition it
opening.
;

;

and pronounced by patrons to
be best show in a year. Patronage mixed.
Big Ben Theatre,
Attendance: capacity.
Ilion, New York.

was

Van Buren Powell
that will

American Releasing
MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME. We

guide your bookings, suid in turn
let’s hear from you.

a cleanup

;

Will

Picfor it in
.Advertis-

good but charged too much
proportion to small town house.

Five reels of comedy with no padit as your feature and run short
drama and either a news reel or scenic
with it. Patronage neighborhood, .\dmission twenty-t\Vo cents. Chas. H. Ryan, GarMadison Street, Chicago,
Theatre,
field

Use

:

:

Illinois.

Island.

GO AND GET

masses.

ding.

MINUTES FROM BROADWAY.

Rhode

the

please

45
tgre

ing: six, three, six ones. .Attendance: fair.
Vincent J. Votalats, Myrtle Hall, Thornton,

Associated Exhibitors
GRANDMA’S BOY.

Exhibitors

ture.

IT.

.A big,

good program

sensational picNot one that

picture.
the price could be raised on.
.A

Keep people
guessing, but do not say much about it.
.Advertising: regular, sixes, threes and ones.
Patronage: small town.
.Attendance: fair.
E. L. Wharton, Orpheum Theatre, Glasgow,
Montana.

please 100 per cent.
.Advertising
splendid.
By far Norma
Talmadge’s greatest picture. Second day’s
business as good as first. .Advertising:
new'spapers, photos, slides, billboard, herpossibilities

Patronage
neighborhood.
Attendgood. W. E. Elkin, Temple Theatre,
.Aberdeen, Mississippi.
alds.

ance

:

:

SMILIN’

THROUGH.
Head and
shoulders above any of the star’s and director’s previous efforts.
Will stand behind anything that is said of it.
played
it against “Foolish Wives,” and our overflow was about all the other chap got.
.Advertising: ordinary.
Patronage: small
town. .Attendance all records broken. H.

We

:

Mitchell, Opera
Scotia, Canada.

S.

SMILIN’

House, Windsor, Nova

THROUGH. A

ture which pleased the
twenty-four, photos,

beautiful pic.Advertising:

women.
slide,

newspapers.
Patronage: first class. Attendance: good J.
Kenrick, Strand Theatre, Ithaca, New York.

SONG OF

LIFE.

who saw

A

fine picture.

Every-

well pleased.
Many favorable comments.
Good business. Advertising: lobby, newspapers, billboards. Patronage general. .Attendance, good. C. R. McCown, Strand Theatre, Nashville, Tennessee.

one

it

:

F. B. O.
GLORY OF CLEMENTINA.

HURRICANE’S GAL.
Candidly,

this is the biggest piece of cheese anybody
ever passed over on their gullible and unfellows in the
If you
suspecting public
sticks want something they will walk out on
even on a Sunday night this’s that! Advertising: twenty-four, ones, llxl4s, etc.

with lots of action.
high for exhibitor to
tising: extra.

tendance:

Patronage

Sunday

.Attendance
small town.
W. E. Tragsdorf, Trags The-

best

:

night.

atre, Neillsville,

:

:

SHEIK

OF

ARABY.

Good

feature.
Good attendance. Patrons satisfied. First
Sheik picture shown here. .Advertising one,
threes, sixes, lobby, cards. Patronage: small
:

town.

INFIDEL.

.Attendance

:

fair.

Dixie

Theatre,

W’ynona, Oklahoma.

First National
don’t take much courage
to show yourself after this picture. If your
people like drama, give them “Courage,” for

COURAGE.

It

Several
will please almost any audience.
comments: “Better than the ‘Old Nest.’”
Needs exploitation to get the crowd. Advertising: posters, slide and press. Patronit

.Attendance: fair.
age. small town.
VV. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall, Grand

New York.
CURTAIN.

Chas.
Gorge,

Katherine MacDonald may be
is no actress, in my opinion.
takes something besides looks to get
It
Advertising: two
people in your theatre.
Patronage: mixed.
ones, three, set llxl4s.
Attendance good, account of being SaturChas. F. Johnson, Plaza Theatre.
day.
Punta Gorda, Florida.
pretty, but she

:

value

Patronage: better class. AtK. H. Sink, Wayne Theatre,
This picture,

Katherine

wfith

City,

Oklahoma.

MAN-WOMAN-MARRIAGE.
.Advertise

ture.

kick

not

did

pic-

if

threes, sixes, heralds, handbills.

Attendance

small town.

Fair

you book it. .Audience
.Advertising: ones,
much.
it

:

THUNDERBOLT.

too

Adver-

Patronage
took well with the audiences.
general. William Noble, Empress Theatre,

Oklahoma

Wisconsin.

Exhibition

make money.

MacDonald, enjoyed very good business and

THE NAME OF THE LAW.

Fine picture but not a knockout, although I heard
nothing but good comments on same. The
ending is worked out very cleverly. .Adver40 window cards, photos, slide, one
tising
Patronage, all
two newspapers.
sheets,
Attendance: good. Chas. Martin,
classes.
Family Theatre, Mt. Morris, New A’ork,

IN

dandy picture

Greenville, Ohio.

—

—

fair.

.A

Patronage:

.An awful good
nobody there to see it. I show
good a picture on Wednesday as on

ture but

picjust

as

Sat-

urday, but the people won’t turn out on a
Wednesday night. Lost money. A. E. Rogers, Temple Theatre, Dexter, New York

TROUBLE.

Jackie Coogan’s best picture
proved to be quite a puller as
I went after it strong.
I had to, in view of
the rental paid. Show this if you can get it
to date

at

and

it

reasonable price.

a

:

:

good, two nights.
Wynona, Okla-

Fox

P. Cecil, Dixie Theatre,

R.

homa.

CHILDREN OF THE NIGHT.

MOLLY

Good business.
\'ery good.
.Attendance:
.Advertising: like a circus.
very good. Jack Hoeffler, Orpheum TheO’.

Quincy,

atre,

Illinois.

NOMADS OF THE NORTH.

of
have had.

:

Steve Farrar,
Theatre, Harrisburg, Illinois.

tendance

fair.

:

ROSARY.

E.xcellent picture.

Orpheum
Should be

shown in connection with Catholic church,
and you can clean up. .Advertising: special.
fair.
.Attendance
small town.
Pease, Centennial Theatre, Lowell,

Patronage
F.

:

:

Wisconsin.

SALVATION NELL.

Very good attracby those that saw same but
drew poor crowd. .Advertising: newspapers,
Patronage: mixed. Attendones, threes.
tion; well liked

Louis Pilosi, Pilosi’s Theatre,
ance poor.
Old Forge, Pennsylvania.
:

SMILIN’ THROUGH. It every sen.=e of
word truly a wonderful picture; one

the

program

of a

picture,

some.

although

.Attendance: poor.
Theatre, Jerome, Idaho.

L. Af.

Not much
it

pleased

Zug, Rialto

HONOR

One

the best Northwoods’ pictures we
They don’t ask a fortune for it, but it’s
there just the same. The bear and dog are
great, and for a wonder they have good
support.
Go after business with it. AdPatronage mixed. Atvertising. regular.

W.

Advertising: usual.

Patronage health seekers and tourists. Attendance
good.
Dave Seymour, Pontiac
Theatre Beautiful. Saranac Lake, New York.

FIRST. First of 1922-23 producExcellent protions starring John Gilbert.
gram picture. Advertising usual allotment
of posters. Patronage: mixed. .Attendance:
:

Jack Kaplan, Royal Theatre, South
New York.

fair.

Fallsburgh,

IRON TO GOLD. This picture pleased
90 per cent, of my patrons. Dustin Farnum
.Advertising, two ones,
is well liked here.
Patronage: mixed. Atthree, set llxl4s.
fair.
Chas. F. Johnson, Plaza
tendance
Theatre, Punta Gorda, Florida.
:

JUST TONY. The best thing by 100 per
This you may
cent, that Mix ever made.
Advertising: sixes,
truly call a special.
threes, ones. Fred J. Jones, Rialto Theatre,
Nelson, Nebraska.

JUST TONY. Mix

does not get the crowd
used to get although this picture is
good and quite different than his others;
horse is the real star. .Advertising: photos,
Patronage
ones, two newspapers.
slide,
fair.
.Attendance
Chas. Martin,
mixed.
Family Theatre, Mt. Morris, New A’ork.
that

1

:

November

LIGHT OF THE DESERT.
picture.

Between Ourselves

;

:

:

A

little miss smiles. One

of the best
Fox pictures ever shown in this town. If
your patrons like pathetic stuff go big on
All who saw it praised it highly.
this one.
Advertising: regular, billboard and proAttendsmall town.
Patronage
grams.
ance: poor. Majestic Theatre, Greenheld,

we can

Hodkinson
CAMERON OF ROYAL MOUNTED.

over

things

talk

Splendid

Straight

from

Shoulder

the

means

to be the dependable tip
department in which you can
voice your ideas on films you’ve
run for the benefit of others, and
where safe booking wisdom is to

wonder picture

Satisfied patrons
Advertising: posters and
Patronage small town. Attendance
Carbonell, Monroe Theatre, Key
J.

power immense.

Pulling

per

100

Just a

paper.

cent.

:

:

good.

be found.
These things can only continue

West, Florida.
Five

featuring

reels

A-Muse-U

The department has taken

QUEEN OF SHEBA.

We

Theatre, Melville,

—

This

is

On the next page is a full explanation of a very sad occurrence.
don’t want any more
of these reports except from you
folk who have the right to send
them.
No “imagined” reports
desired. If we track down any in
future something will
happen

;

We

:

:

:

Rex Theatre, La Moure, North

Dakota.

William Farnum
magnitude, but somehow the pictures Fox has given him are not
suitable. Either put him on a horse and
make it Western stuff or else jump to such

SHACKLES OF GOLD.

is

a star of the first

STRAIGHT FROM THE
SHOULDER.

his masmaterial as “Tale of Two Cities,
B. A. Aughinbaugh, Community
terpiece.
Theatre, Lewistown, Ohio.

I

SKY HIGH.

This

a

is

good

i

1

ACE OF HEARTS. A

First time we had Buck
our theatre and, believe me, he

TO A FINISH.
in

surely

made

m

:

:

interesting and convincing and is
worthy of running.
Patronage
general.
Attendance
good.
Ben L. Morris, Elk
Grand Theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.
:

good,
Attendance
mixed.
Patronage
Frank Fera, Victory Theatre, Rossiter,

i

as a great character
story, while not any too pleas-

:

He surely is good
friends.
picture. Advertising: same as ever.

Western
I

real

many triumphs
The

Pennsylvania.

A

ALL’S FAIR IN LOVE.

picture %\orth

booking.
Pleased all.
A good comedy
drama. Advertising one sheets. Patronage:
Howard
industrial.
Attendance
good.
James, Union Theatre, Voluntown, Connecti;

TRAILIN’. Same old stuff— Mix mixes
’em up for the audience. This gets off to_a
poor start, but regains “consciousness” m

Eva Novak, cothe last reel and a half.
threes,
Advertising
starring, does well.
Patronage,
ones, llxl4s, slide, program.
small town. Attendance good. R. K. Rus:

j

;

;

Lyric Theatre, Cushing, Iowa.

sell,

:

.

:

^

^

up
Mix fans pleased. Advertismg:
average.
Patronseven ones, two sixes and lobby.
age small town. Attendance fair. E. L.
Wharton, Orpheum Theatre, Glasgow, Mon-

TRAILIN’.

'

I

Usual

Mix

picture,

to

:

:

I

I

tana.
j

one complaint
personally congratulated us
Book it, if you haven t al-

VIRGIN PARADISE. Not
and over fifty
on this one.

i

i

ready; advertise it as Pearl Whites
work. A fight that lasts nearly a reel. Palarge,
Attendance
transient.
tronage
M. Oppenheimer, Lamatinee and night.
fayette Theatre, New Orleans, Louisiana.
:

:

I

real

picture.

Elaborate offering.
reasonable enough, play it.
Valentino at his best. Advertising: frames.
Patronage: small town. Attendance: good.
Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placer-

you can get

ville,

it

California.

KISSES.

Pleasing comedy.
The star,
Alice Lai^e, is becoming a great favorite with
our audiences. Advertising: regular.
Patronage average. Attendance good. Thos.
K. Lancaster, Apollo Theatre, Gloucester,
New Jersey.
:

:

PEACOCK ALLEY.

Advertising

alone

them in on this one; the picture will
make them stay. Business good, two days’
run.
Picture pleased 100 per cent. Adver-

will get

neighborhood.

Temple

PaAttendance; good.
Theatre. Aberdeen,

PRISONER OF ZENDA. A very good
production, but not as good as “Four Horsemen.” A good bet for a first class audience.
Advertising: all kinds.
Patronage: first
class. Attendance
good. J. Kenrick, Strand
Theatre, Ithaca, New York.
:

RIGHT THAT FAILED.

If

I

hadn’t

showed them “Leather Pushers” or Mayo

in

“Afraid to Fight” they might have thought
they were seeing something. If your people
don’t know Lytell lay off, for he means
nothing out in the tall grass.
Patronage:
best small town. Attendance
fair.
W. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags Theatre, Neillsville, Wis-

—

;

consin.

cut.

BRANDING IRON.
my

audience.

fine
getter.

plot,

well

AdvertisBook it. Money
acted.
ing: two sixes, five ones, threes, photos,
handbills.
Patronage mixed. Attendance
fine.
E. E. Stearns, Dew Tell Theatre,

South Dayton,

New

York.

POVERTY OF RICHESS. A

Reginald
a high
Part of our audience walked
one asked for their money

Barker production:
class audience.

fair picture for

out on it. No
back as we had a good comedy
over.
slides

to help it
Advertising: usual photos, newspaper,

and

weekly

Paramount

Fine picture; pleased

Immensely

:

Just as good as Mix ever
made. Will please Mix fans and others alike,
and will stand all the advertising you care
Advertising usual. Patronage
to give it.
small town. Attendance: good. J. F. Pruett,
Liberty Theatre, Roanoke, Alabama.

TRAILIN’.

i

A

FOUR HORSEMEN.

If

E. Elkin,
Mississippi.

good story,
pretty well done all the way. Lon Chaney
puts over a wonderful part which only adds
to bis
actor.
ant, is

ROSE.

Better than “Fascination.”
Book this one
and boost it.
Advertising: twenty-fours,
sixes, threes, ones, photos.
J. H. Holeman,
Auditorium Theatre, Dawson Springs, Kentucky.

tising; heralds, billboard, slides, photos.

Goldwyn

Tom Mix

Grey

Metro
BROADWAY

W.

:

Jones

VAN.

Mississippi.

Zane

not cost a
fortune to get it.
Hodkinson sure treats
you right. Advertising: ones, threes and
six.
Patronage: mixed. Attendance: good.
John Cleva, Jr., Glenalum Theatre, Glenalum, West Virginia.

tronage.

picture with good stunts and some fine
scenes of Grand Canyon. Pleased nearly all.
small
Patronage:
regular.
Advertising:
H. S. Stansel,
fair.
Attendance
town.
Ruleville Theatre, Ruleville, Mississippi.

I

KNOW-

INGLY.

a very excellent production, but fell flat for me. Not
too spectacular. Ada small-town picture
ones, threes, photos, newspaper.
vertising
Patronage small town. Attendance poor.

II

Temple Theatre, Aberdeen,

DESERT GOLD. Another
knockout. A little old but did

all

contributors on faith, believing
that only those honestly entitled
to report would do so.
have had this faith abused,
and in turn have abused your faith
in the absolute integrity of these
reports
BUT NOT

Louisiana.

P. S. Nielsen,

kin,

of us.

all

Johnny Walxer and Edna Murphy. Fairl }4
good program picture with very little excitement. First time I've shown these stars,
but they seemed to please about 75 per cent,
of the audience. Photography poor in some
Film in
places, good as a whole, though.
fair condition. Advertising: ones and threes.
Attendance: fair.
Patronage: small town.
Johnson,

picture: exceedingly interesting.
scenery.
Splendidly acted. Advertising: posters and heralds.
Patronage;
neighborhood. Attendance: fair. W. E. El-

through unbroken faith between

PLAY SQUAI^E.

C. C.

:

Beautiful

Tennessee.

CRISTO.

Attendance
good, two nights.
Chas. W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall, Grand
Gorge, New York.

get-together place where

:

MONTE
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general.

Very good

Advertising big. Patronage neighborhood. Attendance fair. W. L.
Landers, Gem Theatre, Batesville, Arkansas.

program
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11,

program.

Patronage:
Big Ben

mixed. Attendance: darn small.
Theatre, Ilion, New York.

OLD NEST. While neighboring towns
were playing “Over the Hill,” “Connecticut
Yankee” and “Queen of Sheba” I showed
this, paying a rental of about one-third of
what I was quoted for the three mentioned,
and drew one of my largest crowds. Such
pictures as this are a credit to your programs, even if used a little late. AdvertisPatronage:
ing: slides, posters and press.

ACROSS THE CONTINENT.

A

thrilling picture.
All that could be
for.
Advertising: good. Patronage:

good,

wished
mixed.

Attendance good. Daniel Buss, Star Theatre, Tonawanda, New York.
BEYOND THE ROCKS. A star combination that packed the house. Well played and
much appreciated. Advertising, newspaper,
cards, posters and attractive lobby. William
Noble, Rialto Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
:

BEYOND THE ROCKS. Although not a
great picture, it will get the money due to
the stars, Gloria Swanson and Valentino.
Advertising
usual.
Patronage neighborhood. Attendance: good. J. A. Emory, Star
Theatre, Bar Harbor, Maine,
;

:

BLOOD AND SAND.
ticular.

Fine in every parValentino gained in popularity on

Even the men praised him. The
picture did not do what we expected it to
do in face of very heavy advertising; don’t
know why. Some were afraid of the picture.

this one.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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morallj’, having tried to secure the hook
ahead of time from the library, only to find

that they considered

it

a little too lurid for

our folks. Patronage rural town. Attendance fair only. .Arthur Hancock, Columbia
Theatre, Columbia City, Indiana.

Mr. Clouse Retracts

:

November

1922

11,

here with every picture in which he
Advertising: three sheets.
Patronage rural. Attendance, poor. D. B. Rankin, Cooperative Theatre, Idana, Kansas.

larity
stars.
:

:

CITY OF SILENT MEN. Very good and
gave very good

satisfaction.
Patrons genPatronage small town. .Attendance: fair. A. L. Hepp, Idyl Hour Theatre, Greeley, Nebraska.

erally pleased.

:

EYES OF THE MUMMY. A
mind,
the

rummy who

a

is

Mummy.’

While

man, to my
play “Eyes of

will

one

this

better than

is

any other of her (Pola Negri’s)

efforis,

if

they could be called efforts, it is anything
but good. When we have her w’e try to
keep the fact a profound secret. Only one
man in this town cares for her and we are
looking up his record. Ned Pedigo, Pollard
Theatre, Guthrie, Oklahoma.

FOOL’S PARADISE.

In

my

all

experi-

have never shown a picture that has
the universal appeal that this picture has.
It will satisfy the most critical “once-in-a-

ence

I

while.”
Story, cast, direction, photography
100 per cent. The third (last) night brought
people into my theatre who had never been
in the house.
Patronage small town. At:

tendance. good.
Emmett Nolan, Star TheYates Center, Kansas.

atre,

OUR LEADING
did not

draw

at

all.

CITIZEN.
At

a loss to

know why.

has a star who is usually good,
but the production has nothing outstanding
to advertise or to commend it. Just an average program offering with a good star.
Will probably go much better in the larger
towns but would not consider it again at
any price for this house. Advertising, two
newspapers, lobby. Patronage, rural town.
Attendance, very poor. Arthur B. Hancock,
Columbia Theatre, Columbia City, Indiana.

Tom Moore — outdoor

Betty Compson,

Northwest
picture.
story, plenty of snow scenes. Good
picture for short run at regular
admission
not strong enough to advance
prices on. Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield Theatre,
Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Mounted
program

;

PAYING THE PIPER. A wonderful production with a good moral and lesson for
those who make life a carnival of pleasure;
for, sooner or later, they must pay the piper.
Advertising, one three, two ones, and slide.
Attendance, very
Patronage, small town.
good. J. F. Schlez, Columbia Theatre, Columbia, North Carolina.

REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK

F.ARM.

Would

take where 90 per
cent, children attend, in connection with
misframes.
Print had numerous
school.
Price just $7.50 too high. Patronage, reguAttendance, fair. W. F. Pease, Centenlar.
nial Theatre, Lowell, Wisconsin.

Nothing extra.

RIGHT TO LOVE. Mae Murray

star in

seven reels of good photography, and good
story. Took well with my patrons. AdverPatronage,
photos.
bills,
sheets,
tising,
town. Attendance, fair. H. C. Waffle, Lyric
Theatre, McIntosh, South Dakota.

SATURDAY NIGHT.

Could not see anyBut they
very big but the price.
will tell you it’s a Paramount and they seem
to get by with this. Would hint small town
exhibitors lay off this unless they get it at
Sam Brooks, Liberty Theatre,
right price.
thing

Hailey, Idaho.

SATURDAY NIGHT. A

very well prothat pleased about 70 per
cent. This can be played at a fairly moderate rental but from my experience it won’t
stand up under a high rental exhibit. Advertising, heralds, ones and threes. Patronage, health seekers and tourists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac

duced

Lake,

film play

New

York.

publish, apologizing to exhibitors
and all companies affected by
these reports. Mr. Clouse’s statement follows:
I,
“To Whom It May Concern:
Harold S. Clouse, who has reported
the Moving Picture
World, a New York publication, in the
Straight from the Shoulder reports on
various motion picture productions, and
having said in these reports that I
showed such productions in the Holly-

various

This picture

It is clever,

OVER THE BORDER.

Mr. Harold S. Clouse, St. Paul,
Minnesota, began sending reports
to this department last December.
Being sent on our regular blanks,
we took them to be proper
material and have been publishing them.
They purported to
come from Hollywood Theatre,
Highwood, Minnesota.
VITAGRAPH, INC., Minneapolis exchange, took exception to a report on their “Wild Irish Rose,”
as they had not hooked this film
to the theatre mentioned, and Mr.
Clatworthy was kind enough to
run down facts. The result was
the signed statement which we

times in

wood Theatre at Highwood, Minnesota,
and among these reports there having
been one in the issue of July 29 of the
Moving Picture World, as follows:
‘MY WILD IRISH ROSE.’ Did pretty
good on this. Think it will please the
majority.
cellent,

boost this as exthough.
Advertising: newsPatronage: general.
Attenwill not

I

paper.
dance: fairly good.’

do hereby assert and declare that
have never operated any motion picture in any such town as Highwood,
Minnesota, nor in any other point, city
or district, in the State of Minnesota or
any other State.
“The report as reprinted above on
“I

I

‘MY WILD IRISH ROSE’
false

is

absolutely
to the

and was submitted by me

Moving Picture World without any
basis of fact whatsoever.
“I hereby retract said report and
apologize most humbly to all those concerned.
Yours very truly, Harold S.
Clouse. Witnesses: W. E. Montgomery,

A.

S.

Clatworthy.

We

matter.
want no more reports except from those entitled
to give them.
You will please
discount the reports described
above.
are sorry.

We

THREE WORD BRAND.
Everyone

Hart pictures,
tising:
etc.

ones,

Best Hart pic-

most

Unlike

pleased.

this one had a plot,
.\dversixes, photos, news, dodgers,

country town. AttendPatronage
good. H. V. Harvey, Palace Theatre,
:

ance
Dixon, California.
:

Fair

drawing power but not a

vertising:

one,

three,

six,

picture

special.

photos,

.Ad-

throw-

Patronage
neighborhood.
Ataways.
Royal Theatre, Reading,
tendance
fair.
Pennsylvania.
:

:

WHY CHANGE YOUR
one pleased them
cellent

condition.

one in every way. .Advertising: one
Patronage: industrials. Attendance:
good. Howard James, Union Theatre, Volunsheets.

town, Connecticut.

Selznick
REPORTED MISSING.

If it hurts your
patrons to laugh, advise them to stay away.
The best comedy of the season. Wonderful climax.
Good photography. Advertising: goggles, ones, threes, sixes, 11x14,

Patronage: everybody. Attendance:
good for a rainy day. J. S. Wadsworth, Republic Theatre, Great Falls, South Carolina.

22x28.

REPORTED MISSING.

Sold to me as a
flopped terribly in my town.
program picture and it did not
.Advertising: newspaper, lobby,
window cards, heralds, street advertising.
Patronage mixed. Attendance poor. Solomon, Bijou Theatre, Clarksburg, West Vir-

special and
Just a good
pull for me.

it

:

:

ginia.

SHADOWS OF THE

SEA. Hardly up

WIFE?

This

The print was in exMeighan gains in popu-

all.

to

the standard of former Conway Teafle pictures. but passable.
What you might call
ordinarj-. Tearle’s a good drawing card for
me. -Advertising regular. Patronage small
town.
.Attendance: fair.
T. W. Cannon,
Alajestic Theatre, Greenfield, Tennessee.
:

:

United Artists
TAILOR MADE MAN.

Best Ray picture

and one of the very best of the year.
picture will please the very highest
audience 100 per cent.
Patronage average.

This
class

.Advertising doubled.
.Attendance
average.
J. .A. Flourno}-, Criterion Theatre, Alacon,
Georgia.
;

:

:

THREE MUSKETEERS.

.A

wonderful

picture went over big here. Played :t to
one of the best crowds ever in mj' house.
Doug gives them their money’s worth, at
:

played it on percentage and
Advertising: sixes, threes,
cards, slide, newspapers, herPatronage: small town.
alds, mailing list.
.Attendance: the whole town. L. E. Silverman, Columbia Theatre, Skamokawa, Wash-

any

price.

I

made money.
ones, window

ington.

Universal
Brings ’em right out of

their

Well liked by everj-one.

Spectacular;
Patron.Advertising: lobby.
entertaining.
.A.
L.
good.
.Attendance
mixed.
age
Hoover, .Allens Theatre, Farmington. New
seats.

:

:

Alexico.

THE STORM.

One of Universal's very
Wonderful fire and storm
pictures.
scenes, well photographed. Drew a capacity
.Advertising: heralds, newspaper,
business.
window cards, lobby. Patronage: family.
William Brill, Rialto
good.
Attendance

good

:

Theatre, .Akron, Ohio.

THE STORM.

Very fine but a little too
Barker’s direction, House Peter’s actContains some good stuff.
ing, excellent.
.Advertising usual. Patronage small town.
-Attendance: good. Marsden & Noble. Noble Theatre, Marshfield, Oregon.
long.

:

:

WORLD’S CHAMPION.
fair

A good

CONFLICT.

To Mr. Clatworthy we all owe
thanks for running down this

ture.

Pathe
WHEN WE WERE TWENTY-ONE.

TOP OF THE MORNING.
picture, but

no business.

Breezy little
Patronage small
:

poor.
W. Ray
.Attendance
Rialto Theatre, Charlotte, Michigan.

town.

:

THE TRAP.

Very good

picture.

W.

Erne,
.Adver-

H. Goodroad,
Strand Theatre, Warren, Minnesota.
tising

:

ones, photos, slides.

November

-
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TRIMMED. An average Gibson that
pleased a fair crowd. Advertising; six and
Patronage: small town. Attendance:
ones.
fair.
S. S. Pace, Jettie Theatre, Texline,

reasonable and made money.

Good Mid-Week
DAY

play this one up and not be
Will please 100 per cent. Busi-

afraid of it.
ness good first day, fell off second day.
Thacher, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

Wm.

Vitagraph
HEART OF MARYLAND.
praised this picture.

hear the comments.

will

It was a pleasure to
Advertising; newspaper,

too old and
poor condition, however, passed. Could
be reissued and would make good. Lindrud
& Guettinger, Cochrane Theatre, Cochrane,
Wisconsin.

please,

WHAT DID YOU PLAY THAT
PULLED ’EM AND HELD ’EM?

Everybody

program, posters. Patronage family. Atvery good. Arthur G. Pearson,
, tendance:
i Auditorium Theatre, Melrose, Massachusetts.

that

with EDUCATIONAL COMEDY
and PATHE REVIEW; which I
think made a splendid mid-week
program.”
C. W. Cupp, Royal
Theatre, Arkadelphia, Arkemsas.

You can

it.

picture

TIMBER QUEEN

Comedies

A good Lloyd
few laughs. D. W.
Strayer, Monarch Theatre, Mt. Joy, PennNON-STOP KID

(Pathe).

reissue, received quite a

sylvania.

SOOTHING SYRUP

(Scattergood).

In-

“Scattergood” comedies they should have been called “Scatterbrain.”
Only exhibitors with pear shaped
heads and no chins would book such stuff.
K. H. Underwood, Rivola Theatre, Oskathese

calling

loosa, Iowa.

PAIR OF KINGS
much

for this

up.
Salina, Kansas.

Thacher,

Royal

Theatre,

State Rights

(Vitagraph). Can’t say
for a Semon it’s not

comedy;

AM THE LAW

PARTNERS OF THE SUNSET

Serials

:

W.

Tragsdorf, Trags
Theatre, Neillsville, Wisconsin.
ROBINSON CRUSOE (Universal). One
of best serials we ever ran by far, and kept
them coming all the time. A. R. Workman,
Coliseum Theatre, Marseilles, Illinois.
fair.

made

this

(Universal). Just
finished this and must say that it is the finest
lot of twaddle I have seen for a long time.
No wonder they gave prizes to put this over.
After the second chapter it never hits the
book again. Advertising: everything from
soup to nuts. Patronage small town. At-

tendance:

(Affil. Dist).

E.

TARZAN OF APES AND ROMANCE
OF TARZAN (First Natl). Got these very

Positively

one of the best pictures we ever played from
a box office standpoint and it pleased too.
Cost a lot of money, but worth it. John D.
Jones, Crystal Theatre, San Angelo, Texas.
Features).

ROBINSON CRUSOE

Jerome, Idaho.

of

Wm.

wake

THE BOAT (First National). Like all
Keaton comedies it is good and will please
any audience. L. M. Zug, Rialto Theatre,

stead

his former comedies.
The stuff he
pulls off in this one is old, the same as he
has been pulling off before. Semon better

Splendid se-

sota.

I

up with

(Pathe).

Four episodes used and gaining each
week. I have watched Miss Roland since
she made “The Red Circle” in 1913 and her
work always pleases. “Timber Queen” has
wonderful scenery; it is clean. H. J. Longaker, Howard Theatre, Alexandria, Minnerial.

:

i

Good drawing

film,

in

GLORIOUS

‘ONE

“Played

TRIMMED.

This, with Hoot Gibson, is
a peach of a picture. Lots of good comedy

The

power and pleased.

Texas.

in
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(Western

there were more pictures like
every house, no matter how select,
If

could use Westerns.
Here is one that is
a credit to the industry for it has everything
a picture should have.
As a Western it’s
a distinct novelty and your people will like
it.
Mine did, and they took pains to tell me
Advertising: slides, posters and press.
so.
Patronage: small town. Attendance: fair
(rain).
Chas. W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall,
Grand Gorge, New York.

STREAM

OF LIFE (Plymouth). A high
priced picture well received by small crowd.
Not a good puller. Advertising: three ones,
three, heralds, photos.
Patronage; local.
Attendance small. Ernest M. Cowles, Orpheum Theatre, Pelican Rapids, Minnesota.
:

Consensus of Published Reviews
Here are extracts from news available at press hour fron^ publications of the Industry boiled down to a sentence. They
present the views of Moving Picture World (M.P.W.); Exhibitors’ Herald (E.H.); Motion Picture News (N.); Exhibitors’
Trade Review (T.R.); Film Dally (F.D.)

’
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is

Pink Gods
—
—

(Bebe DanieLs Paramount 7,0C2 feet)
M. P. W. At the end the story works
p
to a climax that holds the full interest, but
there are stretches before this is reached that
seem somewhat too long drawn out and lack-

—

\

ing action.
D.

P.

and

— Treats

of a fairly unusual subject
please some folks.
holds the Interest because you

may

—

—

N.
It
don’t know what’s coming.
T. R.
Is one of the most compelling photo-

—
dramas that
E. H. — A

in

has recently been shown.
trifle long drawn out, especially
the obvious climax, but a well told story.

Face to Face
(Featured

—

Cast

—

Playgoers

Pictures—

4,587 feet)

M. P. W. ^It should appeal to a discriminating class of patrons.
E. H.
Sufficient matter to intrigue the
mind to keep it focused on the screen from

—

start to finish.
N.

—

It’s

weave a

—

rather meagre stuff with which to
five-reel story.

T. R.
Pleasingly produced and affords first
rate entertainment for those who are interested in stories with a dash of mystery.
F. D.^ An ordinary picture as far as its en-

—

somewhat remiss

nality.
F. D.

—

—
—

M.

W.

—With

Wildcat

—Vitagraph— 5,000

The Old Homestead
(James Cruze Production —Famous Players
M. P. W. — A gripping, appealing drama.

One of the outstanding features of
a season already rich in notable productions.
N.
When the list of the best pictures of
1922 is compiled, this magnificent production
must needs be placed way up near the top.
E. H.
For a business picture, for a prestige
picture, and for wholesale entertainment for
everybody, the market affords no better buy
if another as good.
F. D.
This is going to prove a real box-

—

—

—
—

office attraction.
There are
T. R.
possibilities in this

tremendous advertising

picture and, better
the film lives up to every one of them.

yet,

Do and Dare
— —
—

Mix.
feet)

Alice Calhoun, Vitagrapn’s
picture, “Little Wildcat,’’ seems assured cf
success. Without her, the appeal of this production is not so dependable, as the material
P.

fighting and executing thrills in dare-devilish fashion.
Then the picture sags
while he turns his attention to the comedy.
T. R'.^
Tom Mix proves his versatility and
this production could be used to good advantage on a program as a “surprise” picture
.

.

.

—

for

Mix enthusiasts.
Not the best

—

of Mr. Mix’s latest contributions to the screen.
E. H.

The Snowshoe
(Jane Novak and

(Tom Mix Pox 4,744 feet)
M. P. W. Thrills, beauty and fun splendidly combined in Pox Western with Tom

tions.

Little

the quality of origi-

feature is the marked improvement in the
acting of the star.
N.
Its characterization is far more important than its plot.
Admirers of Miss Calhoun will probT. R.
ably wish she had been given better material.
E. H.
“The Little Wildcat’’ starts out well,
then sags in the middle and again picks up
speed toward the end.

tertainment value is concerned and a poor
one when compared with present day produc-

(Alice Calhoun

in

— The most prominent and outstanding

—There’s

one big disappointment due
Mix’s admirers in "Do or Dare’’ when
they find out that this picture isn’t what It
F. D.

Tom

starts out to be.
N.
For two or three reels he

—

—

in there

—

B. O.
5,382 feet)
great deal of suspense is inis bound to make it interesting

M. P. W. A
volved which
the average audience.

to

—Strictly an
—Will hold

F. D.
E. H.

throughout the six

— Though

old school melodrama.
spectators’ attention

its

reels.

the material is not especially
new, it has been well handled.
T. R.- Three reels are necessary for the
author to reach the beginning of the love
story, which it soon develops is the only line
N.

—

of continuous action.

The Valley of Silent Men
(Alma Rubens—Paramount— Cosmopolitan—
«,491 feet)
M. P. W. — Stirring and effective melodrama.
F. D. — Fine mystery and great scenic background for Borzage’s latest.
T. R. — A valuable box-office asset.
N. — With Hearst newspaper publicity, a
popular author, a fine cast and a tried and
true theme, what more can the exhibitor ask
for?
E.

H.

—Scores

most forcefully by sheer
The

beauty of scenic background.
is

Trail

Roy Stewart—F.

attraction

is

.

.

.

substantial screen material.
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“Shadows”

An

A1 Llchtman Special That Stands Out As
Achievement of Rare Excellence

Artistic

Reviewed by Roger Ferri

requires, constitutes a tas'c rare-

undertaVen by any producer yet Tom
Forman, with the financial and moral support of B. P. Schulberg, undertoo’c it and
accomplished the feat with such astonishingly wonderful results that should establish this super special as one of the truly
few beautiful and magnificent picture^ of
the current season. Certainly it is an artistic achievement of rare excellence.
Artistry and box office requirements are
not always synonymous, for the solely artisly

;

offering usually develops itself into a
single class attraction. Not so with “Shadows,” however, for in a careful study of this
brilliant offering, the keen showman
the exhibitor who is quick to grasp the possibilities of the certain elements that contribute
in the making of a money-getting proposition
this production embraces certain features which, properly capitalized, should
register it as a magnet of unusual power.
tic

—

—

What the showman requires most of all in
satisfying his audiences is what may be pardonably referred to as “meat” that is,
something on which to “cook” a campaign
destined to so interpret the various phases
of the picture in question that it will neither
exaggerate nor misrepresent to the extent
that the public enters the theatre expecting
With “Shadthe superlatively impossible.
ows” one can go the limit in promises of
fine acting notable characterizations that
make impressively permanent showings that
will not die out with the flitter of the last
flicker; a lavish production reinforced with
spectacularly realistic settings emphasized
with thrillers that force you to take a firm
grip on your seat, a story that will appeal
mostly to the lover of the classics and interest those who delight in seeing the sensational and melodramatic.
The genius of the director is apparent
throughout the entire picture. He undertook his difficult task with a sincerity that
is seemingly felt as the story is cleverly unfolded. Such stories as “Shadows” are few
Thej' are admittedly
and far between.
“tough,” but careful study with a consideration for the wants of no particular class, but
those of the public in general, with a conglomeration of emotions that appeal with a
unanimity proven by past experiment, with
a utilization of common sense tactics that
rendered even the most punctuated moments
entertainingly and with a human interpretation of sequences that contribute materially
to the smoothness of the picture, this production will stand out as something out of
the ordinary the type of picture they have
hoped some producers would give them, because of the opportunities offered.
That the message so cleverly communicated gets over is a tribute to Tom Forman
and substantiates the contention embodied
in advance notices that Lon Chaney in the
role of Yen Sin is seen at his best. Directorially, “Shadows” cannot miss.
But as a
study of human characters the type of people met every day in the week in the quiet,
but suspicious fishing hamlets along our
eastern Coast “Shadows” will make an

—

—

—

—

—

-

Adaptation of Wilbur Daniel .Steele’s
Story, “Ching, Ching, Chinaman.”
-\ilapted by Kve I'nsell and Hope Loring.
Directed by 1'om Forman.
Photography by Harry Perry.
Length, 7,040 Feet.
-Vn
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Getting over such subtlety and delicacy as
the entertainingly human plot on which this
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especially strong appeal. Lon Chaney as
“the heathen” assumes a role that tempts
overacting; but he subdues this temptation
to the extent that this Chinaman grips you
with a human chain that is unbreakable.
This role clinches the claim of friends of
Chaney that he is the greatest character
man on the screen, for his is as fine an example of re-alistic acting and makeup as this
writer has seen reflected on the silver sheet.
The story, adapted from Wilbur Daniel
Steele’s famous story, “Ching, Ching, Chinaman,” is so well told that the eighty-three

minutes consumed

cinenntographically fly by unnoticed. It opens with a
bang-off scene of a terrific storm at sea and
concludes with a heart-ripping situation that
brings tears from the watery optics. Interwoven is a love story that is as clean and
sweet as the proud tulip so princely guarded
in

relating

makes

a “heavy” who is humanly true to life
and not the hoakum, made-to-order “villyan”
sort. Walter Long as Walter Gibbs has little to do, but he does that well.
Buddy
Messenger, Priscilla Bonner and Frances
all

satisfy.

Photographically, “Shadows” is consistent
with the high class tone of the production in
general.
Its settings are typical of the
locale of the story, while the lighting is flawless and particularly effective during the
splendidly staged storm scene.

Lon Chaney

-Vate

Snow

Daniel Gibbs
blister

Mary

De La Motte
Harrison Kord

Gibb.s .... Marguerite

John .Malden

Dad Doy
Jlrent

Kinsy Xiokerson

An aged Chinaman. Yen

light.”

Sin,

is

res-

cued, but refuses to take part in the prayer
for the departed souls.
He settles in the
village and sets up as a laundryman. About
the same time, John Malden, a young minister, comes to town.
He meets Sympathy
and the two fall in love, and in due time are
married.
Malden is called away to a conference, during his absence a baby being
born.
However, his happiness is short lived,
for he is horrified by receipt of a letter tell-

ing of the rescue of Dan Gibbs. In the letcontaining this information the writer
says he will “get out" if Malden will "loan
him $500.” John rushes home, confides in’ his
friend, Nate, from whom he borrows the
money. Yen Sin, calling for the laundry,
overhears part of the discussion. Conscience
stricken, Malden in time confesses, Nate
It is Yen Sin.
standing by the minister.
however, who unwittingly precipitates a climax. He falls ill, sends for the minister, but
it is Nate who comes first and he righteously
calls upon the Chinaman to "repent and believe.” Malden arrives and so does Sympathy
with the baby. It is here the Chinese laundryman-philosopher turns the table and
forces a startling confession from Nate.
ter

“Oliver Twist”
Sol

Lesser Presents Jackie Coogan in
Effective Screen Version of Dickens’

Well-Known Novel
Reviewed by C.

S. Sewell

Never has little Jackie Coogan given a
more appealing performance than in his newest picture, “Oliver Twist,” a First National
release.
He demonstrates that he is a versatile little actor, for his work is entirely
different from his characterizations in his
“The Kid” and
earlier productions
like
“Peck’s Bad Boy.” Always wistful, in those
productions he was mischievous and up to
childish pranks, but in “Oliver Twist” there
are none of these; he has a straight role,
that of a very real, very’ lovable and infinitely

pathetic little boy.
he is the kind of

He makes you

feel that

boy the great author,
Charles Dickens, had in mind when he cre-

ated the character, that of a little child, the
innocent pawn of fate, buffeted about bycross-currents of intrigue actuated by unscrupulous schemers, but finally saved by his
own innocence and the intervention of a
more favorable turn of the wheel of destiny-.
In adapting the story to the needs of the
youthful star certain liberties have been
For instance, the
taken with the novel.
production is made more effective by not attempting to show Oliver after he has “grown
up,” but by bringing about the explanations
and happy ending when he is still a wee little
boy. The spirit of the Dickens’ story is well
m,aintained throughout, the characters being
faithfully

drawn.

picture is presented more in a narrative form, stress being laid on faithful character development and the straight forward
picturization of the trials and tribulations
and final happiness which came to Oliver,
rather than in building up big punch scenes
or melodramatic thrills; though the scene

The

The Cast
Ven Sin
Sympathy

Gibbs, unofficial “admiral” of a fishing
fleet, is lost in a storm.
His death is accepted as a blessing for Sympathy, his wife,
who is loved by Nate Snow, the village “big

it

in a civic centre.
One distinction that cannot be taken away from this production is
the fact that it is out of the ordinary in
story value.
Artistically, it is one of the
truly great achievements of the motion picture industry.
The cast is a clever one in every particular.
While Lon Chaney’s work stands out conspicuously, one cannot overlook the splendid interpretation of the young minister by
Harrison Ford nor the charm that Miss
Marguerite De La Alotte injects into the
role of Sympathy Gibbs.
John Sainpolis

Raymond

The Story

Dan

John Sainpolis
Walter Lonjr
Diiddy 3Iessengrer
Priscilla

Bonner

Kranees Raymond

where

Bill

off a roof

Sikes

kills

Nancy and

and hangs himself

is

later falls

highly dra-

November

11,

Director Lloyd deserves credit for
matic.
the manner in wrhich he has handled the
production, in the sets, the selection of types
and the preservation of the atmosphere of
this novel which is one of the most widely

eminently suited to their roles.
a production that should appeal to
the large number of patrons to whom Jackie
Coogan has endeared himself, and one which
should also be welcomed by the multitude
who know and love the Dickens novel. Sol
Lesser has again demonstrated that he made
no mistake in making a star of little Jackie
is

Coogan.

The

method of
There

Isiekie Coos'siii

Fagin
Nancy Sikes

Lon Chaney
Gladys Brockwell
George Siegniann
Lionel Belmore

Bill Sikes

Mr.

Brownlow

James Marcus
Kdward Trebaol

Mr. Bumble (The Beadle)
The Artful Dodger

Taylor Graves
Lewis Sargent
Joan Standing

Charlie Bates

Noah Claypole
Charlotte
Mr. Grimwig

loseph H. Ha/.leton

Nelson McDowell
Esther Ralston

Sowerberry
Rose Maylie

Florence Hale
Bedwin
Carl Stockdale
Monks
Based on novel by Charles Dickens.
Directed by Frank Lloyd.
Mrs.

Length, 7,000

feet.

The Story
Tlie Earl of Leeforcl, estranged from his
wife, leaves a will providing that a large
portion of his estate is to go to a son by an-

other woman providing he grows up without
dishonor. This son, Oliver, is born and reared
in a poor-house, where he is treated unkindly.
Apprenticed to an undertaker, he does not
fare much better.
Escaping, the poor little
chap walks to London. En route, he meets
the Artful Dodger, who takes him to Fagin,
who makes a specialty of teaching children
to
be pickpockets.
Monks, Oliver's half
brother, locates him and pays Fagin and Bill
Sikes to make a criminal of him.
Fate intervenes and Oliver falls into the hands of
a kindly old gentleman,
Mr. Brownlow.

Fagin finds him again and Sikes takes him
to help in burglarizing a house.
Again fate
intervenes. Oliver is shot but is cared for by
kindly people and again taken to Brownlow.
The heart of Sikes’ wife, Nancy, goes out to
poor little Oliver, and she gives Brownlow
information which enables him to learn that
Oliver is the son of his old friend.
Sikes
kills Nancy, Fagin is captured by the police
and his gang broken up. Monks confesses,
and all ends well for Oliver.

“Streets of

New York”

Burton King’s Directorial Hand Makes Old
Story Stand Out as Good Arrow
Attraction
Reviewed by Roger Ferri
“The Streets of New York” does no injustice to the melodrama of the same name that
years
ago,
when the ten, twent’ and
thirts’s
thrived,
did
a
land-office
business.
It is brought to
the screen with
all
the thrills and hoakum
that
threw
the gods of nigger heaven out of iheir
seats yelling at the hero until hoarse, and
hissing and booing the tall, lean villain until
a breeze as if from the sea gripped the entire auditorium.
The story on which this
production is based, is not new to the present generation of theatregoers.
But the
directorial genius of Burton King brought
it to a height where it
can be ranked as

a picture that

is

is

a credit to the
men of

deals with a powerful and absorbing theme, dealing with several

living.
is

intense

drama

that holds

your attention throughout, and there

is

won-

a very effective flood scene, with a
bursting dam and water sweeping down the valley. It is a production that will make’
you think, and is one of which Goldwyn and Director Frank Lloyd may well beproud.
This picture was reviewed in Moving Picture World under date of January 21.
derful character drawing.

In addition, there

is

C. S. S.

good entertainment and an unusual
cosmopolitan

series

each one of
whom scores a distinct hit with the outstanding work being done by Leslie King,
whose mastery in the characterization of a
wholly disagreeably villainous role is so interestingly realistic and wholesome that he
is easily a factor no exhibitor should over-

of

look

Ca.st

Oliver Twist

It

various types and one woman, who are caught in a trap by a flood and believe they
only have a few hours to live. Facing death they all reform and profess love and fellowship for each other. When the flood subsides and life starts again on its old plane^
all except the young boy and the girl he has neglected revert to their old selfisb

role has been somewhat subordinated; his
make-up and acting are exceptional. George
Seigmann is fine as Bill Sikes and is the
physical embodiment of the role; Gladys
Brockwell is appealing as Nancy, and so
on down the list, which includes Lionel Belmore, Lewis Sargent, Carl Stockdale and

others, all
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The Goldwyn production, “The Sin Flood,”
screen.

read classics in literature.
Jackie Coogan is ideal as Oliver Twist,
and shows that he is a sterling little actor,
your heart will go out to him in the pathetic
scenes; you will enjoy his imitation of
Fagin and rejoice with him when he finds
happiness. The supporting cast is excellent;
Lon Chaney is fine as Fagin, though this

It
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when

characters,

exploiting this production.

That Burton King is a keen showman is
evidenced by the manner in which he has put
his picture together.
For instance, that introduction, a sort of tour of New York, is
something with which exhibitors can play;
no matter where this picture is shown New
York means something.
There are those
who look upon New York as a fairyland;
there arc those who view it skepticallj- and
cynically, but, on the whole, it is the wonder
city of the world in which everybody, the
successful and unsuccessful, are interested.
Burton King was appreciative of this fact
and he starts his picture cleverly so with
an interestingly descriptive visit through the
better known and more romantic sections of

—

—

it

one with which theatregoers and we have
in mind those who sat about us at the State
Theatre in Jersey City, N. J., where the picture was reviewed are so familiar that they

—

jump

the correct solution several leels
in advance of the end, “The Streets of New
York” bubbles over with human interests,
dwells on a topic that is dear to all classes
the struggles of a poverty-stricken mother.
But aside from the directorial value of the
production and the excellent work of Leslie
King, the one big box office bet is the storm
that closes the picture.
In many respects
this storm is better than that which Burton
King produced for Houdini’s “The Man
From Beyond.” For instance, that cyclonic
scene where a wind shatters a shack to
pieces, tossing it about ten feet in the air
and into the rapids constitutes a thriller that
actually throws you out of your seat. This
stunt is artistically handled and staged with
a realism that makes one forget the shortcomings of the story. And it is in the introduction of this sensational climax, so expertly produced by King, that will probably
send your patrons out of the theatre boosting the picture in general.
at

—

Edward Earle

as
Paul Fairweather is
also his leading woman, Barbara
Castleton.
Dorothy Mackaill, however, as
Lucy is comically interesting and holds every
scene wherein she appears. She does her best
work in “The Streets of New York.” Miss
Kate Blanke as the mother
Mrs. Fairweather is just as motherly and sympathetic as she can be. Anders Randolf as the
banker is satisfactory, but despite the commendable portrayals of all these, the work
of Leslie King, we repeat, stands out like a
brilliant electric light in a dark cellar.

good, as

is

—

—

The Cast
Paul Fairweather

Lucy Bloodjrood
Gideon Bloodg^ood
Sally

Edward Earle
Barbara Castleton
Anders Randolf
Dorothy Mackaill

King

Leslie

Kate Blanke
Adapted from Play by Leota 9Iorgan.
Directed by Burton King,
Length, Seven Keels.
The Story
Paul Fairweather, whose father had been
robbed of $100,000 by Gideon Bloodgood, is
crippled as the result of an accident for
which Lucy Bloodgood is responsible. Badg’er. a crook, who knew of Bloodgood’s misappropriation of the Fairweather money,
runs across Paul, identifies him and uses him
However,
to get money from the banker.
he gives Paul $1,000, enabling him to undergo an operation. Jealousy creeps into the
plot when Badger learns of Paul’s love for
Lucy and a meeting- is arranged in a shack
There in the hope that he
near the falls.
would do away with Paul and Bloodgood,
Badger discloses the robbery of years past,
but the situation reverses and he loses out,
with everything ending- happily.

“The

—

the big burg.
Despite the antiquity of the theme, for
is

Badger
Mrs. Fairweather

Man Who Saw
Tomorrow”

South Sea Island Atmosphere

in

Paramount

Picture with Thomas Melghan and
Leatrice Joy
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Color and romance are in great abundance
in
this Thomas Meighan feature.
In its
rapid shifting of scene and action, “The

Man Who Saw Tomorrow”

is

more

like

a

vaudeville entertainment than drama.
The construction is unusual. Owing tothe character of the story which visualizes
imaginary happenings, the scene flits back
and forth from the present to the future
and from one version of the hero’s future tc
another.
It plays upon the fancies of the
spectators.
Much of the action is entertaining and spectacular but disconnected.
This fact, however, will not spoil the performance for the many fans who prefer
highly colored romance to standardized
drama, even if at times it does seem like a.
fairy tale.

Naturally in a vehicle of this type, the
role is picturesque rather than dramatic. Thomas Meighan has a certain appeal no matter what he plays, and has the
pleasing faculty of being interesting at all
times. As Burke Hammond, explorer of the
South Sea Islands, enchanted by the daughter of a contraband trader, but bound to the
powers of New York society, he has an adventurous, versatile role. Leatrice Joy’s enthusiasm is a charming contribution. Theodore Roberts, June Elvidge, Eva Novak and
Albert Roscoe are also deserving of praise.
Popular appeal is heightened by the setstar’s

a fleeting panorama of South Sea
atmosphere, ship scenes and the conventional beauty of New York homes.
The
photography at times lacks that crystal perfection which makes a picture completely entings,

joyable.

Burke

Hammond

The Cast

Capt. Morgan Pring
Rita Pring
.lim

Mcl,eod

Thomas Meighatr
Theodore Roberts
Leatrice Joy
Albert Roscoe
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De Vry
Deene

Sir AVilliaiii
l.a«iy Helen

Vlec Francis
Inne Elviclge
Eva Xovxik

Vonia
Larry Cxtinden
Prof, .lansen

Lanranee Wheat
John Miltern

Bishop
Botsu

Edward

Ilohert

Brower

Pxitrick
lacqiieline Dyris

Maya

and Scensirio by I’erley Poore
Sheehan and Frank Condon.
Direction by Alfred E. Green.

Story'

I.enarth.

ti,!)!l3

Feet.

The Story

When Burke Hammond,

travelling in

the

South Sea Islands, meets Ilita Bring, daughter of a captain of a contraband ship, he decides that he won't return to New York. He
gets separated from her father and her, however, and is taken back on Lady Helen’s
yacht. Lady Helen has decided she wants to
marry Burke, and Burke, who has political
ambitions, is wavering.
An eminent professor with psychic gifts, helps him to look

He

into the future.

sees first

what

his life

with Lady Helen would be, and then a picture of life back on the island. In one vivid
He
flash after another he foresees his fate.
leaves the seer still In an uncertain daze, but
the vision of Rita Bring who has come all
the way from the island to see him is the de-

Wonderful

week.

Universal Attraction Stars Herbert Rawlinson to Advantage in Double Role
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
“Another Man’s Shoes” is a feature of
average interest, with a melodramatic story
about the maneuvers of a Bolshevistic society. The treatment is humorous and thrilling by turns, with comedy as the dominating motive.

Herbert Rawlinson plays a double role
and this feature of the performance is
handled more convincingly than usual because there are so few double exposures.
The interest is almost entirely concentrated
The fact that the
in one of the characters.
two persons resemble each other so closely
has more of a legitimate bearing upon the
plot than usual and is not constantly thrust

upon the spectator

as

a

phenomenal ex-

hibition.

Because
his

his life

cousin a huge

is

danger, a

in

man pays

money to take his
The bargain is made

sum

of

place for one month.
without any reference to the net of foreign
intrigue which surrounds him, and the complications resulting are amusing. A clever
supporting cast includes Barbara Bedford,
Joseph Swickard and Harry Carter. The
star has a dashing role which he puts over
to the admiration of his many friends.

The Cast
Stuart Graiiser

Jack Burton
Mercia Solxmo
Grxice Burton

)
.

f

Ro]>:il

Gouret

.

.

Je:in

Milford
Mr.s. Chetwell
Duennxi

I.angdon
Deparnette

I.illian

lessie

Based upon the Novel by A'ictor IlTidfres.
Sceniirio by Arthur Statter.
Direction by .Ixick Conway.
Leniirth, 4,251 Feet.

The Story
Stuart Grange, a wealthy young business
man in fear of assassination at the hands of
a foreign secret society, induces a cousin,
who bears a remarkable resemblance to him,
That same night the
to assume his identity.
girl leader of the band climbs in through
attempts to shoot
and
window
his bedroom
him. Granger’s double wins over his wouldbe assassin and bit by bit learns what it is
But the death band is determined
all about.
to kill him even though the girl leader says
that he is her sweetheart. A month goes by
and the real Granger returns to his mansion
only to be trapped by the murderers and
The doubling cousin tells of his askilled.
sumption of Granger’s idenHtv and the girl

becomes his

wife.

Is

S. Sewell

Clara Kimball Young’s latest production
for Metro, “Enter Madame,” is an adaptation of a successful stage play of the past
season.
It is characterized by clever and
unusually subtle comedy and concerns the
domestic troubles of a wealthy man who is
married to an exceedingly tempermental

The humor

finely

is

brought

out particularly in a scene where the wife
invites her husband to bring to dinner the

woman who

has been chosen to succeed
and by deft touches turns every situato her own advantage, thus winning
back her husband.
It is a production which will appeal more
her,
tion

to high class audiences as the
It is
subtle and sophisticated.
picture with which an appropriate

strongly

humor
also

is

a

musical
erably

and

accompaniment

consid-

help

will

in bringing out the “atmosphere”
spirit of the play.
The main character,

Madame, is one which appeals to you because of her cleverness rather than through
sympathy

for her.

Wallace Worsley has made a good job in
bringing out the spirit of the play and the
production is adequate in all respects.
Clara Kimball Young is a good type for the
tempermental Latin opera singer and does
of

the

best

work

of

her

career.

Elliott Dexter is well cast as the husband.
In fact all of the roles are well handled.

The Cast
Priiiia

Donna

Lis:i

Della Robbia

De Briac

Harry Carter
Nelson McDowell

Reviewed by C.

Comedy Drama

opera singer.

(.Mrs. Gerjilcl

Gerxild Fitzgeralil
Mrs. Florxi Preston
.Vrohiniede

Elliott
I.oiiise

Dexter
Dresser

Lionel Belniore

AVedgewood Nowell

Doctor
Bice
Aliss

Young

Clara Kimball
Fitzgerald)

Rosita Alarstini

Smith

.lohn Fitzgerald

Aline Chalmers

Tomainoto
Ba.sed on

lilay

Orra Deveraux
Arthur Rankin
Mxiry Jxiiie Saunderson
George Kuwa

by Gilda

A'are.si

xind

Dolly

Byrne.

Adapted by Frank Beresford.
Directexl by AA'allaee AAorseley.
Produced by Sam Zierler I'hotoplay Corp.
Length, (>,.’>00 Feet.

The Story
Wealthy

and

middle-aged Gerald
gerald begins to tire of his wife who

Fitz-

an
extremely tempermental and romantic opera
singer and believes he has found another
woman who suits him better. He endeavors
She
to arrange with his wife for a divorce.
agrees, but returns home from her foreign
opera tour. The situation brings her face to
face with the fact that she really loves him
is

1922

Strong Heart Interest and Tremendous
Flood Scenes in Fox Picture Introducing Wonderful Boy Actor

Madame”

Reviewed by C.

11,

“The Town That Forgot
God”

— C. S. S.

Clara Kimball Young Feature for Metro
a Clever and Subtle High-Class

some

Herbert Rawlinson
Bxirbara Bedford
Fna Trevelyn
Xick de Ruiz
Joseph Swickard

John Alviira
Lawrence

little

“Enter

Xoveml>er

but with a woman’s wiles she adopts a more
subtle method.
AVhen she finds that her
policy of agreeing with him is having its
effect, she cleverly arranges for a dinner
party and invites him to bring the other
woman. She makes every situation work to
her advantage and presses her advantage
after dinner with the final result that she
wins her husband back.

Jackie Coogan demonstrates in “Oliver Twist,” a Sol Lesser
production for First National, that he is
a clever and versatile actor. The role is
entirely different from those in his previous productions.
He seems the very
embodiment of Dickens’ celebrated character, wistful, pathetic and appealing.
It is a production which should appeal
to Jackie Coogan fans and to lovers of
the works of Charles Dickens, for Director Frank Lloyd has caught the spirit
of the original and produced a picture
that is rich in excellent characterization
and interpreted by an exceedingly fine
cast who bring to life the familiar figures of this widely-read literary classic.
It is a production which should be a big
box-office success and is doing excellent
business at the Strand, New York, during the current week and will also be
the attraction there for the forthcoming

cisive factor in his plans.

“Another Man’s Shoes”

WORLD

S. Sewell

There are two big points of box-office appeal in the Fox' production “The Town That
Forgot God,” which has just opened for an
indefinite engagement on Broadway.
It is
strong in heart interest and there are tremendously effective and spectacular flood
scenes.
Coupled with this is the unusual
title which will cause discussion and the
fact that the Fox forces vouch for its being
a true story and not fiction.
Harry ^lillarde, who gave to the screen
the wonderful “mother” story “Over the
Hill,” is also responsible for the direction of
the picture. It is of the same general type,
but instead of a mother it has for its hero
a poor defenseless little boy who on the
death of his mother is left to the mercy of
the townspeople who are intensely wrapped
up in self, narrow, “small” and stingy and

who

apparently know nothing of unselfishness, brotherly love or the finer things of
life.

No

footage has been wasted in getting
meat of the story, in introducing
the vital characters, the romance of the
boy’s mother and his own early days are
given only sufficient space to develop the
character and atmosphere and bring out
From the
the contrast with what follows.
time the little lad’s trouble commences his
hardships and greater mental sufferings are
brought out in detail. It is intensely pathetic
and will tug at the heart strings.
The picture teaches a lesson in simple
This
faith and trust in a higher power.
point is stressed, the mother teaching her
son that it was these virtues that were responsible for the glory of Washington and
Lincoln.
The development of the story
leads to a situation in which, like Sodom

down

to the

and Gomorroh of Biblical days, the town
destroyed, because of its unrighteousness.
of the town is not brought
out strongly, however, there is no crime,
blasphemy, or intense wickedness shown,
the only evidence being in the selfish treatment of the little boy.
The story leads up to a situation which in
these matter-of-fact days many will be
prone to question and which will not carry
conviction to all despite the assurance that
For the big scene, the
it
is a true story.
storm and flood has the effect of making
Apparently
this a modern miracle picture.
by divine intervention, the' elements are
loosed in all their fury just as the boy is
to be turned over to the sheriff for a crime
he did not commit the storm ceases suddenly in answer to the boy’s prayer for
compassion on those who have persecuted
him and the falling timbers leave the rafters
forming a distinct cross which is slightly
outlined in light.
Director Millarde has outdone himself in
the flood and storm scenes. They are tremendously effective and in many respects
the finest of the kind ever screened. Rain
comes down in sheets, water rushes through
the streets of the town, houses sway, household effects are SAvept away, parts of buildings fall, and the flood sweeps into the
houses inundating them.
This picture serves to introduce a truly
He
wonderful boy actor. Bunny Grauer.
appears to be a chap of about twelve and
is

The wickedness

:

November
his
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ll,

performance

is

scores throughout

begs them not to

exceptionally

fine.

He

and the scene where he
sell

his mother’s chair

tremendous heart interest in
“The Town That Forgot God,” the newest Fox special which has just started an
indefinite
run on Broadway.
Harry
Miliarde, who directed “Over the Hill,”
There

is

a very fine bit of emotional work. Excellent
and effective also is the scene where he believes he sees the spirit of his dead mother.

The entire cast is satisfactory; Warren
Krech gives a fine performance as the boy’s
only friend and Jane Thomas is good as
the boy’s mother.

which tells the pathetic story of a little
orphan boy who is ill-treated by selfish,
narrow-minded persons in a small town.
It is a story built on the theme of the
power and ultimate reward of faith.

Huiiiiy

Grauer

Warren Krech
Jane Thomas
Harry Benham
Edward Denison

£;i>eii

Betty Gihhs

Harry Adams
The Squire
His Wife

is

responsible for this production

also

is

The Cast

jj-ivid

WORLD

Not only

is

a picture that

it

will

tug

at the heart-strings, but has one of the
most stupendous and thrilling storm

Grace Barton

and flood scenes ever seen on the screen,
with water rushing through the streets,
buildings swaying, and houses wrecked
and inundated. It will stir the most
hardened theatre-goer. C. S. S.

Raymond Bloomer
David, as a man
Nina Casavant
David’s wife
Scenario by P. H. Sloane.
Miliarde.
Harry
Direction by
Length, 10,401 Feet.
Eben, a carpenter, and Harry, a surveyor,
She
both love Betty the school teacher.
accepts Harry and a son is born to them.
unmentally
Eben, crazed by grief, becomes
Harry dies
balanced and wanders away.
and Betty again teaches school. Jealous because her boy is brighter than the others and
loves to study, the squire has her fired.
Grief kills her, and none of the townspeople
want to adopt the boy. The squire does so,
however, when he learns that the furniture
He is ill-treated not
goes with the child.
so much physically but mentally and made
the victim of petty persecutions and selfishness which cause even more pain to his
Finally, wrongly accused
sensitive nature.
of theft he is locked in a room by the
Then the terrific storm and fiood
squire.
comes. The boy escapes and finds refuge in
a barn with Eben who has returned and beThe town is destroyed but
friended him.
Eben and the boy wander to a happier place
where faith and brotherly love reign. An
epilogue, twenty-five years later, shows the
boy as a successful business man, happily
married, still guided by the principles he
learned in youth and donating schools and
churches to the town, now rebuilt, which
treated him so cruelly in his childhood.

Kenneth Gibson
Ben Hewlett
Shadow Smith
Story by Harvey Gates and George W. Pyper.
Gates.
Scenario by Harvey
Direction by Irving Cummings.
Da>'y Sunday

Length, 4,691 Feet.
The Story
Nora Fay’s father is serving a prison
sentence because of the treachery of Scarab
Schyler of the same gang of crooks. Nora
does not know who is to blame, and when
Scarab offers her a chance to make a big
sum of money by marrying the drunken son
of Randolph, a millionaire, she accepts. The
design is to make the father of the boy pay
a huge sum to keep from getting undesirable
publicity.
After she has married him she
discovers that he is not Randolph’s son, but
a friend. Furthermore she discovers that he
is exceedingly likable.
But a quarrel instigated by the Scarab separates them, and
for three years she does not see him. When
they meet it is in her own husband’s home,
where her father, just out of prison, has
come to commit a robbery.
The Scarab
attempts to doublecross her father again and
is

The

police are summoned, Nora’s
and the situation becomes
In the end her father dies, her
is cleared, and an understanding

killed.

husband

enters,

dramatic.

own name

“Broad Daylight”

between

Nora

and

her

husband

is

re-

established.
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Crook Drama Features the
Universal
Splendid Performance of Lois Wilson.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Entertaining but frequently unconvincing
material has been used here in composing
a crook drama that does not follow the
more familiar patterns. There are splendid
moments of suspense and situations that
keep one intensely interested.
Universal has fortified the picture’s appeal
by giving the featured role to Lois Wilson.
perhaps the
It is a big opportunity for her
best she has had and she proves beautifully
adequate in steering the picture into the
As Nora Fay,
class of the uncommon.
daughter of a erook and wif& of a ne’erdo-well, she faces a number of critical
situations, and acts with spirit and unusual
strength.
Her performance gives the picture a certain substantial quality in addition to the appeal which her personal attractiveness makes.
“Broad Daylight” is a far-fetched title.
A paragraph at the close of the picture
attempts to explain its application to the
story, but succeeds only in emphasizing the
distance between the title and the actual
trend of the action.
Similarly insecure is
the handling of some of the scenes of minor
importance, but the dramatic punch is not
lacking, and, because of some exceptionally
well handled situations, the appeal of the

—

—

production can be relied upon. Jack Mulhall is one of the pleasing contributors to
the interest.
The rest of the cast, too, is
well chosen.
The Cast

Nora Fay

Morgan
Peter Pay
Detective Marks
The “Scarab”
Joel

I

1

:

i

I

I,ois

Wilson

jack Mulhall
Ralph Lewis
Wilton Taylor
Robert M. Walker

Based Upon the Stage Drama by Clyde Fitch.
Scenario by Julien Josephson.
Direction by Charles Maigne.
Length, 4,918 Feet.
The Story
The story tells of a wife who remains
faithful to her cad of a husband until fate
points the way to a finer love.
Jessica
Weston, sickened by her husband’s escapades,
goes to her ranch in Wyoming. Reluctantly,
her husband accompanies her.
Out there,
however, he has an affair with another
woman, while a neighboring and gentlemanly
rancher, Teddy North, falls in love with
Jessica.
Interesting
developments follow,

and there

is a murder mystery which threatens to shatter the happiness of all concerned.
But at the last moment justice and happiness

prevail.

“Beware

—

The Story

“The Cowboy and the Lady”
Famous Stage Play Pictured by Paramount
With Mary Miles Minter and Tom

Moore
Reviewed by C.

W. McCarthy

Devotees of photoplays
of the West, with rough

who enjoy stories
men and beautiful

women

playing the leading parts and with
love and murder and such things constituting
the theme, will have their desires satisfied
in “The Cowboy and the Lady.”
In the
first place, two popular screen players, Tom
Moore and Mary Miles Minter, have the
stellar roles.
In the second place, the picture is based on a play by Clyde Fitch and
therefore constructed with due care for suspense, thrills and a satisfactory ending.
Mary Miles Minter appears as a wife
whose life is made cheerless by the derelictions of a no-account husband" The role of
a tenderfoot ranch owner is played by Tom
Moore, who proves again that he can dress,
fight or make love with equal skill.
There
is a thrilling rescue from the waters of a
mountain stream, a fight in which the versatile Moore soundly thrashes the bad man of
the play, and added to all of this is a western ballroom scene, a murder, a courtroom
scene and what nearly becomes a lynching.
But in the end everyone is happy except the
villain, which is, of course, as it should be.
'The Cast
.Jessica

Weston

Mary Miles

Teddy North
Molly

X

Viora Daniel

Midge
Weston

.

Patricia

.

.

Ross
Joe
Jiistiee of the

Jlinter

Tom Moore
.

Gny
.

Peace

Palmer

.Robert Schahle
Oliver

Leonard Clapham
Robert Mack
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of the

Law”

Jawitz Pictures Presents Marjory Payne in
Picture on Prohibition Theme
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Without approaching any unusual mark of
distinction, “Beware of the Law” progresses
in fairly entertaining style, has some appealing situations and shows discretion in the
handling of the theme. It is another story
about bootlegging, but this angle has not
been chiefly emphasized. The human interest motive dominates.
In this way the picture has avoided some of the trite methods
of playing for thrills which are typical of
the recent offerings on the subject of liquor
smuggling. There are several effective comedy moments and now and then an original
touch that livens the interest. The scene

showing the automobile pitching over the

managed with splendid realism.
Marjorie Payne, the star, and Ann Deering
delineate the contrasting sisters with a quiet
cliff is

One of them is the familiar self-sacrificing heroine, while the part of the yearn-

skill.

ing flapper gives more of an opportunity
The part which both
for characterization.
play in the conflict between the traffic and
the prohibition agent is the basis for the

drama.

The Cast
William Coughey
Jean LeBarbe
Henry van Bousen
.Jules Grandin
Ann Deering
Ann LeBarbe
Marjorie Payne
Rose LeBarbe
Jimmy Harvey, alias The Kid...D. W. Reynolds
Three-Star ICelly
.John Altieri
Willard Cooley
William MaeRae
Story by Frank S. Beresford.
Scenario Not Credite«l.
Direction by W. A. S. Douglas.
Length, 4,600 Feet.

The Story
Jules Grandin, a woodsman, finds McRae,
a prohibition agent, seriously wounded. He
calls for help in taking care of him, from
Rose LeBarbe, sister to Ann, his sweetheart.
Unknown to Rose, her father is making daily
visits to the rum-runners’ secret storehouse.
When they discover that much of their goods
is missing, they determine to “get” him and
dispose of him, as they have of several others
in their way. McRae recovers from his wound
in time to be of service in saving the girls’
and Ann who has doublecrossed Jules,
repents and goes back to him.
McRae, of
course, has fallen in love with Rose.
father,

“Arabia”
Tom Mix a Fantastic
Invention with Plenty of Action
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Action is abundant in this latest vehicle
for Tom Mix.
“Arabia” is a fantastic invention that pays tribute to a wild imagination rather than to an understanding of
drama. It is distinctly representative of the
star’s recent offerings.
It has color, speed
and humor, but the story is lacking in
realisrn. There are certain audiences which
enjoy just the sort of relaxation which this
picture affords and to them the lack of
seriousness would be a point of appeal.
Desert scenes, sheik atmosphere and
Fox Production for

MOVING PICTURE
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mock

intrigue furnish the interest after one

A

freak
reel of tumult on a Western ranch.
of circumstances takes the hero to Arabia,
where to help out a friend, he impersonates
one of the rulers. The desert scenes, with
the exception of one or two striking shots,
are typical of what has recently been seen
on the screen, and the action, although
speedy, is somewhat obvious at times.

The riding is one of the best features.
There are splendid horses and they have
been handled skillfully so as to get the
most dashing effect. Tom Mix does his
most effective work in the latter scenes,
and here the interiors and exteriors of the
castle prove a spectacular background for
his stunts.

The

Ca.st

Tom Mix

Billy Evaii-s

Adams
Edmund Tcrhune. .George Hernandez
Xorman Selby
Pussy Eoot Boggs

Janice Terhnne

Claire

,%.rthur

.

Eddie Piel
Ralph Yearsley
Hector Sarno

Ibrahim Bulamar

Waldmar Terhune

Has.sou
Story by Tom Mix and Lynn Reynolds.
Scenario and IJirectlon by Lynn Reynolds.
Length, 4,44S feet.

.\li

Bradshaw
Lee Willard
Story and Direction by Harry Revier.
Scenario not Credited.
Length, .‘I.C02 feet.
The Story
Doctor Kramer, secretly married to Vivian
Collins, a favorite in a Broadway cabaret,
forces her to take part in his blackmailing
schemes. The latest of these victims is Tom
Bradshaw, in love with Vivian and anxious
to marry her. The Doctor knows that Bradshaw’s father will object and buy off Vivian.
His scheme is slow in working so he takes
advantage of the chance to rob Bradshaw’s
safe on the night of a masked ball when he
wears the same costume as Tom. Bradshaw
flnds him and in the struggle he kills Bradshaw. The son is blamed, but to shield him
Kramer’s wife says she is guilty and goes
to prison.
A girl detective who has been
watching the Doctor’s moves solves the riddle and he is convicted, while Tom falls in
love with his new benefactress.
Exploitation Angle.>s! Follow title and sell
this on the Broadway night life idea.

.ludf^e

“The Purple Dawn”
Love Scores As Chinese

Bessie

Billy Evans is surprised one day by Ibrahim Bulamar, who arrives in wild haste at
Ibrahim is fleeing from two
Billy’s ranch.
detectives whom his father in Arabia have
sent after him. He bargains with Billy to
take his car, swap clothes and promises to
adjust everything later after he has been

secretly married to his own little girl from
The scheme lands Billy in no
the Follies.
end of difficulties, takes him to Arabia where
he meets the girl he loves and saves her from
the Sultan. Ibrahim arrives in time to save
both of them from a terrible fate.
Exploitation .Vnglcs: Most Mix pictures

are easy to sell, This should be a cinch with
Mix in Arabia in the present craze for Sheik
pictures.
It will be effective to treat the
idea of Mix in a burnous in semi-kidding
style to match the general idea of the production, but play it hard to get it over to the
limit.

F.

B. O. Release, a

M adonna”

Highly Sophisticated

Drama Rich

in Audience Appeal
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Broadway

“The

Madonna”

is

rich

in

audience appeal. It is unusually attractive
to the eye and has a story that gets a firm
A
hold on the interest from the start.

charming new actress, Dorothy Revier,
makes the scenes definitely alluring.
a

Action starts with a cabaret scene that is
masterpiece in its soft and brilliant light-

The photographer and direcworked with an assured knowledge

ing effects.
tor have
of what

appealing. Miss Revier’s dance
the stellar feature here, a graceful introduction to a picture with revelry
and spectacle as one of its chief attractions.
The plot has to do with blackmailing in
high society. A doctor with designs upon
the bank-roll of a wealthy judge is secretly
married to a beautiful woman whom he
employs to win the judge’s son, and then
demand payment for keeping the affair out
of the papers. On the night of the masked
ball, the judge is murdered and this causes
a strange turn in events.
Harry Revier’s directing has brought out
the full spectacular value of the big scenes.
He seems to understand the relation between the emotional and pictorial arts and
gets some unusually successful effects. The
costume ball is one of the most distinguished
accomplishments and Miss Revier’s performance has been artistically handled. The
ending is not as might be expected, and may
not suit all that are sentimentally-inclined,
but it is an entirely consistent one.

number

is

is

The Cast
Vivian Collins

Tom Bradshaw
IJoetor

Kramer

Slinky llavis
Gloria

Thomas

Girl

In

November
woods
theme

for a

setting.

old.

Revier
Jack Connolly
Harry Van Meter
Eue-ene Bnrr
l)i»rothy

Iiianita

Hansen

“The Purple Dawn” constitutes a feature
that is well put together and with features
that combine to furnish worth-while entertainment.
However, it is Bessie Love’s
triumphant characterization of a beautiful
Chinese girl that wins most attention. The
story deals with the adventure of a young

who

sailor

is

unwittingly

involved

iu

smuggling scheme that almost results in
undoing at the hands of the Tongmen.

a
his

Bessie Love’s latest picture with the
advantage of every opportunity.
While the ending is anything but happy for
her, she is bound to add to her army of admirers, for she is sympathetic. However, a
retake of the ending making it more to the
liking of the feminine taste for happy conclusions will improve the picture considerably, although as it stands now it is artistic.
However, in the humble opinion of
the reviewer, the commercial value of the
picture can be greatly improved with this
slight and inexpensive alteration which certainly will not in any way mar the story. If
anything, it should strengthen it all around.
The cast is a brilliant one with Edward
Bert
Peil
as the tong leader shining.
Sprotte as the sea captain, Priscilla Bonner,
William Aldrich and the others all satisfy.
The direction is good throughout. It is a
good box office picture, which, when given a
happy ending, should be good for showing
at any house.
The Cast
The Chinese Kiri
Bessie Love
Ed^vard Piel
Tonji leader
•Sea Captain
Bert Sprotte
Boh
William E. Aldrich
His sweetheart
Priscilla Bonner
It

is

star taking

The

Story-

Bob, a young sailor, is unwittingly emHis
broglioed in a smuggling scheme.
“booty” is stolen by a tong leader, a rival to
the gang for which the stuff was smuggled.
He is brutally beaten, but escapes and
secures a position in a village store where he
falls in love with a pretty country lass.
Back in the city he left a Chinese girl who
loves him. The tong chief locates Bob and
he is brought back to the city, where he Is
severely beaten by the sea captain, who believes he has stolen the smuggled goods.
The girl is kidnapped. Bob is threatened
with death, but is saved by the Chinese girl,
who brings Bob and his sweetheart together,
while she, realizing the impossibility of her
love,

commits

suicide.

“Lonesome Corners”
A New

Angle to an Old Plot Presented by
Playgoers Featuring Edgar Jones
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Offering a somewhat new angle of story
interest, “Lonesome Corners” concerns the
solution of a social problem with the North

1922

Fundamentally, the

It is

many.

The

Reviewed by Roger Ferri

11,

the story of the society
man who marries an uncultured girl of the
country, but the author has undertaken a
different means of adjusting the difficulties
and here the chief interest lies.
Edgar Jones, director of the picture, plays
the important role of the friend in need.
Worried over the future happiness of the
bridal couple he steals the young wife and
carries her off to a secret place where for
one year he gives her a strict schooling in
how to be a lady. Then he returns her to
the husband.
The picture depends almost entirely on
novelty for its appeal. At times it seems too
improbable to be generally accepted. By
some mysterious means the husband, no
matter where he is, receives monthly notes
informing him of his wife’s welfare. These
notes are often amusing. The way of showing the passing of time, however, seems unconvincing with awkward breaks in the intervals.
Edgar Jones gives the most impressive performance, and Edna May Sperl
is a pretty type who should be appealing to
is

Charles R. Seeling Feature

The Story

“The Broadway

WORLD

Ca.i»t

Edgar Jones
Henry Van Banaen
Edna May Sperl

Grant Hamilton
Henry Warbiirton
.\ola

Fowler
Martha Forest

tValter Lewis

.lake

Lillian

Edgar Jones

-\n

Length.

Upon

visiting

Hamilton

Lorraine

I’rodnction.

4.(122

feet.

The Story
Henry Warburton and
Nola

his

too uneducated to please Henry. He foresees a serious
clash and determines to use his wits in helpbride,

finds that

is

ing prevent it. He steals Nola one night and
takes her to a secret cabin where with the
aid of Henry’s old governess teaches her the
manners of a lady. Henry is enraged but is
helpless.
He receives monthly notes from

Hamilton with mysterious messages about
At the end of a year
his wife's welfare.
Hamilton returns Nola, the perfect lady, to
her husband. She is so changed that Henry
feels that he has lost something really worth
while, but she soon proves that the year has
only increased her charm, and that she has
lost nothing.
Exploitation .Angles: Play up the big angle
of the story and drive it over strong.

“A

44-Calibre Mystery”

(Universal

— Western—Two

Reels)

of a series of Harry Carey WestIt was originally in three
ern re-issues.
reels and has been cut down to two, with
new sub-titles but retaining the same main
title.
It is a satisfactory short Western and
the action has been speeded up in re-cutting.
There is a good fight and an element of
mystery in the murder of a deputy. Harry
Carey as the sheriff finally solves the
mystery after he discovers that the man has
been killed with a 44-calibre pistol, while
the man who thought he did the deed only
has a 38-calibre pistol. C. S. S.

The

first

—

“The
(C.

B.

Spirit of ’23”
—Two Reels)

C. -Comedy

This is one of the best of the Hallroom
Boys comedies which are distributed on the
state right market by C. B. C. It is snappy
and filled with rapid-fire stuff which will
get laughs.

Particularly

is

this

true

when

they meet a girl whose father is an amateur magician. They attend a seance and
stay all night in the house, meetings with
all sorts of comedy experiences with spooks,
Finally they manage to
skeletons, etc.
escape only to be captured by a man with
a court summons who has waited all night
Hallroom Boys
outside to catch them.
fans will be highly pleased with this offering.
In the first of the picture Percy
pulls some of the stunt stuff at the top of
a cliff, which is similar to his stunts in
previous films, and which should register

well— C.

S.

S.
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of Short Subjects

finds herself sinking in quicksands. “Speed,” in seeking to rescue her, is
imprisoned under a tree felled by a bolt of
lightning.

which Lucy

productions of
couple of two-reel
widely different appeal top the list of Pathe

'

i

They
releases for week of November 12.
are “Hook, Line and Sinker,” starring Snub
Pollard, and “The Drifter,” another of the
Range Rider series of westerns starring Leo
Maloney. The Pollard comedy gets a lot
of fun out of a free-for-all fishing contest,
with everybody, including the fish, wor'--ing
against the hero, who finally triumphs. The
Leo Maloney offering presents the star as
the down-and-out champion of a mother
and daughter who are victimized by a
crooked real estate dealer who is also an
assayer of precious metals. He soons finds
himself in the midst of spirited action and
hand-to-hand encounters and in the end rehabilitates himself.
The

'

“Speed,”
reaches its

serial,

Hutchinson,

The current Hal Roach comedy is “Washed
Ashore,” which shows_ Paul Parrott in a
laughable adventure with the “South Sea
Island Whooplesnips.” A mutinv, a romance
and several other interesting things happen
to the hero.

One Century Comedy Stars Lee Moran
While Another Has Dog and Monkey Cast
‘

1

1

I

a goat and
out and Pal
meets a flapper, whose wealthy father makes
him an aerial policeman who saves the
Pal marries the flapper,
store from thugs.
a black dog acting as minister.

Century Film Company, releasing through
Universal, announces that since the success
of “Mutts,” a dog comedy, exhibitors have
been asking for another comedy of this
kind; and in response A1 Herman has produced “Just Dogs,” with a cast composed
exclusively of dogs, with the exception of
little Joe, a monkey.
Joe is leading man.
Pal is an aerial policeman. Camisole is the
Slicker, Peaches the father and Mary is
the flapper.
The antics of these four-footed players
are said to be unusually clever, warranting
special exploitation and appropriate press
sheets have been prepared by Universal.
The story shows Pal as a hobo. Joe tries
to

waken him by performing

tricks.

then cooks breakfast,
They
catches a fish.

milks

start

Another attractive Century comedv is
“American Plan,” starring Lee Moran. The
comedy and tragedy of life in a boarding
house are travestied, Moran appearing as
He uses a trick Ford
the landlady’s pet.
which performs some unusual stunts, and,
of course, the star meets with all kinds of
humorous experiences.
The cast of this comedy includes Blanche
Payson as the landlady and Betty May as
Moran’s sweetheart.

He

and

Serials

New Snooky Films
John Rounan, owner of Snooky “The
Humanzee,” announces a new series of
six two-reel
comedies featuring this
chimpanzee film favorite. Snooky will
be ably supported being assisted by
Tom and Jerry,, other well known
monkey actors, and the entire zoo
owned by John Rounan Productions,

Inc.

The

production of the new series
“A Jungle Romeo.” In this

first

be

will

“Bees in His Bonnet” is the Harold Lloyd
reissue for the week, in which the star is
master of ceremonies at a fashion show,
with mannekins in curtained booths. Snub
Pollard and Bebe Daniels nearly drive him
crazy, but his chance for revenge comes.
“The Crowded Street,” a pictorial based
on William Cullen Bryant’s poem, is a feature of Pathe Review 181, which contains
several other interesting subjects.

starring
Charles
fourth episode in

Program

the

Pathe List for November 12 Includes
Maloney and Pollard in Two-Reelers
A

185

Snooky

will play nine different character
This film was produced by the
Jungle Film Company. One of the important parts in this production will be
taken by a lion.

parts.

Offers

New

Series of

*^Out of InkwelF*
series of Max Fleisher’s smgle
“Out of the Inkwell” comedies, is announced for distribution on the state right
market by M. J. Winkler, of 220 West Fortysecond street. New York, who controls the
rights for the United States and Canada.
This series comprises thirteen comedies, and

The second

reel,

are declared to be unusually clever, humorous and entertaining. According to the New
York Times: “In the field of animated comedies there has been nothing better than
Fleisher’s ‘Out of the Inkwell’ drawings.”
These subjects will be released one each

month and have been shown by such theatres as the Rivoli and Rialto, New York,
and the entire Fox and Loew circuits.

A

Comic Scene

Pathe News,

in

its

current issue No.

86,

two popular national characters
doing an impromptu comedy act upon the
pictures

Educational Furnishes Snappy Cuts
Suitable for Showman^s Ad Lay-outs
An advance

the exploitation of short
in the helps furnished by
Educational Film Exchanges, on two-reel
comedies of the new season’s series.
Press sheets on all two-reel comedies, including the Christie Comedies, Hamilton
subjects

I

i

is

in

shown

Comedies and Mermaid Comedies, show
comic sketches which are provided through
the Educational exchanges in electrotype or
mat form for use in local newspaper advertising.

These cuts are made without lettering, so
that they can be kept as small as possible.
Whatever the size or style of an exhibitor’s
advertising layout, one of these small cuts
can be placed in it, and the exhibitor can
have the printer set his announcement
around the cut. Catch lines providing material for such announcements are shown on
the same page of the press sheet.
Illustrated herewith are four of these cuts,
prepared for the subjects named below.

occasion of the luncheon given to General
Pershing at New Orleans by the American
Legion. The noted men whom the camera
portrays in a comic situation are General
Pershing and Judge Landis.

Directed by Smith
Dumb Waiters” is the title of the
sixth of the new Hallroom Boys’ Comedies,
which has just been received at the New
York offices of C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation for distribution to the state right market.
This comedy, which was directed by Noel
Mason Smith, features Sid Smith and
George Williams. According to Producer
Harry Cohn, this comedy proved one of the
most successful of the Hallrooms ever previewed on the Coast.
“The

Estabrook Promoted
Howard Estabrook, who
Booking

Offices of

—

(Christie),

“High Power” (Mermaid), “The Edu-

cator” (Hamilton), and “Blazes” (Mermaid).

joined the Film
this spring, has

in charge of sales promotion
of F. B. O. features and short
subjects and has also been made manager
of the newly formed Educational Entertainment Service.

been placed

Electros such as Educational supplies for exhibitors’ use. Left to right “Choose Your Weapons”

America

of a

number
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Fox Offers An Attractive Autumn List
of Al St John and Sunshine Comedies
Among

attractive ofTerings of Fox
Film Corporation for Fall release are two
series of comedies, the Al St. John specials
and several new Sunshine comedies, all of
which are announced as exceptional laughgetters.
The first four of the Al St. John comedies
have been completed. The first one, “All
Wet,” has already been released and is being well received.
In addition to many
funny gags, it also has a real story and is

the

interspersed with thrills.
The second is
“The City Chap.” It is described as a distinct novelty for St. John, who discards his
usual portrayal of a bucolic youth and appears as a city chap; it is a combination of
slap-stick and satire.
“Out of Place” is the third one, and is set
for November 19 release, in which the star
appears among the chickens of a cabaret,
instead of a farm, and demonstrates that

he is a good dancer. No release date has
been set for the fourth, “False Alarm,”
which will probably reach exhibitors about
January 1.
The series of Sunshine comedies for release
during the next six months includes “The
Haunted House,” October 29; “The Ranch

Romeo,” November 12; “Cupid’s Elephant,’’
November 26; “The Fresh Heir,” December
10; “A Poor Fish,” December 24, and a

comedy

yet

unnamed

January 7th

for

re-

lease.

claimed that these comedies top anything the Fox Company has made in the
versatility of the subjects, productions and
stories
with genuine entertainment and
laughs.
Beside the old favorite there are
also many new faces in the casts. Fox Sunshine comedies have proven popular not only
throughout the United States but in foreign
countries as well.
It is

Novemt>er

with

“Hodge Podge”
—
—

IN THIS ISSUE

gram

well

is

Sense

and

described

in

named and a sub-title “Some
Some Nonsense” correctly
the first two issues which were

Chop Suey (Educational)
Drifter, The (Pathe)

shown
real

for review. If you are looking for a
novelty, something entirely different

Forty-Four Caliber Mystery (Universal)
Fire-Fighters,

from anything you have shown, we can
these. There is such an unusual

recommend

combination of material that it is hard to
describe the contents, but each consists of
unusual scenics which are highly entertaining and instructive, humorous animated
cartoon work, clever trick photography.
The first issue shows a combination of
trick photography and cartoon work, the
difficulty of a

follows

a

;

Then there is a section of titled
news reel which has some
unique camera work. Another section is a
burlesque of a news reel done with animated
Switzerland.

film depicting a

cartoons.
There is also an interesting
motion picture section showing how sea
elephants are captured and shipped to the
zoos.
The reel ends with a clever and
humorous cartoon section which is a burlesque on military maneuvers which will
get many laughs.
Altogether, these two
issues are highly enjoyable. C. S. S.

—

“A Model Messenger”
(Universal-Comedy

number

— One

Reel)

of the serial of single reel

comedies starring Lewis Sargent he is commissioned to deliver a life-size model of a
lady and thinking to make the boys envious
he goes joy riding where they can see him.
Of course he gets in bad with his girl and
also with the boss; he has to work that
night as a punishment and gets into more

when

the girl finds him helping another girl to elope, but all is finally straightened out satisfactorily. There is considerable good humor in this reel and it should
prove particularly pleasing to the children.

trouble

— C.

S.

Mud

A

S.

“The

Drifter”

—

Pathe Western Two Reels
This latest of the Leo Maloney series is
up to the standard of the others. In other
words, it is exceptionally good entertainment in -compact form. “The Drifter” is an
adventurer who suddenly discovers gold on

Mermaid

Power,” which Jack White has completed
one of the most photographed girls in the world. Selected by the
raisin growers of California as the prettiest
and most typical girl she has visited every
state but one and in important cities was
the subject of photographic contests held by
leading newspapers, prizes being offered for
the best photographs of her. Her likeness
appears on every package of “Sun Maid”
raisins, and her face is known all over the
world.

“Mud and Sand”
Feet)
—Comedy —

(Metro

2,500

a crackerjack

broad with considerable
and those who have not
seen the feature should enjoy it on its own
merit,

(Universal)

and a
ling.

for

is

stuff

it

contains

remainder of the cast
claim, and in having it assayed, comes
across a crooked land shark who victimizes
widows and orphans in his dealings. The
plot gives the hero a chance for chivalrous
action and now and then a bit of effective
comedy. There is a clever twist at the end
where the land shark meets the boomerang
of his own misdeeds.
M. K.
his

—

It

is

a

“Chop Suey”
—Comedy— Two

Reels)

Dorothy Devore has the leading role in
this two-reel Christie comedy distributed by
Educational.
It
is
a farce comedy with
Chinese atmosphere and deals with an
American girl who has been to China, and
who masquerades as a Chinese girl to help
out a girl friend. For various reasons nearly
everybody in the cast disguise themselves
as Chinese and all kinds of complications
result.
It is a satisfactory comedy of the
Christie type with a lot of humorous situations which will bring laughs. C. S. S.

—

Fire Fighter”

— Comedy —Two

Bootlegging and the village
are

comedy
series.

in

resources
this

There

for
latest of
is

Reels)
fire

depart-

some excellent
the Pop Tuttle

almost

inexhaustible

amusement with everything from

a chuckle

Although the small town fire
department has been burlesqued countless
times on the screen, there is so much novelty
in this, and it is so well done, that it is still
to

a

roar.

Nosey Nichols,
discovers that his
still
is
on fire.
The delays before Pop
Tuttle and his fire squad, headed by Tillie,
the strong woman, finally get to the scene
of need, provoke a great deal of irresistible
comedy. M. K.
rich in entertainment value.

the

official

—

bootlegger,

hearty laughs

entirelj' satisfactory.

—C.

S.

S.

“The Haunted House”
(Fox —Comedy—Two Reels)
In this.
that keeps

Fox has an ingenious comedy
up a rapid pace of successful

shows a

versatile imagination,
the efforts are not distinguished, it will be generally popular because
deserted
of the constant variety of action.
hotel is re-populated by an enterprising
couple and better times are in sight until
This is
the manufacture of spooks start.
Desparate Dan’s method of scaring the
guests so that he can make a big haul.
Miss \'an Pyre, an attractive lady in black,
adds a decorative touch to the scenes of
skirmish. The comedy is a Sunshine and
provides good entertainment. M. K.

and even

(Educational

is

Metro production.

slapstick.

ment

many

lot of bits that will keep 3'ou chuckStan Laurel, the star, does excellent

work throughout as Rhubarb Vaselino, the
toreador, whose experience as a bull fighter
The
furnishes the theme for the picture.

Spirit of ’23 (C. B. C.)

“The

comedy

that should
please almost every audience. It is a burlesque on a highly successful feature “Blood
and Sand” and those who have seen that
feature will enjoy it immensely because of
the clever manner in which the scenes, sets
and situations have been handled. It is a
true burlesque and the director deserves
credit for the remarkable fidelity with which
he has followed the original productions,
twisting the principal scenes w’ith good
is

knock-about

and Sand (Metro)

(F. B. O.

Now

for Educational.
Miss Oliver is

comedy effect.
The comedy

truly

automobile this is animated cartoon work.
The second issue starts with a novel combination of silhouette cartoon work and
motion pictures and shows winter sports in

In this

(F. B. O.)

Hook, Line and Sinker (Pathe)

Model Messenger,

cameraman

in filming Niagara,
beautiful scenic of
Niagara Falls in winter with the surrounding scenery coated with ice. Another section cleverly satarized the making of an

then

The

Haunted House, The (Fox)
Hodge Podge (Educational)

1922

Violet Oliver, known as the “Sun Maid”
girl of California, will henceforth be known
as the Mermaid girl, as she makes her screen
debut in the Mermaid comedy, “High

Here

(Educational Novelty One Reel)
This latest addition to Educational’s pro-

Maid^^ Girl

''Sun

11,.

It

if

all

A

—

“Hook, Line and Sinker”

—

—

Pathe Comedy Two Reels
is a wealth of good comedy material
in this Snub Pollard subject, and it has been
utilized with full appreciation. It has enough
laughs to make it well worth while on any
program. The well-known trjfing adventure
of waiting for the fish to bite has been burlesqued to the farthest degree, and all the
bad luck that besets the hopeful fisherman
-Ml
in this case proves amazingly funny.
kinds of fish, human and othenvise, conspire
to get him into a state of emotional upBut in spite of the powers against
heaval.
him, he comes off triumphant, winning pubM.
lic adulation and the first prize.

There

—

K

Additional Reviews on
Short Subjects Can Be Found
on Page 184
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RO J% E CTI ON
F.H. RICHARDSON

of

Apprentice and Union

Notice

have often been astonished that up to
time unions have taken such slight interest in a matter of paramount importance
the
to them, no matter ho-w viewed, viz
I

P

this

m

and shall have passed a thorough examination, if a resident of the state, or shall have
produced proof that he has done that which
the officials consider a fair equivalent and
be able to pass examination, if he be from
another state. It is, of course, provided that
those projecting motion pictures within the
state at the time of adoption of the rule or
law be excepted, though they shall be reexamined.
Exhibitors Should

Welcome

It

Exhibitors of sound business judgment
should not and will not oppose this. On the
contrary they should and will heartily wel-

come

because they are, in the last
worst sufferers of all through
incompetency in the projection room.
I know of nothing more foolish
than to
suppose that incompetency is cheap because it is cheap in purchase price wage
it,

analysis, the

—

INCOMPETENCY IS ALWAYS EXpNSIVE T9 THE EXHIBITOR. no matter
how cheap

it
may be in purchase price
lower the purchase price wage
the more expensive it is likely to be, because low \yage sets up no incentive to

—

also the

excell.

It

kills

ambition.
the projection
room
cuts many ways.
It is nothing short of
that so many exhibitors who seem
otherwise good business men, fail to realize that the man they get
“cheap” because

Incompetency

all

in

he lacks intelligence, knowledge and
skill
to earn more (and that is usually
the ONLY
reason for a man working cheaply),
is
really one of the most expensive
things in
all

their establishments.
only does his

Not

incompetency

cost
heavily in added operating expense,
but also
(and more important) in loss of
box office
revenue by reason of decrease in attractiveness of the “show.”

on our columns

is

abreast

with

the

times

It

the

in

years.

Of course it is to be expected that some
of the unthinking exhibitors and managers
will object, claiming that such action will
tend to restrict the supply of available men

easy.

all

Uncommon

an

motor generator

on the part of the projectionist. It is not
all an uncommon thing to find an expensive motor generator set which should
have been in excellent condition after five
or six years use, practically ruined in a
year or two through lack of intelligent care,

at

use of unsuitable oils and lack of
knowledge in the matter of damage done
by slowly disintegrating cement floor sur-

the

face.
It is no unusual thing to find expensive
projectors shot to pieces for similar reasons, in a time which should have shown

almost no wear at all.
It is no exaggeration to say that incompetency in projection rooms is costing hundreds upon hundreds upon
theatres anywhere from

DOLLARS

DAY

and thus increase wages.
Granted this may to some extent be true,
what of it? The good Lord knows there
is urgent need for exactly that same thing.
One reason why we have so much incompetency is that exhibitors do not make
competency worth while, or evince much
willingness to encourage it by making it a
financial object.
Such a policy is of the
“penny wise and pound foolish” variety. It
is saving at the spigot and wasting at the

bung

hundreds

of

ONE TO FIFTY

A
by reason of the fact
that through such incompetency the attractiveness of the show suffers.
I do not propose to say that the serving
of an apprenticeship will entirely cure all
this.
As a matter of fact it will not,
surely not even the most dense will ques-

BUT

tion the proposition that the serving of an
apprenticeship of reasonable time (even
most ordinary trades require from two to
three years) will increase the competency

hole.

my

opinion the unions simply stand in
light by failing or refusing to
work for an apprenticeship requirement.
The stock objection is that there are already too many projectionists, which objection is perhaps well founded, but does
the union for a moment suppose that failure to have an apprenticeship requirement
limits the supply?
In
their

uncommon thing to find
set delivering something
like 45 per cent, efficiency, instead of between sixty and seventy per cent., within
two months of its installation, due entirely
to lack of knowledge and intelligent care
not at

me

Mind you that is very crude, and designed
only to outline the mere idea. The wording could be vastly improved, and when
the one year apprenticeship has been well
established it should be extended to two

It is impossible to set the latter forth in
convincing detail, because the exhibitor who
cannot or does not realize that punk projection- lowers
the attractiveness of his
show, hence decreases his box office income, is not a man one can ever hope to
convince by argument.
In the matter of
operating expense, however, the matter is

It is

to

commonest kind

the jurisdiction of this union, except those
now members of this union, who has not
served a bonafide apprenticeship of one year,
if a resident of territory within the jurisdiction of this union, or who shall produce proof
that he has projected pictures in theatres for
at least two years if from other territory.

.

Not

in-

Stage Employees and Moving Machine Operators of the United States and Canada
(Whew! Some name, if you awsk me)
should itself inaugurate and demand an apprenticeship requirement. In my judgment
there should be a clause in every union
contract reading something like this
There shall be no man employed within

progressive projectionists.
Do your work
guess.”
“Don’t
RIGHT. Price, fifty cents, stamps.
World,
Picture
Address
Moving
either 516 Fifth Ave., New York City,
or 28 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago,

more

and

that, just as a plain matof common sense,
International Alliance of Theatrical

seems

ter of the

knowledge and in your methods.
Tne lens chart (two in one, 11x17
inches, on heavy paper for framing)
is
in successful use by hundreds of

111

field,

Position of Unions

THE LENS CHART

keep

entering the projection
very greatly too.

it

such

that published replies to questions

Are You Working by “Guess” or Do
You Employ Up-to-Date Methods?
You demand that your employer keep
his equipment in good order and up to
date.
He owes it both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe it to him
to

men

crease

All

cannot be guaranteed under two
la
or three weeks.
If quick action
desired remit four cents, stamps, and
we will send carbon copy of department reply as soon as written.
For special replies by mail on matter which, for any reason, cannot be
replied to
through our department
remit one dollar.

:

apprenticing of projectionists.
I have hopes of getting at least one real
apprenticeship law passed in the not disI became deeply interested
tant future.
clearing up the situation prevailing in a cerAfter conferences
tain state last summer.
with state officials I submitted a draft of
suggested laws and rules, most of which
the said officials a'pproved after some time
consumed in study of them. The matter is
now in process of working out.
It has resolved itself largely into a question of what can be legitimately handled
through “rules” promulgated by the Department of State Police, and what can be
gotten through a Legislature composed of
politicians, who know little or nothing about
such matters, and perhaps care less, not
realizing the damage which may be done
through incompetency in a matter like the
reproduction of motion pictures, upon which
such a very large percentage of the people
of today depend for their theatrical entertainment.
I
have suggested a real apprenticeship,
although I only dared suggest a one-year
term, whereas it should have been two.
I
have proposed that no license shall be issued
to project pictures before paying audiences
unless the applicant shall have served an
actual, bonafide apprenticeship of one year,

RESSURE

to

own

Think Again
If SO,
then the union needs to think
again. Quite the contrary, the no-apprenticeship increases the supply. The wantsto-be just simply gets a job in some small
theatre outside the jurisdiction of the union,
or “goes to school.”
He then obtains a
“license” from an examining board which
knows little about projection, and appears
on the scene with a wide and somewhat
derisive grin, an abundance of gall and a
splendid stock of incompetency, sets himself up as a menace to unions and union
conditions unless he be admitted to “the
fold.”
Does any one dispute this?
Were the apprenticeship proposition put
forward by the I. A. as I have suggested,
the exhibitor, as a general proposition,
would object, but in the end he would find
it
to put ten dollars into his pocket for
every one it might possibly cost him through
advance in wages if it did the latter at all.
In the end he would benefit, even as he
has benefited by everything which has
tended to raise the level of the reproduction of the motion picture upon his screen.
Any abnormal restriction of the field by
an apprenticeship or anything else is just

—
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pure nonsense. The plumbers, bricklayers
and nearly every other trade requires an
apprenticeship, and have for years, yet there
is an abundance of mechanics.
The lawyer and doctor certainly have to
serve a gruelling apprenticeship, and have
a

are

there

yet

license,

plenty

of

Get Cash For

is

it

Inch Advertisement in the “For
Sale” Column of the Moving Picture
World Will Move It. And An Inch
Costs But

FIVE DOLLARS

Lexington,
information as to comparative results of what he now has and
Shivers,

C.

Projectionist,

wants

Mazda. He asys
I come to you for information on Mazda
projection.
Want a comparison of what I
now have with what I would get with Mazda.
Like myself the manager is uninformed
as to Mazda projection.
We now use A. C. from a 220 volt supply,
through a Hallberg Economizer, with 60 amperes at the arc.
Projection distance is 87
and picture is 13 feet 1 inch wide.
Screen is plaster wall coated with oxide of
feet

zinc.

The projector

optical train is according to
lens chart. Projection lens working distance
is 3% inches and free diameter 1.51 inches.
Some loss of light, don't you think?

Without changing screen do you think we
duplicate present screen results with
Mazda? Of course, we would use the No. 2
Please be explicit, as the
lens with Mazda.
manager wants detailed information, and so

can

do

I.

Handbook Fine
Oh, yes! Forgot to say that I have received
the new handbook, and that to say the least
As an afterthought,
it is a very fine work.
will you explain all about the new aspherical
condenser. We want to know how it is constructed,

its

advantages and everything

in

full.

Deliver the Goods
the aspherical condenser, I cannot
tell you as to its construction because I’ve
never, to date, seen one of them, except in
operation, and have not examined them intimately. I do know, however, that they certainly do deliver the goods.
They give a
sharp, round spot, and reduce light loss very
greatly. They are “the candy kid,” to this
time, in Mazda condensers.
As to a comparison well, it is a hard subject to handle because so very much depends upon the ability and carefulness of
the projectionist himself.
To get 100 per cent results from Mazda
it is absolutely essential that the apparatus
be exactly and precisely in line throughout
meaning that if the light source be off the
optical axis by even so little as l-16th of an
inch the results will be very unsatisfactory
and there will be heavy decrease in screen
illumination large light loss.
Then, too,
unless the projectionist handles his light
source carefully and intelligently there is
likely to be unnecessary decrease in life of

Hamilton
Projectionists’
Motion Picture

Union

-As

Richardson,
Mp. P. H.
616 ?lfth
B6« lorlc City.
0. S, A.
Y.,

1922

the lamp filament, which same will “increase
inversely with the square of the lack of care
and intelligence,” as it were.
You will find very complete information
with regard to Mazda in the new handbook,
and that information is fully illustratd.

to

—

—

you may be assured: Given ptoper
care and careful adjustment and attention,
you should and can fully duplicate your
present screen result with Mazda. While the
Of

this

be so powerful, it will nevertheless be more restful and pleasing to the
eye, and the illumination will be absolutely
steady and unchanging from start to finish
of the show.
I do not care to advise in such matters,
because so very much depends upon the
individual who will handle the equipment
upon the individual ideas of the individual who manages the theatre.
I
have
stood beside two theatre managers, both of
them at least fairly competent managers,
who were loo’<ing at a demonstration of
Mazda, and have heard one of them enthuse
over the result, w'hile the other pronounced
light will not

AND

it

unsatisfactory.

These variations
exist, and it makes

and

opinions
to adPersonally I would not hesitate to
vise.
make the change, because I believe you,
friend Shivers, will get good results from
the equipment as soon as you get acquaintin

it

ideas

very

difficult

ed with it.
The saving as against sixty amperes A. C.
You probably use
very considerable.
is
about 2,500 watts now, counting transformer
losses. With the Mazda you would use only
about 900 watts at most, plus transformer

Carbon consumption and lamp relosses.
placement would probably balance pretty
well.

about

This system is to be strongly recommended InasmucI; as it
prevents the passing over of some important point which
might otherwise be overloolced or not heeded sufficiently if
the matter were printed in uniform type.

Another feature of the new edition which
we cornnend is the question section at the back of the book.
This section finds favor because it enables a projectionist
to take an inventory of his stock of knowledge and if there
should be a question which he cannot answer, instead of
finding the answer directly appended to the question he Is
directed to the page wherein the answer will be found.
This system of looking for an answer makes him also read
the whys and wherefores of the answer, a method which is
certainly beneficial. The question section is also valuable
as a minute index of the contents of the book.
ootplter lit -1922.

11,

Give Proper Care

-An

Comparison
F.

November

EQUIPMENT

sadly needed.

Nebraska,

It

SELL YOUR OUTGROWN

them.

Fear of restriction and scarcity of men is
just pure piffle.
It amounts to nothing at
all, but even if it did I would be for it because

WORLD

The various chapters dealing with equipment used in projection, its maintenance and theory of operThe subject matter Is
ation leave nothing to be desired.
all written in an understandable way and technical problems
which the old-time "operator" thought he would never be able
to understand now appear so clear that the average man would
be ashamed to admit that he could not comprehend them.

Sorry, friend Shivers,
could care to say.

but

that

is

all I

Hamilton
Local Says"You Should
iHave It "i
^

.

The section dealing with 'lazda Lamp
Projection is the best collection of data on that tonic that
I have yet seen and the information on the Eigh Intensity
Arc Lamp la also very full and complete.

Bear Sir and Brother:

Projection.

„

you no jof *,ro“o?yoir“HindJ=olc
.wnboro of this Onion ''•5''”‘.f°‘’“rtot, hocouas. hsTl^
that it
before It had been
yoving Picture World
In the Mo
prooodasouranoee
read your
to bo eomo booh,
Sould be far
!t"te
In
« fifths beet
IL edition, they felt that
of their publication.
.

f/ojrtlSnTanlSoSirat

the tine

If I were to continue extolling the
merits of the Handbook it would require a volume almost as
large as the Handbook to contain all that I could say in its
favor but I must content myself by saying that for an understandable book that really covers the field of motion picture
projection the Fourth Edition of the Handbook of Projection
cannot be beaten.

The members of this Union, including
myself. Join in congratulating you on the success of your
efforts in compiling the new edition and sincerely th^k
you for striving to raise the profession of motion picture
projection to a higher state of perfection.

'“°?arne‘^re^reoa°iL?J‘’c"nl2ne,

P®"
aone time and they
In a le^
ae well as my own
“drembSLrJf the jew

ycu
y?S. which letter
neoeeeary to

Zl

pro%rtlcntit!’'“‘
upon projection
?Srrcre'whc may depend
for their llyellhood.
r
in inching
which JPP'^JJ
important paragraphe.
find one feature
empheela.
-Sob regulr. special

S^ir!'aiS St

tbr^

l'SSSfe‘“a^°d“p;rtrea

Veil, Ur. Richardson. 1 guess that I will
not take up any more of'your time in handing you bouquets,
much as I would like to do so, but will close by wishing you
the beet of health and happiness and we all trust that you
will be long spared to keep up the good work which you are
doing.

yours elnoerely and fraternally,

d

President/^

Richardson's

HandboolL of

—

Projection
Price - $6.00
Chalmers FHib.Co.
516 Fifth Ave. N.Y.
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CURRENT AND ADVANCE FILM RELEASES
Together with Index to Reviews and Consensus of Trade Paper Criticisms.

AMERICAN RELEASING
Review
the Big Snows
The Hidden Woman
Men’s Law and God’s
fan of

The Three Buckaroos
The Mohican’s Daughter.

Curwood Prod
Nanuet Prod
Finis Fox Prod

Sept. 2
Sept. 16

Aug.
Aug.

Consensus
Nov. 4

Footage
4,549
5.000
5,000
5.000

12
12

Balshofer Prod
Taylor Prod. Sept. 30

5,^
5,^

...S, E. V.

Me and My Gal
The Amazing Lovers

Welsh-Pearson Prod.Aug.
Jans

26

Pr^-

Louise DuPre
The Proof of Innocence
Dustin Farnum
The Trail of the Axe
Jans Prod
Man and Woman
Dolores Cassinelli
The Challenge
Russell Simpson
Fools of Fortune
Dirigi Prod.
Timothy’s Quest
Davis-Chaudet
Fool’s of Fortune
Frothingham
The Woman He Loved
ueen of the Moulin Rouge. Pyramid Prod
George Beban
?he Sign of the Rose
Pyramid
When the Desert Calls
Jans
Man and Woman
Dolores Cassinelli
The Challenge
The Pillagers
The House of Solomon
Flapper Love
Mary Anderson
Bluebird Jr
Hugh Dierker
The Other Side
Sacramento Prod
The Deerslayer
Seena
Owen
At the Cross Roads
Chester Bennett
Belle of Alaska
Martin Johnson
Jungle Adventures

Qct. 21
Qct. 7

TO

5,

5,TO

TO
5, TO
5,

Aug.

19
Sept. 23

6.TO

Aug.
Aug.

....Sept. 30

16
19

-

Aug

5

The Dictator
Tile Bonded Woman

Wallace Reid
Betty Compson

26

You

Believe

Neva Gerber
Roy Stewart
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons

Why

Follow

The

Now

Not

Me

Janitor’s

Oct. 21

4,505
5,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

Wife

2,^
Billie

Rhodes

Roy Stewart
Neva Gerber

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

Jack Hoxie
William Fairbanks ...Nov.

Two-Fisted Jefferson
Peaceful Peters

4,622
5,785
4.995

26
19
19
Sept. 16

4564
4,690

4

When

the Devil Drives.

Grandma’s Boy

Till

We Met

Harold Lloyd

12

.Florence Vidor

9

•

...

....July 29

...

...

4,932
4,627

...

4,.377

.

.

.

...

.Leah Baird

2 ...

...

Mae Marsh

4 ....

5,200
5,708

On

the High Seas
The Ghost Breaker

Clarence
The Impossible Mrs. Bellew. Gloria Swanson

Twice a Week

Rapid Fire

Mermaid
Mermaid
Mermaid

Toonerville Trials

Toonerville

The One Man Reunion
A Vandal in Bohemia

Bruce

Toonerville Topics

Toonerville

The Empty House
Lookout Below
The Copper Beeches
Torchy’s Nut Sunday
The Yellow Face
Treasure Bound
Torchy’s Feud
That Son of a Shiek

Sherlock Holmes

Pardon My Glove
A Ring Tail Romance

The Devilish Dragon
The Speeder
The Blanket Stiff
Let ’Er Run
Tiger of San Pedro
Fresh Fish
The Priory School
The Skipper’s Sermon
Man vs. Beast
Solitary Cyclist

Ocean Swells

The

First Flivver

Mermaid
Sherlock Holmes

Aug. 26
Aug. 26
Aug. 26
Aug. 19

Johnny Hines
Sherlock Holmes

Mermaid
Johnny Hines
Christie
Christie

Campbell
Tony Sarg
Hamilton
Bruce

Sept. 16
Sept. 9
Sept. 23
Sept. 9

Sept. 23
Sept. 23
Christie
Sept. 30
Drama
Sept. 30
Comedy
Oct. 7
Drama
Oct. 14
Toonerville Comedy.. Oct. 14
Louis Shuman
Oct. 21
Sherlock Holmes
Oct. 28
Christie
Oct. 28
Tony Sarg
Oct. 28

Blazes

Jack White
Christie

The Steeplechaser

.Special

Mermaid

Nov. 4
Nov. 4
Feb. IS
Oct. 7

Woman Who Walked

The Eyes

of the

Law

of the

Mummy...

While Satan Sleeps
South of Suva
The Man Unconquerable

For the Defense

.Tune 17

June

Thomas Meighan

June

July 8

Pola Negri
Aug.
Jack Holt
July
Mary Miles Minter..Tuly
Jack Holt
July
Ethel Clayton
May

24
19
8
1

29
6

.July

24

2Z

July 8

Aug.
Aug.

5
19

Walker

Special

May

at ’Em
The Wreckage

Doris

Aug.

26

6.7W

5,000

July 22

Aug. 12
Aug. 5
Aug. 19
Aug. 26
Aug. 12

6,744
7,505
7,235
6,244
6,249

M9l

Sept. 9
Sept. 16
Oct. 7
Sept. .10
Sept. 30

6909
7,062
9,061
5,870
7,177
7,696
6,095

Oct. 21

...Nov. 4

Sept. 30
Oct. 14
Sept. 23
Oct. 28

7,518

Nov.

11,618
5,050
5,130
6,146
7,155

Oct. 21

4

Colleen of the Pines
The Kick-Jlack
Their First Vacation
Such Is Life at a Dutch
County Fair
Hound of the Baskervilles

Jane Novak
Harry Carey
Carter DeHaven

Entertaining the Boss
Is Life in

Aug.

19

July 29
Aug. 19

Sept. 9

Travelaugh

Twin Husbands
De Haven
Such Is Life in Amsterdam
Pop Tuttle’s Clever Catch.. Dan Mason
If I Were Queen
Ethel Clayton
Such
don

July 8
July 15
July 22

4537
5600

6126
4580

Special

.Carter

DeHaven

July 15

Aug.

5

Sept. 2
26

Aug.

Sept. 23
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Sept. 30
Oct. 14
Oct. 28

4738
5000
2,000

Oct. 28

Nov.

4

4,900
2,000
1.000
2,000
5,955
2,000

Nov.

4

1,000

Busy LonTravelaugh

One Gear

New York

Sennett Prod
Stahl Prod
Buster Keaton
Kath. MacDonald
Neilan Prod

Call

His Wife’s Relations
Fool’s First

The Half Breed

Morosco Prod
Morosco Prod

McGee

Slippery

Charles
Charles

Ray
Ray

June
June

May

3
10

June

17

July 8

6

June

17

July 8
July 1

July 29

July 29

July IS

Maurice Tourneur.... Oc. 21
Dorothy Phillips
Aug. 5
Post
Aug. 26
Katherine MacDonald. Aug. 26
Anita Stewart
Aug. 19
Constance Talmadge.Sept. 9

Hurricane’s Gal

/i.OOO

Dorothy Dalton

May

Johnnie

Name

Loma Doone

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Alone
Our Leading Citizen

5,257
5,486
5,221

6,292
7,450
2,000
5,192
5,773
5,484
6,000
4,716

Bellboy 13

1,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
2.000
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2.000
2,000
1,000
2.000
2.000
1,000

Sherlock Holmes

Choose Your Weapons
The Enchanted City

The

Doris

My Dad

Alias Julius Caesar

Ktnograms
Danger
Poor Boy

26
12

FILM BOOKING OFFICE OF AMERICA
The Understudy

Smudge

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.

The

Marion Davies
Dorothy Dalton
Wallace Reid
Wallace Reid

Domestic Relations

...

Again

Aug.
Aug.

in

Flower

Crossroads of

...
..

Footage

FIRST NATIONAL

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
.Florence Vidor ... ...July a
.Louise Lorraine... ...July 8
Leah Baird
...July 8

Aug.

5
15
12

When Knighthood Was

Up and

But a Butler
Fresh Paint

Hands Up
The Star Reporter
Motion to Adjourn
The Price of Youth

..Thomas Meighan
Marion Davies
Mia May

July

5,^

ARROW
One-Eighth Apache

It’s So.

Mysteries of India
Blood and Sand
Rodolph Valentino
Nice People
DeMille Prod
.Gloria Swanson
Her Gilded Cage
The Valley of Silent Men.. Cosmopolitan
Burning Sands
Melford Prod
Pink Gods
Bebe Daniels
Manslaughter
DeMille
Missing Millions
Alice Brady

In the

Impulse

It,

The Young Diana

Aug.

6,704
6,200
6.(W0

5,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
4,666
5,000

Oct. 14

If

Review
Consensus
August 6 ...Aug. 5

Above the Law
The Old Homestead
All-Star
Oct. 14
The Face in the Fog
Lionel Barrymore.... Oct. 21
The Cowboy and the Lady
Geo. Fitzmaurice
Nov. 4
To Have and to Hold

TO
6, TO
5,

Sept.

Borderland

Mia May
Agnes Ayres

The Greatest Truth

5,947
6.634
3.805
6,675
4.619
5.795
4,905

Sept. 2

Guy Bates

The Masquerader
Heroes and Husbands
Rose of the Sea
East Is West
The Light in the Dark

Hope Hampton

Ma

Sennett Comedy
Ince Prod

and Pa
Skin Deep

Home-Made Movies

Comedy

The Bond Boy
The Eternal Flame
The Electric House

Norma Talmadge

Sept. 9
....Sept. 9
Sept. 30

Oct.

Sept. 23
Oct. 7

2000
6.500
2,000
6,902
7,453
2,231

«...

7

Richard Barthelmess.Oct. 21

Buster Keaton
Turpin-Sennett
Anita Stewart
Buster Keaton

Step Forward

The Woman He Married
The Blacksmith

Sept. 23

6,083
7,944
7,835
5,460
6.037
7,737
7,500

Oct. 21

Oct. 28

1,737

April 22

May

13

6.56.1

1,746

FOX FILM CORP.
Monte Cristo
Nero
Silver
Thrills

Wings
and

Ancient Rome
Riding the Goat
Water Sports
Lights of New York
My Friend the Devil
The Fast Mail

3

Mutt and
Tom Mix

Ahead
Just Tony
West of Chicago

Wet

Lupino Lane
William Russell

John Gilbert
Dustin Famum
William Farnum
Lee Kids
Series

Aug. 12
Aug. 26
Aug. 26
Aug. 26
Aug. 19
Aug. 19
Aug. 19
Aug. 12

Aug.

5

.June 24

June

17

9,828
11,500
$,27S
2,000

July

IS

9,555
4,880
1

Sept. 23

Sept. 2
Sept. 2
Sept. 9

Sept. 30

Sept. 16
Oct. 7
Oct. 21

Sept. 30

ono

5,2S
4.694
2,000
2,000
4,780
5,000
4.468
5,619
2.000

1000

Lead
Special

Do and Dare
In Calvert’s Valley

3
Sept. 23
Sept. 23
Sept. 23
Sept. 23
Sept. 23

Oct. 28
July 15
Jeff

Charles Jones
A1 St. John

The Reporter
The Crusader
Honor First
Oathbound

Them

1

June
June

Special
Special
Special

Falls

Moonshine Valley
A Pair of Aces
Educational
A Little Child Shall

April

Violet Mersereau

Educational
Clyde Cook
Fox Educational
Fox Cartoon
Fox Educational

Spills

The Eskimo

All

Dumas Story
Mary Carr

John Gilbert

(Continued on following page)

Nov.

4

8,361
4,744
4,735
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Review
Yosemite Trail

Youth Must Have Love
Dandy Dan
The Pirate
Red Hot
Kids and Skids

The Fallen Archers
Mixed Faces
Cold Turkey
TTie Tin

Broncho

The City Chap
Lazy Bones
Double Trouble
Splitting Hairs

Shirley

Mason

Lupino Lane

30
30

Oct. 28
Oct. 21

Al. St. John
Clyde Cook
Lee Kids
Sunshine
Sunshine

7
7

1,000
4,400
1,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2.000
5,173
4,587
2,000
1,000

Oct. 21
Oct. 28

Willmm Farnum

Step Lively, Please

Sunshine Comedy
Mutt and Jeff

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Charles Jones

Footage
4,368
4,368
2,000
1,000
2,000

Cartoon
7
Lee Kids
7
Oct. 7
Cartoon
William Russell
Oct. 14
Cartoon Comedy ....Oct, 14
Sunshine Comedy ....Oct. 14

Puppy Love
Without Compromise
Bells of San Juan

Bumps and Thumps

Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Consensus

4
4
4
4

GOLDWYN
Yellow Men and Gold
Centaurs of the Field

Winter Pep
The Dust Flower
Always the Woman
A Rex Beach Week-End
Taking the Air
By-Way Champions

June

10

July

5,224
1,000
1,000
5,651
5,450
1,000
1,000
1,000

1

Sport Film
Sport Film

Helene Chadwick

15

....July

Betty Compson
Sport Film
Sport Film
Sport Film

July 22

Aug.
Aug.

5

12

Fore
Hook, Line and Sinker
Split Seconds
Playing the Game

Remembrance
Sherlock Holmes
The Sin Flood
Brothers Under the Skin
Hungry Hearts

1,0(X)

1,0<j0

All-Star

John Barrymore
Lloyd, director

1,000
1,000
5,650
8,000
6,500

Oct. 14

Sept. 23
May 20
Jan. 21

June

3

Oct. 22

Hope
Great Authors
Movie Chat
Slim Shoulders
Married People
Affinities

The Headless Horseman

Shiver and Shake
Broadcasting

Shine *Em Up
The Elephant's Trunk

Mary Astor
Adams-McKim
Series
Series
Irene Castle
Mabel Baffin
Colleen Moore
Will Rogers

June
Aug.
June

24
12
24

Forget-Me-Not
The Face Between

A

Ladies’

Man

The Hands of Nara
Broadway Rose
June Madness
Trifling Women
Youth to Youth

A

Punctured Prince

July 8
July 29
Aug. 26
D'ct. 28

3,000

Aug.

19

Bert Lytell
Viola

Dana

Foreign Film
Gareth Hughes

Rex Ingram
Mae Murray

Prod..,,

Burston Prod
Bert Lytell
Buff Montana
Clara K. Young

Mae Murray
Viola

Dana

Rex Ingram Prod
Billie Dove
Bull Montana

Hale and Hearty

1,000

PLAYGOERS PICTURES
The Man She Brought Back.Chas.
Face

to

Face

Ruth Roland

Aug.

19

1,000
1,000
6,050
5,200
5,700
6.000

Sept. 2

June
June
June

3
10
17
13
6

May
May

4,8O0

July 15

June

24

July

1

June
June

10

April 29

May

20

July 29
July 29

Aug,

5

Aug.
Aug.

26
19

6,000
6,000
4,800
10,467
7,940

3

5,000
3.000
6,000
7,227
5,600
9,000
6,900

Sept. 23
Oct, 21

Oct, 7
Oct. 14
Oct. 28
Oct. 28

2 000

Wet Weather

Paul Parrott
Cartoon Fable
Lloyd Reissue

Leo Maloney
Cartoon Fable
Lloyd Reissue

One Terrible Day
The Two Explorers

Children

Come and Get Me

Leo Maloney
Lloyd Reissue
Snub Pollard

The Two Slick
Two Scrambled

Traders

The Landlubber
Bone Dry

—

Speed Serial
Soak the Sheik
Face the Camera
At the Old Stage Door
’The Big Flood

Pay Your Dues
Deputized
For Rent Haunted
The Upper-cut

—

Fire Fighters
"rhe Hated Rivals

Cartoon Fable

24

Leo Maloney

Comedy
Parrott

Comedy
Cartoon
Cartoon Comedy

Smyrna on

News-Special

Snub Pollard
Leo Maloney

July

1

...

6000
lOOO

250
l.boo
iooo

Aug.

26

Aug.

26
Sept. 23
Sept. 2

Sept. 2

SepL

23

Aug.

19
Sept. 16

Sept. 23

Aug.

Cartoon Fable
Sept.
Lloyd Reissue
Paul Parrott
Sept.
Paul Parrott
Sept.
Charles Hutchinson.. .Sept.
Paul Parrott
Sept.
Paul Parrott
Sept.
Lloyd Reissue
Cartoon
Sept.
Lloyd Reissue

Never Touehed Me
Two of a Trade
The Old Sea Dog
Rough Going
Fire

June

Serial

Lloyd Reissue
Lloyd Reissue
;.. Cartoon Comedy
Lloyd Reissue

Johnny Jones

Count the Votes
365 Days

Miller Prod

Reginald

The Island of Doubt
Through the Storm
Her Majesty
The Woman Who
Back

Oct. 7
Oct. 7

Warde

Wyndham

Standing .Sept. 30

Ross Prod
Mollie

Sept.

King

Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

19

30
9
9
23
23

30
30

30
30
7
7

1000
1000
2000
1000
700
lOoO
2000
700
1000
2000
700
2000
1000
2000
700
1000
1000
1000
2,000

5905
4331

9
19

Aug.

Oct. 7
July 8

Aug. 12

Noble Johnson
Margaret Beecher

June

17

5,106

M56
4300

SELZNICK
Selznick

June
June
June

Eugene O’Brien
E. Hammerstein

John Smith
Under Oath

Two

News

17
17
10

..

...July

8 .... .... 5000

..

24

... ....

,,

...July 22

... ....

4725
6000

-\ug. 26....

Week

a

Sept, 16

7

..

.... ...

6,500

UNITED ARTISTS
The

Doll’s

Fair

Lady

Nazimova
Rex Beach Prod

House

The Man Who Played God. Geo. Arliss
Douglas Fairbanks
Robin Hood

.

10... ... Sept. 24....

Oct. 1
Feb. 25
Apr. 1

Oct. 7
/
..Oct.
.Oct. 28
.

...Oct.

8

...
......

...

Apr. 22

...Oct. 28

7000

...

.... ...
...

5.855
10,000

UNIVERSAL
Adventures of Robinson
Crusoe
Human Hearts
The Storm

Harry Myers
House Peters
House Peters

700
1,000
2,000
2^000
1,000
2,000

17

Aug.

July 22
July 1
Serial. July
8

5

July

6350
7400

8

Roy Atwell

Romeo

Lee Moran
Art Acord
Neely Edwards

Tracked Down
Matinee Idles
Sure Shot Morgan
Cured

iooO
2000
2000
1000
2000
2000
2000
1000

i

Special

Queenie
Art Acord
The Gypsy Trail
Roy Atwell
Young Ideas
In the Days of Buffalo Bill. Art Acord-Serial
Lee Moran
Foolish Lives
Harry Carey
The Soul Herder
Neely Edwards
Off the Earth
Brownie
The Radio Hound
White and Yellow
Jack Mulhall
Gladys Walton
Top o’ the Morning
Frank Mayo
Confidence
Lewis Sargent
His First Job
Roy Stewart
Giants of the Open
Serial
The Radio King
Gladys Walton
The Girl Who Ran Wild

The Long Chance
Under Two Flags
White and Yellow

All Star
Priscilla

Sept. 2

Sept. 30

Lee Moran

Harry Carey

A

Comedy

Kickin’ Fool

4,627

4,787
1,000
2,000

SepL

Sei^l

30

Oct. 28
Oct. 28
Oct. 28

Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 14
Oct. 14

Comedy
Edwards

Veely

Some FamiV
The Wrong Man

Oct. 7
Oct. 21

Oct. 21

Dean

Love Drops

2000
2000
1000
2000
2000

Sept. 9
Sept. 30

Jack Mulhall

His First Job

Oct.

4.506
4,331
7.407
2.000
1,000
1,000
2.000
2.000
2.000
1.000

7

Every Boy
The Fresh Kid

Once

Lewis Sargent
Oct. 21
Johnny Fox and Edna
Gregory
Oct. 21
King of the Greeks
Jack Mulhall
Oct. 21
The Lone Hand
Hoot Gibson
OcL 28
Doing ’em Good
Neely Edwards
Oct. 28
Brownie
Wedding Pumps
Rustlers of the Redwoods. Roy Stewart
Oct. 28
Jewel
The Kentucky Derby
to

2.000
2.000
4.857
1,000
2,000
2.000
5.398
4,463
2,000
2.000
2.000
1.000

.

Wolf Law
The Cabby

A

44-CaIiber Mystery

Blue Blood and Red
Broad Daylight

Frank Mayo
Century
Harry Carey

Oct. 28

Nov.

4

Roy Stewart

Nov.

4

Lois Wilson

Neely Edwards
Century Comedy

Accidental Wealth

Ginger Face

2,Q00

VITAGRAPH
Gypsy Passion

.

French Prod

6

.Corinne Griffith.......Tulv
.Earle Williams
.Antonio Moreno...

The Angel

of

1

...

.Alice Calhoun
.William Duncan..

The Ladder Jinx.

Tuly 22
..July 1
..

.Alice

Calhoun

.Larry

Semon

..Larry Semon
.Alice Calhoun
.Alice Calhoun

700

Fortune’s

22

... ....

5601
4867
5000

17

... ....

S27il

29

... ....

4600
5068
4523

^ug. 12

... ....

...

Crooked

Golf

2,000
2,000

June

Serial..

Wm. Desmond

Yukon

1,000
1,000
1,000

7

14
14
14
14

5000
5000
5,483

....Oct. 21

Came

Tracks
Sunshine Harbor

Hickville’s

Issued Weekly

Makin’ Movies
Fearless Fido
Off the Trolley
His Own Law
The Boy and the Bear
Si Senor

4

1,000

2,000

Our Gang

...

The Wall Nut

Sept, 30

Nanook of the North
Eskimo Film
Go Get Em, Hutch —Serial. Charles Hutchison
Pathe Review
Issued Weekly
Pathe News
Twice a Week

Day
The Timber Queen
The City Slicker
Let’s Go
The Mechanical Horse
Hear ’Em Rave

Nov.

Paul Terry

5,,300

PATHE
Topics of the

28
28
28....
28....

1,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000

Sept. 30

METRO
Don't Write Letters
The Prisoner of Zenda
Fascination

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Footage

1,000
1,000
2,000

Perils of the

Sherlock Brown
The Five Dollar Baby
The Stroke of Midnight

21 ...
21 ...
21 ...
21 ..

Paul Parrott

Chop Suey & Co
The Rajah
The Bar-Cross War
The Golf Bug
The Ropin Fool
Henpecked Harry

Consensus

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Sept.

HODKINSON
Heart’s Haven
The Veiled Woman

Out on Bail
The Romantic Mouse...

1922

11,

Mask

..

2
22

... ....

2OT0
7

.William Duncan
.Earle Williams ....
(Cnotintied on following

...

p«g^

.... ...

4.950

...

4.975

•'November
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Consensus

Footage

GENIUS FILMS
Women Men Marry

MISCELLANEOUS
.Lady Diana Manners.

M.

May

Consensus

May

6

Footage
7730

20

Mar.

Yankee Doodle, Jr

Apr. 22

18

.......

5000

Joe Rock

2000

D.

W. GRIFFITH

All

Star Cast

One Exciting Night

When

il,0(K)

of

the Red

Aug.

Felix in the
Fifty-Fifty

Swim.

1000

5

WINKLER

J.

.May

For Your Daughter’s Sake.. Grace Darling

.Cartoon
Felix Cartoon

July 29

1000
1,000

.

Oct. 21.

.

Comedy

Worst

Is

Gasnier Prod
B.

Orange

and

Thorns
soms

4,700

Dore Davidson

Wall Street

of

4

6,50(1

Schulberg Prod..

the Sunset

of

7000

.;

AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS
I

Am

the

Law

May

Curwood, Author

27

July

A Woman’s Woman

Peggy O’Day
Bill

The Power

Days

5000
5000

Sept. 2

Apr.

Pictures

Bible

AYWON FILM
White Hell
Barbed Wire
The Unconquered
Another Man’s Boots
Bull Dog Courage
Boomerang Justice

Bartlett

Anchor Prod. ..
George Larkin
George Larkin

CHARLES

6100

Nov.

5.000
6.500
5,000
5,000
5,000

of Paris

4

BURR

Johnny Hines
Oct.
Whitman Bennett ...Oct.

Sure-Fire Flint

The Secrets

C.

of

Sawing

a

Lady

28
28

6,000
7,000

CLARK CORNELIUS
Comedy

Easy Pickin

Sept. 2

EPCO FILM
Against the

4588

13

COFFIN CO.

T. R.

Not Given

Sept. 30

Women?

Fannie

Ward

C
Greatest Question
Sunrise Comedies
Cap’n Kidd
Life’s

More

to

Be

Pitied

Scorned
Hallroom Boys

The New

July 29

Goodman Prod

An^.

12

6000

Aug.

19

5000
2000

A Game

July 29

Nov.

5800
2.000
2,000

4

The
Unseen Forces

Big Boy Williams

June

3

June

24

5000

MURRAY GARSSON

of Cr.ift
Spirit of Evil.
.

...

21

5,000

Paid

Mr. Potter of Texas

Maclyn Arburkle
Wilfred Lytell

Irving

May
Aug.

5000

13
12

Aug.

5000
4400
5000
5000
2000

5

All-Star

Cummings

Two-Reelers

Series

The Wolf Pack
Nine Seconds From Heaven. Danish Production

Apr. 15
July 8

Aug. 12

5000
5000

SECOND NATIONAL
The Night Riders

Western Story
David and Jonathan
Island Romance
Broken Shadows
Irish Love Story
One Moment’s Temptation. Lost Heiress

Apr. 22

5750
5,000
5,000
5,000

W. M. SMITH
Franklyn Farnum
Apr. 22
Franklyn Farnum ...Aug. 5
Franklyn Farnum
Nov. 4

So This Is Arizona?
The Angel Citizen

End

Abraham and Sarah
Abraham and Lot

INC.

Mar.
Aug.

Bible Picture
Bible Film

5800
4200
4,700

11

1000
1000

19

SANFORD PRODUCTIONS
The Better Man Wins
Tweedy Comedies

Pete Morrison

Oct.

7

5000
2800

WILLIAM STEINER
The Heart of a Texan
West of the Pecos
Table-Top-Ranch

Neal Hart
Neal Hart
Neal Hart

Aug.
Aug.
Oct.

19
19
7

4609
4300
4,590

Why Do Men

Edy Darclea

Marry

Sept. 23

Oct. 21

5,000

WARNER BROTHERS
Your Best Friend
Rags to Riches

Vera Gordon

Apr.
Oct.

1

7

June

24

Oct. 28

6,000

Brass

A

Charles Norris
Dangerous Adventure ...Grace Darmond

7

000

WEBER AND NORTH

Twice a Month
Hallroom Boys

Trail of Hate.

Who

The Man

The Wolf’s Fangs

Eddie Polo Serial

DI LORENZO, INC.
The

Oct

Wilfred Lytell
Wilfred Lytell

Than
Snecial

Mama

5400

B. C.

Roy Stewart
Billie
West

lOOO

UNITY

EQUITY PICTURES
The Hardest Way
What’s Wrong With the

CO.

Sept. 16

Maclyn Arbuckle
Dorothy Gish

Law

Trail of the

2000

CO.

Law

Comedy

SACRED FILMS,
1475

May

2000

All Star Cast

in

Trail.

2(X)0

PRODUCERS SECURITY

Trail’s

Half

The Hate

2000
2000

.

CLARION PHOTOPLAYS
Expose

8,600

RIALTO PRODUCTIONS

May

27
Oct. 7
Nov. 4

Maciste

Love

In the Night
lOCXX)

1

CORP.

Prod

of

The Country Flapper

ARTCLASS PICTURES
Six

After

Oct. 14

Franey
Franey
Franey
Franey

Cartoon

Squire Phin

Aug. 26

Patton

4950

PERFECT PICTURES

3800
7,900

ANCHOR FILM CORP.
The Storm Girl
The American Toreador

5,600

29

OUT OF THE INKWELL
Flies

Sept. 9
Oct. 14

Mary Alden

Billy
Billy
Billy
Billy

Piece in Pieces
Hot and Cold

6800

15

ALLIED PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
The Three Must-Get-Theres.Max Linder

Oct. 21

Well-Nigh Prod

Highly Polished
26

LEVINSON

O’CONOR PRODUCTIONS
No Brains

Aug.

A.

5000
2000
4611

Sept. 9

BERT LUBIN
Allene Ray
Apr.
NORTH-WEBER

Notoriety

IVAN ABRAMSON
All-Star

6,000

Apr. 15

Playthings of an Emperor.. All Star Cast

Blos-

Youth

1,000
1,000

Oct. 28

Flesh and Spirit
Squirrel Comedies
The Unconquered Woman. ..Rubye DeRemer

JESSE
Nov.

Sept, 2

STATE RIGHTS
of

4963

BURTON KING
Shylock

.Partners

The Wildness

4900
5000

Sept. 30
Sept. 30

AL LICHTMAN CORP.
Shadows

6

LEE-BRADFORD

Sept. 23
Sept. 30

Big Stakes

Rich Men’s Wives

5000

.,

Sept. 9

Bending the Twig
Some Wild Babies

EAST COAST PRODUCTIONS
Wcat

5000
.5000

4

KINETO

Man

M.

5000
5000
5000
5000

,

30

W. FILM CORPORATION

J.

Oct. 21

13

HAMILTON

Defense
Knights Were Bold

Self

PRIZMA
The Land

1000

13

Special

G. H.
In

Com

.

Franklyn Farnum
Richard Talmadge
Richard Talmadge ...Nov.

Lucky Thirteen

2000

Hallroom Boys

5,986

.

Wildcat Jordon

FEDERATED EXCHANGES
The Whirlwind
Beware of Blondes

When

Deserted at the Altar
Texas

BURNSIDE

J.

Watch Him Step
Richard Talmadge. May
East Comes West. .Franklyn Farnum
The Cub Reporter
Richard Talmadge. .. Sept.
Smiling Jim
Franklyn Farnum
.

Review
..

May

Gethsemane, Biblical Story

of

4

CO.

PHIL GOLDSTONE

STUART BLACKTON

The Glorious Adventure.

Nov.

GEOGRAPHIC FILM
The Garden

J.

Dillon Prod

Nick Carter Series. .Nov.
Nick Carter
Nov.
Nick Carter
Nov.
.

4
4
4

2,000
2,000
2,000

The Curse

of

Drink

Star Cast

Sept. 9
Oct. 14

Maurine Powers

Notoriety

Sept. 30

Nov. 4

WESTERN PICTURES EXPLOITATION
According to Hoyle
Bing, Bang, Boom
Flesh and Blood
The Sage Brush Trail
Blazing Arrows

David Butler
David Butler
Lon Chaney

of

the Sea

24

July 22

Aug.

19
Sept. 2
Nov. 4

Roy Stewart
Lester Cuneo
J.

Wonders

June

5.900

8.M0

CO.
5000
5000
5300
4470
5 000

W. WILLIAMSON
Submarine

•

Nov.

4

2.000
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Equipment

Qonducied

E.T.

KEYS ER

II
[

Egyptian in Both Architecture and
DecorationIsGrauman 'sNewHouse
T

he

$200,000

Granman Egyptian

thea-

which

opened
in
Hollywood,
California,
on
October
18
with
Robin Hood constitutes an architectural intre

novation in picture theatre design in that
it is as thoroughly Egyptian in arrangement
and decoration as any modern structure
could reasonably be.
One of the innovations introduced by

Grauman
is

in the building of the new theatre
air fore court, one hundred and

an open

perfect screen display of motion pictures and
that is why Sid Grauman pays so much detailed attention to the projection rooms to
his theatres. Grauman long ago realized that
good pictures, if poorly projected, will not
he a popular success and this understanding
of the screen art is
responsible for the

minute care with which the projection rooms
of Grauman’s theatres are equipped.
The mechanical equipment of the projec-

fifty
feet
long by forty-five feet wide
through which, after purchasing a ticket,
one passes into the theatre lobby.
This lobby measures seventy-five feet in
length by twenty-five feet in width and its
ceiling is twenty-four feet above its Mosaic

latter

is

one

length, one

hundred and
hundred and

sixteen feet in width and contains seventeen hundred and sixty of the house’s total
seating capacity of two thousand.

Egyptian Decorations

Flanked

by Egyptian columns, two on
stage, which is equipped for

side, the

any kind of a theatrical performance,
measures seventy-three by thirty feet. Between the columns, which are six feet in
diameter, is a statue of the Sphinx, and
above the proscenium arch is secreted the
organ chamber, which measures fifty-six by
fifteen feet.

The

walls are adorned w'ith hieroglyphics
sculptures
in
low'
relief.
The harmony of carving and coloring has
been extended even to the projection room.

and

Egyptian

Two

Power’s Projectors

Mechanics and art

join

hands

to

make

a

in

Remote Control System
is operated by the projecby means of automatic electrical con-

tionist
trols arranged

in three stations, from any
one of which he will have complete control
of the entire equipment.
The comfort of the projection room has
been further enhanced by placing the rneostats of the filming machines in a specially
made cabinet. Like the main room, this is
ventilated by a fresh air system that insures

constant circulation of ozone.

the

projection

room was abandoned

interior of house, as

in

Egyptian and a separate compartinent
provided and in this also has been placed the
Enterprise automatic re-wind on which the
films will be coiled up after they have been
run in the projection room.
Adjoining the main projection room, entry
to which is obtained from the roof, a film
vault has been built.
Constructed on the
order of a bank safe, w’ith a steel door, this
vault is absolutely fireproof, and will insure
the safety of the highly inflammable celluloid films w'hile they are not being run.
All attractions to be shown at the Egyptian will be stored in this vault both before
and during their exhibition runs.
Every

FILM VAULT
of

Grauman’s Egyptian Theatre, showing
film cabinet.

room on which

has been expended, includes two Power’s six-B projectors, illuminated with Power’s G. E. high
intensity arcs
one Pow'er’s triple dissolver,
with which some of the latest coloring effects will be presented; three spot lights
casting vari-colored hues; a special Westinghouse generator, w'ound for a capacity of
125 amperes, and the necessary connections
tion

;

$5,000

known safety method of handling the film
has been installed in this compartment and
any untoward accident to them has been rendered practically impossible by the precautions taken.

The

theatre has been especially designed
the effects of any possible earth
tremblers.
The main carrying member of
the roof is an arch with a span of one
hundred and fourteen feet.
to

resist

VIEWS OF GRAUMAN’S EGYPTIAN THEATRE, HOLLYWYOOD, CAL.
Showing

the

This equipment

in

in

perfection

pictures.

the

leads into a curved foyer from
enters the aisles of the audi-

torium.
This
eighteen feet

all

Because the rheostats generate an intense
heat, the customary plan of installing them

The lobby
which one

mechanical

screening of

a

floor.

each

insure

to

seen from the stage and the novel open air lobby court which gives access to the lobby proper.

November
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DO YOU KNOW THE MEANING
OF

I-

AST”
“Hello,

That

is

the

name

of a

new

put the lights out.

“Rotten luck.

you these
Guaranteed Advantages

2

is

Harry, at the Rialto.”

we come out with the picture?”

did

—

Projecting Reel

“But Sam

I’ll

Had

to refund 1500 admissions.”

say!”

—

what I want is the address of the people who make
the I’niversal. The Strand theatre down the street owns one and
bet the money I saved them last night more than paid for
7”
their outfit. What’s that

I’ll

Speed and ease of attaching
film to reel
a paten ted
spring allows just two fingers
of one hand to firmly fasten
at once quickly
film end

—

—

how

“Man, we didn’t come out we went in! Yes, we had a crowd.
Stood ’em out. But in the middle of the first show a bad storm

that will give

1

Sam! This

“Yes, Harry,

—

“Universal Motor Co., Oshkosh, Wisconsin.”

—

“I’ve got

it,

Sam.”

no blind trying.
Speed in patching breaks
a superior steel and a design

Write for Illustrated
Booklet, “The Power
Behind the Screen”.

came from studying
problems.
the greatest
Durability in
degree, because it Is a scientifically tested construction.
True running always.
that

your
S

4

—

No

—

UNIVERSAL

not drop us a card and tell us it’s up to us to "show" you?
be a very friendly part of your permanent equipment.

Why

It will

MOTOR

ADDRESS

FRANK MOSSBERG

CO.

OSHKOSH, WIS.

CO.

Address Department

P. O. Bo.v 420

ATTLEBORO,

obligation.

Patent Pending:

MASS., U.

S.

“M”

A.

i

BETTER LIGHTING—BETTER BUSINESS

QUARTER

COLORINGS and FROSTINGS
Oolor^Lite: Transparent coating for Inside
use.

Opalite:

Opanuo coating

for

outside

use.

Frostinc: Produces colored, frosted effect.
Acts
Permafrost: Permanent etching fluid.

SIZE

ZYi inch

2%

quickly.

3

Write for Details.

Attractive Prices.

HALF

SIZE
S to

inch
inch

inches

$50

$30
3^

8%

9 to 11

to C inches

inches

$60

$25
SOLD BY ALL LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES
Send

for Descriptive Booklet

KOLLMORGEN OPTICAL CORPORATION

Behrend Motion Picture Supply House

35 Steuben Street

Brooklyn, N.

Y.,

U. S. A.

Bryant 7843

SEVENTH AVENUE

729

NEW YORK

CITY

We

SOLE AGENTS
New York, New

Jersey, Connecticut
Theatrical Trade

manufacture “Snaplite Jr.” lenses for
portable projection machines.

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention

Moving Picture World
B.

F.

PORTER TAKES OVER BIG CENTER
Will Have Largest and Finest Motion Picture Trade Center, Equipment Supply House,
Public Projection Room, Service and Emer gency Station, in the World. Best Experts
(or Repairing Machines and Generators.
Prompt Service for Theatre Troubles.

B. F.

PORTER, ENTIRE SECOND FLOOR,

729

SEVENTH

AVE.,

AT

49th ST.,

NEW YORK

MOVING PICTURE
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Listen
to the audiences as they pass
out whistling melodies played
on the Barton Orchestral
Organ, while you count the
extra profits. You can have
the pleasure quickly under
the Barton Plan.
Write noiv for particulars.

The Bartola Musical
Instrument Co.
59 East

Madison Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

PROJECTION ROOM, GRAUMAN’S EGYPTIAN
Showing the decorated

MAILING LISTS
MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
22166
1219
196
419

3674
810

Moving Picture by States per M..
Film Exchanges, for List
Manufacturers and Studios
Machine and Supply Dealers
Legitimate Theatres U. S. Sc Can*
Vaudeville Theatres

A. F.
166

W. ADAMS

IK.tl
7.5t
t«60
4,J0
TSJtS

color

effect

the tempered,
lighting is in

and the system

CHICAGO

is

con-

OffielAl Orgftn of th«

lUUxa (Xnematogrtph UbIk

Published on the
15th and 30th of

Each Month

W

E

receipt of copy of the
of a course in motion
picture accompanying for organists
from the University of Rochester, Eastman
School of Music, Rochester, New York.

are in
prospectus

letter

from George

we quote

Eastman,

Anma

Editorial and Business Offiecss

Via Cumiana,

31, Turin, Italy

AND SUFPLUS
WRITE PER OATALEE

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

GO.

system.

companying motion pictures cannot serve propby performance of compositions by rote:
he must himself be prepared to select from
appropriate music such material as will be
suitable to the needs of the pictures
he must
erly

;

a

ill

way become

a composer

The Needs

of the Profession

Recognizing the needs

of this comparatively
profession, the Eastman School of- Music
has made preparations of full adequacy to
furnish the training called for.
Mechanically

new

the following:

good
Recognition
of
of
the
importance
musical
accompaniment tor motion pictures
needs no argument: the demand of the public
for good and constantl.v better music is an established fact.
The organ is already Installed
in almost all motion picture theatres of size
the
pre-eminently
and
permanence
is
it
single instrument upon which motion picture
accompaniment relies as its stable means.
Organ builders are constantly enlarging the
capacit.v of their product for equivalence to
orchestral effects.
The modern organ furnishes
tlie means for varied musical interpretation of
motion pictures that is a proven asset to their
success.

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

trolled from a dead faced switch-board on
the stage, connected with a three-dimmer

a

from wbich

:

Fcrtlfi SubMiiptlM: $7.00 »r OS fraacp »«r

also the

Issues Interesting Prospectus

The prospectus was accompanied by

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA

flues,

The Eastman School of Music

7^

WILLIAMS

ST.

The ventilating system is of
washed type. The electric

air

three

two Power’s projectors, with vent
Power’s Stereopticon.

walls, the

There is a present and growing demand for a
type of organist prepared to use the modern
organ of the motion picture theatre to full adSuch an organist must be more than
vantage.
more than
a skilled performer on the organ
He
a master of modern organ mechanisms.
must be prepared both by lively music memory
and by ready and intelligent improvisation to
follow with his accompaniment the kaleidoscope
:

of scenes and moods of the picture to which
his music must be adapted Intimately, if the
The organist acproper result is secured.

unrivalled.
The organs of the
of Kilbourn Hall are two
of the most important instruments built thus
far: they represent the latest and most comprehensive thought of modern organ engineering
and musical development. The studio for the
course
in
motion
picture
accompanying is
located in the Eastman Theatre and is equipped
with a M’urlltzer orchestra organ with all
its

equipment

is

Eastman Theatre and

modern

instrumental

equivalents
the
regudepartment
of
the
School
has
use two three-manual teaching organs
and nine two-manual practice organs.
The
motion
picture
organ
studio
has
complete
facilities for screening pictures
lessons given
there put the student in the environment of the
theatre itself
properly prepared by technical
and theoretical training, he there accompanies
motion
pictures
under
supervision
the
of
;

organ

lar

for

its

:

:

teacher.

The teachers of this course in the Eastman
School of Music are the organists of the EastTheatre. They are past masters of the art
they teach.
The student has constant opportunity to profit by example as well as by preIn the working routine of this theatre
cept.
there
is
constant
preparation
of
musical
material for use. continual scoring of a comprehensive weekly program of motion pictures.
On occasion the student is given opportunity to
witness this scoring.
In a music school furnishing complete education in music, of university standard, special opportunity is herein provided for an intensive
training preparatory to the demand of motion

man

picture theatres for skilled

organists.

HAVE YOU A COPY OF
RICHARDSON’S HANDBOOK?
IF NOT— YOU ARE MISSING
SOMETHING GOOD

November
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Hi

r

What
TOW important

IllT

1 I

I

I

I

does light

mean

current arc of the Wagner
White"Light Converter is ap"
proximately 4000° C. compared
with that of the Tungsten fila"

do you

—

consider the light you
use to project your

Do you

rank
I fit with your decorations, ap'
* ipointments and conveniences?
pictures?

|.

mentlamp which is only 2700° C.
Whiteness

only one quality
of the light furnished by the
Wagner White"Light Converter.

Remember, there were moving pictures before there were
high class moving picture thea^
tres.
But where would the in"

of Light, so vital to
every theatre owner. But space
here will not permit.
this subject

you use can make
your pictures come out real, life
light

and pleasing to look at. Or
it can cause flickers and “spots'”
that jump around in such a man"
ner as to tire the eyes of your
patrons and spoil their evening.
like

One of the most desirable quali"
of

motion picture
projection is that it should be
white. The whiter the light the

ties

light for

clearer the picture.
I

i

All light

is

We would like to discuss further

dustry be without light?

The

to you?

Wagner White-Light Converter, Type S. C.
includes converter, transformer element and
Ballast resistance, polarity
starting switch.
switch and ammeter are included as part of
the equipment and furnished in separate units.

produced by heat. And the hot"
ter it is the whiter it is.
The temperature of positive
carbon used with the direct

—

WoSner.

Our book “Light For Motion
Picture Projection"” is written for
theatre owners and operators.
It is well worth your reading.
The form below is for your con"
venience in requesting a copy.
Wagner
(Formerly

as

Corporation

Wagner

Electric Mfg. Co.)

Saint Louis
Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston

Dallas

Denver

Buffalo

Detroit
Indianapolis

Chicago

Kansas

Cincinnati

Los Angeles
Milwaukee

Cleveland

is

Electric

known

Lake City
San Francisco

Minneapolis
Montreal

Salt

New .York.
Qmaha

Seattle
Saint Louis
Springfield. Mass.

City. Mo. Philadelphia

Pittsburgh
Portland, Ore.

Toledo
Toronto

i^or local addresses consult telephone directories

WAGNER WHITETIGHT CONVERTER
4120 - 2-28

Wagner

Electric Corporation, Saint Louis,

Please send me, without obligation

Nameii

Street.

on

Mo.

my

part, a

copy of your book, “Light For Motion Picture Projection.

Firm or
Theatre-

Town.

Position.

.

State

MOVING
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Signs Colored! with

RECO

Hoods

always look fresh.

The

per-

are

colors

manent, as hoods are

made

natural col-

of

ored blown glass.
They slip over the
lamp and are firmly
held by a bronze
spring.
-4sfc US more
about them.

2 sizes
10

CONGRESS

W.

2SU

W-40W

ST.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Also

make Flashers, Small Motors,

etc.

SPECIAL

PICTURE

WORLD

Telephone Madison Square

Organ, Wurlitzer Concert

products:

Copies of the booklet will be mailed, post
to applicants who will address their
requests for same to the Nicholas Power
Company, 88 Gold Street, New York City.

paid,

Cost $9,000.
New. Will sell for $2,900 cash.
Excellent bargain for a picture house or
dancing pavilion.
Instrument slightly used.
For full particulars address The Hayes Music
Company, 422 Superior Street, Toledo, Ohio.

dicative of prosperity in the theatre business.

Business Notes

from West Coast
The newly opened Roosevelt High School
Seattle, has installed a Powers 6B-type
projector with roller pin intermittent movein

ment.
*

Bremerton,

Oregon exhibitors have been installing
new equipment of late, according to the

I5.99,
shipments.

$8.00.

Cash

SPEaAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand

Ten Thousand
Fifteen Thousand
Twenty-five Thousand
Fifty Tlioussmd

One Hundred Thousand. ..

National Ticket Co.

Specializing

Asauret You

$3.00
5.00
€.50
9.00
12.50
.18.00

shamokin, p«.

In
at

Thla Product
tin

BEST

Power 6B

which

CHICAGO

GUARANTEED

SATISFACTION
Trallpn an All

Featum

Devtieplug

Special Title

—

Printing

Work

Oregon

2347 Chlenge,
Cameramen fumished on abort notice.
Immediate Service— No Job too snuJL
Tel. Central

IIL

GUARANTEED ai^p?..;*' SATISFACTION

FIVE THOUSAND YARDS

Battleabip Linoleum; four thousand of best grade cork
carpet.
Government surplus stock at leas
than wholesale prices. OPERA CHAIRS from
war cetmps, booths, machines zuid entire equipment furnished at half original cost. Write
your requirements.
J.

P.

REDINGTON,

Superlite screen.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Help and Situations Wanted Only

Schaffer Withdraws

vice-president of the organization.
At an early date the company’s name will
be changed to the Fulco Sales Company.
The members are those who are partly responsible for the success of the old E. E.
Fulton Company, formerly located at Lake

&

LaSalle

Sts.,

Chicago.

jfotoplaper
(Trade-Mark Registered)
Write for Catalogue

The Musical Marvel
Broadway

CO.
New York Qty

Terms,

strictly cash

with order

U

C»P7 Bust naeb os by Tueaday Doao
UeatlOD in that week’* lasoa.

SITUATIONS

Inaore pQb-

WANTED

YOBNG MARRIED MAN,

28, desires position,
preferably California, as managing director highformer newspapermotion picture theatre
man previous experience supervising management
capable executive artistic temof refined theatres
perament creative genius can originate distinctive
references and
features in advertising, publicity
recommendations highest character. Box 288. Moving Picture World, New York City.

class

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

Huey Joins Bartola
interest to the exhibitors’ fraternity
will be the addition to the sales staff of the

Bartola Musical Instrument Co. of William

Huey, who is probably well-known to
His exof them as a film salesman.
perience in the past and knowledge of thea-

C.

1800

Minimum charge 60c

H. Fulton, President of Fulco Schaffer
Sales Company, 24 E. Eighth St., Chicago,
announces that he has purchased the
111.,
interests of S. E. Schaffer in the above organization, and accepted his resignation as

Of

AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER

3c per word per insertion

from Supply Company

Scranton, Pa.

AMERICAN

territory.

Two 6B Mazda Unit equipped Power
Projectors and one screen, to W. A.
Graeper, of the Union Avenue and Tivoli
theatres, Portland. Screens to S. Fleishman
of the Rex and Novelty theatres, Portland,
and to J. C. Uglow of the Majestic, Dallas.
Mr. Linns, of the Mill City Theatre, Mill
City, one G. E. Mazda Unit. J. B. Sparks,
of the Grand Theatre, Bend, Oregon, two
6B improved Powers Projectors and one

C.

Standard Motion Picture Company
lOtS.iggg Mnllen Bldg.

Power

handies

as follows:

PREMIER TITLE COMPANY
STREET

& Repair Co.,
machines in the
Installations have been

report of the General Supply

women.

Quick Servko

Moderate Prizes

North Philadelphia.
plot of ground extends along Broad
street and Louden and to Carlisle street in
the rear and the building will be 166 to 177
feet, with a seating capacity of 1,500 on the
first floor and 1,000 in the balcony.
There will be two tiers of boxes on each
side.
On the Broad street front, there will
be two stores on both sides of the main entrance and over these will be an up-to-theminute ball room, with two entrances from
Broad street, the ball room extending around
a mezzanine floor, with access from the foyer and balcony and here will be established
rest and retiring rooms for both men and
in

The

TITLES
PURPOSES— ANY LANGUAGE
33D

*

Military Barracks at

The Stanley Company of America has secured a large plot of ground at the southwest
corner of Broad and Louden streets and
work has been begun preliminary to the
erection of a theatre building which is p''omised to be one of the handsomest of its kind

Prompt

EAST

4

Wash., this week installed a
projector.
Both these installations were made by the Theatre Equipment
Co.
4 4
4

Oet the
with the order.
samples. Send diagram far Beserved
Seat Coupon Tickets, serial ar dated.
All tickets must confarm ta Oovemment regulation and bear established
prlee of admission and tax paid.

SSS-358

1063.

TICKETS Work Commences on
A New Stanley House
Drawlnga:

Ymti

ican films. Old subjects and films that have
run their course can still earn a good revenue
Central Europe. Our Mr. Wadler is now
New York to effect arrangements. Address care of Harry Wadler, 11 E. 26th Street,

in
in

The Post Exchange

Ttur own speeUl Tleket,
any eolara, aeeurately dub*
bered; every rell guaranteed.
Ceupea l^kets far Prize

10

The American Continental Film Associatioa
(Berlin) is seeking the Agency for good Amer-

The Nicholas Power Company has just
issued a thirty-six page booklet which will
be of interest to every exhibitor and projectionist.
The booklet, which is entitled
“A Brief Description of Power’s Projectors
and Accessories,” contains illustrated detailed descriptions of the folowing Power's
Power’s 6B improved Type E lamp and
lamphouse, Power’s 6B regular projector,
Power’s 6B regular with Power’s G-E incandescent equipment, Power’s 6A projector.
Power’s governor type mechanical speed
control, Power’s speed indicator, Power’s
'instrument panel, Power’s Type E lamp and
lamphouse, Power’s G-E high intensity arc
lamp. Power’s 6B lamphouse. Power’s G-E
incandescent equipment, Power’s automatic
transformer.
Power’s
inductor.
Power’s
multiple coil rheostat. Power’s Type E spotlight, Power’s G-E high intensity spotlight
and Power’s dissolving stereopticon.

1922

11,

OLD SUBJECTS WANTED

Nicholas Power Co.
Issues New Catalog

ROLL

FOR ALL

November

many
tre

work

will

be an asset

in

his

new con-

an indication of the increasing business the Bartola Musical Instrument Co. is doing, and should be innection.

This

is

GOOD

MOVING

PICTURE

PIANIST

desires

change after December 1, 1922. Pictures skilfully
Will go anywhere in
Is student on organ.
cued.
New England. Address D. E. Lepage. f»4 North

Main

street,

Leominster, Mass.

EXUERIENCED PICTURE PIANIST
Piano alone. Pictures only.
Jack Pierce, Albion, Neb.
sition.

EXPERIENCED THEATRE

desires polibrary.

Large

ORGANIST desires
Play standard and popular music.
position. Union.
Address Box 376. Moving
Good organ essential.
Picture World. New York City.

November

11,

because

Dependable^

the quality that
it

WORLD

MOVING PICTURE

1922

is

every

197

print

in the negative

takes

and

all

carries

through to the screen.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE EILM
Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted

base

nine colors,

out

its

— now
is

in

identified through-

length

‘‘Eastman”

available

by

the

“Kodak”

in black letters in the

words

stenciled

transparent

margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

WORLD

MOVING PICTURE
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Remarkable Contrast

1

I

Direct from the Nets} York Strand

—

between black and white maximum illumination,
sharp definition, and a flatter field mark the supe-

I

!

a guarantee of the quality of the moving picture to be displayed in other towns

|

I

& Lomb

Bausch

cities.

As

!

riority of the

is

and

|

equipment, the Strand sets a standard excelled by
none.
And of course the New York Strand
equipped on every floor with
in pictures, so likewise in

CINEPHOR

is

The

New

Projection Lens

j

DIXIE

The

quality is absolutely uniform
thoroughly tested at the factory.

CUP

—each

lens

is

so

I

PENNY VENDING MACHINES

Write for Interesting Literature.
j

From opening time to closing these machines bring
in a steady revenue. They do so only because the public
thoroughly appreciates the service.

Jndividval Drinking (yp

d

BRANCHES AT

j
)

CLEVELAND

-

PHILADELPHIA
•
BALTIMORE

New York

|

London
.
I

Army and Navy,

Searchlight ReHectors, Stereo-Prism Binoculars,
Magnifiers, Automobile Lenses, and other High-Grade Optical Products

EASTON, PENNA.
•

CO.

Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.
Washington
Chicago
San Francisco
St.

Leading American Makers of Photographic Lenses, Microscopes, Projection Apparatus (Balopticons) , Ophthalmic Lenses and Instruments,
Photo-Micrographic Apparatus, Range Finders and Gun Sights for

Qmpany Jno

Original makers of the paper cup

NEW YORK

BAUSCH & LOMB —OPTICAL

I

CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES

NO TIME LOST
2—

Speed

is

watchword

the

Means Ease

at the

highest efficiency.

Movies

Will you give your patrons a real
physical reason for preferring your
theatre to any other in town or
won’t you? You will if you install
the Mov-Ezy, the chair that means
“Ease at the Movies.”
Every man, woman and child appreciates the advantages of a Mov-Ezy
Not
the moment they sit in one.
only is it roomy and comfortable
a chair
witli individual arm rests
hut it
in every sense of the w'ord
does what no other theatre chair in
the world will do. It turns to either
side, at the will of its occupant, to
allow ample passage space between
rows.
This eliminates the one great drawback of the old seating facilities
interrupted pictures, occasioned by
people being obliged to rise continuously to allow others to pass.
This affects not only themselves but
others many rows behind them.
The Mov-Ezy will pull the crowd for

—

your theatre as it is doing for others.
Write at once for beautifully illustrated
catalogue.

May we

529-541

47

Show Room

WEST

34TH STREET,

is lost in

finishing

!

its

i

your work

Inc.

NEW YORK
Sales Office

it

back to you.

!

prove ourselves on your very next order?

NEGATIVES STORED FREE
Write for

/

full particulars
j

Developing
Printing
Tinting

Toning
Editing

American 10 Points:

Titling

Ordinary film

American

to

1

Wm

film printing capacity
feet
million
one
of

weekly.

4

5

Laboratories

Gained

for

in

A

concern
of strong financial standing.
LOCATION. In the proper geographical location, assuring
quick delivery an 3rwbere.

EQUIPMENT.

All of the

modem obtainable.
e-CLEANLINESS. Within
blocks of Lake Michigan.

Co.,

Broadway, Chicago, 111.
and
London, England
Samuel S. Hutchinson, Pres.

known

years of experience.

J—RESPONSIBILITY.

A

Inc.,

Prints

REPUTATION.

fireproof
(Absolutely
passed by all fire
underwriters.)

American Film

QUALITY.

brilliancy and clearness. Expert
staff, trained by years of experience, assures Ugbest quality prints obtainable.

reduced
Standard

Safety Size.

6231

Sons Company,
MARBRIDGE BUILDING

time

here manifested in

is

Express-train service from our central location insures
rapid delivery w'herever you may be.

—
—

&

No

American Film Company

j

and speeding

Will You or Won’t You?

Josiah Partridge

of

Film printing

Laboratories.

!

7

8

most
two

Away

from dirt and dust.
SAFETY. Plant approved by
City of Chicago and Board
Fire Underwriters.

PROMPTNESS, Accustomed

to

serve exacting requirements.
9

PRICES.

Reasonable and com-

petitive.

18-GUARANTEES.
unique

Write for our
guarantee of quality

/•

MOVING PICTURE

JUST

WORLD

A FEW

REASONS

WHY

SIMPLEX PROJECTOR
SHOULD BE YOUR CHOICE

BECAUSEREGARDED THROUGHOUT THE WORLD AS THE LEADER.
COST IS LESS THAN ANY MACHINE OF SIMILAR TYPE.
UP-KEEP IS THE ABSOLUTE MINIMUM OF ANY MACHINE YET

IT IS

ITS
ITS

DEVISED.
ITS
ITS

WORKMANSHIP IS THE FINEST.
DESIGN IS APPROVED BY LEADING ENGINEERS, WHILE GOVERNMENT EXPERTS HAVE REPEATEDLY CHOSEN SIMPLEX AFTER
COMPETITIVE TESTS.

THE LEADING AND BEST THEATRES EVERYWHERE.
ITS SIMPLICITY OF OPERATION APPEALS TO ALL USERS.
96% OF THE SIMPLEXES MANUFACTURED DURING 12 YEARS ARE

IT IS

USED

IN

STILL IN USE TODAY.

MANY SIMPLEX FEATURES HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED WORTHY OF
ADOPTION BY OTHER MACHINE BUILDERS.
THE MAJORITY OF LABORATORIES, EXCHANGES AND FILM COMPANIES IN THE INDUSTRY USE SIMPLEX.

THE GREATER NUMBER OF REPRESENTATIVE AMERICAN
AT LEAST 70% SIMPLEX.

CITIES

ARE

DO THESE INDISPUTABLE FACTS
MEAN ANYTHING TO YOU?
They Actually Spell Simplex Merit.

SEE YOUR NEAREST SIMPLEX
DISTRIBUTOR. HE WILL BE GLAD
TO TALK SIMPLEX WITH YOU
ImkREaSIONMACHINE (5.^C.
317'2dTa*t 34th:St-NewYo>k

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

POWER’S
PROJECTORS
AND

POWER’S
PRODUCTS
Power’s
6 B Improved Projector
Type E Equipment

POWER’S

NEW CATALOG
IS NOW READY
FOR
DISTRIRUTION

Power’s
6 B Improved Projector
Power’s
6 B Regular Projector
Power’s 6

A

Projector

Power’s - General Electric
High Intensity
and
Incandescent Equipments

Power’s
Automatic Transformer
Power’s
Multiple Coil Rheostat

Power’s
Dissolving Stereopticon

Power’s Type E Spotlight

A COPY OF THIS BOOK
DESCRIBING AND ILLUSTRATING

POWER'S
PROJECTORS
AND

POWER'S PRODUCTS
WILL BE SENT UPON REQUESTWRITE TO ANY OF
OUR DISTRIBUTORS AND DEALERS

OR TO THIS COMPANY

Regional

in

News Value; National

NOVEMBER

Vol. 59, No. 3

18,

in

Service

PRICE

1922

25

CENTS

ij

Released

Nov.

26

Ask
Goldn^n
'^biished by
KaUitJ

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY

as second class mattar Jvne

17,

1901,

at the Post Office at

New

York, N. Y., under the act of March

3,

1879.

Published weekly.

c'^
$3 a year.

MOVING PICTURE

QUALITY

WORLD

SERVICE

THE AUTOMATIC TICKET SELLER
The

Built

Perfect

Like

Ticket

An

Issuing

Automobile

Machine

This machine is covered by
exclusive Patent No. 438,961

Distributed by

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.,
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.

-

Chicago, 111.
Indianapolis, Ind.
-

Minneapolis, Minn.

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO. - Milwaukee, Wis.
ARGUS ENTERPRISES - - Cleveland, Ohio
ARGUS ENTERPRISES - Los Angeles, Cal.
ARGUS ENTERPRISES - - - Omaha, Neb.
ARGUS ENTERPRISES Salt Lake City, Utah
ARGUS ENTERPRISES - - - Denver, Colo.

]

DWYER BROTHERS & CO. Cincinnati, Ohio
- Boston, Mass.
HOLLIS, SMITH, MORTON CO., Inc.
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

I

!

WASHINGTON THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
Washington, D.
HOWELLS CINE EQUIPMENT COMPANY
New
PHILA.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT

C.

York, N. Y.

CO.
Phila., Pa.

THE TICKET SELLER YOU WILL EVENTUALLY USE
Officers
S.

GOLDSMITH,

E.

VON VOLKENBURGH,

B.

BRONANDER,

and Directors

Officers

Pres.

(Goldsmith Bro. Smelting

&

Refining Co.)

Vice-Pres.

& Traders Natl. Bank)
Vice-Pres. and Consulting Engineer
(Cons. Engineer American Tobacco Co.)

(Director Importers

E. S.

A.

BOWMAN,

and Directors

Secretary

SEEBECK, Supt.

PAGE (Vice-Pres. E. W. BUss Co.)
PUCKHAFER (Importers & Traders Natl.

F. C. B.

C. F.

Bank).

Automatic Ticket Register Corporation
New

1784 Broadway
Factories,

New York and Brooklyn

Largest printers of quality tickets for moving picture theatres and
enterprises of every kind
Descriptive matter gladly sent on request.

York City

amusement

ADOLPH ZUKOR.

PRESENTS

A

George Fitzmaurice

Kick In
WITH

Betty Compson,
Bert Lytell and

H& :0M'MHEIKS

pfl
IHBB

V'>J
!:-fi

1
'1

0i,

(X Q^aramount Q>iclure
^/AMOUS PL^YERS-L^SKYCORTORAT^OS/

From

the play by Willard

Mack

Adapted by Quida Bergere

‘t^ICK-IN”

is

bang-up melodrama from

It’s the best of all
the crook plays, and it’s full of action,
pathos, tense
moments, thrills, and

start to finish.

WITH

Betty Comp s on
Bert Lytell

May M^Avoy

suspense from the

first

scene to the

last.

No melodrama
star

ever made had such a
The cast also includes
Hughes and Kathleen Clifford.

cast.

Gareth

Fitzmaurice
ePiCODU
C TION

‘KICK IN’
PRESENTED

BY ADOLPH

ZUKOR

(X Q>aramount Q>icture

Maurice Xourneur's
remarkable production oF

Sir

Han Caine’s

world- famous Sto
with

Richard Dix

Mae Busch
Phyllis

Haver

Mahlou Hamilton
Gareth Hughes

The

pictvire the

entire world is waiting
and anxious to see.

1

star, Story, Box-Office Title;

Cast, Direction, Photography;

Big Exploitation Possibility

—and much

All these

new George

n\ore

—

for the exhibitor

who books

the

Arliss feature

“The Man Who Played God”
Not

just a picture

—But

most screen actors

in

a great big photoplay by one of the fore-

America with

his inimitable

and incompar-

able artistry; his delicious comedy; his delightful romance; his
quiet dignity.

A
That

will attract

Real Business Builder

and please any

your patrons see George Arliss
they will want to see him again.

class of audience
in

"The Man

They

will

anywhere. Once

Who

know

Played

YOU

God”

are show-

ing the best pictures.

A New

George Arliss

a
New and Romantic Role

Disfincfi(je

in

Pmducfionj; Pnc.
prexentr

WMMO PLffiED GOD"

"THE

a play by Pulex CckQi'f Qoodman founded
on QouuemeurMomj'^r story of the same name

'3'rom

,

Scenario by Jorresf Malsey
Phofo(;traphy

'

‘

'
.

by Parry 0. Jischbeck
Clark Pobinson

Orf Director

Direction by JSarmon

Weight

UNITED ADTITIT COI^PODATION
MAQ.V PICXrO/iD
DOUGLAJ" FAIPDANKJ'
MI

CWACLIC CHAPLIN
D. V GliimTW

PAM AOPAMJ; PPEJ'IDENT

r

the noael by Qi'ace JHiller White
IJy ai'ran element axith Qdoiph Zukoi"
j^obertron
Oinection by ^ohn
Photography By ChaHex- J^oj-beK ..

3rom

S

,

.

Not a Re-Issue or a Revival
But a Wondrous New Picture

—Mary

For new generations numbering millions
ford’s just

completed

1922 production of the famous

gem

screen

^

**Tess of the

A brand

new

to-day’s vast

Storm Country **

picture for a brand

improvements

in

new

public

As New As
Wonderful

in its

in its beauty;
its

It Is

A Marvellous

Not

in- all its reels.

Flawless

splendid in

its

photography;

direction; appealing as to story;

artistry—-Mary Pickford

v

made under

cinema production.

an old scene or a foot of old negative

perfect in

Pick-

at her

supreme

superb best.

New

Photoplay
None of Your Patrons Has Seen

Q'owning QjMevemenir
of'hllcmiPickh>rd's Career

'COf^DOaATjON

fT^.UNITCD
MAaY
:

DlCl<rOR,D

•

CWAP,Li£

CWAPUN

M{Q:AM-

DOUGLAS TAiaDANKJ'

AOaAM^

Piaerj-IDCNT

'

D, W.

GD,
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,MOW YOU CAN GET

THE
FOURTH
OF UNIVERSAL’S
CARLLAEMMLE
presents

GLADYS

Presented by

CARL LAEMMLE
suppol'ted

by

EDWARD BURNS,
heading an exceptionally
capable cast

Stony of afid. vho lon^d for
fine clothes and luxury. Bow she
fiomthe

ma^a^ine stofy by

SHANNON FIFE

WHAT THEy

^ot vhat she vanted, plus many
things she never expected,
makes this an unusually entertainin*^ comedy -drama
“There

Directed

by

KING BAGGOT

SAy

!

FRANK MAYO

WOLF LAW
is

action

all

the time!”

—M. P. NEWS
LOIS^ILSON
Court. F. P.-L,. Corp

“BROAD DAYLIGHT”
“A mightv entertaining

storj’.”

—EXHIBITORS HER.\LD

HERBERT RAWLINSON

mean Better Times
your share of the Good Times Uni-

Better Pictures
get

Nine
hibitors everywhere!

versal’s Prosperity

is

“ANOTHER MAN’S SHOES”

bringing ex-

“A fast-moving
1

UNI ERSAL ATTRACTIONS

tale.”

—EXHIBITORS HER.\LD

de LUXE

I

November

18,
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M>u Hayed

fk First Series
Vbvil vimtlbese

'ride

NEW

Leather Pushers
A

SERIEIS

OF SIX

preseniecL

TWO REEL FEATURES

CARL LAEMAALE

.

//
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AffNMIlOW EVEMWIHIE

UNIVEPSAt-

CHAPTER PLAVS

1
b

I

November
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Herds a Sure-fc Box-office Bet
THE MOST IMPORTANT REVIVAL OE THE YEAR!

pneserrts

RODOLPH

What

W£hfnNO
MYERS
ALL

a treat!

Carmel

Beautiful

tino in one of his
ideal “great lover”

roles that will fur-

every
tron!

crowds

him to

movie

in a

pa-

— picture

the profits!

PRINTS —New

and edited

in a

way

titles,

that

cut

makes

NEW

two

six-sheet and
this a far better and.bigger attracall

tion than

many

recent big ones.

new

money.

—

all

— Two

three-sheets,

a

a twenty-four sheet,

sure to help you

make

Devil”

you know

what that means!
Packed with wonderful possibilities

—sure-fire

Universal Special

ACCESSORIES

one-sheets,

and

than

Delicious

Little

youth and adventure

NIGHT

by

ecx;ar franklin

NEW

of love,

a solendid

Picture the

Story

romance

better

“The

CARMEL

Myers at her best
Ro.dolph Valen-

ther endear

It’s

from

start to finish.

Booked on sight
by Fox Circuit!

Directed

by

PAUL POVELl
NEW

SPECIAL CAMPAIGN

BOOK— Brimful

of striking

news

ads, big. easy-to-put-over exploi-

tation ideas,

and reams of good

publicity stories.

See If at 'Yimr UniversalExchange

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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THE ANSWER
Nigh's name should mean a lot at the box-office. The fight he has
staged in ^'Notoriety" has the “Tol'ahle David" fight skinned.
That

should be enough.

— "Danny" in

the Film Daily.

a blessing to the independent market. It bids fair to
outdraw at the box-office anything Will Nigh has ever done. It is
replete with thrills. Its exploitation possibilities are innumerable .

"Notoriety"

is

Roger

M.

Ferri,

P. World.

"Notoriety" will go in any kind of house. There is a corking fight
scene which carries action plus. The characters are convincing and
the technical side is excellent. M. P. News.

—

One thing about Will Nigh. When he turns out a picture you can be
almost certain he will grind out a box-office product. "Notoriety" has
everything that has ever been screened. Nothing is left out. On the
Fred Schrader Variety.
title alone it should be a money-getter.

—

—

"Notoriety" has every ingredient a winning picture needs to make it a
big box-office attraction and its advent should prove a boon to buyers
of state-right attractions. Exhibitors Herald.

—

'

Will Nigh- possesses a rare insight into the psychology of the masses.

The public may eat this up, just as it did in the case of a recent Will Nigh
picture.
The court scene has a real thrill. The cast is unusual and
Blaisdell, Exhibitors Trade Review.
lives up to its reputation.

—

The First of

the

Four Will Nigh Productions

“NOTORIETY”
A

Dynamo of Action and Sentiment, Starring
MAURINE POWERS, MARY ALDEN, ROD LA ROCQUE, GEO. HACKATHORNE, RICHARD TRAVERS, J. BARNEY SHERRY, ANDERS
RANDOLF, MONA LISA, JOHN GOLDSWORTHY, IDA WATERMAN
Write for Our “Will Nigh Series” Selling Plan for
State-Right Buyers

L.

LAWRENCE WEBER
1600

and

BOBBY NORTH

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

Foreign Rights Controlled by Apollo Trading Corp., 1600 Broadway, N. Y. C.

1922

E.W.

HAMMONS

PRESENTS

LLOYD HAMILTON

M
UTO M
A
H
I

.

“The spontaneous

CilL J F

laughter and approval

iiifp

of the clientele”
says EUGENE H. ROTH

California
ANI>

Campornia Tmkatrr

San Francisco, Cal.

MADK rr ANO FOURTH STS
SAN FRANCISCO CAb

%^ad

ewery 'word of
Eugene H. Rothes Letter
It

is

an unbiased opinion of a

big progressive first-run exhibitor
after he had actually run the

CALIFORNIA

picture in the
one of San Francisco’s biggest

and

best theatres.

Opinions

like this,

They beat

room reviews

Educational Film Exohange,
388 Turk Street, San Franclsoo
Mr. C.' C. Blumenthal, San Franclsoo Eepresentati ve
(lentlemen:

^

The spontaneous laughter and approval of the clientel e
|

of the California Theatre this week in the showing of Iloyd

Hamilton's comedy, entitled "Speeders," are Indeed very gratify-

all to

I

know will be to the Fdnoatlonal Film Exchange.

Heedless to say, we are very much elated with the

reflect

audience approval, expressed by
men of the standing and judgement of Eugene H. Roth, are
valuable.

September 14, 1932.

ing to us and

which

Oranada

Impkrial

PORTOLA THRATRES

contract in our possession for the forthcominf? releases of this

comedian’s delightful, clean, entertaining comedies. And with
the contracts

also for the Christie's as well as the Mermaid's,

projection

death.

we feel we have an insurance for refreshing comedies in our

programs at our California, Granada and Imperial Theatres for

Lloyd Hamilton will make six
feature comedies in two-reel
length for 1922-1923. Book the

the ensuing terra.

Your progressive development, coupled with the national
campaign,

entire series.

is belne splendidly handled,

and all proeressive exhib-

itors like ourselves will find themselves duty-bound to contract
for these -oroduotions to round out a perfect, well-balanced
prot^ram to satisfy their clientele.

With very best wishes for

continued success.

Yours] very truly,

EDUCATIONAL’S

SHORT SUBJECTS
HAVE BEEN

A

FHR;F

Nationally Advertised For Over AYear
TO TWENTY-FOUR MILLIONS OF READERS

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

Inc.

E.

W. HAMMONS,

President
\

November

18,

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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“The

Christies are about the only

comedy producers since Sidney
Drew died who have been able to strike
a happy medium between light farce
and

slap-stick,

and

it

to be

is

that they will continue the

— for the field

is

E.

hoped

good work

limitless.”

Sherwood’s reviews are valuable
not only for the thousands upon
thousands of readers of LIFE
who see them — but also because
hundreds of newspaper editors
base their judgment on his
opinions.

ROBERT

Robert

211

E.

SHERWOOD

Sherwood
PAYS TRIBUTE TO

LIFE

in

Cn/U^tic

“THAT SON OF ASHEIK,” “PARDON MY GLOVE,” “LETTER RUN,” “OCEAN
SWELLS,” “CHOOSE YOUR WEAPONS” and “CHOP SUEY,” the first six of
the twenty two-reel CHRISTIE COMEDIES for 1922-23, are setting standards
for short subject entertainment value that are very, very high.

Christie

Comedies are among EducationaVs short

subjects

Nationally Advertised For Over a Year
TO TWENTY-FOUR MILLIONS OF READERS

EDUCATIONAL EILM EXCHANGES.

iNC.

E.

W. HAMMONS,

President

MOV Ihi ^ PICTURE WORLD
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Playgoers Pictures

An Edgar Jones Production

J

if*

One man sought to learn
women from books. — The

about

other

f/
f

life.

“

It

man

— Whose

got his lesson from

was the

better

method

has been repeatedly demonstrated

?

in

^
^

picture land that the heroine who is ‘up
against it,’ so to speak, through no fault of her
own, can command the sympathies of nine out
of ten people who witness her struggles against

Nola, the girl who weds a man
who takes an awful long time to realize that she is
really worthy of his name, obtains sympathy in
large and generous measure. So does the selfsacrificing friend whose efforts finally bring
^ husband and wife together in a happy climax. /
'Lonesome Corners* is skilfully directed, pre- Jy
sented by a clever cast of players and

unkind

fate.

1

And

affords

pleasing

entertainment .**

REPRESENTATIVE
SIDNEY GARRET-P

FOREIGN

Exhibitors Trade Review,

Physical Distributors
Pathe Exchange

The

girl

who

tried to fool others suc-

ceeded only in fooling herself.
For the victim of her wiles appeared

Edward A. Mac Manusat*

midnight and took by main strength the love

which was rightfully

his.

» Charles
i

4

A. Locue

i/\LLISON AND

Robert Eilis

y/DiRfCT^oByMR.LOGUE AND MR. ELLIS

One

of the biggest,

year

now ready.

most lavish productions

May Allison a revelation
Robert

of beauty

Ellis a picturesque,

Gripping story
A. Logue tells

and

of the

artistry.

romantic hero.

of passion

and intrigue by Charles

of plot to

wrest from owners rich

lands of tropical island, through seductive aid of
beautiful showgirl.

Cast supporting Miss Allison and Mr.
cludes

Frank Currier, Robert

Ellis in-

Sellable,

Louis

Dean, Rafael Arcos.
Marvellous photography, settings unmatched in
exotic beauty, exteriors taken anfiid gorgeous tropical scenery.

board and

in

Produced

in

New

York, on

ship-

Porto Rico.

A wonderful audience feature in six parts, combining

all

the

qualities

which insure box

prosperity.

ARTHUR

PhysicalDistribw
PAtHt EXCMANCC.

S KANE,

FOREIGN REPRESENrATIVE
SiONEV GARRETT

office
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>
>

>

A

THE

SPECIAL TRIBUTE

>

by

>

George Blaisdell

5

Exhibitors Trade Review

>
>

T

5

he

premiere of “Shadows” at
the Hotel Biltmore on the evening of October 27 was more

than what conservatively
scribed as a triumph for
ers.

It

was

first-hand

may be
its

and

de-

produc-

a subject that will make the motion picture fame of some and fortify
the position of others.

is

“Shadows”
that.

Its

will

influence,

do more than
its

AS A WHOLE
STORY

A

>

ciates.

What is of major importance is
that it may be seen and enjoyed by
the legion of older screen patrons as
well as by a host of new ones.

“Shadows”

a picture that will
the viewpoint
of story, of preparation for the
screen, of direction, of playing, and
Its titles ring true
of final polishing.
There are smiles for
all the way.
all and tears for the many, but the
of
story strikes a deep human note
respect for the conventions of sois

— from

—

—

ciety.

prod

ti

of forgi

n

artistic

Generally very

Some

LIGHTINGS

splendid

Very good

PLAYERS

Lon Chaney

la

gives probably the most superior perfom

and important career. Something moved Harrison o
never trouped as well before. Marguerite De La Motte sa
John Sainpolis gives unusual characterization as the villain.

of his long

He

i

one of the most artistically made pictures and
upon one of the most unusual themes that has ever reached the screen
by their willingness to make and offer such a picture they deserve
encouragement and support possible.

“Shadows”

IS

i

*

EXHIBITORS

REVIEW
Daniel Frohman remarked years ago in
an after-dinner speech following a banquet attended by motion picture men that
‘‘No great actor was ever made except in
great part.”
In "Shadows” the actor and the part
meet. Harrison Ford is the actor and the
character of John Malden the Minister in
this adaption of Wilbur Daniel Steele s
"Ching, Ching, Chinaman” is the part. It
is

a great part

and “Shadows”

is

a great

story.

Two other characterizations rank
alongside that of Mr Ford‘s: Lon Chaney
as “Ching, Ching, Chinaman,” and John
Sainpolis as Nate Snow, the capitalist of
the New England seashore village of UrBut these two are older players and
key.
have had their day in court. No one who
has seen Mr. Sainpolis in "The Great
Lover” has any doubt of the artistry of
which he is master.

Mr Chaney

has been seen in a n

of great characterizations
in

“The Miracle Man,”

to

as the C

name

is one of unusual diffi
and because of that fact his triump
be conceded to be all the greater.
When writing of “Shadows it is
natural mental process to revert to
Not that the two su
Miracle Man.”
are allied in theme; for in the Schi

ent instance

production there is nothing of the s
natural, with its illusion dispelling te
There is. however, an abundan
cy.

which is greater or lei
gree finds response in every breast,
the two stories are as one in their
appeal.
the spiritual,

i

Just a word as to the manner in '
the mystery of the tale is sustained,
denoument in its quality of surpn
Henry story
worthy of an

O

Qjou can't afford to deny
Produced by

PREFERRED
PICTURES-Inc.
B P Scholber^ -Pres

J.C.Bachmann-Tnus.

jui

Yet it must be borne in
of these.
that the role assigned to him in the

4
>
4

>

o
fa

beneficient in-

reach into and confuse if it does not
confound the ranks of the comparatively few but exceedingly voluble
^S^ill
It
antagonists of the screen.
hold up the hands and sustain the
promises of Will Hays and his asso-

stand analysis

Exceedingly

Has tremendous theme based upon power

PHOTOGRAPHY

fluence, will not be confined to the
friends of the motion picture. It will
>

DAILY

DIRECTION

first-class

evidence of the growing importance
cf the independent division of ^the
industry.
As a production it will
It
rank as a distinct achievement.

>

^

reviews

>

November

18,
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Proud

tisiry Is

<

Movinjr Picture

ihadows” prove
ion Picture

it

JMoming

tlTelegrapij

WORLD

News
—Human
revenge

^ification

fishing village in

l|a

interest

—

story

Ne\v England,

The marvelous
'(luction Highlights
The
a|erization by Lon Chaney.
appeal.

al

—Should

Power

r.ving

go

big

in

(rsommunity.

JDE from the entertainment values
this picture, an adaptation of
jf
Daniel Steele's prize story which
in the Pictorial Review under

li

is^sd

of “Ching, Ching, Chinaman"
:i'om its spiritual quality, its human
v'le

pathos and sentiment, one must
it gives Lon Chaney, an op-

|:s

,

that

ilr

u«ty

to

demonstrate his remarkable

characterization.
rongest points are Chaney’s chartion, the atmosphere and the spir«

ity

i

L

at his best as the

China-

man

and devotion.

faith,

d^ipoVi

is

for

in “Shadows.”
His sense of characterization goes beyond the mere outward
adjuncts of make-up and one believes him
really to be Yen Sin, the Mongolian.

For the producers of “Shadows” it may
be said that this production is characterized by a rather unusual refinement of
They have avoided the blatant
feeling.
and obvious wherever it was possible and
thus have added much to the verisimiliThe audience will betude of the film.
lieve in the story by reason of the good
The cast
taste shown in its development.
is a good one, and besides Lon Chaney in
the principal role, includes Harrison Ford,
Marguerite De La Motte and John Sainpolis.

The piece

a credit to its producers.
has the elements of
popular appeal, and should prove a feather in the cap of its makers, as well as an
extra plume in the head-gear of its chief
actor.
“Shadows” is a worthy achieve-

Undoubtedly

is

this film

ment.

'iiality.

is an excellently made picture so filled with heart interest,
romante and thrills as to make it a good attraction for any
exhibitor.
It abounds with exploitation angles and has an
added value by being built on a widely read story. Directed
by Tom Forman.

values were evidently careconsidered by B. P. Schulberg

office

lilly

sleeting

story,

cast

and

title

for

second production for dislUJn by the Al. Lichtman Corpora». iThe picture was given
its premiere
oi| a
critical audience in New York
'sek and judging from the reception
rieived,
will
go more than well
ia’)ws,” his

Jihout the country.
S idows” is a picturization of Wilbur
iW Steele’s
famous story “Ching,

Ching,

Chinaman,” appearing

in Pictorial

originally

The direction was
Tom Forman and he has

Review.

given over to
completed a task that satisfies.
The cast is unusually good and shows
in

selection the same care
making of the picture.

which marks

As a Chinese
laundryman-philosopher, Lon Chaney is
the

the outstanding figure and he gives to the
character in keeping with his well recognized talents in such a role.

the entertainingly

Artistry and box office requirements
are not always synonymous, for the solely
artistic offering usually develops itself in-

Not so with
to a single class attraction.
“Shadows,” however, for in a careful
study of this brilliant offering, the keen
showman the exhibitor who is quick to
grasp the possibilities of the certain elements that contribute in the making of a

—

—

proposition
this produccertain features which,
properly capitalized, should register it as
a magnet of unusual power.

money-getting
tion

embraces

promises of

Distributed by

AL-LICHTMAN
ON
ORPOR.ATI

576FIF™ AVENUE (^(‘7)nEW YORK CHV

—

fine acting

limit

notable characterizations that make impressively permanent showings that will not die out
with the flitter of the last flicker; a lavish
production reinforced with spectacularly
realistic settings emphasized with thrillers
that force you to take a firm grip on your
seat, a story that will appeal mostly to the
lover of the classics and interest those who
delight in seeing the sensational and melodramatic.
That the message so cleverly communicated gets over is a tribute to Tom Forman and substantiates the contention embodied in advance notices that Lon Chaney in the role of Yen Sin is seen at his
One distinction that cannot be takbest.
en away from this production is the fact
that it is out of the ordinary in story value.
Artistically, it is one of the truly great
achievements of the motion picture industry.
Photographically, “Shadows” is consistent with the high class tone of the
Its settings are
production in general.
typical of the locale of the story, while
the lighting is flawless and particularly
splendidly staged
effective during the
storm scene.

\hadows'io your pabrons
C

N.

c

<

human

plot on which
this latest Preferred Pictures, Inc., production, “Shadows,” requires, constitutes
a task rarely undertaken by any producer: yet Tom Forman, with the financial
and moral support of B. P. Schulberg, undertook it and accomplished the feat with
such astonishingly wonderful results that
should establish this super special as one
of the truly few beautiful and magnificent
Certainly
pictures of the current season.
it is an artistic achievement of rare excellence.

<.3

in

HERALD
CiC

Getting over such subtlety and delicacy

With “Shadows” one can go the

EXHIBITORS
li

C

REVIEWED BY ROGER FERRI

REVIEWED BY HELEN POLLOCKL
Lon Chaney

<

<
<

‘
<

AN INDEPENDENT SPECIAL
Ej(»)M{IBaB«BailHLf®lM

Bob Lynch of Philadelphia says it is the one picture, Independent buyers
cannot afford to miss the one big bet of the season and he meams it
too, because he bought it immediately for Eastern Pennsylvania and
Northern New Jersey.

—

—

TRUART FILM CORPORATION
1540

Broadway,

New York

Foreign Representative, Donald Campbell, 130

City

West

46th Street, N. Y. C.

TUB AGENT

GOLI-

Tie comedy that started

A

comic opera of the screen. Lavishly produced,
with masses of beautiful women and gorgeous cos*
tumes, this fun maker set a new comedy standard.

the newspaper cartoonists.

A clever satire on the game, ^^ith many new stunts.

LARRV
SEMON
COMEDIES
Laugh from

Start
to Finish

tilings

stick

ever done

in

SHOW

TFIE

A PAIK OF KINGS

Larry takes you behind the
curtain, and introduces you

Putting the sets of a super
spectacle on the comedy
screen. One of the biggest

to

slap

comedy.

the chorus, an'

every

scream, and as

thing.

It’s a

chock

full of

pretty girls as
they can stand.

THE SAWMILL

THE FALL GUY
Lorry’s idea of the well known “goat” and what hap*
pens to him, is just one prolonged, boisterous laugh.

Probably Larry Semon is the onl\ man who ever
“savv”any comedy in a sawmill. But he certainly did.
ALBERT

E

SMITH

preside^jt

THE BELL HOP
Larry's compliments to the little highwayman who
takes you to your room, and besides its machine
gun action, is an interesting portrayal of hotel life.
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Out of
Wrapper

First
the

WORLD

Two

November

newspapers

18,

on your desk.

lie

Not much difference

news

the

in

they contain, nor the features.

But you know that one is likely to
have YOUR NAME in it; an item
of gossip about something you are
doing.

You know

it is

gossip about

Which

certain to have

some

YOUR NEIGHBORS.
two newspapers do

of the

you pick up EIRST? Which is going to stay on your desk the longest ?
*

*

*

Moving Picture World
on

built

solid

mentals, with

being
funda-

is

publishing
untiring effort and

unsparing of expense to answer to
the slogan:

Regional in

News Value;

National

in Service.

Each week

it is

crammed and packed

NAMES—hun-

with EXHIBITOR
dreds of items about
tomers.

your

cus-

Which paper do they read?

Which one would you read ?
*

*

*

The most

carefully planned and the
cleverest copy doesn’t become advertising until it reaches a POSSIBLE

CUSTOMER.

Moving

The week you are not represented in
Moving Picture World you are leaving

THE OTHER EELLOW

undisputed
that

Picture

World

control

in

the

in

paper

is

Eirst

out

of

wrapper

the

week

—because

own

intimate paper.

it

is

—every

the exhibitor’s

Robert E. Welsh

1922

Tama

CKARD
MAN".

s

vIH

WILIAt

^ many^at an
:«o

so

Ib(^ma,

^

different

—produced

o£ the ^

fremand today, ^ rri
ngas, novel and

opportun

by

J.

angle!

Parker Read,

Jr.,

of screen attractions de luxe. “Sahara^
PsEb^ Lone WolPs Daughter” and Sex” are among
’thah

gteat achievemer^,
a cast of

st^ famed

the

c^Et^h ‘Rotfots,
Tosef Swicka?3. Mabel^^TiM
principal roles.

Bur^ ^HjHMh^yne play the

«TAWT^”—

4

R

aipport^H greatest ^riety of
j^vertising acceasorie^^HB^sd wll prm^e itself
hc»«ffice H9[Hoa of the year.9|H|Xr

J.

rsELlcf^PICTURESl

PARKER

PAW
5yrRANK

L
Author of THEBY
niRECTED

pawned his

soul to
'drugs

pawned
to drinK

READ, J-

.

Presents

NED

PACKARD

miracle man'
IRVIN

V.

l6ELECTl@ PICTURE5|
i

EdltK Roberts

WILLAT

Above

is

a reproduction of the attractive

24— sheet

stand available on

Pawned”.

t^ovember

18,

1922
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Loew Circuit of the metropolitan district in the great theatres
of which hundreds of thousands of discriminating persons will
thrill to its stunning romance and gripping adventure

OOllO

C
^ rl OOUCl

Frank Hall Interests of
Jersey, embracing the huge
State and Ritz Theatres of Jersey City and the State and Strand of
Union Hill and Hohoken respectively where other hundreds of
thousands will see the exquisite Ethel Clayton in the most magnificent vehicle of her career
1

1

^
,^)001v6Cl

New

—

_ J
15
J
OOOK0Q
OOilG
Regent and

tbe Consolidated Amusement
including the Tivoli, Arena,
Morningside Theatres, New York

Village,

Co.,

J by
OOOK0Q
OOilQ
Newark, and
13

the Joseph
Stern
interests
of Newark, N. J., including the
Tivoli,
the Castle, Irvington, and by other important
circuits throughout the country.
1 j-

Hundreds of showmen have bestowed upon Ethel Clayton’s
first great starring attraction for F. B. O. the most stunning and gratifying endorsement of bookings ever recorded
in the career of this brilliant star.

Her matchless beauty and

artistry

—

—the

lavish magnificence

—

of the scenes and costumes the appeal of the story and
the powerful and dignified exploitation combine to make
it a showman’s proposition of the highest order.

Follow the great circuit
RIGHT
through

NOW—

bookers

—

and

nail

it

yourself

Distributed by F. B. O.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
Main

Directed by

WeVe

Told You Before and

We

Are

Offices

—F.

OF AMERICA,

Inc.
B. O. Building, 723 Seventh Avenue,

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

New York

City

WESLEY RUGGLES

Telling

You Again

—Keep

Eye On F. B. 0.

MOVING t'ICTURE
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Theatre Owners’ Chamber of

Commerce

Presents

The

Greatest Social Feature
of the Season

Third Annual

“SUPPER DANCE”
Presentations

S. L.

and Divertissements by

ROTHAFEL

Music by

VINCENT LOPEZ
with his two jazz bands

And

the grreatest beauty cast of all stars
ever assembled in one room

Everybody

Who

Is

Anybody

Will Be There

Saturday Night, Dec.

2,

1922

Hotel Astor
Gold Room

iTickets $10 per person
Apply T. O. C. C. Headquarters

November

18,

1922
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In

Xovember

18,

NEW YORK:
Editorial in Motion Picture News, Nov. 11: It
certainly looks like a line-up of real pictures on
Broadway these crisp November days. Take
notice of what is offered on the big street. ”The
Sin Flood” is at the Capitol. "Oliver Twist” at
the Strand. "The Town That Forgot God” is
catching them at the Astor, while the Criterion

turning them away with "Knighthood Was in
Flower.” Just around the corner on 42nd Street
one may see Griffith’s "One Exciting Night,”
Douglas Fairbanks in "Robin Hood” and at
Loew’s State is "Timothy’s Quest.”
is

In

BOSTON;
"Timothy’s Quest” at the Modern and Beacon
makes the audience live in surrendered sympathies, says the Boston Post. And the conservative Transcript says: "Once in a while out of the
ruck of ordinary pictures blatantly heralded,
comes a brief and simple tale which wins its way
to the heart of the spectator. Such a one is
"Timothy’s Quest.”

In

LOS ANGELES:
At Miller’s this week you
The Examiner says
see two players who grip your hearts as securely
Joseph Depew and
as the most famous of stars.
:

Helen Rowland make "Timothy’s Quest” have an
irresistible appeal to grow n-ups and also make it
something out of the ordinary classification of
motion pictures. The Express says Sweetly sentimental and giving strong tugs at the heartstrings
"Timothy's Quest" is a triumph of acting and
The
It could not be improved upon.
direction.
Evening Herald says: The good things of life come
oft unheralded. It is rare that a modern motion
picture comes to town and makes its initial
appearance without sometimes one or several bad
errors showing up on the screen. "Timothy” is
:

Dirigo Films Inc.
presents

KATE DOUGLAS WIGGIN’S

the exception. Done in a
unstinted praise.
In

TIMOTHY’S
Directed by Sidney Olcott

Scenario by Katherine Stuart

featuring

PORTLAND, ME.

does people good to see.
In

ATLANTA:
The Better Films Committee today had

the
pleasure of viewing the screen version of Kate
Douglas Wiggin's delightful story "Timothy's
Quest.’' The word pleasure is used advisedly.
Never have we seen a picture more exquisitely
tender and convincing. The Belter Films Committee of Atlanta places its unqualified indorsement upon "Timothy's Quest.” Mrs. i\L B.

—

BOYKIN. Chairman.

Helen Rowland
Joseph Depew
Margaret Seddon
Marie Day
ViviA Ogden Bertram Marburgh
Gladys Leslie

that calls for

Editorial in the Press Herald: "Timothy’s Quest”
is a wholesome w'orth while production the kind
which once seen will be long remembered because it tells a simple story in a charming way.
Such pictures as this are well worth while. There
are none too many of them, the kind which it

Story of the Heart

Quest

manner

JVmertcan
RE LEASING CORPORATION

"

"

'

-V

In Canatia: Canatlian Releasing Corporation. Limilod

1922

F. B. 0. takes pride in presenting
Corelli’s greatest love story,
Chester Bennett’s greatest work,
Jane Novak’s greatest production

Marie

THELMA
starring

JANE NOVAK
with June Elvidge,

Wedgewood

Nowell, BertSprotte and great cast

M

en, long experienced in show business, particularly
those whose time dates back fifteen to twenty
years,
recognize in “THELMA” that peculiar
type of attraction that is classed with such sure-fire
plays as “The Old Homestead” “Way Down East” and
others of this calibre.

—

Wise showmen will tell you that when everything else
such plays as “THELMA” and those mentioned

failed,

were always sure to bring the crowds.
“THELMA” as directed by Mr. Bennett, and played by
Miss Novak and as produced by Film Booking Offices
promises magnificent financial rewards to all exhibitors.
It is Marie Corelli’s greatest love story, read and re-read

by

millions of people of

as standard
“Ivory Soap” are
It

is

all

classes.

as “Cream of Wheat” or
nationally advertised comm3rcial

in literature
in

products.
Elaborate presentation plans
for it.

and exploitation have been prepared

Posters, lobby photos, slides

and special material in rich assortment.
A gorgeous fashion sho>v tie-up adds immense appeal to millions of
feminine hearts.

“THELMA” is sure-fire. It offers a real
showmen who understand show business.
To see

it is

to

book

clean-up to wide

awake

it.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA,
Main

Offices

F. B.

O. Bldg., ^’23

— 3th Ave., New York

Exchanges Everywhere

Inc.

Dead or
Alive!

November

18,
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“So Popular They

WORLD

Had To Hold

It

Over!”

New

York Sun says of Jackie
Coogan's big success now in its second big
week at the New York Strand.
That's what the

WILL STIMULATE PUBLIC CONFIDENCE
IN FILMS, SAYS THE NEW YORK WORLD.
“Jackie’s performance surely

is one of the
which ever have been
put on the silver screen. When he walks
into the picture he seems to be the child of

most

irresistible things

Charles Dickens.

“We never have seen so lovable a figure
on the screen as he presents here. When
he runs behind the lumbering coach on the
road to London, turning his handsprings until
it seems he will surely fall of exhaustion, in
the hope that someone will toss him a coin,
there is something deeply pathetic about it.
And that view in which he is attired in the
tall, silk hat and the long tailed black coat

of the undertaker’s assistant is something
too impressive to attempt to describe.

“But Jackie is a comedian, too. See him
mimic Fagan, bending over until his forehead almost touches the floor, a hand on the
hip, doddering along like a decrepit old man.
Watch him in the close-ups as mischievous

come stealing into his head.
“This mption picture will be more effective
as propaganda for stimulating the public confidence in the films than all the addresses,
interviews and advertisements the motion
picture men can assemble. It is one of the
really artistic things which have come out
of the studios since screen drama began.”
ideas

Sol Lesser presents

JACKIE COOGAN
OLIVER TWIST”
in

Charles Dickens’ immortal masterpiece directed by Frank Lloyd

with

all

star

cast including

Lon Chaney, Gladys

Brockwell, George Seigmann, and Lionel Belmore.

A

“Give

me some

more,

First National Attraction

please,”

said

Oliver

and

that’s

what

YOU

will

say.

They We
Waiting for
^

^HIS

is

I

the undying love story of

all

ages.

We

It!

need not

tell

you about R. D. Blackmore’s immortal classic. It is known to
every man, woman and child. We need not tell you about
Maurice Tourneur’s direction. Every exhibitor knows his work.
But we will tell you how he has caught the very soul of this
beautiful romance and breathed it onto the screen in pictures o
life and fire.
Produced at the studios of Thomas H. Ince with a
cast including Frank Keenan, ]\Iadge Bellamy, John Bowers and
other notable players.

Distributed

by

Associated

First

National

Pictures,

Inc.

Katherine MacDonald
^/le American beauty
In Her Finest Pictui*e^

•White Shoulders

KatKerine MacDonald’s
Best Box Office P ictur
"l

Y/HITE SHOULDERS”

\A/
*
*

unquestionably eclipses anything
Miss MacDonald has done up to date. It is stronger in dramatic force there is a more fascinating story her character
;

;

delineation is more vital
artistic production.

Ten

and

and

living;

is

it

a more finished and

by George Kibbe Turner

million persons have thrilled to this story
Saturday Evening Post.

in the

TTie picture has audience appeal through
entertainment value.

rare beauty

its

and strong

a box office asset because of its wide advance advertising in the
most popular story magazine circulated.
It is

Presented by B. P. Schulberg; directed by Tom Forman; adapted by
Lois Zellner, and produced by Preferred Pictures, Inc.

Don t Miss Any of Her Mew

WOMAN

’THE

Series of Finer Pictures

CONQUERS”

"THE BEAUTIFUL LIAR”

A tale of adventure and a New York society

From stenographer

in the

snow

trolley car to

wastes of the Arctics.
Directed by
Forman; story by Violet Clark.

Tom

—

girl’s battle for life

and love

hotel

from

;

that’s

Marion,

"DOMESTIC RELATIONS”
A

drama

—

en.

to

Rector’s

AND HUSBANDS”
girl

heart dealers

finds the best

a

way

to

Chet

"THE INFIDEL”
A

strange story with the glamcr of the
tropical isles, of a girl and a man who,
faithless in everything, believe in Love.
Directed by James Young; story by Charles

—

one that appeals to womStory and direction by J. A. Barry.

FIRST

counter

husband.
Directed by
Withey; story by Charles A. Logue.
catch

and the
power with a woman taking her

PRESENTED BY

lunch

comedy drama by George
Directed by Wallace Worsley.

and how a young

story of political intrigues, plots

part in the fray

Jr.

to Follies star; from
car; from hall room to

A drama of heart stealers and

"THE WOMAN’S SIDE”
fight for

the

"HEROES

marriage when the glamor
a realistic portrayal of the domestic
of

fades
discords in the homes of the poor and the
rich.
Directed by Chet Withey; story by
Violet Clark.

A

town

A. Logue.
B.

P.
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The Voice of
—

The people

of Massachusetts have spoken
and
their answer to proposed censorship is emphatic.
For the first time in history voters were given

an opportunity to think and to speak on the sub-

motion picture censorship.
That so cheering and encouraging a verdict
should have come from Massachusetts cradle of
seems only fitting and just.
liberty
That it did come in such outspoken terms is a
tribute to intelligent workers, loyal fighters, and
to the sound good sense and justice of the Amer-

ject of

—

—

ican people.

*

the People
As

in all

such cases there have been the usual

visitors to a trade paper editor’s desk, ready to
whisper to him “the inside story” and the supposedly damning facts of incompetence in handling
the industry’s battle.

The temptation is always present to jump into
such a situation with a muckraker’s glee, and
stories of how everything is going to the dogs and
headed further.

Too often in the past the knockers have been
upheld by the outcome of the particular battle
being waged.

sN

*

*

General Hays’ First Battle

The campaign in opposition to censorship in
Massachusetts was conducted by a citizens’ committee, headed by Gen. Charles Cole, and composed
laymen who

enlisted in the cause of free speech.
but a further attempt
to encroach on their liberties; newspapers that saw
only a new assault on the freedom of the press were
The industry’s part
in the forefront of the battle.
was set deeply in the background.
But aside from the “ifs” and “ands” of the case,
it may be said plainly that had the screen been
defeated it would have been set down as a defeat
for Will Hays in his first skirmish against foes
of

Citizens

who saw nothing

from without.

—

Since victory has been our portion let’s say as
and as emphatically as it can be
said, a word of praise, congratulation and admiration for Will Hays and his organization.
With “honorary mention” to First Lieutenant
Charles C. Pettijohn.

clearly, as loudly,

4:

j|s

A Hard-Won

*

Victory

The fact that the verdict in opposition to censorwas carried by a majority of three hundred

ship

and twenty-five thousand may leave the impression
of a mediocre fight and an easily won victory.
But the writer can bear witness that this is not
the truth.

We

have been on the ground, we have talked
with the “wise ones” always willing to wield a

hammer.

The Cards Against Us
Keen political sense was necessary to bring victory in the Bay State. All the cards were stacked
against us.
Several amendments were being voted on, the
natural and popular answer to the others being
affirmative, while in the case of the censorship one
the voters were expected to remember to vote
“No.”

The most prominent church and society forces
imaginable were lined up against us and shrewd
antagonists were awaiting the first opportunity to
jump on “the motion picture trust” and “greedy
film men.”
But there were no mistakes the expected

—

—

boomerang

didn’t materialize.
Volunteer workers carried the brunt of the battle.
Sincere newspapers gave incalculable aid. The
theatres helped with their screens. The jingle of
the money-bags was not heard; not a “magnate”
was allowed on the stage; it was kept a Massachusetts question, to be decided by Massachusetts
voters.
The industry can never fully repay the citizens

and newspapers of the Bay State. Except, as Will
Havs has said, bv keeping the faith.

And

that will be

payment

in full.
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Have You Heard That- Moving' Picture
While Sydney S. Cohen, president of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
has officially announced that he will not he
a candidate for re-election at the Chicago
convention next spring, his friends in various sections of the country have inaugurated
a campaign to have him reconsider the
move. Mr. Cohen’s popularity was intensified considerably during the past few
weeks’ tour of the Middlewest and it is in
that section where the new campaign has
been started.
for the election of W. A.
Steffes as president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America started this

The boom

Mr. Steffes,
in
the Middlewest.
although a Minneapolis exhibitor, is right
now using his influence with New York exhibitors to bring about a return of their
organization to the parent fold.

week

Official confirmation of the exclusive an-

nouncement published in Moving Picture
World several months ago to the effect that
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners’ Chamber of Commerce, of New York, would make
an effort to organize similar bodies in key
centres was given this week. It is said by
of that organization that Senator
James J. Walker, counsel, with several
members, will make a tour of the country.
officials

With the independent theatre owners

of

organized as a collective booking body, the syndicate bookers, namely,
B. F. Keith, P. P. Proctor, Marcus Loew,
William Fox, B. S. Moss and others are
considering a similar organization to compete with that new organization of which
Nathan Burkan is the general counsel.
Already the two have submitted offers for
the big pictures and several contracts about
to have been closed have been held up.

New York
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are preparing for an elaborate
dance and entertainment at the Roof-Garden
of the Astor Hotel, Friday evening, DecemThe Goldwyn employees hope to
ber 15.
raise sufficient funds through this dance to
organize a Goldwyn club.

Harry J. Cohen, long head of the foreign department of Metro h,as resigned to
become associated with Fox Film Corporation.
He will be associated with the foreign department in an important capacity.

Edltortnl StnfTi Robert E. Welsh, editor;
A. Archer, managing editor; Epes Wlnthrop Sargent, exploitation; F. H. Itlchardson. projection; E. T. Keyser, equipment;
Charles S. Sewell, reviews; Roger FerrI. Independent productions: Sumner Smith, regional
news; T. S da Ponte, producers news, and
A. Van Buren Powell, Straight from the
Shoulder Reports.
P. Mil-

ligan.

CIronIntloni

Dennis

Shea.
Subscription price: United States and Its
possessions. Mexico and Cuba, $3.00 a year;
Canada, $3.50; foreign countries (postpaid),
$10.00 a year.
Copyright, 1922, by Chalmers Publishing
J.

Company.
Copyright throughout Great Britain and
Colonies under the provisions of the Copyright Act of 1911.
(All rights reserved.)

Other Pahlleations
Cine Mundial (Spanish),
Technical Books.

Indicates Increase
Theatre’s Report Forecasts Better
Business for Industry
Theatre business developments in
Canada during the past year is indicated in the second annual report for
Eastern Theatres, Ltd., Toronto, operating the Pantages Theatre, Toronto,
with its 3,700 seats.
Although the net profits of the company are shown to be lower for the
past year by the report just issued, the
company is in a generally stronger financial position after dividends of $45,000 have been paid. The total assets
of the company amount to $1,724,695,
as compared with a total of $1,769,136
one year ago.
The value of land, buildings and
equipment is shown to be $806,781, as
against $654,624.
A balance of $2,576 in organization
expenses was written oflF, leaving a
surplus account at the end of the second year of $30,837 as against $24,795
one year ago.

into

Greatly

increased

employment

in

every

section of the United States is shown hy
the report of the Director General of the
United States Employment Service, Washington, D. C., just made public. This report
indicates, it is stated, that wages will be
plentiful and that therefore moving picture
exhibitors should prosper.

Rumors that an additional rate of 3 cents
per package will be imposed on all parcelpost packages after January 1, next, have
been set at rest by a statement just issued
by the post office authorities at WashingThe Department has no intenton, D. C.
tion of imposing any additional postage
charge on parcels at the present time, it is

Member Audit Bureau Circulations.
Member National Publishers Association.

Concurrent with the announcement that
and
direct the entertainment and divertissement
of the third annual supper dance of the

A New Love

T. O. C. C., comes official word that Alfred
E. Smith, governor-elect of New York, has
accepted the invitation to be the guest of
honor of the theatre owners on the night
of December 2.
“Roxie’’ promises to outdo some of the
most daring innovations in artistic conception in keeping with the season’s social
event. Something distinctively original and
different is assured in lighting effects and
the decorations, it is said, will be of an
out-of-the-ordinary character.

&

City, has been appointed manager of the Lyric Theatre in New York,
where “Douglas Fairbanks in ‘Robin Hood’"
is playing for an indefinite period.

Seven thousand dollars was turned

the Maryland State Treasury hy the Maryland State Board of Motion Picture Censors last year.
Add to this the three annual salaries of the three members of the
hoard at $2,400 each and the running expenses of the office and it can be approximated just what it is costing the moving
picture fraternity of Maryland.

stated.

Walter Batchelder, for many years assoSeamon in numerous
ciated with Hurtig
capacities, former treasurer of the Empire
in Toledo, O., and of the Central Theatre in

New York

Briefs

The employees of Goldwyn Pictures Cor-

John

Manager of

1922

poration

John P. Chalmers, president; Alfred J.
Chalmers, vice-president; James P. Chalmers,
Sr., vice-president;
Eliza J. Chalmers, secretary and treasurer, and Ervin L. Hall,
business manager.

Manager of Advertlslngt Wendell

18,

Miss Camilla Donworth, well known to
the industry, is now conducting La Boheme
Bazaar, 181 West Fourth street. New York
City, having transferred her affections from
motion pictures to Dresden, China, old
bronzes and Christmas cards.
As the
woman pioneer in the field of industrial
films, she founded Films- of Business in
1915.

Officers Elected at the

N

S. L. Rothafel will personally supervise

Nebraska Convention

eed

for what was characterized as more equitable contracts between exhibitors and distributors was emphatically emphasized at
the third annual convention of the Iowa and Nebraska M. P. T. O.
in Omaha, on Wednesday and Thursday of last week.
A. J. Moeller, of New York City, business manager of the M. P. T.
O. A., led an attack on what he termed “the unjust and unreasonable conditions imposed upon exhibitors by distributors.”
He said, too, that the

M.

P. T. O. A. should give virile support to the independent film producer,
distributor and exhibitor.
The convention appointed a committee to adjust differences between
the exchanges and the exhibitors.
Among the prominent men at the convention were Dr. Thomas GPatten, of New York, representing Will H. Hays, and Dr. George E.
Condra, of the State University of Nebraska.
Officers elected at the convention were for the Nebraska association
only. They are A. R. Pramer, Alhambra, Omaha, president; C. E. Williams,
Park, Omaha, first vice-president; Frank Houston, Lyric, Tekamah, second
vice-president; J. E. Kirk, Grand, Omaha, secretary; S. A. Hayman, Lyda,
Grand Island, treasurer.
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Censorship Repudiated in
Massachusetts
Overwhelming Vote
Boston, Nov.

(By Wire to

8.

Moving Picture World)

he

Massachusetts
of
people
to the polling places yesterday and spoke their opinion
of State censorship of motion pictures.
For the first time in history the citizens of a State decided for themselves
and not through supposed representation what they should see on the

T
I

went

screen,

and incidentally, from what
proponents have stated,

censorship

what they should read, hear, do, write,
think, breathe. They killed censorship
by a huge vote of 3 to 1, with ar
enormous plurality of 338,443.

^

The general opinion here
question
.

!'

I;

is

dead for

all

is

that the

time now, but

the “reformers” do not take that view
They are already laying
of things.
plans for their next campaign, and intend to carry it to the Congress of the
United States in seeking a national

censorship law as evidenced in the following article which appeared in a

Boston paper this morning:
E. Tallmadge Root, executive secretary of the Massachusetts Federation
of Churches, has issued the following
statement concerning the defeat of
the moving picture censorship bill
“The contest over the motion picture
law, which has just ended, is unparalIn
leled in Massachusetts history.
behalf of the law all the philanthropic
organizations of the State and the religious bodies were lined up together.
Catholic and Protestant have stood
shoulder to shoulder to the last. This,
in itself, is an achievement worth all
the effort of the contest and will prove

j

incalculable benefit in the future
history of the State.
The religious
bodies have worked, each in its own
way, and without compromising their
principles, but for the same moral

of

j

end.
I

“The discussion of the subject has
brought home to every citizen a sense
of the moral responsibility of such

i

1

]

'

,

i

,

1

I

I

I

I

i

1

amusements

as

motion

pictures.

Cleaner films are assured. It was only
the assurance that the industry itself,
under the lead of Mr. Will H. Hays intended to correct the depths of indecency and vulgarity to which it is
conceded the motion picture magnates
had descended, that has led a majority
of the voters to give the industry a
longer trial.
If this result is not
speedily forthcoming, the enactment
of a law is only postponed.
“We believe, however, that the vot-

Is

Cast for Freedom of the Screen

In two imporers have been misled.
tant instances, quotations made by the
opponents of the law have been

promptly disavowed. The law itself
has been completely misrepresented.
“We believe that the issue has been
so misrepresented that the re-introduction of the law in the next Legislature would be justified and that the
facts regarding the contest in Massachusetts render certain the early
adoption of a national law by the Congress of the United States.”
During the campaign nothing happened that so well showed just the
types that the world has to contend
with in fighting for personal liberty
and rights as this “post-mortem” anrouncement. Beaten to the ground
in a defeat more conclusive than any
in the political history of the State
they raise a mangled hand in protest
and feebly cry what they are going to
do, and how they are going to do, the
world in the near future.
The eyes of the country were on
Massachusetts in this fight, and the
old Bay State has come through again.
Not a city or town of any importance
in the State voted in favor of censorship.

Big

cities like Springfield, Fall

River, New Bedford, Lawrence, and
others, were against the proposition
by an average of about 10,000 pluralBoston swept the board clean by a
ity.
It was a great vic70,000 plurality.
tory, and the spoils of war go to the
Citizens
Committee
Massachusetts
Against Censorship, headed by Brigadier General Charles H. Cole, rather
than to the exhibitors of the State.
General Cole and his associates were
ably seconded by more than 90 per
cent, of the daily and weekly newspapers of the State. The State vote
in exact figures, so far as known, was
207,476 in favor of a censor, while the
vote against totaled 545,919. Out-ofthe-way rural communities that never
had the opportunity of harboring a
motion picture theatre were the only
ones that went for the measure. Boston showed every precinct decidedly
against. The wards total an average
plurality of 3,000 each.

Most of the Boston newspapers declared the result highly gratifying, the
Transcript in its election editorial setting forth, perhaps better than any,
the general belief over the result. The
Transcript said today: “The decision
of the electorate in rejecting the law
providing for motion picture censor-

was not unexpected, but the adverse vote was larger than many had
anticipated. The question was one that
had been thoroughly discussed. Arguments on both sides were generally
The verdict of the people
familiar.
should be accepted as final.
Massachusetts citizens were given
the opportunity of deciding and the
far-reaching effects of their decision
is ably set forth in the following statement made today by John M. Casey,
municipal
censor.
Mr.
Boston’s
ship

Casey said
“The overwhelming plurality means,
in my opinion, the death knell of state
boards of censorship in the United
States, and as usual Massachusetts

leads
that

way

the

stifling legislation
curtailing of liberty
speech whether printed or
in

means the

and free
screened.”

The statement of Will H. Hays regarding the victory follows:
“Censorship of motion pictures has been
defeated in Massachusetts in a direct vote
of the people by a majority of 340,000. This
overwhelming vote against censorship is a
splendid response to the appeal to the press
and citizens of that state that the Commonwealth of Massachusetts stand against this
undue political aggression. Just as certainly is it a definite and unmistakable
challenge to the motion picture industry to
carry out its program for its own continual
improvement in the full discharge of its
duty to the public. This responsibility is
accepted by the industry in the spirit of
highest service and it will in grateful earnestness fully discharge this duty.”

Sydney S. Cohen, national president
of the M. P. T. O. A., immediately
after the result of the referendum became known, wrote every exhibitor in
Massachusetts urging that they express through the newspapers their
appreciation of the public’s verdict.
In each letter was a statement by the
president that he suggested each
theatre owner take to his newspaper
for publication. It follows, in part
“The American people will not submit to
a political censorship of the press in any of
its

divfs'ons.

They know

it

invites disaster.

The

open, deliberate action of the people of
Massachusetts in defeating censorship of
the motion pictures proves this. This verdict for a free press and a free screen will
have a salutory effect in all parts of the
country and will eventually eliminate censorship everywhere and leave the screen,
with its wonderful powers for public service, free and untrammelled in the service
of the people of nation, state and community.
congratulate the people of

We

Massachusetts on their
verdict on this question.”

sound

American
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Speaks of Prices

They Are Talking

—

About

Says They Are Justified
Under Present Conditions

Exhibitor

— Louis

Mayer, in New York these days.
Louis has John Stahl, Reginald Barker and
Fred Niblo under his wing consequently

—

Louis

being given considerable attention
by distributors with covetous eyes on that
list of producers.
Harry Reichenbach is
also hanging his hat in the Mayer offices
suid that means a lot.
Watch for Harry’s
break with “Hearts Aflame,” the Reginald
is

Barker forest

fire picture.

—

Lewis J. Selznick. Lots of conversation
after viewing “One Week of Love.”
railroad wreck climax that furnished Saturday’s conversation in Film Row.
And a
general production excellence that has given
new strength to Myron Selznick’s name.
Lots of boosters for Lewis J. Gamest fighter

A

and most picturesque character

in

the game.

The rooters are calling for three more like
“One Week of Love” this year. Jack
Woody’s sales force has its chance to whoop
things up.

— Who

going to be the director of
This is a goshamighty important question.
never before have
seen such widespread interest among directors and directors’ agents in the question
of who would be the man to produce a
coming picture.
know for a fact that
some of the biggest with other connections
at present are angling for the chance.
Pulling wires. And we don’t blame them.
“Ben Hur” in pictures is going to be the
show event of the century. Something to
is

“Ben Hur?”

We

We

—

—

have your name tied to.
is the only name.
Next

So far

— the

— Goldwyn

director?

—

Of Watterscn Rothacker, as no longer
“of Chicago.”
Now it’s Watterson Rothacker, of Here and There.
Was in New
York the past week. Left AVednesday for
Chicago. Leaves there in a day for Los
Angeles.
Leaves Los on the 16th for
Chicago. Leaves Chicago after Christmas,
then for New York. We’ll probably then
hear that he is sailing for Europe.

— R.

E.

W.

More Censors
Bigger Force Swells

Up Pay

Roll’s

Total

The New York State Motion Picture
Commission will shortly be enlarged
by the addition of several reviewers,
who will hold positions under Civil
Service regulations, and who will be
required to take an examination now
being prepared by the Civil Service
Commission. Under the provisions of
the law, these inspectors or reviewers
may receive a salary ranging anywheres from $1,600 to $2,500.
The examination will, it is said, be
based on a practical test in viewing and
analyzing certain selected films. Education, experience and general qualifications will also enter into the ratings,
it

is

stated.

As long as operating expenses continue at their present level, exhibitors
are justified in maintaining the existing scale. Exhibitors can collect .sitch
a price, but the public expects entertainment according to the admission
paid.

This is the latest statement in the
admission-reduction-or-retention
argument written by Emmanuel Mandelbaum. First National Franchise holder
of Cleveland, who has spent two weeks
in

New York

as a

member

of First

Rotating Committee.
Although the organization

Na-

tional’s

in

which

he holds an interest has devoted' itself
exclusively to showing motion pictures
Mr. Mandelbaum has devoted hirr.self
principally to distribution and organization problems, leaving the actual
theatre operations to his associates. As
a result, he has come constantly in contact with exhibitors, so that his opinions represent the consensus of opinion of experienced exhibitors in the

northern Ohio territory, it is stated.
In an interview given during his
fortnight in New York Mr. Mandelbaum scored equally the business

methods of exhibitors who foist upon
the public pictures that are judged by
length, rather than quality, and who
will not make inquiries about the product they are to show, and producers
who foist productions that they know
are unworthy upon exhibitors and the
public.

November
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Business Improving
Tax Receipts Show Conditions
dustry Are on

in In-

Up Grade

The moving

picture business is slowgetting in a more prosperous condition.
This betterment is indicated,
it is stated, by the best of all evidence,
the tax receipts of the United States
Government. For the month of September, it is shown in the report just
issued by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, the receipts from the tax
on admissions to theatres and other
ly

places of amusement totaled $4,789,391,
as compared with $4,710,470, for the

preceding month and $4,620,893 for the
month of July, the lowest of all months
since the war.
The increase of nearly $200,000 in
the amount of tax collected on admissions in

September as compared with

July indicates an increase
at the

box

$2,000,000.

in

receipts

from $1,500,000 to
However, the receipts now

office of

more than 50 per cent,
what they were when the peak of
prosperity obtained.
For the month
of Decembei, 1920, the highest record
are but slightly
of

reached, the tax on admissions
dues totaled $8,387,386.

and

During the month of September the
Government also collected $126,790
from the special seating tax as compared with $389,145 for the preceding
month.
Total collections from all
sources were $354,284,246, as compared with $139,575,948.

Smith Election a Victory For
Industry in Censorship Fights

N

ews

from Boston that Massachusetts had overwhelm’ngly voted
was supplemented with unprecedented enthusiasm In industry circles when the fact became known
that New York, by returning “Al” Smith to the gubernatorial chair in
Albany by a plurality of approximately 400, COO had publicly displayed its
antagonism to the Motion Picture State Commission, which the Demoagainst censorship of moticn pictures

cratic party pledged itself to put cut of existence

ship law.

by a repeal of the censor-

The Smith victory was generally accepted

in film circles as a

public demonstration Indicative of the absolute failure of censorship in the

Empire State.
While no official comment was available from any member of the
Motion Picture Commission, the censors and their friends spent all of
Election Day mournfully reading the returns which, if the Democrats keep
their pledge to the people of New York, will have amounted to nothing less
than obituaries for Messrs. Levinson & Co.
For the motion picture industry, on the face of late official returns, the
1922 elections will go down in history as the greatest rebuke ever accorded
the “reform” element, for these reports indicated scores of towns that
voted on the Sunday show proposition, had publicly rebelled against these
fanatical intrusions by making legal picture entertainment on the first

day of the week.

Sunday Movies Win Out in
New Rochelle, N. Y.

J

W. P. Milligan, M.P World’s Advertising Manager, Leads

U

Fight

i.
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ROCHELLE,

“home

cities”

one of the
on the outlying

boundaries of New York City,
and a town in which Sunday moving
pictures had never before been toler-

loose from the antiidea of rule by a minority over
quated
1
S' the majority at the elections Tuesday,
9: and voted overwhelmingly in favor of
opening moving picture theatres on the
ated, cut

itself

1

I

li||

Sabbath,

Wendell P. Milligan, advertising
manager of Moving Picture World,
1 and vice-president of the HomesteadSi Stephenson Park Association of New
S'!

•

at

?

|i Rochelle, started the ball rolling that

developed into the avalanche that subto out- worn
theories that there should be no Sunday amusements, and that the Sabbath should be only a day of sombre

merged those who held

d
14

!

brooding.

,

I

I

\

'

-

‘

The ballots spoke in no uncertain
terms, showing how many more persons favored mild Sunday diversion
than were opposed to it. The balloting in New Rochelle, always noted for
Its conservatism, is taken to indicate
a breaking away all over the country
frpm the hide-bound customs of the
past where “Blue Sunday” advocates
forced their unrelenting policies upon
their co-citizens.
.

*5
;

A

New

vigorous campaign was waged in
Rochelle for many weeks before

Innuendo and open
election.
calumny played its part. Especially
bitter were the attacks of the Ministhe

t

i

'
I

I

;

I

'
'

I

i

)
I

I

:
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j

I

'

ters’

Association against those persons

who dared

:

'

'I

to raise their voices in faSunday openings. These at-

vor of
tacks were in a large measure leveled
against several men well known in the
community as disinterested in the
question except so far as their ,vish
to see the majority of the citizens get
what they desired in the way of Sunday movies.
These men brought the pointed
antagonism of the Ministers’ Association against themselves by signing
full-page advertisements in the New
Rochelle press arguing in favor of
open moving picture theatres on the
Sabbath. The advertisements, worded

by one of their number, spoke simply
of the people’s rights, and explained
phrases

why

;|

the majority
of New Rochelle’s citizens should not
be held in subservience by a minority

i|

that

in

I

'
I

'
I

I

1

J

j

logical

was less than half as numerous.
The men who signed the advertise-

ments listed their occupations as carpenter, chef, telephone employe, electrician, and so on. They told in pithy
language of the cause at issue. In two
pointed paragraphs they summed up
the whole status of the election when

they said

“We are voting on a bigger cjuestion
than the mere opening of motion pictures in New Rochelle on next Tuesday. We are really voting on a question as to whether we shall continue
a spirit of tolerance and personal liberty, allow free thought and free
action, or whether we shall ratify the
old evil of intolerance, repression and
persecution of some people by other
people.

“The people who do not want the
motion picture theatres open on Sunday; in New Rochelle are, undoubtedly,
right thinking people. Their motives
are unquestionably sincere.
But did
they ever stop to ask themselves
“Have I a right to think for another
man or woman? Has that other man
or woman the right to think for himself or

herself?”

Mr. Milligan, as vice-president of the
Homestead-Stephenson Park Associa-

New

Rochelle, stated that the
purposes of this body were purely
those of civic improvement, and the
matter of Sunday moving pictures was
brought before it only after the purposes for which it was formed had been
attended to. But once the subject had
been broached to the organization, and
it was pointed out how unfair it was
for the people’s wishes to be so flagrantly over-ridden by a strongly intrenched minority, the fight against
tion of

this

injustice

was

taken

up

whole-

heartedly, culminating in the overwhelming victory of the people at the

has culminated so favorably.
But in
spite of his disinterested viewpoint Mr.
Milligan was viciously attacked in
writings by the opposition, and many
ulterior motives were laid at his door.
Answering these statements Mr.
Milligan made his position clear to all
who were unbiased. He said “I have
no axe to grind. But this question is
one for the majority to settle. This
is the United States, where the majority rule, and if the greater number
of voters in New Rochelle want Sun:

day movies

we’ll

in

New

Rochelle nor does one

New

population over Sundays,
and drew to themselves much of its

Rochelle’s
finances.

Having the welfare
at heart,

of his

home

city

and for no other reason Mr.

Milligan started

the

movement

that

know

There is nothing at all that I expect as recompense for my efforts.”
One of the principal workers whose
efforts did a great deal to guide the
course of the campaign was P. D.

Cochrane, of Universal. Mr. Cochrane
said to have been indefatigable in
his work in behalf of what he knew
the people of his city wished to accomplish in bringing Sunday moving
pictures to New Rochelle, and in instituting a sane Sabbath.
is

That the

efforts

of those

who

fa-

vored the people’s rights brought results

is

shown by the returns from the
in favor of the Sunday

Those

polls.

movies carried every ward.
compiled from early returns

own

For
Sunday Movies
First

Ward.

.

Second Ward
Third Ward.
Fourth Ward
Total

.

.

Figures
tell

their

They follow by wards

story.

Now

cinity of New Rochelle have long had
their Sunday amusements, and because
of this they attracted much of

for

me.

polls.

that the people have voiced
their approval, it remains only for the
City Council to sanction the movement
to make Sunday moving pictures in
New Rochelle a reality. This move on
the part of the Council is considered
Other cities in the vito be assured.

As

have them.

myself, the movement means nothing
to me, personally, except that I am
willing to stand for the right.
“As for being intereste.d in any theatre business in New Rochelle or in
any other place, as has been implied
in the
writings against me which
those who are interested in throttling
the real wishes of the people have circulated, I emphatically deny. In fact,
I do not even know a theatre owner

.

.

1,261

Against
599
767

1,617
1,331
1,622

1,094

5,831

3,026

566

Going further even than the figures

shown in the returns to indicate how
great was the majority in favor of
opening the theatres on Sundays, was
the large number of letters received
by the workers during the campaign.
These letters numbered ten in favor,
for every one against the move for
which the people were agitating.
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First National

Novemb9“

May

IS,

1922

Enter

Production Field
Will Co-operate with Independent Producers and Directors
N

acce])ting the i^osition of genf^ral
of Associated First National Pictures. Inc., from which
has just resigned. I
J. D. Williams
realize that I am assuming responsibility that few men can hope to fulsatisfactorily as
fil so completely and

By RICHARD

A.

ROWLAND

manager

I

If I can win the degree
did “J. D.”
of confidence, loyalty and co-operation
of the trade which he inspired I shall
be more than content. In leaving First
National to embark upon his more personal enterprises, Mr. Williams takes
with him my own and my associates’
best wishes for the success he so well

deserves. There is ample room in this
great industry for men with the vision
and force to achieve which has distinguished his career with First National.

Our company, with
been associated since

which
its

I

have

inception,

is,

as is well known, co-operative in nature. Briefly stated, my policy will be
to execute the wishes of our franchise
holders as crystallized by the board of
and executive committee
directors
There will be no
elected by them.
radical changes because of my new
connection with the firm.
First National has reached its prominent place in the industry in five short

years because the

men who founded

built it realize the necessity for
the service such an organization can
and must render to justify its exisThe personnel of the executence.
tives, board of directors and executive
committee, who are Robert Lieber of
Indianapolis, president; J. B. Clark of
Pittsburgh, first vice-president; Jacob
Fabian of Paterson, second vice-president John H. Kunsky of Detroit, third
vice-president H. O. Schwalbe, chairman of executive committee and secreA. H., Black of Des
tary-treasurer
Moines; Col. Fred Levy of Louisville;
N. H. Gordon of Boston; J. G. Von
Herberg of Seattle I. H. Rubin of
Minneapolis, assure the same continuity of ideals and service upon which
our company was founded and has
thrived.
Associated First National is, first of
all, a distributing organization absolutely devoted to keeping the market
open to the independent producers of

and

;

;

;

true that we may produce some pictures in accordance with certain ideas
formulated by our directors at the recent meeting, but such ]n'oduction will
take the direction of assisting directors and independent producers of
promise to enter production rather
than for our company to build up a
vast organization and studios and itself become a big competitor in the

production field.
We represent a great many fine theatres which offer a ready market. We
cannot possibly produce enough pictures to supply these theatres, which
require really big time attractions. Our
experience has demonstrated that the
individual producer who devotes his
entire time and attention to the making of his pictures, one by one, will
turn out a more artistic product than
we could hope to do in mass production.
Therefore the independent producer will always find an outlet
through our organization for the very
good reason that f.ur future welfare
and his own are dependent upon each
other.

For example, we have recently contracted with M. C. Levee, president of
the United Studios for two pictures to
be directed by Maurice Tourneur, the
first of which will be Crittenden Marriot’s extraordinary novel of romance
and adventure, “The Isle of Dead
Allen Holubar will also do
Ships.’’
“The White Frontier’’ at the United
Studios.
Edwin Carewe is at present
completing a picture at the Biograph
Studios, the title of which has not been
decided upon. Sam Rork and Jimmie
Young left for the coast last week with
a contract for several James Young
Productions. Mr. Young has still to
direct “Trilby,” for Richard Walton
Tully. before beginning upon his own

;

meritorious pictures. The independent
production has been, is, and we hope
will remain our principal source of
Reports that we are going
supply.
into production on a big scale have
recently been widely circulated. It is

series.

Negotiations are under way with
several other directors and producers,
and while our company is interested
with these gentlemen, it is upon much
the same general lines as our former
l)roduction affiliations. In a word, our
policy will be to encourage capable
directors to improve their production,
for there is no doubt of the strong
public demand for better and more intelligently

With

made pictures.
demand for

the

a constantly

improving grade of pictures, there has

also arisen the necessity for some sort
of national advertising and exploitation of these more expensive productions.

Our company is seeking a way
money upon national advertis-

to spend

ing which will prove of real benefit at
the box office.
realize the difficulty

We

and complexity of the problem and are
testing several methods with the object of ascertaining what kind of advertising to use and how much money
to spend in order to benefit without
burdening the exhibitor with increased
rentals. After all is said and done, national advertising which does not increase theatre business is a loss and
not a gain to the industry. The really
good picture will, to a great extent,
sell itself because of word-of-mouth
advertising.
With so many big-time pictures being released in such a brief season this
fall, our company felt the necessity of
assisting the exhibitor with some national advertising. Varying campaigns
have been laid for “East is West,”
“Brawn of the North, “Omar the Tent-

maker,”
Richard
Barthelmess
in
“Fury,” John Stahl’s “The Dangerous
Age” and other of our exceptional fall
releases, all of which will be advertised

We

will watch closely the
advertising, which has
been designed to bring business to the
theatre, and hope eventually to find the
method and limit of expenditure upon
which to base a really helpful and
profitable national
advertising pro-

nationally.
effect of this

gram.

Our exploitation staff has now been
functioning for several months and
the splendid, energy and initiative of
our
field
exploitation
agents has
brought many commendatory letters
in response to inquiries we have made
of exhibitors as to the A’alue to them
of this

corps of trained exploitation

men.
In conclusion. Associated First National will undergo no radical changes
because of
connection with it. Any

my

production experience I may have
gained will be devoted to the assistance
I am
of our independent producers.
firmly convinced that care and intelligence in selection of story and production have more to do with successful
pictures than lavish expenditures of
Until negative
spectacular settings.
costs come to represent less waste,
there will never be the proper ptofit
in motion pictures for either producer,
distributor or exhibitor.
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Regional News and Gossip
Conducted by

SUMNER SMITH
—

Ihere^s a MoOing Ticture World representati-Ce in e-Cery exchange center at your <sen)ice. Just a part
of the all-round serx)ice of The Complete Trade Taper "Regional in fieios Value; flational in Service.
If our representative in anv territory can help you in any tetay call on us.

—

HAVE been showing pictures
on the screen just fifty years
J first by stereopticon and then
the very first production, just
twenty-six years ago, of motion

r

pictures.”

That

is

Exhibited
50 Years, “Movies” Just 26

his Philadelphia optical store,

the latest claim for the

—

i

WAS

My

“But
I

i

as to my biography.
right here (as also
parents, grand-parents

now

was born

were my
and great grand-parents before
me) in Branford, Conn. The date
was August 22, 1853, so I am now
69 years of age and still climbing

—

the ladder to the projection
I

I

)

I

I

i

that

—in

this date

1896

1

learned
pro-

Thomas A. Edison had

duced his ‘Kinetoscope.’ I went
to West Orange, N. J., to his
phonograph factory and purchased of him the first Kinetoscope that was ever shown in this

‘The Surf at Long Branch’ they
would jump for fear of being totally drowned.
(And we, nowadays, laugh at stories of African
savages seeing a film for the first
time. Ed.)
“Nowadays we have to have
bigger thrills to thrill them very
much. As to comedies, if a cow
in a 30-foot film kicked over the
milk-stand, with a bucket of real
milk, or a Chink got hung by his
pig-tail to a lamp-post, or a lunch
room waiter got a custard pie
slammed all over his face, or the
barber gave his hick customer

—

(Connecticut), also 25 or
of his films, some 30 feet
long and the longest 50 feet in
length.
“These were the longest films a remarkably rough shave, or
that had been made at that time, even a very small coon tried to
but they were not enough for a get outside a very large slice of
complete evening’s entertainment, ‘water-million,’ why, any one of
so I put up the Kinetoscope be- these, in those days, was a howlBut at that they
side my stereopticon, showed a ing scream.
film,
then switched over and weren’t much worse than our
showed a dozen or so views, then present-day comedies.
“I continued on the road, playanother film.
“The Kinetoscope, 26 years old, ing one night to one week and
State

more

some sometimes two week stands. In
1896 I showed the first picture
and stereopticon views, some of ever showed in New Haven
them 50 years old. The Kineto- showed it for G. B. Bushnell in
scope was a small wooden affair, his Crown Street Music Hall
with mechanism like your grand- Opera House (since destroyed by
It had no stand, fire), also at Warner Hall, New
father’s clock.
but was placed on a table, or Haven, and later many other halls
empty box, any old way. It had and churches in New Haven.
“The night, just one year after
what they called a ‘spool rack,’ to
run the film continuously; that the Manila Bay battle, ‘Dewey
Day’ celebration, I showed the
is, to repeat the film, by splicing
etc.,
on the New
the ends together, making the film battleships,
Haven (jreen to over 20,000 peoan endless chain.
did some advance work for us.
“So I used to run the film ple. For music we had the old
ML- stuck to the road year after through once; then, as the audi- Second Regiment Band. I then
year, showing all the Connecticut ence encored same, I would re- showed practically all the Contowns, including two
towns, also Massachusetts, New peat it, and again the third time, necticut
Hampshire,
Vermont,
Maine, if they wanted it. It took very weeks in Unity Hall, Hartford, to
Rhode Island, New York State, little to delight the public in those big business.
“There was no opposition anyNew Jersey, the Long Island days. ‘The Black Diamond Extowns, etc.
press’ coming head on, or ‘A where, for we were positively the
The people didn’t know
“But this was all stereopticon Charge of German Cavalry’ would first.
work, for the moving picture had near throw them out of their what the movies were, for they
not then been produced.
But
seats. And when we showed just had never seen them nor even
heard of them. Our advertising
was mostly explaining what they
were and that they positively were
I

have yet

in

my

of those old 50

attic, also

and 30-foot

films,

—

“Also,” he continues, “I’ve never
noticed any ‘wrapping paper’ signs
lying around.
bills for posters, lithographs and printing for
the past fifty years in the show
business do not suggest same.

I

and mark

other oldtimers, the Biograph,
Vitagraph, Mr. Waters and others

of “The Daddy of Them All,”
presented by John P. Dibble, who of New York.
signs himself “projectionist, press
“In 1872 I was only 19 years of
manager, proprietor, of age. With my brother, Frank H.
agent,
Branford, Dibble, two years younger, who
Park Theatre,
the
Conn.” And the claim is backed is dead, we having managed to
up by the intensely interesting get $5.00 in cash, I went to Philahistory of a real pioneer in the delphia and purchased of C. T.
motion picture business. Read on. Milligan, then in business on
“I note that you are looking for Chestnut street, a dissolving view,
the oldest exhibitor in the busi- oxy-hydrogen stereopticon outfit
“I be- and l50 or more views for sameness,” writes Mr. Dibble.
lieve myself to be the original 200 views it was.
pioneer exhibitor of this ‘neck o’
“With these I returned to Branwoods’ and of the State of Con- ford and gave my first exhibition,
necticut, and probably of New ‘.A. Grand Trip Around the World,’
York State, as well as the New in the Town Hall, which still
England States.”
stands directly opposite my presThe writer mentions a recent ent theatre. My father we were
story which stated that he had genuine Yankee farmer boys
booked his “first Para- presented us with a dandy pair of
just
mounts,” whereas he has been black horses and had built for
“for us at the East Haven wagon shop
pictures
showing motion
many, many years since the Para- a big covered red wagon, which
mount Company started in busi- I’ll say right now was some wagon
ness,” and he at that time booked for those days, and we started
No. 1 of their productions and out on our positively first grand
has played “every picture they tour of the United States and
ever made since that time up to we made good, too, for two kids.
this year’s output, which I am
“Frank was 17, I was 19, also a
now playing.” Looks to us as brother four years older, C. W.
though Paramount’s story about Dibble, and still living out on the
Brother Dibble
a bit off.
old homestead here in Branford,
title

1

Top” Dibble Has

room

blooming monkey, for I
always have been and still am my
like

own

projectionist as well as an
exhibitor, which fact probably accounts for my failing, up to the
present writing, to get rich in the
business, as most of the other

fellows have done.
“I

have been showing pictures

—

on the screen just 50 years first
by stereopticon and then the very
production, just 26 years ago,
of motion pictures, then only 30
feet and the longest 50 feet in
length, by the Lumiere Co., Lyons,
France; by Thomas A. Edison, at
West Orange, N. J.; “Pop” Lubin
in the basement, down cellar, of
first

Looks Like a Family of Them

It

a

This search for the oldest dyed-in-the-wool exhibitor waxes
There’s such a race for the honor that it begins to look
as though there won’t be one Daddy of Them All but a family of
them. Letters recently received indicate this. They are from
serious.

and you want to watch for their publication. First
served, is our motto, so if your history doesn’t appear
or next, have patience, for it will appear when its turn

real oldtimers

come,
this

first

week

comes.
Incidentally, we can see where we are going to have a tough job
passing on the entries. Three or four started when motion pictures did in 1896 and to find the Daddy would be to get down
to a matter of days.
And there are several real oldtimers we
haven’t heard from yet. One of them is I. W. Rodgers of the
Criterion Theatre, Poplar Bluff, Mo.
We’d like to hear from
him. S. S.

—

—

—

NOT

stereopticon

views.

And

they came out of curiosity, as they
had, of course, heard of Edison,
liis phonograph and other inventions.
I had a big Edison concert phonograph also with the
show, though when I first put on
the movies I had to use quite a
small phonograph, as Edison had
not then produced the other.
“As I mentioned, I was the first
and original pioneer all through
this

‘The

section.

Thomas

I

A.

called

my show

Edison Moving

Pictures, John P. Dibble, Manager,
and
afterwards,
‘Dibble
Brothers Pictures, John P. Dibble,

Manager.’

“As noted, the people had heard
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of Edison and occasionally an old my 26-year old film, and my 50lady or gentleman would ask to year-old stereo slides, old Civil
be presented to ‘The Wizard,’ but War, colored slides, etc.
we had to sorrowfully announce
“.\lso I used to run down to
that Mr. Edison, unfortunately, Philadelphia and down in his basewas not present that trip. After ment, down cellar under his opwe had been showing the 30 and tical store, Pop Lubin would run
50-foot films about a year, the off, himself, personally and on his
first then to show moving pic- own make of machine (say, you
tures in our territory was the ought to see that machine) his
Lyman Howe Company.
comedies, etc., for me to inspect.
"Mr. Nicholas Power, at that
“In New York State I played
annually for many, many years, time, had a small office and workI

.

.

The most important transaction good and that he
local picture circles in several
months occurred this past week,
when the Pine Hills Theatre,
located in the exclusive residential
section of Albany, was acquired
by C. L. Gardner of Shelburne
Falls, Mass.
The house has been
in

.

!

—

Also the

ago.

shown

first

Haven’s

summer

railroad

company’s

“Many

pictures ever

resort,

old

in

the

theatre,

and afterward the first show ever
given in White City, Savin Rock,
in the old Airdome, etc., and more
than 50 other theatres in which
I have shown have since been destroyed by fire. But yours truly
didn’t do it!
I’ll
say right here
that I have yet to burn mj' first

am still on the job seven nights
per week and Saturday matinee.
have not missed a date in the
I
projection room since 1 opened
I

his

Gold a

there several times.
Well, anyI have stuck to the job from
the time they all called me ‘Johnnie’ to the present time, when
every exchange manager in the
big New Haven Film Exchange
building greets me kindly as ‘Pop’
Dibble,
and they are all my

years ago I moved into
Park Theatre, Branford, and

and

in

way,

“Six

here,

years after,

your Projection Department, was
inspector of all machines at the
Power factory, and I met him

foot of film.
this

—

street factory, when ordering one
of his later machines, Mr. Power
introduced me to a friend, or customer, as ‘Mr. Dibble, the original old-time pioneer of them all.’
So that was his opinion. In those
later days Brother Richardson, of

New

Rock,

Savin

at

friends,

have no recollection

and good friends,

too.

18,

1922

Exclusive Theatre in Albany
Bought by Massachusetts Man

know, was a room in a loft of a Nassau street owned by Harry
Lazarus,
Those were the building, and many time I would the most popular exhibitors one of
in the
take down some of my old films,
days. I’ll tell the world.
Oh,
The theatre has the diswhich
my
people
had
all seen, city.
boy
didn’t
We
do a thing to
tinction
of
being located the
them in Auburn but turn them and exchange same with him, for farthest
from the business centre
he
usually
had
trunk
a
half
full
away for two weeks sure
of any house in Albany, being
“Then, from New York State, or so of films. His daughter, I
full}' two miles from downtown.
down through Pennsylvania, remember, had charge of the place It was built
in
1913 and seats
Scranton, Wilkes-Barre, etc. Also when he was out on some job,
600.
The new owner has
New Jersey, Ohio and Indiana and they two were the entire about
already taken possession of the
towns. Also several trips through outfit of the establishment. I was
house, and promises to be an
Canadian towns. Also in winter there when he was planning the active
figure in local film circles.
sometimes south as far as Jack- model of his first machine and I
remember very well his showing He was present at Friday’s meetsonville, Fla.
ing of the Albany Theatrical Man“Note, I gave the first picture the working of the machine to
agers’ Association.
show in New Haven, or m Con- me, and of my giving him a point has not announced Mr. Lazarus
his
future
or two as a practical operator as
necticut, in 1896, also the first one
plans.
and first show of any kind given to some things desirable in a picture machine not yet made and
Hall, Branford, our
in Library
had and used one of the first maElmer Griffin, who handles the
million-dollar, Tennessee marble
show building. This was 26 years chines he made and I have it j^et. Opera House in Kinderhook, made
until my name,
household word.

November

trip along
this week.

Albany’s Film Row'

Elmer

Crowninshield,
w'ho
handles the Bijou in Troy, has
just taken over the Hudson in

five

is

now

running

nights a week.

Ben Appel, who runs the Amerin Troy, a first-run house,
has just bought “Grandma’s Boy”
for a second-run.

ican

R. V’. Erk, who controls the picture situation in llion through the
"Big Ben’’ and the “Temple,” made
a round of the exchanges in Al-

bany

this

week.

William Shirley, managing the
Strand in Schenectady, reports
that
he
has
booked “Oliver
Twist’’ for the Electric City directly following its run in New

York.
the

Mr. Shirley has allowed

Albany Theatre

tady to take “East

is

in

Schenec-

West”

off his

franchise.
F. J. Schine, of Gloversville, who
recently purchased the CoUigan in
Carthage, is now negotiating for
the lease of the Hippodrome in
the same village.
This house it

owned by Mr. Dolan and
Thomas George.

leased

to

William Berinstein, owner of
the Colonial and Hudson in this
city, and who has lately taken up
The Palace in Troy, which went his residence in New York City,
town Saturday.
over to a second- run theatre on W'as
October 30, has announced that
it
will return to first-runs on
John Christie, who owns the
November 6, but that it will com- new Strand in Watervliet, forbine two acts of vaudeville with merly known as the Third Avea feature picture and a news reel, nue Theatre, is improving the
for an admission of 25 cents.
front of his house and making it
Watervliet.

m

most attractive.
Friday’s meeting of the Albany
Theatrical Managers’ .Association
The picture theatre in Bliss,
for the re-election of officers,
lacked a quorum, and an adjourn- N. Y., the City Theatre in Dalton,
ment was taken to next Thurs- N. Y., and the Crescent Theatre
in Silver Springs, N. Y., have all
day.
been closed permanently.

“Now, Brother Smith, I am quite
of ever losing a date on the road.
positive I am just what you call
“In the early days of the movies
a real, ‘Simon-pure, dyed-in-theI hailed from New Haven, as I
wool,’ ‘honest-to-gosh’ exhibitor.
rented a home there for my famI
was pretty near born in the
ily in order to get for my son the
Moran, of Coxsackie,
business.
I’ve been in it all my
John
benefit of the New Haven High
Paul Roberts of the Albany in
Dolan’s Opera House
life and 1 expect now to die in it, handling
from
he
and
Yale,
which
School
has
just
booked
there, in town this week pur- Schnectady,^
but
not
as
long
as
I can
see
the
graduated and ‘made good.’ I had
movies
move.
chasing
film, reports business as “Skin Deep” for an early showin the old ‘stereo’ show days met
mg.
and married his mother in Richmond, Indiana, and we are still
Exhibitors in this section were
living happily. Thanks.
Title
interested this week in the an“In those other days of the
nouncement that the Goldw)Ti
movies, of course, we had to buy
The crowd begged piteously for tickets. Standing by the thouDistributing Corporation is about
films outright.
No one probably
sands outside of John Brown’s modest theatre, their voices were
to open up an office in Albany.
in or out of the business dreamed
Inside, every seat was
raised in pleas for the right to enter.
S. Eckman, jr., vice-president of
of such a thing as renting films
taken. The cashier was industriously at work with the addingthe company, spent two or three
And as for a show in
as today.
machine, perspiration giving her well-powdered face a mottled
days here this past week looking
an ordinary town every night,
aspect.
One of the ushers had been dispatched post haste for
over available locations.
The
why man, just give them about
more rolls of tickets. It was 3 o’clock in the morning and still
branch will be located in Film
three or four movie shows a year
the throng waited a chance to enter and see the great picture.
Row and will be handled by Vicand Mr. Opera House local manaJohn Brown, his heart pumping joyously, his face wreathed in
tor Bendel, as resident manager.
ger would remark, ‘Dibble, we’re
smiles, assured the people that all would have their chance to see
Mr. Bendel has been connected
picture-showed to death.’
the film, if he had to run it until the projectionist dropped from
with GoldwA n for some little time
“I used to go to West Orange
sheer fatigue.
past.
With the opening of the
to the Edison factory and select
As John Brown was speaking, discordant notes began to come
new exchange there will be fourmy films personally, and afterfrom the piano. The pianist’s head drooped and her shoulders
teen exchanges in this city.
ward Mr. Waters opened a sales
sagged.
A mist seemed to rise and envelop the interior,
office for the Edison Company in
gradually dimming the picture on the screen. Voices expostuThe Strand Theatre in WaterNew York, and I bought of him
lated in a steadily increasing crescendo. John Brown began to
town, owned by John C. Lamon,
personally, month after month,
shake all over; he trembled from head to foot. Then a flash of
may be acquired in the near
and year after year. .\lso of Biolight smote his eyes and they opened. The alarm clock was jangI
future by the J. M. Schine comgraph, Vitagraph and others.
ling at a tremendous rate and h is wife bent over him, shakins
pany of Gloversville. The Avon
have some of their films yet, and
him from his slumbers.
now holds the lease of the propin fair condition, strange as it
“Time to get up,” she said. “You’d better get busy on that new
erty.
The theatre is one of the
may seem to those who now find
picture; you said it needed a lot of exploitation and a team of
newer and smaller ones of the
a three months’ old film often
horses to drag them in to see the piece of cheese.” S. S.
city, and is located in the business
I
plan to give an annijunk.
center.
versary, real old-time show, with
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—

,
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A. H. Miler’s Court Theatre in
the same town. The Court, which
is a 442-seat house, was closed by
its owner for remodeling and the
re-opening was held Monday, October 30. Chalmer Coupler, son of
A. H. Miller, formerly of the the owner, will look after the inCourt Theatre, Washington, Pa., terests of the Court.
has taken over John Conners’ Regent in the same town.

Penn-State Co. Opens Its
$800,000 Uniontown House
Monday

evening,

October

30,

caw the opening of the Penn-State

Amusement Company’s new

$800,-

Theatre at Uniontown,
house and
Pa. This is a 2,000-seat
phiys both road shows and feature

000 State

Some

photoplays.
people who
State say

of the local film
have seen the new
is the finest theatre

it

New York

between

and Chicago,
were

bar none. Eighteen months
preused in building from plans
of
pared by Thomas W. Lamb
York City. Frontage is 73

New

and depth, ISO feet.
palatial new house is the enAmuseterprise of the Penn-State
ment Company, pioneer purveyor
feet

The

high class pictures in UnionThe firm is composed of
president; C. H..
C. H. Gorley,
McCloskey, vice-president; O. M.
Boughner, treasurer, and F. E.
C. H.
Mertz, general manager.
McCloskey is managing director
Unionof the Penn-State’s three
town houses, the State, 2,000 seats
the Imp,
the Penn, 1,000 seats, and
cf

town.

500

The Penn and Imp

seats.

O’Neil Kenfor
nedy in press representative
the company.

show pictures only.

A

large delegation of exhibitors
men from the Pittsburgh
attended the opening as

and film

territory

guests of the

management.

exhibitors in attendance were the following: John

Among

local

On November

1,

the

Grand The-

atre at McDonald, Pa., formerly
the Louvoy, was opened by its
new owner, S. J. Pusateri. The
House has been closed for the
past six months and was formerly

235
Morris

to>

Theatre, Juniata, Pa., has entered

upon
of

his

Max

Liberty
Rocks.

Weekly Framed

Show

Barsky, well-known

local film people, as having beeis
formerly the owner of the Juniata.

new

duties as

Engleberg’s
Theatres

manager

Strand and
in

McKees

Bulletins to

Public Indorsed Films

Thirty-one framed weekly bulle- ing his entry into a law practice,
many prominent points in addition to his theatrical enwill hereafter herald deavors in
Columbia and elseconducted by Louis Voye. The in the city,
public the motion pictures where.
Grand seats 565 and the new to the
in the various Atowner has the best wishes of the to be shown
lanta theatres which have the inAmong the Southern exhibitors
film fraternity for his success in
dorsement of the Better Films seen on Film Row, Atlanta, during
McDonald.
Committee of Atlanta. Each of the week are the following: Luthe ten hotels will have one of ther W. Jacobs, Strand, Nashville,
A.
M. Robertson and Max
bulletins and the others will Tenn.;
F.
E. Williams, Grand
merchants of Eldersville, the
Little,
be distributed in prominent gath- Theatre, Winter Haven, Fla.; W.
Pa., are remodeling a storeroom in
ering places and clubs throughout S. Mudd and B. H. Mooney, Birthat town and expect to open a
M. J. Sparks,
the city. Through the Inter-Civic mingham, Ala.;
picture theatre within the next
Council these indorsed films will Jacksonville, Fla.
owners
were
few weeks. The two
also be announced each week to
in town recently, buying chairs
members of Rotary, Kiwanis, CiviE. F. Dardine, manager of the
and equipment and also arranging
tans. Lions and Masonic clubs at Charlotte Universal exchange, is
for films. The house will seat 300
their weekly luncheons, also at the only film exchange manager
but only 200 chairs will be installed
the meetings of the Committee on who is a member in good standfor the present.
ing of the North Carolina M. P.
Inter-Church Co-operation.
The Atlanta Better Films Move- T. O. Mr. Jardin was largely acMilan Salovitch of the National ment has taken such strides that tive in the last year censorship
Theatre, Johnstown, in company
fight in North Carolina and he
its actions are receiving national
with Dr, Sanderson, also of the
comment and attention, and the has been so energetic in behalf of
Flood City, went fishing the other secretary is compelled to answer furthering the interests of the exday.
The two left about five an avalanche of mail responding hibitor of North Carolina that the
o’clock in the morning and reto inquiries from all over the executive committee a year ago
turned about seven in the evening. United
the voted him a member in good
relative
to
States
The total amount of fish caught working methods of the commit- standing, notwithstanding the fact
between them was only one. tee.
that the by-laws forbid such memMaybe better luck next time.
bership. But now Mr. Dardine is
tins, in as

Newman, of New Castle, Pa.
Henry Poke, Mt. Washington,
W. R. Bedelle, manager of the
the
Mr.
of
Panagatocas
George
Atlanta,
where “When
Rialto,
Pittsburgh; Joe Mercer and
LasCo.,
Johnstown,
Amusement
Grand
George
Knighthood
Was in Flower”
Elder, Washington;
of
services
Steele,
secured
the
Pa.,
has
Mr.
opened an extended run on Nokey, Ralph Lutes and
Greeris- Leo Conrad as publicity man for vember
Brownsville Mike Manos,
6, has plastered the town
Mr.
Conrad
is
Mr.
theatres.
three
bis
Scottdale
with advertising. An advertising
burg; Mr. Meinert,
game,
picture
Connellsin
the
a
new-comer
banner 150 feet long and five feet
and Mrs. Chris. Wagner,
Green- but seems to have taken hold of high was displayed at the Techville; Walter Silverberg,
Michael .Rosenbloom and his new position with a will to Notre Dame football game reville;
;

full-fledged exhibitor, having
complete charge of the management of the Strand Theatre, Charlotte, operated by the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company.

a

;

daughter, Charleroi.

Emmet

Ridenour, of the Photo-

Pa., is
ilay Theatre, Rockwood,
jonvalescing after a long and
lerious illness.

Frank Ray, at the present time
shipper for the Pittsburgh branch
office of the Film Booking Offices,
and one of the best known of the
local film boys, will blossom forth
as a theatre manager when the

new Lincoln

is

opened sometime

at 2416 V/ylie
the Herron Hill Di-.trict,
The new Lincoln is
Pittsburgh.
just being completed after having
been under construction for the

during

avenue

W.

G. Maute, proprietor of the
Irwin, Pa., has
purchased a plot of ground in one
of the best of locations in his town
and is having plans drawn for an
Maute
800-seat theatre building.
says that he will build a thoroughly up-to-date show-house, including a stage and complete equipment thereto.

Grand Theatre,

Fairfax Theatre, Miami,
recently took advantage of
the presence of the Rex Ingram
company in that city to prepare a
sketch with parts for Alice Terry,

The

George Wilson, of the Wilson
Tyrone, Pa., recently

made a trip to Baltimore, Md., to
look over his theatre in that city.
Wilson divides his time between
two towns.

Lewis Bochert and H. S. Oss,
both of Cumberland, Md., have
taken over the Palace Theatre at
Hyndman, Pa. Mr. Oss is resident manager of the house, and
the name has changed to the
Grand. It is open three nights a
'

Canada

Fla.,

Ramon Navarro and Edward Connelly, who appeared at the theatre three nights to S. R. O. business.

Laurence T. Lester, the genial
B. E. Coupler, of the Bijou Theatre, Washington, has taken over

in

Theatre,

week.

cently.

Columbia, S. C., magnate, has
sent cards to his friends announc-

November

L. Moogerman
past six months.
is owner of the new house.

the

make good.

M. A. Lightman, of Little Rock
and Nashville, has purchased a
$10,000 pipe organ to install in his
Rex Theatre, .Eldorado, Ark.

M. Van Praag Resigns

To enjoy holiday patronage
three times within eleven days
has been the good fortune of exhibitors in Ottawa, Ontario.
government holiday was declared
for Wednesday, Nevember 1, this
being All Saints Day. This was
followed by the Canadian Thanksgiving Day on Monday,. November 6, after which
Saturday,
November
was
generally
11,
recognized as a holiday for gov-

A

ernment departments and others.

M. Van Praag
Theatre Owners

has resigned as president of the Motion Picture
of Kansas. According to his letter of resignation, he is about to embark upon an important venture in the
industry which will take up all of his time and attention. R. G.
Liggett, formerly vice-president of the organization, has filled
the vacancy made by Van Praag.
“The national organization,’’ said Mr. Van Praag in his letter,
“has been pressing me to devote some of my time to Movie Chats,
which are sponsored by them, and also some of my time to the
office of national recording secretary, which I have held for the
past three years. AH of this I must turn down, for the enterprize upon which I am embarking will take all of my time.
“In resigning I would be doing a great injustice if 1 did not
express my appreciation and thanks to R. G. Liggett, who will
now be president, and each and every one of the members of
the organization for their wonderful support and co-operation
during my administration, and want to assure them that my service will be always at the disposal of the organization and at
their call.”

The holiday

situation does not
bother any other Canadian city
as much as it does Ottawa, the
capital, where almost every holy
day,
bank holiday and legal
holiday is observed.
All four of the main picture
theatres in Ottawa, Ontario, have
been specializing in the presentation of programs for all-week engagements.
F.or several wee.ks
the leading theatres have had
weekly runs and the list for the
week of .November 6 was as follows: Centre. Theatre, “East Is
West:” Imperial, “Don’t Doubt

Your Wife

Regent, “The Valley
Men,” and Loew’s,, “Love
An Awful Thing.”

of Silent
Is
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thing he had ever seen in
business and more of them
were wanted and needed.
J. M. Dibelka, member of the
Arbitration Committee, gave a
work of th^
The new Curran Theatre on
Geary street is to be given over “Ody, stating that more than 500
^^®es of dispute between exhibitor
to a four-week’s run on “When

San Francisco’s Portola to
Be Improved; Clement Pleased

finest

the

The Portola Theatre will be
closed at an early date and thoroughly renovated and redecorated,
exchange had been settled,
It will be reopened with an ex- Knighthod Was in Flower,” com^
were only two instances
tended engagement of “Dr. Jack,” mencing November 12. This will
vote was not unanimous,
which Eugene H. Roth secured be the first time that moving picf
an exhibitor, he gave
while on his recent trip to New tures have been shown in this
several methods by which unhouse.
Yq^Jj
pleasantness might be ironed out
The Century Theatre on Ellis betw'een the exhibitor and exVan B. Clement, who took
the Imperial Theatre
the first of August, is greatly
pleased with the snowing that has

charge of

which has been dark for
weeks, will be reopened
shortly with an extended run on
street,

several

made by

.T7
-

.

Monday

1921

flowers
friends

sent by exchanges an
of the manager, V. '
Lynch, and the opening prograi
went off without any of the raedges usually seen at such pei

formances.
The opening featur
Skin Deep.
The prograi
included Pardon My Glove” an
a scenic novelty as well as new
events.
Ambrose Larsen, organ
ist, played specialties on the fin
new organ, and Walter Kip
kowski, conductor, received
great ovation at the conclusion o
the (orchestra s splendid renditioi

was

°‘T-r

~

18,

The new

theatre

Theatre opened the site of the
night, October 30, with a Theatre
at
1743
Tiffin

was

built

o;

former Tiffii
N. Crawforc

this house since “Oliver Twist.”
flourish tnat eclipsed even the avenue. It is splendidly designed
four pictures have
been shown in the past fourteen
W. Stuart Webster, of Web- newest downtown house’s recent a comfortable, home-like atmosphere pervading, and bids fair tc
with
“Manslaughter” ster’s Granada Theatre, Wood- opening.
weeks,
The house was profusely dec- be the popular theatre of th<
holding the record for the long- land. Cal., paid a visit to the
with great baskets of vicinity.
coast metropolis recently to ar- orated
est run.
range his bookings. He combines
The Orpheum Circuit Third of pictures and vaudeville part of the
Century Anniversary Week, time and finds that this meets
a
celebrated the last of October, with general approval.

been

then.

But

Louisville Picture

had

Houses

Outdraw Stage

a special significance to local

Frank R. Macaulay, formerly of
theatregoers, since it was in this
city that the circuit was founded. San Francisco, but now owner of
Incidentally, the Orpheum The- the Unique Theatre, Santa Cruz,
atre was one of the first to show is making frequent business trips
moving pictures here, first as a here, coming up by automobile in
novelty but since then as a part of about three hours.
the regular program. The circuit
The California Theatre celenow includes more than fifty
theatres, and these, with their brated its fifth anniversary the
an first week of November with a
have
houses,
subsidiary
average weekly attendance of 4,- special program, the feature attraction of^^which was “The Face
410,000.
in tfie Fog.”

Attractions

Louisville picture houses are and killing Morris Lee, exhibitor
handling a very fine run of busi- of Covington, some months ago,
ness due to excellent weather when a band of criminals shot
conditions, along with the fact Lee from a motor car as Lee’s car
that the theatres handling stage was parking in front of his home
attractions are hitting into bad in Covington.
Powers, in comluck.
The Gayety Theatre re- pany with Isaiah McKnight and
cently closed its doors, while the George Saunders, were alleged to
Buckingham, also known as the have followed Lee home with the
Jefferson, is now merely a boxing intention of robbing him of the
arena. The Shubert has been dark satchel containing receipts.
The
for a couple of weeks, and Macau- men escaped, but were later roundThe Theatre Equipment Supply
ed up.
ley’s has been dark part time.
Holland Hudson, of New York,
Company has been incorporated
The National, running pictures
with a capital stock of $50,000 by spent some time recently at San (features) along with vaudeville.
Thieves entered the Rex TheaClarence Francisco investigating the mov- Js the only theatre putting on tre at Hopkinsville, Ky., on OctoCoombs,
M.
Roy
Burchett and Helena F. Randall, ing picture industry for the fed- regular stage attractions, and it ber 22, stole a 500-pound safe.
eral trade board.
all of San Francisco.
changing bills twice a week, which apparently was removed
js
The Mary Anderson is running from a rear door with a motor
The safe contained $289
pictures exclusively this season, truck.
The Walnut hasn’t shown any- belonging to the Crescent Amusething but pictures in the past sev- ment Co., of Nashville, which has
eral years. Therefore, with stage theatres at Hopkinsville, Clarksattractions reduced to a minimum ville. Bowling Green and other
and fall weather the best in years, points. Manager M. L. Stockley
of the the screen houses are handling also lost $50. Arrests have been
L. M. Rubeni, president
_
It was a case of the lion and
made.
the lamb sitting down to dinner Illinois Motion Picture Theatre unusually good business
together Monday night, October Owners, made a brief talk in
J'ames Carrigan, manager of the
said he “would have
The Kentucky Court of Appeals,
30, when the Film Board of Trade which he
turned out en masse at a “get- thought twice before coming into at Frankfort, Ky., affirmed de- Aristo Theatre, at Second and A
together” banquet at the Morrison the exchange crowd like this two cision of the Kentucky Circuit streets, Louisville, has been reHe added that the Court, sentencing James Powers leased from an assault charge preHotel with the officials of the years ago.”
Motion Picture Theatre get-together meeting was the to the electric chair for shooting ferred by August Neurath, deputy
Illinois
sheriff, who sent word to the trial
Owners— if you could apply the
prosecute,
term “lamb” to either of these orSome weeks ago Carrigan was inIt was a fine dinganizations.
dieted. Neurath served a summons
I
:
ner with about 200 present, and
Carrigan
a suit some time
a fine spirit of good feeling pret
ff
^go, and was a bit ugly about it,
UMBfeidi
vailed
so Carrigan
Friedman, of Celebrated

—

^

Good

Fellowship Prevails at
Chicago Get-Together Dinner
.

—
,

;

-

,

^

K
1
H

Joe

Players,

was toastmaster,

M

intro-

ducing each speaker in a manner
H. O.
than drew a big laugh.
Martin, of Pathe, gave the first
speech, giving the aims and ideals
of the organization, and what the
film industry, as a whole, might
accomplish. Martin Quiglev, edithe Exhibitors’ Herald,
tor of
spoke about the importance of the
salesman to the industry.
A salesman’s response was given
to Mr. Quigley’s talk by A. W.
Friemel. of the Paramount orHe stated that many
ganization.
of the unpleasant dealings between
exhibitor and exchange, due to
unscrupulous salesmen, had gone
forever, and he foretold a time
when they would further get together and break down the unpleasantness of the business.

m

him.

Carl Rettick, formerly manager
the Mary Anderson and National theatres, and
well known to the film interests,
now manager of the Alpine Hotel. upon his return from the hotel on October 27, found Mrs. Rettig dead on the floor of their
apartment. Mrs. Rettig was suffering from an abscessed tooth and
took an overdose of medicine. She
is survived by her husband, two
brothers, Roy Davis. Honaker,
Va.
Guy Davis, Burnett, Kan.,
and four sisters. Mrs. T. Tennis
and Mrs. M. Pollard. Oklahoma
City; Mrs. Lucile Kendrick, of
Honaker, and Mrs. Beatrice McMrs.
Byler, of Oklahoma City.
Rettig was 32 3'ears of age.
in Louisville for

;

.1

First National Release

HIS FIRST

LOOK EVIDENTLY WAS A GOOD ONE

the Hippodrome Theatre, Corbin, Ky., sold “The Lotus Eater
as part of its private First National Week. He had never seen a
woman until he was twenty-five, and then he saw this. Gee!

How

November

18,
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Management Changes

Sin Flood,” and other big producManager Eugene A. Pfeil
tions.
is now making plans for some big
exploitation campaigns to put the
pictures over with a bang.

few others. From
Fire of unknown origin des- change and a
President Cohen and his
troyed the Park Theatre in Bath, Buffalo
including Mr. Smith,
N Y on the afternoon of October associates,
Rochester for a
to
of about $20,- lourneyed
29, entailing a loss
The fire was discovered on meeting with exhibitors in that

Regorson Corporation of Rochester, was in Buffalo last week for
the first time in two years.

Before
,

'000.

the roof over the stage.

The

fire-

Callahan,

Bill

president of

the

city.

men had the blaze under control

It was a merry week for Bruce
hard hour’s work but not
the house was a mass of Fowler, who left town November

after a

The

Buffalo,

Criterion,

the

Shubert vaudeville house, opened

Sunday with, a film show
The Park was owned by 4 to assume the management of headed by “What’s Wrong with
ruins.
in
Terre
Theatre
Indiana
to
it
the
leased
the Women.”
Sol Myers, manW. P- Murphy, who
Ind. The former Elmwood ager of the house, and Harry
Charles H. Thomas. Mr. Thomas Haute,
guest
was
the
director
Park
managing
manager for
Marsey, general
had arranged to turn the
until

Associated Theatres
The
Corporation the next day.
theatre,
town is now without a

over to

but

the

Company

the

Comerford

Amusement

of Scranton, has taken

We

refuse to
mention where, but they do say
as how it was about 100 proof.
Another week like that and Bruce
would never leave Buffalo. Elmer
G. Winegar is now guiding the
Bruce is
reins at the Elmwood.
on the job in the wild west town.
success,
you
wishing
Here’s
at several parties.

option on the Bath National
Bank property, fronting on LibCadeset, reperty street, and J. R.
resenting the Comerford interests,
announces that a modern theatre Bruce
an

thereon as
soon as arrangements can be comThe house will be fitted
pleted.
will

for

with

constructed

be

stores and offices
in
theatre
the

in

front,

rear

the

reached by an entrance
Liberty street. It will seat

from

.

,

drome

is

now one

Hall has been
Catatonk, N. Y., where
pictures and other entertainment
Three hundred atwill be given.
tended the opening November 2.
in

of the big at-

The Mark-Strand, Buffalo, is
about to stage a regular old time
comeback. Commencing the week
of November 26, this pioneer Buffalo picture house will present sev’

eral

Several reels of film were destroyed in a fire that slightly damaged the Star Theatre in Niagara
Falls, N. Y., one day last week.
E.

1,400.

Immense crowds greeted Albert
Hay Malotte, who made his debut
Hippodrome
as organist at Shea’s
Mr. Malotte played
last Sunday.
new
a masterful program on the
organ. He comes to Buffalo from
The
the Liberty Theatre, Seattle.
music program at Shea’s Hippo-

Niagara Pictures Corporation, are
putting on the film bills.

O.

Weinberg, former manBuffalo Strand and

ager of the

A new Community

opened

last

months of week
'

'

''

runs,

'

be-

with
“From Rags to
Riches,” followed by “Remem“Sherlock
Holmes,”
brance,”
“Brothers Under the Skin,” “The

ginning

who

is

Strand

slated to
in

Troy,

manage
N.

Y.,

the

new

is

now

give

Buffalonians

the

“limit”

in

It’s

I

I

'

I

ment. In addition to the organ,
there is a 40-piece symphony orchestra and usually a vocal soloist,
a noted conductor, an instrumental
novelty or quartette. Mr. Shea is
now trying to get Victor Herbert
to come to Buffalo as guest conductor for a week.

When Ralph W. Thayer

,

1

'

I

1

pre-

sented a Fashion Review at the
Strand Theatre, Niagara Falls, N.
Y., last week he put it on in great
He constructed a runaway
style.
from the stage out over the orchestra seats, much after the style

Fred M. Shafer
Theatre, Buffalo.

is

on

November

!

Goldstein,
Laemmle’s secretary,
and A. A. Schmidt, general sales

managing director of the Lafayette Square
the largest house in town.

Therefore,

Fred got an awful shock when a woman patron knocked at the
office door one evening last week and in loud voice demanded
her money back, setting forth the while that she could not understand how the management permitted the organist to play so
loudly IN SUCH A SMALL HOUSE. She insisted that more
boys were killed on the fields of France by the concussion of
shells than by the bullets themselves, so what chance had Lafayette patrons when C. Sharpe-Minor boomed forth “double forte.”
It s a tough life, this theatre manager business, says Fred.
The “Small” Lafayette seats something like 4,000 persons.

Palace

the

J.

own judgment!

exhibitors
have been
a great campaign against
the retention of daylight saving
and credit should go to J. H. Michael, president of the Western
New York unit of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of New
York, Inc., for a lot of good work
to kill the ordinance.
The result
will be announced in a few days.

Buffalo

waging

Frank E. Jones, veteran St.
Louis theatrical man, who for
twenty-five years was manager
of the famed Pickwick Theatre,
Washington and Jefferson avenues,

was

land,

Mo.,

laid
last

to

rest

at

Over-

Wednesday.

He

had been sick but a short time.
Jones retired from active work
1904.
He was 76 years old. He
was well known to all the oldin

time
stars
world.

of

the

theatrical

Edward Scholl, one of the
pioneer picture men of St. Louis,
w^as another victim of the Grim
Reaper the

who

past

week.

Scholl,

represented the Second

Ward

Board of Aldermen, was
St. Matthews’ Cemetery
November 1. He was an associate
of O. T. Crawford and also built
the Bremen Theatre in North St.
Louis.
He quit the movies in
the

1915 when he
to Joe Mogler.

sold

Harry Redmond
tic

Theatre,

East

the

Bremen

of the MajesLouis, 111.,

St.

put on a humane contest in conjunction with the East St. Louis
Daily Journal to boost “Human
Hearts,” which played the Majestice for four days opening November 5.
Daily prizes were
awarded for the best stories telling of acts of human kindness.

He also engaged Miss Sue Garvey, well known local soprano, to
sing “The Heart of Humanity”
during the picture’s run, and had
a phonograph in the lobby.

Theatre, attended
Smith, president of

the local Cohen unit; Jim WalTheatres’
General
of
lingford
Corporation the Michael brothers
of the Plaza, C. D. Dillemuth of
Broadway Lyceum, Judge
the
John W. Schatt of the Fredonia
Opera House, Sidney C. Allen of

their

buried at

Sydney S. Cohen, president of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, accompanied by
M. J. O’Toole, chairman of the
and
committee,
service
public
Carl Von Hoffman of “Movie
Chats,” came to Buffalo on October 30 and addressed a meeting

Howard

black
framed
which was attached a

large

long black ribbon. Friends of the
manager of the Premier can use

in

The Strand
living models.
orchestra played a fine program
The atduring the promenade.
traction made a big hit.

by

glasses to

men.

of the “Passing Shows” and installed special lighting effects the
better to show the latest styles on

in

wearing

St. Louis,

the’
I

1

11

opens
with
“The
expected are
Storm.”
Visitors
Will Hays, Carl Laemmle, F. H.
near Olive street,

Tough, Says Fred

It’s

The worst has happened Billy
West was seen in a downtown
theatre one evening last week

director for Universal.
A dinner
will be given at the Hotel Statler
November 13 to local newspaper

The Rivoli Theatre, Univernew first-run house, on Sixth

sal’s

and M. Shea is to be
congratulated on his efforts to

modern picture theatre entertain-

Virginia Pearson appeared in
person at the Loew State, Buffalo, this week and Manager A1
Beckerich put over a great line
of tie-up ads with local stores,
through a chain of which he conducted the screen star on a shopping tour.

Great Opening Planned for
St. Louis Rivoli, Nov. 11

tractions
i

enjoying a well earned vacation
in Atlantic City.

;

the

Fenton
Medina;
Science,
Hodkinson exof the

Lawlor

-t

Paramount Release

HERE’S FORBIDDEN FRUIT DOWN IN HAVANA
The Fauste theatre made a very pretty lobby, tableau for La Fruta
Prohibida. Looking at the Americans lined up at the Cuban bars
“The Fruits of Prohibition” would seem the better translation.

The Apple Blossom was opened
November 9 at Hardin, 111., with
Tom Mix as the star attraction.
A. S. Talley is the owner and
manager of the new house.
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Think of
Manager G.

R.

Atlanta Theatre Attendance
Poor Despite Fine Pictures

It

Phillips

is

now

the envied of all his
exhibitors.
Atlanta
fellow
For be it known that the
genial and likable “Pup,” as

he

known

is

to his intimates,

has been chosen as coach of
the basketball team of a local
Think
girls’ business college.
of it, fellows, think of it!
“Pup’s” team went into action
Tuesday, November 7, and we
had it on good authority
“Pup’s” word that the other
team hadn’t a Chinaman’s
chance. We’re waiting to hear
the result.

—

The Strand had “The Sage
Brush Trail” and A1 St. John in
a new comedy, “All Wet.” Busicomfortably and business fine. The ness was splendid for Monday and
rule has failed to work so far Tuesday, fell off considerably on
and Thursday, but
this season although attendance Wednesday
in local houses has picked up in rallied on Friday, and closed fine
the past two or three weeks. In- Saturday.
At the Alamo No. 1, “The Bootcidentally, the local houses have
As

the
first
thing,
crisp, cool days of winter find picture theatres beginning to fill

never

a

usual

seen

the

when they

time

were offering more thoroughly
worthwhile programs.

The week

closing

November

4

found the Howard Theatre playing “To Have and to Hold,” with
beautiful prologue, offering, as
main theme, Ernest R. Ball’s
cld-time song, “To Have, to Hold,
to Love,” with a popular Atlanta
duo singing the song. The Howard has always been praised for
splendid ventilation, and the
its
management has found the happy
medium between the too-great
a

its

Kansas City
News was received in Kansas
City this week of the death of
Justin D. Bowersock, sr., pioneer
theatre owner of Lawrence, Kas.

who was
his home

film section here.
bought
1880 he
In

Hall

Liberty

in

gave that town

the

old

Lawrence

and

playhouse
in the Bowersock Opera House.
This building was destroyed by
fire in 1911 and was replaced by a
its first

structure known
Bowersock Theatre.

large

•

as

the

Mr. Bowersock was known as
an influential citizen, and from
the time he settled in Lawrence
he was an active factor in the development of the city. He was
also active in politics having advanced from the position of mayor
of Lawrence, through the State
Legislature to several years in
Congress.

symphony

and
orchestra here
has established himself firmly in

disappointing the

The picture drew
public favor.
as well as was expected.
At the Tudor, with its threechanges-a-week, the Friday-Saturday picture, Frank Mayo in
“Wolf Law,” drew better than any
other picture through the week,

three changes a week, and

A. J. Moeller, general manager
the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, was in
Kansas City over the week-end,
checking up on Movie Chat contracts and in the interest of the
of

“Why Change Your
although
Wife?” proved an interesting revival which played to good business on Wednesday and Thursday.
The Rialto played “Queen of the
Moulin Rouge” for a week’s fairly
successful run, aided by some
snappy

advertising

in

some

the

daily
well-

exceedingly
placed poster stuff about town,
and a small painted set with cutouts placed above the marquise.
The comedy was A1 St. John’s
papers,

first

The Vaudette has

a

two

days.
policy of

Mr. and Mrs.
owners of the

day and Tuesday played

of the Lash,” to excellent business, and Friday and Saturday

Man-

Field.

to

imagine

1

The pleasant smile of “Pat” Patterson was missing from the Metropolitan Theatre all week, as was
the charming smile of Mrs. “Pat”
from the office of the Weekly

three-day hunting

trip.

Southern Enterprises has copped
another brilliant young masculine genius, no less a person
than Sammy Mayer, one of the
brightest and most popular ornaments of the Atlanta baseball
team. During the winter, Sammy
off

hold forth at the Lyric The-

will

member of
summer
Sammy holding down

atre, as

a

the house-

But

staff.

will

find

his favorite

spot in the Atlanta dug-out once

W.

Murray,

T.

of the

expresses his surprise quite frankly at the failure
of “The Prisoner of Zenda” as a
2,

“The Lady from Longacre,” with box-office attraction at his thea Mermaid Comedy, “Dynamite,”
“It is a picture that has
atre.
to very good business.
everything in the world to make
The Alpha, with its program of it a knockout and I confess that
changes. Westerns, serials
and comedies, enjoyed its uniformly good business, with a faithdaily

ful clientele built

sturdy

more

up through

this

theatre’s past year or
good “action-stuff’ pic-

little

of

tures.

Manager W. R. Bedell, of the
Rialto Theatre, could not be located in his office on Friday after-

—

am

at a loss to understand
failure for me!” he said.

I

Manager John Thomas,

its

of the

Vaudette Theatre, is a native of
Stephensville, Alabama, and during this sort of weather he has a
hard time sticking to his desk—
seems more natural, he intimates,
shoulder a gun,
if
he could
whistle to the “dawgs” and go
coons and
“a’huntin’ possums,
More natural, and a lot
things.”

more fun

!

“When Knighthood Was in
Flower” opened an indefinite engagement at the Rialto on Novem-

Andrews,
Theatre at

Olathe, Kas., drove into town last
week. Olathe is about thirty miles

from Kansas

you

the Law” to poor business; WedManager
nesday and Thursday, “The Sting Alamo No.

B.

S.

Gem

Grant

at

Bedell
is
a
Tech man.
Whether there is any connection
between the above items, we leave

ager

Am

conventions.

exhibitor

Saturday

Mon- more.

“I

“The City Feller” and the week
The Tech football team
was satisfactory from the box- noon.
music tax. He left last week for office standpoint.
was having a final bit of practice
the West Coast, where he will attend

before going into the big game on

a happy grin, for a

bill.

Risinger, who came to Atlanta recently to direct the massive new

heat,

80 years
after an

18, 1922

Film Review. The solution is that
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Patterson
sneaked quietly away last Monday
legger’s Daughter,” an independfor a brief run to New York,
ent state-right feature, and two
where they have been having a
western re-issues played to a
v/onderful time, from all reports.
week’s acceptable business.
policy
of
The Bonita, with its
Manager James F. Jackson, of
a tab show and one feature picthe Tudor, sloughed the cares of
ture, used the Paramount feature,
his
office
from his shoulders,
“Bought and Paid For,” and re- donned disreputable
clothes (on
ported good business and favor- the
of Mrs. Jackson,
A that testimony
able comment from patrons.
statement is made) and deMack Sennett comedy closed the parted, with
At the Alamo No. 2, “The Prisoner of Zenda” played the first
four days of the week to much
smaller business than the management expected, and the final two
days of the week featured Clara
Kimball Young’s “What No Man
Knows” and Harold Lloyd’s “A
Sailor-Made Man.” Business was
very good for Friday and Saturday, as if to make up for being

and not enough. Business
was better than the preceding
week, closing splendidly.
of age, died at
The Metropolitan offered GasDeepest
weeks.
three
illness of
nier’s “Rich Men’s Wives,” with a
entire
the
by
regret was expressed
splendid presentation by Buel B.
Mr. Bowersock,

November

at a top price of $1. This is
a new venture for a
straight picture theatre here, pictures of this calibre usually going into the larger legitimate
The sale of reserved
houses.

ber

6,

something of

City.

L. A. Wagner of the Princess
Theatre, Eureka, Kas., was another visitor.

which opened October 30,
has been quite brisk, and Manager Bedell is much encouraged
tickets,

executive offices of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Missouri were moved last
week from 811 Gloyd Building,
Kansas City, to Suite 524, Rialto
Building, this city.

The

Carson, owner of the
Empress Theatre at Osawatomie,
Kas., dropped around to the film
exchange colony last week and
looked over some of the big films.

W.

Beldorf
Kas.,
film

Seems sort of natural to sec the
friendly grin on “Jack” Kaliska
Jack, whose
along Film Row.

H.

Billy

Wagner

Theatres,

was seen

exchanges

Best and
Independence,

of the

some

of
the other day.
at

the

The run of the picture
be watched with keen interby other exhibitors.

thereat.
will
est

A

First

Natimal Release

PUTTING UP A BIG FLASH FOR SKIN DEEP
H. B. Clarke, of the Majestic Theatre, Memphis, paid only $10 for
all this display and it helped to bring in an additional $225, which
is a very neat profit on his mode rate investment.

honest-to-goodness monicker is
G. Kaliska,” but who is always

“W.

hailed

as

“Jack,”

manager of the
made a host of

was

Rialto,

formerly

where

he

friends for h:m-

He is now an insurance man,
self.
but visits here occasionally.

November

18
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In the Independent Field
S2)

Newsy

The

Bits

ROGER FERRI

W0ck

Review

in

Trade Notes

A CERTAIN

“Wildness of Youth,” the Graphic
production, has been sold for
listribution in Baltimore, District of
;iolumbia and Virginia to Milton Capan and Harry S. Shapiro.
Film

Frankie Lee, the “American boy,”
to a despatch from the
has signed a long-term conPopular Pictures, Inc.,
ract with
Those pictures East Coast Producjion, Inc., will handle.
I

iccording

^oast,

Harry Warner, of Warner Brothers,
yas scheduled to arrive in New York
ihis week from the Coast, where he
•Vent two weeks ago to confer with
hose in charge of production for
hat firm.
!

Andrew
nc.,

he

Callaghan Productions,
J.
have filed a judgment against
Federated Film Exchanges of
for $6,324.70.

Inc.,

tmerica,

Larry Welngarten, of Sacred Films,
arrived last week from the

'nc.,

He will remain in

loast.

New York

ndefinitely

William M. Vogel,
,iting

the

C.

C.

who

Burr

is distribAffiliated Dis-

product in Europe arrived
n London this week, according to a
|rable he despatched to his New York
'ributors’

producer-distributor boldly asserted himself as being abany picture in what he characterized
as “cold projection rooms.” This gentleman had the following to say on
what he terms an “important problem”
“No one is so intimately qualified to judge any picture in a projection
room. It is unfair to the producer, to the distributor, to the director and
to the entire trade in general.
There is no picture made that should be
forced to abide by a reviewers’ opinion following such a showing. The
place to review and judge pictures is in the theatre where an audience
is present.”
solutely against the reviewing of

trust that the gentlemam in question
and there are scores in the
business who have advanced the same argument, nameO, that pictures should be judged only zohen publicly exhibited means just what he
said.
And we believe he did. for he has repeated the claim so often.

—

a rule, his argument has been permitted

to

stand unquestioned and un-

challenged.

A MONO

the things that this writer is paid for doing is one concerning
^ the reviewing of independent pictures.
have reviewed hundreds
of them in the past few years. So, perhaps, in disputing the contentions
of the aforementioned gentleman, we are doing so as a member of that
army which he “puts on the pan.” Personally, whatever we say about
any picture represents our own personal opinion, based on a knowledge
obtained in this and the legitimate fields of public entertainment and
personal contact with the public which pictures are made to entertain.

We

!>ffice.

'T^HE

A news

despatch from the Coast
his week told of the departure from
here of E. M. Sanford, President of
lam Productions, Inc., for New York
with

print

a

of

that

firm’s

latest

Tweedy comedy, “Three O’CIock in
i:he Morning,” and the Pete Morrison
feature, “Duty First.”
He will make
his

headquarters at the Astor hotel.

Tuesday, Nov. 7, was an off-day in
ilm circles in New York, most of the
offices
being closed in order that
iverybody might vote.
“Flesh and Blood,” the
oicture,

Lon Chaney

handled by Western Pictures
has
set

Exploitation
Corporation,
eight new records in the

Northwest

production cost of a picture

is

considered ; so are the exhibition

and territorial values. IVe maintain that a picture sold on a $10,000
basis should not be subjected to the same scrutiny as a $100,000 production.
There is no comparison. The shopper vAien purchasing articled
A producer
at a Woolworth store does not expect a Tiffany product.
with but $25,000 to make a picture can not be expected to turn out the
same high class production that the man with four times that amount^
should produce. The exhibitor zvho buys a picture for $25 a day does
not expect a $100-a-t/ay feature. And the theatres charging ten cents, top,
cannot be expected to compete with the high class attractions of a 55-cent
house. It’s not being done in any business and when money is con-'cerned the fundamentals in this industry are no different than those of

—

\/TOVING PICTURE WORLD

Lou Berman, owner of the Inde-f
pendent Film Corporn^on of Philalelphia and Washington, was a caller
if the New York offices of Principal
Pictures Corporation this week. Other
sxchangemen from Boston, Chicago.
Pittsburgh and Cleveland also called
an Manager Irving Lesser relative to

submits a production to him he requests a showing a projection room
showing. He judges, approves or rejects the picture as a result of this
same projection room shozving. And after purchasing the picture he inin the
vites prospective buyers to view the picture in a similar fashion
projection room. And the exhibitor buys on the impression he gets from
this projection room showing.

:

;

Picture

Corporation’s

The Renown Pictures Corporation
the

is

the newest independent
New York. This firm
business immediately.

title of

exchange

in

start

will
J.

J.

Schrempp, of Schrempp Fea-

ture

Attractions,

this

week

of

Inc.,

purchased

St.

Louis,

“More To Be

Pitied Than Scorned,” the C. B. C.
Film Sales Corporation feature, for
eastern Missouri and southern lUi-

Waruer Brothers’ float, advertising
the seven Warner pictures, reached
Detroit this week, according to a
despatch from that city.
The float
has been on the road a month, having
covered every city and town en route
to
Detroit from Boston, via New
York,
New Jersey, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Toledo and Detroit.
Frank A. Cassidy,
well-known newspaper and circus
man, is with the float.
Bob

Lynch,

Philadelphia,

York

of

Metro

Exchange,

despite a statement

Amalgamated

sued
by
changes,

Film

Inc., from the latter’s
offices, that he had been

is-

Ex-

New

given
a letter to this detakes exception'
to a report published from Philadelphia in this section last week that
had started his advertising campaign
oil Amalgamated product.

a

franchise,

in

partment this week

of

is making rapid headway, having taken over practically the entire
output of Principal Pictures Corporation and Western Pictures Exploi-

Seattle

reviewers take into consideration these
Very few, we’ll venture to
facts; but, how many distributors do?
Yet, the aforementioned gentleman disputes the right of a reviewer
say.
For the moment,
to judge a picture from a projection room showing.
When a producer
let us consider what this very same distributor does

Principal
product.

Announcement was made by A1
Lichtman Corporation that Jans Film
Service of New York had booked the
B. P. Schulberg special, “Shadows,”
for a showing at the Strand Theatre,
Newark, for the week of Nov. 17.

De Luxe Feature Film Company

other industries.

Reports from the seven
exchanges owned by Enterprise Disributing Corporation of the South
indicate equally big returns on the
picture in that territory.
territory.

dies, as the “Tom and Jerry Comedies,” produced by Lloyd C. Haynes,
being released at the rate of one a
mouth starting next month.

—

E

As

Arrow Film Corporation will handle a series of twelve one-reel come-

—

—

1923

JNO

distributors zuant

tis

to believe that their ozon, self -chosen

methods

tation.

A1

Rosenberg

is

manager.

Interested with him in the venture
are Mike and Lou Rosenberg.

Irving Lesser, eastern manager of
Western Pictures Exploitation Company and Principal Pictures Corporation, is planning a trip to the
Coast within the next four weeks.

From our correspondent

in

Pitts-

burgh comes the statement that exchanges there are buying new features and short stuff at a lively rate,
and exhibitors there may look forward to some interesting announcements from these branches.

and
of judging a picture are zvrongf Would they zmnt us to believe that
General Manager of Arrow Exchanges.
before they can consider the purchase of any picture the producer must
York City, has purchased
Standard Film Exchange of PittsThe Streets of New York” for New.' arrange a public showing in a theatre zvith a capacity audience on handf burgh
has taken over all films forYork and Northern New Jersey and Would they want us to believe that every time an exchangenian comes to merly released
through Second Nareports heavy bookings on the pic-'
“get. tional Exchange in that city.
can
exchangeman-buyer
theatre
that
the
The
so
tozvn
they
should
lease
a
ture.
latter organization has gone out of
the proper angle”?
business.
C.

R.

Seelye,

A few

Vice-president

days

after he joined the
Corporation, Leon D.
special representa^ sales trip through the
Middle West. His itinerary includes
Washington. Pittsburgh and Cleveland and other cities in that part of

"i

Lichtman

Ivetter,

the

new

|tne country.

Arrow Film Corporation, which is
“The Little Red Schoola Martin ,T. Heyl production,
announces that Mr. Heyl has begun
casting and has already engaged the
V
house,

folio-wing

phayers;
E. K. Lincoln.
Martha Mansfield, Sheldon Lewis and

Edmund

Breese.

All

of

the

artists

mentioned are high favorites with motion picture patrons, and
Mr. Hevl
declares that the balance of the
cast
iwill be made ip of players equally
'well

known and

well liked.

AA/ E

Defeat of film censorship in Massamaintain that the present system of reviewing pictures is the
was enthusiastically received
see no reason why pictures should not be chusetts
correct one.
by independent exchanges in Boston.
judged at their projection room showings. Producers, distributors,
exchangemen and exhibitors all judge pictures in that fashion the
Dorothy Phillips, upon the comone practical and logical method of properly analyzing the merit of pletion of the first Principal Pictures
pictures. If projection room reviewing is wrong then the entire sales Corporation special. “The World’s A
Stage.” with Dorothy Phillips, based
system in this business is wrong. Think it over, gentlemen.
on Elinor Glyn’s latest story, has returned to the Allen Holubar to make
a picture for First National.
from the Coast this week is most encouragingly promising.
There are more concededly masters of production and distribution
Herb Lubin is going
London.
coming into the independent market. Two newcomers are slated tp make Herb is now concentrating to
on “Quincy,
These two gentlemen are well known, Adam Sawyer,” which Metro wifi
their identity known next week.
have produced some of the biggest and most consistent money-makers handle. Bert Ennis, an independent
exploitation man, is handling the
in the business and their invasion of the independent will be a tribute to publicity on this picture for Sawyer
* ’

We

—

N ews

the latter.

&

Lubin.
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Announces New
Plan For Preferred Pictures,

18,

1922

B. P. Schulberg

Inc.

Plans announced this week by B. P. Schull)erg, president
Signs Diminutive Star
C. C.
of Preferred Pictures, provide for the major part of his first
Charles C. Burr, president of Affiliated Distributors and Mastdon
year's releasing schedule through the A1 Lichtman Cor- Films, Inc., this week signed Violet Mersereau, the diminutive star,
poration. When the releasing company was formed, Schul- who has just returned from a year’s visit to Italy and Germany for
berg and Lichtman announced a policy of one picture a Fox Film Company, for an important role in his latest Johnny Hines
special, “Luck.”
The cast now includes
Hines, Robert
month and the program now made public takes care of the Edeson. Charley Murray, Polly Moran, Flora Johnny
Finch, Miss ^lersereau
initial ten.
and Joe King.
“Rich Men’s Wives,” released in
Rialto Productions
September, was the first feature
offered to exhibitors by the new
In
Is
organization. This has been followed by the Tom Forman profeaturing
“Shadows,”
duction,
Uialto Productions. Inc., formerly
Lon Chaney. Next month’s piclocated at 1.30 West lOth street. New
screen version of

Burr

New York
Under New Heads

Merit Test of Film
Is

ture will be a
Bertha M. Clay’s celebrated novel
and stage play, “Thorns and
Orange Blossoms.” This special
attraction was made under the
direction of Louis Gasnier with a
cast headed by Estelle Taylor,

KLmeth

Harlan

and

Edith

Gene
Century

Principal Basis

Marcus, of Twentieth
of
Film
Corporation

Philadelphia, a Principal Pictures
for
Corporation
distributor

Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey, while in New

York

vertise in the trade papers. The
advertising,
Mr.
according
to
Lesser, will be systematically con-

ducted.

Following

announcements

introductory

the product,
exploitation suggestions relative
to means of putting over the pictures in question will be embodied
in these advertisements, the subof

this week announced that
had prepared an extensive
Schulberg studios two campaign in that territory on the
producing units work simultane- first Principal production, “The ject matter of which will be instarring serted by showmen of long years’
Stage,”
a
ously on the specials for the A1 World’s
Lichtman Corporation. One com- Dorothy Phillips, and based on experience.
It is the proposal of Principal
pany is headed by Gasnier, the Elinor Glyn’s latest story, which
At will be released this month. In Pictures Corporation to lay aside
by Tom Forman.
other
present the former has under way this campaign the entire exploita- $100,000 annually for the advertisGilbert Emery’s stage success, tion and publicity department of ing of Principal Pictures in trade
record-breaking
This
“The Hero,” which is to follow Principal Pictures Corporation papers.
“Thorns and Orange Blossoms.” will co-operate with Mr. Marcus. appropriation will be suppleMr. Lesser, in a statement he mented with a nation-wide camTom Forman is taking “Are You
billboards,
confined
to
a Failure?” a screen original by sent out this week to exchanges paign
Larry Evans, prominent magazine associated with Principal Pictures regionals and special exploitation
writer whom Schulberg has re- Corporation, emphasized the plan to be sunervised by a special staff
under contract. of the corppany to extensively ad- of exploitation men.
placed
cently
Upon the completion of “The
Hero,” Gasnier will start on “Poor
Features
Men’s Wives,” a story from the
(Special) While here Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, presiCHICAGO
Agnes
Dazey
and
Frank
pens of
dent of Arrow Film Corporation, closed a deal with Frank Zambreno,
Christine Johnston, co-authors of
of Progress Pictures Company, for local territorial rights to four
“Rich Men’s Wives.” After his
Arrow pictures. Burton King’s “Streets of New York.” “Chain
w'ork on “Are You a Failure?” is
Lightning,” “Night Life in Hollywood” and Ben Wilson’s “The Innofinished Forman will undertake
“The Girl Who Came Back,” a cent Cheat.”
popular play by Charles E. Blaney
Golding.
Ruskin
Samuel
and
Schulberg Signs Larry
This picture will be followed by
LOS ANGELES (Special) Larry Evans, whom Ben P. Schulberg.
“Mothers-in-Law,” which Gasnier president of Preferred Pictures Corporation, has placed under conHere again the credit tract, is one of the best-known authors writing for the screen. He
will make.
authorship goes to Frank will serve in a general literary capacity for Preferred Pictures. “Are
of
Dazey and Agnes Johnston, who You a Failure?” which Director Tom Forman now has under way
have written innumerable orig- with a cast including Madge Bellamy, Lloyd Hughes and Tom
inal p'cture stories and have suc- Santschi, is an original story by Evans.
cessfully adapted as many more.
Other material already purSign Pauline Starke
chased by Schulberg includes “A
ANGELES
(Special)
Pauline Starke has been engaged by
LOS
by
Hearts,”
Aching
of
Mansion
Harry Von Tilzer and Arthur J. Sam and Jack Warner to play a leading role in “The Little Church
Lamb, and “My Lady Lips,” Around the Corner.” Bessie Love, Claire Windsor, Cyril Chadwick,
written first as a stage play. Hobart Bosworth, Mauguerite Seddon, Walter Long, Alec Francis
Hall also appear in the picture. William A. Seiter will
Definite plans for the direction of and Winter
Brothers also will produce “Broadway After Dark.”
these have not yet been laid out. direct. Warner

Roberts.
At the

he

Zambreno Buys New
—
—

—

—

Warners
—

—

Bar Ziegfeld Cinema Corporation
BOSTON

(Special)—The Ziegfeld Cinema Corporation

Evans

of

New

“foreign” corporations which have
is among the 17 so-called
Public Utilities
been barred from -doing business in Boston by the
Commission. This concern has a capitalization of $3,000,000.

York

Producers’ Security Corporation this week consummated a deal
W. Hodkinson Corporation whereby the latter will release
with
“Dollar Devils” and “The Kingdom Within,” two Victor Shertzinger

W

York, has quietly underi'one complete
reorganization, Louis T. Rogers having resigned as iiresident. He is no
longer
connected
with
the
firm.
-Michael D. Fields is now president
and Samuel B. Reece., treasurer. The
exchange has moved to 72!) Seventh
avenue.
The exchange will concentrate
on distribution in Northern

New

and New Y'ork City. The
however,
will
handle' independent pictures nationally, selling
.Jersey

firm,

State rights outside of New Y’ork.
Mr. Reece will shortly visit Cleveland. Chicago, Detroit. Cincinnati and
St.
Louis to acquaint himself with
conditions out in the territories.

A1 Pineman. exploitation manager
M'-B Exchange, New York is
temporarily working out of the Buffor

falo

Warner

Exchange,

“Rags To Riches’’
York houses.
Foster

Moore,

in

exploiting

up-State

sales

m.mager

Jans Film Exchange, announced

week

that

New
of
this

probability gross
hookings on the second A1 IJchtman
feature. “Sh.idows.” will considerably
surpass the unusual hooking record
established by the first one. “Rich
Men's Wiyes,” in New Jersey.
in

“I -‘^m The
special Bobby

the Greater

all

Law.” the C. C. Burr
North is rele.asing in

New

Y’ork territory, after

making

a remarkable showing at B.
Moss’ Broadway Theatre in New
Y'ork. opened a week's run at the
Loew-State in Newark. N. J.. on Monday. to an unusually big business.
S.

Arrow Film Exrh.ingp of New Y’ork
handlp thp New Y’ork distribution on “The Streets Of New Y’ork.”
the Burton Kinjr produeHon
which
opened at the Fr.ank P. Hall houses
will

in

Jersey City

last

week.

Judging from negotiations now on,
Christmas week will be an unusually
busy one in the way of competition
among independent pictures, for three
Broadway houses are now angling
for such production during the holiday period.
YYith the Minsky Ylusic Hall in New
a complete success, exceeding
the fondest expectations of showmen,
Yfatt
Radin. of Capital Film Exchange. who is tinancin’lv interested
in the burlesque ventnrL finds his
day a b\isy one. for bills at the Park
are changed weekly.
Y’ork

Release **Madame Sans Gene^*
Despite the reported battle over the film rights to the story of
“Madame Sans Gene,” Producers Security Corporation this week
announced that it has been instructed by Producer Aubrey Kennedy
to release that production on Nov. 10.

Four Broadway plaj's which Will Nigh will adapt for the screen
were purchased this Yveek by L. Lawrence Weber of L. Lawrence

Weber-Bobby North.

specials.

Nigh, it is understood, will adapt the three
plays into scenario form, cast and direct them.

B. B. Productions, Inc., this week announced the completion of the
second independent Betty Blythe picture. “The Darling of the Rich,”
which will be ready for distribution within two weeks.

SYR.ACUSE. N. Y. (Special) —Warner Brothers’ “Rags to Riches”
was given its local premier showing at the Empire Theatre here last
Sunday, showing to the greatest Sunday business ever done.— R. F.

—
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Harry Warner Finds Independent

New

Producers Setting
Harry M Warner, of Warner Brothers, returned this week to New
Mr.
studios.
York after’ a three weeks’ stay at the West Coast
confer with his
Warner's trip to the coast was made in order to
production schedule of 1923.
brothers, Abe, Sam and Jack, on the
picAccording to Mr. Warner the production plans are for eighteen

Indehas not been forthcoming.
pendents hereabouts are fearful that
the contemplated consolidation would
aggravate the present situation, further removing their chances of breaking into the Grand Boulevard houses.

Standards
ERIE,

PA.

Corpora, lion.

Arrow

While here, Joe Brandt, of C. B. C.
recently
Corporation,
Film
Sales
signed Sam Warner, of United Film

seemingly the most popular of the
kind available in this territory, according to exhibitor reports of the
past five weeks.

toriety,”

be made at the coast studios.
In order to properly accommodate
several companies, Mr. Warner
said that arrangements are now
being completed for the expansion of their present quarters.
"Practically every place 1 visited,”
said Mr. Warner, “was humming v/ith

“How Women

Damned."

coming season.

is

“

'

will

activity.
tal

It

convinced

The

attractions.

me

of two viof box-offlce

making

things in the

first

is

not

in
is

keen regard for the production
which will embody every essential
In the confor box-offlce success.

the

sideration of these factors, much depends upon the calibre of the directors chosen to complete them.
“1 have been told of the terrible
valuable
wastage of footage and
time: I have been made aware of the
utter disregard for studio efficiency
in the past; but the present methods
of picture making tend to show in

no small measure the unerring care
for every little detail that goes into
This is indeed
the finished product.
a gratifying thing, for, after all, if

we cannot engage

who
minimum

people

my

was the guest of
manager of Enterwas royally enterfans and members of

sonal appearances,
.Jenkins,
The star

J.

prise.

tained by

the

society.

will
cost,

produce a picture at
same time excellent in every
then theatre owners and producers will have a tough time making
ends meet. The outlook, however, is
splendid and, regardless of what anybody says, I think the future of the
industry, based on our present progress, is wonderful
in the true sense
of the word.
And that is saying a

at the
respect,

—

.Toe Marentette quit as general manager of seven Enterprise exchanges,

recently,

change.

to

join

the

He

has

been

Goldwyn
succeeded

ex-

by

.John Maugham, formerly manager of
the Atlanta Enterprise exchange.

Mrs. B. M. Boykin and her coworkers viewed four of the Bible pictures produced by Sacred Films. Inc.,
Larry Weingarden, reprerecently.
sentative of that country, who is now
in New York, was present and supplemented the showing with a briel
talk.
After the showing the Better
Films Committee endorsed the films.

James M. Hicks

manage

will

the

new Charlotte office of Enterprise
He was
Distributing Corporation.
formerly a salesman connected with
the Atlanta exchange.
Bob

Savini,

of

Films,

Savini

Inc.,

handling the Bible pictures, having
negotiated numerous important and

is

business-getting tie-ups for exhibitors
using the films which Sacred Films.

Burbank,

of

Inc.,

Cal.,

made.

of Hallalso ar-

He
Boys comedies.
ranged for several important showings here of “More To Be Pitied Than
Scorned.”
Pat CoUins, manager of the Exhibitors Film Service, announced this
week that during the past two weeks'
he has sold more independent pictures
than for any similar period in the
history of that exchange.

The Dick Talmadge westerns are

Love”

JERSEY CITY,

N. J.— (Special)
Blythe personally appeared
at the Lincoln and Pastime Theatres here and at the Roosevelt in
West Hoboken on Tuesday night,

—^Betty

NEW YORK—

Am

The Law,” the
“I
Affiliated Distributors special, despite
release in this district,
its belated
played to one of the biggest weeks
recorded by B. S.
Theatre last week.

CLEVELAND

Moss’

(Special)

Broadway

—

Harry

Charnas’s Standard Film Exchange
breaking all records with the
is
A1 Lichtman special, “Rich Men’s
Wives,” having been shown thus far
at all the big first-run houses in
this

territory.

PHILADELPHIA

(Special)— “No-

the AVill Nigh special, will
sliown over the entire Stanley circuit.
So will .Johnny Hines’ “Sureof
Paris,”
“Secrets
Flint,”
Fire
and
and
“Beautiful
“Shadows”
tie

LOS ANGELES

(Special)— The iniCorporation
A Stage,” based
on Elinor Glyn's story, starring Dorothy Phillips, will be given a premier
Principal

tial

feature,

showing

Pictures

“The World’s
at the

BOSTON

Kinema

(Special)

theatre here.

— Boston

news-

papers have bestowed loud praise on
the

special, “Rags
opened a week’s

Warner Brothers’

and was directly re- To Riches,” which
Oct.
31,
engagement at Gordon’s Olympia on
sponsible for the breaking of house Scollay Square this week.
records in each instance. Her first
The
INDIANAPOLIS (SnnciaD
independent feature, “How Women
two-week run of Weiss Brothers^
Love,” was the featured attraction Artclass Pictures Corporation feaat each house for the first three ture,
“After Six Days,” closed at
days, showing to splendid business, English’s Opera House on Saturday
nieht.
The local clervy gave splendespite the fact that no special ex- did support to the picture, which was
ploitation was done in view of the exploited here by Bert Ennis.
aggressive advertising done by the
SEATTLE. AVASH. (Special)— One
opposition, the Hall houses, Strand of the most consistent moneymakers
in Hoboken and State and Ritz here, in this section, a'’Cording to exhibplaying “The Streets of New York” itor reports, is “Flesh and Blond.”
with T>o’i Chanev. One house, which
with six headline vaudeville acts at was robbed, capitalized on the stunt,
which helped business.
each theatre.

—

‘‘Something For Nothing’’ Is
New Equity Production
is the title of the second Daniel Carson
production that Equity Pictures Corporation will release
This release is in accordance with the
in the independent market.
recently published announcement of Equity that it will distribute
The first D. C.
five big specials during the forthcoming season.
Goodman production, “What’s Wrong With the Women?” has proven
to be one of the biggest money-makers of the year, according to
exhibitor reports from all parts of the country. Mr. Goodman has
completed the story, which is said by Lou Baum to be even greater
than that on which “What’s Wrong With the Women?” was based.
Casting will be done next week. No announcement has as yet been

“Something for Nothing”

Goodman

great deal.”

Consolidation

New Exchange
In Charlotte

ATLANTA

— Enterprise
Corporation
(Special)

will open a
new exchange at Charlotte, N. C., according to word given out at the
firm’s local office.
The exchange will
temporarily be located at South Graham and Trade streets. It will handle the distribution of the Affiliated

Distributing

series

Hit in Jersey

Franklyn Farnum. while traveling
through this territory making per-

W.

192,3

room

patrons.”

pro-

that

making pictures
haphazard fashion, and the second
are

ducers

ager Pierce wired to the effect that"
“ ‘Ten Nights in a Barroom’ set new
box-office records and pleased all of

for the

Service,

exploiting!
which,
of

two

pictures,

ex-

Davis,

Arrow Film

here

is

“Streets of New York” and “Night
Life in Hollywood,” will be shown
at the Rialto here on November 12
and 5th, respectively.

The nature of the stories was not
intimated that some of the best-known novels
appeal, and stage
dealing with current, yet vital topics of universal
secured for
plays possessing the same dominant factors, have been
the new roster of productions.
I„ addition to the acquisition of
u"’Klc‘E“‘T.ti.<te wj.o
the stories, Mr. Warner aeclarea erus; “Flesh and Blood" and a lai-ge
number of prominent group of westerns, including Pete
a
that
Farnum, Art
Pranklyn
oi.Vot-tnarc
Donular
screen Morrison,
popular
and
directors
William Desmond, Jack Richplayers have been engaged tor ardson, and others. Through this exIhe names change will be handled all of North
the coming season.
Carolina, part of South Carolina and
of the directors and players were
Tennessee.
not divulged for, as Mr. Warner
seriously
Arthur C. Bromberg went to New
tend
to
would
it
stated,
Orleans, recently, for the opening
interfere with the engagements to
of “Ten Nights in a Barroom,” at
which they are now bound.
At the
Pearce’s big Tudor Theatre.
close of the week’s engagement. ManAll of the eighteen productions
tures during the
revealed, but it

— Charles
for

manager

ploitation

Would Harm
—

ST. LOUIS (Special)
Independent
distributors
of
this
territory
are
anxiously awaiting the outcome and
effect of the plans to consolidate the

and New Grand Central
There apparently has developed a last minute hitch in negotiations.
The long awaited announcement that the deal has been closed

Missouri

theatres.

made

as to

who

will direct the feature.

DO YOUR
CHRISTMAS SHOPPINC EARLY T
and
beaE 'em
io
NOW
BOOK
SHOPGIRL"
ONLYA
oP the
be
all

ii

by giving

your patrons the bes+ present:

It:

will

ihe sensation

In

ijourselves

Ihe market'-

year

f

;^HORE TO BE PITIED"
Is

6 BOX
I

breaking Box-OfPice records everywhere

OFFICE

WINNER5

A FRANCHI3E HOLDER EVERYWHERE
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Nigh Pictures Will Be Released on
Franchise Basis by Weber-North
Will Xigh’s photodramas are
being produced and distributed
iby L. Lawrence Weber & Bobby
North on a franchise scale. Sam

Sax, Sales Alanager of this independent organization, has mapped
out a “Will Nigh Series Selling
rapidly
Plan”
that
being
is
bought up by state-right buyers
who are anxious to secure rights
•on all of Will Nigh’s future product instead of merely his first
production “Notoriety” alone. By
the terms of this selling plan a

franchise

holder

is

appointed

in

of the country and
has exclusive distribution rights
•of the quartette of Will Nigh reileases for the year throughout his
territory.
It is known that some
of the buyers of the series will incorporate the name of Will Nigh
in the name of their exchange.
The idea of selling Will Nigh’s
series as a whole instead of each
originated
individually
release
from the state-right buyers. For

each territory

tions, Philadelphia;

Sydney Sam-

the biggest hits in the independent market, are considered responsible for the demand for his
future releases.
Nigh is now
working on the second of his
series, which will be completed

son of the Grand-North Exchanges, Buffalo and Albany;
James Alexander of the Columbia
Film Service, Pittsburgh; George
Montgomery of the Supreme
Film Co., Los Angeles, and a
number of others shortly to be
announced, who have already
bought the rights to “Notoriety”
and have declared their intention

A1 Rogell

Now

Nigh

Nigh’s
output.
Will
holders for the Will

series include

Sam Grand

of

Federated Film Exchange,
New England; Ben Amsterdam
•of the Masterpiece Film Attracthe

The

outstanding strength of
Nigh’s premier production
for Weber & North and the director’s reputation for turning out
Will

title of his first picture.
Ora Carew heads the cast which includes
Jack Livingston, Wilfred Lucas, Mildred June and Robert Gordon.

the

Lesser Lines

Up

Exchanges

to Distribute Principal Films
Irving Lesser, Eastern

whose

manager

of Principal Pictures Corporation,

first

featured along with a cast of “names.” None but successful plays
and popular published stories will be used, according to Mr. Lesser.
Exchangemen for the past six that bulk distribution of pictures
weeks have been negotiating with creates a tendency of over-selling.
Mr. Lesser seeking franchises, held out for the sale of pictures
selling
being
the
but the latter, firm in his belief individually,
strictly on the merit of each picE.xchanges
with
which
ture.
Principal
Pictures
Corporation
will be associated will be pledged
to release pictures along similar
lines, that is, on the merit of each

New

Independent Production Unit;
News From Eastern Studios

announced
•Tohn

duction

in detail.

pro-

Adolphi has completed
on the third Betty Blythe

He
picture for Whitman Bennett.
starts production next week on anMartha
feature
co-starrinff
other
Mansfield and E. K. Lincoln.
Lowell and his company arNew York Saturday to take
New York “shots” for “Lost in a Big
City.” The comnany has been working at Gloversville, N. Y., since the
.John

rived in

middle of Aiviist. The picture will
not be completed until late this
month and will not be released earlier

han

.January

Production

1.

on

the

first

Amalga-

mated Exchanges production has been

incessantly at the New RoIn order to
chelle. N. Y., studios.
hare the picture ready .for release
the company has
late this month,
been working every night for the
past two weeks.

an Independent

Rogell, the director, has joined
the ranks of independent producers, having established production
quarters at the Fine Arts studio here. “The Greatest Menace” is

to sign for the series.

Kenneth Webb Planning

Kenneth Webb, director of
“Secrets of Paris,” the C. C. Burrproduction,
Bennett
Whitman
while having severed his connection with Mr. Bennett with whom
he had been associated for several years, will shortly announce
an affiliation with an independent
producing unit whose pictures
will be made in some New York
Negotiations involving a
studios.
well-known star are now being
carried on and as soon as completed, Mr. Webb’s plans will be

schedule

LOS ANGELES — (Special) — Albert

two releases, Elinor Glyn’s “The World’s a Stage,”
their own protection exchange- starring Dorothy Phillips, and the Irving Cummings production.
men who signed for local distri- “Chicago Sal,” with Alice Lake and Milton Sills, have been combution rights on “Notoriety” have pleted, this week announced that he had virtually concluded negotiaapplied for the rights to Nigh’s tions with foremost exchanges throughout the country to handle the
next three, in order to avoid the local distribution of Principal Pictures which will be released at the
possibility of two or more ex- rate of one a month. The present schedule provides for 12 pictures
changes in the same territory a year. In each picture a star of proven box-office value will be
handling
Franchise

A

within two months.

of a two-month interval between
releases is being followed, thus
assuring franchise holders of the
prompt delivery of the entire four
finished productions this season.

Daniel Carson Goodman starts production next week on his second feaHe is now casting
ture for Equity.
for the picture, the story for which
he wrote.

Maurine Powers will be starred
next Will Nigh production,

in
acthis
to
information
given
out
cording
week
Like “Notoriety,” L. Lawrence
Welier and Bot)by North will distrib-

the

ute

all

the

Nigh productions.

Burton King

will

start casting for

his next production some time next
week. He already has engaged Constance Joslin, formerly with the I).
W. Griffith forces, for an Important
role in his next feature.
It is not believed that Doris Kenyon will go west with “Up the Ladder,” in which she is being starred.

Instead,

it

New York

is

to

said, she will return to
be starred in several

pictures.

Martin .1. Heyl. of Mart Heyl Productions, Inc., will produce “The Little Red School House” for Independent distribution.

individual picture.
While there are
work at the coast

units at
studios. Mr.
Lesser made it known that his
corporation is in the market for
possible.
productions
the
best
Corporation
Principal
Pictures
already has signed four stars for
as many pictures, but their iden-

cannot be made known at
time owing to the fact that
these players’ contracts with program companies, with which they
are associated, have not yet extity
this

pired.

Export Ne'ws
for Alliance Film
are covering Europe, according to a London dispatch, taking
views of continental cities for use in

Photographers

Company

First

N^ational

pictures

in

France.

Gus Schlesinger. representing the
Warner Brothers, finds conditions in
England improving gradually with
distributors of quality pictures.

Business in Italy and central European countries, while a trifle better
than a year or so ago. continues to
be far below normal, theatrically.

known
Gustav
well
Seyffertitz,
screen heavy, is contemplating playing a comedian role. This would be
his first role of this nature since he
made his screen debut, some two or
three years ago although it was as a
comedian that he came to this coun-

He played comedian roles at the
Irving Place Theatre.

try.

old

Pittsburgh

Is

Showing Boom
PITTSBURGH
this

in

section

(Special!
is

— Business

improving consid-

according to reports at the
The
independent exchanges.
local
latter are purchasing new features
The
and considerable short stuff.
big independent specials have been
getting a big play at local theatres.
erably.
'

president of the
Gilbert Heckel.
Pictures, Inc., accompanied by

Apex

«''veral

associates,

is

in

New

York

looking over the feature film
market. It is their intention to endeavor to secure some real winners
and put the Apex back on the map.
City

tlnrrv Snvder. shipper at the Qualexchange, is wearing the glad
smile and is kept busy acknowledging congratulations.
Reason being.
Mrs. Snyder presented him with an
8*4 -pound baby boy recently. Mothet
and son are doing fine. Congratulations.

.'\merica.

Morgan Wallace, an American

star,

appear in a stellar role in a production Ramuelson is making in EngHe has been cast to play an

will

land.

Englishman.
Paul

.J.

Cromelin

is

expected to re-

year.

Marguerite Marsh. Wyndham StanRex Davis and Mary Odette are
workinc at Haarlenj. Holland, in “The
I.ion’s Mouse.” which Hollandia Film
Company is making. Producers Security Corporation is interested In

film centers.

ding.

Production has been completed on

ac-

itv

turn to New York late in December.
.\ccording to a letter from J.ondon
he is at present visiting continental

the Coast on the new Max Graf production. “A Modern Madonna.” which
is based on a novel by Caroline Abbott Stanley.

of

tion

two

According to word sent out this
Sveek to exchangemen by Charles C.
Burr, of Affiliated Distributors, Inc.,
the
next
.Johnny
Hines
picture,
“Luck,” will be ready the first of the

going

The French Gaumont company,

cording to a Paris report, has concluded negotiations for the distribu-

this project.

J. G. Sanford, formerly on the road
for the local Fox exchange, has left
that organization and is now connected in a similar capacity with the

Quality Film Corporation.

Bernard Kahn, recently with the
Simeral exchange on the road, is no
longer connected with that organization.

new
the

and

this

week commenced

his

duties in a similar capacity with

Penn Film

Service.

.Joseph Toting, who has officiated
with several local film exchanges in
the enpacitv of salesman, is now connected with the H. C. Simeral Co.,
Inc.
.Joe Is taking care of the city
trade on the large number of .Irrow
productions reeentlv announced for
release here by the Simeral Company.
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Belated Release of “I

Proves Winning
The belated

Move

Fineman prothe Law,” which Edwin Carewe so cleverly
produced, seems to have served as a blessing for that picture,
judging from reports that have reached New York from various parts of the country. Owing to litigation which held up
the Law” was released
the release on the production, “I
generally throughout the country this week following the in°
r
i
11
i
_li
,1
sertion of several scenes that materially strengthened the
dramatic value of the entertainment as a whole.
Bobby North, of Apollo Exchange of New York, reported
that he had booked every circuit
duction, “I

1

Am

“I

•

.1.

territory.
The Colin Seattle also has booked
the Law” for an indefinite
in

his

1

business with that feature. Up in
“I
the Law”
proved the biggest Northwestern
money-maker
exhibitors
there
have had in a long, long time.
Had “I
the Law” been released last summer it would have
had the opposition of at least
seven big Northwestern pictures.
However, it was held up, and
while at the time the delay seemed
to be fatal, it has been a blessing,
for
right
now exhibitors are
clamoring
for
Northwesterns
which a year ago were being released in large quantity.
Exhibitors’ reports wired in this week
on business done on Monday and
Tuesday indicated that the showings, generally, are hugely profit-

Am

Am

able.
“I

Am

the Law” is one of the
best pictures of the year and certainly the greatest production Ed-

win Carewe has ever turned out.
It includes an all-star cast with
the
action
of
the
rapid-gun
calibre.

Sales

Sam Saxe Leaves for Middle west
Following the principle of the producers and distributors of Will
Nigh’s “Notoriety” that selling a picture to independent exchangemen does not end their part of the obligation, Sam Saxe, sales manLawrence Weber-Bobby North Left this week on a tour
ot Middlewestern cities tor the purpose extending all nossible cooperation to local distributors of that feature, h! will visit Pittt
burgh, Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Indianapolis and St. Louis.

Many

Accessories For
“Only a Shop Girl”

run, while the Princess in Denver,
Col., last week did a turnaway

New England

—

Coast Independent
Producers Enthuse
Over Future Status
LOS

ANGELES — (Special) —

The determination

of independent producers here for the services of established stars with “big
name” value, popular stories and
“big” directors is the subject of
popular conversation in this sec-

Going Fast

There

tion.

on “Secrets
'Pending negotiations on

terri-

entire

of Paris”
New

England

territory,

of
C.
C.
Burr’s
“Secrets of Paris,” give every indication that within a short time

e^nbracing Maine, Massachusetts,
Vermont,
Connecticut,
Rhode
Island and New Hampshire to

melodramatic feature
have been 100 per cent. sold.

Major

torial

sales

this

Boston;
Eastern Pennsylvania and SouthThe latest sales announced on ern New Jersey to Metro Film
the “Secrets of Paris” include the Exchange, of Philadelphia
Colorado, Wyoming,
New Mexico,
Utah and Idaho to Mountain
States Film Attractions, Inc., of
Denver; entire states of California,
Arizona,
Nevada and
will

Films,

Inc.,

of

;

Who
I Am
NEXT

WEEK

WATCH

THIS SPACE

NETT WEEK

Hawaiian

Islands
to
Supreme
Film Company of Los Angeles
foreign rights (excluding United
States, Alaska,

Dominion

of

Can-

ada, Newfoundland and Hawaiian
Islands) to William Vogel, New

York

City.

on no

less

reported

is

a

belief

general

independents

have
finally come into their own and
big productions seem to be their
hobby right now. Never before
in the history of motion picture
production here have independent producers been so busy.
That independents are not scoffing at stars’ salaries is proven by
the price being paid for the servhere

that

who

some of the bigger

are

now on

stars
“location” for

independent producers. Exhibitors in Los Angeles are clamoring
for
independent
pictures
and
within the course of the past six
weeks eight Independent pictures
have been shown at houses that
in the past were closed to such
features.

The addition to several other screen
players has completed the cast for
Warner Brothers production, “Little
Church Around the Corner.” the picturization of which was started last
week at the Warner studios.
The
new additions to the cast are Claire
Windsor,
Kennedy.

George

Cooper

and

Tom

Other players are Kenneth Harlan, Hobart Bosworth. Bessie
Love, Walter Long, Alex Francis.
Margaret Seddon. Winter Hall and
Cyril
Chadwick.
Olga
Printzlau
adapted the screen version from

Marion
Seitzer

Russell’s play.
directing.

Preferred
pictures
being
released
through A1 Lichtman exchanges, on
last Saturday morning was literally
smothered with night letters and telegrams from friends in the trade in
New York following the special trade
showing of “Shadows” in that city
last Friday evening,
Mr. Schulberg
in reply

—

Plenty of novelties on “Only a an aid to the exhibitor and just
Shop Girl” are promised the ex- wherein it fails.
changes and exhibitors by the
As a result of the answers to
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation. these requests the C. B. C. pubBelieving that one learns only by licity department announces that
experience,
this
company has most of the activities concentrated
asked all territorial holders of its on the preparation of accessories
Six Box-Office Winners to tell of this feature will be turned
them without reserve just where- toward the preparation of novelin the press book on “More to Be
ties for the exhibitors’ use, and
Pitied” accomplishes the real pur- that there will be a large and
pose of a press book that is, as varied assortment of these.

ices of

I

the Law”
for Exhibitors

release of the C. C. Burr-Bernie

Am

Am

house
iseum

Am
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William

A.

’Tom

paid tribute to his director,
his cast, saying

Forman, and

that to them should go all credit for
the picture.

Ward Hayes, the scenario writer and
gag man, has been added to the production staff of Frankie Lee and
“Fatty” Karr. Hayes is the author
of “The Garage,” presented bv Fatty
Arbuckle.
He was with 'Charles
Chaplin for some time. He also has
been associated with Harold Llovd.
He starts work on the “Fatty” Karr
comedies immediately. Bruce Mitchell
is directing the Karr comedies.
Clarence Bricker is making the Frankie
Lee “American Boy” comedies.
Bruce

Mitchell

this

known the fact that
Mary .lane Alden to
roles

week

made

he had signed
play prominent

in the “Fatty” Karr comedies
he is making for East Coast
Productions, Inc., of which Franklyn
E. Backer is President.
Miss Aldcn
IS the .Tohnstown, Pa., girl to which
Moving Picture World exclusively
directed the attention of the trade

that

months ago.
by Harry

several

covered”

owns

.

She was “disCharnas, who

the Standard
exchanges in
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit and
Cincinnati.
She won a prize beauty
contest in Pennsylvania.
Jack Warner first signed her.

Albert
started

Rogell

work

Productions.

last

Arts studio on
Great Menace.”

Inc.<

week

at the Pine
picture. “The>
Rogell is directing.

its

first

Monty Banks is working on the third
Ben Wilson comedy for Federated
Exchange release.
William
King

will shortly
picture that
pendently.

start production
will be released

on

a
inde-

New England
Glad Censor
Issue Is Beaten

BOSTON (Special)—With the final
reports on election returns in Massachusetts showing a decisive defeat
of censorship, local independent exchangemen, on Wednesday, celebrated
the occasion.
The defeat of the referenda means a saving of hundreds
of thousands of dollars to exchanges
in this section. Prior to election even
the most optimistic conceded that “it
was going to be a tough job.”
Contracts were closed this week
With Jake Lourie for the day and
date run of “Shadows” at the Modern
and Beacon theatres during the week
of December 11. This is the second
Preferred Picture.

is

sales
“More To Be Pitied Than Scorned”
Michael Rosenberg, production man- was hooked into the 'Victory Theatre
than six additional ter- ager
of Principal Pictures Corpora- in Providence, where big business
ritories to prominent exchanges tion. anounced this week that that ruled. Election
Day helping considare being consumated through firm’s two specials, Irving Cummings’ erably to put the week over.
“Chicago
Sal,”
with
Alice
Lake
and
the mails, and that Lester Scott,
Milton Sills, and the Elinor Glyn
Virtually all of the Boston indegeneral sales manager of story feature, “The World’s a Stage,” pendent exchanges
Jr.,
kept “open
Mastodon Films, now on the road with Dorothy Phillips, Bruce McRae on Election Day for exhibitorshouse”
who’
with prints of “Secrets of Paris,” and an all-tar cast, would be released came to hear the returns.
this month.
Prints of both pictures
has virtually arranged for three have been forwarded to Irving Lesser
Sam Moscow expects “Sure-Fire
other territorial closings which in New York.
Flint.” the second .Johnny Hines feature, to break all records established
necessitate final O. K. by C. C.
B. P. Schulberg, producer of
by the first Hines picture, “Burn ’Em
Burr, of Mastodon Films, Inc. Men’s Wives” and “Shadows,”“Rich
two Fp Barnes.”
It

is
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News from the Producers
Conducted by T.

To Handle Metro
in

“Forgotten

Metro

Pictures Corporation
been contracted for by
Paramount.

has

The contract calls for distribution of ‘‘The Prisoner of
Zenda” and “Trifling Women;” “Broadway Rose” and
“Jazzamania;”

Viola

da Ponte

Exhibitors Praise

Brazil

Brazilian distribution of the
entire photoplay output of

Dana

made
plays
under the supervision of Max
Fred Niblo producGraf;
tions, presented by Louis B.
Meyer; Bull Montana comp'ctures;

S.

film

by
Hunt
produced
Stromberg;
Stan Laurel’s
comedies, made by the Amalgamated Producing Corp.;

Added

Law”

“The Eorgotten Law,” which ing players as Milton Sills, Jack
was produced for Metro under the Mulhall and Cleo Ridgely, would
supervision of Max Graf, was prove a big box-office attraction.
given a pre-release showing beAmong the exhibitors present at
fore a gathering of Illinojs exhib- the luncheon and preview were
itors at a luncheon party at the Harry
Asher, William Burford,
Blackstone

Hotel,

Chicago,

re-

cently.

The consensus of opinion, as
reported to S. A. Shirley, Metro’s
Chicago

manager,

district

Charles Lamm, Max Balaban, E.
C. Beck, W. L. Barbee, H. O.
Louis
Loper,
Russell
Loper,
Zahler,
Arnold Shaak, Lester

Following out bis consistent
policy of gathering together
the most promising members
of the theatrical profession to
train them for special motion
picture work, Jesse L. Lasky
has added another recruit to
the ranks of Paramount Pictures.
His newest “find” is Richard Ordynski, formerly stage
director of the Metropolitan

Opera House

was Retchin, Robert Gumbiner, Henry

that
this
picture
version
of
Caroline Abbott Stanley’s famous
novel,
“A Modern Madonna,”
which has in its cast such lead-

others scheduled for
release during the season of
all

1922-23.

“The Power of a Lie,” Johann
Bojer’s story which Universal is
filming under the direction of George
Archainbaud, has been fully cast
and presents an impressive array of
well known film artists.
Mabel Julienne Scott is portraying
the chief feminine role in the story
of New York social intrigue. Opher is Earl
Metcalf. In
posite
principal roles are June Elvidge,
Maude George, Phillips Smalley,
Stanton
Heck,
David Torrence,
Winston Miller and Ruby LaPayette.
Charles
Kenyon prepared the
scenario and
duction.

is

the

Ladder,” the play

that
William A. Brady produced so sucis being changed by A. P. Younger
cessfully in New York last year,
from the stage form of the author,
Owen Davis, to the screen continuity
that will bring out the strongest
dramatic elements and provide a
fitting vehicle for the first starring
effort of Virginia Valli.

Universal is preparing to make
this production a special in every
sense.
Hobart Henley has been assigned to direct.

Kenyon Joins Big “U”
Albert G. Kenyon has joined the
Universal City scenario department
as a writer of continuities and
originals.
He is a brother of
Charles Kenyon, one of the supervisors of the department, and is
known to his new associates through
active participation in the affairs of
the Hollywood writers’ world.

now

at the

Lasky

studying

Tourneur to Make
Four Big Specials Add
for

C.

Levee,

president

of

the

each of the productions will be

National Pictures, Inc.
Tourneur’s first vehicle will be a
picturization of that colorful novel,

“The

Isle of

Dead

tenden

Ships,” by CritSeveral
other
are now under

Marriott.
plays
consideration by Messrs. Levee and
Tourneur for future production.
stories

and

“Under

our

scale,

it

is

stated.

In addition to presenting the Maurice Torneur Productions through
First National. Mr. Levee is also
sponsoring Allen Holubar’s second
production for that organization,
which will be a picturization of
de Prend’s
“The White
Jeffry
Frontier.”
It is probable the title
will be changed before the picture
reaches the theatre-goers.
Etorothy
Phillips will be the star.

Douglas MacLean Joins
Associated Exhibitors
Douglas MacLean bas joined Associated Exhibitors’ galaxy of
stars.
J. C. Ragland, secretary of that organization, announced
this week the closing of a contract under which the popular

make four productions during the coming year for
by Associated.
Mr. Ragland’s announcement contains also the information that
Mr. MacLean’s productions will be big comedy specials of the

comedian

type of “The Hottentot,” picturizations either of successful plays
or well-known stories of noted authors. The star, who is now to
become producer also, already holds options on two popular plays,
and the name of the first feature to be produced will be announced
at an early date.

Mr. MacLean
he has completed the organization of Douglas MacLean Productions, which
will make the several features.
Bogart Rogers has been selected
as general manager of the company, and Lloyd Ingraham will be
the director. J. R. Crone will be production manager, and George
Crone, who was with Mr. Ingraham three years, assistant director.
In

will

all

Mayme

Kelso has been added to
now working on the
forthcoming Selznick superspecial,

the

big

“A

Dollar

cast

Down.”

starring

Owen

Moore, being produced on the coast
.\lice Lake is appearing in a featured role. In addition are Douglas
Carter, “Snitz” Edwards, and Frank
Clark.

—

Down” and this is
".A Dollar
only the working title of the production is from a story by Victor
Heerrran. who is also directing the
production.

—

Beaumont
Viola

to Direct

Dana

Viola Dana’s new Metro picture
will be “A Noise in Newbro,” B
Rex
story by Edgar Franklin.
Taylor has prepared the screen
adaptation for the picture and

Harry Beaumont will direct.
David Butler and Allan Forest
will have two of the leading roles.
Other members of the supporting
cast arc Eva Novak, Betty Fran*
cisco, Alfred Allen, Joan Standing
and Bert Woodruff.

Once With

will

distribution

Paramount.

Popular Players
to Moore Film

in

United Studios, announces that he has keeping with First National’s policy
of handling only those oictures wh'ch
completed negotiations with Maurice
have unquestioned audience appeal.”
Tourneur, whereby that popular diProduction on “The Isle of Dead
rector will make a series of four spe- Ships” will begin at the United
cial productions during the coming
Studios in about two weeks. The
year, to be known as Maurice Tour- continuity is now being prepared
neur Productions and to be presented under ilr. Tourneur's supervision.
by Levee through Associated First The production will be on a lavish

arrangement with
supervising the pro- First National,” states Mr. Levee,
“we will produce only the highest
grade of screen entertainment and

Being Filmed

is

production
and directorial methods with
a view to ultimately directing

“Up the Ladder” Now
“Up

He

tions.

studio

M.

Noted Players Seen in
Big “U” Picture

New York

in

and the man who used to assist
Max Reinhardt in his
spectacular European produc-

Arthur
Goldson,
Cooper,
J.
Schoenstedt, L. Schindler, Abe
Gumbiner, Cooney Brothers, and
Ed Hefferkemp.

edies,

and

to Staff

David Butler, who
with \ iola Dana in

Griffith
is

appearing

“A Noise in
Newboro,” her newest Metro starring picture, was first featured on
the screen as a protege of D. W.
During the past few
years he has been starred in
eight pictures.
Griffith.

his pictures for Associated, it is declared,
all-star support.
It is understood that

have

Lease Space
Rollin Sturgeon and Lucien Hubbard. director and scenario writer,
have leased space at Universal City
to

produce

independent

pictures.

M. K. Wilson has been retained as
production manager.

November
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Louise Lovely
on Tour with
“Shattered Idols”
with_ J.
conjunction
In
production
Frothingham’s

L.

“Shattered Idols” distributed by
American Releasing, Louise Love-

who

plays a featured role, is
the larger cities in an
original entertainment.
opens with a vaudeville
It
playlet, “Their Wedding Night,”
she appears with her
in which
husband, William Welch, English
comedian and for the second portion of her act the stage is transformed into a replica of a studio
setting, with lights, camera, etc.
are
pictures
motion
Actual
made, using children from the
audience at the matinees and at
other performances girls and men.
Miss Lovely makes up her subly,

touring

;

and directs them while Mr.

jects

in Exceptional

Category

Read’s “Pawned”

The Exceptional Photoplays Committee

of

Welch entertains with a monologue, after which the actress is
Picseen in “Shattered Idols.”
tures taken during her engagement are shown at the theatre the

of the National Board
of Review, after a private screening of “Shadows,” the new B. P.
Schulberg release through the A1 Lichtman Corporation, placed
the picture in the exceptional pictures category. As is usual with
pictures so recognized, the committee will sponsor a private showing at the Town Hall. The date has been set for November 17.
The Exceptional Photoplays Committee has special lists of representative people in its files. It is that sort of an audience which
will be invited to the Town Hall showing.

Paramount Companies
Spread Over the Map
Paramount
panies are
the map.

com-

producing

now spread
An effort to

all

place a
finger on each of the units making pictures at either the West
Coast or Eastern studio reveals
the fact that the companies are

widely separated.

is

the

1

S

'

;

Pick

;

i

!

I
i

under

In the cast of this screen
adaptation of William LeBaron’s
famous stage success are Jack
Holt, Wanda Hawley, Julia Faye,
Walter McGrail, Robert Schable,
Eileen Manning, Josephine Crowell. Harry Depp, Charles French,
Richard Tucker and Will R.
Walling.
The Eastern producing units of
the company are quite as widely
tion.

“Cardigan”
Open Club

_

Lloyd Film Breaking Records

!

f

j

appeal.
It is a stirring
romance of the days of 1776, a
picturization of Robert W. Chamber’s novel.
patriotic

j
!

;

{

I

'

I

[

j

(

j
!

!

Will Write Titles
Morosco Productions announce they have obtained Avery
Hopwood, well known playwright
and author of a dozen Broadway
Oliver

successes,

to write the titles for
“Slippy McGee,” their second production for First National release,
featuring
Colleen
and

Moore

Wheeler Oakman.
Mr.

Ask your Film Company

for the

“Thematic Music Cue Sheet”
(Pat. Applied For)
It

means more

to

The record-smashing career upon which “Grandma’s Boy,” the
Harold LIoyd-AssocIated Exhibitors’ superattraction, produced
by Hal Roach, was launched with its first appearance In Los
Angeles, has extended Itself, Associated Exhibitors says, far beyond the big first-run houses of the large cities.
Now comes an upset also in the neighborhood houses of the
large centres, and in smaller towns of the country, it is reported.
With only the locales and the capacity of the places of exhibition altered, the same conditions are being repeated. As “oneweek towns” suddenly came into prominence as two, three, and
even four-week towns,” so places where hitherto a run of three
days was the rule for even a special offering have been elevated
to “full-week” rank, reports state.
telegram received from John C. Graham, owner of the Lyric
Theatre, Butler, Pa., is characteristic of many reports.
Mr.
Graham wired: “Lyric did the greatest business in two years.
Bring on all your Lloyds. He Is our best bet yet.”
Last week was the third for “Grandma’s Boy” at Finkelstein

A

&

Exhibitor:

you than any

other aroessory.
It is the cue
sheet that insures a musically
perfect picture presentation.

Parker Read,

“Pawned,”

Jr.’s

recently secured for distribution by
Select Pictures Corporation, is about
ready to be released. Prints have already been shipped to the Select
branches throughout the country.
Since “Pawned” has been in the
hands of the Select people a number of private showings have been
given for the benefit of those especially interested in the production.
Among those who have seen the

may be mentioned “Bob”
Davis, who is almost as well known
in the picture trade as he is in the
national magazine field, where his
connection with the Munsey publications has stretched over many

photoplay

Jack Holt starring unit years.
Money,”
“Nobody’s
Definitely fixing the
value of
Wallace Worsley’s direc- “Pawned” as an entertainment ve-

Ruggles Completes
O. Film

i

J.

over producing

James Cruze’s company, producing “The Covered Wagon,” is in
Utah, where tremendous scenes
following week.
The novelty was widely adver- are in progress with an aggregaCincinnati during the tion of about 3,000 players taking
in
tised
Lois Wilson, J. Warren
Lyric engagement as a means of part.
had Kerrigan, Ernest Torrence, Tully separated.
amateurs
if
discovering
Marshall, Guy Oliver, Alan Hale,
The greater part of Dorothy
“screen personality.”
Charles Ogle, Ethel Wales and Dalton’s new picture, tentatively
others are in the cast.
titled,
“Black Fury,” is being
The Agnes Ayres company, filmed far out on Long Island,
filming “Racing Hearts,” under manv miles from the studio. VicF. B.
Paul Powell’s direction, is on loca- tor Fleming is directing this origLancaster,
California, inal story by Edmund Colliding,
Under the direction of Wesley tion at
includes
Robert
Ruggles, Ethel Clayton this week where thrilling racing scenes are and the cast
Besides the star. Ellis, Jose Ruben, Ellen Cassid 3%
completed the filming of “The being taken.
Remittance Woman,” which will Miss Avres, in the cast are Rich- Pat Hartigan and Warren Cooke.
Dix,
Theodore
Roberts,
Thomas Meighan has been over
be her second release through the ard
Film Booking Offices of America. Robert Cain, Warren Rogers, J. around Pittsburgh making scenes
in the oil fields for George Ade’s
The story is by Achmed Abdullah. Farrell MacDonald and others.
In far-off Hawaii the Paramount “Back Home and Broke.”
For
It was originally published in a
company producing “The White this location trip Director Alfred
nationally known magazine.
Miss Clayton’s leading man is Flower,” starring Betty Compson, Green took along six cameramen.
has met with perfect weather and In the meantime, Lila Lee, FredRockcliffe Fellowes.
many beautiful scenes are being erick Burton, Cyril Ring, Charles
photographed.
Crawford Abbe, Florence Dixon, Gertrude
Julia
to Ivers is directing a cast composed Quinlan, Laurence Wheat and
of Miss Compson, Edmund Lowe, the other members of the supEdward Martindel, Sylvia Ashton, porting cast enjoyed a brief
The handsome new Woman’s Arline Pretty, Leon Bary and holiday awaiting the return of the
star and director to the studio.
Club
auditorium
Atlanta, Lily Phillips.
in
Meanwhile, at the West Coast The rest of the picture will be
erected at a cost of $110,000, will
show a motion picture for the first plant, a lone company reigns. It made at the studio.
time on December 1.
The subject chosen is “Cardigan,” distributed
by American
Releasing Corporation, selected
because of
its
historical
and

;

Enthuse Over

Critics

“Shadows”

Sam Harding’s Liberty, Kansas City. It was used, too, as the attraction for the grand opening of the Electric Theatre, one of the largest pictures houses In
Kansas City, Kan. A. F. Baker Is the manager. The Kansas City
Kansan, one of Senator Arthur Capper’s newspapers. Issued a
special eight-page section in honor of the event.

Reuben’s Strand, Minneapolis, and

hicle, it may be said that Mr. Davis,
after witnessmg “Pawned,” did not
hesitate to say that he thought J.
Parker Read, Jr., had come closer
to saving the full story value of the
Packard story than had any previous
producer who had attempted the
same task when supplied with other

stories.

Hodkinson Receives

New

Bock

Press

Advance copies of “The Headless Horseman” press book have

home office of the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
arrived in the

and, according to reports, in the
estimation of those exhibitors to

whom

has been shown,

it

it

is

one

the best books that this organization has ever put out.
Special accessories to help the
exhibitor in advertising have been
designed. Special stress also has
been laid upon the exploitation
angles, it is said.
of

Fred Niblo Starts
Metro Picture
Fred Niblo has begun production of James Forbes’s stage success, “The Famous Mrs. Fair,”

which

Mr. Niblo’s initial propresented by Louis B.
Mayer for Metro.
Mr. Niblo secured the permission of the commandant of Fort
MacArthur for the use of two
is

duction

hundred and

fifty

Script

regof the

artillery

some

ulars to take part in
scenes.

Ready

for

Vitagraph Film
The script for Alice Calhoun’s
next starring picture has been sent
to the coast from Vitagraph’s Brooklyn scenario department.
It is by C.
Graham Baker, with a temporary
of
written
houn.
title

“Mary Mixes
especially

and was
Miss Cal-

In,”

for

An Unusual

Sight

The gorgeous

“Battle of Flowers,” the famous yearly festival of
the Argentine Republic, is being re-

produced
for

by Director Sam Wood
Wife,” the new

“My American

Gloria Swanson Paramount picture.
This photoplay was written by
Hector Turnbull and adapted for
the screen by Monte M. Katterjohn.
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de Mille Arrives
in East

Charles deRoche, French Actor,
to Star in Paramount Films
Without saying

a

word about

it

anybody, Jesse L. Lasky, first
Famous
vice-president
of
the
Players-Lasky Corporation, has
put under contract a French film
actor who Mr. Lasky believes is
one of the screen’s greatest perto

sonalities.

I

got a chance to see the picture

in

The man

is

deRoche,

Charles

and he will arrive in New York
on La France Saturday. His first
work in an American studio will
be as a featured player in support of Dorothy Dalton in Konrad Bercovici’s gipsy story, “The
Law of the Lawless,” after which
he will play the title role in “The
Spanish Cavalier.”
“Mr. deRoche has been seen in
this country only once,” said Mr.

announcing his latest
acquisition to the Paramount constellation of stars.
“That was in
a picture made in Europe, which
Lasky,

was in California at the time,
and was bombarded with telegrams from the home office advis•ng me to watch the work of Mr.
deRoche when I saw the picture.
1
followed that advice and when
“1

in

was shown here

Spring.

last

In

that picture Mr. deRoche played
the role of a toreador, and everybody who saw the picture was
struck not only with his consummate skill as an artist, but also
with the great magnetism which
was obvious in his personality.
He dominated every scene he was
in, and gave one of the finest performances I have ever seen on
the screen.

Los Angeles

determined

in-

rewards lavishly.
“So when I went to Paris early
in

the

summer,

I

made

it

a point

check up further on the work
he had done in French films. Inadequate as these pictures were
in their lighting, their settings and
their direction, Mr. deRoche still
stood out because of the sheer
to

force of his personality.
“I felt that if the American people ever got a chance to see him
in an American-made picture and
in roles suitable for him, he would
become one of the big figures of
our screen.
entered into negotiations and made a contract
which became effective on the expiration of his then engagement.
The result is that he is now
abroad La France and will arrive

We

in

New York

Picture Projectionists’

Saturday.”

Union

11# 1922v

Richardson.
?.
616 ?lfth kve,,
new Yorlc City.

iSr.

the

in

West Coast

with the rough negative of “The
World’s
Applause,”
by
Clara
French screen, Beranger, which he has just
comfolMr. deRoche has an immense
pleted with Bebe Daniels, Lewis
lowing of fans all over Europe. Stone, Kathlyn
Williams and
He is six feet tall, has a strong Harrison Ford in the featured
face, with flashing black eyes and
roles.
has all the grace and strength of
Mr. de Mille will remain in
character which mark the men
from the Basque country, in the New York about a month, during
southern part of France, where he which time he will supervise the
cutting of the picture at Parawas born.
mount’s Long Island studio and
confer with Clara Beranger as to

men on

the

the scenario of his next produc-

With Cosmopolitan
William
first

Lorelle, one of
in pictures

J.

leading

men

tion.

the

and

who

has been in retirement for
the last three years, has been engaged for the role of Major

Healey

in

Cosmopolitan’s

pic-

turization of “The Go-Getter,” a
Peter B. Kyne story. Seena Owen
and T. Roy Barnes are featured.

“Finger Prints”

With

“Finger Prints,” the first of the
series of six features to be issued

by Hyperion Picture Corporation
for independent exchanges, has
been hailed as a picture with an

John

ing

Inspiration

tures, Inc.

The various chapters dealing with equipment used in projection. Its maintenance and theory of operThe subject matter Is
ation leave nothing to be desired.
way and technical problems
written
understandable
in
an
all
which the oli-tlme "operator" thought ho would never be able
to understand now appear so clear that the average man would
be ashamed to admit that he could not comprehend them.

to

home

Robertson, director of
“Sentimental Tommy,” “Dr. Jekyl
and Mr. Hyde,” and other notable
productions, has signed a contract
to produce for Inspiration PicS.

Is

Showman’s Film

unusual exploitation

Another feature of the new edition which
we commend is the question section at the back of the book.
This section finds faror because it enables a projectionist
to take an iarentory of his stock of Imowledge and if there
should be a question which he cannot answer. Instead of
finding the answer directly appended to the question he is
directed to the page wherein the answer will be found.
This system of looking for an answer makes him elso reed
the whys and wherefores of the answer, a method which is
certainly beneficial. The question section Is also valuable
as a minute index of the contents of the book.

HAMILTON. ONT.

William de Mille has arrived

New York from

Said to be one of the handsom-

est

This system is to be strongly recommended Inasmuch as it
prerente the passing orer of some Important point Kbleh
might otherwise be orerloolced or not heeded sufficiently if
the matter were printed in uniform types

Hamilton
Motion

I

stantly that in him I was looking at a finished screen actor who
had the personality, the appearance and good looks which the
American public demands and
which the American public also

18, 1922

reports

title,

received

accordat

the

office.

Extraordinary interest in the
picture has been aroused by the
possibilities of “putting across”
the production, and expert showmen from all over the country
have expressed a desire to view
the picture as soon as possible.

Hamilton
Local Says-J
You Should

Have

It

.

H. Y..

The section dealing with Lazda Lamp
Projection is the best collection of data on that topic that
I have yet seen and the information on the High Intensity
Arc Lamp Is also very full and complete.

0. S. A.

®snr Sir and Brother:

pro 4 octlon.

A, you no
hsTlng
°!j"fthriIrhet.^eoau8«. that
it
been
had
before it
Uorlng Picture World
in
to any preced“®„7*Btruoture
et^^ur^
read your assurances in else
and
far superior
that
edition, they felt
«f^the best in
puhUcatlsn.
th, U-. 0^ their

«n,bo« ot this

TL
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^«or to
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tine and they
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in looun* thresh
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inportant paragraphs.
find one feature
.I?oh require special
I'S^nSs^^a^iVsrea

enph«^

If I were to continue extolling the
merits of the Handbook it would require a volume almost as
large as the Handbook to contain all that I could say in its
favor but I must content myself by saying that for an understandable book that really covers the field of motion picture
projection the Fourth Edition of the Handbook of Projection
cannot be beaten.
The members of this Union, including
myself. Join In congratulating you on the success of your
efforts In compiling the new edition and sincerely thank
striving
to
raise the profeaelon of motion picture
you for
projection to a higher state of perfection.
Veil, Ur. Richardson, I guess that 1 will
not take up any more of’your time in handing you bouquets,
much as 1 would like to do so, but will oloee by wishing you
the beet of health and happineee and we all truet that you
will be long spared to keep up the good work which you are
doing.

Toura elnoerely an^ fraternally.

J

President//

''t j

Richardson's

Handbook of

—

Projection
Price - $6.00
Chalmers Pub. Co.
5)6 Fifth Ave. N.Y.
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Millarde Film
The famous characters

of

Ohnet’s celebrated
novel, “Dr. Rameau,” have,
Fox says, come to life on the
screen in the William Fox
version of the story adapted
under the title of “My Friend
the Devil,” to be released on
the November schedule of
Fox Film Corporation.
Charles Richman, one of
the screen’s foremost dramatic actors, is said to set a
high mark for emotional depiction in the role of George
surgeon.
eminent
Dryden,
Barbara Castleton is the beauwife.
faithless
but
tiful,
Among others in the cast are
Pcgrgy Shaw, former Ziegfeld
Follies beauty, and William
H. Tooher.
“My Friend the Devil” was

Georges

'

:

directed

responsible for the
production of “Over the Hill.”

Fox Releases for
Week, Nov. 6
Clyde Cook
Special Comedy, a Sunshine Comedy, and a Mutt and Jeff Animated
Cartoon comprise the releases announced for the week of November 6 by Fox Film Corporation.
features,

a

“Shirley of the Circus” is the
Shirley Mason publication. It was
directed by Rowland V. Lee.
John Gilbert appears in “The
Love Gambler,” directed by Joseph
Franz.

.

Producers^ and Distrib- aroused also, it is said, by the
utors Corporation, a subsidiary action of the National Board of
Review in indorsing “Salome” as
organization of United Artists,
not only a beautiful and highly
will release the Nazimova pro- artistic photoplay, but as being
This pic- also free from censorable qualduction of “Salome.”
ture, aside from its general re- ities.
will
The National Board’s report, it
lease,
be presented at a
Broadway theatre in New York is stated, certifies the eligibility of
at the same time, it is understood, the picture for all classes of picthat the great Russian screen and ture theafres, and stands as well
dramatic
testimony of its
stage star makes her appearance as
effectiveness and beauty of presin a new stage play.
Much public interest has been entation.
Allied

Scenes at

by Harry Millarde,

who was

Two

Arrangements Made
to Release Film

Willat Directs

Two

One Time

at one
V. Wilof the

Now

Ha'ving
rounded out its
second year of continuous
playing “Over the Hill” now

holds all records for length of
continuous run, attendance,
number of theatres played,
and gross receipts, according
to a statement from the Fox

Film Corporation which
presented the play in

first’

New

York City on September 17,
1920, and paved the way for a
mass box office attack all
over the world.
Entering its third year, the
statement says, it has bowled
over every record set up for it
to shoot at, and is now sweeping the world with no let-up
It has been the feature attraction in 7,813 houses in the
United States.
Canada has
played it in 571 of its theatres.
In
England It has been
played in 1,628 public places
of amusement.

“Bella

Donna” Easy
to Adapt

Paramount claims

to

have dis-

covered

at

her

American-made

the novel that
lends itself perfectly to screen
adaptation.
It is “Bella Donna,”
in which Pola Negri is to star as

Leah Baird Picture
“When

Records Broken

in sight.

tinous crew and the captain’s men.
Mr. Willat’s chair was situated
so that he could view but one
“All the scene, the other being at a point
Were Valiant,” Ben back of him and to the left. He
Brothers
.A.mes Williams’ great sea story. directed the action in both spots,
This feat was performed aboard a aided by a megaphone and a mirthe ror, the latter being so suspended
during
schooner
whaling
“shooting” of scenes showing a that Mr. Willat could view both
hair raising battle between a mu- scenes in their different locations.

Directing two scenes
time was the feat of Irvin
lat
during the filming
Metro screen version of

247

ft

in Preparation

first

Moreover,

last

picture.

Ouida

Bergere,
to
whom was intrusted the task of
scenarizing the famous Robert
Hichens’ story, is the authority
for the statement that it is the perfect novel for screen adaptation.
This George Fitzmaurice production boasts of the unusual feature ot two leading men playing
opposite the Polish star Conway
Tearle and Conrad Nagel.

Failed” is South American waters and along
Clyde Cook comes in his new the title of a forthcoming pro- the coast of Lowfer California. InBones.”
two-reeler, “Lazy
of only one “big” scene, or
Leah Baird, stead
“The Ranch Romeo” is the title of duction featuring
spinal thrill in this picture there
the new Sunshine Comedy, and a which is now being cut in prepa- will be four, according to Arthur
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoon, ration for its delivery to Asso- F. Beck, the producer.
'“Wishing Ducks,” is also on the ciated Exhibitors.
The picture
Included with Leah Baird in the
week’s release program.
was adapted from “All Mine,” by cast of “When Civilization Failed”
Dorian Neve, the well-known New are such well known players as
York playwright.
Tom Santschi, Richard Tucker,
The atmosphere for the produc- Walter McGrail, Alec B. Frantion was acquired on a voyage cisc,
Bobby Bolder and Ruth
made by the Baird company to Mitchell.
A brief shopping expedition,
Associated Exhibitors
attracthen a box of sweets and an Elitions packed two big theatres sinor Glyn matinee these seem to
multaneously in Detroit last week.
afford a perfect afternoon for the
One was Harold Lloyd in “Grand.average woman, says Playgoers
ma’s Boy” in its second week at
Pictures in summarizing exhibitor
the
Fox-Washington, and the
'opinion after the first week of its
other was the Florence Vidor feacurrent Elinor Glyn attraction,
ture, “Dusk to Dawn,” which was
“The Man and the Moment.”
Director David Smith has comWarner Baxter is the volunteer appearing at Warren & Cohen’s
“It is an established fact, recogpleted and turned in for revision engine driver in this great pro- Colonial
Theatre.
nized among theatre owners, that
the first of Vitagraph’s big twelve duction,
and beautiful Colleen
the magic name of Elinor Glyn is
special productions, “The Ninety Moore
the
is
winsome
Ruth
wonderful stimulant to matinee
is Blake who handles the shovel for
This
picture
and
Nine.”
to Direct
attendance,” says the Playgoers
frankly a thriller, Vitagraph says. him.
statement.
The big thrill is the rescue of
an entire country-side from the
Sidney Olcott has been engaged
fury of the flames, as a forest fire
by Cosmopolitan Productions to
“The Trail of the Lonesome direct Marion Davies in her next
races toward a surrounded town.
State
Great stretches of burning forest Pine,” by John Fox, Jr., the picture, a screen version of Rida
Beban,
touring
the are shown, whole towns in flames, famous romance of the Cumber- Johnson Young’s famous stage
George
larger cities with his stage and hundreds of men, women and lands, is soon to be made into a play, “Little Old New York.”
Mary
screen combination of “The Sign children running frantically to Paramount picture with
Work on the picture, the
The little telegraph office Miles Minter as the star. Miss scenario of which is by Luther
of the Rose,” was received in To- cover.
kepa, Kansas, for his appearance is besieged with shouting, cursing, Minter’s choice to play this story Reed, will begin about the middle
at the Orpheum Theatre, under praying men, demanding an en- is considered especially fortunate
of December.
The engagement
gine to take the trapped inhab- as she is a Southern girl and her of Olcott to direct Miss Davies
unusual conditions.
greatest
Because of the political con- itants to safety.
successes
have
been comes as a result of the proposed
vention which overcrowded the
Finally a young derelict who made in tales of this sort. Before world’s tour by Robert G. Vigcity, hotel accommodations could chances to be on the scene com- joining Paramount she made a big nola who directed Marion Davies
not be provided for the star and mandeers an engine, and with a hit in plays of the Southern in some of her big productions.
his company, whereupon a suite young woman at the shovel, he mountains, especially in another
Meantime, Olcott is on his way
.'was placed at his disposal in the rolls the steel monster out on the story by John Fox, Jr., “A Cum- to
Europe, but will be back
executive mansion by Governor main track and heads into the berland Romance,” which she did ready to start work on “Little Old
Henry J. Allen.
furnace of roaring flames ahead. for Realart.
New York” in about five weeks.
Civilization

—

•

Elinor Glyn’s

Name

Draws Big
Theatre Crowds

Picture

Aids Attendance

—

_

Vitagraph Says Its
Film Is a Thriller

,

a

‘

Olcott

Marion Davies

Beban Honored by
Governor

Mary

Minter’s

Next

_

-
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Famous Players Forces
Working on Big Releases
Plunged into the heaviest production schedule which has ever

who made

Paramount
prevailed
in
the
studios, Jesse L. Lasky, first vice
president of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, in charge of

“Mary Miles Minter has the
biggest role of her career in ‘The

that rarely
picture, ‘Borderland.’

Drums

beautiful

Destiny,’
which
Maigne
made
from
York Stephen French Whitman’s pop-

production, returned to New
this week with the prediction that
the next six months of this season
will see even greater improve-

ment

pictures
than has already been shown since
the opening of the season in
in

the

quality

of

of

Charles

ular story, ‘Sacrifice.’

Dwan

Alan

is

beginning

this

Two of Playgoers
Two

Meighan

entitled

at the Long Island studio
“Dorothy Dalton is now enon ‘The Glimpses of the Moon,’ gaged on an original story by
from
Edith
Wharton’s
Goulding
under
latest Edmund
the
novel. Bebe Daniels will play the direction of Victor Fleming and
role of Susy Branch and another Alice Brady is working on ‘The
featured
player
will
Nita Leopardess’ by Katherine Newlin
be

week

September.
Thirteen companies are now at
work producing Paramount Pic- Naldi.

under

Burt,

the

direction

“George Melford, having com- Henry Kolker.
pleted ‘Ebb Tide,’ one of the
“These are only a few of the
most powerful screen dramas I productions
which
Paramount
have ever seen, is now engaged will release in the six months
in
producing
Herges- after February 1, but, although
Joseph
heimer’s novel, ‘Java Head,’ with we made a sensational record by
February 1.
the active collaboration of Mr. our first forty-one pictures of the
“Every one of these thirteen Hergesheimer.
season,
the production departcompanies,” said Mr. Lasky, “is
“Thomas Meighan is now en- ment is confident that this permaking a picture which will sur- gaged on the first of the series of formance will be surpassed in the
pass those we have already re- the greatest Meighan stories the pictures of the last six months of
leased so far this season, wonder- screen has ever seen.
It is ‘Back the season.”
ful as our record on ‘The First
Forty-One’ has been.
“For instance, James Cruze is
now producing what I firmly bein

the

lieve will be the biggest production ever released by Paramount.
It is ‘The Covered Wagon,’ the
epic story of the old West by

Emerson Hough, published

The

—

... A

The

New York

“Sharply

realistic.

.

the parts are well played.

.

.

.

Frank Lloyd has done remarkably
well

as

the

“Here

good

for

ing

The

director.”

World wrote:
idea

a corkthe screen.
is

Gripping film melodrama.”
Morning Telegraph:
“Intensely
dramatic photoplay.”
Evening Telegram:
“One of
the
most absorbing and gripping photoplays of the year.”
.

.

.

Was keenappreciated
by
audiences.”
Mail:
“From the play a
Times said: surprisingly strong picture has
All of been evolved.”
.

of patronage.

.

Lydia Yeatman Titus is one of
most
capable
character
and one of the most outstanding “types” of the screen,
and her work in a principal part
promises
noteworthy
quality,
George Cooper, Melbourne MacDowell and Jack Carlyle handle
other roles.
“The Ghost Patrol” was prepared for filming by E. T. Lowe,
and Raymond Schrock, the
Jr.,
scenario editor at Universal City.

.

.

Goldwyn Announces
Dates for Releases
Pictures Corporation made from a Peter B. Kyne story,
announces the release dates of six directed by E. Mason Hopper,
of its productions following “Re- with a star cast, will be released

Goldwyn

membrance,”' Sherlock
and “The Sin Flood.”

On November
Holmes” November 19.
26 “Hungry Hearts,” founded on

The latest schedule
Goldwyn company up

latter part of January and assigns
definite release dates to two pic-

Holt fans

tures that are awaited with particular interest: Marshall Neilan’s
production of “The Strangers’

leased.
picturization, under the title
of “A Blind Bargain,” of Barry
Pain’s story,
“The Octave of

in

George B. Williams and Max
Davidson, both noted for their
character w'ork in the Universalsuccess,
Jewel
“No
Woman
Knows,” are enacting roles of
similar importance in “The Ghost

the

on now, ‘Nobody’s Money,’ which
December 31, and
will give this sterling artist an Banquet,”
opportunity to show his skill in Maurice Tourneur’s production of
Hall
Caine’s
“The Christian,”
comedy.
“Agnes Ayres will have some- January 21. “Ben Hur” is anthing different in her next picture, other super production now in
‘Racing Hearts,’ which is being the making.
“Brothers Under the Skin,”
directed by Paul Powell, the man

Film Showings

ly

Moreno and Walter Long.
“The growing army of Jack
him

rights, portray

Nat Ross, director of several
World:
“Even Hoot Gibson successes, is in
more gripping on the screen than charge of the production.
it
was on the speaking stage.”
Sun: “Likely to draw floods
Breaks Records of

Anzia Yezierska’s book, directed
by E. Mason Hopper, will be re-

pleased to see
the picture he is working

own

the romantic leading roles. The
big character of the story, an old
New York “copper,” is impersonated by George Nichols.

Evening

carries
to the

will be

stars in their

the

:

Honolulu, from her own story,
with Betty Compson in the leading role.
“Even greater than ‘The Impossible
Mrs. Bellew’ will be
Gloria Swanson’s next picture,
‘My American Wife,’ an original
story by Hector Turnbull, author
This will be a
of ‘The Cheat.’
Sam Wood production, with a
strong cast headed by Antonio

The Sinclair Lewis novel, “The
Ghost Patrol,” which Universal is
filming with Nat Ross as the
director, has been put in work
with a cast of unusual strength.
Bessie Love and Ralph Graves,

Patrol.”

first

“One of the most novel pictures
Paramount has ever made is ‘The
White Flower,’ the picture which
Julia Crawford Ivers is making in

Works on

“Ghost Patrol”

Sin Flood” Is
Praised by Critics women

Goldwyn’s film version of Henas a serial in the Saturday Eve- ning Berger’s , drama,
“The Sin
ning Post and later as a best- Flood,” is the week’s
attraction at
selling novel.
the Capitol theatre. It is said to
picture have held up to Goldwyn’s great
“Another
sensational
will be the one that Cecil B. expectations as to its popular apWith peal and as to the artistry that
DeMille is now making.
unusual
settings
and with a has gone into its making.
Mr.
artistic
detail
wealth
of
The New York Herald critic
DeMille plans to tell in this wrote
“A fine picture and a dispicture the story of the girl of tinct
credit
to
the
Goldwyn
today the most discussed sub- corporation
which
sponsored
ject in our modern life.
it.”
The reviewer on the
“Pola Negri, after recovering Tribune said: “Lloyd has seized
from the overwhelming reception upon the material and made it
accorded her by the American into a fascinating screen comdelightful picture
production edy.
public,
has
begun
under the direction of George play.”
Fitzmaurice on Robert Hichens’
powerful novel, ‘Bella Donna.’

Universal

of

Lasky

studio in
Hollywood and in the Long
Island studio; but, imp o si ng ~asthe list of productions is, they are
only a few of the big pictures to
be released by Paramount after
tures

features have places
Playgoers’
schedule
of
November releases. One is a
drama, the other a Western.
“The Man and the Moment,” after the novel of the
same name by Elinor Glyn,
is set for release November
5.
It is a five-reeler and was
placed with Playgoers for distribution by Attractions Distributing Corporation.
“The Man Who Waited,” a
five-part Western, is to be
released November 19.
in

Home and Broke,’ an original
story by George Ade. Following
this Mr. Meighan will be seen in
a story by Rex Beach, and Booth
Tarkington, who has been acclaimed America’s greatest novelist, has consented to write an
original for Mr.
‘Uncle Jack.’

18, 1922

A

Claudius,”

Worsley,
ber

10.

directed

by

will be released

Lon Chaney

is

Wallace

Decemfeatured.

The Chicago Daily News

$10,-

000 prize winning scenario, which
Goldwyn produced, is scheduled
for release

December

24.

This

an Allen Holubar production.

is

All

records

Paramount

of

for the exhibition
pictures in Stock-

holm,
Sweden,
were
broken
during the week of October 22,
when fourteen recent Paramount
pictures were on exhibition in the
leading theatres of the city.
During that week, also “The
Sheik” was in the third week of
its run at the Rialto and Sibyllan

Stockholm,

theatres,

where

all

previous box-office records have
been smashed, both for duration
of run and receipts.

Success Expected
with New Film
A

six-reel feature which officials
of the organization confidently predict will prove a great popular success, is “Breaking Home Ties.” set
for release by Associated Exhibitors

November

From

12.

reports the production
has been excellently done. Richard
all

Farrell. Arthur .'\shley. Lee Kohlman, Rebecca Weintraub and Betty
Howe have the principal parts.

Novembelr
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Week Run

Eight

American

Several of the special productions being distributed by
American Releasing will follow “Queen of the Moulin
Rouge” in the Cameo and then
be played across the
will
metropolitan circuits in New
York City and Brooklyn.

New

Though hobbliing about on a
broken leg which, while mending continues to cause him severe

MacManus,

just

returned to New York, is none
the less enthusiastic over the
second production which he has
completed in Porto Rico for
Associated Exhibitors.

I

n

I
;

The new MacManus
after an original story

Logue and now
working title, “Allah

picture

is

by Charles
bears

A.

the

Is Allah.”

In Country Store

Comedy Film
latest
comedy,
Larry Semon’s
“The Counter Jumper,” as the title

suggests, deals with a country general

Lucille Carlisle is lead-

store.

woman.
“The Counter Jumper”

ing

is

said to

standard established by Semon. and to be due for
a boisterous welcome.
be up

to the

high

Universal to Re-issue
Valentino Picture
Universal
issue

of

Making Progress

Paramount Film

Word
Myron

The special is being made
under the title of “A Dollar
Down,” with story and direc-

announces

the reNight,” a feature
made several years

“All

production
Myers and
ago with Carmel
Rodolph Valentino as the leading
players.
It will be released as a
MUniversal Special and will be accompanied by new prints, paper,
eii[
press sheets, slides, lobby cards
and other accessories.
Universal recently re-issued the
I:
“Delicious Little Devil,” a feature
production with Mae Murray and
-Rodolph Valentino. It met with
instant success and exhibitors all
at'
over the country have cleaned up
al.it
with it.
“All Night” will be reV!
leased under similar conditions. It
is being put out as the result of
a demand on the part of exhibitors for more Rodolph Valentino
!

Exchange of Associated

First

Big Business

Na-

tional Pictures, Inc., are in the midst

of a “Harvest

Time”

sales

contest

which shows that business has “come
back” with a big punch.
The contest opened October 2 and

November 25. Reports for
the first three weeks indicate that
sales records are being smashed in
each of the branch exchanges, and
branch managers and salesmen are
enthusiastic over the big business
which is being brought in under the
First National banner.
closes

tion by Victor Heerman. The
principal feminine role is in
the hands of Alice Lake.

Sales Records

Show

Organization Adds
to Sales Force
Frank, general sales
of Associated Exhibitors,
announces addition of several
new members to that organization’s already large staff of sales-

“Once to Every Woman,” another’ Universal picture in which
Valentino had an important role
and which has been shown in
thousands of theatres throughout
the country during the last two
years, suddenly took a new lease
on life about six months ago. The
demand for it became so great
new prints had to be ordered and

new press
made up.

sheets and accessories

B.

W,.

manager

The awards consist of a first prize
of $300, a second of $200, third of
$150 and a fourth of $100 to the
winning salesmen in each of the fol- men.
A. H. Livzey becomes a memlowing sales districts
Canadian,
Eastern,
Western,
Mid-Western, ber of the force at the Detroit
Trainor
Vincent
at
Central, and
Southern. In other branch,
words, there will be four awards Newark, Floyd Rice at Atlanta
in each district, or twenty-four in and John C. Cain at Pittsburgh,
while Jack Schaefer is appointed
all, which means that one salesman
out of every four should come forth sales representative in the New
a winner. In case of a tie for any Orleans office.
of the prizes, each of the contestants
so tied will receive the full amount
of the prize tied for.
:

Will Soon Send Out
Prints of Film

Select
exchanges throughout
the country are receiving daily
shipments of advertising accessories on the big J. Parker Read,
Jr., picture, “Pawned,” which the
Select company are about to release.
Prints
will
be in the
The Rex Ingram production, “The received by Mayor Moore, and Mr. branches within the next few
Prisoner of Zenda,” was given its Loew was given the key to the city days.
Philadelphia premiere at the Aldine at the reception which took place.
“Pawned” is from a story by
“The Frank L. Packard, author of “The
Ingram,
maker of
Theatre, on the evening of October Rex
23. at which time was celebrated the Prisoner of Zenda,” and Alice Terry, Miracle Man.”
Irvin V. Willatt
taking over of the theatre by Marcus Princess Flavia in the film and Mrs. directed the filming. Tom Moore
Loew, president of Metro Pictures Ingram in real life, were also pre- and Edith Roberts are the feaCorporation. Twenty -five motion pic- sented to the Mayor. In the evening tured players.
ture stars accompanied Mr. Loew in the party was present at the premiere.
a private car from New York.
A supper dance in honor of the
In Philadelphia they were met by celebrities was held at the Bellevue
a band, which took its place at the Stratford Hotel.
Griffith
head of an automobile parade to the
The newspapers of Philadelphia
Entering
its second week at the
City Hall. The company was next gave high praise to the picture.

Philadelphia Gives

Film Big Reception

Big Audiences See
Film

Advertising Campaign

Apollo Theatre, New York, “One
Exciting
Night,”
the
D.
W.
Griffith production, continues tq
draw capacity audiences. United
Artists states.

I

re-issues.

just received from
Selznick, president of

Selznick Pictures Corporation,
who recently arrived in Los
Angeles after a four weeks’
business visit at the Selznick
home offices in the East, is to
splendid
the
effect
that
progress is being made in the
filming of the big Selznick
special, starring Owen Moore.

and Meek Ranch. Several carloads a couple of lots because of their
of horses and equipment, including suspicions, but have the pick of the
tepees, saddles, war bonnets, bed entire country as it is.”

Enthusiastic Over
New Picture

A.

249

Under the guidance of Major T. rolls, etc., have been attached to the
trains.
J, McCoy, of Wyoming, now asso“It has been a task of no small
ciated with Famous Players-Lasky
proportions,” declared Major McCoy.
Corporation in making “The Cover- “You would hardly believe that some
ed Wagon,” James Cruze’s Para- of the older men of these tribes,
mount production, a half dozen train after we had secured the necessary
loads of Bannock, Crow, Shoshone permission to bring them from the
and Arapahoe Indians have passed reservations, refused utterly because
through Salt Lake City during the they believed it was a scheme to
past few days en route for Milford break up their reservations. We lost

New York, opening Sunday,
October 29, with Ray C.
Smallwood’s Pyramid production, “Queen of the Moulin
Rouge,” from the famous play
by Paul Potter.

Edward

Indians Used

in

Cor-

Releasing

poration has entered upon an
eight weeks’ occupancy of the
B. S. Moss Cameo Theatre,

pain,

Many

WORLD

For

Twenty-five thousand dollars, will be expended by Sawyer and
Lubin in an exploitation campaign for “Quincy Adams Sawyer”
the forthcoming Metro-SL special production translating to the
screen this famous novel by Charles Felton Pidgin.
Sawyer and Lubin’s programme for the campaign includes:
A full nage advertisement in the Saturday Evening Post; nationwide distribution of an eight-page broadside explaining how to
cash in on this; a special photoplay edition of the novel; publication of a condensed version in over 500 newspapers; distribution of effective advertising novelties, and of autographed
photographs of the cast; oil paintings for lobby display, andl huge
banners, large enough to carry names and photographs of all the
players.

Co-operation of the publishers of the book, Grossett and Dunlap, has been obtained', and the result is a special photoplay
edition of the novel, illustrated with twelve scenes from the
photoplay. A complete short story version of the photoplay will
be published in more than 500 newspapers. Many novelties have
been devised.

the purpose of bringing
faces and new methods to
his silversheet the players, for the
most part, were selected because
of their lack of motion picture
experience.

new

'

Exhibitors Anxious
for S. L. Film
In

connection with the

forth-

coming release of “Quincy Adams
Sawyer” by Metro Pictures Corporation, it is said that hundreds
of exhibitors throughout the New
England states are requesting immediate bookings for this film.

‘Quincy

S-L

Adams Sawyer”

is

an

produced under the
supervision of Arthur H. Sawyer
and directed by Clarence Bad^el*.
special,

WORLD
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Making Big Preparations
for Paramount Convention
Angeles B. Leak, of Sioux Falls; Charles Beau, Kansas City district manaplans are being M. Reagan, of Indianapolis; Philip ger; R. J. McManus, of St. Louis;
Minneapolis
district A.
Reisman,
W. Nichols, of Des Moines;
formulated for the entertainment manager; H. A. P'oss, Detroit dis- Frank Newman, of Kansas City;
of the
Famous Players-Lasky trict manager; Frederick Strief, R. D. Thompson, of Omaha; Oscar
convention which opens in that of Minneapolis; C. C. Wallace, of Morgan and George Meeker, repcity November 21.
Chicago; B. Blotcky, of Kansas resenting Cosmopolitan, and A. O.
The Eastern delegation, headed City: F. F. Creswell, of Atlanta; Dillenbeck, of the Hanff-Metzger
by Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky D. Prince, of Atlanta; R. C. Ll- advertising agency.
and S. R. Kent and comprising
the home office executives and
eastern district and branch managers, will leave by special train
the
New York Central
over

Word comes from Los

that

elaborate

November 16. The train will
as the second section of the Lake
Shore Limited to Chicago, where
the delegation from the North
run

Central exchanges will be picked
up. From Chicago the route will
be over the Santa Fe, with a stop
at Kansas City to take on the
representatives from the Middle

West.

The party will arrive in Los
Angeles Monday, November 20,
and will be met at the station by

Mayor Cryer, member of the City
Council, representatives of the
Chambers of Commerce of Los
Angeles and Hollywood and other
prominent citizens. The visitors
will
be escorted to the Hotel
Ambassador, which will be the
and
headquarters.
convention
there they will be officially wel-

comed by Mayor Cryer.
Following the opening of the
convention a big dinner will be
given at the Lasky studio, the
of
hundreds
including
guests
Hollywood picture people and
prominent citizens of Los Angeles
The business
and Hollywood.
sessions
at their
will be
visitors

Players Chosen to
Suit Screen Roles

The characters in George Ade’s
screen story, “Back Home and
Broke,” which
duced at the

is

now

being pro-

Paramount

Long

studio
with
Thomas
Meighan, are certain well-known
small town types, and to be assured of characterizations which
will be true to life. Director A1

Island

Green and Meighan, together with
Mr. Ade, have been carefully considering players for these welldefined parts. Accordingly a cast
of seasoned screen and stage players has been chosen to portray
the realistic activities of the townspeople of Bradford.
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Frederick Burton, who appeared
with Alice Brady in
“Anna Ascends,” the screen version of Harry Chapman Ford’s
play, has the role of a small town
recently

Seek $5,500
for Breach of
Film Contract
Suit has been filed in the

New York

Supreme Court by the Harmony Film

Company

Los

Angeles,
Cal,
against the Sunny west Films, Inc,
and Jacob Berkowitz, its president,
and Bernard H. Mills, its treasurer,
to recover $5,500.
In the complaint
filed in the County Clerk’s office, it
is alleged that on February 4, last,
an agreement was entered into between the litigants, whereby it wag
agreed that the defendants for a
valuable consideration would pay to
the plaintiff $3,000 on May 1, last,
and $2 500 on July 1, last. It itf
charged by the plaintiff that it has
lived up to all the requirements of
the agreement, but despite repeated
demands the Harmony people declare they have been unable to collect the $5,500.
The papers in the
suit

&
for

were

of

filed

by Woodward, Dennis
Broadway, counsd

Buhler, of 261
plaintiffs.

Suit to recover $9,248.06 from the
Clark -Cornelious Corporation has been

Charles

alleged

the Clark-Cornelious
failed to honor same,
the paper to go to protest.
Failing since then to collect the
indebtedness plaintiffs were obliged
to bring suit for recovery.
it

is

Gordon, Ned Borden and James Corporation
and allowed
Marlowe.

According to a report of Arthur
Ofner. referee, filed in the New York

Supreme Court. Josiah

for Early Release

in
“The
Valentino
will last four daj'S and Young Rajah,”
an adaptation of
conclusion another dinner the play, “Amos Judd,” by Alethea
given in honor of the Luce and the novel of the same
on Friday evening at the name by the late John Ames

1922

brought in the New York Supreme
Court by Milburn Morante and Frank
D.
Fowler of Long Beach. CaL,
through their attorneys,
Phillips,
Mahoney and Leibell of 51 Chambers
street.
According
to
the
Ancomplaint
banker in the Ade story.
in the County Clerk's office, it
former member of the filed
other
is alleged that on May 24 last the
“Anna Ascends” cast is Florence plaintiffs drew up a bill of exchange
Olivia to defendant requiring the latter to
playing
Dixon,
now
to the order of the plaintiff the
Hornby, Tom Meighan’s fickle pay
sum sued for on October 15 last, at
sweetheart in “Back Home and the Pacific Bank, 729 Seventh avenue.
It is alleged that the bill of exchange
Broke.”
was
by defendants for a valuOthers in the cast are Lila Lee, able given
consideration, and was duly ac'
Cyril Ring, Laurance Wheat and cepted by the Clark-Cornelious CorGertrude Quinlan, Ned Burton, poration.
However, when the paper fell due
Maud Turner
Abbe,

The Young Rajah”

Rodolph

18,

rected

by Philip Rosen, one

of the

most capable men on the Para-

B.

Millet,

as

sociated with the New England Mo-,
tion Picture Corporation, is entitied
to $2,500 compensation from the Mas-'

Productions, Ltd., Emil Wertheimer, Arthur L. Fullman. J. Frank
Brockless, Inc., and Arnold B. Car-s
rick for depreciation to the value of
“Land of Rising Sun,” the owner
ship of which is claimed by Millet.
Millet brought suit in the Supreme
Court for damages for an “invasion
of iind interference with his exhibition rights to the picture in Great
Britain.” and the matter was referred
to Mr. Ofner to adjudicate.
The pic-ture deals with various forms of life
in Japan, and had a private exhibit
ter

the company will attend the convention, which will be the largest
gathering of its kind the West
Coast film capital has ever enter-

directorial staff. The picture has been most lavishly produced, it is said, with a reproducMitchell, is the Paramount fea- tion of the Indian Durbar and a
college boat race, with a backture for release November 12.
Here is, it is said, one of the ground of handsome steam yachts
most fascinating stories in the and a myriad of darting motorwhole realm of American fiction, boats, among its high lights.
in this city at which Japanese Amj
Wanda Hawley, as leading bassador
scenarized by June Mathis, who
at Washington was present,
adapted “Blood and Sand” and woman, and Charles Ogle head and subsequently it was exhibited at

tained.

“The Four

Ambassador.
Between seventy-five and a
hundred official representatives of

Those going’ to the convention
with the main party are as folAdolph Zukor, Jesse L.
lows:
R. Kent. E. E. Shauer.
Marcus Ijoew. Gerald E. Akers.
Harry Ballance. P. A. Bloch, of
Philadelphia; A. M. Botsford. advertising manager; P. N. Brinch.
of Boston: H. H. Buxbaum. New
York district manager; John Clark,
divisional sales manager; H. B.
Franklin, G. B. J. Frawley, of the

Lasky.

S.

Horsemen,”

and

di-

mount

the supporting cast.

Selznick Holds Successful Showing
of “One Week of Love ” at Hotel

the Rialto Theatre.

“Curse of Drink” Political Tieup
L. Lawrence M’eber and Bobb;
North’s exploitation forces this pas
week negotiated a tieup that rank
among the best of the season. Th
tieup involved clever exploitatioi

the
What proved to be a crowd representative of Who s Who inNew
Motion Picture Industry” gathered at the Ritz-Carlton Hotd,
enthusiastically for that firm’s production. “Th
York, on Friday evening, November 3, applauded
home office; Harry Hunter, of Selznick’s newest melodramatic production, “One Week of Lov^ Curse of Drink.” The Prohibitioi
Washington; J. H. MacIntyre, of
ad- question became an issue in virtual!
co-starring Elaine Hammerstein and Conway Tearle, and later
Portland. Me.; John D. Powers, of
where they pranced, danced and every State engaged in pre-electioi
Room
Crystal
the
to
journed
McCarthy,
E.
Charles
New Haven;
of a Paul Whiteman aggregation controversies.
publicity manager; Henry Sals- frolicked to the syncopated strains
Pronounced the “prince of entertainers,” L. J.
bury. of the home office; Claud of jazz hounds.
Saunders, exploitation manager; Selznick, president of Selznick Corporation, was sought out by the
Walter R. Scates, of Boston; same 2,000 film folks who jammed into the spacious hall at each of the
George J. Schaefer, New England two showings, made necessary because of the unexpected large attendistrict manager; Mel Shauer. accongratulated for giving the trade one of the most
Sam Werner of the Federated Es
E. dance, and warmly
cessory sales manager; W.
change. St. Louis, with his lineup of
of the season.
Smith, Philadelhia district mana- thrilling productions
for 1922-23 complete, is coni
While special trade showings at exclusive New York hotels have pictures
,ger; George Spidell, general purevery effort on getting a
with centrating
100 per cent’, showing for his picchasing agent; E. W. Sweigert, of become common occurrences, the Selznick showing was blaz^
Wilkes-Barre: George Weeks, di- a pretentiousness and replete with an atmosphere of sociability that tures.
The showing was care^lly
visional sales manager; M. W. put it in a class all by its lonesome.
Jack Underwood of Enterprise ExKempner, of Albany; Allen S. Mo- staged without a single hitch, the presentation being artistically given. change
in St. Louis joins Mr. Leonard
of Buffalo; Otto Bolle, of
ritz,
the
from
ev’denced
was
picture
in
the statement that conditions genthe
enjoyed
That the audiences
Chicago; G. A. Durlam, of Milerally
among
the exhibitors are iia^
guests
showing
the
each
Following
applause.
proving, and desnite the theatre sitewaukee; H. E. Elder, of Cincinnati; frequent outbursts of
Crystal Room where dancing was in full swing ation in this section the State right
to
the
invited
were
H.
Cleveland;
of
Fontaine,
E.
J.
exchanges with box office pictures -wfll
W. Given, of Detroit; M. M. Hirsch, until the wee morning hou rs.
not want for dates.
M. C. Hughes, of Pittsburgh; A.

:

i

I
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PRODUCTION

TRIFLING

WOMEN
limited to F0URWEEK8.
the photoplay
there was far beyond the bounds
of popularity set by many another picture considered sensational

!But the success of

Jury imperial Pictures Cid,€xclusi^)& 'Disiribu.ioysthfuouf Cfrecct Britain
Sir 'hfilHam Jury 7Uana<^inq Oireeior.

'(
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J

,

STORY, SCENARIO, DIRECTION
ALL ARE MR. INGRAM’S

% REX INGRAM
TRIFLING

WOMEN
ty^iwtogrcipked
F.

JOHN

(Junf Juiperud

Vidures,

CtiL, Exclusive

'Distrib-

thruvut Greed/
Britain,. SirWm..Jury,

liicrs

i,Haxa4UU3 'JDlycctvr:
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SEITZ

TRADE
Rex Ingram’s

Greatest triumph of

Another Ingram success”
‘A great

career”

— Exhibitor’s Herald

picture, a magnificent production

corking story”

What did

N. Y. Review

and

a

Film Daily

the

NEW YORK

p-apets

say*?

‘‘Ingram has again demonstrated he has few equals”
M. P. News

—

“Screen has never shown any finer production
. than
‘Trifling Women’
. .

. . .

— Exhibitor’s Trade Review

DAILY:
“ Without

doubt Mr. Ingram’s

best” — Telegram

“An

evening of exciting entertainment ” Times

A superb motion picture”
“

A

brilliant

— Evening World
occasion ” — Globe

“ One of the best things Ingram
Daily News

has yet done”

“Rex Ingram has several
claims to greatness . . . He
demonstrates them again in
Mail
‘Trifling Women’ ”
“Gorgeous and
exhibition”

glittering

World

yoiirc IroiibLcct with trifling
profits,
'

i

-

'

v

,

.

ami

back TRIFUNG

WOMEN

corral the cash In blci

chnnh^s

n4.

,

A
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£cdu5ivdyly
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After a

run of
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AST OIL Theatre

was

taken to the CAPITOL . . _ .
and then held captive
for a second week on a
charge of imprecedented popularity"
°

W
.
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Colleen Moore
WHO

’WILL

BE FEATURED IN FIVE BIG PRODUCTIONS
THIS SEASON.

Scenes from

Weiss Brothers' Artclass
Bible Spectacle

"AFTER SIX DAYS"

\

Frank

Mayo

in

"WOLF LAW"
A

Universal Production

Scenes from

'QUINCY ADAMS

SAWYER”
An S-L

Production

Released by Metro

Hr
1

^

‘

HHu ^

-I

J

SKr^

Scenes from

"THE

DANGEROUS AGE'
A

First

National Attraction

1

Scenes from

"SHADOWS"
A Ben

P.

Schulberg

Production Released

Through A1 Lichtman
Corporation

Hal Roach

presents

Two reels
THIRST

with Harold Lloyd in the
famous one-reel comedies that

people

still

talk about, they

were so

good.

Harold Lloyd two-reel
comedies, that set new marks in com-

Next

in the

edy success.

Then

star in one-reel comedies that

have played in more theatres than
any one-reel comedies ever made.

Hal Roach made Pollard
it;

“Pollard
comedies
always
please.”
P.
V.
Hoerr,
Grand Theatre, Mankota,

—

Minn.

the star of

two-reel comedies on proven merit.

“Snub” earned

“Pollard comedies have the
‘punch’ in every reel.”
Wm. Webb, Star Theatre,
Corinth, Miss.

he didn’t

“Pollard
100

comedies
per

cent.”

Wysockey,

Gem

please

— G.

F.

Theatre,

Oconto, Wis.

just get

it.

“Patrons

Pollard comvery
much.” A.
Lundquist, Palace, Grand
Marais, Mich.
like

—

edies

Path^comedy
w
HAM
TSi»

,

“Two-reel Pollard comedies
will go big where broad

comedy
World.

is

—M.

liked.”

P.

Charles

A

real mortgage

under-worked

lifter:

A

bonanza

box-offices

Again Charles Hutchison does the impossible; again he exceeds himself in
daring deeds. No matter what sort of
an audience you have, they’ll go wild
at this marvellous whirlwind of
strength, agility, nerve and dare-deviltry
Produced and Directed by

Geo.

B.

Seitz

to

lutchison

“The attendance
falling
I

off

at

my

theatre

was

considerably on Tuesdays.

put on a Charles Hutchison Pathe-

serial.

now

My

attendance on Tuesdays is
Vernon Coffman,

tripled.”

Lyric Theatre,

—

Moweaqua,

From

111.

“For stunts and thrills Charles
Hutchison can start the sweat on William Duncan, George Walsh and Doug
Fairbanks.
And Lucy Fox! Oh, boy!
Give us more like Lucy!”
J. C, Jenkir«. Auditorium Theatre, Neligh, Neb.

start to finish

—

a blood

tingling,

hair-raising, red blooded romance.

Two reels
“Big laughs from
IV promised
?

little

kids”

the comedies are delivering it!

it;

“

“Let Hal Roach maintain the same
high quality of production in the re-

‘One Terrible Day’ will excite the
from the time the first
scene is flashed upon the screen.”
M. P. World.
risibilities

mainder of the Our Gang series as
‘One Terrible Day,’ and Pathe
will have added another short subject worthy of the widest circulain

tion.”

—Exhibitors

Herald.

“Extremely funny.”

As new

as 1923; as

bright as the

midday sun.

“The
gram

N.

edy

best thing on the Rivoli pro-

Day.’

Y. World.

Pafhecomedy

~W

mAtm.

week is the funniest comsome time, ‘One Terrible
N. Y. Post.

this
in

November

18,
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Showmen

Will
Benefit by Contest

With sturdy

insistence that exThe prizes in the Eschmann
directly profit from Sales Contest will foot up a total
patron
intelligently of about $7,000 according to the
interests
served, Pathe rests its latest sales number of salesmen competitors
contest on claims which are not at each branch exchange.
The
often pressed in such a connec- first, second and third prizes are
tion.
This contest, which began divided as follows
Manager
at midnight on November 4 and $750,
$500 and $300; Assistant
will end at midnight on December Manager
and $175
$275
$400,
is
named in honor of E. A. Each Salesman $300, $200 and
.10,
Eschmann, general sales manager. $125: Booker—$2"0, $175 and $100;
"From the beginning of this Cashier $250, $175 and $100. In
contest,”
Mr. Eschmann, case of a tie all branches so tying
says
“every Pathe salesman becomes shall receive equal prizes.
consciously a missionary for bigThe figures on which the resuUs
ger and more stable picture at- will be based and on which the
tendance. That his services have winners will be determined were
operated in that direction for arrived at by computations which
more than two years past is are considered to make this the
proved by the present enormous most equitable form of contest
vogue of Pathe short subjects.
yet evolved. It provides just con"This contest, therefore, with its sideration, first of all, for the men
generous prizes, is largely in the on the firing line for the salesnature of a reward for having in men, who are in direct communiso great a degree consolidated ex- cation with the exhibitors and
hibitor faith in the popular at- upon whom producers and distractions contained in the entire tributors must rely very largely
list
of widely varied Pathe sub- to hold their product in the public
hibitors

will

—

Hughes

the continuity for his next photoplay for Goldwyn, based upon his
recently published novel of mot'on picture life in Hollywood,
Mr. Hughes
“Souls for Sale.”
will direct, ed.t and title the production.

Announces Names of

:

—

—

—

CARLYLE BLACKWELL
Who plays the role of Captain
.

i

Drummond
mond,”

a

in

Phillips
i

:

i

I

;

:

“Bulldog Drum-

Hodkinson

Release.

Engaged

Hurst’s story of the

same name

which Frank Borzagc, of
“Humoresque” fame, will begin
work next week in California.
Phillips appeared in the role of
Joe Ullman in “Just Around the
Cosmopolitan
another
Corner,”
picturization of a Fannie Hurst
story and has also appeared on the
upon

Books Ariiss Film
the Rialto
Theatre, Washington, D. C., has
Played
boo' ed “The Man
God,” the latest George Ariiss
photoplay, a United Artists’ release, for the week of November
Special previews of this Dis12.
tinctive Productions feature for
Washington dignitaries
leading
are being arranged by Air. iMoore.

William Moore, of

Who

Rose Tapley Retiarns
After five years’ absence from
screen, Rose Tapley returns
in
George Melford’s Paramount
production of “Java Head” in the
the
j

role of

:

Rhoda Ammidon.

She is
four charm-

the screen mother of
girls,
and she likes her
ing
children and her part so well that
she is hoping for another 5roung
mother part, which she saj's is
her natural role.

Adapting Novel
Edmund

Goulding, playwright,
making an adaptation of F.
is
Marion Crawford’s novel, “The

White
I

I

'

estimation which

Edward Phillips has been en- jects.”
ga^ed for a leading part in '“The
Commandment,” CosmoNinth
Fannie
of
picturization
politan

screen with such stars as Mary
Pickford, Alice Joyce and others.

!

—

Inspiration
for
Sister,”
Pictures Corporation. Lillian Gish
Mr.
will
appear as the star.
Goulding recently finished an
original story called “Fury,” as a
starring vehicle for Richard Barthelmess. He is now at work on
another story for the same star.

it

deserves.

Several in Cast
Hugo

who

is to ma’-e a
of
Thackeray’s
“Vanity Fair,” for Goldwyn distribution, with his wife, Mabel
Ballin, as Becky Sharpe, has announced the names of several

Ballin,

screen

version

other

important

players

Among

them

Humphrey and Tempe

William
Pigott.

Goldwyn Appoints
Edgar Moss
Goldwyn

announces

and

“The

Jilt,”

with

Marguerite de la Motte, Matt
Moore and Ralph Graves.
Universal now has six important

non-star pictures in production.
This innovation has come about More attention even than ever
worth
as the result of several exper- before is to be paid to the
iments by Universal with non-star of the stories, and less to the inIn the last few months dividual star, it is said.
|)ictures.
phiyers.

the

ap-

Edgar Moss as
resident manager of its branch
exchange in Philadelnhia following Felix Mende'ssohn who was
recently made supervisor of the
territory embraced in the Philadelphia, Washington and Pittspointment

of

exchanges.

Nov^^k to Star
in “Ttisima”

“Thelma,” a Chester Bennett
P'oduction starring Jane Novak,
will be issued by the Film Booking

Offices

America

of

The
home office. A sharp with Henry B. Walthall, Mar- November.
away from the star system jorie Daw and Ralph Graves in Ma’^ie Corelli, and
cast,

Harrison

are

Univer.sal

the

the

Ford, Eleanor Boardman, Willard
L'vus, Earle Fox, Robert Mack,

new

trend
has resulted, and at present Uniefforts
devoting its
is
\ersal
high
with
pictures
to
mostly
but no featured
casts
(luality

in

cast.

Stars Play Second
burgh
Fiddle to Stories Jane
policy in picture produc- several of these have been made
and inserted in the Universal Attion has been established at UniEach of them
traction schedule.
versal City by Carl Laemmle, was a decided success it is said.
president of Universal, according Among them were such popular
to a statement just issued at the pictures as “The Long Chance,”

to Direct

Rupert Hughes has completed

in

late

in

by
book form

story

is

play, was exceptionally
popular, it is stated.
It
annrr.mced by the Film
is
Boo' ing Offices as the biggest
and most lavish production of
Miss Novak’s career, both as a
star and as a leading woman.

and as

a

Griffith to Direct

Sacred Film Given
Strong Endorsement
A special meeting of the Better value in furthering the cause of
Films Committee of Atlanta, Ga., cleaner p'ctures.”
Mr. Weingarten responded and
was called October 30 to p’-eview
committee that its enthe Abraham series of Sacred told the
appreciated, but
Films brought from the Coast by dorsement was
and a'd
Larry Weingarten. Mrs. B. M. asked that it go further
for such
Boykin, president of the Better in creating a demand
Films Committee, presided at the pictures.
meeting.

Following the screening the
committee gave the production its
emphatic endorsement. Mrs. Boykin said: “Sacred Films is to be
This latest of its
congratulated.
productions approaches the high
standard

it

has set in educational,
entertaining
and

inspirational
values with

Greenberg Appointed
American

Releasing

manacrer in Philadelphia, succeeding Edgar Moss.
to
comes
Greenberg
Mr.
American from the Selznick organization, with which he has
been connected in Philadelphia

pictures.
its former
have implicit belief that
Sacred Films will prove of great for several years.

We

Corpora-

tion announces the appointment
of Jack Greenberg as it resident

E. H. Griffith has been engaged
as a director by Cosmopolitan
Productions, and his first picture
will be “The Go Getter,” picturized from a Peter B. Kyne story
and featuring Seena Owen and T.

Wo"k

Roy Barnes.
ture

on

this

pic-

began Monday.

“Rich Men’s Wives”
Sets New Records

—

Philadelphia
(Special)
“Rich
Men’s Wives,” the initial Schulberg-Lichtman release which is
territory by
of Masterpiece
Film Attractions bro’'e all records
for a week’s run at the Aldine for

distributed

in

this

Ben Amsterdam
six

months.

The

first day’s business was the
biggest in si.x months. The daily
gross increased during the week
and reached new high levels. The
A'dine is owned by the Stanley
Company which recently took it
over from the Felt Brothers.
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Harold Lloyd’s
Greatest Picture Achievement

Pathe Says “Dr. Jack”
With Harold Lloyd “in the air”
everywhere as being one of the
most popular of screen comedians,
Pathe announces that that enviable position will be made doubly
secure by the forthcoming fea-

Is

no misgivings about the public re-

scientific subtlety, in treating huception of “Dr. Jack,” following man ills that are largely imagion the heels of the extraordinary nary. The title character is a poor
record made by “Grandma’s Boy” but lovable young country doctor
in the first five months of its run. whose
keen gaze sees straight
“Dr. Jack,” in fact, is a friendly through the little hypocrisies of
ture comedy release, “Dr. Jack.” challenge made to its immediate his “patients” and cures them by
When General Manager Elmer predecessor, whose outstanding, ingenious, practical methods in
Pearson, during his recent visit uninterrupted runs, up to this date, which “medicine” plays a ridicuto the West Coast, saw “Dr. Jack” range from nineteen to two weeks lously small part. This quality is
screened at the Hal Roach Studios of capacity houses in the follow- illustrated by incidents that start
and in preview at three different ing cities; Los Angeles, Portland, the laughs going from the very
types of theatres, he unhesitating- Ore., Atlantic City, San Francisco, beginning.
In
ly pronounced it to be the come- Chicago, Boston, Indianapolis, Tothe meantime the pretty
dian’s greatest and most widely- ledo, New York City, Louisville, daughter of an enormously rich
Omaha, father is being scientifically treatChicago,
appealing achievement “the sum- Pittsburgh,
ed for a “mysterious illness” of
mit of popular screen entertain- Seattle, Uniontown, Pa.
“Dr. Jack” is described as being which she shows no evidences
ment, while providing more hearty
laughs than even ‘Grandma’s Boy’ triumphantly and familiarly hu- by a pompous “Herr Professor,”
man in its visualization, in a com- who has firmly established himsupplies.”
This verdict has been fully rati- pact feature comedy form, of hu- self in the household, which he
aspects of rules with the authority of a
fied as the result of screenings for morous and comical
other Pathe officials and execu- real life. The story and the char- monarch. The rich father’s leveltives and the screen committee at acters are declared ideally to bear headed lawyer, however who has
the home office. The inference is out the simple and captivating observed the common-sense methplain that Lloyd need entertain theme common sense, instead of ods employed by Dr. Jack, intro-

—

—

—

—

—

duces him “for consultation.” His
cheery waving aside of the Herr
Professor’s

scientific

diagnosis

and coddling treatment enrage the
latter, whose opportunity for revenge comes when young Dr.
Jack is almost immediately caught
kissing his pretty and quite agreeable patient.

The two have

fallen

violently

with each other. Dr. Jack
declares that what she needs is
“sunshine and some excitement.”
in love

When

the

kissing

episode

him ordered from the house

gets

—he

doesn’t go, for the girl, and an
“escaped lunatic” scare which upsets the whole household, combine to enable Dr. Jack to carry
out the funniest series of incidents in Harold Lloyd’s entire
professional career.
Nothing but the screen itself is
adequate to describe the riot of
continuous comic action which
is the theme of “Dr. Jack.”

Many Unique

Exploitation Possibilities
in Harold Lloyd’s “Dr. Jack”

The cost again
the exhibitor who believes ing card of “Dr. Jack.” The cost on “Dr. Jack.”
exploitation
means of these are three dollars per is low with results of proved high
value.
spending of money, “Dr. Jack,” thousand.
All of these items, supplemented
Harold Lloyd’s first feature under
A “Dr. Jack happy bag,” a cardhis new Pathe contract, will be a board miniature representing a with cabinet photos of Lloyd for
welcome stranger.
doctor’s kit designed for bally- souvenirs at special matinees, oil
Pathe officials believe that with hoo by shops to fill these kits paintings, posters and poster cuta star as potent at the box office with articles they sell and display outs, with an array of advertisis
a novelty ing which include four quarter
as Harold Lloyd and with the in their windows
ideas, stunts, bally-hoo, novelties, that is bound to be popular, due pages and one half page, are all
posters, large ads and stories that not only to its out-of-the-ordinary endeavors to place the exploitahave been conceived on this com- appeal and usefulness, but its low tion of Lloyd on a safe-and-sane
basis so that to put over some
edy sensation, that the exploita- cost.
Showmen who remember the big distinctive stunt or a ballytion possibilities are limited only
by the brain power, personality popularity of the Gob’s hat used hoo that is exceptional will not
and elbow-grease that the exhibi- in conjunction with “A Sailor- break a showman’s bank pile, but
tor puts into his showing and not Made Man” will be happy to be an effective means of increasthe wads of greenbacks he spends know that a cutout doctor’s high ing it, says Pathe offices.
after he books.
hat will be ready for exploitation
A special service campaign
On previous Lloyds, ideas that
cost little, led one enterprising
exhibitor to send samples of wall
*‘Dr.
paper to his patrons, notifying
them that the run had been extended. because the crowds had
pushed the paper off the wall.
Another showman has used the
Pathe’s guaranteed contract with the Mission Theatre, Los
Lloyd cutout goggles repeatedly
Angeles, whereby that house secures an exclusive Southern Calito put across a Harold Lloyd
fornia run of Harold Lloyd’s new five-reel comedy, “Dr. Jack,”
parade, which attracted two hunis reported to be exceptional in the history of feature pictures of
dred kids marching down the
any type.
main street, all advertising his
At the time of the execution of this contract all of the Los
The entire
shqwing of Lloyd.
Angeles daily newspapers gave much space to the transaction.
stunt cost him two dollars.
The following from the Los Angeles Express of October 20 is
Lobby cutouts, Lloyd impercorroborated in its essentials at the Pathe home office:
sonation contests, tie-ups with lo“The Mission Theatre has secured Harold Lloyd’s next five-reel
cal optical shops displaying the
comedy production, ‘Dr. Jack,’ at a figure which puts in the shade
goggles, have been ideas that
any monies put on record as having been guaranteed for the run
have been successful and cost the
of big feature productions.
This sum of money includes
showman comparatively nothing.
the rental guarantee with the stipulation that ‘Dr. Jack’ will be
On “Dr. Jack” the Pathe exploitashown at no other theatre in Southern California during the ention department are emphasizing
tire season.
the doctor’s prescription idea for
“This extraordinary clause gives the Mission Theatre one of
mail bally-hoo, and special invithe most unusual booking arrangements ever accorded to a firsttations.
run picture. Harold Lloyd’s new picture, when it goes on the
A novelty herald in the form of
Mission Theatre screen, cannot, by force of contract, be exHarold
with
card
playing
a
hibited in any other Southern California city until the end of the
Lloyd’s face replacing the Jack
1922-23 season, which extends toward next June.”
of Spades will be an innovation
for the showman to use as a call-

To

the

word

—

—

Mission Secures
Jack’^
for Big Exclusive

Run

book, called “expLLOYDation”
visualizing pictures of every plan,
idea and stunt, will be available
to the showman who wishes to
wreck records with “Dr. Jack.”

Magazines Reflecting
Lloyd’s Popularity
For many months past, Pathe
notes, practically all of the successful
“fan”
magazines
have
steadily increased the space devoted to pictures and articles
dealing with Harold Lloyd and his
screen comedy productions.
As- all
exhibitors are aware,
there is no more reliable printed
record
reflecting
the
general
screen patron estimate of a star
and his typical productions than
is contained in these widely circulated publications.
At the present time, with the
coming of “Dr. Jack,” Lloyd's
second 'feature length comedy,
these records agree in placing
Harold Lloyd in a class by himsejf at the top of the list of screen
comedians.

Lloyd Demonstrates
His Versatility
That Harold Lloyd, the comedian, should be able to demonstrate first class qualities of a
real hero-lover without abating
any of the power of his characteristic comedy “punch,” is described
as one of the most impressive

achievements of Lloyd in his
forthcoming five-reel production,
"Dr. Jack.”

The many other unusual

quali-

ties of this production is declared
to lift it into an unique position

among screen

masterpieces.
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Selling the Rcture to the Public
EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

Making Minor Accessories Show Results
in Place of Merely Giving Them Away

W

HILE

this story deals directly with
the distribution of the “fanfotos” of
the Paramount stars put out by Paramount to advertise the players, it should be
considered not in connection with these
souvenirs but as a method of handling the
distribution of any novelty accessory.
The fanfotos, as most exhibitors kno\\, are
a set if eighteen sepia prints of Paramount
stars, autographed by the star and reproduced to give an almost perfect imitation of
They were sold
the original photograph.
for $15 a thousand in quantities.
Most managers merely offered them as
souvenirs to some special performance, used
them backed with the program for some special week, or merely handed them out as
advertisements.

Lem Wanted More
Lem

Stewart, exploitation director for
Southern Enterprises, possessed of greater
vision, figured that they could be made to
give more for the money, and he offered a
special prize of $25 to the Southern Enterprises manager making the most effective
The conditions of
use of the accessory.
the contest are best covered by these extracts from the circular letter he sent out:
“We believe they can be made a powerful
the purpose of these is not
sales asset
merely for distribution. The prize will be
awarded that method which not only shows
the greatest immediate return on the expenditure, but at the same time creates

—

future good will. What this department is
after is the method of getting the maximum
sales value out of these photos.’’

additional advice was given that people value most what they have to pay for,
and the suggestion made that they be given

The

Paramount Lobby
Not Strikingly New
Is

This Paramount lobby suggestion is by
no means new. It has been used on a lot
of other South Sea Island stories and probably will be used on a lot more, but it is
simple and will catch the eye.
It is suggested that the lobby floor be
sanded, to carry out the idea, but this depends on what you have on the floor of
your foyer and auditorium. If there is sufficient marble or tile between the lobby and
the carpets to let the sand be shaken off,
the sand is a good stunt. Otherwise, it would
be well to leave the sand out.
Japanese matting can be used to cover the
box office if grass is not easy to procure.
Make a conical roof and then sheath the
sides, first bathing it in green dye, if you
wish, or painting it in green and red stripes,
alternating with the natural straw color.
Matting can also be used as the mat for the
still
frames in place of the usual boards,
and if Hallowe’en is not too remote, perhaps you can get some of the skull lanterns
to suggest the head hunters.
The banner shows the title of one of the
leading songs from the current Ziegfeld
Follies, and perhaps you can tie the music
store to a display on the song. It is worth
a try, at

any

rate.

value by demanding something in return
information, attendance or mailing list.

The prize was awarded Frank
manager of theatres in Augusta,

J. Miller,
Ga., who
conducted the identification contest in conjunction with the local newspaper, getting
advertising valued at about $800 in return
for bis small investment of 59 sets of tickets
and fifty pairs of passes good during Para-

mount Week.
His idea is not as new as some of
others, but effectiveness and not novelty
to be the test of the contest.

How He Worked

the

was

It

The newspaper was permited

to take all
the credit for the stunt in return for the
advertising.
This included a four-column
display almost a quarter page for three
weeks before the contest, a number of readers, and a double truck the opening day of

—

—

Paramount Week.
The eighteen pictures were displayed in
a prominent window, with the rules of the
contest. This was done a week in advance.
On the Sunday which ushered in Paramount

Week a double truck with eighteen advertisements was run. Each advertisement displayed a cut of one of the eighteen stars.
Fifty sets of photos and fifty pairs of seats
were offered for the fifty best lists. In addition to the identification, the contestant
was required to name some of the plays in
which each star had recently appeared and
a play of theirs scheduled for early release, tying up to the display ads in the
Saturday Evening Post and other papers.
Five thousand replies were received, and
the winners were announced by the paper
through the medium of the same double
truck on Tuesday, this time with the identifications under the cuts, that the contestants
might verify their lists.
In spite of the large number of replies
received, there was no difficulty in deciding
the winners, since minor errors made the
reduction of the list a simple matter.
The checking was done more on the lists
of plays than upon the names, since most of

A

mo *

co

roo ^

With righteous indignation, the
Newark Star-Eagle asks a correction of the story recently appearing in this department concerning an athletic meet held in
Newark and which, according to
the story, was planned by the
Branford Theatre and sold to the
newspaper.

The amusement editor states
that the idea originated in the offices of the Star-Eagle and not
from the Branford, and that the
painting for “The Eternal Flame”
on the banner and bass drum as
shown in the cut did not appear in
the parade, there or elsewhere. It
adds that the prize distribution
was made on the field the day of
the meet and not at the theatre,
and adds: “Not only in your paper but in other motion picture
publications there have been many
misstatements on stunts we have
put over for the local theatres.
do not mind the local manager
of the theatre getting due credit,
but we insist on correct state-

We

ments.”
Evidently

some short-sighted
press representative is killing the
goose which lays the golden eggs.
the players
cision was

were well known, and the de-

made upon

the fullness of the
information given as to past and future appearances.

The Strand, Birmingham, Ala., opened an
information booth in a local music store,
the

crowds drawn

to the store

through curi-

t'araniuunt Jrceieuse

THIS CONVENTIONAL LOBBY WILL SELL “EBB TIDE” IN A PINCH
not up to the Paramount standard, but it suggests the usual idea and is simple
and effective. The cutouts are from the three sheets and the grass should come from
some marsh or river bank, if you can find one. The banner is a slogan, and
It is

not the

title.
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osity making a sufficient number of purchases, once they were there, to more than
repay the space.
Here a girl offered to reply to any questions concerning Paramount stars, and a
portrait of the applicant’s favorite player was
given him free. To .obtain this, he was required to fill in a blank giving name and
address and star preference, supplying the
house with a mailing list and data for speto this
A. side angle
cial circularization.
scheme was the distribution of ten pairs of
seats each day to the visitors.
To draw for these would be to constitute
a lottery and the attendant was instructed
to use her good judgment in the distribution,

giving out the passes to persons she thought
would most appreciate them. This added to
interest through uncertainty. If the attendant waited upon someone who did not seem
to be a dyed-in-the-wool fan, she would
hand out a pair of seats with the suggestion that the recipient really should see
“Nice People," and ma'-e a convert.
This must be done intelligently, but you
need an intelligent girl to answer the questions

properly.

Guessed the Contents
A. L. Snell, of the Imperial Theatre, Gadsden, Ala., put a set of the photographs in
a chest in the lobby, together with a fivedollar gold piece. Blanks were supplied on
which persons were permitted to guess at
Many guessed
the contents of the chest.
fanfotos and were given one, but on one
thought to add the five dollars.
Several hundred names were added to the
mailing list.
The fotos were then given as souvenirs at
a “weak” matinee.

Two Punch
A.

H. Cobb,

Jr.,

of

Stunts

the

Alamo Theatre,

had small cards printed up with
numbers. A number was punched each

Griffin, Ga.,
five

time the holder witnessed a Paramount picture. On the fifth visit the card was turned
in with the holder’s name and address and
the name of the star desired. This gave the
mailing list.
Xew cards could be obtained on request
and a second and succeeding photographs
obtained. Ten dollars is offered the patron
first obtaining a complete set, which will
require the witnessing of 90 Paramount
play's and the investment of $22.50 in the
case of an adult or $9 in the event a child
Many of the
first
completes the series.
patrons have already obtained two or more
of the fotos.
I. C. Holloway, of Columbus, Ga., confined

.1

I'd! ninuii7U

lielease

“THE OLD HOMESTEAD” SEEMS TO HAVE LOST A STORY
But there was enough
Augusta, Ga.

The

lantern

left to

sell

the play to advantage in the Modjeska Theatre,

The display was planned by Frank J. Miller, Manager of Theatres.
was cutout and an amber globe placed behind it. The house was also
lighted

his

punch

idea to the children.

A

from behind.

Colum-

bus paper started the story of Jackie Coogan’s career in six chapters. On the Tuesday following the first publication, every
child who presented the first chapter of the
story was given r ticket good any afternoon of that week, and good, as well, to a
special showing of “The Little Princess” on
Saturday morning. The tickets cost the kiddies one cent.
.After their dual use they retained the
cards, and when ten punches had been acquired they were entitled to their choice of
any one of eleven of the portraits.
His adult stunt was to display' the fotos
in a window and give copies to the persons
who could correctly name the stars in ten
recent pictures indicated on a slip supplied
applicants. As the slips had to be signed,
this also served to freshen the mailing list.
all

One

of the Best

In the opinion of this writer, one of the
best stunts was turned in by A. C. Cowles,
It
of the Rex Theatre, Spartanburg, S. C.
was held out of first money, probably be-

it was limited in its scope, but its attention value was far in excess of the number of persons approached, particularly in
a small town.

cause

Mr. Cowles took one hundred photographs
(twenty-five sets of four each), had had
them cut into quarters. Four quarters, prec'scly alike, were then mailed to as many
women patrons. For example, one woman
got four slips each showing the upper right
hand quarter of Gloria Swanson’s face.
It was tier task to lay off three of these
quarters to three other women, each of
whom also had a section of the Swanson
picture, but a different quarter. Each woman
who assembled all four quarters of the picture was given an uncut picture of the same
star and a free admission to the theatre.

Only one hundred photographs were sent
no woman knew who had received
other quarters, so she asked everyone she
knew and many she did not know that she
m'ght complete the portrait. Several thousand inquiries were made.
This is a variation of the old Fred Greene

out. but

cut

advertisement,

were no holdouts.

but in this case there
All four quarters were

sent out.

Opinion Getters
Charles H. .Amos merely offered a foto to
any person wl o would tell over their signature and address why they liked Paramount pictures. The best answer was rewarded w.th a thirty-day pass but everymne
got a foto. This gave him newspaper mention a window display and several hundred
names of persons who had crystallized their
appreciation through having had to put it
into written words which is the real angle

—

of this stunt.

A Fathe

Release

AN EFFECTIVE FRONT FOR “GRANDMA’S BOY” FROM OKLAHOMA
is killing them down South, and Ollie Brownlee, of the Palace Theatre,
Muskogee, got his share with a telling black and white front with checkered border
and two giant cutouts from the lithographs. He gained 40 per cent.

Lloyd

C. B. Wines, of the Diamond Theatre,
Tuscaloosa, hooked to the Paramount national advertising.
You had to read these
advertisements to be able to reply to the
ancstionna re which brought out a free foto.
He got a tie-up with the newsdealer.
Other managers worked along lines similar to those given above, so their stunts are
not repeated but this symposium if retained
in your files will give ymu stunts through
wh'ch you will be able to put over any
similar
stunt.
For example, a 25-punch
card might be rewarded with a Jackie
Coogan snuggle pup, or ten punched cards
la d off to your freinds being a set of Lorna
Doone pearls. The schemes are elastic and
may be stretched to fit your requirements.
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Different

Windows

Win Best

Position

windows

are generally those most
difficult to get into, and they are the best
To get
often because they are exclusive.
recognition is to win a certain cachet of

The

best

ach’evement.
The Liberty theatre, Pittsburgh, recently
won a store window through an unusual
di

.1

nlav.

First National Relause

“THE MASQUERADER” ENJOYS A LONG STREET CAR RIDE
The Strand Theatre, Pasadena, used the bannered street car for The Masquerader”
and gave Guy Bates Post a pass over the entire system. The paper is pasted to a
canvas foundation to guard against blowdown; a better Idea than rigging up a board.
‘

Eight Pages
Eight-page hoo'<-up sections were common
l)ut they have dropped down
In Cumberland, Md.,
to a double of late.

some years ago,

Whelan, Washington Paramounarranged for an eight-page hook-up
for “The (5ld Homestead" at the Liberty
Theatre. He had twenty-four merchant ads,
so he wrote a 24-word panegyric for the
play, printed it and then sank one word into
Leslie F.

teer,

This was for eighteen inches of extra advertising.
The local merchant who co-operated paid
for the building of a stage and runway, gave
window' and store interior displays, hired
extra light men, paid for special wiring, used
large newspaper spaces and stood all of the

other expenses and then thanked Mr. Saseen
for his co-operation.
And he brought in a lot of new people,

some

and $30

cash.
With the legend printed out, this was more
simple than making the reader find the words
and then arrange them himself, but Whelan
evidently wisely figured that digging them
out would be enough of a job to tax the
Cumberland intellect. Eight w'ords should
be the limit to a do it yourself arrangement.

Style

in

Show

for

$13

Charles E. Sascen, of the Queen theatre,
Galveston, put on a style show with “Her
(iilded Cage," and got a third more business
than usual at a cost to him ct only $13.

regulars.

A

THE ART WINDOW DISPLAY

each of the advertising displays. The stunt
was to mark these words in the ads for
ticket prizes

w'hom may become

of

Hart Holds Record
Perhaps because he w'as just about to get
married J. M. Edgar Hart, of the Palace
theatre, El Paso, ran up on gilded cages.

Anyhow

he put a

gilt

cage

w'ith

a

cutout

This is supposed to be “the Goddess of
Art proclaiming the beauties of ‘The Eternal
Flame,’ while tw'O humble students bow' at
her feet.” Maybe it is that, but certainly it
is a fine display and no one cares much what
They get the message that Miss
it means.

the centre of his lobby as a sop to convention and then went ahead and put cages
around the four three-sheet boards, with
potted plants at the base of each. It made
a very neat display.

Talmadge is at the Liberty, and that is the
main point. The eternal three foot candle
is also in evidence and wor,<s in w'ell with

Then he took some of his house staff over
to the Stadium, where Geraldine Farrar was
about to give a concert, and opened and
placed the 3,000 folding chairs used, thoughtIt was
fully placing a herald in each seat.
a bac c breaxing job to swing all the chairs,
l)ut Edgar never was afraid of w’or'e.

lobby floors are nx)t new', but
a pasted lithograph cut-out as
the basis of a floor design seems to be the
next step in advcfnce. It was w'orked by Tom

in

Fc'OWSM.VCf

the rest of the structure.

Painted

combining

Clemmons, of the Tivoli theatre, Beaumont,
Mabel Xormand in “Head Over
Heels,” and w'or ed into a very prettj' effect.

Te.xas, for

’

hAd.MAS0£

A First Natinucl Frlease

TWO EARLY STUNTS ON EAST

IS

WEST’ REPORTED BY

A. G.

STOLTE, OF THE DES MOINES THEATRE

a ’rickshaw used for the street work and the other an adaptation of the Rothapfel prologue, a sketch of which was
recently given in this department. This is all well enough as a prologue, if you still go in for such things, but it is better when
worked in a store window, as can very easily be arrnnged if you persuade the merchant that it will make people look
at his other windows.

One shows

M0
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Auto Perambulator
Stimulates

Memory

Election may be over, but you can use the
auto reminder for any other local event to
help put over “Remembrance,” just as
effectively as did the Alain theatre, Uniontown, Pa.

A

Goldicyyi Re.ease

A Hodkinson

A PERAMBULATING TICKLER
This can be worked on any local event
if you pick
out something of general local interest, you
can banner as many cars as you are willing
to buy the cloth for by hooking the local
club or working through garage managers.
The Alain also used the same text on tack
cards all over town.
of a non-competitive nature, and

Had Novel Scheme
for
One

*

Pharaoh** Film

El Pa^o newspapers gets its
print paper wound on pasteboard cylinders
instead of the iron tubes used in other sections.
They are waste after the paper is
run off, and they gladly gave them to J. M.
Edgar Hart, of the Palace theatre, when
he asked for them. Painted up to represent
marble, they gave a palace effect to the
lobby for “The I-ove of Pharoah” that was
really striking.
For this centre display he built a compo
board reproduction of the treasure chamber,
which figures in the story, and in the top of
this he set a phonograph on the disc of
which was one of the Oriental shimmy
of

the

ixeleuse

A FOYER STAGE FOR THE DISPLAY OF SLIM SHOULDERS
the Nemo Theatre, Johnstown, Pa., put over the Irene Castle Promenade in
conjunction with the film feature. The drapery is simply effected and this provides a
suitable backing for almost any cutout not too violent in its depicted action.

How

dancers

now

sold

by

most

phonograph

shops. With an Oriental record on the machine and a repeater attachment, he achieved
a striking display at very little cost, and the
structure wholly concealed the phonograph,
permitting only the dancer to show.
It was a good display even for this lobby
specialist and the better because it kept the
dressing against the walls and made the
entire lobby space the display.

Plan Book Schemes
Win in Los Angeles
There

still

seems to

exist a

too-common

impression

that plan books are printed
merely to give a job to some press agent,
and far too many of them go into the waste
basket practically unread.
Miller’s theatre, Los Angeles, put over
“Timothy’s Quest" to three weeks of con-

tinuously good business recently, and did
it on
the schemes laid forth in the .American plan book. The advertising was picked
out from the book, and drives were made
successively
on
parents,
teachers
and
school children
the latter being supplemented by 50,000 cards to the kiddies with
the announcement of an essay contest.
Another angle was the drive on women's
clubs, and any organization selling 10.000
or more tickets was entitled to 25% of the
proceeds for the club funds.
In smaller
towns this quota should be reduced to proportion to the house, but the scheme can
be worked advantageously and the women’s
clubs will get solidly behind a picture of
;

this type.

Purely plan book schemes held up business for a three week run. Get a new slant
on the press books.

Bundled Them

In

There is no particular connection between
Hart and old clothes, but down in Aus-

Bill

Texas, some 200 school children were
unable to attend school because of a lack
of proper clothing.
Ray Whitfield, of the Majestic theatre,
tin,

announced that all children who would bring
a bundle of clothing to the theatre on Saturday morning between eleven and one
could see “Traveling On" free, and he just
let the piles of discarded but still wearable
garments accumulate for the moral effect

had upon the adults. Working in with
the local paper, he also got all manner of
write-ups of the sort that have a lasting
effect because they deal with the house
rather than the show of the day.
it

Dancing Exploits

A

Firfit

National Hclaafie

IT

COMES EASY WHEN YOU LEARN HOW TO TURN THE TRICK

The only

difference between this and hundreds of similar banners is that H. C.
Everhart, of the Fotosho Theatre, Suffolk, Va., added “Buy in Suffolk” to the Smilin’
Through banner and the merchants paid for it and got it up as well.

—

An “Old Homestead" dance was one of the
stunts of the Crown theatre, Xew London,
Conn.
Prizes were offered for the best
rural costumes, and this gave an excuse for
putting out “Old Homestead" stills some
weeks in advance of the showing. This was
also good for display windows.
If you can. lay off the dance to some local
organization and be content with the publicity it will bring.
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His Old Suitcases
Made Fine Display
Harrison, of the Hippodrome theWaco, had used the cutout stars so
often that when he came to play “A Trip
to Paramountown” he felt that something
J.

P.

atre,

would put over the short length to better
advantage.

The

“trip”

gave him

his

trunk store he borrowed a

idea.

From

a

of old suitcases and these were hung in the lobby and
stacked around the base of the wall, fifteen
The big announceor twenty being used.
ment was made on a battered old trunk.
After the showing a damp cloth erased
the water colors and he sent them back
The cost was only that for
to the store.
paint, plus a few passes to the obliging

storekeeper.
good.

The

effect

lot

was

unusually

Kidded a Kiddie
An American

Taking the gifts the gods provided. Manager Dundee, of the Strand theatre, Sioux
Falls, S. D., hooked his publicity on “Hurricane’s Gal” to the discovery of a girl
foundling just as he was ready to break his

Release

HERE YOU CAN PLAY THE RACES OR PLAY CHECKERS AS YOU LIKE
Tom Clemmons, of the Tivoli Theatre, Beaumont, Texas, borrowed a race game from
a carnival for “My Old Kentucky Home,” and dressed his house staff in Jockey
costumes. The floor was done in a checkerboard design with red and white watercolor.

A

As the
picture.
socially elect, it

Double Raffles

Made

for

Comment

ancient though it
capable of being freshened. The
police pinched a Raffles used by the Mary

Even the Raffles idea

may

be,

;

club

had

is

its

composed
due

Mr. Whitfield also sent out a thousand
highly perfumed notes giving publicity to
the attraction, and distributed a thousand
rotogravures.

congregate.
The action was loudly denounced by a
second man who claimed that the person
under arrest was not the Raffles at all and
that he alone was the sole and authorized

name-blown-in-the-bottle Raffles.
As the police had tipped the reporters off
that they were going to make the arrest, the
incident was fully covered in the papers, of
a humorous angle, which alfor the best reading.
And that laid the foundation for a tie-up
with the Post on masquerades and assumed
It
identities contributed by the readers.
clung to the front page for four days._ Of
course, the double Raffles and the pinch
was a plant.

course, from
ways makes

Hooked Up

U. S.

Not Murder, But
M. Blanchard,

J.

of

but

asylum.
shot was a pseudo news story
which it was reported that a tough char-

to the

effect.

is

The
Anderson for “The Masquerader.”
plea was that he was causing crowds to

the

of

He did not plant the youngmerely rode on the ready-made
publicity, and worked it so well that the interest he aroused in the infant found a good
home for the waif instead of letting her go
advertising.

ster.

—

His
in

first

acter, known as “Hurricane” Wilson, had
‘been seen in the vicinity. From that he ran
into frankly press story, making capital of

the

initial

Timely Stuff

the Strand Theatre,

Sunbury, Pa., often supplies the Rotary or
Kiwanis club with the letterheads on which
recent Kithe weekly notice is sent-out.
wanis notice has the “Drive carefully” stunt
spread over the top fifth of the sheet, and
at the bottom is the line: “Stationery supplied by the Strand. You may think this is
getting away with murder, but it’s Manslaughter.”

Blanchard and Eli Orowitz, the
It took
Philadelphia Paramounteer, to evolve that
See if you can work
line, but it’s a peach.
The public service angle will justify any
it.
business club in using the warning.

hoa.x.

Only one manager seems to have hooked
bookings on “The Masquerader” to the

his

crisis in England.
William Reinke, of the Orpheum Theatre,

Cabinet

Joseph, Mo., used a red ink edition to
that the House of Parliament was in
an uproar and that John Chilcote had been
shown the exit.
People had to read to find out that it was
a sting, and it centered interest on the play.
The papers cost him $15 and the charter of
the newsboys three dollars more, but he got
a lot back for that eighteen dollars.
St.

tell

M.

Most theatres do their mail exploitation
with one and two-cent stamps, but the Alhambra theatre, Los Angeles, did it with a
hook-up.
It persuaded the local postmaster to proclaim a Fast Mail Week, when special
efforts would be made to speed up mall dePrizes, donated by the house, were
liveries.
offered for the most speedy handling of the
mails

by

carrier,
sorters, and
novelty idea

letter

the

by delivery wagons and
the newspapers fell for
and helped things along

with reading stories.
And all the mail trucks were bannered for
the Fox release. That’s coming pretty soft.

Endorsed by Flappers
In some Southern cities the flappers are
“off” Rodolph Valentino because he wears
a pigtail in “Blood and Sand,” but Ray

the Majestic theatre, Austin,
Texas, persuaded the Valentino club to conae
in a body and give their endorsement to the

Whitfield,

of

4

.

FoiT

F cZcCiSQ

A NEW STYLE ENGINE CUTOUT FOR A CHARLES JONES PLAY
“The Fast Mail,” but it was designed for “West of
Bauman, of the Plaza Theatre, Wheeling, W. Va. It is a flat,
apparently cut from the lithographs, with a built-on cowcatcher, which adds to
It

will

work

just as well for

Chicago” by E.

J.

the realism.
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Gift Suggestion Is

Tied to Remembrance
Because the Alamo theatre. Louisville,
the house name off a window strip, it
was able to put 200 of these in prominent
stores and g'ft shops for the run of the
” It
Rupert Hughes play, "Remembrance
might have gained some windows with the
house name, but it got more, and more
prominent locations by apparently giving it
The house gain came from
all to the store.
the widespread hammering of Remembrance
left

Wee’-.

WE HAVE THE

GIFT YOU

WANT FOR

RUPERT HUGHES’

imiinNci
Week

Buy A
.1

October 8th

Gift

<»

m

15th

For Dear Old Dad

Goldicyn Re:ease

THE ALAMO STREAMER
13 by 20, black on
white and so well displayed that it has a
Xo one card was
strong attractor value.
worth much, but the 200 had a strong cumulative value in getting the title over while

The

original

is

about

A Fihn Booking

Office Release

THERE ARE MANY NEW IDEAS

IN

THIS LOBBY DISPLAY

W.

Haas, of Clune’s Theatre, Los Angeles. Note the log ends
at the left, the rustic letters pendant from the icicles and the slab sides used as a
backing for paintings and paper. It is a departure from tbe general run.
It

was designed by

J.

not seeming to do so.

The house also used the ten-name personal-notification stunt, distributing sheets
to all school children and giving free admission to. all who presented their forms filled
in with the names, addresses and telephone
numbers of ten persons who had been personally notified of the play.

Shaped Doorknobs

"Sonny” deals with a boy who fought
World War, and it struck him he
could hook to the older scrap, so he ad-

on a hardwood block.

atre.

chase,

in

This is set into a
precisely as is a type job and the
cards are fed onto the p'atcn as in a regular
printing job; the rubber buffer preventing
the rule from cutting into the platen backing
too deeply. It is as simple as running (’ff a
printing job and should cost no more.
Shaped doorknobs and hangers get more
attention than straight cards, and the cost
is no longer prohibitive.

vertised that the car, to the limit of its
capacity, would take visitors out to the

museum

Hacked Perambulator
Richnicnd. \'a.. is tl'.e Itome of a Confederate Museum, wliere are found, relics
of the Civil War. and the museum is one
of the prides of the city.
J. H. Reville used a pcramublator when
he played "Sonny" at the Broadway The-

free.

Just a matter of petting up local prMe.
but it gave real news value to the perambulator

It may interest small town exhibitors to
know that they can get shaped doorknobs

Xot long ago
at comparatively small cost.
it was necessary to have a die cut and the
cost was almost prchibitive. but now it is
possible to cut shapes on any' platen press
with a design made of steel cutting ru'e at
a cost of only' a few dollars.
The steel rule is bent to shape and set into
a bed of spongy rubber, the whole mounted

the

—and

"Sonny.”

Kidding Publicity
Of course. Hugo Plath used

the imposstatements for "If "S'en Believe It. It’s
So.” and told how the Kaiser supported the
.-Vmerican Legion and how John D. Rockesible

feller

had

his watch to buv gas.
was new in .Abilene, Te.xas,
good as though it had never been

to

.And because
it

was

as

hoe'e

it

done before.
But what interests those who are
with the stunt,

is

familiar

Mr. Plath's build-up on

the idea.
In the lobbv he had a curio disolay with
George Washington’s hat'het. the stone
[5

AI-l-UP

WsAT CAST

INCLUDES

L;

BUTr MIUtR

with which David slew Goliah and
CULLfH LANDIS-

Rental ageHGV

K3S5'

Rup

Ik

Plaving "The World's Champion.” he
found that a miniature prize ring in the
lobby got in the women who might not
have responded to a full sized display.

Went

A Goldwyn

Release

THE AMERICA THEATRE, DENVER, INVADED REAL ESTATE
It hooked the window of a rental agency to an entire display for the Rupert Hughes
play with a cutout of Pop Grout supporting the world nstead of just his own family
with a wealth of stills to back up the cutout and the banner

s'niilar

It
antiquities, all covered with the legend.
got a big laugh and helped to, run business up.

the Limit

In addition to doing about all the stunts
suggested by' the Southern Enterprises exploitation department on “Xice People,” J. P.
Harrison, of the Hippodrome theatre, Waco,
went ahead.
Eight restaurants and soda stores had
cards on all tables reading "Reserved for
Nice People.” and he painted ten miles of
sidewalk in the residential section with the
title
of the play, making more than 800
impressions: which sounds like the most extensive sidewalk painting to date. The letters were three and one-half inches high.
In addition to the classified ads, so genused in the South. Mr. Harrison got
a streamer over each page.

erally'

November

IS,

MO

l'C2
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Texas Plaza Toros
Is
John

Correctly

Done

National

Theatre,
Breckenridge, Texas, knows a bullfight when
he sees one, and he added some neat trimmings to the general plaza idea for “Blood
and Sand.” For one thing, he substitutes
“boletas” for “tickets” over the box office
window, and the two entrance doors are
“entrada del sol” and “entrada de sombre,”
in other words to the sunny and shady sides
of the arena, the shady side commanding a
higher price than seats where the sun shines
in the eyes of the spectators.
The lobby was built in with a falsework
and the lighting was the long, slender tube
lights, dyed green to heighten the effect.
Red and green draperies were used inside
of the openings, and the stills and cutouts
are mounted to suggest that they show
through the broken masonry.

HERE

IS

A CRACKERJACK LOBBY ON “BLOOD AND SAND”
is

This was used by the National Theatre, Breckenridge, Texas, and is a falsework top
and sides. The stills and cutouts show through apparent breaks in the plastering,
and the lettering is the real Spanish.
of yesteryear.’’
style
of the
The main streets were painted every few
blocks, the words being fifteen feet apart
and starting with the first word, so that it
interpretation

Used House Drapes
for

Window Display

1922

C.

Through

Anniston, Ala.,

fore the two-day engagement.
In the lobby he arranged a niche, on a

!

platform, making this of a set of curtains
taken from one of the boxes, and backing
with white crepe paper. It contained a
it
cutout of Miss Talmadge, and was so shallow that no special lighting was required.

When the film opened he took the drapes
over to a local store and set in place of
the cutout a wax figure, dressed in hoopskirts and with a wig curled as shown in
Miss Talmadge
The backing was replaced by a black
ground touched with gold, which also was
made the general color scheme, a lettered

the photographs of

in

this

play.

card done in gold on black telling that the
On
star played a girl of 1850 and of 1922.
either side of the display was a single model
of the fall styles with the semi-hoopskirt
one of which was given a card
effect,
"The modern
lettering
the
bore
which

I

Smilin’

Go
Let’s

These were half the stre.et width in town
and full width in the suburbs.
The photograph shows how the^ garden
effect was carried out in the marquise.

Now

for ^^The Storm

Houston, Charles McFarland, of
the Queen Theatre, and Wakefield, the Universal exploitation man, collaborated on
"The Storm” and got a lot of talk by offering $50 in prizes for the best stories of
storms, a local paper being hooked to the

Down

in

idea.

Storm warnings were thrown on the sidewalk by means of a stereopticon, and were
inserted in the weather reports, and a lobby
display was built to show the
the lighting being all in red.

the

In spite of the pretentious effect, the cost
placed at below $15.

Dug Lobby Floor
to Make Display
According

to the First National ExploiDoric theatre, Toronto, a suburban house, dug up a portion of its lobby to
make a garden display for “Smilin’
Through.” The floor was tiled and a square
of about ten feet was raised to permit sodding as a foundation for the gate set.
Possibly the management figured that the
stunt would impress the patron, but it would
have been much more simple to have made a
box of the same size, filled it with dirt for
a few inches, laying the sods on that and
banking in with moss.
If the stunt possessed any value at all it
was in the advertisement gained while the
setting was being prepared. Apart from this
the idea h.rs no real advantage over the

forest

fire,

box

plan.

Eddie Collins, of the Rialto theatre, Dennison, Texas, figured that half a cage would
do for Gloria Swanson, so he built it on a
half circle and backed it against a sateen
ground with a cutout of the star. It carried out the idea and cost only $3.
It was
not as good, perhaps, but it was good
enough to hit up the receipts about ten per
cent.

OP a

TWO OF THE STUNTS ROY SMART USED ON
it’s

of

tation, the

showed

Smart, of the Noble Theatre,
got ready for Norma Talmadge m “Smilin’ Through” he started with
a house trailer two and a half weeks ahead,
and worked in with slides the last week be-

When Roy

Victor,

“SMILIN’

THROUGH” AT THE NOBLE THEATRE

well
in Anniston, Ala., because it has not been shown there before, and an intelligent campaign shot the receipts
per cent, increase. The window display was first used in the lobby, and then moved to a store to hook in to the
modified hoopskirt idea in the current season’s styles. The effect was much richer than the photograph suggests.

new down

above the

fifty
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Hyman Had Hook-up
for **Old Homestead**
Of course, Brooklyn is not precisely New
York. It is a part of the greater city, but
the papers are not quite so hard boiled, but
even at that a hook-up page is something
to tie bouquets to, and Edward L. Hyman
landed a hook-up page for real estate
dealers.

He ran out of real estate men before he
ran out of space, but a dry goods store was
glad to come in to remark that it could
furnish the Old Homesteads once they were
built, so the page was 100 per cent.
Eddie
paid for a generous centre space and was
given a good play in the heading in return,
the top strip reading, “See Denman Thompson’s ‘The Old Homestead’ at the Brooklyn
Mark Strand Theatre today and learn of
the advantages and affections fostered by a
home.”
Below that the page was
going to the show and the remainder to a continuation of the home argument, the ribbon dropping two inches.
This might not be much in a smaller place,
but it counts in Brooklyn.

good

half

split,

A ParamomU

Relen-’se

A CLEVER UTILIZATION OF A CUTOUT ON “PINK GODS”
Planned by Frank

J.

Miller,

of

The background

Augusta, Ga.

translucent cloth, illuminated from behind, and the pink diamond
as well as the jeweled ball above, whic h carries on the idea.

is

is

replaced

by

Drumming Up Trade

also back-lighted,

Mod jeska

Theatre.

One

This Looks

Good

Although the First National press story
lacking in detail, it suggests the germ of
good idea used by the Virginia theatre,
Champaign, 111., for “The Bond Boy.”
It will be recalled that a shadow effect
is strikingly used in the play.
The Virginia
used a three sheet cutout in a shadow box
which swung to and fro, alternately comis

a

ing into the rays of a spotlight and passing
into the darkness on either side. Just how
this was arranged is not told, but screens
on either side will probably give the desired
effect and permit movement to
attention value of the cutout.

augment

he writes that they are opening the
feature on Saturday now and that they like
it so well most of the other San Francisco
houses have followed suit.
We believe that the Jensen & Von Herberg houses were the first to adopt the
Saturday opening that they might get the
two big days on the early part of the run
and "profit from the word of mouth advertising from the larger crowds.
Did you ever think it over? It’s a great
scheme.
line for

Changed

the

A

the

Town

San

Francisco last
summer we told Milt Samis, of the Roth &
Partington houses, about the Saturday
opening idea, in discussing the handicap of
having to advertise two shows in the Sat-

urday and Sunday

in

Cyclone Policy

Peoria, 111., well removed from the
cyclone belt, the Palace theatre took out a
cyclone insurance policy because of the big
blow in “The Old Homestead.” They professed to be afraid that the wind would
blow the house down. The agent made no
charge for the policy; which was framed
and exhibited with a tie-up card for the big

wind

in

in

Make

editions.

Milt evidently took the idea along up the

the

drumming

device.

a

the picture.

the insurance agent

come

in

with

hook-up advertisement.

was

noisy, but
general such
exploitation will not attract the persons best
able to enjoy a production of this nature.

seemingly

efficient,

Shoed
Out

When we were

of the music stores in Pittsburgh has
mechanical drum in which an electrical
device replaces the sticks. The First National’s Pittsburgh exploiter tied the store
to copies of the plugger song for “The
Eternal Flame,” stuck in a cutout of the
branding scene and switched the juice into
a

It

though

the

in

Show

•Adapting a stunt from the plan book, the
Capitol Theatre, New Bedford, Mass., took
the “the old shoes pay for the new shoes”
idea into the lobby.
A bed was placed in the lobby and below was a pair of old shoes as shabby as
could be found, alongside a pair of dainty
new pumps. A sign on the footboard told
the line, w’ith a suggestion that the play be
witnessed to see how it w’as done.

The phonograph hook-up was employed
as well as the “Remembrance” contest, the
latter proving very popular with the newspaper readers.

STORM

.4

Unix-erxai Release

THE LOBBY DISPLAY AND A WINDOW ON “THE STORM” FROM THE STRAND THEATRE, MEMPHIS
The displays were planned by H. B. Clarke, who got the window for three weeks for this attraction and ran on the single display.
The lobby was made to match the window and so capitalize the earlier display. Evidently it did, for the picture played to a
strong business throughout the week.

November

Plays

18,

Up
thrills

Fast MaiV*

to

sell

a

melodrama

is

idea, but it was very capably carried
by Loew’s Palace Theatre, Washington, when “The Fast Mail” was the attracOne is sold in picture and the others
tion.
on catalogue, but only the four big punches
are used, where the play offers many more.

new

no

out

DANGER

WORLD
sold in greater detail with the smaller print.
half of the space does all the
reel selling needed.
The rest is merely to
assure the reader that his first impression
is
correct, and to clinch the sale of the
story. The cut alone can do a lot of selling,
for the figure shows Miss Dana in the type
of character in which she excells and her

Striking Figure Is

Thrills

in **The
Using the

MOVING PICTURE

1922

The upper

a Real Sales Asset
This figure of Viola Dana in “The Five
Dollar Baby” has been used m many displays and always to advantage.
This is
from the Ohio Theatre, Indianapolis, and is
one of the best handlings, but it seems difficult to turn out a poor advertisement with

man who

ACTION!!-SPEED!!!
SEE THE

know

that she must be good. The
does not follow the stars with
the avidity of a fan will be attracted by
the pose and women will declare her to be
“cute,” so everyone will be reached for a
sale.
This advertisement is a striking example of the fact that a good single figure
will generally sell better than an elaborate
scene with many small figures. There are,
of course, exceptions to the rule, but not

followers

TMHILMG lIXiaMO STEEPLECHASE!

SEE THE MCING HIVEI STEAMBOAT EXPLODE!
SEE THE DAHEBEVIL LEAPTOASPEEDIHOTUIH!

many.

—P. T. A.—

SEE THE GREATEST MELODRAMA EVER FILMEIM

SEE

Gets Matinee Crowds

Sn. ItvinS.C!hkb!5
eelalratcd story

THE FAST MAIL

o£ a Heart
Hook,.

ixv

With Reduction Ads.
Ralph Ruffner, of the Capitol Theatre,
Vancouver, knew that he could do a good
night business with “Manslaughter” if only
he could get the play talked about. He
made a splash ad down seven columns of
an eight column sheet, pulling his top lines
from the Paramount display in the Saturday Evening Post and getting most of the
rest, including his art work, from the plan
book and stills, throwing in the personal
guarantee.
Probably he did not refer to
Miss Joy when he talked about the “Big
Bertha of the films,” but that reminiscent
line seems to have helped to put it over.
But his best bet was a 105 line by two
which offered a slight reduction in price
at the early matinees. That got the women
in, and the matinee business is not often
good in Vancouver. It is not one of those
towns where the women and the night
workers fill the house. Here in New York
more than half the matinee audiences are
composed of men who work nights, but
most of Vancouver goes to bed when it
gets dark and if Ruff could sell his matinees

lhe$

,

Do lou Know
rhat You Can
Pawn a Baby?

MMK tCMCTT

OOME0T
FAUCE SYMFHMY OiPHClTU-OninmE, ‘7NQ9IM0. ICON AND NIOHT

LOEWS PALA^ THEATER
,4.

Fux Release

A MELODRAMA PUNCH
and in a type display the list can be exBui
tended to cover the loss of the cut.
the cut has a selling value of its own,
Races with
familiar as situation now is.
trains abound in melodrama, yet somehow
they seem not to have lost their punch, and
the Palace not only puts it over, but links it
closely to the title, which is well displayed
in spite of a slight crowding of the space,
a 120 by 3.
It is a good example of clean
cut work along conventional lines where
the conventional is apt to be the best seller.

—P.

r.

A

A Met!

0

Release

for thirty cents, he not only made money
on those, but he brought in a better night
business, for the women went out and
talked. Ruff cannot use many of the jazzy
lines with which he is best known.
The
town is too conservative, so he has to think
of other ideas, but he manages to keep the

A CHARACTERISTIC ADVERTISE-

MENT

this

as

about
is

sold

a foundation.
What we like best
this display is the way in which it

on the heavy face type and then

—
A ONE-WAY TICKET TO THE THRILLS OF YOUR YOUTH
TEMPLE SUPER-PLA Y
_

Sells *Old Homestead^

IS THIS

on Chief Character
This is the display used by the Temple
Theatre, Toledo, on “The Old Homestead,”
which it played in advance of New York.
Several other houses have taken the same
general idea, though this has been adapted
from the press book to the Temple general
design. The lettering for the title is good,
but the star names should have been set
into the oval in type rather than in hand
letters.
think that the best selling
should mention the transformations and
improvements wrought by the director and
)cenarists.
This should be done in such a
tvay as not to suggest a material change in
the story, for there is none, but “The Old
Homestead” of the screen is a better and
stronger play than the drama of the stage,
and this fact should be made use of to get
a sale to those who may feel that the play
is old fashioned.
It makes a good display,
but there is more to be said in the selling
talk than has been written into most advertisements up to date. It is worthy of a
better recornmendation, though overpraise
is to be avoided.
Tell them it is good, but
do not tell them what a really fine production it really is.
Concentrate on the first
day s business, and those who come then
will do the remainder of the selling
for

We

you.

Here's the Isunort^ dr&zna thst

fifled

American hearts with tears and gladness for
fifty years. Now, at last, given on the screen
the magnificent production

its

story merits.

With th« grcfttoat of ell cbaracUr acton, Theo*
Sore Boboru, plajiag belovod TTsclo Jo«h, and a par*
tact

cut

of favorltea is tha other

fajsou

A wonderful eotartaimsent
I

^

mamor7

roloa.

that will ellBg to

you

forever.

A

^sJl^

Paramount Picture

Week

Starting

Tomorrow
HATITOEa
All Be*U, 2So

EVBNmoS AND

SITNDAT

BaleoDjr, 2So

:

'Sp itATTHeTFMPiECM

.-1

Paramount Release

ONE OF “THE OLD HOMESTEAD” DISPLAYS

Main Floor. BOe

MOVING
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business up to the top. He has a new form
of personal guarantee. It is the old moneyback idea, but is headed “A statement.
Bac’ ed by a guarantee” and is signed by J.
It
R. Muir ’ and himself, as managers.
starts off “Manslaughter is the greatest
all-around picture ever presented in Vancouver. You can believe that implicitly, or
your money back if you should believe that
your confidence in our advertising has been
abused.” It goes on to tell of the special

WORLD

PICTURE

would have not only obviated this but would
have been an additional selling point. Picture audiences are queer people. They are
narrow in their general li ces and broad
in their disli es, and yet they can be sold
on costume plays if they are sold on the
right angles.
Here there is nothing but a
blurb about Tom Moore that will not sell
him to any one who does not already like
him, and there is nothing else to hang a
tic :et sale upon.
No stranger is going to

buy
same
in

tic

But
happened

18,

1922

apparent that something
sha e up the houses a
little, for now it is possible to read the argument and to tel! almost at a glance what
attraction is being shown. The spaces have
ductions.

has

it

is

to

miUION dollar TKfAiR?
-atthe request

—

for “Tom Mooie again the
with the same golden smile, but

ets

Tom

Xovemlser

The same man might

a kind of part.”

l&leiitiao
tn.

BLOOD
Sa,nd

FLASH!

xi/ncL

For 30c Today at 2;45

^

Jessetlaslqr

CKLETPIAUlifS

k

witness the greatest picture over proplayed by our big
Aented in Vancouver,
Orcbeetra. and hear an opeaatlo number

You can

from I>ucla), soitg by sU
That's n real bargain.
Beat the night crowds.
Attend the Matinee
and be ahead
both In cash
and com*

(sexieite

artists.

rwitti

\Thomas

MpigliafT

Leatri«Joij“4 UisWilson.

lore.

*0CKT mst

aanmaoT nas ?

“Manslaughter
A Paramount

DE MILLE’S DAZZLING
INDICTMENT OF THE SPEEDLOVING LADIES OF TODAY.
CECIL

B.

Thomas Meighan heads an

to two columns in width, but they
come down most of the page, with the

still

Release

there
.4.

for

weeks

This

to

come.

— p.

T.

A.--

Busy Artist
Spoils a Display

The

Colonial Theatre, Innot afraid of work, but he
He wants to do it
is too darned willing.
all, even where the compositor at his worst
would be better than the artist at his best.
Mere willingness is of no value where it is
He set
not tempered by good judgment.
out to make a good job and he spoiled it
by wor’-'ing overtime. That bank about the
name should have been set in type instead
for the

artist

dianapolis,

is

It would have been more
of hand lettered.
easily read and you have to read to be
The title, too,
sold on this old time play.
is sunk into the still and is not saved much
by the outline so that the net result is that
if you
like
Moore you may be interested. This is not enough. Every angle
should have been sold to the limit, and the
points should have been sold in tj'pe.
In

—

Tom

some instances the old-fashioned costumes
have not been liked where a little advance
selling

of

the

old

and

Goldtcyn Release

TOO MUCH HARD WORK

an advertisement.
a lot more.

that

appeal to autoists, ministers, judges, policemen, and about all others, but the first lines
are what count. This is a better phrasing
than your mone}' back if you do not like
the refund back of the init, for it puts
tegrity of the house advertising rather
than behind tff#^ picture. In this phase it
will work for future advertising as well as
for the immediate picture whereas the usual
form benefits only the title being put over.
That “confidence in our advertising” is a
line worth spending dollars to the Capitol

costumes as a novelty

down

string

the

page,

which does not make for the best display.
Of the two the Rialto is the better because

—

There
p. r.

is

more

to

it

than

A.—

Jig saw puzzles still pull good business.
The Hippodrome Theatre, Cleveland, gave

News

$300 for prizes in a cut-up contest, with a cut of George .\rliss in “The
Man WTio Played God.” That was split
into

some

si.xty

prizes.

It

bought more

than $300 worth of publicity and gave the
News a good circulation feature as well.
The decision was based on the neatness of
the pasted puzzle plus a hundred word
story on the type of picture the competitor
liked best. That was supposed to give the
house a line on the taste of its patrons, but
most of them sought to curry favor b>' telling how much they liked Arliss, and that
phase fluked. That, however, was only a
by-product, so it did not matter.

— p.

T. .1.—

Grauman Displays
Are Much Improved
Recently we said

for

and

we bad stopped show-

ing the advertising for Granman’s Theatres.
I^os Angeles, because they were so poorly
done.
The last few examples have been
better, though they are still far from being
models. The fault with the Grauman stuff
has always been that there was too much
If they
art work and too little sales cop5'.
looked pretty on the cardboard before they
were sent to the printer, no one seemed to
care a whoop whether they looked well in
Probably no one knew.
the page or not.
Possibly they did not care, for Grauman
seems to pin his faith to prologues and pro-

for the

title,

the star

“Blood and Sand” form four

are set too close together
no white space against
which they may be shown, where the one
word title for the de !Mille plaj- gets a better chance at the glance because there is
white behind it.
Probabh- this just happened, because we do not believe that the
Grauman artist is capable of thinking in
terms of advertising, but hit upon a good
thej-

there

that

so

is

some happy accident.
hand lettered through
the
lower left hand corner
would have been much better had it been

placement

Jigsaw Once More
the

more room

is

title

lines,

he sold on a brisk story of the sort of costumes they wore in the eighties. He might
be interested in that and through that be
Evidently the Colonial
sold on the star.
thinks that a picture and some words is

THE MATINEE SELLER

they

that

result
You've never seen an 5^hing like it
SIMTJI/TANEOrS RUN IN 260 OP NORTH
AMERIC.^'S LEADING THF.\TREB

A Paramount

ADS.

been cut

alTstar

supporting cast

Capitol Theatre

Release

TWO GRAUMAN

through

The

entire space
panel :n the

put

in

is

type mortise.

a

The

V'alentino cut

an atrocity. If we were the Grauman
press agent and had that artist under us,
the Los Angeles papers would be filled

is

with stories of a murder that for brutality

and the refinement of torture would be unparalleled in the annals of crime. Just plain
killing is too good for a man who will take
money for perpetrating the advertising
ljutchery that is shown in many of the
Grauman spaces.

—P.

T. .4.-

*

Helped ^Grandma^s
Boy*^ to Clean Up
Although Harold Lloyd will sell himself
of the Noble Theatre, Anniston. .\la.. knew that intensive work would

Roy Smart,

sell a

lot

more

tickets, so

he waded

in.

grandmothers were admitted free the
first matinee between one and three, and
for the same performance he permitted a
local druggist to sell one hundred tickets
at one cent each.
In return the druggist
carried a three tens in the local paper and
gave over his best window.
Several furnishing stores also gave windows and in return were permitted to advertise that all men wearing one of their
new fall hats would be admitted free. This
also brought merchant advertising to back
All

up" ^fr.

Smart's displays.

The usual routine stuff and some smaller
extras were used, and at a cost of $17..30.
he put

it

over to a 65^r increase.

November

18,
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fiom the Shoulder Reports

Straight

T)epaHmeni Jor the Information
Van Buren Powell

Edited by A.

American Releasing
HIDDEN WOMAN. Most Americans have
been good but this must have been made bePatronage
fore Fido learned to bark.
poor. R. J. Relf, Star
family. Attendance
Theatre, Decorah, Iowa.
:

MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME.

Conven-

with a fair horse race.

tional blue grass play

Fair acting and a picture that did just fair
business. Only a program picture nothing
more, possibly not that. Advertising usual.
Patronage: health seekers and tourists. At-

—

:

Dave Seymour, Pontiac
tendance: fair.
New
Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake,
York.

REAL ADVENTURE.

This is a real prolots of favorable

Pleased all
PatronAdvertising: regular.
comments.
age: neighborhood. Attendance: fair. W.
Gem Theatre, Batesville,
Landers,
L.
Arkansas.

gram

picture.

:

F. B. O.
BARRICADE. Good
Attendance

pleased.

:

Patrons

picture.

Royal Theatre,

fair.

Reading, Pennsylvania.

AGE.

FOOLISH

picture.

that they
had the nerve to release it. Advertising:
small
Patronage
newspapers.
posters,
town. Attendance: poor. Arthur B. Smith,
Fenwick Theatre, Salem, New Jersey.

The most remarkable part being

:

GAY AND DEVILISH.

of pep
Harlan steals

Plenty

with some big laughs. Otis
Advertising:
the honors from Doris May.
Patronage average. Attendance
regular.
Thos. K. Lancaster, .•\pollo Theatre,
fair.
:

Gloucester,

New

Jersey.

LIFE’S GREATEST QUESTION. An exRoyal Northwest Mounted Police

cellent

Plenty of
picture starring Roy Stewart.
Adaction and extra good photography.
Patronage: neighvertising: threes, ones.
borhood. Attendance: good. E. W. KunTheatre, Beresford, South
dert. Empress

Dakota.

Not good
boost and not bad enough to

enough

to

knoc'c.

Just a picture.

Advertising:

slides,

Pat-

newspaper, photos and banner boys.
light.
Attendance
mixed.
ronage
Ben Theatre, Ilion, New York.

Big

:

:

COURAGE.
as the reports

got

it.

It

is

:

:

WOMAN

IN HIS HOUSE. Just as good
“Child Thou Gavest Me.”
The kid is
great and you can promise a lot on this one
as

Patronage: mixed.
Steve Farrar, Orpheum
Theatre, Harrisburg, Illinois.

Patronage health seekers and tourSeymour, Pontiac Theatre
Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

usual.

ETERNAL FLAME.

Fox

As good

BIG

a picture
but costume stuff don’t go
Advertisdirection perfect.

as they make,
here.
Acting,
Patronage: small
ing: usual.
tendance: poor for Talmadge.

Not up to Mix
Pleased sixty per cent. Would
Advertising: ones, three,
do in a pinch.
Patronage: small
photos, program, slide.
.Attendance
good.
R. K. Russell,
town.
Lyric Theatre, Cushing, Iowa.

At-

town.

Marsden

&

:

Noble, Noble Theatre, Marshfield, Oregon.

KINDRED OF THE DUST.

Very good

FIGHTING STREAK. Not up to the Mix
The people expect fun, not
standard.
Advertising: posters.
tragedjq from Mix.

outdoor story. Title not the best for those
not acquainted with the book bj’’ Peter B.
Kyne. Patrons went out complimenting it.
Miriam Cooper and Ralph Graves starred in
Patronage neighborhood. Admission
in.
Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield Theatre,
22c.
Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois.

MAN-WOMAN-MARRIAGE.

Patronage rural. Attendance fair. B. A.
Aughinbaugh, Communitj^ Theatre, Lewistown, Ohio.

:

sippi.

RELATIONS.

FIGHTING STREAK. My

:

:

MIDNIGHT BELL. Good Ray

picture.

Mystery plot. Two days of nice business
here.
Music played to action helps 100%.
Advertising:
comments.
favorable
,\11
usual billing. Patronage small town. AtWharton,
L.
E.
tendance: exceptional.
Orpheum Theatre, Glasgow, Montana.
:

PENROD.

good, but
death account of high rental.
Advertising: six, three,
me.
\’'ery

I

starved to

No more
ones,

for

slide,

Patronage all classes. Attendance
Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre,
Baltimore, Maryland.
:

:

fair.

POLLY OF THE FOLLIES.

it the best thing of
My patrons
ever run.
praised it very highly and asked for more
regular.
Advertising
of the same kind.
Patronage small town. Attendance good.
L. E. Silverman, Columbia Theatre, Skamokawa, Washington.

we have

Katherine

Here

is

one

your audience will like. Pleased 100%. Thas.
L. Haynes, Town Hall, Old Lyme, Connecticut.

SKY PILOT.

Very

good production.
Advertising:
Pleased.
Patronage small town. Attendregular.
ance good. W. F. Pease, Centennial Theatre, Lowell, Wisconsin.
Plenty

of

action.

:

MacDonald has been seen here lately in
some “awful bloomers.” This is better, but
the patrons here remember the past and patronize accordingly and while this is better
than some of the others I suffered because
of the inferior product shown before. This
A,dvertising
is
a fair program picture.
_

:

STAR DUST.

Patronage

small town. -Attendance
Liberty
Pruett,
Theatre,
Roanoke, .Alabama.

usual.

good.

:

:

F.

J.

FOOTFALLS. Fox

should be ashamed of

selling such a picture as this is. For me, a
Direction
failure entirely in title, picture.
Advertising: photos, ones, newsrotten.
Patronage general. Attendpaper, slide.
:

ance poor.
Mt. Morris,

Chas. Martin, Family Theatre,

:

New

York.

HONOR FIRST. John Gilbert is fast becoming a favorite with my patrons. Had a
lot of comments on this picture.
AdvertisPating: two ones, one three, set llxl4s.
ronage mixed. Attendance good. (White
Chas. F.
population of this town 845).
Theatre,
Plaza
Punta Gorda,
Johnson,
:

:

LAST TRAIL. A picture that drew a
good Saturday ngiht house for us and gave
good satisfaction. Advertising: six, ones,
Patronage
photos.
small town.
Attend:

ance

:

POLLY OF THE FOLLIES.

said

Florida.

Very good

comedy drama, consider
kind

patrons

was the best Mix ever made. Pleased
100% and that’s saying a whole lot for Mix
Business good and the
in this little town.
Advertising:
price was right on this one.
this

Very good

Attendmixed.
Patronage
ance very good. Louis Pilosi, Pilosi’s Theatre, Old Forge, Pennsylvania.
threes.

:

:

drama but a little long. But my patrons
Some
were well satisfied with this one.
commented on it. Advertising: newspaper,
ones,

TOWN ROUNDUP.

standard.

:

I had passed this one up but
were good I went back and
a good picture but failed to

kick.

:

Dave

:

draw. In fact, we got express only out of
Patronage:
Advertising: posters only.
it.
poor.
W. _E.
Attendance
neighborhood.
Elkin, Temple TEeatre, Aberdeen, Missis-

DOMESTIC

We

:

its

First National

only

Pleased

cent.

and never have a
Attendance fair.

lobby.

QUEEN OF THE TURF.

GIVES.

Distributor should
Talmadge valuations in

per

fifty

revise the Norma
the small towns.
lose money on all her
pictures. Consequently, we shall use something else that will entertain just as much
and leave a little profit for us. Advertising:
Patronage
small
posters,
press,
slide.
town. Attendance poor. Chas. W. Lewis,
I. O. O. F. Hall, Grand Gorge, New York.

:

Remarkable

WOMAN

THE
about

Sincere exhibitors are sending
these tips to help you book your
show. Their reports are printed
without fear or favor.
If a pic*
ture is good, bad or ordinary, you
will find it out here.
Turn about
is fair play; let these exhibitors
guide your bookings, and in turn
let’s hear from you.

ists.

Associated Exhibitors

Exhibitors

Only a fair picture. Advertising: usual.
Patronage: resort.
Attendance: fair. J. H. Holeman, Auditorium
-Theatre, Dawson Springs, Kentucky.

line,

good.
Texas.

Pace, Jettie Theatre,

S. S.

:

Tex-

LAST TRAIL. Very

good picture. Speto a nice business two days. Patronage
general.
Attendance
very good.
H. Blair, Majestic Theatre, Belleville,
S.

cialed

it
:

:

Kansas.

LITTLE MISS SMILES. Poor
for a

program

excuse

Didn’t please at all.
Weak plot, poorly played. For me, no good.
.Advertising: ones, threes, slide. Patronage:
small town.
Attendance: poor (the title
killed

it,

picture.

thank goodness).

A-Muse-U

C.

C. Johnson,

Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

OATHBOUND.
Farnum

series.

Advertising:

First of 1922-23 Dustin
Excellent program feature.

usual,

posters.

Patronage:

MOVING PICTURE

264
mixed.

Royal
York.

Attendance: fair.
Jack Kaplan,
South Fallsburgh, New

A

Betty Blythe sure
“knockout.” The chariot race was
Balance nothing out of the ordinary,
fair.
Advertisexcept the dazzling costuming.

Get-Together Place Where
Talk Things Over

We

Can

:

well that he gets all tFe space that
can be spared, and this week instead of chatting between ourselves,
let’s
all
consider
Mr.
Haynes’ worth-while letter on the
next page.

Cushing, Iowa.
a

little

Liked by those who
Westerns. Advertising: newspaper and
Patronage mostly men. Attendposters.
ance good. Louis Pilosi, Pilosi’s Theatre,
Old Forge, Pennsylvania.
better than his others.

like

:

:

OF

SHACKLES

GOLD. Good

VAN.

Wm.

picture that drew a little more than
average business and pleased all. Adver-

sheet, newspaper, slide.
Patronage: college
town. Attendarice fair. O. T. MacMillan,
Crescent Theatre, Ithaca, New York.

SHERLOCK BROWN.

Bert Lytell is
opinion story very
impossible.
In fact, so poor it was funny.
Patronage: general. Attendance: fair. Jno.
W. Creamer, Strand Theatre, Chillicothe,
Missouri.
falling rapidly.

Patronage:
methods.
ordinary
Attendance good. E. W. Collins,
mixed.
Liberty Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.

Paramount
PatronDaniel
Buss, Star Th<^atre, Tonawanda, New York.

BREAKING POINT.

Moore, as
usual, always good. Drew well and pleased
everybody: what more do you want? AdPatvertising: slide, paper and photos.
ronage: all classes. Attendance: good. A.
E. Rogers, Temple Theatre, Dexter, New
York.

BEATING THE GAME. A

clever picture

Pleased those who saw it.
Patronage: general.
Attendance: fair.
C. R. McCown, Strand
Theatre, Nashville, Tennessee.
that

satisfies.

Advertising:

usual.

Irish romance that
to delight our patrons. Not big, but
Patronage:
Advertising: usual.
pleasing.
E. W. Collins,
mixed. Attendance poor.

souri.

EAST LYNNE. Most of my patrons enjoyed it as they had read the story of same,
and even the ones that had not read it enjoyed it as well. -A very good production.
mostly
Patronage
ladies.
.Attendance
good. Frank Fera, Victory Theatre, Rossiter, Pennsylvania.
:

:

Grand Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.

FACE OF THE WORLD.

The only good
the name.

But
Advertising:
had no complaints on it.
newspaper, ones, threes, llxl4s. Patronage:
Attendance
good.
Louis
mostly ladies
Pilosi, Pilosi’s Theatre, Old Forge, Pennpart of this production

is

:

GLORIOUS FOOL.

A

very good little
You will not ma’^e a mistake to
picture.
Attendsmall town.
Patronage
play it.
ance poor, but not on account of picture;
all who like pictures seem to have Dengue
Mrs. J. D. Dunaway, Arcade
fever here.
Theatre, Summerville, South Carolina.

sylvania.

JACK

:

:

MR. BARNES OF

NEW

YORK. An

old
one held up and recently released. Killed
Tom Moore here. Patronage family. AtR. J. Rclf, Star Theatre,
fair.
tendance

PENALTY.

Lon Chaney’s acting great.
As good as
Picture pleased 100 per cent.
.Advertising: three, ones,
most specials.
Patronage: small town. Attendance:
D. W. Strayer, Monarch Theatre, Mt.
Joy, Pennsylvania.
slide.
fair.

TOBY’S BOW. A

well acted, entertaining
Tom Moore picture. Patrons well satisfied,
Poor title; did not
pleased 100 per cent.
draw. Hard to advertise picture with this
kind of title. Ran two-reel comedy with it.
Advertising: ones, threes, slide. Patronage:

small town.

Attendance:

A-Muse-U

fair.

C. C.

John-

Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

YELLOW MEN

AND GOLD. If it is adventure and action you want, you will get
both in this one. Pleased about 75 per cent.
Thos. L. Haynes, Town Hall, Old Lyme,
Connecticut.

Wid Gunning,
FROM

Inc.

GOD’S COUNTRY. A nice
picture and made us a little money.
Anima.s take here and draw the crowds.
Advertising
Got this very reasonable.
good. Patronage: village and country. At-

GIRL

little

dandy Hallow-

OTHER WOMEN’S CLOTHES. A

good
above the average program mate-

picture,

rial.
The star is as pretty as they make
them, and a good actress, too. (Mabel BalPatronage: rural. Attendance: fair.
lin).
B. A. Aughinbaugh, Community Theatre,
Lewistown, Ohio.

SLIM SHOULDERS. A

very good pic-

pleased good busiture with Irene Castle
ness prevailing.
William Noble, Empress
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
:

Decorah, Iowa

son,

.A

munity Theatre, Lewistown, Ohio.

:

:

LANTERN.

picture.
Plenty of fun and mystery.
.Advertising: posters. Patronage: rural AtB. A. Aughinbaugh, Comtendance: fair.

e’en

HEAD OVER HEELS.

Just an ordinary
comedy. Patrons did not leave theatre with
much praise. Advertising: usual. Patronage: better class. Attendance: fair. K. H.
Sink, Wayne Theatre, Greenville, Ohio.

O’

bit

with

this

it

chusetts.

Absolutely the worst

niece of cheese for me seen in years.
No
story, acting rotten.
Advertising: ones,
threes, photos, newspapers, lobby. Patronage: mixed.
Attendance: fair.
Jno. W.
Creamer, Strand Theatre, Chillicothe, Mis-

COME ON OVER. An

seemed

Got

flopped hard on week’s stand. Picture
good but not exceptional.
Advertising:
heavy, all types. Attendance poor. L. R.
Barhydt, Empire Theatre, Salem, Massaas

:

Hodkinson

Goldwyn

picture in

every respect.
Advertising: big.
age: mixed.
Attendance: good.

BLOOD AND SAND.
good.
Lindrud & Guettinger.
Cochrane Theatre, Cochrane, Wisconsin.

tendance:

:

BEATING THE GAME. Tom

my

In

BLOOD AND SAND. Very good

Farnum
tising:

so-called acting.
Pleased the
mostly.
Advertising: twenty-four
:

:

Good Western,

Did not come up to the expectations.

women

Mr. Thos. L. Haynes, Town
Hall, Old Lyme, Connecticut, says
all that is to be said, and says it so

ing: threes, six, 11x14, cards, papers, slides,
Attendcountry.
Patronage
programs.
ance good. R. K. Russell, Lyric Theatre,

1922

18,

Too much

Between Ourselves

a

ROUGH SHOD.

November
diocre.

Theatre,

QUEEN OF SHEBA.

was

WORLD

BLOOD AND SAND.

A

W.

Mayhew, Broadway Theatre,

H.
Texas.

Metro
Pleasing proAdvertispicture with funny finish.
ing: twenty-four sheets, photos, newspapers.
Attendance: good. J.
Patronage: mixed.
Kenrick, Strand Theatre, Ithaca, New York.

gram

Cisco,

BORDERLAND.

Pleased about sixty per
Well produced and acted,
but many opinions were “too much of the
beyond stuff.”
.Advertising: usual.
Patronage health seekers and tourists. Attendance fairly good. Dave Seymour, Pontiac
Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

cent, of patrons.

:

:

A

BRIDE’S PLAY.

rather ordinary story
splendidly staged and produced.
It
failed to get usual patronage.
Advertising:
regular, mailing list, etc.
Patronage: small
fair.
town.
Attendance
H. S. Stansel,
Ruleville Theatre, Ruleville, Mississippi.

very

:

PLAY. A

BRIDE’S

good

Paramount

picture but this print was ruined by cutting; absolutely ruined the picture. Advertising: ones, newspaper, photos, etc.
Pat-

ronage: country town.
Attendance: fair.
H. V. Harvey, Palace Theatre, Dixon, California.

FOR THE DEFENSE.

Not up to the

Patronstandard set by Famous Players.
.Attendance: fair.
Fred S.
age: mixed.
Widenor, Opera House. Belvidere, New
Jersey.

THE GOLEM.

For me, the biggest piece
ever ran. Don’t boost it. Adlobby, newspaper.
Patronage:
mixed. Attendance very poor. O. W. Harris, St. Denis Theatre, Sapulpa, Oklahoma.

of cheese
vertising:

ALIAS LADYFINGERS.

Can hardly express

this picture’s value, as I broke all attendance
records with it at raised prices. Everyone
pleased: came to see it a second time in
several instances. Stars draw.
box office
magnet, a money maker if exploited right.
Advertising: lobby display, threes, regular
advertising, cut outs, 2,000 heralds.
Patronage: mixed. Attendance: biggest ever.

I

:

HELIOTROPE. A good

picture that really

Did not draw well and
Patronage: small town.
failed to please.
L. M. Zug, Rialto Theatre, Jerome, Idaho.

up to the press boo •. I went out after
It pleased in
it strong and sure got results.
our town 100 per cent. .Advertising c.xtra
heavy. Patronage small town. .Attendance
very good. L. E. Silverman, Columbia Theatre, Skamo'.'cawa. Washington.

GLASS HOUSES. Typical Viola Dana
They like
picture which went over good.
Adevrtising: regular.
Patthe star here.
ronage average. Attendance good. Thos.
K. Lancaster, .Apollo Theatre, Gloucester,
New Jersey.

wonderful story and well acted. Aliss Swanson is very popular here. Pleased 100 per
.Advertising: lobby, newspaper, twencent.
Patronage
mixed.
ty-fours and cutouts.
.Attendance good. O. W. Harris, St. Denis

CONQUERING POWER.
it

proved a

As

a

special

failure.

:

:

PEACOCK ALLEY,

(Alae Murray, star).
Metro picture we ever ran that
Exploitation
windid not lose us money.
dow cards, billboards, photos, liberal newspaper space, heralds and slides. Patronage:
Attendance good.
Big Ben Themixed.

The

first

:

atre, Ilion,

New

:

:

:

HER HUSBANDS TRADEMARK.

A

:

:

Theatre, Sapulpa, Oklahoma.

HOME

STRETCH. Somewhat old but a
very good picture of the regular program
variety.
Horse race is a thriller. Patronage small town. Attendance good. A. La
Community Theatre, Bethel, Con\ alia.
:

:

necticut.

York.

PEACOCK ALLEY.

lived

For

me, just

me-

LADIES

MUST

LIVE.

Entertaining;

well

Mu

iv/z

JMovember
but

i?cted,

rather

far

fetched.

will not likely

go over

story

Needs gcnd music:

on it’s own merits. Advertising: lobby only.
Patronage mixed. Attendance good (fair
L. A. Hoover, Allen Theatre,
in town).
Farmington, New Mexico.
:

.A mighty

will please everyone.
Don’t be afraid of this one; it’s among the
Dunlap, Dunlap Theatre,
T.
E.
best.
Hawarden, Iowa.

good melodrarna that

OUR

LEADING

CITIZEN.

Excellent
pleased and

Everybody

drama.

Advertising: regular. Patronage:
Attendance: good. F. S. Widenor,
Opera House, Belvidere, New Jersey.

satisfied.

mixed.

PINK GODS. Not

Hebe Danthough I don’t
know why. Advertising: slide, newspaper,
twenty-four sheet. Patronage college town.
Attendance good. O. T. MacMillan, Crescent Theatre, Ithaca, New York.
iels

so good.

failed to please this time

:

:

RED PEACOCK.
way

their

to tell

went

People

me how

rotten

it

out of
was. I
Did not

had been dodging it for some time.
Attendance poor. R.
advertise much.
Moore, Gem Theatre, Snyder, Oklahoma.
:

S.

SATURDAY

NIGHT. Some exhibitors’
reports were not favorable, but for us, the
picture was accepted by our patrons as being exceptionally fine. Advertising; extra.
Attendance;
class.
Patronage;
better
good. K. H. Sink, Wayne Theatre, Green\fille, O.

SATURDAY NIGHT.

.A-1 picture from
every standpoint. Pleased the better class.
Book this. Advertising, heralds, cards, etc.
Attendance, fair. J. I. McCarthy, Majestic
Theatre, Charleston, Tennessee.

SEA WOLF. Very good picture which
Advertising: heralds, photos
pleased 90%.
and paper. Patronage town. Attendance
Harry C. Waffle, Lyric Theatre,
good.
:

:

McIntosh, South Dakota.

A

SHEIK.

beautiful picture.
The scenery and setting were wonderful. Advertising: window cards, heralds, slide, photos.

Patronage

:

D. Purcell,
orado.

Attendance

mixed.

Muse-U

D.
good.
Theatre, Cortez, Col:

SIREN CALL.

Satisfactory production,
not as good as her “Moran” or “Woman
Who Walked Alone.” A fair program picture with good photography and a trite
story.
Don’t promise that it is the “greatest.”
How the “dizzy” press agent that
edits the press sheets you get overworks
the superlatives
Can’t you see them putting out the bunk?
Don’t it sicken you to
look their efforts over when you, the ex!

have to set advertisements for, say
four shows a week?
Patronage: rural
town. Attendance fair. Arthur Hancock,
Columbia Theatre, Columbia City, Indiana.
:

SOUTH OF SUVA. Very poor picture
Minter losing out.
Needs stronger cast
around her to keep up Minter prestige.
Attendance: fair. Jack Hoeffler, Orpheum
Theatre, Quincy, Illinois.

WOMAN WHO WALKED

ALONE.

Patronage
regular.
Attendance
Wm. H. Mayhew, Broadway Theatre,
:

Cisco, Texas.

Paths
LURE OF EGYPT. Pleased
cent.
A very good picture for

ninety per
reasonable

rental.

Advertising: photos, ones, bills.
Patronage
town.
Attendance
good.
Harry C. Waffle, Lyric Theatre, McIntosh,
South Dakota.
:

:

Selznick
EVIDENCE. We have
first

l

yy

c.

uK

u

£03

It

All

“Dezur Van: I say dezur because you have endeared yourself to we exhibitors with your Straight From the Shoulder Reports, and take my
pen in hand (or rather, typewriter), to say how much I appreciate these

reports and the good they accomplish.
“I think more of one of these reviews, straight from the exhibitor, than
I keep pretty close tabs on these reports
all the salesmen put together.
and find about 95 per cent, are right. Sometimes I find an exhibitor will
“pan” a picture because he had a poor house; in my opinion it is not what
pulls them but what makes them stay after you get them in, and tell you
how they like it when they go out, and Oh! What a Glorious Feeling!
“Many a picture 1 have cancelled or substituted after reading the com-

ments.
“1 take another trade paper which makes an attempt to give the exhibitor’s views but it does not say how the exhibitor or his patrons liked it,
which, in my opinion, is the most important ; and this paper is very seldom
read by me but goes in the files and becomes covered with dust.
“Not so with the World. 1 have now every issue for three years and
same is often referred to zmd when it comes the first thing 1 do is to turn
to the Straight From the Shoulder Reports.” Thos. L. Haynes, Old Lyme
Amusement Co., Old Lyme, Connecticut.
Exhibitor friends, you have made this letter possible.

audience.

Patronage
E.

fair.

Advertising: threes and ones.
Attendance
neighborhood.
W. Kundert, Empress Theatre,

:

Beresford, South Dakota.

ROAD TO AMBITION. A
program

fairly

to

play our

good

that can be
Advertising: slides, one
Patronage
small town.
Attendsheets.
ance good. D. W. Strayer, Monarch Theatre, Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania.
picture
said of this one.

that’s

;

THROUGH THE BACK DOOR.

tana.

Universal

:

DANGEROUS LITTLE DEMON. A

:

AN AWFUL

LOVE

IS
THING. A splendid picture featuring Owen Moore, and one
of his very best. This picture was screened
before a large number of invited guests and
the Oklahoma Theatre Owners and Managers Association by Selznick and Select
Pictures Corporation, with the compliments
of Manager Touchton, of the Oklahoma City
Local Exchange. The picture was good, very
good, and a good buy for any theatre, no
matter where located, and would bear a
return date later. William Noble, Skirven

Roof Garden, Oklahoma

City,

Oklahoma.

THE MOTH.

Unsatisfactory Norma Talmadge revival. Lots of adverse criticism
Advertising: regular.
Pafrom patrons.
tronage average. Attendance fair. Thos.
K. Lancaster, Apollo Theatre, Gloucester,
:

New

:

Jersey.

United Artists
Play

Pleased
Advertising: her-

it.

mailing list, etc.
Patronage
health
seekers and tourists.
Attendance: good.
Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful,
alds,

:

Saranac Lake,

New

LOVE LIGHT.

York.

Quite

old,

but

somehow

or other I had never booked it, but am
glad that I finally showed it. It is one of
the finest pictures ever seen here and men,
women and children all told me it was great.
Mary Pickford did some real acting in this.
If any other exhibitors have passed this
up as I did, they will make no mistake in
booking it and step on it heavy. Patronage: small town. Attendance: fair (stormy
weather).
A. La Valla, Community Theatre, Bethel, Connecticut.

—

THROUGH THE BACK DOOR.

Mary

Pickford usually good.
She seems to go
oyer good with my patrons, and the a-bove
picture pleased
all.
Patronage
mostly
ladies.
Attendance
very good.
Louis
Pilosi, Pilosi’s Theatre, Old Forge, Pennsyl:

vania.

fine

program

picture; was well received.
Advertising: regular.
Patronage: neighbor-

Attendance

hood.

Gem

fair.

:

W.

Landers,

L.

Theatre, Batesville, Arkansas.

DAUGHTER OF THE LAW.
good as

I

Not

as

expected and could not see much

would not recommend it.
on as a Commercial Club benefit
naturally had a full house but that did not
help us much. Lindrud & Guettinger, Cochto

Really

it.

Put

this

;

rane Theatre, Cochrane, Wisconsin.

DOCTOR
means
ports

JIM.

Pretty good, but by no

a special, for me, as some of the reclaim.
Patronage small town. At:

tendance good. R.
Snyder, Oklahoma.
:

S.

Moore,

MAN WHO MARRIED
WIFE. Frank Mayo

is

Gem

Theatre,

OWN

HIS

very good and his

support is excellent. A good story. Advertising: newspaper, slide. Patronage: family.
Attendance; good. Arthur G. Pearson, Melrose Auditorium, Melrose, Massachusetts.

MAN WHO MARRIED

LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY.
immensely here.

Very

pleasing picture. Liked better than “Three
Musketeers.”
One you can step out on.
Ran two days to good business. E. L.
Wharton, Orpheum Theatre, Glascow, Mon-

all

:

yet

Hammerstein which does not
“Evidence”
should
please
any

Elaine

satisfy.
i

uK

1

1

Mr. Haynes Says

hibitor,

Good.
good.

r

(j

i

:

LAW AND THE WOMAN.

comedy

y

HIS

OWN WIFE.

Judging from what my patrons said in regard to this one, it must be a humdinger
and should rank as a special feature at advance prices.

I

did

not

see

it

so

cannot

comment. Prices right on this, as they always are on Universals.
Advertising:
usual. Patronage small town. Attendance:
;

good.

J.

F.

Pruett,

Liberty

Theatre,

Roanoke, Alabama.

A

MAN WHO MARRIED

HIS

OWN

WIFE.

pretty good program picture.
This one
could have been done in three reels. Pleased

50%.
Some good comedy which
to put picture over.
Advertising:
slides,
ones,
threes.
Patronage:
small
town. Attendance
good.
D. W. Strayer,
Monarch Theatre, Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania.

about

helped

;

A

MAN WHO MARRIED

HIS

OWN WIFE.

pleasing program picture. Frank Mayo
does fine in this. Advertising; usual. Patronage: general.
Attendance: fair.
Jno.
W. Creamer. Strand Theatre, Chillicothe,
Missouri.

NOBODY’S FOOL. A new

star for

me
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Advertising
that got over very good.
Patronage small town. Attendregular.
:

ance

fair.

:

King

atre,

THE

Joy The-

Leslie Hables, Reel
City. California.

STORM. House

Matt
Peters,
Virginia \'alli.
Very few pictures surpass “The Storm” either in cast,
plot, direction, photography or continuity.
I venture to say that this picture will suit
all persons seeing it, with no regrets for
having done so. William Noble, Rialto The-

Moore and

OKlahoma

atre,

Oklahoma.

Cit 3%

TRIMMED. A

Hoot

Beh

class.

Western

Gibson

Olympic Theatre,

L. Morris,

BRING HIM

Good program

IN.

picture,

:

COURAGE OF MARGE O’DOON.
good picture but think seven

reels

Very

a

little

Curwood

pictures always take here.
Patronage: rural.
Adver'is.ng; ordinary.
H. G. Frisbee, ComAttendance: good.
munity Theatre, Meredith, New York.

TOO MUCH BUSINESS.

This

is

a very

good comedy-drama from beginning to end.
Book it jmu can’t go wrong. Everybody
;

Advertising: ones, threes, photos.

Patronage: mixed.
Cleva,

West

Jr.,

Attendance;
Theatre,

Enterprise

John

fair.

Glenalum,

Virginia.

and

A

(Vitagraph).

Semon comedy

(Pathe). Pleased
Kendrick, Strand Theatre,
York.

per cent.

New

Ithaca,

good.
D. W.
Mt. Joy, Pa.

Showed

J.

KIDS

Strayer,

a

(Goldwyn).—A
good half reel

Monarch Theatre.

TpRCHY’S BIG LEAD (Educational).
Decidedly inferior to Torchy’s other comedies. Advertising: usual.
Patronage; general.
Attendance: fair. Jno. W. Creamer,
Strand Theatre, Chillicothe, Missouri.

Serials
—

:

that

is

a

in

reel

Plenty of vim
Patposters.

this

is

a

(Cosmolemon serial.

Misrepresented to us; did not please. Vincent J. Votalats, Mj'rtle Hall, Thornton,

Rhode

Island.

TIMBER QUEEN
October twentieth.

also

/
••

to

;

:

ington.

State Rights
BETTER MAN WINS

(Standard). This
cleanest Western-Society
dramas run for a long time. It’s something
different.
You can play it as a Western or
as a Society drama.
It’s got action, good
moral.
Good enough for the better class
You can’t go wrong on this one.
houses.
Business good first daj' off, second day.
Get a six sheet on this. Will pull business.

one

the

of

;

Wm.

Thacher, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kan-

sas.

BLACK

SHEEP (Pinnacle). Just
Han with the usual punch
Han goes over big here.

an-

and
AdNeal
pep.
vertising: six, three, one, slide. Patronage:
all classes. Attendance: extra good. Stephen
G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore, Mary-

other Neal

land.

BUFFALO BILL (Universal). Ran two
episodes and it is fine running special
school chi'.drcn’s matinee at 3:30 p. m. Pack
the house. .Advertising: Buflfalo Bill hats;
regular advertising.
Patronage everybody.
.Attendance: good. J. S. Wadsworth, Republic Theatre, Great Falls, South Carolina.
For me,

with

“Hills of
splendid
picture.

it

fourteen hundred people on
opening the serial; theatre only seats 250.
Advertising: gave a two-cent flash package
of candy with every ten-cent ticket.
Patronage family. Attendance good. E. H.
Haubrook, Ballard Theatre, Seattle, Wash-

is

HANDLE WITH CARE
fifty

politan).

Larry
complete knockout;

two

an entire uproar.
Advertising;
vinegar.

house

Temple

Men,”

Missing

MADONNAS AND MEN
all

(Pathe). Started this
Stars right and every-

who saw
Film

highly.

poor

in

spots

it.

in

(Jans). Pleased
Several patrons praised it
fair

shape

;

photography

Advertising: ones, three, six,
Patronage
small town.
At-

screen ad.
tendance
fair.
C. C. Johnson,
Theatre. iMelville, Louisiana.
:

;

HOPE DIAMOND MYSTERY

Comedies
GOLF

E. Elkin,
Mississippi.

Played

pleased.

:

of topics of the day.
Advertising; one
sheet.
Patronage;
small.
Attendance;

nothing more. .Advertising; lobby and daily
papers. Attendance fair. A. R. Workman,
Coliseum Theatre, Marseilles, Illinois.

it.

W.

Attendance
good.
Theatre, Aberdeen,

good cartoon comedy also

Vitagraph

liked

neighborhood.

:

SHENANIGAN

Bellaire, Ohio.

long.

Exhibitors depend on these reports
for
their
booking tips.
Producers read them. Make your
reports honest, impartial, just.
They will help exhibitors and exert an influence for better bookings and better pictures.
ronage

picture and for us ranks with the real good
drawing c3rds. Ihis one is in line with
Gibson’s former pictures and is a dandy in
its

body

A-Muse-U

TAK'NG CHANCES

(Go'.drtone)— Dick
He
going to be a success.
his very best in this picture, and will

Talmadge
is

at

is

bear plenty of boosting. I don’t think any
audience will dislike this one. Mrs. J. D.
Dunaway, .Arcade Theatre, Summerville,

South Carolina.
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Consensus of Published Reviews
Here are extracts from news available at press hour from publications of the Industry boiled down to a sentence. They
present the views of Moving Picture World (M.P.W.); Exhibitors’ Herald (E.H.); Motion Picture News (N.>; Exhibitors
Trade Review (T.R.); Film Dally (F.D.)

Mixed Faces
— Fox 1,400 feet)
W. — Follows a popular trend
one

CWilliniii

and
M. P.
forarouses enough curiosity to make
of
implausibility
get almost completely the
th° tale
Russell good in dual role, but story
F. D.
is

—
role that
— A story with a dualnevertheless

a bit weak.

T

P.'.

is

too convincingiy told but

none
sup-

plies fairly good entertainment for those who
are not overly critical.
Fair entertainment.
E. H.
N.
If “Mixed Faces” had stuck either to
its comedy or its melodrama it would have
been more convincing.

—

—

The Man She Brought Back
— Playgoers Pictures —4,70(Featured
feet)
entertaining and
M.
W. — The picture
the emphasis upon ideals and sentiment will
some.
have a strong appeal to
of Northwest
F.
H — .^dd to the
Production,
Ca.st

is

P.

list

mounted stories this Playgoers
in which the hero runs true to form and
brings in his man.
Just another northwest mounted
F. D.
poPce nicture.
The production’s redeeming features
N.
consist of some very attractive wood land

—

—

exteriors.
An exciting picture with a romantic
T. R.
plot, liberally spiced with thrills, well di-

—

ected and handsomely photographed.

We
—

Till

Skin Deep

Meet Again

(Mac Marsh

Rii.ssell

M. P. W.

—

.\ss»ciated Fxhibitor.s—53-feet)
Has the popular note.
is richly staged, holds the inshould prove satisfactory enter-

—

E. H.
It
terest and

tainment.

—

Will offer very good entertainment
F. D.
for those who like a variety of situations

and atmosphere.
N.
Thrills, romance, mystery, a very fine
cast, excellent direction, photogipphy of a
very high quality, elaborate settings, a stir-

—

ring climax.

—

The numerous admirers of fast movT. R.
ing crook melodrama will find entertainment
exactly to their taste in this picture.

On

the

— I'arajnoiint—
— Plenty of sea thrills,

(Dorothy Dalton
P.
ness in
JI.

story.
F. D,

W.

o.O.IO

—

—

than usual interest.

tunity.
N.
This is a picture with punch plus.
It grips.
It’s different.
F. D.
Patriotic melodrama that will

—

.

.

.

...

draw

feet)

thoroughly live production, consistently good action and realistic atmosphere and thrills make it a sure-fire entertainment of its kind.
Rather light romantic fare buoyed
T. R.
up to level of agreeable entertainment
through the efforts of Dorothy Dalton. .Tack
Holt and Dlitchell Lewis.
Positively the most exciting story of
X.
the bounding deep that has ever been shown.
E. H.
A sea adventure story of more

—

—

T. R.
It is full of action, has some humor
and pathos, and should not only satisfy but
win real praise from the majority.
E. H.-— Presents exhibitors with unique
combination of a satisfactory picture and a
ready-made, high grade exploitation oppor-

big business in the right house.

a sh.arpcharacter contrasts and an absorbing

—

—

—

High Seas

—

(Milton Sills First National—G-50O feet)
M. P. W. In “Skin Deep.” Thomas H. ince
has' produced a film that, in its straightforward manner of story telling, stands alone
There is real drama and dfe
in the field.
throughout the six and a half reels, and
plenty of moments of suspense.

The Bond Boy
(Richard Hartheliness— First National

—

—

0,1)02

feet)

M. P. W. Barthelmess again scores a great
personal hit and does some exceedingly fine

work.

—Belongs to the better class. Henry
kind.
T. R. — Exhibitors cannot afford to overlook

X.

King doesn’t make any other

"The Bond Boy," which registers as one of
the season’s best attractions.
Barthelmess deserves better maF. D.
terial. but it may please his admirers.
E. H.
It Is a great drama and one that
will win further honors for this star.

—
—
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Newest Reviews and Comments
CHARLES
“One Week
Seiznick Feature

of Love”

“The Village Blacksmith”

iciuv
IN tuio
THIS ISSUE

3

With Elaine Hammerstein

and Conway Tearle

is

High Class

Fox

Danger

Point,
leasing)

Box-Office Picture
Reviewed by C.

S. Sewell

There are several points of interest in
“One Week of Love,” the new Seiznick
special, featuring Elaine Hammerstein and
Tearle, that should make it a big
box-office bet. First, there is a closely knit
dramatic story which holds the interest
with a large portion of the footage involving only the two leading characters. Then,
there is a very well handled railroad wreck
scene where the onrushing waters, resulting from a mountain flood, wash away a
This is spectacular and
trestle.
high
thrilling, and is decidedly unique in that
the train on which the heroine is riding,
does not stop at the edge of the bro ;en
part, but falls about a hundred feet into
the stream, from which she is rescued by
the hero after a desperate fight against the
raging torrent.
Added to this is the fact that it is a picture with a variety of atmosphere. It starts
off lice a light and airy society comedy
drama set amidst scenes of w'ealth and
This is followed by an
social splendor.
exciting aeroplane race in which the heroine
is lost in a fog, a scene which is well photographed. Then a thrill comes when a wing
of her machine breaks and it crashes into
a hut in the mountains of Mexico, w'hcre
she is taken prisoner by three rough men
who cut cards to see to whom she shall
belong.
The scenes in the lonely mountain hut, to
which the renegade American takes her,
and which result in his regeneration and her
awakening to the fact that she loves him
instead of the society swell to whom she is
Then follows a
engaged, are dramatic.
scene with a punch where the stranger
shows his nobility and her fiance shows
himself to be a cad. The action then takes
an unexpected twist and ends in thrilling
melodrama with the wreck and flood scenes.
This is a showman’s picture, containing
as it does, situations of a type which have
proven their box-office worth on the speaking stage. They have been skillfully combined into a coherent story, embellished with
the additional effects possible only in screen
productions so that they should get over
with even greater punch, which is accentuated by the unexpected thrill that comes
when the train plunges into the stream instead of stopping “just in time to save the
heroine.”
Credit is due to E. J. Montague and
George Archainbaud for a smooth-running
scenario, to George Archainbaud for his
skillful direction and to Jules Cronjager for
his excellent photography.
A feature of this production is the unusually small number of major characters,
which naturally concentrates the interest.
There are really only three of any importance, while only a few more have any individual
work.
Elaine Hammerstein is
attractive in the leading role, acts with intelligence and gives one of the best portrayals of her career. Conway Tearle gives
a noteworthy performance as the American
who became a renegade because of disappointment in love and is also regenerated
through love.
Hallam Cooley gives a
thoroughly satisfactory performance as the
girl’s fiance, who proves to be a cad, and

Conway

SEWELL iMitor of 9{_eviei\>S

S.

The (American Re-

Good Men and True (F. B. O.)
Lavender Bath Lady, The (Universal)

Love Gambler, The (Fox)

Man

of the

One Week

Moment

(Playgoers)

Love (Seiznick)
Village Blacksmith, The (Fox)
Young Rajah, The (Paramount)
Kate Lester

is

of

well cast as her aristocratic

aunt.

The Cast
ISetli

AVymi

dsiiiie Haiiiinersteiii

Conway Tearle

ICiick Feaniley
Fraiicisj Fraser

Mis. AVyiin

Story by E.

J,

Hallam Cooley
Kate Tester
Moiitaitiie and

George Archainbaud.
Directed by George Archainbaud.
licngth,

Feet.

The Story
Beth AVynn, pampered and blase

society

an exciting party agrees to marry
Francis Fraser if he beats her in an aerobelle, after

plane race. Becoming lost in fog, the wing
of lier macliine breaks and she crashes into
Three
a hut in the mountains of Mexico.
men claim her as a prize and cut cards for
her;
a Mexican wins, but the renegade
American, with a spark of pity, buys her
and takes lier to his isolated caliin. Loathing him, she gradually brings about the
awj,kening of his finer qualities long dormant and in the end comes to love him. Regenerated. he gives her back to her fiance,
but just as their train leaves word is brought
that a mountain flood is sweeping down on
the railroad. A high bridge is washed away,
the train plunges into the swollen stream.
The girl is rescued by the regenerated American who has reached the scene by means of
a short cut, while her fiance is washed away
by the raging torrent. With this crisis the
definite realization of their love comes to the

happy

“1923
fellow’s

pair.

Reviewed by C.

Through a typographical error, the length
“Wonders of the Sea” was shown in review in our issue of November 4 as two

of

This is a feature production, and the
exact length is 4,500 feet, and in justice to
Williamson Brothers and Submarine Films
we are pleased to make this correction.
The exact length of this picture as shown
on Broadway was 4,100 feet, and it was shown
on the same bill with a seven-reel feature
and two-reel comedy; but due to the unique
and intensely interesting nature of the film,
which
holds
the
spectator’s
attention
throughout, seemed to be very much shorter
reels.

than its real length.
This feature should prove a big box-office
attraction.
It has just completed a three
weeks’ run at the Reisenfeld theatres on
Broadway and enjoys the unique distinction
of being the only feature attraction that has
ever been presentedi at the Rialto', then
switched to the Rivoli and the following week
returned to the Rialto for a further engagement. C. S. S.

—

S. Sewell

Using as a basis Longfellow’s immortal
poem of the same title, William Fox has
produced “The Village Blacksmith” which
is now in the second week of an indefinite
run at the Forty-Fourth Street Theatre,
New York, and which is described on the
program as “a 1923 melodrama.” This expression aptly describes' it, for it is dashing, well-made, up-to-date, with plenty of
heart interest and touches of comedy, and
several thrills, and frankly melodramatic.
It is excellent entertainment for the masses
and contains the kind of material which
audiences have shown that they li.-te.
Practically everyone is familiar with the
this furnishes an excellent exploitation angle to build on and attract

poem and

patronage.
Naturally it was necessary to
elaborate on the poem which only furnishes
the main character, the village blacksmith.
Around him has been constructed a story
which in some respects resembles the big
Fox success, “Over the Hill,” but in this
instance it is the father who, through his
children, meets with various vicissitudes
fashioned by fickle fate.
He has three
children, one boy who is crippled while still
quite small, another who is injured in a train
wreck, and while both are unable to help
her, his only daughter wrongly accused of
making way with church funds, decided to
end her life and leaves home in a terrific
storm.
Father rescues her after she is
struck by lightning, brings her traducer to
justice and all ends happily with the final
recovery of both boys and the happy
marriage of his daughter.

The

picture starts with a prologue which
quite long and shows the children when
quite small, plants the atmosphere, em-

is

many

bodies

quotations from the poem as
accounts for the injury to little
Johnnie and explains the enmity on the part
sub-titles,

of

“WONDERS OF THE SEA” IS FILM
OF F-EATURE LENGTH,
4,500 FEET

Melodrama, ” Based on LongPoem, is Effective Entertaunment for the Masses

the

village

squire.

Then

the

action

changes to the body of the story, in which
the children are all grown up and the main
action takes place. In this section a different set of actors portray the children who
were little tots in the prologue.

There

a

fine collection of small town
production, including the rascally squire, his scapegrace son and shrewish wife, the heroic blacksmith, which is
the embodiment of the character described
in
the poem, a he-gossip, two or three
typical melodramatic “rubes.” There is also
one extremely modern city type, an up-todate vamp flapper.

types

is

in this

entire cast

is

well selected.

a better choice could have been
the role of the village blacksmith,
if

We

doubt

made

for

portrayed

by William Walling. He is the “mighty
man with “large and sinewy hands” and
"brawny arms” as described by Longfellow. Not only does he fit the role physibut he gives a fine performance, acting with sincerity and holding your
sympathy. Little Pat Moore is appealing in the
role of the little boy who becomes
crippled
by a fall and George Hackathorne gives a
good performance as the same character
grown up. Ralph Yeardsley is excellent in
the unsympathetic role of the squire’s son
Tully Marshall is well cast as the “heavy”
cally,

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
and Virginia Valli

attractive as the blackIn fact, the entire cast,
including such well-known players as Dave
Butler, Gordon Griffith, Francis Ford, Bessie
Love, Eddie Gribbon and others, all give
is

smith’s daughter.

performances.

fine

There is an exciting train wreck preceded
by an unsuccessful dash by the blacksmith
to save the train, and an effective rain
storm, during which the climax to the picture occurs.

A

particularly telling piece of
work occurs in the scene where George
Hackathorne, as the boy who is unable to
use his lower limbs, drags himself through
the rain and mud and denounces the villian.

He

is

his

father.

beaten with a whip and rescued by

The Cast

The

Blacksmith .... William Availing
His Wife
A'irginia True Boardman
Alice, his daughter
Virginia VaBl
Villagre

as a child
his son
as a child

Ida

.Alice,

Bill,
Bill,

Johnnie, another son.
Johnnie, as a child
The Squire
Anson, his son
-Anson, as a ehilil

.

.

Nan McKenzie
Dave Bntler

Squire’s AA'ife

the big scene in the road-house

in

Tully Marshall

Cordelia Callahan
Caroline Rankin

Village Gossip

Eddie Gribbon
Lueile Hatton
Founded on Longfellow’s Poem.
Scenario by Paul H. Sloane.
Directed by Jack Ford.
1-ength, Eight Reels.

Flapper

The Story
The village blacksmith has two boys and
a girl.
In the prologue they are shown as
small children. Through a dare on the part
of the Squire’s son. little Johnnie, in climbing
a tree, falls and is crippled. The squire is an
enemy of the blacksmith, who married the
woman he loved. After the children have

grown up the main story commences. Bill,
the other son, goes away to school and learns

villains

spectacular encounter on the stairs.
Tully Marshall is the chief comedy exponent.
He shows the funny as well as
pathetic side of the type of man for whom
one wife is too many. As a symbol of hard
luck, he gets a surprising number of laughs
and his awkward plunge down the chimney
to the scene of need is a happy interruption
in the course of the melodrama.
The Cast
Harry Carey
J. AA’esley Pringle
Vola Vale
Georgie Hibbler
Thos, Jefferson
Simon Hibbler
in a

S.

S.

Robert DeGras.
Length, 5,400 feet.
The Story
Pringle and Thorpe are rivals in the race
for sheriff. Thorpe realizes the other’s popularity and discards all scruples in planning
Pringle is thrown off a cliff
to destroy it.
while pursuing Thorpe and is believed by his
enemies to be dead. When he reappears later
Thorpe decides to make a thorough job of
defeating him. He imprisons him in a deserted shack, after framing him to appear
suspicious in a murder for which Thorpe himAn unfortunate man
self is responsible.
whom Pringle has befriended turns up in
time to help him and free him. He hears of
his sweetheart’s danger in a rough roadhouse
and arrives in time to offer dramatic protection.
Incidentally he is elected sheriff.

“The Love Gambler”
John Gilbert’s Attractive Personality the
Popular Feature of this Fox Western
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

“The Love Gambler” relies upon romantic
and sympathetic situations that have inditimes

steals money which Alice has and which belongs to the church. Alice is accused, and
starts out in a terrific storm to end her own
life.
The two boys cannot help her, but
Johnny does drag himself to the squire’s
house and denounces him. The blacksmith
goes out and finds his daughter who has
been struck by lightning. PJeturning he also
rescues Johnny, who is being beaten by the
squire.
He finds out that the squire’s son
has stolen the money and drags him and his
father to the church, where they confess.
Alice marries the blacksmith’s helper and
Bill cures
Johnnie of his lameness, and
Johnnie also get married.

starring venture, it is
this reason.
It is his attractive appearance and personality that stands out as the most appealing
feature of the production. His opportunities
There is
for impressive acting are few.
But
practically no incentive for originality.
the fact that he is a comparatively new
type, especially in the class of Westerns,
and the conviction that he is capable of
really worth-while acting as substantiated
by past records, holds, in spite of the limitations here.
The man who can tame wild horses and
unruly women by whistling a weird, hypnotic tune, seems at times unconvincing.
This character is the hero of the story. It

cated

past.
definitely
interesting chiefly for
in

first

like an attempt at novelty with
ful results.
The horse-taming scene

seems

of the

most

doubtis

one

effective, and, while not espe-

new, has a force and realism that is
Carin other parts of the picture.
mel Myers shows too little variety in facial
expression to be entirely convincing.
cially

Good

Entertainment Provided by Harry
Carey and Cast in F. B. O. Release
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Harry Carey has an excellent role in this
Western which F. B. O. is releasing. The
picture has been well-planned and wellacted and holds live entertainment for
many. It includes almost everything that

makes

a Western sure of success, spectacphysical action, comedy touches bordering on burlesque, and melodramatic in-

ular

trigue.

The suspense

starts when the horse and
rider are pitched over the cliff, one of
the big thrills. This is one of the several
melodramatic events that balk the political
ambitions of the hero who is running for
the office of sheriff. His enemy’s plots are
his

revealed in exciting sequence.
Wallace
Beery’s vivid performance intensifies the
effect of these heavy scenes, particularly
those in the deserted shack. The drama cul-

because he was abusing his horse.
Taunted by the other men, Dick makes a bet
that he will kiss the girl before Monday and
also tame the wild horse on her father's
ranch.
Dapper Dan, the horse that has
baffled them all, acts friendly toward Dick

when he whistles a peculiar little tune. He
Dapper Dan to the admiration of them
He makes good the rest of his bet, but
the love affair has some difficulty from then

rides
all.

on,

due

lacking

The Cast
I>iok

Manners

Jean MeClellaml
Joe MoClellaiicl
Toni Gould
C*urt Evans
Col. Angus AleClellaud
Airs. AIcClelland

Kate

kindness to an unfortunate
in some exacting
Eventually Jean’s love for him

to Dick’s

woman, which involves him
obligations.

adjusts everything.
Exploitation Angles: Play up the whistling.
It will get attention, and stage a girls whistling contest for a novelty.

“The Young Rajah”
Paramount Offering with Rodolph Valentino is Sumptuous Production of
Many Moods
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
style rather in motive to the
productions which have made Rodolph Valentino the screen hero of the hour, “The
Young Rajah,” makes an appeal that is
slightly new.
It is a sumptuous production

Similar

their popular appeal
Presented as John Gilbert’s

“Good Men and True”

1922

Noah Beery

Thorpe

Chas. J. LeMoyne
Tully Marshall
Fite
Helen Gilmore
Mrs. Fite
Story by Eugene Manlove Rhodes.
Scenario by George Edwariles Hall.
Direetiou by Val Paul.
Photography by W^illiam Thornby and

to be a doctor.

Alice, the daughter, starts a
clandestine love affair with the squire’s son,
a scapegrace, who has just returned from
college.
The blacksmith discovers this and
rebukes her. Bill ig injured in a train wreck
and confined to his bed. The squire’s son

18,

Gould,

Bowerman

Gordon Griffith
.George Hackathorne
Pat Moore

Balph Yeardsley
Henri de la Garriqne
Asa Martin
Francis Ford
Rosemary, his daughter
Bessie Love
Rosemary, as a child
Helen Field
Gideon Crane
Lon Poll
Dr, Brewster
Mark Fenton

Aunt Hattie

minates

where Carey routs a whole army of

November

John Gilbert
Carmel Alyers
Bruce Gordon
AA'ni. Lawrence
Cap Anderson
James Gordon
Airs. Cohen
Barbara Tennant

of

many moods.
Compared

Fanny Midgely

Slade

John Cabot
Xarada
Maharajah
Tchjimder Roy
General Gadi
Prince Musnud

Van Kovert
Stephen Van Kovert
>liss

Dr. Fettiplacc
Bsised

The Story

recent achievement in
leaves a decided im-

it

Sarah Judd
Horace Rennett

Doreen Turner
Ricarde (Kate’s child)
Story by Lillian Bennet-Thompsou and
George Hubbard.
Scenario by .lules Fiirthman.
Direction by Joseph Franz.
I’hoiography by .losepli -August.

Dick Planners is famed for his romanic
powers over women. He infuriates Jean AIcrielland, by beating up her sweetheart, Tom

his

pression of being less virile, although none
the less attractive to many of the fans.
Instead of relying upon an intensely physical theme, as this did, the picture resorts to
mysticism as the strongest appeal.
This
touch of the supernatural has not found expression in religious passages, but rather in
spectacular features such as have proven
very popular in other pictures.
The young Rajah is a boy of Indian birth,
educated in America and endowed with the
gift of seeing into the future, as indicated
by a white light on his forehead. His predictions are infallibly and sometimes amusingly correct. His final vision of the attack
to be made upon his own life, just before
the day of his wedding, comes to pass in a
scene that is intensely vivid.
There are a number of brilliant episodes
executed with a dash and finesse that do
the director and the entire cast credit. The
production is a pompous spectacle with
many contrasts, as for instance, the simple
New England home scenes ancl the elaborate construction of the Maharajah’s palace
in India.
The picture opens with an unusually effective slant on college sports and
youthful rivalry.
Valentino’s performance is remarkably
smooth. The close-ups are many, and his
art in emotional expression was never more
accomplished. Less vigorous than his roles
in the past, he gets fine results Avith more
subtle effort.
One of the most vivid personalities in the excellent supporting cast is
Joseph Swickard as the Indian mystic.
The Cast
Amos Judd
Rodolpli Valentino
Molly Cabot
Wanda Hawley
Amos Judd (as a boy)
Pat Moore
Joshua Judd
Charles Ogrle

Caleb

T/Cngth, 4,0.S2 feet.

to

“Blood and Sand,”

Ceeil

Edward

Cameo Colby

in

J.

Robert Ober
Jack Gidding:^
Edward Jobson
Joseph Swickard
Bertram Grassby
Farrell MacDonald
Georsre Periolat
Georpre Field

Maude Wayne
William Boyd
Joseph Harrin^rtou
Spottiswoode Aitken

upon the Xovel by John Ames Mitchell
and the Play* “Amos Judd,** by

Alethea Luce,
Scenario by June Mathis.
Direction by Philip Rosen,
lienitth, 7,70r» Feet.
The Story
Anitis J-iuUl. heir to the throne of India,
kept
hood.
.Judd.

is

ignorance of his rigrhts until manis reared by Joshua and Sarah
Americans. His strange gift of seeing

in

and

i

Kovember

{
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Into the future puzzles his friends and particularly the father of Molly Cabot, whom
he loves. Amos proves the truth of his predicti’;ons, but fails to see the fate which is
aboAt to befall him at the hands of a jealous
rival of college days. He is wounded but recovefrs after Molly’s care, and in carrying
Wu*!. his visions is forced to go to India without her, after narrowly escaping- his enemies.
In a vision later, however, he sees himself
wedded to her in his own India.

“The Danger Point”
American Releasing Production on Love
Business

Theme

is

vs.

Picture of

Average Interest
Reviewed by C.

woman deliba man whose only
thought was his business, and after succeeding becomes convinced that she made
a mistake, that her husband cares more for
his wor e than he does for her, with the
result that she leaves him only to have
unforseen circumstances bring about a
reconcililation, is the theme of the American
Releasing production, “The Danger Point.”
While this basic theme of a wife being
neglected in favor of business has been used
many times in motion pictures, the manner
in
which Director Lloyd Ingraham has'
handled this subject and the little twists
given to the story have resulted in a production that should satisfy the average
audience. The story is not at all times convincing, and the wife leaves her husband
on what seems to be a very slight pretext,
but at least she does not leave him for

How

erately set out to

I

i.:

'•
I

•

I
I

ii

win

another man, however, and when he appears on the train and
tries to force his attentions on her, while
a wreck conveniently disposes of him and
another man.

I,

S. Sewell

an attractive young

There

is

leaves her unharmed, it is refreshing to find
that the husband is quick to understand the

I

real situation.

i;

W.

P. Carleton

satisfactory in the leadis attractive to look at she has a trick of showing

''

y

is

ing role and while

Carmel Myers

varying

simply

emotions

by opening her

pretty eyes wider and also appears as if
she is continually conscious of an audience.
The remainder of the cast is entirely

)
i

adequate and considerable comedy, which is
amusing, is furnished by Harry Todd as a
bald-headed man who is continually propos-

Margaret

Joslin.
There is a good
interest element introduced in the
character of Jos. J. Dowling as a blind

ing to

human

though it has little bearing on the
main theme.- There are some good photographic shots and the railroad wreck scenes
are satisfactorily handled, and there are
spectacular scenes of a burning oil well.
The Cast
Al=ce Torrance
Carmel Myers
James Benton
W. P. Carleton
Dnnean Phelps
Vernon Steel
Benjamin
Jo.s. W. Do-wlingSam Biggs
Harry Tmld
Elvira Hubbard
Margaret Joslin
violinist,

:>

i

'

‘

Story by Victor H. Halperin.
Directed by Cloyd Ingraham.
Photographed by Ross Fisher.
Iicngth, 5.807 Feet.
The Story
James Benton, founder of a Western town
that bears his name, is so engrossed in business that he pays no attention to women.
Alice Torrance, niece of his oil expert, visits
the town and sets out to bring him out of
his shell, with the result that they are soon
married. After the honeymoon Benton often
appears preoccupied and engrossed in business. When just as a big oil well catches on
Alice phones Benton and is informed
that he cannot talk to her, she concludes she
fire,

i

•

I

J

made a mistake and leaves him. Phelps,
who was also a suitor for her hand, gets
aboard the same train and is forcing his attentlons on her when a wreck occurs and he
has

mortally wounded. Alice is uninjured, and
Phelps before he dies assures Benton of her
Innocence. Then a reconciliation occurs and
a’ all ends happily.
is

i
j-

V

“The

Man and

the

Moment”

Playgoers Picture With Charming English
Settings is Based, on Elinor Glyn
Story
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
This is a picture based upon a story that
is highly typical of its author, Elinor Glyn.
It belongs to the class of entertainment that
is probably more extreme than others in its
To
differing effects upon the spectator.
some it will appeal as a welcome diversion,
while to others it will seem like froth.
As is usual with her stories, the theme is
devoted to youth and youth’s reaction to
In
a more or less transitory phase of love.
this particular case the idea has been deA
veloped with a little more strength.

moment’s fancy becomes a sincere affection
In
that grows with time and separation.
this way the author has avoided leaving any
taste of unwholesomeness and has offset to
considerable degree an effect of cheap
frankness, suggested in one of the early

a

scenes.

The mood of the picture on the whole is
The suspense is carried, not entirely successfully, through scenes where
somber.

there is not always enough action to keep
up the interest. Hayford Hobbs and Minora
Thew, in the two leading roles, are pleasing
types. The settings are unusual. An English

castle

form

an

and

many charming

impressive

background

interiors
for the

action.

The Cast
Michael Araustoun
Sabine Dalberg
Saninel Greenbank

Henry Fordyce

Hayford Hobbs
Minora Thew
Ashley
Charles Vane

C'harles

2c-

an important part in protecting her good
friends from an abduction and burglary.
This particular scene is an unusually successful example of a melodramatic climax
managed with suspense and an appreciation
of

comedy

The Cast

Mamie Conroy

“The Lavender Bath Lady”
Gladys Walton Gives One of Her Best Performances in Universal Comedy-Drama
Re-viewed by Mary Kelly
An attractive combination of light comedy
and melodrama offers pleasing entertainment in this Universal production. Gladys
Walton is at her best with plenty of chance
for gayety and now and then an appealing

moment. The production is more impressive,
from the standpoint of material effects than
her previous vehicles. It should give her an
advanced position in the estimation of the
fans, and should satisfy those who have
wanted to see her in a more representative
performance.
It is her personality and a notable skill in
the construction of the drama that makes
the picture entertaining. The theme is inspired by an old idea, the Cinderella ta e.
But the continuity prepared by George
Randolph Chester realizes the art of keeping the average spectator so constantly interested that there is little chance fo- reflecting on the familiarity of the story.
The poor little waif in this case is a shop
girl who stumbles onto a crooked conspiracy
and good fortune simultaneously. She plays

Gladys Walton
Edward Burns

David Bruce
Janette Gregory
Simon Gregory

Charlotte Pierce
Tom Ricketts

Dorgan

A1 McQuarrie
Earl Crain
Harry Lorraine

Hallett

Drake

Mary Winston

.Siisane

Story by Shannon Fife.
Scenario by George Randolph Chester.
Direction by King Baggot.
The Story
Mamie Conroy danced on the roof between
her boarding house and the Gregory mansion.

The heiress to the Gregory millions and the
became fast friends. Then one night two
men stole through a window into the Gregory
mansion and Mamie saw them She slipped
out of her window and across the roof. Inside, she was grabbed by the men, who
thought she was the heiress they intended to
abduct. Mamie was rather loud in her protests and the crooks had to drop her. Gregory
and his granddaughter arrived a moment
later.
He told Mamie she was his granddaughter from then on. The pa-pers announced
she was to go to the Gregory country home.
One night Mamie was the centre of a weird
battle of running servants, detectives and
girl

crooks.
She was even arrested as she
clutched the family jewels to save them
but Grandfather Gregory appeared and Mamie
was explained satisfactorily to the young
chief and detective, who promptly told her
what day she would have to appear
in the church!
.

.

Based on the Novel of the Same Name
by Elinor Glyn.
Scenario and Direction Not Credited.
Length, 4,470 Feet.
The Story
To escape forced marriage, Sabine Daiberg
and Michael Aranstoun agree, at their first
meeting, to marry each other and then part.
The marriage takes place secretly in the
chapel of Aranstoun castle. At the wedding
supper Michael, intoxicated by Sabine’s loveliness and the knowledge that she is his,
crushes her in his arms.
In the morning
she is gone.
Michael searches for her for
many months, but -without success.
Michael’s closest friend is Henry Fordyce
-w'ho,
-wdiile
knowing of Michael’s strange
marriage, does not know the girl’s name.
Fordyce is engaged to be married and takes
Michael to meet his fiancee, who is Sabine.
Each thinking it is for the others’ happiness,
a divorce is agreed upon. Then Fordyce accidentally discovers that Sabine is Michael’s
wife and that they love each other and he
brings them together.

values.

.

.

.

.

“Just Dogs”
(Universal

Here
comedy

is

— Comedy—Two

a decidedly novel

Reels)

and very clever

which the entire cast consists of
There are several dogs and one
monkey, the latter having the leading role.
in

animals.

It

is

a two-reeler that will tickle the kid-

immensely and will also please the older
There is a real story concerning a
fol’^s.
tramp dog and his pal, a monkey. They
wander to Bar’ town, meet a flapper and
help her. The flapper’s father gets the dog
a job with the aerial police. The police dog
and monkey chase some burglars and capture them and the film ends with a wedding
between the monkey and the flapper. A1
dies

deserves credit for the manner in
this subject and the
infinite patience in making it, and although
it
is interesting, it would be more so if it

Herman

which he has handled

were shorter.

— C.

S. S.

“The Price
(Pathe

of Progress”

—Special—Two Reels)

From several different angles this special
short feature on the logging industry should
appeal. It leaves vivid impressions of certain features of the processes of felling and
handling giant trees, that have not been included in other films devoted to the same
subject. A slight story with heart interest
value is blended into the scenes. There are
thrilling moments of danger, bits of comedy
and rare picturesque shots. The picture is
rich in educational value, but vivid and entertaining enough to appeal to almost everyone. M. K.
_

—

“Harvest Hands”
(Pathe

—Comedy— One

This comedy will be

Reel)
extremely popular

rhere slapstick is appreciated. It is a fast
succession of lively scenes showing the star,
Paul Parrott, in one amusing situation after
another. An inexperienced farm-laborer is
the leading role and the manner in which
he constantly pays the penalty for being
a new hand brings plenty of laughs. Jobyna
toRalston’s charming personality helps
make the scenes interesting. M. K-

—
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Program

the

of

News and Reviews

November

of Short Subjects

and

Serials

and a Two-Reel Novelty
New DeHaven Comedy
“Keep ’em Home,” Carter DeHaven’s
Heads Rathe Program of November 19 fourth
two-reel comedy under
with

‘*The Big Scoop^^

the contract

Johnny Jones and

his

compact company

of juvenile aciors in the t\vo-reel comedy
Big Scoop,” heads Pathe’s
called “The
November 19 release program of eleven subThis program also presents “The
jects.
Price of Progress,” a two-reel novelty from
the Kiser Studios, producers of the Oregon
Trail Series, and which is the subject of
Trail Series.
“The Big Scoop” is another juvenile business enterprise film of the sort which has

and little Gertrude
Messinger into the front rank of short subject stars and leading ladies.
All of the reviews of West Coast previews
lifted

Johnny

“Travelaughs” and shows beautiful Pathecolor in the homeland of the Armenians.
In Screen Snapshots No. 13 screen favorites are seen in unconventional settings.
The Aesop’s Film Fable of this program is
called “The Rolling Stone,” with the addition to the famous moral “But gets a great

—

polish.”

Mai

Leading Houses Book

11 Exclusive Items in

Jones

of “The Price of Progress” place that picture in a class by itself for the exciting
drama it presents of the triumph of man and
machinery over Nature’s most stupendous
The human actors in the story
obstacles.
are seen as Titans in courage and endurance
and as Pygmies in relation to the ponderous,
yet almost life-like machines which whisk
the giants of the forests from rugged
mountain sides to the great river whence
they float into the jaws of saw and planing
mills.

The Patheserial, “Speed,” with Charles
Hutchinson, reaches its fifth episode, called
“Fighting Mad.”
“Harvest Hands,” with Paul Parrott,
presents a new wrinkle in screen comedy
a caterpillar motor car, which brings the
hero to the scene of farm labor prescribed
for him by an irate father, and at the finish,
plows its way resistlessly through haystacks,
barns, houses and everything else on the

“Fm On My Way,”

the Harold Lloyd
and Bebe
Pollard
Daniels aiding and abetting in the pmic
consequence of tne hero finding it desirable

— with

Kinograms Reel

short time has elapsed
since the establishment of an Educational
Division by Fox Film Corporation, it is
announced that already the first six subjects
being booked by leading theatres
are
throughout the country and are proving
welcome additions to the programs, combining as they do, information and amusement, and are helping to build up a high
class of patronage.
It is said that the Fox Educationals are
appealing, particularly to the class of wideawake showmen who realize that short subjects are not merely fillers but form a very
essential part of the entertainment, and
account of being interesting and novel and
furnishing enjoyment and knowledge at the
same time, they appeal to the theatre public
who are showing their appreciation at the

box

a

office.

Buddy Messenger
Signed

is

Snub

away from there.
Pathe Review No. 182 illustrates the
“Majesty of Alagnetism” in its popular
science series, presents photographic gems
of the falls of the Catskills, depicts Midwinter Follies as seen by Hy Mayer in

to go

Twelve-year-old Buddj^ Messenger, who
has gained notice for his splendid work in
“Shadows” and in the Universal-Jewel production, “The Flirt,” in which he playel the
part of the small brother tease, Hedrick, has
been signed by Julius and Abe Stern for
several pictures of boy life. He will start on
his new affiliation next week.

The current
tional’s news

Newsy Notes About Short Subjects
in

the cast.

Joe Brandt, of C. B. C., spent several days in
Louis, recently, where he sold to Sam Werner,
of United Film Service, the rights to the 1923
series of Hallroom Boys Comedies.
St.

S. E. Levis, of the Francesca Theatre, San Francisco, who has been running the Ruth Roland serial,

"The Timber Queen." on Tuesdays and Wednesdays,
reports to Pathe that as a result Tuesday’s business
is better than Saturday's, and Wednesday’s is running it “close up."

On his return from abroad, Julius Stern brought
many press notices on Century comedies. Among
them were clippings from prominent Berlin newspapers which highly praised the Baby Peggy pic-

A comedy

featuring the Century Beauties and
“Farmerettes” has just been started by Al.
The cast will be headed by Joe Bonner,
supported by Blanche Payson and Betty May.

called

Herman.

Nine members of one family, from grandmother
appear in Lloyd Hamilton’s forthcoming Educational comedy, “The Educator.”
to a little shaver,

Among the prominent exhibitors "who have praised
the new Baby Peggy productions made by Century
and distributed by Universal is Dave Bershon, of
West Coast Theatres. Inc. Mr. Bershon, after viewing “Little Red Riding Hood” and “Peg of the
Movies,” states they are the kind needed for high
class houses and will make Baby Peggy one of the
best bets in the business.

In the ninth of the Plum Center Comedies for
F. B. 0., Director Robert Eddy has revived the oldfashioned street dentist who pulls teeth promiscuously. This episode will, of course, start Pop Tuttle
(Dan Mason) on a series of humorous events.

“The Split Outfit” is the next subject in the series
of Wilderness Tales by Robert C. Bruce, which will

Among the films approved by the National Board
Review and listed in connection with the Motion
Picture Book Week Campaign are the following
Sherlock Holmes twoEducational short subjects
reel dramas and Robert Bruce’s Wilderness Tale,

be released by Educational. It is a whimsical story
of two prospectors who disagreed while deep in the

based

wilderness.

Book Week, which

tures.

of

:

“And Women Must Weep.”
on

literature
is

are

Only approved films

included in the
12 to IS.

November

list

for

issue of

Kinograms,

Educa-

contains no fewer than
eleven exclusive subjects, which is believed
to be the largest number of exclusive items
ever included in anj' one issue of a Lews
reel,

reel.

The

subjects thus illustrated only in KinoPreparation for
winter time at the New York Zoo; the Minnesota-Ohio State football game; the Missouri Fox Hunt; M. Marcel’s 70th birthday celebration (long may he wave) latest
Parisian creations for Milady; orphan kiddies in Cleveland laying siege to a helpless
pie wagon
an athlete who can walk seven
miles an hour; a winsome Eve surrounded
by U. S. gobs and plenty of tempting apples,
making a pretty battleship pageantry; thick
growth of lilies on the St. John Bayou in
Louisiana, preventing the passage of river
craft; the submarine that is supposed to be
the first ever constructed, and used diirjng
the Civil War days; E. C. Yellowley, whose
drastic methods of prohibition enforcement
have ta en some of the color from the exploits of bootleggers, at work in his New

grams are the following

:

;

;

York

office.

Start

Work on Second

of WitweFs Series
With

the completion of “Fighting Blood,”
of H. C. Witwer’s twelve stories
which are now being filmed at the R-C
Studios, production of the second, “The
Knight in Gale,” has been already started
by Alai St. Clair, who is directing the series.
The entire series takes its name from the
first
picture and will be known as the
the

The popular series of modern detective stories,
"The Further Exploits of Yorke Norroy,” by George
Bronson Howard, are now being filmed by Universal
with Roy Stewart as the star. Duke Worne is making them into two-reelers, with Lucille Rickson,
Fontaine LaRue, .lack Perrin and Hayden Stevenson

St. Clair.

Fox Educationals
Though but

place.

re-issue

Powers, will be given an early
release on the Film Boo ing Offices of
-America short subject program. “Keep ’em
Home” features Air. and Mrs. Carter
DeHaven and is another domestic comedy
built around a novel situation in the lives
of newlyweds. The picture was directed by
P. A.

first

"Fighting Blood” series.

To date eight of the ewelve stories have
been published in Collier’s magazine and it
is probable that F. B. O. will release the
first picture shortlj' after the appearance of
the last story in this magazine.

Baby Peggy Doing a
Spanish Film
Peggy, the tinj’ star of Century
Comedies, has been on location at the San
Fernando Alission filming her newest Century Special Production. “The Senorita.”
She has been surrounded with a be\'y of
Babj-

Her
beautiful girls for this production.
principal supporting lady is Lillian Hackett,
while Inez AlacDonnell plays a dark-eyed
vamp.

November

18,
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Theatre Gives Educational
Greater
Display Than Feature
M.

Charles

Amusement
Lyric and

Company,

Isis

knows how

PROGRAM
PRESENTING THE
"

the Central
operating the

of

Theatres in Indianapolis,
to gat full value out of his
short subjects. After booking Educational’s series of Sherlock Holmes tworeel dramas, being a busti ng showman,

Big Double

FIRST OF A SERIES OF
STORIES, EACH COMPLETE

he immediately got to work to put them
over in great shape.
In connection
with the first release, “The Devil’s
Foot,” he arranged a tie-up with the
Indianapolis Star and gave a special
performance for the newsboys. A large
crowd of them gathered in front of the

TO THE

IN ITSELF. BRINGING

Olson,

SCREEN THE ADVENTURES OF

SHERLOCK HOLMES
Master Detective

“THE DEVIL’S FOOT”

newspaper

A

Lyric Theatre, attracting much attenAs a result, the Star carried a
story and two photographs of the crowd
under a three-column head, and also
carried advance stories.
To cap the climax, as shown in the
accompanying cut, in advertising the
Isis program in the newspapers the
two-reeler was given more prominent
display than the feature.

Whirlwind Dram^

Western Plnins

and Cattle Country.

“The Rolling Stone”
(Pathe — Cartoon — One Reel)
.\n entertaining but rather far-fetched
version of the famous “Rolling Stone” proverb is furnished in this Aesop fable.
It
starts out with an engine making a few uncanny ascents and detours.
One of the
unfortunate passengers, a dog from the

upper classes, never reaches his destination.
In escaping the engineer, he is attracted by
the fumes of flapjac s and it is the pursuit
of one of these that illustrates the proverb,
which has been augmented to read
“A
rolling stone gathers no moss but gets a
:

great polish.”

— M.

K.

“Washed Ashore”
—Comedy— One Reel)

and marched to the

office

tion.

of the

271

(Pathe

Paul Parrott spends most of his time on
a cannibal isle in this subject, a revel of
slapstick. Much of it is hilarious burlesque,
and will go well where this is in demand.
His houseboat is an original contrivance,
the remnants of a shipwreck, that brings
him to the shores of a savage island. Most
of the action consists of showing him dodging the pursuit of the wild men and the
wilder princess of the tribe, and concludes
with a dramatic rescue of a beautiful girl
they have imprisoned.

“Cameo Comedies”
(Educational— Comedies — One Reel)
Educational announces that this new series is being issued in response to requests
from exhibitors for single reel comedies with
plenty of snap, made with the same care
and on the same scale as the two-reel slapstick comedies. They are rough and tumble
comedies and judging by the first two, should
fill

this

demand and prove an

attractive

There is an unusual
amount of action in them, something doing
every minute and will keep the average audience in roars. Both start off with a bang
and are filled with laughs. Jimmie Adams
does good work in the leading roles.
“buy” for exhibitors.

“Pirates of the Deep”
(Universal
This

the

is

— Drama — Two
of

third

the

“A

Reels)

series

of

two-

reelers based on Jack London’s “Tales of the
Fish Patrol,” and is one of the most interesting of the series so far. It deals with a
raid by a gang of thugs on an oyster bed.
The hero, a member of the fish patrol, learns
of it and follows the raiders, catching them
at work. There is a good fight between the
occupants of the two boats, resulting in the
capture of the raiders. There is also considerable heart interest supplied by Jack

Mulhall and Louise Lorraine
roles.

— C.

S.

in

the leading

S.

“Crash”

The

of this series is built on a clever
idea, well developed for comedy purposes.
A young couple and their child are dispossessed and invited to demonstrate a new
aeroplane which is a complete “house on
wings.” They do so, but hubby finds h unmanageable and the result is that the
“house” does nose dives, loops-the-loop, and
other stunts causing confusion.
The manner in which the machine swings around with
hubby hanging on to the steering wheel and
wifie racing across the walls and ceiling
will get many laughs.
The “voyage,” of
couise, ends in a crash. C. S. S.
“Fitter Patter”
first

—

Several good comedy ideas have been combined and crowded into this reel with the
result that it is full of action, stunts and
laughs. There is a terrible rain storm with
the roof leaking, a trick flivver, the girl who
has to be married by a certain hour and
her fiance who is quarantined and has diffi-

her in time. Of course,
everything comes out O. K., but in the meantime the hero has all sorts of exciting exculties in getting to

periences.

— C.

S.

S.

Pathe Review No. 181
Subjects that should be appealing to anyone comprise this group. The average sights
on a busy street of a big city, insipired by
William
Cullen
Bryant’s
poem,
“The

Crowded Street,” have been photographed
with more than a mere superficial interest
and create an atmosphere that has a favorable effect on all that follows. How to :nake
3-Wax frog by using a live model, without
injuring him, is the educational feature and
some attractive nature studies in color, the
scenic contribution.

“Ginger Face”
(Universal
This

is

Johnny

—Comedy — Two

a juvenile

to the
pranks into which
star gets when he

starring

little

and

freckle-faced

little

wanders away from

meets

a

little

colored

his

boy.

blow up the pond,
but their dog retrieves the bomb and chases
them. Johnny gets so black he looks like
Returning home his parents fail
a negro.
to recognize him at first, but all ends satisfactorily. For adult patrons there is not as

They go

many

fishing, try to

laughs as usual
comedies. C. S. S.

—

in

Bully Pair”

(Universal

— Comedy—One

Universal-Century

— C.

S. S.

“The Enchanted Fiddle”
(Pathe — One Reel)
The cat and the fiddle produce some irresistible strains that lure the mice to a swift
doom in this latest of the Aesop Fables
which Pathe is offering. The fiddle’s magic
is noted by the old farmer whose mule and
pigs have strayed, and inspires him to win
them back again by music. He succeeds,
but the mule pays him back in the wellknown way in which mules usually retaliate.
The picture is an amusing demonstration of
the proverb

:

“It’s

work both ways.”

Bully Pair, A (Universal)
Crash (Educational)
Enchanted Fiddle, The (Pathe)
Ginger Face (Universal)
Graphic 2545 (Educational)
Harvest Hands (Pathe)
Just Dogs (Universal)

Modeling (Winkler)
Pathe Review 181 (Pathe)
Pirates of the Deep (Universal)
Pitter Patter (Educational)

Washed Ashore (Pathe)

a poor rule that doesn’t

— M.

K.

“The Graphic”
—
—

IN THIS ISSUE

Price of Progress (Pathe)
Rolling Stone (Pathe)

Reel)

been many comedies with
trained animals such as dogs, cats, horses,
duc’'s, don'-eys, etc., but this comedy is
unique in that it has a trained bull in the
cast.
This bull does not do any unusually
clever stunts but it does do all that can be
expected.
There is a chase in which the
bull is the principal figure and in which the
animal does its part well, and the film ends
showing the hero and his pal calmly finishing
their dinner with the bull also enjoying the
situation. It is a rough and tumble comedy
and aside from the novelty of the bull’s
antics, is of only average comedy value.
Chariot Molina and Charles King are fea-

There have

tured.

will

this

K.

Reels)

prove especially
children because of the

pleasing

parents

comedy

Fox which

— M.

(Educational Magazine One Reel)
Well up to the standard of interest and
entertainment set by the previous issues, is
the latest number of Educational’s Graphic.
One section shows an American society
belle, who danced with the King of Spain,

demonstrating with another partner European adaptations
of
America’s popular
dances.
A novel subject shows a thrilling
jungle fight with a lion which ends by showing it is being staged for a movie.
An
artist also draws scenes from memory and
they are shown fading into pictures of the
originals.
Another section shows an unusually busy traffic cop in St. Louis' whose
work continues when he goes home to a
family consisting of about ten adopted
children.'

— C.

S. S.

Additional Short Subjects on Page 269
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Conditions

F.H.

Bad

Koike

to

and knowledge of no mean order? Is it posyou are blind to so very obvious a

sible that

All

RESSURE

on our columns is such
that published replies to questions
cannot be guaranteed under two
Is
or three weeks.
If quick action
desired remit four cents, stamps, and
we will send carbon copy of department reply as soon as written.
For special replies by mail on matter which, for any reason, cannot be
replied to
through our department
remit one dollar.

They Are Corkers

progressive projectionists.
“Don’t
guess.”
Do your work
RIGHT. Price, fifty cents, stamps.
Address
Picture
World,
Moving
either 616 Fifth Ave., New York City,
or 28 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago,

a

One is
splices are corkers, all right.
five-eighths of an inch wide, another

The

three-eighths and badly buckled, and the
other more than half an inch.
As to the twenty-five-dollar-a-week, tento-thirteen-hours-a-day stunt, may I ask the
Jackson exhibitor if he really believes this
sort of thing pays? Just sit you down, Mr.
Jac' son Exhibitor, and reason it out for
yourself.

employing men to project picso doing to reproduce photoplays before audiences which pay an admisThese men
sion to see that reproduction.
are NOT employed to sweep floors, which
almost any one can do about as well as the

You

tures,

are

and

in

next one, with just a little practice, but to
reproduce photoplays, and you certainly
must know that the drawing power of your
box office depends not only upon the produ ctions you show on your screen, but also

goodly measure upon

SHOWN ON YOUR

HOW THEY

.\RE

SCREEN.

P

THE LENS CHART
Are You IV or king by "Guess" or Do
You Employ Up-to-Date Methods?
You demand that your employer keep
his equipment in good order and up to
date.
He owes it both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe it to him
to

keep

abreast

with

the

times

in

knowledge and in your methods.
Tne lens chart (two in one, 11x17
Inches, on heavy paper for framing)
is
in successful use by hundreds of

111 .

Even the most dense theatre manager will
be forced to admit that any given production
will be made to appear very much better on
his screen if projected properly than if projected improperly, and that the difference in
attractiveness of any given production to
any audience may be made very great indeed by difference in excellence of projection.

Requires Brains and

Do you

Skill

not realize, Mr. Jackson Exhibitor, that the reproduction of modern photoplays on the screen at 100 per cent value in
attractiveness, which means 100 per cent box
office drawing power, requires brains, skill

proposition as this?

DO YOU EXPECT OR HOPE TO OB-

TAIN BRAINS, KNOWLEDGE AND
SKILL OF HIGH ORDER FOR TWENTYFIVE DOLLARS A WEEK? If you do you
certainly are straining your “expecter.”
It
is not done, and the attempt you are making

do

to

left,

general view.

At

right, a

it

because

very

is

much worse than

foolish,

reacting upon you at a cost
of many times the difference it would cost
to get real ability in your projection room,
with ambition and enthusiasm back of it.
I have not even stopped to question the
correctness of this man’s statement, because
it

is

very well remember that when I was last
Jackson the conditions set forth prevailed in that city.
If Jac’ son exhibitors
feel themselves unjustly dealt with I will
be glad to give them full space to explain
I

in

their side of

it.

Excellent Installation
From
Kansas,

new Palace Theatre, Wichita,
come the accompanying photo-

graphs.

If

the

am

not in error, a description
sent in by another brother
some time ago and was partly published.
Anyhow, the pictures will be interesting, so
here they are.
In Figure 1 we have a general view of
the projection room, and in Figure 2 of
a portion of the front wall.
Beyond the third projector, in Figure 1,
is a dissolving stereopticon.
There are manj' commendable things in
this installation.
First and most important,
I call your attention to the master cord and
the method of port shutter suspension. All
the shutters are hung by means of a chain
to rod A, in Figure 1, by a ring in the end
of the chain which hooks over a stud in the
of the

I

room was

rod.

Rod A, Lever Controlled

Rod A

is

controlled by a lever at

hand end. shown

PROJECTION ROOM, MILLER THEATRE, WICHITA
At

1922

RICHARDSON

projectionist in Jackson, Michigan, comes the following:
I note that many of the men are having
trouble with bad splices and other faults
in the films.
I inclose three of the worst
I have ever seen, which came to me recently.
When a chap says that he is a projectionist and demT.nds thirty-five to forty dollars
a week, with every other night off, and cannot make better splices than these he certainly needs some fixing.
In our town 1 believe we have the poorest
paid projectionists in all the country. Would
you you believe men would work in a “booth”
seven days a week, with no nights off, for
twenty-five (25) dollars a week?
Well, that is what Jackson men get. Some
of them start at 10 A. M. and some at 1 P. M..
but they are never through before 11 P. M.
would appreciate
I for one
or midnight.
your view of such a situation, and any suggestion you may be willing to make. If you
use this in the department, please, for reasons you will understand, don’t use my name.

From

in

18,

PRO J ECTION
^2)

just

November

view of the front wall

in

Figure

3,

its

which

is

right

held

November
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Anyhow

the exchange would know that, and
apparently, waking up, took No. 2 to task
for the damage done to the films, whereupon he. No. 2, wrote No. 1 a letter, the like
of which I have never seen the equal for
pure abuse, rough and indecent language.
Among other things he said: “You are a
dirty sneak and a small-time liar;’’ “I don’t
care a damn who punched the film. That is
the exchange’s business.”
These extracts are merely a sample of the
body of the letter. After considerable deliberation I concluded to and did write the

in horizontal position by means of the master cord, one end of which attaches to it.
You will observe that the master cord is

down to the upper magazine of each
projector, and besides the magazine a meThat is
tallic fuse is inserted in the cord.
my only criticism. Projectionist Barnes has
started on the right track, but did not go
quite far enough, though that may not be
brought

his fault.

Where

the cord

comes down by

the magazine it should come down around
the curve of the magazine and in the front
and
of its base should be a slot just wide
thick enough to admit a film fuse, such as
answer to the “Biggest
will be shown in

union of which No. 1 is a member
(and he is a corking good man too), inclosing the letter and suggesting that the local
take the matter up with the local No'. 2 belongs to. No. 2 signed his name John Doe,
Local No.
Of course the “John Doe” is
local

my

Question,” now running in the department.
The trouble with the metal fuse, located as

probably would not let go for
seconds, and in case of fire,
th£ time of shutif a panic is to be averted,
ters falling' is a matter of split seconds.
Fixed as I have suggested, about the first
it is,

is

that

it

—

at least several

Reason for

Chief projectionist. Miller Theatre, Wichita,

Three 'Vent Flues

Kansas

the

blaze

at

SETH

E.

BARNES

Abusive Letters
my

the

Brother Barnes. Aside
from the film fuses and the too-light color
of front wall I have nothing but praise for
to

your installation.

whom

whom

particulars, or if I was I have forgotten
them. I, however, obtained permission to
take the letter, and from it I gather that
No. 1 had received films badly mutilated by
change-over punch marks and had written

exhange manager, as
and proper for him

right

He had made

a

most commendable

to

the

effort

abuse of the films which he and all
projectionists in that territory must use. If
it be true that No. 2 did not do the damage,
then he certainly himself made no effort to
apprehend the man who did. In fact, he
frankly says he “doesn’t care a damn who
punches film.” If it be true that No. 2 had
no hand in committing the outrage then he
could easily have said so and have rebuked
No. 1 for his unjust suspicion without resorting to personal abuse. Certainly when
he. announced that he did not care a damn
who damaged film he automatically put himself outside the pale of consideration by all
decent projectionists who respect their profession and the property entrusted to their
to stop

color.

compliments

his fellow projectionists and
theatre in which he is employed.
sion,

recent visit to Ontario I was shown
On
I
a letter written to a projectionist
shall designate as No. 1 ; by another projectionist
we will name No. 2, as I
do not care to disclose the actual names or
locations.
I was not told much as to the

My

Action

reason for taking this action is that
is
outrageous for one projectionist to
it
write such a vile, abusive letter to another
projectionist for no other reason than that
he merely did his plain duty to his profes-

You will also notice the goodly diThe
mensions of the observation ports.
panel board with ammeter and voltmeter
seen in the second picture is duplicated between each projector.
Note the metal carbon receptacle in FigNotice the projection circuit outlets.
ure 3.
Beside the switchboard is the
Excellent!
carbon stub receptacle. The shield enclosing the condenser beam is good. The front
projection room wall should be a darker
shield.

My

My

—

You will notice the three vent flues good;
In the
also the lamphouse piped to them.
second picture you will note that the lens
port is stopped down and with a black

.

fictitious.

the projector aperture
would strike would be the film fuse, whereupon the shutters would all fall instantly.
You have started right. Brother Barnes, but
have not gone far enough; also, the master
cord should loop down over both the rewinder table and the film storage tank, with
a film fuse over each.
thing

273

it
was perfectly
to do, protesting

against the outrage.
Perhaps he did and perhaps he did not
say who had the films next before him.

care.
I made no suggestion to the local beyond
that the matter be taken up with the other
union. I do firmly believe that the local No
2 belongs to should take him sharply to task
and assess a substantial fine on the grounds
of conduct unbecoming a union man, a projectionist and a member of the organization
language which tended to reflect upon the
union he belongs to, because of the fact that
he used the local union’s number as a part
and parcel of his signature. By so doing he
made himself directly amenable to the union,
or so it seems to me.

—

Duty of the Union
The function

securing better wages
is only a part
of the office of a labor union. The duty of
the union does NOT end when these things
have been accomplished, though I am sorry
to say that very many unions stop short
when those things have been accomplished
The further duty consists of insisting
of

and better working conditions

—

upon good and efficient work work which
will bring credit and not discredit upon the
union. Also a union should be self respecting and certainly should not permit its name
connected with such language as is
contained in the letter in question.
I have refrained from publication of the
letter solely because I do not wish to bring
discredit upon the local No. 2 is connected
with.
It is a good local, with many high
to be

class men on
friends in its

its

rolls

;

also

I

have

many

membership for whom I have
the highest regard and respect.
I would
really like to publish the entire letter, just
to show you to what depths men will go in
using personal abuse when its object is a

—

hundred or more miles away.

READ What

A CLOSE-UP
Of

projectors and the arrangement of the vent flues

About
246.

the Hamilton Local Thinks

Richardson’s

Handbook

on

Page
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CURRENT AND ADVANCE FILM RELEASES
Together with Index to Reviews and Consensus of Trade Paper Criticisms.

AMERICAN RELEASING
Review
Jan of the Big Snows

Curwood Prod

Tlie

Naiiuet Prod
Kinis Fox Prod

Hidden Woman
Men’s Law and God’s
The Three Buckaroos

The

Footage
4,549
5,UU0
5.UOO
5,000
5,000
5.433
6.000
4,800
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,609
5.000
5,609
6 0<XJ
5,704
6.200
6.9K)
S.OnO

12

Balslioier Prod
Aug. 12
lor Prod. Sept. 30
Moliican's Daughter.... S. E. V. I

Mr ami .\ly Gal
The Amazing Lovers
The
The

Sept. 2
Sept. 16

Aug.

Review

I’rooi oi

VVelsh-Pearsoii
Jans I'roil
Louise DuPre

Innocence

l'rod...\ug. 26

Man and Woman

Dustin Farnum
Jans Prod

The Challenge

Dolores Cassinelli

Trail of the

Axe

Russell Simpson
Fortune
Dirigi Prod
Timothy’s Quest
Davis-Chaudet
Fool's of Fortune
Frothingham
The Woman He Loved
ueen of the Moulin Rouge. Pyramid Prod
(ieorge Behan
Vhr Sign oi the Rose
Pyramid
When the Desert Calls
Jans
Man and Woman
Dolores Cassinelli
The Challenge

Oct. 21
.Oct. 7

—

Fools of

Aug.

19

Sept. 23
Sept.

Aug.
Aug.

16

....Sept. 30

ly
5

Aug

,

26

The Pillagers
The House of Solomon
Flapper Love

Mary Anderson
Hugh Dierker

Bluebird Jr

Oct. 14

Belle of Alaska
Itingle Adventures

Mysteries of India
Blood and Sand
Nice J’eople

'

842

5

The Amazing Lovers

6,000

Neva Gerber

4,505

Roy Stewart
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons

Me

Follow

The

Oct. 21

Janitor*s Wife

-

But a Rutler
Fresh Paint

Hands Up
The

.‘^tar

Rhodes
Aug. 26
Sept. 16
lack Hoxie
\\’illiam Fairbanks ...Nov. 4
Nov. 11
Burton King

Reporter

Billie

Two-Fisted Jefferson
Peaceful Peters
Streets of New York

When

the Devil Drives.

.

.

When Husbands
Till

We

Deceive.

Met Again

8
8
8

Up

Doris

Colleen of the Pines

Jane Novak

9

... ...

Sept. 23

.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
Twice a Week

Kinograms
Danger
Poor Boy
Rapid Fire
Toonerville Trials

The One Man
A Scandal in Bohemia
The Empty House
The Copper Beeches
Torchy's Nut Sunday
The Yellow Face
Treasure Bound

Reunion

1,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

Mermaid
Mermaid
Mermaid
Toonerville

Bruce

1000

Sherlock Holmes
Sherlock Holmes
Sherlock Holmes
Johnny Hines
Sherlock Holmes

Aug.
Aug.

19

Johnny Hines

The Devilish Dragon
The Speeder
The Blanket Stiff
Let ’Er Run

Tony Sarg

Tiger of San Pedro
Fresh Fish
The Priory School

Drama
Comedy
Drama

The

Toonerville Comedy..
Louis Shuman
Sherlock Holmes ....Oct. 28
Christie
Oct. 28
Tony Sarg
Oct. 28

Skipper’s

The

vs.

Sermon

Beast

Solitary Cyclist

Ocean Swells

The

First Flivver

Choose Your Weapons
The Enchanted City
TTie

Christie

Hamilton
Bruce
Christie

Steeplechaser

Hodge Po^ge
Chop Suey
The Split Outfit
Crash

Sept. 23
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
14
Oct. 14
Oct. 21

Christie
....Special

Mermaid
Novelty
.’.Christie

Sept. 16
Sept. 23

OcL

Jack White

Blazes

-

Mermaid

Torchy’s Feud
Pardon My Glove

Man

2,000
2,000
2.000
2,000
2,000
2.UX)
2.000
2,000
l.bOO
2.000
2,000
2 000
2.000
1.000
2.000
2,000
2.000
2 000
2,000
1.000
2.000
2.000
1.000
2 000

26

Comedy

Nov. 4
Nov. 4
Feb. 18
Oct. 7

Nov.
Nov.

1000

11
11

2.1XX)

Wilderness Tales

1000

Cameo Comedy

1.000

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
While Satan Sleeps

..Tack

Hn1t

The Man Unconquerable.. ..Tack Holt
The Greatest Truth
..Mia May
Avres
Borderland
.. Agnes
..Wallace Reid
The Dictator
..Betty Compton...
The Bonded Woman

....July 8 ....

..

July 22

Aug.
..Aug.

.

Aug.
...July

5
15

.

5
5

... ...
,

.

.

...

...
..

..Aug.

12

...

6.675
5.795
5.257
5.486
5.221

26
12

!.!!!]!!

6,244

6249

Sept. 9
Sept. 16
Oct. 7
Sept. .30
Sept. 30

Oct. 21

Oct. 14
Oct. 21

Nov.
Nov.

Nov.

ll”

6.491

.6909

Nov.

11

7,062

9 ,'j61
5^70
7,177

.

Nov.
Nov.

11

4

11
4

Nov.

7,696
6.095

4,918
7,618

...11,618
5.050

Oct. 21

5,130

6,146
7.155

11

6993

Sept. 9

July 15

The Kick-Back

Harry tarey
Carter

Such Is Life
County Fair

at

a

.-^ug.

Della ven

4580

5

Sept. 2
26

Aug.

Sept. 23

4731
5(S£

2,000

Dutch
Travelaugh

Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Sept. 30
Oct. 14
Oct. 28

of the Baskervilles

Twin Husbands
De Haven
Such Is Life in Amsterdam
Pop Tuttle’s Clever Catch. .Dan Mason
If I Were Queen
Ethel Clayton
Such Is Life in Busy London
Travelaugh
The Broadway Madonna
Revier Prod
The Fire Fighters
Tuttle Comedy
The Snowshoe Trail
Roy Stewart

.Mae
Mae Marsh

6J44

Special

Their First Vacation

Carter

DeHaven

Nov.

Oct. 28

4.900
2,000
1.000

2,000

5555

4

2,000

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

4
11
11
Sept. 23

1.000

5,602

Nov.

11

5.382

FIRST NATIONAL
Fool’s First
Slippery McGee

Bellboy

..

6,764

1."

,\ov. 4

May

and at 'Em
The Wreckage

Alias Julius Caesar

...
...

Footage

7 W5
7’235

5
19

Sept. 30
Oct. 14
Sept. 23
Oct. 28

Meighan

Entertaining the Boss

4,932
4,627
4.687
4.377
5,200
5.703

Consensus
Aug. 26

FILM BOOKING OFFICE OF AMERICA

Smudge

...

12

Who Saw TomorroThomas

S.UtK)

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
.Florence Vidor ... ...July
.Louise Lorraine... ...July
Leah Baird
...July
.Harold Lloyd
....'ng.
Florence Vidor
.. Sept.
.Leah Baird

Marion Davies
Dorothy Dalton
Wallace Reid
Wallace Reid

Flower
the High Seas
The Ghost Breaker

On

2,000
2.U00
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
4,622
4564
4 690
7,000

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

De.viiile I’rod

Her Gililed Cage
Gloria Swanson
The Valley of Silent Men. .Cosmopolitan
Burning Sands
Melford Prod
Pink Gods
Bebe Daniels
Manslaughter
DeMilIe
Missing Millions
Alice Brady
Above the Law
The Old Homestead
All-Star
The Face in the F'og
Lionel Barrymore...
The Cowboy and the Lady.. Mary M. Minter
Geo. Fitzmaurice
To Have and to Hold
When Knighthood Was in

Hound

ARROW

July 22
\ug. 12

Rodolph Valentino

The Man

Cardigan

Impulse
One- Eighth Apache
Why Not Now

..Thomas Meighan
Marion Davies
Mia May

6 ,UIX)

6,000
6.000
6.000
4.6 6
5 0(10

rena Owen
Chester Bennett
Martin Johnson

So.

5,000

S.iXjO

Sacramento Prod

It’s

Clarence
The Impossible Mrs. Bellew. Gloria Swanson

6,000
6,000

The Other Side
The Deerslayer
At the Cross Roads

You Believe It,
The Young Diana

If

Consensus
Nov. 4

Neilan Prod

July 8

S77J

Morosco Prod
Charles Ray
Charles Ray

July 15

6,000
4,71t

13

Loma Doone

Maurice Tourneur
Dorothy I'billips

Hurricane’s Gal
he Masquerader

Guy Bates

'1

Oc. 21

Aug.

5

6,083

Sept. 2

Post

-\ug. 26
Kacherine MacDonald. .^ug. 26

Heroes and Husbands
Rose of the Sea
East Is West
The Light in the Dark
Ma and Pa
Skin Deep
Home-Made Movies

Anita Stewart
Aug. 19
Constance Talmadge.Sept. 9

Hope Hampton

Sept. 9
Sept. 9
Sept. 30

Sennett Comedy
Ince Prod.

The Bond Boy
The Eternal Flame
The Electric House

Comedy

OcL

Richard Barthelmess.

<

Norma Talmadge

let.

Sept. 23

Oct. 28

The Woman He Married
The Blacksmith
Oliver Tw'ist

Jackie Coogan

Nov.

Day Dreams

Buster Keaton
Katherine MacDonald

White Shoulders

5,460
6.037

Sept. 23
Oct. 7

7737
7,500
2000
6,500

7
21

Buster Keaton
Turpin-Sennett
Anita Stewart
Buster Keaton

Step Forward

7544
7 835

2,000

Oct. 21

6,902
7,453
2,231

May

6.50

1.737

April 22

13

7,500

11

2.OT
5.966

FOX FILM CORP.
Monte Cristo
Nero
Silver Wings
Thrills

and

Spills

Ancient Rome
Riding the Goat
Water Sports
Lights of New York
The Fast Mail
Just Tony

West

Chicago
The Reporter
of

Honor First
Oathbound
Moonshine Valley

A

Dumas Story

April

Violet Mersereau

June
June

Mary Carr
Educational

Fox Educational

Fox Cartoon
Fox Educational

Aug.
June
June

5

9,828

24

11,500
8.271

17

Special
.<4pecial

Tom Mix
Charles Jones

Lupino Lane
John Gilbert
Dustin Farnum
William Farnum
Lee Kids

Pair of Acet
Educational
Series
A Little Child Shall Lead

Them

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

1

3

3
23
23
23
23

July

July

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

SepL

IS
26
26
19
19
12
....SepL 2
SepL 2

IS
23

2.000
5.000
4.468

SepL

30

lOOO

Sept. 16

Sept. 30

Do and Dare

Tom Mix

OcL

In Calvert’s Valley
Yosemite Trail

John Gilbert

Nov.
Nor.

Youth Must Have Love
Dandy Dan
The Pirate

Shirley

Oct. 21
SepL 30
SepL 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 7

Red

Hot

Kids and Skids
Fallen Archers
Mixed Faces
Cold Turkey

The

Lupino Lane

Cartoon
OcL 7
Lee Kids
Oct. 7
Cartoon
Oct.
14
Russell
WTlliam
Cartoon Comedy ....OcL 14
(Continued on following page)

5,619

2000

Special

Mason

573
4.694

Sept. 9

7

4.880

11

4

Oct. 28
Oct. 21

8,361

4.7^4

4.735
4,368
4..168

2000
LfPO
2000
1.0X1

4.4TO
1.000

November

18,
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Review

Comedy

..Sunshine

The Tin Broncho
The City Chap
Lazy Bones

John

...Al. St.

Puppy Love
Without Compromise

.

.

...Oct. 28

..Mptt and
Bumps and Thumps
Town That Forgot God.. ..Special
..Tom Mix

..

.Nov.

4

Nov.

4

..Nov.

4

,

.

.

.

.

LOOO

Jeff

..Sunshine Comedy... .Nov.

The Haunted House

2 000
5,173
4,587
2 000

Sunshine

..William Farnum
..Charles Jo^es
...Sunshine Comedy

Bells of Sao .Tuan
Step Lively, Please

2,ono

...

The Rajah
The Har-Cross War

Up

Shine ’Em

Film
Film

Always the Woman
A Kex Beach Week-End

Taking the Air

By-Way Champions

1,000
1,000

Compson

Aug.

July 22

12.

S.l.'iO

Film
Film
Film

1,000
1,000
i.noo
1,000

Fore
Hook, Line and Sinker
Seconds
Playing the Game

l.O'iO

1,000
1.0<0
5 6.S0
8,000
6,500

Split

Remembrance
Sherlock Holmes
The Sin Flood
Brothers Under the Skin

All-Star

.Sept. 23

Oct. 14

John Barrym-jre
Lloyd, director

May

June

20

3

Oct. 22

Jan. 21

A

Broken Chains

HODKINSON
Mary Astor

I

June
Aug.

Adams-McKim

Heart’s Haven
Great Authors

Series
Series
Irene Castle

Movie Chat
Shoulders
Married People

Slim

Mabel Ballin
Cnllcen M<jore
Will Rogers

The Headless Horseman

A\ig.

7

Reginald

7

Wyndham

30

Miller Prod... .Oct.
Oct.
Warde
Standing .Sept.
Ross Prod
Sept.
Aug.
Mollie King

Face

to

Island of
Throuuh the

Doubt
Storm

Her Majesty
The Woman
Back

Who

0*^0

19

Sept. 2

5,200
S.7U0

Jet. 28

Forman
Are You a Failure?
Poor Men’s Wives
Gasn'er
The Girl VHio Came Back. .Forman
Gasnier
Mothers-in-Law

2.

Nov.

11.,

Aug. 12
l'‘^argarct

Lonesome Corners

Edgar Jones

6.500
7,(M0

4.

Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod

Is

Gareth Hughes
Ingram Prod...

..

The Prisoner ol Zenda
Forget-Me-Not
The Face Between

A

Fair

l.ady

The Mnn V

of

..July 29
,

June Madness

Women

Trifl ing

Youth

to

Youth

Mud and

Hull

..

Nara

Sand.

.

.Montana

.

.Ma ra K S nung
..Mae Murray
.*\'io!a Dana
F

.

.

.

l^ex

1

’’gram

Prod.

Aug.
Mg

.

^

.

.

1

.... ...
.

...

Adventures of Robinson
Crusoe
n.tman TT-‘arts
The Storm

1

let.

.Ocf
.Oct

Bilh’i

U

...Nov.
...Nov.

..

26

...Aug.

.

19

.

,

.1

.

7,227

. .

.

hlW!

6.nm

...

.

14

28
28

Clara K, Young...
Laurel Comedy.

11

.

.

.

.

6 "no

PATHE

Go

Hear ’Em Rave

Wet Weather
Off the Trolley

The Boy and the Bear
Si

Senor

The Two' Fxplorers

Come and Get Me....i
Count the Votes
The T\vo Slirk Traders
Two Scrambled
The Landlubber
Bone Dry

—

Speed Serial
Soak the Sheik
Face the Camera
At the Old Stage Door
The P*V ptnod

Inyil

1

loy<l

Psy Your Dues

Lloyd Reissue
Cartoon
Lloyd Reissue

Deputized
For Rent— Haunted

Comedy

The tapper-cut

Parrott

Fire Fighters
.The Hated Rivals

Never Touched Me
of a Trade
The Old Sea Dog
Rough Going^
Smyrna on Fire

Two

Leo Maloney

24

Comedy
Cartoon
Cartoon

Comedy

Snub Pollard
Leo Maloney
...News-Special

July

1

...

6000
lOOO

250

LOOO

23
23
16
23

30

9
9

1000
1000
loon
1000
700
1000
700
2000
1000
700
1000
1000
joro

23
23

2.000
l.OOQ

30

1.000
1,000

Sept. 30

700

Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

30
30
7
7

1.000
2.000
2.000
1,000
2,000

...Oct.

8...,

Geo. Arliss

7 ... ...Oct. 28 ... ....

5500
5.855

.Oct. 28

.

Bill

King of the Greeks
The Lone Hand
Oo’ng ’em Good

700
2.000
2,000

...

a«o
2000
1000
2ono

Oct. 21
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 7

l.nno
2,000

Serial
4. 506

Oct. 28
Oct. 28
Oct. 28

4,3?-l

7 407
2.000
2 000
2.000

Oct.

2.F)00

1,000
2.000
2.iXX)

4 857
1.000
2,000
2.000
5 398
4 463
2.000
2.000
2 000
4 691
2,000

28

.

A 44-Cnl'her "Mystery
Blue Blood and Red
Broad Davh'Hit
Aecidf'tal Wealth
G-’^ger Faee
l^’^an’s

Sept. 2

ee

Brown’e
Redwoods. Rov Stewart

The Ke'^ucky Derby
Wolf Taw
The Cabby

Aro‘her

6350
7400

.

8

Jack Mulhall
,0ct. 7
lee Moran
Oct. 14
Harry Carey
Come<ly
Oct. 7
Lewis Sargent
Oct. 21
Jclinny I'o.x and Edna
Gregory
Oct. 21
.Lack Mulhall
Oct. 21
Hoot Gibson
Oct. 28
Neely Edwards

he Wro’>j» Man
Kickin’ Fnnl

tile

5

8
2000
2000
inoo
2000
2000
2000
1000

Lewis Sargent
Roy Stewart

While and Yellow
.Some Family

Pumps

July

1

*1000

Serial
The Radio King
The Girl Wlio Ran Wild... .Gladys W'alton
The Long Chance
All .Star
Priscilla Dean
I’nder Two I'lags

Rustlers of

Aug.

July
July

Moran
Harry Carey
Neelv Edwards
I

Open

the

17

Inly 22

Special

Qneenie
Art Acord
Roy Atwell
Art Acord-Serial

l-'nrili

(iiani" of

Serial.

June

Ku> /Uucii
Lee Moran
Art Acord
Neely Edwards

ives

)

Serial..

Wm. Desmond

Morgan

Sliot

Shoes

A Mo'^el Mess^'^ger.
P’^'ates of the Deep
The Lavender Bath Lady.
The Speed Boy

Jewel

Oct. 28
Oct. 28

Frank Mayo
Century
Harry Carey
Roy Stew'art
T n's
Wilson

Nov.

4

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

11
4

Neely Edwards
Century Comedy
Herbert Rawlinson. .Nov.
Nov.
Sargent
Nov.
^^.ck Mu’hall
Gladys Walton
Lewis Sargent
.

11

11
11

4.251

18

2,000

1000
S OOQ

1,000

VITAGRAPH
r.vpsy Pas.<iion
a' Gniltv ronscience

The Angel
Street
Silent

The
The
The

of

Calhoun
William Duncan

Vow

adder Jinx
Girl in His
A Pair of Kings
T,

Room

A Girl’s Desire
The T.ittle Wildcat
The Fightine Guide
Fortune’s

French Prod
Antonio Moreno

Apr.

8

May

6

Tune

17

..

5601

Crooked

Golf

7

14
14
14
14

ITVV)

6.500

10...
1
...

Once to Every Boy
The Fresh Kid

Reissue
Reissue
Paul ParrnTt
Sept.
Lloyd Reissue
Cartoon Fable
Sept.
lJoy<1 Reisene
Cartoon Fable
S''ot.
T eo Maloney
Sept.
l^yd
T
R eissue
Cartoo-' Fable
Sept.
T lovd Reissue
Paul Parrott
Sept.
Paul Parrott
S^'pt.
Charles Hutchinson. ..Sept.
Paul Parrott
Sept.
Paul Parrott
Sept.
1

..Oct.

...

and NVllow
His First Job

I

June

.... ...

1

The Soul Herder

.

Kanook of the North
Eskimo Film
Co Get Em. Hutch — Serial. Cliarles Hutchison
Pathe Review
Issued Weekly
Pathe News
Twice a Week
Topics of the Day
Issne<l Weekiv
The Timber Oueen
R"tli Rnlnn«l Serial
The City Slicker
Lloyfl Rei'^sue

7

..

Rex Beach Prod....

.\ut

nil

Fnnli'ih

A

Let’s

W

4.8110

5,000

...

5

Sept. 30 ... ...Oct. 21
.Oct. 7 ....
.

8 .... .... snoo
24 ...
22 ... .... 6000

25

Harry Myers
House Peters
House Peters

Yukon

6.™
10,467

..

•

.

...July

..

....

Pickford

Douglas Fairbanks

The Gyp«y Trail
Young Ideas
Tn the Dnys of Buffalo

.

.

MaV

.

10

17 . ...July
13 .
6 ....

May

.

..

•Sept. 16

Nazimova

Doll’s

Off

Man

La»hes’

The Hands

line

!

17
17

Douglas Fairbanks. Sept.

Mary
The

Sure

June

5,106

4,622

10 .. ...July
-Aug. 26....
.Aug.
26

Two a Week....
an Awful Thing.... Owen Moore....

('ured

.

.......

UNITED ARTISTS

The

.

June
.Itme
1 tme
June

Eugene O’Brien
E. Hammerstein

Hickville’s Romeo
Tra< ke<l Down
^Latinee biles

Film

..J'oreign

.

Oct, 7

11

SELZNICK
of No Importance.English Film
of the Northwest. Eugene O’Brien

Perils of the

Dana

...Viola

Don't Write Letters....

Nov.

UNIVERSAL
.Nov.

METRO
The Five Dollar Baby
The Stroke ol Midnigh

59(K
4331

9
19

Beecher

Sunshi'-’e

6,000

Sept.

5 000
5.483

11

Came

AL LICHTMAN
Gasnrer Prod
B. Schulberg Prod
Shadows
Thorns and Orange BlossomsGasn’er Prod
Gasn'er T^ro 1
-The Hero

5000

Nov.

••••Oct. 21

.

Aug. 26

Rich Men’s Wives

nno

2,000

Face

The

1,000
1,000

July 8
July 29

1.000

2PO0

PLAYGOERS PICTURES

3,000

Sept. 30

I.ono

The Man She Brought Back.Chas.

Love
24
12

i.ono

Oct 28

Leo Maloney
.Snub Pollard

Tender O.ath
Selznick News

Hope

Oct. 28
Oct. 28

Paul Parrott
.Cartoon Fable

Channing
John Smith

Blind Bargain

..

1

A Woman

Hunery Hearts

...

Hal Roach

GOLDWYN
Sport
Sport
Hetty
Sport
Sport
Sport

Centaurs of the Field
Winter Pep

1,000
1,000

...

.

.

.Paul Parrott
.Will Rogers

The Ropin Fool

Footage

Consensus

...

Lloyd Reissue....
Leo Maloney ...

.

10,451
4.4 8
2,0-0

11

.

Oct. 21
Oct. 21
Oct. 21
Oct. 21

.Johnny Jones....
.Lloyd Reissue.

Kids

...Lee

Double Trouble
Splitting Hairs

..Oct. 14
...Oct. 21

..

Paul Parrott
Cartoon
Paul Parrott

Footage

Consensus

Mask

Alice

June

Special
Alice Calhoun

Apr. 15
July 22
July 1

T

arrv

Semon

Larry Semon
Alice Calhoun
Alice Calhoun
William Duncan
Earle Williams
(Continued on following

3

Ti>1v

R

Aug.

26

.'-ept.

2

Sept. 16
Sept. 16
Oct. 14

page)

Apr. 29
Sept. 2

July 22

Oct.

Nov.

7
11

5270
4600
5068
4523
2000
2000
4.950
5 000
4905
4,975
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MISCELLANEOUS

Deserted at the Altar

Special

Lucky Thirteen
Wildcat Jordon

Franklyn Earnum
Richard Talmadge
Richard Talmadge ...Nov. 4

Review

When
Consensus

2000

Hallroom Boys

D.
One Exciting Night

Com

Star Cast

of the

Aug.

M.
Swim

Felix in the
Fifty-Fifty

5

1000

July 29

1000
1,000

WINKLER

J.

Cartoon
Felix Cartoon

Oct. 21

Is

Comedy

Worst

Darling

Sept. 9

of the

Law

Marjorie Payne

Nov.

Big Stakes

Wall Street

Dore Davidson

Youth

JESSE
Partners of the Sunset

Oct. 28

Am

Law

the

May

Curwood, Author

27

July

IS

6800

,

Sept. 9
Oct. 14

3800
7,900

ANCHOR FILM CORP.
Peggy O’Day

The Storm Girl
The American Toreador

Apr. 15

&pt.

Bible

Pictures

Apr.

AYWON FILM
White Hell
Barbed Wire
The Unconquered
Another Man’s Boots
Bull Dog Courage
Boomerang Justice

Bartlett

May

LEVINSON

A.

Anchor Prod
George Larkin
George Larkin

6100
5,000
6.500
5,000
5,000
5.000
5,000
5,000

4
4

Barriers of Folly

The Flash

CHARLES

BURR

C.

Johnny Hines

Sure-Fire Flint
Secrets of Paris

Whitman Bennett

The

.

.

.

Oct. 28
Oct. 28

6,000
7,000

CLARION PHOTOPLAYS
Expose

of

Sawing a Lady

in

CLARK CORNELIUS
May

Trail.

Comedy

EPCO FILM

4588

Sept. 2

2000

Fannie Ward
The Hardest Way
What’s Wrong With the
.....Goodman Prod...
Women?

More

to

Be

Pitied

July 29

Anr

6000

Roy Stewart
West

Aug.

19

5000
2000

Than
Special

July 29

Twice a Month
Hallroom Boys
Hallroom Boys
Big Boy Williams

Hate

Nov.
Nov.

5800
2,000
2.000
2,000

4
11

— June

The

Nick Carter Series. .Nov.
Nick Carter
Nov.
Nick Carter
Nov.

of Craft
Spirit of Evil

.

Unseen Forces

June

24

5000

Dillon

Prod

The Man

of

2OOO

Comedy

Sept.

CO.
lOX

16

Oct

21

Who

May

13

Aug.

12

Wilfred Lytell
Wilfred Lytell

Paid

S,(»0

Maclyn Arburklt ....Aug.
Wilfred Lytell

In the Night
Irving Cummings Series
Just a Song at Twilight

Two-Reelers
Barthelmess

Madame

5000

5000
4406
sonn

[

Mr. Potter of Texas

5
”

All-Star

Sans Gene

5000
2000
.’

Special
Special

In the Night

5 OOO

...!.!.!!!!!!!!!

5

000

5’ooo

RIALTO PRODUCTIONS
The Wolf Pack
Nine Seconds From Heaven.Danish Production

Apr. 15
July 8

Aug

9000
yigp

12

SECOND NATIONAL
The Night Rideri

Western Story
David and Jonathan
Island Romance
Broken Shadows
Irish Love Story
One Moment’s Temptation. Lost Heiress

Apr. 22

5730
5,000

5,000
5 000

.

“

CHARLES

R.

SEELING

Bessie Love

Nov.

11

5 000

W.M. SMITH
Trail’s

Franklyn Farnum. ..Apr. 22
Franklyn Farnum ...Aug. 5
Franklyn Farnum
Nov. 4

5800
4300

.

End

Abraham and Sarah
Abraham and Lot

Bible Picture
Bible Film

4 700

INC.

Mar.
Aug.

11
19

".

V."

1006
1008

SANFORD PRODUCTIONS
The Better Man Wins
Tweedy Comedies

Pete Morrison

Oct.

7
3goi

4

4
4

5,986

13

1000

PHIL GOLDSTONE
.

Why Do Men

Edy Darclea

13

.

30

.Aug. 19
19

4606
4906

Oct.

4590

Aug.

7

UNITY
Marry

Sept. 23

Oct. 21

5,000

WARNER BROTHERS
Vera Gordon

Apr.

1

Oct.

7

June

24

Oct. 28

6,006

Brass

Charles Norris
Dangerous Adventure ...Grace Darmond

7,000

Main Street
2.000
2,000
2,000

CO.

Watch Him Step
Richard Talmadge. May
When East Comes West. .Frankivn Farnum
jatiodaji qn3 aqxRichard Talmadge. .. Sept.
Franklyn Farnum
Smiling Jim
.

Neal Hart
Neal Hart
Neal Hart

Little

Heroes

of the Street. Wesley

5000
500T
5000
5000

Barrey

WEBER AND NORTH
of

Drink

Star Cast

Maurine Powers

Notoriety
4

May

Gethsemane. Biblical Story

The Heart of a Texan
West of the Pecos
Table-Top-Ranch

The Curse

Nov.

GEOGRAPHIC FILM
The Garden

200fl

The Wolf’s Fangs

A

GENIUS FILMS
Women Men Marry

2OOO
2000

Maclyn Arbuckle
Dorothy Gish

Law

Your Best Friend
Rags to Riches
3

MURRAY GARSSON
A Game

8 600

WILLIAM STEINER

DI LORENZO* INC.
Trail of

4950

Franey
Franey
Franey
Franey

All Star Cast

B. C.

Eddie Polo Serial

The New Mama
The Spirit of ’23
The

Trail of the

5400

12

Billie

Scorned
Hallroom Boys

Apr. 29

SACRED FILMS,
Not Given

EQUITY PICTURES

Life’s Greatest Question
Sunrise Comedies
Cap’n Kidd

Love

So This Is Arizona?
The Angel Citizen

Sept. 30

C

of

CO.

Law

Against the

13

Ray

Cartoon

The Purple Dawn

COFFIN CO.

T. R.
Easy Pickin

5,600

PRODUCERS SECURITY

1475

lalf

The Hate

Oct. 21

PERFECT PICTURES
Squire Phin

27
7

Oct.

Nov.
Nov.

Maciste

Plies

The Country Flapper
10000

1

CORP.

Prod

5000
2000
4611

9

OUT OF THE INKWELL

5000
5000

Sept. 2

ARTCLASS PICTURES
Days

After Six

Billy
Billy
Billy
Billy

Highly Polished
Piece in Pieces
Hot and Cold

The Power

Aug. 26

Patton

Bill

Allene

No Brains

ALLIED PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
The Three Must-Get-Theres.Max Linder
Mary Alden
A Woman’s Woman

on

6 ,oob

14

7000

26

AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS
I

1

NORTH-WEBER
Well-Nigh Prod
Oct
OXONOR PRODUCTIONS

Notoriety

Aug.

All-Star

i,'oo|

BERT LUBIN

IVAN ABRAMSON
of

Sept. 30
Sept. 30

LEE-BRADFORD

Playthings of an Emperor.. All Star Cast

The Wildness

4 {Qq

BURTON KING
of

4,700

STATE RIGHTS

11

KINETO

Flesh and Spirit
Squirrel Comedies
The Unconquered Woman. ..Rubye DeRemer

Sept. 23
Sept. .30

xS

JAWITZ PICTURES

Shy lock

EAST COAST PRODUCTIONS
West

Sake.. Grace

Bending the Twig
Some Wild Babies

Red Man

50n

[[[[LLLLLl':'.

11*000

PRIZMA
The Land

Fo^Your Daughter’s
Beware

Oct. 21

5000
5000

W. FILM CORPORATION

J.

2000

W. GRIFFITH

All

FnMs^n

...

Knights Were Bold

Footage

Joe Rock

The Whirlwind
Bewsre of Blondes

Cnn sewntu

1922

HAMILTON

G. H.

FEDERATED EXCHANGES

18,

Sept. 9
Oct. 14

Sept. 30

Nov. 4

WESTERN PICTURES EXPLOITATION
According to Hoyle
Bing, Bang, Boom
Flesh and Blood
The Sage Brush Trail
Blazing Arrows

J.

Wonders

of the

Sea

5.9(16

6,606

CO.

David Butler
David Butler
Lon Chaney

June

Roy Stewart
Lester Cuneo

Sept. 2

5086
9080
5300
4478

Nov. 4

5,006

24

July 22

Aug.

19

W. WILLIAMSON
Submarine

Nov.

4

4,500

November

18,
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Over Flow

and Making Waiting Enjoyable

O

ccasionally

one runs across
an exhibitor whose attitude, reduced to words, is as follows
“I’m running a picture theatre. I’m
showing the best program suited to my
clientele that I can afford. I’m putting
my picture on a good screen, with the
best projection apparatus that I can
purchase and this apparatus is operated by skilled men. I’m giving good
music, with the best musical instruments and skilled musicians, and my
ushers are efficient and courteous.
“My house is well ventilated, cool in
summer and comfortably warm in winter.

am

:

believe that lets me out, as I
giving all that my clients reasonI

ably expect.’’

This argument, on the face of it,
sounds reasonable at first. The attractions which the exhibitor quoted are
considerably more than many of the
old-time showmen once thought necessary and are as much as
men are offering today.

many show-

How About the Overflow?
But consider the subject from the
viewpoint of the overflow.
Have you ever gone into a shoe store
when every clerk was busy fitting foot
coverings on prospective customers ?

No matter how busy

they were, someone always pounced upon you, removed one shoe, and left you with a
cheery assurance that your case would
he attended to immediately.
Sometimes, the promise was kept,
oftener, it was not, but the main idea
was that you would not be quite so
likely to hop away on one foot to try
your luck elsewhere as you would if
you had shoes on both feet.
The idea was to nail down the waiting list as effectively as possible and
to hang on to the overflow of the es-

On the other hand, if she knows that
she can go to a comfortable furnished
sitting room, sit down at an artistic
dresser, and repair the ravages of a
soft-coal atmosphere, while waiting
for a seat, the chances are greatly in
favor of her purchasing a ticket and,
later on, getting more enjoyment out
of the show than she would have ex-

perienced if she had crowded into a
middle chair and sat down, hot, tired
and knowing that she was not at her
best as regards appearance.

Comfortable Waiting

tablishment.

Now,

When two

just where the promenade, the rest room, the women’s
dressing room, the tea room and the
this

is

men’s smoking room do yeoman service to the picture house.

The seats may be full and the program half through when a busy shopper, with an impaired complexion, hits
the ticket office. If she knows that it is
a case of standing for another fifteen

or twenty minutes on feet, which have
already traversed many miles of shop
aisles, until part of the audience files
out, she may wander on to another
house, or entirely give up the idea of
attending a show.

or

a

well

lobby than
equipped.

three

women, who

promenade
which is not

furnished

one

or
so

The fact that one may drop into a
house at any time and be comfortable
while waiting for the next show, is a
big advantage to the house furnishing
such accommodations.
This is why we are finding more
picture houses catering to the patient
waiters with comfortably and artis-

A MODEL OF SPACIOUS COMFORT
The roomy and luxurious promenade and foyer

or

have engaged in a shopping orgy,
agree upon a final meeting place before going home, they are much more
likely to gather at a picture house
which has a comfortable waiting room,

of Wichita’s Miller Theatre

M 0 V f N G PIC T U R E W O RED
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FOR A QUIET SMOKE OR CHAT
The men’s club room and the women’s lounge of Loew’s Memphis State
tically furnished

waiting and dressing

rooms which would once have

l)een

considered

a reckless extravagance.
Furnished to Hau-monize
Such rooms may be furnished in wicker and cretonne at a moderate cost,
or more luxuriously fitted with overstufTed furniture and with real leather
upholstery in the men’s smoking or
club rooms.
In the residential sections, such por-

tions of the theatre serve the ])urpose
of community meeting rooms, where

women may

get together and exchange
views and gossip, while the men hold
experience meetings of their own in
the smoking rooms.

The very fact that many of the most
progressive theatres in the country
have gone away beyond the original
intention of the theatre and become, in
addition, community centres and meeting places, in many of which babies
may be checked and tea and light refreshments may be enjoyed by the patrons. shows that what was once considered a wonderful innovation has
become a profitable extension to the
theatre's activities.

And it depends entirely upon the
neighborhood in which a house is situated. upon the price of its admission
and its clientele, whether the foyers,
waiting rooms and club rooms sha'l be

equipped sini])ly and comparatively inexpensively or with period furniture.

Provided for

in

Plans

Plans for many of the new theatres,
of even moderate size, show provisions of this nature made for the comfort of the patrons both before and
after the show, and the market which
these portions of the theatre offer to
manufacturers of floor coverings and
designers of the
furniture, to the
lighting fixtures and to artistic decorators indicates that such service to
the patrons is profitable for the enterprising house offering it.
This service can be charged off to
advertising, with just as much reason
as the electric signs, lobby displays,

newspaper announcements, programs
and the mailing list and it tends to
hold the patrons which the other advertising efforts create.
The picture is always the main attraction of the picture house, but these
added attractions go far to supplement
a good show, to make patrons contented and appreciative and are factors with which to be reckoned in the
])lanning of a new house or the renovation of at! old one.

Will Soon Start

on

New

Tivoli

on the new Tivoli Theatre, at 14th
street and Park Road, northwest Washington, D. C., the newest link in the Crandall
chain, will be started as soon as the Sacred
Heart Church, which now occupies the site,
The complete
moves to its new home.
plans of the theatre have been received

Work

Harry M. Crandall.
The new church is expected to be hnished
within a few weeks and the construction of
the new theatre will begin immediately
The Tivoli
after the congregation moves.

iiy

will

WHERE WAITING
Inner foyer of the

New

IS

it

NO HARDSHIP

Lindo Theatre of Freeport,

is

tiful
111.

try.

have a seating capacity of 2,500, and
claimed, will be one of the most beau-

moving

picture theatres

in

the coun-

November
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Automatic Ticket Register Secures
Joe Homstein as Its Sales Manager
T he
outstanding event in the equipment
the week ending November 4
announcement
made on
was the
November 3 by E. S. Bowman, secretary of
the Automatic Ticket Register Corporation,
1780 Broadway, New York, of the appointment as sales manager of Joe Hornstein.
Mr. Hornstein will still continue his manfield for

Automatic’'et device, but the entire sales
policy of the Automatic Ticket Register Corporation will be under his direct management and supervision.
Mr. Hornstein has just returned from a
trip, during which he has appointed, as sales
agents of the Automatic Ticket Register Cor-

agement of and retain his interest in the
Howells Cine Equipment Corporation, which
has been appointed a sales agency for the

plan of having

by

ture,

its product handled, in furepresentative' supply houses with

exclusive territory.

The new model Automaticket Cash Regwhich was brought out in the fall of

ister,

1921, found instant favor among progressive exhibitors and is to be found in practically every theatre in Broadway’s white
light district, the Rialto, Loew’s State, the

Strand,

Rivoli

and the Capitol,

being

all

equipped with these devices.

Among recent installations, those in the
following houses may be mentioned:
Recent Installations

Hoods are

made of

New

natural tol-

New EastTheatre, Rochester Lafayette Theatre,
Buffalo; New Orpheum Theatre, Hannibal,
Mo.; Ric’ ards & Nace, Phoenix, Ariz. Joie
Theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.; Loew’s .New State
Theatre, Los Angeles; New Pantages Theatre, Los Angeles; Dawe Theatre, Bridgeport,
Conn.; Poll’s Theatre, Hartford, Conn.;
Crandall’s
Circuit,
Washington, D. C.
Ascher’s Circuit, Chicago
Saenger’s Liberty, New Orleans; Regent Theatre, Battle
Creek, Mich.;
Majestic Gardens, Grand
Rapids, Mich.; Ozarc Theatre, Webster
Groves, Mo.; Strand Theatre, Omaha, Neb.;
Stern’s Castle Theatre, Irvington, N. J.;
Keeney’s Newark Theatre, Newark; Clinton
Square Theatre, Albany; Manhattan Beach
Bathing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.
A.
Schrader’s Son (industrial plant), Brooklyn,
N. Y. R. H. Macy & Co. (soda fountain department), New York; Rye Baths, Oa land
Beach, Rye, N. Y. Alhambra Theatre, DayIon, Ohio; Dome Theatre, Youngstown, Ohio;
New Bine Mouse, Portland; Wilmer & Vincent’s
Colonial Theatre, Allentown, Pa.;
Strand Theatre, Altoona, Pa.; Little’s Opera
House, Conshohocken, Pa.; Regent Theatre,
Harrisburg, Pa.; Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia Harrisburg Theatre, Pittsburgh Miles
Theatre, Scranton, Pa.; Comerford’s Capitol,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Strand Theatre, Providence, R. I.
Victory Theatre, Charleston,
Winter Garden, Seattle; Capitol TheaS. C.
tre, Ya'-ima, Wash.; Gimbel Bros, (soda department), Alihvaukee, and Strand Theatre,
Freeport, 111.
The great popularity of the Automatic
Seller and Register has been due to its reliability, the ingenious arrangement by which
the operating keys are dropped below the
table top, giving a clear flush surface for
Capitol Theatre, Detroit;

man

orcd glass and show

and permanent effects. Cheaper
and better than any

brilliant

;

;

dip.

;

10

Watt—40 Watt

Hoods

are easily

cleaned

and

last

forever.

2 Sizes

;

COMPANV
WEST CONGRESS STREET
ELE CTRIC

2624

;

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Also make Flashers, Small Motors,

etc.

;

MAILING LISTS
PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES

MOVING
22166
1219
196
419
3674
810

Moving' Picture by States per M..
Film Exchanges, for List
Manufacturers and Studios
Machine and Supply Dealers
Legitimate Theatres U. S. St Can.
Vaudeville Theatres

A. F.
166

W. ADAMS

;

$5.M
730
3.50
4.00
2S.00

;

;

Who

smilingly assumes the sales management of the Automatic Ticket Register
Corporation.

730

WILLIAMS
CHICAGO

ST.

JOE HORNSTEIN

poration, the Exhibitors’ Supply Company,
with headquarters in Chicago and branches
in Indianapolis, St. Louis, Minneapolis and
Milwau ee; the Argus Enterprises, with
headquarters in Cleveland, Omaha, Salt Lake
City and Denver Dwyer Bros. & Company,
Exhibitors’ Supply Company,
of Cincinnati
of Boston
Holds. Snith-Morton Company,
Inc., of Pittsburgh; and the Washington
;

LA CINEMATOCRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA
fMflelal

Organ

of the Italian

Cinematograph Uoien

;

:

Theatre Supply Company, of Washington,
D. C.

Change

Published on the
15th and 30th of

Each Month

fmnes oer Asrisik
Editorial and Business OfFicest

Farsfon Subscription: S7.00 or 85

Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

;

The importance

of

in

Policy

the

event

is

due not

to the prominence of the Automatic
Register Corporation’s new sales
Tic'-et
manager, but to the entire reversal of its
former policy of selling direct to the ulti-

change ina
built

ill

^ing, and to the fact that it is
four types which vend, two, three,

four and five different prices of ticket, respectively.
With the appointment of the agents above

mentioned, which gives the Automatic Ticket
Register Corporation fifteen branch offices
and service stations, this popularity will undoubtedly be greatly increased.

onljr

mate consumer and substituting therefor the

Changes in Management
LITTLE ROCK, ARK, — John

F. Boyle
and others have leased Palace Theatre at
Capital avenue and Spring street for term
of six years.
House will be conducted under management of William May.
^

COLORADO

SPRINGS,

COLO.— Fred

Footman has taken over Liberty Theatre.
HARTWELL, GA. Nick Kolgaklis has

—

purchased Star Theatre.

—

CHICAGO, ILL. Garfield Theatre on
west side of Madison street, between California and San Francisco streets, has been
transferred
by Nathan T. Brenner to
Charles

J.

Schaefer.
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SPECIAL

ROLL
T«ur own spe«Ul Ticket,
any eolan. aaeurately dub
bared; every rail guaranteed
Pnz*^
Tickets fer
Drawton- 16
$ 6.00
Cash
Prompt ghlpmenta.
Get the
with the order.
samples, ouiu ojagraiu far Beserved
>at Coupon Tickets, serial ar dated
All ti^ets must canfarm ta Oovemment regulation and bear established
prlee of admlsslaD and tax paid.

Oeupee

SPEaAL TICKET PRICES
Thousand
Twenty>five Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Huntired Thousand
Fifteen

.

..

WAS RENOVATED
aside a lot of good equipment that

laid

filing

you had out-grown.

Advertise

AWAY

It in

The Moving Picture World
GET REAL MONEY

and

An

“FOR SALE”

Inch

costs but

for

it.

advertisement

$5.00.

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES
WRIT! rOR_CATALRR

BRKER BROS. OPTICAL
ST. LOUIS,

;

SALE
FOR
Austin Organ,
SIG

three

SAMUELS

Touch with the

Standard Motion Picture Company
IMt-ll06 Mallin Bldg.
Developing Printing.

Plwfl* CdntrmI

—

2347

CM«ai«. IIL

Spocial Title

1,

1923.

Work

Gieapesl by far with Satisfaction Guaranteed

TITLES

FOR ALL PURPOSES—ANY LANGUAGE
to Yrart Specializing
Assurei You

In
of

This Product
the

BEST

Moderate Prieea

EAST

33D

STREET

CHICAGO

AMERICAN

Jfotoplaper
Broadway

CO.

New York

N.

motion picture house, and seats
will immediately redecorate the interior, and install new lighting fixtures as well as place a new marquisee
on the front.
1921, as a

(Trade-Mark Registered)
Write for Catalogue

1600

J.

Schine, of Gloversville, to the effect that the
Collegian theatre, in Carthage, N. Y., had
been acquired by the Schine Theatrical Corporation, which takes over the house on

November 1.
The price was in the neighborhood of $80,The theatre was opened in November,
000.

The Musical Marvel

AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER

YEARLY RATE:

Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITORS’ ASSBCIA.
TION OF GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND, LTD.

Crawford to Build a
$300,000 House
Roy Crawford,

vice-president and treasurof Associated Exhibitors, in conjunction
with his father, L. M. Crawford, L. M.
Miller, of the Miller Theatre, of Wichita,
and a number of other w’estern film men,
are planning to erect a nineteen hundred seat
er,

house

City

1,000.

The new owner

Topeka, Kansas.

in

The new

theatre

will,

it

cost ap-

said,

is

proximately $300,000.

High
H.

Intensity Notes

president, Fulco Schaffer
installed two Power’s
G. E. high intensity arc lamps in the Grove
Theatre, Elgin, Illinois.
C.

Sales

Fulton,

Company, has

Carl E. Bunce, St. Louis manager of the
Fulco Schaffer Sales Company, reports that
the Power's G. E. high intensity lamps are

giving excellent results and satisfaction in
the New Grand Central Theatre, St. Louis.
The installation w’as made last February.

CUSSIFIEO ADVERTISEMENn
Help,

end Situations Wanted Only

3c per word per insertion

Minimum charge 60c
Terms,
Ctpj

mmt

UcaUoo

strictly

cash with order

u

Bon

rescb Of br Tuesdxj

lusun puk-

In thxt wcek'i Iwue.

INDUSTRIAL FILM COMPANY wants
tising

salesman

to

on

call

live adver-

manufactuerrs,

etc.

Ground floor proposition to right party. You can
buy an interest in this company. Film Producers,
care Moving Picture World. New York City.

Carthage^s Collegian
Now a Schine House
Announcement has been made by

Quick Service

PREMIER TITLE COMPANY

3SC-35S

been taken by Goldw 3'n.

I

SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST

Always Op«n
A high-powered passenger elevator will
be operated night and day, including Sundays and holidays, also a large freight ele-

sixth floor has

London, England

the

POSTPAID, WEEKLY, V2S

marble.

rear of the first floor will be used by the
Seltzer Company to install a large organ for
demonstration and concert work. The upper
floors will all contain projection rooms, each
exchange having one for its exclusive use.
The second floor has been leased to the
Film Booking Offices of America and the

I.

largest certified circulation otf the
trade in Great Britain and the Dominions. AB
Official Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION to its members are published exclusively in this Journal.

vator in the rear of the building.
The first floor will have an eighteen-foot
ceiling with a mezzanine floor for the offices
off the Seltzer Music Company and the

Why Experiment with Poor Work?
Why Pay Exorbitant Prices?
in

The plans have been approved by the city
authorities for the new Seltzer Building at
1014 and 1016 Forbes street, Pittsburgh, adAlthough
joining the Paramount building.
actual work has not been started, the contractors are under bond to have the building completed and ready for occupancy by
front of the new structure will be of
granite tile to the height of the first floor
and above that the entire front will be of
white brick. The lobby will be thirty feet
deep by ten feet wide, finished in Italian

Metropolitan Theatre, Atlanta, Ga.

Get

Pittsburgh Will Have
a New Film Building

The

years
Formerly used
old, in perfect condition.
Present value
Criterion Theatre, Atlanta.
Can be bought cheap. Also two
$13,000.
motor generators, 75 amperes D.C. to D.C.,
220 volts. T^Trite

;

January

CO.

MO.

Three-Manual

W.
Has

They Are

;

DON’T STORE IT
DONT GIVE IT

AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
80-82 Wardour St.

retary of state, the number of new companies entering the motion picture business
the week ending November 4, totalled nine
and represented a capitalization of $1,402,000.
The directors of the machine company included H. H. Meyers, E. F. Murphy, of New
York City and H. N. Trimble, of Pittsburgh,
The following gives the capitalization
Pa.
and directors of the companies incorporated

Astoria Theatre Corporation, $500, Marcus
Loew, Nicholas M. Schenck, David Bernstein, New York; Sunrise Comedies, Inc.,
$20,000, Benjamin Reismer, Jonas J. Smith,
Rosie Behrman, Brooklyn; Atlantic Features, Inc., $500; A. N. Mann, M. M. Ebbetstad, R. W. Wood, Jr., New York City;
Avery Hopwood, Inc., $100,000, Avery Hopwood, Cleveland, Ohio, D. C. Josephson, A.
S. Levy, New York; Troy Palace Amusement
Nathan
Brooklyn,
$10,000,
Corporation,
Zvirin, F. E. Zvirin, Amanuel Chanin, Brooklyn Premier Palace, Inc., $500, Samuel Lesselbaum. Max Plesser, Edward M. O. Pratt,
New York Seneca Photoplays, Inc., $500,
Lester Blankfield, Joseph Rothman, George
The Irving ProducF. Matuck, New York
tions, $20,000, William Hurlbut, Joseph E.
Shea, Harold Orlob, New York.

1922

18,

THE
CINEMA
NEWS

Corporation, capitalized at $1,250,000,
papers of incorporation -with the sec-

chine

Who

WHEN YOUR THEATRE
You

the

Incorporations

American Film Developing Ma-

:

$3.00
$.00
6.S0
9.00
12JJ0
.16.00

shamokin. p»

National TicKet Co.

New
With

TICKETS

Five Thousand
Ten 7*housand

Albany^s Record of

November

SITUATIONS

WANTED

FIRST-CLASS PROJECTIONIST

desires position.

Go aniTshere. Experienced on all makes of maBox 28S. Moving Picture World, New York
chines.
City.

ORGANIST of e.xceptional education and long
experience desires change to Eastern States. Organ
and salary must be worthy of high-class man.
Two weeks' notice. Address Organist, care Moving
Picture World, New York.

YOUNG MARRIED MAN,

desires

2S.

position,

preferably California, as managing director highformer newspaperclass motion picture theatre
man previous experience supervising management
of refined theatres capable executive artistic temperament creative genius can originate distinctive
references and
features in advertising, publicity
recommendations highest character. Box 2S6, Moving Picture World, New York City.
;

:

;

;

:

;

;

November
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RemodeT

iran^SrteR

The Theatre

WAOg

HARK

Reconstruction Studio

Meters Show

and
Amperes

Volts

212 East Superior Street

Chicago,

Plans

Ideas

for

Amperes

Execution

Engineers

Artists

Adjustment

111.

Contractors
D.C.

Generator

^

+ ^

We Make the OLD—NEW
Commanding

Architectural

complete organization
experienced in solving
a

trained

and

—Engineering, Ventilating, Lighting,

Seating, Decorative and

takes.

Equipment

cr:

connection with REMODELING of THEATRES.
Centralized and Unified Service which will save you money.

Problems

\

Arcs
with the Switches
on side of Projection Machine.
No
Complicated Moves.
No Chance for MisFull Control of

in

A
All Arcs in Series

Write for further information on our unusual service today. We
have remodeled scores of theatres all over the country and saved
and made money for the Exhibitor.

Any Two

Simultaneously.

old conditions means
days* loss of the increased profit
conditions.

Every day operating under

Two

or

More

Same Amperes

in

Each

Arc.

NEW

Gives

The Theatre Reconstruction Studio

a Perfect Dissolve

that

just

bound

to

many

come under

CHICAGO,

212 East Superior Street

ILL.

TransVerteR (double arc type), furnishes two
perfect arcs in series simultaneously.

DO YOU KNOW THE MEANING

of

In striking the second arc the one showing

is

same amperage and

voltage

Fast

light value.

not disturbed in the slightest degree.
a perfect dissolve.

OF

Each

is

the

is

No

This gives

ballast is used as automatic

provided.

The projectionist, by a slight turn of a convenient control handle, can instantly increase or
decrease the amperage generated and furnished to
the arc, thus obtaining the light best adapted for
the film being shown.

Write for Literature
That

is

the

name

of a

new

THE HERTNER ELECTRIC

Projecting Reel
that will give

1904

West

CO.

112th Street, Cleveland, Ohio

you these

Guaranteed Advantages
1

Speed and ease of attaching
to reel a paten ted

—

film

spring aliows just two fingers
ef one hand to firmly fasten
quickly
film end at once
no blind trying.

RAVEN HAFTONE SCREEN

Speed In patching breaks
a superior steel and a design
that
came from studying
your problems.

installed In the

—

8

—

LYRIC THEATRE, NEW YORK

—

Durability ^In the greatest
degree, because it is a scientifically tested construction.

to

—always.

Patent Fending

True running

Why
It

not drop us a card and tell us it’s up to us to “show" youT
will be a very friendly part of your permanent equipment.

ADDBKSS

FRANK MOSSBERG CO.
P. O.

Box

420

ATTLEBORO, MASS.,

U. S. A.

meet the exacting requirements of

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS*
premiere presentation of

“Robin Hood**

Raven Screen Corporation
One Sixty-Five BroadWay, New York
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THE VALLEN AUTOMATIC
CURTAIN MACHINE
Noi:eless
Means Ease

Movies

at the

Positive

Ten Stand Up While

Two

Sit

Fool Proof

Down

That’s what it means with the ordinary type of theatre seat every
time any newcomers arrive.
Why not eliminate this everlasting
annoyance to your patrons bj' equipping your theatre with the Mov-Ezy
Chair, the chair that “Means Ease

Economical

Guaranteed

13

SOUTH CANAL STREET

OHIO

"MART1N^™eh

are entering or leaving.

FOR REAL

The Mov-Ezy is a chair in all sense
of the word, with a high back and arm
I'ests.
It gives your patrons the luxury
of watching the picture with as much
comfort as if they were in an armchair
besides the extra convenience of never
being disturbed by

those

who

Theatre
creased

in

PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
WRITE

4 12

529-541

WEST

Sons Company,
MARBRIDGE BUILDING

F.

CO.

1010 Brokaw 8ldf.« Ne«

Ytrfc

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA
Organ

Inc.

SIX

NEW YORK

Show Room

B.

H«yn« Av«.. Chieago

S.

The Leading Independent

&

34TH STREET,

INFORMATION

patronage.

illustrated catalogue.

47

FURTHER

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC

Write for our beautifully

Josiah Partridge

FOR

are con-

owners are amazed by the
which this chair has in-

their

PICTURES

SUN-LIT

stantly passing.

manner

Company
AKRON,

E. J.Vallen Electrical

Movies”?
With this remarkable seating arrangement, the spectator, without
standing, simply swings his seat to
either side to provide ample passageway betw’een rows for those who

at the

-itt'eri\.'(en}€nis:

Sale* Office

Editorial Offices:

Film Trade

of Italian

DOLLARS A YEAR
Tariff

TURIN

ofi

(Italy)

Application

—Galleria

Nazionale

PORTER TAKES OVER BIG CENTER
Will Have Largest and Finest Motion Picture Trade Center, Equipment Supply House,
Public Projection Room, Service and Emer gency Station, in the World. Best Experts
for Repairing Machines and Generators.
Prompt Service for Theatre Troubles.

B. F.

PORTER, ENTIRE SECOND FLOOR,

729

SEVENTH

AVE.,

AT

49th ST.,

NEW YORK

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention

Moving Pietime World

LUDWIG G.B.ERB
PRESIDENT

TRADE MARK RED. D

S.

PAT OFF.

MOTION PICTURE
DEVELOPING AND
PRINTING
TELEPHONE AUDUBON 3716
LABORATORIES ANO.STODIO

TO

211

W. 146

T« St.,

NewYop

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

because

Dependable^

the quality that
it

is

every

print

in the negative

takes

and

all

carries

through to the screen.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
i

Eastman Film, both regular and
j

tinted

>
I

base

i

H
i

'

j|

nine colors,

out

its

— now
is

in

identified through-

length

“Eastman”

available

by

the

“Kodak”

words

stenciled

in black letters in the transparent

margin.
j

I

I

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

MOVING PICTURE

WORLD

BETTER PROJECTION PAYS
POIVER ’S

PROJECTORS
and

POIVER

’S

PRODUCTS

Research JVork

and
6

B

Improved Projector
Type E Equipment

B Improved Projector
6 B Regular Projector

Improvements
on

6

6

A Projector

High

Intensity

and

POIVER ’S

PROJECTORS
are under the supervision of

Incandescent Equipments
executives

Automatic Transformer

long

who

had

have

experience as practical

with a knowl-

Multiple Coil Rheostat

projectionists

Dissolving Stereopticon

edge of the needs of exhibi-

Type

E

tors

which enables us

to

give

Spotlight

our customers the attention

which

is

nationally

known

as

POWER'S SERVICE
NICHOLAS

POWER COMPANY

DEPEND UPON PO TVER

'S

r Regional

i

News Value; National

n

iVIoving"

Service

Picture

NOVEMBER

«•

/oi. -sd,

in

25,

PRICE

1922

25

CENTS

Great Paramount Pictures.
GEORGE

PRESENTS A

FITZMAURICE
PRODUCTION

KICK

//

IN

Bet^ Compson, Bert Ij'tell
McAvo)^

and

T

he greatest, the

most famous,
all. Bangup melodrama from start to
finish.
A whirlwind of action and
crook play of them

adventure.

With

a great star cast,

and produced by one of the world’s
leading directors.

From

the play by Willard Mack
Scenario by Ouida Bergere

Q>aramount Q>icture
tEAMOUS l>lArER£-lASt»0^(rORATK)>

=€?:./

^biished by

I

>

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY

NEW YORK

CITY

MOVING PICTURE

WORLD

There IS
Entertainment
Insurance
AND
WE’RE TELLING
YOUR PATRONS

ABOUT

AD

THIS

APPEARS
IN
THE SATURDAY ETENING POST
December 2nd

THE

LADIES’

Issue

“

HOME JOURNAL

LaterTssue

Twenty-Four Millions
OF READERS

KNOW THE VALUE

OF

‘THE SPICE OF the PROGRAM'

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
£.

W. Hammons^

President

Inc.

IT

^^Shadows” Stands Out Like

The Woolworth Building
OW and then a picture

produced that stands out above the
others, just as the Woolworth building stands out above all
the buildings that surround it. It is such pictures as these that
prove beyond any doubt that picture-making is an art. Such a
one is “Shadows” a picture that stands out above all others.
is

—

With a worth-while theme

as

directed and artistically acted, with

mosphere

its

foundation, masterfully
settings and general at-

realistic, the story creates in the

many days and weeks

that lasts

its

mind an impression

after one has seen the picture.

Though tragedy, the sad fate of the principal characters does
not leave an unpleasant feeling. On the contrary, their fate so
arouses the compassion of the spectator, that he feels regret for
not being able to help relieve their sufferings.

The

a Chinaman,

done

Mr. Chaney, who assumes

acting of

in his

is

Better acting he has never

life.

Every one

It

remarkable.

the role of

is

of the other pjayers, too, acts well.

your duty to give your
•

patrons

•

tt ts

B. P. Schulberg presents

A Tom Forman

Production

Ifs a Preferred Picture
Distributed by

AL-LICHTMAN
C
OR.POR.AT1 O N

576FirTHAVEMIIE

|NEW YORK CnV

I.

ON CHANEY,

one of the real present-day box

office

ma^-

picture

;

M:

-

1

:

-

-

-X'=

“SHADOWS”

“Has a tremendous theme based upon power of forgiveness, Exceedingly 'artistic production.’’-—“Danny” in Film Daily.

MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE—Beautiful,
star

who

registers the

—

talented a youn^
most sympathetic role of her career here

iiii

S

..

••

'

-'

-1

s

'i i

“SHADOWS”

“A

lavish production with thrillers that ftrrce

you

to take a firm

grip on your seat.”—^Rogeif Ferri in Moving Picture World.

JOHN SAINPOLIS,

an

exceeds here his great

work

SHADOWS

J9

“Human

artist

in

of

recognized power,

“The Four Horsemen”

interest story based upon faith, revenge and devotion
Strongest points Chaney’s characterization, atmosphere and spiritual quality.”
Laurence Reid, in Motion Picture News.

—

A

HARRISON FORD,

as the

young minister

gives his finest performance to the screen

W3

aw***

SHADOWS

‘is one with ‘The Miracle

Trade Review.

Man’

in

major appeal

Exhibitors

WALTER LONG,
gives

his

usual

as a deep sea fisherman,
superior impersonation

'

'\v

“SHADOWS

Piece a credit to producers.
N. Y. Morning Telegraph.
appeal.”—
popular
the elements of

“Lon Chaney

is

at his best.

1

BUDDY MESSENGER,

a great boy actor,
proves his power in the role of “Mista Bad Boy”

SHADOWS”

Box

office

—

made filled with heart interest, romance and thrills
values carefully considered,” Exhibitors Herald.

“Excellently

—

TOM FORMAN,

director of “Shadows,”

mously acclaimed for

“SHADOWS’’

his

superb

is

unani-

accomplishment

“Will stack up well at the box'office.”— Anna

Weekly Film Review,

Atlanta,

;

Aiken

Patters

I

November

MOVING PICTURE
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of Fossil, Oregon,

300
of this 300

231
came

to the Fossil

Theatre in one day

to see

(X Q>aramount Q>idum

Because everybody in Fossil knows all about
Paramount Pictures. The national magazines, which
have carried Paramount advertising for years, are
read in the smallest towns as well as in the big cities.
1.

2.

Because the Fossil Theatre used plenty of Para-

mount

which are as good as the pictures.
Mr. Will Hebenton, the owner, used posters, heralds,
newspaper cuts and mailing circulars.
accessories,

Most
stick

theatres in towns that small would
1 -sheets and trust to luck.

up two

The owner of the Fossil wanted
money and he did

—

to

make

There’s no

town

too

small for

paramount Q^ictiires
and

Paramount Accessories
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION

is

MOVING
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ISLE
If

like good '^society melodrama"
one that possesses grip and thrill

you

here

is

and suspense with tense
If

you

like pictures containing a cast that

is filled

with good names here

good names:

eight

situations.

Virginia

is

one with
George

Lee,

Florence Billings, Ward Crane,
Majeroni, Ida Darling, Arthur
Housman and William B. Davidson.
Fawcett,

Mario

you like the whirr and thrill of airplanes
and fast motor speedboats, you get them in
If

this picture.
If

you like breath-taking fights on rocky
hanging over the edge of the ocean,

cliffs

this picture has
If

you

like

them.

the winter beauties of

rich, semi-tropical Florida resorts

beautiful

the

and the

Bahamas, you get them in

this

picture.

And

snappy, vigorous

human

direction that

starts the story right, takes it

With an

all star

cast including

fast clip

along at a

and stops when the story

is

VIRGINIA LEE GEORGE FAWCETT
FLORENCE BILLINGS
WARD CRANE
RELEASING CORPORATION
'

“V
In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation. Limited
'

Versonally directed by Wm.T.S. Earle

'

told.

November

25,

1922

As a play
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grossed

over $"209 000,000.
at tbe box omce

Goldwyn
is producing it

I

Goldwyn
Gle anings
DID

YOU EVER touch a

match
ed

I

*

to a kerosene-soak-

and watch

pile of chips

the flames spread? Well
that is the way Goldwyn’s
“Brothers Under the Skin,”
greatest of all exploitation
stunts, is sweeping the
country. Every newspaper
of any consequence gave
display heads to the story
of the “Brothers Under
the Skin Association” incorporated last week. New
“Brother” Associations are
being organized everywhere. There never has
been anything like it.
Danny, of The Film Daily,
said we were lucky. Call
it luck, or anything else
that you want, but get youi
share of this wonderful
publicity.

WONDERFUL IS A BIG
WORD. It needs backing
up. Here are the first returns: “Capitol Theatre,

New York,

Sunday, Nov.
Brothers under the
Skin, $11,206.” These figures look big, but they are
even bigger than they look
11,

when you
it

consider that

was a week of the strong-

est

sort of opposition at

neighboring Broadway
theatres.

A

big picture

more than half sold to your
public in advance.

That’s

about on
Thanksgiving Day.

an item

to talk

TALKING ABOUT
PUBLICITY, our books of
clippings carry

more than

100 columns of advance
publicity on “Remembrance” in newspapers in
all

sections of the country.

And

New

this

does not include

York City where

Rupert Hughes’

latest pic-

ture got a fine break. This
is the sort of selling cooperation that Goldwyn is giving exhibitors.

The Studic

Skeleton
RUN OVER IN YOUR
MIND

office

the biggest box
of the day.

stars

Pola Negri is among
them, isn’t she? You
don’t have to answer, of
course she is. Well, here
is a big piece of news.

From the great

book.

Ifezierska
Additional titles
kCotitagne Glass
Directed by

£ Mason Hopper
.

W

E are proud to
losal

present this col-

pageant of

human

loves

and sorrows that now takes its place
with the few immortal works of the
silent drama. Here is a living story
of a vast metropolis where life’s
battle

is

thrilling, cruel, yet

deeply

where the flower of love
blooms sweetly and tenderly while
the ceaseless parade of hates and
passions, romance and adventure
passes by in absorbing procession.
Here is a true masterpiece. Here is

fascinating,

a picture that will take

its

place with

the greatest.

GOLDWYN IS GOING
TO RELEASE THE
GREATEST PICTURE
THAT POLA NEGRI
EVER MADE.

Itis‘*Sa-

pho,” an adaptation of
the world-famous novel
and play. This is just one
more reason for becoming a Goldwyn exhibitor.

“BEN HUR” is going to
be a stupendous production. There is no doubt
about that. But one important question remains unanswered and
it is

causing a lot of

dis-

cussion in the trade.
Who will be the director
of Lew Wallace’s masterpiece? It is rumored that
a choice has narrowed
down until it rests between three of the most
famous directors in the
world. “Ben Hur” will
be the prize assignment
of the year.

RUPERT HUGHES
NEVER STOPS. With
“Remembrance” going
the rounds of first run
and “Bitterness
of Sweets” just completed, he has found time to
finish the continuity of
“Souls for Sale” and is
assembling a cast of stars.
wire from the Goldwyn Studios at Culver
City states that Claire
Windsor, Richard Dix,

theatres,

A

Frank Mayo and Lew
Cody have Ijeen engaged

Ask Gold^M^
Released NOV.'lG
1

thus far. “Souls for Sale,”
a story of life in the

is

Hollywood motion
ture colony. It
seller.”

is

pic-

a “best

j

!

!

A Star and a Picture

Up Business
a combination every exhibitor wants—And just what he gets
That Build

This is
with George Arliss in “THE
PLAYED GOD.” Here’s
a picture for every kind of theatre patron in any city.
Philadelphia reports this: “Drew well throughout engagement, esp>eci“Business decidedly above average
ally in latter part of week.”
for seven days,” is Dallas verdict.

MAN WHO

A

Big Star and a Big Picture For a Big Public
The

great George Arliss, one of the foremost screen actors in
America, in a great photoplay of dramatic intensity, gripping action, thrilling romance, sparkling comedy, and a plot that holds
picture that keeps bringing them in
the interest to the end.

A

right to the

end of the booking.

For the Old, the Middle Aged, the Youth

and Also

5^.

for the Children

OisfincficjQ Producfionx; Pnc:
prexenfx

GEORGE

WO

MAN
PLAMDGOD”

"THE

3/'om a p/ay

by ^u/ex £c/<ei't Qoodman
/bunded on Qouwei'neui' J^oi'i'ix'x
xfory

/ the same name

Jcenai'io by 'Joi'rext J/j/xey
Photoaraphy by J'bai'i'y Q. '3'ixchbeclc

Orf Oi/'ecfo/'~ Clai lc

Direction

UNITED
MAI5Y DICKrORD

Pobmxon

by J'Darmon

AQ.TIJ'TJ'

CWAULIE CWADLIN
l-nfiAM

(JJeiclhf

COQ.PODATION

DOUGLAJ" rAIODANKJ"

AOHiAMj:

PQ.C»/*rOCNT

•

D.

V.

GfUCTITU

Crcmiing Ochiei^ement

wmsm
“The new ‘Tess of the Storm Country' is the greatest
Mary Pickford has ever made. It is more than that.

picture

one of the great pictures of motion picture history.
the high water mark of the star’s career. Miss Pickford
seems the incarnation of eternal youth. She is wonderfully
N. Y. Evening Mail.
and profoundly satisfying.
It

is

It is

”

—

Tess of the Storm Country’ is an excellent film, and
one that cannot fail to please and entertain any audience.
Your beloved Mary is there, charming as ever.” N. Y.
Daily News.

—

—

is

as

last

winsome as ever in Tess of the
word in charm and attractiveness.

Improved methods of filming have brought the new verN. Y. American.
sion up to the best standards of today.
”

—

"

’Tess of the Storm Country’ is unquestionably a sucsure to be a highly profitable production.
Miss
N. Y. Herald.
Pickford herself is splendid."

cess.

“

It is

—

’Tess’ real, for

Miss Pickford

She scampers and skips in her old familiar way, but
she also acts. She has intensely human moments. Her pantomime is subtle and finished.
N. Y. Times
”

—

“Mary Pickford's re-creation of Tess of the Storm
Country’ surpasses infinitely most movies that are now in
It seems by far the best picture ever turned
their first blush.
For an extremely adroit fusion of
out by a film actress.
comedy, pathos and melodrama it has all the other feminYou will enjoy this
ine pictures sinking for the third time.
N. Y. Sun.
picture."

"Miss Pickford
the
Storm Country’

"Mary Pickford makes
acts.

—

“Miss Pickford probably has never acted a part more
The element of suspense
and the plot so arranged

beautiful than she acts this one.
is played upon with great effect
as to arouse the utmost interest.”

—

N. Y. World.

“Mary Pickford’s beauty never has appeared softer
The photography is superb. The direction
ranks among the best. The production is splendidly cast.
or lovelier.

And

Miss Pickford’s characterization of the wild, madcap,
tender-hearted squatter girl has been beautifully accentuated."
Morning Telegraph.

—

"The story of ’Tess of the Storm Countryl is the kind
mixture of pathos, humor, drama and sentimentality
which Mary Pickford always fits into perfectly.”
N. Y.
of

—

Call.

"Mary Pickford never has had, and probably never
have again so excellent a vehicle as Tess of the Storm
Country’ for the exploitation of her natural and dramatic
talents.
She, herself, was as effective as ever.
She appeared more like seventeen than she did five or six years
will

ago.”

—

N. Y. Globe.

"The

Tess of the Storm Country’ was and

Is

the best thing

Mary Pickford has ever done.

Miss Pickford

in

mous

far outshines the

her latest edition of the faMary PickAnd that is the
ford of eight years ago.
N. Y. Evenhighest praise we can give.
picture,

”

—

ing World.

“The unusual Mary Pickford makes this
She is perfectly beauan unusual picture.
N. Y. Tribune.
tiful.”

—

Qy

the nous! by Qi'oce J^iller

is

rich in atmosphere and beauty.”
Telegram.

White

ai'i'anqfement ujith Odolph Zukoi'

Direction by ^ohn J~ Dobertj'on
Photociraphy by Charier Posher

—Evening

"Mary Pickford has a new

success to
loves Tess for her sweet
simplicity and unspoiled faith as much as for
her spirit and spunk when viciousness peers
in the window and villainy stalks through
the door.”
N. Y. Evening Journal.

her credit.

f

3rom

re-created ’Tess of the Storm Counthe finest achievement of Mary Pickford’s career.
The story is closely knit and
the pictures as they melt before the eye, are
try

One

—

UNITED AISTUTT CORPORATION
CMARLIC CHAPLIN
MAIRV PICKrOfRD
D. W GlilFFITH
DOUGLAJ" PAIRD.ANKJ'
WII2AM ADPAMj; PIRETIDENT
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takes extraordinarj/ pride
in announcing the greatest

HARRY CAREY PICTURE
in the history ofhis entire career

iliDlHi

Him
OH

STARRING
NG

THE ONLY GREAT WESTERN STAR
ON THE SCREEN!
Presented by P. A. Power*

A

T

the

last

At

last the

honest-to-God

super- Western t

Western de-luxe!

Harry Carey is COMING with all the zip and
crash of a Kansas cyclone and here’s the attraction that lifts him head and shoulders over all
rivals

Every Carey attraction released by F. B. O.
a

roaring,

rousing

is

SHOW— BACKED BY A

BLAST OF SUPER-EXPLOITATION

that
in com” in great,

makes average press agentry seem pimy

P.

S.

First

— Have
F.

you played Harry Carey's

B.

Cleaning

Box

Office

Winner

KICK-BACK'’

^^THE
It's

0.

Up

for Exhibitors

Everywhere

parison.

This one spells “

towering

letters.

exploitation.

MONEY

NOW!

Nail it
Use our smash
Get the habit of cashing in with

Carey
Superb story by Eugene Manlove Rhodes, Saturday
Evening Post favorite. Superb direction by Val
Paul Cast includes Tully Marshall. Vola Vale and

—

Noah

Beery.

Distributed by F. B. O.

Film Booking Offices of America, Inc.
Main

Offices:

F. B. O. Bldg., 723 7th Ave., N. Y. C.

Exchanges Everywhere

This

is

a Reproduction of the One Sheet by John Held

Jr.

THE MERIIffiSrWKK«'r«eVEMt>
rOR YOUP PAT PON S'

TOP

LJNI

Specially

YOUP BOX OPHCE

ComGdy

Selecfed Universal

Productions

—

Get busy today See your Universal Exchange. Put on a Universal Joy AVeek
during Christmas Week and make it one of the biggest, timeliest, as well as
merriest Aveeks of the year! End the old year with an old-fashioned laugh festival and bring joy to your patrons and your box-office. Here are a few of the
pictures to select from.
Full details at vour Universal Exchange.

CENTURY COMEDIES
in

BABY PEGGY
QUEENIE

two

reels,

featuring

JOHNNY FOX

LEE

MORAN

BROWNIE

UNIVERSAL COMEDIES
in

one

reel,

featuring

NEELY EDWARDS

LEWIS SARGENT

MARY

PICKFORD

in the sensational noveltv

“GOING STRAIGHT”
“The Leather
IX SIX

Pushers^*

ROVXDS

Go"
“.Miss and Get Hit"
"Payment XhrouKh tile Nose”
’’The Pool and His H<mey“
“Let’s

1

2

3
4
5

TaniinK
— “Tile
“AVhipsawed”

G

ol

tile

Slirewd”

“The New Leather Pushers”
IN SIX

featuring

REGINALD

DENNY

1
*2

ROUNDS

— “Vouiiff Kinp Cole**
— “He Kaisetl Kane*'

3—“The
4

Cliicka^lia

‘*\Vhen

Kane

Hone Crusher”

.Met Abel'*

5~“Strike Father, Strike Son**
6 “Joan of Newark**

—

FREE
Every exliihitor jirranjring to put on a Universal
Joy Week will receive from his Universal Exelian^e,
FREE, a strikingly apprt>priate poster, an attractive slide and sutficieiit snipes for his theatre.

November

25,
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^
<.

From Frederic S.Isham's Popular
Novel Pub. By Bobbs Merrill coy
Directed By ROBERT HILL
. f

lO STIRRING EPISODES of
ROMANCE-ADVENTURE-THRILlls >

Q)

CAfivoisS‘

EPISODES- ATHRILL IN EVERY
LAND ON THE GLOBE.'
y

12

^

DIRECTED BY

REAVES EASON

Jm

the astoundinS novel by

SHtlOr OiyYL
'

Playgoers Pictures

™

gUNOR

(JJ-YN’S name

is

synonymous with ravishing
love stories and “’Phe

"The moment came to this
strong man and this adorable
woman, causing time and place
and

all else to

be forgotten.’’

Elinor Glyn

the

Moment”

is

(Jlyn novel, read

her millions
It

starts out

utter

and

and re-read hy

of followers.

with a marriage be-

tween a man and a

are

Man

a typical Klinor

woman who

strangers

to

each

The heroine is being
forced to marry a man she hates.

other.

The hero can only be saved from
an entangling alliance by marrying

some one

else.

So they wed

each other. Rut such a marriage
of convenience offers complications. as this

one does,

<n true

EUinor Glyn style.

As a photoplay, “The Man and
the Moment” can be played up
strongly and, relying upon the

fame

of Elinor

Glyn and the

fas-

cinating appeal of this sensational

drama,

it

is

sure to be a

tremendous success

at the

box

office.

Physical Distributors
Pathe Exchange
me
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DEPENDABLE PICTURES CORP'N
MORRIS KOHN president, presents
WE PREDICT FOR

Till

THIS ENTERTAINING

FEATURE REAL SUCCESS

BOX

lATTHE

We Meet Agaln^

WILLIAM CHRISTY CABANNE jMuction
with a distinguished cast including
Mae Marsh

OFFICE,,

SHOULD WIN WIDESPREAD
AND BRING THE SHEKElSl
STREAMING FREELY INTO THE
BOX OFFICE.
POPULARITY

Norman
field,
Jidapted

Kerry, 'Halter Miller,

Mia Smyne

Py Edmund

Gordon, J. Barney Sherry

from a story by WILLIAM CHRISTY CABANNE
w4 ssociatGd Exhibitors

Goulding

ARTHUR

The numerous admirers of fast moving
crook melodrama will find entertainment exIt is keyactly to their taste in this picture.
ed up to top speed from the first to the final
to
enough
thrills
with
punctuated
and
reel
fill a serial. Not that “Till We Meet Again”
standard
serial
is to be listed according to a
of excellence, for it registers as an exceptionally high-class feature in point of fine
direction, clever acting and skilled direction.
Also, the plot, while furnishing constant surprises and a legion of totally unexpected situations, is so well constructed that it is easy

follow, in fact the perfect continuity
is one of the film’s strongest points.
Director Cabanne and his talented cast of
players have done their work intelligently
and with great effect, the result being an at-

to

achieved

traction which should win wide-spread popshekels streaming
ularity and bring the
freely into the box office.
Points of Appeal.
It is seldom that such
rapidfire action as distinguishes this production can be kept up for six reels without a
jarring note or illogical sequence in the situations which arise. But there isn’t a hitch
in the progress of events, one incident blends
into another with perfect smoothness, the
tension never slackens and it is impossible
to anticipate what is coming next.. The persecuted heroine wins instant sympathy, the romantic phases and melodramatic punches are
splendidly developed and a crashing climax

—

is

It teaches the valuable les^
son never to sign on the dotted line without reading the

itfwtMMt

and

V&,T%.

We

Meet

by

Wm.

direction

Christy Cabanne.

Featuring

Young and others.
The production Is well staged and the

Mae Marsh.
Associated

by

Ex-

hibitors.

The

most interesting and pleasing and has
picture

an excellent

is

cast.

Martha Mansfield is very
pretty and attractive as the
girl friend and Walter Miller
is
a handsome crook, who
meets with an untimely end,
and Tammany Young is very
amusing as another crook.

This is the first of a series of Depeodaoie
Pictures Corporation productions for Asso*
is a pleasing romance
with a cast that should go far towards attracting patrons to, the box office. The players
included are Mae Marsh, Norman Kerry,
Walter Miller, J. Barney Sherry, Martha
Mansfield, Julia Swayne Cordon, Tammany

dated Exhibitors and

tale

unfolds is told against beautiful backgrounds, well photographed. It will hold interest and should prove satisfactory to the
majority of theatregoers.
it

paper.

—

—

PRES.

Title of picture, “Till

Again.”
Story

Released

attained.

Cast.
Mae Marsh is excellent in the exacting role of Marion Bates, which calls for
a dynamic display of energy and the star’s
ability as a forceful emotional actress has
never been manifested to better advantage.
Norman Kerry is a handsome and pleasing
lover, Walter Miller, scores as Brennan, the
outlaw chief, and the support is flawless.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. There
are some charming exteriors, the interiors are
well filmed and the lighting effects admirable.
No break occurs in the continuity and the
action never falters.

KANE,

KTw VODVS

A swift moving and absorbdrama revolves
crook
ing
Mae Marsh.

S.

DAIIJYIM NIELWS

^elMontmgSekflrapb

about

Martha Mans-

Presented

by

Loew’s

State

Theatre.

This picture has to recommend
to moviegoers an excellent actress in the person of Mae Marsh,
a delightful band of burglars of
it

the Gilbert and
quite the jolliest

Sullivan type,
crew of criminals we have seen in some time,
some original war scenes and a
thrilling fight in the final reel in

which Mae, thanks to Cabanne.
the

director,

does

around and register
takes an active part.

not

stand
horro>- but

The story tells of Marion Bates, who, beby her guardian, is thrown in an
asylum under the pretext of insanity. She
escapes and falls in with a band of crooks,
the leader of which is Brennan, who protects
her and becomes infatuated with her. After
escaping from the crooks she returns to the
Carter family, her only friends, where she
meets Robert Carter, son of the family. Her
trayed

guardian, she learns, is also the trusted advisor for the Carter family and has mulcted
them of their money as he has done her.
Upon learning that she has escaped the.
guardian, she employs the same gang of
thieves which she had formerly met to obtain
a paper in which she had signed over
her
rights to certain

property.

Brennan

Is

dele-

gated to perform the robbery.
Confronting
Marion in her room he discovers that he is
the home of his former buddy and
Caotain who
whn had
ho/l nauMA
j_ p
saved bis i:>..
life in

m

I

manhood

is

tect the girl.

roused
There

gang and Brennan
girl

and his friend.

at^d
is
.

{i

is

France His
he determines t > proterrific fight

killed

with the
defending the

A SWIFT MOVING AND ABSORBING CROOKDRAMA.
MOST

NESTING AND

WITH AN EXCELLENT CASTj

AN EXCELLENT ACTRESS IN
PERSON OF MAE MARSH. A
[THRILLING FIGHT IN THE BNALREa
ITHE

SHOULD GO FAR TOWARD
ATTRACTING PATRONS
TO THE BOX OFFICE.
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FROM THE NOVEL
BY

WORLD
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SONIA

STEPHEN McKENNA
WITH

Evelyn Brent
Atsi

O

Clive Brook.
Directed

bt

DENISON CLIFT>

—

She played with him
accepted him then turned

—

him down.

He

tells

day she

that some
come back to

her

will

him.

Again

she

laughs

— but

came back, her glorious
womanhood triumphant at

ihe

last

From
ly
It

Sonia,” one of the most widediscussed novels of recent years.

was

a

revelation,

startling

and

sensational.

Directed by Denison Clift who has
conceived a score of remarkable fea-

He has recently been engaged
by one of the biggest organizations

tures

to direct several of their particularly

important productions.

“The

Woman Who Came Back”

is

offered with the assurance that ex-

one of the most
powerful dramas of the season.
hibitors are finding

it

presented Bv

Playgoers Pictures

Physical Dislhibutors
pAfHf Exchange

1922

—
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at These Theatres:

SYRACUSE MOTION PICTURES

Modern Beacon Boston
Gift’s

Cincinnati

Lyric

Tulsa
Portland, Ore.

Hippodrome
Majestic

San Francisco
Denver
Houston

Dixie

Galveston

Lyceum

Memphis

Empire
Savoy
Windsor

Mobile
'

Wyndham Standing
'7k

ISLEkDOm

Buffalo

GEORGE FAWCETT
and DOROTHY MACKAILL
with

Cleveland

Royal
Crandall’s Joy

Toledo
Washington

Monticello

Jersey City

Family

Detroit

Majestic

Des Moines

Model
Rex

Sioux City

Regent
Majestic

Kansas City
Columbus, O.

Garden

Charleston, S.

Majestic

Boise

Royal

Atlantic City

Story

by

DEREK

Already established a huge success
by the opinion of the trade press, by the
verdict of the newspapers and by the
<

action of the exhibitors.

The
office

best 'argument in favor of

worth

is

its

have

it

open dates.

REPRESENTATIVE

SIDNEY

GARRETT

i

and the imposing

list

it

to

which

booked

Get “The

PLAYGOERS piaURE

box

presented by the array of

theatres which have already played
big business

FOREIGN

BRAM

Directed by HAMILTON SMITH
Photographed by ARTHUR CAOWELL

Racine

I

CO.

presents

Heilig

Rivoli

2D9

Isle of

Doubt”

for

your

first

Pipe Organs

oi

Trade in Your Present Instrument
The Fotoplayer is very much
bettcrlhan I ever ejrpectcd It would
be.
A noticeable increase in my
box office receipts promises excellent results in the future.

Sunset Theatre, Tacoma. Wash.

Our

business has Increased at
twenty-five per cent since
installing the Fotoplayer over
that when we used an orchestra.
least

Alden

& Robertson,
Qlobe, Arizona

Over

Prior to the installation of the Fotoplayer we had tried an Orchestra and
automatic instruments, none of them

having given satisfaction.
Our opinion of the Fotoplayer
that

it

is

problem

is

the solution of the musical
for picture theatres.

P C. LEVY.

Enterprises

FOTOPLAYI

he

Fort Worth, Texas

exhibitors to

ren«

for dramatic effect or cc

FOTOPLAYER

The Fotoplayer which
has been in daily use at The
Empress for the past three
years, has been more than
satisfactory.
I would not
think of exchanging it for
an orchestra, and the expense is not to be compared.

5 The
the field of picture

play:

Brilliant orchestral

and

obtained by hand or
5

The Empress, Oklahoma City

FOTOPLAYER

music
with the Style No 15 m a small house,
the combination is as near perfect as could be asked
In the larger house I am using one of your big
Fotoplayers without rolls for emergency use.
patrons say our music is far superior to that rendered
on many of the more expensive organs.
I

roll

insta:

cost.

feel that

My

Carters Theatres, Los Angeles

^

A

5

Write

style

AMERICAN
NEW

The

YORK CITY

1600 Broadway

and

price to

for our special

'

PH(!

CHICAGO.
702

:

S.

Wabash

ILL
Jloi

Payments
Immediate SHipment Everywhere
Fotoplayer

music

appeals

to

people, of goQtl taste.

We

have been able to operate
the Fotoplayer at a minimum as
compared to other theatre instruments.
have not experienced
any difficulty with the Fotoplayer
mechanically or otherwise, but have
gotten ten hours service every day
in the week, 365 days out of the

We

year.

Bryant Photo Play Company,
'New York

:‘layer

Installations

Wc

luive been
a Fotojilayer
over five years, p;racluating from a
Style 40 to a Style 50.
use jOayer
rolls exclusively and are able to Ht a
photoplay perfectly in accompaniment

for

We

cognized by enterprising
fullest

Faurot Opera House, Lima, Ohio

musical expression

icompaniment.
fblished its
is

supremacy in

versatility of operation,
The

led organ effects

I

a positive saving in

[Ian

in

my Acme

brings increased business.

your

of easy payment.

to

Fotoplayer installed
Theatre is
wonderful.
I
think it the
greatest musical instrument
on the market and fills the
bill perfectly for both vaudeville and pictures and

may be

Acme

Theatre,
Qoldsboro, N. C.

The quickness of change from one theme of music to
another by the double roll system makes possible a
future for the Fotoplayer
It fills the bill in such Theatres as the Century in
Jackson, Miss., like no other form of music I know of.
Saenger

Amusement

Co.,

New

Orleans, La.

PLAYER CO.
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.
/09 Golden Gate Jive.

^A

^

,
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Pll-M

PRCSCNTS

RiCUARD
BARTUELME/r
al

wUK
LVELYIi

QREELEY&PEDRO DE CORDOBA

Bq

Supreme Picture Portrs:/a.l
of the feompeireiblc ''Dick''.
JPb?‘

THIS PRODUCTION HAS

NEVER BEFORE BEEN

OFFERED FOR SALE EITHER
NATIONALLY OR OTHERWISE

/
PRODUCEK®!

4,yt-

CLASSIC OF THE SCREEN

THE BEAUTIFUL AND DAMNED

240

the infinitely appreciative, the apotheosis of tact and
consideration .
.
.

^‘The

—

^pan-ic

So ha-a-as

—has
—come—over
”

us,

Then, without warning, she felt other arms around
her, felt herseK lifted from the lounge.
Joe Hull had
picked her up and was trying, drunkenly, to imitate
Dick.

‘Tut me down!’’ she

said sharply.

His maudlin laugh, and the sight of that prickly yellow jaw close to her face, stirred her to intolerable disgust.
“At once 1”

—

‘‘The

^pan-ic

—”

he began, but got no further, for

SYMPOSIUM
hand swung around swiftly and caught him in
the cheek. At this he all at once let go of her, and she
Gloria's

fell

to the floor, her shoulder hitting the table a glancing

blow in

Then
was

transit.

the

.

.

.

TanaJa^^hite

men and

smoke. There
coat reeling about supported by
end of

room seemed

full of

^ though somellH!!§"1^^

down ove^iie

head of the banister, but she could not have gone back
into the living-room ^better madness than the madness
Up-stairs she fumbled for the elecof that clamor.

—

.

.

.

switch and missed it in the darkness; a roomful of
lightning showed her the button plainly on the wall.
But when the impenetrable black shut down, it again
eluded her fumbling fingers, so she slipped off her drps
tric

and petticoat and threw

herself

weakly on the dry side

of the half-drenched bed.

An r

lifill

tliA DirtiirA

THERE'S

AN EXCHANGE NEAR YOU

DISTRIBUTING

WTII im iW H Ii

Pomancc Picture

ELAINE
I

CONWAY
TEARLl
Appearing together

in a_

production bigger^
finer and far more sen
sational than anythings
II
imu

1
1
mi
lin

jwMwSt

m^

in \Vhich either hasi

previously appeared’^

ii

^Edward

J.Montagne ond George Ar,chainbaud

Directed

by George Archainbaud

lAirplane Crasli,

i

iiTui

i

M ia nT7ri UiHiini i iininii»ii itn i>m t1'>i
i

i

'
i

iiunirMii

!

imm

i
rmti

iirnnhrriii

II

I

Him

wW

W

uiAiimiiinmii'iiimirffPi

Lflwishlt^

sba^^perfecbK^

directed and tellir^ one oP

(hemosb dramabic stories
ever wrifcben,*ONE WfflCC^
LOVE will bake ibs place ab
bKe bopoP bhe*&i^Picbure

mrr

rn

n
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i
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m
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Do you, as a Theatre
Owner, really Know

V

the Pal^c

“There exists no doubt
that suggestion
is to say, the

— that
human

go back to
thought,
its origin, the
as a species of imagincan
ation and faith
exercise a quasi-magiaction upon not

word,

or, to

cal

only the faculties of
our moral being, but
oi
also the functions
our organism.”

—EMILE BOIRAC,
Academy

of Dijon

“Let go your hold, resign the care of your

destiny
powers,

to

be

higher
genuinely

indifferent as to

what
becomes of it all, and
you will find not only
that you gain a perfect
inward relief but often
also,

in addition, the
particular goods which
you sincerely thought

you were renouncing.”
Dr.

WILLIAM JAMES,

A^nerica’s Greatest Psychologist

irsittif

This advertisement is intended for the
Exhibitor who is tired of making afterthe-performance apologies in his lobby,
of wearily repeating, over and over
again, “I’m sorry; I know it’s a poor picture, but it’s what the public wants!”

The public no longer wants to hear this
showman’s alibi, for the public knows
what it wants and isn’t bashful about
showing

its

feelings.

of the upperaiost
dioughts in the public mind is the rapid
acceptance of the doctrine that the Will exercises a more powerful control over the
destines of the body than science has heretofore been willing to admit. Call it “psychoanalysis,” if you will, or “mind over matter,” or any of the thousand-and-one names
that have been given it, but the fact remains that millions of thinking people today
open the door of their mind before they open the door of the old-fashioned
medicine chest.
Just

now,

one

;

Clara Louise Burnham wrote a book founded on this very theory. Many thousands of copies of it were sold all over America. It was called “Heart’s Haven” and
Benj. B. Hampton and His Associates have turned it into a motion-picture a smashing good story of life, and love and little kiddies, with the big, new and moving
impulse, the power of the human mind to direct our lives, back of it all.

—

Get into step with this new order of things by booking “Heart’s Haven” and you’ll
escape lobby alibis. It’s “what the public wants!”

Phone

Write—
or Wire
the Nearest

'A

HODKINSON

HEABJS
VHAyEN/ EXCHANGE

For

Play Date

WORLD

MOVING PICTURE
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said
am

accused of telling a great many
They say it lowers the dignity
of the presidential office, but I have found
that the plain people enjoy them, and
what the hypercritical few may think, I
“I

stories.

don’t care.”

13ehind the grim visage of the Great Emancipator

was a storehouse of luimorous yarns which, when
tapped, silenced his critics by laughter. Chauncey
Depew relates that “he was always eager for new
stories” and gleaned his fund from every section of
the Union by assiduous search.
To-day The Literary Digest combs the printed
pages of the entire world to gain the best wit, jokes,
and epigrams for you. Of these a super-selected
program is presented in the leading theatres in the

new

reel.

FUN FROM THE PRESS
Produced by
ni

Distributed by

THE LITERARY DIGEST

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
Every telephone user gets a special letter from
the Literary Digest exploiting “Fun from the
Press.”
This means 8,500,000 Figure up from
your own telephone book what the postage amounts

—

to in

your own community.

Every week approximately 400 newspapers carry
“Fun from the

one-lhird page display ads in which
Press” is featured to the public.

Every day over 10,000,000 passengers

in street

cars read the two-color car cards advertising
from the Press” to the public.

“Fun

Every week over 5,000,000 people read the urge
go and see “Fun from the Press” in the Literary
Digest
a two-color full page ad this month, for
to

—

example!

No Other Short Subject Is Giving or Ever Did
Give So Much Co-operation to Theatres!

\

November

25, 1922

P. A.

ixecognlzcdpronounced and
acclaimed the
real Royalty ofthe

Powers

presents the

Royalty of Laughland

comedy fim

Prince aiid Princess

HENEVER
go

to

bat

the

De Havens

SMASH

they

OUT A CLEAN HOME

RUN!

•

No

of class to a show
other screen comics can pro-

—

custard pies no
brrck-bats but clean,

Keep Your
Eye on

—

bladders no
sparkling, neverthat
failing
romance
comedy
and
squeezes the heart and tickles the funny

—

public— you can

fish

PLEASE THEM ALL!
LET THE DE HAVENS GIVE YOUR

SHOW THE CLASS AND COMEDY
THAT BUILDS GOOD WILL— LET
THEM BE THE LINK OF HAPPINESS AND GOOD FELLOWSHIP BETWEEN YOUR THEATRE AND YOUR

PATRONS!
“KEEP ’EM HOME” is a wham
DISTRIBUTED BY F. B. O.

bone

Th eir

RELY ON THE
N'
DE HAVENS TO GIVE YOUR
SHOW THAT FINAL, FAREWELL

SMASH OF COMEDY THAT WILL

They add a touch
that few
vide

O matter how weak your feature
may be— or how exacting your

latest F. B. O. release

F.B.O.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
America,
Offices — F. B. O. Building — 723-7lh Ave., N.
of

Main

and a

wow combined

Inc.

Y. C.

MOVING PICTURE
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Frank Zambreno, head of Progress Pictures
Co., Chicago, and a master showman, says,
‘‘Night Life in Hollywood is the greatest
It’s a big winner!”
of them all!

ARROW jfvesents
Be
this

first to

in

show

record breaker.

Make arrangements

NOW

ASensational Triumph!

AVAILABLE AT LEADING INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES

ARROW
220

WEST

FILM CORPORATION
NEW YORK

42nd STREET

DISTRIBUTOR FOR UNITED KINGDOM:

INTER-OCEAN PHOTOPLAYS,

Ltd.,

162 Wardour

Street,

London

CITY

:

Arthur C. Bromberg, of Progress Pictures,
Inc., Atlanta, Charlotte and New Orleans
The
says, “This picture is a knockout!
strongest exploitation subject ever offered.”

0^
1>1CTURES

Ifolhiwood

Typical of the

Arrow

Hits the bull’s
eye of popular

witkacast
which includes-

— md

favor.

LFrank Glendon- Josephine Hill
Gail

Heniy —

^•

457

^o,>0/)

Wallace Reid'' TheodoieRoberts
IWarrenKerri^an-BryantWashum
Sessue Hayakawa-TsuruAoki

Bessie

^'Jef

J'°ei

yoos

”’0rfer ~^a

•a.

°Oe.

"'^e

Love

£

‘Up,

°/

°a
'»eo,

«Od

ri

^ar,A

•^fur,

.'A.
•‘A/cA
''c* ,/"af

A

TCy-’^<

^o/Vn,„
f/je

what a critic saifsl

AVAILABLE AT LEADING INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES

ARROW
220

WEST

42 nd

-

introduces

William Desmond
Johnny Jones and

FILM CORPORATION
NEW YORK

STREET

DISTRIBUTOR FOR UNITED KINGDOM
INTER-OCEAN PHOTOPLAYS, Ltd., 162 Wardour

Street,

policy.

London

CITY

a
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Advance Agents Digest No.

FILE

OSCAR LUND’S
A new

tremendous audience appeal

FIRST BIG “LUND PRODUCTION
Screen Gets Star of “The
Hairy Ape” in New Role

FOR
Reference

‘lOVFS
OLD
SWEET
—
—
of

SONG^^

inspired by Molloy’s

Famous Melody

COMPANY’’ SPECIAL

YOUWOLHEIM
ARE BUTTING
HELEN WEIR
LOUIS

(

OF'tHE HAIRY APE

TO

“The Hairy Ape in
the stage play of that name was

been

.

.

Broadway

Favorite

Donald Gallaher, Filmed
of

the stars

now

scoring heavily

in

M. Cohan’s “So This
on Broadway.

.

Is

.

.

Lund

Completes

Trained as an acrobat for th<
vaudeville stage at five years ol

The completion of “Love’s Old
Sweet Song,’’ now ready for the

age and a screen star at six is th(
unique record of little Margare:
Brown, appearing in “Love’s 01(
Sweet Song."

screen, gives the veteran director
of screen successes, Oscar Lund,
of ninety-four pictures.

Wreck

a Marble Quarry for
a Thrill

.

a spectacular effect leading
up to the final climax of “Love’s
Old Sweet Song,’’ director Oscar
Lund blew a tremendous ledge

.

.

.

V

NEW

LOVE’S
INSPIRED

BY

The haunting melody of “Love’;
Old Sweet Song.” played by the-

OSCAR LUND’S

atre orchestras continually, wa;
the inspiration for the new fea

R.OMANTIC- MELODRAMA

SONG^
OLD SWEET
MELODY BY MOLLOY
Affairs in “Love’s Old

LOUIS WOLHEIM and BABY
MARGARET— As the tramp and

and the maiden.

the child

who

HELEN LOWELL and
HELEN WEIR—As the mother

BABY MARGARET
DONALD GALLAHER— As

and daughter who

fugitive brother and babj'-sister
alone in the world.

live

for each

.

.

Sweet Song”

DONALD GALLAHER and
HELEN WEIR— As the youth

other.

ture picture of that name, anc
the verses are cleverly wovei
into the story. .

THE SOUL- STIRRING

Odd Lovers and Unique Love

touches his heart.

W A R R E N COOKE and
HELEN LOWELL—As the old

and
the

bank president and the widow
in

wrecked the bank?
Will the bank president be freed?
W^ho is the mysterious tramp?
W’ill the dark forces get the marble quarry
away from the widow?
How are the police working to solve the mystery?

the wheel-chair.

THE MELODRAMA

THE MYSTERY
Who

.

.

Famous Old Song Suggest;
New Mystery Drama

As

of marble into the quarry, nearly
two hundred feet below.

a Screer

Star

Ninety-Fourth Picture

a record

Georg'

London,’

.

Baby Acrobat Also
Director

the new

in

Oscar Lund picture, “Love’s
01c
Sweet Song,” is Donald Gallahc-

as a real sensation, has
captured by picture pro-

ducers.

New
One

Louis Wolheim, whose characterization of

hailed

192,

1

for

super-production

25,

The

arrest of the banker
Brother and baby-sister driven from home!
The trapping of Power in the hotel restaurant
The midnight fight in the quarry shack
The blowing up of the marble works!
The escape of the doomed freight-train!
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Rich in
Audience
Appeal^
says

MRWorld

AGAIN
we

tell

you

MAMNNli
—but

“Rich in audience appeal”

Keep your
eye on

F. B. 0.

far richer in box office power
exhibitor who has played it.

DISTRIBUTED BY

is

the opinion of every

F. B. O.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA,

Main

Offices

Inc.

— F. B. O. Building — 723-7th Avenue,
EXCHANGES EYERYWHEBE

N. Y. C.

Have you
seen

the

wonderful
Press
Sheet

on

this

picture.
Ask for

your copy

Today

1
f*

Everybody

Who

Vincent Lopez

Is Any-

AND

TWO

HiS
JfiJLZ

ORCHESTRAS

body
Will

Be
There

CTT^resea/ta t/o/vs

S.L.Rothafel

ADMISSION
^IO.<iP

TIC KLETS

y^\^ILABLE AT
T.O.C.C.
1540

B'WAV^

Laurence Trimble and Jane Murfin

Reproduction of Full Page Ad
in the Saturday E'vening Post

present

-

n ith slight changes in type

matter

tron^heart
the

Wonder Dog

of

“The

Silent Call”

in his newest photoplay

Brawn */^A«North
LAURENCE
TRIMBLEJANE

MURFIN
Production
Here’s another great story
with Strongheart as the
the dog that packed
star
every theatre a year ago
a tale with the thrill of the

•with

—

Irene Rich

Northwoods,

and

p

copied

with figures of hate, love,
courage and cowardice
and Strongheart leaping
through drama and sensa-

—

Lee

Shumway

tion

photographed by

C. B.

— moments that make

you choke or cheer.

DREYER

And

back of this picture
are the dramatic genius of

Jane Murfin and the creative ability

and dog

wis-

dom

of Laurence Trimble.
picture that not only
means big box office returns, but pleased audipeople who will
ences
talk about the wonders of
Strongheart and the
theatre that ran the pic-

A

—

ture

A

n honest
all

to

looking

God Money

Maker! That’s what we are

for.

We’ve sure got
cleaned up with

it

“

in

The

We

“Brawn

all
of the North.’’
Silent Call,” but we’ll top those

receipts with this one.

Every man,

woman and child

Strongheart. They’ll

want

see

in the

him

United States knows
it’ll be worth it.

again

—

—

For Strongheart hasn’t just repeated. He has eclipsed
outdone his triumphs of “The Silent Call” in his latest.

.We’ve seen

it.

We

can promise you

picture.

’:jusc

it’s

a 100 percent

A

First

National

Attraction

November

25,
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so will your
patrons when

they see

—

Mack Sennett s
latest

— in two rollickin|f roars
'

'When
Any
Ma

Summer

Comes

TIME’S

and Pa”
The Duck Hunter”

A Good

"

Time To Book

“Be Reasonable”

“By Heck”

“On

**Gymnasium Jim

Patrol”

with Billy Bevan and Mildred June
Directed by Roy Del Ruth

Distributed by Associated

First

National Pictures,

In<
!
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Gmstance IMmad;^
Itevealed To Packed Hous^'
THE WASHINGTON

POST:

“Constance Talinadge has lirought

many

interesting character studies to the screen,

ranging from a cleverly burlesqued Cleopatra
to the most deadly type of modern flapper,
but never has she done anything to approach
her portrayal of Ming Toy, the AmericoChinese central figure in the elaborate picturization of “East Is West,” seen yesterday
for the first time in Washington as chief feature of the excellent

bill

week

for the

at the

Metropolitan.
“It

was

a

new Connie Talinadge

that re-

vealed herself to yesterday’s packed houses.
In this, her first vehicle offering an opportunity

for genuinely sustained characterization

through eight

full reels of lively

drama, she

disclosed a versatility, a deftness in express-

ing pathos and at times a dramatic fire that
stamp her as something more than a mere
comedienne. While her impersonation of the
fascinating Shipman-Hymer heroine does

amusing qualities in that remarkable young woman’s nature, the more serious
stress the

moments

of the play prove her

an actress of

heart and soul and feeling, capable of touching the sentiments and sounding the emotions
that

lie

deeper than laughter.”

And

every other Washington newspaper critic
agreed on merits of production that packed the big
Aletropolitan Theatre.
Presented by JOSEPH M. SCHENCK; by Samuel Shipman and
John B. Hymer, from the play by William Harris, jr. adapted by
Frances Marion; photographed by Tony Gaudio; art direction by
Stephen Goosson; directed by SIDNEY FRANKLIN, director of
“Smilin’ Through.”
;

A

iS

First National Picture
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Bay With an

Editor

I

—The

!

Let’s see whether
off with a smile or a grouch,
First Letter. From Jim Dandy, advertising and
publicity director of the Whoozis Film Company.
“Dear Editor: I have been in the publicity game
a long time, as you know. And you also probably
know that never before have I complained to an
editor about the space given my publicity.
“But in last week’s World I didn’t get a single
line
The boss is yelling blue murder. And you
the
Whatzis Company fourteen big heads
gave
and all kinds of space.
“I wouldn’t mind it so much only the other papers are giving me such wonderful treatment.’’

Nine A. M.
the day starts

i

j

i

1

!

!

•

j

I

first

mail.

!

j

I

!

i

I

—

Ten A. M. Telephone buzzes. Even the ring
sounds ominous. More trouble. No I guess not.
The girl says it is Jack Frost, of the Whatzis Company and we have just heard how well he is being

—

^.treated.
I
s

He

is

on the wire.

—

editor?
Say, listen Eve
been
game a long time, as you
know. And I’ll bet you a sixty-day print against
a neg'ative you never heard me chirp about pub-

“Hello!

Is

this the

in this publicity

licity before.

just compel me to kick. In last week’s
didn’t get a single linej The boss asked

“But you

World

I

my c resignation, this morning and only I like
the old Toy so much I’d get sore and quit. The
worst part about it is you had the Whoozis Company plastered all over every page.
“The other papers appreciate the quality of my
stuff and they run it for all it’s worth.
Wassamatter with the World?”
for

Eleven A. M. — “Mr.

Peter Patter outside to see
you,” says the office boy. “Send him in I” Always
glad to see good old Peter.
Peter comes in with a face as glum as a censor’s the day after election.
Finally consents to
take a seat, clears his throat and edges up to the
subject.

“Listen, old scout, I don’t know when I ever
hated to do a job as much as I hate to come in here
this morning. We’ve known each other a long, long

time and we never had any trouble before.
“Besides, you know. I’ve been in the publicity
game a long time and you know I’ve never done
as much kicking as a bottle of home brew.
“But last week’s World just broke my heart. I
didn’t get a line! The boss went home sick. What
got to him was all the space you had for the
Whoozis and the Whatzis companies— and they
have never done half as much for this business as
the boss has.
“Personally, I don’t care to kick. You’ve been
such a good pal all these years it hurts double.
Especially when all the other papers just hand me
white space on a silver platter.”

—

Eleven-thirty, Eleven-forty-five and Twelve
Ditto, ditto, and ditto from the Bul-Bul Company,
the Bang-Bang Company, and the Bow-wow Com-

pany.

—

One o’clock Lunch. The editor of the Motion
Picture Blues at an adjoining table. “How’s tricks ?”
we say. “Rotten,” says he without a pause between words. “Lot of kicks this morning?” we
coax. “You said it,” from him. “Who were they ?”
And we chorus: “Jim Dandy of the Whoozis
Company, Jack Frost of the Whatzis Company,
Peter Patter, the BuLBul Company, the BangBang Company, and the Bow-wow Company.”
“I wouldn’t have so much trouble handling
them,” he adds. “Only they all tell me how you
give them everything they ask for.
They say
your name is Santa Claus.”

— First

Back to the office
from an exhibitor.

ter

afternoon mail. LetWell, here’s one place we

won’t get a kick.
“Dear Sir: Enclosed find the renewal of my subscription. I have to do this because there are lots
of things in the AY orld that I want. But I also have
a kick. Why do you run so much publicity bunk?
.”
Why do you
The Editor has gone for the day. Tell any callers he is in conference.
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Changes

Name and Broadens

November

Praise for Pictures
Activities
Wardens Say They Are

Widely hinted at

many months,

the expansion of
Distinctive Productions, Inc., into a broader field of production has come
about with the official announcement from 366 Madison Avenue of the
change of the corporation’s name to Distinctive Pictures Corporation, and
the election of Arthur S. Friend to the presidency. Henry M. Hobart becomes vice-president of the enlarged institution, and Richard Whitney,
Winthrop W. Aldrich, Arthur S. Friend, Henry M. Hobart and Charles S.
in the industry for

Hervey have been elected directors.
Plans for a studio are under executive consideration, and meantime
work has commenced on the company’s first special production. President

“No production will be too ambitious for Distinctive to
And we will only make outstanding ones.”
attenqit.
Arthur S. Friend, president of the corporation, was one of the organizers of the Jesse L. Lasky Pictures Co.
When it was merged with the
Famous Players Film Company and became the present Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, Mr. Friend became treasurer. Later, with Henry M.
Friend states:

Hobart, Mr. Friend formed Distinctive Productions, Inc., in April, 1921.
Distinctive Pictures Corporation’s next picture will be “Backbone,”
from the Saturday Evening Post story by Clarence Budington Kelland.
It will be the first of a new series of Distinctive specials, and Director
Edward Sloman has been engaged to make it.
Charles S. Hervey has been elected treasurer of Distinctive Pictures
H. N. Marin is general manager.
Corporation.
Bert Adler is traveling
representative of the president.
Dorothy V. Cleveland has the publicity
desk.

Newsy

Briefs

well-known motion picture publicity man, established a new world
record for a man of hfs years bv lifting sixhundred pounds at the recent Physical CulPhysical
ture Show, held in New York.
Culture Magazine for December has sixteen photographs of Mr. Leslie performing
his feats and a six-page article.
Arthur

Leslie, the

Ellis Parker Butler, noted author and special ad writer for First National, has been

elected president of the Authors’ League.

the New York Supreme Court has vacated an injunction restraining Lewis J. Selznick and the Select
Pictures Corporation from exhibiting or
Justice

McEvoy

in

25, 1922

Universal Changes

Name
Universal

has changed its name.
That company hereafter will be known
as Universal Pictures Corporation instead of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, it has just been announced.
The adoption of the new
name was brought about by a desire
to embody in the corporate name a
true indication of the company’s business the making of motion pictures,
rather than the ambiguous title “film

—

manufacturing company,” which more
the manufacture of

truly indicates
raw stock.

of Great Aid in

Prisons

That motion pictures are a great
force for good is the conclusion arrived at following a survey of the
penitentiaries in the United States conducted by the Statistical Department
of Associated First National Pictures,
Inc.

Prison wardens and chaplains told of
the

beneficial

effects

that

pictures

have upon their charges. The survey
shows that motion pictures tend to
make imprisoned men more patient in
their surroundings, more amenable to
discipline, and instills in them the urge
of ambition and an eagerness to do
right.

Warden Lawes,

of Sing Sing Prison,

“The cinema is the greatest
blessing mankind has been given since
said

:

Magna Charta. Constant picture-going creates a brain activity which leads
to a knowledge of things along many
lines
it creates a demand for books,
and a wish for knowledge.”
“The benefit derived by the men from
motion pictures cannot be estimated,”
said Warden McKenty, of the Eastern
State Penitentiary, Philadelphia.
;

May be Quake Victim
Laemmle Orders Search For Missing
Chilean Manager
David Souhami, Universal sales manager in Chile, cannot be located, and officials at 1600 Broadway fear he is a
Meager revictim of the earthquake.
ports filtering up from Chile, through
Universal’s South American headquarters
in Buenos Aires, indicate that the Chilean
manager last was reported in Vallenar,
He had
the Chilean city now in ruins.
gone to that place to establish a branch.

distributing certain motion pictures,

which
had been obtained by Edward M. James.

The Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C., announces that more than 150
agricultural subjects have been covered in
a series of farm movies produced under the
supervision of Government experts by the
Office of Motion Pictures in cooperation
with other agencies. These films are available to the public generally, and cover subjects ranging from silo construction, cattle
dipping, and fighting forest fires to demonstrations of cottage-cheese making.
The First National Club, composed of the
employees of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., is planning an elaborate entertainment at Kismet Temple, Nostrand avenue and Herkimer street, Brooklyn, December 8. The production will be known as
“The

Follies of 48th Street.”

women applicants for
reviewers, or censors, of film
under the New York State Motion Picture
Commission, took the Civil Service examination at Albany the past week.
Twenty-eight young

positions

as

Will Urge Repeal of Censorship

G

Law

OVERNOR-ELECT

AL. SMITH, on his return to New York on
Monday of this week, briefly outlined in interviews to newspapermen the program that he will adopt when he takes office again on

New Year’s
Among

Day.

many things the Governor said concerned a number of reforms sought by the motion picture industry for some time.
Mr. Smith, in no uncertain terms, announced that he would “start a program of economy by wiping out the Motion Picture Commission.” Asked
if the Administration would seek to repeal the censorship law, the popular
the

Governor-elect said:
“The first thing to be taken up will be this obnoxious censorship measEvery effort will be
ure.
It is unpopular and entirely un-American.
strained to repeal this law and there need be no fear that it will not be done.”
Senator James J. Walker, counsel of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce and Democratic leader of the upper branch
of the Legislature, will introduce the repeal bill, it was announced in New

York this week.
The bill will provide
tion of the

for the repeal of the censorship

Commissioners.

law and the

aboli-
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T.O.C.C. Discusses Circuit
Booking Problem
Marcus Loew Tells Meeting He Will Not Stop Expanding

W

HAT

had been expected to be a
storm session with radical action
taken turned out to be a tame star
chamber affair, for the Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce at its meeting at
Hotel Astor in New York on Tuesday
afternoon, November 14, while consuming four hours in discussion, aside from
touching on the syndicate booking proposition, comparing it with the booking plan
of the A. B. C. and giving Marcus Loew
an opportunity of informing them that he
“will not stop expanding while I am alive,”
did nothing of material interest to the exhibitors throughout the country in general.

Prior to the meeting certain members
allowed rumors that threatened to bar
Marcus Loew from the organization to

become circulated. However, this rumor
and others heard before the meeting
proved farcical, for Mr. Loew was made
a hero by seemingly every member; he
was allowed to discuss the booking
proposition and at the close his remarks
were enthusiastically applauded. After
the meeting, which started shortly after
2 and adjourned at 6 o’clock, groups of
members gathered about the “Napoleon
of show business.”
Despite the fact that Secretary Moross
and President Landau had broadcasted
a notice to the trade press, representatives
of the latter were told that “they could not
This stand came as a surprise
get in.”
to the reporters for the reason that prior
to the meeting there was not a single
member of the T. O. C. C. who had intimated that charges made by its officials
publicly would be thrashed out behind
locked doors, in star chamber, and that
the trade press would have to satisfy itself
with a version of the meeting dictated
by Secretary Moross.
This, however, was unnecessary, for the
trade press representatives obtained a
complete report of everything that was
done and said behind those supposedly
barred doors. Nothing that was done or
said was not recorded, for while the members did not know it at the time the trade
press was well represented at that meeting
and there was no need for the issuance of

any statement.
Prior to the meeting Secretary Moross
sent out the following call
“Our organization is a body composed of
independent theatre owners, almost exclusively so. When we say almost, we say
so, advisedly, because of minor exceptions
which otherwise would have made it absolutely exclusive. It must be obviously clear
to you that the above remark is directed
against the circuits.
The activides of the
latter and their spreading out in almost

every zone and locality in Greater New York,
has grown to such abnormal proportions
that it endangers the very existence of every
independent theatre.
“The situation thus created by them has
made conditions intolerable with respect to
the buying and playing of pictures. Their
co-operation
and syndicated purchasing

power of pictures, their colossal numerical
seating capacities, their presentation of first
run features with unreasonable protection
against you, have created an unfair competition in the face of which no individual
independent theatre owner can remain in
business very long.
“This menace is still growing and it is
permitted to exist and to grow still more
menacing because of our apparent or actual
indifference.
This matter must be given
very serious thought and this will be the
main subject under discussion at this meeting.

“Can you afford to
meeting and miss the
us the benefit of your
on this matter, or if

be absent from this
opportunity to give
thought and opinion
you haven’t any, to

listen at least, to those who
do, then you deserve to be

have?

If

you

driven out

of

business.

“This is only one of the subjects to be
taken up at this meeting. Another subject
which is of almost equal importance is that
of the Double Feature evil now in vogue and
in practice, which has shown a tendency of
a fictitious demand for pictures and at the
same time, create a shortage of pictures.
“A constructive remedy for the above

must be found and the Chamber needs your
and counsel in the matter.”
IMarcus Loew was singled out when the
discussion on the circuit booking proposition started.
Meanwhile pleas had been
made by several to President Landau to
admit the trade press representatives, but
he ruled against admitting them. Lee
A. Ochs then took up the discussion of
the booking problem, detailing the expansion of Marcus Loew interests. He
referred to the Peekskill case and charged

aid

that the Loew circuit had intimidated the
exchanges. It was further explained that
the A. B. C. had been organized to pro-
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and

anyone

representation

making such
is liable

independent exhibitors against this

syndicate booking.

and

terly assailed

Loew
this

Circuit was bitwas accepted by

some

as a cue for radical action, but nothof the sort happened, for Marcus
Loew, after discussing his case, had defended himself apparently successfully,
for none of the moves reported would
be taken were resorted to. Instead, after

ing

the meeting many members grouped about
Mr. Loew and congratulated him.
Mr. Loew, in replying to Mr. Ochs,
said that so long as he was alive he intended to expand his interests. He said
he will continue building and operating
theatres so long as he finds that a profitable venture.
He said, too, that he was
perfectly agreeable to any equitable ar-

rangement that would not injure his interHe emphasized that he would personally take care of any grievance any independent theatre man had against any

ests.

of his organization.
Later, after the meeting Mr. Loew, in
a statement made to the trade press in the
presence of some members of the T. O,
C. C., said “any man, big or little, who
doesn’t protect himself is a darn fool.”
Senator James J. Walker followed
He
Marcus Loew in the discussion.
pointed out the fallacy of attacking any
one individual. He said the evil in the
situation was confined to no one individual,
but instead to corporations in general.
He charged that the exhibitor organization had become disintegrated because of
action taken at the convention in Washington.

He

referred to Will Hays, saying that

his usefulness

had been hampered because

of the differences between his organization and the national exhibitor body and
as the result of the Washington meet.
Senator Walker’s remarks closed the
session or oratory without any action being taken on the booking situation nor any
means suggested or ascertained to relieve
the situation.

paper,

of

tect the

false

to arrest.

Embodied

in

Secretary Moross’ version

of the meeting which was communicated
to the trade press on Wednesday, the day
after the meeting, was the following para-

graph
“There was no direct mention made
that the Theatre Owners Chamber of
Commerce is about to launch a boycott
against the Metro Pictures Corp., but
there was an inference or an implication,
that to support the producer and distributor who is also an exhibitor, is simply
helping one who is destroying the welfare
of an independent exhibitor.”
:

ROGER

EERRI.
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Harold Lloyd, a Real Showman,
Discusses Comical Comedy

H
more

ERE’S an American

dollar to a
million Russian rubles that no
star of the film world can talk
intelligently about comedy mak-

ing than Harold Lloyd, Associated Exhibitors’ great comedian, now on a
visit to New York.
Charlie Chaplin

and perhaps another have this young
man’s knowledge of technique and possibly can claim more experience, but
they can’t he more intensely interested
in the work, or be giving it more deep,
conscientious study, or he forging
ahead faster.
These thoughts predominated after
an hour’s conversation this week with
Lloyd, a meeting, by the way, arranged
by energetic “Joe” Reddy, formerly of
Gotham, but now a convert of the

California chambers of commerce.
Every interview, of course, is likely
to be hailed as “different,” but this one
was. In the first place, in the words of
our own Roger Eerri, Lloyd is “a regular fellow,” who doesn’t erect a barrier
of formality secondly, he is one of the
;

most eager persons we have ever met.
He is absolutely dominated by an absorbing eagerness to learn things and
put them into practice. To Lloyd, the
making of clean, entertaining comedies
the greatest thing in life
it’s the
one outstanding ideal that dictates all
he does and so Lloyd is a man of
whom the industry may well be proud,
for he is a true artist in that he is always striving for perfection.
What is Lloyd’s first thought in
planning a picture ? Laughs, of course
he’s a comedian.
And aren’t there
other comedies with just as bright.
is

;

;

;

**Brothers

mirth-provoking complications? Right.

Then where

the difference between
Lloyd and most of the others? It is
this
Lloyd develops a definite characterization as well as comical situations, and plays on a theme and creates
an atmosphere, so that an audience
gets a single, unified effect from his
pictures.
As he said this week, he
avoids inconsistencies in being funny
the character must do things that are
acutely typical of his nature. That is
a common rule in the field of fiction,
hut it’s often ignored in motion picture comedies that attempt to be coherent.
Lloyd’s latest pictures have each
had a kind of unity. The characterization of “Grandma’s Boy” is an achievement that adds immeasurably to the
picture without detracting from its
comic aspect. When the last reel has
been run off, the audience does not remember merely a “gag” here and there
that was especially funny, but while
laughing at the humor still retains a
clear idea of and a strong sympathy
for the character. Therefore, “Grandma’s Boy” will live as a human picture
although its primary purpose was to
make you laugh.
Lloyd likes to talk about his work
and he welcomes criticism. But he has
no patience with a few people who pretend to see in his work a reflection of
Both
Charlie Chaplin’s personality.
comedians are individualistic, unique.
talked about Chaplin comedy and
his, and Lloyd proved his point by telling how he thought Chaplin would
have made “Grandma’s Boy.” “Charlie
is

—

—

We

Under the Skin**

Year*s Best Stunt
he

year’s prize in a publicity way goes to Goldwyn. Howard Dietz,
Eddie Bonns, and William R. Ferguson pulled the strings. “Brothers
Under the Skin” is the picture concerned.
Last Saturday morning New York newspaper readers picked up their
favorite breakfast visitor to be greated with big headings two columns
in the hard-boiled World, almost a column in the staid and conservative
Times, and so on telling about the formation by three harried married
men of the National Brothers Under the Skin Society.
Never a mention of a press agent in any of the stories, nor the slightest
taint of suspicion. And the Associated Press carried the same thing out
over the country.. Editorial on the “Brothers Under the Skin” movement
followed.. Comment spread. .Then on Sunday the theatrical ad pages
told a laughing world that “Brothers Under the Skin” was at the Capitol.
A great stunt in its conception and its results. And a great stunt in
is execution.
Not a line was sent out from Goldwyn. The society was
incorporated in legal form, papers filed, the court reporters picked it up,
interviewed the incorporators, and did all the work.
Hats off to Messrs. Dietz, Bonns and Ferguson. THE EDITOR.

T

—

—

—

—

and I,” he said, “could take the same
theme and same settings, and when we
got our pictures made you wouldn’'
dream that we had begun with the

same

idea.”

Just one more thought: In everything that Lloyd said it was apparent
that, in making a comedy, he does not
think, first of all, of what he himself
must do to be entertaining, but what
he must do to make the picture entertaining.
There’s a big distinction, if
you figure it out the picture, not himself, is at all times uppermost in his
mind. And so his pictures are steadily
gaining in unity.
Lloyd ends his second trip east on

—

November

19,

when “Joe” Reddy and

he return to the land where sunshine
and boosters’ clubs hold sway. He has
been having a great time seeing as
many as possible of the New York
shows, but remains faithful to CaliSMITH.
fornia.—

SUMNER

Companies Banned
Pictures Are Said to Cast Slurs on

Mexicans

The Post
D.

Office

Department, Wash-

has been advised by the
Mexican government that by a decree
of the president of Mexico no films pro-,
ington,

C.,

or distributed by the Paramount
Pictures Company, the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, the Metro Pictures
Corporation or the Educational Film Exchange, Inc., may be imported into

diiced

Mexico.

The order barring the films of these organizations was issued as a result of the
release of films in which discredit is cast
upon Mexico, it is stated in the communication from the Mexican government.
Postmasters throughout the country
have been instructed by the department
not to accept parcels destined for Mexico
which contain films produced or released
by the four companies banned by the
by the four companies banned.
John C. Flinn, of Famous Players,
left on Monday, Nov. 13. for IMexico.
to investigate the situation.

O’Mahoney Resigns
Major

J.

D. O’Mahoney, advertising

and publicit}^ director of Educational
Films Corporation, has left the motion
picture industry, to the regret of his
friends, to become advertising and
sales manager of the Tayo Tea Company, 103 Park Avenue, New York
City.
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Vaudeville is being gradually
ntroduced into the picture houses
The Chateau Theatre
:n Chicago.
bt Broadway and Grace has been
running five acts for some time
The Adelphi Theatre at 7074
Dast, the Balaban and Katz houses
North Clark street has been sold
lave all been using presentations by the Ascher Enterprises to the
ind musical numbers to put their management in control of the
ihows over, the new McVickers Howard Theatre.
Some changes
s doing the same, now come some
will be made in the policy of the
the smaller houses to use house.
bf
ji/audeville on Sundays and holidays to help fill the seats. The
Aaron Jones, of Jones Linick &
atest addition is the Bryn Mawr Schaeffer,
says that the ne'w
Irheatre, which will use five acts McVickers showed to 120,000 peobf standard vaudeville beginning ple during the first two weeks the
and
Covent house was open. The firm was
^ext
week,
the
Ivjarden on North Clark street, pleased with the generous re5iising four acts each Sunday,
sponse of the public.
Lou Weil, manager of the Bryn
ilMawr Theatre, announces that
Dr. Sam Atkinson, one of the
j^peginning next Sunday the policy best known managers in the city
f'pf the house will be changed on
and foe of the censorship bureaus,
|ijiolidays and Sundays and in addi- is now manager of the Calo The^;ion to the photoplays five acts of atre at Clark and Balmoral avei'lpigh class vaudeville furnished by
Dr. “Sam” was one of the
nue.
'the Western Vaudeville Managers
organizers of the Rogers Park
Association will headline the bill. business mens’ association and in
The symphony orchestra under honor of his work the members
:he direction of Samuel Leviton made him a life member of the
ivill also be enlarged.
association.

Vaudeville Gains Popularity
in Chicago Picture Theatres

-

kl'

Topeka Compared

to

Story building on Harrison street
for $32,500, subject to a mortgage
of $5,500.

The run of “The Kentucky
Hopson has been made Derby” at the Randolph Theatre
manager of the Commercial The- will end this week. Three weeks
business was registered
atre of the Ascher chain of the- of good
atres.
He was formerly at the by this film at this big loop house.
E.

D.

Calo Theatre.

jack Mason, well known as a
Es- producer of several Broadway
hits, is the new manager of the
is now one
succeeding S. Barrett
of the big real estate builders of McVickers,
McCormick.
the
is
project
His
latest
city.
the
beginning of a $5,000,000 improveThe new LeClaire Theatre at
ment program at Ainslee and
for its
Argyle streets, which will consist Moline will soon be ready
The house and its furof five fourteen-story apartment opening.
represent at least a
buildings when the job is finished. nishings will
dollars and
Work on the first unit will begin quarter of a million the
managewill be operated by
this month and before long the
fourteen-story
north shore will begin to look like ment as the new
name. Moline
Riverside Drive along the Hudson. hotel of the same
people are heavy stockholders in
The Onatoga Theatre has been the company.

George K. Spoor,
sanay Film company,

of

the

at Upper Alton, 111., under
management of M. Holland.

opened

Gumbiner, F. Trilling and
Beck have fonned the
Amusement 'Company,
Supreme
the
owner
of
Max Jesselsen,
deal
Olympia Thektre on South Ash- with a capital of $10,000 to
enterprises and moland avenue, has bought a three- in theatrical
main
the
with
pictures,
tion
offices at 10 South LaSalle street.
the

Syracuse

,'\be

Alfred

The Valley Amusement Company

of Moline,

111.,

has changed

DesMoines

name to the
Orpheum Company.
its

he

Syracuse, N. Y., exhibitors for suggestions from brother exhibitors for the improvement of business in that northern New York city has been heeded by E. D. Keilmann,
manager of the Grand Theatre, Topeka, Kans., and “Ki,” as he is popularly known, surely
dashes off an interesting and “meaty” letter.
“Far be it from me to butt into other people’s troubles,” he writes, “but if what I have
gleaned in the few months I have been connected with the show business be of benefit to anyone, or if my observations as a newspaper man covering several years be of light in the dark,
well), here’s the light.
“Topeka is a town of 52,000, the seating capacity of the houses showing first runs is 2,800
and at no time has any of them been taxed to t’le extent that extended runs have really paid
good money. A week is about all that any good picture will stand up. On the same ratio, Syracuse, N. Y., with 10,000 seats and 175,000 popula ion, would be just about as well looked after as
need be, if Topeka business and Syracuse business are anywhere nearly the same.
“There is exploitation and exploitation. Thjre are kinds that really do cheapen a house and
kinds that advertise the house as a live one. It all depends on the conditions in the town and the
patrons’ viewpoints, as well as the way the campaigns are carried on.”
Mr. Keilmann goes on to describe a float sh >wing an igloo and a real Eskimo that he used
for “Nanook of the North.”
It was a timely st int because it came in the middle of August,
and it was neatly and not flashily done, so it brought the business, packing his house for a week.
On the other hand, an exploitation man put on a melodramatic street stunt for another picture
that was overdone and ill-advised because of a lo'al scandal, and so the theatre lost “several hundred good dollars” it might have had.
“Summer is no exception when it comes to t’^e public liking amusement. If you supply the
right kind, the public will be in your theatres. If you look after the public’s comfort in the way
of iced drinking water, cooling systems, etc., y 'U w II find the public in your theatre; but if not,
Mr. and Mrs. Public will be out in their cars seeking coolness and relaxation elsewhere.
“That they do not find the kind that satisfies is easily apparent when one sees them coming
back even to the hot theatres late in the evening. I made business this last summer not alone by
the cool theatre, but by advising my patrons, ‘After the cool evening drive, stop at the Grand
for the second evening performance.’
‘T have never tried girls as ushers, but I am about to.
Seems as if I cannot get any sort of
discipline with boys of high school age. Whether ‘flappers’ are better than ‘cake eaters’ remains
to be seen. If they are not, I am going to try negro boys and then negro girls.
“Hope there are some few gems of wisdom in this letter and that it will in a small part help
the Syracuse men.”

T

call of

Preliminary plans are being
nrade by architects for a $1,000,000
theatre and office building to be
located on the block bounded by
Lawndale
Monticello,
Chicago,
and Huron streets. The theatre
will seat 2,500, with 263 feet of
frontage on Chicago avenue and
depth of 130 feet.
a
Miller and H. Kaplan
owners of the property.

Samuel
are

the

“Oliver Twist” is being carried
over into the second week by the
Barbee Loop Theatre. Manager
Barbee says business is fine.

The Panorama Theatre, at 715
Sheridan Road, has been sold
again to Harris S. Krensky for
$65,000 cash and a purchase money
The house seats 800
mortgage.
and will be remodeled and has
been leased to the M. and P.

company

Amusement

for

five

years at a term rental of $40,000.
The house will be a part of the
M. and P. chain of picture theatres.

Progress
plans

for

is

being made on the

the

new

picture

the-

of
corner
Madison street and Austin bouleatre

vard:

projected

for
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Howard

Left

Show

Movie Tent
xactly

years
before John Karzin stopped
slinging hash long enough
to go out and start an argument
with Harry Miller which resulted
in their partnership in the first
permanent picture theatre in St.
Louis, Mo., another pioneer in

E

three

to Pitch

Sentiment

Wilmington

in

graphic
scenic

This

of their railroad
route to the West Coast,

from which Selig gradually drifted into the “movies.” They both
ran “photograph galleries” away
back in the nineties in Chicago.
In 1906, still with the Hatch

shows, “The Life of an American
budding field of “pictures that Cowboy” and pictures of the
move” gave St. Louis possibly its San Francisco Earthquake” were
first
view of motion pictures. added to the show, and all down
Karzin started in 1905, according the line the natives fell over them
to the best authenticated histor- selves getting in and the moving
ical data
this other Daddy of the pictures were the best graft on
Cinema presented a full-fledged the whole lot.
motion picture show in Lynch
Howard stuck to his little proPark, St. Louis, in the fall of 1902, jection machine and bag of wornappearing as one of the side- out
until
company
film
the
shows with the Gaskell-Mondy reached Wilmington in the early
Shows, a tented carnival attrac- fall of 1906. The town looked
tion and at this time this pioneer ripe to him and he had accumuhad been in the picture game al- lated a whole vault full of film
ready two years
at least twelve reels!
So he
Gentlemen, we nominate James dropped off the show train in
Howard, secretary-treasurer of Wilmington, pitched his tent
the
Howard-Wells Amusement right on the main street, built an
Company and president of the imposing front that looked like

- of - Them - All
And as control of all the theatres in that
a side remark it might be in- thricing seaport city of today.
terpolated right here in the be- Percy W. Wells, who had been
ginning that he’s still young in with the Hatch shows several
the game and expects to remain seasons, stopped off with him
active until his two-year-old son is and they pooled their capital,
old enough to take his place
started as partners and have been
To get this story in chronolog- fifty-fifty ever since that day.
ical order we must start in at
This new Wilmington enterthe beginning, which was in the
prise started by putting on one
early fall of 1900 when Mr. How- reel for
a complete show, running
ard took out a print of “Sappho,”
this show three days and changa Pathe Freres production, as a
ing program.
Thus the twelve
side attraction with the Mondy
reels of pictures they owned furCarnival Company, opening in
program for six
nished their
West Superior, Wisconsin. M. J. weeks and
capacity
business
Morley, known to every old-line
Booking arrangeevery day!
showman, was promoter of this ments were then made with Miles
travelling organization.
After a Brothers,
New York, to furnish
country-wide tour, which brought
them two reels a week. The old
him to St. Louis and on down tent survived for several years
South by the year 1902, he joined, and made a lot of money, but one
at the beginning of the 1904 “road
winter night a heavy snowfall
season,” the Hatch-Adams shows,
crushed it to the ground, and upon

Daddies

!

—

opening

in

Little

Washington,

ran the

show

in

you need

—

—

—

First Atlanta

Film Theatre

Opened by Murray
Among

men who are entitled to honors as the “Oldest
Exhibitor,” the name of Manager
W. T. Murray, of the Alamo No.
2 Theatre, Atlanta, must be mentioned.

the

Mr. Murray has been

in

exhibiting game for more
than ten years, actively engaged,
all that time, as an exhibitor,
His first house was the Alamo
No. 1. and this was in 1912. At
that time, Atlanta had a brace of
“shot-gun” movies, but of them
all the Alamo No. 1 was the most
popular. It was the first theatre
to be built in Atlanta, with a
the

in 1912

screen that had its back against
the box-office, so that, as one
entered the theatre, one looked
towards the projectionist, instead
of at the screen, and, at the time,
it was a startling innovation and
created a great deal of comment

—both

pro and con.

With

the
building
the
of
Criterion Theatre, of which he
was third owner, he sold out his
interest in the Alamo No. 2, and
concentrated on the Criterion—
which was a failure from its
opening dajq for several months
in fact, until just before the

—

entrance

of

.America

World War brought

into

the

revised con-

ditions to Atlanta.

Mr. Murray has been associated
with Adolph Samuels, well-known
Atlanta capitalist, whose movie
interests are quite heavy, practically continuously since the days
of the Alamo No. 1, and when

BIJOU

FAH lY
i

THEATRE.

the late George Schmidt left the
.-\lamo No. 2 to assume the managerial desk at the Strand, Mr.
Murrav came back to the Alamo

either

latter
was employed by the
Western Railroad to make photo-

If

its ruins, in less than six weeks,
even the largest house charging
arose the Bijou Theatre of today, as high as a half dollar and playa Wilmington institution which ing the super-special productions,
mothers,
fathers
and children It was one of the last theatres in
swear by to this day.
the country to forsake the old
It has never gotten away from “nickelodeon” price, the admission
the “goose that laid the golden price finally being raised to 10
egg” the short reel program, hav- cents.
ing through all the later years of
Finally the Royal was built, a
big features stuck to the serial, commodious feature house. Five
western and slapstick comedy years ago the Grand and Victoria,
type of program, and it has never the only two, out of possibly
gotten above 10 cents admission
twenty-five
opposition
theatres
on top of which it has always, that the Bijou outlived, to survive,
and does toda 3', make more cash were purchased. These four theaprofit each and every year than tres, which they now operate, conanj’ other theatre in Wilmington trol the field in Wilmington,

connection with

an illusion act or a serpentine dancing act, the films
being rather short in those days
and not available to make up a
complete show alone.
The season of 1905 Mr. Howard
joined up with the Jones-Adams
This season
Carnival Company.
film became more plentiful and
he added to his repertoire Edison’s
“Personal.”
Pop Lubin’s “Mrs.
Murph and Baby” and Colonel
Selig’s “Traced By Bloodhounds.”
By way of parenthesis it might be
inserted that he and “Bill” Selig
had been cronies in Chicago ten
years before this time, when the

it isn’t.

—

Indiana, and closing in Tarboro,
North Carolina, Howard later
taking his show to the Raleigh
state fair and then on a tour

through Florida.
At this time the reigning sensations of the film world were “The
Bold Bank Robbery,” an Edison
production, and “The Great Train
Robbery,” and Howard usually

but

first like publicity,

the Warner Theatre in Niles for his parents. It wasn’t a commercial venture on his part, but a tangible expression of his
affection for his parents and the “old home town,” a recognition of what he owes to them and to Niles. So it wasn’t publicity at all when the float showed up the other week in that
small town, but sentiment pure and simple. And recognizing
that, all the city officials and the police turned out as escorts,
and Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Warner had a great time playing
host and hostess at the theatre. Here’s congratulating them on
having a son like Harry M. Warner. S. S.

;

Amusement^ Company, a million dollars to hide the tent,
u** two corporations control
which
covered the floor with sawdust
the destinies of all the theatres and installed 200 folding camp
in the hustling North Carolina stools
therein, dubbed
it
the
metropolis of Wilmington, for a “Bijou” and commenced to gather
position, at
least,
among the in the nickels that later bought

read at

vs. Publicity

Benjamin Warner, who manage the Warner Theatre there.
Here’s the story, briefly. In 1921 Harry M. Warner built

this

—

may

25, 1922

proof, ask the people of Niles, Ohio, if it was the need for
publicity that brought Warner Brothers’ big advertising float
to the town. And if you are still in doubt, ask Mr. and Mrs.

views

—

November

No.

2.

A man who

can pack a house
between 700 and 900
people at an hour of the afternoon when nine houses out of ten
seating

are “playing to the seats,” with a
picture two j-ears old, and a fifth
or
sixth-run,
credit.
deserves

'

T-H

Manager Murray is such a man,
Alamo No. 2 is such a theatre,
and the picture was Mary Pickthe

THE ORIGINAL BIJOU THEATRE, WILMINGTON,
The

N. C.

front is wood, but only a tent stood behind, with folding camp
stools and long benches promiscuously set in a floor of sawdust.
James Howard, the pioneer, is standing with hands on the dog. Second from him, on his left, is Percy W. Wells. In the center, the tall
man leaning on the box office is Harry T. Coolen, operator at that
time and now. Note the crease in the photograph even that’s old.

—

ford’s “Suds.”

Come

on.

you oldtime

ex-

hibitors. let’s have your histories we’re out to find “The
Daddv of Them All.”
;

November
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Commencing Sunday, November William Hengerer

are drawing much auto
business.
Cars are parked for
blocks around most of the larger
theatres, such as the Elmwood,
Regent, Shea’s North Park, Capitol, Rivoli and Emblem.

houses

Buffalo’s Strand to Stage

Striking Gala Revival

319

Week
company,

he

Elmer C. Winegar, new manager
put in a stage setting filled with
touches
and beautifully of the Elmwood is planning a
Revival week, changing rural
a Gala
lighted. Then he engaged the Criits bill each day and offering the
Quartet,
who sang in
following pictures, “Through the terion
Back Door,” “The Mollycoddle,” country costumes. He arranged
the Strand, Buffalo, will stage

19,

,

“Dream

Street,”

“Humoresque,” a number

“The Sheik,” “The Miracle Man,”
and “Something to Think About.”
Manager A. Pfeil figures that
there are many thousand Buffalonians who want to see these masterpieces who did not see them

of special

window

dis-

plays in the neighborhood.

of innovations at that
house. Patrons are due for some
real surprises in film entertain-

according to

ment,

Elmer.

Mr.

Winegar made an enviable reputation for himself in putting over
novelties at the Central Park and

Premier.

Albany Exhibitors Provide
Fine Armistice Day Program

E. O. Weinberg, former manAll the exhibitors in this section
ager of the Buffalo Strand, is now
in Schenectady arranging for the took advantage of Armistice Day
opening of the new State The- and provided special programs
when released. He is making ar- atre the week of November 26. which brought additional business.
overflow
au- He has just returned from a two Many of the houses carried apfor
rangements
propriate musical programs for
weeks’ vacation at Atlantic City.
diences.
the day and the majority were
A1 Beckerich, manager of the decorated with American flags and
Jim Cardino, manager of the
Kensington Theatre, Buffalo, is Buffalo Loew State, has tied up bunting. C. C. St. Clair, director
preparing plans for a new theatre with the Buffalo Express in stag- of Community Hall in Mineville,
paid a visit to Albany the first
at Georgetown and Bailey ave- ing a local Follies show the week
The Express is of the week and picked up film
nues in the Queen City of the of December 4.
Armistice Day.
Lakes. The house will be ready using much publicity on the stunt. appropriate for
next spring. It will show pictures. Local girls are asked to appear.
Elmer Crowinshield, who has
Bill Van Dyne, assistant man- leased
Former Senator Cole, former
the Hudson Theatre in
and
ager
of
the
Lafayette
Square,
resident
Y.,
N.
Geneva,
encountering a
Watervliet,
is
Buffalo,
is
planning
take
living
to
a
oldest
college’s
Hobart
mtle difficulty these days after
organ
celebrated
course
in
playing.
A.
ter
;alumnus, who recently
ascertaining that “Doc” Hall, of
over the pay roll he Troy, has a lien on some of the
his 100th birthday, has entered looking
Senator notes that C. Sharpe-Minor is get- fixtures in the theatre. It is exmotion pictures.
the
;Cole will help one of the leading ting much more than he and only pected that matters will be adfilm companies at Hollywood, Cal., works a couple of hours a day.
justed within a week or so in a
produce a motion picture of the
waj’’ satisfactory to all concerned.
Buffalo
exhibitors
are
well
life and times of Abraham Lincoin. Senator Cole is said to have pleased with the election of A1
,
Walter
Powers, formerly manknown Lincoln better than any Smith as governor, forseeing an
Colonial here, and now
other man, not excepting Robert end of censorship and less inter-

—

number

The Strand in Carthage, formerly the Colligan, just acquired
by the Schine Theatrical Enterprises, opened Friday with “Under

Two

Flags.”
For Armistice Day
the house was liberally decorated
in
American colors.
Interior
decorators and electricians have
been at work for several days,
redecorating the house.

An

addition

is

Olympic Theatre

to be built to the
in Watertown at

once.

Thomas

Joy has been named
the Strand Theatre
in Carthage and also of the Hippodrome in the same place. Both
houses have been taken over by
nianager

J.

of

M. Schine of Gloversville, the
Hippodrome only the past week.

J.

A

radio has just been installed
the Avon Theatre at Water.
town. It will be used in connection with the showing of a special feature, “The Radio King,”
owning the Pearl, reports business in the
near future. It was given
excellent.
its try-out on election night.
in

,

T. Lincoln,
'of

when

20

who was

only a youth
the president wa.s as-

ference with their business.
local

film

bring about the election
former governor.

•sassinated.

Many

men worked hard
of

to

“

the

The Pine

Hills Theatre,

which

Stock will no longer prevail at
hands,
anthe Palace in Watertown, accorddouble
feanounces a policy of
ing to an announcement just made
tures from now on. The house is
by Dr. J. Victor Wilson, resident
located about two miles from the
manager for the Robbins Amusebusiness centre of the city.
ment company, owning the Palace,
Olympic and Antique theatres in
Patrons of the Mark Strand Watertown.
From
now on,
Buffalo’s delegate, was invited to performance for the local Amer- are protesting these days against
straight motion pictures will preoccupy a box as guest of the man- ican Legion posts.
the wholesale cutting of many of vail.
iagement. The French consul and
the news weeklies.
In some inhis wife were also invited.
The
Business has picked up wonder- stances, these weeklies have been
George Roberts, managing the
.papers gave the film much pub- fully in Buffalo picture houses, “boiled down” to a fraction of
Colonial and Hudson in this city,
licity.
If exhibitors put on the goods, their original length. Fred Elliott,
is spending a few days
in New
:
they get the crowds. The down- owner of the Clinton Square The- York.
With everything new but the town theatres are enjoying capac- atre> believes that news weeklies
|name, the Cataract Theatre re- ity business every night.
This is occupy an important part of his
William Berinstein, who left
{Opened in Niagara Falls, N. Y., especially true of Shea’s Hippo- program,
runs them full and Albany a month or so ago, for
November 13 with a vaudeville and drome, Lafayette Square and claims to be drawing trade beNew York, dropped in town this
picture policy, under the manage- Loew’s State.
The neighborhood cause of that fact,
week, making the rounds of his
ment of Ralph W. Thayer, who
theatres here and in Elmira.
also manages the Strand, adjoinling
the Cataract.
Ernest W.
There may be an effort to seWhistler is the conductor of the
cure Sunday picture shows in
{Orchestra.
Both theatres are
Albany in the near future. Harry
iawned and will be operated under
Lazarus, who disposed of the
the Cataract Theatre Corporation,
Pine Hills Theatre, was never in
of which A. C. Hayman is presfavor of the exhibitors seeking
jident and general manager.

Leonard, manager of
iBuffalo’s New Olympic, pulled a
Fred M. Shafer, managing digood stunt when he presented a rector of the Lafayette Square,
film, “Devastated France,” showBuffalo, has booked “Skin Deep,”
ing the tour of the Good Will and is planning a b'g explo tation
delegates
through France last campaign, including an airplane
summer. Mrs. Sarah J. Ehrmann, flight over the city and special
Cecil

T.

'

has

just

changed

1

—

Sunday shows in the Capital City.
Lazarus will no longer have a say

Comerford
Amusement
Company
of
Scranton,
Pa.,
__The

hrough
jfcally

J.

completed

new

ure theatre on the National

;

Wot

atrical

arrangements

or the construction of a
j

the affairs of the Albany TheManagers’ Association. At
the present time, Albany is perhaps best expressed through an
assertion made this week by one
of the_ exhibitors that “the Hudson river was the only thing
in

R. Caderet, has pracpic-

bank

Liberty street, Bath, N. Y.,
1,400.
Work will begin in
few weeks.
in

io seat

H

j

Arthur L. Skinner sure did put
)ver “The Old Homestead,” at the
/ictoria, Buffalo. In addition to a

dg barnyard display with a spepainted
rural
landscape
lackground and toys from the

jially

which runs on Sunday

THE WARNER THEATRE,

NILES,

OHIO

Erected by Harry M. Warner some time ago for his parents, and
now boasting the presence of Warner Bros.’ float.

in

Albany.”

At the present time, there are
eighteen theatres in Troy and
seventeen in Schenectady and a
like number in Albany.
Of the
three towns, Albany has 113,000
population, Schenectady 88,000 and
Troy 72,0000.
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Crowds
Turning Out for Pictures

Detroit’s Biggest
“When Knighthood Was

in

Flow-

er” opened at John Kunsky’s Adams
Theatre, Detroit, on November 5, to
the biggest crowds ever known in Detroit’s

film history.

The

line start-

form at noon and maintained
an unbroken length of two blocks
ed to

until after 10 o’clock that night.

Six

extra police were assigned to keep
the sidewalks clear.

engagement were
will play

the

following

25, 1922
exhibitors;

Wesp, of the Rialto,
the Rialto in Tacoma and the Wenatchee, who was looking
for
Weir, Aberdeen, the 25th.
“My Wild Irish Rose” and found
it;
R. L. Ruggles, Jr. The RugG. T. Woodlaw, president of the gleses own two houses in
The Michigan Screen Club, a
Chehalis
strictly social organization,
whose Circle Theatre, Portland, and and one in Pee Ell, Wash.; WilMrs.
Woodlaw,
with
Fred
Normembership is restricted to those
liam Ripley of the Bijou, Aberhaving a connection with the in- mand, vice president, are spending deen; Henry Newman, Hoquiam
three
or
four
days
in
Seattle lining Arcade; Fred Mercy, who owns
dustry, was organized in Detroit the
week of November 5. Club rooms up bookings until the first of the three houses in Yakima, and the
year.
The Circle was the first regulars, who wear a well beaten
have been established at 47 East
It

Elizabeth street, and the officers are house in the Northwest, it is said,
to inaugurate the “open all night”
as follows President, J. O. Brooks
Vice-president, Jacob Smith
Secre- policy.
tary, W. E. Wilkinson; Treasurer,
Seen on Film Row this week.
W. D. Hurlbut.

F.

F.

path every week.

:

;

“Douglas Fairbanks in
Robin
Hood” opened to huge and enHarry Irons, who has been manthusiastic crowds at the Orpheum
Theatre, Detroit, on November 6. ager for the last three years of ButThe production proved very popular. terfield’s Franklin Theatre at SagiTwo shows daily are being given, naw, has tendered his resignation,
with all seats reserved. Prices for
evenings and Saturday and Sunday
matinees are 50 cents to $2.

The Seattle Strand
opens November 11.

November

to become effective
will then locate in

December

1.

“Grandma’s Boy” closed at the end
of its third week at the Fox-Washington owing to other bookings. It
is expected to bring the picture back
into Detroit at a later date, as the
public is clamoring for it, and a run
equal to that one in Los Angeles can
be duplicated here.

month’s

man,

down

is

for

a

visit.

Cleveland Government Bans

Dancing

He

Detroit as manager of a new theatre now being
erected on Joseph Campau avenue.

Captain Lathrop, Alaska pioneer
picture

at Picture

Dancing and picture performances won’t mix in Cleveland.
The new Lexington Theatre, on
East Fifty-fifth street, announced
in all its ads before opening that

Houses

for a special performance, and a
hook-up
with
the
Electrical

League, on

its

modern

electrical

honiestead. The picture did a big
business and played two weeks.

Phil Gleichman, manager of the
Broadway-Strand, Detroit, has book- after the screen show each eveed “The Sin Flood” for a showing iiing, the audience would be per“When Knighthood Was in
starting November 12.
mitted to dance on the stage. Flower” has been booked by the
However, someone neglected to Stillman for an extended engageThe Capitol Theatre, Kunsky’s get a license to have dancing, and ment, beginning November 26. A
newest and most modern theatre in when at the last minute applica- big publicity and advertising camMichigan, is now equipped with tion was made, the authorities re- paign was started November 1 and
Power Projectors. Three new ma- fused to issue one. The city con- efforts are being made to estabSchreiber Brothers, who operate chines were installed there some time tends that a picture show is a lish a record.
the Blackstone Theatre on Michigan ago by the Service Theatre Supply picture show and a dance hall is
avenue, Detroit, have booked “Some Company of Detroit, who are ex- a dance hall, and there will be no
An original state novelty was
Wild Oats” for an indefinite run. clusive Power dealers in Michigan. such “combination”
places
in presented in the Allen Theatre,
Cleveland. However, no objection iJallowe’en Week, during the run
has ever been made by the city of
Rupert
Hughes’
“Rememto the restaurants which have or- brance.”
It was a costume revue
(hestras and dancing.
staged by Francis A. Mangan, in
which about twenty-five fancy
Book Week will be celebrated dress and Hallowe’en ball cosSlight concessions are said to
So far the trouble has not been in Cleveland the week of Novem- tumes were exhibited by girl
have been made by the Jensen & made public, except that the four ber 12, with the Cinema Club and models. A runway was placed in
Von Herberg interests, of Port- J. & V. theatres are said to show theatre owners co-operating. An the theatre and there were four
beautiful tableaux.
Newspapers
land, Ore., who recently placed a slides promising that the picture effort is being made by the club
paid a great deal of attention to
restriction of from ninety days to won’t show here again this year. to have theatres show pictures
based upon books from a list it and the store which co-operated
six months upon feature bookConsiderable interest is being thosen by the Book Week com- reported many sales.
ings.
The restriction is now reported reduced to sixty days, with displayed here regarding Chil- mittee. There is a big drawback
These dren’s Book Week, which will be because this list has but a few
three
houses excepted.
houses are claimed to have offered observed November 12 to 18. The books, from which pictures were
unfair competition by advertising event is being anticipated by ex- adapted, and most of these are
and exhibitors who eld releases.
in their monthly programs feature changemen
The Heights, Monarch, Circle,
numbers not yet shown, or still will be guided partly by the recManager Harry Davies, of the
running, at one of the four J. & ommendations and wishes of pa- Alhambra and Liberty Theatres Mission Theatre, has signed up for
their
inwho have been invited have already announced
V. theatres. It is alleged they ran trons
the Harold Lloyd
features with

Jensen-Von Herberg Lighten

Portland, Ore., Restrictions

Los Angeles

effect: “Why pay
prices when this attraction will soon show at your
slides

to

this

down-town

family theatre
The second
which there
Portland, urge

through a newspaper announce-

ment

One

“Sherlock Holmes” is booked
run exhibitors, of for the leading key towns in the

at regular prices?”

are forty-nine in
the counter claim
that there were but three of these
offenders, and had the matter
been properly taken up with the
exchange releasing these pictures,
trouble
the
could
have been
remedied without the placing of
unfair restriction upon all.

The three boycotted

tention of co-operating.

to indicate their choice.

November

territory

for

ings.

opened

It

in

screen-

Portland at

the Majestic, October 28, to business that looks like a holdover.

of the pleasant surprises of
November, in Cleveland, was the

they have grounds for claim-

ing

unfair

discrimination

if

&

A

all

other

first

run

booking Lloyd’s latest,
“Doctor Jack.” The Lloyd features
have heretofore been shown at the

Manager

Bostick, of Loew's State
smiling broadly these
days.
The smile has been firmly
fixed ever since the theatre discontinued vaudeville and concentrated
entirely on “The Picture Program.”
Incidentally, the theatre receipts have
shown a jump since the continuous
vaudeville was discontinued.

Theatre,

is

Lady Diana Manner's

picture, “The
Great Adventure,” he did not expect
to do any big business, but the attendance kept increasing daily and
toward the end of the week it was
going like a house afire.

&

ber of the exchanges have not
taken part in the controversy and
are furnishing the same service as
heretofore.

outbid

in

Manager Fred Miller, of the California Theatre, stated that from the
manner in which the critics panned

the

restriction is reduced to others.
They also hold that the exchanges
meeting the demands of Jensen
Von Herberg will ultimately lose
money, as the number of changes
V. can give on a weekly basis
J.
amounts to but 208 changes a
year in four houses, as against
312 changes a year by one house
with a six-change policy.
num-

He

way “The Old Homestead” went Symphony.

over at the Stillman Theatre. The
Stillman put on an extra big publicity campaign, including a hookup with the high school cadet«

exhibitors

feel

Pathe.
theatres

A

First Xatioiiul Release

COAL STRIKES DO NOT WORRY NORMA
She has “The Eternal Flame.” The Strand Theatre, Milwaukee,
made this cutout banner over the lobby doors. Tbe flames which
vignette the bust are of lighted chiffon worked by a fan.

T. L. Tally booked “The Eternal

Flame”

into

his

Broadway

theatre
the
big

had a two weeks’ run at
Kinema and did a remarkably

after

it

business.

November

A

WORLD
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John Donovan

Managing
Pittsburgh’s Regent Theatre
Still

Looking for the “Daddy of Them All,” the “youngster” of the
Northwest was located. At that he can hoast of ten years of
active contact with pictures. He is Mack DeLong, owner of the
Rose Theatre, Sumas, Wash. Mr. DeLong is not yet twenty-one,
hut he owns one of the prettiest little houses in the territory. He
has been everything from janitor, doorman, operator on up since
he was a kid in knee breeches, and has a brilliant future ahead of

Rowland and Clark’s Regent
Theatre in East Liberty, Pittsburgh, celebrated its eighth anniversary during the week of
November
with
Thomas
6,
Meighan, Pittsburgh’s own star,

him.

in

always open house for the film salesman who calls on
“Mack,” although his is 100 per cent. Universal, as he figures his
town is just right for that particular product. Following this
policy has contributed largely to his success, he says.

row.”

It’s

opening.
J.

Call Louisville
the Paradise of Exhibitors

Although there have been a couple
added in the downtown
district inside of the last couple of
years, the city could undoubtedly supof theatres

another big picture house, as
during good weather all of the leading picture houses are constantly
jammed, and it means long waits for
seats on Saturdays and Sundays, as
well as the last two night shows.
Right now the local houses showing
good pictures at 30 cents for adults,
including war tax, are packing them
port

The

prices

into

a

picture theatre

cost.

It

at

relatively

was

re-

P.

attractions.

McGovern

no longer

is

of the Victoria Theatre,
Pa.
Altoona,
Brothers, Jimmie and Athens, are
managing and buying the pictures

George

The

toona’s largest department store.
will be no rush work, as any work
The consideration was not made
undertaken will be for 1924 when the
The Louis- known. The Silverman Brothers
legislature again meets.
that the acquisition was
ville
Photoplay Association, com- announced
acquired for the purpose of assistposed of the exhibitors, meets reguof
development
ing
in
the
larly for discussion of general condiTwelfth avenue as a business

linger.

within a radius of
The purchasers announced that
three blocks of seven theatres, and they will continue to operate the
only a block and a half from Fourth Walnut Theatre as previously, hanand Walnut, the busiest corner in dling the building as well as the show
the city.
house. The other buildings will be
City officials of Louisville started rented as at present.
Extensive ima movement the past week to con- provements in the theatre building
demn ten feet or so of property are to be made next spring, it was
on the east side of Fourth street, said.
from Chestnut to Broadway, for
The amount involved in the deal
widening the street. This would af- was understood to be in the neighfect the Kentucky Theatre, recently borhood of $100,000.
completed, but it is not believed that
there is much danger of any condemnation plan being adopted, as the
city hasn’t the necessary money to
undertake any such movement.
The Wichita, Palace, Miller and
Princess
theatres
Wichita,
of
Work is progressing on the new Kas.,
were merged last week with
Baxter Theatre, in the Highlands,
the formation of the Consolidated
which will cost about $50,000 and
Amusement Co., which will opwhich will seat 1,000.
erate all four theatres.
Officers
of the company are
L. M. MilBoth the Alamo and Walnut ler, president; M. B. Shanberg,
Theatres, of Louisville, have been vice-president,
and Stanley N.
issuing $5 and $10 ticket books, or Chambers,
secretary and treascoupon books, the tickets from which urer. Mr. Chambers also is manare transferrable at the box office aging director of the four thefor tickets.
The idea of issuing the atres.
Beginning the last of
books was in connection with a vot- November, the Princess Theatre
ing contest,
to
establish
popular will house a stock company.
brands in I.ouisville. in which a $5
book covers 10.000 votes and a $10
Phil Rvan, vice-president of the
book 20.000 votes, while a 25 cent Capitol Enterprise Corporation, is
matinee ticket is good for 250 votes reported to be improving from his
and an evening ticket, 300 votes. recent illness. Mr. Ryan has been
Fred Dolle stated that he believed confined to his home for about
it was the first time a picture house
three weeks with pneumonia, and
here had issued a coupon book, and for a while he was seriously ill.
that the idea has possibilities for but the crisis was soon passed
holiday gift use, and could perhaps and we are glad to hear that Mr.
be worked out to advantage on a Ryan is on the road to recovery.
discount inducement plan under nor- Capitol Enterorises control several
mal conditions.
theatres in Kansas City.

low

13,

Under roof by December 1 is
the goal set by the West Virginia

Amusement Company, Fairmont,

W. Va., in the construction of
new $300,000 theatre adjoining

the

the

McGovern is back Watson Hotel on Main street.
themselves.
with the Supreme Productions of Since M. S. D. Brady, secretary of
The Motion Picture Theatre Own- Pittsburgh, in the distribution end the company, took over the conbusiness.
struction work of the theatre, the
ers of Kentucky haven’t held a meet- of the
building has been rising very
ing since the State meeting last April,
By a deal just closed, Isaac and rapidly. Plans are by Fred W.
when there were some legislative conIndica- Jake Silverman of the Strand Elliot, of Columbus, Ohio, and the
ditions up for discussion.
Theatre, Altoona, Pa., have pur- theatre will probably be the finest
tions are that the usual spring meetchased a plot of ground directly in the state, as well as the largest
ing will be held next year, but as it
opposite the Gable Arcade, Al- building in Fairmont.
will not be a legislative year there

Alamo Theatre put its
up to 40 cents for a short time tions as they arise.
but drooped back to 30 cents.
The buildings on Walnut street ocThere has been discussion concerning the possibilities of remodeling cupied by the Walnut Theatre, the
a fine new building on Fifth street, Apollo Apartments and four shopj,
erected for a big general market have been purchased by local theahouse and of fireproof construc- trical interests. All of the stock in
tion, which made a dismal failure the
buildings
was purchased by
as a market house and was closed. Joseph L. Steuerle, Fred J. Dolle,
This building could be converted Louis F. Steurle and Adolph Reutin.

Monday, November

opening day for the rebuilt Vir-

“The Man Who Saw Tomor- ginian Theatre, ^Charleston, W.
John P. Donovan has been Va. For the present, First Namanager of the Regent since its tional pictures are the exclusive

manager

You Might

Pearlstein.
The latter says he is
going out of the theatre business
for good. The Regent seats 400.

is

;

thoroughfare.
Charlie Richlieu of the Richlieu
Theatre, Bedford, Pa., was one of
the earliest of the hunters in

Pennsylvania.
He was accompanied by Dr. Tims, also of Bedford.

Frank Fairgraves, of the Regent
and Princess theatres, Erie, will
have his new 1,100-seat State
Theatre there ready for opening
about December

1.

Wm. I. Forrey, manager of the
Exhibitors Film Exchange, who
has been absent from bis office
for seventeen weeks owing to a
serious
Illness,
is
recovering
slowly and it will probably be
some time before he will be able
to again resume his duties.

William Walker, formerly treas-

Gayety Theatre,
urer
of
the
purchased the
Pittsburgh,
has
Sheridan Theatre, Sheridan, Pa.,

from Mr. Stanbough.

The

John Zwick,

Olympic at
another of our

of the

Finleyville, Pa.,

is

exhibitor friends who has heard
the call of the wilds and shouldered
his gun. Don’t know yet whether
or not he has had any luck.

James

Steele, proprietor of the

Theatre. Sixth, near
scheduled to open
November 18 with “The Storm.”
The program will also include Inter-

Olive

daughter,

going

Stewart,
Florida.
Mr. Steele expects to
build a winter home in that town.
S.

is

has

Pearlstein
to

sold

the

McKees Rocks,
M. Akselrad, the new

Regent Theatre
Pa.,

to

at

owner having taken charge the
first of November.
Akselrad was
the original owner of the house,
and two years ago sold it to

Yes,

It’s

the

is

national News and a Century comBarney Rosenthal. Universal
edy.
manager, has spent $25,000 in im-

proving this theatre, which was purchased recently from Harry Koplar.
Henri Chouteau plans to spend

and Avalon Theatres,
accompanied by his wife and $50,000
Bellevue

Rivoli

street,

in

improvements

at the

Odeon

Theatre, Grand boulevard at Finney
avenue. The entrance will be enlarged by abolishing two of the four
stores on the Grand boulevard frontage. The improvement also includes
a covered run way along the north
side of the building with an opening
When the decorainto the foyer.
tions and improvements are concluded the Odeon will be re-opened as
a picture theatre.

Same Dibble

“The name of Dibble brought back memories of my kid days,”
writes Arthur M. Bowler, assistant manager of the Rialto Theatre,
Amsterdam, N. Y., referring to a recent mention, in Regional News
and Gossip, of John P. Dibble, of Branford, Conn. Mr. Bowler
recalls the days when “Dibble’s Moving Pictures” used to play
Amsterdam and wants to know if John P. is the same Dibble.
He is, as Mr. Bowler must have learned from Mr. Dibble’s history
published in the last issue, which he evidently hadn’t seen when
he wrote us.
“Mr. Dibble and I became friends after several visits,” he
“and on one trip, when he played Gloversville, fourteen
away, he took me with him and I worked the ‘effects’ in
pictures as ‘The Vendetta.’ I was not over 8 or 9 years old
I am thirty now.”

says,

miles

such
Ihen.
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,

,

Caplaii,

who
,

•

DeHoff, for the

latter.

Through arrangements made by

OW

Employes of the Bareli Theatre
are already beginning to smack their
of the annual dinWalker, owner of the
theatre, gives on Thanksgiving Eve
The house
to those on his payroll.
was opened by Mr. Walker two
years ago Thanksgiving. Last year,
without saying anything to his employes. Air. Walker went ahead and
planned a fine Thanksgiving Eve repast, with turkey and all the fixings,
and then invited those associated
with him. The whole affair came as
This year, Mr.
a complete surprise.
Walker has already announced that
the affair of a year ago will be an
annual one, and to look forward to
the biggest kind of a dinner two
weeks hence.
lips in anticipation

iier

which

J. J.

William Shirley, manager of the
overjoyed because his
house will be allowed to retain the
name under which it has gone for
several years, and which Air. Shirley
I'.clieves to be one of its best assets.
I'Or a time there was a contention
Shirley
and
Max
between
Air.
Spiegel, as to who had the legal right
to the name “Strand” for their rcspectixe Schenectady houses.

local Strand, is

feature

runs,

pictures,

from Sunday

straight
to Saturarises in-

Coming

loges.

attractions

at

the

San Francisco Exhibitors to
Oppose Music Union Demands
The demands

Union

m

to

the

public

on

morning

concerts

of

t

e

1*01
ochenectady

this past week, “The Moth"
“The Referee” were coupled up.

thrilling

mg

Big

and

Snow production “HuntGame in Africa With Gun

Camera,’’

controlled

by

Eugene H. Roth.

_

.

_

—

^

The Portola Theatre, one of
San Fr^cisco s pioneer ^houses, is
to be closed

at_ an early date, folowing a showing of the scientific

\

C. O. Davies, of the Wigwam
Theatre, Reno, Nev., was a visitor
on San Francisco’s Film Row

early in November on one of his
rather infrequent buying trips.
The boys on the avenue would
like to see C. O. D. more frequently.

A

fire

upper

broke out recently on the
of a film exchange

floor

building at 292 Turk street but the
blaze was confined to two small
rooms and the loss was light.

tional

Btircli

built on the ground floor.
and will be opened on November
24 with the world premiere of the

T

Double features are being played
strong in some of the Schenectady
houses these days in securing addi-

find

room

the
and
Theatre
California
reduction of the orchestra of this

lip

the
Bareli
patronage. At
double features prevail with every
other hill and the .Albany has also
Both
AWitiig into double features.
houses have been watching h'red
Klliott’s house in .Albany, and tbe effeatures.
.At
the
fects of double

twelve-piece orchestra at the Strand,

Strand include “Oliver Twist,” “Tess He is Professor Phil Pelz, leader of
of the Storm Country,” “Peg O’ My the band at the San Francisco ExHeart” and “One Exciting Night.” position in 1915, one time director of
Incidentally, it might be stated that the Russian Court orchestra, and a
“Quincy Adams Sawyer” will have musician known the world over.
With him is George Bosliko, a Rusits premiere at the Strand.
sian celloist, who also came from the
Walter
Spiegel,
Hayes, W'est Coast. There is probably not
iMax
Eugene Falk and Moe Mark, were another city the size of Schenectady
in town this week, looking over the in the country, which can boast of an
State Theatre, the latest in the orchestra equaling the Strand’s.

production il ustrating the tra^
planting of glands. About $75,000
house by ten men. Other theatres will be spent in alterations and
are cutting down the size of their redecorations and the house will
orchestras, and going back to the be reopened the middle of DecemX./iP/o
organ music exclusively, her as the New Portola, with an
j
t
agreement is reached extend^ run of “Dr. Jack.’’ The
•r
with the musicians before the end Pompeiian treatment is to be folJoseph L. Gale, who is known as of the year, when the present lowed out in the new decorative
"Max Spiegel’s Man Friday,” is wage agreement expires, a lively scheme and a theatre of exceptional beauty is promised.
spending his time in Schenectady fight may be expected,
looking after the construction and
opening details of “The State.”
Bargain prices in admissions are
The world’s premiere showing
of “The Forgotten Law,” a pic- being offered by the management
Miss Janet Moon, only woman ture made in San Francisco by of the Francesca Theatre on
manager of a theatre in Schenectady, the Graf Productions, Inc., and upper Market street, San Franand who has been handling the Cres- distributed by Metro, was made at cisco.
The regular price of adcent with success for seven years Loew’s
on mission is 10 cents for any seat
Theatre
Warfield
past, is in New York buying film.
November 4, and crowded houses any time but books of twelve
tickets are to be had for a dollar.
at once became the rule.
“If you have got the pictures, you
The Strand Theatre, San Fraiiwill do the business,” remarked WillThe Century Theatre on Ellis
iam Shirley, manager of the Strand, street, which has been idle for cisco, is installing a ^0,000 Robto the representative of Aloving Pic- several
weeks, will shortly be ert-Morton organ and is making
ture W’orld this week, when asked as added to the list of San Fran- use of a Fotoplayer temporarily,
to business conditions in the Electric cisco’s down-town picture houses.
Charles Pincus, of the CaliAir. Shirley is running noth- It is being remodeled, a projection
City.
fornia Theatre, announces the engagement of Harry Thorn as first
organist.
Thorn recently was
Theatre at
with
the
Liberty
Portland, Ore.

/-v-p
OOUllXl ox
yy
hiearcl in
Is JN

llvf

week

of the Musicians’
for “swing” orchestras and
for seven days pay for six days
work, as well as the payment of
swings men,
the salaries of the
will not be granted by San Francisco theatre owners, according to
'>ent.
members of the
representative
The Echo Theatre, which is op- industry. The first indication of
the demarids is seen
crated by J. Zimmerman and booked resistance to
the sudden ending of the SunPacey, manager of Pacey’s

Louis .A. DeHoff, booking agent for
the Whitehurst Theatrical Interests, by Walter
Garden, reopened
all orphans in Baltimore were entertained at the New Theatre during the November 6.

X

but

ing

•

1

operate the Clover Theatre, 414 East
Anthony
and
street
Baltimore
Moralto of New lork, were arrested
on warrants sworn out by Miss
Eugene N. Daly, manager of the
.Marie Presstman, of the Maryland \ew Theatre, went to New York
censor board, on October 31. They on November 7 to attend to some
were charged with having displayed special work.
improper posters at a picture theatre.
The case came up before .Magistrate
Nixon’s Victoria Theatre, 415 East
Tohn H. Stanford in the Central Baltimore street, will reopen to the
Police Court. Milton Caplan was puldic on November 20 under the
dismissed, but Benjamin Caplan and
nianagement of A. M. Seligman, who
Moralto each were fined $50 and managed it before it was badly damcosts.
aged by fire. The theatre has practically been remodeled at great ex.\ benefit picture performance was
pense.
It is now being operated by
given, at the Garden Theatre, Baltithe Ni.xon-Nirdlinger Interests and
more, on Sunday night, November 5. the Stanley Company of America.
for the benefit of the Volunteers of
The playhouse was loaned
.\inerica.
The opening of the New Metrobv William M. Whitehurst, manager.
politan Theatre, North and PennsylReligious meetings were held at vania avenues, is scheduled to take
P'ace on Thanksgiving Day. This
TliP ParPwav and New Theatres on
is being built by the MetroSunday, November 5, through the
politan
Amusement Company of
,-onrTesv of Howard
Jefferson
manager of the formerV and Louis which Frederick W. Schanze is presi-

A
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Strand chain. Before leaving, they
took a swing over to Troy and inday, and when occasion
spected the house which is being
creases his prices of admission. And built there and which will open some
what is more, Mr. Shirley’s house time in January.
is doing a whopping good business
j
XT
u
jVIonday, Novem^r
week t,beginning AT
For “Orphans of the
The Strand believes in good music,
days.
the
when
Forget-Me-Not
was
6,
gtQn-n” admission prices went from One of the leading conductors in the
attraction there.
^ents, with 65 cents for the musical world is now directing the

Posters Get Baltimore Men
in Trouble With the Censor
Benjamin and Milton

November

.1

First

\afional Rtlrttsc

NUMBER

SIX OF

THE SEVENTEEN WINDOWS

That’s what Jackie Coogan, in "Oliver Twist,” got when he played
the New York Strand on pre-release. Some of the largest stores
on the biggest street were glad to get these appealing paintings.

Eugene H. Roth, managing director of the California, Imperial.
Granada and Portola theatres, in
conjunction with Jack Partington,
has moved his offices to the
Granada Theatre

building.

November
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Because
mnmm

—

Some Day You
are going to be stuck for

Si

want of

B^®lisii*iii#i

S'fe^

^fl^^*liifS

this

book

—why

not prepare yourself

now

by using this coupon to
order your copy today?
1

*%w

il#i

Sfci

wi

EVERY THEATRE MANAGER AND
PROJECTIONIST NEEDS ONE
USE THIS COUPON TO ORDER TODAY

Price $6.00 postpaid
CHALMERS PUB. COMPANY,

516 Fifth Avenue,

Enclosed find $6.00 for which please send

Name
Street

City
State

me

New

York:

a copy of Richardson’s

new

4th Edition

Handbook

of Projection.
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News from the Producers
Conducted by T.

Many

S.

da Ponte

Aids to Put
“Dr. Jack’’ Across

Pathe announces that every exhibitor pljaying the Harold Lloyd
feature comedy, “Dr. Jack,” will be
supplied with a wealth of exploitation accessories that will enable him to live up to his best

form, and a large pen-and-ink
combination available in tbe same
way.
A “Dr. Jack” thematic music
score will be furnished.
The
Harold Lloyd novelty “specs."
showmanship ideals. These in- which have sold so well in conclude standard aids and novelties nection with other releases, will
as follows:
be furnished for use with “Dr.
Beginning with posters, there Jack.”
A. genuine novelty in the form
will be an augumented supply in
two 1-sheets, two 3-sheets, two of cabinet size photographs of
6-sheets, and a distinctive 24- Llovd, autographed by him and
sheet.
These are in addition to which the exhibitor can give away
the stock 1-sheet and 3-sheet, as souvenir portraits, will create
which are especially well adapted a new exploitation field in connection with his productions.
for cut-out purposes.
HENRY HULL
Coming to the “Dr. Jack” cam- 100-foot trailer will be available.
Who is co-starring with Mary paign book its front cover and For lobby display purposes in
Thurman in “Midnight,” a Syra- inside of cover will be availgible first-run
Pathe
houses.
each
cuse Motion Picture Company in either cut or mat form.
It branch office will have at least
feature, to be handled through will
contain many exploitation one set of two oil paintings, size
Producers’ Security Corporation
suggestions which will be in pic- 40x60, on “Dr. Jack.”

—

will make a series of feapretures for Associated Exhibitors
Sixteen black and whites are pared to mail direct to exhibitors
furnished for newspaper layouts, a novelty broadside, having the
as well as an augmented array of appearance of a doctor’s travelling
newspaper advertising cuts and bag, and which, when opened, will
Officials
mats, size 1, 2 and 3 columns, plus tell the story of “Dr. Jack.” Betwo quarter-page and one half- sides these, other novelties are in
touring
the
George
Beban,
page ads; also an extra press preparation, which are said to larger cities with his stage and
by
class
in
a
list
the
whole
make
stories,
sheet, besides the regular
screen combination of “The Sign
on which will appear two half- itself in the way of screen comedy of the Rose,” was received in
exploitation.
tone illustrations, available in mat
Topeka, Kansas, for his appearance at the Orpheum Theatre,
under unusual conditions.
Because of the political convention which overcrowded the city,
hotel accommodations could not be
Either your box office Is a pJace to collect profits
provided for the star and his comWhereupon a suite was
pany.
from the showing of pictures, or it’s a little coop made
placed at his disposal in the exto house the ticket seller and keep her on the pay roll
mansion by Governor
ecutive

The Pathe home

turized form.

Hodkinson Makes
Changes in Sales
Force
An announcement comes from
home office of the W. W.

the

Hodkinson Corporation
important

changes

ganization.
Iteen

in

of several
their or-

L.
Peavey has
to the position of
manager of their

C.

promoted

branch sales
Cleveland Exchange.
ceeds C. E. Holah, who

He

suc-

will

come

New York

to work out of the
big city as special representative
to

on

“Fun

from

the

Press,”

the

‘‘Literary Digest” release of ribtickling comment from the press
of the country.
It is said that Mr. Holah’s appointment is in recognition of his

good

work on “Fun from

the
Cleveland territory.
The following changes have also
Iteen made. W. F. Marshall, who

Press”

in the

was booker

at the Washington,
D. C., Branch, is advanced, because
of his knowledge of the territory,
to office manager, taking the place
of H. A. Gillespie, who has been
transferred to the home office to
do contract work. P. G. Morris
has succeeded L. E. Hobson as
office
manager of the Denver

branch.
Mr.
transferred to

Hobson
the

has been
Los Angeles

sales force.

Gerety with Universal
Thomas W. Gerety, assistant
advertising manager and art director for the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation, has been engaged to
fill
an important position in the
advertising
department of the
Universal Pictures Corporation.

DOUGLAS MACLEAN
Who

office

is

Geo. Beban Honored

by Big

Service

with nothing

and Your Box

much

Office

to do but be decorative.

up to you which it is to be.
It is always the aim of Moving Picture World to
give you service that will help the box office to fulfill
It’s

proper mission as a target for ticket purchasers.
least of our exclusive service-for-exhibitor
departments is the Rotogravure Section.
One man said, not long ago, “Yes, very pretty set of
But I don’t want to look at nlctures.”
stills.

its

Not the

BUT THE PROSPECTIVE PATRON DOES!
That’s what those pages of neat and attractive pictures are published for.
Frame them when the films they illustrate are due
In

your theatre.

in

window

Put them

disolays.

In

They are

your lobby.

Use them

pullers; people will look

at them, and when you’ve caught attention you’ve
started a sale; people will remember the title of the nictures they disnlay, and that will back up your other
exploitation when the time comes to drag the dimes
or quarters In through the little window in the box
office.

Rotogravure display, framed and displayed, means
dollars.

USE IT AS HUNDREDS OF OTHER EXHIBITORS ARE DOING.

Henry

J.

Allen.

the city was
the presence,
on the Capitol steps, of Mayor
Herbert J. Corwine and the Governor who presented the actor
with a floral key to the city in
sight of a great crowd.

Behan’s arrival

in

made noteworthy by

Manager C. H. Hooper of the
Orpheum had cause to congratulate himself on the result of this
official recognition.

The Rose”

is

“The Sign

of

an American Re-

leasing attraction.

Jones in

New Vehicle

of “The Boss of
Four,” Charles Jones’ latest starring production for Fox.
has reached the New York offices.
The picture is heralded as the
most thrilling production Jones
When
has ever been seen in.
one stops to consider that he also
played the feature role in "The
Fast Mail," that is saying a good
deal.
Jones has started work on
“The Footlight Ranger,” his next
production.

The negative

Camp

November
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Five Fox Films for

Week, November 13
“My

Friend the Devil,” another Winter.Com.es.”. Charles Richman,
special production, heads the list of star of the spoken stage, is the feafive pictures scheduled by Fox Film tured actor.
Corporation for release during the
“Tom Mix in Arabia,” is a meloweek of November 13, according to drama which carries the versatile
announcement this week. The other star from the wilds of the west to
four include a Tom Mix feature, a the wilds of the East. The story is
Dustin Farnum drama, a Lupino by j\Iix and Lynn Reynolds, who also

Lane special two-reeler, and an A1
St. John comedy.
“My Friend the Devil,” directed by
Harry Millards to whom goes the
credit for direction of “Over the
Hill,” is a screen adaptation of George
Ohnet’s famous French novel, “Dr.
Rameau.” The scenario is the work
of Paul H. Sloane, who also wrote
MARY THURMAN
the scenario for “Over the Hill,”
Who is co-starring with Henry “The Village Blacksmith,” “The
Hull in “Midnight,” a Syracuse Town That Forgot God” and “If
Motion Picture Company feature,
to be handled through Producers’
Security Corporation

directed.

Dustin Farnum’s picture
Justice Waits.”

Bernard

J.

It

is “While
was directed by

who directed
Irene Rich plays

Durning,

“The Fast Mail.”
the feminine lead.

Lupino Lane, English pantomimist,
comes in the third picture of his first
series for Fox, “My Hero.” It is a
two-reel special directed by Jack Blystone.
A1 St. John plays his unique
pranks in “Out of Place.”

Prominent Players

Universal Starts

Work on “Bavu”
the
history of Universal City has entered production.
“The Attic of Felix Bavu” is a

The strangest

weird mystery

film play

in

Henry

name

written and staged by Earl Carroll in the Earl Carrol theatre in
New York. With a masterly
hand Carroll pictured the devasrevolution on
of
tating effect
human morals in the case of the
downfall of the orderly state of
things in Russia.
“Bavu” is a remarkable char-

and Wallace Beery

will play

it.

and Estelle
Stanley
Forrest
Taylor will handle the romant.c
Sylvia Breamer
leading roles.
and Martha Mattox will play two
important feminine characters.
Nick de Ruiz, “the bad man” of
many Universal pictures, has
started the portrayal of his biggest role, and Josef Sw ckard, the
French father of “The Four

Hull, the

young Broad-

Film

star,

and

for Syracuse
tures Co.

Motion Pic-

When it comes to Harold
Lloyd in “Dr. Jack,” Producer
Hal Roach doesn’t “present,”
he “prescribes” as all the
screens of all the lucky exhibitors in the country presThe “preently will show.
scription” is put up and mar“Adminisketed by Pathe.
tered” by exhibitors who get
in early with their orders,
their “patients” will be guaranteed a sure cure for anything that ails them.
Pathe declares, on the ver-

—

dict

of

authorities

who saw

“Dr. Jack” in West Coast previews at different types of
theatres, that Lloyd’s forthcoming feature comedy will
prove even a more popular
“prescription” than his cur“Grandma’s
success,
rent
Boy.” That is because its “ingredients,” while equMly human, are more numerous and
varied.

Pictures Co. as one of the most

Mary Thurman important producing units in the
Henry Hull is one of
industry.
started work last week as co-stars
the most popular stars Broadway
in
“Midnight,” a new comedy ever knew and his present legit-

way

drama founded on drama

the sensational play of that

acter

in “Midnight”

The Doctors

imate vehicle

is

attracting thou-

Cosmopolitan Scene
in Dalton^s Next
A

most cosmopolitan assemblage
is
seen on the stage at
Paramount’s Long Island studio,
where Victor Fleming is directing
Dorothy Dalton’s newest production,
of

sands.

,

people

Hamilton Smith, who directed
Mary Thurman’s beauty is a
“The Isle of Doubt,” and “The In- topic in artists’ circles and many
ner Man,” in which Wyndham proclaim her the most beautiful
“Dark Secrets.” The scene of this
Standing starred for the same actress on the screen.
company, is directing the feature.
The releasing arrangements are meeting place for the various races
in
.Arthur Caldwell is the cinematog- in the "hands "of Producers Secur- of humanity is a gorgeous hotel
Cairo, Egypt, with its picturesque
rapher.
ity Corporation,, which has not yet
The signing of Henry Hull and announced the distribution chan- courtyard and terraces, its lily-pond

Mary Thurman is considered an
important event in film circles
and stamps the Syracuse Motion

nels.

Producers Security also handled
the former Syracuse productions.

Mayer Film Chosen
to Show at Benefit

Louis
“Hearts
Aflame,”
B. Doheny, Miss Helen Varick BosMayer’s latest film, which Reg- well, Mrs. Walter J. Salmon and
inald Barker directed and staged, other prominent society women.
Horsemen,” is cast in a principal
was shown publicly at the RitzMr. Rothapfel staged “Hearts
part,
while Harry Carter and
Carleton grand ball room, last Aflame” in a most ambitious manJack Rollens enact two important Sunday night, before an audience ner,
a vivid forest fire effect preroles.
that packed the big room and ceding the picture. The music, a
Stuart Paton is directing the
which was composed of society special score assembled by RothIproduction from a continuity prepeople, journalists, statesmen, film apfel, accentuated the high spots
It
pared by Albert G. Kenyon.
personages and the entire mem- in the film.
will be a Universal-Jewel special.
bership of the Canadian Club.
The Canadian Club co-operated
The event was a benefiit for the with the Globe and made an outsufferers of the recent terrible right purchase of two hundred
forest fires which wiped out al- tickets at five dollars each. The
of
most an entire province in North- entire capacity ball room was
ern Ontario. The event was under sold at that price.
St. Louis
the auspices of the New York
More than fifteen hundred dolGoldwyn announces the appoint- Globe.
lars was realized from the sale of
Iment of J. B. Dugger as manager
“Hearts Aflame,” which is from tickets, the
entire
amount of
of its St. Louis branch exchange, the
book “Timber” by Harold which was forwarded at once to
succeeding J. Weil, resigned.
Titus, was chosen by the Globe the Canadian sufferers through
Mr. Dugger has had long ex- as the chief event on the big pro- the Globe,
For grame owing to excellent reports
iperience in motion pictures.
the past four years he has been from that paper’s Los Angeles
manager of Paramount exchanges correspondent. S. L. Rothapfel of
'in
Detroit and in Indianapolis. the Capitol Theatre staged the
David Powell has been selected
Goldwyn feels that he is excep- entire show for the Globe.
to play one of the principal male
jtionally well qualified to handle
Governor-elect
Alfred
Smith roles in “The Glimpses of the
the business of its St. Louis ex- headed the list of patrons and patv -Moon,” an Allan Dwan
production
change.
ronesses.
The patronesses in- \yhich will be started soon at the
cluded Mrs.
Jerome Napoleon Paramount Long Island studio.
Moving Picture World
Bonaparte, Mrs. Charles H. Sabin, Bebe Daniels and Nita Naldi will
Reviews
Miss Mary Garret Hay, Mrs. have the leading feminine parts in
Are the Best
Arthur Livermore, Mrs. E. L. the picture.

and statuary, romantic looking balconies and distant palm trees.
This exotic atmosphere is further
enhanced by birds of gorgeous plumage and the foliage of the country
which abounds there. The scene is

rich with the color of interesting costumes and unusual uniforms as con-

trasted with the conventional garments of the Americans.

UniversaFs Gibson

Film Completed
Under William Worthington’s

“Kindled Courage.”

i

Named Head

Goldwyn’s
Branch

-

Beatrice

Burnham

will be seen op-

She recently appeared
in support of Priscilla Dean in “The
Flame of Life.” Harold' Goodwin.
Harry Tenbrook, James Gordon RusAlbert Hart and J. Russell
sell,
Powell have other important roles.
posite Gibson.

i

I

;

David Powell Chosen

;

I

I

.

di-

rection Universal has completed the
filming of Edward (Hoot) Gibson’s
starring vehicle, tentatively titled

Dead or
Alive!
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F. B. O. Exploitation

Eight Pages of

Men

Dollars
Are you looking at the pictures in the Rotogravure Section,
or do you use them,
framed, as lobby display, window display, patronage
pullers ?
This exclusive feature is
sent you in Moving Picture
World as a service to add to
your exploitation.
The pictures draw attention,
create interest, make people
remember the films they exploit at a time when the picture is on your screen.

in

The work of enlarging the exploitation field force of the Film
Booking Offices of America is
nearing completion.
Before the
end of the present month each
of the twenty-eight F. B. O. exchanges

will

be operating with an

The
representative.
announcement of the policy of
stationing
an
exploiteer
per-

exploitation

manently

in

all

exchanges

was

made

several weeks ago by J. I.
Schnitzer, vice-president of F. B.
O. when “In the Name of the
Law,” a widely exploited produc-

TURN THESE WEEK-

tion

LY SERVICE PAGES INTO
DOLLARS.

Czech Prince Watching Production at

was

first

released.

To date eighteen men have been
added to the staff. These men are
working on all of the F. B. O.
product and are preparing advance
campaigns on “The Third Alarm,”
the second Emory Johnson pro-

Screen Star Club

duction which will be issued as a
special early in the new year.
The personnel of the exploitation staff to date is;
Herbert
Weill, stationed in Albany; Gilbert P. Josephson, stationed in
Buffalo Louis P. Kramer, in Chicago
Harold Wendt, in Cleveland; Geo. Vivian Smith in Cincinnati A. L. Mitchell in Dallas
Jesse Weil, in Detroit; E. C. Hull,
in Indianapolis
Preston Hickey,
in Minneapolis; H. W. Fisher, in
New Orleans Chas. Geigerich, in

own producing company

Czecho-Slovakia.
“My plan embraces gaining

in

knowledge possible of the American motion picture industry,” the
prince
officials

explained
Universal
to
upon the eve of his de-

parture from New York. He had
received unqualified welcome to
all parts of the vast Universal organization.

“iMy

stay, of course, will be
Luckily, I
indefinite.
financially fixed so that I can

somewhat

am

bit,’ as you Americans say, for several months in
quest of information and accurate
Then, I
and actual experience.
hope to revolutionize completely
the motion picture industry in

‘bum around a

Bohemia.

Logan and Madge Bellamy
six charter members

the

Hollywood’s

;

are
of

organiza-

latest

tion.

;

;

New York;

L.

homa

City;
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

Held,

J.

Jr.,

Draws

Big “U” Joy

;

Pickrel, in OklaFischer, in

for

Week

Albert

J. Held, jr., famous caricature
Frank Leonard, in artist,
has been engaged by Uniin
H.
Huot,
A.
versal to make a series of drawSeattle; Philip Greenberg, in St. ings for
use in material being put
Louis
C. W. Heath, in Sioux out by Universal for the Universal
Falls, S. D. and Wallace L. RockJoy Week, advertised for Decemwell, in Washington, D. C.
ber 24 to January 2.
;

;

;

;

These drawings
humorous sketches

will
include
of the various
including
Universal
comedians,
Neely Edwards, Lewis Sargent,
Lee Moran, Baby Peggy, Joe

Tour

of Private

Car

Advertises Studios
The Hampton Del Ruth studios, production under
known as the Balboa of Del Ruth.

Brownie,

Martin,

the supervision

formerly

Queenie

the

horse, and Maudie the mule.
Many exhibitors already have
signified their intention of putting
over Universal Joy Week, during
the holiday season, and of taking
Universal’s
advantage
of
full
gratis accessories, and the extra-

where early motion picA tour of the country in a
was made in Long" private car has begun, the object ordinarj’ booking facilities offered
Beach, California, were recently being to publicize not only the for the showing of Universal
sold to a syndicate of Eastern name of Del Ruth but that of comedies during the week.
Long Beach by means of photocapitalists.
The present policy of the graphs of the city and surroundThese will be disstudios, adopted when Hampton, ing country.
Margaret Clayton
Del Ruth assembled his notable tributed en route. The car will
cast for “The Marriage Chance,” be thrown open to visitors everyPlays Opposite Carey
will continue, and the productions where it goes and the wonders of
will be distributed by American
Southern California and Long
Marguerite Clayton is making
will
described
and her first appearance in a CaliReleasing Corporation under the Beach
be
shown.
Hampton Del Ruth name.
fornia made production in “Canyon
.Alta .A.llen, Milton Sills, Henry of the Fools,” in which she plays
Plans of the new company instudios,

all

the screen’s best
feminine stars have
organized a Texas Club for
“purely social purposes,” according to word from First
National.
Florence
Vidor,
Bebe Daniels, Hope Hampton,
Corinne Griffith, Jacqueline

known

;

“U” City

of his

among

Six

Exchanges

.

Prince Sascha, a member of the
ancient house of Thurn-and-Taxis,
of Czecho-Slovakia, and a captain
in the Czecho-Slovakian army, is
now enroute from New York to
Universal City, Cal., where he will
study motion picture production
with a view to the establishment

25, 1922

ture history

four B. Walthall, Tully Marshall, Irene the leading feminine role opposite
production
clude
the
of
feature pictures with casts as dis- Rich
and Mitchell Lewis the Harry Carey. This will be the
tinguished as that of “The Mar- cast of “The Marriage Chance”
fourth Care}’’ production for reTwelve two-reel will accompany the touring party lease through the Film Booking
riage Chance.”
comedies are also scheduled for for a portion of the journey.
Offices of America. Others in the
cast include Carmen Arselle, Mignonne, Fred Stanton, Murdock
MacQuarrie, Vester Pegg, Charles

—

,

Title Is

“Dark

LeMoyne,
Jack

Secrets”
The

mund

Harris

and

“Canyon of the Fools” is
adapted from the novel of that
name by Richard Matthews Hallett, published recentlj' by Harper
Brothers, after running serially in
It
the Sautrday Evening Post.
was put into scenario form by
John W. Grej". The story has a
mining locale.

Dorothy Dalton’s
latest Paramount picture now in
production at the company’s Long
Island studio has been changed to
The working
“Dark Secrets.”
title
of the picture was “Black
Fury.”
It
was written by Edtitle

Joseph

Curtis.

of

Gonlding.

Compson Company
Returning

Get

•After six

BUIIDOG

the

DRUMMOND

in

Honolulu. Betty

Hollywood Paramount

studio the

of this month. Excellent weather
and lighting conditions have made it
possible to complete their island and
tropical scenes well within schedule.
The beach at Waikiki, the volcano
last

Dead or
Alive!

weeks

Compson and her company, making
“The White Flower." will return to

Kilauea, the famous cliff of the
and other noted Hawaiian
beauty spots will be .seen in the finished production.

at

Pali,

A

scene from initial Daniel Carson Goodman Special, “What Wrong
with the Women?” Distributed by Equity Pictures Corporation

A

big
star
in her
biggest
picture

AE
URRAT
ROSE
Dlstvlbvited^ btj

PICTURES
CO
O AT
TLl?

R„

I

us pat off

^

Herald—
Again Mae Murray
N. Y.

H
HH
I

scores.

N. y. World-

I

“Broadway Rose”

I

a good box
office subject. “Folks in the sticks”
are always curious over the myster-

I

is

r

ious high

^

ture will satisfy that curiosty.

N. Y.

in

life

Gotham. This

pic-

Mail—

“ It tugs at the heart strings

usually brings big

box

.

.

.

This sort of film

office receipts.

—

Herald
Miss Murray will doubtless jam the Capitol

ROBERT

Z*

LEONARD pr^s^nts

MAE MUR

B RO
A TIFFANY PRODUCnOM
Vice VresidLen/L

Scenario

by EDMUND OOVIDING

ADW

METRO

intce lines at

your box- office

—

Sun
Miss Murray . .
her audiences*
Daily News

—

thrills

.

and

fascinates

A

to please
business.

—

Miss Murray has reason to be proud
of her work in this picture.
Portland Oregonian

Mae Murray

Reeland Reviews
glittering picture that
....

—

has an immensely inter“Broadway Rose.”

— one

Atlanta Georgian

—

—

Journal of Commerce
Miss Murray is seen at her best.
Lowell Courier-Citizen

—

“Broadway Rose” surpasses “Peacock Alley”
and “Fascination.”

sure

—

... “Broadway Rose” is one of the
most gorgeous and spectacular screen
offerings that has been shown in
Atlanta.

esting vehicle in

Moving Picture World
“Broadway Rose” is a showman’s
picture from every angle.

is

do capacity

that will

Los Angeles Examiner

—

“Broadway Rose”

is drawing huge
Miss Murray’s latest release and it is chuckful of the stuff
that has made her famous.

crowds.

It is

Detroit Free Press

—

A tale of thrilling interest.
. . .

Mae Murray as Rosalie

has the best acting opportunity of her career.

METRO
PICTURE

Settifigs cUtigKcd ^ executed by t
TILFiQRD; CINEMA. COBFORmOI
^mferial Pictures Ciei*, BtcLuiLve Di
tn^iors Ihwughsut Great
Si
.

WUUam^Jury

,

cMeUiagina 'jyire

9
f
1

1

1

/

Showmen
Report:
Claim

one of the very best productions
of this kind that 1 have had in my theatre.
Too bad we can’t have more like it. Everybody went away pleased and many told us
this

is

how well they liked the subject. Boys, it’s a
doodle.
H. E. Swan, Empress Theatre, Kearney, Neb.

—

Just as lavish, if not a bit
more so than the two pre-

^

ceding Murrays ... It
a typical Murray picture.
Strong supporting cast and

j

is

original sets will put

it

r

over.

— SterlingTheatre, Greeley, Colo.

Great success, unusually

sat-

^

Miff M

isfactory attendance.

— Colonial, Allentown, Pa.

Overflow audiences. Patrons were very laudLoew’s State, Bujfalo
atory in their praise.

—

Mae Murray in superb picture splendidly
played and acted. Full of pep and well worth
Will get the business and fill the
seeing.
cash box.
fVilliam Noble, Criterion, Oklahoma City

—

is a picture made for folks who are looking for something better. It is Mae Murray’s

Here

It has story, acting, setting and
Play it and the audience will smile
you as they go out.
John B. Ritch, Myrtle, Lewistown, Mont.

very best.
direction.
at

ROBERT Z LEONARD
presents

''

-

MAE MURRAY"
BROADWAY I
in

DLstrLbutacL by

METRO

11

1'

1

i

Buster Keaton

A

in

“DAY DREAlYiS

First National Picture

wrnmirarMnnnniw^iiiiiim^

Dustin Farnum

in

“THE YOSEMlTEjTRAIL

A Fox

Picture

m

\

y

i/1

.Ev^H

A

J.

Parker Read

A

Jr.'s,

Select

"PAWNED

Picture

§;

Marie Prevost

in

DAMNED” A

"THE BEAUTIFUL AND
Warner Brothers Picture

Unanimous
Exhibitor opinion on the Hal Roach

comedies,

as

told

comes pretty close

the

to
to

magazines,

being unanimous

that they are ''the best single reel

edies

on the market”

“The
ket.

com-

In

fact,
’’

the only ones that are

— R.

ket,”

best single reelers on the mar-

— C.

E. Crane, Ideal, So. St. Paul,

Minn.

“They always

best single reelers on the mar-

‘comedies.’

“The

E. Benson, Princess,

tain

give satisfaction.

Con-

more than the usual number of

laughs.”
bault,

—Will

Grand, Fari-

Gleaser,

Minn.

Adrian, Mich.

“The

best bet in single reel offerings

on the market.”
Star,

—

S.

A. Grafsland,

Lake Park, Minn.

“As clean
liked

as can be obtained.

by our patrons.”

—

J.

J.

Well

Cassel-

man, Colonial, Tracy, Minn.

You want the best single reel comedies
that money will buy. Have some of the
Hal Roach Comedies screened for you
the nearest Pathe Exchange.

Path^comedy
I.

TRADE

MARK

at

Hal ^OKCH

in his latest

prescribes

and greatest

a feature

T

he first announcement of “Dr.
Jack” is only a few days old.

already there is a mighty and rapidly
rising flood of offers and requests for
prices on this picture
who are known as the
in the business.

from exhibitors
most successful

We have told you HAROLD Lloyd is
the most potent attraction before the
public today.

He is.
And he is now presented in his latest
and greatest picture

— “Dr. Jack.”

Pafh^plcture
TRADE

MARK.

Oregon

Trail Series

Kiser Studios, Inc.
presents

The

Price

of Progress
A

Kiser Artfilm

Two

A

little

Reels

drama; more

scenery;

thrill;

superb

education and

enter-

tainment combined.

made

the Glacier

National Park famous.

The same

Kiser photographs

splendid photography which was
applied to

given

to

still

photos then

is

now'

the picturesque big -tree

forests of the

Northwest Pacific

A

slope.

picture showing how the finest
timberlands that any country has
ever had are paying the price of
progress.

t^»V>V»V»V4V»V»V»V»V»V»VVvVvVV»V»V^VV^
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Ruggles to Direct
Reid’s

Next

Wesley Ruggles, one of the most
successful of the younger directors
on the west coast, has been engaged
to direct Wallie Reid’s next Paramount picture, according to advices
from Los Angeles. Ruggles is peculiarly fitted to direct Reid by reason
of his past successes in the comedydrama field.
Ruggles has lately been engaged

present

Lasky contract.

Completing Editing
of “Drummond” Film
The final editing and titling has
been finished on the production
‘Bulldog Drummond,” which will
be released by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation on December
according to those who have
5, and
witnessed a prerelease showing of
this feature, it is one of the best
organization has rethis
that
leased.

the
Blackwell plays
Carlyle
of Captain Hugh Drummond,
while Evelyn Greeley plays the
The balpart of Phyllis Benson.
ance of the cast consists of such
names as Gerald Deane, Harry
Bogarth, Horace Devere, Warwick Warde, William Browning
role

and Dorothy Fane.
“Bulldog Drummond” was produced by the Hollandia Film Corporation and directed by Opcar
will
Apfel.
It
be distributed
through the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation.

Vidor Film Is for
Release Dec. 10
December 10 has been definitely
announced as the release date of the
:next
.Associated
Exhibitors-Florence Vidor feature, “Conquering the
Woman.” It was adapted from
Henry C. Rowland’s big fiction suciCess, “Judith the Conqueror.”
Florence Vidor has in her supportiing cast such well known players as
'Peter Burke,
Mathilde Brundage,
David Butler, Roscoe Karns, Bert
Sprotte and Harry Todd. King W.
Vidor directed.

Gets Big Reception
j

The Hippodrome, at Miami,
was the scene of an unusual

Fla.,

Hold Trade View of
Film in London

Bonns Gets Over Big

Goldwyn

Stunt for
Goldwyn

is

receiving congrat-

ulations these days on

hands,

all

by word of mouth, by letter, by
telephone and by telegraph on
what is probably the most original
and successful publicity stunt
ever pulled for a motion picture.
in producing two pictures starring
Announcement was It was to exploit the Peter B.
Ethel Clayton.
made a short time ago that the director had purchased Owen Davis’
famous play, “Blow Your Own
Horn,” for production as an indeRuggles states at this
pent release.
time that he will carry out his original plans upon the completion of his
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Kyne

picture,

Under

“Brothers

the Skin,” showing this week at
the Capitol Theatre, New York.
The stunt was flashed the middle
of last week and won front page
space not only in the newspapers
of New York City but was carried by the Associated Press, the
United Press and other associations for the dissemination of
telegraphic news to every newspaper in the United States, no
matter how small as long as it
subscribed to a press service.
Every exhibitor in the United
States who has booked “Brothers
Under the Skin” will benefit from
That the exhibitors
this stunt.
are appreciating its publicity value
is proved by the number who have
contracted within the past few
days for the picture, frankly admitting that the unusual and widespread publicity which the film
was receiving was the immediate
incentive to book it now.
On Thursday morning of last

week every newspaper in New
York carried at least a column

court.

The

—

Most

—

the

director

of

advertising

Movies’
Growing Popularity
of

mo-

is

strikingly illustrated

by an e'ab-

orate booking sheet of screen plays

which

is

published each Sunday

in

the Baltimore News. This is a new
departure for a newspaper. According to the film expert who
prepares the booking sheet, it has
proved a good circulation getter
for the News.

picture “fan” who
know where and when a

The motion
wants

to

certain attraction is to be shown
during the week, has only to scan
the booking sheet. The sheet for
the week beginning October 30
gives, it is said, a striking instance
of the popularity of First National Attractions, showing that
first National has about 75 days
out of approximately 288 days in
Baltimore theatres.

Great Engineering
Feat for Picture

Brady, who is in
taking exteriors
for her newest Paramount photoWhat is said to be a remarkable the task assumes even larger pro;play,
“The Leopardess.”
Miss engineering feat has been suc- portions, it IS stated.
Brady made a personal appearTwo feats that deserve especial
ance at the picture theatre in con- cessfully achieved in Nevada for mention,
performed under the
junction with the showing of one the James Cruze Paramount pro- supervision
of Walter Reed, locaof her recent releases, “Dawn of duction, “The Covered Wagon,”
tion manager, in co-operation with
the East.” The audience was given and when it is considered that the
technicians at the location and at
rare treat when the stage and work was attempted ninety miles the
ii
studio and with Tom White,
bcreen star enacted an emotional approximately from a railroad in a
superintendent, are the building
(Scene from “Cassie Cook of the
location accessible only by nar- of the two Indian ferry landings,
Yellow Sea,” in which she has row mountain and desert roads, supposedly
on the Kaw River;
[scored
a distinct
hit
in
New with available materials hard to and the reproduction on a large
York’s leading vaudeville the- get, much having to be shipped
scale of Fort Bridger, the famous
atres.
from Salt Lake or Los Angeles, old trading post of pioneer days.
(Ovation for Alice
Ithe southern city

British

.

Illustrates
The growing popularity

Ltd.,

American Releasproduct, held a trade show-

and regulations of ing of unusual proportions when
Pyramid’s “Queen of The Moulin
the new order.
The chiefs of the Society were Rouge” occupied the big stage of
announced as Edward Bonns, the London Pavilion on November
William R. Ferguson (another 1
Henry Hibbert, managing direcGoldwyniteJ and Hugh J. ConSupreme Court Justice tor and J. W. Thorpe, general
nelly.
Robert M. C. Marsh was asked manager of Wardour, made a
to approve the organization’s cer- further departure from precedent
There by staging an elaborate prologue
tificate of incorporation.
was one of those “leaks” by in the form of a dancing number
which carefully guarded court requiring twenty girls.
At the same time, Will Bradstories get into the hands of an
and well, ley’s “Moongold,” another Amerreporter
inquisitive
the evening newspapers picked up ican Release, was shown and rethe story, and all the sob sisters peated its impression as an unThe Daily commonly artistic and original
interviewed Bonns.
News ran a picture of Bonns and short subject.
Ferguson mopping and dusting,
as good husbands should do. The Says Suspense Is
Mail, the Telegram, the Telegraph
Important
and other papers carried a second
“The most important quality in
day story on the stunt.
The members of the “Brothers a motion picture is, I should say,
Under the Skin” League had an suspense,” said Robert G. Vigofficial song, which was printed in nola, director of “When Knightthe New York Times and other hood Was In Flower,” who is
dailies.
This song was written leaving shortly for a six months’
by Howard Dietz, director of ad- tour of the world.
v'^rtising and publicity for the
“Without suspense the most
Goldwyn organization.
carefully produced subject would
On Sunday the Goldwynites ad- fail to hold the attention of the
vertised their picture, “Brothers speculator,” continued Mr. VigUnder the Skin” at the Capitol nola. “The best production would
and tied up all the big clippings be merely a succession of pictures
which had been received.
which, however beautiful, would
It was a real break, and credit displease the audience because it
is due to the whole Goldwyn pubwould deprive them of the joy
licity crowd, including the pres- and thrill that go with a producSociety and ex- tion where suspense is heightened.
the
ident of
ploitation nianager for Goldwyn
“To my mind this is the most
Edward Bonns, his assistant, importani quality in a motion picWilliam R. Ferguson, not to men- ture and It is the first thing I look

newspapers and publicity, Howard Dietz.

tion pictures, says First National,

ing’s

Films,
of

listed the rules

story telling of the formation of
Brothers
of
“Association
the
Under the Skin”— a League for
married men who refused longer
Papers of into be henpecked.
corporation had been filed in a tion
local

Wardour
distributors

when reading a story preparatory to production.
It
must be remembered that
motion picture audiences come to
the theatre to be entertained with
the least possible expenditure of
Therefore there
mental effort.
must be some quality about the
entertainment that will key them
up to a high pitch of interest, and
that quality is suspense.”
for

Novel for Gilbert
George Barr McCutcheon's novel,
“Truxton King,” will be the first
starring vehicle for John Gilbert
under his new contract with William Fox, which was signed a few
days ago, according to announcement by ihe Fox Film Corporation.
The picture will be directed
by Jerome Storm.
“St. Elmo,”
Augusta Evan’s novel, recently
was completed at the Fox West-

ern studios.
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Actors of Note in

Complete “Ghost

Goldwyn Film
Goldwyn

is

Patrol”
“The Ghost Patrol” by

again giving author-

Hollywood.
Frank Mayo, who has for years
been a star for Universal, has
been engaged for a feature role.
Others who have prominent parts
are Richard Dix, Claire Windsor

Danny

Town

"broken

in

the

is

STAR AND PRODUCER

photoplay, “Back

Home

and Broke,” which George
Ade wrote for Thomas Meighan.
The picture, which is now in process of production at the Paramount Long Island studio under
the direction of Alfred E. Green,
said by officials to have more
laughs to the reel than any film
ever made in the Eastern studio.
It
also
has more
well-known
small-town characters crammed
into it in true Ade style than most

Madge Evans, who

will

be starred in productions to be made
will be distributed by Associated

by Edgar Selden which

Exhibitors

Signs to Distribute
Four Evans Features
Edgar

Selden, acting for Worth
pictures of a more or less rural W'hile Pictures Corporation, closed
a contract this week with John C.
type, it is stated.
Ragland, secretary of Associated Exhibitors, under which the latter organization will distribute four productions starring Madge Evans.
Announcement was made that the
first feature which will be completed
York officials of Fox Film for Associated release by Miss Evans
Corporation are eagerly awaiting will be “On the Banks of the Waan opportunity to see the next bash,”
after
the
internationally
William
Farnum
production, known song classic by Paul Dresser.
“Brass Commandments,” inasmuch Preparations for this production
as real “fireworks” are expected, have been under way about six
since it has been announced that months.
The cast, Mr. Selden deSantschi will play the heavy clared, will be composed only of
in the picture.
Santschi, it will

Expect Great Fight
in
New

Fox Picture

Tom

remembered, also played the
heavy in “The Spoilers,” which
featured one of the most sensa-

players

“On

who have wide

the

on

ever

Capable

Men Added

seen

to Staff
E.
sales

G.

Patterson

has

been

the

Banks of the Wabash” is
with continuity by For-

in six reels,

Halsey. The story is described
as of the homey, human, grass roots
type, but with its thrilling moments
also, giving Miss Evans opportunity
for a full display of her wide versatility as an actress.
Before beginning his activities in
the picture field, Edgar Selden devoted several years to the production
of his own stage plays throughout
the United States, in houses controlled by Klaw & Erlanger.
He is
chairman of the American Dramatists Club.
rest

Fox Has Many Films
Nearing Completion

Laboratories.
He is widely known
in the film industry.
Garrett Graham, local newspaper
and publicity man, has been appointed
advertising manager for The Standard Laboratories and is making his
headquarters in its new building at
Street,

tiny.”

new

picture

is

a

story

based on the theme of the
of the city for the youth of
land.

Philip

Rosen

will

lure
the
direct.

Paramount Opens
More Exchanges
To further facilitate the distribution of Paramount pictures,
S. R. Kent, General Manager of
Distribution, announces the opening of two new branch exchanges,
one in Columbus, O., and the other
in Peoria, 111.
The Columbus exchange
cated

at

261

North Fifth

is

lo-

street

and is under the management of
Harry Dodge. It is already open
for

business.

The Peoria

office,

which is under the management
of M. M. Hirsch, is located at 113
South Monroe street. It will be
opened Monday, November 20.

With Universal in
“Abysmal Brute”
IMabel Julienne Scott,

who

appear-

Many new star productions are Campeau, Fred Kohler, Robert ed in such big screen successes as
now in the last stages of prepara- Daly, William Conklin and Robert “No Woman Knows.” and who just
Agnew are in the cast.
made
completed the dominating role in
Fox Film
at the studios of
Corporation, according to an announcement from New York headquarters of the organization.
William Farnum who recently

manager for the Standard Film tion

959 Seward

picture, based

reputation.

be

tional fights
screen.

in

Miles Minter’s next Paraon an original story by Hector Turnbull,
adapted by Percy Heath, and as
yet untitled, was scheduled to
start October 23. This has meant
only a few days’ rest for the
star, following the closing of her
last production, “Drums of Des-

The

Hollywood.

Compro“Without
begun “Brass Commandments” which is scheduled

completed
mise,” has
for

release

early

will be directed by
“Catch
nolds.

the

Get

BUUOOG
DRUMMOND

next

vehicle

next year.

It

“The Great Night,”

is

announced “The Power of

for the near future for William
Howard M. Mitchell is
Russell.
directing.
Eva Novak will supAn early 1923
port the star.
production for Russell will be William
McAeod Raine’s “Man’s
Size,” which the same director
will handle.
Following “The Boss of Camp

Lynn F. ReyMy Smoke” is Four,” which is on the November
for Tom Mix, release program for Fox, Charles

which may be ready for distribu- Jones will be seen in “The Foottion in December. William Beau- light Ranger,” a story by Dorothy
dine directed. Lillian Rich heads Yost directed by Scott Dunlap.
the supporting cast.
is the John
production, “A California
Romance,” under the direction of
Following that
Jerome Storm.
Gilbert will appear in “Truxton
King,” adapted from the novel by

Nearing completion

Gilbert

George Barr McCutheon.
“Three Who Paid” is the title of
Dustin Farnum’s release during
Colin Campbell is the
January.
Love, Frank
Bessie
director.

a Lie,” at Universal
City, will appear in the leading feminine role of “The Abysmal Brute,”
which Lffiiversal will film with an allstar cast headed by Reginald Denny.

“The Abysmal Brute” is one of the
most powerful tales from the virile
pen of Jack London. Hobart Henley will direct.

Hugo

Ballin Engages
Bosworth and Walsh

Hugo Ballin announces that he
engaged Hobart Bosworth
Fritzl Brunette will play opposite has
Mason will for the role of the Marquis of
Shirley
Jones.
appear in “Pawn Ticket 210,” Steyne in his production for
from the stage play by David Goldwj’n release of Thackeray’s
Belasco and Clay M. Greene. masterpiece, “Vanity Fair,” in
the comedies for the which he will star his wife, Mabel
next few months are Clyde Cook’s Ballin.
Mr. Ballin has also engaged
“The Cyclist,” A1 St. John in “The
Alarm,” “Cupid’s Elephant,” “The George Walsh for the production.
The “shooting” of scenes for
Fresh Heir,” “The Poor Fish” and
Sunshine “\’anity Fair” will soon begin at
Slides,”
“Rides
and
the Goldwyn studios.
Comedies.

Among

|

Mc-

Mary

mount

being

is

Melbourne

Miss Minter Stars
Coming Film

Folk
in Paramount Film
-

More than one record

Hoy,

Dowell, Gordon Sackville, John
Cossar, George Cooper and Belle
Stoddard Johnstone.

and Lew Cody.

-

Sinclair

Lewis, has been transcribed to the
screen.
The production of the
Universal all-star screen version
of it has just been completed
under the direction of Nat Ross.
In the cast are Ralph Graves,
Bessie
Love,
George Nichols,
George B. Williams, Max Davidson, Wade Boteler, Dan Criramins,
Lydia
Yeamans Titus,

director Rupert Hughes a cast of
well known players for his new
production, “Souls for Sale,” the
continuity for which he has prepared himself from his novel of
that name dealing with life among
the motion picture colonists in

Small

25, 1922

:
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Scenes from “Success” the Ralph Ince Special Production made for Murray W. Garsson; and Brandon Tynan and Mary Astor two
members of the all star cast which also includes Naomi Childers, Dore Davidson, Stanley Ridges, Lionel Adams and Gay Pendleton.

New

Theatre

Opens With
“The Storm”
production
Universal’s
Jewel
from
Storm,'
adapted
“The
Langdon McCormick’s celebrated
stage play, and starring House
Peters, will be the first picture to

shown

be

in

the

New

Rivoli

The-

new down-town house in
St. Louis, word has been received
at the Universal home office. The
atre.

a

new theatre
its

expected to open

is

doors next week.

The

New

understood,
is a new
upon the site
of the old Royal Theatre. It will
be a first run house, and is said
to be one of the most artistic theRivoli, it
house built

is

atres in St. Louis.

Contracts for
in

Runs

Japan

Cable reports received by E. E.
Shauer, director of the foreign
department of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, from Tcap
D. Cochrane, general manager of
Paramount’s offices in Japan, report the signing of contracts for
first runs in a leading theatre in
each of the five largest cities,
Tokyo, Osaka, Kyoto, Kobe and

Woman’s Magazine
to Present
As

part of

program

its

terest of better films,

Home Companion

is

the

in the in-

Woman’s

presenting a se-

two-reel dramas and comedies
American home life, which it is

ries of

of

and artistic standards the spirit of the magazine. The
entire plan of production is unique
from plot to treatment, it is stated.
Each month the editor selects a big
and vital idea set forth in the pages
of the magazine in a special feature
article, an essay or an editorial, written by an authority or expert on the
topic.
On this idea or theme, a motion
picture
scenario
is
written.
These plays are not educational,
neither do they offer propaganda.
They are entertainment based on
some big idea or theme.
The first of the series is “This
Wife Business,” a comedy drama,
based on a special article written by
Alice Ames Winter, president of the
General
Federation
of
Women’s
Clubs which will appear in the
Woman’s Home Companion for
January under the title of “What is
Your Market Value, Madam?” It
is based on the survey of the work
done by women in the home, now

said, reflect in plot

Movies

brother
of
Santley,
Frederick
Joseph Santley, and who himself has
been featured in many of Broadway’s
being made by the U. S. Census biggest successes, returned to the
Bureau, and it deals with the eco- silent drama this week, after an abnomic value of the home-maker.
sence of more than ten years, when
The second film is called “Dispos- he began work in "The Go Getter,” a
ing of Mother” and deals with the Cosmopolitan picturization from a
influence of modern thought on the Peter B. Kyne story, featuring Seena
It will be of Owen and T. Roy Barnes, and dimiddle-aged woman.
special interest to those who have rected by E. H. Griffith.
been worrying over the prevalence of
the flapper type and the disappearance of home life in America.
Another feature in which these
films differ from their predecessors
Asis in the method of production.
Waited,” is the
“The Man
sociated with the technical producers
are experts from the editorial staff five-reel drama which Playgoers Picof the magazine whose knowledge is tures has set for release November
It is said to be a combination
utilized in the stage settings, the se- 19.
lection of furnishings and fittings, of a heart-throbbing romance with a
and the costuming of the roles. The succession of thrills and action in
object is to present home-like set- every scene.
In the cast are Frank Braidwood,
tings in good taste.
The films are being produced at Inez MacDonald, Vonda Phelps and

Playgoers Film for
Release Nov. 19
Who

Studios, 'West 125th Jay Morley.
Manhattan, by the Aralma

The Estes
Street,

whose president is
The director is
Peter.
Arthur J. Zellner, who has been
identified with the production of motion pictures on the Pacific Coast and
in New York, particularly with the
Film Co.,

Albert

Inc.,

St.

Metro Company.

Yokohama.

Charles

Maigne

;

Maigne,

to

well-known

which

is

Two

di-

rector and scenario writer, will write
the scenario for Maurice Tourneur’s
{production of “The Isle of Dead
'Ships,”

to be filmed at the
This is the first of

William
“Clarence,”

Paramounts for
Release on Nov. 20

de Mille’s production,
with Wallace Reid,

United Studios.
A^es Ayres and May McAvoy, and
series of four Tourneur produc- Alice Brady in “Anna Ascends” are
tions that will be presented by M. C. the
Paramount feature releases
iLevee for First National release.
scheduled for November 20.
Clara Beranger wrote the screen
adaptation of Booth Tarkington’s
“Clarence,” which was produced on
the New York stage in 1919 and en“His Good Name” will be filmed joyed great popularity. The picture
jis an
all star special production at is said to be packed
with laughs from
Universal City. The William Slav- beginning to end.
j!ns McNutt story was published ser“Anna Ascends” is an adaptation
ally in Collier’s Weekly and later as
by Margaret Turnbull of the stage
novel.
play by Harry Chapman Ford. The

At Universal City

;

S

i

Miss Vidor Selects
Cast for Film
Word received at Associated ExYork from
hibitors offices in
the west coast tells of the selection
by Florence Vidor of the cast for

New

her forthcoming production of Booth
Tarkington’s novel, “Alice Adams.”

Write Scenario
Charles

Fred Santley with
Cosmopolitan

director was Victor Fleming, who
directed Douglas Fairbanks in “When
the Clouds Roll By” and whose experience dates back to the old Fine
Arts days.
Miss Brady is seen in the role of a
Syrian girl who has come to the
United States to try to realize her
ambition to be a successful author.
Miss Brady’s leading man is Rob-

David Powell, Nita
Naldi and Charles Gerrard are seen
in semi-heavy roles.
Others in the
film are Edward Durand, Florence
Dixon, Frederick Burton and Grace
Griswold.
ert Ellis, while

Claude

Gillingwater,

Margaret

McWade, Harold Goodwin, Vernon
Steele, Thomas Ricketts and Fay
Holderness have been engaged.
Rowland V. Lee is directing.

Reproduce Board of
Trade for Film
Ranking in size and elaborateness of detail with the largest sets
ever made for a motion picture,
is the reproduction of the Chicago
Board of Trade, the present scene
of Cecil B. DeMille’s activity in

Paramount
picture,
“Adam’s Rib,” by Jeanie MacPherson. As there was not sufficient space at the busy Lasky

new

his

studio

for

this

mer Realart

with

setting

thousands of square

its

feet, the for-

was re-opened
for its accommodation. Two complete stages were thrown together
studio

at the Realart
sufficient space.

plant

to

provide

It is in the Chicago Board of
Trade that Milton Sills, a wheat
broker, plays out strongly dramatic
situations
which also involve Elliott Dexter, Theodore
Kosloff, Anna
Q. Nilsson and
Pauline Garon.
The modernity
of the Board of Trade is well set
off
by Mr. DeMille’s earlier
settings in the production which
shows a Natural History Museum
and its towering skeletons of
prehistoric
diaosaurs which
roamed North America something

like fourteen million years ago.

Company Back from
Europe
The Cosmopolitan Productions
Company, which has been in
France six weeks making the
picturization of Blasco
story, “The Enemies of

returned

home on

Ibanez’s

Women,”

the S. S.

Olym-

pic.

said to be the first time an
entire company was sent abroad
to work on location.
It is

“At Large” Changed
to

“The Pilgrim”

Charlie
Chaplin’s
new First
National comedy, the title of
which he has switched from “At
Large” to “The Pilgrim,” was
recently given an unannounced

purview at a Los Angeles theatre.
Reviewers are said to have given
it

a favorable send-off.

Edna Purviance has
feminine

the chief

role.

New Casting

Director

William Cohill, formerly in
charge of the motion picture department of the Actors’ Equity
Association, has been made casting director at the Long Island
studio of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation.
Ned Hay,
who has held the post since the
re-opening of the studio, will be
a special assistant to E. C. King,
studio manager.

Big Race Scene
The famous Grand

Prix,

the

feature race of the sporting year
at Buenos Aires, Argentina, was
duplicated by Director Sam Wood
during the closing days of “My
American Wife,” Gloria Swanson’s

latest

Paramount

picture.

This storv of life and love in a
colorful Southern Republic was
written by Monte M. Katteriohn,
based on a story by Hector Turn-

November

Maberry, Producer,
to Film Novel Soon
Maberry, who resigned
from Goldwyn, with

Cecil E.

recently

whom

he

held

chairman of the

the

positions

sales council

of

and

vice president of the distributing
organization, has just announced
that he is going to produce pictures.

Mr. Maberry ’s

fine record dur-

ing twelve years of experience in
the business is -especially wellknown in the Middle West. The
past year, following his appointment to the home office, has given

him

a

ever,

much broader field, howby affording close contact

he spent two years. The “100 per
Maberry” banquet, which
was given him by the film men of
St. Louis on December 22, 1918, is
a well-remembered event. Shortly
before his departure for Chicago,
he was voted the most popular
man in the picture business at a
meeting held by the National
Association of Moving Picture
cent.

Exhibitors.

The Goldwyn Company’s appreexpressed
in the following letter signed by
F. J. Godsol, president.

ciation of his services

is

“I
beg to state that
Mr.
Maberry’s resignation w-as a cause

not only with the film men of the
East, but in all parts of the country
where various trips have
ta^<en him.
In
Chicago film circles the
standard of his services is perhaps better understood than anywhere else. For four years he
held the position of exchange

of sincere regret to the

manager

He

office.

motion picture rights

of Goldwyn’s Chicago
His comprehensive understanding of the moving picture

industry as

it affects the exhibitor
as well as the producer and distributor rendered him unusually
qualified, and fully deserving of

the high esteem in which Chicago
film men hold him.
At the time
of the formation of the Chicago
Film Trade Association, about
two years ago, he was elected
president bj- a unanimous vote.
This was a position that required
just his ability to see more than
one side of a question, a fact that
his many friends fully realized.
Similarly
successful
was his
previous experience as manager
of the St. Louis exchange, where

Company.

Goldwyn

He was one

of

the

early pioneers in the Goldwyn
organization,
having completed
his fourth year of important service.”

Mr. Maberry is in New York
at present completing plans for
incorporating the new company.
has already negotiated for the

“A Warning

to
to

a

new

Wives,”
which will be published at an
early date.
Hester E. Hosford,
author of the novel, has written
a number of distinguished works,
the most popular of which is
“Woodrow Wilson His Career
and Public Policies,” published by
novel,

;

a few years ago.
Her
novel is said to be peculiarly
adapted to a screen translation,
and entirely in keeping with ^Ir.
Maberrj-’s purpose in presenting
only superior features.
Plans for production, including
negotiations for studios, stars and
director, will be announced in de-

Putnams

new

tail

soon.

Universal Lists Big
November Releases
Universal’s five-reel attraction reschedule for November calls
for four of that company’s best feature productions, including outstanding pictures by Herbert Rawlinson,
lease

Gladys Walton, and Edward (Hoot)

bull.
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Gibson, and an all-star picture of unusual strength featuring Marguerite
de La Motte, Matt Moore and Ralph
Graves.
• The list is as follows, in the order
of release “Another Man’s Shoes,”

was put into screen form by George
Randolph Chester famous American

now an outstanding figure
the Universal City scenario staff.
King Baggot, directed. Among the
members of the cast are Edward
Burns. Charlotte Pierce, Tom Ricketts, Albert McQuarrie, Eiarl Crain,
novelist,
in

1922

25,

Says “The Flirt” h
Extraordinary Film
“The

Hobart

Flirt,”

Henley’:

Universal picturization of Boot!
Tarkington’s well known novel
has been received in New Yorl
and reviewed by Universal officials.
They hail it as an extraordinary picture that will create a
sensation as soon as it is shown
to the public.
The title role

is

taken by Eileen
as Tarkington’s

Percy.

Her work

selfish,

trouble-making heroine is
be the greatest of her

said to
career.

Of no less importance are the
members of the cast. They
are Helen Jerome Eddy, George
Nichols, Buddy Messenger, Lloyd
Whitlock, Edward Hearn,

other

Dorothea Wolbert, Nell Craig,
Harold Goodwin, Bert Roach,
Lydia Knott, William Welsh and
Tom Kennedy.
is expected that the picture
be ready for release around

It

will

the

of the year.

first

It will fol-

Kentucky Derby” on

low “The

Universal’s Jewel release schedule.

Pictures “Shot” in
Locale of Stories
For no less than six of the
super-productions to be included

twenty for the current
season, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation has sent, or will send,
directors and players to foreign

in the big

lands.

Plans are now being made for
sending of the “Ben Hur”

the

company

to Palestine

order that no time

and

Italy in

may

be lost
the director and players for
this greatest of all Goldwyn pictures have been selected.
Many of the scenes for the
screen version of Thomas Hardy’s
“Tess of the D’Urbervilles.” which
Marshall Neilan will produce in
association with Goldwyn, will be
taken in rural England. Many of
the scenes for “Six Days” have

when

been photographed in Paris.
In making “Sherlock Holmes.”
a recent Goldwyn release. Director Albert Parker with the star,
John Barrymore, and several of
the principals went to London in
the pursuit of realism.
Goldwyn sent Director Maurice
Tourneur and three of the lead-

ing players in “The Christian” to
England to make many of the big
Harry Lorrain and Mary Winston.
The third Universal release for exterior scenes.
Director R. A. Walsh and the
November is another of Gibson’s rolcomplete cast for Goldwyn’s first
licking comedy features in which
starring Herbert Rawlinson
“The lively action, hard riding, amusing Carey Wilson picture. “Passions
of the Sea,” were sent to Tahiti,
Lavender
Bath
Lady,”
starring situations,
clever
characterizations
photoplay
Gladys Walton “Ridin’ Wild.” star- and pleasing sentiment are combined where almost the entire
was made.
ring Ed (Hoot) Gibson, and “The into an ingenious whole.
“Ridin’
Jilt.” They are scheduled for release Wild” was directed by Nat Ross,
November 6, 13, 20 and 27 respec- the young director who made “The
Girl”
:

;

;

“Runaway

tively.

Galloping

“Another Man’s Shoes,” is said to
be one of the most unusual Rawlinson pictures ever made.
This picture was adapted from a
novel by Victor Bridges. It was di-

most

Kid.”

successful

The

latest

one of Gibson’s
comedy-westerns.

Gibson picture

is

from

of Roy flyers, who also
the screen adaptation.
The
cast includes Edna Murphy, William
the

pen

made

Conway. Rawlinson Welsh. Gertrude Claire. Wilton Taywas surrounded by a big cast for lor. Wade Boteler, Otto Hoffman,
this feature, including such estab- Burton Wilson and Jack Walters.
lished players as Barbara Bedford,
“The Jilt” was directed by Irving
Una Trevelyn. Joseph Swickard, Cummings from a story by R. RamHarry Carter. Jick de Ruiz, Jean de sey, published in the Saturday EveBriac and Nelson McDowell.
ning Post. The strong cast includes
“The Lavender Bath Lady,” star- Marguerite de la Motte, Matt Moore.
ring Gladys Walton, was adapted Ralph Graves,
Eleanor Hancock.
from a story by Shannon Fife, and Ben Hewlett and Harry DeVere.
rected by Jack

Finished
Universal has completed the
production of the Ladies’ Home
Journal story, “The Runaway
Girl,” previously titled. "Gret’n
Ann,” which Louis Dodge wrote
and which Hugh Hoffman scenarized

as

Gladys

a

starring

Walton.

vehicle

King

directed.

Moving Picture World
Publishes the Best

Reviews

for

Baggot

November
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F. B. O. Will Give

Warning !

The Universal Pictures has obtained the film rights for “The
Chicken That Came Home to
Roost,” a clever story by Frederic Arnold Kummer, which has

Wide Advertising
“Fighting

Do not let anyone sell you a subscription to MOVING PICTURE WORLD or smy other paper, offering

release of the series of F.
B. O. “Fighting Blood” pictures
will be preceded by a national advertising
campaign which will
start
immediately
in
Collier’s
magazine. H. C. 'Witwer’s stories,
from which the pictures have been
adapted, are now running in that
magazine.
The campaign has been arranged
so that the F. B. O. advertisement
will run in each issue together
with one of the Witwers’ stories.
There are twelve stories in this
series which are appearing at reg-

Such a proposition has never been authorized by the
publishers of
PICTURE
and anyone making such false representation is liable to arrest.

vehicle.

WORLD

MOVING

Making Good
Progress
Marshall Neilan has received a
cablegram from Frank Urson, his
associate director, who is in Engshooting scenes for
Mr.
land
second
production
in
Neilan’s
^association with Goldwyns, “Tess
Mr. Urson
of the D’Urbervilles.”
'eports weather conditions very
favorable for film work, with now
ind then a regular London fog
0 give atmosphere.

Wide Variety

of F. B, O. Productions
of

America

drama,

Record

Business

Returning last week from Cleveand and a tour of key cities in
*that district,
Edgar O. Brooks.
iPathe serial sales manager, reports record business assured for
fall.

[this

“Throughout

this

district” said
Ml. Brooks, “I found the immeij'iate prospects
for Pathe serials
butstripping our most optimistic
.xpectations.

!

Said to

Have Been

Well Received
“Breaking Home Ties,” released
'ly Associated Exhibitors
November
2, got off to a splendid start, accordig to a statement given out at the
,

of that organization.
It is a
feature presented by E. S.
/lanheimer.
The early scenes of the picture are
lid in Russia and the remainder in
lew York City. In the cast, are
lichard Farrell, Arthur Ashley, Lee
lohlmar, Rebecca Weintraub and
ffices

|ix-part

letty

Howe.

Popular Players
in Cast
Harold

Lloyd’s

^

the feature quality of what
both he and Pathe consider
the greatest of all his productions.
Mildred Davis, who
plays the heroine role, has
won wide personal popularity
as Lloyd’s leading lady in all
his comedies produced during the last three years. Other
celebrated favorites of screen
and stage appearing in “Dr.
Jack” are Eric Mayne, John
T. Prince and Norman Ham-

1

:

I

I

I

;

mond.

I

i

i

-

romantic costume meloan old-fashioned love
of v hich w'' he ava-i-

story, all
to exhibitors
and the first of the

able

three

between

new

forthcoming F.

year.
B. O.

now
The
re-

intervals

expected

is

awaken

will

in

Collier’s

and

it

that this campaign
the iirterest of the

many thousands who

are reading
Dixon, Jr., and the photography the stories.
While all of these pictures carry
is by Jack Mackenzie.

In

“When Love Comes” Helen

Jerome Eddy

seen for the first
time as a star in her own name.
The locale of the story, which was
written by Ray Carroll, is a small
New England town. It is primarily
a
romance developed with

many

is

thrilling

scenes,

and

is

the same characters and the same
theme, each is distinct and complete in itself and is not to be
considered in any way as an epi-

sode.

Two

subjects have already been
at
the R-C Studios
•under the direction of Mai St.
Clair, who has selected for this
important position and taken from
the Carter De Haven unit, where
he had been directing the F. B. O.
comedy star in his series of domestic two-reelers.
The first is
entitled “Fighting Blood,” giving
its name to the entire series.
The love interest is carried
through the whole series and plays
an important part in every picture.
George O’Hara is featured
as Gale Galen, and opposite him,
as Judy Wilcox, appears Clara Horton, both young screen players of
pronounced ability and representative of the’j^outh of America.

completed

described as a delightfully human
story of an old-fashioned girl.
Harrison Eord, among the most
“When Love Comes, in which popular leading men of the screen,
Helen Jerome Eddy is presented is opposite the star. William A.
by Ray Carroll
and “Captain Seiter, who directed many past
Fly-By-Night,” announc d as the F. .B. O. productions, was behind
most ambitious effort of Johnrie the megaphone. The supporting
This cast includes Fannie Midgeley,
Walker’s screen career.
strong array, s*^ates F. B. O., will Claire Dubray, Joseph Bell, Gilbert
afford exhibitor- material for the Clayton, Buddy Messenger and
expected big holiday business.
Molly Gordon, J. Barrows and
“Thelma,” the current F. B. O. Fay McKenzie.
release, is a screen adaptation of
Fly-By-Night”
“Captain
has
Marie Corelli's novel of the same been in production for the past
name which has had a wide circu- three months at the R-C Studios
lation for the past twenty years and was only recently completed.
and as a stage play has been a It is a story by Johnston Mcconsistent favorite among stcck Culley, author of “The Mark of
to
in
companies.
Mr.
Bennett
an- Zorro,” and the locale is the
nounces this production as the California of 1824 when that
of
most pretentious of his career. country was under Spanish rule.
It presents
Miss Novak as the Johnnie Walker is cast as a
Macey Harlam has been added
Norwegian peasant girl whose mysterious stranger who appears to the cast of Pola Negri's first
marriage casts her into the midst on the King’s highway and is sus- American-made
picture,
“Bella
of London society.
One of the pected of being the notorious Donna,” according to an announcefeatures of the production is a bandit, “Captain Fly-ByrNight.” ment made by Producer George
lavish fashion display.
Vernon The climax as staged by Director Fitzmaurice.
Steele is opposite the star and the William Howard is a battle scene
Harlam will be remembered by
supporting cast includes Gordon in which five hundred extras take theatre-goers for his remarkable
Mullen, Barbara Tennant, Bert part.
Shannon Day is Walker’s characterizations in notable stage
Sprotte, Harvey Clar.<, June El- leading lady.
The Spanish cos- productions..
vidge, Wedgewood
Nowell and tuming makes a colorful backHarlam’s work in the
It was
Harry Lounsdale.
The screen ground for the action, states F. George Fitzmaurice production of
adaptation was made by Thomas B. O.
“The Right to Love” which won

current year are
“Thelma,” a Chester Bennett production starring Jane
Novak;
leases

for

the

’

;

Harlam

Play
Support
Negri

him

supporting

cast appearing in “Dr. Jack,”
the five-reel comedy which
Pathe shortly will release, illustrates the comedian’s purpose to enhance in every way

'

a

will include a society

Is drama and

Reported

in List

ular

The pre-holiday release schedule of the Film Booking Offices

Blood”

The

either a special bulletin service of projection helps or
Richardson’s new Fourth Edition Handbook of Projection as a premium.

appeared in the November
issue of the Cosmopolitan. It will
Walton
as
a Gladys
be used
just

to

Noted Movie People
End Tour of Russia
Associated First National Pictures,
sends word that Joseph M.
Schenck, the Misses Norma and ConInc.,

be seriously considering the matter.
The Talmadge party will sail for
America, according to present plans,
on November 16
Meanwhile Director Frank Lloyd
has completed the continuity for
Norma’s next production, which is
to be a picturization of Bayard Veil-

stance Talmadge and their mother
have completed their tour of Russia
and have arrived in Berlin.
In Russia, Mr. Schenck had several important conferences with representatives of the Soviet Govern- ler’s “With the Law.”
It is expected that the Talmadge
ment, who urged the producer to film
a big motion picture in Russia to party will arrive in Los Angeles
acquaint the world with conditions about December 1, and actual “shootMr. Schenck is reported to ing” will start immediately.
there.

his

role in

the current Fitz-

maurice picture.
Although the cast of this first Pola
Negri picture is small in numbers,
it

high-calibered

is

in

quality.

Supporting Miss Negri are Conway Tearle, Conrad Nagel, Claude
King and Macey Harlam. One or
two other players remain to be
selected as the picture progresses.

Bergere adapted Robert
Hichens’ novel to the screen.

Ouida

For Sale Cheap
chairs, veneered backs and
seats, iron frames, sections of 5.
Used
Also projection booth, drop
3 years.
curtains,
scenery,
footlights,
electric
switches, etc.
Picture theatre being discontinued.
Senate Company, 403 Warren
Street, Hudson, New York.

365 theatre
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Xovember

in

New York

Charles de Roche, Paramount’s

new star, arrived in New York
Sunday on the France, enthusiasover the opportunity to appear
American-made pictures and
fired with the ambition to make
good as he has in Europe where
he is regarded as the foremost
screen actor appearing in romantic

in

tic roles.

He

is

making

his

headquarters

while in New
will leave for
Victor Fleming,

Commodore

at the

York and on Sunday
California

with

who

will direct him
picture. This will be

the Lawless,” by

in

his

Goldwyn Film from **Sapho”
Goldwyn is releasing another motion picture made from one of
the world's greatest novels. And this time with a world famous
star in the leading role.
The star is Pola Negri. The picture is “Sapho,” made from
Alphonse Daudet’s most famous novel of the same name. By arrangement with Export and Import Film Company, Goldwyn has
acquired this production for release at an early date.
“Sapho” was written by Daudet for his son, Leon, who also
became a novelist, for the latter to read when he should become
twenty years of age.
Pola Negri first sprang into prominence in this country when
“Passion” was released. Since then she has appeared in “Gypsy
Blood,” and a picture version of “Sumurun,” called “One Arabian
Night.”

first

“The Law of
Konrad Berco-

which he will play opposite
Dorothy Dalton.
vici, in

Critics

Give High
Praise to “Tess”

Increases Cast

1922

Duplicate Hospital
for Picture

Paramount’s French
Star Arrives

25,

What is probably the most striking hospital interior set ever built
for a motion picture is the one
constructed
in
the
Cosmopolitan
Studios for the picturization of “The
Go-Getter,” a Peter B. Kyne story,
work on which was started this week.
In this particular scene, disabled
soldiers play a prominent part.
In order to make it perfect in
every detail. Director E. H. Grifarranged with Dr. William V.
Healey, staff surgeon of the Reconstruction Hospital at Central Park
West and 100th street, to collaborate
on its construction. As a result
the set is a faithful reproduction of
the interior of the Reconstruction
Hospital from which it was designed.
In order that these scenes of “The
Go Getter” would have the proper
atmosphere, Griffith also arranged
with Dr. Healey, who saw service
in France as a major in the Medical Corps, to have four disabled
soldiers, all patients in Reconstrucfith

As sequence follows sequence
Despite the fact that Mary some in ‘Tess of the Storm Coun“Adam’s Rib,” by Jeanie Mac- Pickford doesn’t need any vote of try’ as she was eight years ago,” tion, appear in the hospital scenes.
pherson, Cecil B. DeMille’s newsays the New York American
“The Go Getter,” one of Kyne's
confidence from the public, the
est production for Paramount Piccritic.
most popular stories, is being made
unanimous
her
most
public
a
gave
tures, new faces are appearing in
“Mary Pickford will lose no from a scenario
in

by John Lynch.

the cast.
Latest to be added are Theodore
Kosloff and Wedgewood Nowell.
The featured players are Milton
Sills,
Elliott
Dexter, Theodore
Kosloff, Anna Q. Nilsson and Pauline Garon. Others are Julia Faye,
Clarence Geldart, George Field,
Robert Brower and Forrest Robinson.

“Follies” Beauties

Are

Filmed
group

of
Broadway’s most
famous beauties are appearing in
Cosmopolitan’s picturization of “The
Enemies of Women,” Vincent Blasco
Ibanez’s latest story, which Alan

one at the world’s premiere of her
re-creation of “Tess of the Storm
Country” at the Strand theatre.
New York.
The crowd that packed the
Strand to capacity all during the
afternoon was augmented almost
into a mob in the early evening by
the thousands that sought admission in view of the announced
personal appearance Miss Pickford made at the first evening
Lines formed bof’n up
showing.
and down Broadway to the ticket
office.

Pickford decided
wisely when she permitted her
love for the character Tess to induce her to make a new and upto-date “Tess of the Storm CounCrosland is directing. By an ar- try” for United Artists Corporarangement entered into with F. Zieg- tion release was quickly proven
feld, Jr., a number of beauties from
by the throngs that daily flock to
his famous “Follies” are in the group, see the new picture, as well as by
including Edna Wheaton, Helen Lee the published verdict in the way of
Worthing, Vivian Vernon, Polly reviews by the critics for the New
Nally, Addie Rolf, Marie Shelton York newspapers.
and Nellie Savage.
“The new ‘Tess of the Storm
Lionel
Barrymore
and
Alma Country’ is the greatest picture
Reubens are featured in the picture, Mary Pickford ever made,” said
while others in the cast are Pedro the critic for the Evening Mail.
de Cordoba, William “Buster” Col- “It is more than that.
It is one
lier, Jr., W. H. Thompson, Gareth
of the great pictures of motion
Hughes and Gladys Hulette.
picture history.”
.A,

That

Miss

“To say

Says Picture Will Be
Realistic
“Within the Law,” Norma Talmadge’s next starring attraction to
be released by First National, will
have all the trimmings of realism.
First National says.
Many of the scenes will be filmed
in the natural settings of Auburn
prison, the Tombs and the New York

subway.

Frank Lloyd

will direct.

Unusual Activity
Miss Bert Parker, one of the successful film exporters operating from
New York, reports unusual activity
in the Latin-American field during
the past two months. Miss Parker
states that she is in the market for
as many good society dramas as she

can get.

was and

is

that we think ‘Tess’
the best thing Mary

popularity in her re-creation of
‘Tess of the Storm Country’ for it

an excellent film and one which
cannot fail to please and enter-

is

tain any audience,” said the critic
for the Daily News.

Pickford probably has
never acted a part more beautifully than she acts this one,” said

Tom

Lewis, William J. Sorelle,
William Norris, John Carr and Jane
Jennings.

“IVIiss

the

New York World

review.

“With the aid of modern methods
a much more colorful and holding
picture has been made.”
“Mary Pickford’s ‘Tess of the

Storm Country’ at the Strand is
not the old ‘Tess’ revamped or revived, but an entirely new production with all the modern methods of photography and lighting,”
said the review for the Morning
Telegraph.
“Mary Pickford never has had,
and

probably

never

will

have

Big Latin-American
Deal Closed
A

deal for Latin-America
closed recently between
the Vitagraph Company of America
and the Jupiter Film Corporation, of
1482 Broadway.
The Jupiter Film
Corporation has contracted for the
exclusive distribution rights of its
entire production for 1923-1924-1925
for in a large section of Latin-America.
big

been

has

Lauds
“Between Worlds”

Alfred Weiss

again, so excellent a vehicle for the
exploitation of her natural and
Alfred Weiss, newly elected presidramatic talents as ‘Tess of the
Storm Country,’ ” said the Globe dent of .Artclass Pictures Corporation, is actively engaged with disreviewer.
plans
for
“Between
“Miss Pickford has a new .suc- tribution
cess to her credit,” said the critic Worlds,” the special feature spon“One sored by this organization.
for the Evening Journal.
Following a private viewing of
loves Tess for her sweet simplicity
and unspoiled faith as for her this film Recently, Mr. Weiss said:
spirit and spunk when viciousness “I have never before witnessed a picpeers through the window and vil- ture which possesses the remarkable
”
attributes of ‘Between Worlds.’
lainy stalks through the door.”

Pickford has ever done is but to
‘“Tess of the Storm Country’ is
for it has been said unquestionably a success,” said the
many times before,” said Don review for the Herald, “and is sure
Allen in the Evening World. “Pic- to be a highly profitable producIt is performed with much
tures have progressed and Miss tion.
charm and intelligence.
Pickford’s new ‘Tess’ has kept grace,
abreast of the rush of the times.” Miss Pickford, herself, is splendid.
The
“The new version of ‘Tess of the That goes without saying.
Storm Country’ is the finest direction is skillful and the phoachievement of Mary Pickford’s tography is beautiful.”
“IMary Pickford makes Tess real
career,” said the reviewer for the
in her new ‘Tess of the Storm
Evening Telegram.
“Mary Pickford’s re-creation of Country’ for Miss Pickford acts,”
‘Tess of the Storm Country’ is not said the critic for the Times. “She
only a vast improvement on her scampers and skips about in her
of this story, old familiar ways, but she also
first picturization
She has intensely human
but it surpasses infinitely most acts.
movies that are now in their first moments. Her pantomime is subblush,” said the New York Sun’s tle and finished.”
“The unusual Mary Pickford
review. “It seems by far the best
picture ever turned out by a film makes this an unusual picture,”
says the critic for the Tribune.
actress.”
“Mary Pickford is just as win- “She is perfectly beautiful.”
plagiarize,

T.
are
featured in the picture, and others
in the cast include Frederick Santley,

Roy Barnes and Seena Owen

Norma Talmadge

in

Selznick Revival
.Another of the Selznick revivals
has been shipped to Select branches
throughout the country for release
November 12. This time it is
Norma Talmadge in “The Secret of
the Storm Country.”
During the last year the Select
company has released a number of
the popular pictures starring both

Norma and Constance which were
made
stars.

early in the careers of these

Thy have proved

box-office

big

particularly

attractions.

Selznick

states.

“The Secret of the Storm Counis from the novel by Grace Mil-

try”

The star appears in the
of “Tess.” The direction is
by Charles Miller.
ler

role

White.

November 25

I

4

Runs 3

^
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Universal Announces
Weeks
Mid-Winter Releases

Despite three days of heavy

i

,

Each

Strand.

ule.

Conference

,

question, the

;

'

;

'

>

i

i

:

;

i

charge
of the business of the Brazil Cinematographica during the absence of
Mr. Blunt.
Miss Bert Parker will be

Win-

group, the

in

“Pawned”

Mothers Body Praises
“Knighthood” Film
“When Knighthood Was

Flower,”
starring
tional

as

In the order of their re- for “Oliver Twist” in such an unthe Laemmle Nine consists mistakable manner that the manageof “A Dangerous Game,” star- ment of the Strand Theatre was
ring Gladys Walton “The Flam- obliged to run a midnight show.
ing Hours,” a Frank Mayo picture; “The Ghost Patrol,” with a
“Kindled Courage,”
special cast
starring Ed (Hoot) Gibson; “The
Scarlet
Car,” starring Herbert
Start
Rawlinson
“The Power of a
Marion Davies, Cosmopolitan star,
ability.

;

Marion Davies Will
Next
Soon

;

;

“The
Lie,” with a special cast
First Degree,” another Mayo fea;

“Pawned,”

the

Cosmopolitan

Marion Davies,
well as

m

picture

is

splendidly

educaenter-

alike to young and old is
verdict of the City Mothers
Association of Los Angeles. This
important and influential organization
has sent a letter to Sid Grauman,
owner of the Rialto Theatre in Los
Angeles where the picture is now
showing to capacity houses commending him for bringing such a wonderful picture to Los Angeles.
Women’s organizations from coast
to coast are hailing this picture as
an example of what all photoplays
can and should be a clean, wholesome picture, absorbingly interesting
yet without a suggestive taint in it,
says Cosmopolitan Productions.
taining,

the

big

J.

Jr., production which Select
Pictures Corporation are distributing, has started its trip through
the theatres of the country by

Read,

off bookings in many of
the leading houses. It has already
started on the Fox Circuit in

grabbing

Greater New York and throughout
the East and is firmly planted on
a

number

of equally large circuits

the Middle West and West.
In the advertising and exploitation material gotten out by the
Select company, quite naturally

;

'

*

;

—

work

in

December

on

New

Olcott

Robert G. Vignola who directed
Miss Davies in “When Knighthood
Was in Flower” having gone on a

Many

around the world.

trip

“Strongheart” Stars

Another Film

in

from a black bracket the word
“Pawned.” in gilt on a red panel,

“Brawn

of the North,” -second of
the Strongheart wonder-dog series to
the only lettering on the adverbe made by Laurence Trimble and
tising piece which was designed
Jane Murfin for release by Assoprincipally to be suspended from
ciated First National Pictures, Inc.,
the marquises of theatres in which
was released Nov. 13.
Like itsthe attraction was playing.
;

is

predecessor, “The Silent Call,” it
a story of the frozen north inwhich the canine star plays the dominating part.
is

Papers Gave ^Em
Good Reviews

Elaine Hammerstein and Conway Tearle in “One Week of
Love,” the big Selznick superconsiderable play was made on the. special,
played
the
California
title.
One of the interesting ex- Theatre, Los Angeles, the week
ploitation
accessories
prepared beginning
Sunday,
November
was a replica in papier mache of 5, and received excellent reviews in
a regulation pawnbro'-er’s sign, the Los Angeles newspapers, it is
with the three balls in gilt hanging stated.

Irene Rich and Lee

Shumway

play

the leading roles with StrongheartOther players in the cast are: Joseph
Barrel,
Manning,
Roger
James
Phillip Hubbard, Jean Metcalf and

Baby Evangeline Bryant.

In Personal Touch
with Its Branches

the

'

start

;

Young.

in

Parker

will

her next picture, “Little Old

“The Love Letter,” another
York,” which will be adapted to
Gladys Walton picture, and “The
the screen by Luther Reed from
Gentleman from America,” a secthe stage play by Rida Johnson
ond Gibson vehicle.
Sidney
will direct,
ture

Leading Theatres

in

That

at-

lease

in this

trade.

)

first

future activities of

country and elsethe
where. The Brazil Cinematographica
has been exporting American films
for exhibition in Brazil during the
last two years, but the firm intends
to enter the General Export business in the near future.
During his stay in this country
at the head of the New York branch
of his company, Mr. Blunt has impressed all those that came in contact with him in a business way with
tiis evident knowledge of the market,
his experience in the export field and
his manifold activities in overseas

company

'

The

ning Nine, was released in August,
Henrique Blunt, New York repre- September and October, and the
Prossentative of the Companhia Brazil second group, called the
Cinematographica of Rio de Janeiro, perity Nine, is now being releaving for Brazil this leased.
is
The Laemmle Nine will
S. A.,
month in order to plan with F. Ser- be released, one each week, beginrador, the president of the concern ning on Christmas Day.
in

,

as
the Laemmle Nine.
of the nine pictures carries
the personal endorsement of Carl
Laemmle, president of the corporation.
The Laemmle Nine is the third
group of nine attractions in the
Universal 1922-1923 release sched-

known

Leaves for Brazil for

,

National

First

group of nine pictures,
The new release group contains traction during its run at the New
to be released during mid-winter, pictures by several of Universal’s York Strand, First National says:
leading stars, as well as several
On election night particularly, the
is
announced by the Universal
made by all-night crowd that waited up for
special
cast pictures
Pictures Corporation, and will be players of great popularity and the returns, demonstrated its liking

which opens next week at the

New York

latest

A new

The record bears out pre-release opinions of the ConTalmadge attraction
stance
1

A capacity audience greeted every
showing of “Oliver Twist,” Jackie
Coogan’s

“East Is West,” with
Constance Talmadge, has just
ended its third week at the
Tivoli Theatre, San Francisco.
rain,

r

Big Audiences For
“Oliver Twist”

Goldwyn executives are keeping
close personal touch with the
branch exchange offices, their
managers and sales force through
swings about the countrJ^ James

in

E. Grainger, personal representative of F. J. Godsol, president,

no sooner back from a
W. F. Rodgers started

was

trip, than.

out.

the Indianapolis, ChicagOy
Louis,
Kansas
City
andl

visited
St.

Omaha

offices.

Mr. Rodgers returned early Jii'
the week and J. E. Flynn started
on a trip that will cover the
offices

in

Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Pittsburgh and Buffalo.
in such close touch
with the branch offices, executives
are able to help solve without
undue delay the problems of distribution and salesmanship which
Detroit,

Cameramen “Shoot”
Ex-President
In view of
I

I

'

:

I

!

many important Demo-

cratic victories in the recent election,

some unusual pictures of ex-President Woodrow Wilson, appearing in
Selznick News No. 1092 are of particular interest, Selznick says.

All the aspects of the “Tribute
Rally” held before Wilson’s home
recently were filmed by the Selznick
cameraman and special emphasis is
placed on the story in the news reel.
There are also a wide variety of
other interesting scenes.

By keeping

daily arise.

Mr.

E.xhibitor:

Ask your Film Company

for the

“Thematic Music Cue Sheet”
(Pat. Applied For)
It

means more

to you than

any

other accessory.
It is the cne
sheet that Insures a musically
perfect picture presentation.
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Rotogravure and Patronage
Anything that helps to pull patrons into the house
after the lobby has caught their attention is worth
Anything that will make them remember a
using.
coming picture and want to see it when it comes is

worth capitalizing.
Moving Picture World put the Rotogravure Section
Into a practical form with the purpose of giving the
exhibitor a lobby service. It isn’t merely a series of
pictures put in the paper to let you see what the stills
are like: it is a working lobby service, ready for your
use.
You can get frames into which these pages will go.
You can make them for yourself, or have your local
carpenter put them up for you.
Don’t forget! Anything that helps to impress memory, that gets attention, is useful.
Make use of this service. Hundreds of your brother
exhibitors have done so.

“Knighthood

Selznick Co. Says
Phil Is “the Goods’
Phil Selznick is connected with
the Select Pictures Corporation.
His official job is to keep hitting
the high spots where Select are
selling pictures, keep the customers happy, and keep the Select
field employet;s up on their toes.
For a good many months he has

been more than making good on
all of these important assignments
and has been doing a lot more.
Phil pulled a great stunt not
long ago when he hob-nobbed so
successfully with the Governor of

—

Now Phil has a couple more
big pictures in which he is grcatljj
interested and he’s “P. A. ing’
again to beat the band. From far-

—

—

Denver comes this interesting
“Here is a true press story

off

wire

My

:

print,

‘One

Week

of Love,

was on Union Pacific train
that was wreked yesterday
Laramie,

Wyoming,

killing

N’o. t

near,
four

and injuring twenty

in a smash-up
demolished
eleven
cars.
Miraculous part is that I tried to;
bribe agent to give me acconimo-i,
the State of Washington that that dations on the train but he couldn’t
obliging executive proclaimed a and so checked print through. Get
“Smile Week” just about the time this angle: First print of special'
Owen Moore in “Love Is an Awful featuring big railroad wreck been
Haven’t
Thing” was playing such cities as in horrible smash-up.
Tacoma, and Spokane, learned j'et whether print lost.
Seattle,
Great yarn but on the level.”
Wash.

that

ii

Given
“Enemies of Women”
Brilliant Openings
Praised by Ibanez
’’

Rivaling in brilliancy a first night prominent society people who attendgathering at the opera are the audi- ed took up space in the daily papers
That the picturization of his lat- where I stayed with the company
ences which are turning out in all the almost a column long the next day.
until night and always beside Mr.
big cities of the country where the The innovation of reserving seats est story, “The Enemies of WomAlan Corsland, the director, to help
now famous Cosmopolitan picture, ahead of time as for a legitimate en,” now being made by Cos- on
with the work.
"When Knighthood Was in Flower,” theatrical production is welcomed, as mopolitan Productions will be a
“I think they are going to produce
Limousines gliding up to this enables patrons to linger at dinis opening.
most magnificent photoplay, follow- a magnificent piece and one which
the theatre doors rustle of silks and ner parties and arrive at the theatre
will very much please the public.”
satins, gleam of jewels; all the ani- just in time for the performance to ing closely his famous story, is the
mated, friendly conversation which begin. The custom is followed in opinion voiced by Blasco Ibanez
one always associates with a big all the cities just as it is in New in a letter sent to Cosmopolitan Prosocial event
these have been the fit- York.
ting accompaniments to the openThe opening in Los Angeles was ductions.
Ibanez’s letter reveals the fact
ing of the picture in such cities as attended by all the notables of the
that, while the Cosmopolitan ComLos Angeles, Washington, Boston and cinema world and the one in Washpany was making the exteriors of
Atlanta.
ington was made unusually brilliant
Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven
in France, the celebrated
The flower of southern aristocracy by the presence of ambassadors, the film
Spanish author gave up his literary this week completed the filming of
graced the boxes of the Rialto Thea- diplomats and officers of the army
work to live the life of a film actor. “Baby Ben” for release through
tre in Atlanta, Georgia, on the open- and navy as well as cabinet memBarrymore and Alma the Film Booking Offices of Apier“Lionel
ing night there. The names of bers and their wives.
Reubens came as the stars,” he ica. This is the first Carter De
writes, “and I found the whole com- Haven comedy made under the dipany very good. “For a whole rection of Henry Lehrman. who
week I abandoned my literary work has succeeded Mai St. Clair as
director of the DeHaven comedy
I
to live the life of a film actor.
The working title of this
got up at 5 o’clock each morning unit.
and at 6 o’clock was at Monte Carlo, comedy was ‘The False Alarm.”

,

f

;

;

—

DeHaven

Finished

'

,

Another Comedy

’

'

•

;

Theda Bara to Star
in “The Easiest Way”

The long awaited announcement available. In every case some insurof the vehicle to be used for Theda mountable difficulty seemed to preBara has just been made by David O. sent itself.
David Belasco has insisted that
Selznick, secretary of Selznick Pictures Corporation, who will super- ‘‘The Easiest Way” is America’s
vise the production which is to be greatest contribution to the dramatic
the first of a number of Selznick stage and, in this sentiment he has
Pictures to be made by the com- been cordially supported by many
pany’s newly organized Eastern critics and reviewers.
During this long period of seProducing Unit, independent of
the Pacific Coast Unit which has lection Miss Bara has been in conbeen working in Los Angeles for stant consultation with Mr. Selznick
some time under the direction of in considering various stories and
Myron Selznick, president of the her enthusiasm over the role of

c
)

*

Laura Murdock in “The Easiest
“The Way” is unbounded.
“I am delighted beyond words,”
Easiest Way,” the famous play by
Miss
Bara. “‘The
Easiest
said
Eugene Walter.
Miss Bara’s name was affixed to Way’ is one of my favorite stage
a Selznick contract many weeks ago. plays. I know that I can give my

company.
Miss

Bara

will

star

in

Since that time David Selznick and
the Selznick scenario department
have been combing the market for a
play suited to the star’s needs at
Fully a thousthis particular time.
and scripts have been examined. Included in the number were numerous
original stories submitted by leading
writers for the stage and screen.
Others were the scripts of big
Broadway successes which were

whole heart

delineation of
that I will enjoy every minute of the filming of
this soul-stirring drama.”
Mr. Selznick has already started
casting and expects to be able to
to

the

Laura Murdock and

the entire supporting
cast within a short time, and he
promises that each role will be
handled by an artist especially
qualified to portray the type.

announce

Scene From Lobby Miniature Conceived By Arrow Film CorporaBurton King picture “Streets Of New
York.”

tion for Exploitation of tbeir

K
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In the Independent Field
ROGER FERRI

3o)

Newsy

The Week

Bits

D IG names,” so
Edgar Seldeu announced

this

week

Madge
starring
Evans, had been sold to Associated
of
the
the
Banks
Exhibitors.
“On
Wabash” will be the first release.
picture,

his

that

Harry Garson

is

in

New

York, hav-

called, are

seemingly

in
in big

Review

Today

a single glance over the casts of various indeMichael Fields, acting for Rialto
course of production will furnish the reader with Productions, Inc., New York City,
ljurchased
from Arrow Film Corporaa fairly good idea concerning the extremes to which these producers are
tion distribution rights for New York
going to secure the services of established and proven box office stars. and Northern New Jersey on “The
Lone Horseman,” “Before the White
All-star casts are quite numerous in this particular market.
Man Came" and “Western Justice.”

producers.

pendent pictures

in the

Thomas Toby negotiated

ing brought East a print of his latest

“That Old Sweetheart of
Mine,” based on the famous poem by
James Whitcomb Kiely.
picture,

A

deal

was closed

independent

this

week for the

distribution

of

“Blind

Justice.” Inasmuch as the final signatures would not be affixed to the
agreement until Monday, one of the

parties being called out of town, announcement of the distributor wiil be
in this section next week.

made

Warner Brothers
“Nellie
it

the

became

will

Beautiful

definitely

not

Cloak

known

produce
Model.”

this week.

the Warners purchased the
rights to “Why Girls Leave
the rights to a
bulk of other melodramatic successes
at the same time, among them being
the “Nellie” play.

When

screen

Home” they obtained

'(

I

Trade Notes

demand among independent

the sale for

has contribute d materially toward zuinning Arrow.
exhibitor patronage is accepted as most probable, for never before
Announcement was made this week
have so many first run dates been recorded for independent pictures as that Federated Film Exchange of
Boston had purchased the New Engthose booked during the -past three months. Prospects of last September land rights to the Graphic
feature,
are materializing effectively, and this because the independent producer is “Wildness of Youth,” directed by
paying as much attention to the box office as he is to story, director, cast Ivan Abramson. Rights to this picture in Argentina, Uruguay, Paraand production in general.
guay, Chile, Bolivia and Peru wei
sold this week to the Sociedad Genrincipal pictures corporation is one of the many firms erale Cinematographic Company.
seeking popular stars. The first was Dorothy Phillips, who stars in
R. J. Robinson, manager of the
The services of Miss New Orleans office of Progress Picthat firm’s initial release, “The World’s a Stage.”
tures, Inc., was in conference last
Phillips were obtained through the courtesy of Associated First National week with W. Ray Joluiston, VicePictures. But Miss Phillips, says Eastern Manager Irving Lesser, is only I’resident of Arrow Film Corporarelative
to
future
business
the first of a series of internationally famous stars whom that concern tion,
transactions in that city, the rights
will place at the helm of all-star productions to be released independently to Arrow pictures there being owned
by Arthur C. Bromberg's organizawithin the course of the next few months.
'’HA T

this

stiuation

P

tion.

Leon

Rubenstein,

J.

now

in Boston,

has opened an exploitation bureau in
the Bean Town for the exploitation of
pictures in New England.

?i

t

QUITY PICTURES CORPORATION

has hit upon an interesting
namely, that of allowing exhibitors throughout the country to
select the cast for the next Daniel Carson Goodman production.
We had
Eddie Bonns proved his mettle this
publish the rules and regulations governing the contest, but,
week as Goldwyn's exploitation head hoped to
when he put over a rattling good unfortunately, up to press time no o. k. had been received from the Post
press yarn in conjunction with the Office authorities who are studying the contest.
We expect to have this
premier showing of “Brothers Under
The idea is a capital one and puts the
approval next week, however.
the Skin” at the Capitol Theatre in
New York. Every metropolitan news- question of cast, etc., squarely up to the exhibitor.
paper fell for the story which concerned the organization of an organization of men whose wives had got
“under their skin.”

Charles Davis, 2d, assistant to
E. Shalienberger, president of
returned to New Y^ork this
week after launching an expioitation
campaign in Erie, Pa., in connection
with showings there of “Night Life
in Hollywood” and “Streets of New
York.”
J.

Dr.

W.

Arrow,

Joe Settle, photographer for Blazed
Productions. Inc., of Glovers-

Trails

New York

N. Y., came to
to take pictures to be

ville,

week

picture on

which he

is

now

this

used in a
working.

“Shadows,” the Preferred Picture,
directed by Tom Forman, which A1
Lichtman Corporation is releasing,
will open a week’s engagement at the
Strand Theatre in Newark, N. J., on
this

Friday.

“Down
whaling

made

in
open for

to the Sea in Ships.” the
picture that Elmer Clifton
New Bedford, Mass., will

an indefinite engagement at

Metropolitan Opera
Philadelphia on Nov. 27.

the

House

in

Harry Houdini is making a personal
appearance this week at the Strand
Theatre in Newark. N. J., in conjunction with the showing there of his
picture, “The Man from Beyond.” Joe
Lee is now with Houdini handling the
bookings on this feature.
Important contracts on “Shadows,”
which arrived at the Lichtman offices
week, included those covering
runs at the Strand. Hartford, Conn.
the Franklin. Oakland. Calif., and the

Tf'

idea,

D

W.

Prank
Pay,
who operates the
Southwestern Film Corporation of
Texas, bought from Arrow
Film Corporation the following pictures for Texas. Oklahom and Arkansas: Pour Peter B. Kynes and
six William Fairbanks. The sale was
Dallas.

negotiated by
Representative
poration.

Tom

Curran, a Special

of

Arrow Film Cor-

trade

projection

showing was field on
at tfie Simplex
room,
220
West 42nd
York, of tfie latest B. P.

New

street.

Scliulberg production, “Tfiorns and
Orange Blossoms,” which will be released
through A1 Lichtman -Ex-

change.

Gasnier

directed

this

fea-

ture.

W. E. Shalienberger, President
Arrow Film Corporation, returned
New Y'ork last week for a brief

Dr.
of

to
stay,

SHALLENBERGER,

president of Arrow Film Corporaholding a conference with W.
one of the most effective organizers in the Ray Johnston and returning to the
West
to complete his trip in the inbusiness. The result of his trip about the country, when announced, will terest
of effecting permanent local
bear out this statement.
Dr. Shalienberger has progressed with the affiliations for Arrow Film Corporaindustry, for the history of the latter has written his career as a motion tion.
picture executive.
Associated with Dr. Shalienberger are a string of
“Rich Men’s Wives,” the initial A1
pioneer exchangemen, who should play no small part within the next year Lichtman special, was sold this week
to
the Compania Brazil Cinematoin making Arrow Film Corporation one of the most formidable and
grafica for Brazil.
powerful distributing organizations in the business.
Independent exchangemen and disr.

tion,

E.

without a doubt

is

,

/NCLUDED
from
Coast

batch of mail that this department receives
are scores of letters from producers, directors and
the
players zvho praise our "West Coast Studio News Column.”
We are
happy to know that the column is serving the purpose for which it is
being published and with the splendid co-operation- we have been receiving
from our Coast friends, we hope to improve it zvith every issue. And we
thank those who have written commenting constructively on our efforts.
Constructive criticism in zvhatez/er form it is submitted is always zvelcomed by this department. So shoot!
in the daily

By

the time this issue will have reached the Coast Thanksgiving Day
personally will be thankful for a
will be but a few days off.
We’re happy to be living, glad to know our
million and one things.
friends are happy, satisfied with conditions in general in fact, we never
felt happier nor better in our life.
And we sincerely hope that this
Thanksgiving Day will have everybody in the motion picture business

We

;

equally as thankful. But more than anything else, we can not allow this
opportunity to pass without expressing our hearty appreciation and thanks
for every co-operation given the editor of this department.
It couldn’t
have been better. And we thank everybody.

this

Liberty, Fresno, Calif.

A

Wednesday afternoon

Sales

on ‘‘Women Men Marry”

tributors in New Y’ork are taking a
keen interest in the annual ball of
the
Theatre Owners Chamber of
Commerce to be held Saturd.ay evening, Dec. 2, at Hotel Astor.
The first

ticket

for the

A1 Lichtman.
A1

affair

was bought bv

Henry Ginsberg, sales-manager for
Lichtman Corporation and Leon

Netter, who recently joined that organization, are on the road.
Gins-

berg

is

covering the West and South-

west territory with Denver his destination,
while Netter is covering
Cleveland. Cincinnati. Detroit. Pitts-

burgh, Washington and the South.

J.
H. Raymond, of the American
Relief organizations, has joined W.
Ziegfeld Productions, Inc.
He
will handle the affairs of the company in the Far East.

K.

the title of the initial Amalgamated production has been chansred
from “Madonna In Chains” to “The

Woman

In Chains.”
This is the
picture in which E. K. Lincoln, Mrs.
Rodolph Valentino, Martha Mansfield
,and W. H. Tooker appear.

Export & Import Film Company
That Edward Dillon’s first independent production “Women Men
announced this week the sale of its
Marry” has hit a responsive chord in picture circles is evidenced by 15-episode
serial. “The Jungle Godthe fact that two of the biggest territories were sold during the past dess” for Texas Oklahoma and Arweek. New York and Northern New Jersey were sold to the Re- kansas and Louisiana and Missi^alppl
nowned Pictures, Inc., while Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern to the Eltabran Film Company
New Jersey were purchased by Metro Exchange at Philadelphia. Bobby North, of Apollo Film ExThe first foreign sale to be consummated was for Australia, New change of New York this week encraged seven salesmen to handle the
Zealand and Tasmania, which was signed by the Super Selected bookings
on his first Will Nigh spePictures of Sydney, Australia.
cial.
“Notoriety.”
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Business Improves As Demand for Quality
Independent Pictures Shows Big Increase
on independent productions indicate a decided
Questionnaires sent out to representative house
this department this week brought out some interesting facts why independent productions today are making such splendid showings. The most important reason for the current popularity of independent productions among exhibitors is attributed
to the presence of “big names;” another is the use of established stories handled by
capable directors.
Reports from

improvement
managers by

all

parts of the country

in their attraction value.

Particularly remarkable is the showing independent pictures are
now making in the Middlewest which, until a year or so ago, was
virtually closed.
The same situation prevails in Philadelphia and
This statement in
vicinity, v/hich was never in better condition.
regards to the eastern Pennsylvania territory is substantiated by

such exchangemen as Lou Burman of Independent Film Corporation;
Tony Luchese of De Lu.xe Pictures Corporation Ben Amsterdam of
Masterpiece Film Attractions Dave Segal of Royal Pictures Coreport their gross business to date this
poration and others, who
season equally in many instances their entire gross for a complete
;

;

j

season.
In the South business for independents has shown a very encouraging leap upward. Arthur Bromberg, who has expanded his
interests so that they embrace every section of the South, never was
The booking situation there has
better satisfied with conditions.
seemingly improved. The Northwest, too, has improved materially,
for reports from there indicate a number of new records to the credit
of independent pictures. In California,, the Southwest and the Rocky
Mountain States, business is now at its best, which in many cases
ranks better than that done prior to the outbreak of the war and
during the world strife.
The Middlewest, according to Chicago reports, is using up all the
big pictures with the biggest demand from the smaller and neighborhood theatres showing a decided popularity for western and outdoor features. New York State exchanges are reporting satisfactory
business, only in this section the bigger productions are getting the
more profitable plays. First run houses are bidding high for such
features.
The syndicate booking situation in New York finds the
problem in the metropolitan district unchanged, although business is
good. New England exchanges are getting better dates a^d more
money for quality productions, which are in big demand.

Special Showing Nov. 18
for Amalganiated^s Initial
Twenty independent

distributors scattered over the United States
franchise holders in the Amalgamated Exchanges of America, Inc.,
will be in New York City Sunday, November 18, to witness the first
showing of the “Woman In Chains,’’ the first production to be made
under the banner of the new company. William P. Burt directed the
picture.

*

Those who are expected

to attend the premier showing are J. C.
Friedman, Celebrated Players Film Corp., Chicago; R. Lynch, Metro
Film Exchange, Philadelphia; Herman Rifkin, Amalgamated Exchanges of New England, Boston; H. A. Lande and Wm. Finkel,
Quality Film Corp., Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and Cleveland; P. Oletsky,
Eederated Film Exchange, Baltimore; Emmick and Edmunds, Progress Features, San Francisco; Hurlbut and Saxe, Favorite Film, Inc.,
Detroit; Lennon and Sheffield, Greater Features, Inc., Salt Lake
City; A1 Kahn, Supreme Pictures Corp., Omaha; R. M. Savini,
Amalgamated Savini Films, Atlanta, and Chas. Stephenson of
Stephenson’s Attractions, Canada.

Phillips

third

release

will

be

It is the plan of Principal Picproduce
Corporation
to
tures
pictures based on established and
popular works with the direction
by capable directors and a cast of
names with which exhibitors can
properly sell Principal Pictures to
the public.

Ray Branch has taken over the
Michigan distribution for “Ten Nights
in a Barroom,” which was handled by
Joe Horowitz up to the time of his
death, a few weeks ago.

Sam

Saxe, representing L. Lawrence

Weber-Bobby North, was in Detroit
week exploiting “Notoriety.” Sam
was in conference with a number of
last

representative
the territory.

first

run exhibitors

in

“Secrets of Paris” Proves
a Good Draw at Box Offices
Reports pouring into New York from various sections^ of the
country on the Whitman Bennett special, “Secrets of Paris,” being
distributed through Charles C. Burr’s Affiliated Distributors, Inc.,
indicate that that production is meeting with much success. To date this
picture has five records to its credit with every indication that the allstar cast will be instrumental in adding further laurels to it. This
week the special played Edward Fay’s Theatre in Providence, R. L,
the Monday opening being a sellout at each of the four showings,
with Tuesday’s business, after commendable reviews at the hands of
the critics, holding up well.
This picture is being cleverly exploited not only by Mr. Burr, but
also by the local distributors, who report heavy bookings. The cast
includes Lew Cody, Gladys Hulette, William (Buster) Collier, Jr.,
Montague Love, Dolores Cassinnelli, J. Barney Sherry, Rose Coghlan

and Harry Sothern.

Alexander

To Handle New

Series

.\lexander Film Corporation will distribute a series of two-reel
Home
pictures taken from articles appearing in the Woman’s
Companion. The pictures will be made by the -A.ralma Film Company, which is now working at the Estree studios. Gertrude B. Lane,
editor of the publication, will each month select a leading article
from the magazine to be adapted to screen entertainment.

on “Secrets of Paris”

this week that rights on the Bmttproduction, “Secrets of Paris,” with an all-star cast, had
been sold to William Skirboll, of Skirboll Brothers’ Gold Seal Productions of Cleveland, and Joe Skirboll, of .Associated First National
of Pittsburgh.

Whitman

Equally Big Names
into conference with his two associates, Sol Lesser and Michael

lease foremost exchanges throughIrving Lesser,
out the country.
Principal
Eastern manager of
Pictures, will leave in two weeks
for the Coast where he will go

definite announcement as to
identity of the stars, all of

Rosenberg. The latter two have
completed arrangements for the
services of the star, but pending
the arrival of Mr. Lesser no
the

whom

hold contracts that do not expire
'

until the first of the year.

November

made next

week.

Announcement was made

Six of the leading stars of the
screen, all established and now
associated with national producing
organizations on the Coast, will
appear in productions that Principal Pictures Corporation will re-

The

great exploitatiun stunt was pulled off in connection with the showing of “Rags to
Riches” at the Broadway-.Strand. De-

I

Sales

With

Independent News
DETROIT — (Special)T—A

troit, last week.
Over 2,000 newsboys
were the guests of one of the city’s
Principal
Pictures will be an most prominent jewelers at a special
Elinor Glyn picture, “The World’s screening on the morning of Novemwhich had been arranged
4,
A Stage,’’ starring Dorothy Phil- ber
through the courtesy of Phil Gleichlips and an all-star cast including man.
Headed by a brass band, and
Bruce McRae. In December the he famous Warner Brothers' float, the
kids paraded from the jewelry store
firm will release the Irving Cum- to the Broadway-Strand. Many of the
mings special, “Chicago Sal,’’ with youngsters carried banners announcAlice Lake, Milton Sills and an ing that they were going to see “Rags
to Riches” today, and that the public
all-star cast.
Production on the could see it all next week.
third picture will be started next
Dave Mundstuk. proprietor of the
week. Mr. Rosenberg, who is in
Exclusive Film Company, Detroit, has
charge of production, on the purchased
the
seven-reel
feature,
Coast, is casting for this picture “Notoriety.” for the State of MichiBookings on the feature have
this
week.
Definite announce- gan.
ment as to the nature of the been started already.

Principal Will Follow

Dorothy

Detroit Scores
Big Success; Live

release

of

Miss

Du Point

Signs with Warners

LOS ANGELES— (Special).— Exclusive announcement was made

the representative of the Independent Department of Moving
Picture World here that the Warner Brothers had signed Miss Du
Pont, formerly with Universal, to play a leading role in “Brass.
Miss Du Pont is well known, having starred in her own productions
and won considerable favorable comment because of her excellent
work in Universal’s “Foolish Wives.”
to
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'Booking Plan Aids
Getting High Fees

I

!

While the belief prevailed that
with the incorporation of the inbooking
exhibitors’
dependent
rentals
would come
syndicate
down with the latter favored, indications now point to a much
.complicated situation, for inde'pendents in New York are getting
and more
rental
fees
bigger
choice dates than ever before.
This situation is directly attributable to the condition resultant
from the organization of independent exhibitors to combat the
syndicate of circuit bookers. The
:;i. contest
has, contrary to the expectations of exhibitors, worked
to the advantage of distributors,
for the two rival factions are now
bidding for pictures, in many
cases the bids of the rivals being
away above the prices set by dis-

proposition that
with the Buifaio
show the entire
his

he

Dutchman/’ Chester
Beecroft Film, To Be State Righted

‘‘The Flying

arranged

has

W-B Exchange

Warner program

to
at

house during 1922-23.

'‘^Down to the

Sea

;

in Ships^^

-i

,

Sets Records

1

PROVIDENCE, R. L— (Special)
New Bedford (Mass.) made

,

•

.Meanwhile, however, independent productions are getting splendid show-

r
1

,lngs in the metropolitan and Northern
"’New Jersey territories.
Just what
1
the future status of the rental situation will be as a result of action cou,

i

u

*

I

I

(;»

i;

I
'

ui:
91

h
y

:

V.
'll

1

production, supervised by Elmer
Clifton, is reviving interest in big
cinematographic pictures in this

city.

On Monday

this

special

second week with the
advance so great that it will not
none if the picture is forced to
remain over for a third week.
Playing the Shubert-Majestic, a
tributors.
playing Shubert
That both sides are cognizant of 3,700-seat theatre
this fact is well known among New attractions, and considered one of
York exhibitors, and steps are now the
the
in
“toughest” stands
being taken to remedy the situation,
country, this special, “Down to the

.

.

—A

.

'»

,

:

1

f
I

i
*;
i
[|

I

,
1

entered

Sea

its

Ships,”

in

shattering

is

records at high class prices.

The

between this picture
and others that have been tried
independents out here is that “Down to the Sea

templated by both the
and Keith-Moss-Loew Proctor-Pox interests remains to be seen.

Business

in general has taken a
decided leap upward since the elections,
according to figures received
from various sections of the Empire
State.
Particularly true is this in
New Y'ork City, Buffalo and northern
New Jersey. Northern New Jersey
exhibitors are overlooking none of
the bigger independent productions,
exploiting these to the limit in every
particular.
S.

splendid production.

World’s A Stage,” starring
Dorothy Phillips and based on an
Elinor Glyn story, will be the first
release of the newly established Renown Film Exchange. This is the
initial release of the newly formed
Pictures

I

which Irving Lesser

i

ager.

Exchange of

Corporation, of
is eastern man-

of the

New York

Providence,

to

make

R.

I.,

Arrow Film

City, autoed
this week to

arrangements for the world
premier showing in that city of a
new picture, the title of which he
will disclose in two weeks.

Bobby North,

the Apollo ExNew York, is authority
statement that his exchange
expects to record the biggest gross
business in its history during the current month.
“The Curse of Drink”
is proving to be one of
the biggest
bets this exchange has distributed
in

change

of

in

for the

New

Jersey.

Clever exploitation

is putting over
Betty
Blythe
How Women Love,” in greatpicture.
shape
in the metropolitan
zone.
The ennre Chadwick
organization.
Merit
f ilm Exchange, is working
on this
picture with the result that exhibappear to be very enthusiastic

initial

over returns.

Morts
pire

land, Cal., has also closed for the picture.
In Cleveland, the first run will be vested in the Hippodrome; in
Newark, N. J., in the Strand; in San Francisco in the Strand. The
Strand in Hartford, Conn., will first show “Shadows” in that city.

The Modern and Beacon theatres in Boston have both booked the
(Circuit
picture and will show it simultaneously early in December.
bookings are coming in en masse from various of the exchanges.

Ships” is getting both the attendance and money with everybody
leaving the house pleased and sat-

Ralph Ince Completes “Success”

in

Work

of cutting “Success,” the big special feature directed by
Ralph Ince for Murray W. Garsson, Inc., will be begun next week.
the picture.
The production, adapted from the Broadway stage hit of the same
No distribution arrangements have name, has been over three months in the making. The original
yet been made for this picture, which
time schedule was abandoned and while the production cost is said
is owned and was financed by a New
Bedford millionaire.
Elsewhere in by its producers to be practically double that estimated for the

The
commended

isfied.

local press has loudly

this issue appears an exclusive review of this splendid drawing card.

BOSTON— (Special)

picture, the results are said to be

worth

it.

— Melodramatic

Fltzer,

owner

of

Theatre. .Syracuse. N.

Rags To Riches” such

E>VE>I^YI3eE)Y
K^ou)s

picture will outdraw, financially
and otherwise, any other picture
shown at that house.
this

ROCHESTER,

N.

Y.— “More

to

Be

Than Scorned,” the C. B. C.
“Big Six” release, got a good
break Monday at Fay’s Theatre here,
despite an unusually strong vaudeville
which some believed would smother
the value of the picture as a draw.
However, after the first day’s show the
picture held them in and the house
advertisements featured the picture.
Pitied

BALTIMORE. MD.— “Chain
ning,”

Charles Seeley,

i

“Shadows” Getting Big Dates
Evidences of the manner in which exhibitors are booking
“Shadows,” the second of the Preferred Pictures to be released
through the A1 Lichtman Corporation, have reached New York in
the form of contracts from a number of important first-run exhibitors.
The Rialto Theatre in Washington, will show the picture in two
weeks. Out on the coast, a week engagement has been contracted
for the big Kinema Theatre in Los Angeles. The Franklin in Oak-

initial

T,

Principal

on the independent market. This is the production of which much
has been heard in film circles during the past few months.
Hopp
Hadley’s organization will handle the distribution on this picture.
Mr. Beecroft announced that a muscial score adapted from the
opera, “The Flying Dutchman,” founded on the same story by Capt.
Marryat, has been completed. The opera was written by Richard
Wagner. Mr. Beecroft characterizes his picture as “the most impressive and biggest sea story ever made.”

Goetz,

monwealth Pictures Corporation, for
the second A1 Lichtman production,
“Shadows,” starring Lon Chaney and
a well-known cast.
Both Joe Plunkett, of the Strand, and Roxie Rothafel, of the Capitol, want to
book
this

Announcement was made this week by Chester Beecroft of 501
New York City, that “The Phanton Ship” or “The Flying
Dutchman,” having been finally completed and cut, will be distributed

Fifth avenue.

difference

manager of the productions are seemingly big draws
New York W-B exchange, announced and in demand among exhibitors, for
the L. Lawrence Weber-Bobby North
this week that 75 per cent, of the exhibitors in Greater New York had special, “The Curse of Drink,” opened
contracted to show Warner Brothers’ at the former legit house, the Globe
Theatre, on Monday afternoon, grossinitial 1922-23 production, “Rags To
ing the best Monday business that
Riches” with Wesley Barry.
house has done in a long time. The
Several Broadway theatres have en- picture was cleverly exploited with
the
show folks taking considerable
tered bids with Sam Zierler, of Comnewspaper space. Indications are that
Charles
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a

the
Y.,

Emfound

profitable

a

Light-

Ben Wilson-Arrow picture

topped the combination bill at Loew's
Hippodrome this week. With the rac-

ing season here at its height the picture was given a fairly good play at
the opening as a result of the lOO per
cent, prominence given the film in all
advertising.

-

FINLEYVILLE, PA.
(Special) The Olympic Theatre recently playec
Arrow’s “Ten Nights in a Barroom.'
released in this section by the Stand
ard Film Exchange. This town has
population of 656 persons and 653 pale
admissions were recorded at the the
i

atre.

—

HAIMIISBTJRGH. ARK. (Special
“Where Is My Wanderinj
Boy Tonight?” was shown to the big
gest crowd that ever witnessed a shov
m this town when it topped the bill a
Brown s Theatre here, according
t<
Mrs. W. L. Brown, the owner.

— Equity;s

INDIANAPOLLS IND.— (SpeciaD1 he Arrow Jack Hoxle Westerns
ari
playing to wonderful business in thii
territory, according to exhibitor
re

porta.

In fact. Westerns seem to b(
particularly in thi

in big demand,
smaller towns.

or

this is
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Rags to Riches,” Backed with

“Rags to Riches,” the Warner Brothers picture featuring
Wesley Barry, is said to be blazing a trail of approval

NEW STUNTS REVEALED

throughout the country, and manifestations of this fact are
evidenced in the many telegrams being received at the

Warner

The Warner Brothers

offices.

way-Strand, Detroit.
built by
>oir
advertise their

have been

floats

the Warner’s to
One is en route to
productions.
the coast, and the other is aiding
exhibitors put over the picture in
.1
ot fho
e
yu’l Gleichman, nf
the east,
the
wired
Broadway-Strand,
follows:
as
offices
Warner
abRags to Riches to oK
Openedj t)
solute capacity all day long ineluding
° supper show. Big opposi*.
.!•
tion at other houses. Despite this
fact remarkable business due to
unusual picture and wonderful exaid
plus
accessories
ploitation
Your
your exchange furnished
coast to coast float a master
stroke in publicity has seived to
enhance popularity of Warner
in Detroit.”
product
Brothers
, ,
RmM. Bitzer, manager otr the tr™
Syracuse, wired:
Theatre,
pire
to Riches holds my box“Rags
J
TT'u
office record for the Rmpire i neatre.
1 want to thank the Warner
coBrothers for their wonderful »,
operation in sending a publicity
.

-i-v

.

J-

man and
help

Syracuse

their float to

exploit

knockout.
them.”

to

It’s a
the picture.
Let’s have more of

Has _

®

Many IN 0 W F aCCS

PITTSBURGH— Several New
men came

to

looking

over

York

this city late last
local conditions
visiting nearby cities to ascertain the possibilities of establishing
These men are
an exchange here.
in communication with local business
jjq). interested in the film business,
but returned on Monday to
film

Week

New York

having

without

r1pr*i«inn as
ns to
tn
decision

any

reaclmd
tnpir
their

fufu

ture plans.

Manager Bill tVeiland, of Standard
Film Exchange here, has quite a job
In addition to the
hands.
standard product he is also working
on Second National pictures, which
pictures that exchange took over last

on

his

,yggi-

C. A. Stoltz. of Viniy Film Corporation, is lining up new product for
,j,;g

territory.

The

showing

Simeral's

of

Nights In a Barroom” in this
tory is creating considerable

“Ten
terridis-

cussion.

Joe Lefko, of Federated Film Exchange and A1 Bichtman Exchange,
experiencing

is

history

the

bookings

of

on

best season in
exchange, with
second Bichtman

the
his

the

“Shadows,”

special,

“BEAUTIFUL AND DAMNED”

coming

in

in

An unusual number of advertising accessories are said to have
been devised for the Warner Brothers production of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s novel, “The Beautiful and Damned,” featuring Marie PreThe picture was directed by William A. Seiter, and it was
vost.
adapted for the screen by Olga Printzlau.
An eight-page broadside press sheet containing novel ideas for
exploitation and publicity purposes have been compiled by the
Warner publicity department. In addition to the many angles of
publicity linking the name of F. Scott Fitzgerald, conceded to be one
of the most popular of present day authors, the lithographs and the
advertising novelties are declared to be distinctly out of the beaten
track.

The
German

lithographs were
poster artist, who

especially drawn by Bennett Prival, a
said to have injected into the work a

is

process that has never been used in this country. The new technique
used by Prival has the peculiarity of bringing out the colors of the
posters with exceptional brilliancy under artificial light, while at the
same time retaining their original beauty under normal daylight
condition.
For exploitation purposes exhibitors will have at their disposal
what is declared to be a unique telephone doll in striking colors, with
regular billing matter and space on bottom for theatre name, suitable
for use on all telephones. The other advertising accessories include
a series of three window cut-outs of original design.
To carry out
the idea of the novel the exact reproduction of cover design on the
book has been made into a door knob hanger, a sticker, and it has
also been used to adorn the front page of a herald.
The complete cast in support of Miss Prevost includes Kenneth
Harlan, Harry Myers, Louise Fazenda, Tully Marshall, Cleo Ridgeley,
W’altcr Long, Parker McConnell, Emmett King, Kathleen Key,

Charles

McHugh,

Clarence Burton and George Kuwa.

record fashion.

the
According to reports from
,,T
exchanges handling the Warner
,

many

run theatres throughout the country have
contracted for the Barry picture.
The story deals with a pampered
Qrliren
yOungster_who longs tor aclventure and desires to be a regular
In the supporting cast are
boy.
Niles Welch, Ruth Renick, Russell Simpson, Minna D. Redman,
Richard Tucker and Eulalie Jenproductions,

first

.Toe
Younjr is now with H. C.
Simeral coneentrating on Arrow pro-

which

rtuetions

this

exchange

is

Will State Right

••anclling.
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‘After Six

Quality Film Corporation will clistribute twelve Amalgamated producThe first retious in this territory.

which

“Madonna and Chains.”
rumor has it has been

local
to

hanged

“Woman and

Chains.”

The
cent

publicity accorded the reof “After Si3<
at English’s Opera House

engagement

Days”

Indianapolis will be converted
benefit of all buyers who
acquire this feature version of
the Old Testament for road show
All of the material
purposes.
used in the lobby of the Indianapapolis house, including enlargein

New

Features

to the

Handled By

“Rags to Riches” is a Harry
Second National
Rapf production, and it was directed by Wallace Worsley. Will
Five new pictures have been acNigh and Walter De Leon wrote quired by Second National Pictures ments of newspaper criticisms, oil
the story.
Corporation. The first of these, paintings,
illustrated
banners,

Start “Poor Men’s

Wives”
LOS ANGELES

—

(Specid)

“Wasted Lives,” has been completed' cards,

poster

by the Mission Film Corporation
and the second, “The Barefoot
Trail,” is now in production on the
Second National has closed
Coast.
a contract with Mission Film Cor-

etc., will

Agnes Christine Johnston and Frank
Dazey have started work on the

poration to release the entire output
q£ ££,at firm,

story for B. P. Schulberg and Preferred Pictures. According to the
report the story will be entitled
“Poor Men’s Wives,” serving as a

Carstensen

A1 Lichtman re“Rich Men’s Wives.” Gasnier,

sequel to the
lease,

first

who’ made the
all

latter

picture,

will

probability direct this one.

PROVIDENCE,
What

(Special)—
I
R.
developed into one of the best

Election Week attractions booked at
the Victory Theatre here by Manager
Matt Rieiiv is the credit belonging to “More To Be Pitied Than
Scorned.” which helped register one

had‘"judififg^^r^mN^e'g^osrrf ?hl
first

IN

transcontinental

float advertising their seven forthcoming productions is said
to have aided in putting over a big campaign for the Broad-

Two

j,

Clever Exploitation, Scoring Big

.

in

25, 1922

four days’ buslnees.

With Garsson
was announced last week by Murray W.
Garsson, has been named auditor
for Murray W. Garsson, Inc.
R.

A.

Carstensen,

it

Mr. Carstensen is a veteran in
every angle of the film business.
his experience dating back to the
rnmMajestic com
Reliance ana Maie<;tir
Old ppija-i-p
panies and Triangle hum Corp.
He has also been associated with
Charles Miller, Hobart Henley,
S. L. Rothapfel and others.
,

.

photoouts,
be duplicated intact and placed in sets at the disposal of each purchaser who desires to inaugurate the picture in
an opening
territory with
his
similar to the English showing.
This method will save considerable
time and expense on the part of
the exchange and afford the use
graphs,

cut

of a splendid lobby.

The same method will be pursued in giving the buyer the opportunity to use the stunts, new'spaper advertisements and stories
w'hich proved of advantage in InIn addition, a series
dianapolis.
of letters secured from leading
public officials and people in all
walks of life, commending the picture, will be turned over to each
exchange, in order that these letters may pave the way for the securing of similar ones in each ter-

Days”

It is believed that this
the first time that all of this
material on a pre-release engagement has been made available for
the use of the independent exThis policy will be
changeman.
carried out by Weiss Brothers’
Art class Pictures Corporation in
the disposal of “After Six Days.”

ritory.
is
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Joe Brandt Lands Effective
Buyers for “Big Six” Series
Actual sold territory on the C.
B. C. Film Sales Corporation series
of Six Box Office Winners, of
which “More to Be Pitied” is al-

,

.

1

•

Sacred Films, -svill hereafter produc.
independently under the brand of
Seminole Films, with studio at Eustis,

Orleans, Atlanta and Charlotte, held
a sales conference the past week in
Atlanta, attended by H. H. Everett,
manager of the Charlotte office: R. I.
Robinson, manager of the New Orleans office, and salesmen R. J. In-

ready running big throughout the

pram. .Tr„ F. H. Kraby and B. T.
country, and the second “Only a Burkhalter.
Shopgirl” has just been completed,
Edgar Banks, celebrated
Dr.
J.
hit the ninety-three per cent mark archaeologist
and producer of the
are
negotiations
and
this week,
pending on the remainder that will
close the territories one hundred
per cent within the week.
Joe Brandt, this week put the
finishing touch to a trip to several
of the key cities, by personally
completing negotiations on the
entire six features that comprise
(Special)
the series with Superior Screen TT LOS T,
r
j
j
i
Service of Salt Lake City, and Harry Rapf, the independent pro-

Florida.
of Enterprise DisJ. Rogers,
.T.
tributing Corporation sales staff, was
T1
n
KrtQ
11 f vril
IfiOtVwiT'
bag
leather VvOO*
beautiful
of a
offered in a recent sales drive on the
Richard Talmadge productions, controlled in eleven States by Enterprise.

winner
*-rr 1

/-VT»

1

Harry Rapf Completes Cast For*
Warner Brothers ^Brass V Newsy
Bits From Studios on the Coast
^

^

ANGELES —

has completed Gilbert Emery’s screenized story, “The
Hero.” for B. P. Schulberg, of Preferred Pictures
Corporation.
This

Louis

•

with Southern States Film of Atl,„ta and Dallas, lor their respec-

ducer who has turned out “Rags
to Riches” for Warner Brothers

j.«jr.
^ trade showing in
week, accordi^^^^

Both these sales are important,
as both these territorial holders
bought the franchise to a large
Superior will
group of states.
handle the features in Utah, Wyo-

,

(

S

inquiries the C. B. C. campaign in
the Oldknow territories elicited,
have his prinhe is certain he will
V
cipal cities booked and read3'^ to

'
the

'

play

G
— -—--Iimmediately,
'

pictures

even in the face of previous bookings.

Draw

in

ATLANTA— (Special)— R.

M.

Savini, of Savini Films, Inc., Atlanta,
distrisoutheastern
who has secured
bution rights to Amalgamated Exchanges of America output, is planning an intensive publicity campaign
in behalf of the new releases, starting with “’The Madonna in Chains.”

Arthur C. Bromberg, who has relaunched “Progress Pictures
Corporation,” with offices in the Edu-

cently

cational-Bromberg exchanges in

New

WAIT

sociates

he had

He

direct.

from New 'i'ork had it that
purchased the screen rights

Sam and Jack Warner

are busy at

arranging
—„ for
new productions which have not yet

the
---

Warner

studios

„7®whtch'°bro‘i!g^^^
I’resident of Warner Brothers, to the
Coast for several weeks.

was

witli

The second I’hil Goldstone melodramatic picture to follow "Deserted
At the Altar” is now in production.
No title has as yet been selected,
liowever.
Phil Goldstone is supervising the production, the cast of
which he is guarding as a secret.

The print of the first “Fatty” Karr
comedy which Franklyn E. Backer,
of East Coast Productions, will State

be in
It

is

on

its

way East and should

New York some

is

entitled

time this week.
For Me,”

“Weight

starring the heavy comedian whom
Director Bruce Mitchell character“
izes
as
‘Fatty’
Arbuckle’s
successor.”

“Robin Hood Junior,” the

first

re-

lease of the Frankie Lee series, which
Clarence Bricker is directing here, is
well under way and will be ready

some time

late

next month.

The third Ben Wilson picture for
through Arrow Film Correlease
poration, has been completed and is
entitled
“Spawn of the Desert,”
starring William Fairbanks.
Lewis
King directed the picture under tha
personal supervision of Mr. Wilson.

TILL

As a consequence of a two-day
conference held between Irving
Lesser, eastern manager of Principal Pictures Corporation, and
executives of Associated First
National Exhibitors’ Circuit this

New York,r final arrangements were made for the starring
Dorothy
of
exploitation
and

.^^^eek,^ in

•

1

1

in the initial Principal
World’s
a
“The
production,
Stage,” based on the latest story
of Elinor Glyn. Under the agreement effected as a result of these
Pictures
Principal
conferences.
to
authorized
is
Corporation
utilize star and exploit the star’s

Phillips

announcement
were
by “arrangement with

although

name,

that
the
available

star’s

Associated

whom

services

Firsts National,”

Miss Phillips

is

to

under con-

ace,
until
uiicai after
<m.,.a
the Associated
National executives were
made acquainted -with the high
class calibre of the production and
story was the necessary permission for use and exploitation of
Those
the star’s name secured.
who have seen the picture are loud

Not

in their

praise of

it.

Goldstone Sale
Phil Goldstone, Inc., in a statenient announced the sale of the
first series of Richard Talmadge
for
the
Denver and
pictures
Seattle
territories
to
Arrow

•

Edith
Roberts,
who worked in
“Tliorns and Orange Blossoms,” is in

is

formerly

Principal Contract
Officially O. K.’d

a popular story.

to

•New York now appearing

in

a

new

Inc.,
of
Denver;
and Indiana to Frank
Zambreno, of Progress Exchange,
and Ohio to Western Pictures

Photoplays,
Illinois

Company.

Hopp Hadley Has
New Boy Prodigy
Through a contract with Nordisk Films, Hopp Hadley has
secured for his Producers Service Company a new and elaborately
staged Charles Dickens picture starring a boy prodigy who, according
to many in film circles, gives promise of causing sornething of a
sensation because of his clever handling of strong emotional roles.
A new version of Charles ings showing the ravages of time
Expectations” called for by Dickens mystifying
Dickens’
“Great
was selected by the producers to plot. According to Mr. Hadley,
introduce the clever little artist the hit of the new offering is the
to screen audiences because the eniotional acting of a slip of lad
around which with raven black hair and two
role of little “Pip,”
_
the story revolves, was thought enormous black eyes out of which
to give many opportunities for he can make the tears chase each
A other in rivulets as effectively as
emotional acting by a child.
second picture "of like elaborate the most experienced star,
thp production
nrndunti
the
Aside frnm
from the
handling in which the same boy- acting,
the mounting and the photogstar appears will follow “Great raphy. all of which are excellent,”
said Mr. Hadley, “little ‘Buddy’ MarExpectations” in a few weeks.
in the role of Pip will attract wide
The new Dickens production is tin
attention because of the rare ability
in six reels and took months to he shows as an actor of serious roles.
make because of the amount of Prodigies appear in musical circles
rare Intervals, and that this little
work to put into the old Havisham at
fellow is a prodigy in the realm of
mansion with its elegant furnish- drama is my firm conviction.

CLEANING UP EVERV WHEREYOU SEE THE SECOND BOX OFFICE WINNER

MORE TO E>E PITIED
.

Gaston

producing idcture being made there and in
pictures and which she will be given an important
a series of melodramatic productions, role.
announced here this week that he wili
of
pictures,
release
series
six
a
starring
Snowy Baker, the Australian.
Tiie first picture will be
“Pals,” in which
Baker’s
entitled
famous horse. Boomerang, plays an
important role. Howard M. Mitchell

right,

Enterprise Distributing Corporation
has arranged a nation-wide tie-up
with music dealers on “Love’s Old
Sweet Song.” the theme of their big
winner, “Flesh and Blood,” starring
Lon Chaney. Through a coupon, to be
distributed at the theatres presenting
the picture, patrons may secure a
copy of the song at some local music
store.
The song is a special edition,
giving advertising on the production
of “Flesh and Blood,” and sells at
popular price. This is the most gigantic tie-up ever attempted by a state’s
right exchange in the South.

Mar,'

According to reports current in independent
producing
circles
here.

Fox.

South

La

this

Bernle Fineman will shortly start
production on another picture. A report received here by one of his as-

juiien josepnson auaptea rsrass
for the screen.
He is also writ'PS the screen_ version of Sinclair
Lewis’ “Main Street.”

will

Big Pictures

BarLra

New York

Glass and John Sainpolis.

Harry Meyers, Hekn Ferpson,
Lene Rich and Pat OMalley.

Phil Goldstone, who
the Richard Talmadge

Phillips^

tract.

season, announced this week
that he had engaged the complete
cast for his big screen version o^^
Charles G. Norris novel, Brass,
’which Sidney Franklin will direct,
The players engaged by Producer
Mane
ming, Colorado, New Mexico and Rapf include the following:
Prevost, who is under contract
Southern Idaho
him and who recently comIn purchasing these features for to
which comprises pleted work in another Warner
territory,
his
Fitzgeralds
F.
Scott
North and South Carolina, Geor- fpecial,
and
,Bp,utiful
and Damned
gia, Florida, Alabama, Tennessee,
Oklahoma and Texas, Little Heroes of the Street;
tive territories.

Arkansas,
Oscar Oldknow, head of Southern
States, told Joe Brandt that he had
never received so many inquiries
for a series of pictures as he had
before he bought the C. B. C.
Series. He told Mr. Brandt that
because of the great number of

Gasnier

Dorothy

:

IS

OMLY A SHOP CIRL

.
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Business in

Jossey Forms Another Progress

Exchange For Arrow Pictures
Another Progress Exchange has
been established. This one will
be located in Cleveland with
another to be followed shortly
after the organization of that one,
in Cincinnati.
J. S. Jossey, for
several years special representative of Arrow Film Corporation,
this week resigned from that
office to take over the personal
management of the Progress Pictures Company of Ohio. The new
company has been incorporated
The exchange will
for $150,000.
be located in the Film Building,
Mr. Jossey is presiCleveland.
dent and E. C. Fielder, vice presi-

Mr.
dent and general manager.
Fielder recently resigned from
Associated Exhibitors to devote
all his time to this new company
which will handle features, serials

and short subjects

in

that State.

The new exchange enters the marwith the following Arrow Film

formed

being

all

over

the

country.

been

tion

ture,

affected permanent affiliaevery territory.
in
virtually
Some of the exchanges affiliated with
the firm and which will handle Ar-

Arrow Film Corporation

will

have to entertain any fear for
of distribution, judging by the
Progress Exchanges
in which

picture,
released, while

“Shadows,” has
the

third

fea-

“Thorns and Orange Blossoms,”

was shown

to the
release,

trade this

week.
“The Hero,” was

The fourth
row productions include: the Pro- completed several weeks ago, and a
gress Pictures Exchange in Boston, print of that picture is now said to
Ue Luxe Motion Pictures Exchanges be on its way to A1 Lichtman’s office.
in
Philadelphia and Baltimore, ArDavid Segal, of Phil^elphia, came
row Film Exchange in New York,
which may change its name to Pro- to New Y’ork this week and joined
gress Pictures Exchange; Progress his brother, Harry Segal, of Boston,
I’ictures Corporation in Chicago, In- and Herman Jans, of Jans Pictures,
dianapolis, Atlanta, Los Angeles and New York, in an effort to obtain
San Francisco. By the time Dr. W. Amalgamated Exchange franchises.
E. Shallenberger returns from the All claim that they are entitled to
West, whither he returned this week the franchises, which, according to
following a brief trip to New York,
have
it is expected that Arrow will
tied up its product in this country
100 per cent.

'head,

of which Ivan Abramson is the
will start production on the

second

feature is problematical, alseveral months ago it was
that that firm would release
The
at least eight pictures a year.
country is not yet 100 per cent, sold
on the first release, “Wildness of
Youth." starring Mary Anderson and

though
stated

an all-star

cast.

obtain product is the
Failure
reason attributed to the failure of
Lou Rogers, formerly of Rialto Productions, Inc., to go through with his
to

announced
lineup

intesitions

of

affecting

a

exchanges
co-operative
country.
Several

of

throughout
the
producers
were

approached
with
propositions, but none of them were
known.
insofar
as
is
signed
It

announcement,
were
granted
to
Metro
Exchange in
Philadelphia,
Eastern Feature Films Corporation
in Boston and Renown Pictures Exchange in New York.

when Graphic Film Corpora-

Just
Jfion.

ket

of
“Streets
product:
Corporation
New York." “Night Life In Hollywood," “The Innocent Cheat,” “T^e
Splendid Lie." “Love, Hate and a
Woman," three James Oliver Curwoods. “Chain Lightning,” ten wesi
erns produced l>y Ben Wilson, the
William Fairbanks series of western
“A Motion To Adjourn,”
features,
“Back To Yellow Jacket," “OneEighth Apache." “The Blue Fox.” a
serial; “The Cub Keporter" aud a
series of 12 special comedies featuring Eddie Lyons.

The second

Arrow has

is

reliably

reported

in

well-in-

“Rich
Men’s
formed circles that
Wives.” the first I’referred Picture,
proved a “clean-up" for A1 Lichtman
not exchanges throughout the country.
lack The gross rentals on this picture up
way to date exceeded the expectations of
exchangemen.
generous
most
are the

Charles

Burr, president of AfDistributors, Inc., is having
no trouble lining up local exchanges
to handle the local distribution of
his pictures.
Affiliated is handling
the
distribution
of
the
Whitman
Bennett special, "Secrets of Paris,”
and this week Mr. Burr signed to
distribute another well-known picture made by a Coast producer.
He
also has two other productions now
lieing made, one by Edgar Lewis, as
yet untitled and another one, “Luck.”
starring Johnny Hines.
C.

filiated

The return of Joe Brandt, of C. B.
Film .Sales Corporation from a
tour of the country this week brought
forth the interesting statement from
that live and enterprising firm executive that the independents throughout the country are exploiting their
wares as they never did before. He
made it known, too, thiit he is having no trouble getting the proper
exchange connections to distriluite
his "Big Six" features, the s<»coud
one of which. “Only A Shop Girl," is
now being released.

C.

25, 1922

New England
On the Boom
BOSTON
—

—

(Special) At
no other
time in the history of the indepenclent

market has there been such a great
demand for independent pictures in
this

as

section

there

is

at

present.

Moscow Films Exchange, of which
Sam Moscow is the head, reports record-breaking
Fire

The

business

on his "Sure

and “Secrete

Flint”

of

Paris."

playing to one of the
best weeks experienced by Edward
Fay's theatre in Providence, R. I.,
where on Monday, opening day, it was
necessary to turn away several thousand patrons who clamored to get in.
This is the house which several
weeks ago did a land office business
on the Johnny Hines’ special.
latter

Virtually

is

important

every

circuit

New England is booking the A1
Lichtman productions in this section,

in

according to reports given this department's representative this week.

Gus Meyers, exploitation director
for Equity Pictures Corporation, spent
several days visiting Sam Grand at his
Federated Exchange here last week.
Bert Lubin
premier

Worcester, where
of
"Quincy
be held at the
Bancroft Hotel within two weeks.
the

is

“Down To

in

showing

Adams Sawyer”

the

will

Sea In Ships,” the

Elmer Clifton production, financed
by
New Bedford. Mass., capital,
started its second week engagement

at the Shubert-Majestic Theatre in
I’rovidence, R. 1.. Monday.
This is
the picture that played to 13.000 in a
single week at Fall River, a record
attendance for that town, which is
but a few miles north of New Bedford.

Books “Shadows”
LOS ANGELES— (Special)— Sol
Lesser has booked “Shadows,” B. P.
Schulberg’s second Preferred Picture for a showing at the Kinema

Theatre here.

Clever Prologue
for “Notoriety”

GH O

L. Lawrence Weber, the prominent Broadway producer, and one
of the country’s leading legitirnate showmen for the past generation,
has brought his dramatic experience into play by arranging a realistic
prologue for the independent feature which he and Bobby North are
releasing, “Notoriety,” directed by Will Nigh.
The prologue does not duplicate any scene in the picture, as this
would be needless repetition. It plays up the vital importance of
notoriety as the great human ambition and weakness of the day. It
is symbolic in treatment, and consists of four short
episodes, each
five minutes in length.
The prologue follows:
The first scene opens on a supper- personating the secretary.
He is
table with four members of the fam- making preparations to leave, and is
ily reading the evening paper after seen packing his bag. while
the toot
finishing their meal.
The daughter of an automobile horn is heard withreads aloud: “I see where that girl out. The lights go out and the famwho left college to become a waitress ily scene opens up once more. The
is
marrying a count.”
The stage mother now reads
“Tenement Girl
grows dark and the scene described Swears Falsely to Society Crime.”
in the newspaper headline is repro- The mother reads further and the deduced on the stage, with the four tails of the story are those of the
members of the family now taking picture. “Notoriety.”
the roles called for in the marriage
She does not read very far. when
episode.
A waitress is seen taking she suddenly notices that her daughoff her apron and slipping on a lavish
ter is missing.
“Where’s Kate?” she
gown and hat. just as a richly dressed asks anxiously. The father and son
count appears in a high hat and turn around and are also surprised.
tuxedo to escort her to the wedding. Kate is gone. Tue mother calls out
The stage is dark again, anti after for her, but there Is no answer. A
the necessary interval, the family note is discovered on the table, left
scene is repeated. This time the son by the daughter.
It reads:
“I am
of the family reads from the evening tired of being ignored and unnoticed.
paper: “Millicent Van Nest Engaged I want to be famous. I want to be
to Football Star.”
The stage grows talked about. I want to be popular.
dark again and the scene referred to Other girls gain notoriety by comin the headline is enacted, with the mitting something sensational,' and I
son taking the part of the football want to do the same. When you hear
hero, clad in the regalia of that sport. from me again, it will be through the
The society belle, who is the daugh- newspapers.
I'll
make everybody
ter in the family scene, is accom- talk about me. and then I’ll "come
panied by her mother and father, and back. I’ll be somebody then.” Kate.
rushes down the landing of a grandThe prologue ends in consternation
stand to meet her gridiron hero.
on the faces of the family, and the
The scene changes back again to last thing seen is the mother tearing
the supper-table, and the father reads the newspaper to bits. As above outthis time; “Broker Elopes With Pri- lined. the prologue on “Notoriety”
vate Secretary.”
The scene shifts will carry the message home. It will
and the episode in question is en- make the audience realize that the picacted. the father taking the part of ture they are about to see is based
the broker, and the daughter im- on actual events of daily life.
:
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Warner Brothers Expand Interests
BUFFALO—-(Special) — Charles
manager of Warner Brothexchange, was here

Goetz,
ers’

New York

last
week, applying the finishing
touches to plans involving the
perfection of the new Warner
staff of the Buffalo office.
With

him came Martin Solomon, who
joined the W.-B. Film Exchange,
Inc., last

week.

M. Zimmerman, of Nu-Art
Pictures Corporation, has received a

Fred

Picturesque scenes from initial
starring E. K. Lincoln.

letter from Herman Lorence, manager of the Bellevue Theatre in Niagara Falls, in which is described
how that live wire exhibitor put over
“Up and Down the Swanee River,”

Dillon independent production, “Women Men Marry,”
Distributed on State Right basis by Truart Pictorial, Inc.

Edward

Doris Kenyon, and
All-Star Cast in New Edgar Film;
Live News From Eastern Studios

Jas, Kirkwood,

star for two years with an option for
his services for two additional years.

Will Nigh has completed the story
for his second feature,

which L. Law-

Weber-Bobby North

rence

will

now completing

tril)ute. and he is
cast, which will be

dishis

an all-star affair,
headed by Maurine Powers, who was
starred in Nigh's first feature, “Notoriety."

In Chains,” the first Amalgamated
As was exclusively published in picture,
completed recently at the
this department two weeks ago,
New Rochelle. N. Y., studios, has filed

will make a series
high class productions for distribution through Affiliated Distributors, Inc., of which Charles

Edgar Lewis

of

C.

Burr

on the
last

is

president. Production
picture started late
at the Glendale, L. I.,

The company was out
on location all this week with
studios.

Edgar Lewis supervising the entire production, which is expected
will take about seven weeks to
produce.
The cast is one of the costliest engaged by an eastern producer for_ an

The cast' is
independent picture.
headed by James Kirkwood, one of
the best liked leading men in the
Co-starred with him will
business.
be Doris Kenyon, who created such
role opposite Johnny
a wonderful
Hines in “Sure-Fire Flint.” Edmund
Edeson

Robert

Griffen also
production.

Russell
this

Mrs.
Acker),

\fsle//e

Butler

Graham,

tino, in

New York

counsel for Valenthis week, said that
he anticipated counsel for the star in

will

and little
appear in

Rudolph

who

is

Tau/or

I

Valentino
(Jean
co-starred in “Woman

Wallace

3eeru

I

Production was started this week
at the Estree studio in New York on
the first of a series of two-reels that
Aralraa Film Company will make.
This concern is financed, it is re-

ported, by the Woman's Home Companion,
a
magazine, from whose
stories the pictures will be adapted.

Angeles will oppose the action.

•Los

In

first

week

Breese.

suit in court in Los Angeles, seeking
the right to use the name of her
former husband and star.
Arthur

for

Tuesday evening,
unusually busy one

lage square with several hundred
extras participating in the action that
ensued.
With Johnny Hines in this
production also appear Polly Moran.
Charles Murray and Flora Finch.
This is the production that will be

ready for release on January

Burr

Charley
liest

mother”

this

Mary

1.

week made an

Carr, the “motherof the screen, for one

productions now being made,
but the deal fell through, despite
rumors that Mr. Burr had signed her.
However, Mr. Burr, impressed by the
splendid work of Russell Griffen in
“Sure-Fire Flint,” signed that boy

of

probability the

title

selected

second Daniel Carson Good-

Nov. 14, was an man story, which that producer was
at the Glendale, to make for Equity Pictures Corpora-

L. I., studio for the first of the big
sets in the next Johnny Hines special, “Luck.” which Charley Burr will
distribute. The set represented a vil-

effort to sign

all

the

will have
selected

tion.
title

to

was

be changed.

“Something

The
for

Nothing.” but reports this week had
it that that title had been used before.

I

\Josepfune Adait

I

vWillat-d

balance of the reel the organist took

up the refrain, and take it from me,
it stopped the show.”
Nu-Art business is rushing.
Mr.
Zimmerman now has ready for distribution
the
following important

“The Hands of Nara,”
from Beyond,” “What’s
with the Women,” “Sure Fire
Flint,”
“The
Country
Flapper,”
Squirrel comedies, Eddie Lyons comedies, Burlingham adventures, “Determination,” “Life’s Greatest Question,”
“Flesh
and
Blood,”
“Big
Stakes,” Prizma color pictures, Canadian adventure pictures. Captain
subjects

:

“The Man

Wrong

Kidd

serial

and

others.

Sydney Samson announces that
Grand & North are now ready to
book Colonel William N. Selig’s new
serial, “The Jungle Goddess.” which
Syd is advertising as a fitting successor to “Miracles of the Jungle.”

Martin

.J,

Heyl Productions,

who

screen version of
“The Little Red Schoolhouse,” for
Arrow release, have thus far engaged
the
following
players
to
appear
therein: Martha. Mansfield, E. K. Lincoln. Edmund Breese, Sheldon Lewis
and Rose Coghlau. These players
are at work now at the Tilford
Cinema Studios under the direction

creating

are

John

of

the

Adolfi.

his

\Wil/iam Scot^:

Burlingham
Adventure
Scenic,
which Nu-Art is distributing in this
t-orrltory.
Mr. Lorence says
“Just as the main title went off I
had a singer with a deep bass voice
sing ‘Way Down Upon the Swanee
River,’ accompanied by the orchestra.
As he finished the song the
orchestra stopped and throughout the
a

Production on the next Burton King
special will not be started until probably the latter part of December or
early in January, according to information unearthed this week.

Louis

\

I

CZaire Du6t'eg

1

1

Bob Murphy, of Murphy & Filkins,
despite the rush of business, beat it
the world series game in New

to

York with his friend, Joe Daly, office manager of Hodkinson.
All business and no play makes a dull boy,
says Bob.

The Billy West comedy contingent
has moved from the Glendale. L. 1.,
studios to the Tilford studio in New
York, where the second comedy is
now being made under the supervision of Will Morrissey. The first release of the two-reel series
to the trade this week.

James Morr/soM

I

\7a//u

AdapsAa//

I

wms shown

\Pta.e 0u.sc/i_

LOOK AT THIS lineup!
o

And wait
the

till

BOX

"onlyBOX a
2nd. oP the

6

uou see the

lineup uou'll have at

OFFICE WHEN YOU PLAY

shop cirl^

OFFICE WINNERS
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A1 Lichtman Corp. Sets Records That
Warrant Attention of Theatre Owners
By

ROGER FERRI

T

seems as if every month in the year is an A1 Lichtman
I month.
This comparatively young organization has attained a
position in the motion picture business that is the envy of
every one in it. This statement is made from actual knowledge and not mere observation.
A1 Lichtman made exhibitors of this country a specific
promise when he launched his enterprise in association with
B. P. Schulberg. He said he was going to produce pictures
that would make money for exhibitors. His first two productions, “Rich Men’s Wives” and “Shadows” are ample
evidence of the sincerity and truth of that statement.
A1 Lichtman Corporation will we have heard from exhibitors
make history for the trade in who have showed these producgeneral, for the pace it is setting tions. We have heard how these
were treated by exchangemen and we have heard
how the first picture was ex-

special
Schulberg’s
productions
for
Preferred Pictures
have
necessitated the change.
Sixteen fifty Broadway, which is in the heart of the film district,
is superior in point of location to the Fifth Avenue quarters and is
modernly equipped as an ideal motion picture office. Large reception
rooms, ample space for each department and private offices for executives and department heads in addition to an unusually spacious
projection room are some of its features. The Lichtman organization
will occupy the entire ninth floor representing the best location
available and affording a maximum amount of light, air and space.
The building runs all the way through from Broadway to Seventh

Avenue.
Richard Hildreth,

office manager for the A1 Lichtman Corporation, has secured the services of Bernard Herzbrun, prominent architect, to supervise the arrangement of the space.

Lon Chaney Proves

so hot that rival companies
have no other course left to them
than to imitate it. And the trade
in general would be richer and
wiser if such a course were pur-

exhibitors

sued.

not because A1 Lichtman

to so
carefully study this comparatively

E \’ERY
comes

Corporation gave “Rich Men’s
Wives’’ to the exhibitors of this
country that has “sold” this writer
absolutely; and it is not the artis-

new, but magnificent organization
and those whom it includes; because all the way from A1 Lichtman down the line everybody is

the motion picture in the e=leem
of the exhibitor and his patrons.
John Barrymore gave such a per-

is

It

is

wonder

And there is only one
why we took such pains

reason

P. Schulberg and
have submitted in
the form of Lon Chaney’s masterhas
that
piece,
“Shadows,”
prompted us to look forward to
a season of achievements for this

striving
sincerely,
energetically
and’ industriously to make each
succeeding Preferred picture a
bigger and better box-office bet;
because the interests of the ex-

organization.

in

tic

B.

Tom Forman

It

of

has been the very personnel
the
organization
from A1

Lichtman and Ben

down

to

the

office

Schulberg
boy at the

P.

firm’s present quarters, 576 Fifth

avenue.

We

have met most of the A1
Lichtman exchangemen in the
course of our hops about this
American desert and without a
single exception we found them
all to be something more than
mere film men; we found them to
men
be showmen, gentlemen
who had the interests of those
upon who they were dependent
at heart.
We have interviewed,
chatted intimately and joked with
A1 Lichtman.
We have corresponded with Producer Schulberg
and we have congratulated Tom
Forman and Gasnier. We have

—

talked with other executives of
A1 Lichtman Corporation.
We have watched them all from
the time when the New York

hibitor has always been foremost

mind.

the

command

of the organization
is being utilized in the
best interest of the theatre owner is
worthy of the patronage of any
exhibitor who must have pictures
to continue in business.
Just what sort of pictures the
future Preferred Pictures will be
remains to be seen, but surely
none will dispute the fact that in

“Rich Men’s Wives” and
“Shadows” Lichtman has given
the exhibitor two superlatively
both

high
class
box-office
specials.
“Rich Men’s Wives” has made
money for everybody who has
handled it insofar as this writer
knows, and we will make the
prediction that whatever “Rich
Men’s Wives” grossed “Shadows”

was first thrown open. And will better
we have watched them GROW. amount.

have watched A1 Lichtman
Corporation
in
comparatively
short time fight its way to the top
of the ladder. We have analyzed
their productions carefully and

1922-23 will

by
tell

a

worthwhile

the story

— and

when it has been entirely written
we expect to see A1 Lichtman and
his associates among the most
proud leaders.

Al Lichtman Will Move
To More Spacious Quarters
L LICHTMAN has announced that on December first he will
move his New York offices from 576 Fifth Avenue to 1650
Broadway, a new building recenth' completed bj- the Bethlehem
Engineering Company and situated opposite the Capitol Theatre at

\

A\.

Fifty-first street.

Expansion of activities and increase in personnel of the Al
Lichtman Corporation which is handling the distribution of B. P.

now and

then

there

to the screen a performance of rare excellence that raises

formance in “Dr. Jekyl and Mr.
Hyde,” Lon Chaney gave one in
“The Miracle Man,” and Lon
Chaney has done it again in B. P.
Schulberg’s picture, “Shadows,”
for which the A1 Lichtman Corporation

A1 Lichtman Corporation has
earned its right to demand exhibitor patronage, if any firm
ever has. It may not always succeed in giving exhibitors winners,
but the fact that every facility at

office

We

the Incomparable

ploited.

is

he has held the hope of producing
it himself some day and immediately after establishing his affiliations with A1 Lichtman, he obtained the rights to it. His confidence in the story, which was proclaimed the prize literary piece of
a few years ago, warranted his
early production of it as one of his
first special releases through the

Lichtman Corporation.

handling the distribu-

Showmanship

tion.

Schulberg and Lichtman

not
alone in believing that Chaney has
made a substantial contribution to
screen art. Their opinion was confirmed by every trade paper critic
as well as by the people of varied
are.

professions whoever viewed ,’t at
the private showing recently given
the film at the Hotel Biltmore in
New York. Not a single reviewer
Chaney’s
failed
to characterize
work as marvelous or to add that
his role of Yen Sin, the Chinese

surpassed anylaundry-keeper,
thing he had previously attempted.
Every exhibitor knows the value

Lon Chaney at
Chaney is great

the box-office.
among great
actors and yet the place he holds
is so unique as not to be comparable with the work of any other
Most
artist in his profession.
screen stars stand for a definite
type of performance while Chaney
is never the same except, perhaps,
in the degree of sincerity and finish that he gives to the characterof

“We'll pay for our mistaken
If you*Il pay for our successes!*’

This, in substance, is the policy
of A1 Lichtman Corporation.
No fairer nor better proposition
was' made an exhibitor in this
countrj-.

That slogan

is

typical

of

the

showman; it is a frank statement
made straight from the shoulder.
But it's sincere showmanship.
A1 Lichtman, B. P. Schulberg

and the rest of the Preferred Pictures organization are showmen

—

and because they are they

are

appreciative of the fact that no
concern nor individual can -furnish one endless string of successes.
It has never been done
and it never will be done. Not in
show business. And this enterprise we affectionately call industry is but a part of show business.
It is unfair for any exhibitor to
Like expect to book fift 3'-two winners
undertakes.
he
izations
there
Chaplin, he has risen from an ob- annually; now and then
scure music-hall entertainer to a must be a bloomer.
And it is onh’ fair that exsupreme artist. As the cripple in
“The Miracle Man,” the sneaky hibitors support successes to the
Chink in Marshal Neilan’s “Bits extent that will justify the proof Life,” as Fagin in “Oliver ducer or distributor to bear the
Twist,” Lon Chaney stood out burden of the failures.
Flops are not without their refrom the ordinary rank and file of
picture actors and made history ward, for only through failure
can come the valuable e.xperience
for the motion picture.
When B. P. Schulberg was on that contributes materially to the
the look-out for possible .scen- making of successful pictures.
A good showman is a substanarios at Famous Players, he came
story, tial. straight-forward, honest and
remarkable
the
across
“Clung, Ching, Chinaman,” by Wil- shrewd business man.
And -A1 Lichtman is every bit
bur Daniel Steele, upon which

“Shadows”

is

based.

Ever smce

that.
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Ben Amsterdam, Bobby

Among

Franchise Holders

erman JANS
H
He

of the A1 Lichtman northern New Jersey Exchange has been in the motion picture business for many years.
has been a producer, exhibitor and now he is a foremost dison the first Preferred Picture, “Rich
number and through these Preferred Pictures are distributed to tributor, his gross business
Lichtman Ex- Men’s Wives,” proportionately exceeding that of any other exchange.
every corner of these United States. These 30 A1
His organization is a complete, effective and systematic army of
changes are seemingly representative of the foremost distributors,
apparently a monu- experts.
for the history of each individual exchange is
ment to the progress of the motion picture industry in the sections
wherein they are located.
FRED CUBBERLEY in charge of the Minneapolis exchange
A careful study of A1 Lichtman exchangemen made recently by
.
was for a long time associated with First National in that terthat
fact
the
the writer during a swing about the country developed
ritory, but when Finkelstein & Rubin decided to concentrate on inmanagers
they are leaders in the sections. Without exception, the
dependent productions, he was put in charge of the new exchange
represent men who have grown with the industry, men who have from which the Preferred Pictures are being distributed.
Despite
placed service to their clients before everything else; men who have the poor condition that has prevailed in that section. Mr. Cubberley
striven to give the best available in the film market and to co-operate has managed to obtain a splendid representation there.

has perfected an organa remarkably brief period A1 Lichtman
the
1 ization of exchanges representative of the best material in
in
way of local distributing agencies. The exchanges are thirty

tN

J

with their exhibitor clientele in properly selling the product to the
fastidious public.

A1 Lichtman may be proud of his producing organiption, but he
can be equally emphatic in his boasts concerning his distributing organization, for from any angle it compares favorably with any in
Included in the list of those pioneers who are in
the business.
charge of the local destiny of A1 Lichtman productions we find such
reliable executives as Sam Zierler of Commonwealth Pictures’ Corporation of New York City, the energetic and successful Ben Amsterdam of Philadelphia, the illustrious showman Bobby North and
Syd Samson of Buffalo, the enterprising Louis Hyman of San Francisco, Herman Jans of New Jersey and others, all established and
proved capable exchangemen.

T he

Boston, New Haven and
exchange managers are as follows
M. E. Morey; Greater New York, D. M. Sohmer
Northern New Jersey, M. Breskie; Buffalo and Albany, Syd SamCincinnati, Nat Lefkowitz;
son; Cleveland, M. A. Lebensburger
Detroit, J. C. Fishman; Pittsburgh, Joe Lefke; Denver, M. A. Klausner; Des Moines, Omaha and Kansas City, A. H. Blank Enterprises
Minneapolis, J. Fred Cubberley; Milwaukee, Harry Hollander; Philadelphia, Ben Amsterdam; Washington, J. Howard Beaver; St.
Louis, Harry Weiss; Chicago, Joe L. Friedman; New Orleans, C. J.
Briant; Atlanta, R. A. Davis; Dallas and Oklahoma City, E. C.
Leeves Seattle, A1 Rosenberg; San Francisco, Louis Hyman, and
Los Angeles, Elmr Bnjamin.
:

Portland,

;

;

;

S one glances through the personnel of A1 Lichtman franchise
holders one is impressed hy the calibre of this hard-working
army, who in a comparatively short time have made Preferred Pictures a by-word that stands for the very best in production, characAs one carefully
ter, box office value and entertainment quality.
recalls the past performances of each franchise holder he quickly
grasps the fact that A1 Lichtman chose a combination of alert showmen and shrewd business, who seemingly do not lose sight of the
presence and importance of the theatre owner, catering and serving

A
,j|j

4

*

M
I

;

N

.

him

|

and

intelligently

XT OWHERE

this

Sam

country

Zierler,

NEW ENGLAND
37 Fiertiiiont street; New Hsiven,
land, Me., 85 Market street.

Ito.stoii,

loyally.

there such faithful exhibitors’s
in addition to operating the A1
Lichtman franchise in Greater New York, operates the most successful Commonwealth Pictures’ Corporation at 729 Seventh avenue.
P' Sam, as he is affectionately called by his thousands of exhibitor
L friends, is a capable judge of box office pictures; years of experience,
some bitter and others rosy, have earned for him a reputation of
which any exchangeman can truthfully be proud. With Sam Zierler
Si distribution Preferred Pictures in the metropolitan zone, A1 Lichtman’s organization can look forward to 100 per cent, distribution on
all product.
in

friend than

AI Lichtman Exchanges

is

who

Jleadow

i:{4

street,

and Port-

GREATER NEAV YORK
\ew York

Seventh avenue.

City, 72!)

NORTHERN NEAY

.JERSEA'

;

i

.\ew A'ork City, 720 Seventh avenue,

AORK STATE

NEAA'
HiitValo, 20.>

Franklin

street, :ind

Cleveland. 217 Sloan

Riiildini^',

street.

and Cineinnati, Broadway and Pioneer

MICHIGAN

Detroit, Elizabeth

and .Tohn R.

street.

AYESTERN AARGINIA.

OWN

Albany, 070 Broadway.

KENTCCKY, OHIO

AA

ESTERN PENNSA LA ANIA

Philadelphia there is another popular exchangeman, Ben Pittshursh, 1018 Forbes avenue.
Amsterdam. Ben only three weeks ago observed the tenth
lOAY.A, KANSAS
anniversary of the founding of Masterpiece Film Attractions, Inc., Des Moines, 303 Seeond .street,
which he owns together with Lou Korson. Amsterdam enjoys the
NEBRASKA
intimate acquaintanceship of every theatre owner in Philadelphia, Omaha, 20;i0 Farnum street.
eastern Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey and Delaware and with
AYESTERN 3IISSOITRI
him holding the reins exhibitors and A1 Lichtman and Ben P. SchulKansas City, Seventeenth and Main streets
berg alike can depend upon the best possible distribution and exCOLORADO, WY03IING, CTAH, NEAA' MEXICO, SOUTHEAST
ploitation of their pictures. A high official in the Stanley organizaDenver. 152,5 Tremont street.
tion in Philadelphia not so long ago, in Atlantic City, told this writer
AIINNEAPOLIS, NORTH AND SOUTH DAKOTA
that “if every exchangeman in Philadelphia did business as Ben does
there would be no question as to the nature of pictures this territory Minneapolis, 490 Loeh Arcade Buildin;^.
would see. Ben’s word in his bond.” Ben’s word IS his bond. ExAVlSCONSIN, UPPER MICHIGAN
hibitors everywhere in his territory will substantiate that contention. Milwaukee, 004 Toy Building:.
in

'

north, who together with
B obby
operates
A1 Lichtman exchanges

[

i

I

I

I

,

^

')
j

s'i

S

EASTERN
Sam Grand

Boston,
the
in Buffalo and Albany, is a
showman of long standing. He possesses a splendid personality ana
knows show business from every angle. When Bobby was 12 years old
he made his professional debut on the stage. Since that tim’e he has
experienced a series of successes in everything he has undertaken.
In addition to the .\1 Lichtman Exchanges in Buffalo and Albany,
which are presided over hy popular Sydney Samson, Bobby operates
Exchange in New York in association with L. Lawrence
W^eber, a showman whose ability is recognized in the world of theatricals.
Syd Samson, the manager, is a business man who does
^t satisfy himself with a luxurious office; in fact, he is seldom there.
JPsrids most of his time among exhibitors, not only “selling” his
product, but co-operating with them and in a hundred little
ways
assisting them in putting the pictures over.
That’s why exhibitors
patronize the exchanges in such large numbers.
of

PENNSA'LA'ANIA,

SOUTHERN

NEAA'

IDAHO

JERSEY

Philadelphia, 1329 A'ine street

DELAAA ARE. DISTRICT OP COLUMBIA, A^IRGINIA. MARYLAND
AA'a.shington, 910

G

street,

N.W.

EASTERN MISSOURI, SOUTHERN
St.

ILLINOIS

Louis. 3.319 Loeust avenue

NORTHERN

ILLINOIS, INDIAN.Y

Chicago, 810 South AA'abash avenue, and Indianapolis,
.selected.

New

otiiee

not yet

ELEA^EN SOUTHERN STATES

Orleans, 1401 Tulane avenue; Atlanta, 100 AA'alton street; OklaCity and Dallas. ,308 H;trwood street.

homa

PACIFIC NORTHAATSST
Se;ittle,

309 Virginia street, and Portland,

office

not yet selected.

PACIFIC COAST
S:in Francisco, 209
Olive street.

Golden Gate avenue,

:ind

Los Angeles. 915 South
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Selling the Picture to the Public
EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

Heavy Ballyhoo Campaign

Was

A

nswering

Louis
Carried by Real Estate Operators

the question

as

to

Why

an exploiteer? Amike Vogel, just
before he blew out of St. Louis, put
over a four-day ballyhoo for “The Old
Homestead” at little cost to the Skouras
Brothers, who were running the picture day
is

at two of their houses.
laid off the cost to a firm of realtors

and date

He

and got a bigger showing than the house
could have worked at a profit.
A new residential section was being
opened by the real estate firm, known as
Pennsylvania Park.

Amike convinced them

that this was a great site for old homesteads
and a great opportunity to tie up to the
The gist
play and make it a joint affair.
of the scheme was to declare an Old Homesteam Day at the park when, presumably,
the eager purchasers could be attracted in
profitable numbers.
Just how many came
cannot be estimated with any degree of accuracy, but the sales were sufficiently heavy

voulme to more than repay all exploitation costs, and show a handsome profit. In
addition, it clinched the name of the realtor
in the public mind.
in

Very Simple
Old Homestead Day was just another of
those celebrations with music and lunch and
general jazz, familiar to every promotion
scheme, hut the food was such as you might
get at the Old Homestead, the band was a
rube band and the general entertainment
was along the same general lines.
For four days before the event the downtown section was pervaded by a rube band
of a dozen pieces. Rube bands do not have
to be very good, and the worse they play,
the better they are. And at the same time
they attract more attention than would a
regular band of twice their numbers. About
22 men are needed for good instrumentation
in a band.
A dozen men, mostly brass, can
put over the rural idea. That in itself saved

-•1

in St.

money.

The bannering on the truck was all for
the real estate firm, but window cards were
tacked to the sides for the two houses.
Pointed the

Way

Every telegraph pole between the city
and the development was placarded for the
event, and 250,000 special heralds were gotten out for the house and the real estate

men paying the cost.
These were mailed to an extensive mailing
list
and thrown out wherever the band
stopped to play on its down town excursions.

A

Hallowe^en Party
Was Bain s Seller

Looking ahead, D. M. Bain, of the Howard-Wells Amusement Company, Wilmington, N. C., realized that the dates for the
Hodkinson release, “The Headless Horseman,” included Hallowe’en.
He instantly
saw the connection between the two and
got busy on a Hallowe’en party. As he had
the film booked for three days, he made it
a three-day party.
Black and Yellow

venture, the real estate

Amike

used

also

the

street

pictures

scheme developed originally for “The Crossroads of New York,” and “directed” a bunch
of girls in an open-air production that never
reached the screen, because the camera was

grinding on

and these shots
were made into a special reel for the run of
the picture on the come-and-see-yourself
the

crowds,

idea.
It brought wonderful results at a cost to
the house less than they spend on the average picture, for the real estate firm was
taking pages to advertise the day and all
the houses had to do was echo “me too.”
That is the why of Amike and his ilk.

In
Pete

Smith

Demand
blew into town along with

the reels of “Robin Hood” and has been on
Election night he
the jump ever since.
took a bunch of “Robin Hood” arrows, provided with burdock burrs, and threw them
on the crowds parading Broadway, watching
the returns.
That is, he started to throw them out, but
all he had to do was to pass them along to
the holiday makers. They did the rest and
Doug was elected long before the returns
came in from any of the other candidates.

Seven days in advance he used the mailing
list for a yellow and black card: the Hallowe’en colors, announcing the party. This
was decorated with black cats and witches
and pumpkin heads, and started off with

— chills — shivers — hair-raising
— and the funniest show you ever saw”

“Brrrrrrr
stunt

and

told the details of the big time.
5,000 red and black
cards entitling the school children to halfprice admission for the matinees. This appealed so strongly to the school authorities
that the teachers were instructed to see
that each child w'as given a discount ticket
to see this classic.
It was the first time in
the history of the Wilmington schools that
advertising of any sort was permitted to be
distributed in or around the building, and
that fact made the stunt more important in
the minds of the children.
This crowded
it

Then he printed up

the matinees.
The lobby display was in black and orange,
with jack-o-lanterns with flasher plugs inside, and it carried out the idea of a party,
for the color scheme makes for rich effect.
Then to ma'^ e it complete, Bain dug out
a
Kineto short on “Washington Irving”
from the Great American Authors series
and also ran a short on “My Adirondack
Outing,” both films fitting in the show as
though they had been made expressly for it.
It
was one of the cleanest campaigns
Bain ever put over and one of the most
profitable, and at the same inexpensive.

—

Pnrnmount Release

AMIKE VOGEL SAVED SKOURAS BROTHERS HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS
He persuaded

IN

EXPLOITATION

a development company to get behind Old Homestead Day at their residence development, and they paid
most of the expense of ballyhooing the streets and supplemented the house advertising with large spaces of their own
which told of the New Grand Central and the West End Lyric as well as about the property they were trying to dispose
of.
It had all St. Louis agog.
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Remade An Old Front
for **Blood

and Sand^^

Charles E. Sasseen, of the Queen Theatre,
Galveston, is somewhat handicapped in his
lobby work by the permanent structure
made to contain two one-sheets on the
front and one on either side.

A Paramount

Release

HERE

IS

A DIFFERENT FRONT ON BLOOD AND SAND

The Queen Theatre, Galveston, has a permanent one sheet box in the center of the
lobby. Charles E. Sasseen mounted small cutouts cn this and flanked them with red
and yellow arches, which were repainted. Litho cutouts were worked in so skillfully as to suggest all hand painting

f
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Got Fourteen Cars
Lobby Miniature Is
for Large Banners
Harsh in Outline
Brownlee, of the Palace Theatre,
Muskogee, Okla., is a modest sort of chap,
Ollie

He

talked the local street car company into
giving him fourteen 3 by 6 foot banners on
“Blood and Sand” for as many cars, the
banners being apportioned so that there

were some on every line. The banners were
put on several days in advance of the showing and held until the completion of the
'un.

I

:

'
1

?

.

!

He used an awning valance in red and
yellow for the marquee and painted signs
on eighteen prominent store windows.
It
cost him only $20 to put over the picture to
a 40 per cent, increase.

Lobby miniatures are valuable, but they
are best when dressed up. W. A. Doster, of
the Strand Tlieatre, Montgomery, Ala., made
country railroad station for “The Fast
Mail," but he set it flat upon the floor instead of using a platform, and the backing
is
too harsh in its outline.
This latter
a

could have been softened with bunting or
green branches to form a sort of frame, and
raising the display off the floor would have
given it a certain importance it now lacks,
as well as making it more visible when there
was a crowd in the lobby.

Got Good Business

Even

Busy U.

C. Stores

No

chain of stores in the world probably
owns a greater number of advantageous
locations than the United Cigar Stores.
They have put location into the class of

as it stands it brought in the business, for it is cleverly done, and got the
attention when it was given a chance to
show, but a little more planning would have
increased the effect. It might not have sold

any more tickets, but it would have helped
the house to sustain the suggestion of elegance that

is

lacking on a floor

set.

For “Blood and Sand” he mounted cutouts of Valentino and Naldi, and V'alentino
as the bullfighter on top of the stand, and
on either side he used arches, lettered red
on yellow. These arches had been used
before, but were worked up so that not
even their niaker would recognize them.
Cutouts from the paper were blended in so
cleverly that they suggested hand painting.
Mr. Sasseeii used a yellow ground and
red lettering, but a better effect can be
gained by reversing the scheme. Yellow is
the lighter color and would show up the
lettering better against the red ground. Red
on yellow is a standard billposting formula,
but this is because they cannot make a yellow ink show up so well on the red paper.
Where paint is used the yellow is better for
Experiment in miniature and.
the letters.
you will get the idea.

A
in

Fake Detective
Helped in a Pinch

Of course, detectives are supposed to help
pinches, but it was another sort of pinch

that hit the Colorado Theatre, Denver. The
“Sherlock Holmes” pictures, for local reasons, was put ahead of the schedule and
there were but two days in which to get the
fact over.
H. E. Talbot, the managing director, and
Richmond Dorman, the Goldwynner, got
busy, landing a faked New York dispatch
from Holme; stating that he was following
It was addressed to the
a clue to Denver.
Detective Bureau and the newspapers played
since the clue was supposed to conit up.
cern the New Jersey Hall-Mills murder.
The following day a ballyhoo made his
appearance on the street with a magnifying
glass and tape measure.
He would inspect
cigar Stubbs, burnt matches, automobiles or

When he attracted a crowd
skyscrapers.
he would hand out cards for the picture and
fade away, along with the crowd, only to
break out in a fresh spot. He did so well
on Saturday that he was sent out again on
Monday and he was materially helpful in
getting the title over.

scientific study.

Naturally the exploiteers are keen for a
hooc up, and Goldwyn reports a tieup with

“Remembrance” in the States while recently
Paramount hooked the Canadian stores to
the “Old Homestead,” telling that Josh’s
troubles will roll away if he will buy their
pipes and smoke a specified brand.
It makes a good flash and at the same
time it permits the store to get a timely ap_

peal.

Cheering Bottsford
l!
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Will M. A. Bottsford, of the Paramount
publicity, please note that Earl Settle has
found a new use for his advertising mats.
He made a lobby display from a threecolumn mat on “Nice People,” and it made
a mighty pretty lobby attractor when raised
to life size.
This opens up a new line for
the ready made advertisements, for it would
seem that a lot of these would work in well
for enlargement if there is a house artist
who really can draw.
Settle also stenciled the sidewalks with
the title, painted windows and mirrors and
persuaded the restaurants to brag that they
catered to Nice People.

THIS LOBBY MINIATURE MIGHT BE BETTER

FRAMED UP

Outside of that it is a very good display for “The Fast Mail,” but the rectangular',
backing is a bit too harsh in outline. It was planned by W. D. Doster, of the Strand
Theatre, Montgomery, Ala., for the Fox special
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San Franciscians
Were All Tagged

WORLD

Roy C. Smart got a 75 per cent, increase
on “Blood and Sand” with a clever lobby
display in the Noble Theatre, Anniston, Ala.
He made a lattice which he set about
three inches from the side wall. This was
covered, top and sides, with red, yellow and
black cloth.
The wall was covered with
crepe paper and the floor between the lattice
and the wall was covered with white sand
in which a cutout figure of Valentino was
placed, the cutout being that from the six-

out with cards for “Fathers’ Remembrance
the suggestion that Dad might

sheet.

some flowers. The Call was also hooked
to the week idea.
The phonograph stores were hooked to
the old time songs and even restaurants were

taken down and the cutout, now supplied
with a sword, was placed on top of the
marquee.
Sanding the sidewalk in front of the house
helped to get attention from the passers-by.

like

persuaded

to

feature

certain

items

“for

25.

1922*

Two Plane Cutout
Metro Exchange Was
Worked in Lobby
Home of the Stork

Fathers’ Week was the main idea of the
exploitation at the California Theatre, San
Francisco and the management and Goldwynner Burke collaborated to get the “Remembrance” idea over in a large way.
Twenty girls, in the familiar usher costumes of the California, were sent out with
flowers tagged for the week on one side and
the show on the other. These were given to
At the
all men encountered on the street.
same time the florists’ windows blossomed

Week” and

Xovemher

When

the film

When the Metro Exchange, Philadelphia,
booked “The Five-Dollar Baby” at Aldine
an effective display was put in the window
of the exchange, announcing the present
coming of the film, and incidentally giving
visiting managers a good idea.

li

'«

came along, the display was

father.”

Was

This

Oscar White decided on a munitions lobby

“The Dictator” at the Rex Theatre. No
cannon were available, so he used the front
wheels of an old wagon and three lengths
for

of stovepipe. By the time he finished with
it he had as good a cannon as most of those
S. A. revolutions stock, and with a few old

cannon

and some guns borrowed from
got a lobby for $3.50
his box office a third over the

balls

the high
that ran

school, he

“book.”

Plenty
Barry Burke, of the Palace Theatre, Ft.
Worth, Texas, got 914 grandmothers on his
special matinee on “Grandma’s Boy.”
And
switching an old stunt, he gave away handkerchiefs to the

women

patrons because he
they cried.
nearly two-page hook-up helped when
Mayor declared a “National Laugh

knew they would laugh

A
the

until

Week,” though the Mayor had a
nerve to declare a national holiday.

Around

Getting

a Pipe

fierce

Some
we

Presidents would not like that a bit, but
imagine that Harding won’t mind.

In some cities “Pink
100 per cent, because

Gods” has not batted
it
has an “unhappy”

ending.
Lem Stewart suggested to Southern Enterprises managers that they co-star
-Anna Q. Nilsson and James Kirkwood so
that Miss Nilsson’s happiness should offset
the ending.
It is a matter of record that where this
has been done the satisfaction given by
the picture has been greatly increased and
the play has had the added advantage of
three stars. Where Miss Daniels has been
made the sole star disappointment has been
expressed.
It is just a little touch of applied psychology that is making box office difference.

Taking a suggestion from the Hippodrome
Theatre, Ft. Worth, Texas, Tom Clemmons,
of the Tivoli Theatre, Beaumont, had the
town all stirred up by announcing that Valentino would marry Mae Murray.
Following his recent tangles, the story

made a tremendous
mons came out with
marriage occurred

in

sensation, when Clemthe statement that the

“The Delicious

Little

Devil.”

4

Metro Keleuse

THE METRO DISPLAY
This seems to be a stuffed stork, a real
blanket and a wax baby, but it can more
conveniently be made a cutout where it is
not possible to borrow a stork. It is clever
to be generally copied, and will be
particularly good for window work away
from the theatre.

enough

Choked Off
Thomas

C. Grindley, of the Liberty theAstoria, Ore., who displayed an unusual cleverness at making animated displays for his lobby, w’rites that he is ternporarily off the job.
Gridley is the projectionist and did this
work in odd moments. Now the union local
has stopped him under the ruling that an
operator cannot work outside the booth.
This rule was probably adopted to prevent
the old custom of making a janitor-errand
boy out of the operator, and from that
angle it is a good one, but it is hard on
Gridley, who promised to develop into a
first class advertising man.
He writes that in spite of his five and a
half j-ears connection with the Liberty, he is
looking for a chance where he can double
in exploitation.
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Merry-Go-Round
"When Romance

Rides’’

Hugo

1

Plath,

1

of the Queen Theatre, Abilene, Texas, used
a circular track on the circumference of
which were mounted a number of horses,

i

j

!

which ran around and around, emerging
from one of the pillars supporting the display and disappearing into the other. The

.

'

j

supported a large horseshoe within
was an 11x22 from the story. It
helped shoot the business up and it cost
only $5.
pillars

1

which

|

;

j

Down

.\rkansas they have some clay
deposits not unlike that blue dirt in which
in

in Africa. Knowing this,
B. Robertson, of the Palace Theatre, Ft.

diamonds are found
J.

,

G.

A CONDENSED LOBBY VERSION OF A TOX MIX AERIAL STUNT
M.

gave a

Phillips, ,of the Strand Theatre, Atlanta, built this up
real punch to the stunt idea. It is merely a profile rock

ing but

it

is

from a cutout and it
and a waterfall back-

better than a 24-sheet for a lobby display idea

Smith, had some brought in and placed it
on display in the lobby, under guard, to
exploit for “Pink Gods.”
.\s a matter of fact, the clay does contain some minute stones, none of them large
enough to be commercially valuable, and
the stunt helped to explain the peculiar

title.

,

November

25,

1922

Well Watered Lobby
Sold An Attraction
Oscar White, of the Rex Theatre, Sumter,
C., is a crank on lobby displays.
It is
about all he can do in his town and he does
it
well and cheaply. He had a number of
snow lobbies and was getting tired of them,
so he figured a new one for “The Valley of
Silent Men.”
It does not show very clearly in the picture, but over on the right is a dark line
beneath the trees. That is a brook. He
built it himself out of stones and cement,
with a hose at one end and a run-off into a
S.

drain in the alley at the other. The “real”
water was a stunt to pull people down to the
house, just to see it, so they went in, as long

were there.
There was a joint revival meeting of the
seven churches in town and ordinarily Mr.
White would have been as lonesome as a
hermit, but the brook got the crowd and
business with a little better than normal in
spite of a competition that breaks manaas they

A Paramount

Release

WHEN THEY

TIRE OF

SNOW TURN ON THE WATER SAYS WHITE

Oscar White, of the Rex Theatre, Sumter, S. C., had too many snow lobbies and they
were wearing sour, for The “Valley of Silent Men” be built a brook at a cost of $4.10
and he beat out a revival meeting for cash business.

Made a Warm

Berth
for Sleeping Devil

Casino Theatre,
Lakeland, Fta., used a novelty stunt on
“While Satan Sleeps,” and it helped to bring
in an additional 50 per cent, in business.
B.

B.

Garner,

of

the

A

borrowed doll was dressed to represent a devil and put to bed in a box about
two feet long by sixteen inches high. The
interior was painted bright red and two
concealed 60-watt red lamps lighted strips
of crepe paper kept in motion by an electric
The sign read, “While Satan
fan.
Sleeps thrilling things happen.”
Where plenty of light is used, a black
ground will show up the flames better, particularly if light yellow chiffon strips are
in place of crepe paper, but the general idea was a winner and built a big business at an outlay of a little less than $10.

used

Teased *Em Out

Excepted the Cat
J.

M. Edgar Hart,

gerial hear

wearing goggles

to foretell the

ing of Harold Lloyd in “Grandma’s

comBoy,”

but everyone else around the house wore big
horn rims minus glasses, and J. M. Edgar
set the example to the rest.
He persuaded the street car company to
their
dashboards and used air
donate
brushed cards showing the glasses, with
“Kum” on one lens and “Laugh” on the
other. In the lobby he used painted glasses,
one lens showing Harold and the other the
grandmother, while the centre painting was
a huge head of the star composed of the
letters forming his name, the letters being
faint or bold according to the color required. It was enlarged by the house artist
from a small plan book cut.
The only thing that worried Mr. Hart

was the fact that the theatre was too small
accommodate the crowds.

to

down South.

Won

a Big Return
for Twenty Dollars

of the Palace Theatre,

El Paso, Texas, did not insist upon the theatre cat

s

Laying out $20 for a lobbby display
brought $175 to Charles H. .Amos, of the
Strand Theatre, Spartanburg, S. C.
His

picture

Devil,"

with

was

“The

Delicious Little
Valentino.
He made a rectangular front board with a
flattened oval opening.
At the top was
“Both were wrong” and on either side of
the opening was a picture of one of the
players.
Under one was “To him she was
an adventuress,” and under the other, “To
her he was a rounder.” On the lower line
were two cards each carrying the name of
one player and the title of the play.
In the opening was a cutout of Miss Murray in a dancing pose, backed by blue curtains set three feet back.
In between were
a piano lamp and potted plants.
Wherever
jewels were indicated in the cutout paste
jewels weie attached.

Mae Murray and

Basing most of his newspaper campaign
on the plan book teasers got a good business
on “Pink Gods” for Thomas G. Coleman, of
the Imperial Theatre, Gadsden, Ala. He also
put out two boy perambulators who carried
cards asking if the reader knew what pink
gods were.
He persuaded the jewelers to make displays of diamonds to hook to the suggestion that they see diamond mining at the
Imperial.
And for his lobby he had pink

compo board diamonds lettered in blue.
Apart from the usual advertising space the
practically nothing, as the compo
old material overpainted.
He
got a 20 per cent, increase.
cost

was

board

Vi^as

Spare Parts Engine
Sold Many Tickets
One of the best novelties in the way of
window dressing that we have seen comes
from Knoxville, where B.

F. Brock, of the
Strand Theatre, collaborated with the local
Ford dealers to build an engine of spare
parts for Ford cars and Fordson tractors.
Even the cab is made of curtains, and the
cylinders are auto horns. To make it more
interesting the house and the agency each
contributed $10 as a prize to the first per-

son who correctly named the parts.
Most
automobilists knew the Ford parts, but the
tractor spares tripped them up.
The display was made in the window of
a millinery store, to get a better location,
and was used to advertise “The Fast Mail.”

A Fox

Release

A LOCOMOTIVE CONSTRUCTED ENTIRELY OF FORD SPARE PARTS
This was worked in a window by W. F. Brock, of the Strand Theatre, Knoxville,
It was used to put over “The
Tenn., in conjunction with the local Ford agents.
Fast Mail.” It was so ingenious that it drew immense crowds and helped storei
dealer and theatre
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The Curse of Drink
Was Kickless Booze
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25, 1922

thecuiisecxdihnic

Gallagher, of the Haring and Blumenthal
circuit in that section of New Jersey adjaYork, but not a part of it, has
cent to

New

been putting over “The Curse of Drink”
through the hook-up with something known
as “Angel Drink.”
A bar was fitted up in the lobby of each
house when the film came along, and a very
looking barkeeper dispensed some
real
sweet soft stuff. Maybe the angels like it,
but West Hoboken used to be noted for its
beer joints m the old days, and has not
yet been weaned. Still, it put the picture

1
i

over.

Another
series

in

aid

one

running the cartoon
of the papers and offering

Triple Mirror Is

a Clever Device
One of the distinctly novel lobby ideas to
come to light lately is the triple mirror effect devised by A. B. Morrison, of Loew’s
Palace Theatre, Memphis, for “Pink Gods,”
but wh'ch can be adapted to any good title.
The big idea in the original display was
to set off the pink d'amonds worn by the
living model and supplied by a local jeweler,
who was given credit on the card which is
Pink
set into the base of the display.
diamonds are also displayed on the shelf in
front of the mirror, which is the usual dressing table glass with the central panel removed. This was backed by black velvet,
The model was rewith white valance.
placed by a cutout in the dull hours. This
was set into the cabinet invented by Mr.
Morrison and which recently figured as
Gloria Swanson’s gilded cage. It seems to
be capable of almost any use. Morrison will
be housing a live lion in it next. It is the
handiest piece of lobby furniture we have
ever seen.

Max

Doolittle’s Great
after
stunt, the Colonial theatre, Brockton, Mass., tied the Times to a “Happiest
Recollection” contest, with tie' ets to “Remembrance” as the prizes and $35, split $20.
$10 and $5 for the best stories submitted.
It gave a lot of good human interest stuff,
with a solid tie up for the house.

Patterning

Moment

1

1

1

was

small prizes for the best cantions. Then the
series was reprinted with the statement
that “The Curse of Drink" was the official
caption in each instance.
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THE BOTTLES ARE AS EMPTY AS THE CUSTOMERS
The

handed out only “Angel Drink” at the Roosevelt Theatre, West
drink to each patron, and the curse of drink was having to lick up the
The signs were used on the opposite side of the lobby, to balance

real saloon

Hoboken.

A

soft stuff.

Hook~up Lines for
Special for Klan a
**The Old Homestead^’
Successful Failure
A. R. Lynch worked a cooperative page
on “The Old Homestead,” and perhaps his
lines will help others.
A butcher asked,
“Would they kill the fatted calf were you
to go back to ‘The Old Homestead?”’ then
told about his meats, while a dry cleaner
suggested “When you go back to ‘The Old
Homestead’ you want your clothes looking
trim and neat.” An awning maker told that
“
‘The Old Homestead’ is already supplied
with our awnings, now let us supply your
car,” and the gas company suggested the
ideal fuel for the old home, while a shoe repairer imparted the information that Reuben
could be found at that establishment having
his shoes half soled before he returned to
These lines will
“The Old Homestead.”
suggest others to make a good hook-up.
Mr. Lynch used a cutout from the 24-sheet
for his lobby, building up into a scene, and
;

put out 2,000 heralds, getting a return of
about 30 per cent, additional business.

One good
tion.

loiiidozo is zoorth tzvo in

Get ihc

poor loca-

best.

Offering a special performance for Klansthe way Albert B. Hill, of the Imperial Theatre, Jacksonville, Fla., helped put
over “One Clear Call.” The special screening was played up, but the reporters were
the only ones to come.
They made more
of a story about the lack of a crowd than
they could have gotten had the Klan appeared.
It was a stunt that would have

men was

worked

either way.
But the Klan did come, for there was a
preponderance of men at most of the performances the opening day.
Street riders were not used because of
rain, but the lobby was done in white, with
a huge crimson Klan emblem on the box
office, and for the previous wee'e Mr. Hill
used a shadow box below the screen. The

was placed

close to the centre of a
screen, back of which were cutout
horsemen of appropriate size. The illumination did not extend to the full width of the
opening, which gave the effect of riders
emerging from obscurity and being swallowed up into the dusk of the far side. Not
all of the patrons caught the symbolism, but
they all got the effect of the device. Silhouettes for the below-the-screen box is
something to commend itself to others.
light

white

Went
To put over

to the
the

Dogs

Century comedy, “Just
McCurdy, of the Ran-

Dogs,” Joseph F.
dolph Theatre, Chicago, put out 40,000 postcards.

A Paramount

Release

A NOVEL DISPLAY IDEA ORIGINALLY USED ON PINK GODS
The
is a stunt devised by A. B. Morrison, of Loew’s Palace Theatre, Memphis.
central mirror of a three gladd frame is removed and a live model occupies the window, a cutout being set in her place when she is absent
This

The card was good for one child under
eleven at any matinee for the week and displayed a novel cartoon and good text for
the story.
McCurdy arranged to send five addressers
to the License Bureau to address the cards
to all dog owners in the territory on the
proposition that they would most likely be
interested in a comedy about dogs.
It was a novel stunt, the more so because
it was used to put over a short feature, but
the comedy drew as much as the feature,
because it was put over as well. Often a
short subject can sell more than the feature
if properly put over.
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Made Real Ballyhoos

f

to Sell

1(

New

Yorkers

!

New York

is the easiest town in the counballyhoo, but little of this work is
done because it is figured by the large
hv/uses thai the crowds will come anyway,
and the little houses feel that it hardly pays.

try to

It will,

h

but

if

they don’t

know

it,

they don't

Harry D. Wilson came into town
with Jackie Coogan in “Oliver Twist,’’ and
he put out three ballyhoo books and a stage

do

it.

coach.

I

'l:
_li

i'
II

A

First National Release

A TYPICAL WINDOW FOR ADVERTISING “EAST
The Des Moines Theatre planned

IS

WEST”,

with a local firm, tying up the title to a display
of Chinese porcelains and fabrics. All it lacks is a cutout of Constance Talmadge in
her oriental dress, with a real robe in place of her poster costume.
this

any old-fashioned horse-drawn wagon

will

Yeggs Helped

make

A

First National Releo'<e

THE OLIVER TWIST” BOOKS
‘

for attention these days. It will work
as hard as the stage coach did in New York.
In addition to this three perambulating
books were put out. Each of the men was
dressed in an old style hat and a stock.
The rest did not matter. Old hats can be
obtained from any city costumer, or at a
pinch you can make them out of cardboard
and paint them up or apply glue and put on
the beaver from any mangy old fur cap.

Made
Right away you

•I

'1

you

get a
stage coach. Perhaps you cannot, but there
the world to prevent you from
is nothing
dressing people in old-time costumes and
sending out Nancy and Bill and Oliver in
anything from a dray to a caleche. Almost
figure

m

can’t

of

painted

muslin

over

a

light

framework, these books weigh but fifteen
pounds. Make one up and use it for other
book titles when Jackie has gone. This example used cutouts from lithographs very
effectively, but
attention.

even straight lettering will

get

Burglars are not on the payroll of the
a couple of them
helped a lot down in Reading, Pa., lately.
“Sherlock Holmes” was billed at the Hippodrome, and a couple of days before the
show the store next the theatre was broken
into.
A couple of hours after the theft became known a hundred rush window cards
warned the thieves that “Sherlock Holmes”
was coming to town. The afternoon papers
carried teasers along the same lines. Some
people even called up police headquarters
to ask if there really was a Sherlock Holmes
as they had always supposed he was a fiction character.
Naturally it did not hurt
business any.

Goldwyn corporation, but

The Horse Pulled
B. Carroll, of the Imperial Theatre,
J.
Asheville, used a live horse as part of
his rural display for “The Old Homestead.”
The horse was stabled at one side of the
lobby, with a farmhouse porch on the other,
dressed with a churn, tubs and other equipment. The box office was hidden by a corncrib made of logs, through the cracks in
which ears of corn showed plainly. The
horse did not look very strong, but he
pulled a lot of extra business for a fourday run, which is a long time in Asheville,
where two days will exhaust the town on
the average picture.

Second Time
The miniature home used by
drome Theatre,
Lulu Bett,” and

the Hippo-

Ft. Worth, Texas, for “Alisa
illustrated at that time, was

provided with a fence and otherwise dressed
up for “The Old Homestead” at the Palace, a sister house.
Dig out the old house you used on “A
Man’s Home” and transform that. It does
not pay to throw

A

First National Release

away any

can always be worked over

in

old stunt.

It

the long run.

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO HAVE A STAGE COACH FOR THIS
in New York for the run of Jackie Coogan in “Oliver Twist” at the
Strand, but if vou cannot get a stage coach, dress up the people and use any sort
of an old time rig. A victoria or barouche will be almost as good for this stunt.

It

Exploitation

was worked

it

suits

scheme

the
will

is

real

picture.
fit

advertising

only

Don’t figure

any picture.

Match

when

that
it.

any
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Halftone Screen for
Masquerader Display
Whether or not this display from the
Rivoli Theatre, Portland, Ore., is a success
or failure depends upon the point of view.
If the idea was to sell on the halftones,
then it is a failure, but if the halftone is
merely used as a better and more expensive ^background to the silhouette, then it
is successful, but not, we think, in proporIn the original, lightly
tion to its cost.
printed in a deep grey, the plate shows

—

—

done, and offers some good points. It will
be noted that on one side is “Some Boy,
Harold Lloyd, the laughter leader,” and
on the opposite side “Some joy. Grandma’s Boy, his first five-part picture.” This
does not sound very thrilling, but it gets
you none the less and has a ticket selling
value of goodly proportions. It gives you
the suggestion of the best comedian in
The panels are straight sellhis best play.
ing talk, and below are the times of afternoon and evening showings. Under the
matinee is added “School Children can see
Lloyds as late as 4 P. M.” and under the
night shows late comers are told they can

where the photographs were pasted down
and where the painting was done, but in
this

reduction the effect

is

AMERICAN

better than in

newspaper copy. It gives an
odd background for the essential advertisement, but we have seen as good in
smaller space with no more than a solid
back, done in line cut instead of halftone,
and the line cut came up better, because
there was more ink to get the color. For

:ku<ck at DitcmrrioM o

the original

that matter

it

looks better

still

SOME BOY*

SOME

i

HAROLD LLOYD
The L^u^hter Leader

MUX

MODESTm

His Finst Five-Part Picture

FIVE DAYS STARTING MONDAY, OaOBER
ONLY rU.NTON HILL SHOWING

MB

•

r M

^HE

We

16

evCMINC SHOWS

••Mr
AmAcnoM
DOROTHY' DALTON in
waM.AN WHO WALKED AUINE"
SATUBDAV.

OCtOSn

MAY McAVOY

;

>

cotmMuotn mroBMAMn
FRANKLY’N FARNOI

,

TKXItUNO DRAMA OR URM

“The Top of
HABOLO LLOTO

t

New York"

SUS

JOY!

“GRANDMA’S BOY”

ArmNooN mows a

against a

white ground, and has just as much sale
value and about the same attention value.
are inclined to think that money was
thrown away on this display, though it is
an undemablj' attractive idea when well
carried out. But if the same effect can be
gained in a three eights or even seven and
a half, as against four elevens, we think
this advertisement somewhat wasteful.
The
big question in advertising is not so much
“How will it look?” as “How much will it
sell?” and the selling is done on the head
and not on the background. Unless there
is some local reason, there seems to be a

WORLD

PICTURE

O

rOLlAKD ntCTZt)

AJtD ACTIOB

“The White Masks"
^RCAR IN ^OTTt

T1
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A GOOD LLOYD LAYOUT
big feature as late as ten P. M.
the vicious two feature idea,
and the better of the two is run last, so
that late business can be cared for. This
display is rather full of tj'pe, but it is all
so readably put that it will get over where
fewer words in poorer display would fail.
Newark newspaper work is not alwaj's
good, because they try to sell the two features, but ^Ir. Miller has the good sense
to put most of his money on the best bet.
The only thing we do not like is the line
in the signature reading “Program subject
to change at the discretion of the management.” That is a bit raw. The management is the servant: not the dictator
“Subject to change where unavoidable”
would read better and provide as good an
see

the

Newark uses

Xovember

25,

1922

ran behind the backing so that it showed
only when going in one direction.
The
structure was masked in with rock profile.
Below this was an endless belt with an
auto, the belt being geared to a higher rate
of speed than the train, so it won the race,
as

the play.
stunt held the interest of the crowd
sold the play to a handsome increase.

in

The
and

—P.

T.

A—

Cut and Line Work
Is

Nicely Combined

Generally when half tone and line work
is done in combination the half tone clouds
the line cut and spoils the whole, but the
Fox Terminal Theatre, Newark, brought
out a combination for “The Fast Mail”
that could not be wrecked. This is a four
elevens with a half tone five inches wide.
Even if the half tone goes under, it will
not mud to the point of obscuring the outline of the engine nor can it hide the figures
on the cow-catcher. The four punch line
cuts cannot be hurt, no matter what happens to the half tone, because they are
held away from it. In any event there will
be enough of that half tone left to stand
for an attractor, for the light background
and the dark engine have distinct values
It is not
which cannot be wholly lost.
what might be called a pretty advertisement, but it possesses a great sales value
than a merely nice advertisement, and it
will

sell

many more

tickets
which is the
any advertisement. Even
is not as bad as it might
mortise and type would have
;

chief function of
that reverse title

though a
been better, particularly as the lines are
be.

so close together.

Apart from

this the dis-

When a manager offers a bill, he
should deliver the goods if possible and not
announce he is going to do as he darned
well pleases, even though he may not mean
it to be
read in that light.

alibi.

~P.

T.

A.—

Going Back
Having taken the exploitation idea from
the theatrical press agent and developed it
to a point undreamed of by the old line
agents, the picture exploiteer
ing his debt by returning to
drama the ideas so developed.

is

now

the

pay-

spoken

One of
new New York productions used the
key stunt the other day to put over

the
lost
its

of “East Side, West Side.” Five keys
were “lost,” in the eastern side of one department store and five others in the
“western side” of another, and the press
agent took more space to tell of the stunt
than advertising managers would have believed possible before the picture advertisers came along.

title

A

First Xatioiial Release

AN EXPENSIVE BACKGROUND
waste here of about twentj' column inches
in space, not to mention the cost of the cut.

— P.

T.

.t.—

Program Display

p.

T.

A.—

.4

For Release

THE TERMINAL

AD.

exceptionally good in its planning.
angle it is a large improvement
over the customary Newark work, partly
because it can all be given to a single feature instead of being split.

play

is

From every

Auto Raced Train
—
Good Ad, Layout, too
to Sell “Fast Mail” Faulty Art Work
advertisement from
This program
One
which helped
Is

P. T.

display

American Theatre, Newark, X. J.,
was laid out by George Miller, the publicity man.
That it is a program display
Fox’s

explains the use of the three fine screen
cuts, but with line work instead of the fine
half tone, the same idea would make a
capital display for the new Lloyd comedy
newspaper work.
The copy is well
in

of the stunts
H. G.
of the Pheil Theatre, St. Petersburg, Fla., to get .$200 for a $10 investment was a train and auto race.

Hurts a Display

Griffin,

The

title was “The Fast IMail,” and above
lobby he constructed a trestle over
which a three-car electric train was run, a
locomotive and not an electric dummy being used. The track was oval and the train

the

.1.—

This 115 lines by three from Loew’s Columbia, Washington, seems to be based on
a press book cut, and a pretty poor one.
at that.
Afost of the Paramount art work
is
so well done that it does not pay
to

call

in

a

local

artist,

but this woodenv

8
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not at all in the usual Paraand it does not sell. Miss Joy’s
armpit comes too close to her shoulder
blade to be anatomically correct, and Meighan’s head is all wet. He might have used

sketching

mount

a

is

style

dummy

tailor’s

I

to

pose

for

him, while

the facial expression of Miss Joy is idiotic
Probably the average
the extreme.
in
reader will not analyze the cut, but he will
know that he does not like it and the un-

serve as a model. It advertises Jack Holt
and Dorothy Dalton, so you see them. It
announces “On the High Seas,” so you see
a bit of w^ter.
Then the artist calls it a
day and leaves room for Tom Reed in
which he can put the special attractions
and other details. Three months ago he
would have put in a couple of full rigged
ships and perhaps half a dozen thumbnail
scene
sketches,
and
thumbnail
scene
sketches are not worth the paper they
spoil so far as selling or effect go.
Keeping

down

right proportions gives an
to the eye, and
makes for a generally better advertisement.
The use of the half tone is not always safe
in Los Angeles, but it got over here, and
the copy is well laid and well written. The
California has improved its
advertising
wonderfully in the last few months and is
setting the pace for the other houses. Some
it

to

open display more pleasant

•lay the Los Angeles pages may look like
big town stuff.
Meanwhile, the California
gets the cream of the transient trade because it makes the best appeal.

—P.

Mohslau^^^^
t
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week!
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When
If

A

—

gets a sufficient display and that is what
gets over.
Most of the selling talk suggests that the press agent does not believe
in the show himself, for he fails to be

A

Norma Talmadge
t

Here is a display from the California
Theatre, Los Angeles, which might well

notable c<nitributioa to the Ait of the Scieea

Flame”
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THE RIVOLI SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Max

"ETwi7 body*e Going to the RlvoU

a

RoicnsU-in, Concert Maater

Now"

Rational Release

AN ODDITY FOR STYLE

JackHoltr
Doroth^^'Dalton
Supported by

MITCHELL LEWIS
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MOSTLY CUT

Art Display Held
to Proper Limits

Anwrice

OFFERING THREE SPLENDID COSGERTS EVERY DAY

A Paramount

under
almost
panel

you take a chance and win, you
you lose you get the blame. The

favorable impression will be transferred to
It will not hurt so much on a
the title.
second week, for by that time the public
will know about the picture, but we have
seen the same sketch used for first runs,
and we think it would be better to junk
the cut and use all type, rather than kill
down the impression with this inartistic
and meaningless cut. The text is all that
could be desired and the advertising man
has even split the eight point into two columns to make for easier reading. He has
done his work well, but he is a poor cut
picker.
A poor cut is worse than none at
all, and this is a pretty poor cut.

The

Rivoli
larger

THOUSANDS TURNED AWAY
HELD FOR SECOND WEEK—BY PUBLIC DEMAND

A FAULTY DRAWING

T.

Apparently this space from the
Theatre, Baltimore, is based on a
cut, reduced in size.
The captions
the vignettes are so small as to be
undecipherable, though the central

RLIV 0 L

A Faramount Release

—P.

Makes Pictures Sell
Where Talk Is Weak

UeMUle «

PUYIHGJ—
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—P. T. A.—

irm

COLUMBIAN
rSToEW’S
1==
—HOW
"

A

similar
longation of the engagement.
style the first week might have failed to
get a hold over. Now and then this sort of
thing can be done to advantage, but it will
not pay to use such a half tone unless you
are practically assured that a good impression can be had, for badly done this would
be very poor indeed. You know what your
own printer can do for you. Think well
before you decide upon a similar form.

Halftone Worked;
Result Was Good
win.

Tao mOii

-i»ou# and opulent

A.—

T.
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Release

PROPER PROPORTIONS

Rivoli Theatre, Baltimore, took a chance
on a half tone of Norma Talmadge for “The
Eternal Flame” and won. Had it lost, the
result would have been atrocious, but half
tones are a reasonably safe bet in the Baltimore papers, and the odds were reasonably in favor of the house. As it stands
it is an unusual display and helped
to sell
the idea of something better than usual.
The photograph is the soft focus type, and
It printed very nicely.
Since it announces
the second week of the play, it is not necessary to urge the feature on the reader but
merely to announce the continuance, which
accounts for a seeming lack of selling talk.
The compositor, entering into the spirit
of the display, has given a very nice
job
for the lines, and the effect is really artistic.
At the same time it is a selling advertisement!, since all it has to sell is the pro-

convincing. One bank reads: “Thomas H.
Eclipsed every
Ince has done it again
remarkable
success
in
‘Skin
Deep’ a
drama of dual lives, dual loves. Packed
with the Ince punch.” That is too general,
and it does not do the play justice. You
can write stuff like that for any play without having seen it and perhaps write it
better for not having seen the production.
It is not going to win the hard boiled and
it does not strongly convince even the Ince
fans.
The other appeal reads, “Drama to
grip you; thrills that get a gasp, romance,
remarkable portrayals and a plot amazing
in conception.”
A little talk about that
amazing plot or about the nature of the
thrills that get
a gasp would have infinitely more sales value.
It is
too late
in the day to sell even Ince on glittering
!

—

—

generalities,

and

worth much

stuff

a

little

like

definite

this.

—P.

T.

A

—

talk

The play

serves a better handling than

is

de-

this.

Searching for something different got a
nice lobby for M. F. Estes, of the Beacham
Theatre,

Orlando,

Fla.

For “A Fool There Was” he enclosed
his entire lobby in a compo board structure
painted in five-inch strips of white and on
placed his cutouts. It was a novelty,
it
got a lot of attention.
The idea
is_ particularly good
for any play dealing
with the Catholic church as white and gold
are the Papal colors.

this

and
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Straight

Van Buren Powell

Edited by A.

American Releasing
GREAT ALONE. Here is a picture that
A very high type of Can-

you can boost.

adian
Northwest.
Advertising,
general.
Patronage, everybody.
Attendance, good.
J. S. Wadsworth, Republic Theatre, Great

South Carolina.

Falls,

Associated Exhibitors
UP

IN

THE AIR ABOUT MARY.

Fair

picture to good business. Good ad. matter
on this that pulled. Advertising, regular.
Patronage, family.
Attendance, good.
R.
J.

Relf, Star Theatre,

Decorah, Iowa.

F. B. O.
COLLEEN OF THE PINES.

Just an ordinary “movie.” Poorly constructed. Very
improbable. Did not please generally. Advertising. quarter page, two newspapers,
house organ, ones, threes, sixes. Patronage,
general.
Attendance, extra fine.
S.
H.

Majestic Theatre, Belleville, Kansas.

Blair,

GLORY

OF

draggy and

CLEMENTINA.
Very
tiresome.
In my opinion it’s

time to shelve Pauline Frederic’< as a star.
Advertising, regular.
Patronage, average.
Attendance, fair.
Thos. K.
Lancaster,
Apollo Theatre, Gloucester, New Jersey.

GOOD WOMEN. I’d say. can this one.
Before the last reel they will either break
the screen or look for the manager with
murder in their hearts. I escaped throug’n
the back door.
Attendance, poor.
Royal
Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.

HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES. A
good

picture,

and

did a nice business with
it.
Some complained that picture was not
like the book they read. Advertising, newsI

paper, slide and outdoor. Patronage, mixed.
Attendance, good. J. Solomon, Bijou Theatre, Clarksburg, West Virginia.

SON OF THE WOLF.
real

hunk

general.
S. H.
Kansas.

Fine scenery, a
me.
Patronage,

of cheese for
Attendance, verv good one night.
Blair, Majestic Theatre, Belleville,
;

this

CHILD THOU GAVEST ME.

Snyder, Oklahoma.

SONNY. Some were

paper.

New

Grand Gorge,

GOLDEN SNARE.

Quebec,

Alere,

Canada.

HURRICANE’S GAL.

Good, and draws

Advertising,
newspapers, posters.
Patronage, small town. Attendance, good.
Arthur B. Smith, Fenwick Theatre, Salem,
New Jersey.
well.

KINDRED OF THE DUST. A n

average
house records, as film
was partly made here by another company,
.kdvertising, usual.
Patronage, small town.
Attendance, record breaking. Marsden and
Noble, Noble Theatre, Marshfield, Oregon.
picture.

Broke

all

MARRIED

LIFE. Fine comedy drama.
Print poor. Held up second night. If your
machines are in good shape, don’t be afraid
to book it.
.Advertising, ones and threes.
Patronage, small town. Attendance, good.
R. P. Cecil, Dixie Theatre, Wynona, Okla-

Think

fault of picture.

than “The Kid” but

Fell flat

it

did not

it

on

this,

much

draw

for

but

better

some

reason. Many had seen it elsewhere. Paid
a big price and did not do enough to pay
film.

of

the best pictures we have shown and our
patrons told us so. The acting of Baby
Richard Headrick is wonderful. Boost it to
the limit. Advertising, lobby display, newspapers, street frames.
Patronage, rural.
Attendance, good. Smith & Correll, Portland Theatre, Casselton, North Dakota.

DANGEROUS BUSINESS.

Connie gets
by fine in this one. Some thought it her
best, but they always liVe her here in any
kind of a picture.
Advertising, regular.
Patronage, mixed. Attendance, fair. Steve
Farrar. Orpheum Theatre, Harrisburg, Il-

POLLY OF THE FOLLIES.

For me

a

You

couldn’t give me this
kind. Advertising, six, three, ones. Patronage, resort.
Attendance, fair. J. H. Holeman, Auditorium Theatre, Dawson Springs,

very poor picture.

Kentucky.

POLLY OF STORM COUNTRY. Very
good production. Fine photographic work.
Should please average patrons. AdvertisPatronage, small town. Attendance. good.
W. F. Pease, Centennial
Theatre, Lowell, Wisconsin.
ing, regular.

SILENT CALL.
will

not

fail

to

Extra good feature that
every person with

please

New

Kcnrick,

J.

York.

cast supports Hope
.Advertising, one sheet, two

Excellent

one.

this

Hampton

here.

Patronage, mixed. Attendgood.
Jack Kaplan, Royal Theatre,
South Fallsburgh, New York.
threes, slides.

ance,

Fox
CONNECTICUT YANKEE.

—

Again

we

paid the pioer we did the work, they got
the pay. This is a good picture and a good
cast; but they’re using their heads when
they stay at home on a forty cent picture.
The small towns can’t stand the drag. This
is a Class .A picture, our classification.
Advertising, extra.

where

Patronage, country

(that’s

they

were).
.Attendance, missing.
R. K. Russell, Lyric Theatre, Cushing, .fowa.

CRUSADER.

A

hundred per cent, picture.
W’illiam Russell has come back into
his own. .All
patrons were pleased with
this picture.
If Fox would only give William Russell pictures like this he would

my

soon be
ing,

in

the

limelight

two ones, one three.

again.

Advertis-

11x14. newspaper.

Patronage, select. Attendance, fair. Chas.
F. Johnson, Plaza Theatre, Punta Gorda,
Florida.

DEVIL WITHIN.
tising,
fair.

Fine picture.

Adver-

three threes, six ones.
.Attendance,
Vincent J. Votalats, Myrtle Theatre,

Thornton, Rhode Island.

JACKIE. As good as any of her previous
successes.
Shirley Mason well liked here.
Advertising, regular.
Patronage, middle
class.
Attendance, good. John Cleve, Jr.,
Enterprise Theatre, Glenalum, West Virginia.

We

are off all this high pricc-d
stuff.
Advertising, good. Patronage, village
and country. Attendance, poor. Lindrud &
Guettinger, Cochrane Theatre, Cochrane,
for

good.

STAR DUST. Exhibitors, if you want a
good heart-interest picture, be sure to book

York.

Grand

Theatre,

.Attendance,

Strand Theatre, Ithaca,

A

true
Curwood
story.
A picture for any audience. Exceptionally good cast.
Advertising, posters
and photos. Patronage, small town. Attendance, very good.
Dr. J. E. Guibord,

National

disappointed at the

ending but nearly everj'one lixed it. Not as
good as “Tol’able David.”
Advertising,
twenty-four sheet, photos, trailer, news-

too sordid for small towns.
Exchange sent this
as a substitute for “Dinty” and as a consequence our business fell off about fifty per
cent, and we lost money. Full of disgusting
situations with an attempt to neutralize the
whole thing by some Biblical references at
the end.
Advertising, posters, press and
slide.
Patronage, small town. Attendance,
very poor.
Chas. W. Lewis, I. O. O. F.
Hall,

all

;

Wisconsin.

One

Absolutely A. I. It will
the favorable reports of the
these columns so I said it was the

up to

past in
best in months. Patronage, mixed. Attendance, good.
R. S. Moore, Gem Theatre,

DEVIL’S GARDEN. Very poor;

no

My

one; but the picture is
With proper advertising it will be a
winner anywhere. Advertising, double billboards, handbills and mailing list.
Patronage, small town.
Attendance, extra good.
Majestic Theatre, Greenfield, Tennessee.

linois.

SKY PILOT.
live

guide your bookings, and in turn
let’s hear from you.

PECK’S BAD BOY.

BOB HAMPTON OF PLACER.
bad on

this

homa.

First National
prints
great.

and understanding. Should exploit
one for you have nothing to work on
only a smashing good picture. Ned Pedigo,
Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Oklahoma.
brains

Sincere exhibitors are sending
these tips to help you book your
show. Their reports are printed
If a picwithout fear or favor.
ture is good, bad or ordinary, you
Turn about
will find it out here.
is fair play; let these exhibitors

MAID OF THE WEST.

Very good

for

small town, but people here won’t turn
out on V’ednesday night. Hardly anybody
at all.
Patronage, all classes. .Attendance,
as above.
.A. E. Rogers, Temple Theatre,
Dexter, New York.

a

ROUGH SHOD.

.A
good Buck Jones
with all the action anyone could
want.
Advertising, posters.
Patronage,
rural.
Attendance, poor.
B. A. Aughinbaugh. Community Theatre, Lewistown,
Ohio.

picture

ROUGH SHOD. .A well acted and snappy
Western one you can’t go wrong on. Good
enough for any audience. Aly patrons were
;

well pleased.
Advertising, photos, ones,
threes.
Patronage, general.
Attendance,
good.
R. Mason Hall, Grand Theatre,
Northfork, West Virginia.
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STRANGE IDOLS. A

nice

picture,

little

good as many of their Specials. Liked
here better than the average program picPatronage,
regular.
Advertising,
ture.
L.
E.
Attendance, good.
small town.
Wharton, Orpheum Theatre, Glasgow, Monas

Between Ourselves
A

§ct-io§ether place where

we can

talk,

things

QUEEN OF SHEBA.
my

It is a very elabpatrons simply con't

The

such stuff.
No good tor
simply killed the business.
If you want to take my adsmall towns.
Advertisvice, stay away from this one.
Patronage, mi.xed. Attendance,
ing, strong.
Frank Fera, Victory Theatre, Rospoor.
siter, Pennsylvania.
like

WHAT LOVE WILL

DO.

And

COME ON OVER.

,

Advertising, newspaper display
and teaser ads., sl.des and display in front
Also sent out a thousand letof theatre.
Patronage, mostly
ters to Irish patrons.
Attendance, fair. Big Ben Theatre,
Irish.
Ilion, New York.

tj
[

’’

‘

ji

-

'

jil
t'i

One of those messy
pictures of the friend and the
wife and the wronged husband. Well acted
and well mounted, but not the kind of a
Elliot Dexter, a great
story that is li ed.
actor, in the kind of a story he should stay
away from. You are just as well off not
running it. Ben L. Morris, Temple Theatre.
Bellaire, Ohio.

MADE
I

;

li

i:

K
f
i

il

”

HEAVEN.

Excellent producfilm in A1 con-

photography,
Not a single misframe, no punch

fine

tion,

dition.

ij

IN

marks. A picture that should be played in
every small house.
Fellows, you need not

one and go after it
strong. The title did not sound good to me
and I didn’t do the proper pushing. Advertising, ones, threes, slides.
Patronage,
small town. Attendance, fair.
C. C. Johnbe afraid to boo

son,
iana.

A-Muse-U

c

this

Theatre,

Melville,

Louis-

POOR RELATION.

souri.

CAN EXPLAIN.

Exceeded my expecAudiences
Lots of good laughs.
Advertising, regular.
took kindly to it.
average.
Attendance,
good.
Patronage,
Thos. K. Lancaster, Apollo Theatre, Gloutations.

cester,

is

This can be classed

Theatre,

Attendance, good. Howard James, Un.on Theatre, Voluntown, Con-

rated as a Special, but

me poor

necticut.

in

industrials.

WET

k

GOLD. A real good submarine picgood photography, good story, well
directed.
Advertising, one sheets. Patron-

j

age, small town.
Attendance, fair.
Nielsen, Rex Theatre, La Moure,

Da

P.

S.

North

Fine ad-

venture

picture.
Helen Chadwick charming; Richard Dix gaining popularity.
Advertising, usual.
Patronage, mixed.
At-

tendance, fair. E. W. Collins, Liberty Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.

Hodktnson
FRENCH HEELS. A
program

Dawson

Springs, KcntuCAy.

PEACOCK ALLEY.

Worthy
why do

good picture for a

high class mostly.
Attendance, fair.
Chas. Martin, Family Theatre, Mt. Morris,

age,

New

York.

women, and
some great sets.

the

Advertising,

Attendance,

fair.

Patron-

Ken-

J.

Yor

:.

Extra good

at-

traction that will please any audience. You
cannot say too much for it.
Patronage,

small town. Attendance, good. L. M, Zug,
Rialto Theatre, Jerome, Idaho.

Paramount

regular.

risburg, Illinois.

fair for others.
Contains
-A.dvertising, twenty-foui

TURN TO THE RIGHT.

my

Patronage, mixed.
Orpheum Theatre, Har-

good picture for

sheet, trailer, newspaper, photos.
age, first class.
Attendance, fair.
ric ', Strand Theatre, Ithaca, New

offering, but the sissy fight in the
for
Saturday night crowd.

'•iiied

of being
they send

film?
Metro didn’t keep this print
good shape at all for me. .Advertising,
two newspapers,
forty
window card.s,
photos, one sheet, slide and trailer. Patron-

PEACOCK ALLEY. A

Ota.

YELLOW MEN AND GOLD.

end

one
go wrong on
picture;

true to life. You can’t
one.
Advertising, twenty-fours, sixes,
threes, ones.
Patronage, resort.
Attendance, good.
H. Holeman, Auditorium
J.

that

good picture. Will Rogers good but
has had more opportunity for his humor in
others.
Advertising, one sheets.
Patron-

ture,

!

A fair picture.
Using
fifty
poor.
ampere, D. C., I couldn’t see the last reel
Your patrons
even with opera glasses.
sure will pick on this (if print is in sani.e
Patroncondition).
Regular advertising.
Attendance, fair. Jno \V.
age, very best.
Creamer, Strand Theatre, Chillicothe, Mis-

this

as a

age,

FOREVER.

very

Good

Reid pictures, people

said,

Good

feature,

only

we

thought it was too long drawn out and
would have been better if it was shorter.
Pictures of this stvle do not please the majority, for us.
Advertising; regular.
Patronage, mixed. Attendance, fair.
Fred S.
Widener, Opera House, Belvidere, New Jersey.

GOOD PROVIDER.
moresque” they

they liked “Hu-

If

will fioe’e in to see this one.
life story.
Some real com-

Good, true to
edy situations that got a big laugh. Chas.
H. Ryan, Garfield Theatre, Madison Street,
Chicago, Illinois.
IF

YOU BELIEVE

IT, IT'S SO.
Fnierand well
<d, although a trifi e loo
long and somewhat d-aggy in places. ['a en
as a whole it is good.
Advertising. lobby
and newspaper.
Patronage, mixed.
Altainin g

i

1

'1

tenda nee, average.
L.
A.
Theatre, Durango Colorado.

Floover.

Gcm

,

MATRIMONY A FAILURE?

IS

This
as a special, hut d d not thin'- much
very wea’will go over as a program. Advertising: lobby-., and six sh-.-ets.
Patronage: Miia'l town. A. Mitchell, Dixie
Theatre, Russellville, Kentuc’-y.

one sold
of

it;

;

MATRIMONY A FAILURE?

IS

Here

a comedy drama that everv theatre -I'ould
play.
Play it and hear ’em laugli. Pa’rnnage small town. .Attendance: good. Claris

:

W. Langacher, New
New G'aru.s, Wisconsin.
JUCKL^NS. V ery good
ence

Giants
picture,

not draw; but no fault of picture.

Theatre,
but did
.Adver-

and sheets. Patronage: town.
Attendance: fair.
Harrv C.
Wa'^le, Lyric Theatre, McIntosh, South flatising: heralds, photos

kota.

JUST AROUND THE CORNER. A good
Clarence W. Langachcr. .New
Glarus Theatre, New Glarus, Wisconsin.
LITTLE MINirTER. If you have a select
attraction.

and appreciative patronage this one will appeal.
But if you cater to an action-lo-n'ng
crowd, you might better use something that

moves
and

ACROSS 'THE CONTINENT. One
best

paradise

fool's

right.

vertising, posters, slide, heralds.
Patronage, mixed. Attendance, good. D. D. Puree. 1, Muse-U Theatre,' Cortez, Colorado.

Metro

New Jersey.
FORGET-ME-NOT.

A

The snow and ice scene was
beautiful.
The best picture we had played
for some time.
Played two n'ghts.
Ad-

A WOMAN’S HATE.

I

Adver-

director.

real

FOOL’S PARADISE.
was

VAN.

Photography

a

is

more than average.

Patronage, small
town. Attendance, good. A. LaValla, Community Theatre, Bethel, Connecticut.

part of Straight From the Shoulder’s purpose to serve you fully.

GRAND LARCENY.

DeMiile

sions.
tising,

Don’t hesitate to make this department YOUR tip exchange.
Get all the help you need. It’s

domestic

vj

FOOL’S PARADISE. An exceptionally
Drew well at increased admos-

fine picture.

know.

DUST FLOWER. Picture well liked here
and away better than average program ofusual.
Patronage,
Advertising,
fering.
Attendance,
health see ers and tourists.
Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre
good.
Beautiful, Saranac La.vC, New York.

ij

if

—

sat-

isfaction.

j,;

.

Patronage, smalt town. Attendance,
good.
Chas. W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall,
Grand Gorge, New York.
press.

you want reports on any
that hasn’t been tipped
yet, send the ask-us and we’ll let
the whole crowd know the next
week and certainly somebody
will tell you what you want to

Story with Colleen

big,

CALL OF THE NORTH. A very good
program picture that satisfied a good crowd.
Paramount needs more pictures of this
type on their list and less of those dressed
up Society dramas that have only a half
per cent, kic
Advertising, posters and

picture

By Rupert Hughes. Gave good

over

ginia.

typed report of all the tips that
have been published and also any
tips that have come in and haven’t
got into type yet.

Goldwyn
Moore.

the Shoulder’s special serv-

you aren’t getting the fullest
good from this department.
The special service means that
when you write in and ask for
all the tips we have on any picture, you get by return mail a

satisfied;

etc.

Patronage, small town. Attendance, good.
F. M. Knight, Opera House, Blenheim, Ontario, Canada.

BLOOD AND SAND. Went

ice,

Fair program
pleased about
ninety per cent. Advertising, ones, threes,
Patronage, small town. Attendance,
slide.
fair.
C. C. Johnson, A-Muse-U Thealie,
Melville, Louisiana.

Patrons

picture.

Ad-

ones, photos,

cards,

but have seen better productions.
If you
have many Valentino fans i: will go all
right but don’t pay too much, it’s not worth
it.
Advertising, everything troiii a sand
pile to an ox cart.
Patronage, general. Attendance, extra good, three days. R. Mason
Hall, Grand Theatre, Northforx, West Vir-

Unless you are using Straight

From

showmg

night

first

good many months.

this theatre for a
vertising, window

over

tana.

orate picture but

353

of the

played

in

a little faster.
Advertising: posters
press.
Patronage: town. Attendance:

good.

Chas.

W.

Lewis,

Grand Gorge, New Yore.

I.

O. O.

F.

Hall,
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MAN FROM HOME. A

it

Ned

very much.

tips

MANSLAUGHTER.
more pictures

Wish
this.
One

like

there were
of Thomas

PatronDaniel
mixed.
age,
Bus, Star Theatre, Tonawanda, New York.
Advertising, big.
Attendance, good.

Meighan’s

When you

Pedigo, Pollard Theatre,

Guthrie, Oklahoma.

best.

MAN UNCONQUERABLE.

Good

fea-

Lots of thrilling parts all the way
Advertising: reguPleased all.
through.
Patronage: mixed. Attendance: good.
lar.
F. S. Widenor, Opera House, Belvidere, New
ture.

Them

Tell

the

tell

This

UNDER OATH. And still another Hammerstein that will please a hundred per
cent.
Excellent cast excellent acting. No
exhibitor should overlook these Hammer-

report, make your
folks whether the

;

stein pictures.
Advertising, ones, threes,
sixes, photos, slide.
Patronage, neighbor-

worth boosting or if
they ought to soft-pedal on exploitation
tell them any special
ways you used to pull them in; tell
them if the picture held and
pleased as well as whether it
drew. Give all the help you can
picture

is

hood.

NICE PEOPLE. A

nice picture for nice
people a drawing card. Scenario, acting,
photography and direction great. AdvertisPatronage: small
ing: posters and papers.
Carbonell,
good.
Attendance
town.
J.
Monroe Theatre, Key West, Florida.
;

:

OLD HOMESTEAD.

Enclosed

editorial

(a local paper gave it a big amount of space,
too long to reproduce here) on “Old Homestead,” an American picture for American
Turn
want more of them.
people.
away business tells the story. Greatest picture Paramount has made. Capacity at all
shows. Advertising: like a show. Patrongreat.
Jack
Attendance
masses.
age

WY

:

:

Orpheum

Hoeflfler,

Theatre, Quincy,

Illinois.

ONE GLORIOUS DAY.
my

Not
patrons.
regular.
Advertising:
for

Very poor show
one good comment.
small
Patronage:

Attendance fair. L. Hables, Reel
town.
Joy Theatre, King City, California.
:

OVER THE BORDER.

Dandy

every

bit of it will

nessee.

PAYING THE PIPER. Very

good picand crowd small.
H. R. W'^orkman, Coliseum Theatre, Marture, but
seilles.

had

a rainy night

Patronage, small town. Attendance, good. Marsden & Noble, Noble Theatre, Marshfield, Oregon.
ing, usual.

RENT FREE.

Have
Just a fair Reid.
seen better; have seen worse. Advertising,
usual. Patronage, small town. Attendance,
fair.
W. Ray Erne, Rialto Theatre, Charlotte,

Mich.

ROOKIE’S RETURN. A very

old Paraprint in good condition and gave
excellent satisfaction. Advertising, one six,
and ones. Patronage, small town. AttendS. Pace, Jettie Theatre, Texance, fair.
line,

LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY. A

very
production of a most interesting story.
Pleased all who saw it. Advertising, large
campaign. Patronage, mixed. Attendance,

be useful.

SATURDAY NIGHT. A

splendid picture

with a very pleasing moral. Not up to DeAdverMille’s standard, but it will please.
tising: ones, threes, sixes, photos, heralds.
Patronage neighborhood. Attendance fair.
W. E. Elkin, Temple Theatre, Aberdeen,
:

:

Mississippi.

Will please the younger genera-

tion while the older ones will not care for
Adit; at least that was my experience.

Clarence
atre,

Attendance: good.
Langacher, New Glarus TheGlarus, Wisconsin.
small town.

vertising:

W.

New

THE LASH. A powerful dramatic picture, but not calculated to please

UNDER

remarkably

fine.

liked

I

it
but many patrons did not.
Patronage:
high class. Attendance: fair. E. W. Collins,

Jonesboro, Arkansas.

THE WHISTLE. A

fine picture.

Rather

sad and no gun play as an unusual role for
.Advertising: usual.
Hart, but it pleased.
Patronage: rural. Attendance: very good.
H. G. Frisbee, Community Theatre, Mere-

New York.
WIFE TRAP.

dith,

I can't see where they get
that noise about the court room scene more
sensational than “Madame X.” It hasn’t got
Advertising: one sheets, proa look-in.
grams, lobby. Patronage best. Attendance:
fair.
R. S. Moore, Gem Theatre, Snyder,

Oklahoma.

WOMAN

OF NO IMPORTANCE. An

English picture that pleased probably 75%.
Cast not up to standard; rather unpleasant
Attendance
Patronage average
theme.
good. Thos. K. Lancaster, Apollo Theatre,
Gloucester, New Jersey.
:

Grand Theatre,

THE NUT.
lovers.

Will please any Fairbanks
purely a comedy farce. Don’t

It is

pay too much for it, or
Haynes, Town

raise
Hall,

Thos. L.

your prices.
Old Lyme,

Connecticut.

WAY DOWN

EAST.

Very fine picture
town 100 per cent. .Advertising, two sixes, two threes, ten ones,
window cards, newspaper slide. Patronthat pleased in this

age, smalltown.

Attendance, very good. L.
Theatre, Skamo-

Columbia
kawa, Washington.
Silverman,

E.

Universal
ACROSS THE DEAD LINE. Very

:

good

program picture. Frank Mayo is always welcomed by mj^ patrons; they would
like to see him again in a picture like the
little

above.
.Advertising,
usual.
Patronage,
mixed. Attendance, fair. Frank Fera, Victory Theatre, Rossiter, Pennsylvania.

:

:

Pathe

DANGEROUS LITTLE DEMON.

Nearly

everybody went out of their way to tell
me how fine it was so when they do that
she must be there with the goods. This
was the first Marie Prevost and Larrj- Semon I had enough paid admissions to
make it the best Thursday night in months,
and I introduced both stars to a multitude.
.Attendance, good. R. S. Moore, Gem Theatre^ Snyder. Oklahoma.
;

LURE OF EGYPT.

The

were all
l)leased and so was the box office, and they
Adverdid not charge me a farm for it.
AttendPatronage, mixed.
tising, usual.
R. S. Moore, Gem Theatre,
ance, good.
Snyder, Oklahoma.
folks

THE FOX.
real

action.

age, mixed.

HANDCUFFS OR KISSES?

ing,

This

was

Iowa.

ing:

six,

classes.

Brenner,

knockout underworld
from beginning to end. Print
Photography poor. Advertis-

three, one,

Patronage:
Stephen
good.

slide.

.Attendance:
Eagle Theatre, Baltimore,

all

G.

Alarypic-

Pleased about 90% of
ture with a moral.
the audience. Advertising, slide, threes and
Patronage, small town. Attendance,
ones.
fair.
D. W. Strayer, Monarch Theatre, Alt.
Joy. Pennsylvania.

A MAN’S HOME.

This

is

good, but not

Buy it if
a Super-special by any means.
price is right and don’t overdo the adverPatronage,
usual.
.Advertising,
tising.
small town. Attendance, fair. J. F. Pruett,
Liberty Theatre, Roanoke, Alabama.

SHADOWS OF THE

SEA. Excellent prowell received. Alelodramatic, with lots of action. Advertising, reg.Attendance,
Patronage, average.
ular.

gram

picture

;

was

.Advertising, ones, three

Patronage,

small town.
.Attendance, fair. J. F. Pruett, Liberty Theatre, Roanoke, .Alabama.

HUMAN HEARTS. A

good heart

inter-

est story that will please the older people.

You may

hear kicks from your j’ounger
Advertising: a third more. Patronmixed.
age
Attendance
fair.
Wm. H.
Mayhew, Broadway Theatre, Cisco, Texas.
ones.
:

:

NO WOMAN KNOWS.
program

West

Glenalum,

Theatre,

boosting this one.
and mailing list.

land.
fair

Patron-

John Cleva.

GALLOPING KID. .Another good Hoot
Gibson and if jour patrons like this class of
pictures you can’t go wrong on booking and

LONE WOLF. A
rather dark.

.Attendance, good.

Jr.,

as good a picture as you could get at the
Hammerstein is doing fairly
price paid.
well for us, being a new star to our paAttendance,
Advertising, regular.
trons.
poor, R. K. Russell, Lyric Theatre, Cush-

good Western with some

.A

.Advertising, regular.

Enterprise
Wrginia.

Selznick

A MAN’S HOME. A

Texas.

SHEIK.

are

acterizations

story, exciting

mount but

Elkin,

fine

Gloria Swanson followers as it is a distinct
departure for her. Cast, staging and char-

Illinois.

PINK GODS. Good picture with a good
A little too long though. Advertiscast.

E.

Alississippi.

United Artists

ordinary.
E. W. Collins,
Jonesboro, Arkansas.

picture (I

played it in hot weather) and two stars
that won’t fail to pull them in. AdvertisC. R.
ing, lobby, newspapers, billboards.
McCown, Strand Theatre, Nashville, Ten-

W.

good.

;

LETTY.

Fine drawGive
ing picture for me; one that pleased.
Advertising, ones, sixes,
us more like it.
Patronage,
photos, dodgers, newspapers.
H. P.
Attendance, good.
country town.
Harvey, Palace Theatre, Dixon, California.

.Attendance,

Temple Theatre, Aberdeen,

Jersey.

MORAN OF LADY

1922

25,

good. Thos. K. Lancaster, Apollo Theatre,
Gloucester, New Jersey.

splendid picture

When

this one fails to
everj- way.
register big, something is the matter. Just
the kind of picture to help business and restore confidence. W^e, us and company liked
in

November

ture

I

have run.

The poorest

No one came and

I

pic-

was

J. S. Wadsworth, Republic Theatre,
Great Falls, South Carolina.

glad.

SECOND HAND ROSE.

Gladjs Walton

a popular star but this is not one of her
best pictures. .Advertising, newspaper, card
and screen. Patronage, familj-. .Attendance,
good.
.Arthur G. Pearson. Alelrose .Audiis

torium, Melrose. Alassachusetts.

THE STORM. Jammed the house to its
utmost capacity and turned hundreds away.
Everj'one satisfied. Great picture. .Advertising. lobby, heralds, advertising wagon,
newspaper.
Patronage, average.
.Attendance, capacitj'. Thos. K. Lancaster. .Apollo
Theatre, Gloucester,

New

Jersej'.

November
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25,

Vitagraph

Blair,

Majestic Theatre, Belleville, Kansas.

Earle Williams is very
well liked here and in this he is very good.
Attendance, fair.
Patronage, small town.
Mrs. J. D. Dunaway, Arcade Theatre, Sum-

SILVER CAR.

merville,

to draw well;
Somewhat disconnected

and ought

Good comedy
boost it and it will.

Adverplaces.
Patronage,
tising, usual newspaper space.
L. A. Hoover,
Attendance, fair.
mixed.
in

Bad prints, mutilated film, kill
the producer’s National Advertising and the exhibitor’s hard-won
Exhibitors, why not
patronage.
make sure your projectionists
Productreat the film -decently.
ers, why not jack up the inspection of returned films.

HOMESPUN HERO

State Rights
PANTHER’S CUB (Equity).
better than the average attraction,
Good story and cast. Exteriors fine and
Splendid
mechanics above the average.
William
business and pleased patrons.
Noble, Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma City,

BLACK

Much

Community

Frisbee,

New

DUCK HUNTERS

(First Natl.) Nothing
out of the ordinary, but quite funny at that.
Patronage,
Advertising, posters, photos.
Attendance, good. Dr. J. E.
small town.
,

Theatre,

Grand

Mere,

Quebec, Canada.

GROCERY CLERK

(Vitagraph). Every
in a roar from
Patronage, mixed.
the start to the finish.
Attendance, good. R. S. Moore, Gem Theatre, Snyder, Oklahoma.

The house was

inch a laugh.

HIS ELECTRIC HOUSE (First Natl.)
One of the best comedies ever shown at
Irresistibly funny
the Empress theatre.
and comical, and sure

from

of laughter

to cause a
start to finish.

can be made by booking
William Noble, Empress Theatre,

BURN ’EM UP BARNES (C. C. Burr).
Pleased a care free audience. Advertising,
Patronage, all kinds.
twenty-four, photos.
Attendance, good. J. Kenrick, Strand The-

Meredith,

York.

human

Queenie
(Universal).
four of these;
Queenie is the
all
very good.
horse. Everybody likes these com-

edies.

Wm.

horse
they are

Comedies

National

Theatre,

house

take

full

No

mis-

this

one.

Oklahoma

Oklahoma.

lina,

is

great.

atre, Ithaca,

Have run

(Vitagraph).

Semon’s

MORE

Part of
F.

TO

BE

Strange

THAN

PITIED

SCORNED

Pease,

A

fairly
(C. B. C.).
good
picture hut did not pull for me at the box
office.
Lost heavily, due to heavy adver-'
tising one week in advance; then flopped

Centennial Theatre, Lowell, Wisconsin.

TENDERFOOT (Vitagraph). A splendid
It
two-reel comedy with lots of action.
filled the bill and got plenty of good laughs.
W. E. Elkin, Temple Theatre, Aberdeen,

on me terrible. J. Solomon, Bijou Theatre,
Clarksburg, West Virginia.

SCHOOL DAYS

Mississippi.

popular star

younger days.

TIMBER QUEEN

(Pathe).
“A knockgoes as my decision on this serial.
Have run eleventh chapter. Advertising,
big. Patronage, neighborhood. Attendance,
good. W. L. Landers, Gem Theatre, Batesville, Arkansas.
still

atre, Greeley,

WHERE
jority.

(Warner). A sure-fire,
good picture, especially

like

remember theirHour The-

to

A. L. Hepp, Idyl

Nebraska.

MY WANDERING BOY?

IS
Pulled

a real crowd with one
shade weather. Pleased the maR. J. Relf, Star Theatre, Decorah,

(Equity).

hundred

a

in

who

those

for

Serials
out”

York.

but true, I broke house record for the past
two years with this, and it pleased. Certainly is a picture with everything.
Get’s
’em in, and they come out pleased.
Ned
Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Oklahoma.

Thacher, Royal Theatre, Sa-

SCHOOL DAYS

New

AM THE LAW. (Affil. Distrib).

I

Kansas.

comedy very good; pleased all.
W.
first reel in bad condition.

,

'

Oklahoma.

A

good two-reel Christie comedy. Have not
yet found a really poor Educational. H. G.

this

Guibord,

(Educational).

Deserves the atten-

Cushing, Iowa.

HORSE TEARS

Theatre, Durango, Colorado.

City,

SELZNICK NEWS.

tion of every exhibitor, demanding the best
for the least. R. K. Russell, Lyric Theatre,

South Carolina.

TOO MUCH BUSINESS.

Gem

Short Subjects

Bad Prints

SHEIK’S WIFE. Capacity houses for
three days; picture was, in my opinion, a
poor one, and still they came for three days.
Draw your own conclusions. Advertising,
house organ and posters. Patronage, genS. H.
Attendance, best in months.
eral.
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Consensus of Published Reviews
Here are extracts from ne-ws available at press hour from publications of the in dustry boiled down to a sentence. They
present the views of Moving Picture World (M.P.W.); Exhibitors’ Herald (B.H.): Motion Picture News (N.): Exhibitors’
Trade Review (T.R.); Film Dally (F.D.)
|

Sure Fire Flint

— C.

—

Bnrr 6.000 feet)
M. P, W. A cyclonic comedy drama that
is a genuine knockout and ranks as best of
(Johnny Hines

—

—

kind.
R.
“Sure

its

I

T.

Sure fire
about it.

N

5

;
,

— Seven reels of intensified comedy and
melodrama, interspersed with high jinks.
E. H. — One of the swiftest comedy-dramas
of the present season.
F. D. — “Sure Fire Flint” looks like sure
money.

The Kentucky Derby
—Universal-Jewel—5,308
feet)
M.
P.
W. —Universal- Jewel production
melostarring
(Reginald Denny

V

-

,

Reginald Denny

drama.

—
—

—

_

is

a splendid

F.
D.
Adaptation of stage melodrama
offers good thrill in race sequence.
E. H.
Looks like another money-maker
for the exhibitor.
N.
The picture will please those who want
action regardless of its hokum.
T. R.
This is an exciting melodrama that
will readily satisfy the customary audiences
who demand an abundance of action and

—

.

is,

Fire Flint’’ is well named.
and there are no two ways

N.

fire

.

it

C.

thrills.

Clarence

Trifling

—

(Wallace Reid—Paramount 6,146 feet)
M. P. W. 'William deMille version of stage
play a thoroughly enjoyable comedy with

—

three-star cast.
T. R.
A bright and pleasing comedy, with
never a dull moment to clog its merrily

—

buzzing wheels of action.
F. D.
Stage play makes

—

fine screen entertainment.
One of the outstanding films of the
E. H.

—

month.

—

N.
A
ture, but

—

good picture an entertaining picit could have been much better.

The Headless Horseman
(Will Rogers — Hodkinson— 6,000 feet)
M. P. W — Eccentric characterization, quiet

has tragic theme.

—

F. D.
Here is a great
cent production, and a
carefully worked out and
for no good reason.
E. H.
It is a powerful,
well handled from every

T.

—
R. — “Trifling

N.

story.
E, H.

acted

—-Technically

with complete

excellent,
sincerity

and while
and artistic

finish, lacks the dramatic punch so necessary
to gain the attention of picture audiences.

angle.

'Women”

is

Ingram

in

a

— Rex

Ingram has demonstrated again

Bells of

San Juan
— —

(Ckarles Jone.s Fox 4, .587 feet)
M, P. "W. The story offers entertainment

—

—

—

absorbing tragedy,

that as an artist of the silversheet he has
few equals.

of the fantastic color the

—

picture, a magnificorking story, all
slipping at the end

tragic mood, creating a picture for the discriminating.

screen version.
F. D.
Rogers does fine work in vivid picturization of popular Irving story.
N.
Is not first-class screen material.
Its
greatest asset is the atmosphere.
T. R.
A rare bit of entertainment for
those who are familiar with the author’s

—

—

.

humor and a touch

Women

(Rex Ingram Production Metro 9 reels)
M. P. W. Powerful and impressive, but

without novelty.
E. H.

—While

not the best picture this star

has produced it should satisfy his followers
N.
It is an action picture.
But it is so
obvious that much of the force is destroyed.
T. R.
Will give satisfaction where the star

—

—

well
popular.

is

known and

—

this

sort

F. D.
Not as much action as
g'et in Jones’ pictures.

of picture

is

they usually

WORLD
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Newest Reviews and Comments
CHARLES

S.

SEWELL

&Mor
f

out

“Tess of the Storm Country”
in New Version of Former
Success Should Prove One of Season’s
Outstand'.ng Successes

Barr.'ers of Folly (Russell)

Brothers Under the Skin (Gold-

S. Sewell

wyn)
Brawn

As nearly everyone knows, Mary Pickford
starred in ‘‘Tess of the Storm Country”
about eight years ago, acliieving one of her
first big successes in feature productions as
well as one of her greatest. She has again
produced this same story in ten reels instead
of five as before and embodied in it all the
advantages that years of experience, improvemenr in technique, lighting, photography, direction and all angles of screen production have brought forth, combined with
That the
practically unlimited resources.
new production will be a huge success is
Those who have seen the old piccertain.
ture will be delighted with the new one, and
the millions of Pickford fans, which includes
by far the great majority of picture patrons,
will also be immensely pleased and entertained with the new production.
In a foreword. Miss Pickford ind’eates
that making this picture again was a labor
of love, that it is in response to repeated requests from her admirers and that of all
her roles she likes that of Tess best. After
seeing the picture we can well understand
why she, should feel that way, for it is a
role that is in every way ideally suited to
her personality and ability as an actress.
As to the story, while it is of the obivous
type and you can easily surmise how it is
going to turn out yet it is so human and so
well produced and acted, with such delightful
comedy, excellent drama, touching
pathos, self-sacrifice and even melodrama
and in fact the whole gamut of emotions
strikingly brought out and welded into the
action thar it makes a thoroughly enjoyable
attraction and one which you will continue
to enjoy in memory after you leave the the;

atre.

has Mary Pic’rford done better
or given greater evidence of her ability as an actress.
She is. as the changing
requirements of the role demands, alternately
grave, gay, whimsical, emotional, dramatic,
hoydenish, appealing, and with the sureness
of the finished artist carries you along with
her through the various changes.
At
from
her
no time is the transition
varying moods better brought out than
in the scene in the church where she herself
baptizes the dying babv when the min'ster
refuses. There is no evidence of the rollicking, light-hearted girl then, but in her place

Never

work

of the North

(First

Na-

tional)

Bulldog Drummond (Hodkinson)
Crow’s Nest, The (Aywon)
Down to the Sea in Ships (Elmer
Clifton)
Jilt,

The (Universal)

Marriage Chance, The (American
Releasing)
in the Dark (Metro)
Ridin’ Wild (Universal)
Sh'rley cf the Circus (Fox)
Tess of the Storm Country (United

Love

Releasing)
White Shoulders (First National)
Woman Who Fooled Herself (Associated Exhibitors)

Credit should al.so go to the cameraman
Charles Rosher. Working with the director
he has achieved some truly beautiful shots,
particularly
with
moonlight
and night
scenes on the water.
Another striking
feature of the picture is the excellence of
the sub-titles, clever and humorous, and
serious or everent as the occasion requires.
i

The supporting

cast is excellent throughof Lloyd Hughes to play
opposite Mary was a particularly happy
choice; he is a fine clean-cut chap who fits
the role to a “T”: conversely Jean Hersholt
as the villain is just about as desjiicable a
one as can be imagined, h's make-up and
work being unusually repellent.
out, the selection

Mary Pickford in again producing this
picture has given to the screen a production
which not only adds to her reputation as an
actress but one which we truly believe will
please all classes of theatregoers and draw
an abundance of coin to the exhibitor’s box
office.
It si ould prove one of the season’s
outstanding successes.
The Cast
Skinner
PrederirU Craves
Te<»la Craves

Mari-

Klias Gr;ives

feel

Daviil Torranee

Daddy Skinner

too.

This is one of the most effective and
•dramatic scenes in the picture, but there
are several others, notably the scene in the
courtroom where her father is convicted of
a murder he did not commit and she pleads
with the judge to allow him to return home;
also the scene where her sweetheart, seeing
her with a baby, doubts her faithfulness and
to save his own sister she refuses to clear
herself.

In the selection of John S. Robertson to
direct this picture. Miss Pickford made a
wise dhoicc. His handling of the production,
we do not believe, could be improved upon.
He has concentrated the dramatic interest,
broug’’t out the telling points effectively
and gives the whole an artistic production.

considerable

headed by a
She succeeds in retaining one big net and not long
afterwards, driven by hunger, the fisher-folk
start to use it.
In the fight which follows
Jordan is shot dead. Suspicion rests on Tess’
father, whose gun was used.
Graves prosecutes him and he is convicted.
Graves’ son, Frederick, who has been attra^-ted to Tess by her sunny disposition and
opposition

beauty, despite her unkempt appearance, says
he will help her. He breaks with his father,
but soon has to return to school after telling
Tess he loves her. Graves’ daughter, Teola,
tries suicide but is saved by Tess.
Soon
after, Teola gives birth to a baby and to
shield her
Tess keeps the child.
When
Frederick returns home and sees the baby
he loses faith in Tess. Soon after that the
baby gets sick and Tess takes the baby to
the church to have it baptised before it dies.
Teola, who can stand it no longer, claims
the baby as it dies. A witness of the murder
conf -ses that Ben Letts, a fisherman, is
guilty, and Tess’ father is freed.
Graves
comes and begs forgiveness and F ederick
also is finally reinstated in Tess’ affections.

Artists)

Thorns and Orange Blossoms (A1
Lichtman)
When the Desert Calls (American

a girl budding into womanhood who feels
the seriousness of the situation and the
solemnity of the occasion, and makes you
it,

%eviei\>s

young woman. Tessibel Skinner.

IN THIS ISSUE
Anna Ascends (Paramount)

Mary Pickford

Reviewed by C.

of

Tessihel

«,-(»;

’"'"•i

Ezra

Dan

I.niiitnian

.Tordon

Man

Old

Cinutnian

Piekforcl

I.Invcl

Hii’ihe.s
CI-ir>a Hope

Forre't Rahinsnn
Jean Hersholt

Danny Hoy
Roh-rt Russell

Cos

Saville

Mine deRodaniere
liy Craee M'ller White and
dramatized version l»y Riioert Hiiches.
Direeted hy ,lohn S Robertson.
Photographed by Charles Rosher.
Length. Ten Reels.

Doiiu'nian
Ra.sed on novel
Mr.s.

The Story
Elias Graves, wealthy and a pillar of the
church, boys a beautiful mans'on on the
hilltop.
A lot of fishermen are squatters on
the portion of the property at the edsre of
the lake, where they live in miserable huts.
Unable to get rid of them, his prospective
son-in-law, Jordon, suggests that their n<'ts
be confiscated.
This is done, but not with-

“Crow’s Nest”
Comedy Stunts Liven

the Interest in Aywon
Picture Starring Jack Hoxie
Reviewed by Mary Killy
Jac’< Hoxie's spectacular methods of extricating himself from danger are an amusing feature of this Western which Aywon
is distributing.
The picture should have a
good following where the star is popular.
There is plenty of riding and action, and
although the plot involves the familiar situation of the abducted heroine and her re-cue,
the director and star succeed in ma’-ci-ig it
entertaining.
The hills are an advantageous setting for
the action. In a remote valley “the Crow's
Nest,” a den of outlaws lies. The hero ‘rees
himself by cutting his ropes with pie es of
a bottle which he brea s. then upturning
a pail over his guard's head, whistling for
to a table in the room
his horse, tying h
the
and then telling him to go. The side
house goes with h m. It is not so much because of novelty, but rather because oi the
speed and comic touches that these s't-ncs
bring enthusiastic response. Evelyn Nelson
is the charming heroine.

m

The Cast
Estelinii
I’atricia
I'.ste.jaii.

Jack
Benton
as a hoy

Hovie

Eveljii Nelson
Rucldel A\ eathe -'va v

Tom Cimtham

Reaiigiiard
I'eeos, the Crow
Timh«‘rl'inc

Rilly Lester

Willirm Dyer
JIary

Margarita
John Benton

Briise

Bert L iiilley
.Cngnstina Lopez

The Squaw

Story hy William Lester.
Scenario not erediteil.
Direetlon hy Rani Hurst.

Length

4 TOO feet.

The Story
Esteban has been brought up by a squaw
frrm whom the pap.Ts pr.iving that ho is
white have been s’olen. Eeaugard has done th.s
for his own evil satisfaction. Later when the
boy grows up and f.tlls in love with Patric a
Benton, Beauguard exposes him as a “greaser.”
At the same moment a girl, who is hidden,
shoots Beauguard, and Esteban aids her in

escaping. Beauguard notifies his accomplice.
Pecos, known as the “Crow.” to stop the
The two are impass in the mountains.
p-isoned and meanwhile Beaugua’ d has sto] n
Esteban and the .girt escape only
Patricia.
Finally
to f'^ll in one danger after another.
he arrives on the scene in time to save
squaw
the
hut
the
of
Patricia, a'nd they go to
who tells the truth regarding Esteban's
parentage.
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“Riain’ Wild”
“Hoot” Gibson Is His Usual Strenuous Self
in Fast-moving Universal Picture
Reviewed by T.

daPonte

S.

to

For those who like expert horseback ridground,
ing at breakneck speed over rough

couple
a lot of strenuous action, including a
of realistic fights— in short, a typical “western” that

not over-burdened with gun-

is

that has its exciting moments,
nevertheless, “Ridin’ Wild,” a Universal production, wilt fill the bill.
However, the plot leaves something to be
desired, particularly at the end of the story,
where it is left to the spectator’s imagination to fill in any way he pleases as to how
subthe “villain” gets his just deserts.
guess
title says he gets it, but you’re left to
just how, and you’re also left to work your
brain concerning the manner in which the
“hero’s” father is cleared of a murder of
which he was unjustly accused.
Nevertheless it all ends happily, an exceptionally pretty girl has a leading role,
the “villains’" get what’s coming to ’em, and
the good people in the play are adequately
rewarded, so the film will probably make a
screen patrons.
hit with the majority of
"The acting, too, is exceptionally good.
play,

are prone to cavil might find some minor
fault with the fact that the sub-titles allude
too frequently to Miss MacDonald’s remarkable beauty, which is very evident and does
not need the attention to be constantly called

but

it.

The Cast
Katherine MacDonald

Virginia Pitman

Pitman
Robert Lee Pitman
Cole

Hawkins

Lawrence

Lillian

Mr.s.

Tom Forman
Bryant Washburn
Nigel Barrie
Chas. K. French

Clayhorne Gordon

Jim Singleton
Judge Blakelock
Col.

Barrows
Headrick
Fred Malatesta
Lincoln Stedman

James O.
Little Jimsie Blakelock ... .Richard

Maurice
“Cupid” Calvert

Directed by Tom Forman
Length, 5,980 feet.

A

The Story
In an effort to rehabilitate the family fortune the mother of Virginia Pitman tries to
marry the girl to money. One rich suitor
makes a disparaging remark about Virginia
and her brother shoots and kills him. Mrs.

Pitman then takes Virginia to another city to
angle with her there for another millionaire.
However, she falls in love with an automobile
racing driver, but after their engagement is
announced it develops that he is in reality one
of the richest men in the State who races only
for diversion.

The Cast

Ed

Henderson
Grace Nolan
Cyril

(Hoot) Gibson
Boetler

Jach Walter
Bert Wilson
Gertrude Clair
William Welsh

Georpre Berge
Allred Clark
Mrs. Henderson

John Henderson

Directed by Nat Roll
Length, 4,100 leet.

The Story
his
to
conformingHenderson,
mother’s ideas and his family’s religious
teachings, shuns a fight until his father is
Cyril then
unjustly accused of a murder.
jumps into the breach, stands off a lynching
at
the point
and
bully,
town
mob, whips the
of a gun holds the sheriff’s daughter, his
sweetheart, as hostage until the charge

Cyril

against his father

is

cleared up.

“White Shoulders”
Runs
Plot
Well-sustained
Exceptionally
TTiroughout First National Production
Reviewed by T.

Because
plot

that

it

is

S.

daPonte

has a story with a well-defined
carried through without being

marred bv ihconsistencies and impossibilities,
“White Shoulders,” a First National production, can be classed as far above the
average picture.
Audiences will be bound to appreciate the
film particularly for that reason as well as
for its other undeniably attractive features.
There is plenty of action enough to
please even the “fan” who prefers speed
and strenuousness in his entertainment to
anything else, and there is also quite enough
of the romantic to cater to the picture patron who likes the spice of love intermingled
with the films that he prefers to see.
Besides, Miss MacDonald wears an abundance of the sort of clothes that are quite
up to the minute and that are bound to
catch the fancy of the feminine picturegoers.
So that everyone will be pleased
the producers have also incorporated in the
film a ball to which the guests come bedecked
in the dress
in the finery of a by-gone era
of the early 60 s and the director can be
complimented on the care which he took in
the settings, even to the extent of having a
large Confederate flag draped above the
dancers on the ball-room floor.

—
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“Barriers of Folly”

Edna Murphy

Wade

Art Jordan

—

The plot is set in a distinctly Southern
“atmosphere,” that will make the production
do exceptionally well in the Southern States,
and likewise should give it a vogue in other
sections because of this unusual quality.
The acting is good throughout. Those who

Western Made
by Russell Productions

Thrill Follows Thrill in This

Russell Productions are offering in this
good Western with a splendid climax. The
action keep.s up a fast pace, and the incia

dents are linked together so that entertainment does not lag for those who like ex-

Westerns.
strong cast, headed by George Larkin,
includes Eva Novak and Wilfred Lucas. The
director has accomplished good dramatic effects in his handling of the material and the
performers. The plot is convincingly built
to prepare for stirring scenes toward the
close in which there is plenty of suspense.
At a melodramatic moment, a chafing dish is
overturned, the flames start, the whole fire
department is seen in action, the interiors
in flames and the hero in a vivid rescuing

citing

A

feat.

Close upon this excitement follows the
chase to Chinatown where new examples of
Oriental ingenuity in providing dangers are
The final pursuit in automobiles
shown.
the closing thrill. Where the exploitation
of the most dramatic scenes and the final
punch is sufficient, there is every reason to
is

expect good box-ofifice results with this feature.

The Cast

Madge Spencer
Perry Wilson

Wong Poo

George Larkin

Eva Novak
Wilfred Lucas
Lillian West
Bud Osborne

Karl Silvera

Story by Theodore Rock-»vell.
Directed by Etlward Kull.
Length, 4,800 feet.

The Story
Jim Buckley, wbo owns the ranch next to
May Gordon’s, is suspicious of Wallace Clifton, who is offering both of them fabulous
sums for their property. May is tired of life
on a ranch, and attracted by Clifton’s suave,
city manner, in inclined to sell.
She promises to go on a motor trip with Clifton, to see
his sister. Jim persuades her to promise not
to sell the ranch until she hears from him.
He soon finds that there is oil on the property and starts in pursuit of her. The “sister” proves to. be a doubtful relation, and
May gets involved in some exciting adventures, in which she is taken to Chinatown,
and tries to escape from Clifton, Jim is able
to save her, and finds that she is only too
glad to go back on the ranch and become his
,

wife.

“Brawn

of the North”

Wonder Dog, in an ExTrimble -Mur fin Production for

Strongheart, the
cellent

First National
Reviewed by Alfred Chalmers
When we saw Strongheart for the first
time in “The Silent Call,” we were so
strongly impressed with the work of this
intelligent dog that we wrote an appreciation called “God, But That Dog Is MagThe wide popularity of the picnificent.”
ture and the uniformly excellent box-office
reports which followed in the wake of its
ensubsequently proved our
showings

thusiasm was not unwarranted.
Strongheart is back again. In “Brawn of
the Norrh” he comes with all his splendidness and makes you live with him in a
simple but fascinating story laid amidst
some of the most gorgeous scenery which
the northwoods holds.
Whoever sees this picture will go out refreshed from having drunk deep of natural
beauty and exquisite photography. Moonlight snow scenes, heavy, leaden skies, dark
pines and spruce in silhouette, and some_

great billowy clouds floating by, all
a charm into the picture that will
get under the skin and delight even the
most calloused picture fan.
There is cunning and careful direction
throughout; especially are the wolf scenes
The cast as a whole is good.
well done.
Special commendation is due Miss Marion
Wells, who plays the leading feminine role.

times

inject

is unusually genuine and sincere.
every scene and makes you feel
Her part was not an easy one.
it.
Strongheart made a host of friends with
“The Silent Call.” He’ll thrill these all over
again and add a whole lot more with
“Brawn of the North.”
If we were running a theatre we’d hate
to see our comi?etitor get this one first.

Her work

She

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Jim Buckley
May Gordon
Wallace Clifton

35>

lives

The Cast
Irene Rich
Lee Shum-\vay
Joseph Barrel

Marion Wells
Peter Coe
Howard Burton
Lester Wells

Roger Janies Manning
Philip Hnhhard
The Missionary
Jean Metealf
The Misfiionary’s Wife
Baby Evangeline Bryant
The Baby
Lady Silver
The Vamp

Brawn

Strongheart
Story by Jane Mnrfin and Laurence Ti-imble.
Directed by Laurence Trimble.
Photographed by C. B. Dryer.
Length, T,6.’>0 Feet.

The

St.iry

Marlon Wells, her brother and his partner,
Howard Burton, together with Brawn, the
girl’.s dog, are on their way to open a mine
in Alaska.
A quarrel arises between the
men. The dog i.s also involved as he is in
the fight which ensues. When it is over the
girl, having seen
both men fall into the
water and not come up, believes both have

Brawn leads her to a cabin,
drowned.
Peter Cole, a lonely miser, is there. His fi”st
act is to try to force her to kiss him; later
Brawn, having
he is ashamed of himself.
got his leg hurt in a trap. Peter goes for
the nearest doctor who is also a missionary.
Peter forces a marriage. This brings even
greater contempt for him from the girl. At
the first opportunity Peter, Marion and her
pet go back to the settlement.
Peter has
never taken advantage of the marriage he
forced with the girl. At the settlement they
part; it is then that Marion realizes she
really loves him and they go back into the
wilderness. A baby is born.
of the ne-wcomer, often runs
wolves.
On a return to

Brawn, jealous
play with
the settlement
causes the dogs

off to

Brawn, without meaning to,
attached to the sled to run away, endangering the baby.
Brawn goes to the rescue.
The sled gets caught on a tree and wolves
attack
the
dogs.
Brawn, catching up,
battles with a wolf, kills it and rescues the
baby, taking it safely to the missionary’s
cabin.
Half crazed with grief the mother
and father arrive there later. The reunion
of the supposedly lost baby and its parents,
with Brawn’s conmplete atonement for past
misdeeds, complete the picture.
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“Brothers Under the Skin”
Kyne Story Made Into Delightful
Comedy With Featured Cast by E.
Mason Hopper for Goldwyn

Peter B.

Reviewed by C.

S. Sewell

Although you maj' not think so from the
title, this is a comedy, and a delightful one
at that.
It is a clever satire on married life
and extravagant wives versus henpecked or
husbands. You will find that the
admirably fits the picture, for regardless
of your station in life, in the marriage game,
you are apt to be confronted with the same
situation and that it can be remedied by
spoiled

title

treatment, so after all we are
“brothers under the skin.”
Peter B. Kyne, the well-known writer, is
responsible for the story, and he has selected
as his characters, two married couples, one
husband makes $30.00 a week as shipping
clerk for a large concern; the other, who is
boss of the same company, has an income
of $30,000 a year.
But both are up against
the same situation, their wives are frivolous
and extravagant and live be 3'ond their
means, while one buys sable coats, the other
buj’s a floor lamp on the installment plan.
The solution for this? Well, as a sub-title
says, “treat ’em rough and tell ’em nothing.”
E. Mason Hopper has admirably directed
this production; it is bristling with humor
and unusually cleverly sub-titled; nearly
every one will give you a chuckle. The
rollicking
comedy note is predominant
throughout, but there is also much food for
serious thought and discussion in this picture.
While exceedingly amusing it nevertheless serves to point a moral for henpecked husbands.
Straight-forward and concise, without any
footage being wasted on subsidiary characters, the theme which is enacted by a cast
of
only five persons, slmws practically
parallel situations in the affairs of the rich
similar

and poor husbands. It is a picture which
practically all grown-ups, whether married
or single, will enjoy, and should prove a
good box-office bet.
The entire cast is featured and does exceedingly fine work, and it is difficult to
pick out one for especial praise, though Pat
O’Malley has the lion’s share of the opportunities and makes good use of them, and
Helene Chadwick runs him a close second.

Millie

Crailcl€>ok

l»nt

Craddoek

O’Malley

Helene Chadwick

Thomas Kirtland

Norman Kerry

Dorothy Kirtland
Claire Windsor
Mrs. Bulger
Mae Bnsch
Based on Story by Peter B. Kyne.
Continuity by Grant Carpenter.
Directed by E. Mason Hopper.
Photographed by John J. Mescall.
Length,

4,f»S3

Feet.

The Story

Newton Craddock, a poor shipping- clerk,
has a wife who runs him into debt and henpecks him. making- him wash the dishes, etc.

Thomas
“jump

in

his wealthy boss, also
extravagant wife who runs him
Craddock’s wife tells him to go
the river” and he starts to obey,

Kirtland,

spoils his
into debt.

but does not like the dirty water.
Kirtland’s friends, to decide a bet, write
him a note and get Craddock to take it. As
no one is at home Craddock goes in to wait,
and spying a bottle he takes too much, getting humorously intoxicated.
Kirtland and
his wife return and Kirtland lays the law
down to her and tells her where she gets
off;
there is also jealousy of a supposed
vamp here, but Craddock proves to be the
innocent cause. Craddock hears all of this
and seeing the similarity of the situation returns home. He confronts Millie and starts
to treat her rough, disabuses her idea that
the woman across the hall is vamping him
and makes her love and obey him* He then
goes to the shop, with blood in his eye,
licks the foreman and gets the job. The picture ends showing both couples happy and
each with a baby to bless their married
life.

Those who may have doubted the wis-

dom

of

new

version

Mary Pickford

in

producing a

of “Tess of the Storm
Country,” one of her greatest successes,
will
have these doubts dispelled on
seeing the new “Tess.” It is an A-1 boxoffice attraction and a distinct addition
to the list of high class photoplays which

season has brought forth.
human, filled with heart interest,
pathos, drama, delightful comedy and
even melodrama, is excellently directed
and beautifully photographed.
The
this

It is

original picture was a big success, and
new one, distributed through United
Artists, should prove an even greater
one. C. S. S.

the

—

“Shirley of the Circus”
Mason is Starred in Fox Production
With Exceptionally Good Circus

Shirley

The

Fox feature are
They have been

circus scenes in this

exceptionally

good.

elaborate!}’ produced and revel in the atmosphere that is always such a strong factor in making an actual circus a success.
There are splendid lions, a really thrilling
incident when one is loosed, and a wealth
of glamor and illusion surrounding the per-

formers.
Shirley
midst of

Mason

is a dainty figure in the
Her perthis colorful action.
as the little circus dancer will

all

formance

appeal to her many admirers, as it gives
her the opportunities which emphasize her

charm and acting ability. Her
made the more sympathetic by the
brutal character of the strong man of the
ring.
This part is managed excellently by
Alan Hale. He succeeds in making his part
particular

work

is

strikingly individual instead of being merely
a brawny hero.
The picture as a whole is good entertainment. The story has a tendency to draw
upon well-used situations at times, but the
interest
is
always by some means restimulated. and because of the color and
variety, should have a wide appeal.

The

Ca.st

\ita

Shirley >lason
Georjre O'Hara

I’ierre

Crawford Kent
.\lan Hale
Lain Warrinjitoii
Claude AVayne

Blaiiqiiette
Susan A'an Her Pyl
Airs. A'an Der Pyl
Mathilfle Brundaife
AA'ritfen and Directed l»y Bowland A". Lee.
Leng-th, 4,00,S feet.

The Story
popular dancer in a French
circus. The strong man. Max, is her guardian
and lends her to an interested artist, James
Blackthorne, who promises to educate her for
three years, then return her to Max. Nita is
in love with one of the performers. Pierre.
After three years Max calls for her at the
convent, but Nita is afraid of him and runs
away. Blackthorne asks his fiance to give
her a home, but Nita overhears a conversation about herself and fears she is not
wanted. When Pierre calls to take her back
to the circus, she goes.
Blackthorne misses her and starts out on a
search. Max treats them both brutally, and
is so jealous of Pierre that he lets him fall
during an acrobatic feat. Pierre is injured,
but recovers with Nita at his side. Blackthorne finds her and offers her a home again,
but she says she will never leave Pierre.
Nita

is

the

“Down
Elmer

to the Sea in Ships”

Clifton’s

New

When

Production a MasterWith Sensa-

— Replete

piece in Its Line

tions and Human Interest
Reviewed by Roger Ferri
the ten best productions

of the
sorted out this
Elmer Clifton offering should not be overlooked. for it is one of the most marvelously
amazing attractions ever offered owners of

current season

are

finally

picture

theatres.

In

its

25, 1922
class

it

stands alone and as an unquestionable masterpiece.
Here is a production that is just
that and more a picture with a real heart.
It is at the same time a great education and
a remarkable entertainment vehicle.
Its
value goes beyond that of the theatre, for
it
will create talk and discussion that will
live for a long, long time.
Cinematographically, “Down to the Sea
in Ships” is that much sought different production exhibitors have prayed for.
It is
dramatic, sensational, romantic, comical and
picturesque, dwelling on a story that is
appealingly human. But what is of much
more value is the finished product itself,
that is, the manner in which the story has
been handled, the way in which Directoi

—

Clifton produced this extremely difficult
vehicle, for the lives of every player were
in jeopardy when the picture was in the
making. It is a whale of a picture in more
than one sense; seriously, it can be advertised as a “whale of a picture” because it.
deals extensively with whales, the whaling

industry and the Whaling City

Scenes
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

.lames Blaekthoriie
Ma.v

The Cast

Xewton

November

— Xew

Bed-

ford, ^lass.

Via the program the information is given
that an “entire city (meaning Xew Bedford)
co-operated in the making of the picture.”

There need be no doubt about that. And
X’ew Bedford can well be proud for having
given this co-operation, for this picture is a
cinematographic triumph of the most superlative order.
It is big in everything.
You
don’t have to take any risk when you grab
this one, for it is that type of production
that will appeal to e\'erybody for it has
everything in it and most important it is
in
possession of heart-throbs that are
gripping and leave a permanent impression

—

prompt word-of-mouth boosting.
Elmer Clifton is deserving of much commendation for “Down to the Sea in Ships"
for it is what this writer would gamble two

that will

one in predicting that it will prove a huge
box-office winner.
It’s
a production that
will justify the investment of several thousands of dollars in exploitation, for the picture will earn it all back 100 times.
Insofar as this writer knows no distribu-

to

arrangements have been made for
to the Sea in Ships,” but it certainly
is entitled
to presentation on an elaborate
basis.
If any picture ever justified high
class legit prices, this one does, for while its
producers are quietly but carefully testing
tion

“Down

the box-office value of the picture in their
typically Xew England fashion, the
fact remains that it is wonderful in presentation, acting, photography ahd story.
Every character is lovable e\'en the most
disagreeable one appeals to you, not because
of the splendid characterization, but because of the fact that it is human, true-tolife and red-blooded.
And it isn’t the sort
of picture that appeals only to Xew England audiences; it’s any audience's production, for the highbrow, lowbrow and the
highlowbrow. It will be a wise distributing
agency that will grab this one and a wiser
exhibitor who will allow it to bring the

own

;

silver to its

box

offices.

sensations, “Down to the Sea in
Ships” is the best yet. And these sensations result from every day hair-raising experiences of whalers.
And they are not
faked. This writer knows Xew Bedford and

For

many

a time was despatched there by a
Boston newspaper to “cover” shipwrecks,
etc., in that picturesque locality.
And what
this reviewer saw at the Shubert-Majestic

Theatre. Providence, R. I., where this production is being given its premier showing,
brought back memories of those exciting
days.
To enumerate the innumerable
thrillers depicted in this attraction would
mean the use of an entire page. Suffice,
however, to say that this picture is so securely packed with dangerously bold feats
in which whales unconsciously play an important role that it has any 15-episode serial,
this writer has seen to date, washed off the
board.

November

25,
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“Bulldog

mterestmg
story is a fascinatingly
with Tim Old
one that compares favorably
Adains
”Q^''ncy
Homestead,”

The

If

grS
Clifton

'Tdfo'’„f

took

ized on
picture

And, perhaps,

it.

&

and capita

-

because this
and expert y

was so carefully
that it stands out so
well that yo
and entertains so superlatively
ending. The scenic
reo-ret that it has an
where
background is typical of the country
the picture

was made.

The cast is one
William
known.

Raymond McKee
as Patience Morgan
Thomas Allen Dexter; Juliette Courtot,
;

as

the cast all
Tudv Peggs, and the rest of
contribu e
do consistently good work and
interesting
materially to the telling of an
i
irianner.
story in a smooth and forcible
ot the
Mr. Clifton, however, must go a bulk
it

was

his

directorial

work

that

.

.Judy

Curtis Pierce

Ada Caycock
Janies Tiirller
.Patrick Hartigan

•

Thornton Haston

J-

Capt. .James A. Tilton
The Captain
Story and scenario by .John b. E. Pell.

Directed by Elmer Clifton.
I.ength, 13 reels.

The Story
of a,
This story Is the actual thrilling_ tale
young couple who went through more excU
for
incidents during their brief careers
for each
the sake of the great love they held
adapted
other than any American story yet
that kept
to the screen. First it was religion
them apart and then it was business activities
believe the
of the stern father who did not
young man worthy of his daughter. While
the secthe youth could and did brush aside
tarianism he could not prove to the old gentleman the great code of the whaleman, ret
he overcame this great obstacle in the the
while seemingly serving the purpose of
and
arch villain plotting aw'ay the wealth
property of the great Charles W. Morgan and
his American shipping interests.

“Love

in the

Dark”

Viola Dana’s Newest Production for Metro
Melodramatic
Is a Light but Amusing

Comedy
Reviewed by C.

picture.

this

a

croox but

chalantly
ness in getting out of difficulties

is

S. Sewell

Light, but amusing, is “Love in the Dark,”
for
Viola Dana’s newest starring vehicle
Metro Pictures Corporation. It is in the
nature of a comedy melodrama, for although
many of the situations are melodramatic,
they are not heavy, but handled Lghtheartedly, and Miss Dana is given opportuhumorous
nities to bring out the breezy and
irrepressible
side of the character of the

m

m

the

from an entertainft is a production which
better class
ment standpoint ranks with the
should P’'oyf satof program offerings and

particularly
isfactory with average audiences,
Dana.
Viola
like
that
those

The Cast
Slary Duffy.
Tim O’Brien.

•

.

.

O’Brien
“Red” O’Brien.
Horton.
Dr.
Mr.s.

.

.

Brnee Gneriii

Horton...
Robert Horton

Mr.s.

Jiniiny

Viola Dana
Cullen Landis
Arline Pretty

Watson

electricity,

patients with thumbscrews,

etc.,

shown but only
but Director Apfe has not
suggested these tortures.
-ii
j
action, thrills and
If your audiences like
the
over
squeamish
excitement and are not
conspirators, they
devices employed by the
,

will like this picture.

We
made

understand that the production was
Holland and that with the excep-

in

the cast consists
tion of the featured players
photography is
The
actors.
European
of
about the sets
nothing
is
there
but
good
was
to indicate that the picture

or locations
not made in this country.
demands
The cast measure well up to the breezy,
made on them. Carlyle Blackwell is

D>^ummond,
and devil-may-care as “Bulldog
and attracwhile Evelyn Greeley is sweet,
’

there

West

is

Captain
’

romance.

a

TUe Cast

Diummoml

Carlyle Blackwell

Evelyn Greeley V
Gerald Deane
Hsirrv Bogarth
Horace Devere

Benson
^

Peter Darrell
Carl Peterson.

Warwick Warde

Dr. Lakiiifiton.

sends her to
magistrate discharges her and
employs her as a coma minister-editor, who

Th^lon^Zo; Tir^v^ho^re

h^li^t
-’s son
S^rh*lg«n’r!ofe:^ ^When the
his fathers
gets into trouble by stealing
summons
money and losing it gambling, shesignal— an
Tim by means of the prearranged reformed,

who has

him^to

for
comes to her, and then she pleads
get the money
open the gambler’s safe and
wants to save the
back He does so as she
Everything ends
!Snlster from the shame.
between Tim
romance
satisfactorily with a
and Mary.

,.

him

AJ

w

,

tive

Phillis

Marv Duffy, raised in an orphan
take care of them
adopte^l by the O’Briens to
who cannot see durat
little bov Tim O’Brien,
keen vision
n“ the daytime, but who has
by his pal,
niSht is a crook. Double-crossed when the
getaway
he and bts wife make a
“Red” with Mary^
police appear, leaving little
the lurch
Mrs. O’Brien leaves Tim in
an auto.
daylight comes and is killed by kind-hearte
Mary is arrested, but the

Tim,

Their

John Harron

Secnnrio liy .1. <»• Hnwks.
Directed hy Harry Beanmont.
Photographed hy John Arnold.
Length, G reels.
The Story

ad in the paper.

;

Charles

O’Brien,”
Based on story “Page Tim
by John Moroso.

-""h-o^iT

•

girl who gets
as the helpless type of
Both give good
into the adventure.
course,
performances of their roles and, of

Edward Connelly
Margaret Mann

.

sugges-

housetops, etc.
» .u
The conspirators run a ‘sanatorium tney
to exgo
and
unprincipled
absolutely
are
patients.
tremes to extort money from their
“treatments” consist in torturing their

appeared. The remainder ot
Landis as the crook
cast, headed by Cullen
satisfactory,
with impaired vision, is entirely
little boy,
and there is a particularly bright
and amusBruce Guerin who is unaffected
she has

is

though handled with a better
than is often the case.
There is an abundance of action and the
the coninterest is well sustained due to
hero and his
tinual conflict between the
confriends and the gang of unscrupulous
autos, over
spirators, together with chases in

tive of a serial
regard to logic

keen at night with artificial light.
This point adds novelty to the story.
hne
Viola Dana puts over her role
and lovable
shape, bringing out the pathos
the hu
characteristics of the girl, as well as
mor of the character; however, the role does
opportunities tor
not afford her as good
whmh
others
several
as
work
effective

•

Jake Finiier
Samuel Siggs

orphan, bubbling with good hu-

his sight is

Patience Morgan
Elizabeth Cole.
Baby Patience Morgan
Raymond MeKee
Thomas Allen Dexter
Whitt
Baby Thomas Allen Dexter ThomasCourtot
.Juliette
Peggs

The Town Crier
oHenny” Clark
“Dot” Morgan
w.
Jimmie

Irish

excitement
to see that his hero got enough
disposition.
to satisfy even a person of this
which is not inIt is of the type of story
situatended to be taken seriously and the
and nontions into which the hero boldly
precipitates himself, and his ad’-oit-

straight afterwards, though the
definitely shown as the cause tor his
i^Bis
reformation. An unusual twist is given to
with
character, as he is -shown as afflicted
pracan eye disease which causes hirn to be
though
tically blind when the sun is shining,

William Cavanaugh
Ccigh R.

.

attraction.

goes

he

girl

Walcott

«Scu«” Smith

or single, and

which she portrays.
Crooks play a large part in
The leading man starts out as

The Cast

Morgan
Henry Morgan

box-office

good

sub-titles.

inor,

ihe
produced such a creditable special.
could
photography, by Alexander G. Penrod,
not have been any better.
Charle.s

a

gestion of burlesque entirely eliminated.
The nature of the production is disclosed
Drummond,
early, when the hero. Captain
bored by inaction following the world war,
even
advertises for any kind of employment,
excitement.
crime, that will furnish plenty of
With this idea in mind, the author set out

c. s. s.

little

William Cavanaugh as
Marguerite Courtot
Miss
Morgan;
Henry
as

realistically clever.

credit, for

prove

that are wel
as the keen,
England ship

Walcott,
scrupulous and upright New
faith,
owner and whaler of the Quaker

by
Hollandia Film Company and presented by
Producers Securty Company through Hodkinson is straight melodrama with the sug-

should please

men and women, married

.

of ‘‘names

production that

a

is

It

and the clever

cast

cellent

Lndled

or

inclined to enjoy it as a burlesquv.
The screen version made
travesty.

The manner in which they finally
adopt the slogan “treat ’em rough” and
by using it in different degrees bring
happiness to their respective households is highly amusing.
A feature of the picture is the ex-

is

it

S. Sewell

mystery melodramas, so exaggerated that
while it held some of the spectators because
were
of its thrills and fast movement, others

skin.”

th

advantage

every

of these gentlemen

knowledge

Reviewed by C.

As presented on the stage “Bulldog Drummond” was of the modern type of action-

of them and made a picture that is
vastly entertaining.
The story shows that husbands,
whether rich or poor, if they have
frivolous extravagant wives are in the
same boat and are “brothers under the

it

in ExHodkinson Melodrama Made
Abroad

citing

tion,

“Shore Acres,” ‘‘As
Down East.” But it
new with
it’s originally
lavish
It
As a production it is superb.
detail overlooked. But
no
with
type,
its
for
had
came to details the producer

Drummond”

Evelyn Greeley and Carlyle Blackwell

can recommend the Goldwyn produc“Brothers Under to Skin.” Based
on a story by Peter B. Kyne, which is
Dirich in laugh-getting possibilities.
rector Hopper has taken full advantage

we

Ye Sow and Way
has a new twist and

when

you want clean-cut, snappy comedy,

V ... H-r,..11ev
Hn" PaWrson

....William Browning

Dorothy Pane
“Sapper” (Cyril
Based on stor> and play hy
.

.

.

MelVeile).

Directed hy Oscar Apfel.
Length, 5,000 feet.
The Story
following
Captain Drummond, demobolized
and craving exthe war finds life boring,
Phillis Benson
citement advertises for it.
the
is
knowing her uncle, James Handley,
next door
people
toils of the sanatorium
Drummond gets
answers the ad. The night
suicide rather
ij,..,....ley commits
joo Handley
rne job
on the
'
than forge the name of Hiram to the gan„
money
lionaire, to a will, leaving
sanatorium.
of crooks operating the
in a thril Drummond learns the facts and
chases rescues
ing series of adventures and
is himself cap
PcRts from their clutches, but Drummond esic T.-5fiTinnned.
tured. Phillis is kidnapped.
but notwithcapes and is again captured, ^"^Ey saves
standing overwhelming odds he
love and brings
Potts and Phillis, wins her

m

^

the

gang

to justice.

MOVING PICTURE
“When
Pictorial

Found

in

Theme— Amer’can

Picture
Releas-

Laurence

Trimble and Jane Murfin
who presented “Strongheart” in “The
Silent Call,” which scored such a pronounced hit, have just given to the

on

ing Corporation
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

The pictorial appeal in this Pyramid production, “When the Desert Calls,” is by far
Desert scenes and
its most salable feature.
shei'< atmosphere are the background for
an old-fashioned story. The picture does
not possess the elemental quality of former
screen successes of a similar aspect, but
resembres them more in external detail. It
seems like a more or less polished, Americanized version of life on the desert.
For the fans who enjoy the glamor of
wide white
sort of existence, the
this
stretches as a background for colorful
figures and melodramatic intrigue, there are
many thrills. Past demonstrations of the
success of this type of entertainment indicate that it is what many patrons like.
Dramatically, the picture is built upon
familiar situations.
A woman is pursued,
after her marriage, by an unwelcome admirer who falsely implicates her husband
Believing her husband has
in a forgery.
committed suicide, she flees to the desert,
and they do not meet again until after five
years, when he has been wounded and she
has in the meantime become a nurse. Coincidence seems to have gone too far in this
final reunion.
Through some misfortune in directing
everyone in the cast shows a tendency to
overact to make the scenes too melodramatic. Violet Heming, the star, shows
this in her interpretation of the emotional
moods. There are a few lovely close-ups
of her, and these with more care, could have
been more frequent and still finer.
The Cast
Louise Caldwell
Violet HeininK
Elderd Caldwell )

—

Georsre Steven.son
Fieh.ord Manner.s
Dr. Thorne
Lient.-Col. Potter

Frank Warren
“The White Angel”.
Nazim

A

British

Robert Frazer
Sheldon Lewis
Huntley Gordon
J. Barney Sherry
David Wall

J

.Julia Swayne Gordon
Niehola.s Thoniitson

..

Tommy

Tammany Young

Story by Donald MoGibney.
Seenario by Peter Milne.
Direetion by Ray C. Smallwood.
Photogr.aphy by Miphael Joyce.
Length, 0,1 ."ft feet.

The

.Story

concerns a plot to disgrace the young
American cashier of a honk on the edge of
the desert and the discovery of evidence that
the young
had committed suicide. This
drives his young vi'ife to seek peace in the
desert, into which she is followed by the consuirator and meets with thrilling adventure.
The Great War intervenes, after which a
valorous sheik is sought by the British who
wish to award him the war cross. The sheik
Is partly recognized as the erstwhile cashier,
but faints from a wound before establishing
his identity. In a hospital he learns that the
head nurse is to marry a popular doctor, then
recognizes the nurse as his wife, though she
does not recognize him. From thence on the
It

mm

story builds to a clima.x.

“The

November

25,

1922

—

the Desert Calls”

Appeal

Familiar

WORLD

Jilt”

Marguerite De La Motte Scores Individual
Hit in Universal’s Splendid Audience
Picture
Reviewed by Roger Ferri

Irving Cummings produced what should
prove a splendid audience picture when he
made “The Jilt” for Universal. This quiet
production makes no bid at pretentious iess,
but it does serve the purpose for which it
was passed on to the public, namely, it entertains interestingly and is well put together
in a fashion that leaves no doubt as to the
sincerity of not only the storj' itself, but the
very efforts of the players. And, after all
“The Jilt” gives Marguerite De La Motte a'
particularly difficult task, but despite the
many temptations attached to the role she

screen “Brawn of the North,” a First
National attraction featuring this wonderful dog. It is a picture that should
prove a big box-office bet; everyone who
saw the other picture will want to see
this one, too, and it will not disappoint
them.
It is an interesting story, well
acted and produced and “Strongheart”
will endear himself to your audiences as
much as he did before.
Then, too, there are magnificent outdoor scenes with beautiful photography
and effective action between “Stronghea-t,” other dogs and several wolves,
and “Strongheart” has a romance, too.
A. J. C.

that rare essential appeal. “Anna Ascends"
strikes a peculiarly human note.
There are
many reasons for recommending it, but this

perhaps is the most important.
An immigrant girl’s ambitious struggle in
America, her battle with the language and
survival of unfortunate associations until
she realizes a brilliant achievement is an
inspiring story.
It has been handled here
with fine judgment. There is almost every
emotional mood, sympathy, humor and suspense. The construction is unusually good
because there is no over-emphasis of any
one of these, but a smooth distribution so
that the result is complete entertainment.
For instance, the intrigue, centering around
the stolen foreign jewels, could easily have
been made more intense. But this motive
has been kept in the background and the
production is more artistic for this reason.
The case of Anna is sympathetic without
being sentimental, another mark of discrimination.

portrays, she

is

so successful, so realistically

charming that she, in the vernacular of the
showman, “runs awav” with the production,
scoring a decided individual hit. Her acting
superb throughout and while at times there
is a tendency to rebuke this little miss for
taking so lightly the heartaches of one .vhom
she merely thought she loved, one cannot
help but side with her even when she does
the otherwise unwise things. But thac'.s because she is so natural, because she is just
the human type of girl that you find in real
is

life.

The

story will hold your interest, for its
is
a combination of mystery and
melodrama, the two contributing tO'vard
making the situation a highly interesting
one.
In fact, this could be characterized
as a picture of climaxes for if memory does
not fail us there were three of them. But it
is the work of the cast rather than the story
itself that will score for this picture, for
Matt Moore, as the jilted lover, and Ralph
Graves, as the young doctor, are both suc-

climax

Harry De Vere and Eleanor Hancock have little to do but they do that well.
Irving Cummings
The settings are good.
cessful.

directed satisfactorily.

Rose Trenton
Sandy Sanderson

Marsiierlte De La Motte
Ral|ih Graves

Prothero
His secretary
Rose’s father

Matt Moore
Ben Hewlett
Harry De Vere

mother

Eleanor Haiiooek
Story by R. Ramsey.
Seenario by Arthur Statter.
Directed by Irving Ciiinniing.s.
Length, five reels.
The Story
Rose Trenton has mistaken sympathy for
George Prothero, a war hero, blinded and
cynical, for love. They become engaged, but
later the girl learns that she loves "Sandy”
Sanderson. Finally she writes George telling
of the impossibility of her affair and that
she loves "Sandy.” He is hurt and goes to
Rt>se’s

Europe

to "forget.”
Meanwhile "Sandy” rehome.
George unexpectedly returns
"Sandy” and Rose decide to make
home.
things as happy as possible for George. Rose
writes to a specialist in Paris, hoping through
him to restore George’s eyesight. One day
George and "Sandy” go on a trip. George
returns alone explaining that they had been
attacked, and "Sandy” taken away. Rose the
next day receives a letter from Paris, in
which the surgeon informs her that George
had been cured months ago and had returned
to America with sight restored. He comes to
her and she forces a confession from him,
just as the supposed dead "Sandy” rushes
into the room and tells of the attack made
on him by Prothero. The latter is sent away,
with "Sandy” and Rose left alone to live

turns

happily.

considerable variety in the settakes place in New York and

all

there are many familiar shots, photographed
with skill. A section of the city known as
“Little Syria” is a colorful background for
the introductory scenes. Luxurious interiors

and exterior come later.
Alice Brady has never had a part
more animation and individuality than
of “.A.nna.”
She gives a sparkling
formance and in a few instances does

with
that
per-

some

really distinguished acting.
The Countess is a fascinating creature
as played by Nita Naldi.
Robert Ellis,

David

Powell

and

Edward Durand con-

tribute
substantially.
The women wear
beautiful clothes.
Victor Fleming is responsible for the directing, and his efforts
make the picture most enjoyable.

The Cast

Anna Ayyoh
Howard Ft.sk

Alice BraJy
Robert* Ellis

The Baron

David Poweil

Countess Rostoll
Count RostofI

Nita Naldi
Charles Gerard

Edward

Siad Coiiry
Bessie Fisk

Fisk

>Iis>.

Mr.

1-

Diir.nnd

Florence Divon
Grace Griswnid
Fredrick Burton

isk

upon the play by Harry Chapman
Ford.
Scenario by Marsraret Tnmbnll.
Direetion by Victor Fleming:.
Length, S.ftOO Feet.
The Story
Anna is a waitress in a cheap Syrian
restaurant In New York.
One of the frequenters is Howard Fisk, who susnects the
proprietor of being connected with smuggling
foreign jewels, by Importing them with Iiis
coffee.
Howard asks Anna to do some detective work.
Anna is much interested in
Howard and has confided in him her ambi-

become a writer. She learns that
her employer has taken the jewels to the
Count and Countess Rostoff and a my’sterious
"baron.”
In a sudden encounter, she stabs
the baron and is prevented from reporting
to Fish because they threaten to expose her,
as a murderer. As time passes she continues
her study’ of the new language and graduates
from one position to another and finally gets
her book iiublished.
Then the Count and
Countess reappear and attempt to make
trouble for her. She confesses to the police
that she stabbed the Baron, only' to learn
that he is still alive. The foreign impostors
are punished, and Howard succeeds in winning the author of the most popular novel of
the hour.
tions to

“The Marriage Chance”
American Releasing Corporation Offers a
Startling Production With
Fine Cast

“Anna Ascends”
An Appealing Theme

Inspires

Interest

in

This Paramount Picture with Alice

Brady
In

is

It

Based

The Cast
Georji'e

There
tings.

Reviewed by Mary Kelly
addition to an attractive cast and an

ingenious

plot,

this

production

possesses

Reviewed by Mary Kelly
If
you’re looking for something completely out-of-the-ordinary, here it is. It is
safe to announce that you can promise your
patrons a few thrills that are different from
anything they have experienced.
“The Marriage Chance” has a fascination
beyond all doubt, but the reaction to it may
not be entirely pleasant in all cases.
It
would be well to understand that not every

MOVING PICTURE WOR

25, 1922

November

the horrify-

temperament can stand some of
To
with tins P'Cture
ng sensations that go
search of new exciteothers, constantly in
picture will seem
ment on the screen, the
unusually attractive.
stage drama,
Similar to the plot of the
relates the hendstory
the
Monster,”
“The
doctor who has devoted
ish pursuits of a

He determines to
vivisection.
victim.
have a
intentions
The horrible realization of his
his

to

life

human

comes upon the spectator

melodramatic

in

desired psychoscenes that in getting the
Delibfaultless.
logical effect, are almost
director, Hampton
erately the author and
a reckless spirit
Del Ruth has maintained
almost to burlesque
of comedy, amounting
the picture. The happy
in the first part of
the wedding
mood reaches its height
Then suddenly the br.de who has

mission in which her duty is to induce one
of the noble families to sell their property
Naturally there is an ardent roat a loss.
mance in what follows. The general n ood
The
of the picture changes at this point.
light comedy note is dropped and the theme
becomes more sympathetic, and the action
more dramatic.
There is an effective cabaret shot in which
the star appears to artistic advantage and
which is sharply interrupted when her South
American lover ma es a cave-man plunge
This is well done. Robert
into the scene.
with a
Ellis has varied his characterization
inspires inlur ling sullenness and fire that
The cave-man motive continues as
terest.
his
he kidnaps the girl and iso'ates her on

m

scene.
water, falls lifeless to
as ed for a drink of
merges from the
the floor. Then the scene
on the door.
festivities to the funeral wreath
then
Her husband, sister and friends are
at
shown at the burial ceremony. There is

no suspicion but that tragedy is
purpose of the picture, and in ac-

this point

the final

a
complishing this, the director has shown
marvelous s' ill.
The ending, however, proves a happy one,
type which is better imagined than
of

a

analyzed.
A beautiful and charming new aMress,
There
Alta Allen, has the featured part.
close-ups
are a generous number of lovely
appre•which are much needed and much
whole
ciated in this tvpe of production. The
Walcast is excellent, and includes Henry
Milton Sills, Irene Rich, Mitchell
thall,
Lewis and Tully Marshall. The photography
is good.

The Cast

Milton
Pr. P:<nl Gr:iy«lon.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Timothy Lamb

;!

SiPs

.Henry B. WsilthaU
.

.

.

.Tiillv Mar.shall

Irene Rich
Mitchell Leivi.s

Laura La Varnie
Written and nireeted

PhotoRraph^

1»r

luT'

Haiimton Del Ruth.
r*el Ctawson.

I.eiiRth, C,000 teet.

The ending, however, is
plantation.
keeping with acceptable standards, and
attraction,
the picture should be a popular
Currier’s performanct is
Fran
generally.

island
in

other home
Gasnier.

Robert

lOMi.s

FraiiU Currier

Pess? Whart

>n

Robert Sellable

Rafael Areos
Story by Charles \. I.ogne.
Scenario not credited.
Ellis.
Direction by Charles Logne and Robert
feet.

The Story
to dance in tbe tropics
the
and also get on such fiiendly terms withtheir
Ccsablancas that they will sell .some of
CorporaEquator
rich plantation to the rival
tion.

blanca

engaged

By a ruse, Eva gets into the Casahome as a guest, but when she falls

love with the old Don’s grandson, Pennington, she sickens of her bargain but cannot withdraw.
The old Don is suspicious and orders Eva
This angers Pennington
out of the house.
and he gives Eva’s crowd an option on his
been
land, but when he learns that Eva has
playin.g with him, b' ing a man who takes
in

her
when he wants, he kidnaps her during
cabaret performance. Her pleading shames
him and he frees her. Eva then induces the
Eciuator people to give up the oPt'on. and
pea.ee is restored to the house of Casablanca
and happiness to Eva and Pennington.

The Story
The marriage of Eleanor Douglas to William Bradley, young district-attorney, is about
Sh® drinks a glass of water,
to take place.
Graydon,
Dr.
consciousness.
loses
and
and her sister, proEleanor
guardian of
nounces -her dead. Her kitten tastes water
from the same glass and likewise coll-’ ps''S.
It is remembered that Gravdon handed the
water to Eleanor. About to be buried, the
cat revives and scampers away. The horrMile
theueht occurs that Eleanor may have been
Dr-dley makes haste to exhume
buried alive

th° body, but discovers the coffin emnty. He
rushes to Gravdon’s, where he discoyers
Eleanor in bridal ar>-ay, on the operating
tabD. breathing, and the doctor lying on the
The scene fades. Eleanor is at
Poor. dead.
home. All wait for her to come out of her
When she does Bradley leads her to
faint.
the drawing-room and the marriage takes
place.

Woman

“The

^/ho Fooled

Herself”
May

Fas an Attractive, Versatile
Ass-c'ated Exhibitors’ Release
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Allison

Role

May

in

Allison

gives

an

attractive

perfor-

Asmciaced Exhibitors’ release.
is sophisticated enough to aEord
ample opportunities for wearing allnring
costumes, and at the same time has a qual-

mance in
The role

ity

th's

of sincerity that gives depth to the in-

terest.

As a young

-

.

girl,

“late of the Fo’lies

and

with the rent,” as one of several snappy
subtitles suggests at the opening s’’p accents
the first profitable adventure that b'ow;' her
way. This happens to he a South American

late

“Thorns and Orange
Blossoms’’
A

Preferred Picture With Splendid Audience
Appeal and an Out-and-Out Showman
Feature
Reviewed by Roger Ferri

vie” ing “1 horns and Orange Blossoms” one’s m'nd naturally runs hac fo the
oth"r two Pref°rr''d Pictures, “Rich I'len’s

After

Wives” and “Shadows” The first Gisnicr
production was a motherly a'^^'air and the

Tom Forman

feature constituted as sp'cndid

an artistic character study as this writer ever
saw reflected on the screen. But “T'.'orns
and Orange B’ossonis” is more of an ;iud_ience product'on than e ther of these. It is
done as
beautifully
artistically
as
not
“Shadows,” true: nor does it carry the
mother interest that “Rich Men’s Wives
Yet, were we as ed for ^ hox
possesses.
B’osoffice esfmate on “Thorns and Orange

we would boldly predict
new Gasnier special would gross
soms

”

a pi-:iure

is

women away crying and
and when a showman successtully

_

who will boo this feature. The adaptation
novel
by Hope Loring from Bertha M. Clay’s

commendable and the d.rection equally as
But Estelle Taylor as Ri/Sita
successful.
kencar.ies off the individual laurels, with
neth Harlan and Arthur Hull giving litr a
beauticlose race. Ed.th Roberts is girlishly
satisfying.
ful, with the rest of the cast

is

Alllsan

is

Schulberg and

boosting,
weaker
plays on the heart of the so-called
sex he has accompl.shed all that his duties as
showman cail for. Satisfy the vvomen, pb’ase
them, ma e them happy by giving them a
and
few tearful moments on the screen,
relathey'll send in droves of friends and
That’s an old show adage. But, true,
tives.
nevertheless.
,
„
"Thorns and Orange Blossoms is luxurieach
players
of
ously produced with a cast
one of whom wor :s industriously and natThe settings are at all times picurally.
turesque, but it is the theme that is gripping
and it is so convincingly carried_ out to its
most logical and clever conclusion that it
cannot help but go over profitably tf> all

The Cast

Eva Lee

P.

:

Eva Dee

Length, 5.401

B.

"Thorns and Orange Blossoms

i

Don Fernando Casablanca
Dona Marie Pennington
Cameron Camden
Eban Burnham
The Padre

for

that will send the

one of the choice features.

Feriiaiulo Peningtoii

run

that

this

niorp at
the box office than either of. its predecessors.
fact
.A.nd this statement is made with the
oss.jms
in mind that “T1 orns and Orange B

minus a genius of Lon Chaney’s type. And
despite the absence of truly big name,
showman’s picis what can be called a
it
way
ture, because it offcis so much in the
It is founded on a tl.eme
of exploitation.
stiid iusly
that is always surefire and as one

is

vet,

direcviews the pioduct on the fact that the
nrnd
tor
or ed w t th box office ever in
r'T ”s clearly to lich’,. This feature i' an-

"Thorns and Orange Blossoms”

is

an

ruidi-

ence picture because it is a combination
been
of heart-throbbers whose value has
story
tested, but chiefly because its beautiful
but, on
will appeal to no one set of fans,
’.vith
the contrary, to ail types and those
posditferent tastes. In a word, this picture

found in
ail those dramatic sure-fires
the most successful love stories.
Ca^t
sesses

Kenneth Harlan

Alan Randolph
K«.sita

Estelle Taylor

Mende*

Edith

Violet Boa. on

R**'*^*-!"

Arthur Hull
Cossar

Barnes Ramsey
lio Guerra
Carl Stoekdale
Col. Beaton
Adapted from Bertha M. Clay’s Novel by

Hope Lorins.
by Gasnier.
Photographed by Karl Struss.
Diree.ed

Length, 0,971 Feet.
The Story
Rosita Mendez falls in love with Alan Randolph, a southerner, touring Spain for his
American firm. He is persuaded by a friend,
Barnes Rams y, to forget the great Spani.sh
singer and returns to his New Orleans sweetThey return to New Orleans, where
heart.
Rosita follows them. Fearing that something
would happen, Alan suggests that he and his
sw -et heart, Violet Beaton, elope. This is
done. The marriage is kept a secret. A week
later at the planned marriage at Violet’s
home. Alan learns of Rosita’s intentions to
interfere. He visihs h> r and pleads with her
About to leave she halts him with
in vain.
a gun. a struggle follows, during wh’ch the
singer is shot. Jealous, she accuses Alan of
He is sentenced to five
having shot her.
years in jail. Lat^-r, on learning of the el 1)3m'-nt of Alan and Violet and the birth of a
child to the pair, she relents and is instrum'^ntal in securing a pardon for the man
whom her heart craved, but whom another
had won.

“Why Worry”
(Smart
They cho’-cd

Films, Inc.

— Comedy — Two

Reels)

th's initial release of the

new

two-reel comedies to death.
“Whv Worry?” has been cho ed with stereotyped s'apstic'- ho um that is seemjn.gly as
old as the picture business itself withent a
single original hit or stunt introduced. Billy
is a hard wor' er, but because of the absence
of genuine laugh ma‘«"ial his efforts fall flat.
They d'dn’t muff a tl ing, with the resu't hat
for antiquity in stuff, “Why Worry?” surely
will not prompt anybody to do any won ing
whatsoever. The reviewer understand.-; W’ll
Morrissey “conceived” the picture. That's
difficult to believe for one who know.s the
capabilities.
Morrissey’s
Will
of
extent
Surely he is able to turn out a better “st;>ry.”
R. F.

Billy

'West

-
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Universal Announces Series of Six
More Leather Pushers for Release
“The New Leather Pushers,” a series of
six more screen classics adapted from H.
C. Witwer’s inimitable prize ring stories,
and translated to the screen for Universal
by Director Harry Pollard, with Reginald

Denny

ready for release, the Universal Picture Corporation announces.
“The New Leather Pushers” series' is of
in the starring role, is

of excellence that made
first series of six a surprise to the motion picture world. The same director, the
same star and, in many instances, the same
supporting cast have been used in order to
hold up to the high standard set by the first
The new
six “Leather Pusher” pictures.
series is said to be even better than the

same quality

the
the

first.

The first of the new series is called “Young
King Cole,” and it will be released at two-

week

intervals.

In the order of their re-

they are “He Raised Kane,” “The
Chickasha Bone Crusher,” “When Kane Met
Abel,” “Strike Father, Strike Son,” and
"Joan of Newark.”
The pictures have a three-fold appeal.
They find a ready audience in the thousands
upon thousands of H. G. Witwer fans who
followed his amusing series when it appeared
lease,

-Also the series has a strong
in Collier’s.
appeal for sport lovers and followers of the
boxing game. Finally, the pictures are popular because they are fast-moving, interesting two-reel features.
Hayden Stevenson, who made a name for
himself as the “manager” of “Kid” Roberts
in the first series, takes the same genial role
in “The New Leather Pushers,” and is an
even more important part of the cast. Elinor Fields plays the leading woman role
throughout the entire new series.

National Review Board Recommends
Ten of EducationaVs Fall Program
Ten motion pictures from Educational’s
fall program of short subjects are recommended in the latest bulletin of “Pictures
Programs,” issued as a photoplay guide by the National Committee for
Better Films of the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures.
for Selected

The selected list, recommending this unusual number of pictures from one company, covers pictures reviewed in advance
of release during the month of October.
The Educational Pictures recommended
are “Baron Bragg and the Ogling Ogre”
Tony Sarg’s Almanac “The Devilish Drag“The First
on” Tony Sarg’s Almanac
Almanac; “Fresh
Sarg’s
Flivver” Tony
Fish” Earl Hurd Comedy; “Man vs. Beast”
Educational Pictures special, made by expedition into the heart of darkest Africa;
“The Policeman and the Baby” Selig-Rork
:

—

;

—
—
—

;

—

photoplay; “The Red-Headed League”
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes “The
Solitary Cyclist” The Adventures of Sher-

—

;

November

lock Holmes
“The Skipper’s Sermon”
Toonerville Comedies by Fontaine Fox;
“The Split Outfit” Wilderness Tales by
Robert C. Bruce.
;

—
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Hammons

on Way
West Coast

to
E.

W. Hammons,

Film Exchanges,

York

this

week

president of Educational

Inc.,

departed from

New

for the Pacific Coast, ac-

companied by Sidney Brennecke. Mr. Hammons will spend a week or ten days visiting
the studios producing pictures for the Educational Pictures program of short subjects
and possibly reviewing some new subjects.
Mr. Hammons will return to New York
about the first of December, but Mr. Brennecke will remain on the Coast for some
time as his representative.

Pathe Lists
for

1 1 Subjects

Week Nov. 26

Harold Lloyd’s widely heralded new fivecomedy, “Dr. Jack,” leads Bathe’s release program for November 26, which lists
eleven subjects, including Pathe Ne'W's Nos.
96 and 97 and Topics of the Day No. 48.
The Patheserial, “Speed,” with Charles
Hutchinson, reaches its sixth episode, called
reel

“Panic.”

The program also presents another of the
“Our Gang” Comedies, called
"Young Sherlocks.”
“His Enemy’s Friend,” with Leo Maloney
in the Range Rider Series, gives the star an
opportunity which he makes the most of
to bring to a happy ending an ancient family
two-reel

—

New Company
A

screen novelty is promised to
filmdom with the forming of a new producing organization which will concentrate upon
material of a comedy nature for short subdistinct

ject users.

The names

feud in isolated mountain regions.
Other subjects completing the week’s list
of releases are “The Flivver,” a one-reel
production
featuring Paul
Parrott; the
;”
Harold Lloyd reissue “Don’t Shave
“The
Fortune Hunters,” the title of the Aesop’s
Film Fables, and Pathe Review No. 183.

of the officials of this organiza-

have not yet been disclosed, but prominent among them is Harry G. Mason, who
has won an enviable reputation in production

ing novel screen subjects of various natures.

A number of well-known humorous
writers have been added to the organization, and they will contribute material for
the different subjects.

Baby Peggy

III

A

telegram has been received at the offices
of Century Comedies, 1600 Broadway, that
Baby Peggjq the three-year-old Century

Comedy
world,

is

and the youngest star in the
dangerously ill with pneumonia.

star,

Pathe Official Analyzes Short Subject Situation
In view of the rapidly increasing vogue of
short subjects with picture patrons all oyer
the United States owing to the specializing
tendency in that direction on the part of
exhibitors, and of the prominent position
held by Pathe in the distribution of this type
of material, Elmer Pearson, general manager
and responsible head of that organization,
was interviewed on the special points involved.
“The next big development of the motion
which is now fairly
industry,
picture
launched,” said Mr. Pearson, “is almost cerThe
tain to be in the short subject field.
Both exhibitor and
signs are unmistakable.
public arc beginning to realize the intrinsic
value of the short subject and before long
will recognize its true worth.
“The moment when the exhibitor makes a
proper and substantial price distinction between good short subjects and mere program
fillers, from that moment the good short
will
show attractive producer
subjects

The result will be a tremendous
improvement in the quality and entertainment value of short subject profit.
“Today an exhibitor thinks nothing of
paying ten times more for one five-reeler
than he does for another, yet very few will
recognize a 3 to 1 comparison in the value
It is also very rarely and
of news reels.

profits.

condition would permit them to get out of it.
“Naturallj' the short subjects got into a

and it took genuine financial courage
and hard work even to make a start in getting it out.
But persistence in any direction will not be denied
and a start having
been accomplished, it is fair to assume that
more rapid progress can now be looked for.”
rut,

;

reluctantly that he pays on the basis cf a
1
comparison in the case of two-reel

4 to

comedies.
“In the single-reel

field,

the producer and

distributor have met with even greater discouragement, in that no matter how good
or expensive your effort, unless you want
to rent it at a given maximum at the average theatre, you can keep it.
“To anyone who gives it a thought, this
condition is neither fair nor good business.
Yet this is a condition that has prevailed
for several years, with the result that no
producer or distributor would think of putting more into such product than such a

Completes Another
Hallroom Comedy
.Another new Hallroom Boys comedy has
been completed and is ready for release to
the state right market through C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation.
This comedy, which is
number seven on the series, has been titled
“High Flyers,” and was directed by A1
Santell, featuring Sid Smith and George
Williams- as the popular Percy and Ferdie
Hallroom.

Sacred Filins Indorsed
by Exhibitors Body
T.
At the regular luncheon of the M. P
Southern New
0 of Pennsylvania and Philadelphia,
on
Jersey at the Hotel Vendig,
November 10, a series of Sacred
Friday,
Films were screened.

George Aarons, secretary of the exhibbody, went on record for his organizathat the thetion indorsing and announcing
represented would
atre owners whom he
support Sacred Films in their theatres.
He said, “Wc have never before gone on

itor

but we
record as indorsing a series of films,
produced by
believe that the Bible stories
industry
Sacred Films are an uplift to the
and will be beneficial for all concerned.”

Hodktnson

to

Release

All Star Comedies

reel

These two

Comedies one a month.
comedies are made by the Affiliated

Distributors, Inc.

„ o.
There will be a series of thirteen All Star
.

Comedies personally supervised by Charles
“Torchy”
C. Burr, producer of the famous
series, and directed by Gregory La Gaya.
The first two productions entitled “Faint
Heart” and “The Four Orphans” have been
_

shown

to the

home

Corporation and

office of the

Hodkinson

said that the executives
over them. The cast for

it is

are enthusiastic
these productions will be

headed by Charles

connection with the exploitation of the new
serial, “Speed,” a special novelization of the
prepared by
story in fifteen installments has been
Each installment corresponds to
Herbert Crooker.
proof
an episode of the serial. This is supplied
In

m

sheets or mats for newspaper and magazine

use.

Neely Edwards has completed another comedy in

It is “No
series for Universal.
Watson directed, and Gertrude

Ned”

William
is

leading

woman.

At a recent showing of Universal's “Mirror No.
1” at the Keith Theatre in Washington, ex-PresiWhen the scenes showdent Wilson was present.
ing him riding with President Harding at the
flashed on the screen,
were
inauguration
latter’s
there was a regular ovation which practically
show.”
‘‘stopped the

Harry Sweet has returned
comedy forces and will he seen
picture, “The Boarder.”

Farm life and the country schoolhouse are
the background for most of the action in this
comedy in which Gilbert Holmes is featured.
It opens with some speedy scenes in which
the cattle keep the hero and his pal on the

Chased Bride, The (Educational)
Camphor (Fox)
Felix Wakes Up (Winkler)

move, and develops into a good burlesque
The boys go to
of a melodramatic plot.
meet the new school-teacher. She proves to

The (Post)
Graphic 2546 (Eudcational)
Graphic 2547 (Educational)
Hello Judge (Universal)
His Enemy’s Friend (Pathe)
Flivver, The (Pathe)
Mystery Box, The (Hodkinson)
Northwest Mounted Police (Goldwyn)
Pathe Review 182 (Pathe)
Pathe Review 183 (Pathe)
Ranch Romeos (Fox)
Rustlers of the Redwoods (Universal)
Resident Patient (Educational)
Rolling Down to Rio (U. S. Navy)
Sky Splitter, The (Hodkinson)
Split Outfit, The (Educational)
Screen Snapshots 13 (F. B. O.)
Young Sherlocks (Pathe)
Goal,

be a beautiful young

to

the

in the

girl,

who

attracts the

whole community, regardless of the age-line,
A mysterious man appears
to her school.
and sells engagement rings of doubtful value
He turns out to be her
to all her suitors.
husband, but instead of escaping with his
wife, takes another girl and leaves the beau-

school teacher to the hero. The action
plentiful and spo.ntaneous, with enough
originality in the gags to keep the avenge
M. K.
comedy-fan entertained.

tiful
is

“Young Sherlocks”
(Pathe—Comedy—Two Reels)
series
is another of the “Our Gang^
comedies, with a cast of kiddies and
a
animals, and as a laugh-getter it is_
enjoy
corker. Any type of audience should
previous
It is every bit as good as the
it.

of

“Graphic 2546”

—

—

(Educational Magazine One Reel)
Probably the most interesting section
this issue of

Educational’s

new

in

screen maga-

Life,’
is a section, “Leading a Dog’s
which shows how stray dogs are cared for
luxurious
at a home of their own. Also the
the plutolife led by the pampered pups of

zine

crats,

with toys, etc.; there are also views
cemetery exclusively for dogs, with

of a
beautiful monuments and mausoleums. Another section shows how at an establishment in Rio Janeiro beautiful souvenirs are
from butterflies. Then there is a sec-

made

netion showing typical scenes with the
groes on the Suwanee River. There is al^
C. S. S.
a good Ollendorf Cartoon section.

—

Pathe

Olmstead

(Fox

Aladdin (Federated)
Big Scoop, The (Pathe)

“Rolling

Newsy Notes

Fare.”

“Ranch Romeos”
— Comedy—Two Reels)

THIS ISSUE

IN

—

Murray and Raymond McKee.
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Here

in
In order to inject exceptional comedy
Hodtheir short subject program, the W. W.
kinson Corporation announces that beginAll
ning December 3 they will release the

Star

WORLLr
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Century

Lee Moran

Down to Rio”
—

(U. S. Navy Special Two Reels)
Under the title of “Rolling Down to Rio
E. Hughes
ith Secretary of State Charles
picture filmed and presented by the
lis
the
iavy Department is being shown at
interesting
apitol Theatre, New York. It is
to the
nd in addition to calling attention
Rio Janeiro
xposition now being held
jmmemorating one hundred years of Brazilpoints of interest
in independence, it shows
Horn
that city, warships and delegations_
1
with U.
arious foreign countries, a parade
Marines and gobs leading, and a boat
Maryland
ace won by boys from the U. S. S.

m

,

also
otwithstanding a bad start. There is
life of the sailors
full chronicle of the daily
warships, from reveille to
,n Uncle Sam’s
the big Sjms,
aps, showing battle drill with

which
arious sports and amusements, etc.,
wish you
so attractive as to make you

.re

for Baby Peggy in her new
Century comedies include many players
with long experience on the speaking stage. Among
them are Joe Bonner, Arnold McDonald and Paul

_

praise
issues in this series which have won
from the daily and trade press. It starts off
a
with a band, with a view of a mule with
who
side-car attachment. Sunshine Sammy
mule and
has the leading role is riding the
girl is in
little two-year-old negro

the cute
The manthe clever side-car contraption.
^r
ner in which Sammy secures goat’s milk
He
his baby sister is sure to get laughs.
then gets in with a gang of kiddy
a
peradoes and to prove his valor he
gang of destale of how he got the best of a
peradoes and rescued a kidnapped heiress
as
that is as wildly imaginative and heroic
any kid could wish. Just as he has his
auditors awed his mother appears and leads
him away by the ear. This picture will degrown-ups
light the kiddies and amuse the

immensely.

—C.

S. S.

“The Chased Bride”
— Comedy— Two Reels)

(Educational

old
This gives a slightly new version of the
rival by
story of true love winning over a
staging a mock wedding. Where it differs
from the old story lies in the developments
Neal
after the pair think themselves tied, for
after
Burns, the hero, has to chase wildly
“s-weetie,” Vera Steadman, and the man
his

who thought he married

by Vic-

her, played

comman-

In his chase Burns
tor Rodman.
deers an auto, a hand-car and a locomotive.
The scenes of the latter are especially effecThe picture ought to prove good entive
portrayal
tertainment. The only fault is the
ottena
of the pseudo minister. This may
Puritans, but it shouldn’t other folk^
o» o.

The supporting cast

series

for

(Pathe

Mack Sennett’s latest comedy for First National
Louise Fazenda is
distribution is ‘‘Bow Wow.”
featured, and, of course, Teddy is a prominent
member of the cast. It is said to be a “dog-gone
good comedy.”
C. B. C. announces that ‘‘All at Sea,” the first of
the Hallroom Boys Comedies made as a result of a
questionnaire sent to exhibitors who voted over-

whelmingly

in

favor

“situation” comedies,

ber of territorial

of

“action”

comedies over
to a num-

was recently shown

buyers who

praised

it

a strong demand from

highly.

sections
Pathe reports
the country for the two-reel Harold Lloyd
success
the
comedies, which they credit largely to
The
he has made with his longer productions.
smaller houses are also heavily booking the singlereel Lloyd reissues.
all

of

Mr. H. Rodner, IGOO Broadway, has Just contracted for the new series of “Out of the Inkwell,”
livan’s

Fleisher’s specialty, and Pat. Sul“Felix, the Cat,” for the Metropolitan

Max

district.

“His Enemy’s Friend”

—Drama—Two

Stanhope.

“The

Reels)

of
Leo Maloney who stars in the series
opRange Rider” westerns again has the
riding and
ortunity for considerable fast
ihe hign
ard fighting in* this number.

m

of interest and suspense
and
irevious issues is well maintained,
moments, ine
re some excellent dramatic
two families
itory involves a feud between
has a satisfactory ending
if ranchers which
his
hrough the love affairs of the star arid
set

tandard

theme has
inemy’s daughter. This oft-used
that it holds
manner
a
such
in
handled
leen
of new
he interest, and with the injection
part of a
situations, particularly on the
rapid
vounger brother, coupled with the
that should be
iction, makes it a production
welcomed by any audience that likes Westerns.

— C.

S. S.

Split Outfit”

(Educational —Wilderness — One

Reel)

Combined with fine scenic shots of mounRobert Bruce
tains and woodlands which
so as to
photograph
to
how
well
so
knows

human

out their beauty, is a very
smile and
story which will make you
vvho
It tells of two prospectors
chuckle.
years that
have been partners for so many
they deone gets on the other’s nerves and
must keep tocide to split the outfit. They
civilization
gether, however, till they reach
other, but
but decide not to speak to each
The climax comes
to write, if necessary.
starts to
when one nearly drowns; the other
and
jump
write him a note but has to
He then writes the note and
him.

bring
little

m

save

course Aei^become

Of
leaves it by his side
smoothly.
friends again and all goes

C. b. b.
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“The Mystery Box”
—
—

“Aladdin”

—

—

(Federated Comedy Two Reels)
This comedy, burlesquing the famous .'Arabian Night tale, resorts to the supernatural
for its ridiculous effects. It combines a few
weird thrills with broad comedy. It has been
rather elaborately produced with effective
Chinese settings and altogether regist-trs as
a subject of merit. Joe Roc t is featur.u! as
a tailor who employs a dog to tear men’s

He
clothes, so as to increase his business.
tries this stunt on a Moorish prince to his
sorrow and the feud grows as they bo‘h fall
The Prince iercs
in love with the same girl.
the tailor into a dungeon where gru'-some
shapes appear. By rubbing the lamp he escapes only to go through more wild aJ»/enM. K.
tures until he wins the girl.

an illuminating treatment of a commanding
subject radio. It is the type of entertainment that deserves hearty recommendation.
The subject is fascinating, the exposition
vivid and easily understood. One can assume
that by far the great majority of theatregoers are interested in seeing how rad'o gets
The pictures and diaits marve'otis results.
grams in this are not too technical for the
average spectator. It opens li' e a story and

—

— Comedy— Two

tens.

— C.

S. S.

“Rustlers of the

in a style
The electrical
insures the interest.
waves, the manner in wh'ch they carry
sound, and their speed is indicated in simple

M. K.

of a redwood forest and interesting facts
brought into the story as to how the U. S.
Government is arcing to conserve these magnificent monarchb of the forest.
C. S. S.

—

“The Big Scoop”
— Comedy Drama— Two Reels)

(Pathe

newspaper is the stunt performed by little Jolmny Jones and Gertrude
M essenge and the rest of their crowd in this
number of the series of Johnny Jones
comedies. It compares favorably with the
previous releases and will be found very entertaining for the kiddies.
However, many
of the grown-ups, while enjoying the situaa

apt to consider that the
a more pretentious and successful affair that a bunch of chi’dren could
be expected co publish, particularly as they
are si. own competing seriously with an established town paper. C. S. S.
tions,

will

newspaper

—

be

is

—

“Camphor”
(Fox — Educational — One-Half

Reel)
This shows facts about the use and formation of camphor that are not generally
known. It is not too long, and will ho'cl the
interest of the average spectator.
A few
thrills are injected by indicating the difficulties under ’Athich the photographer labored
while on the Isle of Formosa, inhabited by
savages.
M. K.

Mounted

Police”

—

(Goldwyn Sport Film One Reel)
Probably everj patron of a motion picture
thrptre has seen the Northwest Mounted
Here is a
body of men in
The scenes which were taken at
real life.
the training quarters of the “Mounted show
the rigo'-ous physical training they undergo
to fit them for their arduous d ’ties with
depicted

Police

chance to see

in

features.

this splend'd

’

w-brea'^e"S in a sparsely settled country.
are some e'’ce’'pr't maneuvers and
skillful work on horseback with lances and
sabres.
Some of the scenes are shown in
slow mot’on. This is an interesting number
of the series of Sport Films. C. S. S.

— Magazine — One

wor.s

is

way

Reel)

which a magperhaps the primary feature

exposition of the

in

of interest in this group, .^s usual there are
a few detailed glimpses of phenomena that
will be new to the average spectator. Views
of the Catskills supply the secenic splendor,

Hy Mayer

Trnvelaughs. the sporting scenes
and some studies in clay, a combination of
artistic and comic.
The homeland of the

Armenians

is

attractively

closing athc color scenes.

—

pictured
1
K.

in

the

.

“The Flivver”
— Comedy —One Reel)

(Pathe

The title of this comedy featuring Paul
Parrott correctly informs you of the fact
that this is another offering in which the
humorous situations are almost entirely dependent on what the p-incipal comed'an does
with a fliwer. In this instance it is not a
“tr ck” machine performing almost human
stunts, the laughs are produced by the
difficulties the comedian experiences in putting and keeping the thing together. There
is a clever .-ituation where he runs it backwards and gets the best of a traffic cop.
Most of the stunts in this picture, while they
can be depended upon to get laughs, have
been used before. C. S. S.

—

Ir

—

“Pathe Review 183”

— Magazine— One

—

—

Running

“Northwest

Redwoods”

(Universal Drama Two Reels)
This is another of the “Timber Talcs”
series and from the standpoint of general
interest and entertainment value the scries
is providing one of the best ever issued by
Universal. This number compares well with
the former releases, and the interest is well
sustained.
Roy Stewart is tne featured
player and not only does he figure in the
thrills,
but the leading woman, Andree
Tourncr, also does effective work in a scene
involving a fight on a runaway engine. Another thrill which docs not quite get over
as well as it might, shows Stewart at the top
of a giant redwood tree when his enemies
cut it down. There arc some very fine shots

net

that

Reels)

In this Century Comedy Lee Moran is
starred and he has abundant opportunities
for effective work in the type of comedy
Director Gillstrom has
which suits him.
handled the situations so as to bring out a
lot of laughs, and it is in his handling and
the star's work that the humor largely lies,
for the theme is a well-used one, too-much
mother-in law. There are some novel twists
and some other material which though not
especially new has proved its value as
It
is
laugh-getters.
a production which
should thoroughly satisfy Lee Moran admirers. There is some quite clever stuff in
the picture with a parrot and several kit-

(Pathe

An

approaches the essential subject

“Hello Judge”

25, 1922

Pathe Review No. 182

(Hodkinson Special One Real)
This first number in a series known as
“Technical Romances.” proclncecl by Brav, is

style.

(Universal

November

(Pathe

Graphic No. 2547
—
—

(Educational Magazine One Reel)
This is an exceptionally good installment
in the Educational scries.
.Scenes of the harvesting of grapes in California are instructive and entertaining, close-ups and slow

motion pictures of the

Reel)

In th's ’ssup of <he Review, those who are
for the fine se-ies of camera
gem' wh’ch have been a featime of recent
numbers, out-do their best previous efforts.
sug'rnctN-e
of
famous
R^a”*^’ful
'c“nes
T’'e
paintings have b"en pho^og-anUpd.
are
i’lu'’on is excellent as the pictures
shown in a fr^me and even tl e “grain” of
the canvas is v’sible. They ha'-e in addition,
life and mor’on and the rea'itv of nature.
There a-e other intores^utg thuigs in this

responsible

inchuling a study of g’raff'’« in a 700
and a peturemne section in rolor of the
rocky coast of Brittany. C. S. S.

fWinkle-

— Cortoo?- — One

ai'j-i' pn-'fl
h'- a d''''to" " ho has; disis
covered the fl-N-r of youth. Fe'ix i' the fw^t
cp '•••C'eq ful
r-’h-e-t end th" n--p«r’m"nt
that he is h-oug>-t hac' to thn fr'.s' v davs
Prpsenr’v. however, he
itronh'^od.
of h s
d'ecovers thet
is all a dr^am as h" find.s
himse’f being she' en into intense realitv by
fair
Thi« n'linher is
h’S outraged wTe.
evamp’e of the usual Fe'ix eertoon and

He

'<-

’

i

p'eased

when shown

at

the

Rivoli

in

New

M. K.

“The Sky SpHtter”
— Special — One Real)

(Hodkinson

An aimost bewildering conception

— M’’gaz’re— Ore

Reel)

Some

of the most popular sc’'een stars
contribute to the success of th's number.
Among the interest’ng impressions are
Thomas Me’ghan. playing the “Bachelor
Daddv” to hund"cds of California orphans;
Bert Lytell enjoying the del’ghts of the

bathing surf, together witfi Rov Stewart
and Lee Moran: E. K. Lincoln informally
exhibiting his prize coPect'on of chows, and
Claire Windsor “submitting” to an arrest
cneeding made by William Russell.

—

M. K.

of the

ha f-perfected inventi.on of
engine gives this subject a

possibilities of a

aeroplane
unique appeal. It is more li c a fantasy than
reality, and yet there is an underlying s :ienan

basis for much of the action that n.iu es
acceptable entertainment to almost every
class of patrons.
.Adam Cooley’s plan, for
the engine that would in time travel as fast
a; ight i.s the basis for the picture. He is
shown experimenting and trying our his
theory in an automobile. He meets with an
accident and in a dream, speeds up into the
air, loses control of the engine, gets out of
sigl t of the earth and lands on a str.inge
Here he finds a powerful tel *.^cope
p anet.
\.hich gives him a glimpse of his own home
m Connecticut. But because of the length
of time it ta es for light to travel, the scene
which he observes is dated fifty years oae’e.
The picture is unusual and will be a fascinating revelation to many.
.A Technical
Romance produced by Bray.
M.

it

K

Screen Snapshots No. 13
(Pa^h"

.

tific

*’e"'f)

T’-p ta’e of the «tra’'‘’ig lvi‘'''-i-'d end the
3^,1 lu'c;
wa ting w'fe i; am'ied to pp’
pp'-v, after
sooi’se w’th amusuve •-pcu’‘c.
iTfrhtc aheen'-p from home has good
t' ree
intentions but fa’’s a'de-’n by t’’e ’avs'fte.

Yor'".

golf champion

—

ree',

—

woman

earn their place in the Graphic, Cape Cod
scenes of mac era! fishing, with pen and in c
etches, will also appeal, but the big feature
s
is titled “The Br.dle Paths of Central Par'-.”
Here there is a real thrill as well as human
interest, for a real accident interrupteel an
illustration of how mounted police rescue
the riders of runaway horses. The cauiera
caught it all, even in slow motion. S. 5

“The Resident Patient”
(Educational — Drama — Two Reels)
Here we have another smooth-running, inAdventure of Sherloc c, in two

teresting

reels. This detective series is proving a great
asset to Educational, and this last to be relea..ed mamtains the prestige of its predecesAgain the acting is exceptionally good
sors.
and the continuity al. that could be de-ired.
There’s just one criticism; cut the scene that
shows the noose being placed around the
it’s a bit gruesome.
murdered mans’ nec
.

—

S. S.
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PRO J E CTION
F.H. RICHARDS ON

—

and extremely unpleasant pleasant because there is much to praise; unpleasant
because sharp criticism is necessary, hence
must be made. In conversation with several other members of the society I found
my own view to be supported by their own
impressions of what they saw.
were all impressed by the imposing
beauty of the facade of the theatre, by its
immense oval-shape lobby and by the truly
splendid auditorium.
These have all been
described and re-described many times, and
nothing I might say could add to what has
already been said.
It seems to me that a more impressively
simple, and at the same time simply beautiful
facade, lobby and auditorium could
hardly be conceived. They all three appear
to me to be entirely beyond just criticism.
I wish to offer my congratulations to Mr.

ant,

Editor Travels
It

Notice

became both my duty, and pleasure to
fall meeting of the Society of

attend the

Motion Picture Engineers, held in Rochester,
N. Y„ October 9 to 12, so loading my friend
daughter, two suitcases and a gladstone bag
into Nancy Hanks, the Go-Devil, I set forth.
The route lay through Liberty, Binghamton,
Owego and Ithaca, all in the Empire State.
The first night we stopped in Liberty and,
having satisfied the inner man, visited the
one and only moving picture show the
One of its owners presided
village boasts.
He informed me that the
at the box office.
company would soon erect a new theatre to
This
take the place of the present one.
sounded good until I had viewed the “show.”
After that well, I dunno!
Due almost wholly to lack of screen illumination the picture was so dim that its
details often could not be made out at all,
and only during the projection of scenes
having light photography could the picture
be viewed with anything like satisfaction
from midway of the house.
Added to this trouble was a brilliant piano
a light of
light to the left of the screen
five times the power required to enable the
It literally bored
pianist to read the notes.
into the eyes of the audience.
This set up a terrific eyestrain for those
with eyes sensitive to such an outrage; also,
by reflex action in the eye, it pretty well
killed what little there was to be seen of
the picture.
In answer to a question I found that 25
amperes were being used. The condenser
was very dirty. Correcting the above-mentioned troubles will result materially to this

—

—

theatre’s benefit.

Ithaca
ij

||

f
:

I

i

I

I

if

Just how one enters Ithaca from Owego
sign at
winter I’m sure I don’t know.
the top of a long hill (“hill” is right) warns
“Put your machine into low. Don’t depend
on your brakes.” But once you negotiate
the slope you find yourself in a beautiful
little city, the business part of which lies
between high hills.
After supper we visited the Crescent The-

i

I

Ij

>j
!

[f

I

I

on our columns

is

such

remit one dollar.

THE LENS CHART
Are You Working by “Guess” or Do
You Employ Up-to-Date Methods?
You demand that your employer keep
his equipment in good order and up to
date. He owes it both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe it to him
to

keep

abreast

with

the

times

in

knowledge and in your methods.
The lens chart (two in one, 11x17
inches, on heavy paper for framing)
in sucessful use by hundreds of
is
progressive projectionists.
“Don’t
guess.”
Do your work
RIGHT. Price, fifty cents, stamps.
Address
Moving Picture
World,
either 51G Fifth Ave., New York City,
or 28 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago,
111.

such as are used in freight car trucks, which
Of this I am not
rest on the joist.
Anyhow the trick works,
sure, however.
and is decidedly ingenious.
All possible danger from breakage of the
support may be removed by placing four
blocks ot hard rubber under the frame, just
low enough so they do not touch it. Should
the motor generator from any cause fall no
damage would result. Power’s 6B projectors

same

and viewed an excellently, projected
photoplay in a very pretty and well-lighted
atre

The

picture brilliancy and intelligent auditorium lighting combined to
eliminate all eye strain. After the show I
found brother R. F. Dunis.
I think
the
name is spelled right. I sometimes have

deciphering my own writing
when it is done in semi-darkness.
One clever stunt impressed me in the
Crescent projection room. The motor generator set is of the horizontal type. It set
up considerable vibration in the projection
difficulty

room

in

on which it rested.
caused an annoying hum.
Projectionist Dunis hit upon the following
plan, which was in the nature of an experifloor,
in

This

turn

ment, but worked out 100 per cent, perfect.
secured a heavy wire cable, cut two
holes in the ceiling of the room, passed the
cable up over the celling joists and attached
its ends to the yoke at either end of the
motor generator, which now hangs suspended about two inches from the floor and
runs almost noiselessly, communicating no
vibration to the walls, ceiling or floor.
It runs in my mind that Dunis said he
passed the cable over two heavy coll springs,

We

Eastman, heartily and sincerely, for the
marvelously beautiful theatre he has caused
It is more of a temple of
to be erected.
amusement than a theatre. It richly deserves all and more than has ever been said
in

praise.

its

Lighting Good, Except

The theatre auditorium

was

ex-

—

GLARE

must be carefully borne

It

what

In Rochester

When

I

experienced a

new

sensa-

had finally decided to attend
E. meeting I wrote the RochesI

the S. M. P.
ter projectionist local offering to address
them on projection, if they cared to arrange
a meeting. I had requested an early reply,
but up to the time of our departure for
Rochester no word had come, so I concluded the local was not interested. Imagine
my surprise when, at the opening session of
the S. M. P. E. a letter was read by its
secretary from the Rochester projectionists’
local, extending an invitation to the society
to attend a lecture to be given by F. H.
Richardson at midnight that night, in the

Victoria Theatre.
It later transpired that the local had experienced some difficulty in securing a theatre in which to hold the meeting, and when
that detail was finally arranged the local
wired an acceptance of my offer, but the
message arrived after I had departed for
Rochester. The joke was on me.
In company with some members of the
society I, after some inquiry, located the
Victoria, where a goodly number of projectionists were gathered, to whom I talked
for an hour or more, and trust I accomplished at least some good.

While

lighting

tively low power lamps were used, these
spots were
SPOTS they were decidedly objectionable. Others said the same

Rochester

tion.

—

except and the “except” is a very
serious matter, for across the front of the
orchestra platform, or dais, was a row of ten
music racks, set exactly side-on to the audience. The sides of the music box of these
racks were not to exceed three inches high,
and the white sheet music was therefore in
more or less full view of a very large percentage ot the audience.
This means ten spots of white light, and
my own eyes bore ample testimony to the
fact that, while it was true that comparacellent,

thing.

are used.

:

He
I

All

that published replies to questions
cannot be guaranteed under two
If quick action is
or three weeks.
desired remit four cents, stamps, and
will
send
carbon
copy of departwe
ment reply as soon as written.
For special replies by mail on matter which, for any reason, cannot be
replied to through our department

A

in

auditorium.

1

P

RESSURE

to

in

Rochester

I,

in

company with

other members of the society, went through
the new Eastman Theatre, of which we
have all heard so much. What I have to
say concerning the same is both very pleas-

in

mind that

an objectionable glare spot for
one may not be objectionably so to another.
Eyes vary widely in this respect.
These spots did not exactly hurt my eyes,
but they nevertheless were uncomfortable,
and detracted from the beauty of what I
saw on the screen. With a less brilliant
picture the result would have been very bad
is

indeed.

But this is not all, for at the rear of the
platform were SIXTEEN music racks facing the screen, wdth nothing to prevent their
light from reaching the screen, and that it

DID REACH IT

I

BEAR TESTIMONY.

CAN PERSONALLY

The

front racks should have been set at
to the audience.
Maybe the musician did not want it that way, but the
audience DOES, and it is the audience who
pays the musician’s salary and supports the
whole theatre.
musician who is willing
to set up discomfort to two or three thousand people in order to be entirely comfortable himself, is not fit to play in a theatre

an angle

A

at

all.

In addition to turning the music rack at
an angle, its sides should be raised several
inches ten or twelve, I would say, with the
interior of the side shields painted a nongloss black. The side next the audience may
be decorated with artificial flowers, or other-

—

wise.

The racks next

the screen present a more
problem, but one which CAN be
worked out. I was told that some one the
difficult

—
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1 think it was
was “gothese faults.” I hope he does.
The projection room location is such that
the angle of projection is 24 degrees and 41
minutes, which is two degrees and forty-one
minutes greater than the maximum projection angle approved by the S. M. P. E.
It
is sufficient to give an appreciable distortion
on a vertical screen. It is the old policy of
architects, who know nothing of projection
and apparently care less, selecting a projection room location wherever there is
space which has little or no value for any
other purpose.

ing to

fix

Due to the long distance of projection
the Eastman Theatre, which operates

in

I

met

L.

M. Townsend, chief

who impressed me as an able,
jectionist.
Had a long and
with him.
In conversation

men

with

projectionist,

energetic propleasant chat

one

was a bit amused at his assertion
that he was “an operator” and “didn't \\ ant
to be nothin’ but an operator!” I asked him
what the angle of projection was. He did
not know, so promptly I conceded his right
to l)e dubbed “an operator.”
Now, gentlemen, mind you, it is decidedly

unpleasant to be compelled to criticise anything at all in such a magnificent theatre
a most unpleasant task indeed.
But what

to

WARNING
Do

admiration, I would let the too-great angle
pass without comment, since the injury to
the screen image is not serious, were it not
for faults in the projection room itself.

not

let

subscription

anyone
to

TURE WORLD

sell

MOVING

you a
PIC-

or any other pa-

But surely, in a theatre which, it is the
proud boast, cost five millions of dollars, we
may, in the very nature of things, expect to

per, offering either a special bulle-

well appointed projection room of
ample dimensions. At least we may certainly expect to find a room with something more than just barely sufficient space
in which to do the work.
But such, I am
sorry to say, is not the case.

Richardson’s

find

Handbook
mium.

new Fourth

Edition

of Projection as a pre-

Such a proposition has never
been authorized by the publishers

Imagine, if you can, a five-million-dollar
theatre with a projection room six (6) feet
from front to back wall at one end and a
bit less than nine (9) at the other. Though,
as I remember it, there is an offset in the
rear wall at the wide end which makes about
three or four feet of that end quite a bit
deeper.
You could set the Eastman projection
room down in the projection room of the
Capitol Theatre, New York City, and still
have pretty nearly as much room left as
the Eastman men have to work in.
I am informed that J. E. Robin, projection
engineer, New York City, who equipped the
room, had plans drawn up for a really good
room, but apparently the architect discarded them and substituted what I saw.
In the matter of equipment the room is
very complete. Nothing to be desired there.
There is a separate rheostat room and rewinding room and a huge motor generator.
Simplex projectors are used.

or

tin service of projection helps

a

of

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

and anyone making such
resentation

is liable

false rep-

to arrest.

W. J. Neff, P. O.
writes
F. H. Richardson:

Box

366,

Reno, Nevada,

—

Received my copy
Sir and Brother
“Blue Book of Projection” some time
ago and have gone through it very carefully.
I certainly want to congratulate you
on the
excellence of the work.
I have been in the game ever since the days
when the first little gray covered edition
made its appearance (1910 Ed.), hence am
in position to appreciate the progress which
lias been made in projection, credit for which
is very largely due to the Projection Department and the Handbook. Anyone having examined the new book cannot help but admit
that to be master of the specialized business
of motion picture projection requires considerable study and knowledge.
Your method of handling the indexing is to
be highly commended; also the questions
have been incorporated very nicely indeed.
The book will undoubtedly have a very
large sale, which same it certainly deserves.
Why not adopt the idea or suggestion made
by a brother some time ago and publish it in
other languages?

Dear

of the

The Reason
The reason why the handbook

is

one to do?

The Eastman has been

set

up as a model for others to follow, and

NOT

follow it procertainly others should
jection room location and size particularly
its size
nor the orchestra lighting which I
saw. Those two things are most emphatically
models, though the rest of the
theatre just as emphatically is, and the proI forgot to say
ject. on room equipment s.
the theatre has two well equipped screening rooms.
The projection room staff is composed
of L. M. Townsend, chief; Frank Britt, G.

—

—

;

NOT

>

UpontLe souruJ joundation of

>

PERfECT PRqjECTIC5N
Rosts Picture Success
Re sts Theater Success
RostsYOU R Success

PRICE

rich?srdsoH's

$6.00

H^awDKfPRqEcri^
CHALMERS PUB. COMPANY
516

FIFTH

AVE., N. Y.

i
(
'

t

i

-

1

|

I

'

not pub-

The
methods.
translation proposition has been carefully
gone over, not once, but many times.
equipment

is

t

lished in other languages is that it would be
next to impossible to get such a work translated correctly, and then too the cost would
be so great that the limited number of theatres a work in any other one language
would serve would almost certainly make

the venture a losing one from the financial
viewpoint.
Moreover, different lands have different

PERfECT PRfyECXION

Gsn wsakesMu

From Reno, Nevada

_

JP

PRICE K>92 - CHAIMERS pub. CO.-516 FIFTH A/E.^V-

Harry Brophy, Cal. Bomkessel, William H.
Levine and Lewis Levine.
I don’t know
which one is “an operator.”
(Continued next week)

I

minimize the effect of a too-heavy projection angle, coupled with the extreme unpleasantness of being compelled to criticise
anything at all in so beautiful a house
builded by a man for whom I have great

25, 1922

other

the

of

November

and

different

Incidentally the Fourth Edition really
should be the Fifth Edition, and would be
were I to call the little vest pocket edition
published in the spring of 1907 my “first
did and do not think a vest
1
edition.”
pocket book was entitled to the dignity of
being called a “First Edition,” although

many, many thousands of them were sold,
it being the very first w^ork on motion picture projection ever published, so far as
ave been able to find out.
'

I

j

I

i

November
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Better Equip irtent
Qonducted bS

E.T.KEYSER

1

A Robert Morton Organ Isa Feature
of Honolulu 's Fine Hawaii Theatre
FEATURE
A
of the Hawaii, the new
half-milhon-dollar picture theatre of
Honolulu is the 'great Robert Morton
,
organ which was installed at a cost of over

^
j:

The American Photo Player Company were six months in building the organ
and three months were occupied in assemblying it in the specially built chambers of

$42,000.

the theatre.

Erected by Expert
Gail

,

'

Seward, one of the American Photo

Player Company’s most' expert workmen,
was sent to Honolulu to do this work.
The organ is a four-manualed instrument,
and contains 72 stops. Each stop represents
all of these are
a different tone or pitch
distributed among the various rows of keys
or manuals.
The heavy tones are all played with the
It can easily be realized what possifeet.
bilities there arc for the blending of innumerable tonal colors, together with the
faintest whisper of music swelling to the
glorious power of the full organ, which no
other instrument in the world can imitate.
The pipes and effects are enclosed in two
concrete weather and airproof chambers, situated on either side of the proscenium arch.
Facing the auditorium but covered with
;

'

1

beautifully designed grill work are wooden
shutters which are controlled by balanced
pedals at the console, which is situated in
the center of the orchestral pit.
These pedals are worked by the organist
and are termed expression pedals, and have
the effect of making the music increase or
decrease at will. Besides the regular type of
stops, there are to be found on the Hawaii
instrument two sets of cathedral chimes,
xylophones, orchestral bells, drums and

cymbal.
In addition to the regular touch on the
various keyboards, an innovation is a second touch, by which various stops can be
played in conjunction with those on the ordinary touch, by the organist pressing the
keys a little harder and releasing another

erating

on a platform which
can be raised or towered at will by means
of hydraulic power, the organist simply
is

set

pressing a button at the keyboard.

The Projection Room
Hawaii projection room contains
three motor-driven Simplex projectors, a
stereopticon and a flood light.
The theatre is entirely independent of pub-

The

lic

service current, as

it

has

its

own

gen-

and

electric

storage
is

system.

wonderfully

up to date and complete, and from the drinking fountain in the waiting rooms to the
shower baths in the dressing rooms, no expense has been spared. The cost of the
theatre plumbing runs well into five figures.
The Hawaii is operated by the Consolidated Amusement Company, of which J. H.
McGoon is the general manager and Benjamin F. Simpson the house manager. Percy
Burraston is the organist who presides at
the great Robert Morton organ.

Albany Will Have

New

set of springs.

The console

plant

The plumbing equipment

Film Building

A

building which will be entirely occupied
by film exchanges, with projection rooms
and similar features, will be built in Albany,
N. Y., and available for occupancy not later
than May 1, 1923. The building will be located in Broadway adjacent to “Film Row.”
Fireproof construction will prevail throughout.
The building will cost upwards of
$250,000 and will be at least six or seven
stories in height.
Two to three exchanges
will he located to a floor.
The building will he the first of its kind,
outside of New York City, in this State. Those
who are behind the venture believe that
there is ample room for such a building in
Albany, and that the industry itself will
appreciate the advantages which will come

from centralization. The entire film business of Albany, and the surrounding territory, which includes at least 350 theatres,
will be transacted in the one building, with
projection rooms available at any time.

More Than One Dozen Albany Exchanges
At the present time there are over a dozen
exchanges in Albany. Some of these are
located in
Orange street, others along
Broadway, and still others three or four
blocks distant. With the exception of Paramount, which owns its own building, these
exchanges now occupy, quarters in buildings that, while they charge high rentals,
are not particularly fitted for the purposes
they are

now

given

The exchanges

to.

Albany include the Universal, First National, Pathe, Paramount,
Inter-Church Film Corporation, Fox, Grand
in

& North, F. B. O. of America, Select, Merit,
American Releasing Corporation, Vitagraph
and Educational, with Goldwyn now about
to open an exchange, probably on the third
floor of the building now occupied by Universal and Grand & North.

Claremont Expands
Due

PERCY
At the console

of the

S.

BURRASTON

new Robert-Morton organ
Honolulu, T. H.

installed in the

Hawaii Theatre,

to the expansion of its business, the
Claremont Film Laboratories, Inc., of 430
Claremont Parkway, New York City, has
been reorganized under the name, Claremont
Laboratories, Inc., and its capital increased.
The new corporation has taken over the

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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entire

business of the former

the corporation or

its

corporation

obligations.
No
in the personnel of

and has assumed all
change has been made

its

officers.

HALLBERG

resigned, on November
as consulting engineer of the United
Theatre Equipment Corporation, to devote his entire energies to the manufacture,
improvement and exploitation of the Hallberg products, and to act as consulting
technical engineer for moving picture theaI,

SLOW MOTION

owners, inventors and manufacturers.
Mr. Hallberg is a pioneer inventor and
manufacturer of picture theatre and electrical apparatus, having entered the field in
tre

1907.

More than

five

thousand exhibitors

in the

WORLD
exclusive feature of the Debrie
slide fitted
is the
with ground glass

118

West 44th

Street

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA
luUu ClMmstofnpb
Published on the

OfflcUl Orgaa

tlw

A

Pioneer

HALLBERG

J.

H.

in

the Picture Theatre Equip-

ment

field.

United States and many others abroad are
today using apparatus bearing his name.

Father of a Great Line

A

of the Hallberg apparatus includes
motor generators A-C to D-C, the Hallberg
A-C economizer, Mazda lamp regulator, the
Hallberg continuous feed arc control, the
Hallberg electric film speed indicator and
recorder, the Hallberg portable featherweight electric light plant and projector,
the Hallberg direct connected gasoline and
kerosine electric light plants, the Hallberg
D-C motor generator charger for six-volt
radio batteries, the Hallberg featherweight
list

15th and 30th of

Via Cumiana,

tests for inventors, investors and manufacturers.
In his long connection with and high position in the business end of the motion pic-

ture industry, an extended personal knowledge of the comparative values of different
types of electrical apparatus renders his advice to inventors and prospective investors
particularly valuable.

Developing Radio Apparatus

UiIjb

Each Month

FMViti SiikMHstiM: tr.OS *r IS fraan par Amphs
Editorial and Buaincaa Officosi

31, Turin, Italy

Hallberg

products

sales
will be

conducted.

Correspondence

Invites

Hallberg economizers, motor generators and other specialties are cordially invited by Mr. Hallberg to correspond
with him or to call for any information
which may be of value in operating or improving operation of Hallberg equipment.
A service engineering department is maintained and Mr. Hallberg personally takes a
keen interest in the continued satisfactory
operation of his apparatus after its installation and will be glad to offer advice to old
or prospective users of his machines.
In the consulting engineering department,
motion picture theatre owners, inventors,
prospective investors and manufacturers are
met for the purpose of discussing proposed
All

of

ifcers

Lighting Artist

The exhibitor who wishes

200-watt electric generating plant, radio
storage batteries, and Hallberg electric instruments for all voltages for D-C or A-C
or any frequency for switchboard or wall
mounting, also portable volt meters, watt
meters and frequency meters.
Mr. Hallberg maintains a research laboratory for making comparative efficiency

You will Always Find the best Equipment
Advertised in Moving Picture World.

for

to produce his
color effects, on either inside or outside lights, will be interested in the PermaColor-Lite products, for which the Behrend
Motion Picture Supply House, 729 Seventh
avenue. New York City, are the distributors
for New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts

own

tion in the aperture

anv time.

campaign

Own

which can be

at

New York

his offices at 25 West 45th street.
City, and from which an extensive

Every Exhibitor His

An

without opening
camera, enabling
accurate focusing

1921

installations, inventions and the merit of
various types of old and new apparatus.
Mr. Hallberg states that he is open to the
agency for exclusive and specially meritorious apparatus and that he will be glad to
hear from established distributors and dealers concerning the sale of the Hallberg
product.

EVENTS
OF THE

brought into posi-

25,

Hallberg Resigns from the U. T. E, to
Engage in Research and Exploitation
H.

DEBRIE CAMERAS

November

To

line of motion picture apparatus,
Mr. Hallberg has recently added a high class
line of receiving radio apparatus adapted
to theatres, commercial institutions and the
home, one type of which may be operated
direct from any 110-volt lighting circuit and
without batteries or aerials.
Mr. Hallberg retains, until further notice.

his

and Pennsylvania.

The Perma line is put up in containers
of gallon, quart, pint, eight-ounce and fourounce capacity, so that any number of bulbs
desired may be dipped and colored at one
time and without waste: or the exhibitor
may carry in stock sufficient material to
take care of his needs far in advance.

The Line

in Detail

of Perma products consists of
Color-Lite, for use on inside bulbs; Opalite,

The

which

line

is

waterproof and weather-proof, for

use outside, and Frostine, which gives a
translucent light, is permanent for inside
use.

Color-Lite
electric

is

lamps

a

transparent

coating

for

and gives a smooth, hard,

even, natural glass finish, and, being waterproof, will keep indefinitely.
A hard enamel surface with a high polish
is produced with Opalite and this finish is

waterproof and permanent for outdoor use.
It will not peel and can be washed away

when

soiled.

Frostine produces a hard, solvent, rough
surface, gives a translucent light and a
It is perbeautiful colored frosted effect.
manent for indoor use and can be washed
away when dirty. For those desiring to \ise
frosted lamps, same as supplied by the lamp
manufacturers. Permafrost, which is an etching acid, is offered by the Behrend Motion
Picture Supply House.
A complete line of the Perma products is
always carried in stock by the Behrend Motion Picture Supply House, who will send,
on application, a price list of the entire line
and full information in regard to its use.

—

LOUISVILLE, KY. James Carrion, operating Aristo Theatre, is considering site
for erection of new theatre, to cost $l,500ii,000
.
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the quality that
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print

in the negative

takes

and

all

carries

through to the screen.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted

base

nine colors,

out

i,--

its

— now
is

available

in

identified through-

length

by

the

words

;:A'
-

“Eastman”

“Kodak”

stenciled

in black letters in the transparent

margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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N our

what your audiences pay
for.
Make it more certain
g’et

with

it

issue of June
Electrician’s

we mentioned
Mate Elwood

that
R.
Murphy would be in charge of the projection on board the U. S. Transport Henderson, which carried Secretary Denby and
party to Japan.
The Henderson left on
May 20 and in addition to Secretary Denby,
the party included the class of 1881 of the
United States Naval Academy, which visited
Japan at the invitation of the Japanese

I

is

they

November

a

Barton Orchestral Org-an.
Write for particulars and the
Barton
Pays-for-itself
Plan.

Chief.

3,

Government.

Instrument Co.
59 E. Madison Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

picture projectors for the navy on the
Pacific Coast and whose present address is
United States Ship Vestal, San Pedro, Cal.,
is an enthusiastic believer in Power’s projectors.

This episode of Mr. Murphy's career is
interesting as evidence of the wide-spread
use of motion pictures and their indispensability.

also an indication of the democratic
Secretary Denby and shows that he
knows good projection when he sees it, and
is
willing to give a projectionist and the
projector the credit they deserve.
Each day audiences and exhibitors are
learning to better appreciate the importance
of good projection and more and more credit
will be given to the men and machines away
up at the top and rear of the house. Better
projection pays and is an asset under any
It

and
1

is

all

circumstances.

Schenectady State
to

State Theatre, Schenectadj’, N. Y.,
latest in the chain of Strand houses and
costing
approximately $^0,000, will be
opened to the public during the week of

©IGAN

November 26.
Edwin O. Weinberg will act as manager
until the Troy Strand is opened, when he
will become manager of that house, according to present plans.
Mr. Weinberg was
formerly manager of a Troy theatre, later
of the Elmwood and Mark Strand in Buf-

AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
80-82 Wardour St.

London, England

I.

WHY THE

PROJECTION WAS GOOD

Hjia the largest certified circulatiaD of the
trade in Great Britain and the Dominioaa. All
Official Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION to its members are published sotclusively in this Journal.

Chief Electrician’s Mate Elwood R. Murphy
explaining the merits of the Power’s Projector to Secretary Denby.

YEARLY RATEi

The trip proved a pleasant one and everyone apparently had a fine time, as well they
might under the circumstances, but E. R.
Murphy evidently had a particularly good
time.
He has written a letter to M. D.

POSTPAID, WEEKLY,

$7JB

SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOQRAPH EXHIBITORr AMOOIA-

TION OF GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND. LTD.

GUARANTEED

SATISFACTION
Trallert

Features
Special Title

sn All

Developlno

—

PrIntInf

Work

Standard Motion Picture Company
1005-1006 MalUn Bldg. Tel. Central 2347 Chleage. IIL
Cameramen furnished on short notice.
Immediate Service No job too smalL

—

GUARANTEED

Special

Prices

SATISFACTION

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOG

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

CO.

Open Shortly

The

THE
CINEMA
NEWS
W.

1922

spirit of

The Bartola Musical

®IRCIHlIESTrML

25.

Power Projector Performance Wins
Commendation From Secretary Denby

Pleasure
that

u

O’Brien,
Nicholas

traveling

representative of the
Power Co., in which he says:
Murphy’s Letter
I enjoyed the cruise very much and became personally ac(|Uainted with the secre-

falo, and likewise served in a similar capacity at the Strand in Syracuse during the
illness of Manager Weill.
The State will seat 2,500 persons on the
ground floor and 1,000 in the balcony. The
house is of stadium-like construction, with
a wide cross-over in the centre. There are
eleven loge boxes and two proscenium boxes.

Management Changes
lA. — Earl Hoaglin

MT. PUEASANT,

has
sold his moving picture house, the Auditorium, to D. E. Arries and M. L. Dickson.
BETHANY, AIO. Lloj’d Alaple, of Fairfax, has taken over management of Rigney

—

tary.

Theatre.

The day before our arrival in San Francisco. his orderly came down with the message that I was wanted in the cabin.
I

nett has purchased National Theatre.

obeyed the request, and much to my pleasure,
received from the navy chief a congratulatory speech for the projection and the selection of so many good programs.
In addition he presented me with a beautiful pair of gold cuff buttons as a token of
appreciation and remembrance from him and
Mrs. Denby.
The i>rojector I used was a
Power's, which you probably will remember,
as it was one from the school and had just
passed through the exchange after being repaired at the Power’s factory.
It worked
splendidly and gave a good show every night
the
entire
trip.
at sea
I asked the secretary
to stand for a picture with me. and the result
you can see for yourself.
A Power’s Booster
Air. Murphy, who is in charge of motion

BRECKENRIDGE, TEXAS.— Ray

WACO,

TEXAS. — Royal

Stin-

Amusement

Company, recently organized

bj-

the three
will op-

Witt brothers, has taken over and
erate Roj'al Theatre.

SPECIAL

ROLL
TICKETS
own speeUl

Ticket,

anj eolor*, accurately dobbered: every roll cuaranteed.
Ooopoa Tickets for Prtie
Drawlaffi:
S6.60.
Prompt ahlpmeats.
Cash
with the order.
OeC tbe
aamples. Send dJcsrram for Beaerred
Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated
All tickets must conform to Ooreroment regulation and bear established
price of admission and tax paid

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
fiM

Five Thousand

Ten Thousand
Fifteen Thousand
Twenty-five Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand.

National Ticlset Co.

5.M
(.SI

f.M
1Z.5I
..

.1S.M

shamokm.

ps.

November

25,

1922
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Do your patrons get their money’s worth?
A RE

you sending your patrons home
with the feeling that their evenjL JL ing has been well and profitably
spent? Are they happy and smiling
or
do you send them away with eye-strain?
Selecting the program is only part of the
job of displaying pictures. Putting it on the

—

screen

is

the other equally important part

and depends on the light and Hght control.
Poor projection of an interesting picture
annoys an audience
good projection of a

—

less

interesting

picture will

forget the surroundings, but

by poor lighting.
The most intense
lected

IS

light that

can be

se-

that of the direct current arc.

And the most improved type of apparatus
to convert the usual alternating current
into direct is the Wagner White-Light
Converter.

which

is

gives a brilliant white light

It

also steady, easily controlled

and

perfectly dissolving at change over.

hold them.

Wagner White- Light Conassuring clear cut pictures, free-

Installing a

How much more important than elaborate

verter

decorations is proper light for projection ?
well displayed picture will make them

dom from

A

no decora-

tions will compensate for eye-strain caused

eye

is

flicker

and from

its

consequent

strain.

How the Wagner White-Light Converter performs this is described
interestingly in a book entitled “Light For Motion Picture Projection''
which you can get simply by filling in the coupon and forwarding
Light is the important accessory in your business even
it to us.
though it is a minor item in the total expense of the theatre. The

many advantages and conveniences connected with

the Converter

are explained in plain language with just enough of the technical
to answer any questions that arise. Shall we send you a copy?

Wagner
(Formerly

Electric Corporation
known as Wagner Electric Mfg.
Saint Louis

Co.)

Lake City
San Francisco

Minneapolis
Montreal

Salt

Denver
Detroit
Indianapolis

New York
Omaha

Seattle

Cincinnati

Kansas City, Mo,
Los Angeles

Cleveland

Milwaukee

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland, Oregon

Atlanta. Ga.
Baltimore

Boston
Buffalo

Chicago

Dallas

For

Saint Louis
Springfield, Mass.

Toledo
Toronto

local addresses consult telephone directories

WAGNER WHITE LIGHT CONVERTER
_
=

412U -X-2

Wagner

S.

Converter, Type
C. includes converter, transformer

ment and furnished

Mo.

Please send me, without obligation on my part, a copy
of your book, “Light For Motion Picture Projection.”

Wagner White-Light

element and starting switch. Ballast
resistance, polarity switch and ammeter are included as part of the equip-

Electric Corporation, Saint Louis,

Firm or Theatre

-

in separate units.
Street.

Town..

...

State.
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Kurtz Becomes Sales Manager of
has just been appointed
K. G. Kurtz,
general sales manager of the Bartola Musiencal Instrument Company in Chicago, has
joyed a long and varied experience in the
musical branch of the motion picture industry.

,
Starting in early life as a pianist for various traveling shows, at the age of twenty
he became musical director for B. C. WhitWhile acting in
ney’s musical successes.
this capacity Mr. Kurtz composed many
.

popular song

.

hits.

With the rise of the motion picture industry Mr. Kurtz transferred his allegiance
to that business and claims to be one of the
original drum and piano slammers of the
early motion picture days.

He

Busy Days
how, while manager

relates

Upon
Mus cal

the

Company

organization

Gelb, New York Welcome Amusement Corporation, $10,000, Charles Somberg, S. G.
Casale, New York; Max Kaminsky, Brooklyn Theatre Amusement Corporation, $5,000,

the

of

Barto’a

;

Company he became
concern and was Bardemonstrator, and. later, had
first
tola’s
charge of the company’s school of players.
During the absence of salesmen, Mr. Kurtz

J.

York;

S. R.

that

Get Cash For

closed seve-al deals for the sale o insiruments ard, having acquired a taste for that
end of the bisiness, he s uck to it, and for
the last eight years has been in the sales
department of the Bartola Company.

rapid growth

of

the

It

SELL YOUR OUTGROWN

EQUIPMENT
An

Advertisement

Inch

Column

Sale”

Bartola Coitl-

in

the “For
Picture
An Inch

Moving

of the

World Will Move
Costs But

And

It.

FIVE DOLLARS

of one of

Indianapolis motion picture theatres, his duties consisted of handling the
pap&r in front of the theatre, relieving the
projectionist during the supper show, assisting with the clean-up work in the morning, and for the remaining ten hours of the
day pounding the p ano loud enough to pull
the people in ofT the street.
While so engaged Mr. Kurtz was attracted
to the pipe organ for m-tion picture houses
and was one of the first motion picture
theatre pipe organists in Chicago.
the

New

Gillen, J. H. Quinn,
Byrne, Jersey City.

T.

Instrument

id.ntified with

The

1922'

25,

;

the

Bartola Musical Instrument
who

November

FOR SALE

first

Five-Year lease on Theatre in Connecticut, Seating Six Hundred. In City
of 100,000 Population.
Showing First-

Run

Pictures.

Write Box

.55,

Moving Picture World

FIVE THOUSAND YARDS
oleum;

thousand

four

Government

carpet.

Battleship Liobest grade cork
stoeb at less

of

surplus

than wholesale prices.

OPERA CHAIRS

war camps, booths, machines and
ment furnished at h&lf origiiud

MANAGERS—

from

entire equip*
coat.
Write

your requirements.
P.

J.

REDINGTON,

Scranton. Pa.

ELECTRICIANS
FOR SALE

Do you know that
you can gel away
from he expense
nuisance of
and
dipping by using

Three-Manual

Austin Organ, three years
perfect condition.
Formerly use4
Criterion Theatre, Atlanta.
Present value
Can be bought cheap. Also two
613,000.
motor generators. 75 amperes D.C. to D.C.,
230 volts,
gj(j
Aletropolitan Theatre. Atlanta, Ga.

old,

I

in

Samuels

COl.OU HOODS
for

your

and

sign

decorative lamps and
at ilic same time get
beautiful and lastiug

K. G.

KURTZ

The Bartola Musical Instrument Company’s

New

effects?

I

i

Sales Manager.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Write ior circular.

2624

WEST CONGRESS STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

/4/jo

make

Flashers, Small Motors, etc.

MAILING LISTS
MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
22166
1219
196
419
3674
810

Moving Picture by States per M..

$S.0t

Film Exchanges, for List
Manufacturers and Studios
Machine and Supply Dealers
Legitimate Theatres U. S. A Can.
Vaudeville Theatres

J-SO
4.00
2S.OO
7.S0

A. F.
166

W. ADAMS

FOR ALL

CHICAGO

10 Ytsrt Speelalliino In This Product
Assures You sf the

BEST

Quick SanriM

Prieat

PREMIER TITLE COMPANY

B6-358

EAST

33D

STREET

Minimum charge 60c
Terms,

stri.tly

cash with order
dom

Cspy Bust reach us bj Tuesdsj

to Insure

pak*

UcatlOQ to that week’s iMue.

tion.

His headquarters will be in the newly appointed sales office and demonstration room
of tbe Bartola Musical Instrument Company,
at 314 Mailers Building, Chicago.

SITUATIONS

WANTED

YOLTJG MARRIED MAN,

2.S,
desires position,
as managing director highformer newspapertheatre
man previous experience supervising management
artistic temof refined theatres capable executive
perament creative genius: can originate distinctive
features in advertising, publicity; references and
recommendations highest character. Box 2S6, Moving Picture World, New York City.

CHICAGO

motion

class

New

picture

:

;

Incorporations

Albany, November 11.— Companies incorporating in the motion picture business in
New York State during the past week were

low in number and in capitalization, $25,000
being the total capitalization represented by
the five companies filing papers in the Secre-

TITLES
PURPOSES— ANY LANGUAGE

Modwata

3c per word per insertion

preferably California,

WILLIAMS

ST.

Help and Situations Wanted Only

pany, which has recently made a considcrab'e addition to its facto'-y, necess’tated the
adding to the sales force and Mr. Kurtz
was acco'diiigly selected to take over the
entire s'les management and succeeds Dan
Barton, who now finds it necessary to delegate many ot tne details ot the lui.siiiess to
his subordinates.
Mr. Kurtz, who is well known to the rnotion picture exhibitors, has the reputation
of having attended every exhibitor conven-

tary of State’s office at Albany.

William Steiner
Productions, Inc., $500, with William and
Otto Steiner, and William Devery, New York
City: Tyndal Stero-Kinema Corporation,
$5,000, Mary Scott, Jr., Fannie Nathel, GusTom Hamlin, Inc.,
sie Kirschner, Brooklyn
$5,000, T. J. Hamlin, M. D. Weber, Mildred

These companies were

;

:

;

;

;

FIRST-CLASS

PROJECTIONIST,

years' experience, at liberty.

any equipment and produce
C. Shivers,

with fifteen
Capable of handling
Fred

artistic projection.

Lexington, Neb.

PHOTOGRAPHER,

seven years’ experience commercial and studio work, wishes position with movie
Have one year's experience
anything.
at
concern
with movie camera. Salary no object. Sol. Fromberg, 120 East llCth St., New York City.

ORGANIST of exceptional education and long
experience desires ebange to Eastern States. Organ
and salary must be worthy of high-class man.
Two weeks' notice. Address Organist, care Moving
Picture World, New York.

.'i

^November
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“Meams Ease

at the Movies”

PARDON ME!
After six or eight people have been
forced to stand to allow two to take
their seats, an apology is a pretty
poor solace to the annoyance which
has been caused.

Quick, Sure Focusing

CINEPHOR

How much better it would be to
give your patrons the convenience of
the Mov-Ezy Chair. This newest and
most practical form of movie seat
swings to either side, permitting an
ample passageway between rows for
persons to enter or leave their seats,
without in any manner disturbing
the others in the row.

The New Projection Lens

The Mov-Ezy Chair “Means Ease at
the Movies” for all. It has the com-

by the projectionist in his booth
with a

Bausch

is

possible

easily

& Lomb

forts of an ordinary home chair, with
side arms and a high back.
It increases the seating capacity of your
theatre by allowing more chairs to
the row than the old fashioned type

superior correction and the sharp conThis unusual lens also
trast between black and white.
gives brilliant illumination and remarkable flatness of
Made in two series for all requirements.
field.
because of

its

of seat.

Write for Interesting Literature.
Write for our illustrated catalogue

BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL

giving full details.

CO.

St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.
Chicago
Washington
San Francisco
London
Leading American Makers of Photographic Lenses. Microscopes, Pro-

& Sons Company.
MARBRIDGE BUILDING
WEST 34TH STREET, NEW YORK

Josiah Partridge

New York

Inc.

529-541

Apparatus (Ba.opticons) , Stereo-Prism Binoculars, Telescopes,
Magnifiers, Automobile Lenses, and other Iligh-Orade Optical Products
jection

47

Show Room

Solo* Office

Ask Your Dealer

2—
3—

Film Printing by Experts

to

Show You

the

New

Standard

AUTOMATIC TICKET SELLER

5—
comprise
American Film Company Laboratories

a well-knit organization of experts. Men long7— themselves enthutrained in their work apply
siastically to the task of bringing out the very
best results from your negatives.

Our central location and immense capacity (one
million feet weekly) assure prompt delivery.

NEGATIVES STORED FREE
Write for Full Particulars
Developing

V

Printing

Toning

American 10 Points:

Tinting

1

Editing

to

Prints

known

for

brilliancy and clearness. Expert
staff, trained by years of experience. assures highest quality prints obtainable.
REPUTATION.
Gained in 10

Titling

Ordinary film

QUALITY.

reduced

American Standard

years of experience.

A concern
strong financial standing.
In the proper geographical location, assuring
quick delivery anywhere.
RESPONSIBILITY.

Safety Size.

of

(Absolutely
fireproof
film passed by all fire
underwriters.)

American Film
Inc.,

4

EQUIPMENT,
modern

All of the
obtainable.

S-CLEANLINESS.
Co.,

Broadway, Chicago, III.
and
London, England
Sanucl S. Hutchinson, Proa.

Within

most

two

blocks of Lake Micliigan. Away
from dirt and dust.
SAFETY. Plant approved by
City of Chicago and Board of
Fire Underwriters.

Laboratories

(231

8

Covered by

LOCATION,

PROMPTNESS, Accustomed

to

serve exacting requirements.

8->PRIC£S.

Reason^le and com-

10-GUARANTEES.

Write for our

guarantee

of

quality

438,961

DISTRIBUTED BY
Exhibitors Supply
Exhibitors Supply
Exhibitors Supply
Exhibitors Supply
Argus Enterprises,
Argus Enterprises,
Argus £nterpri>es,

Co..
Co.,
Co.,

Chicago.

III.

Indianapolis,

Ind.

Minneapolis, Minn.
Co., Milwaukee. Wis.
Cleveland, Ohio
Lcs Angeles, Calif.
O.maha, Neb.
A-gus Enterp ires. Salt Lake City, Utah
Argus Enterprises, Denver, Colo.

Dwyer Brothers &
Exh bitors Supply
Hollis.

Smith,

Co.,
Co.,

Morton

Cincinnati, Ohio
Boston, Mass.
Co.,
Inc.,
Pitts-

bu gh. Pa.
Washington^ Theatre Supply Co., Washing.
Cine

Equipment

^To'rk*
Phila. Theat e
dciphia, Pa.

Company.

New

Equipment Company, Phila-

Automatic Ticket Register Corporation
1784

Broadway
Factories,

petitive.

unique
work*

EXCLUSIVE PATENT Number

New York and Brooklyn

Largest printers of quality ‘l<*ets^for moving ^rture

theatres

Send for descriptive matter.

New York
and amusement

City
enter-
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BETTER LIGHTINd— BETTER BUSINESS

COLORINGS and FROSTINGS
0«l»r-Llte: Tr«iuparent coating for Inaldi

_

.
OaaliM: Opaque coating tor
outside

use.

Frostlne: Produces colored, froated effect
Permafrost: Permanent etehl^ fluid. Acts
quickly.

Attractive Prices.

Write for Details.

Behrend Motion Picture Supply House
Bryant 7843

SEVENTH AVENUE

729

NEW YORK

CITY

New

..SOLE AGENTS
York, New Jersey,

Connecticut
Theatrical Trade

QUARTER

HALF

SIZE
2%
2%
3

SIZE

inch
inch
inch

S to

8%

inches

$50

$30
3Vi to 8 Incheu

9

to 11 inches

$60

$25
SOLX>

BY ALL LELADING SUPPLY HOUSES
Send

for Descriptive Booklet

KOLLMORGEN OPTICAL CORPORATION
35 Steuben Street

We

Brooklyn, N.

Y,,

U. S. A.

manufacture “Snaplite Jr.” lenses for
portable projection machines.

THEATRE MANAGERS
The famous

theatre ad liook

is

EPES W. SARGENT’S

PICTURE THEATRE ADVERTISING
You cannot keep

a better advertising helpmate on

voLir desk than this l)ook.
It

only costs $2.00.

^
Orders arc

filled

immediately.
Write for your copy today

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
516 Fifth Avenue,

B.

F.

New

York, N. Y.

PORTER TAKES OVER BIG CENTER
Will Have Largest and Finest Motion Picture Trade Center, Equipment Supply House,
Public Projection Room, Service and Emer gency Station, in the World. Best Experts
for Repairing Machines and Generators.
Prompt Service for Theatre Troubles.

.

F.

PORTER, ENTIRE SECOND FLOOR,

729

SEVENTH

AVE.,

AT

49th ST.,

NEW YORK

SIMPLEX USERS
BEWARE!!
OF thf: smooth carefully worded letters that
ARE REING SENT OUT BY UNSCRUPULOUS FIRMS
OFFERING YOU FAKE “SIMPLEX” PARTS.

HONEST MEN ADVERTISE
HONEST GOODS IN
THE OPEN
WHEN YOU PLACE

A FAKE PART IN A SIMPLF:X PROJECTOR YOU ARE CUTTING DOWN THE EFFICIENCY OF
THE MACHINE AND CHEATING YOURSFXF.

NOTICE
WE WILL APPRECIATE ANY INFORMATION

IN AFFI-

DAVIT FORM OF ANY PERSON OFFERING FOR SALE
ALLEGED GENUINE SIMPLFX PARTS THAT ARE NOT
PART OF OUR FACTORY PRODUCTION.

HELP US TO SAFEGUARD THE
REAL SIMPLEX STANDARDS

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Moving"

Vol. 59,

P ic tnre

DECEMBER

No. 5

2,

PRICE

1922

25

CENTS

Released to-d^/

as
muhed

by

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY

Entered as second class matter June

17,

1908,

at the Post Office at

New

York, N. Y., under the act of March

3, 1879.

NEW YORK

Published weekly.

$3.00

a year.

CITY

-atmlybi<? picture”
^

JtP ~u)orld

^

'-coTkir^^:)d melodrama
yUmT)aily

^

-stirring action”
'TSrade l^ieu)

- exciting

nvoments'^
JftPWorld

chri/iin^ fistic battle
'y{erald

-<Spod 5uspensc'

- excellent actors
-realistic

atmosphere
Jigrrisoris'l^orts

'field is hard

and icist
iTrade l^ieu)

Produced by the Whitman Bennett Studios

A Modern Version
Famous Story, “The

of Eugene Sue’s
3Iysteries of Paris”

Adapted by Dorothy Farnum
Directed by Kenneth Webb
Art Director

Wm.

MAJOR FILM

54

Lopez
Robert Lynch,

METRO PICTURES,

CORP.,

Broadway, Boston, Mass.

IRON CITY FILM EXCHANGE,
119-121 Ninth

St.,

INC.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

FILMS,

Floyd Brown,

THE
Inc.

122

West New York

C. C. BU'KR, Tret.

\Vm. Skirboll,

SKIRBOLL BROS. GOLD SEAL PROD
and Payne

MASTODON

Sts.,

Cleveland, O.

Foreign Eights

133-135-137

W.

New York,

— WM. M. VOGEL,

126

44th

N

.

917 South Olive

.

West 46th

St.,

H. LIEBER CO.,
Indianapolis, lud.

Geo. N. Montgomery,
CO..
Los Angeles, Calif.

SUPREME FILM

St.

Y

INC,

U21 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Distributed by

Toe Skirboll,

21st

—Elsa

a. Aechtler,

Street,

New York

City

St.,

PRODUCTION

WALLACE
REID
AGNES AYRES MAY M'AVOY
WITH

and

CLARENCE’^

is
winning 'audiences
over the country, and exhibitors
are calling it William deMille's biggest
box-office picture. It is the most unusual
comedy drama ever screened, and without
any question Wallie Reid's best role.
By Booth Tarkington
Screen Play by Clara Beranger

all

Ct Q>aramount Q>idure
FAMOUS PLAYERS-IASKY CORPORATION,

WITH

LILA LEE
JAMES KIRKWOOD
RAYMOND HATTON
GEORGE FAWCETT
NOAH BEERY and
JACQUELINE LOGAN

'J'HE

greatest South Sea story ever written; the

masterpiece of the world’s master author of
The burning of the ship, the life and
melodrama.

death battle between three white men and a horde
of savage natives are among a hundred thrills.
And
there is a love story as romantic as the tropic nights.

A real special in
From

cast, story

and production.

the novel by Robert Louis Stevenson

and Lloyd Osbourne
Scenario by Waldemar Young
JESSE L.LASKY

PRESENTS A

An Advance
14 Sheet which

will be

posted

nationally.

R
WL
Jean iCersbolt

Rift

Wnj.Humiimy

Aileen

Xdwar<l

R^\ MRo

Borman

Tom

Guise

|RJHr
jflS^

Virginia Kugglej

Thomas HolHing

Stuart Holmes

eatest cast ever assembled For one

MARSHALL NEILANS
supreme motion picture achievement'-

The Stiangersf Banquet
Written

Donn Bj^rne

DistHbuted

Marshall Keilan

Claire Windsor

by

GOLDWYN

Hobart Bosworth

©

Arthur Hoyt

Watch Rnr out unusual
publicity^

Gold\\[yn

S

Way Above

the

Average Picture^^

;5ays a noted editorial writer of George Arliss in “The
,

addsi “Here

is

one that

will plecise

everybody,

Man Who

Arliss is

Played God.”
And he also
one of the foremost actors and imper-

"sonators of the day.”

The Box-Office and Audience
Are Very Closely Related
The box-oflfice feeds and thrives on audience satisfaction. Please one and you please both. In
“The Man Who Played God” you have a feature for every man and every woman, and for the
children.
You have a picture that will bring more money into the box-office every showing dur»
ing the booking.

George

Arliss in

"The Man

Who

Played

God”

is

a business builder

—forms a com-

bination that creates talking advertising, and once your people see Arliss they’ll send their friends
to see him, too.

Way Above

the

Average In Every Way;

Money

Getters

and Business

Builders

Oisfincfiae Pi'oducf/onj; s^nc.
prexentr

3i'om a play by ^ulex Cckert Qoodman founded
on Qouuemeui'Momj'^ Ji'ory of the same name

Scenano by 3of'i'ej'f Mbisey
Phofo(^t'aphy by Pai'i'y O. Jischbedc
Orf Dh'ecfor — Cla/'k Pobinson
.

Direction

by Mormon Weight

UNITED’ AI2TI
MAfiV PICKrOtiD

DOUGLAT

FAICDANICr

WIiaAM

GOI3POI3ATION
CWAEUE CMAPUN
D.

V

GdlFFITU

ABRAMj; PnCTIOEWT

'.

.

J:

Public, Critics

and
^

Trade Press All Praise

Mary

Pickford*s

Chocvtung

New

Tess of the Storm Country**
Everything said about

this re-creation

screen raasterpiece-^a brand

by Miss Pickford of her famous

new production from beginning

uipeep

to end*

has been backed up by audience and reviewer.

Held over fora second big week by popular demand at the Mark Strand
Theatre, New York and playing day and date to capacity on Broadway and at the Brooklyn Mark Strand.

"A

picture that will please

all

classes of theatregoers

aburidance of coin to the box-office.”

"As a commercial proposition its
packed houses and reap golden

to

"Should draw
"Is

in all kinds of

future

is

dazzling.

harvests.”-

Make

to play

houses.’—Motion Picture News.

—

^

Ought

—^Trade Review.

gping to get you more money tlxan any picture
for sometime.”
Film Daily. And adds;——

made

and draw an

—-Moving Picture World.

Mary Pickford has

UNITED ARJI/T/
COD-POIiATION

All the Promises

You Want To.*^

MAI2Y PICKEOnD
'

Ci-IABLIE .CHAPLIN
^
'

DOUGLAJ' FAIRDANKT'
D.

vGmm™

m.RAM ADPAMJ;

3i'om the "novel by Qi'ace J^illei'

.

..

'

DaE;j~IDENf

White

I5y arranc^ement u/ifh Qdojph Zukoi-

S

Oii'ecfion by §obn
J^bbei'firon
Photography by Charier Porher

'

r
i
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A lOO Horse Power Lau^h Generator

"HIGH

POWER

A JACK WHITE PRODUCTION

MERMAW COMEDY
WITH

Lige Conley
As fast and funny

as *‘The Steeplechaser

which the Washington

Herald described as ‘‘an absolute triumph of short -length farce,
designed and executed to make one lose one^s seat from laughter’^

For iMore
Than a Year

^^^^ationally

oAdrertised
"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

r
Inc.

e.

h.—

,,
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ate you?
Get your dates now|
your patrons what
^ IVE
You know what

they want!

the first series did
for you well, these are bigger and
better in every way!
Get your dates

—

NOW

at

your Universal Exchange!

ROUNDS
to be presented by Carl Laemmie
IN

SIX

with original cast featuring

DEMNY
PEGINALD
HAYDEN STEVENSON
including

1

Made from the famous Collier’s Weekly Stories
by H CWitwei' — Directed by Harry Pollard

UNIVERSAL— JEWEL

ecember

2,

1922
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Jl

HINK what
VALENTINO

name

the

—

— RODOLPH

means

to your box
one of his characteristic “perfect lover” parts with charming
CARMEL MYERS. This picture is bigger
and better than “The Delicious Little Devil”

Here he

office!

— and

is in

you know what that means!

Be sure

to get the special

because

it’s

tical

crammed

ideas with

picture

Campaign Book

full of helpful, prac-

which you can put this
way and for big

over in a big

—

money!

A UN iVE PSAl.

SPECiALi^

p/^e^en^d

CARL

LAEMM LE

e

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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December

Jack

W ith

Li

B oy

I

onel

Barrymore,
Lowell Sherman , Louis Wolheim,
MaryM«Laren» George Nash. Directed by Alan Cropland.

SC6na Owen,

The
The

Greatest Cast Ever Assembled In
Greatest Melodrama Ever Screened

"The Face in the Fog” played to more money in
two weeks at the Rivoli and the Rialto Theatres
in New York than any picture since "The Shiek.”
Scores of newspapers have declared it to be more
thrilling than "The Bat.” Lionel Barrymore does
the greatest acting of his career and his fight
Wolheim star of "The Hairy Ape”
is the most realistic ever staged.

with Louis

'Tor a
ing,

real,

mystery
picture we highlv recommend ‘The Face
in the Fog.’ They don't

make them

Created

by

Cos mopol + a n
Produc.+ ion<?
i

better.”

Chicago Herald Examiner

The Public is Hungry for Melodrama;
You Can’t Get a Better One Than This
y^(par amount picture

hair-rais-

thrilling

2,

\%

A

QUC
o£ Jmxil-'QulUzrs
±)

C

S

VM/^mst riotously absurd
mfnedy that ever entered

me

as

ai-erva

of the ridicu-

HHUBjaiB WELIJSTi

AMD

SAND
Trodficed i/AMAIGAA4ATED

Virected by OIL

PRATT

EROBllCriOXS^

Vko^gva.fkedi

by

IRVIN RRIS
T)irtribvLtA£t by

PICTURES CORPORATIOJSr
fMETRO
PICTURE

STAN LAXiKEir^
is

the.'Vwrl^IS'

cKaAj>3rdrt
of
nyna.nch.oly

;^Ca.ta^ox

%n

A

MUD

’V

*1

f"

i

-

ANTD

SAND

u

A li^htnin^ thrust
of laughter,

and

yaur patrons' Mues
are dra^^ed outiy
the heels
'.

.

,

'Pr odu.ee ci

'

AMALGAJVIATED

,

PRODUCTIONS
<i\

live.

oOistrLbu-tcd. bij

METRO
pictur.es
C

METRO
PICTURE

OB^POTLATIO-N
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e tnaticMcst old screen comedian

Mason
oan
»pop TCITTJLE

I

I

"

A*

Produced by Paul Gerson Pictures Corp.
Directed by Robert Eddy
Keep Y our
Eye On
I

i

F.B.O.

America’s millions of theatregoers are taking

Dan Mason

—

to their hearts.

—

Street and Broadway the whole world over Dan Mason
and the Plum Centers are the talk of the town!
BOOK THEM SOLID, BUT BOOK ESPECIALLY THE LATEST COMEDY SOCKDALOGER,

Main

“POP TUTTLE’S GRASS WIDOW’’

DISTRIBUTED BY F. B. O.—FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA, INC., MAIN
OFFICES—F. B. O. BUILDING— 723-7TH AVE., N. Y. C. EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE.
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E.S.

MaNHEIM’^R

Breaking
Inspired

December

2,

'p-resenis

Home

ties

By The Heart Song of/Centuries

EilI'Eili

\

t:

PEAKING HOME TIES"

is

an

in-

drama of hearts and

the
widespread ap-

sipiring

home, rivaling in its
peal the strength of “Humoresque.”

cast is nothing short of perfect to portray the various roles:
Its

bEE Kohlmar
Betty Howe

Richard Farrell
Rebecca Weintraub
Arthur Ashley
Henry B. Schaffer

Jane Thomas

Maude Hill

Inspired by the opening words of the
heart song of centuries, “Eili, Eili,” the
most poignant melody ever conceived of
hearts, life

and

Written,

love.

directed

and

produced

Frank N. Seltzer and George

b y
K. Ro-

LANDS.

Recommended

with enthusiastic confiages and classes of people, for
deals with life as we live it and concerns

dence for

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE
SIDNEY GARRETT

Exhibitors
Associated
ARTHUR KANE, PRES.
S.

it

1922

the things

all

we

all

F'^ow.

Physical Distributors
Pathe Exchange

December

2,
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MEET AGAIN”
WE
A

“TILL

SHOWMAN’S PICTURE

ALREADY BOOKED FOR
LOEW S

CIRCUIT

Marcus Loew’s Best Houses

in Greater

New York

WILLIAM FOX THEATRES
The Foremost Fox Theatres

in Greater

New York

!

STANLEY AMUSEMENT COMPANY
Philadelphia

SOUTHERN ENTERPRISES
Atlanta and the South, Including Dallas, Texas

LIBSON THEATRES
All of Mr.

I.

Libson’s Houses in Cincinnati, Dayton and Indianapolis

LAURIE THEATRES
Mr. Jacob Laurie’s Houses of Boston and Suburbs

AND HUNDREDS OF THE FOREMOST FIRST RUN
THEATRES IN EVERY SECTION OF THE COUNTRY

“TILL

WE MEET AGAIN”

A William

Christy Cabanne Production
with

MAE MARSH
Norman Kerry

Martha Mansfield
J. Barney Sherry

Walter Miller
Julia

Swayne Gordon and Others
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

Presented by

DEPENDABLE PICTURES CORP.
MORRIS KOHN,

President

ARTHUR

Physical Distributors

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Inc.

S.

KANE, President

Foreign Representative

SIDNEY GARRETT

.

MOVING PICTURE
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WORLD

Strand
Theatres
(NEW WORK
ALBANY
- BROOKLYN -

December

2,

192

Bavi^

-3CHENECrADY “ TROY

)

5TRAMD THEATRE NEW YORK-.
.

THREE OF A K/JVD

AND

A

National Institution lifeje
the Marh. Strand Theatre, does
not boot. Five Independent
Productions without a very
reason

Mod

A Word to the

—

near
Exchange
There's
an
=

1
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Classics of the

tke^
oXt/xMxitCcry^

(fUikny

—
o/mL

Vb^/h'uzAJijcdriy/

an£/

^ ta£

(Vte^

j^ie^a/uz^

lyiOvUccj^cL'.

lAe^

j^njdud^^

^

Oie/zcCa

.

Wise -Bo^ New!
Distributing

CLA55IC5 or THE SCREEN

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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1

Have \\ou Seett die W)tideifi|

A

\

KeepYour
E)e

Oj

Three Come

Kingdom"
I

Du Vemet

Directed by Wesley Ruggles

F. B. 0.
1

by

December

2,
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success and the success of thousands of

showmen
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WITH OUR ATTRACTIONS

has been due in a great measure to the vigorous and compelling exploitation with
which we support our productions. Puny, weak-kneed press agentry has no
place in the F. B. O. creed. Instead, we place our faith in strong, full-blooded showmanship with practical

F.B.O.’s

ideas

THAT GOES RIGHT OUT INTO YOUR COMMUNITY AND

and stunts— EXPLOITATION

SELLS YOUR

SHOW FOR YOU!

UCH

a campaign has been created for Ethel Clayton’s first great attraction for
a campaign that does full justice in its strength and novelty
to the positively stunning magnificence of “If I Were Queen”!

S
A

—

this organization

—

score of great ideas in the press sheet
novelties in keeping with the dignity and
posters, ads, slides
for the showman

charm of the production

—

WHO KNOWS HOW
Book

it

NOW!

— EVERYTHING
TO PLAY A BIG BET FOR BIG MONEY!

Start the Ballyhoo and give

DISTRIBUTED BY

it

plenty of gas!

F. B. O.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA,

Main

Offices

Inc.

— F. B. O. Building— 723-7th Ave., N. Y. C.
EXCHANGES EVETKyWHE'RE
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Bin Wjsek atthe
CamBcr dhenirjs

nwUork.

,

A young wife hunted around the world to the edge
of the desert by a sinister pursuer. A young husband
with a "double.” A crime and then fight. Thus ends
the celebration of five years of happy wedded life.

—

—

A husband "dead” yet still living; a tortured witness of a new love that eaters his wife’s life.
And
the great, silent, sultry desert cloaking all \vith its

A story of passion and
deprivation; of love and conquest; of heart hunger
brooding and mystery,

and

fulfillment.

* PICTURES

INC.

presents

MIEN THE
New York
^

I

Journal: Will strike
responsive chord in your heart.

a

m Rajy

!

The Evening

Post:

I

j

i

I

j

I

I

ture of identities

An

effective pic-

revealed

in

an

C.SmaJUwoij^ PratUjuctuxnL

From the story by

unusual manner.

New York Telegram: One

of the
most fascinating love stories ever
screened.
A romance starting in a
cabaret and ending in the desert.

'Donald.

UF Cibney

featuring

VIOLET HEMING
u’if/i

star cast including

SHELDON LEWIS and ROBERT FRAZER

i
;

Moving Picture World: By far the
most salable picture Pyramid has
produced.

INC CORPORATION

MIGHTIEST

OF ALL

EXPERT EDITORS-NEW FEiffURES
SPEED-SCOOPS-NOVELTIES

1008
CAMERAMEN

EXPERIENCED

FOX CAMERA OPERATORS ARE AT
YOUR SERVICE DAY AND NIGHT
All

The News

Pictures Fit

To Show

HONEST NEWS ENTERTAINMENT
See following pages for the greatest list
dependence

enter tainments ever

of 5hpf

ahnounced

*by:

NND^^SSpffJ

STBENCm

FOX

FILNl

C OR.POELAXI

ON.

Fox Educational Entertainments
are

made

tKeatres.

for

TKey

motion

picture

are not

tecKni-

EacK one embodies
entertainment, comedy, pictorial
beauty and colorful atmosphere
cal subjects.

plus educational value.
cial

staff

A

spe-

of scenario writers,

and cameramen are ransacking the world for unique
entertainments for Fox Educadirectors

These pictures
are produced with the same care
bestowed upon big dramatic
tional exhibitors.

subjects.

mm snKT

’Mliam Qbx Offering'
the Screen
Progress

^

EDUCITIQIWL

RBINMENTS
NOW RELEASED
The

.

The Second

of These
Entertainments

First Six

Unique

1

COMING RELEASES
cational

Hunting and

Alligator

7.

Farming

and

Entertainments

Old Spain

8. Pekin

2.

Thrills

3.

Volcanoes of the World

4.

Water

5.

A

6.

Ancient

Six Fox Edu-

Ducks

Spills

Sports

Stor}? of Ice

Rome

Europe

9.

Bits of

1

0.

Camphor

1

1 .

Bird Life

1

2.

Crhe Runaway) Dog

CORPORATION

E QUEENS

AND

i

WILLIAM FOX

SUNSHINE
COMEDIES
Released Every Other

Every One A Riot

Week

of

Fun

BOOK NOW
'

THE TIN BRONCO
A

Corking Comedy

DANDY
DAN
A
A
Mile-

^

'Minute Funfest

STEP LIVELY PLEASE
Now

Playing

THE HAUNTED HOUSE
Now Booking
^E RANCH ROMEO
Coming

FOX

FIL^Mi

lONG IN COMEDY COURT
WILLIAM FOX presents

LUPINO
LANE
The

First International

Comedian

THE REPORTER
A

Knockout Everywhere

THE PIRATE
Now

Playing

MY HERO
Coming Soon

CORPORATION

I

WILLIAM

FOX;j7P^enf5

AL STJOHN
The Inimitable Fun Producer

ALL WET
A Whale

of a

Comedy

THE Now
CITY CHAP
Playing

OUT OF PLACE
Released Nov. 19th.

FOX

F'

I

L

Ivl

L

WILLIAM VOX presents

aw COOK
The Kingpin

of

Comedy

Creators

THE ESKIMO
A

Riot of Roars

HIGH AND DRY
Now

Booking

LAZY BONES
Coming Soon

AKD

pleased eVeiy tWo Wee^

|H|||

0& new series

is

^ better than cVer

BQOIC

91

KoW

RED HOT

FOX FILM CORPORATION
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No finer picture will be
shown this season than

WITH HARRISON SORD AND A BRILLIANT ALL STAR

rama
With

CAST

-Eomaiice
That

the concentrated crash of a

all

Jack Dempsey knockout!
Not one BIG scene but a dozen with

carries

one

to

green

nights!

When

back

meadows and moon-lit

—

young in Springtime Heartwarming scenes of tenderest emotional

love

a

kick in every foot!

is

appeal

rtAppeal
That bring the heart leaping
throat

The bursting

!

— devastating

floods

When

to one’s

of the great

— villages
:

she presses

another woman’s

—

her yearning bosom when
she drags the erring wife from the raging waters of the flood and begs God

babe

dam
laid

waste

to

to let her live!

Action

uspense

With
That will play the Anvil Chorus on the
When her
Great American Spine!
father dies

—when
Book

—when the

dam

gives

a prize fight merged and super-charged
into one surging drama of shattered

way

hearts

her old lover returns!

this great box-office

reborn

at

the

crucible

your nearest F. B. O. Exchange

F. B. O.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
Main

in

Destiny

and exploitation smash without delay
DISTRIBUTED BY

the tingle of a horse-race and

all

OF AMERICA, INC.
Offices: F. B. O. Building, 723 Seventh Avenue,

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

New York

City

of

m
396
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always a favorite, scores

^

Crane
heavily as Ichabod
NEW YORK
REVIEW

NEW YORK REVIEW:
credit to the great story

“The Headless Horseman” does
by Washington Irving.

should be hailed with a good deal of delight by the lovers
of the ever-fascinating tale of the “romantic Ichabod Crane.”

It

Will Rogers, always a favorite, scores heavily as Ichabod
Crane. His characterization is clever and his performance
all one could ask for.

1

“The Headless Horseman” shows what can be accomplished
when an intelligent and sympathetic director decides to under-

Why

can’t
take the picturization of one of the classics.
we have more such directors as Mr. Venturini and such

actors as Will

Rogers?

“The Headless Horseman” brings

to

new and something

world something

the moving picture
well worth keeping.

Will Rogers has achieved
The charthe unusual in picturing the loveless Ichabod.
acterization is one that presents extreme difficulties, in understanding the type of man who is not likeable enough to
win your entire sympathy, yet preserving something that
Mr. Rogers
keeps him from being at all times ludicrous.
has avoided burlesque even though there seems to be plenty
He is funny in a natural consistent way,
of temptation.
as one can imagine the author intended.

'

ride of the Headless Horseman is the dramatic triumph
It is comic and weird by turns.
These
of the picture.
scenes have been vivified by skillful lighting and shading,

The

and some spectacular shots of the sky at night. The whole
production shows great care, and unusual regard for detail
and a faithfulness in the characters and settings that be-speaks fine directing.

HARRISON’S REPORTS:
most

part

acted

well

and

Will Rogers fits the role of
Ichabod Crane about as perfectly as anyone could desire
and he is given excellent support by Lois Meredith and
others.

photographed and on the strength
of the author’s name should attract attention and should
win appreciation from varying types of audiences.
It is well staged, excellently

THE MORNING TELEGRAPH

Bringing one of the out-

standing American classics to the screen is in itself a worthy
achievement. “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow,” by Washington Irving, is one of the required pieces of literature in
every school and should be seen in its screen version by
all students, as it has been carried out with as much of the
original charm of Irving as accurate settings on the actual
location of the story can give it.

The

MOVING PICTURE WORLD:

'

EXHIBITORS HERALD:

It is well

directed

artistically

and

and

for the

realistically

produced.

picture remains a delightful record of the life of other
days and will serve to stimulate interest in the reading of

the Irving story.

FILM DAILY

Rogers does

fine

work

in

vivid

pictur-

will

delight

ization of popular Irving story.

An

amusing and convincing Ichabod Crane
everybody with his work in this.

Exhibitors should have very little trouble to induce their
patrons to see “The Headless Horseman.”
Everyone is
familiar with Irving’s story, “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow,” and they have probably all read it whether they wanted
in school.
You can promise an interesting presto or not
entation of the story and a good wholesome entertainment
in C. S. Clancy’s production.

—

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW: “The Headless Horseman,” adapted from Washington Irving’s “The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow,” will be a rare bit of entertainment.
It
has been beautifully produced and Will Rogers gives a
screamingly funny portrayal of Ichabod Crane.

BAD LESS
HORSEMAN
IPiresented

Irom

by

Gxirl

iJne

Stearns Clancy

Great Classic by

.mSHINGTON IRVING
[FAMOUS PlAYERS FILM SERVICE LTD
CAAMOMW DISTRIBUTORS

I

me Legend

of Sleefyg Hollow

HODKINSON

PICTURES

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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MR. EXHIBITOR

TWENTY MILLION
WOMEN
ARE ANXIOUSLY WAITING TO SEE

THE FIRST OF THE

I

WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION
BETTER FILMS

I

I
I

“THIS WIFE BUSINESS”
AN ARTHUR

=

I

3
I

I
=

NEW

J.

ZELLNER PRODUCTION

SUGGESTED BY AN ARTICLE BY

ALICE AMES WINTER
President of the General Federation of

APPEARING

IN

Women’s Clubs

THE JANUARY ISSUE OF THE

WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION
THIS

IS

THE FIRST OF A SERIES OF

I

TWO-REEL PRODUCTIONS OF AMERICAN HOME LIFE

=

PRESENTED BY

WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION
PRODUCED BY

THE ARALMA FILM CO.
WORLD’S RIGHTS DISTRIBUTORS

ALEXANDER
729 7th Ave.,

FILM CORP.

New

York, N. Y.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiii
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home run j

U/Ioving Picture Wotid.

t

!

I

PR-eS€-NTS

B.P.gGUULBeRG

A GASNIGR PRODUCTION.

YUORNS-NoORANGe
BLOSSOmS"
ON

6eRT44A fK\. CLAY'S (ft(\0(\ORTAL ROOCIANGA
Adapted bM AOPt LORING
Edited bq EVE UN SELL.

BASPD

Photographed

bq

KARL STRUSS

PREFERRED

AL'LICHTAA^
ON

PICTURESInc.
B-Pidwlber^’/ng

CORPOB.ATI

JJi.BAchmuo-rmfc

I

i

I

prove a winner#
downtown houses ^

’’Should
in

motion Picture Hews.

EDITH ROBERTS

KENNETH HARLAN

^dstone
its

The famotis

V

stage saccess

Altar
With an

all

star cast

Marshall

Tttlly

Bessie Lo\?e
William Scott

Barbara Termant
AA/ade Boteler
Franlcie Lee

oitE

wnTOR®
at
..AVIEO ODT

^ TO
0®^^

.^BK^ECED ST-

Balalie JetiSen
Queeniedhe Doe"

i,E

^

BOX

-

®

HAVE

^

accomodate

ncU.

OB

bCKAHRHH

BDST®S
STHMOTB OE

bEADIHO

^^eserte^

4'
tV\e

New York

News-

you expect to

\iC

0-^^ .let'-o^

oio'S

p

It's.

see.

*o'^®
^ cor/r7;i*« Altar
^orethV^-^

^

^ , \>ee^

t

s^en^hes a

finish,

*

'
'

'

•

^^ged

New York

Morning Telegraph

the Altar should be a big
throughout the country.

oN

T,eae Re»l=w

faithfuUy

J “Se'1t'Si«'«*'

portraM

^

—

Deserted at
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Effect of

NOTORIETY

J?

SUPREME FILM COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA.

L* Lawrence Weber

Inc.

& Bobby North,

1600 Broadway,
Hew York.

Novenber 14, 1922.

Attention: Mr. Sara Sax,
National Sales Mana^r.

Gentlemen:I had the opportrmity today of reviewing
NOTORIETY upon arrival of the first print shipped us.

All that has been said of this picture by
yourselves and the excellent reviews that have appeared
do but partial Justice to the excellency of the production.
As a picture, critically and commercially it should set
records everywhere.
T am happy to find myself in position to
distribute so excellent a picture.

GNM:MN

A

Production That Has

No Equal

in the

Independent Field

Will Nigh’s Photodrama

“NOTORIETY”
^

colossal, convincing, seven reel screen creation
State-Right Buyers: Write or Wire
L.

LAWRENCE WEBER

1600

Broadway

& BOBBY NORTH
New York

City

Foreign Rights Controlled by Apollo Trading Corp., 1600 Broadway,

New York City
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Everybody who

is

WORLD

anybody

will be there

SUPPER DANCE
T. O. C. C.

Saturday Night, December 2
Hotel Astor

Gold Room

Tickets $10 per person
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Best picture/"
Chicago Cvenitw Post
HERE’S WHAT THE CHICAGO NEWS-

PAPER CRITICS HAVE TO SAY:
An

Intriguing Vehicle

“Our most beautiful lady has an intriguing vehicle in
She also has a good supporting cast
and a good director. The action is all good. The story
‘White Shoulders.’

has several splendid scenes, well photographed, with
good sets and scenes.” Chicago Tribune.

—

Expresses Deep Feeling
“Quite as interesting as a picture as a story
story
story

was
is

very interesting.

quite unusual.

The

direction

—and the

is clever.

The

Katherine MacDonald’s impres-

beauty would alone fit her for the part, but she also
brings to it an expression of deep feeling. I’ve never
seen her act a better part. And certainly she has never
looked more beautiful. The rest of the cast is well
chosen. One of the best pictures Miss MacDonald has
played in.” Chicago Evening Post.
sive

—

Exceedingly Good

“A good story and Miss MacDonald is exceedingly
One would almost think the author had her in
mind so well does the character fit her. There are many
good.

I-

dramatic scenes.”

Directed by
Tom F o r m a n
and adapted by
Lois

A

Ze11ner
First

National
Attraction

— Chicago

Herald-Examiner.

!
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say^.
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because if ie)e said it,
you'd accuse the press agent of robbing
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by Trank Lloyd

A 3irAt

Hatiotidl Picture
I

Page Ads in the
Saturday Evening Post
3 Full

The advertisements

appear Dec.
Other national
9, Jan. 6 and Feb. 3.
mediums also are being used, reaching more than 10,000,000 readers.
will

GUY BATES POST
Walton Tully’s
Stupendous Production

in Richard

Book Now! Get in on the listing
Theatres and playing dates.
These
ads will pave the way for Box
Office success now or in 6 months.
Adapted by Richard Walton Tully from his stage success
of the same title; art director, Wilfred Buckland; photographed by George Benoit.

Directed by James

A 3irjbt

Young

national Picture

)
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that'll

empty every seat
in your theatre
( and that's

no joke
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Founded 1907
by

J. P.

Chalmers

To Be or Not
The Friars’ dinner

to

Kenesaw Landis, Augustus Thomas and Will

the interesting suggestion from Thomas, dean of
the theatre, that stage and screen producers should combine forces to
produce the “Hamlet” of John Barrymore in hltns. The suggestion, put
forward as a means of “sanctifying” the screen, has brought varied
comment from film producers and distributors. Jim Whoozis, of the
BuTBul Company, stole a march on his fellows, though, and produced
will now listen in on a sales conthe picture at a cost of $200,000.
ference of the Bul-Bul Company’s branch managers, special representatives, expense account hounds and hotel lobby decorations:

Hays brought forth

We

The Grand Annual

Sales Conference

Jim Whoozis has the floor. “Boys,” he says,
“we got a tough baby to sell in this here ‘Hamlet.’
Gus Thomas kidded me into making it with a lot of
talk about art and now
got to help is that I put it in the Smithsonian Institute for an extended run.
you and
“It’s a lame duck but we got to sell it
me, mostly you. If you don’t the Post Office will
be returning your expense accounts marked ‘Party
No Longer at This Address.’ And there won’t be
any other address, either.
“The entire board of directors put its entire brain
to work on this problem and you can’t say we aint
got a great big new idea to fool
helping you.
won’t mention this guy
the exhibitors.
Shakespeare’s name at all, ’cause that would be sure
death, and we aint going to say it’s a ‘classic’
’cause then they think you mean a school and
church feature.

the only suggestion he’s

—

We

We

An

Unprecedented Exploitation Campaign
“All the year I been feeding that exploitation department of ours and wondering whether it
wouldn’t be better I played the money on the races
and forgot the bookmaker’s name. But I got to
say, boys, them fellers is going to save the ship on
this ‘Hamlet.’
They been exploiting me so long
they’re getting good.
“We got the greatest tie-ups arranged for this
picture you ever saw.
All the one-arm joints in
the country are going to feature ‘Ham Omelettes
a la Hamlet,’ only I hope that don’t put no ideas in
the audiences’ heads.
“The manufacturer of ‘Hamlet’ cigars is going
to send one to every exhibitor in the country and
if the cigars are as bad as I hope, you ought to be
able to put the picture over before they wake up.
“One of the experts in the exploitation department knows a fellow who once played poker with
a printer who worked in Marion, Ohio, and he’s

to

VoL

59,

No. 5

Dec.

2,
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Be

going to see if he can’t get the President to write
a message or something or other.

And

a Final

Word

“Boys, I expect the worst and I aint going to be
disappointed this time.
“However, the national quota on the Bul-Bul
Company’s special super-extraordinary production
MILLION FIVE HUNof ‘Hamlet’ is
DOLLARS. Try and get it.

ONE
DRED THOUSAND
“And

—

forget
no Shakespeare and no
tip
exhibitors off they’re
Don’t
them
classic.
The story is by Spencer
getting wise enough.
Emerson Geraghty, entire idea conceived and directed by Thomas Neilan, sets by Inter-Urban,
grave-yard effect by permission of General Film,
and production supervised and regretted by Jim
Whoozis.
don’t

—

—

“Just a parting word if you play up the murders and the grave-yard and John Barrymore
enough they may think it’s another one of them
Sherlock Holmes adventures. Try that out.”

The Statement to the Press
Following the sales conference a statement was
issued to the trade papers as follows, and worse:
“The seventy-three high-powered sales wizards
of the Bul-Bul Company assembled in New York
yesterday received what they unanimously and
with one mind proclaimed the greatest news of
their lives in the stupendous announcement that
after four months of arduous and expensive labors
the Bul-Bul Company had completed the massive,
monster and monstrous production of the greatest
melodrama of all time, ‘Hamlet,’ from the story by
Emerson Spencer Geraghty.
“President Whoozis, of the Bul-Bul Company,
led the cheering that greeted this

announcement

and lasted for over eighteen minutes until finally
the whirlwind sales force was dry for the first time
since the opening of the convention.
“Enthusiasm reached a feverish pitch when
President Whoozis announced the unprecedented
.”
exploitation

You

finish

it.

:
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EDITOR’S NOTE There isn’t a trade paper reader or a film man anywhere who hasn’t heard of HzuTy
Reichenbach or Reichenbach campeugns on motion pictures. Many of his exploits and stunts have found their way
into print, but next week for the first time iMoving Picture World will publish a complete “Start to Finish” recitzJ of a Reichenbach campaign. “The Dangerous Age” is a title that offers the exhibitor an unusual opportunity
for exploitation. Moving Picture World sent Roger Ferri to Paterson, N. J., to trail the campaign on this big
Louis B. Mayer-First National speci2d, so that it would present a concise, carefully prepared and analyzed showman’s step to step account that would open the exploitation possibilities of the production to 2dl its readers.

—

G. B. Howard Dies

Joins Distinctive

Author Found Dead In His
Apartment in Hollywood
George Bronson Howard, noted
American novelist, war correspondent

Distinctive
Pictures’
Corporation
announces that Howard Estabrook will
join the organization as general assistant to Arthur S. Friend, president,
and Henry M. Hobart, vice-president

Noted

and playwright, and for the past

months

a

member

six
of the scenario staff

at Universal City, was found dead from
gas in his apartment, in Hollywood,

Tuesday morning.

There was no

in-

dication that he premeditated suicide.
He had been suffering, however, from
wounds received in the British Ambulance Service during the World War.
Howard had a varied and adventurous career. Born in Howard County,

Md., in 1884, he first became known
war correspondent for the London
Daily Chronicle in the Russo-Japanese War. After that war, he returned

and production manager, resigning
from Film Booking Offices of America
as head of the sales promotion and
educational departments. In his new
capacity Mr. Estabrook will be closely affiliated with the extensive production plans of Distinctive, which include
several new units in addition to the

George Arliss pictures.
Mr. Estabrook entered the motion
picture industry in 1914 with George
Kleine.

as a

to the United States

and worked for

various American newspapers, including the New York Herald and the Baltimore American. Later he turned to
fiction, and at times was on the writing staff of such magazines as Sunset,
Popular, Smart Set, and the Green
Book. He served as dramatic critic
for the New York Morning Telegraph,
and was also well known as a playwright.
Universal officials in New York were
greatly shocked at the report of
Bronson Howard’s death.
George

Moving' Picture

WORLD
PUBLISnCD WBEKLT BT
CHAL.HBR8 PUBLISUING COJMPANT
616 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Telephone: Murray

Iflll

1610

Branch Offlee:
Chicago, 2S East Jackson Boulevard
John F. Chalmers, president; Alfred J.
Chalmers, vice-president; James P. Chalmers,
vice-president; Elisa J. Chalmers, secretary and treasurer, and Ervin L. Hall,
business manager.
Sr.,

Hits at Movies

Editorial Ktaffi Robert E. Welsh, editor;
A. Archer, managing editor; Epes Winthrop Sargent, exploitation; F. H. Richardson. projection; E. T. Keyser, equipment;
Charles S. Sewell, reviews; Roger Ferri. Independent productions: Sumner Smith, regional
news; T. S da Ponte, producers news, and
A. Van Buren Powell, Straight from the
Shoulder Reports.

John

Drastic Bill Introduced to Prevent
Children Attending Picture Shows.
A bill prohibiting children less than
twelve years of age from attending a
theatre or motion picture show unless
accompanied by a parent, guardian or
other adult person, unless the picture,
exhibition or other entertainment is
given under the auspices of a recognized educational or religious agency,
or is designed especially for the
amusement or instruction of children
and has been approved in writing by
the superintendent of schools, superintendent of county department of
public welfare or a clergyman of some
local church, will be included in the
proposed changes in the Kansas Children’s Code laws, to be presented at
the next meeting of the Legislature by
the code commission.

Manager of Advertlalngi Wendell

P. Mil-

ligan.

Manager of

Dennis J. Shea.
Svihscriptlon price: United States and Its
po.ssessions, Mexico and Cuba. $3.00 a year;
Canada. $3.50; foreign countries (postpaid),
Clrrnlatloni

$10.00 a year.

Copyright,

Company.

1922,

Outline Their Policy
Independent

New York

Exhibitors to

Oppose Circuits
The Associated Booking Corporation places itself squarely on record
as an organization founded solely to
independent exhibitors in securing a share of the first-run attractions
that are being offered, which up to the
assist

present time have been denied them,
regardless of price, regardless of their
situation or regardless of their investments, solely because of the collective
buying power of the circuits. It is because of this collective buying power
that the A. B. C. is being formed.
The statement says, in part
“It is only those producers whose
interests are closely allied with the
various circuits whose power is in
danger of being lessened that are giving the A. B. C. the unfair fight that
it expected and is getting under the
very thin cloak of not selling combinations.
Unfortunately those circuits,
being
also
producers,
can
through their organizations influence
some of the producers to do their
bidding.
But in the eyes of the industry, the A. B. C. knows that there
is
absolutely no difference between

body of independent exhibitors
and the organizations of stockholders
and partnership theatres controlled by

this

the present circuits.
“The A. B. C. wishes to state that
it is not asking any favors of any exhibitor circuits, of any producers who
do not wish to deal with them, that
they do not wish to control prices or
to drive anyone out of business, but
are simply a protective association of
New York exhibitors who are tired of
being told that they cannot get firstrun pictures because they are too small
individually and that they will not be
allowed to have them if they are too
big Collectively.”

by (Jhalmers Publishing

Copyright throughout Great Britain and
Colonies under the provisions of the Copyright Act of 1911.
(All rights reserved.)

Other Pnhllcationo
Cine Mundial (Spanish).
Technical Books.

After Film Thieves
The Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Association has signed a contract with the William J. Burns Detective
Agency whereby

Member Audit Bureau Circulations.
Member National Publishers Association.

its interests will be p’’ 0 tected by that agency the world over.
The action is looked on as the beginning
of a determined offensive against film

thieves.
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Gaining in Favor

Levenson Foresees End of Censorship
to Joseph Levenson, secretary of the New York State
Motion Picture Commission, that body will make absolutely no
In fact, according to Mr.
attempt to perpetuate its existence.
Levenson’s own words, “it would be very objectionable to many people, if
the Commission sought to perpetuate itself. The matter rests with the
If public opinion wants the
State Legislature and public opinion.
Commission wiped out, it will be wiped out. As Governor-elect Smith
has announced that he is opposed to the censorship of motion pictures,
it appezurs certain that he will get his way, as the Senate is Democratic,
and the Assembly very close. There is nothing that the Commission can

A

ccording

do about

it.”

Apparently, Secretary Levenson has fully made up his mind that censorship of motion pictures in New York State will soon become a thing
of the past. Probably one of the first bills that will be introduced in the
Legislature next January will call for the abolishment of the Commission,
thus sounding the knell of censorship.

Changes Asked For Lloyd on
Wants Simpler Regulations

Re-

Pathe Comedian Ready for Another
Year of Work After Vacation.

The Treasury Department, Washing-

Declaring that “work hard and play
hard” is about the best motto a man
can live up to, Harold Lloyd waved a

for

Entry of Films
has been asked to simplify its
regulations governing the re-entry into

ton,

D.

C.,

American goods returned from abroad without the payment
the United States of

of duty so as to facilitate such admissions
of motion picture films.
It was learned
that Jack S. Connolly, representing the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., conferred with
Ernest W. Camp, chief of the Division
of Customs of the Treasury Department,
and placed the views of the film interests
before him.
system of registering the films when
exported has been suggested, it is under-

A

stood.

The Department has agreed

to
give prompt attention to the request of
the industry.

Newsy

Briefs

Adolph Zukor, of New York, president of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation;
S. R. Kent, general manager of distribution,
and E. E. Shauer were the representatives
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
who were elected directors of the Famous
Players Canadian Corporation, Ltd., at the
annual general meeting of the latter company held at Toronto, Ontario, November 9.
Mr. Kent is a new director of the Canadian
organization, having been chosen to replace
W. C. Pitfield, of Montreal.

1

Answer to the suit brought by Charles H.
Frank F. Newman, J. Boyce Smith
and George W. Newgass for $60,000 against
Thomas H. Ince, the motion picture producer, ha.s l> 0 en filed in the N, Y, Supreme
Court by the latter.
In Ince’s answer, he says he amply recom^nsed the complainants for certain services
by paying them $5,000.
Duell,

:

\

'

(

j
I

Way Home

Arthur Leslie', the dean of motion picture
press agents, is writing a series of articles
for Movie Weekly, describing how he
helped

many screen

stars

on the road

to fame.

cheerful farewell to Broadway’s bright
lights on Sunday and started back to
Los Angeles for another year of comedy-making at the Hal Roach Studies.
The finishing touch to Lloyd’s
“busy” two weeks’ New York vacation
was a dinner in his honor given by
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Pearson at the
Ritz Carlton.
Other invited guests
were: Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Mer-

G.

Von Herberg Says American
Films Are Popular Abroad

Back from Europe where he created
a sensation by crashing into the front
pages of American newspapers through
his purchase of the 50,000 acre hunting ground of the late Francis Joseph,
Austrian Emperor, at Ischl, in the
Tyrol, John G. Von Herberg, millionaire First National franchise holder
and motion picture theatre owner of
Seattle, Wash., denied that he had
bought this property for the purpose
of producing abroad.
In company with Bruce Johnson,
First National’s foreign representative
who is establishing offices for the organization and arranging for the distribution of its product abroad, Mr.
Von Herberg visited London, Paris,
other European capitals and the Tyrol.
It was the natural beauty and grandeur of the hunting estate and its possibilities as a vacation ground that
prompted Mr. Von Herberg to purchase this historic tract, he declares.
During his tour abroad Mr. Von
Herberg declares he had adequate opportunity of watching the effect produced by American pictures on foreign
audiences.

“For a long time,” Mr. Von Herberg
asserted, “the charge has been made
that American films were made only
for commercial possibilities. This feeling is undergoing a rapid change.”

Edmund

C. Lynch, Bernard BenMiss Charlotte Terhaune, Gaylord
Lloyd, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Innerarity,
Mr. and Mrs. Harley M. Walker, Mr.
and Mrs. E. A. Eschmann, Peter Treleven, John Humm, and Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Reddy.
Mr. Lloyd said on leaving for the
West that he had made up his mind to
devote this trip exclusively to “play,”
and had stuck to it.
The comedian said he had seen
pretty nearly everything and liked
everything he saw only he “liked
some things better than others,” but

rill,

J.

son,

—

declined to particularize, as he was
“no professor and might be wrong.”

Loses Fight
In spite of an intensive campaign
by the Buffalo exhibitors against .Dayhght Saving, citizens of Buffalo voted
to retain the ordinance.
Exhibitors
fought the ordinance because they
claimed that it hurt business in the
summer, declaring that in many cases
it cut into box office receipts for a 50
per cent, decrease. John L. Kelly, secretary to Mayor Frank X. Schwab, directed the campaign for the exhibitors.
All the newspapers in Buffalo came out
in favor of retaining daylight saving.

Wins Sunday Fight
(By Wire

to

Moving Picture World'!

Toledo, Nov. 22.

A

jury

in

Mayor Harry R.

Rodabauch Court at Findlay,
Ohio, on November 21, acquitted
C. E. Gilmore, picture theatre
manager, of a charge of violating
the state Sunday

amusement law

by keeping his theatre open on
Sunday.
The verdict was returned after three hours’ delibera-

One woman, Mrs. M. C.
Dye, was a member of the jury,
acting as foreman.
Gilmore’s attorneys based their
argument largely upon a contention that the state law prohibiting
theatrical performances on Sunday does not include motion picture shows.
The charges were
filed by the Rev. W. E. Hill and
John N. Doty, attorney, acting in
behalf of the local ministerial astion.

sociation.

Sunday motion picture theatres
have been closed at Findlay since
1917.
An effort to reopen them
met with indictments and fines in
Common Pleas Court for all local
managers two years ago.
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Regional News and Gossip
Conducted by

SUMNER SMITH
—

1 here s a Moxling "Picture World repre<sentati'Oe in edery exchange center at your serxiice. Just a
part
of the all-round service of The Complete Trade Paper "Regional in fietos Value; fiational in Service.
If our representative in anv territory can help you in any tvav call on us.

—

length picture is decidedly not
popular. Many short reels, even
of rather ancient vintage, go over
big in the mining communities,
This is true all over Alaska, the
arrival of big centers demanding the best,
About a year and a half ago,
Code purchased the Paramount
seemed

Burned Hand Spoiled Code’s

Plans for Clean-up in ’96

It was back in 1896 that W. F. still
laughs over the
Code first became interested in that machine.
motion pictures. There were at
“Evidently Alaska
that time two projection machines long ways off.
They knocked
on the Pacific coast, both owned down that machine to the last
by Miles Brothers of San Fran- screw, packing each separate part
cisco. Having traveled rather ex- in
vaseline.
Then shipped it
tensively in Pacific waters. Code without any book of instructions
^
figured he had a good chance to for reassembling 1”
clean up by taking one of these
Having no alternative. Code

machines to Australia.
His partner, Monte Findlay, a
circus man from New Zealand,
with whom he had shared many
thrilling adventures, shared his
,

increasing the seating capacity
his house to 700, to take care
out for himself. He also
booked service from Morton & of his patronage. He gives four
Co. for a time.
During 1909 he changes a week, and says he has
built the Alaska Dream, with a ri°t dared to use exploitation beseating
capacity
of
His cause he could not handle the
300.
overhead being greatly reduced,
he was able to charge 25 cent admissions and realize a nice profit,
For eight or nine years the Alaska
Dream played to capacity, and it
figured

it

So the Australian rights
secured for the Edison
Universal machine.
Plans were
enthusiastically being completed
when Findlay, who was to operate
the machine, burned his hand is still doing a nice business,
while learning. The burn proved
It was not long before the mova severe one, taking weeks to ing picture interests superseded
heal. Findlay’s enthusiasm petered Code’s
mining
interests.
He
out.
opened up houses
along
the
“There’s nothing in it!” he de- Yukon River, steadily increasing
dared. “I’m through.”
his holdings.
At the present time
Code he owns houses in Nome, Dime
So the stuff was off.
Mining
in
1900.
drifted to Alaska
Creek, Candle, (the terminus of
took the place of motion pictures the annual dog races, from Candle
But the seed had to Nome), Keewalik, St. Michaels
in his thoughts.
been sown. When news arrived and Marshall.
in Nome that a traveling operator
Fuel conditions in Nome, where
with a Universal machine and coal is now $47.50 a ton and
belief.

were

eight

reels

of

film,

was touring

Alaska giving shows during

1907,

Code felt his old interest revive,
He bought the outfit, intending to
go into the “movies” as a side
line.

Tremendous interest was occasioned by the advent of moving
pictures into Nome. Code rented
Eagle Hall, which cost $300 a
night and seated 1,500 people. He
played to capacity at $1.50 a seat,
giving never over four single
reels.
The eight reels could not
He purlast forever, however.

Theatre in Seattle, a suburban
house in the Phinney district. He
made the investment to put in his
winters in Seattle. The investment
proved so profitable and the locabon so excellent, that today Code

One
cisco,

by

search of local
Theatre, proclaimed by its owners to be the
most cosmopolitan theatre in the
world. Located at 1249 Stockton
street, just on the edge of Chinatown, with the French quarter on
tourists
color, is the

But

the fascination of the game made
it worth the price.
In 1908 Code sent to Portland
for a new Edison Underwriters

Machine which he purchased
from Morton and Company. He

not necessitate the loss of a single
day’s business. The present back
wall will merely be knocked out
when the addition is complete.
“Then,” says Code, “I’ll hand
’em some exploitation that will
fill her up to the doors!”
Mr. Code is the kind of fellow
who can keep you entertained for
hours with unusual anecdotes and
yarns of Alaska in the early stages
of the game,
Four years ago, he met Findlay,
partner
his
in
the
original
Australian venture.

“Burned

your

hand

Monty?” he inquired

since,

laconically,

years old.

have

in

therefore,

been on the job every day since
then, have the original location,

13

I

the original building, the original
music, operated under the original policy, show some of the productions I showed when I first
opened, have the same operator,
Helmer Erricson, and would be
showing at the same old price of
now
5 cents but for the war.
charge 10 cents. Only a few days
ago I booked a picture I showed

on
Mexican,
Filipino, Spanish and Portuguese
We
quarters around the corner, it
^timber scarce, have made condi- quite lives up to its reputation.
tions in that locality poorer for
“If I am not the oldest exhibitor
motion pictures, which, however, in the city,” said I. H. Marks, 11 j^ears ago and some pictures
must offer the newest and best in senior member of the firm of I. have been shown a dozen times.
“I exaggerated it a little about
order to succeed; whereas, in the H. Marks & Son, which conducts
For the first five
mining towns which are doing the Acme, “I, at least, hold some the music.
capacity
business,
feature records that no one else can hope years we had an old automatic
the
piano which played two tunes.

one

side,

another,

the

and

Italian

district

the

San Francisco Showmen Enlist
Public’s Aid in Fight Against Rentals

figure.

Code was staggering under?

of

The
being built on the
the house, which will
is

Acme

program.
after taking over
$1,200 in at the door, net profits
were only $60 from one evening’s
The early days in the
show!
states are famous for their cheap
prices and admissions. How many
would have survived the overhead

back

would bring him.

of the sights of San Fran- to claim. The Acme Theatre was
and one frequently visited opened in the fall of 1909, and is,

chased service from Pathe at from
$100 to $175 a single reel, the top
prices being paid for colored picIllustrated songs or an
tures.
amateur performer completed the
often,

it

extension

L. H. Marks’ Patron Kicked
Because “No Kille Today”

theatre owners are commencing to protest
vigorously against the continual increase in rentals and are taking
their case to the public to show why it is impossible for them to
reduce admission prices. Article after article is appearing in the
daily press on a subject which has heretofore been kept from
the public, and it is announced that a campaign of publicity is
to be continued until prices are brought down to a reasonable

But

crowds

San Francisco

pointed out that the expenses of some of the local theatres
to from $10,000 to $15,000 a week, without considering film
rentals, and that as much more is demanded for some of the late
feature films.
Theatre owners in the suburban city of Oakland are said to
have adopted a plan which has made that city rather unpopular
with distributors, but which has enabled exhibitors to remain in
the business. Exhibitors meet frequently, decide on the maximum
price that can be paid for certain productions, and if distributors
hold out for more, the pictures are not played there. This attitude has resulted in at least one producer making plans to enter
the exhibiting field there, the Fox Film Corporation having a
large house in course of construction.
It is

amount

One

of these

was ‘Annie Rooney’

and the other wasn’t. Now we
offer a repertoire of a dozen selections.
Our policy is to give a
short show, using short subjects
full of action.
The more lurid
the poster the better, and once
when I varied the show a Chinese
patron looked the lobby display
over and said: ‘Wasser malla, you

no

kille

today?”’

The moving picture business
was not Mr. Marks’ first venture
in
the
He
amusement field.
traveled with Wilson’s European
Circus for a time and was also
with Capt. Jack Crawford’s Wild
West Show. While traveling with

comic opera company in the
Southwest, he became stranded
and secured a job in a hardware
store at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
later traveling through that terria

tory selling Colt revolvers. Prior
opening the theatre in San
Francisco he was with the Pacific
Hardware & Steel Co.

to
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At Last Dallas Exhibitors

Have Chance

to

Make Money

Enterprises
Melba, heretofore the Southern
two
dubbed along Film Row as a houses in Abilene, Texas.
“white elephant,” re-opened under
The Queen, Marshall, Texas, rethe management of P. G. Cameron and enjoying, according to cently owned by F. A. Alexander
with the and sold to William Roth, has
a’l reports, quite a play;
theatre, gone under new management, with
Capitol, Dallas’ newest
nearing completion and with the a half interest sold to Claude
re-opening of the Jefferson, under Dorough, well known Marshall ex-

With

the

;

Stinnett,
the management of Ray
forty
a review this week of the
odd theatres in the hub of the
Southwest indicates that the long
delayed period of near prosperity
is

near at hand at

last.

passed
through a tough summer, admit^ejly_a losing summer, if the exbut
hibitors’ words may be taken—
Dallas

picture

theatres

would seem that the coming
it
winter will not be one of disconlaigely
tent. Theatres are gauged
of
by what the exchange men say

—

the independent exchange men, that is.
The writer not so long ago met
on the
a pioneer exchange man
part
streets. In 1919, or the early
business

hibitor,

who

will

jointly

manage

the theatre with Mr. Roth.

Judge Royall R. Watkins, in a
Dallas court, last week made a ruling from the bench that “a moving
picture house in a district is not
injurious to the health or morals
of a community,” in granting A.
J. Urbish a writ of injunction restraining the City of Dallas from
preventing him from constructing
a theatre in Oak Lawn, a prosperous suburb. This action was
interpreted as being an attack on
the city’s interpretation of the
“ill effects” of a theatre, rather
than an attack on the validity of
the city’s building code.
Despite the fact that the writ
comes after months of litigation,
in which
thousands of persons
have either been interested or took
part, the matter is not closed, for
the City of Dallas has taken an
appeal and hopes to win out in a

was
of 1920, this man’s exchange
worth a cool hundred thousand—
he was offered that, in fact,
down. In the summer of 1921 he
could, perhaps, get a few hundred
and
dollars for his films on hand,
much
certainly they weren’t worth
more, under conditions existing higher court.
then in this territory. It is doubtbuyer in the
ful if he could find a
The American Motion Picture
summer of ’21.
Company, of Fort Worth, with a
ridBut it’s different now. He s
capital stock of $3,009, has been
and,
ing around in a new car;
incorporated at the Texas State
^

while this doesn’t necessarily indicate a condition of prosperity,^ it
means that he found a few winners,

concentrated on them and

is

making money.
Cotton upon which Texas lives
and dies is a short crop over the
state, but 3,000,000 bales will be

—
—

Nevertheless, the staple is
skyrocketing, with a record price
of 26 3/4 cents having been paid
at present writing. There is every
indication that the price will go to

made.

This more than makes
30 cents.
up for the short crop. In fine,
with the strikes over, there is
every indication of a return to
normalcy, insofar as Texas
the Southwest is concerned.

The reopening

last

and

week of the

Jefferson Theatre in Dallas, which
was leased from Southern Enterprises by
Ray Stinnett, brings
back to the hub of the Southwest
an exhibitor and showman who
pioneered in the game here. Stinnitt established the theatre
in
1915 and 1920 sold it to Southern
Enterprises, who closed it about
a year ago. Stinnett, upon leaving
the Jefferson in 1920, went to
Breckenridge, a town of 1,000,
opened a house there and lite’^ally
made a small fortune when the
town jumped to 100,000 overnight,

with

oil

day.
at the

A

gushers coming
score of

in

Capitol

by

Stegall,

F.

M. Elliott, W. S.
B. Kirby and F. X.
F.

411

of Abilene last week when they
leased the theatres from Southern
Enterprises. Taking a half page in
the
Abilene Reporter, Messrs.
Stinnett and Victor filled this

space with letters from prominent
ministers.

Chamber

of

Commerce

and bankers, highly commending the morale of the Brtck-

officials

enridge theatres
exhibitors.

managed by the

A new

theatre opened in Fort
this week.
A. L.
Mitchell, well known exhibitor,
took over the theatre formerly
known as the Strand, 1206 Main
street, and has renamed it the
Utopia.

Worth, Texas,

P. G. Cameron,
lessee of the Melba
Theatre, Dallas, Pantages vaude-

According to

owner and

ville will

not be inaugurated at the

AnMelba until next season.
nouncement had been made that
Pan time would be installed this
season, but this plan was changed
due to the fact that a certain
southwestern house failed to link
up with the circuit projected. On
a picture policy, however, Mr.
Cameron has made quite a success
and succeeded this week in obiaining a pre-release showing of Mary
Pickford in “Tess of the Storm
Country,” simultaneously with the
pre-release showing in

New

Here we are searching for
the senior exhibitor in the
United States and no mention
yet of Arthur D. Hotaling, who
was with Lubin in Philad< Iphia
from 1896 to 1915. That’s all
wrong. Let’s hear from you,
Mr. Hotaling,
Recently we paged I. W,
Rodgers, of Poplar Bluff, Mo,,
and he has just sent us an intensely interesting history of
himself which will appear soon.
Then, too, we are fortunate in
having the biographies of
George E. Williams, of Buffalo,
N. Y.; John C. Green, Guelph,
Canada; Eugene H. Roth, San
Francisco; Fred Wehrenberg,
St. Louis, and others.
They
will be published in the order
in which they were received.
'

the building was in flames. The
house was crowded to capacity
but everyone got out.
A few
were slightly injured from being
knocked down and others fi'om
having to jump from the windows.
The Hart Hotel and a residenco

adjoining

the

theatre

building

were also burned, entailing a
York loss of $8,000.

total

City.

The new Dallas Film Exchange
Building, in which at least 50 per
cent, of film exchanges in Dallas

One of the largest film contracts
made in Dallas covering the

ever

city alone

was signed recently by

be housed, was formally the Dallas office of the Fox Film
opened last week. The building Corporation with W. D. Neville,

will

as nearly fireproof as possible,
in this strucIt has four stories and a
ture.
basement, and a sprinkler system

is

no wood being used

owner of the Washington Theatre,
for the entire
season.

Fox output

for this

The building
being installed.
The Dallas Amusement Comconstructed especially for pany, with a capital stock of $50,R. J. Stinnett, veteran exhibitor Dallas film exchanges and cost 000, has been granted a charter at
of Breckenridge, and John Victor, about $250,000.
Austin, Texas. The incorporators
his partner,
who recently purarc John T. Jones, W. O. Huggins
chased the Queen and Mission
During a performance recently and C. A. Rasbury.
Theatres,
Abilene,
of
Texas, at the Lometa Theatre in Lometa,
adopted a unique method of intro- Texas, films caught (ire and in a
number of important theatre
ducing themselves to the citizens few seconds the whole frame of
changes have occurred in Den'son,
Texas. The Star and Rialto Theatres, sold about a year ago by L.
M. Rideout to the Southern Enterprises, have been repurchased by
Mr. Rideout. The amount involved is not stated.
In this connection it is noted
that the Southern Enterprises are
letting a number of their theatres
go in small towns. Two years
ago, when a scramble was on for
theatre sites, during a fight between Southern Enterprises and
the Hulsey interests, both Interests invaded many towns of 10,000, 15,000 and 20,000 population
and attention was even paid to
towns of 3,500 population. Since
that time Southern Enterprises
and Hulsey interests, after amalgamating,
have
gradually
let
these houses go, concentrating
their efforts on Dallas, Houston,
San Antonio, Fort Worth, El Paso
and other large Texas cities.
Schuler.

is

was

A

every

men bucked him

game in Breckenridge, but
he sat tight and today owns every

—

Page Mr. Hotaling

theatre in Breckenridge seven
with the town down to a rather
normal gait and 20,000 population.
At the time of leasing the Jefferson, Mr. Stinnett also leased from

A. E. Fair, general manager,
Dallas, for Southern Enterv'rises,
Pathe Release

GRANDMA’S BOY LOOKS AT HIS PROTOTYPE
Three hundred and fifty grandmas, each with a boy, were recently
entertained at a special matinee given by George Gravenstein, of
the Carman Theatre, Philadelphia, to witness Harold Lloyd.

has announced the appointment of
George D. Watters as his personal
representative.
Mr. Watters formerly was manager of the Capitol
Theatre in Dallas, which burned
a year ago.

‘
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Schlichter, Goldberg, Rome
to Lead in Baltimore Fight

December

being first run houses. The Bijou,
Colonial, also Isis and Odeon, the
latter two second run houses, are
under the same management.

Lawrence

Lester,

2,

of

1922

Lester’s

Columbia, S. C., drove over
to Atlanta the past week.
Rivoli,

A.

Economu,

of the Franklyn

Frank Freeman, Georgia Tech
The alumnus,
Theatre, Fort Valley, Ga., is prefootball enthusiast, gening Chairman Louis Schlichtcr, opening performance was crowd- eral manager of Southern Enter- paring for the annual Peach Fesmanager of the Bridge Theatre; ed. It is the only picture theatre prises and S. A. Lynch Enter- tival in the spring of 1^3, which
annually draws 50,000 people to
Thomas D. Goldberg, proprietor in the city.
prises, was recently re-elected to
of the Wizard and several other
the presidency of the National this small town.
Louis Rome,
theatres, and J.
Frederick C. Schanberger, pres- Georgia Tech Alumni associamanager of the Rialto and sev- ident of the James L. Kernan tion, a position which he held
A. P. Robert, formerly manager
apbeen
has
theatres,
other
eral
Company, operating the Mary- during the past year.
of the Salisbury Theatre,

A

committee of three, includ-

pointed by the Exhibitors’ League
of Maryland to decide what action
will be taken by league members
to influence people to vote against
the passage of the Daylight Saving Ordinance at the next election in Baltimore, Md.

The Gem Theatre, 617 Duncan
Place, Baltimore, which is under
the management of Joseph Rob-

construction

cost

land and other theatres in Baltimore, attended the opening of
Palace Theatre in
the Keith
Cleveland.

was purchased by Louis
The Central Theatre Company,
Greenberg for $23,500; $1,000 cash
and the balance subject to a mort- incorporated under the laws of
gage, when the playhouse was the State of Maryland in 1920, has
sold at public auction by E. T. acquired the properties at 615-21
East Fayette street.
The purNewell & Company, auctioneers.
chase price was $10,000.
There
S. Kleinman has purchased the are four lots, each subject to a
Brodie Theatre, 1118 Light street, ground rent of $30 per annum.
from Joseph Brodie. This play- The directors in the Central Thehouse has been under the man- atre Company are J. Louis Rome,
agement of Samuel Scherr for manager of several Baltimore
some time, who had a lease on the theatres; Grace L. Boehl, B.
Mr. Kleinman is re- Francis Rome, Samuel H. Rome,
property.
R. and Abraham S. Rome. The capdecorating the theatre.
J.
Fields has been appointed house ital stock of the company conOne hundred more sists of 1,000 shares, par value
manager.
seats have been added in the $100 each, and 1,500 common withIf the city does
space made by moving the front out par value.
not acquire the property for
forward about twenty-five feet.
widening Fayette street, it is the
The new Everett Theatre was purpose to erect a picture theopened to the public at Middle- atre. This site is very near the
bins,

town,

Del.,

November

9.

The Grand,

Atlanta, Ga.,

is

pre-

manent projection room on the
ground floor, and will reopen it
on November 25 with the world’s
premiere of “Hunting Big Game in
Africa With Gun and Camera,’’ a
picture made by the H. A. Snow
expedition.
Following this will
come the first showing here of
“Oliver Twist,’’ with Jackie Coogan. William J. Casey, for some
time manager of the Hippodrome,
and before then with the Tivoli
and Newman’s College, has been
appointed manager of the Century.

develop in Richmond with the opening night was reminiscent of
completion early in 1923 of the the opera season, with society out
mammoth new theatre being built in full force, and a $10,000 advance
by Pryor Brothers and allied in- sale was reported by the bo.x ofterests. The Pryors already have fice.
the Broadway, playing principalManager Herbert E. Phelps is
ly First National first runs, the
Bijou, Colonial and Bluebird also greatly pleased with the manner in

mence work

in

February.

William Voss has sold his half
interest in the Auditorium Theatre at Modesto, Cal., to his former partner, Frank Andrews.

The Alpaugh High School,
paugh,

Cal.,

machine and

Al-

has added a picture
will

show

pictures

The Tokay Theatre,

Lodi.

is

no

Cal.,

be reopened shortly by the
T & D. Junior circuit. Program
pictures will be presented exwill

clusively.

The Washington Theatre, San
owned by the North
Beach Theatres, Inc., of which
F'rancitco,

Maurice Klein is president, was reopened recently, following extensive remodeling work. Supervisor Angelo
Rossi made the
opening address of welcome. Sam
Jacobs is resident manager.

Joel C. Cohen, president of the

to

expected to

new

of

plans to erect a
theatre there and will comCal.,

Consolidated Amusement Company, Honolulu, T. H., who has
been in San Francisco for several
weeks, sailed for his island home
on November 15.

and Manager Dar-

is

John Peters, popular exhibitor
Elmhurst,

owner.

dine of the Strand signed a larger
contract with the newspapers for
space.
But it was a false alarm, the

Keen competition

a new department for this corporation, handling the details of
all children’s matinees in twenty
of their Southern theatres.

Lyceum Theatre on Mission street,
San Francisco, and is now sole

Atlanta’s million dollar “Howard,”
as manager; Ray Beall, of the Imperial, while under the same management as the Alhambra seemed

second runs and the older 1921
output of the different producers,
which so far had not been run in
Charlotte, and everybody’s again
sleeping soundly these nights.

t

C,

Sol Lesser has purchased the interests of Louis Linsey in the New

The
on their toes.
Dick Craver’s First
National house, brought in Ralph
DeBruler, showman wizard of
the South, who formerly handled

Alhambra having gone back

:

recently sold by
Southern Enterprises, now heads

N.

three times a month. There
theatre in that town.

Rivoli Theatre.

Broadway,

upset,

A

First National Release

A TASTEFUL LOBBY DISPLAY ON THE MASQUERADER
One

side
Chilcote.

i

Harris, who recent- which “East Is West,” a picture
took over the Century Theatre produced largely in San Francison Ellis street, San Francisco, are co, has been received by the
expending a large amount of patrons of the Tivoli. It ran ihree
money in remodeling this house, weeks, the first run of such a
including the installation of a per- length since “The Kid.”

mediately

little

.

Ackerman &

in

a

^

\

ly

Charlotte Exhibitors See
ran Theatre recently commenced
an
extended
run
on
“When
Alhambra
the
in
No Menace
Knighthood Was
Flower.” The
the fifth first
run house in Charlotte, N. C.,
weeks ago, has
five
opened
slumped. Not to say it isn’t doing business, but folks were looking for some good old “cutthroat” opposition in Charlotte
when, soon after the Universal
house, the Strand, opened with
Enterprises
Southern
pictures.
threw out the stock in their
Alhambra and started off the
picture policy with “The Prisoner
of Zenda” for a solid week’s run
campaign
exposition
an
and
that woke the old town up.
The other managers were im-

)

San Francisco’s Century Now
Being Thoroughly Remodeled

With the greatest amount of
newspaper publicity ever given a
picture in San Francisco, the Cur-

The Alhambra,

1

,

Salis-

bury,

paring for a personal appearance
by Virginia Pearson. She will
appear in several of the Loew
The Opera House at Havre de Southern theatres.
Grace, Md., which was destroyed
by fire some time ago, will be rebuilt by Enock M. Smith, building commissioner of that city.

The present

J.

$60,000.

showed Guy Bates Post as John Loder and the other as
Back of the curtains was a magnavox which told the
interested spectators about the coming play.

Kahn & Greenfield, who conduct
four picture houses at San Francisco and one at Santa Cruz, Cal.,
have added to their chain by
opening the Princess Theatre at
Honolulu. This is a splendid new
house seating 1,700, arranged for
both pictures and dramatic performances. Edward A. Smith, formerly manager of the Rialto Theatre, San Francisco, is in charge.
four-manual organ is presided
over by Edwin Sawtelle and use is
also made of an orchestra of
twelve pieces.
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Troy, N. Y., Exhibitors Plan
to Organize in Near Future
Exhibitors in Troy, N. Y., are
planning to organize in the near
future, probably with the return of
Edwin O. Weinberg, who will
manage the new Troy Theatre,
one of the Strand chain. Jacob
Rosenthal is also busily engaged in
completing a new house and will
soon be classed with Troy exhibThere was an organization
itors.

among the Troy theatrical mansome years ago, but with this

agers

one and that one dropping out. the
organization passed out of existence.

‘

Benjamin Apple, owner of the
American and the GriswolJ in
is the only member of both
national and state organizations, and it is quite probable that
he may be asked to assume the
presidency of the Troy organization when it is effected. There are

of the house. The fire was discovered shortly after midnight.
The theatre is operated by f.abin

& Judge, and seats about 500. It
was recently renovated. The auditorium was somewhat damaged by
water.

i

'

‘

•

'

.

!

;
1

I

the

about seventeen houses now running in Troy. This leaves aLout
a dozen owners and managers who
will be expected to join the organization. Albany has a live local, but Schenectady is in much
It is
the same shape as Troy.
barely possible that a tri-city as-

The

Capitol Theatre was responfor calling out tne fire
department one night this week,

sible

when

an overheated steampipe
threatened to give trouble. There

was no

fire.

The American has enlarged its
orchestra to ten pieces, an increase
of three. Olin Niles is directing.
The house is making a drive for
patronage through a combination
of the best pictures procurable
sociation might be brought about and a musical program that can’t
be beat.
between now and spring.
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Business in Troy is showing
marked improvement these days.
As a rule, November and Decemher are not particularly good
months in the Collar City, as some
of the shops are running at half

With November makcapacity.
ing the showing that it now is, exhibitors are looking forward to a
hangup January, and, in fact, entire winter.
Exhibitors are looking forward
to the opening of the Ford plant,
which will employ close to 5,000
men. There is also a big packing
plant about to be opened on Green
island which will employ a thou-

sand or more men. Within the
next two months, two new theatres will open in Troy, with a
combined seating capacity of
nearly 3,000 persons, but with
plenty of business activity under
way, owners of houses do not anticipate any slump.

week

at the Griswold,

beginning Sunday.

After all is said and done, it
pays to do a little figuring when
one is booking pictures, and, likewise, take into consideration the
characteristics of the place. That
is exactly what “Al” Bothner did
last summer, when he started to
manage the Colonial in Troy. This
is
a 10-cent house, which had
proved more or less of a “lemon.”
Mr. Bothner figured out that
Troy, generally conceded as a

Battaglia Brothers have just
taken over the Arlington, one of
Troy’s residential houses, which
has been closed for some time.
The house seats 400. This gives
the Battaglias four houses in “w’orking girls’ town,” could pay
both a 10-cent as well as a 10 or
Troy.
35-cent admission, but that a 10Work is progressing most sat- cent house would have to run picisfactorily at the New Rose, and tures with plenty of action and lay
owner, Jacob Rosenthal, ex- off the society drama stuff.
its
As a result, the Colonial does a
pects to open not later than Janu*
whopper of a business at its first
ary.
show each night, from patrons who
All of the Troy exhibitors are are of the early-to-bed-earlv-toplanning to pay a visit to Schenec- rise type, being employed in the
Mr. Bothner figured
tady next week as the guests of factories.
Edwin O. Weinberg, manager of that others drawing bigger salaries
and who could sleep a bit later in
the new State.
the morning,
would patronize
“Sin Flood” has been booked for higher priced houses. He appears

“The Prisoner of Zenda” pulled

i

j

Twenty-first
City, a.id

in

when there were probably

Albany
William

Berinstein, who owns
Colonial and the Hudson in
Albany, as well as two houses in
Elmira, plans to build one or more
houses in the near future and establish a chain.
Mr. Berinstein

the

lately

moved

Judge
Hoosick

to

New

York.

Charles

McCarthy, of
open a
theatre in that village.’ He
IS
one of the old-timers in the
business, and is widely known
Ihroughout the state.
Falls, will shortly

new

Howard

Richardson,
of
the
Chestertown, is in bed,
suffering from an attack of pneumonia.
Plaza

in

Paul Alberts, of the Albany, in
Schenectady, is endeavoring to
pack his house nightly by putting
on a couple of amateur nights
each week, in connection with his
pictures.
The idea seems to be
well.

Harry

Berinstein, of the Mozart,
Elmira, observed his twentythird birthday one day last week.
in

George Roberts, president of the
Albany Theatrical Managers’ As-

Mrs. Mary E. Crawford, of New
_
York, is spending the week in
Troy, as the guest of her son, Edv;ard H. Crawford, manager of

sociation, in discussing business,
recently said that there were more
really good pictures this year than
ever before, and that such were
really the salvation of hundreds of

theatres this

fall.

“It used to be,” said Mr. Roberts, “that there would be one out-

March.

I

I

the days

on

New York

Women.”

exception of “Way Down East,”
there has never been a picture
run in Troy for longer than a
week.

Fire damaged the Alpine Theatre one night last week. Defective electric wiring is believed to
have caused the blaze. Two projecting machines were destroyed
and a hole was burned in the roof

Edison

street in

Fred Elliott, of the Clinton
Square, in Albany, is planning to
use about 500 window card.s in
connection with next week’s run
of
“What’s Wrong with the

It now looks as though the new
Troy Theatre would not be in
shape for opening much before the
last of February or the fore part

!

Percy Waters was screen-

for

working

the Lincoln.

I

When
ing

not over twenty half reels in all
American. He is right on hand New York, “Al” Bothner, now
to welcome his patrons, and also managing the Strand and the
Colopresent to bid them a cheery good nial in Troy, started in business.
night as they leave his house. As When it^ comes to exploitation,
a result almost everyone in Troy there isn t a man in Troy who
can
knows Ben, and as a further result so much as hold a candle to Boththe profits of the house become ner’s efforts, many believe.
better and better through his personal touch.

so well at the American this week,
that Ben Apple decided to hold it
over for another week. With the

of

to have hit the nail on the head'
and is booking just the sort of
pictures that pack the Colonial

Next to “The Eternal Flame,” night after night.
which established a record for a
week’s business at the Lincoln, “If
Double
features
are
being
I Were Queen” takes second place,
booked at the Strand whenever
although coupled with a fashion there is a strong opposition iii
show.
neighboring houses. The scheme
appears to be working well.
“Under Two Flags,” running a
straight week, went across fairly
Manager Crawford, of the Linwell at the Lincoln, but, accord- coln, was right on the job election
ing to many, the actress is not the' night and flashed a picture
of
type that attracts the flappers with Governor Alfred E. Smith the
mowhich Troy is filled because of its ment his election was assured.

The Lincoln just conducted a
contest to find a misspelled word
in one of the Troy papers, offering
tickets of admission to the lucky many collar factories.
one. Manager Crawford received
When it comes to keeping in
over 1,000 letters within ihrce
days and is firmly convinced that touch with his audience, there
the scheme is a good one as a isn’t an (exhibitor in all Troy who
can excel Ben Apple, of the
means of attracting attentio.n.

Troy,

;

a straight
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A Paramount

Release

standing picture each year, ,=uch
as ‘The Birth of a Nation,’ but now
it
would be a hard matter for
anyone to pick the real big feature of a year.”

MAKING AN EMPTY WINDOW BLOSSOM WITH COLOR
This scene, copied from one of the stills of “Manslaughter,” was
worked up in the window of a vacant store in the business section
of Los Angeles, and sold a lot of tickets to Grauman’s.

in

Stock has closed at the Palate
Watertown, and from now on

feature pictures will be given al(Continued on following page)

',
,
'
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though amateur nights will preon Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday.
vail

There

is

talk in

number

of
take over tbe
3

men

Hippodrome

in

will

Eight of

that

Claud

Jensen

has

F

contracted

for the following F. B. O. releases

which is now owned by Eli for the Portland circuit of Jensen
Rosenbaum, and run the house as & Von Herberg theatres
“The
a picture theatre, changing three Kick Back” and “Good Men and
times each week.
True,” two Carey releases; two
Novaks, “Colleen of the Pines"
There is a new house in Oneonta and “The Snowshoe Trail,” “If I
on which a small fortune has been Were Queen,” featuring Ethel
spent and which will open on Clayton; “The Hound of the BasThanksgiving Day. It is said that kervilles” and “Broadway Mathe ornamental plastering alone donna,” “Heedless Moths,” starrepresents a cost of $20,000. The ring Audrey Munson and directed
by Robert Leonard. Play dates
house will seat 600.
on the above will begin immeThere was an auspicious open- diately and the entiqp product
ing of the Strand Theatre in Car- will be shown within the next
thage this week. J. N. Schine, of two or three months. Manager
Gloversville, who recently took Jensen is reported to be re-openover the house, made a trip to ing the Peoples Theatre with the
Carthage, and was accompanied by “Hound of the Baskervilles” on
It has November 18.
It has been closed
a number of his friends.
been decided to change the pic- all summer.
tures every second night instead of
each night, as in the past.
Mack J. Davis, of Port Angeles,
opened his new Mack Theatre on

'city,

:

Carthage, N. Y., has only about
4.000 inhabitants, but when ‘The
Old Homestead” was given a three
days’ run this week at the Strand

All the

are

itors

B. O.’s Pictures

Hamrick’s
Blue
Mouse are to be treated to an
Irene Castle fashion show and
parade in connection with the
showings of “Slim Shoulders,”
early in December.
of

Conductor

G.

H.

Stone

Sunday inaugurated the

last

first

hour,

are

quite

popular

17

Jack Allender, of the Allendei
has bought back his Lib

Moscow,

erty
Theatre,
sold some time
Coates.

Idaho

ago to Charles

Manager O.

R.

Hartman,

ol

the

Princess Theatre, reports
satisfactory business on his new
plan of charging 15 cents and
giving only the cream of second
runs.
The new policy has been
effect

in

since

October 14 when

the house re-opened with its new
name, after extensive repairs had

accomplished.

Hartman

is

a First National Franchise holder.
The Princess and Victory, both

downtown

houses, are

owned by

with the Woolley Theatres Co.

music lovers, and the numbers are
carefully chosen, with usually an
assisting soloist.

“Doc” Clemmer, of the Spokane

Clemmer

Theatre,

has

booked

“The Kickback”
Pells

& Swanson

have re-opened

the Apollo Theatre, Everett, after
a year’s closing.
They are reported planning very extensive

with
“Remem- improvements.
brance.” Several novel features,
including a banquet hall and ballThe good old “meller” continues
room, are incorporated in the new

November

in Seattle.

circuit,

of been

new

series of popular winter
concerts at the Coliseum Theatre.
These concerts, which last one
his

1922

to open November IS. This F. B. O. release is
the first western picture Mr.

Clemmer has shown. “If I Were
Queen”
and
“The
Snowshoe
Trail” have been booked for early
December showings.

young in its interest.
H. K. Dunham, who recently
week the “Queen of the
Moulin Rouge” is drawing full demolished his Rex Theatre ia
George C. Faskins, proprietor houses to the Blue Mouse, where Mount Vernon, has built a new
Rex on the same site. He worked
and owner of the Royal Theatre, it
established
an
exceptional
Cashmere, Wash., also owner of business on opening days. Even day and night shifts, sind expects
exhibAlbany
Troy and
to re-open about the fifteentL
the Blewett Hotel, the finest hotel the
Monday matinees
were
planning to attend the in
The new house will seat about 500
the Wenatchee Valley, reports heavily attended.

there, the management engaged a
local quartet and presented the
first prologue ever seen in the village.

ban location

the screening. Speakers, a short
musical program and a Prizma
Scenic will be given in addition
to the featured picture. Tea will
be served at the conclusion.

Patrons

2,

Film Row. Mr. Terhune is re
ported looking for a good subur

Claud Jensen Contracts for

Ogdensburg that

business

December

perennially

house.

This

opening of the State Theatre in business good in spite of the
and cost in the neighborhood of
Schenectady during the week of seriousness of the transportation
$ 10 000
Over
the
at
Liberty,
Goldwyn’s
November 26.
problem confronting the fruit “Sin Flood” is reported furnishgrowers.
The Grand, in Bellingham, reing thrills to big houses, who get
a final kick out of “Sawing a opened November 2 with the Val
Howland Stock Co. in “Pollyanna”
Manager Goldsmith of the So- Woman in Two.”
to full houses for three nights.
ciety Theatre in the Broadway
Manager Fred B. Walton’s plan
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
G.
Terhune,
is now and Capitol Hill district, Seattle,
campaign
aggressive
An
The first three days of
has arranged a private screening former owners of the Rex The- is this
Michiin
eliminate
to
under way
of three episodes of “In the days atre, Spokane, have given over each week will be devoted to,
gan the practice of sub-renting of
of Buffalo Bill,” to which he has possession to Otto Bischell, for- Pantages
vaudeville,
featuring
film and the unauthorized holding
issued invitations to the Parent merly of the Havre, Mont., Or- each week episodes of “In the
of pictures for extra days’ showMr. Bischell and Mr. Days of Buffalo Bill,” WednesThe campaign is under the Teachers’ Association of that dis- pheum.
ing.
trict and school teachers.
De- Terhune were in Seattle trans- day the house is open for local
direction of the F. I. L. M. Club of
cember 5 is the day reserved for actng some necessary business on and civic affairs, while the last
Detroit and is indorsed by the M.
three days are filled by the stock
y. T. O. of Michigan. The praccompany. The recreated Grand
tice is not prevalent in most parts
,

.

'

1

Detroit

:

t

of the state, but it
publish the names

is

seats 1,208.

intended to

of

all

guilty

parties where all exchanges
exhibitors may read them.

Manager Danz,

of the Colonial
distributing high-class
photographs of the stars featured
on his programs, to ladies at matinee performances. The Colonial
is
second run, and Mr. Danz is
offering some of the very best
screenings. He was the only local
exhibitor to give election returns

and

Theatre,

Charles Hagedorn has purchased
the Lyric Theatre in Mt. Clemens,
Mich., a house which he has been
managing for the past six months.
Extensive alterations and redecorating plans are now under way.

on November 7, and proved that
it pays to be 100 per cent, on the

first-run houses in
Detroit are now opening their
doors at 10 :30 a. m. instead of 12 :30

The following

job

m.

extra

:

show a

manager

day.

of

that

was

effective with Chinese art
panels, and bowers of greens and

blossoms.

house, al-

Bert

Greiner,
of the Gratiot
Theatre, Detroit, who has been ill
for a few weeks, is now back at
his desk again.

Two

Chinese

girls

and

a mandarin playing the new popular game, during the singing of

lives in Pittsburgh, was
elected state senator from his disHe
trict in the recent election.
operates a big chain of theatres in

though he

Ohio and Pennsylvania.

the time.

this
ally

John P. Harris, promoter of the
Family Theatre, Detroit, and general

all

Manager Case, of the Columbia,
week put over an exceptionartistic number “The Mah
Jongg Blues.” His stage setting

Adams, Broadway-Strand
and Miles. This gives them an
p.

is

A

First National Release

AN ELABORATE LOBBY ON HURRICANE’S GAL
This was worked up hy W. F. Brook, manager of The Strand
Theatre, Knoxville, Tenn., and includes two original paintings
on the Dorothy Phillips play.

the

number

One

of

by the mandarin.
the maids followed this
with a dainty Chinese dance number, the chorus being sung as before.
It won a big round of applause at each performance. A
Mah Jongg set in a glass case in
a lobby, attracted attention to the
novelty number.

December

2,
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Wehrenberg Putting Pep Into
St. Louis “Go to Movie Week”
The week of December 3 to 9,
for
nclusive will be a big one
he picture theatres of St. Louis,
'red Wehrenberg, vice-president
Exhibitors’
if the Motion Picture
League of St. Louis, and owner of

and Cherokec Theatres
South Side^ h^^^^^^
behind a “Go
3 ep and^personality
?o^he Movies Week” for St.
Louis on the dates named, and he
majority of his
[las keyed up the.
u..

in

exhibitors to the same
[ellow
oitch of enthusiasm.
Fred is a driver, an enthusiast,
He is the one St.
pioneer.
a

exhibitor

Louis

he -relied

U

oc

-I

w h.n„

Ight

Dayhght

iVeek
is.

le

upon
benefit

the

or

who can always

to lead any drive
of the industry,
fmio-ht the good

^undav coshT- and

threatened the
Savng threatened^
.

‘To to the Movies
the Fvhihltorc’ T eaffue
u
hitting on high to put
o

He has mapped out

his

cam-

include a big banluet for exhibitors and invited
'uests, including leading educa-

aaign.

It will

tleman.

stars.

Louisville

'

'

—

.

.

and clergymen, with William
That is, if
Hays as the principal.
The Orpheum Theatre, Van.
.
And dalia, III, burned down NovemBill can arrange to be there.
cause is unknown.
f he understands the importance ber
17.
The
xiiv v-cL..,^
L.V.
)f this drive he will sure be there, S. E. Pertle, Jerseyville, III, was
or a speech by Mr. Hays at this the owner. He had some insur:ime is what is most needed in ance
The Oroheum, which
Vlissouri.
seated 500 is a total loss.
Next January at Jefferson City
"he new lawmakers of the state
long-d^erred erecticm of
•ii
it,
mi, e Ki uei'ioc
rill
vill ga
12-story office building that is
c
here with measures for Sunday to crown the Missouri Theatre is
’

I

I

censors^

comedy

i

;ors

dosing, state-wide
noyies and the rest of their bag
Some fight will be
ff joykillers.
.ceded to put them to rout. The

well-known here, having sary cash to make up the deficit
caused by the light-fingered gen-

is

acted as press agent for several
and musical
leading
dramatic

Exhibitors seen along Film Row
Special pictures of the Armis- the past seven days included:
Father Spigardi’s Italian pa- tice Day celebration were taken J. Stempfle, St. Charles, Mo.;
rochial schools are several thou- for the Missouri Theatre. Thou- Tom Reed, Duquoin, 111.; Henry
sand dollars richer than they were sands who couldn’t get to the Turner, Jewel, Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
two weeks ago. Father Spigardi Armory later saw the spectacle Lou Wagner, Yale, Shelbyville,
111.; J- Sanders, Sanders, Mattoon,
fortunate that he numbers on the Missouri screen.
is
III;
M. Luttrell, Majestic,
G.
among his friends, Fred L. CornJacksonville, III; F. E. Pertle,
well, who controls the Del Monte
n
j
Missouri
The mallards along the
jerseyville. III, and Jim Reilly,
Fred heard that his
Theatre.
Theatres,
friend, the priest, had trouble
meeting the mortgage obhgatm^^^ SrLyrTc
'WesT End
on his scnool building, paying
^heir spare
time
^ ^
^
teachers salaries, etc., so arranged
to put on a benefit show at the
Del Monte tor the school. The
Tip on Goose Hill and farther
net proceeds for the week of
that
Hopkinsville, Ky., reports
November 12 went to Father .No’-th, in the vicinity of Bissle
'
a'
t
Co.,
Crescent Amusernent
Spigardi. “The Rosary” was the Point, they are talking about Joe the
erec
feature picture. Capacity crowds Mogler, president of the Exhib- Nashville, Tenn., is planning
were present at every perfor- dors League and owner of the tion of a theatre at Hopkinsville
Mogler,
Bremen and Excello to seat about 1,200 and to cost
mance
The report is
theatres, as a member of the about $150,000.
Board of Aldermen to succeed based on statements of Harry
't'v,
v i Theatre
mu t
QU ih
’lie
Shelbyville
Yale
The
^
Sudekum, the big noise in the
November
weeks ago. Joe is a member of Crescent, while on a visit to HopRepublican State Committee kinsville, both of these being
Wagn
Lou ^w^^er^ic
Lloyd in I Do.
would
be a happy selection strict picture theatres, while it is
-Amusement
Illmo
The
manager.
for alderman.
He will have no planned to operate the new house
.
„
^
incorporated
Company, recenUy
road
vaudeville,
opposition if he will consent to for
pictures,
the
in Missouri for $20,000, owns
run. He is certain to be elected, shows, etc. It is planned to nave
The stockholders are as thousands of Democrats would it ready for operation by next
house.
Wagner, Floyd Lewis and Roy vote for him notwithstanding he fall. Options have been secured
Dickson.
would make the race on the on two sites.
.

icross big.

He

415

now under way

Republican ticket.
Covington, Ky., reports that the

new Ernst Realty Co., which is erectBruce Fowler, late of ing the new Liberty Theatre

The Indiana Theatre has
boss

in

at that point, has incorporated with a capital of $25l),0UU,
to hold and handle a general real
I.
The incorporaestate business.
tors are Senator R. P. Erbst,
rry,
.
r^,
TThe nmcntau
American Theatre,
mcairc, n
Evans- prank F. Thorpe, L. B. Wilson,
yiHg Ind., has been taken over Georee L Hill and Polk
^ Lattoon.
Laffoon

Buffalo, N. Y.

Harold Franklin building

picked Fowler to
f^ormerly held by

phillin

the position
B. Lewis.

fill

He

Hnlt^man

The Famous Sferirhad^t

Players Missouri Corporation last

a

leTff

fnr-

was know^^

33 the Variety Theatre.

In re-

.u

Itr^Xch^It °i:^^ectin^" It is
th? fomoan-J
olaLS^ to use
”

^eek awarded the contract to the cent years it his been operated by
CovSon”
Black Masonry and Construction the Strand Amusement Company. faSv as a Boost Tovington
or„amzatfon
organization.
idassachusetts vote hasnt made Company. The building will cost
my impression on them. They $1,000,000 and is designed esFrank Newman, of Kansas City,
Col. Fred Levy, of the Kenlismiss it in their own way by pecially
physicians
and
for
was robbed of his pocketbook tucky Theatre, Louisville, was
the fool people surgeons.
isserting that
containing $90, railroad and Pull- a host last week to 225 children,
lave no right to decide these
_Movticket and baggage check in the Junior Agricultural Club
[uestions for themselves.
The filming of “The Spirit of
,

ng picture censors and their ad- St. Louis” is under way. Gilbert while being shaved at the Staffer Price Day Program, in which
The thief later secured sixteen children were awarded
ocates firmly adhere to the doc- p.
Hamilton, director for the Hotel
suitcase, which con- silver or other trophies for the
rine that the American people Rothacker Film Corporation, is in Newman’s
tained clothing valued at $250. best showing in pig raising, corn
incompetent of self-govern- charge.
i;re
He sent out a S. O. S. to Spyros culture and other agricultural
,nent or to think for themselves,
Missouri is in for another
io
Bill Savage, owner of the Hip- Skouras, who advanced the neces- efforts.

podrome Theatre, Alton,

iege.

There

will be prominent adverisements in all the newspapers
describing the aims and purposes
f the drive.
For fear the newslapers may miss some people,

Vehrenberg is having made thouands of one sheets and a few
hree sheets, and these will be
laced m every prominent location
.

|i

the city.

111.,

in-

tends to seek re-election as mayor
next April.
He is getting into
condition by shooting wild ducks
along the Illinois River near

Beardstown,

111.

George Beban & Company and
“The Sign of the Rose” have
been booked for a third run at
the Del Monte Theatre. A record
his

No other film, not
even the record-breaking “Birth
of a Nation,” could repeat twice
in
one season.
On his two
previous calls to the Del Monte,
Beban broke all house records,
The date for his third call has not
been set.
It
depends on his
itinerary.
He has also been
for St. Louis.

Seven hundred dollars

cash
eceipts. That’s the loot obtained
y five bandits who entered the
lanchester Theatre, 4251 Manhester avenue, early
Monday,
lovember 13. They carried off
le strong-box and busted it open
a pasture near the St. Charles
Ind Natural Bridge roads in St.
.ouis
county.
As the robbers
'ere leaving the show house a
assing policeman sent them on
heir way after gently reminding
|iem_ that their lights were not
jurning.
The St. Louis Amuseiient Company owns the theatre.
[1

in

WHAT
A
KNOCKOUT.'

booked for the new Le Claire
Theatre, Moline, III, and the 1 Light the red Are, boys, and shoot ofif the Roman candles'. “FIGHTINO
Indiana Theatre, Terra Haute, BliOOD” IS COMING !—coming to tear the roof off the nation in one grand
and glorious npheaval of joy! Written by America’s favorite humorist, H. C.
Ind., a Paramount house.
Witwer, and published consecutively for many months in Collier’s Magazine with
The Shubert-Empress Theatre millions of eager readers, the “FIGHTING BLOOD’’ TWO KEEL STORIES,
created by F. B. O.. will knock the whole industry for a row of cash-packed
has a new manager in Z. M.
Harris, a former newspaper man. box offices! Froduced and distributed by F. B. o.
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planning on opening several

Chicago Exhibitors Meet to
Plan Daylight Saving Fight

December
new

1922

ing large crowds for every per-

the mining district of
Kansas, and has contracted for
the entire 1922-23 Crescent output.

theatres

2,

formance.

in

T.

Goodnight

C.

the

of

Star

Theatre, \VarrensDU'’g, Mo., was

Judd and Rardin, of the Orpheus
Roosevelt Theatre Com- Theatre, Excelsior Springs, Mo.,
through the Continental were callers.
Trust and Savings Bank.
H. K. McAfee, of the Liberty
Charles H. Shell, Thomas Pet- Theatre at Parsons, Kas., came to
have
Bceni
W.
rulas and Joseph
town to book some of Warner
formed the General Theatres Cor- Brothers latest productions.
thebuild
and
poration to operate
atres, with a capital of $250,000,
‘‘When Knighthood Was in
and the main office will be at 127 Flower,” starring Marion Davies,
North Dearborn street..
ran a second week at Frank L.
Newman’s Royal Theatre, Kansas
The Apollo Theatre at Dear- City. The picture has been drawborn and Randolph streets will
pass from the Sbubert management to the control of A. H.
Woods again, according to a wire
received by Manager Lou M.

in

town

recently.

Sixty exhibitors were present at Ascher

by the M.

P. T.
to
17.

a meeting called
O. A. Friday, November
start a movement to repeal the
A
daylight savings ordinance.
great deal of enthusiasm was
shown and plenty of cash was contributed to carry on the work of
getting out petitions and other
stunts to spread the gospel of
“regular time.” The industry in
the city does not expect to carry
cn the fight alone, but will enlist
the co-operation of certain parts
of the labor element, as well as
employes of the post office and the

stockyards, all of whom have been
reported as firmly against new
time.

Prince Sasha Taxis, of Czechoslovakia, has been a Chicago visHe exitor for the past week.
pects to start a picture company
in his native country, and is visiting in the United States to get
He left Chicago Saturpointers.
day for Universal City.

pany

Houseman

of the

operates the

was a
J.

City

visitor.

T. Waters was 1b Kansas
recently purclias'r.g equip-

ment

for

new

his

Uica'.re

at

Lavant, Kas.

Rugg of the Eureka 1'hcWeston, Mo., was booking

G. L.
atre,

pictures.

Robey Buys His Fourth Horse

Woods.

The Taylorville Recreation Association, of Taylorville, 111., has
been formed, with a capital of
$15,000, to

operate amusements

in

H. H. Robey, who owns the Erie exhibitor, spent a week in
Auditorium theatres in Spencer, Pittsburgh recently, looking over
Ravenswood and St. Marys’, has the various attractions offered by
purchased the Kanawha Theatre local exchanges. Mr. Fairgraves
in

that city.

Kansas City Theatre Loses
$11,000 to Adroit Burglars
The Pantages Theatre, Kansas manager for the Motion Picture
City, was robbed November 13 of Theatre Owners of Kansas, drove
which represented to Topeka, Kans., last week, on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday re- business.
ceipts. The loss is covered by inHarry McQure, who has the
surance.
The work of opening
Theatre
the huge ^afe was done with Strand
at
Emporia,
acetylene gas, burning a hole Kans., was in Kansas City the
other day.
through two heavy steel doors.
Fred Spear, publicity director,
It has been reported that J.
said the receipts were unusually
large as the banks were closed Peery
has opened the
Peery
Saturday, and it had not been Theatre, Darlington, Mo.
possible to bank receipts for sev-

$11,000 in cash,

Phil Ryan, vice president of
Capitol Enterprises, who has been
ill
with
a
severe
attack
of
pneumonia, is improving rapidly
and it is expected that he will be
up and around town soon. His
many friends will all be glad to
see him around the exchange
'
center soon.

who

Cuff,

P.

Pittsburgh Territorial News;

Charlestown,

W.

Va.

the
of
Heppinger,
L.
V.
A. J. Meininger has been appointed manager of the Frolic Orpheum Theatre, Clarion, Pa., is
Theatre on East Fifty-fifth street. putting in a stage and will herewell known in the local after introduce a policy of picThe second of the zone meetings He is circles.
tures and vaudeville.
movie
of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Illinois will be held Nofor
nine
O’Kelly,
Fielding
Frank Gehring is now manager
vember 22 at the Hotel Custer,
months manager of the Main
of the Commercial Theatre.
Notices have been
Galesburg.
Theatre, Uniontown, Pa., has resent to the theatre managers in
Ed Wurzburg has been made signed and is now publicity manthe nearby towns and a good turnager for the Grand Amusement
out is expected. William Sweeney, manager of the Ascher Peerless Company at Johnstown, Pa.
boulevard.
Grand
Theatre
on
Galesburg
to
will
go
organizer,
on Monday,, and a large Chicago
Mr. Loafstead has purchased
The Capital Theatre company the Milfred Theatre at Freddelegation will be present for the
has been formed by Sol Fich- erickstown. Pa., from W. S.
meeting.
tenberg, Jacob Schwartz and Max Bowers, who still owns the buildA junior mortgage of $4,000 has Schwartz with a capital of $18,000. ing. Mr. Bowers is also proprietor
been placed on the Roosevelt The main office is located on of the hotel in Frederic kstown.
Theatre building owned by the North Kedzie avenue.

eral days.

W.

Strand Theatre, Chilheothe, Mo.,

Joe Saeli has taken back the
Rex Theatre at California, Pa.
He is now in possession of both
The Rex
houses in his town.
operates every night, while the
Lyric runs on Saturday nights
only.

Fred Miller, of the Princess
Theatre, Ford City, Pa., in addition to operating his theatre is
proprietor of a gents’ furnishing
Miller says
store in Ford City.
to tell the road men not to buy
that clean collar until they get to
his town.
P. McCartney’s new theatre
at Du Bois is getting along very
nicely. The foundation work has

W.

made

the trip

and

was

his Franklin car

in

accompanied

by

his

mother.

Floyd Morrow, manager, and
Nat Walken, proprietor, of the
Palace Theatre, Washington, Pa.,
were recent Pittsburgh visitors.

Domb

Jacob

meyer

has sold the Alt-

Theatre

at

McKeesport,

R. Meyers, who also
conducts the Dreamland Theatre
in the same town.
The change of
ownership took place November 6.
Pa.,

L.

to

T. V. Barnes is erecting a new
picture house to be known as the

Liberty at Ellwood City,
which he expects to open
Christmas Day. The house

Pa.,

on
will

seat 1,100.

Canada
A

self-appointed

committee

in

Quebec City has taken proceedings against the Victoria Theatre,
Quebec, for alleged violation of
the Lord’s Day Act in giving
Sunday performances at which an

was

admission

nouncement

is

charged.

also

An-

made

that the
also tak-

Lord’s Day Alliance is
ing action against a prominent

local citizen who was one of the
patrons of the theatre for a Sunday show. The committee has
criticized the civic authorities for
permitting the local theatres to be

Goodnight, owner of the been completed and Mac says he open on Sundays.
Theatre at Warrensburg, expects to have it operating by
know that the people of
‘‘I
made one of his frequent the first of February. The house Quebec, especially the laboring
and
will
seat
about
1,000
be
trips to Kansas City last week.
classes, are behind me in this
modern in every particular.
affair,” declared the proprietor of
T. C.

Star
Mo.,

W.

H. Kozel, of the MorrowTheatre, Morrowville, Kans..
was also a visitor at some of the

ville

exchanges

last

week.

the Victoria.
Mr. Starisinic, of the Dome
Theatre, Butler street, has just
In starting the Universal serial
been discharged from a Pittsat the Gaiety Theatre, Winnipeg,
having
completely
burgh hospital,
on November 16, Manager Henry
recovered from an operation for
opened a historical essay

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Wilson, of
Chanute, Kas., announce the birth appendicitis.
Archie Josephson, secretary and recently of a daughter, Mary
Mr. Ferro states that he has
treasurer of the Josephson Amuse- Frances. She weighed ten pounds.
not decided on the opening date
ment Company, and treasurer of
the
Motion
Picture
Theatre
H. L. Stout, of the Liberty The- of his new theatre in Bentleyville,
Owners of Missouri, has an- atre at Ft. Scott, Kas., was in although same is near completion.
As mentioned in the World some
nounced the sale of the Empire town recently.
time ago, Mr. Ferro’s old house
Theatre, Kansas City, Kans., to
Sam Naster.
Harry McKee, who formerly burned to the ground.
had a theatre at Frontenac, Kans.,
C. E. (“Doc”) Cook, business was in town last week.
He is
Frank Fairgraves, well-known

Morton

contest for boys and girls to run
right through to the end of the
The prize was a highpicture.

grade bicycle.

Many

exchange

officials

at-

tended the recent opening of the
Capitol Theatre, a

new

1,480 seat

Moncton, N. B., the
proprietors of which are Messrs.
Torrie and Winter.
house

at

December
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About,” “The Sheik” and “HumorCapacity business was
esque.”

Bonanza

for a

417

the result.

some

attractive

programs

Buffalo,
now
Olympic,
operated by Universal.

at the

being

He

is

featuring prologues.

Forty years ago, M. Slotkin,
president and general manager of
the Monumental Theatre Corporation, operating the big Buffalo
Lafayette Square, was in Boston,
working for a small salary. The
other evening his old employer
happened to be in Buffalo and
walked into the big, new $2,500,000
theatre.
He was naturally surprised to find his old employe a

Charles Greime, owner of the Ivan-L. Theatre, Blaine, Wash.,
broke all records recently with “The Storm.” Mr. Greime is very
''well thought of in his territory, and bis 'at* st announcement has
been greeted with enthusiasm. Just across the border in Canada,
he owns a big interest in a gold mine, which at present writing
looks like such a sure-fire winner that it has inspired Mr. Greime
to state that if his investment turns out as anticipated, he will
build the finest theatre in the Northwest, in Blaine, as a monument to the industry. Before another year is up, this dream theatre, it is considered extremely probable, will become a reality.
At any rate, Greime is some booster.

millionaire.

Buffalo Exhibitors Turn Out
for Opening of Fox Exchange

Yeggs entered the Kensington
Theatre, Buffalo, owned by Jim
Cardino, battered the combination
off the safe, but got nothing of
value. Buffalo theatres are proving a rich field for safe-crackers.

Buffalo exhibitors were out en $355.80 in October, 1920, but failed
The full
masse for the opening of the new to pay the balance.
Manager Fred M. Shafer, of
Fox exchange at 496 Pearl street. amount with interest is repre- the Lafayette Square, Buffalo,
There was a big party Thursday sented in the judgment, the record
announces that Anita Stewart will
the stated.
night, November 23, with
appear in person at the big theatre
Yankee Six, a local jazz musical
Bruce Fowler, former manager early in January.
the
furnishing
organization,

melody,

and

Seames

&

Zeitler,

luncheon.
buffet
the
William Fox, president, and W. R.
Sheehan, general manager of the
Fox company, came to town for
Buffalo is Mr. Sheethe event.
caterers,

han’s home town and it is interesting to note that the new exchange is on the site of the old
Sheehan homestead. Clayton P.

Sheehan,

manager,

district

and

Charles N. Johnston, local manager, received the guests and conducted all on a tour of inspection
the finely
structure.

of

equipped two-story

Sidney Gates, who hails from
the Loew State in New York, has
arrived in
Buffalo to succeed
Charles Jackson as assistant to
A1 Beckerich, manager of the big
Buffalo Loew State. Mr. Jackson
has gone to London, Ont., to assume the assistant managership
of the Loew Theatre in his home
town.

of the Buffalo Elmwood and now
manager of Terre Haute’s Indiana

The

Theatre, writes that he has a very

Buffalo,

his new field
lots of hard
ahead, but feels that he is
enjoy it very much.
to

beautiful house in
with prospects of

work

going
Harold

B.

Indianapolis

Franklin
one day

and Bruce jumped over

was in
week

last

Central
a

link

Park
in

the

Theatre,
General

Theatres Corporation chain, is
adding vaudeville to its picture
bill and finding the venture meeting with success.
The house is
attracting a lot of automobile

A

modern, fireproof picture
theatre, seating 1,200, is to be
erected in one of Indianapolis’s
northside residence districts for
Gustave G. Schmidt, owner of the
Crystal Theatre, and formerly
Concouncilman.
Indianapolis
struction will be started in about

two weeks.

The

structure will contain eight

storerooms on the ground floor.
Work on the theatre part of the
building will not be started until
spring. The cost of the site and
the building, complete, is esti-

mated by Mr. Schmidt

at $150,000.
will be situated at
Fairfield avenues.

The building
College and

Work

of installing the mirrors

and plate glass in the new Palace
Theatre at South Bend will soon

More than 300
completed.
mirrors, ranging in size from 1
foot square to 5 feet square, are
The
being placed in position.
building is now about 90 per cent,
completed, according to the contracts, and soon will be ready.

be

business.

Edward

to the big

G. Sourbier,

one of the

Walter Hayes, vice president of
with the
Paramount theatre department the Mark-Strand Theatre interchief, who formerly was manag- ests, with offices in Buffalo, has
ing director of Buffalo’s Shea’s returned from a motor and hunt-

owners of the Central Amusement Company, and a stockholder
in several Ohio theatres, is no
longer a member of the board of
ing trip, feeling like a new man public safety in Indianapolis. Mr.
Hippodrome.
By the way, they pulled a funny and wishing he could go back Sourbier criticized the police department for failing to take action
one on Mr. Fowler and Elmer C. again over the same route.
against a dance staged recently
Winegar, the new Elmwood manM. Shea will present “When at a banquet of automobile salesager, in one of the local newspapers last week. The paper used Knighthood Was in Flower” at men, and Mayor Shank then
cuts of both managers, but the Shea’s Hippodrome, Buffalo, soon. asked him to resign, saying he
did not think Mr. Sourbier was
makeup man got the lines mixed
Commencing Sunday, Decem- in sympathy with the workings
and they appeared under the caption
of
“Married 55 Years.” ber 3, the Strand, Buffalo, and the of the administration.
Company
will
inLuckily, Mr. Fowler is in Indiana, Goldwyn
augurate a season of big week
To advertise the new Strand
so there was not a casualty.
runs,
commencing with John Theatre at Kokomo, Charles
manager,
recently
E. O. Weinberg, formerly man- Barrymore in “Sherlock Holmes.” Raymond,
ager of the Buffalo Strand, will “The Sin Flood” and “Remem- chartered an airplane and sent an

city

for

conference

a

George Keating, manager of the remain at the new State Theatre brance” will follow. If the stunt
Jubilee Theatre in Buffalo’s Black in Schenectady, N. Y., only until is a success many of the other big
Rock section, is finding it a diffi- the new Strand opens in Troy. Goldwyn offerings will be shown.
cult problem to please his patrons. The Troy Theatre will not be The arrangement is on a percentage basis.
Some of the biggest productions ready before February 1.
have flivvered at the box office,
T. Cecil Leonard is putting on
Movies are back in Bath, N. Y.,
while the smaller ones have been
big hits. George is of the opinion again. This town recently lost its
that folks today want at lot of only picture house when the Park
wasf
jazz in their film menu. The old Theatre
burned to the
melodramatic stuff is becoming ground.
Chauncey Goler, of
passe, he thinks.
George ven- Rochester, has leased the Gem
tures the opinion that by the time Theatre for a year and pictures
he is broke he will be able to are being shown every evening,
figure out what the folks want. w.ith
Saturday matinee.
Mrs.
Keekman is in charge of the
It’s a merry life, states this goodmusic and Lambert Fay Is the
natured exhibitor.

aviator over the business section
of the city, distributing 2,000 cards
calling attention to the beautiful
house.
Co-operating with Mr.

Raymond, the Kokomo Dispatch
arranged to make 200 of the cards
good for choice seats.

Now

The Comerford Amusement Company, of Scranton, Pa.,

operator.

A

judgment of $1,919.10 has
been taken by default by Lillian
B. Talcott in an action against
Sarnuel Carver, former Buffalo
exhibitor and manager of the old
Empire Theatre. It was claimed
Carver sold the plaintiff an interest in the Art Theatre, 1224
Sycamore street, Buffalo, in June,
1920,

for

the

with

$2,000,

agreement that
bargain

in

if

a written
she did not like

four

months he

would repurchase her one-quarter
interest in the house. The plaintiff
swore she desired to sell it back
to Carver and that he paid her

is

building a

in the

town.

new

picture theatre

It will

be ready next

spring.

Herbert Houze, the organist

the Buffalo Strand, is making a
big hit.
His playing is the subject of much favorable comment
on the part of Strand patrons.
Manager Eugene A. Pfeil put on
a Gala Revival last week, changing his bill every day and offering such pictures as “Through the
Back Door,” “The Miracle Man,”

“Dream
coddle,”

WHAT
A ^

at

Street,”
“The Molly“Something to Think

kN0C»

OUT/
—

H. C. 'Witwer has wound himself into milllions of beans Oy his wholesome
humor! His stuff snaps and sparkles with fun and zooms with big action. His
name, as every showman knows, spells ‘‘BOX OFFICE” in great, golden letters.
And as ‘‘THE FIGHTING BLOOD” stories are appearing right now in Collier's
they are invested with box office power! 'When Witwer spealm he says a mouthful! And when he declares that this series tops anything he has ever done before YOU CAN TAKE HIS WORD FOB IT! IT DOES!
Produced and distributed by F. B. O.
2

—
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Men in Rhode Island

Welcome Democratic Governor
With

a

Democratic governor at

the helm and a Democratic Legislature enjoying a prerogative that
promises certain liberal deforms,
Rhode Island in 1923 will be entertained with Sunday movies. This
much is assured, for it has been an
open secret that the Democratic
party has long been in favor of
entertainment,
picture
Sunday
which right now is a matter of local option with cities and towns.
In fact, all efforts made in the past
to have the General Assembly enact a Sunday opening law have

been made by Democratic legislative leaders, who because of a Republican majority, have failed to
have such a bill passed.

When Charles Lovenberg, for
years Rhode Island representative
tllC
CM the
of
prises,

Edward

J_vavv<xi«-i

F.
A.

Albee

enter-

run house here;
the Empire and Edward F. Albee
theatres in Providence, and three
other movie houses in Pawtucket,
was
R. L, and Woonsocket, R. L,
taken ill, Mr. Albee sent Harry
Crull, of Brooklyn, to succeed
one
him. While Mr. Lovenberg is
theof New England’s foremost
that
atre men, the fact remains
all
with the advent of Mr. Crull
Albee interests here have been
boomed.
first

Last week, to stimulate hotMr. Crull featured an Old
Home Week” program at the Ai-

ness,

bee with local talent exclusively
on the bill. Result was crowded
houses at every performance. The
Providence Elks, in appreciation
estabof the wonderful record
lished

by Mr.

Crull,

and for

his

Sol Braunig, who is dividing his
time between the Modern and
Capital Theatres, has more than
been compensated for the time and
effort he devoted in putting over
the Capitol, formerly the Mayflower Theatre, in Providence, for
with a daily change policy this
out-of-the-way theatre is playing
to an average of four full houses
a day.
A five-show daily policy

ford capitalists, closes a thieeat the Shubert-Majestic
in
Providence, Saturday night,
Nov. 25.
The picture attracted is pursued
here.
considerable comment and won
much favorable newspaper comThat the Motion Picture Theatre
ment and is the only super-special
that was ever tried out in this Owners of Rhode Island, of which
town before being shown in the Edward M. Fay, of Fay’s Theatre,
Providence, is president, will play
larger cities of the country.
Felix Wendelschaefer, associated a considerable part in the annual
with the Shubert interests, is man- doings of the General Assembly is
aging this spacious house where D. a foregone conclusion, for theatre
W. Griffith’s “One Exciting Night” owners in Little Rhody have a
is expected to hold the boards for number of “little things” they want
some time, this engagement start- reformed and duly recorded on
ing within a few weeks.
the state’s statute books.

week run

/T*1
j\eW MllWaUkee
1

1%

^

which control the Victory

Theatre, a

“Down to the Sea in Ships,” the
production financed by New Bed-

December

in
The

last

T

IS

T

LOSt

word

in

amusement

pal- Fischer

has

hood Was in Flower,” when
announced that more than
persons had witnessed

it

in

1922
it

was

50.000

the

first

two weeks of its showing at the
Garden Theatre.
The attendance on the first two
days was given out by Leo A. Landau, theatre manager, as 13,556,
thirteen showings being given on
Saturday and Sunday. As the third
week began the attendance continued at capacity.

The record

considered of spebecause the Garden can seat only 1,432, which is
considerably less than the capacity
of other houses here.
is

cial significance

A

twelve-piece

orchestra

has

been engaged by Ralph Wettstein,

manager

of Ascher’s Merrill TheHeretofore an organ has
furnished the only music.
atre.

W OrQ

TTT

J

Modem Amusement Places

aces has been presented to Milwaukee, Wis., with the opening of
the New Milwaukee, the city’s
largest outskirt picture house. It
under the management of
is
George Fischer. The crowd at the
opening was so large that hundreds were turned away.
With comfort as his keynote,
Mr. Fischer has incorporated in
the $300,000 north side theatre virtually every modern idea that
makes for the amusement and conIn the
venience of his patrons.
basement are bowling alleys, a
grill and a billiard room where
the public may go before or after
the performances. Adjoining the
building is a vacant lot reserved
for the parking of automobiles of
those attending the show.
The ventilating system alone was
installed at a cost of $30,000. The

2,

outlined

a program

Officials of the West Coast Theatres, Inc., announce the following
additions to an already long list of
theatrical
properties:
In
the
Welshire district the Crescent
Theatre
at
Forty-eighth
and

which embodies several innovations in Milwaukee, including children’s matinees at which pictures
Western,
formerly
owned by
chosen especially to please the
Graff Bros., comes in as a new
youngsters will be shown. Punch
member.
and Judy shows will be a feature
Plans now being formulated
of these performances.
Mr. Fischer plans to run Paramount, First National, Metro and

in-

dicate that a

new

picture theatre

will
be constructed at Fiftyfourth and Western, to be called
the New Crescent Theatre. This
price is 25 cents regardless of the
institution will be erected folattraction.
lowing a merger of the Crescent
As for Mr. Fischer himself, his and Rivoli theatres, the latter
is an enviable record in the mobeing located at Forty-sixth and
tion picture field. For nine years
Western.
he was manager of the Alhambra
The Rialto Theatre, San Diego,
Theatre, when it was considered has recently been added
to the
one of the largest in the country West Coast chain, W. W. Whitshowing films. Several years ago son, present owner, being assohe went to Chicago and took over ciated with the West Coast synthe management of the Woodlawn. dicate in future control and mode
He returned to Milwaukee early of operation. The Kinema, Calilast summer to supervise the com- fornia and Plaza
Theatres, all
pletion of the new building.
He located in San Diego, were reinstalled the children’s playroom at cent additions to the West Coast
the Alhambra and was the first chain in association with White.xhibitor in the city to stage a son.
style show.
Chotiner’s Theatre, located at

Universal

attractions.

The

set

apparent interest in all civic mat*
him with
ters, last week presented
in the
a gold card case. Later
organ cost $25,000. There is .a rest
week he presided at a dinner given room for the
women and a smokBiltmore in
in his honor at Hotel
ing room for the men. The theProvidence, R. I.
atre itself has been decorated in
soft shades of lavender and pink,
Matt Rielly, of the Victory Thetied which lends a tone of warmth to
Eighth and Western, Los Angeles,
atre, Providence, R. L, has
the interior. The seating capacity
All existing records for motion has been purchased outright by
up the entire United Artist.s and is 1,200.
Milwaukee
attendance
in
picture
the West Coast Company.
Allied Distributors’ product insoNoted for his original ideas, Mr. were broken by “When KnightconThe Fairyland Theatre, Anafar as first runs here are
heim, has again been opened
By cleverly advertising
cerned.
after being closed while a modem
the fact that the Victory would
lighting equipment and projecshow all the Douglas Fairbanks,
tion apparatus were installed.
Mary Pickford, Charles Chaplin,
The Pastime Theatre, BakersDavid W. Griffith, Richard Barfield, another of the West Coast
thelmcss and George Arliss’ feachain of theatres, has again been
tures exclusively. Manager Rielly
re-opened.
has succeeded in building up an
The Orpheum Theatre, Riverexclusive patronage that is the
side, has been purchased by the
envy of many showmen.
West Coast Theatres.
The Wqst Coast Theatres exBill Mahoney, one of the
If
pect to have a chain of more than
most popular exhibitors in New
100 theatres in Southern CaliforEngland, succeeds in keeping the
nia within the next six months.
pace his Rialto Theatre has set
thus far this season, there wili be
The Loew Theatre in Long
no doubt that the gross business
Beach has been sold by Ackerman
for 1922-23 will show a recordand Harris to Johnson and Fay,
breaking figure. Mahoney is one
who will continue the present
of the very few New England expolicy of vaudeville and pictures.
hibitors who spends money on
In fact, his tactics
W. J. Johnson has been operatexploitation.
Pathe Release
ing the Palace Theatre in the
have been so original and atamong
Beach City.
tracted such wide comment
THE
MOTORCYCLE
IS HUTCHISON’S TRADE-MARK
theatre-going folk that other exPhiladelphia
So the
Pathe Exchange used a speed bike to put
hibitors, forced to acknowledge
Manager Bostick of Loew’s
over the introductory work for the new serial, “Speed.” The same
the value of good exploitation,
Theatre celebrated the theatre’s
stunt can be worked along automobile row by exhibitors.
are following in his footsteps.
first birthday November 12.

December
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News from the Producers
Conducted by T.

S.

da Ponte

Fox Releases for
Week November 20
A

The Sunshine Comedy is titled
Jones’ vehicle, six
educational half and “Cupid’s Elephant,” and also will

Charles

exceptional

be ready for distribution Novem-

reels, a Sunshine Comedy, a
ber 26.
This unusual two-reel
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoon, laugh-getter offers some of the
and two issues of Fox News com- finest humor William Fox has ever
full

prise the schedule of productions instilled into his short subjects, it
by Fox Film Corporation for the is stated.
w'eek of November 20, according
The six educational releases are
“Pekin
to announcements from New York “Old
Spain,” full reel
headquarters.
Ducks,” half reel “Camphor,” half
“Boss of Camp Four,” starring reel; “Bird Life,” full reel; “Bits
Charles Jones, is one of the best of Europe,’ full reel; and “The
The
stories ever selected for the virile Runaway Dog,” full reel.
hero of western drama. Fox says. merit embodied in these half dozMany who have previewed the en feature subjects is said to be
production, which is the work of of a unique nature and far above
Arthur P. Haskins, the author, and that contained in the average picS. Van Dyck, the Fox director, ture of their kind.
November 26 is also the date of
have placed it at the pinnacle of
“Bumps and
for
Jones’ pictures. Release day for distribution
“Boss of Camp Four” is November Thumps,” another hilarity-producing Mutt and Jeff cartoon.
26.
;

;

W

BRENDA MOORE
Who H as

the Principal Role in
American Releasing’s “The House
of Solomon,” Nearing Completion
at the Whitman Bennett Studios.

Selects

To Follow

Text of the Novel

Fox Films

Among

Closely

12 Best

Florence Vidor’s expressed de- each actor to portray a particular
The moving picture editor of the termination to picturize Booth role.
Miss Vidor herself will, of
New York Times has selected Tarkington’s great prize winning
course, have the title role. Among
twelve films shown between July 1
and September 30, 1922, which, in novel, “Alice Adams,” exactly as others in the cast are Claude
his opinion, represent the best it was written is emphasized. As- Gillingwater, Margaret MeWade,
output for that period of time sociated Exhibitors says, in the Harold- Goodwin, Vernon Steel
selection of players for her cast will portray John Russell; Thomas
shown on Broadway.
Among the twelve pictures and their assignment to the vari- Ricketts, Gertrude Astor, MarHerbert Fortier,
mentioned, which are the product ous characterizations in the story. garet Landis,
of eight different companies, two The selections were made follow- Taylor Graves, Fay Holderness,
are Fox pictures, “The Fast Mail” ing an exhaustive study of the Jay Hunt, Elizabeth Garrison and
and “Monte Cristo.”
field, and the peculiar fitness of W. J. Irving.

Laurette Taylor
Finishes Role
Laurette Taylor returned to

York from Hollywood

this

Wyndham Standing
in New Film
Wyndham Standing is the star
of a five-part drama which Playgoers’ Pictures announces for release December 3. With him is a
supporting cast which is said to
be of special merit, with Dorothy
Mackaill, who played opposite him
in Playgoers’ “The Isle of Doubt,”
in the principal female part.

Names

the Cast for

Leah Baird Film

Exhibitors Praise

New

Arthur

Metro Productions

week,

having completed before the Metcamera the enactment of her
Proof, Metro says, of the boxfamous role in “Peg O’ My office power of its recent releases
Heart,” the celebrated play by J.
Rex Ingram production,
the
Hartley Manners, under the direc“The Prisoner of Zenda,” and Robtion of King W. Vidor. Mr. Manert Z. Leonard’s presentation of
ners, husband of
Miss Taylor,
Mae Murray in “Broadway Rose”
s<;rved in an advisory capacity duris contained in letters received
ing the production of the photoby the Omaha Exchange of Metro
play and accompanied his wife on
Pictures Corporation. In addition
the trip.
to laudatory comments on these
two photoplays, many similar messages are, it is said, being received
by showmen who are now presenting another Rex Ingram producFox Film Corporation announces tion, “The Four Horsemen of the
Paul Schofield’s
adaptation of Apocalypse.”
Arthur P. Haskins’ widely read
William Youngclaus, manager of
story, “Boss of Camp Four,” as the Majestic Theatre, Jefferson,
the November vehicle for Charles Iowa, says of “The Prisoner of
Jones. The feature will be re- Zenda”
I have watched the picleased Nov. 26.
ture three times and each time I
W. S. Van Dyck directed. Fritzi see more and more what a beautiBrunette has the feminine lead.
The same exful picture it is.”

ro

—

—

Fox Announces

EVELYN GREELEY
Co-Star with Carlyfe Blackwell in
“Bulldog Drummond,” a Hodkin«
son Release.

New

Jones Film

:

hibitor

equally glowing in his

is

F. Beck sent from Culver City this week a full list of
the players in “When Civilization
Failed,” the production, featuring

Leah Baird,

lately finished for Associated Exhibitors. This picture

upon Mae Murray’s was adapted from Dorian Neve’s
motion picture, “Broadway play, “All Mine.” In the cast are
Bobby Bolder, Walter McGrail,
Rose.”
Among the exhibitors who have Richard Tucker, and Alec Francis.
sent in letters of praise about “The
Four Horsemen of the Apoca-

comment

latest

lypse,” are E. A. Harms, president
of the Mueller Theatre, Omaha,
and J. H. Gaylord, of the Lothrop

Theatre,

Omaha.

Educators Use

’Em

Arrangements have been completed in compliance with requests
from various Boards of Education

use photographs presenting
scenes from “Douglas Fairbanks
in Robin
Hood” in conjunction
with lectures and lessons in Engli.<;h
history in public schools in
to

New York

and Brooklyn.

Dead or
Alive!

:

:
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High Praise Given
to

Goldwyn

Overseating Cause
Picture
of Poor Business

Seldom does a motion picture

re- night was quick in its response to
Any ills that the motion picture squeezed the returns for exceive such flattering reviews at the situations that hit home.”
exhibitors
are
undergoing
in hibitors. In Vancouver, where he
hands of the New York reviewers
Ben F. Holzman in the Mail Western
Canada are due to over- is general manager for United
of films, says Goldwyn, as they “What a wonderful relief it is to
seating,
according to
W. P. Theatre, three first-r\jn houses
accorded to the adaptation of a Peter find a picture directed by a man with
Dewees, original First National are doing business in a city of
B. Kyne story, “Brothers Under a sense of humor.
One and all franchise holder for
Vancouver, 100,000.
of these, the Allen
the Skin,” acted by Helene Chad- should bow in thanks.
Helene Chad- who has been
spending two weeks and Rex, have a seating capacity
wick, Claire Windsor, Mae Busch, wick does just about the best work
in
York as a member of the of 2,000 and 1,000, respectively. In
Pat O’Malley and Norman Kerry. of her career.”
Rotating Committee.
Victoria (population 35,000), the
It was the offering at the Capitol
Evening World: “It’s as funny a
In asserting that the exhibiting Royal, one of the first-run
houses,
Theatre recently.
film conceit as we have beheld for
business was far from profitable, seats 1,800.
James Spearing in the New York a long, long time.”
Telegram: Mr. Dewees
declared that people
Mr. Dewees does not look for
Times wrote
“The overflowing “Is going to give all the gentler sex were still
going to the picture any immediate betterment of conthanks of a grateful reviewer, and at the matinees a good deal to talk
houses in as great numbers as ditions, declaring that the situait is hoped many others, are extended
about.
The sterner sex will find ever, but that the
construction of tion, which is a local one, must
to E. ^lason Hopper and those re- much in it to arrest their attention.
large houses in his territory has remedy itself.
sponsible with him for the treatment Go to the Capitol and you will recoggiven ‘Brothers Under the Skin.’” nize in the figures on the screen
Quinn Martin in the World: “This people that you know in real life.”
is an exceedingly funny treatment of
“What appeared to apJournal
the extravagant wife problem. There peal most to the spectators of both
are only five persons in the play and sexes was its amusing insight into
each one of them is ideally cast.” the lives of their neighbors’ families.
.
Alan Dale in the New York It is a double-barrelled plot.”
American wrote: ‘‘A film of truth,
Telegraph
“So honest and told
As a preliminary step to a pro- executive position ever held by a
and clever. Oh, it handed me a fine, with so much whimsical humor and
du.-'tion program which, it is stated, woman.
fat laugh.
It was amusing, clever tender wistful flashes of sentiment
Miss Mathis recently returned
and true.”
that it is constantly entertaining.
If will call for an expenditure of many
from New York to the Goldwyn
P. W. Gallico in the Daily News
laughs are worth a penny a piece, million dollars in the next six
studios at Culver City, California,
“Bringing friend wife to this pic- you ought to get your money’s
taonths, Goldwyn Pictures Corpora- a.:d will at once assume the
duties
ture, is just as mild a sport as wav- worth.”
tion has closed negotiations with of her new office.
She took with
ing a red rag at a bull. For once
Journal of Commerce: “A divertJune Mathis, one of the most fu'nous her to the Coast the almost comthe male is glorified, and how we ing comedy of modern marriage.
and successful scenario writers in the pleted continuity
for
Goldwyn's
like it.”
Throughout the story runs a delight- industry
to head its editorial depart- forthcoming production of Gen. Lew
Landon M. Robinson in the Globe ful comedy vein, but underneath the mpt.
Her title will be Editorial Wallace’s novel. “Ben Hur,” on
“The picture is exceptional chiefly surface is a strata of powerful and Director,
and it is said she will hold which she has been working for
because of its rich humor and the realistic drama that imparts to the
the most responsible motion picture three months.
fact that it is rather a faithful re- picture the value of a true and interflection of life.
The audience last esting human document.”

Two

New

.

.

.

:

June Mathis Heads
Goldwyn Department

:

.

.

:

“Village Blacksmith”

Has Prominent Cast

“Third Alarm” to

Be Shown

at

Astor

“The Third Alarm,” announced January 7th, for a minimum of
“The Village Blacksmith” boasts persons in the story, Ezra has been by Film
Booking Offices of four weeksendowed
Director
I^rd
and
by
Jack
-America as a perfect example of
of a cast that is a combination of
“The Third Alarm” will follow
Tully Marshall, the impersonator of “heart-interest thriller,” is to have “The Prisoner
of Zenda,” “Trifling
names long identified with the leadthe part, with a sardonic sense of a Broadway run in a “legitimate”
Women” and “The Town That
ing productions in the film industry humor which causes him to smile
house.
The Astor Theatre on Forgot God,” which successes
and several that have been seen in with grim satisfaction when he is Broadway, has been selected by have played
at the Astor this seafront of the leading picture houses. This 1923 melo-

electric lights in

drama, founded on Henry Wadsworth Longfellow’s poem and produced by Fox Film Corporation, is
now playing a highly successful engagement at the Forty-fourth Street
William
Theatre,
New York.
Walling as John Hammond, the village blacksmith, is a comparatively

“newcomer” in pictures, but his
work as the sturdy specimen of a
true American drawn by the famous
poet, give him every right to his
position at the head of the class.
An original feature of the picture
is the manner in which the character
of Ezra Brigham is treated. The
cause of all the trouble to the other

Von

getting even with anyone. As a F. B. O. to house the new Emory
sonmatter of fact, he grins as often Johnson
production during its
“The Third Alarm” will be evea
as he frowns and seems to enjoy world premiere. This special will
more lavishly presented than “In
the unhappiness that he makes others occupy the -Astor screen beginning
the Name of the Law” w'as.
suffer.
Set in opposition to the
kindly and open-hearted blacksmith.
Ezra appears doubly despicable.
Another of the fine qualities of
“The Village Blacksmith” is the
poetic composition of many of the
exterior scenes. There are “shots”
of country lanes, “the old swimming
hole,” and views of peaceful stretches
of field and wood that are beautiful
in the extreme.
“The Village Blacksmith” is one
of the most human and appealing
stories that has ever been put on the
screen.

Stroheim Will
Direct for

Goldwyn

von Stroheim handled the
has signed a long megaphone on “The Devil’s Pass
Key.” “Blind Husbands” and “FoolErich
von
with
ish Wives.”
He wrote the two lat-

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation announces that it
contract
term
Stroheim to direct for

Mr.

it productions
ter and starred in them.
He is now
magnitude. The director putting into novel form his story,
will also act important roles in some “Merry Go Round,” in collaboration
with Georges Lewys.
of his pictures.

of

great

Bruce Mitchall, comedy director, on location with a company.
Mr. Mitchall’s “Fatty” Karr comedies are being State righted by
East Coast Productions, Inc., of which Franklyn Backer is
President.
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Hodkinson Announces

Two
An announcement

Big Productions

unusual particularly strong both from a
importance to the motion picture produciion value and a box office
of

trade emanates from the offices
of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation to the effect that “The Kingdom Within” and “Dollar Devils,”

two

point of view.

The photography has been ably
done by Jole S. Stumar. The cast

composed of many well known
players
of
proven
box office
popularity.
They are Russell
Simpson, Pauline Starke, G. Walt
Covingron, Gaston Glass and Hal1am Cooley.
“Dollar Devils,” which follows
“The Kingdom Within” upon the
Hodkinson release schedule, likewise is a production that should
find a place in the class of first
rate productions, it is said. “Dollar Devils” has a most unique
theme which brings some real
wholesome comedy to the fore,
“The interspersed with thrills and heart
to be interest.
is

exceptional Victor Schertzinger specials, will be distributed
by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation in the near future.
Both productions, in the estimation of the Hodkinson officials, are
ones with genuine sympathetic
appeal and interest that will make
them decided attractions for the
from
“The
Runaway
Scene
Dog,” coming season.
a Fox Educational Entertmnment.
“The Kingdom Within” is a
story by Kenneth B. Clarke and
will be the next release on the
for
program
following
Hodkinson

Strong Cast

“Abysmal Brute”
One of the season’s most noteworthy casts has been selected at
Universal City for “The Abysmal
Brute,” a Universal
with an all-star cast

Reginald Denny.
The picture is

production

headed by

being

adapted

from a Jac'c London story of
strong character portrayal and
vivid action.

Denny is Mabel JuHayden Stevenson
important part.
Buddy

Opposite

Scott.

lienne
plays

an
Messenger has a wonderful opportunity to add to his success in the

previous production.

Dorothea Wolbert, George StewCharles French, Mae Busch,

ait,

Craig, Crawford
ether notable selections
Nell

Kent and
have been

made.

Hobart Henley

is

directing.

Big Exploitation

Metro Film

for
When

the

Louis Burston

pro-

was
engagement

“Forget-Me-Not,”

duction,

presented for a week’s

New

Theatre, Baltimore, the
Railways, operating the
street car lines in the city, transported to
the theatre without
charge
hundreds
of
children,
guests of the Baltimore News,
which aided in putting over the
at the

United

Drummond.”
Kingdom Within” is said

“Bulldog

of

The lobbies of the many
theatres
which Moving
in
Picture
World’s
exclusive
Rotogravure pictures are displayed are sure playing in
luck

The people in those lobbies
stop to look at the attractive
pictures; later, when the exhibitors advertise that the
films they illustrated are on
the screen, the lobby lookers

— say “That looked
— dig for the dough and

remember
good”

see the show.

Frame

these

MAKE YOURS A LUCKY
LOBBY.

“Notre

North”

Rotogravure

helps; display them as an
addition to your present lobby
display.

Worsley

Australians Praise

“Nanook

Lucky Lobbies

After

months

to Direct

Dame”
of

preparation,

“The Hunchback of Notre Dame,”
Victor Hugo’s drama of church
The latest mails from Australia ney, N. S. W., a special showing of and state, life and love, is ready to
lobby
the
given
in
“Nanook”
was
and New South Wales brought to
be translated to the screen by
of the Legislative Council at Par- Universal. Lon Chaney will
be the
Pathe evidences that “Nanook of
liament house.
star, and Wallace Worsley the dithe North” enjoyed a most auspiviceCarruthers,
Sir
Joseph
rector.
cious introduction to motion pic- president of the Legislative Counture patrons in those countries. cil. declared this to be the finest
Exhibitors’ Alliance Films, Ltd., out-of-door subject he had ever
sole distributors of the Flaherty witnessed. Other Parliamentarians
Eskimo epic for those British were equally eulogistic in praise
possessions, took advantage of the of the film, it is stated.
fame of the picture in the United
The New South Wales’ newsStates to arrange for its launch- papers gave columns of space to
ing with the highest endorsement. descriptions of the characters and
On the arrival of prints at Syd- action of “Nanook of the North.”

“Dr. Jack” Second of
Lloyd’s Big Comedies
Beginning with “Dr. Jack,” announced for early release, Harold
Lloyd’s new contract with Pathe
lifts the famouse golden rooster
trade-mark from the long list of
the most distinctive popular short
comedies ever screened to a series

was held up while the scenario
developed new and more
original lines of action. The orig-

It will be made with the artistic
experience of the best men in the
industry behind it and the resources of Universal City on tap to
qualify it as a Universal-Jewel
production.
The director is now at the film
city and will assemble a cast to
support Chaney in the important
characterizations of those men

and women who were so closely
misshapen
with
the
associated
worshipper at the shrine of Notre

Dame.

Leaves for Mexico

Fairbanks will soon
for Mexico, where
inal story and continuity occupied he will remain for a short visit
returning to California.
this staff exclusively for weeks, before
the authors being Hal Roach. Sam Mary Pickford will accompany
him.
Taylor and Jean Havez.

staff

Douglas

leave

New York

A circular was distrib- of feature length productions herlinking the Forget-Me-Not alded by a succession of multipleDay celebration
proclaimed by reelers which have placed the
the Governor
with the name of comedian at the top, and in a
the picture, and there was much class by himself among the world’s
other exploitation.
most celebrated laugh-makers.
picture.

uted,

—

—

“Dr. Jack” is Lloyd’s sixteenth
multiple-reel comedy, and his second of full feature length, the

Changes Title

enormously popular “Grandma’s
title of “Shoe-Bar Stratton,”
forthcoming William Fox pro- Boy” being the first excursion
duction starring Tom Mix, has into the larger form. “Dr. Jack”
been changed
“Catch My is the costliest of any Lloyd proto
Smoke,” according to announce- duction to date, and was nearly
five months in the making.
New
ment by the Fox organization.
features of any type show more
elaborate settings. The Hal Roach
The

the

Nearing Completion
“Penzie,” the William

Fox

ver-

sion of Florence Bingham Livingston’s novel, “The Custard Cup,”
in

which

tured,

is

Mary Carr will be fearapidly nearing comple-

tion.

Moving Picture World
Classified Ads Are Best.

technical staff was called on to
build nearly a dozen big sets.
These occupied, during the period
of the production, the entire 30,000 square feet of the Hal Roach
dark stage. One important set
was erected on the lawn in front
of the home of one of Los Angeles’ richest bankers.
At least six times

production

of

“Dr.

during the
Jack” work

fWHAT
A*
KNOCK'

OUT/

— v»it\ver

open ihe treasure ehest of his superp ....agnation for the
stories.
He is supervising every step of production
has given them his personal, heart-and-soul endorsement as THE GREATEST
FICTI'KES THAT EVER BORE HIS NAME!
They’re not just FIGHT
PICTljRES, but wonderful love stories with ail the favorite characters just as
they are appearing RIGHT
in CoiKer’s before the eager eyes of millions!
Gale Galen, the knockout kid himself; lovely Judy Wilcox, old Ajariah Stubbs,
“Rags” Dempster, Nate Shapiro and K. O. Kelly all masterfull.v portrayed—
all masterfully directed by Mai St. Clair.
Produced and distributed by F. B. O.
3

has

fliiux

“FIGHTING BTOOD’’

—

NOW

—
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Good

Indication

Will Push

A

fresh indication of this
season’s big business prospects is seen by Pathe in the
auspicious flying start recorded for the Eschmann Sales
Contest, which opened at midnight on November 4 and will
close at midnight, December
As a result of the first
30.
week of this competition be-

tween branch exchange forces,
more Pathe product of all
types is said to have been
booked, and new accounts
opened than during the same
period of time in the course
of

any precfeding contest.

—

This contest which will divide first, second and third
prizes totalling about $6,000 in
a fixed ratio between manmanagers,
assistant
agers,

the

December

Work on

Wins Contest

Laemmle Nine

“A Dangerous Game,” Univer- Robbins and Tom O’Brien are in
Christmas Day release, was the cast. It is said to be Rawlinadapted for Gladys Walton from son’s best picture.
Louis
Dodge’s
story,
“Gret’n
“The Power of a Lie” is a
Ann.” King Baggot, one of Uni- screen adaptation of Johann Bo-

sal's

Jewel directors, jer’s world famed novel, which
of its production. won him the highest French litThe result is a picture of unusual erary prize. George Archinbaud
charm, it is said.
strong cast is directing it with a special cast,
supported Miss Walton, includ- which includes Mabel Julienne
ing Spottiswoode Aitken, Otto Scott, June Elvidge, David TorHoffman, Rosa Gore, William rence, Earl Metcalf and Maude
Robert Daly, Kate Price, Robert George.
Agnew, Edward Jobson, Anna
“The First Degree,” the second
Schaefer, Christine Mayo, Harry Mayo picture in the mid-winter
Carter and Jim Gibbs.
schedule,
was formerly called
“The Flashing Hour,” to be re- “The Summons,” from the story
leased January 1, was written by of that name by George Patullo,
versal’s

took

2

2, 1

leading

charge

A

Mrs. George Randolph Chester, popular Saturday Evening Post
wife of the world famed author. writer. Edward Sedgwick is disalesmen, bookers and cashChester himself prepared the con- recting it. Sylvia Breamer is the
iers of the winning branches
tinuity.
Frank Mayo was di- leading woman. Others in the cast
General
Pathe
for
named
is
rected in this picture by Edward are Philo McCullough, George A.
EschA.
Sales Manager E.
Sedgwick.
Included in the cast Williams and Harry Carter.
mann.
were Helen Ferguson, Melbourne
The February 13 release in the
McDowell, Charles Clary, Albert Laemmle Nine will be “The Love
McQuarrie and Tom Kennedy.
Letter,” a Gladys Walton picture
Cast “The Ghost Patrol,” the next adapted from Hugh Bradley King’s
picture in the group, was written story, “The Madonna of Ave. ‘A.’”
Picture
of
by Sinclair Lewis, author of King Baggot is directing it. In
Announcement is made from “Main Street” and “Babbit.” A the cast are Edward Hearn, Foncast
including
Ralph taine La Rue, Alberta Lee, George
the offices of Charles Ray, Inc., special
Walter Whitman and
of the full cast in his forthcom- Graves, Bessie Love and George Cooper,
ing photoplay for United Artists’ Nichols was selected for it. Nat others.
The cast inrelease, “The Girl I Loved.” a Ross directed it.
‘Hoot” Gibson’s Picture
picture version of the famous cludes such well-known players
last release of the Laemmle
The
James Whitcomb Riley poem of as George B. Williams, Max Nine will be “The Gentleman
Davidson,
Wade
Boteler,
Dan
puris
which
and
title,
the same
from America,” an Edward “Hoot”
ported to tell the story of Riley’s Crimmins, Lydia Titus, Melbourne Gibson
picture
adapted
from
McDowell
and
others.
own life romance.
“Alias Sebastino,” an amusing A.
leading
“Scarlet Car” Features Rawlinson E.
Charles Ray takes the
F.
story by
Raymond L.
role. Patsy Ruth Miller plays opThe first Edward (Hoot) Gib- Schrock. In it Gibson plays the
posite him. Others in the cast are son release in the group will be role of a doughboy who goes
Ramsey Wallace, Edythe Chap- “Kindled Courage,” from the pen A. W. O. L. into Spain and gets
man, William Courtwright, Char- of Leet Rencik Brown. William mixed up with a brigand, a senolotte Woods, Gus Leonard, F. B. Worthington directed it, with a rita and a blood feud.
It is said
Phillips, Lon Poff, Jess Herring, cast
which
included
Beatrice to be hilarious from start to finRuth Bolgiano, Edward Moncrief, Burnham, Harold Goodwin, Harry ish, and by far the best thing
George Marion and Billie Latimer. Townbrook, James Gordon Rus- Gibson has ever attempted.
sell and Albert Hart.
Edward Sedgwick is directing
“The Scarlet Car,” scheduled the feature, with a supporting
to
for release January 22, is a Her- cast which includes Louis Lorbert Rawlinson vehicle directed by raine, Tom O’Brien, Sydney De
Griffith
Stuart Paton, one of Universal’s Grey, Evelyn Sherman, Carmen
Mystery, deep and black, and Jewel directors. The picture is Phillips and others.
concomedy, light and frivolous,
adapted from one of Richard
The Laemmle Nine will be extinue to hold sway and draw Harding Davis’ “scarlet car” series. pedited so that the pr'nts will all
capacity audiences at the Apollo Claire
Adams is the leading be in the various Universal ExTheatre, New York, says United woman.
Edward Cecil, Norris changes before the release date of
Artists, where D. W. Griffith’s Johnson,
Tom McGuire, Mark the first of the series.

—

Ray Announces

New

Katherine MacDonald w:
declared winner recently in
popularity contest held
George J. Wehner, a Ne
York exhibitor with a strin
of twelve theatres.
Miss MacDonald, accordin
to the survey of letters the
accompanied the votes, wo
her distinction particularly i
the three or four recent pic
tures in which she is starrei
They included “Heroes an
I:

Husbands,” “Domestic Rela
and “White Shoulders.

tions”

Distinctive Pictures

Si^s Edith Robert
Edith Roberts has been sigri
by Distinctive Pictures Corpo tion to play the leading femin •
role in their first all-star prodi-

“Backbone,” a
Saturdr
Evening Post story by Clarer;
Budington Kelland which

tion,

completed

in

the

November

I

issue.

Miss Roberts, whose work

Shamrock O’Day

i

the big Cel
Mille
de
special,
“Saturd*
Night,” was one of the outstaning features of that picture, i
cently arrived in New York frci
the coast to confer with ArthS. Friend, president of Distin
tive Pictures Corporation; Hen
M. Hobart, production manag*.

and

in

Edward Sloman, who w

direct.

“Backbone”

is

a

melodramai

story with an unusual twist

ai

a strong romantic interest.

T

work on production begins tl
week. The Biograph studios,
176th street, have been leased f
the making of the picture.
Announcement has not yet bei
made of any other member of tl
cast, although it is to be an a
star production, and it is rumon
that some very' interesting di
closures will soon be made.

Crowds Flock

Film

Exciting
“One
playing in its fifth week.
Much of the mystery of this
mystery picture is due. United

latest

picture,

Night,”

is

Artists

says,

to

C.

H. Crockerin the
attracting

King, whose splendid acting
part of the Neighbor

is

Paramount Sees
Films

widespread attention.

Kyne’s story, “The
Palomar,” and Gloria
Swanson in Sam Wood’s producImpossible
Mrs.
tion,
“The
Bellew,” which are scheduled for
Peter
Pride of

BUIIDOG

DRUMMOND
1

Dead or
Alive!

r

As Big

Hits

scenario was written by Grant
Carpenter and John Lynch. The
cast is headed by Forrest Stanley
and Marjorie Daw.
Beautiful views of Europe’s most
fashionable water resort; an abrelease November 26, Paramount sorbing murder trial; colorful acsays it announces two of its tion at a fine country estate, and
strongest box-office pictures of the Gloria Swanson in an interesting
array of brand new Paris gowns,
current year.
In the Cosmopolitan production

of

Get

Two

produced

Members

of the Sulgrave Inst

were the guests of the V
W. Hodkinson Corporation la
week to witness the showing
“The Headless Horseman” t
“The Legend of Sleepy Hollow
featuring Will Rogers as Ichabo
Crane, and released by Hodkir
tution

e

son on November 5.
The Sulgrave Institution is
society organized in this countr
and in Great Britain for th
preservation
of
Sulgrav
the
Manor in England, which was th
birthplace

of

the

ancestors

c

George Washington.

B.

“The Pride of Palomar” was directed by Frank Borzage, who

Good

Hodkinson’s Guest
at Film Showing

“Humoresque,”

“The

Provider,” “Get-Rich-QuickWallingford,” “Back Pay” and
“The Valley of Silent Men.” The

Goes on Vacation

Following the completion o
George Ade’s “Back Home am
Broke,” which he has been mak
ing at Paramount’s Long Islam
studio under the direction o
Alfred Green, Thomas Meighai
are announced as high lights of has
gone to White Sulphu
“The Impossible Mrs. Bellew,” Springs, W. Va., for a vacation o
which was adapted by Percy two weeks. He was accompanicc
Heath from a novel by David on the trip by Laurance Wheat
Lisle.
Sam Wood directed. Con- who has been in Meighan’s Iasi
rad Nagel plays opposite the star. three Paramount pictures.
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Puts Big Thrills in
“Strangers’ Banquet”^

Students Write on
^‘Knighthood”
Two hundred and

fifty

students

Marshall Neilan has
sequence of sensational

from the English
classes at Marquette University in
Milwaukee to view the Cosmopolitan picture, “When Knightchosen

were

opinions cf

his new production, “The
Strangers’ Banquet,” which, according to reports around the*

Goldwyn studio,
remembered

well

and Get

It”
set scenes.

it.

The students were assigned to

of

something novel

and instruction.
The variety of scenes and the
accuracy with which the life of
the Tudor period is depicted are

thrilling

ceeded

has taken

in

which

Madge
in

a

who

has been signed by Arthur S. Kane to star
productions for Associated Exhibitors, and
Thomas, producer of the Madge Bellany pictures.

Bellany,
of

series

Clark

W.

Madge Bellamy Added
to Kane’s Star List
from her triumph in
Doone,” Maurice Tourneur’s production, in which she is
heavily featured by Thomas H.
Incp, with fresh laurels assured
on the early release, also througii
First National, of another big Ince
Straight

Through” “Lorna

London by storm

is

the

announcement, just received at the
New York office of First National

which she will be starred wil!
prove among the greatest and
most popular attractions ever submitted to the public by his orin

Metro Buys

J

Witwer

ing to Direct

Mai

director of the
(“Fighting Blood” series of tworeel subjects now in production
or release through the Film Br oking Offices of America, is in daily
St.

Clair,

consultation with H. C. Witwer,
author of these stories, which are

now appearing
,vals

in

Collier’s

at

regular

inter-

Weekly.

Mr. Witwer’s suggestions in reto plot
development and
jcharacterizations have proved invaluable in the production of the
first
two
pictures,
“Fighting
iBlood,” from which the entire se-

igard

iries

takes

its

name,

and

“The

Knight in Gale,” which have just
been completed.
Production will
istart this week on the third of the
'series.

Back from Vacation
Helene Chadwick has returned
from a vacation spent on Catalina
Island.
Not until she got back
lid her friends know where she
pad been, for she kept her haunt
|i
secret in order that she might
have
a
complete
rest.
The

Goldwyn Company

is said to have
several excellent parts in mind for
|Hiss Chadwick.
She will be seen

Frank Lloyd’s production
pf “The Sin Flood,” in which she
ind Richard Dix are featured.
lext in

in

the

way

of

leads up to the
automobile
wreck in
Bonn Bryne’s novel when the
flighty wife of John Keogh and
one of her admirers kill themselves through reckless driving
after a night of festivities.
One of the effects that is expected to make the audience hold
its breath takes place when an
automobile
full
of
revelers
careens in front of an on-rushing
train and but “Mickey” wants to
keep his thrills a secret.

—

ner.
He was enthusiastic in predicting that the series of offerings

engagement of
ganization.
this feature has been
extended
in
at the West production, “The Hottentot,’'
ijfor another month
ji'nd Theatre, London.
V hich she and Douglas filacLean
English critics and reviewers are the outstanding figures, Madge
Story
say that this production indicates Bellamy
has just entered the
Metro Pictures Corporation anthat American
producers have galaxy of Associated Exhibitors’ nounces the purchase of “Her Fademonstrated
their
ability
to stars.
tal Millions,” a story by the wellcombine
art
with
Announcement of this alliance known magazine writer, William
commercial
success.
w’as made by Arthur S. Kane, Dudley Polley.
This will be used
president of Associated, immedi- as one of the series of pictures
ately upon his return to New York starring Viola Dana
H. C.
Help- from the West Coast. The con- by Harry Beaumont. and directed
tract for the distribution by AssoPictures, that the

director, to concoct

The sequence

Long Run
way

in

hair-raisers.

Through”

Indicative of the

these

Frank Urson,

sion

First National’s “Smilin’

hi&'

“Go

daredevil drivers.
ingredients he procollaboration
with

any other which has been made,
offers the greatest possibilities for
developing originality of expres-

Given

in

many

as

With

“Smilin’

make

thrills

look like placid sun-

properties, scenery, etc.
The instructors in English decided that this picture, more than

classes.

will

Mr. Neilan chartered a complete
Santa Fe train, four miles of
roadbed and a half dozen high-'
powered automobiles in the hands

the production because of the immense impression it has created
because
all over the counlry and
opportunity it
of the unlimited
affords for describing costuming,

other features which prompted
the instructors to avail themselves
opportunity for
their
the
of

put
thrillers

into

hood Was m Flower,” starring
Marion Davies and then write
their

423

ciated of a series of features
starring Miss Bellamy was signed
just before Mr. Kane left Los Angeles, and followed conferences of
the executive with the popular
player and her business associates.

Joins Universal

Goldwyn

to

Screen

“Gambling Chaplain”'
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
has purchased the screen rights
to a short story by Gerald Beaumont, which appeared in the
December, 1921, issue of the Red
Book Magazine, called “The
Gambling Chaplain.”* This story
is one that attracted wide attention upon its appearance. It was
later
dramatized
by
George
Broadhurst and produced in New

York with Macklyn Arbuckle.

Making Her Debut

Joe Weil has been engaged as
Gertrude Quinlan, well-known
e.xploitation manager for Univer- musical comedy actress, is maksal’s Big “U” Exchange.
Weil’s ing her debut in motion pictures
territory will include the 1,100 ex- in
“Back Home and Broke,”
Regal to Produce
hibitors in the metropolitan dis- George Ade’s story for ThomasMeighan, Paramount star.
Regal Pictures, Inc., is the new trict.
organization which will make the
Madge Ballamy features, with
Clark W. Thomas in ch.arge.
Promise is given that the name of
the first on the list will be divulged
soon, and that production work
will be under way shortly.
Miss Bellamy’s rise to stellar position has been meteoric, and it is
a fact not without romantic inter
est that it was in one of the productions of the company whic'n is
elevating her to stardom that she
made her first screen appearance.
Her film career began only two
years ago, when she played Marie
Meyer in “The Riddle: Woman,”
starring Geraldine Farrar.

Kane Gratified
Kane expressed

—

about the
BL.OOD*' stories. Imu^iue a lowly soda
a small town who tumbles into fame overnight as a pugilist! Imagine
what a master writer like Witwer can do with such a character. Imagine what
romance, what humor and drama, what laughs and what thrills! And thenimagine what a series to exploit udth F. B. O.’s own special brand of super-showmanship big-fisted advertising and accessories! Imagine, too, what it meansto IfOU to have them RUNNING RIGHT NOW IN COLUIER’S 'WITH MILLIONS
OF REAOKRS GOBBLING ’EM UP! If you ever had an honest-to-God cleanof the negotiations resulting in her up staring you right in the face, Mr. Showman, HERE IT IS!
enlistment under Associated’s han- Produced and distributed by F. B. O.

President

ex-

treme gratification at the selection
by Clark W. Thomas and Miss
Bellamy of Associated Exhibitors
for the distribution of her coming
features and at the entire success

't

V

H'ord

.jerker in

—

;
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Miss Eddy Stars in
F. B. O. Release

film

is

a

Ray

Mile.

American

film debut in CosmoProductions' picturization
of Vicente Blasco Ibanez’s “The

Carroll pro-

Enemies of Women,” now

Although this is Mile. Narcita’s
appearance in an American

first

F. B. O. Picture

Filming

Hit in Buffalo
newest first run house, re“Human
with
opened
cently
Hearts,” the Universal-Jewel production starring House Peters.
stated,

was a

big box office success and was a
happy choice as a house opener,
it
was reported to Universal.

filming of “Midnight,” the
Pictures Company’s latest production in which

Henry Hull and Mary Thurman co-starring in “Midnight,” a
comedy photo drama to be handled through Producers
Security Corporation.

Marion Davies Work
Given Big Praise
Seldom does

the lot of
an actress to receive such a
unanimous tribute of praise from
F. B.
to
dramatic critics all over the counFilm Booking Offices of America tary as that which has been achas purchased the screen r ghts corded Marion Davies for her
to “Jerry Comes Home,” a four- portrayal of Princess Mary Tudor
act play by Roy Briant. It will be in the marvelous Cosmopolitan
put into production at the R-C picture, “When Knighthood Was
in Flower.”
Swept over-night to
studios at an early date.
the dazzling pinnacle of one of
the leading stars of the screen.
Miss Davies is now reaping the
reward for the long months of
arduous work put in while the
First prints of the initial Frank film
was being made.
R. Adams’ production, “The SuoerThe role of Princess Mary is
Sex,” have arrived from Los An- one of the most difficult
imgeles at the home offices of Amer- aginable
because the princess was
ican Releasing Corporation, an impulsive, adorable girl
of
distributors of the picture.
many moods and because the set
It was picturized and directed by
of circumstances confronting her
Lambert Hillyer, whose most re- called out every side of her manyDeep.”
“Skin
cent work is
faceted character.
Lloyd A. Wilhoit, of the Atlanta
Constitution,
declares:
“Miss
to

“Jerry
be

Comes Home”

it

fall to

O. Film

American Releasing
Receives Prints

Play
Pirate Part

Fairbanks

Following “Douglas Fairbanks
Robin Hood,” now in its fourth
week at the Lyric Theatre and
“The Three Musketeers,” the energetic Doug has decided to portray
on the screen as his next subject,
the colorful character of the anin

cient pirates.

Well

Way

The

falo’s

is

popu-

Syracuse Motion

Hearts” a

it

great

Is

Under

will

The new Olympic Theatre, Buf-

picture,

won

ductions.

be an early 1923 release.

The

has

larity in Europe and in Canada
as the star in numerous big pro-

This will be the third Carey
production on the Film Booking

“Human

she

film,

Under the direction of Val Paul,
Harry Carey has completed “Canyons of the Fools,” adapted from
Richard Matthews Hallett’s >tory
of the same name.
It

in pro-

duction under the direction of
Alan Crosland, which features
Lionel
Barrymore and Alma
Reubens.

Carey Has Finished

schedule.

star, will

politan

released
be
soon
to
through the Film Booking Offices
of America.

release

young Spanish
make her

Narcita,

motion picture

duction

Offices

192

2,

Mile. Narcita Engaged for Picture

Helen Jerome Eddy will have
Harrison Ford as leading man in
her first starring vehicle, “When
Lcve Comes.”

The

December

Davies’

hood

work

Was

in

extent National Book
has been a success can only
be gauged vaguely by the compilers of statistics, but from the
offices of First National Pictures

come some

definite

figures as to

the results achieved by taking advantage of this nation-wide movement to arouse exhibitor and public
interest in films that were

art; she plays as though the spirit
of
the turbulent princess had
settled into her heart and in such
an unstudied way as to almost
make one believe she actually
her
lived
centuries
four
ago,
beauty the trading stoex of a
buffoon king and the toy of a

Drive

in

connection with civic and

literary organizations to

good reading.

promote

directing.

ments of “Midnight” as well as
all other Syracuse Motion Pictures

Company

productions.

American Releasing
Finishing Film

haughty and yielding, she is swept
by furj^ and tenderness in turn
one moment brave with regal
courage, the next reduced to the
miserable
desperation
of
the
simplest peasant girl of France.
The part is one of the most difficult than can be imagined and
Miss Davies’ triumph in it is a
vindication of her ability as the
true artist.”

by American Releas“The House of Solomon” is

distribution
ing.

nearing completion at the V.^hitman Bennett studios under the
direction of Lawrence C. Windom.
It is a character comedy-drama
dealing with every day types.

shrunken, aged monarch and her
love the most unimportant thing
in all the old European net of
intrigue and plotting.
“Alternately melting and cold,

Will Soon Start on
New Film
Following

the

completion

of

“The Scarlet

Lily.” on which work
is now being finished, Katherine
MacDonald will begin production
of “Refuge,” a story of adventure, written for the star by Lois
Zellner.

Better

Than

Stage

Play
Fritz Leiber, who played oppoJulia Marlowe in the stage
production of “When Knighthood
Was in Flower,” declares that the
Cosmopolitan picturized version
starring Marion Davies is far
superior to the legitimate effort.
site

Such pictures as “The Last of
the Mohicans,” “Kindred of the
Dust,” “Pilgrims of the Night,”
“Penrod,”
“Bob
Hampton of
Placer,” “The River’s End,” “One
Clear
Call”
and “All
for
a

Mr. Leiber was appearing in
Shakespearean repertoire in Milwaukee the same week the picture was showm there and took
the opportunity to see it. He proit
the greatest motion
picture production he ever saw.

nounced

On Way

Woman,”

all of them based either
on well-known books or famous
historical characters, shared in

the interest of

Book Week.

affected.

Almost 300 additional bookings
for pictures based on books of
national reputation and literary
merit were obtained as the result
of plugging the National Book

is

Producers’ Security Corporation
will handle the releasing arrange-

Produced by Cardinal Pictures
‘When KnightFlower’ is a work of Corporation and scheduled for

Bring Big Results
To what

Hamilton Smith

in

Book Week Tie-ups
Week

Henry Hull and Mary Thurman
are co-starring, is well under way.

Titled

by Hopwood

Avery Hopwood, noted dramathas
“Slippy

written

the titles for
the
Oliver
Morosco production that is being
released this month by First
National.
ist,

Mcgee,”

East

Edith Roberts, one of the

stars

John M. Stahl’s latest Louis B.
Mayer-First National attraction,
“The Dangerous .'\ge,” has left
in

for

New York

to

play the lead

“Backbone,” a Clarence Buddington Kelland story now running in the Saturday Evening
Post, which Distinctive Pictures
Corporation will produce. It is
reported that Edward Sloman will
in

direct the picture.

December
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Will Dramatize

Commandments Gives

As a result of the nation-wide contest for an idea for his
next motion picture production, Cecil B. DeMille, director general of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has announced
through the offices of the company that he will dramatize the
Ten Commandments and make of them the biggest picture of
his career as a producer.
This decision was reached through a contest, conducted by
the Los Angeles Times, in which Mr. DeMille offered one thousand dollars for a single idea, expressed in not more than three
hundred words, which would serve as a basis for a picture.
At the close of the contest it was announced that he had decided to award eight first prizes of one thousand dollars each,
but the nature of the suggestions were kept a secret until
Monday.
The scenario for the picture is already being prepared by
Jeanie Macpherson, who has adapted all of Mr. DeMille’s
stories for the screen, and production will commence April first.
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High Praise
to Arliss Picture

George Arliss
Characterizing
as “one of the foremost actors and
impersonators of the day,” and
declaring that the latest Arliss
photoplay, a Distinctive Pictures
feature released by United Artists’
Corporation, “is something way
above the average” and “a picture
that will appeal to everybody,”
the editor of the Savannah Press
wrote a lengthy editorial on Mr.
Arliss and his picture on the occasion of the engagement at the
Arcadia Theatre, Savannah.

"The very elements which make
the motion picture a potent power
for entertainment, education, moral
influence and general usefulness
carry to those who control it an
exactly measurable responsibility,”
says the editorial, the writer of

Has

First National

7 Pictures in

Work

Seven
producing
companies, to California from Vancouver,
whose activities cover a scope of B. C., and Montreal, where he
territory
that
ranges
from selected locations for “The White
Frontier,” which he will shortly

which formerly occupied a high
position in the United States diplomatic service. “Some of the picare
open
criticism.
tures
to
Primarily a source of entertainment and amusement, some of
them degenerate, and some of the
more prominent screen stars have
been identified In tragedies and

to Paris, France, are start filming.
Katherine Macpresent working or about to Donald and her company have
commence work on productions just returned to Hollywood from
that are scheduled to be released location
at
Arrowhead Lake,
by Associated First National Pic- where many scenes were “shot”
tures, Inc.
for the star’s next picture, “The
Under the direction of Henry Scarlet Lily.”
King, Richard Barthelmess has
Maurice Tourneur is hunting the
just completed “Fury” for early San
Francisco waterfronts for
release.
In the Latin quarter antique vessels to use in connecCharles Ray in the guise of a
of Paris, Richard Walton Tully tion with his forthcoming pro- lover of perfervid and stormy
is directing atmospheric shots for
duction, “The Isle of Dead Ships.” emotion it doesn’t seem quite
“Trilby,” which will follow “Omar,
But that is what is
Frank Lloyd has started for natural.
the Tentmaker,” as his contribu- the East, where he will “shoot” promised in his latest photoplay
tion
to
the
First
National prison scenes at Auburn and production and his second picture
schedule.
Sing Sing for a film in which for United Artists’ Corporation
Edwin
Carewe
has
release, “The Girl I Loved,” now
begun Norma Talmadge will star.
cutting and assembling his first
In
addition
to
the
features in the editing and titling process
release for First National, still un- named
above, additional
units for release next February.
titled, which
was made around starring Jackie Coogan, and the
Heretofore the romances in Mr.
New York City embracing scenes regular Thomas H. luce contribu- Ray’s pictures have composed a
taking in familiar landmarks.
tions are now being made for the rather jocular background with
Allen Holubar has just returned First National schedule.
stress placed on the humorous
details of the story.
In “The
Girl I Loved,” the star, it is said,
will put to blush all claimants for
the title of supreme swain of the

California

scandals which have reflected no
credit upon the moving picturo
industry.
"So many people attend moving
pictures and the influence of this
form of entertainment is so great
that this must be our excuse for
speaking of the delightful representation of George Arliss at the
Arcadia Theatre. Arliss is one of
the foremost actors and impersonators of the day. Everything
that he is identified with on the
screen or stage is clean and wholesome. So the beautiful representation of ‘The Man Who Played God’
this week left an impression.
“We realize that the motion picture producers are not asked to
preach sermons, but this film of
Arlis.s’ Is something way above the
average show of the kind. If it
IS necessary to give different types
of pictures for the various types
of tastes and interests here Is one
that will appeal to everybody, and
its effect is distinctly uplifting.
It is an earnest of better servlc*
by motion picture producers. It
the producers progress on this lino
their effort will lead to an accompishment that will mean the
largest possible usefulness.”

at

Ray Working on
February Release

—

Live on Train to
Film “Go-Getter”
Long Island
home to

commuters

screen.

“The
torical

Girl I Loved” has a hisinterest because its prin-

cipals are real people and its story
its
real
biography.
The film
draws from practical obscurity
the personal romance of James

Whitcomb

Riley in youth (which
character Ray portrays) and the
young miss of whom he wrote in
the poem of the same title as the
picture.

While the picture version is
largely of serious and impassioned
drama, the lighter side of life in
the Indiana of 1860, the period in
which the events took place, and
the picturesque character of the
life of that time are shown in a
way that gives the picture variety
and presents Charles Ray

in

one

of those portrayals of mischievous
boyhood which have earned for
him a world-wide popularity.

who

night scenes.
The most specand tacular scene filmed was one in
wrathful wives several nights this which an aeroplane races with an
express train. In this scene Cosweek blamed it on “The Go- mopolitan
employed the services

got

cold

dinners

Getter,” Cosmopolitan’s picturization of a Peter B. Kyne story,
now being directed by E. H.
Griffith. For three days and three
nights the members of the company engaged in the making of
the picture lived aboard a special
train of
three cars, chartered
from the Long Island branch of
the Pennsylvania Railroad, the
while “exteriors” for the picture
were taken.
In this special train were three

of

Pilot

MacMillan,

of

Curtiss

Field.

During the filming of the aeroplane-express train scene, T. Roy
Barnes, who plays the lead in the
picture, narrowly escaped death
tvvice.
In the scene, Barnes, after
alighting from the plane, flags the
oncoming train.
Although the
train was approaching at the rate
of forty miles an hour, Barnes

held to his post in the center of
the tracks until the driving locomotor generating sets which gave motive was within fifteen feet
of
an illumination at night that him.
In
fact,
the daring of
attracted natives of Long Island Barnes so frightened
the engineer
at every stop from Mineola to and
Director Griffith, who was in
Hicksville. During the “shooting” the cab, that
both men yelled
of the scenes the entire company warning
cries to the actor. Two
worked three “days” from sunset “shots” were taken
and each time
to sunrise, this particular part of Barnes
waited until the last secthe picture cal'ing for nothing but ond before
leaving the tracks.

WHAT
A
KNOCK-

OUT/

—

6

1*'.

B.

O,

iR

primed to

GO THE LIMIT

with

.N<;

BbOOD."

national advertising and exploitation campaign in Collier's Magazine will start

the ballyhoo

—a

ballyhoo that will

YOUR BOX OFFICE!
running

in Collier’s

Combine

RIGHT

NOW

ofSee potentialities of these great

by F. B. O.

DRAG MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN TO
this with the fact that Witwer’s stories are

and you will have a better idea of the box
comedy attractions! Produced and distributed
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Fox Film Corporation, Ltd., of Australasia, has launched a
unique exploitation campaign by which its pictures, specials as
well as short subjects, will be distributed to exhibitors throughout
the Commonwealth by aeroplane carriers.
Captain Tracey and Lieut. Butler, of the Australian Aircraft
Fcrces, two airmen who particularly distinguished themselves
in France during the World War, have been engaged to distribute
Fox productions and conduct a special advertising campaign in
New South Wales in the interests of the exhibitors.
The two aviators began their exploitation flight during the Fox
Anniversary Week, September 10 to 16, leaving Sydney in their
Avro planes on a special three weeks’ tour of the towns of New
South Wales. The new campaign has met with an enthusiastic
reception on the part of Australian exhibitors, who are. Fox says,
guaranteed bigger and better box-office returns than ever experienced in the history of motion pictures in Australasia.

Have
Arrow Film

Lincoln Will

Lead

in

E. K. Lincoln, who recently by Edward Dillon, with Florence
completed work in the leading role Dixon in the leading feminine
role.
“The Little Red School
in “The Woman in Chains,” for
House” has a notable cast, includAmalgamated Pictures, Inc., has ing, besides Miss Mansfield, such
been signed by Martin Heyl to well known artists as Edmund
play the lead in “The Little Red Breese, Rose Coghlan and Sheldon
School House,” for Arrow release. Lewis, has already been gathered
Mr. Lincoln, who played opposite together.
Arrow officials says
Martha Mansfield in “The Woman that “The Little Red School
in Chains,” will have the same ca- House” will be elaborately propable actress with him in this duced.
Mr. Lincoln will be seen in the
newest Arrow offering, which is
now in process of production at role of a young schoolmaster, and

the

West

Tilford Cinema Studios in
44th Street, New York. John

is said, that the part calls for
the full display of the dramatic
it

is

directing.

talents

to Film

indication of the large scale engaged to follow a scenario preon which the photoplay “Quincy pared by a craftsman skilled in

Adams Sawyer” was
contained

produced,

is

the information just
made public by Metro Pictures
Corporation, distributors of this
Metro-SL (Sawyer-Lubin) Special
production.
In order to represent faithfully
the locale of the story, a typical
New England town was erected at
the Metro studios in Hollywood;
to portray its famous people, fourteen players were chosen, each of
whom has an established reputation as an expert character delineator; and for the actual translation to the screen of the novel,
of
which more than 1,000,000
copies have been sold, an exceptionally well suited director was

Kings are notoriously camera
shy.
Although it is not denied
that they have their petty vanities; in fact

some monarchs would

never go down in
were not for this

history

—

if

it

failing their
relish having

“royal nibs” don’t
their “mug’’ shot by the ubiquitous camera hound and flashed all
over the world for the delectation
of the “common” people.
King Alfonso of Spain, however, is a regular fello^ and is as
at

home

match

a bull fight,
or athletic meet as
at

he is at a pink tea. Alfonso has
even gone into the movies. Not
as an actor, however.
He will
be seen in one of the current Fox
Educational Entertainments called
“Old Spain,” according to announcement by William Fox.
“Old Spain” is a camera jaunt
the
most interesting
affords through

a

ed with M. C. Levee, president of
United studios, for a series of four
pictures to be released through
First National. Work on the first up a reputation.
Casting is to be begun shortly
of these, Crittenden Marriott’s
novel, “The Isle of Dead Ships” and within another week it is expected that the full list of players
has already been started.
Accompanied by a technical can be announced.
staff of thirty, Mr. Tourneur has

begun construction of

a fleet of
ships that will duplicate nautical
history of more than a century
ago.
“The Isle of Dead Ships” is, it

In Clarence G. Badger, director
the suitable

of established skill,
director was found.

Bernard McConville, who has
credit

“A Connecticut Yankee
King Arthur’s Court,” one of
the most notable successes of
ful stoi;y,

in

recent sessions.

Among

the noted actors in the

Blanche Sweet, Lon
Chaney, Barbara La Marr, John
Bowers and Louise Fazenda.
cast

are

showing

the beautiful Spanish
ancient and historic
cities, famous watering places and
other points of Southern Europe
well known to the American tourSenoritas,

ists.
“Old Spain” is pronounced
one of the most interesting of the
first twelve Fox Educational En-

tertainments.

Has Prominent Role
William Norris, whose portrayal
of the role of King Louis XII of

“When Knighthood
Flower” has been pronounced a triumph in characterization, is playing one of the leading parts in Cosmopolitan’s “The
Go-Getter,” by Peter B. Kyne,
now in production under the
France

Was

in

in

direction

of

E.

H.

Griffith.

Roy Barnes and Seena Owen
featured

in

the picture.

In Cosmopolitan Film
Helen Lee Worthing, of the
Ziegfeld “Follies” and pronounced

by artists as one of America’s
most beautiful women, is appearing in Cosmopolitan picturization
of Vicente Blasco Ibanez’s “The
Enemies of Women.”

To Work in Baltimore
The Cosmopolitan
Company
making “The Go-Getter,” by
Peter B. Kyne,
this

week

to
the picture.

left for

Baltimore

work on exteriors of
T. Roy Barnes and

Seena Owen are featured in the
which also includes William
Norris, Tom Lewis, Frederick
Santley, John Carr, William J.
Sorelle and Jane Jennings.

to

many

of the leading
screen successes of the past few
years, was chosen to do the
adaptation.
His most recent accomplishment was the screen
version of Mark Twain’s delighthis

“Old Spain” Shows
Popular Spanish King

novel that
abundant scope for the spec- spots of this picturesque country.
tacular play and sensational shots
for which Mr. Tourneur has built
said,

the art of adaptation.

in

Tourneur to Direct
Four for M. C. Levee
is

1922

Metro-SL Picture

tennis

Maurice Tourneur has contract-

2,

An

which have won him his
Among Mr. Lincoln’s recent pro- large following. It is expected
ductions are “The Light in the that
“The Little Red School
Dark,” with Hope Hampton and House” will be ready for release
much
“Women Men Marry,” directed early in January.
G. Adolphi

Town

Built

Delivers Films by Aeroplane

December

cast,

A

Scene from Arrow Film Corporation’* latest feature, “Night
in Hollywood,” starring a galaxy of popular players.

Life

T.
are

December

2,
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Par^ount Convention
Opens
One

in

Los Angeles

of the biggest receptions ac-

form, marched into the big concourse
where the departing delegates had
gathered. As the party filed through
the gates to the train shed a flood
of arc lights was turned on and
motion pictures of entire party was

corded the delegates to any convention ever held in Los Angeles marked
the arrival in the West Coast metropolis Monday of the special train
bearing the Eastern contingent for

Paramount

convention.
taken. These pictures were shown
E. Cryer, of Los the same night at the Rialto and
Angeles, and delegations from both Rivoli Theatres.
the Los Angeles land Hollywood
three-hour stop at Chicago enchambers of commerce whose efforts abled the delegation to visit Jones,
made possible the holding of the big Linick & Schaefer’s new McVicker’s
meeting at the Western film capital, Theatre. The next day at Kansas
and
officially
welcomed Adolph City Mayor Frank Cromwell, headZukor, Jesse L. Lasky, S. R. Kent ing a big delegation from the local
and the rest of the visitors.
chamber of commerce, met the train
At the train also were a large and officially extended an invitation
number of Paramount stars, di- to hold the next convention in Kansas
rectors and leading players, includ- City.
ing Gloria Swanson, Agnes Ayres,
Sam Wood, Lewis Stone, Walter
Sell
for
Hiers, Antonio Moreno and others.
blare of lively music from the Los
the

-HeartsAflame"
to Metro
Reginald Barker’s first production under the Louis B.

Mayer banner, “Hearts
Aflame” for which there has
been spirited bidding in New
York, has been secured by

sales

Mayor George

the Metro Corporation.

Who

will star in

“Backbone,” to

A

American Legion band
be made by Distinctive Pictures Angeles
Corp. from Clarence Buddington greeted the visitors as they stepped
oft the train and made their way to
Kelland’s novel.
the waiting automobiles through a
shower of ripe California oranges
thrown by Maude Wayne, pretty
Paramount actress, from a float
Starts
built to represent a huge orange.
W. Ray Johnston, vice presiOver one hundred automobiles
dent of Arrow Film Corporation, formed in line and headed by the
left New York last week for a
band the visitors proceeded to the
flying
trip
to
Pittsburgh and Paramount exchange at 924 South
Philadelphia.
While he is away Olive St., where Messrs. Zukor,
it is expected that he will go into
Lasky, Kent and Herman Wobber,
conference with various execu- West Coast district manager, retives in the above-named territory
viewed the passing machines which
who are handling the Arrow carried the delegates and scores of
product.
Southern California exhibitors who
In a wire received at the home
had gathered to welcome Mr. Zukor

W. Ray Johnston

On Trip

office of

Arrow Film Corporation and

from Mr. Johnston,
part, that

he

said,

economic conditions

in
in

the territories visited, so far as

he
was able to determine, were ex;cellent and showed every promise
of a brilliant year ahead.

his associates.
The business sessions of the convention started according to schedule
on Tuesday morning at the Hotel
Ambassador, with S. R. Kent, general manager of distribution, presiding.

On Tuesday

“Java

Head” Nearly
Completed

With the end of George Melford’s
production for Paramount, “Java
Head,” approaching at the Long
Island studio, some of the leading
members of the cast are already
:aking leave of the fellow members
bf the cast to return to the West
Coast where they have been cast for
future pictures.
Others will begin
shortly to arrive here from California to take their places as mem3ers of casts of pictures soon to
3e filmed in the East, including Mr.
Melford’s next.

Innovations
I

at
Edward

Made

Mark Strand
L.

Hyman, managing

hrector of the Brooklyn Mark
Strand Theatre, made several inlovations during the run of Hope

Hampton’s “The Light in the
Dark,” and in addition to introducing a_ new idea in overture
presentation, in which he used the
Mark Strand Ballet Corps to interpret a collection of melodies by
Schubert,

made

symposium
songs and dancers

|Jeapolitan
(dhere to the
|he picture.

a

medieval

of
to
spirit of

released
National, the

a John Stahl production, being just about to start its release course.

Goldwyn Adds Noted
Players to Cast
Goldwyn

added

has

more

two

The Goldwyn dance, scheduled noted players to the cast for the
for Friday night, December 15, on new Rupert Hughes picture, “Souls
the Roof Garden of the Astor
Hotel, is going to be one of the
biggest film events of the season,
preparations for the big event and
Goldwyn employees are putting all
kinds of energy and pep into the
preparations for the big event and
they intend to make it something
long to be remembered.

More than

thousand tickets
for the dance have already been
disposed of and the ticket committee

its

efforts

without let-up.
Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, Will Rogers, Alice Brady,

James

Kirkwood,

Macklin

Arbuckle,
Pauline
Frederick,
Glenn Hunter, George Fawcett,
Rodolf Valentino, Mme. Nazimova,
Madge Kennedy, Richard Barthelmess, Marion Davies, Alice Calhoun, Earle Williams, Corinne

Mary Hay, John

Gilbert,
Gish, and
scores of other noted screen stars

and

for Sale,” in the persons of Barbara

La Marr and Mae Busch. Miss La
Marr has recently scored two decisive hits in Rex Ingraham productions, “The Prisoner of Zenda” and
“Trifling Women,” while Mae Busch
has just finished acting the leading
feminine role in Goldwyn’s production

of

“The

Christian.”

a

continuing

is

was Dorothy

held at the Lasky studio when hundreds of actors and studio production executives joined in honoring the
visitors at a banquet held in the prehistoric forest setting for Cecil B. DeMille’s current production, “Adam’s
Rib.”
Cecil B. DeMille, director-general
of the company, acted as toastmaster, and in opening the postprandial formalities he expressed his
recognition of the importance of
this, the first Pacific Coast meeting
of the distribution department of the

been

First

“The Dangerous Age,”

latest,

Goldwyn Dance

evening the big Griffith,

social feature of the convention

heretofore

through

Fast

Tickets

EDITH ROBERTS

This

became known on Thursday.
Mayer’s productions have

A

Lillian

who expect to be in New York at
the time of the dance have indicated their intention to attend.
Jerome H. Remick, the music
publisher, has agreed to furnish
a ten-piece jazz orchestra to discourse music for the dance.

“Knighthood” Breaks
Record
“When
Flower,”
politan

Was

Knighthood
the
film

Davies, broke

starring
all

in

CosmoMarion

wonderful

known

records

Milwaukee

for motion picture
attendance on its first two days’
showing at the Garden Theatre
here.
The production had been
so widely heralded as an historic
classic that students of Marquette
University were assigned to write
essays on it.
in

Ham Succeeds Hodge
W. W. Ham

has been appointed
at
the
Vitagraph offices, succeeding C. F.
director

of

publicity

Hodge, resigned.

company.

“The thing that this convention
augurs,” said Mr. DeMille, “is a
closer co-operation between the men
who make pictures and those who
sell them.
And this co-operation will
bring closer contact with the public
which is really the big goal of all of
Our greatest duty is to serve the
us.
public with the highest grade of entertainment possible, and meetings
such as this are certain to bring that
duty closer to perfect fulfillment.”
The Eastern delegation was given
a great send-off at the Grand Central
station in New York when the special
train
left
Thursday
afternoon.
Shortly before 5 o’clock a big surprise was sprung when a band composed of members of the Rialto and
Rivoli orchestras, followed by fifty
of the two theatres’ ushers in uni-

WHAT
A
KNOCK’

0UT7
—

—

—

—

tsiuash comedy romance
action packing: all the crash and tingle of a Jack
Dempsey knockout! Every one a roaring eircus of laughs and thrills! Erize
ring elimaxes hot enough to knock ’em out of their seats love scenes big
enough to squeeze their hearts everything big and fine and wholesome everything the wizardry of Witwer has created poured and Jammed info these amazing thunderbolts of entertainment that are coming to you out of the pages of
Collier’s National Magazine as rapidly as efficient production will bring them to
you!
FOR THEM! WAIT FOR THEM! COMML’NICATE RIGHT
WITH YOtR NEAREST F. B. O. EXCHANGE OR GET LOST IN THE
SHUTTEE! Produced and distributed by E. B. O.
6

—
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—

—

—
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—
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Fox

Unique Exploitation on
*East

Is

WORLD

December

2,

19Z

Take

Specials

Country by Storm

West^^

One of the most unusual contests ever staged was run in connection with motion picture exploitation, for the showing of
First National’s “East Is West” at the Regent Theatre, Paterson, N. J. Seventy-three pretty winkers, ranging in age from
three to forty, winked twice before the Paterson News’ special
photographers, one a still photographer and the other a motion
picture cameraman.
Seventy-three winkers, bold or blushing, had their picture
reproduced in the News with the result that the Regent was
tied up with 417 inches of free publicity space during the first
six days that the contest was on.
The same winkers were
screened at the Regent Theatre, where crowded audiences cast
their votes.
The idea started with a determination to find the prettiest
winker in Paterson; and the News sponsored the contest. For
seven days it carried a first page caption: “Wink and Win,” and
every day a front page story and photographs. Every day its
motor truck, bearing its photographers, toured the streets with
signs announcing its search for “Paterson’s Prettiest Winkers,”
announcing at the same time that the champion winker of the
world was Constance Talmadge, who is appearing in “East Is
West” at the Regent.
Included in the visits made by this portable studio to discover winkers were: the high school, the court house, the city

and banks and mills.
Voting was done on ballots provided by the News and deposited in a box placed in the theatre lobby. All voting was
done during the run of “East Is West.” The special “Winkers”
reel
was exposed Saturday, delivered Sunday afternoon,
j^sembl^ Sunday night and shown for the first time at
Monday’s matinee. Opening with a shot of the city, it went
through a scholastic exercise of winks from 73 people with a
slow motion picture camera finishing the reel to show what
the

The

success attained by the

Fox New York,

continues to receive the
favor of fans all over the nation.
Trade paper publication of box-ofhave already been released on the
fice reports of the film prove it tc
program for 1922-23, is attested by be above the average. As one exthe numerous fan letters which have hibitor in the Middle West put it,
been coming into the general offices “this feature is one of the fine.g
of the corporation in New York and shown on my screen and pleased
by the reports from exhibitors who everyone.”
have exhibited the pictures.
Similar praise has been accorded
“The Fast Mail,” the Lincoln J. “Monte Cristo,” the screen version
Carter melodrama which was the of
Alexandre
Dumas’ immortal
first of the series, has received the classic.
After a long engagement
unlimited praise of critics through- at the Forty-fourth Street Theatre,
out the country and has already been New York, the photoplay was reshown in many of the large key leased for general distribution only
cities.
Exhibitors have been almost to be heralded as the best piece of
unanimous in their acclaim of the work resulting from the adaptation
production as the best box-office at- of a famous novel. All houses
traction in many seasons.
have expressed their gratification of
“Silver Wings,” which was re- the turnstile results, which the work
leased on August 27 after a long of Emmett J. Flynn, the director,
summer run at the Lyric Theatre, has brought.
series

of

special

productions which

hall

wink d:d

to Paterson.

First National

Has

on the steady upgrade, next
year will find us planted firmly at
finds us

the

top.”

H. O. Schwalbe, chairman of the
executive committee and secretarytreasurer “Thanksgiving day, 1922.
pro- finds the industry working toward
af- the accomplishment of better things.”
NaRobert Lieber, president
“The

been obtained from officials,
ducers,
exhibitors and stars
filiated with Associated First
tional Pictures, Inc.
They breathe
the spirit of the motion picture industry lusty youth, eternal hope, the
will to work and a just pride in
tasks performed.
Here are the Thanksgiving messages from First National officials;
R. A. Rowland, general manager:
“We will eat our turkey this year
with the knowledge that better times
are here, better times are coming.
Conditions are on the steady upgrade.
should view the matter that
way and work with that conviction,
rather than in a sort of childish
faith that there is- going to be a
prosperity miracle. While this year

—

We

Its

December

Release

Universal’s December schedule of Moore and Cullen Landis are feaincludes pictures by such tured.
popular
stars
as
Frank Mayo,
“One Wonderful Night.” Herbert
releases

Herbert Rawlinson, Gladys Walton, Rawlinson’s Deccmlier picture, will
Colleen Moore and Cullen Landis. be released December 18.
It is from
They were made by Universal’s lead- the popular novel by Louis Tracey.
ing directors.
Stuart Baton directed. Lillian Ridi
The first to be released will be is the leading woman.

Thanksgiving Spirit
What of Thanksgiving for motion
pictures in 1922?
Have producers,
stars and exhibitors cause for rejoicing.
The past has written its own
story.
Is the future encouraging?
Answers to these questions have

Universal Lists

:

The three foregoing pictures form
the last three releases in the Prosadapted from a story by G. B. Lan- perity Nine, Universal’s second group
caster and was directed by Lambert of nine pictures for the 1922-1923
Hillyer.
The picture will be re- season. "The first group, released in
leased December 4.
.'\ugust, September and October, is
The Universal release for Decem- known as the Winning Nine.
ber 11 will be a special cast feature
“A Dangerous Game.” the final
directed by Emile Chautard from a December release, and which will go
novel by Mary Lerner. It is called to the screen on Christmas Day. is
“Forsaking All Others.” Colleen the first of a new group of nine.

“The Altar Stairs,” a strong photodrama starring Frank Mayo. It is

:

industry should be thankful this year
because some of the greatest pictures in its history are being produced bepuse people are demanding
the best in the way of production,
and in seeing their demands fulfilled
are becoming strong friends, as well
as patrons of the screen.
are
entering an era in pictures in which
there is a better understanding between all elements in the industry
the era of co-operation.
;

We

F. B. O. Catalogue
The

advertising department of the

Film Booking Offices of America
has issued an attractive twenty page
catalogue and booking guide which
fists all its releases and gives a brief
description of each.
Exhibitors are
offered a 10 per cent, discount for
cash on any group of pictures booked

therefrom.

Business of Getting a Goat’s Goat
Xovember
51C Fiftb Ave., City.

Dear Bob:

An
To
I

Swlitine Danny’s stnfT. Conjrrats. On yonr editorial. About.
Editor’s troubles. S'loneh. As I have every reason to knotv.
be heckled. All the time. By iiestlferons press atrents.
On the Xews. Before
Blit Boh. When we worked touelher.

became an Editor-Goat.

a Smooth

in

London

“Douglas Fairbanks in ‘Robin
Hood’ ” will be presented in
London 'under the direction of
Charles B. Cochran, one of the
foremost theatrical managers of
Great
Britain,
shortly
before
Christmas.

yon were.

L.ike

Whi-n yon

then.

me

left

Gunninp:. Yon made life misernlile.
space. To the limit. Reniemherf

And

are.

Von were

And

In pas.slne the buck.

Esr;;.

And

ns

For

klllinc the kirks.
\nd Joined
“Alihlor."
ns editors. By grabbing

Even thongh I. .\m now a pnhilcist. And not an
X'evertheless I retain.
My sympathy for the editors.
don’t kick much. Or ask for over-mneh space. For maybe

Still.

editor.

And

I

That someIf I again was an editor.
I might fear.
Would write me a letter. Dike this. And rem’od me of
“space hogging.” Like I’m reminding yon. And I'd blush. At
sometime.
one.

my

tiirn-abont-face.

Thongh the editorial was good. I think. Ton
Because yon had nothing else. To write about. For
said before. You’re always smooth. In killing press agent

And anyhow.
wrote

it.

as I
kicks.
I

To Show

17, 1922.

Mr. Robert E. AVelsh, Editor.

Movinu Picture World,

am

not.

A

publicity seeker.

So

I don’t ask.

That yon nse

this.

Please mention Murray W. Gnrsson.
In
The biggest pictnre of the year.
nearly completed. And another. In “Way
X'ow In the making.
Retiringly yours,
George D. Gonld.

Bnt when yon do.
yon know. Has.

Who

Which

“Success.”
Down South.”

is

MIRRA Y W.

GARSSOX’.

522 5th Ave.. City.

IX’C.,

December

2,
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Comedies Essential for Complete
Program; Add Relish to Entertainment

Star

Fox Announces New

Series of

Fun

Films, Starring Lane, St. John and

By VIVIAN M. MOSES
Whether
atre seats

entertainment.
first

motion picture that

connected
tell
a
to
story was of a comedy nature,
and this class of films has imimproved steadily in scope and
entertaining qualities ever since.
read a great deal about the
attempted

ous possibilities within the Arctic
Circle never dreamed of before,
and whose previous releases have
attested to his steadily increasing
reputation as a comic actor of the
first rank, is to follow his adventures among the bears and seals
and two-legged inhabitants of the
frozen North with “Lazy Bones”

We

iremarkable advance made by the
motion picture in the last twenty
years; these words of praise
apply to the one and two-reel
comedies quite as aptly as they
do to the drama of serious purpose.

In screen comedy the comedians can appeal only to the
eyes of the spectators. As a consequence, they are obliged to follow one piece of business with
another in rapid succession. Each
phase of their pantomime must
be pointed with the keenest sense

humor and constructive

of

No

skill.

ever has
succeeded in maintaining its grip
on the motion picture public that
did not offer a quick and generous
series

of comedies

stream of humorous incidents
that appealed to a wide range of
taste

and

intelligence.
classes of screen comedies the series of one and two
reelers of a humorous nature that
can boast of a star at the head
In
of its cast takes first place.
practically
every instance the
star performers in these short
subjects possess that combination
of surprising physical agility and
grasp of the art of comic pantomime that make the spectator
hold his breath with apprehension and wrinkle his face with

Of

all

Cook

“The Reporter,” the first of the
Lupino Lane comedies, demonstrated the wisdom of William
Fox in prevailing upon this astonishingly
agile
and always
humorous comedian to join the
ranks of comic entertainers of
the screen. Lupino has taken to
his new branch of entertainment
with the greatest enthusiasm and
the happiest results.
Other pictures to follow “The Reporter”
are “The Pirate” and “My Hero.”
Clyde Cook, whose comedy,
“The Eskimo,” revealed humor-

moving picture thethree hundred or three
a

thousand spectators, the well balanced and zestful salad of the
theatre’s bill-of-fare is the Star
Comedies. No screen mixed program is complete without them.
They add a relish to the entire

The

431

and “The
edies for
is

AL

ST.

JOHN

IN

smiles at one and the

ONE OF
same

HIS LATEST

time.

To watch a ludicrous looking
young gentleman climb the sides
of a building with the ease of a

monkey, balance himself

in an extremely perilous position or take
a fall that threatens to dislocate
all his bones without losing his
air of calm confidence or look of
comic surprise, and to have these
antics occur in a “rapid-fire”
comedy in which the fun is clean
and clever, is to share in a species
of mental realization that is a
priceless tonic to the average man
and woman in this bustling world.
Fo.x Film Corporation, pioneers
in this branch of picture production, can boast of three series of
Star Camedies that are constantly
growing in favor with the screen
public.
The trio of laugh makers starring in these pictures consists of Lupino Lane, Clyde Cook

and A1

St.

FOX COMEDIES.
John.

All three are

distinctly different in their method
of fun making, and exactly alike
in their ability to “put over” the

comic incidents in each one of
Repretheir respective releases.
senting, as they do, long and

Cyclist,” two Fox comwhich a hearty welcome

promised.
A1 St. John, whose last two re-

leases, “All

Wet” and “The

City

Chap,” guarantee the quality of
his brand of Star Comedies, will
be succeeded by “Out of Place”
and “The Alarm.”
With such a list of Star Comedies and Star Comedians, Fox
Film Corporation need have no
fear of not holding its present

thorough training in the several enviable position in this particular
branches of dancing, pantomime
branch of motion picture producand acrobatic skill, the three
started their careers at widely
separated points of the compass.
Lupino Lane is a product of the
London stage and has played all
Clyde Cook is
over the world.
an Australian, and was a leading
performer at the Hippodrome,

New

York, when engaged by
William Fox. A1 St. John is a
true son of the land that has developed the motion picture to its
present high standing, and received his training under the stars
and stripes.

tion.

Elsewhere In This
Given an
Is
Eight-page Insert on
Fox Educational Entertainments. Be Sure
Issue

to

of

Read Every Word
It.
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Demand

Big

1922

2,

for

“Mutt and

Jeff”

Various factors enter into the count for the fact that Bud Fisher
of
the
“Mutt and has a larger income than any

popularity

Animated Cartoons, besides
the factor of uniqueness. Granting that these are different in conception and execution from any
other screen cartoons, there yet
must be other things to account
for the wide-spread demand for

other cartoonist.
One of the most interesting
things about “Mutt and Jeff” is
that they appeal just as strongly
in Simsbury, Kansas, as they do

“Mutt and

young,

Jeff”

Jeff.”

Publicity is undoubtedly the
biggest item in creating this demand. Probably no other screen
feature receives the direct and
indirect exploitation obtained by
these cartoons. In the first place.
Bud Fisher’s newspaper comics
are syndicated throughout this

in

the

New

The

York.

metropolis,

lowbrow,

mediumbrow
light these

—

all

two

and
and
highbrow and

old

village
folk

greet with

typical

characterizations.
Under the new
these cartoons are

de-

American

Fox

policy,

once
every two weeks.
This allows
double the time formerly devoted
to each release, with the result
issued

country and Canada.

There is no that the celebrated pair of coAmerica of any impor- medians are funnier than ever betance, where some paper does not fore.
carry daily the doings of the tall,
Among the new Mutt and Jeff
skinny Mutt and his small, bald- comedy cartoons are “Red Hot,”
headed friend. Their names were which was released October 1;
household words long before they “Fallen Archers,” released Octown

in

made

their debut in the movies.
In addition, several books made
up of Bud Fisher’s cartoons have
reached a tremendous sale, and

tober 15; “Cold Turkey,” released

October 29; “The Wishing Duck,”
released

November

12;

“Bumps

and Thumps,” to be released Novarious roadshows have popular- vember 26, and “Nearing the End,”
ized the adventures of the two which will be released early in
inseparables.
Which may ac- December.

Varied Subjects in
FROM “MUTT AND

JEFF”

Fox Educationals

ANIMATED CARTOON

Sunshine Comedies
in Big Demand
ever released by early in the new year.
Film Corporation have been of the current series

No comedies

The

first

“Everything under the sun”
comes very near describing the
diversity of subjects covered by
first twelve Fox Educational
is
Whatever
Entertainments.

the

striking, interesting and entertaining becomes material for these

of the first twelve releases, which
are listed below in the order of
their release: “Alligator Hunting
and Farming,” “Thrills and Spills,”
“Volcanoes of the World,” “Water
Sports,” “A Story of Ice,” “Ancient Rome,” “Old Spain,” “Pekin
Ducks,” “Bits of Europe,” “Camphor,” “Bird Life,” “The Runaway

is
“The unusual reels.
The prime reHaunted House,” which was re- quisite is that they bring infor- Dog.”
leased Oct. 29th, and which was mation and amusement to the mothan the 1922-23 series of William followed on Nov. 12th, by “The tion picture public.
The wide
Fox Sunshine Comedies, judging Ranch Romeo.”
“Cupid’s Ele- field that they cover, the known
Be Sure to Read the
from numerous reports that find phant,” heralded as one of the and unknown parts of the world
8-Page
Fox Insert Elsetheir way each week in the New finest of these series is scheduled that must be searched for maYork offices of the organization. for release Nov. 26th. Other Fox terial, are indicated in the titles
where in This Issue.
In all parts of the world, in Sunshine Comedies scheduled for
Canada, Europe, South America early release include “The Fresh
and even in the Far East, these Heir,” Dec. 10th; “A Poor Fish,”
Fox Fun producers are meeting Dec. 24th
“Rides and Slides,”
the approval of exhibitors and Jan. 7th, and “The Wise Cracker,”
public alike.
Scarcely a month which will be released Jan. 21st.
goes by when the New York office
That the height of versatility
of Fox Film Corporation does not has been reached in this group of
receive hundreds of testimonials seven two-reel comedies, is indifrom “fans” in various parts of cated by the extreme variance in

Fox

received with greater enthusiasm

;

the

listing the Sunshine
productions as the finest
laugh provokers on the

world

Comedy

subject matter contained in them.

Each one represents the ultimate

group of experts who
devote their entire time to the
Every effort is being made by the creating of comedy situations and
production forces of the Fox Film laugh provoking stories. Each of
Corporation to maintain the con- these pictures contains a cast

of the
screen.

effort of a

are known to picture fans throughout the world.
all reports the current releases In addition to many of the old
are not only keeping up with the favorites of comedy productions,
past standards, but are surpassing both on the screen and stage,
them in entertainment value and there are many new faces which
in the ability of the fun makers are adding new interest and comwho are playing in them. As an edy talent, pulchritude and pep to
indication of what it is doing to these productions.
uphold the exceptional standard
These pictures will be released
of these comedy productions. Fox one every two weeks for the reFilm Corporation is calling espe- mainder of the coming year, accial attention to the current re- cording to
plans of Fox Film
leases and those to be released Corporation.

sistent quality of these particular
series of short subjects, and from

whose names

A QUINTET OF FOX SUNSHINE BEAUTIES.
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In the Independent Field
32)

Newsy

The Week

Bits

Fred Jju-ks and Frank Fay have
opened a new exchange in Dallas,

purpose

the
Arrow product.
for

Tex.,

of

handling

John J. Parent, formerly owner of
Pastime Theatre, Chicago, is now

the

associated

with

the

Exchange of that

Film

Ueelcraft

ROGER FERRI

W

in

Review

HY

distributors of mediocre product should insist on
$100,000 valuations on productions they know are worth less than
half that amount and for which they paid not a cent, assuming the
distribution privileges on a percentage arrangement, is more than this
writer can understand. The independent market today is healthier and
wealthier than it ever was. The “flyers” are starving their way out of
the business for the want of productions, because distributors of good

product will have nothing to do with them.

city.

The Mid-West Productions CorporaLouis will place $G0.01K) of
stock on the open market, according to a dispatch from that city.
tion of St.
its

formerly with Reelcraft and Johnson & Hopkins, is authority for a statement he is forming
R. C. Cropper,

new distributing firm known as the
Norca Pictures, Inc. “Just a Mother”
is said to be the first reiease.
a

in

Last week, in an item that appeared
department, reference was
this
to the Itichard Talmadge west-

made

ern series. This series is produced by
Phil Goldstone,' and none of the picThey
tures are or will be westerns.
wilh Dick Talmadge
are straights,
playing American roles.

Will Nigh’s “Notoriety,” distributed
by L. Lawrence tVeber and Bobby
North, will be shown to members of
the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce in New York next Tuesday
afternoon at Hotel Astor.

The first trade showing held under
auspices of Principal Pictures
Corporation was held last Friday,
when the first release, “The World's a
the

Dorothy Phillips, based
Glyn story. The second
“Chicago Sal,” with Alice
Lake and Milton Sills, an Irving Cummings picture, will be shown next
Stage,” with
on the Elinor
picture,

week.

The “movie
gentleman

'

ball,”

whom

promoted by some
and

the exhibitors

exchangemen in Boston said was unknown. flivved. independent exchangemen in the Hub City having refused
to participate in the event, which the
Mayor was asked to stop.
Richard Kipling left New York last
week on a tour of the Middlewestern
cities.
He will visit Minneapolis. Chicago, Milwaukee, Cleveland and Detroit.

A. E. Hnehsch of the Trans-Ocean
Film Company arrived in New Y’ork
from Berlin this week, bringing with
him a print of “The Earl of Essex.”
He is making David P. Howell’s office
his New York headquarters.

I

Nathan Hirseh announced this week
had made plans to extensively
his
latest
Maoiste picture,
“The Pneonquered,” in the metropoli-

that he
exnloit

tan

territory.

The current week-end will see
independent producers,
lexchangemcn. directors

many

distributors,

and players
leaving New York for New Haven to
attend the annual Yale-Harvard foot-

]

A/TOVING picture world,

unlike several other trade journals,
believes in the motion picture industry as a whole. It is non-partisan
and when it has anything at all to say about any individual or concern
or picture it will say it in printer’s ink and not in so-called “confidcnttal
are proud of the progress made by independents and ive will
letters.”
continue serving and co-operating with them to the very best of our
And we refuse to be a party to any under-handed "eonfidenttal”
ability.
tactics, such as sending out letters containing information that papers
that are sending them out have neither the inclination nor confidence to
publish them ivhere they can be read by everybody.

IV1

We

j

Charles Seelye.
I

icare of

T his

Arrow’s

New York
He

is

exchange,

in

is

distrihn-

New Eng-

of the Metro Exchange
this week purchased

Pbiliiilolphia

two

more

big

independent

produc-

tions for his territory, eastern I’ennsylvani.i and southern New .Jersey,
from Charles C. Burr of Affiliated
I)istril)utors.
He I)ought the new
Sloman special Burr acquired this
week tor independent distribution, entitled “Blind Youth,” and the next
Johnny Hines feature, “Luck.” Lynch
is also handling “Secrets of Paris” in
that section.

A late dispatch Thursday morning
Philadelphia conveyed the information
that
the
Ai
r.ichtman
special. “Shadows.” has broken every
record so far this week at Stanley
Company’s exclusive Victoria Theatre
in that city.
The picture opened to a
jammed house one minnte after midnight Monday morninir and has since
played to capacity audiences.
from

Reports from New England cities
that motion picture theatre
patronage has fallen off markedly
during the past four weeks.
Many
first run exhibitors from there report
business now below that recorded
during the latter part of the summer.
Just what has caused this unexpected
flop is something showmen there are
unable to explain.

department never has and never will pursue a “two-faced”
When we don’t agree with certain things we’ll register that
disagreement in this department. We have our cards on the table and
they are turned face up, so that the entire industry can read them. We
do not believe in playing the independent’s friend when facing him and
Philadelphi.a
stabbing him in the back when he isn’t looking through the medium of
exchangemen
were
common in New York this week. Bob
stupid and worthless “confidential letters.”
Lynch of Metro was in Sunday night
and saw the first Amalgamafed release, “Chained AVomen.” Others who
came to the metropolis this week were
Amsterdam of Masterpiece Film
HERE is nothing “conddential” in tftis business. No more than in Ben
Attractions, David Starkman. who has
any other line of endeavor. A picture is either good or it isn’t. The opened his own exchange in tliat
city
reviewer in batting out a review on any one picture is merely registering and taken over the entire short suh,1ect
program
of
Masterpiece;
Lon
his own personal opinion on that picture.
There isn’t anybody in this Burman of
Independent Film Corbusiness who can definitely dx in advance the audience status of any pic- poration, and David Segal of Royal
ture.
When we say that we believe a certain picture to be an audience Pictures, Inc.
picture we are merely recording our own personal opinion that’s all.
Oeorge Fecke of the Motion Picture
We’re not “kidding” ourselves that it is more than that. If you have con- Distributing
Corporation of Boston
ddence in our judgment you will weigh our opinion accordingly ; if you was In New York this week. His son,
George.
,Tr..
is
confined to a New York
haven’t that is your own privilege.
hospital with an illness from which he
rapidly recovering. Sam Grand of
^
Federated Exchange. Boston, also was
ut there is one thought that you can sink in votir bonnet so that you a New York visitor this week.
will never lose it
Whenever we have anything to say we’ll sav it
.Toe Lee. who Is managing Harry
in this department.
And we’ll not resort to “confidential letter” writing. Hnndini the wir.nrd. and his road
show.
“The Alan from Beyond ” anOur criticism is aimed to be of the constructive sort. We believe in the
nounced this week that he is loving
old adage “live and let live.” And we want it strictly understood that while out
route that will take the comour business is at times referred to as the “screen industry,” we’re not Iiination ns far as San Francisco and
back. The trip West will be made via
hiding behind any screen.
So don’t ever look for “confidential letters” the
southern route and the eastern
from this department.
tour via the northern cities.
Only
cities
will
he plaved.
T.ast
week
Hcudlni. Imcause of remarkable pubTlcitv.
broke every reeord at Louis
ITHIN the period starting December 4 and ending February 9 BosenfhnI’s
Strand Theatre in New
ork.
rr
A
the engaging grossing more
something like eleven indrhendent productions zvill be shmvn at the
thnn
$10,000
in a 1 ioo-s 0 at bous6.
first run Broadway houses.
And the houses has’e not been bought ehher.
The showings wUl be held on a .ttrictly percentage arrangement ivitb the
The exchange demand for high class
house guaranteed its “nut.” And that is onlv fair with Broadway pavilions innpponfloTit prorltioMons is Icponint?
inrTonpndont nrodiioor^ on the Coast
which have the best there is at their disposal.
policy.

—

7

—

B

:

.a

wert.-tTijy

overtime selecting esfablioPcf]

and popular all-star casts.
During the past week three big productions arrived in New York. These
were seen bv the editor of this deportment and are of the tonnotch
order.
The producers are now arstories

NDUPENnFNT

exchangemen and exhibitors are urged to keen their
the “short subject and serial” section.
This department is
devoted to short stuff and it will be to their advantage to keep in touch
with it, for it’s the best in the business.

who formerly took T eye on

goine into the independent
ition for himself.

Bob Lynch
in

indicate

game

there Saturday. Nov. 25.
iMany of them are motoring to New
Haven.
ball

Trade Notes

placing

ranging for their distribution through
independent exchanges.

iland taking care of the advance exploitation on a new picture he will
handle.

rnc-pxnipiror exchanges are now in
PEAKING of departments we can’t refrain from direeting' the attention process of formation according
to
On Friday evening. Nov. 17, the Naof onr readers to Enes Sargent’s exploitation section. We consider nuesHonahiv rcliabie information t
Itional Board of Review sponsored a
has come Info the possession of t
iBpecial showing under the auspices of the department the best being published in anv trade paper and we would
department from Boston Chicago
Ithe Committee on Excentlonal Photono mere think of closing the week without reading every line of it than we Denver. As soon as detalTs are cc
jplaya of the Preferred Picture. “Shadpieted
announcement
And our treasurer identity exclusive
ows,” starring T.,on Chaney. Fourteen would of forgetting to call for our salary envelope.
and plans will be made
hundred persons attended.
will vouch for the statement that we never forget that.
Moving Picture World.
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Sol Lesser Merges Three Companies Intc
One Big Producing-Distributing Concerr
A

merging three of the Wgest companies in the business and co-ordinating acembrace every angle of picture production and distribution, involving millions of dollars, has been closed through the efforts of Sol Lesser, according to a despatch from Los Angeles. The three corporations with which he has been associated in
an executive capacity have been merged into one and plans have been matured to launch
deal

tivities that

forth as a studio-holding organization.

By the terms of the deal, the West Coast Theatres, oper- Lesser Closes
ating more than sixty theatres; the Western Pictures
Foreign Deals
Exploitation Company, doing a general releasing and exIrving Lesser, Eastern manager
ploiting business, and the Principal Pictures Corporation,
which has been producing pictures at the United studios of Principal Pictures Company,
this week announced the sale of
in Los Angeles, have been consolidated into one huge en- the entire South American rights
terprise, known as the Principal Pictures Corporation and to the first Principal release, “The
a
Stage,”
starring
officered by Adolph Ramish, M. Gore, Michael Rosenberg World’s
Dorothy Phillips, and based on
and Sol Lesser, the latter serving as general manager.
Elinor Glyn’s latest story, to the

Fifteen
acres
of
property,
ideally located, have been secured

and negotiations are
towards the acquisition of the tract.
Two huge
stages will be built and an equipment of the most modern character will be installed.
Twelve
on option

proceeding

pictures per year will be made
at a cost said to aggregate not
less than $2,400,000. Four of these
will be of the “super-excellence”
calibre based on classic literature.
All productions will be conceived
and directed according to the best
ideals of motion picture art, said

Mr. Lesser.
Michael
Rosenberg will be
Western manager, with Irving
Lesser in charge of the Eastern
office. Arthur Bernstein is studio
manager and Harry Wilson head
of the exploitation and publicity
department, with Walter Anthony
in charge of the scenario branch.
“The World’s a Stage,” with
Dorothy Phillips, is the first reThis is an Elinor Glyn
lease.
story.

year’s activities, which may
embrace also a continuance of
Jackie Coogan pictures if present
•negotiations
between the Sol
first

Lesser group and Jack Coogan,
Sr., are terminated agreeably.
In
that

case,

Coogan,

at present, Jack
will personally su-

as

Sr.,

pervise the Jackie Coogan productions.
The company is now
working: on the next Coogan picture,

story
Otis’

Eddie
is

.Cl'ne directing.

Tyler.”

New Record

C. C. Burr, head of Affiliate
Distributors, Inc., distributors o
“Sure-Fire Flint,” starring Jobnn
Hines, received a wire on Thurs

day morning from the offices o
Rubin & Finkelstein, Minne
apolis,

reporting

the

record

breaking career of that produc
tion at their spaciously luxuriou
State Theatre in that city thi
week. The picture, according t
the telegram, has shattered ever

house record.

“Sure-Fire Flint” has set
Film ComImportan
pany. S. Noan closed the deal for number of records.
bookings announced this weel
the South American concern.
The popularity of Dorothy call for day and date showings a
PITTSBURGH (Special)—A care- Phillips is substantiated by the the Chicago, Riviera and Tivol
ful analytic study of the pictures
that are grossing the biggest rentals many requests received by Mr. Theatres in Chicago; Capitol
for exhibitors shows that the honor Lesser from foreign buyers with St. Louis, and Rialto in Denvei
Inde- whom he is now negotiating for “Secrets of Paris” established
goes to the big features.
pendent exchanges with big producnew house record at Edwar;
tions are doing a tremendous busi- the sale of the picture in England,
ness. judging from the number of continental
European countries, Fay’s Theatre in Providence, R. I.
bookings observed not only in this the Far East and Orient. These two weeks, according to a state
city, but in cities and towns within
deals will be closed within the ment made by Mr. Fay this weel
a radius of 30 miles.
current week and announced next in New York.
Leon D. Netter, representing A1 week.
Lichtman Corporation, was here last

Money

Getting

i:

.

Netter is well known in this
having formerly conducted the
Masterpiece exchange here.
He was
the host of Joe Lefko while here.

week.
city,

Harry

Grelle,

Supreme Photo-

of

Plays Productions,

Harry Chamas Loses

Inc., is busily en-

Alexander

gaged lining up first-run dates for
his
newest
acquisition,
"What’s

Wrong

Women?”— the

the

AVith

Equity speciaL

The

Lefko. of the Federated and A1
Lichtman Exchanges, is absolutely
sold on the latest Preferred Plcturv,
“Shadows.” He has hooked up some
important dates
on this feature.
“Rich Men’s Wives,” the first Lichtman special, did a good business in
.Toe

territory.

Word from

the home of William
Porrey, manager of the Exhibitors’
Film Exchange, has it that he has
virtually recovered from his recent
illness.
However, he is not expected
to return to his desk for a week or
I.

so.

Standard Film Exchange here reports Arrow’s “Ten Nights in a Barroom” having, broken records, in the
following houses: Best. Milvale; Victory,
Pittsburgh
Lyric,
Berkley,
W. Va.
Rialto,
Wilson; Milford.
;

:

Frederlcktown

W.

Va.

;

Harvey,

;

Midway.

McMechen,

Park. Moundsville, W. Va.
Woodlawn
Olympic, Pin;

Vicleyyille
Carrick,
Pittsburgh
toria.
Pittsburgh
Albion,
Albion,
Pa., and Couch, Carnegla, Pa.
:

:

:

The

Apex Film Seryice.
an adaptation of James ploitlng Aywon’s “Oh,

“Toby

Sets

Argentine-American

Big Features

this

The West Coast Theatres Corporation operates a string of coast
theatres and also finances the
All
Jackie Coogan productions.
stories have been selected for the

“Sure-Fire Flint”

Inc.,

is

Mabel,

ex'

Be^

of

the

Standard

Film Service Company, of Cleveland,
to
obtain an injunction
restraining the Alexander Film
Corporation from exhibiting or
allowing others to exhibit certain
motion pictures, has been frustrated in a decision of Justice
Irving Lehman, of the N. Y.
Supreme Court, .denying a motion
for such a restraining order.
In his decision Justice

Lehman

Alexander Gets “Great Expectations”
Hadley, who is handling the new Nordisk feature of Charles
Dickens’ “Great Expectations,” has arranged a special showing of
that picture for New York exhibitors through Alexander Film Cor-

Hopp

poration.

poration

not enforceable unless the
owner of the film delivers them to the
plaintiff’s licensor, but the plaintiff
and the owner are not in privity in
any manner and neither has assumed
any obligation to the other. The plaintiff can therefore clearly not obtaindecree of specific performance against
the Stoll Film Company, and since the
plaintiff has never acquired title to the
pictures nor any contract right- of any
kind from the owner, it can also not
secure an injunction against parties
who have acquired rights from the

owner.”

is

Ready

C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation’s second “Big Six” release, “Only
Shop Girl,” based on Charles C. Blapey’s melodrama, has been
finallv edited and titled.
Bobby North, of
York; H. A. Lande,

a

New

of Pittsburgh, and Sam Grand have viewed the picture and characterize it as one of the best melodramas they have seen. It will be
shown to the trade in general next week.

says,

“The plaintiff has under its contract
with the Alexander Film Corporation
never acquired ownership or legal title
to the films, but merely a privilege of
exhibiting the motion pictures within
a certain limited territory.. According
to the complaint the Alexander Film
Corporation was in its turn not the
owner of the films, but had merely
acquired the privilege of exhibiting
motion pictures within a wider territory from the Stoll Film Company,
which produced the pictures and presumably owns them. The plaintiff’s
privilege of exhibiting the films derived from the Alexander Film Coris

’

have.”

“Only a Shop Girl”

efforts

Suil

brought to compel an accounting
the defendents of the profits from
movie production.
It

his

was held by Justice Tierney
decision that Coutts, to use

bj
tin

ii

at

ordinary expression, was legally “ou
of order” in bringing his action for at
accounting without first bringing r
suit for breach of an alleged contract
Coutts, with three others, charged tha
they had manufactured the film fo
the picture of “Sawing a Woman it
Half,” and part of their contract will
the
Clarion
people provided tbej
should be reimbursed by the producer!
with 50 per cent, of the receipts frou
the exhibition of same.

After the picture had been prodneet
and exhibited in various parts of tin
country Goulden claimed it was an in
fringement on his illusion of ciittinj
a body in two, and first obtained
temporary injunction preventing It
further exhibition, and then succeedrt
in having A. B. Silverman and Louii
Weiss of 1-475 Broadway appointed -bi
Justice Wasservogel of' the New Tori
Supreme court, receivers for the pic
i

ture.
It was this situation that precipitated the suit by Coutts to enforct
the payment of 50 per cent, of the re
ceipts from the picture production.

“Shadows” Sets

Newark Mark
The

Lichtman
release,
“Shadows,” presented by B. P.
Schulberg and featuring Lon
Chaney, is playing at the Strand
Theatre in Newark, New Jersey,
A1

to the biggest business that the
Another phase to the controversy of house has experienced in six
the litigation between Horace Goldin' months.
The picture opened
and the Clarion Photoplays, Inc., over
the movie production of “Sawing a there November 17 for a week’s
Woman in Hair’ was disclosed the run. The box-office receipts surpast week in the New York Supreme passed the record set by those of
Court, when Justice John M. Tierney
dismissed the suit of John Coutts the previous week during the Houagainst the Clarion Photoplays, Inc.. dini engagement.
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Warner Brothers Closes Contract with
Strand That Assures Important Runs
ALBANY, N. Y. — Doormat Company, tured atop of an all-star vaudeville
most unusual and unique booking deals ar- New York. Capital, $110,000. Incor- bill.
porators,
P. S. Goodman and C. A.
independent
and
ranged between theatre-controlling concern
PHILADELPHIA— (Special)—Gene
Smith.
Brothers
Warner
when
Marcus of the Twentieth Century Film
week
this
closed
distributor was
Company
is telling all exhibitors In
CorOroa
Pictures
ALBANY,
Y.
—
N.
closed with the Mitchell H. Mark Realty Corporation, an poration, New York. Capital, $50,000. his territory that in “Deserted at the
Altar,”
Phil Goldstone special, he
the
will
be
shown
productions
Warner
Ashley,
D.
J.
Incorporators, C. S.
agreement whereby five
has a box office winner, and he 1s
Dowling and N. J. Ncuschaefer.
Brooklyn
and
York
City,
in
New
proudly
pointing
to the records estabTheatres
Strand
the
in
her initial independent release, “How
Love,” the first Whitman Ben- lished by that feature at the HippoAlbany, N. Y., the State Theatre in Schenectady, N. Y., and Women
Reading,
Pa., where the picdrome
in
nett special. At the Chatham Theatre
is said to have broken every mark
Troy Theatre in Troy, N. Y. The productions involved are in the residential section she was the ture
that,
house.
registered
at
means of setting a new mark for gross
“The Beautiful and Damned,” which plays the New York business at the 6, 8 and 10 o’clock
— (Special)— Sam
BOSTON,
MASS.
Strand week of December 5 “Heroes of the Street,” which night shows.
Grand’s Federated Exchange has been
Arthur
signed by
G. Whyte, booking
plays there December 17; “Little Church Around the
WASHINGTON, D. C.— (Special)— director of the Keith Enterprises, to
“Main
Street.”
Equity's “Where Is My Wandering book his entire feature output for
Corner,” “Brass” and
of the

One

;

This

is
13

the

deal of its kind
u
I
an maebetween

first

j
arranged

ever

pendent producer-distributor and

exploitation

metropolitan

Lon
productions.
their
for
of Warner Brothers
head Jc
Young, u
publicity department, will start
on a campaign
immediately
**
^ boost*
_
Joe»
mgO the first showing.
j,
Plunkett, managing director ot
the New York Strand, is very
enthusiastic over the arrange
ment.
Other important theatres that have
.

-r

.

,

already closed for first run showings
of the entire Warner series of pictures
follow; New England: Gray, Gordon,
Paramount and
Empire, Goldstein,
Hodgdon circuits; Chicago: Commodore, Crystal, Howard, Julian, New
Windsor,
State,
Parkside,
Irvine,
Bugg and Atlantic theatres; Empire,
Syracuse; Modern Beacon, Codman

Nemo,
Square and Eagle, Boston
Johnstown, Pa. Grand, Topeka, KanStrand,
City
Oklahoma
Criterion,
sas
Lawrence,
Broadway,^
Providence;
MassiT carden, Canton,' 111. Majestic,
Bloomington, 111.; Strand, San Francisco* Liberty. Kansas City; victoria,
Altoon^ Pa.; Palace, Little Rock
Ark.; V. S. Theatre, Hoboken, and
scores of other theatre s.

CHICAGO— (Special) — “Rich

Men’s

the initial A1 Lichtman Preforred Picture, opened at the B. & K.
cjjjcago Theatre here Monday, playjpg to one of the greatest houses in
the history of that spacious audinlcriFoar
which io
Is /\rtA
one of tna
the biggest
torium, T*rVki/>Vi
lULIicWv'liU*
the world. The picture was cleverly
in
exploited in street stunts and news
papers, the latter being the toughest
in the country to break into.

Wives,

—

—

CHICAGO (Special) Betty Blythe
Chicago making personal appearances in this territory at showings of
jg in

;

:

;

NEW YORK-Bookings

on “Shad-

ows,” the Preferred Picture being re-

through Al Lichtman exchanges
scheduled for an early showing at
the following big first run houses:
[iKnlckerbocker, Nashville, Tenn.; DnlIversal, Fitchburg, Mass.; Capitol, MeApollo, Indianapolis,
Keesport, Pa.
and People’s, eBaumont, Tex.
leased
is

;

PITTSBURGH- (Special)

—

“Night
Llfe In Hollywood” has been booked
into the new Globe Theatre in MeKeesport, Pa., by H. C. Slmeral Company,

J. Charles Davis, assist-

ant to Pre^dent W. E. ShallCT^^
of Arrow Film Corporation will exploint the picture. He already is here

the job.

|on

Sales On
Principal’s First,

Many

“World’s a Stage”
Company

franchise holders
during the past week, Irving
Lesser, Eastern manager of that
firm, this week announced the
disposal of more than half the
country’s territorial rights on the
first
Principal
release,
‘The
World’s a Stage,” starring
A„_„thv
Phillins
This
the
Liorotny pniiiips.
inis is tne
production based on Elinor Glyn s
latest Story dealing with a screen
ctar’s life
GnHn” i-ampoeil
rarnnhell Oidif j
rected.
Others
the cast are

m

Kenneth Harlan and Bruce Mcla-p

•

Iresnlt

,,ne btrand
'!'?e'stran‘d

•

•

N.

.

chaJ.g^“o\'Sle” fo^^th'aTorT^^^^
Floyd Brown of H. Leiber Company

J.— (Special)—What

Am

was emphasized by the escape
inmate of the Almhouse in
kthenia, N. ,T., and hooked up with the
iilctnre.
Even the New York news
Papers picked up the yarn, several of
ihem playing It up on the first page.

litnnt

an

PROVIDENCE,

R.

y.

was occasioned

bas been characterized locally as the
?reatest publicity drive this city has
j'ver experienced was staged last week
liiiring the run of C. C. Burr’s “I
he Law,” at the Rialto Theatre. The
j)f

I.

“motherliest

weeks of dickering, was
eral
finally signed by C. C. Burr for
an important role in the Edgar
“Sires

of

now being

pro-

production,

which

adapted from a work by Jackson
Gregory and it is expected that the
picture will be ready for release some
time early next month.

is

The Glendale, L. I., studios, owned
by C. C. Burr, is one of the busiest in
the country, for in addition to the Ed-

gar Lewis and Johnny Hines units,
Glendale, L. I., Gregory La Cava is producing there a
series of two “Torchy” comedies starstudio. Lewis is personally super- ring Ray McKee with Charles Murray
vising the production on this fea- and Mary Anderson. Flora Finch also
Ed Wynard, camerature, which, in addition to Mary is in the east.
man for Norma Talmadge for a long
Carr, includes James Kirkwood, time, is photographing
these two-rtelY'outh,”

duced

at

is

the

Robert Edeson,
Breese and others in the

Kenyon,

Edmund

cast.

Mrs. Carr

is

one of the fore-

most players of the screen today,
her successful work in William
Fox’s great masterpiece, “Over
the Hill,” being one of the most
remarkable pieces of character
work enacted by any player of
the silver sheet. She is repeating
her splendid showing in “Silver
Wings,” which recently completed
a long run at the Apollo Theatre
in New York.

ers.

Dell Henderson, who has just completed directing “Jacqueline of the
Blazing North,” based on the James

Oliver Curwood story, writes to the
effect that he is now busy finally catting and editing that picture, which
Arrow Film Corporation will State
right.
The picture was produced for
Pine Tree Pictures Corporation of
Maine. The cast includes Marguerite
Courtot, Lew Cody, Sheldon Lewis,
Edmund Breese, Efiie Shannon, Joseph
Depew, Paul Panzer, Gus Weinberg,
Helen Rowland and others.

“Lost In a Big City,” the second
Blazed Trails production for Arrow release, has been completed, and George

i

®*GenlVami?of’' TwemUh Century

Tt7tri\^^^^
Ihe atre al l ween.

PASSAIC,

the

....

'

that no surprise

Carr,

territories

J®, will be give
^ Film Corporation of Philadelphia for
which
Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New
bremiere showing at a local house. Mr. Tprcpv and Dein ware
Iseelev
iSeeley is carefully guarding the idenHoffman of Renown Film Extlty of the picture, which he characchanges of New York, Albany and
terizes as a “big one.”
Buffalo for New York City, Northern
Jersey and New York state.
rcneeinDTV
T
The
Jlie
(Special)—
NEWARK. N.
.
jj
Mid-West Distributing
Harry Houdini special, “The Man Company of Milwaukee for Wisconsin.
from Beyond,” received more than 200
All-Star Features Exchanges of Los
Inohes of news mention in the news
®^>^'‘“«sco for the
columns of local newspapers, with the ’co-fst te^-^itorv
moi

J—

Mary

mother” of the screen, after sev-

Pinal shots on “Way Down South,” Irving, the director, assisted by Auwere the rights for which Murray W. Gars- thoress L. Case Russell, is engaged in
disposed of following the show- son is said to have paid $25,000, were cutting and titling the picture. John
Lowell, star of “Ten Nights
a Barings, which
are in accordance taken this week. Cutting and assem- room,” is also starred In thisIn producbling of the production which has been
With the policy ofr -d
Principal nPic- many weeks in the making will begin tion, which was made in GloversvUle,
tures Company, to sell features next week. The cast includes Marian N. Y., and New York City.
f
The following

J

i

Cast of Edgar Lewis

Following
special
screenings
Doris
held purposely for Principal Pictures

to

Swayne, Joe King. Jack Richardson,

providence';^ L-(Sp^
ICharles
iiiew _ special,

Mary Carr Added

Lewis

;

;

Inc.

Boy 'Tonight?” at- the Columbia Thea- showings at the Victory Theatre In
Providence, R. I.; Scenic, Music Hall,
tre, a Loew house, started a week that
promised to set new marks. The pic- Pawtucket, R. I., and Park, Woontur was cleverly exploited and fca- socket, R. I., houses.

concern and
adelphia next week.
of
Brothers

theatre-controlling
Warner
assures

ample

Elmer Clifton’s new picture, “Down
dosed a threeto the Sea in Ships,
j-un at the Shubert-Majestic Theatre here this week, and will move to
the Metropolitan Opera House in Phil-

— (Special) —

Indianapolis for Indiana,

Norma

W.

F.

“The

Chaplin, Melville Shyer, John Jenkins,
Francis Grant and Irene Boyle. One
of the big scenes in the picture is an
exciting horse race.

Martin

Isabelle

Fisher,

Lee,

Corporation.

Capital, $500,000.

ALBANY, N. Y. — Havsex ProducNew York. Capital, $10.n00. In-

tions,

corporators.

and

G.

E: Davidow, G. Lemaire
Gershwin.

J.

Red Schoolhonse,” which

Heyl Productions,

Inc.,

Is

C. Adolphl.
E. K. Lincoln, Edmund
After carefully watching the making Breese, Sheldon Lewis and Rose Coghof the third Johnny Hines feature that lan are in the cast.
Charles C. Burr’s distributing organization will release, that popular showL. Case Russell has been engaged by
man this week ventured the statement Atlantic Features, Inc., of which Robthat “Luck,” which is the picture’s ert W. Wood is president, to prepare
the continuity on “The Broken Violin”
title, will be an even greater production
than either “Burn ’Em Up- which that firm will produce. This
The company recently completed “High
Barnes” or “Sure-Fire Flint.”
cast, beside Hines.' includes Robert Speed Lee,” a photodramatization of
Edeson, Edmund Breese, Violet Mer- J. P. Marquard's story. Arrow will
sereau and Matthew Betts. The story handle both pictures.

Independent
I ncorporations
DOVER, DEL. — Standard Pictures

Little

making for Arrow distribution, is well
under way at the Tllford studios in
New York under the direction of John

C. B. C. Starts

on Third Production

LOS ANGELES — (Special) — Announcement was made

here that
the third special, “Temptation,” which C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation will State right, is now in the course of production. This picture is based on “Only a Shop Girl.” Director Edward J. Le Saint

produce this picture. He also made “More to be Pitied Than
Scorned” and “Only a Shop Girl.”

will
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Great Business Progress Forces C. B. C.
Film Sales Corp. to Obtain Larger Quarters
C. B. C.

has

Film Sales Corporation

moved

to

larger

going from the scLond

quarters
floor

of

of

guilty

parties

will

be

published

on this page.”

With the

litigation over

“The Expose

of Sawing
I.indy in Flalf” now a
Mecca Building, number 1600 matter of a history, Favorite Film
Broadway, where they were orig- Company has started an extensive
inally located, to more extensive exploitation campaign on that short

the

offices

same

on the eighth floor of the

building.

necessitated because of the greatly increased
scope of the activities of the company with the production and distribution of their series of Six
Box-Ofiice Winners, the features
of which “More to be Pitied” and
“Only a Shop Girl" are already
complete and released to the
Such exState right market.

The move was

tended

activities

have been under

are planned for the future on these releases that Joe
Brandt and Jack and Plarry Cohn,
who are the officials of the C. B.

way and

.

C. Company have augmented their
entire staff to handle the output
on the scale that has been

planned.

The former offices not offering
sufficient facilities for this, it was
found expedient to move, in order
to give the exploitation and advertising department, in particular
scope for greater activities. This

subject.

Dave Mundstuck is not in the field
more features.
Anyway,

for
any
that's the

substance of a

statement

Producers’ Security Executive on Trip
F. J. Hawkins, secretary of Producers’ Security Corporation, is
visiting exchangemen in the West in the interest of his concern. The
State rights department of the firm is handling Dorothy Gish’s “The

Country Flapper,” Maclyn Arbuckle’s “Squire Phin,” “Mr. Potter

he made here last week when he said of Texas,” “Mr. Bingle” and “Welcome to
that he has all the pictures he can
possibly handle for this season.
He Apfel series, “Trail of the Law,” “The
has three big pictures, “The Black Wolf’s Fangs.”
The company also will
I’anther’s Cub,” “Out of the Dust” Twilight” with Richard Barthelmess.
and “Notoriety,” the Will Nigh pic-

the field,
including not only the Six BoxOffice Winners and other features, but much new short stuff,
among them the popular two-reel
in

Hallroom Boys’ Comedies, now

in

their fourth year of production.

F.

I.

L. M. Club in
Detroit to Fight

DETROIT

(Special)— The P. I. L. M.
week had the following
published in a local paper:
“An aggressive campaign opens this
week to eliminate in Michigan the
practice of subletting of film and the
unauthorized holding of pictures for
extra days showing. The campaign is

Club

this

hotice

under tiie direction of the P. I. L. M^
Club with the full co-operation and
consent of the Motion IMctiire The-

Owners of Michigan. Notice is
hereby given that every effort is going to be made and that nothing will
be left undone to bring to justice

atre

the exhibitor guilty of bicycling films
or the stealing of extra days. Names

also the Oscar
Paid” and “The
handle “Just a Song at

ture.

Carl J. SoTiin, manager of the Warner Exchau:ie, has had no trouble
“catching on" here.
He is quietly
but systematically building up a
splendid clientele of exhibitor patrons.
He is now releasing “Rags
To Riches.” H. M. Warner, head of
Warner Brothers, stopped off here
en route to New York from the
Coast.

First

Runs Booked on “Notoriety”

Will Nigh special that L. Lawrence Weber and
distributing through independent exchanges, will
showings at the Clinton Square Theatre in Albany,
Theatre, Louisville, Ky., the week of December 3.
The Louisville booking was arranged by Lee Goldberg, of the Big
Feature Rights Corporation, while the Buffalo Grand-North Exchange

“Notoriety,” the
Bobby North are
be given premiere
N. Y., and Alania

handled the Albany date.
vertising

Los Angeles Fire Force
in Dick Talmadge Film

Phil Goldstone announced this charges, he purchased the Amalgamated franchise for this territor.v. In
department, it is announced, will w’eek that Richard Talmadge has the bill of complaint against Amalstarted
his
second
production
on
gamated. Segal sets forth that after
be augmented, in order to carry
franchise had been sold for this
made by Joe special, working title “The Fire the
plans
the
out
district, it was re-sold to Bob Lynch
Brandt while on his recent trip Eater,” an original story by of Metro Exchange.
"Down to the Sea in Ships,” prothroughout the country, made for George Plympton, which will have
some remarkable fire effects and duced by Elmer Clifton, will open a
the purpose of finding out from
four-week engagement at the Metrothrills.
territorial holders and exhibitors
politan Opera House next week. AlexRichard ander Penrod photographed this proThe
cast
includes
themselves, just what line the exPierce, S. J. duction.
ploitation campaign should follow Talmadge, Charlotte
T.
L.
Geary,
Jeff
At a recent medting of the Philaon the features and the shorter Bingham,
Osborne, M. York and the dog. delphia Film Board of Trade, Oscar
output.
of De Luxe Exchange, and
Neufeld,
Pal.,
directed
and
is
by
Jack
This output has, since the
new president of that organization,
inauguration of the C. B. C. Com- Nelson, formerly associated with announced that that organization
directed would co-operate with the exhibitor
pany, grown to large proportions, Thomas H. Ince, and who
body in that section in every particuand the plans for the New Year Douglas MacLean in “The Home lar, and
that the two organizations
“Chickens,”
“One a would in the
constitute the biggest project that Stretch,”
future work in unison to
company has ever undertaken. Minute;” also Louise Glaum in “I bring about better film conditions locally.
Am
Guilty”
and
others.
C. B. C. has during the past year,
The entire fire department of
especially, forged steadily to the
Joe Daly has returned to his first
front ranks of independent pro- Los Angeles is being utilized in love. Interstate Film Company, where
he is presiding nobly as exploitation
ducers and distributors, and llie the making of the picture and two manager.
new plans are designed to large buildings have been bought
position,
Floats are common in this territory.
that
Joe and will be burned down so as to
strengthen
The com- give the necessary thrills and First came Warner Brothers’ float adBrandt announces.
now realistic atmosphere.
comprises
output
pany’s
what is probably among the
strongest and most important in-

dependence releases

Our City;”

Man Who

Dave Starkman
Opens ’Change

in Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA

(Special)— David
Starkman, former local exhibitor, and
during the season lessee of the Woods
Theatre, Atlantic City, N. J., has
opened
an
Independent
exchange
known as the Standard Film Attractions, Inc., at 1322 Vine street.
The
first feature release will be Lucy Doraine’s “The Love Slave.”
Other pictures include “Sawing a Lady in Half”
and a series of short subjects starring
Wallace Reid, Dorothy and Lillian
Gish, and two-reel comedies and westerns with Alice Howell, Muriel Ostriche. Shorty Hamilton. Hank Mann,
Hallroom Boys, Billy West and William S. Hart. His one reel subjects inCude Keystone comedies. Screen Snap-

the

seven

Warner

specials

handled here by Lou Berman of Independent Film Corporation. Now both
De Luxe and Masterpiece Film Attracions exchanges have floats advertising

I

heir big features. Ben Amsterdam has
huge engine float parading through
the territory advertising “The Curse
of Drink,” while Tony Luchese and
Oscar Neufeld are sending out a similarly attractive float boosting “More
to Be Pitied than Scorned.”
I

a

Baby Ruth Sullivan, one of the
clever players in the Graphic feature,
“Mother Eternal,” is making local appearances

in

conjunction

showing of that feature

with the
in this terri-

tory.

Lee Goldburg
Buys Picture
The State-right melodrama, featuring Harry Morey, Edmund
Breese, George Fawcett, Marguerite
Clayton
and
Miriam
Batista, “The Curse of Drink,”
was sold to Lee Goldberg, of the
Big Feature Rights Corporation,
Louisville, Ky., for the States of
Kentucky and Tennessee. Sam
Sax, sales manager for the distributors; L. Lawrence Weber
and Bobby North, negotiated the
sale.

Preferred Acquires
New Coast Studio

The old Louis B. Mayer studios, one of the landmarks of Los
Angeles, has been enlarged and divided into two distinct sections
and will henceforth be known as the Mayer-Schulberg studios. The
growth of the Preferred Pictures Corporation, of which B. P. Schulberg is president, and the increasing number of productions planned
for release through the A1 Litchman Corporation necessitated new
studio facilities and the arrangement with Mayer is the result.
The stages have been divided between Schulberg and ^fayer and
additional ones are being erected. Each organization wull have its
own equipment, wardrobe buildings and space to expand as its increased activities demand.
The Mayer-Schulberg studios were built by Colonel Se%
niter the completion of the old Biograph, which was the first to be
shots. Hank Mann comedies. Tom Mix erected in the West.
When Colonel Selig later became financially
westerns and S unset Burrud scenics. interested in other picture
ventures the studio was leased to Mayer,
David Segal of Royal Pictures, Inc., whose name it has borne for many years. Last winter B. P. Schulthrough his attorneys in New York’, berg took over half the building. Three units now are at work at
studios for thi's company alone those headed by Directors
PniT*
It is probable that another
Exchanges,* Inc., charging an^alleged Gamier, Forman and Schertzinger.
infringement of a contract in which, he will be added to this list in the near future.

—

.
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A GREAT CAST-A GREAT® PRODUCTION

ONLYA SHOP GIRL
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C.B.C. FILM
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SALES CORP., NEW YORK

Reproduction of 24-sheet.

A

Stage Play

Known

For more than twenty years
every hamlet and
it

city.

to Millions

this play has

packed theatres in
carries behind

“ONLY A SHOPGIRL^'

a wealth of advertising that has never been equalled by any

other stage play.

A

Picture Millions Will Talk

About

Because the thrill, romance and pathos of the original story is
enhanced by the most wonderful cast ever assembled including
Estelle Taylor

Mae Busch

William Scott

Claire

Tully Marshall

James Morrison

Directed by

Wallace Beery

Dubrey

Edward

J.

Willard Louis

Josephine Adair

Le Saint

Get Your Dates Set

Now

at

Your Best Independent Exchange

A

MAE
BUSCH
's

:
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Four Additional Ter ritories Are
Sold on Will Nigh’s “Notoriety”
Following a tour of exchange
centers in the East and Middlewest, Sam Saxe, sales manager of
L.

Lawrence

Warns
Rumor Mongers

Lesser

Weber & Bobby

North, distributors of Will Nigh’s
returned
to
New
“Notoriety,”
Irving Lesser, Eastern manager
York this week with the announcement that four additional of Principal Pictures Company,
territories had been sold on that distributing a series of feature
production with indications that productions through independent
the country would be sold 100 per exchanges, this week issued the
following statement
cent, within ten days.
“I
deny emphatically that ‘The
The buyers are Howard Mann, World’s a Stage,’ with Dorothy Philof the Equitable Pictures Cor- lips, is or ever was a First National
poration of Baltimore, Md., who attraction. While heretofore Dorothy
Phillips pictures have been distributed
signed for the Nigh series for the through First National, I want to
Maryland, Virginia, make plain the fact that it was
of
States
Delaware and the District of through the good offices of AssociFirst National we were able to
Columbia; Dave Mundstuck, of ated
engage the services of Miss Phillips
Film Company, to play the leading role in ‘The
Exclusive
the
Detroit, who bought “Notoriety” World’s a Stage,’ which is based on
Glyn’s latest story. Principal
and the Nigh series for the State Elinor
Pictures produced this picture excluof Michigan; Lee Goldberg, of the sively for independent distribution,
Big Feature Rights Corporation, and the picture is in line with our anLouisville, Ky., who bought the nounced policy of producing big features with well known stars and based
series for Kentucky and Tennes- on established authors.
“I will lose no time in prosecuting
see, and the Midwest Distributing
Milwaukee, Wis., on the charge of libel all persons who
in any way circulate or continue to
buyers of the Nigh productions circulate these false reports that this
for Wisconsin and the Upper is or was a First National picture.”
Peninsula.
In every case, the buyers rank
as the most progressive and suc- top-notch features is a worthy
cessful of their respective regions, reflection on the high calibre of
and their reputation for handling “Notoriety” and the Nigh series.

Company,

“Notoriety,”

was

Two

productions

were

completed

at the Warner Brothers
Coast studios, according to Har-

week

Zeidman is producing another West
independent special, “The Spider ry M. Warner. ‘‘Little Church Around
and the Rose,” with an all-star the Corner,” directed by William A.
Setter, was completed by Sam and
cast, including Alice Lake, Gaston .Tack Warner, and Harry Rapf put the
Robert
McKim, Frank finishing touches to the Charles G.
Glass,
Campeau, Noah Beery, Edwin Norris novel, ‘‘Brass,” directed by SidStevens, Joseph Dowling, Otis ney Franklin.
Harlan, little Richard Heddrick,
‘‘Little Church Around the Corner”
Andrew Arbuckle, Harry North- is said to reveal one of the sweetest
that has ever graced the silver
stories
rup, Alex Francis and Louise
screen, namely, that there Is a little
Fazenda. Another equally well- church in every man's heart. In the
known player will be added to cast are Kenneth Harlan. Claire Windthe cast this week. The picture sor, Hobart Bosworth, Pauline Starke.
Cyril Chadwick, Marguerite Seddon,
is being produced at the United
Walter T.ong, Alec Francis and Winter
Gerald Duffy, whose Hall. The story and scenario was
studios.
original story, “Sure-Fire Flint,” written by Olga Printzlau, based on
the stage play of the same name by
starring Marion Russell.
is Johnny Hines’ latest
vehicle, wrote “The Spider and
“Brass.” a Rapf production, deals
the Rose.”
with modern marriage and divorce. It
An exquisite Prizma allegory is was
adapted by Julian Josephson, and
being filmed to enhance the pro- it is declared to be one of the best
selling
novels in the literary field.
duction. Glen MacWilliams, who
photographed “Oliver Twist,” is Prominent members of the cast inF.

handling the camera, while Jack
directing.
He codirected
“Dinty” for Marshall
Neilan.
E.
Richard
Schayer
wrote the scenario.

McDermott

is

Gasnier, who recently com“The Hero” for Preferred Pictures. has started work on their next
Gasnier
production.
“Poor Men’s
Wives,” a screen original by Prank
Dazey and Agnes Christine Johnston,

Lonis

pleted

who

clude Marie Prevost,
played the feature role in “The Beau-

recently

and Damned”; Monte Blue,
Frank Keenan, Harry Meyers, Helen
Ferguson, Irene Rich. Pat O’Malley.
Margaret Seddon, Edward Jobson and
tiful

Miss

Du

Pont.

“Main Street,” the last of the seven
productions to be made for this season
will be produced by Sam and Jack
Warner.

Anthony

Xydias, president of
Sunset Productions, Inc., now producing the Jack Hoxie western series, is
planning another independent producing unit which should be getting
under way within the next week.
J.

Exploitation Aids

’Changemen to
Double Efforts
The

value

proved

of

so

itself

exploitation
indispensable

has
that

independent exchanges in New York
are concentrating on it to the ex-

before

the

picture

record-breaker

there.

sold.

A

great line of advertising and
aids has been given to
each distributor of “Notoriety.”
The thirty-two page press-book
on the feature, containing more
valuable material to put the picture over than any independent
feature of current release, is proving an indispensable selling and
booking aid among exhibitors.
The collection of novelties, consisting of a newspaper broadside,
cut-out herald, booklet, double
post-card, blotter and sticker, is
selling

being ordered heavily, to supply
the wants of exhibitors.
These
accessories are looked upon as
sure-fire
patron-pullers.
Every
piece of advertising matter is
proving its worth in increased
business, reports Sax. The paper
on “Notoriety” was among the
selling points of the feature, and
the exploitation, lobby and publicity material was also a factor
in the rapid sale of the Nigh

distribution through C. B.
Sales Corporation of New

C.

last

1922

Every exchange handling the tent
that right now exploitations are
Nigh productions are putting outdoing each other, pulling new
extra effort behind it, and con- and business-getting stunts.
This
centrating on the Weber & North situation is helping business considerably, with exhibitors coming out
releases, as the demand from their the big winners.
exhibitors for “Notoriety” and
Harry Houdini’s picture, ‘‘The Man
the others is of record proporBeyond,” did a splendid busitions.
Sax reported that ex- From
ness at the Strand Theatre in New
changes were in receipt of quant- York City. Joe Lee, who is handling
ities of inquiries from their ex- the bookings on the feature, is auhibitors for booking dates on thority for the statement that the
engagement was a

Bennie Zeldman Producing ‘‘The
features.
Spider and The Rose’’ with Array independent
Film
of 14 Stars; Coast Studio News York.
LOS ANGELES— (Special)— B.

2,

‘‘Midnight Hummer” is the feature
that Bob Horner is making with an
all-star cast for Western Arts Film
Company at the Bronx studio.

“Vengeance of Pierre” is the title of
the next Lester Cuneo release that is
now in its fifth week of production
at the Fine Arts studio.
Doubleday
Productions, Inc., Is producing the
picture which Henry McCarty is di-

Melvin Hirsch, manager of Aywon
Film Exchange, reports that his exchange will release ‘‘Barriers of
Folly,”
starring
Eva Novak and
George Larkin, on December 1. The
picture already has been booked by
the M. & S. Circuit, Loew Circuit,
Haring & Blumenthal, Lou Brecher
Enterprises, and others.

‘‘Shadows,” the second
Picture released through

Preferred

Sam

Zler-

A1 Lichtman New York Exchange, was given its premiere showing in Newark this week at the Strand
ler’s

Theatre.

to

The newest independent exchange
enter the New York field Is the

S-P

Film Exchange, which opened
week at 729 Seventh avenue.
Samuel Pinkenfeld is the manager.

this

Brody

New York

fol-

“Rags To Riches,” the Warner

fea-

I.

back in

Is

lowing

a trip through New York
State in the interest of Atlas Film
Distributing
Company,
which
is
handling the distribution on “Why

Do Men Marry?”

^re, topped the boards at the
Theatre,

TJ.

8.

Paterson, N. J., this week,
opening to a good house despite opposition from other houses. The Regent was showing “East Is West”
with Constance Talmadge, while the
Garden was staging the premiere
showing of First National’s “The

Dangerous Age” with popular stars
appearing personaUy at the opening
show.

Indications point to the greatest
season Commonwealth Film Corporation has had.
Judging from reports
c^oraing from exhibitors in New York,

Sam Zlerler's exchange Is running
ahead of the field insofar as gross
bookings are concerned.

recting.

Merit

Jack Nelson is directing the next
Richard Talma dge for Phil Goldstone.

The
its

picture, “Fire Eater,” is

third

now

in

week of production.

Richard

Talmadge’s

“The Speed King,”

is

York

Film

now

Corporation of New
concentrating on the
Fairbanks produc-

William

“The ShertlT of Snn Dog,” produced by Ben Wilson and written by

tion,

W.

Tuttle.

C.

first
special,
titled. The

being

cast includes Richard Talmadge. Virginia Warwick, Harry Van Meter,
Mark Fenton and others. Grover Jones
directed this picture.

is

second

Ginsberg Back
Henry Ginsberg,

sales manager
Lichtman Corporation,
Gold- returned Monday from a Western

“Snowy” Baker’s first Phil
stone production, “Pals,” in which he
is
starred, is now being produced.
Howard Mitchell is directing.
Ben Wilson has completed his latest
Monty Banks release for Federated. It
ite

important distributing
New York and

between

points

Denver.

When Oscar Lund completed production on “Love’s Old Sweet Song,”
which Hopp Hadley will State right,

Spanish pastime.

he finished his ninety-fourth picture.

The complete cast for the Preferred picture. “Are You a Failure?”
Schulberg will make for A1
Lichtman exchanges follows: Madge
Bellamy, Tom Santschl. Jane Keckley. I.loyd Hughes, Hardee Kirkland
and Myrtle Vane. Tom Forman, director of “Shadows,” Is directing this
B.

trip of the

entitled

“Brilllantlno,
the Bull
Fighter,” being a satire on the favoris

of the A1

P.

picture

also.

The picture

is

in

its'

seventh week of production.
authors of Schulherg’s first release
through the Lichtman Corporation,
“Rich Men’s Wives.” The cast fol“Rip Tide.” with an all-star cast,
is now in its fourth week of prolows Schnlberg’s policy of all-star
duction at the Hollywood studios.
groups of players, including such
This is the feature that A. B.
names as Barbara La Marr, David
Jack Mintz is now serving as gag Maescher Productions. Inc., is makButler. Richard Tucker, Zasti Pitts
and Betty Francisco. The feature will man for the Hallroom Boy Comedies ing for Arrow Film Corporation rewhich Jack Cohn is making here for lease.
be ready for release early in 1923.

_

Wyndham
Marsh, the

London

to

Standing and Marguerlt*
American stars, are in
a picture for Gran-

make

ger-Binder Productions, Ltd.
Several Important first run contracts
are in the process of being closed on
Joe Brandt’s first “Big Six” release,
“More To Be Pitied than Scorned.”

which

is

handled

In

this territory
Inc.

Lande Film Distributors,

by

The acquisition of the Alien Theatre
by the Loew interests has developed a
perplexing booking situation with
which independents are now contending.

December

2,

Lon Chaney
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from ‘Shadows.” Dir ected by Tom Forman, produced by B. P. Schulberg, and released
through the Al Lichtman Corp.

in a series of striking scenes

Warners Engage Three C. C. Burr to Release
Producers for 1923 Sloman’s “Blind Justice
That C. C. Burr is rapidly
Upon his return to New York last week, Harry M. Warner, head
Warner Brothers, announced the signing of three producers who blooming forth as one of the most
Those potent factors in the independent
will make productions for Warner Brothers’ distribution.
signed are Harry Rapf, for a number of years; William Beaudine, industry was in great evidence
The Warner this week when it was announced
for one year, and Monte Blue, for several seasons.
Brothers also augmented their real estate holdings on the coast and that he had taken over Edward

of

Sloman’s

special feature, titled
“Blind Justice.” This production
is reputed to be Sloman’s crowning effort, containing a story and
cast of such magnitude as to
make it one of the most powerful
dramas released.
Directed and

will shortly enlarge their studio.

That Warner Brothers’ productions will be sold individually and
on their merits was the substance of an emphatic statement
made by Mr. Warner against alleged “sandbagging” tactics being
utilized by certain exchangemen.
The statement touching on this
situation, as given out by Mr. Warner, follows:
“On my way back from the West
Ned C. Edris, a thorough-going
Coast I stopped in a number of the showman, who has been everything personally supervised by Edward
key cities to gain some first hand in- from vaudeville artist to publicity
and adapted for the
formation about exhibitor conditions, man, has this week become affiliated Sloman,
discovered that exhibitors were with the De Luxe Feature Film Co. screen by Hilda Hollis from the
I
Through
his
experience
newsas a
complaining bitterly of the methods
story as it appeared in Munsey’s
being used by a number of organiza- paper man and exploiteer, Mr. Edris
Magazine, by Frank R. Adams,
tions in the industry to sell them intends to be of service to exhibitors
strictly

throughout

pictures.

that these organlaatlons are trying to sandbng exbibitors. By that I mean that an exhibitor
cannot purchase pictures on an Individual basis, but must take a group
of mediocre product in order to secure
one good box-office attraction.
As far as the Warner Brothers are
concerned no such method will be pur
sued in the distribution of their
We
present and future productions.
believe that exhibitors are entitled to
pictures
what
choose for themselves
^
ar^ best suited^ foj' Jthe^r audiences,
-- every way
and we will aid them in
possible to derive the maximum box

“The complaint

is

-

office results with each
...
of our productions. ..

and every one

According to Mr. Warner the West
Coast studios were enlarged at a cost

Pour and a half acres
of .¥209,090.
adjoining the studio were taken over,
Warner
studios a total of
giving the
over nine acres of ground. Construction of the administration office, dressing rooms and various other offices
is reported under way.
“The acquisition of this property,”
added Mr. Warner, “was necessitated
by our enlarged plans for next season.
We plan to produce eighteen pictures,
and we have already negotiated for
the majority of the stories we will
produce.
They will be adaptations,
_p9ly the weB-knojwn
plays, such as the seven productions
we are producing this year.”

Northwest

Is

Humminji^; News
of Independents
SEATTLE (SpeclaD —Arrow, through

Seattle office, announces the purchase of seven Bichard Talmad!.re
features
through
for
distribution
eight states of the Pacific Northwest.
its

the

Northwestern

although
heretofore
his
with the game has
through the vaudeville
end.
He was for some time assoclated with the late Paul Arm^rong,
playright. Edris has been in Seattle
since 1911. He is a former University
territory,

contact

mostly

been

^ ttt

Washington student.

Melvin G. Winstock, dean of movinp picture men in the Northwest,
whose name is synonymous with
pioneering in the field, and who Is
prohnlily the best known character
territory, in consequence, has
joined the orvnnization of Kwalit.v
I’ietures.

the

Northwest

Warner

Brothers

distributors of
product, and

will be in charge of the I'ortland
territory.
The new Portland office
will open December 1st at 493 Davis
street, according to T.. K. Brin, manager and owner of the exchange. Mr.
Winstock starts this week for a tour
of key cities, “from Boise to Belling-

ham.”

“Prom Bags to Biches” has been
purchased l>y the .Tensen & Von Herberg Circuit and will have its Norfhwest premieres early in December.
Brin is making a strenuous effort to secure Wes. Barry and hla
big vaudeville act for the Northwest.
Mr. Brin announces the following
release schedule of Warner Brothers
features, for the Northwest territory,
at the rate of one a month; October,
“From Bags to BIches;” November,

“The Beautiful

and

its

cast

Milton Sills, Carmel Myers, Pat
O’Malley, Jack Mower, Walter
Long, Alec Frances, Eric Mayne,
Charles Clary and Wilson Hummel.
C. C. Burr and officials of
his organization who viewed the

expressed
recently,
production
themselves as of the opinion that
“Blind Justice” is a big production.

“Blind Justice” is a society
crook story, in which Milton Sills
possesses a role that gives him
even greater opportunity to show
his histrionic ability than that
accorded Thomas Meighan in the
“City of Silent Men.”

states

of Washington, Oregon, Idaho and
Montana on exploitation matters. He
is well known and well liked In the

actual

“Blind Justice” presents in

Damned;” De-

cember. "Heroes of the Street;” .Tanuarv. “The T.ittle Church Around the
Corner;” February. “Brass;” March,
“Main Street.”
Some wonderfully
clever novelties are available with
the above.

H. H. Thomas Head
of N. Y. Arrow ‘Change
H. H. Thomas has been advanced to be manager of Arrow
Exchange, Inc., an independent
film distributing company, operating in New York and Northern
New Jersey, with executive offices
at 729 Seventh avenue. New York
City.
Mr. Thomas’ rise, while
thoroughly deserved, is all the
more remarkable because his
affiliation with Arrow Exchanges,
Inc., dates back over a period of
only two months. He associated
himself with Arrow after having

resigned as treasurer and general

manager

of Alexander Film Corporation, with whom he made an
enviable record.
Prior to this he was in the New
York Exchange of Fox Film Corporation for six years, in which
time he learned to know the exhibitors
in
his
territory thoroughly and which is of equal

importance

—
— they

learned to

know

They

learned, too, that he
was absolutely dependable and
that when he made a promise he
invariably lived up to it.

him.

Ver Halen with Lichtman
Lichtman Corporation, disPreferred Pictures, as advertising
manager. Ver Halen is well-known throughout the trade, having
been actively engaged in picture advertising and exploitation for
many \-ears subsequent to his affiliations in the newspaper field. For
a long period of time he was connected with Paramount’s exploitation staff and later joined Robertson-Cole as advertising and publicity
manager. He recently resigned a similar post with the ClarkeCornelius Corporation. Ver Halen will take up his new duties at
once and will handle all matters pertaining to advertising. Maurice
Kann will continue as director of publicity for the Lichtman CorCharles

tributors

poration.

J.

of

Ver Halen has
B.

P.

joined the Al

Schulberg’s
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Selling the Rcture to the Public
EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

Time-tried Stunts to

Combat Slump

you have discontinued the afternoon

in

Attendance During Christmas Shopping
ight

Thanksgiving the preafter
Christmas slump sets in, particularly
Exhibitors have
the matinees.
at
grown so used to this falling off in business that many have come to regard it as
the inevitable preliminary to the Christmas
season, and yet a little effort can not only
hold business during the afternoons, but
even make a little, if cnly the Christmas
shopper is catered tc. Some of the stunts
suggested here are taken from Picture
Theatre Advertising. Others are of more

R

recent development.
Perhaps the best matinee appeal is the
afternoon tea and rest idea. This is particularly useful if you have a “downtown”
house or if your town is small enough to
have but a single theatre and business center.

Cost Is Small
Tell them to
Advertise to the women.
drop in and see a picture before they go
home. Tell them they can have a cup of
tea, a rest and a wash-up.
If your retiring room is not already fitted
with these, lay in a supply of cosmetics.
Perhaps you can connect with a druggist
for a supply of samples of face powders
and rouge. Make the room especially attractive
and inviting.
Have plenty of

This Candle Effect
Gives a Light Lobby
Sometimes the Paramount Lobby suggestions are widely and profitably copied,
and sometimes they are not so good. This

—

—

lobby on “Singed Wings”

you make it.
Although it
posed to get

is

its

is

largely

what

the moth which is supwings singed in the flame

of the candle, the suggestion is offered that
butterflies be given preference because their
brilliant colorings permit the better display.
In addition to the canopy ornament;
which is a conventionalized wing decoration,
there are also painted butterflies on the
back wall. These are too few. Get more of
them. Get as many as you can. Put them
everywhere in the lobby.
Fold a piece of fairly stiff hard surfaced
white paper. Cut out on the fold a half
butterfly.
Paint one wing with oil paints,
refold and press down, to get the same design on the other wing, then sketch in the
body. Every butterfly has identical markings on its wings, and this is the only way
to get the effect.
Don’t press hard enough
to smear the paint, and work quickly so
that the colors first applied are not dried
down before the last color is applied.
You might use a butterfly matinee where
a certain number of the flies are good for
an admission, with perhaps extra ticket
prizes for the best work.

The candles are profile and if you have
a central box office, enclose it in corrugated
board, with a pasteboard top and a rope
wick terminating in a small power, lamp,
preferably in a frosted yellow globe.
This lobby will involve a little work, but
if you do it well, the rich coloring will well
repay you for your trouble.

it possible for a woman
the traces of the shopping strain.
Serve a light tea. You can get tea from
some live grocer in return for a credit
Perhaps you can obtain the cream
card.
and sugar in the same way. Hook in for
some samples of chocolate malted milk.
Several new brands have come upon the

and make

towels,

move

to

market and samples should be available.
Get your grocer to give you light wafers, or
perhaps the baker will fix you up in return
for a slide telling about his mince pies and
Christmas cakes.
Toll the
after the

Women

women through personal letters or the newspapers. Exchange
slides or program space for a line in the
Then get

dry goods advertisements reading “Do your
shopping f-arly. Shop in the morning, when
the crowds are light, then drop in at the
Rialto Theatre to see
(name of play).
You’ll never feel tired if you follow this
course.”
If

you cannot

effect

any

sort of hook-up,
personal notification

the ten person
cards, and get the idea over that way. Use
a good line of talk; perhaps “I have been
personally notified that during the Christmas
shopping season the Rialto Theatre offers
its patrons afternoon tea and the use of its
luxurious rest rooms to remove the traces
of shopping strain.” There are ten spaces

use

name, address and telephone number,
and a matinee ticket is given each child who
presents one of these cards with the ten
for

names

filled in.

the shoppers feel that your house is a haven
rest in the busy shopping excursions.
Get them in the habit of turning to your
theatre after a shopping tour. Get them in
this thought during the Christmas season
and you can collect on the idea long after

of

A Paramount

Perhaps you can get the merchants to
take a hook-up page on the morning shopping idea. Most merchants seek to get the
morning shopper, and will probably welcome the idea of a concerted drive. No one
merchant will probably have the nerve to
approach the others. Being neutral, you
can approach them all and get not one but
perhaps several hook-ups.
Gift Matinees
don’t overlook the gift matinees. Get
in touch with the leading newspaper and
hook it to a gift matinee when any child
will be admitted who presents a discarded
but still useful toy. Get some local welfare
organization, such as the Salvation Army, to
handle the distribution of these toys to the
poor. Where there is an organized police

And

perhaps they

force,

will help.

Then play up

a special matinee for the
poor children either on Christmas morning
or the morning after. Hook the paper to
this.
If you can, hook some paper other
than that to which you gave the toy matinee. Get them all with you if there is more

than one
Start
stunts

daily.

in
with these and similar
and you can make the Christmas
shopping help instead of hurt your business,
and make it help well into the new year, by
which time you can work some other idea.

right

Lean On This
The

First National exploitation suggests
a good scheme to put over Katherine MacDonald in “The Infidel.” If you have not

seen

it,

In

Make Good Your Promise
Make every effort to live up to your
promises.
Spend a little money to make

tea

idea.

look

brief.

it up in the plan book.
Miss MacDonald appears

in

many

of the scenes in plain dresses, while
marooned on a South Sea island.
The suggestion is that the exhibitor capitalize the beauty unadorned idea to stage a
calico contest in which the girls will wear

she

is

simple garments and

be judged solely on
has or can borrow
a gingham apron, and the contest should
be popular and profitable.
their looks.

Every

girl

Release

URGES “MOTH AND THE FLAME” FOR SINGED WINGS LOBBY
This Paramount lobby suggestion plays up the butterfly rather than the moth as being more decorative in scheme and permitting the use of brilliant colors. The candles
are supposed to be compo board, and the box office is also a candle effect.

December
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Used Dual Ballyhoo

Champion Told of

for ^^Under Two Flags
Up
was

and down on the street, it
“Under Two Flags” in Los Angeles

in the air
all

that Universal tarried at the Kineina
Theatre. In the air the house had a large
gas balloon with the title painted on the
The balloon was captive and
underside.
was kept low.

when

WORLD

^Teather Pushers
While Lew Tendler was

a champion,
the Aldine Theatre, Philadelphia, arranged
with The Inquirer to have him cover the
showing of “The Leather Pushers.” It was
not a very fluent criticism, but it carried
the weight of authority.
still

441

Fingerprint Notices

Helped Sell Goldwyn
Goldwyn’s “Sherlock Holmes” was given
an original yet very simple exploitation
stunt when it played the Blackstone Theatre,
Pittsburgh.
From the police department old reward
circulars were obtained which carried finger
prints in addition to the usual front and
profile views of the wanted criminals. There
were also handcuffs, brass knuckles and
similar

supposed to be connected
but of doubtful
They served to get attention,

articles

famous

with

authenticity.

criminals,

however, and to interest

in

the play.

A Universal Release

FROM LOS ANGELES
For the ground work a pair of riders were
and a girl in the costume
mounted upon good looking horses and carrying banners for the attraction. They perambulated all the downtown streets and the horses attracted almost
used, a male Arab
of Cigarette, both

as

much

A Goldwyn

A

PAYING THE PAPER

attention as the riders.

Then the theatre played up the

criticism
not only interested

its house front and
possible patrons, but pleased the paper with
the reference to its sporting page.
This is a hook-up every town can swing.

on

Made a Banner of
a Cutout Display
The

New

Garrick Theatre, Duluth, seems

to be very much on the hustle. The newest
idea to come from the lake city is a skied
cutout display, using the forest fire scene

j

from “The Storm.”

If you have no well-known pug you can
hook in the sporting editor; and probably

he can do a better job of writing.

Sought Perfect Men
As a Bondboy Stunt
Venus contests are a bit stale and are
curling up on the edges and the nap is all
worn off.
The Strand Theatre, Omaha, worked it in
reverse for “The Bondboy” by advertising
man, hooking to the idea of
development of the rugged
Kentucky mountaineers in “The Bondboy.”
A newspaper was tied up to the idea and
candidates were measured at the Y. M. C. A.
and Athletic Club gymnasiums, these bodies
for the perfect

the

physical

being glad to offer their facilities in return
for the advertisement their institutions re-

A

Universal Release

THE SKIED CUTOUT

ceived.
It’s a little out of the ordinary
well received.

and was

I

j

j

!

j

:

I

!

!

!

This is a combination of painted ground
with cutout figures, and it was large enough
to be clearly seen from the sidewalk, though
this fact has to be taken on faith in the
small cut.
Trick lighting gave a realistic
effect, and the display was seen to better
advantage than would have been the case
in the lobby.
The design was duplicated on
the other side.
If you want a fire lighting, try working
an amber light with a red rapid flasher, to
give the flames.

Tied to Kewpie
Lacking a big display, George Schade, of
Sandusky, put a kewpie in a glass case on
the sidewalk in front of the Schade with a
“Crossroads of New York” four-way sign
on top.

Then he

sent postals to a mailing list of
to meet the lady at “The
Crossroads of New York” in front of the
Schade, and that was about all he had to do
on the Mack Sennett production.

men asking them

Release

THE BLACKSTONE IDEA

Universal Release

A caricature cutout was used for a banner with poster cutouts to work in with it,
and 5,000 finger print record cards were distributed calling for the apprehension of
Moriarity.
Seven Pittsburgh papers carried stories
of a mock trial held by a college fraternity
in the County Court and which was supposed
to have been started through interest of the
students in this picture.

Armed Klansmen
Armed klansmen guarded

the entrance to
Theatre, Houston, Tex., during the
run of “One Clear Call.’ They shot no one,
however, because the guns were not loaded

the

Isis

and also because the guards were cut from
the First National paper and supplied with
actual rifles to
teresting.

make them look more

in-

show that you can take an
stunt and give it a new touch.
The
klansmen cutouts are old to staleness, but
the rifle idea is new.
Just goes to

old

Another ^^OriginaV^
gown worn by Norma Tal“The Eternal Flame” is last reported from Milwaukee, where it served a
hardworking engagement. First of all, they
put it on a sob sister for a morning paper
and let her be photographed in the creation.
That got it in the paper, for the sister was
supposed to do a stunt a day and write it up.
Then they put it in a window with a threefoot candle, only they could not burn the
The
madge

original
in

candle as the

laws prohibited the risk.
it, they insured
it for $3,000, which is perhaps why the fire
marshal would not permit the candle to be

To

fire

get a final kick out of

lighted.
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Red Silhouettes
Starred in Lobby
Because he had little time to prepare foi
Post in ‘The Masquerader,” Gus Metzger
of the Rialto Theatre, Portland, Ore., had tt

work

fast.

He took

the First National paper and cul
out the portion shown in the cut, backing
these with red translucent paper. The rest
was painted a dead black and the whole was
set

into

false

prosceniums

set

up

in

the

With plenty of light at the back
showed strongly even in the daytime,
and were different, and therefore attractive.
A little brush work on the face would have
made it even better, but here is the germ of
a corking good idea.
Metzger made three of these and put one
lobby.
these

in the tunnel over the sidewalk before a
building operation, where the overhead protection required by law gave a semi-darkness that permitted the display to show up
in daylight hours.

A

Quick Thinking
Won Big Display

First National Release

RED SILHOUETTES MADE A FINE LOBBY DISPLAY FOR POST
this idea for the Rivoli Theatre, Portland, Oreg. These were not
but silhouettes in miniature prosceniums and were used for lobby
The paper was cut out, backed with red and then blackened.

Gus Metzger used
Stage displays,

work.

.

Paper Masquerader
Puffed At a Fag
Making connections with an art student
at the University of Wisconsin gave A. S.
Desormeaus, of the Strand Theatre, MadiThe undergraduate
son, a fine ballyhoo.
was clever at papier mache work and executed an enormous head of Guy Bates Post
in the costume made familiar by the silhouette. This was provided with electrical
eyes and the mouth was connected to a rubber tube whereby the figure appeared to
smoke a cigarette.

The design was mounted

in an automoand driven through the streets, lighted
night by four baby spots, and attracted

bile

at

considerable attention, particularly when the
clouds of smoke issued from the paper lips.
This is rather beyond the range of the average house, but papier mache is not as difficult to work as it sounds, and you do not
even need a mould if you can model. Try
for a minor effect at first and work up to
more pretentious showings. Wet newspapers and a good stiff flour paste will work.
It made extra money for the First National
attraction and the possibilities are limitless.

Opposition Raffles
An odd

situation recently arose in Terre
where Brentlinger, of the Liberty Theatre, arranged for a Raffles stunt
for “The Masquerader,” not knowing that
a traveling theatrical company had also arranged to work the same scheme with an

Houte,

,

Ind.,

opposition newspaper.
As a result two Raffles were on the street
at the same time and no one knew which
of the two challenges to give suspiciously
acting characters. Several times the right
masquerader was taken to the wrong office,
and the resultant excitement helped the
game along and increased the interest so
that both raffles made more business for
their respective employers.

Don’t complain; exploit.

What Max

—

who has a college
‘‘cerebral acceleration” got
a fine display for George F. Rabbit, of Sie
education

Rosenfield

—calls

Alcazar Theatre, Naugatuck, Conn.
Rabbit and Russell Moon, Paramounteer,
were motoring into Bristol when they came

upon a car in the ditch. Rosenfield says it
was smashed beyond recognition, but then
he is the chap who talks about Golems.
Really it was only ditched, as the photograph shows. Anyhow it was ditched to
a fare-ye-well in a swampy drain and Rabbit hustled back to his home town, got out
a sign which read “This might have resulted in Manslaughter.
Drive carefully,"
and added the advice that they see “Manslaughter” at the Alcazar.
According to the Golem Man the car
rested in the ditch, in full view of state road
traffic for two days. Then it was towed in.
with the signs still on, and the kind hearted
garage man paraded it around town before
he took it under cover.
According to the Paramounteer’s report, it :1
was the other side of car which was smashed,
but he took the side with the signs.

Literary Puzzle Was
Good Ticket Seller
The inherent love for puzzles was capitalized by the Grand Theatre, Lancaster,
Pa., for ‘‘Shelock Holmes.”
It ties a local paper to a contest in which
the titles of a number of Conan Doyle’s
The first, for exstories were jumbled.
ample was

Sn

eth
of

gi

Fr
uo

It did not require much labor to decide
that this was ‘‘The Sign of the Four,” but
some of the others were more difficult. The
prizes were tickets and copies of one of
Doyle’s books, the latter supplied by a news
stone, which contributed a fine window display to the rest of the advertising, and sold
out on the books in consequence.

A Raramount Release
THIS IS NOT A
The car went into the ditch.
it

FAKE, BUT A REAL ACCIDENT STUNT

Rabhit, of the Alcazar Theatre, Naugatuck, Conn., aaw
and rushed back to town to get some tack cards. The car was left out in the cold
for two days then towed into town to the garage, signs still on.
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Screen Snapshots
One reel

—K very other week
Behind the scenes with
stars of the screen

'JpHERE isn’t a man, woman
any

child in

ences

who

of

or

your audi-

wouldn’t give a good

Deal Ur, Levyn:
X have bookeu the entire eeriee of Icreen Inapehute* froD Puthe for the California Theater, and as conTlr.ced that It ie the clevereat ooeelty reel on the market

The type of naterlal tnat you are oucceedlr,c In
ie eplendld, aind eTery
ftcitint for thle ain^ls reel eubject
"•iiapehote" that I have ran eo far hae been thoroughly enjoyed by th» patrono of the California Theater. The last
one 1 used which had. aaong other Intereeting cubjects. a
Uttle eketch participated in by Uary Pickford, Souglae
Tairbarke and Charlie Chaplin wae a kreckout.

tcreen Inapehote" ie ret only entertaining but
believe it ba the means of increaeing the public’e Intereet in :)icturea, and 1 believe that they will al*-aye
welcomed on t)ie ecreer.s of the beet .theatera.

1

deal to get “behind the scenes” of

filmdom.

Screen Snapshots does just that;

be

it

shows the

the

the

lot, off

home and

stars as they are,
lot,

at work, at

at play.

Every number

is

traction for

has the box-office

it

a box-office

stars.

“As usual Screen Snapshots contains
pictures of stars that will be of particular interest.”

M. P. World.

“Views of

stars

on vacation instead

of location

make

this a

reel.

Most audiences

Cohn
and Louis Lewyn

Edited by Jack

very pleasing

like to see their

on

favorite players ‘back stage’

should be

popular .”

—Film

and

this

Daily.

very interesting and my attendance has improved
since I started showing them.”

“Screen Snapshots

is

Ralph R. Cribble, Grand Theatre,
New Hamburg, Ontario.

at-

~

Hal Roach

presents

Snub Pollard
Comedies
Two

n

reels

A few facts and figures
CNUB POLLARD

^

amusing

has been
the public for

seven years.

he was a featured player
in the remarkable Harold
Lloyd one reel comedies that
are still spoken of as standards
of excellence in one reel

the one reel Hal Roach comedies
that have played more theatres

than any one reel
ever made.

comedies

First

Next he was a featured player
in the two reel Lloyd comedies
that swept the country with

I

a star in one reel
comedies three years ago. His
first

Then he

starred in

two

reel

comedies have

been just released.

70%

comedies.

laughter.

He became

o/ the theatres that

played

him three years ago are

still

playing him.

doesn’t take much guessing
to know the reason why.
It

Leo Maloney
in the

Range Rider
Two

Reel Western

Class
in

Series

Dramas

A features

miniature

Beautiful^ 7 'h rilling^

Full of Surprises

There has never been produced

a class of pic-

tures so universally popular as the American

“Western.”
dia, the

Travellers in China, Japan, In-

South Sea Islands, everywhere, speak

of their popularity.

are liked

And

by every audience,

The Range Rider

made. The

cast good.

There

is

‘Rough

Going’

good

‘Western’

There

is

stories are great.

The

a surprise in every one.

is

with

another

Leo

fighting

been well handled.”

Maloney and Ford Beebe

they

they are good.

rattling

Maloney.

action aplenty with fine horse-

manship and hard

by Leo

if

they pack a great big wallop.
“

Written and directed

—

home

Series are the best Westerns

that can be

And

here at

—M.

It

has

P. World.

Pafh6picture
MARK,

December

2,
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Noah ‘Ark Cruised
Broadway Channels
For the run of “The Sin Flood” at the
Capitol Theatre, New York, the management sent out an ark to float along the
traffic currents of middle Broadway.
The
ark was built on a truck, the body being
closed in to suggest the shell, while a deck
house was built on top, through the windows
in which appeared cutouts of the featured
players.
small boy in the cabin kept
revolving one of the circular posters which
the Goldwyn advertising has made familiar.
The float was preceded by a rider who
bore a banner telling that the “Sin Flood”
was coming. In smaller towns this rider
can be sent through the streets at a fast
pace, but in New York the traffic cops were
too watchful.
Several hundred target cards were wired
to hydrants and when the poster was haled
into court he explained he was referring to
the “Sin Flood” in Albany.
Being around
election time he was let off without a fine.
miniature of the Cottonia Gazette, about
the size of a herald, was printed on one
side with an advertisement for the theatre
and attraction on the other. These were
folded and tucked under the arms of newsboys printed on cards about 5 by 7 inches,
the card being slit either side of the arm
to permit the paper to be tucked through.

A

A

The

time we saw this card used it came
up from Central America.
Stereopticons threw advertisements on the
sidewalk at night and about 125,000 pieces
of printed matter were passed around, ranging from tack cards to the novelties described above.

A Goldwyn

Put

It

Over

Buffalo the Kresge ten-cent stores
handled only one line of cheap sheet music
and it looked a little black for the plugger
song for “The Eternal Flame” until Manager
Vincent McFaul and a First National exploitation man made a combined attack and
pointed out the benefits to be derived from
a connection with the Talmadge play.
The
result was that the store look in the plugger
and had every reason to be glad that it had
temporarily widened its line.
In

Release

SIN FLOOD” IN NEW YORK
Ark float used by the Capitol Theatre when the big
was given its New York run. He was not a mad rider, dashing to warn
populace, because we have traffic laws, but the stunt was a fast worker.

THE WARNING RIDER USED ON “THE

last

He went ahead
lease

of a Noah’s

fashion, even in Urbana.
That was a considerable time ago.
When Harry Swift drifted into town to

A

Classy Classified

put over “Blood and Sand," he indulged
his favorite pastime of window grabbing. He
got Hitt’s window and made such a pretty
display of Lila Lee in a mantilla that Hitt
practically sold out. Now Hitt is strong for

Walter C. Benson, of the Laurier Theatre,
Woonsocket, R. I., pulled a star classified
ad when he wrote
“Would you give $150
for a 1923 model Cadillac touring?
So
would we. But the question is, will you give

exploitation.
Harry also capitalized the fact that Urbana is trying to get a new post office. He
dumped loads of sand in front of the theatre,
which IS in the same building with the post
office, and somehow word spread that build-

a

in

ing

operations

were

about

to

be

;

to see Mae Murray in ‘BroadRose,’ now at the Laurier.” He had a
lot of them under the various headings, but
this was the star.
If you never tried the

quarter

way

classified
3'ou

columns, you do not

the

Forging the Chain
The chain

Don’t

Forget

to

Order Christmas Ticket

Book

at

Once

know what

are missing.

begun.

Then the newspaper investigated and
laugh helped sell more tickets.

Worked Off Stickers
Billy Clifford runs the Clifford Theatre in
Urbana, Ohio. H. W. Hitt runs a dry goods
store.
Hitt had a lot of old lace he had
stocked before petticoats went out of

re-

the

letter used

on

“If

You

Believe

was worked on Monte Cristo
when it played the Pantheon Theatre, Vincennes, Ind.
Five thousand letters were
sent out and more than 100,000 copies were
It,

It’s

So,”

made, according to the publicity man.

Universal Release

The

A VIVID DISPLAY FOR “UNDER TWO FLAGS” FROM THE STRAND THEATRE, MILWAUKEE

larger incture shows the placement and the other gives the detail of a compelling display. It will
be seen that the small French
and British flags are placed against the larger United States banners. Note how the side frames carry out the rayed
idea of the
large background, hooking the entire display into a clever whole. Poster cutouts saved painting on
the big design.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Personal Endorsementm
Brought in the Bacon |l
When Lem Stewart saw “To Have and to
Hold” in the projection room, he wrote the'
Southern Enterprises managers to get be-

i

I

,

today - JOHN

W

STAhTs

hind the picture with their personal endorsement, to put it over to the best advantage.
They know from experience that when
Lem says that he means it, and the picture
is being sold through the South on the personal guarantee that the picture is out of
the ordinary.
Warren Irvin, of the Imperial Theatre,
Columbia, S. C., smashed the WednesdayThursday-Friday record at the Imperial

OME CLEAR CALL

through spending most of

his

i

j

)

'

1

]

i

i

'

advertising

i

appropriation for four personal guarantee
ads, using the two suggested by Stewart
and two others which he wrote himself. He
also made a castle front and used a banner,
but most of the selling was done on the
guarantee.

1

'

Rewarded
^Remembrance
A

Radio
advertising
is
forbidden,
but
Ascher’s Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee, staged
a concert of old-time songs and offered

First Autional Keieuse

KLANSMEN RODE ON THE LOBBY FRIEZE

IN

SEATTLE

Wooley, of the Princess Theatre, painted a row of black riders against a yellow
ground and illuminated them with the cove lights for “One Clear Call.” It made an
effective show. Six sheet cutouts were used on the marquise to good effect.

C. H.

Bought a Window
With a Silk Hat
Harry Needles, of the Princess Theatre,
Hartford, wanted a window in a woman’s
wear store for “The Masquerader” because
it was one of the best locations in town.
There was nothing in the play to suggest
a lingerie hook-up, but he persuaded the
store to make a boudoir set in one window,
with two wax women in evening gowns.
Then he set a silk hat and a pair of gloves
on the table, put in a card stating that they
had been left behind by the IMasquerader
and let it go at that.
There was no particular idea
play, but
and that

it

got a card

was

all

At

to the dis-

in a desirable

Mr. Needles was

It

Free Paper, Too
Walter Lindlar put one more new trimming to the Raffles stunt. Down in Braddock, Pa., he put out a

“The

woman

for

raffles

Woman Who Walked

Alone,” and in
addition to a free ticket to the show the
identifier got a three months’ subscription
to the cooperating newspaper.
The w’oman
was made the basis of a hook-up page in
which each merchant advertised that the
raffles would be in his store some time in
a named half hour period. With small prizes,
more could be given, which made for a more
general interest.
Sell the

women and you

sell all.

prizes for correct identifications. The songs
were the same that were to be used in the
presentation of the Goldwyn production, and
this fact was noted in the newspaper stories,
The store broadcasting the concert held a
theatre party at the Merrill as its annual
celebration and 7,500 tickets were sold to
the event.
\"arious tieups were used, including, of
course, the cigar stores and the phonograph
shops. Two of the latter used large compo
board records to put the idea over.

with chains instead of rope to give the suggestion of solidity. It was better than the
usual painted sign and it brought the crowd
in.

Again

has been several months since the last
stage marriage was reported, but Julian K.
Johnston, of the Rialto Theatre, Omaha, persuaded a young couple that it was worth $75
to them to get married on the stage to advertise “Kindred of the Dust.”
It

He jammed them

in for the ceremony and
crowd went out and reported that the
Kyne play was a good one, so the rest of
the town came without demanding that a
wedding be thrown in.
A hook-up page was arranged with those
who supply young married couples and each
of the co-operating stores made a window
display, which helped along.

the

Old HoMESTLftD

Theatre, Sioux Falls,

S.

D.

The Paramounteer got

in the ads and had
understood that the reading column was
to be filled with talk about the play. This
spread the hook-up and at the same time
it

greater value to the house.

'

11)6

Gitates 0^ a.” hsia

vfllw; shown at

iK

Victoria
aJlTjaf wed'.

.1

I
ij

1

1
|

"Kindred of the Dust” when he played it at
the Rex Theatre, Eugene, Ore., so he painted
one on a banner and hung it in the lobby

after.

Reading, Too

4

Russell Brown, figured that a California
redwood would make a good banner for

window,

Laying out a four-page hook-up so that
one column was left for text on each page
was the new kink Kenneth O. Renaud, of
the Salt Lake office worked on “The Old
Homestead” for the Paramount Princess

,

Paramount Release

A CLEVER WINDOW MINIATURE DISPLAY FOR “OLD HOMESTEAD”
Designed by James Tallman, of the Victoria Theatre, Steubenville, O., and S. G.
Slad^n, of the Paramount staff, it put the picture over in one of the best windows
in town. And it was worth all the extra trouble in extra ticket sales.

(

I

j
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Lobby Dances
I

I
^
f;

^
|i

'

who

used to be a
over the Rialto
Theatre, Jamaica, L. I., and is putting the
house in the bonanza class. Hallowe'en he
was playing “Burning Sands,” but had his
lobby decorated for the seasonal event, so
after the last performance he invited the
audience to stick around for a dance. They

Fred V. Greene,
Paramounteer, has

did

Jr.,

taken

— until

Now

two o’clock.
Fred is going

to make the dance a
regular Monday night event, but the dancing
hour. It will build up a
is limited to one
weak night, and with a large lobby he can
accommodate a large crowd.

A

Dizzy
Herschel Stuart, who sends an item a day
from the Missouri Theatre, St. Louis, made
one of his contributions a one-sheet as
noisy as the worst of Max Doolittle’s shirts.
It is green, red and black on yellow and it
makes a noise like a calliope in joint debate

—

with a boiler factory but it certainly put
over “The Impossible Mrs. Bellew.”
never heard a noisier poster. The paper was
delayed in transit and he wrote he had to
He did
E. A. Olmstead
do something.
collaborated.

We

!

Tied *Old Homestead^
to Electrical
Two

Lobby

have advantageously used the
electrical hook-up on “The Old Homestead.”
In Cleveland the Electrical League, instigated thereto by S. G. Sladdin, invaded the
spacious lobby of Loew’s State Theatre and
put up an elaborate display. There was an
old homestead, dimly lit, to be contrasted
with an electrically lighted home, and the
old fashioned kitchen equipment was shown
cities

beside the

modern

electrical appliances.

The

menagerie up above is part of the regular
mural decoration and not the display.
To put over the idea to capacity, the league
took quarter page spaces to tell how pleased
Uncle Josh would have been with the mod
ern devices.
Leslie
Whelan, Washington
F.
mounteer, did the same thing in

ParaLoew’s

Palace Theatre, and the Potomac Electric
Company took from a half to a quarter page
daily for a week.
Whelan also used the
jingle contest and a drawing stunt, both foi
cash prizes. The prize in the drawing contest went to a woman who did her drawing
on an eggshell and used cotton whiskers and
hair.

First National Release

ADDING SIX SHEETS TO THE LOBBY ART GALLERY
The Empress Theatre, Oklahoma City, used portions of the six sheets on “The Eternal
Flame” as part of the top work, also using three ones of the branding scene at the
rear and a cutout surmounted by electric candles on top of the box office.

Holland Colors for
Harold Lloyd Date
Earl Settle, of the Palace Theatre, Mc\lester, O.da., compo boarded in his lobby
“Grandma’s Boy,”
in
for Harold Lloyd
painting it a canary yellow with blue lettering.
You could hear the lobby around
the corner and two blocks down the street.
Where he had no lettering he pasted a
cutout of Lloyd’s head with Grandma on
one shoulder and the Girl on the other. The
box office opening came where his shirt
front should have been, with an entrance
and exit on either side. It was noisy, but
it
shot business up forty per cent., and
Settle would paint the front shrimp pink to
get the coin in. It was noisy, but it was not
as garish as it sounds in type.

A local baker was induced to put Grandma's Boy’s cookies on the market, and was
loaned a lobby display outfit for the window he dressed. At the Saturday matinee
the cookies were given all of the children
in attendance
about 250. Each was wrapped
in a special wrapping with Lloyd’s picture
and some advertising text.
A candy store came in with a box of
candy of the old-fashioned “homemade”
sort, and about a dozen soda fountains announced special Harold Lloyd sundaes.
It set the house back only $15 to get the
heavy increase. A fifteen per cent, hoist is
considered good in Texas. Forty per cent,

—

is

li'ce

Lots

money from home.

of
exploiting

time

when

an
he

exhibitor

A

Near-Bare Bather
for Saturday Night

Gordon Conrad

is just getting around to
"Saturday Night.”
That’s not so
bad when you are told that he runs the
Town Hall, Melbourne, Australia.
Australia knows nothing of near-beer, but
it got a taste of the near-bare when he shot
1 motor truck around town with a girl sitting
in a bath tub mounted on the platform.
Over the rim of the tub her bare shoulders appeared, and over the rim of the tub
could be seen her bare knees. And before
anyone could plan to climb up on the truck
and peep in, the car would stop and Venus
would arise from her bath-tub sea while the
crowd watched with mingled emotions, for
the higher she rose the more pink you could
see.
But after the first gasp you realized
that it was pink fleshings and not flesh and
then it didn’t seem so important, though

playing

still

interesting.

Street demonstrations are barred in Australia, but the cops were so interested in
the bather that they forgot for the moment
the statutes therein made and provided and
remembered only the statuesque beauty.
Of course it is to be remembered that it
is summer time down there just now.
There
was no great risk of pneumonia.

Told by Tailors
W.

thin'rs

he

isn’t.

A.

Doster,

the Strand Theatre,
persuaded three tailors
to come in with him on a three-quarter page
display for “.A. Tailor Made Man” by telling
them how all the tailors in Los Angeles contributed space for this Ray production on
its premier.
The newspaper gave the other
quarter page to a write-up of the story,

Montgornery,

is

of

Ala.,

stressing the tailor angle.
These three and two others
windows to the title.

all

gave their

ICs Different
Because the kid parade has been sadly
overworked and because “Nero” is more or
less linked to the idea of conflagrations, the
Strand Theatre, Wichita Falls, Texas, an-

A Faramount Release

HOW THE
i
j

i

JUICE CONCERN PUT

OVER “THE OLD HOMESTEAD”

This display from the State Theatre, Cleveland, was supplied entirely by the electric
company, which not only contrasted the electrical equipment with that In “The Old
Homestead,” but took quarter pages in the newspapers to invite attention to the show.

nounced a Fireman’s Day on “Nero” when
it played the Fox release, and the motorized
apparatus paraded the streets and made a
bright red ballyhoo.
Hook them up with
banners telling that if your fire department
had been in Rome it never would have
burned down, and you’ll get a good laugh
and an advertisement at the same time. It’s
different, at any rate.
That helps mightily.
This

is

the last reminder to get Christmas

ticket books.

See }^our printers.
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Week

Prepare Pearls

Modern merchandising

looks well ahead.
dealer in artificial pearls gave a window
for a week to “The Eternal Flame” to put
over Miss Talmadge in the play and then,
with the same backing, substituted the
Norma pearls for the framed photographs
of the star, to hook into the run.
The store does not deal in photograph
frames and these were procured from another dealer. The central oval was a picture of the star done in oils, and the wreaths
on either side named star and title on the
left and house and date on the right.
The design w-as planned by the art department of Finkelstein & Ruben for the Capitol Theatre and was sold to the store on
the richness of the effect. When the feature opened at the Capitol, the pearls were
put in place of the photographs, giving a two
weeks’ run to the window.
It may be argued that Miss Talmadge is
too well known to need this identification,
but that was not the point. The idea was
to first attract admirers of the star to the
window through the display of her pictures
and then to put the pearls over when her
appearance on the screen heightened the

A

A

First National Release

THIS CLEVER DISPLAY PAVED

WAY FOR THE NORMA PEARLS

was used by a St. Paul store to put over Norma Talmadge in “The Eternal Flame”
and when this was done, to let Miss Talmadge put over the Norma Pearls, in which
they dealt. There are no pearls in the original display; just photographs.
It

Noble^s Shadow Box
Is a Classy Design
Paul E. Noble, of the People’s Theatre,
Portland, Ore., is one of the star lobby designers. His most recent design is a shadow
box idea for “Hurricane’s Gal.”
The basis is a section from a six-sheet, as
the three-sheet carried intrusive lettering,
and he wanted to supply his own. This was
slightly back of a compo board frame
of dark color, splashed with gold.
Ovals
let in the selling text and lights between the
frame and the poster gave prominence to
the picture.
set

for

A

window

displays or in the house lobby.

set of these in a

would transform

a

compo board falsework
lobby for some special

interest.

event.

Half Million Show
Helped **Pink Gods^^
George Smith, the Toronto Paramounteer,
got a fine displaj' on “Pink Gods” for the
Regent Theatre recently. Visiting the leading firm of jewelers, he persuaded them to
devote a window to diamonds.

background were scale photographs
famous diamonds of history and
photographs of the Cape diamond mines,
with an explanation that similar scenes were
These were all
to be shown in the film.
from the private collection of the head of
of

In the
the

the firm.

This was introductory to the display of
about half a million dollars worth of real
diamonds and a set of cutting and polishing
store supplied a watchman to
guard the display and the local police department detailed an officer to keep the sidetools.

The

They almost
traffic moving.
another traffic officer at the theatre.
walk

needed

The diamond display, in some form or another, has been the standard e.xploitation on
this release and has done much to put the
feature over.

Oilcloth

Mats

Probably most exhibitors have forgotten
that some time ago it was considered a
good stunt to use a linoleum mat in front
of the house painted with a sign for the
attraction.

The Metropolitan Theatre, Atlanta, used
ten of these mats in various parts of the
business district for “Sherlock Holmes,”
putting them down in front of stores whose
owners gave consent. The value of the oilcloth over the painted walk is that it permits the lettering to be done more carefully and in oils instead of watercolor.
As the store and the brand were also advertised, the onl>' cost to the theatre was
the labor of placing the mats.
The ten-names cards were used to good
and two boys drove goat cart peramjust ahead of the circus parade
which was threatening business.
effect

bulators

Street cars used banners as well as the
cars of a taxicab company; which exchanged
The only
the space in return for a slide.
cost was for the banners.

Start them off zcith Christmas ticket books
and yon can get them in a year-round habit.

A First Nati 07 ial Release

THE NOBLE SHADOW BOX
The frame should be in black or deep crimson splashed with gold or deep blue splashed
with either silver or gold. The ovals are
some

light color (red in this case, which
photographed black), and the text is best
done in white. It is best to varnish down

the picture before it is set into place as
the effect is much richer and often will suggest an oil painting.
This display was set into a lobby in a
theatre in process of demolition not far
from the People’s but it will serve as well

AMIKE VOGEL SPREADS EXPLOITATION ALONG THE ROAD
Transferred from St. Louis to Pittsburgh, the Paramounteer made the trip by car to
save freight (on the car), 2ind bannered it as shown in the picture. That’s Amike with
the pale halo. When Mike dies, we bet he has his hearse bannered

December
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Landing Lobby Was
An Effective Smithy
The landing of the grand stairway in the
Strand Theatre, Lansing, used to be shown
very often, but of late it has not come in.
This display for “Human Hearts” is one of
the best the house has made in the unused
space, and carried out the idea of the picture in

its

advance work.

A Goldwyn

Release

HOW TO WORK THE BED STUNT ON “REMEMBRANCE”
This was recently described in this department, but the photograph shows just how
was done. The idea comes from the Capitol Theatre, New Bedford, Mass., and it
hooked to “The Old Shoes Pay for New Shoes” idea.

A

Vnioersul Release

THE LANSING LANDING
In this display only the forge is practical,
on the set, but the
illusion was good and it told the folks of

the rest being painted
the

coming

attraction.

Plays

Up

the Clock

Announcing the starting time

of the next

show, A. C. Cowles, of the Rex Theatre,
Spartanburg, S. C., uses a clock face of
glass, similar to those which hung in jewelThe fad died
er’s windows some time ago.
out after the novelty ran off, and Mr.
Cowles uses the clock to announce the next
showing, with the legend “see the picture
In place of the numsections of stills or lobby

from the beginning.”
erals
cards.

he

uses

Wall Paper Gave
Grauman Hollywood
Gets a Big Opening
a Striking Lobby
Black and white lobbies are wonderfully
effective, but they are some trouble to paint.
Richard A. Addison, of the Pickwick Theatre, San Diego, Cal., does not believe in do-

This
ing work others can do for him.
very striking display is just wall paper and
posters.

When

he booked Marie Prevost

in

Uni-

versal’s “Don’t Get Personal,” he wrote the
exchange to send him all the ones and
threes they had in stock showing the head
of the star just one of each whether they
were on his title or not. These gave the

—

—

medalions. The backing is a black and white
wall paper with a tiny rosebud design reThis breaks the
lieving the black stripes.
severity of the line without detracting in
the least from the effect, but rather adding
to

it.

“For The Face in the Fog” he draped the
clock face with blue velvet and against this
back he set a cutout face, with a scrim beLighting through the paper cutfore it.
out gave very much the effect suggested bj'
the title, and helped not a little to sell the

a bit late, but Mr. Addison just thought
to send it in.
He writes that he will send
others later.
If they are as good as this
we assuredly hope that he does.
Any exhibitor can make a big showing by
spending money. The clever man gets effects

production.

cheaply.

It’s

Three sets of near-teaser cards launched
the opening drive of the Grauman Theatre
in Hollywood, with “Robin Hood” for the
opening attraction. The first of these read
“Robin Hood in Hollywood.” Then came a
set in which
“Doug says” prefaced the
slogan and another set with “Sid says.”
After the opening a fourth card was used
which announced the house. There were
three thousand of each of the first three
sets and 10,000 of the “now.”
A banner was put up and ordered down
by the city department, but the Board of
Public Works took the matter under advisement and rendered an adverse decision
a few days too late to be preventive.
Meanwhile the banner stayed up.
Thirty-one United Cigar Stores were
tied to the “Robin Hood” cigars, and a
drug store chain advertised “Robin Hood”
ale, which was nut brown, but kickless.
big department store ran a display of art
stills at which some of the players acted as
hosts, and there were numerous independent window hook-ups in addition to the
chain stores.
A 48 page special edition of the local
paper was another stunt, and five brass
bands and a jazz orchestra played them in
the opening night. The ushers, even, were
used for publicity.
The scheme of the
house is Egyptian and thirteen girl ushers
were dressed in the ancient costume of the

A

Nile.

1

There

is

a

photograph

to

go with

but press agents never seem to learn
that wrapping a photograph in an old window card will not protect it on its 3,000 mile
trip across the continent, and the photo-

this,

graphs came

The

in

in

sections.

straight

unusually

newspaper displays were
intelligent
and quite diflferent

from the old Grauman

I

A
The

A

Universal Release

MADE WALL PAPER FOUNDATION OF EFFECTIVE LOBBY
Richard A. Addison, of the Pickwick Theatre, San Diego, used black and white wall
paper for his lobby base and mounted one of each of Marie Prevost’s heads the exchange had, whether it related to “Don’t Get Personal” or not.

Six

style.

From Ones

Washington

Theatre, Dallas, used
Fox’s “The Fast Mail,”
mounting a 24-sheet for a banner. It wanted
two sizes to work either side of the box
office, so it made the second six of six
one
sheets all of the same design; the locomotive head-on.
This gave the railroad angle
to balance the riding scene which is displayed on the six.
stock

j

i

it

is

paper

on
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Razor Window
Still

2,

1922,'

Is

on the Job

When Nick Ayer was with Roth & Partington, in San Francisco, he used to get
the Gillette window about every other
week, tor Nick seemed to have a mortgage
on that display.
Lately we have missed it, but the other
Louis McDermott slipped in and got
this display for “Under Tvt^o Flags” at the

day

Grenada.

A

Unicersal J^elcase

IS OLD STUFF, BUT IT IS STILL GOOD
Theatre, Uniontown, Pa., used it very effectively for “Human Hearts.”
Not only is the lobby top strung with several hundred hearts, but tbe wall display
carries out the same idea, very greatly increasing the effect of the display.

THE HEART LOBBY

The Main

Hallowe^en Contest
Pulled in a Storm
Although

Hallowe’en Night,
the Tivoli Theatre,
Beaumont, Texas, put over a better business by thirty per cent, than he took in the
same night last year. Had it been clear,

Tom

R.

rained

it

Clemmons

of

he would have made a

killing.

Still
They

still

Going

making

street

pictures

to

Crossroads of New York.”
The Palace Theatre made a picture, “The
Crossroads of Dcs Moines,” to be run with
the Sennett play, and worked for several
days with a cast of local players. Most of
the “scenes” were blank shooting, but the
advertise “The

know

and followed the
At
around.
showing times the company would move
over to the house front and after making
a scene go inside. \Iany in the crowd would

For ten daj's in advance he had a lot of
newspaper publicity for a Hallowe’en contest for the best masquerade costume and
forty-seven entries competed for the seven
prizes, which ranged from a $25 necklace

crowd

black cat, all of the prizes, with the
exception of the cat being donated by the
merchants who helped put over the idea by
displaying their prizes.

follow.

His lobby was dominated by a pumpkin
six feet tall, broken open to display an 11
by 22 and lettered for Mabel Ballin in
“Other Women’s Clothes,” and his lobby
men were put into effective masquerade
costumes to help the idea along.
Black
cats, pumpkins, witches and the rest of the
Hallowe’en symbols were spread around the
lobby on invisible wires.
Just watch Clemmons take an encore next
year.
Make a note to follow him.

a

to a

are

did not

cameraman

and

his

.1

Universal Release

THE GILLETTE WINDOW

this

troupe

The tie-in is based on the fact that PrisDean is “Under Two Flags” while the

cilla

Gillette
.A.

P. T. Barnum worked the same idea at
his old Museum, 50 years ago, long before he

went into the circus business, but
good stunt.

it

is

still

is

under

all

flags.

stand of colors, four small cutouts and

one large one were all that were required,
Few
but it made a very flossy appeal.
passed the window without stopping for a
look.

Ritual Uniforms
*
for ^Burning Sands
Borrowing the
secret

uniforms of a
for ballyhoo work is
B. Carroll worked it for

ritualistic

organization

something new. J.
“Burning Sands.”
He sanded the floor of his long and narrow lobby and erected a striped tent in the

On

he hung a desert
one of the drama
houses.
Most drama houses are well
equipped if they have one such drop, but
Carroll was in luck and got two.
Then he put his ushers in costume borrowed from the D. O. K. K., which seems
to be one of the numerous imitations of
the Mystic Shrine, and used them to give

centre.

drop

either

local color.
passes, but

All
it

side

from

borrowed

the

display

cost

was

ten

ran the business up twenty

per cent.

Between the Shrine, the K. of C. Alhambra and a somewhat similar side degree of
the Odd Fellows, it should be comparatively
simple to borrow costumes.

.1

(lohlu't/n

Iif’lcasr

HOW THE HIPPODROME

THEATRE, READING, WORKED SHERLOCK

—

—

Cutting out the six sheet and giving it a new backing with light effects turned a
poster into an exhibit and sold the idea strongly. They also used a cut-out over the
banner with two smaller cut-outs to flank the main display.
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Paneled Display
Gives a Rich Effect

goes to the minor features, including an effective use of the outline cuts used by Christie for the comedies. The only real sales talk
for the feature is comprehended in those

There is no especial jazz to this announcement from the Rivoli Theatre, Baltimore, on
Barthelmess in “The Bond Boy,” but it is an
excellent example of what can be done in the
way of a dignified and effective announcement.
That reverse panel would be dangerous in some
places but Baltimore offers notably good press
work and reverse and half tones are reasonably
safe, and in this instance came out better than
good. About the only comment to offer is that
the eight point roman in the lower right hand
corner offsets the value of the supporting cast
named in bold face just below. Put into an
italic, the contrast would have been better, but

I
’

displays in almost all of the cities.
put in with type and offers an educational contrast to a majority of the Grauman displays. There is plenty of type in which
to tell all about the subfeatures, and told as a
running story in a few lines, it gets more
attention than it would weie it plastered all
over the page as in the old style. In the old
fashioned form the displays were offered as
separate items, which the mind had to pick up
Here the production ensingly and assemble.
vironment is a part of the story of the picture
itself, and all is told in fourteen lines of wellwritten text.
The display makes a stronger

is

used

The

in

rest

is

we

The general impression created by the anis that of a genuinely good play

and the reader goes further only for details.
a very nice distribution of the component
Most of
parts, and makes a pleasing appeal.
It is

theatre

this

is

—

— now.

—P.
A

Wrote

Goldivyn Release

THE CENTURY IDEA
lines about Pop who paid the bills.
Probably that was enough, but we think
more might have been said. The criticisms
Few
tell practically nothing about the play.
criticisms do, which is one of the reasons
why they help so little. A man in Baltimore
is hardly going to spend money for a ticket
because a New York paper says that “Claude

three

Gillingwater, in the role of Pop Grout, does
some exceptionally fine acting and is well
supported by the rest of the cast.” “Pop,
who pays the bills,” is a lot more interesting
than the New York American’s estimate of
Gillingwater’s acting.
knew twenty
said
years ago that he was a fine actor.
The reverse comes out
so, for that matter.
well because this was in Baltimore, but we
think the plan book carries too many reverse cuts on this picture. Type is better.

We

— P.

the best displays ever put out by the
theatres is that of the Rialto for
Marion Davies.
In this the hand work is
almost eliminated and only the star and title
are drawn, these being casts apparently supplied by Cosmopolitan, since the same lettering

First National Release

Baltimore displays are good, perhaps because the artists can do things forbidden where
press work is not so certain, but this is a good
display even for Baltimore.
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Knighthood Was

In

*

Flower” Marion Davies rises to the
This heroic
and all-absorbing love story by Charles
Major, in which Miss Dovios plays th(

Notched Stock Cut

\

I’cak of her sublime art.

role

Is
I

I

j
‘

I
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I
If
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a Trifle Ragged

For “Remembrance,” the Century Theatre,
Baltimore, used a stock cut and notched
out some of the superfluous reverse strip to
leHn a trio of full face lines. The tail of the
“e” comes far below the rest, and the cut
had to be notched to get this in, but the
agent evidently did not want to waste the
chance to say something, so he cut away
what he could. He leaves the rest a little
*”^Sg£d, but the chances are that few noticed
the device and it is not so pronounced
as
to spoil the effect, but it is not what
might

be called pretty.

It

•

of the jDeautifuI

Princess

Mary

Tudor, has been made into tho most
gorgeous film creation of all time.
Aimizingly beautiful settings by Joseph
Urban, a complete luusicai score by
Wiliam Frederick Peters ; special numbers by Victor Herbert; a symphony
I'l'chestra;
I

the greatest cast ever as-

.'mbled; a photoplay

i‘'tt'hcn

Knighthood

will begin

supreme.

Was

in Flower”
ao indefinite engagement at

RIALTO
THEATER

MONDAY
OCTOBER

A.—

Chief

About Harold Lloyd
Stanley N. Chambers used the open-letter
idea to put over “Grandma’s Boy” at the
Palace Theatre, Wichita, Kan. The one shown

CHIEF OF POLICE SCOTT,
WICHITA, KANSAS.

We want to ask a favor. Will
HAROLD LLOYD on the force? Single-

Dear Chief:
you put

handed

lie will

round up 5,000 people in Widhita

next week and take them to
to

laugh at

"GRANDMA’S

sheriff in the picture.

Come

in

PALACE THEATER

BOY.’^

He

is

a deputy

Ever hear, of a deputy,

gle-handed, capturing that
did we.

tjie

many people?

and be one of the

sin-

Neither

captives.

You

can serve your sentence in an hour.
Sincerely,

PALACE THEATER.

A Pathe Release

THE LLOYD LETTER
speaks for itself.
It is not intended that any
of the letters be taken seriously, for you cannot
get serious over a comedy. Another letter was
to 1 honias A, Edison, asking a few foolish
questions, and bringing in Lloyd.
It got a
laugh, and you credited the comedy with the
laugh.
The display was a rather long drop
of about eighteen inches across three columns,
sufficient to class as a full column and
yet
having the double advantage that it cost less

and was topped by reading matter. The cut
was the press book cut, in which the comedian’s
face is made up of typewritten repetitions
of
his name.
This, by the way, is nothing new
to J\Ir. Chambers, who drew his
own typewriter pictures several years ago and was
one
of the
novelty

if not the very first, to use this
an advertisement. Later on other
cuts were used having a greater pictorial
value,
but he made this his opening gun,
knowing
from past experience that it is one of the best
bets if not overworked.
With two sure-fires
he naturally did a very pretty business.
first,

in

—P.

T.

A.—

16th

Balanced Display

might even have been

more been cut away so that the
white space extended higher into the black
another half inch. This would have made
a
better mortise and would have
given more
room Most of the type is given to three
JMew York press notices; which is not
altogether our idea of good selling, and the
rest

T.

to the

Grauman Space
Is Best Yet Done

This

A

a possibility,

is

not done by the regular
Grauman staff, as Cosmopolitan is putting this
picture over with special exploiters.
Some of
them do not measure up to the house standards, but this work is well ahead of the average, just as the Cosmopolitan handling of the
Criterion Theatre in New York is a marked
advance over the policy followed by Reisenfeld.
It looks like a different house
like a real

nouncement

:

There

having seen.

recall

however, that

the probabilities are that the reader is sold
before he comes to that part of the display.

•

Grauman advertisement

appeal than any other

better had

CDHBn KniGHTHGDD
ODHS in FLODdBR
A Paramount Release

A GRAUMAN DEPARTURE

Gives the Idea
For the engagement of George Beban in
“The Sign of the Rose,” at the California
Theatre, Los Angeles, Tom Reed ha'd several
things to do that are not included in the general

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
lilm advertising.
He had to tell them that
Behan and his company would play a part of
the film, and then he had to add to that the
statement that this was not similar to the
recitation Behan did with the same picture
when it was seen in town before in an experimental stage.
He had to get the story read
if he was to get the largest ticket sale, and
to do this he had to make the display invitingly
readable.
The main idea is put over in the
top line, “A Revolution in Motion Picture
Presentation.”
The cut-in is e.xplained and

and the most intelligent sales
the storm rather than
the whiskers.
It would be well to take it
into the lobby and use a storm swept front
rior to the play,

campaign

will

sell

December

2,

1922

Another Good Drawing
from Gordon Bennett
Edwin
tion

man

R. Coffin, First National’s exploitain the Omaha exchange, sends in

an advertisement on “Lorna Doone” and
opines that w’e will be glad to see it because
he thinks it the finest display he ever saw.
are inclined to think that Mr. Coffin is
a bit prejudiced, or else he is trying to put
it over, for the Omaha
Rialto does a fine
piece of work about three weeks out of
four, and we have used a lot of displays as
good as this, but we are glad to run this
because it is so effective. Gordon Bennett,
who does the art work, really has done better than his usual on the landscape, and in
the original it has the beauty of a tapestry,
which is probably just what Mr. Bennett was
shooting at. It cannot be shown to advantage in so great a reduction. It can only
hint at the effect, but the landscape is as

We

then, “after twenty-five minutes of the spoken
drama, the story is continued to a happ}' conclusion as a motion picture.”
It seems to us
that this last is so carefully phrased that no
one can well err in his understanding of the
idea.
It is simple and verj- effective.
It tells
the whole case so that you understand it, and
then the eye is carried along to the star and
runs down into the title. The prior appearance
is referred to in the notice in the low’er lefthand corner, isolated from the rest and placed
where it looks interesting and important. The

typographical arrangement is as good as the
copy, and the whole makes a really pleasing
display.
It is 135 lines by four; a trifle large,
yet suggesting in its size the importance of the
presentation and worth the money because the

A Paramount

Release

THE STILLMAN STORM
with a hook-up banner, yet few of the houses
have played up the cyclone to any marked
degree and the Stillman is the first we have
seen give it full value. The sketch is double,
the left-hand side showing the old homestead in fair weather with the storm over
to the right. This is very well done, but the
star and title and the top selling lines are
practically buried in the black clouds. They
do not even use a white title, but simply out-

which cannot

in a narrow
fight through.

of the display

is

line

the letters

line

of

white

The top part
very poor, and the bank of

type might be improved for selling value,
but there is one good appeal in the “More
thrills than the ice jam in ‘Way Down East’
That will
or the forest fire in ‘The Storm.
’

The

effort to tell the story in five lines
is a failure and merely suggests a play withvery weakly done and
It
is
out a story.
might better have been left out, since it will
But they did use
not sell and may hurt.
sell.

An American Release

THE BEBAN DISPLAY

the cyclone,

copy

carries

intelligent

a

real

message.

It

is

— P.

good management.
A.—

is

T.

work.
P. T.

Still

A.~

Tied

Strong

Because of the chances for snow lobbies,
“Nanook of the North” was one of the best
bets all through the summer.
And when
cold weather came, and the snow lobby was
down and out, someone discovered that even
better was a hook-up with a fur fashion
show, and now the odd release is in as great
a demand as ever. That Pathe release must
have been launched with a golden spoon in
its mouth.
It seems to have all the luck.

— P.

Plays

T.

A.~

Up Cyclone

in **Old

Homestead**

The Stillman Theatre, Cleveland,

is

o’le of

play up the cyclone in “The Old
Homestead.” though it would appear that this
would be the very best bet on this picture.
In most sections the title itself is
sold. All you can say about “The Old Homestead” is that it is “The Old Homestead.”
Everyone knows the play. But the cyclone
the

and that

highly

first to

is something new and something big.
It is
something to be sold that can be sold. It is
the added factor which makes the film supe-

Up a

to

Raffles

Hook-up Pages

Combining two

stunts,

the

.4

First National Release

New Kentucky

Theatre, Lexington, Ky., hooked its "Raffles”
to a double truck with thirty-two displays.
-\ccording to, the announcement he was to visit
each of the advertisers, and the reader was
supposed to watch these stores. The stunt was
worked for “The Masquerader,” and most of
This is a
the copy was hinged on the title.
new use for the mysterious perambulator, and
it gives the stores a very real reason for coming in on the layout, though some of the stores
appear to have come in more to be represented and keep their names before the public
than because they expected to derive any
It is
immediate benefit from the hook-up.
hardly to be supposed that people who searched
for a masquerader who w’as worth $50 to them
would buy any extra chicken feed or purchase
an automobile, but certain merchants seem
to feel that it pays them to keep their names
before the public on general principles, and
that even though they may not make any direct
sales it will all help their general campaign of
publicity.
This is a good argument to use
on a certain type of merchant who is apt to
contend that he will get no benefit.

A BEAUTIFUL DESIGN
done as though intended for a
magazine or book illustration, and perhaps
Mr. Coffin is correct in sa^dng this is the
best. The man who can look at that advertisement and not feel that “Lorna Doone”
must be a whale of a picture is utterly lacking in imagination.
It seems a shame to
waste so pretty a design on a newspaper
carefully

advertisement. It is 210 lines across four,
but it is worth the space because it sells
in every line.
And Julius K. Johnson's text
is as good as the drawing.
It’s one hundred
per cent. If Johnson has not framed that
for his office, we’ll be glad to get it for
our own.

—P.

T.

A.—

One Exception
Settle, of the Palace Theatre, McAlester, Okla., is about the only manager
to date wffio did not make a gilded cage for
Gloria Sw'anson.
He painted his on compo board.

Earl

December

2,
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fiom the Shoulder Reports

Straight

f Sxhihiiors

T)efarimeni jfor the Information
Van Buren Powell

Edited by A.

American Releasing
JAN OF BIG SNOWS.

Displeased the
majority because of its sudden ending. They
said it seemed unfinished; many said it
Elivah Theatre, Chinook,
ended wrong.

Washington.
[

F. B. O.
GIRL

FROM

GOD’S COUNTRY. Very

In a class
good. Film in good condition.
with some specials I have run. Rental low
enough so that I made some money. Advertising: six, three, ones, slide, newspaper.
good.
Attendance
general.
Patronage
:

:

A. G. Coffin,

Baldwin Opera House, Baldwin,

GLORY OF CLEMENTINA.

This

is

an

elaborately mounted, well produced picture
with not much story to it and the stately
Pauline Frederick, stalking about and smilThere are hundreds of
ing, had little to do.
Ben L. Morris, Olympic
better pictures.
Theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.

li

IN

THE NAME OF THE LAW.

This

is

Beautiful story,
a very pleasing picture.
Ned Pedigo,
Don’t miss it.
well told.
Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Oklahoma.

I

SNOW SHOE TRAIL. Another Northwestern, but fine. Plot very good. Should
be a drawing card anywhere. The prettiest
Adverlithos and photo I have ever seen.
tising: ones, threes, 11x14, 22x28. Patronage:
•\
regular. Attendance normal, owing to fair
Republic Theatre,
I week. J. S. Wadsworth,
Great Falls, South Carolina.
^
I

i

^

:

First National
GOLDEN SNARE.

cannot say too
I
for this one; a beautiful production.
4 Boost it. Will stand three-day run. Advertising:
six,
three,
ones,
slide,
lobby.
Patronage: all classes. Attendance: good.
Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Balti-

much

.y.

;

'I
i|i

Not many comments either way, so I assume that it was
just a picture that gave lukewarm satisfaction.
Advertising:
posters
and press.
Patronage small town. Attendance poor.
Chas. W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall, Grand
:

:

New York.
HURRICANE’S

Gorge,

GAL. It’s simply a
knockout.
Deserves 100% classification.
Great
box-office
magnet.
Advertising
posters and papers. Patronage small town.
Attendance
good.
Carbonell, Monroe
J.
Theatre, Key West, Florida.
:

:

LORNA DOONE.

I

I

I

r
J

more, Maryland.

GREAT ADVENTURE.

Ilf

l

,j
'{

Splendid picture. Very
well liked and boosted by teachers of
colleges and schools who urged students to
attend showings.
Played to biggest business so far this year. Advertising: personal"
visits
to
schools
and colleges, special
matinees for educators. Favorable weather.
Attendance: good. Wm. E. & E. A. Keene,
Oxford Theatre, Oxford, Ohio.

LOVE'S
madge_

Patronage

REDEMPTION.

Norma

Talnot her

is well liked here.
This is
best picture by any means, but still is very
good.
Our patrons liked it. Advertising:

Attendance
fine.
Old Forge,

classes.

all

:

Louis Pilosi, Pilosi’s
Pennsylvania.

:

Theatre,

WOMAN’S PLACE. A

very good picalways a favorite here.
There’s plenty of funny happenings in this
one and a clever story. Advertising: posters,
photos.
Patronage
small town.
Attendance good. Dr. J. E. Guibord, National
Theatre, Grand Mere, Quebec, Canada.
Connie

ture.

:

newspaper,
lobby,
heralds.
Patronage
general. Attendance fair. Smith & Correll,
Portland Theatre, Casselton, North Dakota.
:

:

HELL’S RIVER. Just a
average.
Advertising: newspapers, quarter page, house organ, ten ones,
two threes, one six, photos, slide, lobby.
Patronage

Attendance

very good
first night.
S. H. Blair, Majestic Theatre,
Bellville, Kansas.
general.

:

:

MASQUERADER.

Excellent picture and
business.
Picture very pleasing
no kicks registered. Patronage gen-

excellent

and

:

William

eral.

Oklahoma

City,

Noble, Empress
Oklahoma.

PENROD.

Theatre,

money on

a pretty good
picture.
in footage.
Patronage
family.
Attendance fair. R. J. Relf, Star

Lost
Too long

:

Theatre, Decorah, Iowa.

good one, and one that
showing.
Business

Print
fair.
A.

will

Here is a
stand two days’

excellent
condition.
Mitchell, Dixie Theatre,

in

Kentucky.

Patronage
family.
Attendance
poor.
Jack Hoeffler, Orpheum Theatre, Quincy,
:

:

Illinois.

Advertising:

regular.
Patronage: resort.
Attendance good. J. H. Holeman, Auditorium Theatre, Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
:

FOR BIG STAKES. Tom Mix in a brand
new, but excellent picture, and very pleasing.
Patronage general. William Noble,
:

Oklahoma

Rialto Theatre,

LITTLE MISS
gram

A

picture.

Oklahoma.

City,

HAWKSHAW.

Fair pro-

light story but well played.

Pleased about 70%.
Advertising: ones,
photo, slide, program.
Patronage: small
town.
Attendance
poor.
R. K. Russell,
Lyric Theatre, Cushing, Iowa.

MOONSHINE VALLEY.

Good

for William Farnum admirers.
action.
Small child puts over

picture

Plenty of

some

fine

Advertising: three ones, one
three, slides.
Jack Kaplan, Royal Theatre,
South Fallsburgh, New York.

OATHBOUND. My

patrons raved about

this picture and yours will, too, if they like
open air pictures, boat races, etc. I conit
the best photography I ever saw.
not be afraid to advertise it. Advertising: two ones, one three, set llxl4s.
Patronage mixeffi Attendance good.
Chas.
F. Johnson, Plaza Theatre, Punta Gorda.

sider

SEVENTH DAY.

Richard Barthelmess
a clever star in a very ordinary story, that
was about 50% entertainment; so said my
patrons.
Worth about half of what
“Tol’able David” was and if you haven’t
bought this, keep that fact in mind. Advertising good. Patronage: health seekers and
tourists.
Attendance: fair. Dave Seymour,
Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake,
New York.

—

:

SONNY. Very

good.
Advertising:

theatre.

A

credit

house
Patronage

to

any

program,
country

newspaper, posters.
town. Attendance fair. Arthur B. Smith,
Fenwick Theatre, Salem, New Jersey.
:

:

SONNY. A

wonderful picture, but for
did not please the majority.
War stories don’t take well here. Failed to
draw on second night. Twenty-four sheet
killed business. Advertising: posters, photos,
newspaper, heralds. Patronage: neighborhood'.
Attendance
poor.
W. E. Elkin,
Temple Theatre, Aberdeen, Mississippi.

some cause

it

:

TOL’ABLE DAVID. Most

wonderful

at-

ever had or anybody else could
put this over fine; but I had to
have special printed one sheets and window
cards to do it, on account of its poor name.
ever get.

Only a fair Western
Too many improbable happenings.

performing.

POLLY OF THE FOLLIES. For me,
very poor picture; the worst of Constance
Talmadge’s.
Advertising: like a circus.

traction

BAR NOTHING.
picture.

:

PLAYTHING OF DESTINY.

The

Fox

above

trifle

Russellville,

"

1
!

My

MAN FROM

Wisconsin.

i

Sincere exhibitors are sendSnsi
these tips to help you book your
show. Their reports are printed
without fear or favor.
If a picture is good, bad or ordinary, yon
will find it out here.
Turn about
is fair play; let these exhibitors
guide your bookings, and in turn
let’s hear from you.

spect; so is the price.
Go after this one
strong. You can’t go wrong. I advertised:
‘Tf patrons are not satisfied with this one
I
will refund admission price.”
Did not
have a single complaint.
patrons came
out and commented on it.
Advertising:
newspaper,
ones,
threes,
sixes,
photos.

I

I

attraction

is

wonderful

in

every re-

Do

:

:

Florida.

WITH DEATH.

RIDIN’

Since

they

changed Buck's name to Charles, he seems
to spend too much time up in front of the
camera making love instead of out in the
open riding fast and shooting with both
hands, as was

his wont in the old days.
a little of the old Jones action in
the last one hundred feet of this one. Pat-

There

is

ronage

W.

:

small

town.

Attendance

:

good.

E. Tragsdorf, Trag’s Theatre, Neillsville,

Wisconsin.

ROUGH SHOD.

Charles Jones, better
to the boys who like his style of
pictures as plain old “Buck,” made good in
this one.
It’s a good Western knock-’emdead.
Steve Farrar, Orpheum Theatre,

known

Harrisburg,

Illinois.

STAGE ROMANCE.

I’d say, keep away
“Shackles of Gold” was a whole
lot better than this and it could have been
a whole lot better.
I don’t see why they
don’t get Farnum where he belongs.
Of
course, I know that if the film companies

from

did

this.

work him

in

Western

stufif

some

critics

—
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Between Ourselves

Lyric Theatre, Cushing, Iowa.

A

90%

Special

Attendance:
Patronage: general.
ness.
excellent.
S. H. Blair, Majestic Theatre,
Belleville, Kansas.

TRAILIN’. Not the best Mix picture by
any means, but gets by where Mix is
popular. Mix losing a lot of his popularity
Attendance:
usual.
Advertising:
here.
good. Big Ben Theatre, Ilion, New York.

good.
Attendance:
mixed.
Frank Fera, Victory Theatre, Rossiter,
Pennsylvania.

Use

excellent picIf you have never used Jones, try
ture.
him. He’ll not disappoint you. Very conAdvertising: photos, slide, ones.
vincing.
Patronage small town. Attendance very
good. F. C. Butt, Ideal Theatre, Blue Ridge,
Georgia.

Make

North

a real

woods picture; some beautiful snow scenes;
beautiful photography; well acted. Advernewspaper, ones. Patronage small
town. Attendance very poor. P. S. Nielsen,
Rex Theatre, La Moure, North Dakota.

tising:

ture and business. The
of this generation.
For sheer, romantic®
delight, for golden, shimmering beauty, for®
manly, heroic acting, for two hours of de-®
lightful dramatics and enthralling enter-®
tainment this positively has no equal among®
productions offered the public this season®

Book

ences.

business
I

in

So

far,

Advertising: ones, threes,
Patronage small town. Attendance
slide.
fair at beginning of first reel; poor at end
of show. C. C. Johnson, A-Muse-U Theatre,
Melville, Louisiana.
entire production.

:

:

PRISONERS OF LOVE.

With

Betty

Pleased 899% of our audience.
acting of Aliss Compson is good, but
her supporting cast is only fair. The picture will hold any audience from beginning
AttenPatronage: small town.
to end.
D. W. Strayer, Monarch
dance: good.
Theatre, Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania.

Compson.

The

REVENGE OF TARZAN.
Tarzan

stuff.

Not

enough

Can’t get wild over this one.

Patronage: inone sheets.
Howard
dustrials.
Attendance :' good.
James, Union Theatre, Voluntown, ConnecAdvertising:

ticut.

YELLOW MEN AND GOLD. A
pirate story and will go over
places.

My

good

audience does not

in

like

blood

and thunder. Patronage the best. Thos.
L. Haynes, Town Hall, Old Lyme, Connec:

ticut.

THE

GRAY

DAWN. Personally I
thought this a good picture of California
in the days of the Vigilantes in ’49.
However, my patrons are not very keen on this
costume stuff.
Patronage
small town.
Attendance: good. W. E. Tragsdorf, Trag’s
Theatre, Neillsville, Wisconsin.
:

mistake will be made®
William Noble, Criter

Oklahoma

City,

®
®

Oklahoma.

Paramount

1

Just a good pro-’®
that pleases.
Lila®

picture, but one
gooci, ably supported

by Jack Holt®
newspapers.®
Patronage: country town.
Attendance:®
fair.
H. V. Harvey, Palace Theatre, Dixon,®
Lee very

— YOUR

Advertising:

VAN.
good

program

vania.

ones,

photos,

®

Really

“lemon” for me.

failed to please here.
mixed.
Patronage:
usual.
Attendance poor. W. C. Benson, Laurier
Theatre, Woonsocket, Rhode Island.

a

BLOOD AND SAND.

Valentino slipping.®
Story fair; acting fair; photography, to me,®

Many kicks®
50%. Adver-®
tising: all possible angles; we stepped on it.®
Patronage: small town. Attendance: fair,®
second day flopped.
E.
L.
Wharton,®
Orpheum Theatre, Glasgow, Montana.
®
rotten; most

news

on photograph>^

reels better.
Pla}' pleased

'

JANE EYRE. A
good picture, but

Advertising:
:

AND

BLOOD
SAND. This is not a I
“Sheik.” A’our patrons will be disappointed. I
Criticisms terrible from patrons.
Not a I
Special by a long shot. Advertising: sixes,,!
threes, ones, 240 inches newspapers.
Patj

BROADWAY

A

ROSE.

J.

pic-

Mae Murray at her best. Pleased all
Advertising: one, three, six?,
came.
twenty-four, heralds, window cards, band.
Attendance: fair.
Patronage: mixed.
J.
Jones, Cozy Theatre, Shawnee, Oklahoma.
who

ROSE. Not

the best pic-

Murray ever made, but pleasing. Could
have been cut to about six reels of good
Advertising: mail, newspaper, billstuff.
AttenPatronage: mixed.
boards, etc.
dance very fair. W. C. Benson, Laurier
Theatre, Woonsocket, Rhode Island.

ture

:

FIGHTIN’ MAD. A

:

:

Pennsylvania.
beautiful

ture.

BROADWAY

town of 15,000. Attendance fair.
E. Pierce, Family Theatre, Mahoney City,

ronage

Metro

good, clean Western,
touches. Good cast.

with excellent comedy
Above the average Western picture. Adregular.
Patronage: average.
vertising:
Thos. K. Lancaster,
Attendance
good.
Apollo Theatre, Gloucester, New Jersey.

BOUGHT AND PAID

me,

it

was

Did not please my
absolutely “rotten.”
patrons at all. They all came out kicking;
I did not blame them at all.
I let a film
salesman sell this to me as a Special, but it
is a very ordinary program and about as
weak as one could be. Advertising: lobby,
six sheets.
Patronage all classes. Attendance just fair. A. Mitchell, Dixie Theatre,
Russellville, Kentucky.
:

FOR. A

fine pro-

pleased 90%.
Our patrons said
“One of the best pictures ever shown in
the Strand.” Advertising: newspaper, slide,,
posters,
photos.
Patronage: very best.
Attendance:
good.
W. Creamer,;
Jno.
Strand Theatre, Chillicothe, Missouri.

duction

;

l

CALL OF THE NORTH. They

all

spoke

well of this picture, though it’s rather old.
Advertising: bills, ones, photos. Patronage:
town. Attendance: good. Harry C. Waffle,
Lv-ric Theatre, ^Iclntosh, South Dakota.

j
j
|

|

EDUCATION

OF ELIZABETH.]

Although this is old, the exchange gave us
a good print and Billie pleased an average
Pathouse.
-Advertising: sixes and ones.

1
d
j

ronage:

:

:

Hodkinson

no

general.

AFTER THE SHOW.
gram

FIVE DOLLAR BABY. For
good
some

:

ion Theatre,

Hickes, Liberty Theatre, Saxton, Pennsyl-

Steer clear of it, boys, and miss a
killer. The K. K. K.’s will work on

show more of this kind. The film
good shape, the best part of the

and

it

Patronage

Pleased 90%. Advertising: ones,
picture.
Patronthree, six, 11x14, photos, dodgers.
T.
Attendance: fair.
age: family.
J.

_

heads the list
of the “bummest” pictures I have shown.
Of no interest whatever to small town audi-

if

Splendid picH
perfect love storj®

:

THE CONCERT.

fl

PRISONER OF ZENDA.

California.

:

was

:

it.

JACK O’LANTERN. A

Goldwyn

®

Pennsylvania.

Straight from the ShoulService Station

der a
Service Station.

R.

an attraction. Patrons very well pleased®
Attendance good. Royal Theatre, Reading®

Tell your ex-

this service.

hibitor friends about

:

is

extra good.

operation.

WEST OF CHICAGO. An

This

general.
Attendance®
Mason Hall, Grand Theatre®
Northfork, West Virginia.
PEACOCK ALLEY. Good picture. Sta:®

Patronage:

cards.

—

in

Patronage:

BRANDING IRON.

—giving andexhibun-

KNOW.

best picture shown in my theatre. Everybody was surely pleased with this one. It
holds every one’s interest from start to
always.
same as
Advertising:
finish.

:

PEACOCK

ALLEY. Hard to beat. It’B
flashy, interesting, exciting; contains enouglH
to make a splendid picture.
Advertising®
banners, photos, sixes, dodgers, windovB

Straight from the Shoulder reports are honest ; they are dependable; they come direct from
exhibitors who
Therefore, when you need them
on any picture that has not been
reported on, don’t waste a second
write or wire the name of the
picture on which you want tips
the call will go out in the next
issue and the response will be as
prompt as it has always been to
any call on exhibitors for co-

:

White

Can

hit.

:

Pearl

Service

We

:

—

kick.

VIRGIN PARADISE.

192

:

published, on pictures they write
to ask about is already making a

Will just satisfy Mix fans;
Advertising: regular billAttensmall town.
Patronage
dance fair. Majestic Theatre, Greenfield,
Tennessee.

may

2,

1

makes an excellent program picturt^B
Patronage all classes. Attendance gooc^l
Kenrick, Strand Theatre, Ithaca, Ne\^|
J.

itors all the tips, printed

TRAILIN’.

me

Get-Together Place Wherf
Talk Things Over

Very good.

Pleased
for three days’ run to increased busi-

others
board.

December

'

acting,

would say, “why waste him on such simple
Patronage:
Advertising: extra.
stuff?”
country. Attendance: fair. R. K. Russell,

THUNDERCLAP.

:

S. S.

small town.
.Attendance: fair.
Pace, Jettie Theatre, Texline, Texas.

'

j

FOOL’S PARADISE. Another

notch for

DeMille.
Wonderful. Clarence W. Langacher. New Glarus Theatre, New Glarus,
Wisconsin.

I;

j

j

LADIES MUST LIVE. Too long drawm
An eight-reel
out for average audience.

*

feature, unless full of pep, seems to bore
our patrons.
Not a good title for small
ones,
three
town.
-Advertising:
three,
Patronage neighborhood. Attenphotos.
dance
poor.
E. W. Kundert, Empress
Theatre, Beresford, South Dakota.
:

FOUR HORSEMEN.

The

last

word

in

acting and production. Advertising: mailing
list, heralds, etc.
Patronage: health seekers
and tourists. .Attendance excellent. Dave
Seymour,
Pontiac
Theatre
Beautiful,
:

Saranac Lake,

New

York.

IDLE RICH. Good

photography, story,

;

NICE PEOPLE. Not much

to it but will
Business off, on account of inclesmall townPatronage
ment weather.
Attendance: fair.
W. Ray Erne, Rialto
Theatre, Charlotte, Michigan.

:

please.

:

j
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NORTH OF RIO GRANDE.

PROPHET’S PARADISE.

Very pleas-

show. Advertising; regular. Patronage:
town.
small
Attendance
poor.
Leslie
Hables,
Reel Joy Theatre, King City,
ing

To Exchanges

;

These reports are valuable because they come DIRECT from
exhibitors to this department.
Naturally, letters of praise sent

California.

OLD HOMESTEAD.

t

The best of the
real good show
w. k. forty-one, so far.
real
cast.
Advertising
usual.
a
with

ji

Patronage

J

A

:

by exhibitors TO EXCHANGES
OR PUBLICITY DEPARTMENTS are not reports and do

small town. Attendance good.
Marsden & Noble, Noble Theatre, Marshfield, Oregon.
:

:

ONE GLORIOUS DAY. Who

:

A PRIVATE SCANDAL. Very

good

me; could have been
newspaper, ones, threes. Patronage
Attendance; poor.
Louis Pilosi,
Theatre, Old Forge, Pennsylvania.

SATURDAY

NIGHT.

The

:

mixed.
Pilosi’s

work

of

wonderful. Pleased
practically everyone.
Many favorable comments.
Advertising: regular.
Patronage;
small town.
Attendance; good.
A. La
Valla, Community Theatre, Bethel, Connecis

ticut.

SHAM.

Fine Society drama; well pleased
lady patrons. Advertising, newspapers
and posters.
Patronage, ladies.
Attendance, good.
Louis Pilosi, Pilosi’s Theatre,
Old Forge, Pennsylvania.
the

I

SIREN CALL. For
ture

me, the worst picStay off it.
good.
Patronage: no-

Paramount ever made.

Advertising; very
body.
Attendance; poor.
Orpheum Theatre, Quincy,

Jack

fall

WOMAN WHO WALKED

Hoeffler,

The

Dorothy Dalton picture I have
Good story and well acted. Advertis-

run.'
ing, lobby,

newspaper, billboard, handbills.
Patronage, mixed.
Attendance, good.
O.
W. Harris, St, Denis Theatre, Sapulpa,

Oklahoma.

YOUNG DIANA. Why they spend so
much money on this girl’s productions is
beyond me, for me she is a wet blanket;

Did not get
over very good here. Advertising, regular.
Patronage, small town.
Attendance, fair.
Leslie Hables, Reel Joy Theatre, King City,

THREE LIVE GHOSTS.

Nothing big at
one. Not much

Paid too much for this
in it, but it was claimed to be full
of comedy. Advertising; regular way.
Patronage local. Attendance fair. Ernest M.
Cowles, Orpheum Theatre, Pelican Rapids,
Minnesota.
all.

comedy

:

'

gram
L.

M.

LIAR.

An

excellent profeature that will please the majority.
Zug, Rialto Theatre, Jerome, Idaho.

UNDER THE LASH. A
but couldn’t

few like her but it is like having a smallpox sign on the front door to have her
featured so far as this little country town
is concerned.' She seems to go in the larger
places but not in the country and I have
yet to find a neighboring exhibitor that does
not find her the same. They all look wise
when you ask how they did, and laugh;
but jmu never see them endorsing any of
her pictures in their ads., not very strong.
Arthur B. Hancock, Columbia Theatre, Co

lumbia City, Indiana.

good picture,
compare with “Great Moment.”

NANOOK OF THE NORTH.

One of the
best
pictures ever shown
at
the
Criterion Theatre.
Pleased a big business
for first half of the week.
Patronage
general. William Noble, Criterion Theatre,
very

Oklahoma

City,

Oklahoma.

hood.

Attendance:

WHEN SATAN

fair.

W. E. Elkin,
Mississippi.

SLEEPS.

This

a fine
production one of the best that we ever
had the satisfaction of buying. It has action,
pathos and comedy.
The general theme
points that the straight way is the better.
Jack Holt is coming in this one; he is very,
is

;

I

[]

i

r
1|

;|

f
i

;

.

i

1

very fine. The production was liked both
by the men and by the women. Ordinarily
^
bunch of children on
Westerns, have to go down and keep them
m check; but this picture held them as

quiet as it is possible for kids to be,
so
a real picture. Advertising: mailing

,1

>

•j

it

list

fifteen

is

of

hundred, one column, two papers,
Patronap: country town.
Attendance:
good. Arthur Hancock, Columbia
Theatre
Columbia City, Indiana.

^
j

United Artists
that represented

way.

drawn out

affair

which did not satisfy our patrons. Kirkwoods acting, however, is excellent. Business good on account of Saturday.
Advertising threes ones and
photos. Patronage,
neighborhood.
Attendance, good.
E
Theatre,

W
Beresford,

Verdict, just passable; and

what we

Advertising
seekers and

health

:

did in a business
Patronage
usual.
tourists.
Attendance;

:

fair.

Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beau-

tiful,

Saranac Lake,

New

York.

TAILOR-MADE MAN.

Pleased a big
business for entire week. A good drawing
William
card and box-office coin getter.
Noble, Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma.

WAY DOWN

EAST. A

splendid, satis-

factory production that brought the crowd
but put the money in the pockets of the distributor, not the exhibitor.
B. A. Aughin-

baugh.

Community

Lewistown,

Theatre,

Ohio.

Universal
BLACK BAG. A

mystery picture without very much mystery, but even at that it
will get by in most towns.
Nothing to rave
regular.
about,
however.
Advertising
Patronage: small town. Attendance: fair.
L. E. Silverman, Columbia Theatre, Skamokawa, Washington.

BLACK

BAG. An excellent program picture which pleased our patrons. Advertising; regular.
Patronage: average. Attendance good. Thos. K. Lancaster, Apollo
Theatre, Gloucester, New Jersey.
:

THE FOX.

Playgoers
RECKLESS
Western; there

CHANCES.

you

lots of the impossible,

is

fair

and

BY RIGHT OF PURCHASE. A Norma
Talmadge

revival that pleased about 100%.
Far superior to “The Moth.” Advertising:
regular. Patronage: average. Attendance:

good. Thos. K. Lancaster, Apollo Theatre,
Gloucester, New Jersey.

very good program pic-

ture

that elicited favorable comment from
all.
Advertising: usual. Patronage health
seekers and tourists.
Attendance: good.
:

Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful,
Saranac Lake, New York.

CITY.

Fine

picture; as
good as, or even better than, some of the
new pictures. The only difference in the
new ones is the film rental. Advertisiflg
photos, slide, ones, newspapers. Patronage:

mixed.
Attendance: fair.
Chas. Martin
Family Theatre, Mt. Morris, New York.

A MAN’S HOME. A

good picture, well
good moral plot. Good print
make no mistake to book this.

acted, with a

You

will

Price very reasonable. Advertising; regular
Attendance good. J. I. McCarthy, Majestic
Theatre, Charleston, Tennessee.
:

With

Roy

good picture, well played.
Good photography and no kicks from the
large audiences.
William Noble, Majestic
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Stewart,

very

HUMAN HEARTS.

Selznick

FORBIDDEN

is

GIANTS OF THE OPEN.

it

EVIDENCE. A

it

Connecticut.

but

will get by.
Advertising: nothing extra.
Patronage: small town. Attendance: fair.
R. S. Moore, Gem Theatre, Snyder, Oklahoma.

Westerns they like,
them in “The Fox.”
Haynes, Town Flail, Old Lyme,
If

will not disappoint

Thos. L.
Pretty

will please, however.
Advertising: ones,
threes, sixes, photos.
Patronage: neighbor-

Temple Theatre, Aberdeen,

pic-

in

:

Pathe

It

.

class

Roanoke, Alabama.

:

TRUTHFUL

first

:

a

Illinois.

California.

i

ALONE.

best

THREE LIVE GHOSTS.

^

good program

every
Hammerstein goes good here and
respect.
business fine in view of the fact that we
had a revival meeting going on and rainy
weather. Patronage small town. Attendance good. J. F. Pruett, Liberty Theatre,

and

acted

well

FAIR LADY.

for

fairly well for
better.
Advertising:

Leatrice Joy in this

UNDER OATH. A
ture,

exhibitors-to-us reports.

Drew

houses.

:

land.

:

within the requirements
of this department.
Don’t send them in, please, because we only use the direct-fromnot

could ever
conceive the idea of making Will Rogers
play the role of professor?
Not up to his
Goldwyn productions, patrons far more enthusiastic.
Attendance
below average.
Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.

high-class

another

Just

program picture which I am sure will please
any audience. Advertising: six, three, one,
Attendance poor. Stephen G.
slide, lobby.
Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Baltimore, Mary-

it

is

is

a

Universal

classes,

same as “The Storm,” but
not in the same class for a minute. It
well produced melodrama with nothing
prices, this

out of the ordinary, the old stage show
pretty well done. The old stage play only
aimed to please the cheaper class of patrons
and this picture should be put in the same
rank.
Patronage: general.
Attendance:
good._
Ben L. Morris, Temple Theatre,
Bellaire, Ohio.

LONE HAND.
A scream

made.

The

Gibson

best

from beginning

to

ever
end.

They’ll like this one.

Advertising: photos,
one and slide. Patronage small town.
Attendance good. F. C. Butt, Ideal Theatre,
Blue Ridge, Georgia.
six,

;

:

LONG

CHANCE. Use a little extra advertising on this one as it should have been
a Special. Far better than a lot of Specials.
Advertising; ones, three, six, 11x14, slide.
Patronage: family. Attendance: very good.
T. J. Hickes, Liberty Theatre, Saxton, Pennsylvania.

MAN TO MAN.

Up to the usual Carey
Photography fine, plot good.
Stampede not what it might have been, but
standard.

no kicks.

Advertising: ones, threes, 11x14,

—

—

:

!

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
22x28,

dance

Patronage

slide.
:

good.

general.

:

Missing

Theatre, Great Falls, South Carolina.

A PARISIAN SCANDAL.

Here is a
dandy little program picture and Universal
sells them to you so you will make a profit
and not have to give to the film exchange
Book it most all of her
all that you take.
pictures are good, and I am finding other
;

Universal pictures as good. Patronage: all
good.
A. Mitchell,
Attendance
classes.
Dixie Theatre, Russellville, Kentucky.

A

lot of

Wherein

it

is

in-

tended to depict the superiority of the Irish
over the rest of the human race, particularly
the Swedes. Good program picture provided
you do not cater to Swedes. Patronage
Attendance
good.
W. E.
small town.

formerly reported regularly have
sort of laid off. Exhibitors have
asked why, as the reports were
valued greatly. Come on, folks!
Come again!

Walthall is good.
our people.
Advertising: ones, three, six and heralds.
Patronage small town. Attendance below
for

:

:

Wynona, Oxlahoma.

average. Dixie Theatre,

:

money, as

I

Wonderful picture; but
paid just twice as much as

Buy it right and go after a
picture that will please. Advertising: lobby.
Attendance:
small
town.
Patronage:
average.
L. O. Davis, Virginia Theatre,

should have.

Hazard, Kentucky.

TRIMMED.

Hoot Gibson pleases them

and you cannot pick a flaw in this one.
Advertising: newspaper, cards. Patronage:
family. Attendance: good. Arthur G. Pearson, Auditorium Theatre, Melrose, Massaall

THE TROUPER.

For me, very poor;

in

fact, the worst one this little star has ever
appeared in. Gladys Walton draws well for
me, but one more like this and it will be all
off with her.
A pity they don’t put her in
better
plays.
Patronage
small
town.
Attendance
F. Pruett, Liberty
good.
J.
Theatre, Roanoke, Alabama.
:

:

Vitagraph
FLOWER OF THE NORTH.
door picture,

Good outbut not extreme enough either

PEACEFUL

PETERS (Merit). Percan only rate this an average
Western, but it drew an exceptionally large
house and pleased the majority. It surely
had box-office value for us. Advertising:
posters, slide, press. Patronage small town.
Attendance good. Chas. W. Lewis, I. 0.
O. F. Hall, Grand Gorge, New York.
sonally,

I

:

THE GOAT

(Metro). Buster Keaton
This is better than
average two-reel comedy. Patronage first
Kenrick,
good.
Attendance:
class.
J.
Strand Theatre, Ithaca, New York.

some new

pulls

stunts.

:

PAIR OF KINGS

(Vitagraph).

Semon

Comedies are 100% pure, many times Semon
has saved the day for me. Am running a
serial that is a losing propostion and know
positively that Semon draws the crowd and
not the serial. W. E. Elxin, Temple Theatre,
Aberdeen, Mississippi.

SAILOR-MADE MAN

chusetts.

(Moranti).
A
pleasing story of the Northwest. You canStar popular.
not go wrong on this one.
Advertising: six, three, one, slide, lobby.
Patronage: all classes. Attendance: good.
Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre, Balti-

:

Comedies

consin.

THE STORM.

State Rights
DIAMOND CARLISLE

more, Maryland.

way

Tragsdorf, Trag’s Theatre, Neillsville, Wis-

lost

Rialto
T

the good scouts who

:

THE SCRAPPER.

1922^

2,

Love’’ is a knockout, very clever.
Theatre, Nelson, Nebraska.

Atten-

Wadsworth, Republic

S.

J.

December

(Assoc. Exhib.).
Best Lloyd ever produced. Pleased all. Rental too high for the
small town. W. F. Pease, Centennial Theatre, Lowell, Wisconsin.

Book

this as feature.

SCHOOL DAYS

(Vitagraph).
I
don’t
think I have ever reported on a comedy, but
this one was so good that I can’t help doing
it
Had them laughing from start to finish.
Something doing all the time. Many said,
the best they ever saw. Enterprise Theatre,
Glenalum, West Virginia.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES

(Fox).
Some
are extra good, others are ordinary. “Puppy

WHERE

MY WANDERING

IS
BOY?
(Equity). .^\n excellent production witlj an
exceptional moral. Give us more like this.
W. F. Pease, Centennial Theatre, Lowell,
Wisconsin.

WORLDLY MADONNA

(Equity).

A

nice picture, but Clara Kimball Young does
not draw at all here. Business very poor
and as bad as a program picture. J. Solomon, Bijou Theatre, Clarksburg, West Vir-

YOUR BEST FRIEND

(Warner). This
good among the better class
was too sad for some. Good
picture.
Advertising: about a third more
than usual.
Patronage: mixed.
Attendance: good. W. H. Mayhew, Broadway

—

One Week

—

YOU CAN’T BELIEVE EVERYTHING
(Triangle). Gloria Swanson in nothing but
a display of limbs, yet there was no complaint as no one is against such a display
in this town.
This picture will do well for
some houses and lose for others. M. Oppenheimer, Lafayette Theatre, New Orleans,
Louisiana.

—

star.

N.

— The

moments.

picture
The idea

its
interesting
has
is sound and it is well

developed.
Stage play does not lend itself to
F. D.
needs of screen adequately.
T. R.
It affords a round of comedy and
dramatic action that should prove highl>
entertaining to any type of audience.

—
—

Good Men and True
—Cniver.sal—5,400 feet)
P. W. — The picture has been well

(Harry Carey

M.
planned and well acted, and holds live entertainment for many.
N. Among the best he has ever made, and
far ahead of all his old-time program

—

offerings.
T. R.
Is sufficient entertainment value in
the film to hold the interest of those who
like their amusement along rough-and-ready

—

lines.
F. D.
Will entertain where they
too critical.
E. H. Is a good, lively Western

—
—

are not

drama,
with Harry Carey doing his usual good work.

Selr.niek

W.

of

Love

— 7.000

—High-class

— Contains

feet)
box-office picture.

a dash of everything, resulting in corking good entertainment delightfully new.
T. R.
For the man in the street or the
woman anywhere “One Week of Love” is a
corking story a crackerjack picture.
E. H.
It is full of swift action and unusual situations.
P. D.
Great audience appeal and sure-fire
material in "One Week of Love.”
N.

—

—

—
—

The Man Who Saw
Tomorrow
feet)
(Thoiiias Mcighan — Paramount —
W. — plays upon the fancies of the
M.
G,f)!)3

P.

It

This fact, however, will
not spoil the performance for the many fans
prefer highly colored romance to standardized drama.
Another delightful comedy-drama.
E. H.
T. R.
This picture affords very pleasing
entertainment, is skilfully directed and presented by an admirable cast.
spectator.

.

who

—

—

.X.

—

It is all

hokum, and would make much

better reading via the printed page than
from the silver sheet.
F. D.
Fair entertainment in Melghan’s

—

Robin Hood

latest.

(Douglas Fairbanks— T'liiteil .4rtisfs^
10.0(H)

^1.

P.

W.

— "Robin

feet)

Hood”

will

history as one of the
fascinating characterizations.

film

go down in
most

screen's

N.
It marks another milestone in the making of motion pictures.
T. R.
This is Fairbanks’ masterpiece.
E. H.
One of the big productions of the
year, and compares in scenic grandeur and
excellence with anything ever presented
upon the screen.
P. D.
Magnificent production plus “Doug”

——

—

makes

this a bet.

»
I
'

i

i

'

(Elaine Hamiiierstoiii-Coiiway Tearlc—
M. P.

^

Theatre, Cisco, Texas.

Here are extracts from news available at press hour from publications of the industry boiled down to a sentence. They
present the views of Moving Picture World (M.P.W.); Exhibitors’ Herald (E.H.); Motion Picture News (N.); Exhibitors’
Trade Review (T.R.); Film Dally (F.D.)

Madame

I

picture took
of trade, but

Consensus of Published Reviews
Enter

'

ginia.
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(Clara Kimball Young Metro 0,500 feet)
M. P. W. It is a production which will
appeal more strongly to high-class audiences
as the humor is subtle and sophisticated.
E. H.
Makes a spiendid vehicle for this

j

Peaceful Peters
(William Fairbanks

— The

— .\rrow

1.090 feet)

entire picture is full of
action, but the later scenes should be especially satisfying.
F. D.
Average Western, with best action
in climax.
T. R.
finely knitted, simple tale.
N.
In the general run of Westerns the
picture is as good as the majority of them.
E. H.
A lively Western, with William
Fairbanks in the stellar role.
JI.

P.

AV.

—
—
—
—

,
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Newest Reviews and Comments
CHARLES

S.

“The Dangerous Age”
John M. Stahl’s First National Attraction.
A Picture That Glorifies the Screen
and the Theatre
Reviewed by Roger Ferri

Dangerous Age” does not. fill
every demand of the exhibitor and a fickle
interesting and
e.ntertaining,
for
public
diversifying pictures, then here is one writer
If

“The

who will admit that his conception of entertainment is all wrong. Meanwhile, he will
adhere to his conviction that in “The
Dangerous Age,” John M. Stahl has given
to the cinematographic show world a production that can be ranked among the most
logical and entertaining the current year has
uncovered. Masterly produced in a manner
that denotes careful handling by the director of every foot of film photographed, “The
Dangerous Age,” in our humble opinion,
will go through the movie houses of this
country like a cyclone, leaving in its wake
monumental

a

series

of

new

box-office

records.

Experience, plus past performances, has
taught the show business all that it knows
about public entertainment today and the
greatest winners, both of the legitimate
stage and screen, are those vehicles based
on some phase of human life that the
onlooker can grasp as genuinely true-tolife.
Hit at the heart of a theatregoer,
reach it with a hint at something that he
or she knows, has seen or has felt, and you
will have organized the greatest army of
boosters a theatre can possibly have. Melodrama may excite for the time being, but it
doesn’t hold indefinitely. Give them a thrill
and they’ll be thrilled while the thriller is
being unfolded then they forget.
Give
them comedy or an artistic burlesque on
current events and they’ll yowl but soon
will forget and condemn if the same laughprovoking tactics are utilized in a future

—

—

comedy.
But John M. Stahl’s

^8diior of %evieiH>S

“Thelma”

IN THIS ISSUE

Alias Julius

Caesar

National)
Are the Children

(First

(Certified)
Boss of Camp 4

(Fox)
Blond Vampire, The (F. B. O.)
Breaking Home Ties (Associated
Exhibitors)
of Revenge (Ay won)

Dawn

The Dangerous Age

latest contribution to

—

more pronouncedly demonstrated than those
workers from the silk mills, etc.

of the

The story cannot help but get

over, for
dwells on a problem of life intelligently,
logically and without the injection of the
impossible or improbable.
This picture
seems to animate with the very breath of
it

And that’s one reason why it should
register triumphantly, financially and otherwise.
Were we an exhibitor we would
life.

never forgive ourselves for allowing our
competitor to nail this one. It’s too precious.
Artistic, exciting with a race, involving a
powerful speedster and fast train, that
actually drew this writer out of his seat.
Suspense never did this writer see a production with more justified dramatic suspense. The horse race is a treat and cleverly

F. B. O. Offers Interesting
Beautiful Version of

(First

Na-

Reviewed by C.

and

Pride of Palomar (Paramount)

upon.
choice

(F. B. O.)

closely, although the contrast
plain, simple life of Thelma in
as contrasted with the artificiality

quite

between the

Ebb Tide (Paramount)
Gold Grabbers, The (Goldstone)
Her Half Brother (Certified)
World’s a Stage, The (Principal)
You Never Know (Vitagraph)
West vs. East (Sanford)

S. Sewell

Based on one of the earlier as well as one
of the most widely read novels by the
famous writer, Marie Corelli, the Film
Boo’ting Offices’ production of “Thelma” is
an interesting film offering and should prove
satisfactory entertainment for the masses,
though the earlier part of the picture could
be speeded up to advantage.
Director Chester Bennett has followed the
story

tional)

Thelma

and Pictorially
Widely

Read Novel

Blame?

to

Norway

intrigue which encompassed her in
society is not so strongly dwelt

London

He

congratulated on his
many of which are
stri Gngly beautiful with rugged coast backgrounds, strongly suggestive of Norway.
It is doubtful if a better choice than Jane
Novak could have been made for the flowerli'-'e
role of Helma
in fact, she seems the
embodiment of the author’s idea.
Bert
Sprotte gives a striking performance as
Olaf, her proud old father, a vigorous man
who is proud of his descent from a line of
Norse kings and still worships their God
Odin.
The scenes surrounding his death,
though rather theatric, are among the most
of

is
to be
locations,

;

photographed. There are smiles as well as
pathos with each introduced at the opporDirectorially, “The Dantune moment.
gerous Age” is flawless. The photography
and lighting are of first order and with the
splendid acting, make it a special that has
every right to claim a place among the very
best this industry has given the public.
Lewis Stone, as John Emerson, around
whom the story is built, is seen at his unquestionable best.
Cleo Madison, as his
wife, is a peach, naturally charming she
portrays a difficult role true-to-life. Edith
Roberts could not have been better with

Ruth Clifford equally as effective. The remainder of the cast’s work is consistently
good.

The Cast

the First National program will do something more than entertain it will create
public interest and inspire editorial, but
every phase of the picture is a chapter from
life.
And you don’t have to be an old
rounder, an old sport, a has-been or a cynic
to realize that.
You know it in your heart,
just as the cosmopolitan audiences which
viewed it at the Garden Theatre in Paterson,
N. J., knew it when they laughed, sighed
and cried over the unfortunate adventures
of John Emerson.
And that was a hardboiled audience, for cosmopolitan audiences
are typical show-me Missourians.
In that
audience, too, was Paterson’s “400” and their
emotions, as this picture stirred them, were

—

SEWELL

.Tohn Emerson
Mary Emerson
Ruth Emerson

Gloria Sanderson
Mrs. Sanderson

Boh
Bebe Nash.
Ted

Tom

Lewis Stone
Cleo Madison

Edith Roberts

Rnth

Clifford

Myrtle Stedman
lame.s Morrison

Helen Lynch
Lineo!|>

Stedman

Edrvard Burns

Story by Pranees Irene Reels.
Scenario by J. G. Hawks and Bess Meredyth.
Directed by .lohn M. StahL
Lensrth, 7,204 Feet.

The Story
After twenty years of married life John
Emerson’s wife treats him more like a son
than a husband. As a consequence of this
attitude when he meets an attractive young:
woman while en route to New York he
becomes interested. They visit the cabarets,
races, etc., and John feeis rejuvenated.
She
asks if he is married, and he evades the
question. Believing he is falling in love with
her he writes his wife a letter, telling her
the whole story and saying he will not
return.
John then goes to see the girl and finds
her in the arms of another man, her fiance.
Brought to his right senses he tries to stop
the letter, but it is too late. With his racing
car he overtakes the train, runs in front of
it, and. when the car is smashed, he
boards
the train.
He reaches home ahead of the
letter and in time for his daughter’s wedding.
His wife gets the letter and reads it, and
realizes her own shortcomings.
Uncertain
as to whether she has read it, John pleads
to retain her love.
She makes him believe

that she has not read it. gives
and everything ends happily.

it

to

him,

striking in the picture.
The entire cast is above the average; with
such players as June Elvidge, Barbara

Tennent and Wedgewood Nowell in subordinate roles which they enact s' illfully. In
the role opposite the star, Vernon Steele
gives a creditable performance, and the remainder of the cast is entirely satisfactory.
The fact that this production is based on
a standard boo’c, which for a number of
years has been very widely read all over
the world, is an exploitation point which the
exhibitor should not overlook as there ?
a large number of persons in every t
who will want to see the story in it'
form.
The Cast

Thelma
Britta

Barbar

Lovis.sa

Gor<

Olaf

B,.

Phillip

Ver

I-«or?iner
Sis lira

jaci

Pet'

Dyeeworthy
Lady Clara
Lennox
Little Thelma

Hai
June
Wedsewootl
Virginia

Ba.sed on Novel by Marie Corell
Adapted by Thonia.s Dixon, Jr.
Direeted by Che.ster Bennett.
Lengrth 6,(100 Feet.

The Story
To get away from the unwelcome atte»
tions of Lady Clara, Phillip, who is a wealthy

English nobleman, sails
Norway, where he chances

in
his yacht to
to see Thelma, a
Friendship ripens into
love, and finally Thelma’s father, a proud
descendant of the Norse Vikings, gives his
consent to their marriage.

beautiful native

girl.

Going to London to live, Thelma is
supremely happy in her new surroundings;
but Lady Clara has not forgotten Phillip’s
rebuff. When Phillip attempts to bring about
a reconciliation between his secretary and
his wife, who is an actress, an indiscreetly
worded letter which comes into Lady Clara’s

possession gives her the opportunity to
poison Thelrna’s mind so that she fiees to
Norway. Phillip follows her, arriving just
as Thelma’s father dies, and a reconciliation
occurs.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
“Alias Julius Caesar”
Ray is
Comedy — a

Starred

Charles

in

Enjoyable

an

First National Release
Reviewed by C. W. McCarty

A thoroughly enjoyable comedy which
serves to bring bac.c Charles Ray in his
old-time form that, in brief, is “Alias Julius
Caesar,” the latest Ray picture for First
It has many entertaining values
National.
and contains an abundance of good, whole-

—

some

fun.

Instead of the farmer boy role, Mr. Ray
is cast as a rich man’s son, member of an
exclusive club and in love with a girl of his
own class. For all that, he is one of those
easy-going chaps, always blundering and
the target of many a practical jolce. He is

“framed”
take his

to

make

it

The

Cn.st

Charles

Barnes

Helen
Harry

Tom
Dick
Norton

Mose
Mons. Dumas
Mr. HarriiiRton Whitney
Police Sergeant

Hay

Barbara Bedford
William Scott
Hobert Fernandea!
Fred Miller
Eddie Gribbon
Tom Wilson
Harvey Clark

D<'te<'tive
BillyVs valet

Thomas

Giis

Milton Boss
S.

J.

Philip

Bingham

Dunham

Bert
Directed by Charles Ray.
Bength, 6,1.31 Feet.

Janitor

with many.

The

Inez

Mugg.sy
Jasper Foian.shee
.lose DeSilva
Miguel
.Story and Scenario

.

flreetheart.

Know”

Cast as Secret
ervice Hero in Vitagraph Feature
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Typically

William.s’ role in “You Never Know
true to the type that has popularized him.
American
j more he is the suave, invincible
Tying out a secret mission in the thick of
le

..

Conway

l>y

Graham Baker.

RoI>ert Ensininger.
Photography I»y Ernest F. Sniitli.
Beiigth, 4,867 Feet.

Direction

l»y

The Story
Manning, who appears to be a man
without any definite purpose and always
without funds, befriends a stray urchin who
is knocked down by Miriam Folansbee’s car.
Miss Folansbee learns that Manning is in
need of money, so offers him a job as
chaffeur. Manning frequents a Spanish cafe
and learns of a plot for a South American
revolution.
The dancer, Inez, informs him
Erldi©

a man named Medina, a friend of the
Folanshees. who is foremost in the plot.
Manning gets Muggsy to keep watch on the
Folansbee yacht, hut gets imprisoned in the
cafe himseif in the meantime.
Muggsy returns, gets his gang of youngsters to help
and frees Manning in time for liim to follow
the yacht and rescues Miriam.
Medina at
the same time is brought to justice.
of

Popular with

Men— Made

Road construction proves an undertaking
many thrills in this Fox picture, which

with

It invests the production
stars Charles Jones.
with more interest than the recent vehicles for
the star because it presents something slightly
in
the way of outdoor dramas.
different

Especially with masculine fans “Boss of Camp
4” should be a success.
Jones, in the role of foreman of the construction camp, faces the difficulties of fulfilling an important contract, as
he is being
framed by an antagonistic gang. There are
many fights. Sometimes they are realistic,
sometimes too victorious to seem plausible in
view of the odds; but at least they manage
The star has the valuable
to be entertaining.
faculty of keeping the sympathy in whatever
he attempts.
The climax is managed with fine suspense.
The hero, tied and gagged, is placed in a position where he has to watch the blasting of
the tunnel executed before the proper time.
To add to the dilemma his best friend is left
by his enemies unconscious in the tunnel.
Everything depends upon the delay of the
explosion, and with this in mind the author
and director have cleverly prolonged the
tension and increased the melodramatic value
Fritzi Brunette proves
as it progresses.
capable of some effective work here.

The

C.-ist

Charles .Jones

('het I-'aiiiiing

Fritzi Brunette
G. JtaynioniJ Nye

Francis Ford
Sid Jordan
Milton Ross

JJiiile

Conventional Plot in Sanford Production
Starring Pete Morrison
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Thi.s is a deviation from the usual Pete
Morrison Western. It resorts to a more
conventional atmosphere for much of the
appeal.
Pete Alorrison has the role of a
polished young Westerner who gives his
Eastern acquaintances a surprise in a demonstration of culture and brains.
The story is not an especially' strong one.
There are a few scenes that are entertaining
enough to offset this, as for instance those
showing the beach party and surf sports.
These are more refreshing.
When the
action returns to the Western settings, it
recalls material that is frequently used in
serials.
Radio conspiracies, an imprisoned
heroine, with a burning bridge between her
and her rescuer, and a fight over a property'
deed these are the exciting complications.
The picture is entertaining to an average
degree and gives the star’s admirers a

—

Novelty is not the oustanding feature of the production, but the success of this
form of enertainment with Earle Williams’
fans has been sufficient to warrant repetition.
One scene, however, will receive unusual
appreciation, and deserves special praise. This
childrp from
is the corraling of an army of
their various pursuits of crap-shooting and
baseball to the immediate scene of drarna,
which happens to be a Spanish cafe. With
their assistance, pictured with clever comedy
touches, the hero is exTicated from danger.
The idea seems new and has been entertainCoy Watson, Jr., enters
ingly worked out.
into the action with a zest that makes him a
close second to the star in point of favor.

to see his versatility.

The Cast
Harry .‘Vtferridge
Betsy M.'ieoii
Mrs. DeAVyle .Jenkins
.Jennie

Murray Brierson
Frances
Sato

I’efer

Morrison

Dorothy Wood
Gene CrosJty
Renef Danti
Robert Gray
Bes.sie DeBitch
Boren* Gillette

Story Not Credited.
Directed Iiy Marcel Perez.
Bength, Five Reels.

The Story
Harry Atterridge is owner of a ranch,
which he has to forfeit unless he develops
the mineral on his land within a certain time.
is unaware of this condition, and Brierson, his attorney, plots to get a small fortune
for himself;
while his accomplice, Mrs.

He

DeWyle

.Jenkins, plans to

have her daughter,

Jennie, marry Atterridge.
Atterridge falls
in love with the gov'erness instead.
When
she loses her .ioh as a result he giv'es her a
with
his
sister.
home
One of his sister’s
serv'ants is in league with Brierson. and they
succeed in kidnapping the girl and holding
her a prisoner because they discov'er that
she has a real claim on the property.
Atterridge arrives in time to save her and
the property, too.

by Fox

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

MeCormiek
Warren Zoine

East”

vs.

1922

Latest Vehicle for Charles Jones Should Be

I'axton
Dave Miller

“West

2,

Camp 4”

Iri.s

chance

intrigue.

Jsinie.s

Boiii.s Dnniar
I.eon.'ird Trainor

“Boss of

.Viidretv I’axton

The Story

Williams

Earle William.s
Gertrude Astor
George Field
Claire DiiBrey
Coy W'atson, .Jr.

Oft'ord

Club members steal Ray’s clothes as he
takes a shower; they wish to prevent him
from attenumg- a ball with his girl. He
escapes, wrapped in the waterproof curtain
of the shower and hurries off in his car.
Word reaches the police that a w, ird figure
is riding aDout the roads and two motorcycle
cops grab Ray. humor ng him, pretending he
His
is a lunatic, and landi ig him in jail.
cell-mate, a society crook, gets jewels by'
handing them to a conf derate denouncing
Ray, who has
this aid and “arresting” him.
been given tern orary clothes in the shape
of a khaki suit, makes the darky cell keeper
think he is th rd-degreeing the crook, and
manages to get the door left open, escaping
girl
r
h
and airivi’ig at
The 80ngry at his seeming desertion.
has
a
ty crook has also escaped and Ray
away
1 time preventing him from making
all the jewels of the crowd; but after
clever work and many amusing conps he manages to denounce the crook,
the gems and regain the good graces

‘You Never

C:iNf

Eddie Manning
3liriani Folanshee
Cario.s Medina

dance.

girl to a

vantage. Barbara Bedford is attractive as
his leading woman. The supporting cast is
excellent.
It is a picture that rabid Ray
fans will enjoy to their heart’s content.

“\ervy'*

the quickest and most effective
route to thrills.
The average theatre-goer is
probably too familiar with such plots to be
much moved by them. But there is some
spirited action in this, a motorboat chase, and
altogether an enthusiasm that will be infectious

regarded as

possible for a rival to

The story gives many opportunities for
amusing by-play and shows Mr. Ray to ad-

Billy

South American politics has probably been
more abused by frequent use in screen melodramas than any other factor. It seems to be

December

Scenario l>y Paul Schofield.
Direction J>y W'. S. A'an Dyck.
Bengtli, 4,2.3.> Feet.
The Story

Chet Fanning has agreed to finish construction on a road within a stated time so
as to fulfill an important agreement which
his

employer,

Andrew Paxton, 'has made.

Paxton has an enemy who wants

to prevent

number of the men to defeat
Fanning’s efforts. Fanning forces the lazy
ones to work and nearly pays the penalty
this.

He

hires a

with his life several times. Once he saves
Paxton’s daughter from destruction when a
huge rock is hurled down upon them. The
opposing gang hind and gag Panning and
prepare to blast the tunnel before the proper
time.
Paxton’s daugliter delays the move
that would mean tragedy to so many, and,
after wild struggling. Fanning succeeds in
carrying out his purpose in romantic as well
as business pursuits.

—

“The Pride

of

Palomar”

Splendid Direction by Frank Borzage in
Cosmopolitan- Paramount Production
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Peter B. Kyne’s successful story of the
same title has been converted into eight
reels of dashing entertainment without any
dull moments.
This latest Cosmopolitan
production, directed by Frank Borzage, is
inspired by a zest and humor that is
typically American.
Its spirit and action
will please men, especially.
The picture is unusually successful in accomplishing the purpose of all drama, that
is to be constantly diverting.
There is a
hint now and then at melodrama, but it
never becomes a strenuous factor or mars
the easy, buoyant trend of the action. It is
thrilling, rather moving, and is frequently

amusing.
In the personnel of the cast, the picture
has a strong, consistent force in giving
realism to the story. Warner Gland’s in-

terpretation of Okada, the Jap conspirator,
perhaps the most impressive.
is
In his
make-up.
and every appearance, even
though the opportunities at times are scant,
he registers an unusual and intriguing per-

December

2,

The leading role is handled in
sonality.
approved style by Forrest Stanley. Marjorie
Daw is delightful and like the entire cast,
including Joseph Dowling, George Nichols,
Edward Brady and Alfred Allen, shows fine
co-operation.
Most of the action takes place on a
There are many picCalifornia ranch.
and elaborate
scenes,
natural
turesque
settings for horse races on two different
These are accomplished with
occasions.
many thrills and effective comedy. The
photography is excellent.

The Cast
Forrest Stanley
Marjorie Daw
Tote De Crow

Don Mike
Kay Parker
Pahio
Father Dominic

James Barrow
Joseph Dowling

Don Mignel
John Parker
Conway
Okada
Mrs. Parker

Alfred Allen

George Xioholls
Warner Oland
Mrs. Jessie Hehbard

Percy Williams

Butler
Caroline
Bostolet
Mrs. Snpaldio

Mrs. George Hernande*

Edw'ard Brady
Carmen Arscella
Eagle Bye

IVogri

Most Mattoe
Based llpon Story of Same Name by
Peter B. Kyne.
Scenario by Grant Carpenter and John Eynch.
Direction by Frank Borzage.
Photogr.aphy by Chester A. Byons.

Alexandria

bength, 7,404 Feet.
The Story

Don Mike Farrell returns to liis father’s
California ranch after serving in Siberia for
several years.
He learns that his father is
flearl and his property in the hands of .Tohn
Kay Parker, his daughter, falls in
Parker.
love with Don Mike, and attempts to help
him in regaining his rights, but is thwarted
by her father. Okada, a Japanese speculator,
is assisting Parker, and the two plot to keep
getting what belongs to him.
is resourceful enough to plan a way
out.
He leads one of his father’s debtors
a merry chase and gets the $100,000 that is
due him. The rest he manages to procure by
gambling on the racetrack. In the end he
uses a clever trick to bluff Parker, and gets
his land back, even to the admiration of

Mike
Mike

from

Parker himself.

‘‘Her Half Brother”
Corporation Presents a
Picture That H as Some Appeal Because
of Its Strenuous Action
Pictures

Certified

WORLD

MOVING PICTURE

1922

Reviewed by T. S. daPonte
This film is called “Her Half Brother,”
but the title is so far fetched that it might
be said to have practically no bearing at
all on the picture.
Almost any other name
that the producers might have selected
would have meant as much as far as connection with the story is concerned.
It
might almost be surmised that the title was
selected to obtain word-of-mouth publicity
through the mystified audience’s discussions
of what possible connection the title could
have with the plot.
For those who are willing to view a picture with their minds open to accept at its
face value a plot that is somewhat obscure,
but which nevertheless, has enough gunplay and fist-fights to give it a touch of
strenuousness, the film might have a certain
appeal.

picture it develops that Hallet is the
father of Esther, whom he had lost sight of
when she was a baby. In the meantime she
and Preston have fallen in love, and Hallet
gives his consent to their marriage.

between the hero, his two villainous companions and the girl’s father is well brought
out and furnishes effective drama.
The story is closely knit and the suspense
Mr. Melford has skillfully
well handled.
directed this picture throughout, but in no

“Are Children to Blame?”

part does his wor.c show to better advantage than in the scenes where the two conspirators go to dine with the girl’s father
and are waiting to kill him to get his pearls.
He is aware of their plan and the scene
at the dinner table where each side is waiting for a false move on the other fellow’s
part has remarkable suspense and keeps
your interest at fever heat. This is further
heightened when the hero, who is not in
the plot, can no longer stand the nervous
strain and leaves the table abruptly.
The cast is small, but well selected. James
Kirkwood, in the leading role, is an English
gentleman who has made a failure of life;
George Fawcett is a down-and-out sea captain with a passion for drink, Raymond
Hatton is a typical product of the London
slums, while Noah Beery is extremely religions, but a hard master, vindictive and
cruel and not even stopping at murder to
enforce his will. Lila Lee gives a good performance as his daughter, whose disposition
father,
is very different from that of her
though many will question the manner in
which she dresses the role of a girl on a
far away island.
Jacqueline Logan is so
attractive as a native girl that you are
willing to overlook the fact that she does
not carry out the illusion very well.
Altogether it is a picture that will provide fine entertainment for almost any type
of audience and should be a big box-office

the

Child- Appeal is Best Feature of Certified
Picture Suggested by “Silas Marner”
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
The theme rather than the performance
carries an appeal in this picture produced
by Chopin Features. There are not many
who can resist the story of the abused and
neglected child and it is upon this sympathetic quality that the picture relies essentially for its success.
Gorman is the little girl who plays
She seems entirely
the important part.
lacking in self-consciousness and in a few
instances shows an interpretive skill that
will interest anyone. Possibly more detailed
direction would have made this ability more

Em

striking.

George Eliot’s book, “Silas Marner,” suggested the story for the picture, and the
action follows the general outlines of the
original, although no attempt has been made
The
to make an accurate reproduction.
characters of the irresponsible father, the
neglected child and the miser have been
used in somewhat more melodramatic complications, but in a way so that the human
interest is not lacking. The production does
not seem like a modern achievement.
It
will probably be most heartily appreciated
bv children.

Tho Cast

Em, Gorman

I.ittle Ro.saliiid

Robert Brown

loseph Marquis

Brown

George Henry
David Granger
.Vlex Shannon
Caleb Hands
Gordon Standing
Tat jena Kirah
Beeky Small
Aliee Hawthorne
Franees Eldridge
Mrs. Winslow
Emma Tansey
Albert Winslow
Robert Tansey
Written and Direeted by Pani Price.
Bengtb, Five Keels.
The Story
Brown is one of the gay students in
Coilegetown who keeps the secret of his
wife and baby from his parents. News comes
.Tu<1g€‘

that bis wife has died, but that his child,
Rosalind, is being cared for by his wife’s
sister.
Brown is called upon to send more
and more money for this purpose. Finally
he robs the blacksmith, who is called the
village miser.
The woman who is caring
for Rosalind is really an impostor, and uses
the money for her own purposes.

Brown is urged to marry respectably by
and on the night of the wedding
Rosalind’s guardian determines to make a
scene by interrupting the wedding.
She
attempts this, but is thwarted by a sudden
attack of illness, which proves fatal.
The
child comes Into the home of the blacksmith,
and when the others find the dead woman
.and trace the child they attempt to take her
away from him. But the miser, who has lost
everything he prizes but the child, begs to
keen her. It proves to be a mistake that .she
is Bi-nwn’s daughter, so he is privileged to
his father,

keeii

hi.s

new-found treasure.

“Ebb Tide”
George Melford Makes Fine Production of
Stevenson’s South Sea Island Story
for Paramount

and their

Directed by George Melford, the Paramount production, “Ebb Tide,” is one of the

Tlie CsiNt

Paul

Pro.siton

Daii Hallet

Bee

Wong

R. i,ee Hill

Bowrey
M. McAVade

W^illiain A,

Esther Ralston
“Blaek Bill”
.lack Patterson
Director Not Credited.
Bengtb, Five Reels.
The Story
Paul Preston and Dan Hallet, miners, adopt
Esther Ral.ston, who has been raised by a
Chinaman, Dee Wong. The Chinaman has a
strong dislike for Hallet, and seeks his life
through devious ways. Toward the end of
V

The Cast
Ruth Attwater

Reviewed by C.

J.

of the South Sea Island stories that
has reached the screen. It will hold the interest throughout not only because of the
interest in the story, but because of the unusually fine character portrayals.
It is a screen version of a novel of the

Robert

name

by

Raymond Hatton

B. Hui.sli

Captain Davi.s
Richard Attwater

George Fawcett
Noah Beery

Tehnra

Jacqueline Bogan
Ba.sed on Novel by Robert Boui.s Stevenson.
Scenario by Waldemcr Young.
Directed by George Melford.
Bengtb, 7,33C feet.
The Story
On the beach of a small South Sea Island
is
a motely trio Davis, a discredited sea
captain; Herrick, an English gentleman, who
lias made a failure of life, and Huish, a
product of the Dondon slums. They wander
into the town, where Davis is recognized,
and the three are induced to ship on the
Farallone, a vessel which the owners hope
will sink so they can collect the insurance.
A storm comes up and the vessel is driven
into an unknown harbor.
The only white
inhabitant is an Englishman and his grown
daughter. The Englishman is of a religious
type, but is severe toward his daughter and
to the native pearl-fishers, and has sworn
that no white man shall leave the island
alive.
His daughter, Ruth, impressed by
Herrick’s demeanor, resolves to save him,
and a romance begins. Herrick’s companions
seek to kill Attwater and get his pearls.
He is aware of their plan, and, after several
exciting adventures, dnally shoots the two
as they are about to attack him.
Attwater
meets his fate when he goes to the Farallone,
which has caught on fire, and attempts to
save his daughter. She, however, has I'cen
carried ashore by Herrick. So all ends satis-

—

young

couple.

“The Blond Vampire’^

S. Sewell

best

same

Bila Bee
James Kirkwood

Rokert Hi*rrick

factorily for the

The photography is good and the acting
is fair enough for a production of its special
type.
The scenes are laid in the West, in
desert country and in small mining towns
vicinity.

bet.

well-known author,
Stevenson, and the widely
the

Louis
divergent masculine types who carry the
bulk of the action are portrayed with remarkable fidelity. The picture is strong in
human interest and the three-sided conflict

De

Sacia Mooers is Featured in W^ra^
Physioc Product'on Released by F. B. O.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
With a theme that seems to have an imperishable popularity and a convinci’''<? cast,
this feature produced by Wray Physioc
Company should register as at least average entertainment.
It is the old adage “A woman, a dog
and;
a walnut tree; the more you beat ’em
the
better they be,” that has been used as a
'

basis for the story.
Woman-taming, however, is a subordinate part of the action as
most of the interest lies in the development

MO VING
of a crook conspiracy. The plot unfolds en
tertainingly, the scene shifting from the underworld to society functions, and the motive from frivolity to intrigue, Charles Craig
is an amusing character study as the man

who doublecrosses his
De Sacia Alooers plays

business partner.
the title role. She

an attractive blonde, becomingly gowned,
and gifted with the arts of coquettry to an
Others who deserve
interesting degree.
mention are Miriam Baptista, and Frank

is

Conville.

The Cast
De Saeia Mooers

.Hareia Saville
Saville.

.Mr.

.

Tom

Smith.

.

Smiley

...Iose|>h

.

The Kat
Cou
Simon Downs.
Kent

Frank Conville

,

.

.

.

Wayne

Mildred

.

.

.

.

.

Charle.s Crais

Ell wi n

.Vugust
.Alfred Garret

and Seenario ;\ot Crediteil.
Direetion hy Wray Physioc.
I,ensth, Six Reels.
The Story
Alari'ia Saville is a hopeless flirt, so her
She show.s him
sweetheart. Kent, thinks.
that she prefers a man from the underworld
to him merely because he proves his authority in handling her instead of pleading with
her.
The other man, Tom Smith, is induced
to enter a scheme to rob Marcia’s father in a
crooked deal started by Simon Downs.
Downs plans to have Tom marry Marcia and
divide the spoils, as she is to receive a sum
when she marries. Tom is too smart for
them, and refuses to get involved. Meantime
Kent i>roves his strength of character, and
Marcia is won over. Downs is exposed to her
father and discharged.
.Story

“Dawn

of Revenge”

Richard C. Travers Featured in Aywon Film
With Sensational Appeal
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
“Dawn of Revenge’’ relies upon sensational
situations for its appeal, and on the whole,
is lacking in wholesomeness.
The story is
too unnatural to be convincing. It will be
entertaining to a limited' class of patrons
who require neither originality nor ideals in
their diversion.
The chief character is a half-crazed cripple

whose

first

move

of revenge

is

to steal

the son of the man who is responsible for
his deformity, and bring him up as his own.
His evil purposes not satisfied at this, he
determines to have the boy marry his own
sister and then, when it is too late, reveal
relationship.
course, averted.
their

This catastrophe

is,

of

As can be seen from this synopsis the
theme is not one that promotes clean normal
entertainment. Neither does the manner of
production make it seem real. It is unfortunate for the cast which in addition to the
star, Richard C. Travers, has a number of
capable performers, including pretty Muriel
Kingston, Florence Foster and Charles

Graham.
The Cast
“Ace” Hall
Alice Blake Miles
Nel-son Miles
Jiiflson Hall

Charle.s

Graham

Florence Foster
Louis Dean
Richard C. Travers

May Daggert

Baha
Sherry Miles

Muriel Kingston

Direetion hy Bernard Sievel.

Length, 4,800 Feet.
The Story

“Ace” Hall, disappointed in a love affair,
determines to make the girl. Alice Blake, and
her young husband, Miles, suffer. In a fight
with Miles "Ace” is thrown down hill, and is
crippled for life. He steals the baby son of
the couple and brings him up as his own.
Years later Miles tries to buy the land and
mine belonging to “Ace,” and he learns that
they have a beautiful daughter. He determines to make the boy unwittingly marry
his own sister so that his own revenge will
be complete. The ceremony is performed, but
the mother discovers the truth that the boy
The surprising explanation
is her own son.
is then made by the mother that the girl is
their adopted child, and the boy and girl,
who have learned to love each other, face
“Ace” is killed in an
a happier existence.
exiilosion for which he himself is to blame.

WORLD
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'Vivid Fist-Fight Scenes
This Phil Goldstone Production

Reviewed by T.

S.

particularly good interpretation being
given by Richard Farrell in the leading role
and the same applies to Rebecca Weintraub
in

these sorts.
'I’he

Fa.st

Al Hart

Villain

Peggy^ O’Day
Shorty Hamilton

The Heroine
Miner
Franklyn Farnum

.V

Franklyn Farnum

Direction hy Francis Ford.
Length, 4,«00 Feet.
The Story
By underhand methods Al Hart gets
possession of a rich mine belonging to Peggy
O'Day and her father. Not knowing Hart
to be a crook Farnum accepts a position with
him, and is sent to take charge of the mine.
There he meets Peggy O’Day, and has a
strenuous time attempting to control the
tough gang which infests the vicinity.
Finally he quits Hart’s employ, and the
latter, realizing the w'rong he has done, gives
Peggy a half interest in the mine, and she
and Farnum end the film in each other’s

embrace.

“Breaking
Intense

Home

Heart Interest in Associated ExBased on Family
Love.
C. S. Sewell

Tremendous heart interest is the outstanding feature of the .Associated Exhibitors production “Breaking Home Ties.”
It
is of the general type of “Humoresque” and
one of the prominent characters, who, however, is not the lead, is a violinist. The picture is described as an epic of family love
and the theme is based on the traditional
Jewish melody of Russia and Poland, “Eili,
Eili.”

The story deals with a Jewish family in
Russia. The son thinking he has killed his
best friend, comes to America and achieves
success. His parents meet reverses of fortune and follow him and finally land in a
Home for the Aged where under dramatic
circumstances the family is reunited.
It
is
a production which deals entirely
with Jewish characters, stressing the strong
affection
between parents and children
under

all circumstances and should prove
an unusually big success with Hebrew spectators.
Its reception with other types of
audiences will largely depend on whether
they like pictures of this nature; however,
the overwhelming heart interest and glorification of family love regardless of the fact
that it deals entirely with one race of people, should give it a strong appeal.
Coupled
with this is the fact that though j’ou feel
certain son and parents will be reunited,
the director has so handled the situations
that the suspense of this meeting is well
maintained as on two or three occasions
when you feel sure that it will be brought
about, and when it does not occur, it tugs

at

vour heart-strings.
cast is an entirely satisfactory one.

The

as

mother and

the

father

respectively.

point

of

interest

the

in

film

the

is

Jewish ceremonial scenes, the one in the
chapel and the marriage scene which appears to be in strict accordance with Hebrew ritual even to the men keeping on their
hats.

The

director has brought out the theme of
cleverly all through the picture,
this melody figuring in the important crises
of the story.
As well as could be judged
from the showing at the Hotel Astor where
the projection was at times very poor the
photography and lighting while not striking arc satisfactory.
It is the heart interest in the story and
the intense manner in which it has been
brought out which will largely determine
its audience appeal, and in considering this
picture it will be well to bear in mind the
success made by “Humoresque” though
technically the production is not up to the
same standard.
“Eili, Eili”

The Cant
Father Bert^niaii
Mother Berarman
David Bergman
Paul Zeidman
Esther
Rowe Neuman
J. B. Martin
.Mr.s. Martin
Moskowitz

Lee Kohlmar
Reheeea Weintranb
Riehard Farrell
Vrthur Ashley
Betty

Howe

Jane Thomas

Henry

B. Schaffer
Maude Hill

Robert Maxmillian

Written, Directed and Produced hy Frank
Seltzer and George K. Rolands.
Length, 5,622 Feet.

The Story
The Bergman family circle

is

N'.

broken when

David

flees his native Prussia after killing
his best friend in a rage of jealousy over a
girl.
During the years in New York he loses
track of his parents, all efforts to locate them
having failed. The Bergmans have failed in
business and come to America to find David,
who, unknown to them, has changed his
name. They live in poverty and squalor.

David

Ties”

hibitor’s Picture

Reviewed by

and Lee Kohlmar

A

daPonte

This “Western” gives the players an
opportunity to do some good horse-backriding and to stage some vivid fist-fights, but
taken in its entirety the plot is not entirely
convincing. However, for those who like to
see the “hero” come out on top no matter
how many “villains” may beset him, the production may prove entertaining.
There are a few cleverly written sub-titles
that will cause mirth in the audience, and
the acting is good enough while the photography is quite up to the average. Franklyn
Farnum hardly has the appearance of a man
young enough to “pull” the virile “stuff” he
puts over such as whipping two or three
vigorous opponents single-handed, which is
a “stunt” that few, if any, men in real life
could accomplish.
The regeneration of one of the arch
“villains,” and the happy ending of the
romance of the “hero” and the "heroine”
brings the film to a close, which will prove
satisfactory to those who demand endings ot

The

1922

2,

a

“The Gold Grabbers”
There Are Some

December

has

Unknowingly
of his father.

become

a

successful

lawyer.

his path has often touched that

David

is

a generous donator

Home for the Aged, in which his
Rose Neuman, is interested, and to
which she has taken the Bergmans, ignorant

to the
fiancee.

of

the fact that they are David’s parents.

Then the friend David thought he had killed
turns up, and David and Rose are married
at the Home for the -\ged, where David and
his parents are at last united.

“The World’s a Stage”
Principad

Dorothy

Pictures’
First
Release With
Phillips Is Clever and Entertaining Production.
Reviewed by Roger Ferri

Moving picture “fan” magazines enjoy
marvelously enormous circulation because
of the so-called “dope” they give on stars,
their hobbies, their modes of living and
what not.
Newspapers give screaming
headlines to news items bearing on the
trials and tribulations of unfortunate film
folks and in fact have and are taking unfair liberties by referring to supernumeraries who come before public notice as
“movie stars.” The term “movie star” is
always inserted in the headlines, for it is
a magnet that never fails to arrest the
public eye.
.And then,

if all the above be true, and
experience has taught all of us that they
are true, why shouldn’t a production dealing
with the adventures and domestic troubles
of a movie star be equallj' as fascinating and

attractive to the public?
Personally, we believe that a picture depicting all the things
the public reads about stars is sure-fire.

.And further we believe that a story dwelling
on the domestic life of a star that presents
her as any other human in a series of
tangles that are typically human, viH strike
the popular cord.
.And Princip;* Pictures
'

/

December

2,

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Corporation’s initial release, “The World’s
Stage” is precisely that sort of picture.
Colin Campbell who directed this produclor he retion made a splendid job of il
membered a lot of interesting things that
the public literally has “eaten up.” He has
fed the public what that very same public
has seemingly demanded from newspapers.
But more than anything else, while he has
seemingly satisfied a public appetite for
“movie star stuff,” he has gone a step farther, for, after this picture has been shown
and the story thoroughly unfolded, your patrons can not help but become convinced
that, after all, a star is just a human being
blessed with the same natural gifts, bequeathed with the same likes and dislikes,
subject to the same tangles as anybody in

Additional Reviews of Short Subjects

A

sphere generously called civilization.
Will Hays would welcome an opportunity

this
to

picture.
So would Sydney S.
Both stand for anything that will

see this

Cohen.

elevate this industry to the highest standard possible. And “The World’s A Stage,’’
which is a strong dramatic production with a
splendid cast, headed by Dorothy Phillips,
whose services were obtained through the
courtesy of Associated First National, and
based on a pleasingly entertaining story
written by Elinor Glyn, will do more to
change public opinion of the screen, stars,
etc., than any other legitimate picture this
writer has seen.
The story is typical Elinor-Glynish, if
you know what that means. It dwells on
the domestic complications of a charming
young lady, who has attained both fame and
fortune, only to have both dissipated by a
worthless drunken husband.
And then
there is that true-blue friend who always
appeals to the women folk.
The story,
though basically not a thoroughly new one,
has a twist that is positively original.
It
gives the spectator an insight of what happens in a studio, at a star’s home, etc. And
is not that what millions and millions of our
people have and are craving for?
We believe it is and that is the primary reason
for making the statement that “The World’s
A Stage” is a knockout from a box office
standpoint.
As a production it is effectively
strong in direction, acting, photography, set-

Be Found on Page

—Comedy—Two

(Pathe

The

and light.
Dorothy Phillips gives an admirable char-

acterization of the screen star who conquers the public and loses a matrimonial
war. Bruce McRae as the “friend in need”
is
a corker, while Kenneth Harlan as the
good-for-nothing anti - Volsteader who
makes no failure of showing what a joke
Prohibition is, is equally effective.
But, in
our humble opinion, the greatest work was
that of Director Campbell for his was anything but a simple task and he accomplished it nobly.
Others in the cast who
give good support are Otis Harlan, Jack

kiddies

Then, of course, there
is Sunshine Sammy and the tiny pickaninny
girl who cause a lot of amusement.
While
clever

a

The Cast
The Star
Brand

Dorothy Phillips

Wallace

Kenneth Harlan

Bmce McRae

“Graphic 2548”

Story by Klinor Glyn
Direction by Colin Campbell
Length, Six Reelsi

A clever actress, through the friendship
and influence of a friend, John Brand, invades
the studios and becomes a star.
Later she
meets Wallace, a friend of Brand’s, whom
she marries. On their wedding evening Wallace attends a drunken party, but is forgiven.However, he does not reform, for marriage
life means one endless chain of ‘drunks” for
Wallace,

whose

.wife

Brand

tries

to

help.

Wallace, jealous of Brand, forces his wife
one pouring rainy night to ride with him in
a touring car.
Fearing some mishap would
befall them with the drunken Wallace driving, Brand follows.
Wallace drives the machine into a broken bridge and is killed.
Thus the way is paved for Brand’s marriage
to

the star.

M.

P.

and Damned.” Another interesting section shows Evelyn Law, of the Follies,
executing a variety of dance steps and high
kicks which are repeated in slow motion.
Then there is a study of different expressions by means of a distorting mirror; views
of a New York postman who has traveled
and another section
250,000 miles on foot
showing how the crew of a life saving station rescue passengers from a wrecked vessel
;

with a breeches-buoy.

Ads. Bring Results

— C.

S.

S.

“Friday, the 13 th”
(Pathe

— Cartoon— One

—C.

S. S.

“True Blue”
—
—

(Universal Comedy Two Reels)
With “Queenie,” a horse, as the star of
this picture, it has naturally been built so
as to allow this very intelligent animal a
number of opportunities for clever stunts.

While some of the things are far-fetched,
many are quite remarkable and are surewith audiences.

somewhat
him

to his

is,

moral,

“A man convinced

of the

same opinion

still”

vincingly brought out.

— C.

against his will is
is not very conS.

couple to
regardless
cleverness
light the kiddies.

Away”
—Comedy—One Reel)

S.

“Pure But Simple”

—

—

(Federated Comedy Two Reels)
This is a Monte Banks comedy of variable
merit. It has some exceptionally clever moments and other stunts that are average in
amusement value. Mostly, it is a story of

two rival suitors, a girl, and a father who is
out for the better man. There is a barn
dance in which the girl proves an attractive
entertainer. In conclusion, there is a canoe
race to determine which is the winning suitor
and in connection are some original effects
that should bring laughs.
M. K.

“Screen Snapshots No. 14”
(Pathe

— Magazine—One

Reel)

In this issue of Screen Snapshots, Charles
Ray is shown as a farmer getting up early to
do chores. Carter DeHaven is seen showing
talking to George Sisler Pola Negri’s arrival
in Los Angeles is pictured; Eric VonStroheim is shown examining the sets for a new
picture; Glenn Hunter building miniature
ships and Mae Murray entertaining a lot of
;

number

is

a deputy sheriff

and told to

capture a “bad man” which he finally does.
The ending is novel, where he finds he has
locked himself in jail and the bandit on the

— C.

S.

Film Exports Total

the star of this com.edy,
which is a travesty on Westerns. It contains
several amusing incidents and is an average
number of the series in which Parrott is the
star.
The plot shows how a tenderfoot goes

made

S.

—

“Blaze

is

— C.

kiddies. Altogether it is an average
of this series.- C. S. S.

S.

(Pathe

Paul Parrott

“Queenie’s” boss gets
but “Queenie” takes
fiance’s home and also takes the
a minister and settles matters
of an irate father.
The horse’s
will entertain the adults and deintoxicated

Reel)

of course, the dominating
motive of this Paul Terry Cartoon and the
old farmer has all kinds of things happen to
him in rapid succession because on the fateful day he ignores all signs and superstitions.
While it contains several humorous hits and
gives the cartoonist an opportunity for clever
bits of business it is hardly up to the standard of the majority of this series and the

Superstition

S.

“Star land Review 16”

—

—

(F. B. O. Magazine One Reel)
to the standard set by previous issues of this screen magazine is this issue
Haig, who danced
which shows that
off the stage sometime ago and broke her
back, is now fully recovered and able to do
Another interesting secall kinds of stunts.

Well up

Emma

tion shows scenes from
play, “East of Suez.”

Florence Reed’s

new

Other sections snow
the making of costumes for the Greenwich
Village Follies, Anna Fitqui, the prima donna,
selecting tobacco, views of a Japanese prima
donna, Ned

W.

the Desert of Sahara, and an instructive
section showing the great power of air by
means of simple experiments, including several unique effects achieved with liquid air.
in

tiful

outside.

The Story

of the people of the new republic of Latvia,
a section in color showing the city of Gafsa

fire

—Magazine—One

Reel)
Probably the most interesting item in this
screen magazine is the section showing some
home-life scenes of F. Scott Fitzgerald, the
the much
twenty-six-year-old author of
talked of and widely read novel, “The Beau-

(Educational

West,

—

(Pathe Magazine One Reel)
The high' standard of interest and entertainment reached in recent issues of this
magazine is maintained in this number.
There is a section wonderfully photographed interpreting Longfellow’s pcem,
“Sunrise on the Hills,” also interesting views

scene.

the humor in this number is not as lively
as some of the others, there is a lot of real
true-to-life stuff, and those who like chi'dren,
as well as the children themselves, will enjoy
it.— C. S. S.

—

McDonald and “Queenie.”

Reels)

and animals which have appeared in previous numbers of “Our Gang”
comedies are also in this one, and as usual
are up to a lot of stunts which will amuse
the spectators. As the title implies, it shows
the mischief into which a bunch of kids can
get on their day off from school.
There
is a rich boy, a poor boy who has to practice on the ’cello against his will and the
way he makes his dog do it instead. This
is

“Pathe Review 184”

—

“Saturday Morning”

.

tings

Can

462

Wayburn

a vaudeville act
Leave Home” at

training dancers for

and the star of
home. C. S. S.

—

“Why Men

Over $500,000
More Them

13,000,000 Feet Sent to
Various Countries

Exports of moving picture film durmonth of August reached a
total of more than thirteen million feet
and a value of well over a half-million
dollars, according to a report of the Department of Commerce, Washington,
ing the

D. C.

A

total of 1,179,470 feet of exposed
negatives, valued at $56,167, also was
France and England were
exported.
the most important customers.
Nearly fifty countries made imports
American positives during the
of
month, the report shows, total exports
amounting to 8,884,469 feet, with a
value of $386,413.
Canada was our
best customer and Australia was next.

—

MOVING

Pep

The

Louise Fazenda Featured

in

WORLD

December

of Short Subjects

and

New

J. G.

maid two-reelers comes as

a pleasant surthe short subject field as it was
the impression that she had left this branch
for feature productions.
Two prominent comedy writers Ballard

prise

in

MacDonald and Edward Kennedy have just
added to the Mermaid production

been

staff, and now there
are four directors,
twelve well-known comedians, four cameramen and two scenario writers working on
the two Mermaids to follow “Casey Jones

Jr.”

Lige Conley heads the cast of a new comedy being directed by Del Lord and Jules
White. The cast also includes Jack Richardson, Spencer Bell, Sunshine Hart and
Jack White’s latest comedy find Peg
O’Neill.

Universal Filming Detective Series

Howard

Written by George Bronson
Universal announces the early release of
first of a series of four two-reel de-

the

stories “The Adventures of Yorke
Norroy” written by George Bronson HowIt is further
ard, the well-known author.

tective

recent untimely death of
not affect the plans for
the series as he had already completed the
Duke Worne is directing the series
scripts.
and Roy Stewart is the star, and the cast
includes Jack Perrin, Esther Ralston, Hayden Stevenson, Fontaine LaRue, William
Welsh, and George Williams.
The leading character, Yorke Norroy, is
one of the most popular of Mr. Howard’s
fiction characters and was the hero of a
stated

that

the

Mr. Howard

will

series of stories titled

“Yorke Norroy, Dip-

Agent” which were published in
Popular magazine. They dealt with a secret
service agent of international reputation.
lomatic

The new

subjects are in the nature of a
“Perils of the Secret Service”
which was a series of seven two-reelers
written and directed by Mr. Howard five
years ago at Universal City, and which
proved very popular.
The first of the series has been completed and it is expected will be released
during the winter following the series of

sequel

to

“Timber Tales”
starring.

The

in

which Roy Stewart

cast for

Another

“Our
list

Gang”
of

ten

two-reel comedy
subjects for re-

December 3. It is titled “Saturday
Morning” and shows “Freckles Mickey
Daniels, Sunshine Sammy, little chocolate-

lease

colored “Farina,” tough little Jackie Condon,
and the rest of “Our Gang” in their most
irrepressible mood, making up for six days
of behaving.
It is said to be filled with

humor and “animal spirits” and practically
without a plot as it does not need any.
The Charles Hutchison serial “Speed”
reaches its seventh episode in which the
hero after escaping from a burning ship
gets into the power of bloodthirsty savages
and in seeking to get away from them has
a terrific battle with an alligator.'
In “Blaze Away” Paul Parrott having
taken a correspondence course in how to
be a cowboy has exciting experiences in the
West in his attempt to capture a notorious
bad man when he is made a member of the

Hodkinson

sheriff’s posse.

The Aesop Film Fable “Friday the Thirteenth” shows in a humorous way all the
bad luck that happens to a farmer who is

Mirror No. 3 Pictures
Aviation Birth
The International News Reel Corporation
has produced another novelty reel of exceptional interest.
It is called “The Birth of
Aviation,” and will be released by Universal
as The Mirror No. 3, or the third in the
series of one reel features assembled by
International from film taken a decade or
more ago and showing historical events of
the past.
“The Birth of Aviation” shows the first
fledgling
hops in 1908 of the Wright
Brothers, Glenn Curtis, and other pioneer
bird-men. It shows the flimsy aeroplanes
of the early days and compares them in
flight with their modern counterparts.
It is
a picturization in one reel of the growth of
aviation.

each picture, with

superstitious and
signs and points the

moral “a

vinced against his will

is

does

not

of the

believe

man

Newsy Notes
Geibler has just completed and mailed toexhibitors a clever advertising herald in connection
with the Plum Center Comedes, made by Paul Gerson Pictures Corp. and released bv F. B. O.
It is
a four-pager, made up in the style of a burlesque
of a small town newspaper, and contains a lot of
the kind of clever and original humorous material
for which Mr. Geibler is noted.

in

con-

same opin-

still.”

The Harold Lloyd single reel re-issue is
“Soft Money” and Bebe Daniels is in the
cast.
Pathe Review 184 contains a picturization of Longfellow’s “Sunrise on the
Hills” beautifully photographed and manyother interesting items.
Screen Snapshots
No. 14 shows interesting scenes in which

Charles Ray, Mae Murrayq Anita Stewart
and other prominent players figure.

E. J. Smith, managing director of European Motion Picture Co.. Ltd., who is handling Century
Comedies in England, has prepared an attractive
booklet covering ten of these comedies. Each pageis devoted to a different picture and gives a synopsis and portrait of the star.

Short Subject Manager Lou Thompson, of the
Cleveland Universal exchange, is an ingenous fellow.
To call attention to the Century comedy. “Just
Dogs,” he secured a lot of frankfurters, cut them in
pairs, and attached a tag reading, “Just Dogs
It's a Century,” and forwarded them to exhibitors
in that territorj-.
This is an all-animal comedy,
including a monkey and two clever dogs.

The Gordon Olympic Circuit

Signs
Fay Tineher

Fay Tineher
is

now with

Universal.

The

“stripes girl” of a few years ago, has returned to the screen to play opposite Lewis
Sargent in a messenger boy comedy at

Universal City.
The comedies starring
Lewis Sargent, have been enthusiasticallyreceived by theatre owners, according to
Universal.

With

with the plans of the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation to create a big short
subject department, announcement is made
of the acquisition of J. G. Rohlfs who will
have complete charge of the distribution and
sale throughout the United States of all
Hodkinson short subjects except the Movie
Chats and “Fun from the Press.”
Mr. Rohlfs was formerly with Hodkinson
and later with Goldwyn Associated Producers and other companies. Among the series
he will handle are the All Star Comedies,
“Days Afield with Rod and Gun,” Triart
Productions, Great American Authors and
the Bray Romances and comedies.

class in every respect.

ion

Now

line

the exception of the star, will be changed.
It is promised that this series will be high-

not

Rohlfs

is

Another Our Gang Comedy Leads Off
Ten Pathe Subjects for December 3
heads Pathe’s

1922

Serials

Series for Educational
In

Louise Fazenda has been engaged to appear in Mermaid Comedies which are distributed through Educational and she will
make her debut in a special subject being
produced under the supervision of Jack
White. Aliss Fazenda will head a new comedy unit and will be supported by Harry
Gribbon who is also well known to screen
audiences, together with Jack Ackroyd,
Otto Fries and Jack Lloyd.
Two directors, Robert Karr and Charles
Hochberg are at work on the first of these
Miss Fazenda who is famous for
specials.
her work as a country girl with kinky curls
has recently completed prominent roles in
two big forthcoming productions “The
Beautiful and Damned” and “Quincy Adams Sawyer” and her engagement for Mer-

2,

Program

the

of

News and Reviews

Mermaid

PICTURE

in

Massachusetts has

contracted with Educational for all of its two-reel
subjects, including the Hamilton, Mermaid, Jack
White and Christie comedies. The Dallas branch of
Southern Enterprises has also booked for showing
over its entire circuit the following Educational
series. Mermaid, Christie, Hamilton, Earl Hurd and
Cameo comedies, Bruce Wilderness Tales, and

Kinograms.

Pathe has received a large number of letters from
praising ‘‘Topics of the Day.”
Among

showmen

them are Harry

F. Dinning, of Paramount Theatre,
Milwaukee. Ed Foy, of Foy’s Neighborhood Theatres.

Dallas

Ore.,

Neb.

;

H. B. Paul, of Majestic Theatre, Ontario.
of Sun Theatre, York.

and Chester A. Black,

December

Bray

2,

M

1922

n K

,v

I

c

are

different

now

series

of

short

subjects

being offered to exhibitors by Bray

Productions, Inc. They include a series of
Technical Romances which are distributed
through the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation,
also the Bray Magazine and Bray Nature
Pictures which will be distributed on the
state right market.
The first three of the Technical Romances
are “The Mystery Box” which deals with
radio, “The Sky Splitter” which deals with
the speed of light rays and “Gambling with
the Gulf Stream” which deals with the question of the change in the gulf stream which
scientists contend may make the climate of

England and Northern Europe

as

cold as

Labrador.

The announcement of the release of the
Bray Magazine marks the first step of the
Bray organization to enter the independent market.

magazine

in

be a high class screen
every way.
It

WORLD

Release One Series Through

to

Hodkinson and Two
Three

PICTURE

will

Christie

via State Rights

The Bray Nature Pictures will contain the
result of special work which has peen done
for several months by experts df international standing such as Dr. Spaeth, biologist
of Johns Hopkins University who contribuutes
marvelous scenes filmed through microscopes,
specimens from the unseen world and the
depth of the sea. There will also be pictures of bird and animal life, exploration

and adventure, showing unusual happenings
and little known facts about bird and animal life. They will be entertaining as well
as instructive and decidedly out of the ordinary.
J. R. Bray, president of the company producing these pictures, is a pioneer in the
production of short subject entertainment
being one of the first to issue a screen magazine
the
Bray Dictographs.
A careful
canvass of exchanges is now being made
by A. Canter who will shortly leave on a
coast to coast trip to arrange for distribution of the two state right series.

Bull Montana Film
Has Big Cast

Mayor Allen Making
Animal Series

In Bull Montana’s newest comedy for
Metro “Rob ’Em Good” it is said that most
of the male players weigh in the neighborhood of 200 lbs. This is a Hunt Stromberg
production and a burlesque on “Robin
Hood.” Account of the nature of the picture it has the largest cast of any of the
Montana comedies. In the cast are Chuck
Reisner,
Dot Farley, Sidney Dalbrook,
James Quinn, Billy Elmer, Spike Robinson
and Vincent Bryant.

Major Jack Allen, globe-trotter and
sportsman, has been engaged by Universal
to

NewHamilton Comedy
Lloyd Hamilton in his latest comedy for
Educational will have one of the largest and

direct

and

star

in

a

number

of

them.

killing

F.
L.
Brown of the Liberty Theatre,
Long Beach, Cal., reports that Montana in
“A Punctured Prince” created riots of

laughter at that theatre.

write,

short features. Each is a cleverly written
little story embodying a plot which comes
to a climax by Major Allen’s capture of the
animal.
The appeal of the series will be
the drama of the chase and the humanitarian method of capturing animals without

More

In

Territories

The new Hallroom Boys Comedies,

C. B.

Film Sales Corporation’s series of popular two-reelers, were signed up in two
additional territories this week, almost comC.

pleting the entire LTnited States sales,

it

“The Speeder” and “The EduOther members are Lloyd Bacon,
Tom Kennedy and Tom McGuire and two
clever kiddies. Coy Watson, Jr., and Bobbie
DeVilbiss.

comedies, C. B. C. announces.

peared

in

cator.”

Christie Comedies and their producers
have just been paid a fine tribute by Robert
E. Sherwood, motion picture critic of “Life.”
After reviewing two Christie Comedies recently released by Educational, and declaring that one of them, “Pardon My Glove,”
featuring Bobby Vernon, “is one of the best
comedies that Christie has yet offered,” Mr.

Sherwood

sales

^

saj^s

“The Christies are about the only comedy producers since Sidney Drew died who
have been able to strike a happy medium
between light farce and slap-stick, and it is
to be hoped that they will continue the good

— for

work-

the field is limitless.”
early pictures of the 1922-1923 series
of Educational-Christie Comedies, including “That Son of a Sheik,” “Pardon
Glove,” “Let ’Er Run,” “Ocean Swells,”

The

My

“Choose Your Weapons,” and “Chop Suey,”
are meeting with such splendid success and
receiving such complimentary reviews all
over the country that it is evident that the
public at large agrees with Mr. Sherwood
that the Educational-Christie Comedies are
“good work.”

Century Makes Two
Promotions
Neufeld, who has been film editor
Century Comedies during the past four
years has been promoted by the Stern
Brothers to the position of Production
Manager, Air. Neufeld’s former position
will be filled by Charles Wallach, who is
now editing A1 Herman’s latest Century
Comedy “Farmerettes” under Neufeld’s
supervision.
Neufeld has three companies

Sig

for

at present.

They

are Alf Goulding’s, Harry

Edwards, and Herman

New

is

were to United Film Service of
St. Louis, through
Sam Werner, and to
Crescent Film Service of Kansas City, the
company headed by A1 Kahn. This disposes
of three more states, United taking the
franchise to Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois, and Crescent holding rights
to Western Missouri and Kansas.
This
leaves only one territory open on these

best casts of his career.
The title of this
picture is “No Luck,” and heading the supporting cast is Ruth Hiatt, who also ap-

Highly Praised

announced.

The

Comedies

C.

Raymaker.

Series

president of Century Film
Corporation, will shortly announce a series
of small-town boy stories featuring Buddy
Messenger, the first of which is called “Kid
Gladiators.”
Among the supporting cast
Stern,

Julius

will

be Marjorie

Marcel and Joe Bonner.

Harry Edwards has been specially engaged
to direct young Messenger.
Stern Brothers will spare no expense in
procuring the right scenarios for young
Messenger, the entire series will be supervised by either one or the other member of
the firm and players of reputation will support him.

Won Over
Universal

to Serials

reports

that after trying for
to induce Sol Brill, of the
Strand Theatre, Far Rockaway, N. Y., to
run a serial, they finally persuaded him to
try out “In the Days of Buffalo Bill” on a
Friday afternon. The results were so satisfactory that he not only booked the serial
for Fridays and Saturdays, which was the
first he had ever ran, but has booked “Radio
King” as well, for Monday and Tuesday.
several

months

New Montana Film
An excellent supporting cast, it is said, has
been engaged for “Glad Rags,” the next Bull
Montana comedy now being produced by
Hunt Stromberg for Metro. David Kirkland
and Clyde Bruchman have been added to
How’s this for boosting a short subject! Note the way Loew’s .Warfield Theatre,
San Francisco, played up a First National-Buster Keaton Comedy on billboards.

the

Stromberg-Montana scenario

Hugh

Fay,

who

staff.

directed “A Punctured
Prince,” will serve similarly for “Glad Rags.”

MOVING PICTURE W O k
‘‘Beyond the Jordan”
(Geographic

Reel)
The American Releasing Corporation is
offering the first of a series of one-reel
subjects,
descriptive
of
ancient
Biblical
scenes.
“Beyond the Jordan,” if typical of
the series, indicates that the appeal is out
of the ordinary and one that will be fe't by
all thoughtful spectators.
Great care has
been taken in the production. It shows, first,
a close study of the Old Testament and a
selection of the

places

where many of the

known

events took place. These have
been visualized with a regard for beautv as
well as accuracy. Quotations from the Bible,
and a few scenes in color give them added
meaning. For the exhibitor who wants his
program to include a dignified number as
far removed from cheap entertainment as
can be imagined, these pictures should be a
best

welcome arrival.
Films.— M. K.

Produced by Georgraphic

“Wonderful Water”
— Educational — One Reel)

(Prizma

One

IN THIS ISSUE

— Biblical —One

Bird Life (Fox)

Beyond the Jordon (American Releasing)

Away

(Pathe)
Committee on Credentials (Universal)
Fortune Hunters, The (Pathe)
Friday the 13th (Pathe)
Graphic, 2548 (Educational)
High Power (Educational)
Love Taps (Federated)
Out of Place (Fox)
Old Spain (Fox)
Pathe Review, 184 (Pathe)
Pay Day (Winkler)
Pekin Ducks (Fox)
Pure But Simple (Federated)
Rescue of Lot (Sacred)
Railroading (Educational)
Saturday Morning (Pathe)
Screen Snapshots, 14 (Pathe)
Starland Revue, 16 (F. B. O.)
Their Steady Job (Universal)
True Blue (Universal)
Wonderful Water (Prizma)
Blaze

how and why

it
is precipitated as rain or
action in a glacier, how it forms
rivers or sinks into the ground to reappear
as springs or geysers and why; also its enor-

snow,

its

in wearing away rock as s’.iown
canyon of the Colorado, at Yosemite
It
is
and the Gorge at Niagara.

mous power
in the

Falls
scenically

— C.

S.

beautiful

as

well

—

— C.

S.

S.

There

is

an abundance of beauty

in

this

The Alhambra,

800 feet.

“Railroading”

—

—

(Educational Cartoon One Reel)
This is a thoroughly entertaining Earl
Hurd cartoon comedy that should please
almost any audience and prove of particulively
children.
Bobby
are acting in a scene before the camera, which requires Bobby to
run an engine rapidly and finally plunge
through a broken bridge, only to find that
the film has given out and a re-take is
necessary. Bobby in the toy engine meets
with
some exciting experiences which
show considerable cleverness on the part
of the cartoonist, as for instance where the
house cat gets in the way of the train and
the manner in which Bobby finallj" gets the
C. S. S.
feline out of the waj'.

delight

— Educational —One-Half

Reel)
Duck-raising is picturesquely treated in this.
The scenes were taken on one of the largest
duck farms in the world and contain informa-

about the methods and profits of car-

rying on this busiffess that will be new to
most persons. From the baby duck to the
big duck that went to market, the specimens
are many. Special' color effects have been
used in places.
M. K.

“Out of Place”
(Fox-Comedy — Two Reels)
chief sponsor for the
offered in this Fox
comedy. It jumps from one clever stunt to
another.
The comic hero runs the gamut of
life, starting out in a cow-barn and ending his
The picture is hodgecareer in a cabaret.
podge of nonsense that brings hilarious
A1 St. John exploits his
laughter in places.
acrobatic gifts to a greater extent than in his
recent pictures, and gets some extremely funny

A1

St.

versatile

effects.

John

IS

the

entertainment

—M.

K.

2,
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“High Power”
—
—

(Educational Comedy Two Reels)
As with the previous Jack White comedies
distributed through Educational, this one
action and stunts, which follow
in rapid succession
and there
is
a lot of sure-fire material that will go
over big with audiences that like slapstick.
The action concerns a young chap who
goes West and after exciting experiences
on a ranch returns East with his highpowered car, drives up the stairway and
elopes with his girl. This scene is cleverly
handled.
One scene where the cowboys
put a rope around the hero’s neck, his feet
catch under a root and when they pull the
rope his neck stretches several feet is rather
gruesome. While there is considerable new
stuff, the director has especially in his chase
scenes made use of some ancient and oft
used material. On the whole this comedy
is hardly up to Jack White’s standard, but
then he has been making such excellent
slap-stick comedies that he can hardly be
expected to bat one hundred per cent, every
is

full

H
^
t

•
i

of

each other

;

I

— C.

S.

t
,j
;i

4
i

\

'

i

I

S.

“The Committee on Credentials”

(Universal

— Drama— Two

Reels)

another of the series of Harry
Carey Westerns which was originally issued in three reels and has been cut down
to two reels and reissued with new subIt concerns a gambler who aids a
titles.
woman in distress who has a drunken husThe picture ends with the death
band.
of the husband whose buggy goes over a
cliff while he is fleeing from a posse after
having shot Carey and killed another man,
and the suggestion of a romance. There
is a lot of heart interest in this production
and several exciting moments and it should
This

is

please spectators who like Westerns as it
one of the best of the Harry Carey
is
reissues.

— C.

S.

S.

“Their Steady Job”

— Comedy—One

Reel)
featured in this smgle
comedy distributed by Univerpl.
reel
While there is considerable material which
will probably get laughs much of it has
been used before. The picture is filled with
buffoonery and is not up to the standard of
The plot
the average Universal releases.
concerns two wanderers who place a pair
(Universal

Neely Edwards

is

of gloves in the water and when two men
come to rescue the supposed drowning perC. S. S.
son, they take thefr clothes.

—

“Bird Life”

to

—

M. K.

“Pekin Ducks”

(Fox

—

Bumps and Fido

the celebrated edifice which dates back to the Moorish occupation, is minutely described in a number of
artistic shots. Most attractive of the various
native features included is the selection of
typical Spanish beauties. An informal dance
is given out-doors by some of the younger
girls.
The close-ups of two or three of the
women are lovely enough in themselves to
make the film worth-while. The exact
is

humorous situations, particularly where the
cat and mouse fall through space and landing on the exhaust from an aeroplane, do a
marathon up to the machine. C. S. S.

lar

“Old Spain”
(Fox— Educational — One Reel)
subject.

—

(Pathe Cartoon One Reel)
on the theme “be it ever so
humble there is no place like home” the
situations pointing the moral are quite farfetched.
They involve a cat and a mouse
which escape from jail lured by the prospect
of a fortune and are glad to finally get back
to jail. Cartoonist Paul Terry, however, has
given his wonderful imagination full sway
and evolved some unusual clever and
Builded

is

churches.

tion

type of subject that contains much entertainment for the fan who likes slapstick that
follows a slight plan rather than being entirely disconnected. There are many amusing
scenes in the boarding-house where the first
part takes place. What follows is a fight on
the street that leads to a professional bout in
which the frail Monte ma.tes his wits count
instead of his fists.
M. K.

“Fortune Hunters”

the eighth episode of the series of
Bible stories produced by Sacred Films, Inc.,
and is being shown at the Capitol Theatre,
New York. Like the others of the seric-s it
is sub-titled largely with quotations from the
Bible.
It has been reverently handled and
interestingly depicts the capture of Lot in
the City of Sodom by the forces of five
Mesopotamian Kings and their subequent defeat and the rescue of Lot by the forces
of Abraham. An interesting item is the employment by Abraham in battle of the flanking movement subsequently used extensively
by Alexander, Caesar, Napoleon and other
This is a subject which should
generals.
and
theatres
both
in
prove attractive

length

Monte Banks is the hero of this comedy
which reveals many clever stunts. It is the

S.

“The Rescue of Lot”
(Sacred Films — Bible — One Reel)
This

“Love Taps”
—Comedy — Two Reels)

(Federated

interesting.

as

December

time.

most entertaining and instrucPrizma offerings. Prepared by
G. H. Sherwood, of the American Museum of
of the

tive of the

Natural History, this reel presents with /lews
in Prizma natural color, with few subtitles
and remarkable simplicity the complete and
wonderful story of water. It shows how it
rises from lakes and rivers as mists or fogs,

u

(Fox-Educational

—One

Reel)

All bird-lovers will tind enjoyment in this.
Some of the pictures are studies made by the
National Audubon Society in getting rare
specimens of eggs. Perhaps the most interesting feature is the illustration of the birds
different methods of building their nests and
protecting their young. There are one or two
picturesque shots of the sea and a flock of
This subject should increase the entergulls.

tainment value of any program.

— M.

K.

“Pay Day”
—Cartoon —One

Reel)
This should appeal because of its novelty.
The artist and his subject have a good- I
natured controversy in which the creature *
of the artist's imagination refuses to be disciplined.
It ends in his doing a good turn ,
for his creator by exposing the man who
J
comes in to rob the safe. The picture is a J
the
3
holds
and
little out of the ordinary

(Winkler

interest.

'

M. K.

Additional Reviews of Short Subjects Can
Be Found on Page 459

J
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PROJECTION
%
F.H. RICHARDSON

auditorium,

make

Editor Travels
(Continued from

last

18.

I

And now

don't get the idea that what I shall
say about the Hamilton men is said because
they treated me well and bought handbooks.
It is said wholly and solely because the Hamilton men deserve praise for their progressiveness.
The very fact that they ordered a handbook for every one of their members, accompanying the order with a substantial cash payment months before the book was ready for
release, is evidence of their progressiveness.
Only progressive men do such things also only
progressive locals welcome lectures upon subjects allied with their profession.
I
was too tired to visit more than a few
theatres, and what I found in the very first
one I entered kept me so long that the number
I could visit was still further curtailed.
;

Another stunt Brother Baldassari has pulled
has cut a small
— about two inchesHesquare,
reas
member — in the rear wall of the upper magaillustrated in Figure 2.

is

opening

I

it

PRICE 50 CENTS

made
made

and over it has riveted a casing
of russia iron, such as the lamphouse is

zines,

Chalmers Publishing Co.
516 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

from.
This casing is made as shown and in it is
placed a small lamp. I don’t ciuite remember,
but think he said the reason for offsetting the
lamp with the opening is so that he could look
into the window on the projection side without having the lamp shine directly into his
eyes which is another evidence that the man
works intelligently that he uses his brains.
In Figure 2 we are supposed to be above look-

—

And now I want to tell you about a real
man
projectionist a
energetic
progressive,
At the Savoy Theatre,
after my own heart.
managed by L. O’Sier, a most courteous gentleman, with whom I had the pleasure of shaking
hands, I found Fred Baldassari and H. Sedgwick in charge of the projection room. Brother
Sedgwick is an able prbjectionist and a student,
but it is to Brother Baldassari we must credit
most of what we found and

shall describe.

Power’s Projectors
projectors were Power’s Six B, in exbut there were no arc conMay I suggest to Manager O’Sier that
trols.
Up-to-date
he should install arc controls?
theatres mostly all have them, and they are
an excellent investment. To run without them
is not good practice.

The

cellent condition

;

In Figure 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of
window,
observation
the
lamphouse door
through which the projectionist views the arc.
This is not the invention of Brother Baldassari,
but of Brother Purcell, projectionist at the
Pantages Theatre, of which I shall speak later.

The black lines represent glasses, of which
there are four, held in a metal frame attached
to the lamphouse door at a convenient angle,
as shown. The colors of the glasses are
one
grass green, one amber and two wine color.
:

The combination
the

is

even more

well-known French arc

than
allows

efficient

glass.

It

one to look at the arc without the slightest
eye-strain.

heartily

I

recommend

it

to

pro-

manufacturers and to projectionists,
with the warning that grass green must be
jec’-or

ing down.

Baldassari has invented and has in operaon both his Power's projectors a very
ingenious automatic dowser.
There are so
very many of these devices that I don’t think
it necessary to describe this one in detail.
It
would require much space and several drawings or photos. This I will say, however
The
thing was exceedingly well made.
Baldassari has his revolving shutters out at
the aerial image. The shutter shaft is eighteen
inches long.
Baldassari. himself designed the
supporting bracket. He says he is able to get
much better results with his shutter at the
aerial image.
He has pulled one stunt here that I never
saw before. The shutter is far from the lens,
of course about eight inches, I would say
and he has enclosed the light beam from lens
to shutter, with a mask at the aerial image,
right up against the shutter, which just lets
tion

:

—

through

the effective beam and cuts off all
stray light.
This is as it should be, in so far
as concerns the mask.

Where Mask Should
It

where

is

Griffiths

says the

Be.

mask should

The

inclosure of the beam is so that the
bright spot of light on the shutter will not
interfere with vision when looking at the
screen. That is what I call careful, intelligent

be.

wmrk.

It is work which should be voluntarily
recognized by the manager in the pay envelope
because it is by such recognition men arc
encouraged to keep doing high-grade work.
_

used.

Brother
Baldassari
has
improved upon
Brother Purcell’s plan by adding a sheet of
very thin mica, as shown. This prevents the
breaking of the glass by heat. I would myself
suggest a further possible improvement. There
is no glare at all, hence no good reason why
the window cannot be made four or five inches
square, or even larger, thus providing a convenient view of the arc at all times.
It is the

wav I think I would prefer it myself.
The Savoy projection room is in a very, very
bad location.
The angle of projection is
twenty-four (24) degrees.
Were it not for

Lamphouse Door Window.

greatly

box office is lowered. With projectionof less ability than those now there I
venture the assertion that the net result would
be distinctly bad.

—

Men

is

ists

its

Progressive

attractiveness of the picture

of the

Have You Got Yours?

I

opinion of the book. It was pubon page 246 of issue dated November
invite your attention to it.

The

Another Stunt

am unable to recall either the name
of the theatre or the projectionist or manager,
though the former has been a correspondent
of this department. The theatre was near the
falls.
Sorry, for I would like to have given
credit where credit was deserved.
Over in Hamilton we were most cordially
Incidentally, the Hamilton local, as
received.
a body, ordered a copy of the new handbook
for each of its members.
They had had the
books for nearly a month when I visited the
city.
I have a letter from the local setting
forth
lished

quite,

lowered to the portion of the audience seated
on the main floor, hence the drawing power

NEEDS THE
LENS CHART

!

notes.

would

resultant
distortion
the
picture very nearly, if not

square.

Every Projectionist

week)

Daughter and I drove to Niagara Falls from
Rochester and examined them carefully. We
are pleased to announce that the said falls are
We did the “Cave
in apparent good condition.
of the Winds,” the “Maid of the Mist,” ’n
everything from soup to I scream.
That evening I visited a beautiful theatre
which had excellent projection. Darn the luck
I was very tired and did not make
anyhow

the

the_ fact that the screen

which

same

is

is

instantly

tilted very heavily,
apparent from the

FIGURE

2

The Casing and Lamp.
fr
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dimensions leading therefrom to the open air. »
Will some one tell me some good reason*,
why this should not or could not be done? A
bit of extra expense, yes; but what is that as
against the possibility of panic or even injury
through damage done the theatre by smoke?

Framed Charts
room I saw lens charts neatly
framed and hung on the wall; also a framed,
In the Savoy

neatly typewritten

sheet entitled

“Routine of

Pertaining to Care of Equipment of
Savoy Theatre Projection Room.” This W'as
divided into three sections, viz. “Daily Duties,”
“Semi- Weekly Duties” and “Weekly Duties.”
Duties

:

Beside

FIGURE
Showing the Device
and thus bringing

in

more money

the

at

box

Beam

Baldassari has the entire condenser beam
enclosed, and I have never yet, in all my experience, viewed as workmanlike a job of connecting the condenser w'ith the aperture by
means of an inclosure for the beam. The job
is showm photographically in I'igure 3, which
also shows the inclosure of the light beam
between the projection lens and shutter; also
the mask and its support.
The insert shows the condenser inclosure
I
open, ready for threading the projector.
asked Baldassari to send me photos of this,
“Took these
and in so doing he remarks:
photos myself and am out of practice with
Used artificial light my spotthe camera.
light
hence was obliged to do it largely by
guess.”
Well, all ri! say is that he is some considerable guesser.

—

—

Closed Lens Ports

beam

;

this,

presumably,

whether
or not
verters

I

—

this

There was

projectors, though
by the projectionists

tlie

was made
There were two Trans-

cannot say.
one 25 and

This is
one 60 cycle.
because there are two powxr companies, one
(the 25-cycle) taking current from Niagara
Falls

power

station.

The rewinder table and film cabinet combined was made by Baldassari and Sedgwuck.
an excellent piece of

work, but they
should be divided
preferably by a fireproof
partition, though that is not insisted upon.
Howu'vcr, I wall say that all film cabinets
should be connected with the open air by a
vent flue of ample size, so that, in case of fire
(remote contingency, but possible, and has
occurred), the smoke will be carried away
is

It

stopped too soon.
from each other,

The

reels

and not enter the projection room at all.
his is not a criticism of the Savoy or of
'1

I am of the opinion
that authorities would do well to oblige theatres constructed in future to build a film
cabinet into the wall, with a vent flue of ample

Baldassari or Sedgwick.

In addition to the shield at the aerial image
the lens ports are closed down to size of actual
to

minimize

port

is

a

Trans(

Corking Good Picture
passage of sound into auditorium.
a dissolving shutter for

office.

light

3

for Inclosing Light

each observation

verter panel, with volt and ammeter; and
Baldassari has rigged a swdtch so that, by its
manipulation, the projectionist is able to instantly connect the panels to either Transverter.
There is a high-powxr field glass {not an
opera glass) with which to view the screen.
The spotlight has been mounted on a special
stand, with a clever joint made from two
flanges, as illustrated in Figure 4. The dotted
lines represent an extension, which, I suppose,
enters the lower pipe, though that is a guess.
The friction between the flanges is just sufficient to cause the lamp to swung freely and
still “stay put” wherever it is placed.

Needless to say that, aside from the tilted
The
screen, the Savoy has a corking picture.
Savoy management has used good sense and
good judgment in providing the projectionists
lacking only needed
W'ith excellent equipment

—

arc controls.
Aly hat is off to them for that; but, unless
it
has already done so, it should encourage
such men as it has by recognition of their
high-class work in the pay envelope. It is that
which maizes otherwise lukewarm men strive
to do better, and gives high-class men the
incentive to improve still further.
Now, don’t you other Hamilton men feel
hurt because I have said so much about
Baldassari and not much about the rest of
Every theatre I visited showed evidence
you.
of intelligent work. The rooms were all dark,
for instance, w'hile projection was_ in progress.
In the Capitol I found a good projection room,
two Pow'er’s projectors, Fulco arc controls, an
extension shutter shaft and automatic dow-sers.
Brother H. Paro was projectionist in charge.

He

is

doing good work.
(To be continued)
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CURRENT AN D ADVANCE FILM RELEAS ES
1

Together with Index to Reviews and Consensus of Trade Papeir Criticisms.

AMERICAN RELEASING
Review
Jan of the Big

Snows

Woman

The Hidden

Men’s Law and God’s
The Three Buckaroos
The Mohican’s Daughter
Me and My Gal
The Amazing Lovers
The Proof of Innocence
The Trail of the Axe

Curwood Prod
Nanuet Prod
Finis Fox Prod

Consensu*
Nov. 4

Sept. 2
Sept. 16

Aug.
Aug.

Review
Footage
4,549
5,000

5.TO

12
12

Balshofer Prod
S. E. V. Taylor Prod. Sept. 30
Welsh-Pearson Prod. Aug. 26
Jans Prod
Louise

DuPre

Dustin Farnum

5,000

5,^
5,^
6,

Qct. 21
Qct. 7

n

5,0W

Dolores Cassinelh

The Challenge
Fools of Fortune
Timothy’s Quest

Russell Simpson
Dirigi Prod

Woman He Loved

Frothingham
The
Queen of the Moulin Rouge. Pyramid Prod
George Behan
Rose
The Sign of the
Pyramid
When the Desert Calls

Man and Woman
The Challenge
The Pillagers
The House of Solomon
Flapper Love

Jans
Dolores Cassinelli

Bluebird Jr
The Other Side

Mary Anderson
Hugh Dierker

The Deerslayer
At the Cross Roads
Belle of Alaska
Jungle Adventures

Sacramento Prod

Aug.

5,609

19

Aug.
Aug.
Nov.

6-^

....•

Sept. 23
Sept. 16

....

6,0iJ0

Sept. 30
-

19
5

Aug

6.200

26

5,000
5,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
6,000

Oct. 14

..Seena Owen
Chester Bennett

6,TO
4,666
5.000
5,892
5,807
6,000

Martin Johnson

Cardigap

Carmel Myers

The Danger Point
The Marriage Chance

All Star

TO

Nov.
Nov.

18
25

ARROW
Neva Gerber
Roy Stewart

Impulse

One-Eighth Apache

Why

Now

Not

4,505
5,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

The Janitor’s Wife
But a Butler
Fresh Paint

Hands Up

of

New York

Rhodes

Aug.

26

4,622

Sept. 16
Jack Hoxie
William Fairbanks ...Nov. 4
Nov. 11
Burton King

4,690
7,000

Billie

Peaceful Peters

When

...

.

When
Till

We

...

Mae Marsh
.May Alison

Met Again

...

...

4, .377

...

....Nov. 18

•

5,200
5.708
.... 5,822
... 2,000
...

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP,
Kinograms

Twice a Week

Rapid Fire
Toonerville Trials

Mermaid
Toonerville
Sherlock Holmes
Sherlock Holmes
Sherlock Holmes

A Scandal in Bohemia
The Empty House
The Copper Beeches
Torchy’s Nut Sunday
The Yellow Face
Treasure Bound
Torchy’s Feud

Johnny Hines

Mermaid
Johnny Hines
Christie

Sept. 16
Sept. 23

Tony Sarg
Hamilton
Bruce

Sept, 23
Sept. 23
Christie
Sept. 30
Drama
Sept. 30
Comedy
Oct. 7
Drama
Oct. 14
Toonerville Comedy.. Oct. 14
Louis Shuman
Oct. 21
Sherlock Holmes ....Oct. 28
Christie
Oct. 28
Tony Sarg
Oct. 28

Let ’Er Run
Tiger of San Pedro
Fresh Fish
The Priory School
The Skipper’s Sermon
Man vs. Beast
The Solitary Cyclist
Ocean Swells
'The First Flivver
Blazes

Jack White

Choose Your Weapons
The Enchanted City

Christie
...Special

The Steeplechaser
Hodge Podge

Novelty
Christie

Nov. 4
Nov. 4
Feb. IS
Oct. 7

Mermaid

Chop Suey
The Split Outfit

Comedy

Nov.
Nov.

11
11

Wilderness Tales ....Nov. 25

Cameo Comedy
Sherlock Holmes
Cameo
Comedy

Crash
The Resident Patient
Pitter-Patter
I

26
19

Sherlock Holmes

Pardon My Glove
The Devilish Dragon
’The Speeder
The Blanket Stiff

,

Aug.
Aug.

1,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
1.000
2.000
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
2.000
2,000
2,000
1,000
2.000
2,000
1,000
2.000
1,000
2.000
1,000
1,000

The Chased Bride

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

18
25
18
25

1,000
2,000

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
(

The Man Unconquerable
Borderland

I

The Dictator
The Bonded Woman
If

You

Believe

It,

The Young Diana
Mysteries of India
Blood and Sand

It's

Jack Holt
Aug.
July 29
Agnes Ayres
Aug. 5
Aug.
Wallace Reid
July 15 ....Aug.
Betty Compson
Aug. 12
So. ..Thomas Meighan.... July 22
Aug.
Marion Davies
Aug. 12
Mia May
Aug. 5
Rodolph Valentino.... Aug. 19

5

26
12
26

5,795
5.486
5.221
5.000
6.764
6.744
7,505
7,235

Oct. 21

Nov.

11

....Nov. 4

7,062
9,061
5,870
7,177
7,696
6,095
4,918
7,518

in

at

’Em

May

Doris

Jane Novak
Harry Carey

Colleen of the Pines

The Kick-Back

Carter DeHaven
Their First Vacation
Such Is Life at a Dutch
Travelaugh
County Fair
Hound of the Baskervilles

Twin Husbands
De Haven
Such Is Life in Amsterdam
Pop Tuttle’s Oever Catch. .Dan Mason
Ethel Clayton
If I Were Queen

DeHaven

Carter

Such Is Life in Busy London
The Broadway Madonna
The Fire Fighters
The Snowshoe Trail
Good IVIen and True

Nov.

18

Oct. 21

Nov, 25

11,618
5,050
5,130
6,146
7.155
6993
7,705
5,000

Travelaugh
Revier Prod

Comedy

Tuttle

4580
4738

Sept. 9

July

Sept. 2

Aug.

Aug.

15
5
....Sept. 23

Sept. 23
Sept. 30

Oct.

26

Oct. 28

4,900
2,000
1.000
2,000
5,955
2,000

7

Sept. 30
Oct. 14
Oct. 28

Nov.

4

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

4

1,000
5,602

11
11

Roy Stewart

Sept. 23

Harry Carey

Nov.

SOOTi

2,000

Nov.

11

18

5.382
5,000

FIRST NATIONAL
Neilan Prod
Charles Ray
Charles Ray

Fool’s First

Smudge

Maurice Tourneur. .. .Oc. 21
Dorothy Phillips
Aug. 5
Guy Bates Post
Aug. 26
Katherine MacDonald. Aug. 26
Anita Stewart
Aug. 19
Constance Talmadge.Sept. 9

Hurricane’s Gal

The Masquerader
Heroes and Husbands
Rose of the Sea
East Is West
The Light in the Dark

Ma

July 8
July 15

5,773
4,716

13

Lorna Doone
4,627
4,687

11

H

6,244
6,249
6.491

FILM BOOKING OFFICE OF AMERICA
Up and

Bellboy
...

Nov.
Nov.

Footage

6909

Marion Davies
Sept. 30
Dorothy Dalton ......Oct. 14
Sept. 23
Wallace
Reid
The Ghost Breaker
Wallace Reid
Oct. 28
Clarence
Nov. 4
The Impossible Mrs. Bellew. Gloria Swanson
Nov. 11
The Man Who Saw TomorroThomas Meighan
Rodolph Valentino. ...Nov. 18
The Young Rajah
Nov. 25
Alice Brady
Anna Ascends

Alias Julius Caesar

.Louise Lorraine...
.Leah Baird
...July 8
the Devil Drives.
.Harold Lloyd
Florence Vidor
...Sept. 9
Husbands Deceive.. .Leah Baird

Sept. 16
Oct. 7
Sept. 30
Sept. 30

the High Seas

4564

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

26
12
Sept. 9

Flower

On

2,TO
2,TO

The Star Reporter
Two-Fisted Jefferson
Streets

When Knighthood Was

Consensus

Aug.
Aug.

Above the Law
The Old Homestead
All-Star
Oct. 14
Lionel Barrymore. ... Oct. 21
The Face in the Fog
Nov. 11
The Cowboy and the Lady.. Mary M. Minter
Geo. Fitzmaurice
Nov. 4
To Have and to Hold

Entertaining the Boss
Oct. 21

Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons

Me

Follow

Nice People
DeMille Prod
-.Gloria Swanson
Her Gilded Cage
The Valley of Silent Men.. Cosmopolitan
Burning Sands
Melford Prod
Pink Gods
Bebe Daniels
Manslaughter
DeMille
Missing Millions
Alice Brady

Hope Hampton
Sennett Comedy
Ince Prod

and Pa

Skin Deep

Sept. 9
....Sept. 9
Sept. 30

Home-Made Movies

Comedy

The Bond Boy
The Eternal Flame
The Electric House

Richard Barthelmess. Oct.

Oct.

Norma Talmadge
Buster Keaton
Turpin-Sennett

Step Forward

Sept. 23
Oct. 7

Nov.

18

Nov.

18

7

21
Sept. 23
Oct. 28

April
The Woman He Married. ... Anita Stewart
Buster Keaton
The Blacksmith
Nov.
Jackie Coogan
Oliver Twist
Buster Keaton
Day Dreams
Katherine MacDonaldNov.
White Shoulders
Nov.
“StrngKeart”
Brawn of the North

Sept. 2

22

Oct. 21

May

13

11

25
25

6,083
7,944
7 835
5,460
6.037
7,737
7,500
2000
6,500
2.000
6,902
7,453
2,231
1,737
6.563
1.746
7,600
2,000
5.966
7,050

FOX FILM CORP.
Aug.
June
June

Monte Cristo
Nero

Dumas Story

Wings
Lights of New York
The Fast Mail
Just Tony
West of Chicago
The Reporter
Honor First
Oathbound

Mary Carr

June
June

Special
Special

July 15

July 15

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

Sept. 23

Silver

Violet

Mersereau

Tom Mix
Charles Jones

Lupino Lane
John Gilbert
Dustin Fartium
William Farnum ....Sept.
Sept.
Lee Kids

Moonshine Valley
A Pair of Aces
Series
Educational
A Little Child Shall Lead
’Them

Special

Tom Mix

In Calvert’s Valley
Yosemite Trail

John Gilbert

Youth Must Have Love

Shirley

Kids and Skids
The Fallen Archers
Mixed Faces
Cold Turkey
'The Tin Broncho
The City Chap

Lazy Bones
Double Trouble
Splitting Hairs

Puppy Love
Without Compromise

Mason

Lupino Lane
Lee Kids
Cartoon
William Russell
Cartoon Comedy
Sunshine Comedy
Al.

St.

1

3

3

26
26
19
19
12
2
2

5

24
17

Sept. 30

Sept. 9

Do and Dare

Dandy Dan
The Pirate

April

.John

Sept. 16
Oct. 7
Oct. 21
Sept. 30
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 14
....Oct. 14
....Oct. 14
Oct. 21

Clyde Cook
Oct. 28
Lee Kids
Sunshine
Sunshine
William F' mum ....Nov. 4
following page)
(Con*'

9,828
11,500
8,275
4,880
5,223
4,694
2,000
5.000
4.468
5,619
2.000
1000

Sept. 30

8..361

Nov. 11
Nov. 4

4.744
4.735
4,368
4,368
2,000
1,000

Oct. 28
Oct. 21

Nov.

18

1.000
4,400
1.000
2.000
2.000
2.000
2.000
2.000
2 000
5,173

.
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December
Review
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Review
Bells of San Juan
Step Lively, Please

Charles Jones

Sunshine Comedy
Mutt and Jeff

Bumps and Thumps
Town That Forgot God

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

—

Special

Arabia

Tom Mix

The Haunted House
Camphor
The Village Blacksmith
The Love Gambler

Sunshine Comedy
Educational
\Vm. Walling

John Gilbert

Mason

Shirley of the Circus

Shirley

Ranch Romeos

Comedy

Winter Pep
Always the Woman
A Rex Beach Week-End
Taking the Air
By-Way Champions

Sport
Betty
Sport
Sport
Sport

Footage

Consensus
Nov. 25

4

4,587
2.000
1,000
10,461
4,448

4

4
11
11
11

2, OX)

2.S

.500

18
18
25
25

8,000
4,682
4,608
2,000

GOLDWYN
Film

Compson

Aug.

July 22

1,000
5,450
1,000
1,000
1,000

12

Film
Film
Film

Fore
Hook, Line and Sinker
Split Seconds
Playing the Game

1,000
1,0U0

Remembrance
All-Star
Sherlock Holmes
John Barrymore
Lloyd, director
The Sin Flood
Brothers Under the Skin. .. Featured Cast
Hungry Hearts

1,000
1,0U)
5,650
8,000
6,500
4,983

Oct. 14

Sept. 23
^^ay 20
Jan. 21
..Nov. 25

June

3

Oct. 22

.Adams-McKim

.

The Mystery Box
The Sky Splitter

.

.

. .

Sept. 30

19....

. .

.

..yet. 28
..Nov. 25 ...

.,.

25

...

...
.

...Nov. 25

...

..

6,000
1,000
1,000
5,000

Sept.

2

Nov.

11

Nov.

6,500
7,040
6,971

4

Forget-Me-Not
The Face Between

A

Ladies’

Man

Women

Trifling

Youth

Youth

to

A

Punctured Prince
Enter Madam
Mud and Sand

Love

in

the

.

May
May

13 ...

6
..July
July 29

P)

,.

Bert Lytell ...
Bull Montana
Clara K. Young

24 ... ... 6,000
10 ... ... 4,800
3 ... .. 10,467

..

.

. .

..

5

.... ...

.

The Hands of Nara
Broadway Rose
June Madness

Dark

Mae Murray
....Viola

Dana

.Aug. 19 ...
23
.Sept. 30 ...
21
.Oct. 7 ....
.Oct. 14 .... ...Nov. 25
,.Oct. 28
..Oct. 28

.,

....

Rex Ingram Pi
Billie Dove
Bull Montana
.

Nov.
Nov.
Viola

Clara K. Young
Laurel Comedy

11
11

Dana

...

5,000
3,000

...

7,227

...

.

.

.

9,000

Topics of the

The Timber Queen
Let’s Go
Hear ’Em Rave
The Boy and the Bear
Si

24

July

1

6000
lOOO

Twice a Week

Day

Senor

Come anj Get Me
Count the Votes
The Two Slick Traders

—

Speed Serial
Soak the Sheik
Face the Camera
At the Old Stage Door
The Big Flood

Pay Your Dues
Deputized
Fire Fighters
The Hated Rivals

Never Touched Me
of a Trade
The Old Sea Dog
Rough Going
Smyrna on Fire
Out on Bail
The Romantic Mouse
Shiver and Shake

Two

Broadcasting

Chop Suey S Co
The Rajah
The Bar-Ooea War

Issued Weekly

Ruth Roland

250

Serial

Lloyd Reissue
Lloyd Reissue
Cartoon Fable
Sept.
Lloyd Reissue
Leo Maloney
Sept.
Lloyd Reissue
Cartoon Fable
Sept.
Charles Hutchinson.. .Sept.
Paul Parrott
Sept.
Paul Parrott
Sept.
Lloyd Reissue
Cartoon
Sept.
Lloyd Reissue
Leo Maloney
Sept.

Comedy
Cartoon
'

Cartoon

Comedy

Snub Pollard
Leo Maloney
News-Special
Paul Parrott
Cartoon
Paul Parrott
Johnny Jones
Lloyd Reissue
Lloyd Reissue

Leo Maloney

Oct.
Oct.

Sept.

Mollie King

Aug.

9
19

Aug.

12

Nov.
Nov.

18

23
23

30
23
23

30

Two

News

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

a

5W
Oct. 7

5,101

430t
4,622
4,470

11

June

24

July 22

472$

600
5,175

Week

lOOB

Douglas Fairbanks... S«pt.

Little Lord Fauntleroy
The Doll’s House

Mary Pickford

16
18

The Man Who Played God. Geo. Arliss
Robin Hood
Douglas Fairbanks
Tess of the Storm Cunotry. .Mary Pickfrd

10

Oct. 1
Feb. 25
Oct. 7

Nazimova

Adventures of Robinson
Crusoe
Human Hearts
The Storm

Harry Myers
House Peters
House Peters

Oct.

6JQ0

7

7,000

Sept. 24

Oct. I

Mar.

fUt
4

Oct. 28

5501

..Oct. 28

5,855
lo'ono

Nov.

10,000

Serial..

Wm. Desmond

Yukon

25

June

Serial.July

.-

Aug.

5

July

8

Giants of the Open

lo®
20X

Special

The Radio King
The Girl Who Ran Wild
The Long Chance
Under Two Flags
White and Yellow
Some Famils'
The Wrong Man

Jack Mulhall
Lee Moran
Harry Carey

A

Comedy

Serial

Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 14

Gladys Walton
All Star
Priscilla

Kickin’ Fool

Dean

joqO
g/g)
JOOO

lo®
3000
1,008

2,000

Serial

Oct. 28
Oct. 28
Oct. 28

Lewis Sargent
Johnny Fox and Edna
Gregory
Oct.
King of the Greeks
Jack Mulhall
The Lone Hand
Hoot Gibson
Oct.
Doing_ ’em Good
Neely Edwards
Oct.
Wedding Pumps
Brownie
Oct.
Rustlers of the Redwoods. Roy Stewart
Nov.

4,506
4,331
7,407
2,000
2.000
2.000

Oct. 7
Oct. 21

Every Boy

6350
7400

8

Neely Edwards

White and Yellow
His First Job

to

17

July 22
July 1

Art Acord
Bill. Art Acord-Serial ....Sept. 2
Lee Moran
Harry Carey
Neely Edwards
Jack Mulhall
Lewis Sargent
Roy Stewart
Oct. 21

The Kentucky Derby
Wolf Law
The Cabby
A 44-Caliber Mystery
Blue Blood and Red

Frank Mayo
Century
Harry Carey
Roy Stewart

Broad Daylight

Lois Wilson

Jewel

1,000
1,000
1,000

The

700
1,001
2,000
2,000

Oct, 28

5,40

UNITED ARTISTS

Ginger Face
Another Man’s Shoes
A Model Messenger
Pirates of the Deep
The Lavender Bath Lady ...
The Speed Boy

30

14
14
14
21
21
21
21

5,000

401

Jime 17
June 10
Aug. 26

The Three Musketeers

Just Dogs
A Bully Pair
Jilt

Ridin’
Hello,

Wild
Judge

2,000
1,000

A
700
2,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
2.000
1,000
1.000
2,000

21
21

^
28
25

Nov.

25

Oct. 28
Oct. 28

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

4

2,000
2.000
4,857
1,000
2,000
2,000
5.396
4,463
2,000

2,000
2,000

11
4

11

4.691
2.000

Neely Edwards
Nov. 18
Century Comedy
Herbert Rawlinson. .Nov. 11
Nov. 11
Lewis Sargent
Nov. 18
Jack Mulhall
Nov. 18
.Gladys Walton
Lewis Sargent
Nov. 18
Comedy
Nov. 18
Comedy
Nov. 25
Matt Moore
Nov. 25
Hoot Gibson
Nov. 25
Century

2 000
4,251
1,000
2,000
5.000
1.000
2.000

.

1,000

5.000
4,166
2,000

VITAGRAPH
Gypsy Passion
Conscience

Guilty

The Angel

OcL

5000

11

SELZNICK

1000
1000
700
1000
2000
1000
700
2,000

30

Oct. 14

18

....Oct. 21

Came

Accidental Wealth

7
7

Nov.
Nov.

Ross Prod

.

June

2,000
2,000
1,000
2,WX)
1,000
1,000
l,ooo
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,000

Standing .Sept. 30

Sunshine Harbor
Margaret Beecher
Lonesome Corners
Edgar Jones
The Man and the Moment. Hayford Hobbs

Once

6,500
2,000
6,000

Nov. 26

Eskimo Film
Nanook of the North
Go Get Em, Hutch —Serial. Charles Hutchison
Issued
Weekly
Pathe Review

1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000

The Fresh Kid

PATHE
Pathe News

Wyndham

Foolish Lives
The Soul Herder
Off the Earth

..June 10

Burston Prod

1,000

Miller Prod. ...Oct. 7
....Reginald Warde
Oct. 7

Face to Face

The Island of Doubt
Through the Storm
Her Majesty
The Woman Who
Back

Sure Shot Morgan
The Gypsy Trail
In the Days of Buffalo

Gareth Hughes.

1,000

PLAYGOERS PICTURES

Perils of the
Matinee Idles

METRO
Rex Ingram

Fsetage

UNIVERSAL

Nov. 25

Dana

1922

2,000

The Man She Brought Back.Chas.

6,050

S.X0

Gasnier Prod

Don’t Write Letters
The Prisoner of Zenda

Progress

Love Is an Awful Thing.... Owen Moore
Sept.
One Week of Love
Elaine Hammerstein. Nov.

...

2 .... ...

Gasnier Prod

Viola

of

Harvest Hands
The Rolling Stone
The Enchanted Fiddle
His Enemy’s Friend
Young Sherlocks
The Big Scoop
The Flivver

Selznick

...

.Will Rogers
..Bray-Special
..Bray-Special
.Carlisle Blackwell

The Five Dollar Baby

Hook, Line and Sinker
Washed Ashore

Channing of the Northwest. Eugene O’Brien
John Smith
Eugene O’Brien
Under Oath
E. Hammerstein

.Series
.Series
Series
.Irene Castle
.Mabel Baffin
.Colleen Moore

B. Schulberg Prod
Shadows
Thorns and Orange BlossomsGasnier Prod
Gasnier Prod
The Hero
Forman Prod
Are You a Failure?
Gasnier Prod
Poor Men’s Wives
The Girl Who Came Back.. Forman Prod

Mothers-in-Law

Hale and Hearty

The Drifter
The Price

Consenaua

Oct. 28
Oct. 28
Oct. 28

Nov. 4
Nov. 4
Nov. 4
Snub Pollard
Nov. 4
Nov. 11
Leo Maloney
Nov. 11
Snub Pollard
Nov. 18
Paul Parrott
Special
Nov. 18
Nov. 18
Comedy
Cartoon-Fable
Nov. 18
Cartoon-Fable
Nov. 18
Nov. 25
Leo Maloney
“Our Gang’’ Comedy. Nov. 25
Nov. 25
Johnny Jones
Paul Parrott
Nov. 25

The Elephant’s Trunk
Our Gang

1,000

AL LICHTMAN
Rich Men’s Wives

’Em Up

Shine

;

Nov. 2

HODKINSON
Affinities

Paul Parrott
Will Rogers
Paul Terry
Paul Parrott
Cartoon Fable
Hal Roach

.

A Blind Bargain
Broken Chains
Northwest Mounted Police... Sport Film

Movie Chat

The Golf Bug
The Ropin Fool
Henpecked Harry

2,

of

Apr.

8

6

mi

17

5270
4608
5068
45
2000
2008

.May

Crooked

Street

The Silent Vow
The Ladder Jinx
The Girl in His Room

A Pair of Kings
Golf
A Girl’s Desire
The Little Wildcat
The Fighting Guide
Fortune’s

French Prod
Antonio Moreno

Mask

Calhoun
William Duncan

Alice

June

Special
Alice Calhoun

Apr. 15
July 22
July 1
July 8

3

Larry Semon
Aug. 26
Larry Semon
Alice Calhoun
SepL 2
Alice Calhoun
Sept. 16
William Duncan
Sept. 16
Earle Williams
Oct. 14
(Contteucd on following page)

June

.^pr. 29
dSept. 2
July 22

Oct.

Nov.

7
11

3

4,950
5.000
4905

4J75

December
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2,
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{Continued from preceding page)

Deserted at the Altar
Texas
Lucky Thirteen
Wildcat Jordon

MISCELLANEOUS

Franklyn Farnum
Richard Talmadge
Richard Talmadge ...Nov. 4

G. H.
In

FEDERATED EXCHANGES
Review
Beware

Hallroora
Joe Rock

of Blondes

Aiadding

D.
One Exciting Night

Consensus

Foortag^e

Boys Com

2000

Nov.

25

Star Cast

«f the

Aug.

M.
Fifty-Fifty
Felix Wakes

.

Up.

.

J.

5

Nov.

Cartoon

Is

Comedy

Worst

...Marjorie Payne

Nov.

4,600

Sept. 30
Sept. 30

l.OOt
1,000

Oct. 28

6,000

LEE-BRADFORD
Squirrel Comedies
’The

Sept. 23
Sept. 30

Big Stakes

11

BURTON KING
Dore Davidson

Wall Street

of

1,000
1,000

25

4963

KINETO
Shylock

Oct. 21

EAST COAST PRODUCTIONS
Wast

Law.

of the

1000

WINKLER

Felix Cartoon

4900
5000

Sept. 9

Bending the Twig
Some Wild Babies

Red Man

6

JAWITZ PICTURES

U.009

PRIZMA
the L4uid

5000
5000
5000

.

W. FILM CORPORATION

J.

Beware

Oct. 21

May

For Your Daughter’s Sake.. Grace Darling

2,000

W. GRIFFITH

All

Footace

HAMILTON

Defense
Knights Were Bold

Self

When

Comsensus

Special

Unconquered Woman.. .Rubye DeRemer

JESSE

4,700

2000
4611

Sept. 9

LEVINSON

A.

Playthings of an Emperor. .All Star Cast

Oct. 21

5,600

BERT LUBIN

STATE RIGHTS

Partners of the Sunset

Allene

Ray

Apr. 29

4950

NORTH-WEBER
The Wildness

of

Youth

Aug.

All-Star

Am

Highly Polished

Law

the

May

Curwood, Author

July 15

27

The Three Must-Get-Theres.Max Linder
Mary Alden
A Woman’s Woman

6800

Sept. 9
Oct. 14

Peggy O’Day
Bill

Aug.

Patton

5000
5000

ARTCLASS PICTURES
After Six

Days

Bible

Pictures

Apr.

AYWON FILM

1

10000

.

Oct.

7

Nov.
Nov.

5,000

4

6. 500

4

5,000
5,000
5.000
5,000
5,000
4,900

Barriers of Folly

The Flash
Crow’s Nest

Jack Hoxie

Nov.

CHARLES

25

BURR

C.

Whitman

Oct. 28
Bennett ...Oct. 28

Nov.

6,000
7»000

25

CLARION PHOTOPLAYS
Half

May

The Hate Trail

Comedy

13

Maclyn Arburkle
Wilfred Lytell
All-Star

C

Hate

of Craft
Spirit of Evil

Unseen Forces

Women Men Marry
The Garden

5000

Aug.

5000
4406
5000
5000
2006

5
j,

5,000
5,000
5,000

8

Aug.

12

oNv.

George Larkin

25

4,800

Island Romance
David and Jonathan
Irish Love Story
Broken Shadows
One Moment’s Temptation. Lost Heiress

CHARLES

5,000
5,000
5,000

Franklyn Farnum
Franklyn Farnum

Citizen

End

Bible Film

5000
2000

The Heart of a Texan
West of the Pecos
Table-Top-^nch

Neal Hart
Neal Hart
Neal Hart

Why Do Men

Edy Darclea

4
11

Nick Carter Series. .Nov. 4
Nick Carter
Nov. 4
Nick Carter
Nov. 4
.

24

..

..

5000

May

A
2,000
2,000
2j000

5 986

CO.
1000

..

Sept. 30

INC.

Aug.

1000

19

Oct.

7

5000
2000

Aug.
Aug.
Oct.

25

2,000

19
19
7

4,590

4609
4300

Sept. 23

Oct. 21

Apr.

1

Oct.

7

June

5,000

24

Oct. 28

Charles Norris
Dangerous Adventure ...Grace Darmond

Little

Heroes

of the Street. Wesley

6,000

7,000

500p
5000
5000

Barrey

WEBER AND NORTH
of

Drink

Star Cast

Maurine Powers

Sept. 9
Oct. 14

Sept. 30
Nov. 4

WESTERN PICTURES EXPLOITATION
Bing, Bang, Boom
Flesh and Blood

The Sage Brush
Blazing Arrows

PHIL GOLDSTONE
E*st Conies West... Franklyn Farnum
Richard Talmadge.
Franklyn Farnum

Vera Gordon

Notoriety

13

4208
4,700

Brass

The Curse
4

Aug. 5
Nov. 4

Main Street

GENIUS FILMS
Nov.

.

WARNER BROTHERS

2 000

June

.

UNITY
Marry

Your Best Friend
Rags to Riches
3

5,000

SMART FILMS, INC.
Comedy
Nov.
WILLIAM STEINER

19

— June

Dillon Prod

Pete Morrison

Aug.

5800
2.000
2!oOO

11

SANFORD PRODUCTIONS

5400

July 29

Nov.

SACRED FILMS,

Why Worry

Nov.
Nov.

SEELING

W. M. SMITH

B. C.

Big Boy Williams

R.

Bessie Love

6000

Hallroom Boys
Hallroom Boys

5000
5000

SECOND NATIONAL

12

Gethsemane. Biblical Story

The Cub Reporter
Smiling Jim

12

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS

Aag.

GEOGRAPHIC FILM
of

13

Aug.

Apr. 15

The Better Man Wins
Tweedy Comedies

MURRAY GARSSON

A Game

May

RIALTO PRODUCTIONS

.Not Given

DI LORENZO, INC.
of

..

Nine Seconds From Heaven. Danish Production.... Tnlv

Abraham and Lot

July 29

Life’s Greatest Question
Roy Stewart
Sunrise Comedies
Billie
West
Cap’n Kidd
Eddie Polo Serial
More to Be Pitied “Than
Scorned
Special
Hallroom Boys
Twice a Month

The Trail

.

The Wolf Pack

2000

EQUITY PICTURES

'The Spirit of ’23

5»OO0

21

Two-Reelers
Irving Cummings Series
Just a Song at Twilight.... Barthelmess
Special
Madame Sans Gene
Special
In the Night

The Angel

Sept. 30

The Hardest Way
Fannie Ward
What’s Wrong With the
Womenf
.......Goodman Prod

.

Mr. Potter of Texas

The Wolf’s Fangs

Trail’s

CO.

Law

Mama

1000

Wilfred Lytell

4588

Sept. 2

EPCO FILM

The

Maclyn Arbuckle.
Dorothy Gish

Squire Phin

The Country Flapper
The Man Who Paid

The Purple Dawn

COFFIN CO.

T. R.

The New

Oct

All Star Cast

1475

CLARK CORNELIUS

Against the

CO.

Sept. 16

.

Expose of Sawing a Lady in

Easy Rckia

Comedy

PRODUCERS SECURITY

Barriers of Folly

Johnny Hines

Sure-Fire Flint
The Secrets of Paris

Love

of

In the Night

CORP.

Barbed Wire
The Unconquered
Maciste
Another Man’s Boots .....'..Anchor Prod
Bull Dog Courage
George Larkin
Boomerang Justice
George Larkin

2000
2000
2000

PERFECT PICTURES
The Power

26

Franey
Franey
Franey

Cartoon

3800
7,900

Sept. 2

8,600

OUT OF THE INKWELL
Flies

ANCHOR FILM CORP.
The Storm Girl
The American Toreador

Billy
Billy
Billy

Piece in Pieces
Hot and Cold

ALLIED PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

Oct. 14

O’CONOR PRODUCTIONS

7000

26

AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS
I

Well-Nigh Prod

Notoriety

IVAN ABRAMSON

David Butler
Lon Chaney
Roy Stewart
Lester Cuneo

Trail

J.

Wonders

of the Sea

July 22

Aug.

19

Sept. 2
Nov. 4

*

5,906
8,600

CO.
9000
5300
4470
5,000

W. WILLIAMSON
Submarine

Nov.

4

4,500
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December

Equipment

Better

Qonducted

b:9

E.T.KEYSER
|

'

1922

2,

Wk

'

1922 Building Reports Show Where
Over $94,000,000 Will Be Spent
U
P

to and including the issue of
October 28, the Moving Picture
World had published itemized
reports showing where $80,533,000 have
been appropriated for the erection and
equipment of new picture houses since
January 1, 1922.

In addition to the above,

we

publish

herewith a list of seventy new picture
houses being planned or erected.
Of these seventy houses, the estimated cost of but thirty-three accom-

pany the report, hut the
plied

show

figures supa contemplated expenditure

of $13,765,900, bringing the total thus
far reported for the current year up
to $94,298,900.

When

taken into consideration
that these figures represent approximately fifty per cent, of the actual
costs of the building operations reported, as only that proportion of the
it

is

reports were accompanied by figures
showing the estimated costs, the mag-

nitude of the ])icture theatre building
operations of the year drawing to a
close, will be appreciated.
The current report is particularly

interesting, showing, as it does, a tendency toward larger and higher cost

houses.

That calling

for the greatest exa contemplated Hollywood house at $2,800,000. There are
two houses on the list at $2,000,000
each, one at $1,700,000 and one at $1 500,000.

penditure

is

There are two houses at $400,000
each, three at $300,000 each, one at
$250,000 and two at $200,000 each.
At a cost of $150,000 each three
houses will be built, one at $100,000,
one at $80,000, two at $75,000 each
and one at $65,000.
Three houses will be built at a cost
of $60,000 each, while the most popular figure quoted is $50,000, at which
cost five houses will be erected. One
house will cost $45,000, one at $40,000, one at $30,000 and the lowest contemplated cost mentioned this week is
$25,000, at which one house will be
erected.
In addition to the

new houses contemplated, there will also be found
below' a list of nineteen older picture
theatres which have elected to keep
up their end by making improvements

them abreast

calculated to place
competition.

of

Theatres Projected

EL DOR.\DO, ARK. — George W.
owner

Rex

Theatre,

house.

HOLLYWOOD,
to erect

new

and Cherokee

CAL.

— G.

theatre at

James,

erect

new

W. Cowan

plans

plans

to

Hollywood boulevard

street, to cost $2,800,000.

SANTA ANA,

CALIF.

— T.

M. Henneberry

will erect three or four-story theatre, store
and office building at northeast corner

Fourth and Bush

streets, to cost $250,000.

—

SAN ANSELMO,

CALIF. August Lang
and associates plan to erect theatre and
hotel building, to cost $50,000.
have seating capacity of 960.

SAN RAFAEL,

and store building

Theatre

CALIF. — New

will

will

theatre

be erected, to cost

$50,000.

HARTFORD, CONN. — New Crown

atre,

has

which replaces one destroyed by

Of

HOXIE

Company, demonstrating the Pallo-Photo-Phone, the talking
Movie Apparatus described in our issue of November 4.

the General Electric

IM.

Goethe

will

erect theatre at Ninth and Main streets.
STARKE, FLA. Carter Building has been
leased by J. C. Robinson. It will be converted
into moving picture house.
ATLANT.’\, GA. Maryen, Alger & Alger,
Inc.,
are preparing plans for converting
Wesley Memorial Hospital into moving picture theatre and hotel building.

—

A.

fire,

opened.

LEESBURG, FLA. — H.

CHARLES

The-

—

December
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AUGUSTA, GA.— C.

Van Ormer

H.

has

contract to erect building to replace Grand
Opera Theatre, three-story stucco and
Boardman Brothers, to
terra-cotta, for
cost $50,000.
OELWEIN, lA. Luthmer & Brownell will
erect

new

—
ILL. — Harry

theatre.

Kusel, 35 South
Dearborn street, has contract for moving
picture theatre to be erected at Belmont
and Lincoln avenues for Lubliner & Trinz,

CHICAGO,

to cost $1,700,000.

—

CHICAGO, ILL. Abe Rosensen, 1447
Taylor street, has purchased 4335-63 Armitage avenue as site for erection of moving
picture theatre, to cost $25,000.

—

New theatre is
ST. LOUIS, ILL.
at 25th and State streets for

EAST

being erected

Harry Redmond.

—

BRAZIL, IND. Citizens Theatre Company has opened Lark Theatre.
FRANKFORT, IND. M. L. Connelly has
plans by Rodney Leonard, Peoples’ Life
Building, for replacing burned Blynn The-

—

atre with

new one-story

brick building.

INDIANA HARBOR, IND. —James

Pi-

waranas, 3602 Deodar street, has plans by
MacTurner, 633 Hohman street, for one
and two-story brick and tile moving picture theatre, 67 by 125 feet, with seating
capacity of 1,200.

LA PORTE, IND. — Contract

has been

theatre for Indiana Theatre
pany, to cost $400,000.

LEXINGTON, KY.—New

let

Com-

new

for

Lexington The-

under construction will cost $200,000.
Richards will shortly open new theatre, with
seating capacity of 300, playing both pictures and vaudeville.
atre

OWINGSVILLE, KY.—Denton and

BOSTON, MASS.^John Brown Company,
184

Dudley

street,

has contract to erect brick

Columbus streets
American Amusement Company, to cost

theatre at Arlington and
for

$75,000.

*NEW BEDFORD, MASS. — Louis

teau,

7

County

moving

Mon-

has contract for brick
theatre
to
be erected at

street,

picture

Acushnet avenue
Arcade Marcoux,

and

Glennon

50 Jouvett

street

street,

$60,000.

to

for
cost

—

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
Goldstein
Brothers will erect theatre on King street,
with seating capacity of 1,800.
PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Majestic Theatre
has reopened with a Sunday picture program.

—

BRUNSWICK, MD.— Brunswick Amuse-

ment Company, 334 Equitable Building, Baltimore, has plans by Otto Simonson, Maryland Casualty Building, Baltimore, for onestory brick moving picture theatre, 58 by
90 feet, to cost $30,000.

RIDGLEY, MD. — Albert W. Saulsbury

moving picture theatre, with seating capacity of 100.
will erect

DETROIT, MICH. — Benjamin

Berkowitz,

933 East Kirby avenue, has plans by I. M.
Lewis, 502 Congress Building, for theatre,
store and office building to be erected at

northeast corner
streets,

Shoemaker and

St.

Clark

Theatre

has opened.

SPRINGFIELD,
Theatre has opened.

MO. —New

Boulevard

—

ST. LOUIS, MO. James A. Davie, 810
Chestnut street, has plans by Theodore
Steinmeyer, Title Guarantee Building, for
one-story fireproof brick and stone-trim
rteatre, 70 by 130 feet, to be erected at
Compton and Laclede streets, to cost $50,have seating capacity of
1 ffiO

—

OENTRAL

CITY, NEB. New Donelson
Theatre has opened under management of
Mrs.

S.

J.

Donelson.

NEBASKA

CITY, .NEB.

atre has opened.

FAYETTEVILLE,
has plans by

G.

L.

new fireproof building, 70 by 190 feet,
cost $150,000.
Address Daniel Allen,
president.
RALEIGH, N. C.— Daniel and Frank Allen
and others are considering plans for new theatre, 70 by 190 feet, to cost $200,000.
SHELBY, N. C.- New Princess Theatre,
with seating capacity of 1,800, is scheduled
to open latter part of November.
Will be
devoted to pictures, road shows and vaudefor
to

SPECIAL EXTRA!!

—

ville.

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.— Stanley Company of America, 1218 Market street, Philadelphia, has plans by Hoffman-Henon, Inc.,
Finance Building, Philadelphia, for brick,
stone and concrete theatre, arcade and store
building, 170 by 190 feet, to be erected at

Kentucky avenue and Boardwal'-'.
NEWARK, N. J. George W. Groucher &
Son, has plans by E. Krabbenschmidt, 32
Prospect street, for one-story brick and
hollow-tile moving picture theatre, 20 by
50 feet, to be erected on Union street, to

—

cost $40,000.

N. J.— Jacob Fabian, 150 Fair
Paterson, has plans by R. Presikel,
Playhouse Building, for two-story brick moving picture theatre and store building, to be
erected on Main, between Madison and Henry
streets.

PATERSON,

N.

J.

Main street,
Wentworth, 140 Market
brick

Market

street,

to be erected at
streets, to cost $150,000.

WILDWOOD,

N.

ANNOUNCE

for

cialties

one-story

Church and

YORK,

N. Y.

West 23rd

—Jupiter

Realty

NEW

cost

YORK,

Com-

which you

will receive first hand
information, genuine renewal
parts and repairs for the betterment of your projection
Experience proves that by keeping

$150,000.

N. Y.

—Adolph

Phillips,

your

efficiency

—

street.

YORK,

— Stursburg

— Overland

The-

N. C.-State Theatre
Preacher & Company

up
and better

apparatus

to date higher
results are obtained I take pride in calling your
attention to the many important im-

15

East 87th street, contemplates erecting sixstory brick theatre, 100 by 60 feet on 46th

NEW

parts of the

dreds of these for service direct
from the manufacturer I further
announce the opening of a comprehensive
Engineering and
Service
Department through

street, has plans by Eu110 40th street, for one-story

to

all

There are more than five
thousand users of my apparatus
and owing to requests from hun-

gene De Rosa,
brick and stone moving picture theatre and
store building, 90 by 167 feet, to be erected
at northeast corner Walton and Burnside
avenue,

di-

World—

$300,000.

NEW

Spe-

can be purchased

dealers in

— Hunts
—

pany, 71

from

rect as well as through responsible distributors and

Theatre, Inc.,
1220 Vine street, Philadelphia, has plans by
Andrew J. Sauer & Co., Denckla Building,
Philadelphia, for one-story frame and stucco
moving picture theatre, 100 by 200 feet.
BROOKLYN, N. Y. Groce-Lewin Contracting Company, 47 West 42nd street, has
contract for moving picture theatre to be
erected on Church avenue, near Nostrand
avenue for Filmland Players. Inc., to cost
J.

that

I now on my Hallberg

Hamilton
has plans by F. V/.

theatre,

HALLBERG

"THE ECONOMIZER MAN"

— Alexander

Theatre, 209

H.

J.

PASSAIC,

street,

Company, 45 East 17th street, has plans by
Eugene De Rosa, 110 West 40th street, for
one, two and three-story brick and terra-

provements and additions which have
been made to the Hallberg line during the past two years and I want
you to benefit by these, for which

cotta

negotiations should be entered into at

theatre,

N.

store

Y.

Realty

and apartment build-

89 by 150 feet, to be erected at northeast corner Willis avenue, between 138th

once

ing,

and 139th

street, to

CLEVELAND,

O.

I incite correspondence from all having
projection troubles and who desire to install
new equipment or to modernize an old installation to increase its efficiency When
writing give detailed information to insure
a prompt and intelligent reply
Responsible equipment distributors and
dealers are especially invited to correspond
concerning territorial agencies for my well
established Hallberg line, which includes

cost

— Fox$300,000.
Film Corporation

—

of New York plans to erect sixteen-story moving picture theatre and office building on
Euclid avenue, near Playhouse square, to cost
$ 2 000 000
,

,

.

CLEVELAND.

—

O. Liberty Theatre has
opened with picture program.
LIMA, O. New Faurot Theatre will
open soon.
MADISONVILLE, O, Charles Weigel
has plans by Stewart & Stewart for Madison Theatre to be erected at Madison road
and Ward avenue, to cost $65,000.

A.C. to D.C. as well as D.C. to D.C. Moitor
Generators in all sizes, for all circuits, for
Arc or Maizda Projector Lamps
A.C. Electric Economizers and Transformers
for Arc or Mazda Projector Lamps

—

to cost $80,000.

POPLAR BLUFF, MO. —Jewell

469

—

TOLEDO,

Continuous Feed Carbon Arc Conti'ollers
Electric Film Speed Indicators
Multiple Unit Rheostats
Electric Control Panels
Extremely high efficiency Portable Pro-

—

O. B. F. Keith interests \\ill
erect theatre with seating capacity of 3,500, to
cost $1,500,000.
Address Joseph Pearlman,
resident manager.

jectors for

—

^PORTLAND, ORE. Larry Keating, of
Keating and Flood, owners of Lvric Theatre,
will erect another house.
LUZERNE, PA. Louis Marine; and
Thomas Alexander, 29 Main street, have

—

plans by James A. McGlvnn, Simon I ong
Building, Wilkes-Barre, for two-story brie’and stone-trim moving picture thearre. store
and apartment building, 50 bv 165 feet to
cost $60,000.

all

existing lighting circuits also

with the Hallberg “Featherweight” gasoline
Electric Light Plant, weighing less than
100 pounds, the Marvel of the Age for traveling exhibitors and where the ordinary electric light current cannot be obtained.
I

LARGE STOCK— PROMPT SHIPMENTS
J.

H.

HALLBERG
Established

NEW YORK

foir

1904

w.°48m

st.

U. S. A.
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MUNCY,

SPECIAL

F. Fahnestock has plans
—Rianhard,
Masonic Temple

T«or own speeUl Ticket,
anj eolen. aectirmtely dub*
bered; etenr rtll tnariLDteed.
OeupcB Tleketc fcr Prlie
$6.(>0.
Drawlofft:
Cash
pTMnpt shipmeata.
with the order.
Get the
•amples. Send diagram fer Besarred
Seat Coupon Tlckete. serial tr dated
All tickets must ceoferm te Ooremment regulation and bear establlcbed
price of admlssleo and tax paid.
'

Building, Williamsport, for an up-to-date
ing picture theatre.

PA.— Stanley

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES

of America has taken title to building
6316-22 Woodland avenue, lot 86 feet
front by an irregular depth, assessed at
$25,500, subject to mortgages of $225,000,
which includes, it is understood, cost of
erecting moving picture theatre on site.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Percival M.
Sax has contract for one-story Logan Theatre, with gallery, 178 by 135 feet, to be
erected on west side Broad street, between

cost

Wyoming

and

street
$400,000.

avenue,

Shamokin, Pa.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.— M. Yellin has
contract for two-story moving picture theatre, 56.1 by 182.4 feet, to be erected at
510-12 North Sixth street for Louis Blumberg, to cost $45,900.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— New theatre
which Stanley Company of America will
11th and Market
as the Elrae.

at

known

QUAKERTOWN,

Moving Picturo by States par M.. H.W

1M
Film Exchanges, for List
I.M
Manufacturers and Studios
Machine and Supply Dealsrs
25JM
Legitimate Theatres U. S. & Can.
TJt
Vandevilla Theatres

A. F.
166

W.'ADAMS

PA.

will

streets,

be

— Peoples

Theatres,
Allentown, has
Inc., 829 Hamilton
plans by Ruhe & Lange, 12 North Sixth
street, Allentown, for one-story brick fireproof moving picture theatre and store
building, 55 x 180 feet.

CHICAGO

—

TREMONT,

PA. Loyal Order of Moose,
erect two-story brick moving
picture theatre and lodge building, 50 by L'S
Address William J.
feet, to cost $60,000.
No.

WILLIAMS

ST.

colors are permanent, as hoods are
made of natural col-

ored blown glass.
They slip over

the

lamp and are firmly
held by a bronze
spring.

Ash us mors
about

to

street,

16

fresh.

The

—

erect

MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
IM

Hoods

always look

them.

2 sizes
10

W-40W

Torresdale avenue.

MAILING, LISTS

41>
3674

RECO

Com-

PHILADELPHIA, PA. Northeast Amusement Company, Commercial Trust Building,
will erect one-story brick moving picture theatre, 54 by 165 feet, at Benner street and

$3UW

S.Oi
Ten Thousand
6^
Fifteen Thousand
f.M
Twenty-five Thousand
1239
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand.... 18.00

Z2166
121S

Signs Colored with

mov-

at

Louden

1922

2,

J.

pany

TICKETS

National Ticlfet Co.

PA.

Arthur

E.

PHILADELPHIA,

ROLL

Five Thousand

by

December

1333, will

2624

W. CONGRESS ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Also make Flashers, Small Motors,

LANCASTER, WIS. — City
hall

and municipal theatre,

MANITOWOC,
at

atre,

11th

be opened
Dauplaise.

WIS.

etc.

new

plans

city

to cost $100,000.

— New

Palace The-

and Tower avenue, will
Harvey Buchanan and Fred

street

by

MILWAUKEE, WIS.—Wisconsin Real
Estate Development Corporation has plans
by M. Tullgren & Sons, 425 East Water
street, for theatre and commercial building to be erected at northeast corner .Sixth
street and Grand avenue, to cost $2,000,000.
RACINE,

WIS. — Strand

Com-

Theatre

pany, recently organized, will open theatre.

McDonald.

McMinnville, TENN. — First

TITLES

FOR ALL PURPOSES— ANY LANGUAGE
Ytsn

10

SpMlallzIne In This Product
Asturet You sf the

BEST

DALLAS,

PREMIER TITLE COMPANY

356-356

EAST

33D

CHICAGO

STREET

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES
WRITI FOR CATAL06

KBKER BROS. OPTICAL Ca
ST. LOUIS.

in

Phans Central 2347

—Printing.

Work

Cheapest by far with Satisfaction Guaranteed

jfotopIa]t>cr
(Trade-Mark Registered)
Write for Catalogue

AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER

1600 BROADWAY
702 SO. WABASH AVE.

brick theatre and

1,200.

F. Box will erect
store building.

YOAKUM, TEXAS.—A. V. Wade, who
operates chain of moving picture houses in
the State, expects to open new theatre

provement Company

Im-

erect building to
replace
Orpheum Theatre, recently destroyed by fire, to cost about $300,000.
EVERETT, WASH. A. A. Algase, of
Seattle, plans to erect new moving picture
house.
Inter Club is backSEATTLE,
ing movement for city to erect a municipal
theatre.
Address Edwin J. Brown, mayor.
will

—

WASH.—

AMERICAN
The Mus'eal Marvel

KOSSE, TEXAS. — W.

PORTSMOUTH, VA.— Portsmouth

Chicasc. IIL

Special Title

have seating capacity of

CHINCOTEAGUE ISLAND, VA.—Wilson

Touch with the

1665-1606 Mallcrt Bld6.

Amuse-

will open new Capitol Theatre, located at 1521 Elm street, in about
thirty days under management of Leon S.
Gohlman and L. A. Goodwin. House will

E. Booth, Salisbury, Md., is preparing plans
for two-story brick opera house, 153 by 42 feet,
with seating capacity of 800, to cost $50,000.

Standard Motion Picture Company
Developing

TEXAS.— Popular

soon.

MO.

Why Experiment vrith Poor Work?
Why Pay Exorbitant Prices?
Get

701 Stahlman Building, Nashville, for one-story brick
and stone moving picture theatre and bank
building, to cost $75,000.

ment Company

Quick Servtcs

Moderate Price!

National

Bank has plans by Marr & Holman,

CO.
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO

SEATTLE,

WASH.— Alfred

Goddard

erect moving picture theatre on east
Rainier avenue, north of Hudson
street. Building will have red tile front and
seating capacity of 400. G. E. Havelick, the
lessee, will install $8,000 organ.
will

side

Improving Theatres
HAYWARD, CALIF.— Sum $50,000 will

to remodel Haj^ward Theatre.
will
be erected, with
seating
capacity of over 900. Modern heating and
ventilating system will also be installed.

LAKE

CITY, FLA.

— Grand

FAN CO.

345W.39'ST.

will
fix-

tures installed, etc.

CEDAR RAPIDS, lA.— Majestic Theatre
has been redecorated and reopened under
management of A. C. Slattery with vaudeville

and picture program.

CHARITON,

—

WATERLOO,

—

lA. Iris Theatre recently
leased by D. E. Arris and W. E. Dixon, has
been renovated and reopened.
lA. Palace Theatre has
been remodeled and new pipe organ installed. House has reopened under manage-

ment

of

Arthur Heston.

CARTERVTLLE,

ILL.— Lyric

Theatre

remodeled and enlarged. F. H.
Koennecke is managing house for Marlow
.Amusement Company.
PALATINE, ILL.— Mr. Lindner, of Chicago,
has taken
over management of
Seip’s Auditorium Theatre and installed
will

be

new moving

picture

machine.

May

also

new seats.
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.—Vaudette,

equip house with

a moving picture house, has been redecorated,
seating arrangement changed and reopened.
ILL.— Sid Heyman will enlarge his theatre on South Genessee street
and make other improvements, to cost

WAUKEGAN,

about

$25,000.

Switow, 640 South

Louisville, Ky., has plans by
George Haynes for alterations to moving
picture theatre and a one-story brick addition, 65 by 80 feet, to cost $60,000. Seating capacitv will be increased to 1,400.

Fifth

I

Theatre

be remodeled, exhaust fans and electric

BEDFORD, IND.— M.

TYPHOON
rOOlINC SYSTEM
bO
TYPHOON
NFW
NEW vnok
YORK

be

expended
Balcony

street,

NEW

ORLEANS, LA.—Alamo Theatre
on Canal street, one of the Saenger group,
and recently damaged b 3 fire, has been repaired and reopened.
KLANSAS CITY, MO.—E. P. McClure,
Grand Theatre Building, has contract to re’

The Bareli, one of the leading theatres of Schenectady,
N. Y., insures perfect projection with G-E Compensarcs

G-E Compensarcs Help
Put the Picture Across
Operating Advantages
of G-E Compensarcs
1.

Steady strong arc.

Easily operates two arcs
at the same time for change2.

The connecting
theatre
jection

link,

between a beautiful

and its box office receipts, is the proand all successful exhibitors realize it.

—

over.
3. Quiet arc strike

and quick

settle-down.
4. Self regulating arc voltage.
5.
6.

Current stays at set value.
Current easily raised and

lowered.
7.

Cannot be damaged by

short circuit.
8.

Fading made easy.

Not

affected by changes
in current conditions.
9.

10.

Quiet in operation.

General Office
Sdienecta^

G-E Compensarcs

give

steady,

flickerless

illumination by furnishing steady current for
the projection arc. They are safe, easy to operate,

offices

give

economical and reliable. G-E
or distributors everywhere are able to

efficient,

prompt

deliveries

and

satisfactory service.

:
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model Grand Theatre, 704 Grand avenue, for
Elliott Theatre Company, to cost $100,000.
\’ERSAILLES, MO. Royal Theatre has
been remodeled and reopened.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Improvements have been made to Empress Theatre
and house reopened.
HAZELTOX, PA. Diamond Theatre has
been renovated and reopened under management of iMartin P. Aleyers.
AUSTIX, TEXAS. Improvements have
been made to Crescent Theatre and house

—

December

vise us that the smaller theatres are equipping themselves with Style Fifteen, the baby
of the Fotoplayer family, which enables
even the little house to present a musical
program that would be totally beyond its
reach financially to obtain with a regular
staff of musicians.

installation

reopened.

Theatre

has been renovated and reopened.
APPLETON, WTS. Xiel Duffy, manager
Elite Theatre, plans reinforced concrete and
tile addition to theatre, 30 x 135 feet at 842
College street, to cost $70,000.

—

CEDARBURG, WIS. — William

Loidl

F.

has plans by H. T. Schramel, 221 Grand
avenue, Milwaukee, for two-story stucco

and

tile

addition to theatre, 20 by 70 feet.

No House Too Small
For the Fotoplayer
A

report of recent installations received

from the American Photo Player Company

Crystal
Theatre,
Superior,
Wyonimg;
Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.; A. J.
Davenport, Compton, Cal.; the International
Amusement Co., El Paso, Tex.; Playhouse
Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.; F. A. Richey,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Casino Theatre, San
Diego, Cal.
Ramona Theatre, San Diego,
Cal.; Star Theatre, Oshkosh, Wis.; Orpheum
Theatre, Centerville, Iowa; Circle Amusement Corporation, Ottumwa, Iowa; Elite

Home

;

;

Theatre

Pictures.

Write Box

55,

Moving Picture World

FOR SALE-CHEAT
2

Xo.

Power’s Moving ricture Marhines

in
J

iierfect condition.

Hawn

1

Motion Picture Screen, 16x18.
Outdoor Seat«.

CoiK-ert
tion).

Submit

(irand
offer:

Piano.

(Excellent

Condi-

Xotlek Amusement Co.

53 Claremont .Iveniie

New York

City

which were sold by

Joe Hornstein. of the Howell Cine Equipment Company, illustrate the tendency of
progressive exhibitors to insure the best
possible results in the way of co-ordinating
the music with the picture and enabling
both projectionist and orchestra leader to

work

in

harmony.

most

interestingly the present musical tendencies of picture theatres along
the lines of economy and efficiency.
The installations recently made of Fotoplayers are as follows
indicates

Run

Spiegel has just purchased for his
two houses, the State Theatre of Schenectady and the Troy Theatre of Troy, a double
Hallberg electric speed indicator equipment, with generators for two projectors
and specially designed projection room
panels on which are mounted the speed indicators for use by the projectionists.
The panels are equipped with a switchover and control devices for additional indicators located on the orchestra leader’s
stands in the orchestra pit.
installations,

high intensity

E.

FOR SALE

Hallberg Equipment
Installed by Spiegel

These

G.

Five-Year lease on Theatre in Connecticut, Seating Six Hundred. In City
of 100,000 Population.
Showing First-

Max

HUXTSVILLE, TEXAS. — Dixie

Power

1922

lamps at tlie Missouri Theatre, St. Louis,
Mo., October 23. Reports received are that
they are working satisfactorily, and giving
excellent results on the screen.

—

—

of

2,

Milwaukee, Wis.; Seminole
Homestead, Fla.; Lewis Theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Grand Theatre, Winter
Haven, Fla.; Pearl Theatre, Brooklyn, N.
Y. Dixie Theatre, Coleman, Tex.
The American Photo Player Company adCo.,

Theatre,

;

;

C.

H. Fulton Reports

More

Installations

H.

Fulton, president Fulco-Schaffer
Sales Company, has sold two Power 6B improved model projectors, equipped with
Power G. E. high intensity arc lamps and
a Fort Wayne generator set to the Princess
Theatre, Joliet, 111.
Fulton has also sold the Dundee Community High School, at Dundee, 111., a Power
6B improved model projector, equipped with
Power G. E. Mazda unit and a complete
Fulco safety unit.
H. C. Stiff, technical
engineer, is now supervising the above inC.

stallations.
H. C. Stiff,

technical engineer of FulcoSchaffer Sales Company, Chicago, made an

ROTARY

MARTIN” CONVERTER
FOR REAL
SUNLIT

PICTURES

PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
WRITE

FOR

FURTHER

S.

Hcyne Av«., Chicago

for

ST.

Lexington. Neb.

EXPERIENCED ORGANIST
near New York.
care Moving Picture World,
relief in or

desires posiUon as
Best references. 18-E.

New York

City.
of
exceptional
in one of the three principal
motion picture houses of New York City as first
conductor, desires similar position in a first-class
house.
Highest of references.
Address “Conductor,” care Moving Picture World, New Y’ork City.
Leader (piano) for pictures or
vaudeville.
Must have orchestra.
Fine library.
Good salary essential.
Married.
Member of 8()2
A. F. M.. New York.
Box 289, Moving Picture
World, New York City.

WELL KNOWN CONDUCTOR

ability

and experience

AT LIBERTY—

BETTER LIGHTING— BETTER BUSINESS

COLORINGS and FROSTINGS
0»t«r«Lite: Transparent coating for Inside
uee.

Opalite:

Opaque eoatlog

for

outside

use.

Frostine: Produces colored, frosted effect.
Permafrost: Permanent eUhlng fluid.
Acts
quickly.

Attractire Prices,

Write for Details.

Behrend Motion Picture Supply House
Bryant 7843

TranaVerteR Facts

THE HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY
112th

C. Shivers,

CO.

Changes AC into DC, which is best for projection arcs. It
automatically supplies the voltage needed without the use
TransVerteR gives the projectionist
wasteful ballast.
perfect arcs, clear-white, steady light that is easy to control.

WEST

fifteen

1010 Brokaw Bldg., New York

of

1904

with

Capable of handling
artistic projection. Fred

REDUCES POWER BILLS
MAKES BETTER PICTURES

iran^^rteK

Write

PROJECTIONIST,

INFORMATION

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC
412

FIRST-CLASS

years’ experience, at liberty.

any equipment and produce

CLEVELAND, OHIO

729

SEVENTH AVENUE
NEAV YORK CITY

SOLE AGENTS
New York, New

Jersey.

Theatrical

Connecticut

Trade
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(Means Ease at the Movies)

ONLY ONE
PERSON STANDING
—

And that won’t be you unless it’s
you that’s passing along the row.
The old method of seating required
every one in the row to rise to
cramped positions to enable a late
arrival to squeeze past, causing annoyance to all concerned and obstructing the view of those seated
in the rear.

But no more
chair, the

The Mov-Ezy theatre
improvement in

!

greatest

seating arrangements since theatres
built, has eliminated all that.
Its occupant can turn it to either
side to allow ample passage space,
without any one getting up.

were

The Mov-Ezy has proved

itself the
greatest individual feature of every
theatre where it has been installed.
Send for our beautifully illustrated
catalogue and see why.

& Sons Company,
MARBRIDGE BUILDING
WEST 34TH STREET, NEW YORK

Josiah Partridge

Pop

Interior view of the Ozark Theater,
Groves,
Webster
Mo.»
showing beauty of interior fin-

permitted by Skinner Bros.
Dotted arrows show
System.
treated air enters the
theater through Louvre Grillea
ish

where

Right

Basement of Ozark Theater
showing complete installation cf
Skinner Bros, direct-fired Heaters with special sheet-metal enclosure.

A

Combined

Inc.

Ventilator

and Heater

529-541

47

Show Room

The Skinner

Sales Office

Bros. Direct Fired Heater offers the ideal
combination of ventilation and heat in a single unit. No
pipes or ducts used your auditorium remains clear and
unobstructed the heater can be completely concealed
from view. In operation it is odorless and practically

—

—

noiseless.
‘It

Is

Time

to

In the summer time, heater can be used to draw pure,
fresh air from the outside and diffuse it through auditorium, where it displaces the impure air and drives
it out through the regular ventilator openings in the
building.

Remodel’

The Theatre

When used for heating, the air is warmed as it is drawn
through the heater. This warm air can be recirculated
through the building as often as desired.

Reconstruction Studio
212 East Superior Street

Chicago,

Economical— Fully Guaranteed

111.

Even

Execution

Plans

Ideas

Engineers

Artists

in coldest weather the Skinner Bros. Heater needs
to be operated only a few hours daily.
Costs little to
install and can be operated by anyone. If steam is avail-

Contractors

We Make the OLD—NEW
Commanding

Architectural

a complete organization
experienced in solving

trained

Problems

in

— Engineering, Ventilating, Lighting,

connection

with

REMODELING

and Unified Service which

will

of

THEATRES.

A

save you money.

Write for further information on our unusual service today. We
have remodeled scores of theatres all over the country and saved
and made money for the Exhibitor.

Every day operating under
just

that

bound

to

many

days’

come under

loss

NEW

o-ld conditions
<he increased
conditiens.

of

Skinner Bros. Mfg.
1440 So. Vandeventer Ave.

Co., Inc.
St. Louis,

Mo.

Factories: St. Louis, Mo., and Elizabeth, N. J.
Boston, 461 Little Bldg.
Kansas City, 34 3 Lee Bldg.
Buffalo, 718 Morgan Bldg.
New York, 1718 FlaUron Bldg.
Chicago, 1719 Fisher Bldg.
Pittsburgh. 8 Wood St.
Cincinnati, Ohio
San Francisco, Monadnock Block
Cleveland, 628 Marshall Bldg.
Spokane, 4 25 First Ave.
Washington, D. C., 730 Evans Bldg.
Detroit, 324 Scherer Bldg.

means
profit

The Theatre Reconstruction Studio
212 East Superior Street

—

and

Seating, Decorative and Equipment
Centralized

we supply our Baetz Type, which uses live or
exhaust steam at any pressure.
Every Skinvier Heater is fully guaranteed. Should a
heater, when installed as directed by our engineers, fail
to accomplish the results we specify, it becomes immediately returnable at our expense.
Find out more about the Skinner Heater we will gladly
submit full details, without obligation, of course.
able

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Direct
Fired

HEAUNGsrsrm

DURABILITY

2,

192

!

LESS THAN HALF ORIGINAL PRICE

RAVEN HAFTONE SCREEN

3500 Opera Chairs, 2100 Veneer, 1400 Leather Upholstered. Used only a few months, just like new. Will

INSTALLED NEARLY

sell any amount.
Price depends on how many you
can use. These are real bargains to anyone who can
use any. Will ship subject to your inspection. No
deposit required. Must be sold at once. If you need
any Opera Chairs answer this immediately.

FIVE YEARS AGO
STILL GIVING EXCELLENT
SCREEN RESULTS

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
ONE SIXTY FIVE BROADWAY

December

OPERA CHAIRS
AT A BARGAIN

THE FIRST

IS

—

WORLD
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Box No.

332, Excelsior Springs,

Mo.

NEW YORK

LUDWIG G.B.ERB
PRESIDENT

TRADE MARK

REG.V.jS.

PAT OFF4

MOTION PICTURE
DEVELOPING AND
PRINTING
TELEPHONE AUDUBON 3716
LABORATORIES AND, STUDIO

203 TO

211

W. 146

New Yop

St.,

YOU WOULD-WOULDN’T YOU?
book laying on a desk you’d pick
wouldn’t you?

you

If

up

—

.saw this

You’d be interested

it

such chapters as: Catch
Lines; Newspaper Advertising; Preparing Adverti.sing Copy; Street Advertising; Copy for House
Programs; Lithographs and Billboards, wouldn’t

you?

And

You’d
you?

like to

there are

own

You’d have faith
wouldn’t you?

in

many

a copv of this

in its

author

You’d think $2.00 a fair

Then why not send
this

others.

book

—Epes

price,

—wouldn’t

^Y. Sargent

wouldn’t j’ou?

$2.00 today and get a copy of

well-known book.

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
516 Fifth Avenue,

New

York, N. Y.

i
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Reproductive quality enables the sensitive
emulsion to correctly portray every step of
gradation

from

highest

light

to

deepest

shadow.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
faithfully

reproduces every tone of the

negative.

It carries

the quality through

to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base

— now

available in nine

throughout its
length by the words “Eastman”
colors,

is

“Kodak”
in

identified

stenciled in black letters

the transparent margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

POWER'S
INCANDESCENT
EQUIPMENT
FOR ALL BUILDINGS
HAVING A MAXIIVIUIVI
MAIN FLOOR SEATING
CAPACITY UP TO 1,000

SEATS — A PICTUR
FROM 14 TO 16
WIDE AND A THROW

NOT EXCEEDING

UNQUESTIONABLY

THE BEST
INCANDESCENT

EQUIPMENT

NOW

ON

THE

MARKET

I

GIVES G0N8TANT, EVEN

AND
STEADY ILLUMINATION
CAN BE USED ON
A. C.

OR

D. C.

REQUIRE NO ADJUtT-

MPHTC
WHILE OPERATING
ADAPTABLE,

HEALTHFUL,

SIMPLE, ECONOMICAL
191 WATT
MAZDA LAMP
CONSUMES APPROXIMATELY
KW. PER HOUR

OPERATES WITH

1

NATIO NALLY DISTRII

ED BY

.SFnichoias power company"
EDWARO EA.RU. f=i»EstocKi-r
Ninety Gold St New York. NY

I

—

f7?

Moving" Picture
/A

bl. 59,

DECEMBER

No. 6

9,

PRICE

1922

25

CENTS
XO-

-X

i

pictures
Adolph Zukoi-

presents

A

WILLIAM

CleMILLE
PRODTJCTION’

STIRRING
drama
pitfalls

%eWfrld's

The

of

of

the

fame.

love story of a

famous dancer, gorgeously staged. By
the author of “The
Gilded Lily.”

^mlause"

CC Gf>aramounl
Q>iclure
FAMOUS WAVERS lAS Kyg»fOR»T1W^M|l|fc

5*

>uhiished by

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
1908. at

the Post Office at

New

York. N. Y.. under the act of March

3. 1879.

NEW YORK

Publi.hed weekly.

$3.00

. ye

CITY

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

TITTER
PATTER
featuring

JIMMIE ADAMS
WITH

VIRGINIA VANCE

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
reviewing "Crash” and "Fitter Patter”, says:

"They should prove an attractive 'buy’ for exhibitors. There is
an unusual amount of action in them, something doing every
minute, and they will keep the average audience in roars.
Both start off with a bang and are filled with laughs.”

JUST STARTING -A

Series of 24

One-Reel, Rough-and-Tumble Comedies
Also give your
patrons all the news
of all the world in

Educational Pictures

KINOGRAMS

For More Than a Year

EDUCATTIONAL

NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED

FILM[

EXCHANGES,

Inc*

E.

W. Hammons,

President

)ecember

9,

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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OU never saw a livelier melodrama than “Kick In”
Never one with a better cast
Never one

so

lavishly

pro-

duced.

The play ran two years. The
picture will break records everywhere.
Adapted by Ouida Berg ere from the play by
Willard Mack.

BETTY COMPSON.
BERT LYTELL
AND

MAYM^AVOY

KICK

IN

George Fitzmaurice
This advertisement

is

made from

the

paramount

PRESENTED BY
Adolph zukor

Q>icture

Production

4-column cut that you can get at your exchange.

y

.

.

Selling

Robert dearly loved AnjJela
But alas / ^
Too soon they ^have to
part for shortly
he must
leave

A

her
Hov.- they tovrd

like

a.

>:

,

.

spectre hovered aver their future

aBhnd

to iulfiU

is

Bargain with a
Mad Genius of

Surgery ^ to

.

What a

With

this picture goes a

cam-

paign of publicity that
represents a high point

Doctor, the Devil,

Man ,the Ape

a great picture— but

not only that!

be the victim

of a grccLt scientific operation
cumed to crea-te a race possessed of eternal youth
The stor3T of the
the

BLIND BARGAIN”
with Lon Chaney

^

in

thrilling picture
It will

this is !!
hold your attention

Goldwyn’ s exhibitor

cooperation.

every second

Goldwyn

‘‘A Blind Bargain”

•with

ts

MD

an exploitation prize—
it offers more opportw

lA BLf

BARGAIN
A

jSw,
NOTE:

This advertisement

columns a
whole or

it

1740

total of

may be

Goldwyn Picture

is

lines.

290
It

lines

on 6

can be used

(Theatre

full

John Smith:

about monkey

you believe that
monkey glands transferred
to Man restore Youth and
promise a new Civilization of

A

Dr.

true that the

much

monkey

gland

discussed

Man

?

uniep^e teaser campaij^n

Dr. F. EVANS;

operations to restore
Youth and Vitality arc
being done successfully
today?

we

You’ve heard

—Do

glands? Do they restore
old age to Youth?

— Is it

than anything

have

seen in years.

Name)

page newspaper ad
Dr.

Will Jasper:

— What

nities for original ideas

routed into smaller ads.

A great
Dr.

is

young man

a

for humanity’s

sake to enter in a

BARGAIN

about monkey glands
—here’s your chance to
tie up with the news.

Book “A Blind

Saul Robot;
Would you advise

BLIND

and submit

himself to an experiment
to prove the monkey gland
theory.

a lot

I

Bar-

gain” and your thea-

be the talk of
the town!

tre will

If these ads attract jdu i

joldwyn Pictures
to the Public

Directed by

WALLACE WORSLEY

/

The Ape

the Mail

The

Doctor

.

PICTURE

A

24 Sheet Poster
The Year's

The Doctor, the Devil,
the

Man— the

Greatest

Alystery

Ape!

!

Thriller!

A story that deals with
the latest idea in medical science!

Age transformed

to

youth! Monkey glands!

Gdldwyn
as

mad
Lamb

the

Dr.

Mysteriously
called
to

away

face

the

presents

BUND

Chaney,

Lof/

j’

BAR
64IN
lonOianey
iy

Lon Chaney,
as the servant,
half man, half ape

What

Sacrifice

A

directed ty

-A young
with

The Year’s
Greatest Mystery
Picture!

column newspaper

author makes a strange agreement

mad

miss

genius

of

Gripping

surgery.

in a

mystery mansion.

this

amazing picture-play

Chaney
^

ty

I

Barry

P^i'n

dtr^ccv-d' hy

A Blind
A GokTwyn
Bar^'" Picture

Don’t Miss

3

a

events occur

Lpn

GOLDWVNT
PICTURoE

to ffive, unhesitatingly,

blindly!

— Don’t

W'alhceWoES'ley

much

-Is Life itself too

P'arry P-ain-

unknown

Would You Make For

Loved One ?

ad.

Wallace WorsJey;

2 Column newspaper

a.d

beyil attract jour public also.
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December

9,

1922'

A NATURAL
BEGINNI N G
for 1925
I

^

e

„

ittotteV

°

„poty

-

veatsJatVcet

te’r

>«

Ibe

edged

nn

s®

Use the largest A. B. C. paid
circulation going out
of the United States. Use
'
'
the only magazine that feeds
enthusiasts
hungry
120,000,000
news of the American film. Use the
only medium that covers the Spanish
film trade, on whose reviews theatre owners and importers thousands of miles from
the point of purchase depend. With CINE-

^

^

MUNDIAL make

the Spanish market want
Bring the mountain to
Mahomet — the film buyer to you. CINEMUNDIAL is seven years old with its next
issue, January 1923.
Forms close December 15. The most NATURAL investment you could make is to
put between 35,000 and 40,000

your

^

pictures.

CINE-MUNDIAL film
salesmen on your
pay-roll on
date.

that

It’s

Paid For

,

^
In

Tune uith Lntm-Amenca

ii6 Filth

Aiienu^.

Member A.

S'ftv

York Ctry

B. C.

(MNNM
A Chalmers

Publication

516 Fifth Avenue,

Member

It’s

New York

A. B. C.

Paid Fori

Oh'Qcf/on

by

Oi'fhui'

Phofoc;li''aphy

Pai'old

J^osson

Jack Pickford as a Star Again in a
Galloping Tale of Love and Racing

—

There’s everything any exhibitor wants

in “Garrison's Finish”
a famous
famous story under a famous title; a thrillingly romantic love theme;
gripping mystery and action so fast that it leaves an audience breathless.

star in a

Beautiful

Have a

Women and Kentucky

universal appeal.

Thoroughbreds

Everybody loves them both, and they’re 00' per
romance, melodrama, mystery, thrills and susI

cent, strong in this picture of

pense, plus plenty of

A

comedy

relief.

Great Box-Office Picture
With a Great Box-Office Title
aj'ed

on W.

J3. 171.

3ei'yuson7r noLre!

of the j'ome name)
Supei'crij'ion

by

and

Clmei" J^ai'/'ix

0!tied Producer and

Oixfi'ibufoi'j' Coi'poi'afion^

72^ Oeuenth OuenuG,
fii'anch OfficG

heated

j^cneen creKrion

in

JVecir

york City

each United ai'Ho-fx Coi-poi'afion Cxchande-^

by

PojTon
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Read what

1922

FEATURED 'ASCHER'S MeiTiU!
over the

Milwaukee

LONG

DID!

FEATURE
“Before

we

advertise any short reel over the feature,” says a

wire from Ralph Wettstein, manager of Ascher’s Merrill
Theatre, Milwaukee, “and in the canopy lights, you can bet
it

must be an unusually big

attraction.

That’s what

we

are

NEW LEATHER PUSHERS.’ Without
THERE NEVER WAS A BIG PICTURE
MADE TO COMPETE WITH THE ‘LEATHER PUSHERS’
DRAWING POWER. Denny is establishing himself as a
doing with

‘THE

exaggeration,

great favorite.

Everybody was delighted

What more can we say?

CARL LAEMMLE

to see this round.”

This remarkable

new

is THE GREATEST EVER MADE!
EVERYWHERE —daily!

two-reelers

proven

presents

REGINALD

DENNY

series of

being

It’s

Booked
by the

RlALTOand

RlVOLl

and the original cast including
HAYDEN /TCVEN/ON in

/

NewYork/ 4

*:^NEW
LEATHER

PUSHERS

From Ihe famous Collier's Weekly stories by H.C. WITWER.
DIRECTCD BY HARRY POULARD

UNIVERSAL

JEWEL COLLIERV /ERIE/

December

9,
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EXHIBITORS who know
and have cleaned up

grams

!

She

of the finest theatres

have played this

is

485

little star’s

subjects

being featured every day on the pro-

EVERYWHERE

Late releases are

!

“PEGGY BEHAVE”

“THE LITTLE RASCAL”
“LITTLE MISS MISCHIEF”

“CIRCUS CLOWNS”

“CHUMS”

Watch For These:
“HANSEL AND GRETEL”
“PEG O’ THE MOVIES”

“JACK AND THE BEANSTALK”
“LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD”

MORAN BROWNIE
a
HELLO, JUDGE”
ROOKIES

LEE

in

in

ii

A

screamingly funny number in which
his mother-in-law.
It’s a

Lee shows up
real

comedy

—a hit

on any

bill

cleverest dog actor on the screen
his reputation in this sparkling
novelty! Book it it will pull business!

The

lives

up to

—

“JUST DOGS”

QUEENIE

FEATURING

in

“TRUE BLUE

The Century Animals
Of all the animal comedies ever produced
by Century, this is the greatest! Every
telling a
role played by a canine actor
story of fun and interest. It’s a nov-

—

be a
where shown.

elty that will

now

hit any-

Play

it

Queenie, the
hit of

Wonder

your show

if

99

Horse, will be the

you show her

in this

funny subject, in which she aids the ro
mance of a likable young man and a
charming girl! Book it
feature it and you’ll
win big

—

—

^CONSISTENTLY

GOOD

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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J.

R.

BRAY
a

series

of

December 9

,

1922

Presents
26

BRAY ROMANCES
PRODUCED BY THE BRAY PRODUCTIONS,
New,

novel, spectacular, sensational in

method

INC.

of treatment.

Presenting life’s most wonderful, fantastic and exciting experiences from ages before the Deluge to fifty years hence in

—

plausible actuality.

A

note of tremendous popularity
on Radio.

One

reel

is

struck by the

first

picture,

Every Fourth Week, commencing December 10

DISTRIBUTED BY THE W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION

ELiMEMT
•

»

ELABORATE

r-1

Lewis J. Selznicfe."
pKesenbs

ELAINE

HAMNERSTEIN
AND
coNV«/(ir

DRAMATIC

*

TEARLE

ONEV^
OF L(M

by Edwdt*d

J.

LUXURIOUS

I^MANTIC

Monba^^e

and George Archainbatraj
Directed

by Geor^ Archainbdud
SPECTACULAR

Produced by Myron

Seiznicfe,

December

9,
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PRESENTS
FOR THE
r-

:>v j

f

:$ s

WORLD'S
ENTERTAINMENT

GREATEST
LOVE STORY
=r,-3j

immortalizing the simple little peasant grubwho put to rout the frozen-faced scoffers of
high society and then made them grovel in.
Presenting
subjection at her feet
!

resplendent in a blazing display of Parisian:
frocks and furs and jewels with a scenic background of positively staggering beauty and

—

magnitude
This one,

OFFICE"

Mr.

in great,

Showman,
golden

“BOX-

spells

letters.

Because

millions are devoted to the works of MarieCorelli.
Because millions have read and reread “Thelma” and adored the little heroine,
now brilliantly re-created on the screen by

Jane Novak.
We have gone the limit in exploitation and
showmanship and have prepared a great campaign for “Thelma.” Posters, big with dignitjr
and power. Scores of showmanship ideas in,

SPECIAL

ADVERTISING
SPECIAL

EXPLOITATION

the press sheet.

INCLUDE THIS AMONG YOUR BIG ONES

SPECIAL

NOVELTIES

Stunningly created by Director

Chester Bennett

Special Edition
of the Book

Distributed by F. B. O.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA,
Main Offices— F.

Inc.

B. O. Building, 723 7th Ave., N. Y. C.
-Exchangers E-Oervtuhere

MoriS'C

r

WILLIAM FOX I

ANOTHER
SENSAnONAL
SUPER special

I

cT

(' r<
r.

uori.d

December
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1922

December
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1922
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Who Canholve_j^^^
I'

17b,
population of

100^

•

Does
,

itself

consistent

an
a house
tion cheapen

^

weeks?^
cotnir^j;^^
through cSming

,-,^.,^<w^he
)

^“(^imenrof the Theatre, a par7\l the Emp.re
some
Fticularly
taken over
Fitzer,
house, which
Morris

-

busitiSSS^^-^®^*^

^

,

months

a^o

m l^e business,
V

sixteen years
a ten-piece
is

^

there
This

legitimate
played Ih
house always
that
"fitzer reported that
atre.
and added
J^^ood
^
business was g
j^gs around

M

thmg
the whole
declaratio^
the one

“

^

the piCr

can

^

picture
receipts.”
care of the
take
k-ril
,

good

r^

'

Fit-—

Perhaps YOUR to

Ohe

Solution

'^HEROES

is

in

OF THE STREET'- THE BEAUTIFUL AHD DAMNED"-

'’BRASS"

WARNER BROTHER/

9,

192
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RAGS TO RICHES"

.

I

OT

THM

MORRIS
empire theatre

HT2SR

Mffl.

"

Jto eihlbltore
give then thelj

'4v:;Barner

oonvlfbgjj,

alaoat ass

“
*

account, and
toslnesa who
Way you

>e
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oig profit
at

depend to ne
at a
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times
more
over
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truly youra.
01PIRE

theatre

Cabs to /jicmes*!"

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVES
"M6S

TO RICHES -THE LITTLE

CLA/riCr

CHURCH AROUND THE CORNER."- "MAIN STREET"

OF THE /CREEN

I

ft.

rhe Picture
Vith 100 Years
>f

Advertising

Behind

It.

Lvith

WILL ROGERS
A

C. S.

Clancv Production

Some

V
-

I

That Prompted

of the Facts

S. L. Rothafel,

one of America’s Greatest Showmen, to Book the
“Headless Horseman’’ Christmas Week at the Capitol

Theatre,

New York

City.

FACT ONE:

As “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow,”

FACT TWO:

It was written by Washington Irving, “Father of
American Literature,” and its popularity has survived
one hundred years of changing public taste!

FACT THREE:
FACT FOUR:

It has borne the imprint of 43 different publishing
houses, and has been issued in 53 different editions!

sidered “the best
”
language.

known

this tale is con-

short story in the English

More copies of

this book have been sold than the
twenty “best sellers” of the last fifteen years com-

bined!

FACT

FIVE:

Will Rogers, is one of the few comedians of
American stage who never has to teave Broadway
for an audience forty weeks a y^ear, with every^ seat
Its star.

the

selling at

—

premium

prices!

Here’s the Biggest Comhination of Big

Time

Box-Office Arguments Ever Packed into 5000
Feet of Film
.

WA\

pORKCN
I

M.

VOGEL

X

DISTRIBUTO R
j
FAMOUS PIAYEHS FILM SERVICE ITnl

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

J

HODKINSON

PICTURE

S
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MICKEY
made more

MONEY
for the

EXHIBITOR
than any other picture.

AGAIN
to

be released thru

INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES
with

new

Address

exploitation

all

inquiries to

TOWER
71
temaa.

WEST

23td

FILM CORPORATION
STREET

NEW YORK

CITY
:

J

gmT Greatest
ijmome-Folks' Story

wer MUittcn

has
been transcribed
tipon the screen

QUINCT
ADAMS
SAWTER
rou^out
^

months Jivcn
itrpainstaking making,
•

to

the

J;»ictii.rc

the

.

4

•

J

-1

•

has been ^hlicized

through every hi^- power
advertising medium ^
Ijns the goods

and will deltuer them!

A
METRO
ARTHUR
HERBERT

-.iiW

J

SAWYER i=^ LUBIN'-

liM

'

PRODUCTION'

METRO
PICTURE

Barbara LaMarr, as Cindy
Ftchuxm, the village vamtlve

/s>

Jvhn Bowers as ^incyJdams Sawyer,
yomg lawyerfromBastan^
,

tHe

Blanche Sweet, asALice
FetteHyiLL^

Zuincy's

Hind sweetheart

QUINCY

-

ADAMS

SAWYER
<nts
is

by

all

CAST

odds the most

celebrated ever assembled
in.

a

single

motion I'icture

(just

Fazenda, as
tkc irrepressible

Xctrise

iiroductiorv

.

read the complete List

/

JUrandg

Skinner^

JOHN BOWEUS
BLANCHE SWEET

LON CHANEY
BARBARA LA A4ARH
ELMO LINCOLN
LOUISE

EA7ENDA

JOSEPH DOWLING
CLAIRE MCDOWELL

JUNE ELVIDGE
VTCTOE HOTEL
GALE HENRY- HANK AlANN
KATE LESTER- BILLY FRANEY

Han.kMj.nn,

JarbrK suitars .

Lon Chitiocy, as ObouCak

EDWARD CONNELLY
JvKpenaX

VicltLres,Ci^., £Kclu.sive~Qitiyibu.ioys ikywoitt/

grecit 3rUa.LH^. Sir

Jury^tMajia^iit^'JXrector:

Strout,

the ciavofcMasan's Corner

TAYLOR GRAVES-HARHY DEPP

(Jurij

Ben

Bates, one afCirtdy's

A METRO

ARTHUR (^HERBERT
sawyerI^i LUBIN -

PROrUCTIOK

nhc Qveatest^

rescue ofU Lice
from the ferry on>

Jr

of ike
Touvlng fails

the brink

Strout’s viciousjeabusy fbres

up when

(pidy proves her preference for Quincy

ScQms

QUINCY

ADAMS

SAWYER
Stiles discovers tkut

Moments that

Strauthus betrayed

cannot be

full penalty

forgotten
are many

him and exacts

the

'

!

cilice regains

her sight after

the fearful shock offeeling

death

so

near by

Ihe fight between Qyincg and
the

bUcksmiih-a bdile MasoyCs
over

Cornev yuver guile got
REG UG PAT OFF

"METRO
PICTURE

k

il

n

T™’

jN^E

Jl

Jioyno-^olks

Stovu

T> T

T^1 T Tl XT

P

coitPOiwvriONr
&uev yVvltterh

.

.

II.

VMliJlm

TO

HOOPS. MY DEAR!

jXlOfSEBTS

|

BMBOJa

OW

HJWiG *
BURS, SAYS OAAA

TOR

DMEAU

YOUNG

gcBn ADAIB uwmr conpm has
a'

TtIDniniP rvnrsvtpw^ ....
^imaiiNc
EXPuaswE on iootion

Qor months

the (Metro press crga.nl'

QUINCi

yitbyi ha.s carrUoi cn a, camptl^n
re<icking every newspaper in,

to

the

ike caurttry

Sc WLdesprea.d is
the interest in the

picture that

ORO^SET^wiDUATLAP,
pubUskers^ have issued^

a specUL pkdopLtJj

book ^
which will further
caugment the fame
of the fiim- ^
edition of the

^Tke two and

W

a

half ntiUion veaaUrs

the

SATimDAY EVENING POST

HEN

presenting pictures
of long-run strength, the

were told about the pketoplay in
a full page advertisement ^

exhibitor has two concerns:
his

first-night

audience and

his patronage thereafter.

“Quincy Adams Sawyer”
sort of photoplay whose

is

the

boost-

the premiere, will number as many as the seats in your
house.
You can count upon
ers, after

rising returns.

As

for that

first

audience— Metro

has thrown the whole weight of
its organization into the job of
making the public expectant
People know about “ Quincy
Adams Sawyer.

The exhibitor has but
them the date.

to

^VTH 7mptru}l Victwres, CU, SfcLufive
Dtstribu^i'r ikrou>qhowt
SirlHUiafK^tcyij
JJer.

tell

‘The Greatest

0

JETR.O

has scLd

ADAMS SAWYER
Ovev
^The paj>ular interest

and

thnt

Countr>y

the

,FiAsbUc

means

the

is

a more thoroughly ef^
fectivc and bonscientious campaign

there

ZKcvcr has

money

waiting to bo spent to
^
^
sec the picture

ofpublicity been carried on

Is

advertisements

a picture’s

that |

,thec^cleaj_^^|.^dams

Quincy
,

Adams
Nswcr

to

success inevitable

Iki fry^ss booh is especitxUy
tkovough a.nd zUiborate ^ ^ov
zver>y

need

ther>e is Jiot

only

one cn^cessory^ but a cIuoLce l
Message
Broodcastmg
Exchange

eAlETItO

has enUst-

cd the service of tlte most able

agency Lk the coiodry
show ex^kibilovs koiv to tie

CLdvertising
to

SATURPAY EVEMIN'G

iLp (The

POST

display with expLoitet'
tlon at tlu theatre

T

A METRO

is

SAWYER

rich in exploitative ingredients.

The

ARTHUR [^HERBERT
LUBIN'-

IS not enough to declare

'wants

exhibitor

to

know

'why and how.

PRODUCTION
Hence, in the co-operative 'work

BER^^ARPM?CQMVILLE

cdcLxpled
REG U5 PAT off'

METRO
PICTURE

j'from the famous novel

k>u

CHARLES FELTON PIP GIX
VivecUd bu CLARENCE D. BAPGEIt

'with

every

him, Metro
aspect

that anahsis
devices

that strength for

F
J—

(

the

entertainment strength,

detailed

'Fisivibiiteii

of

has

created
for

analyzed
picture's

and from
clear,

harnessing

making money.

hg

RO
± rVVw/

s
PICTURE
'CORPORATION

'ome-Uolhs Siovu Ever Written

s

QUINCY ADAMS
SAWTEIV
is

notewoy^h'yfoY*

CHARACTERIZATION
HTiefolks ivi the

so

pictuve ar>e

vcaL that when IV

shown InJiason's Covnev
the audience wUi shout
hello to

them

^

DRAMA.
Ohadlak Stvout^ who Liked
the fig live inJsKdys bmkhooh
as well as the one yiaiuvc had
given kev, pLmts skliy^uLly
the seeds ofJeaLoiisy

A METRO

ARTHUR ^HERBERT
SAWYERJ^J LUBIN -

PRODUCTION

COMEDY
Cayyi^diatts the

lxieqk£t£ at

:

wkoLe w<yvLd. has

LOUISE EA2ENDA

HANKA4ANN, GALE HENRY
BILLY FRANEYajiU VICTORPOTEL

THRILLS
'Besides the breathless rescue

above ike cataract, there is
2fdncys fight tuitk the
blacks TKith and the sav-

ing of Cmdij JPuinam
from the vvcncLivay

MPYRO
iVV^
UDistvibiiied bij

±ViX-J

JL

9uri^ 'JyKfe-ria.i Pictures, Ctd., SecUcsive
ZDisiribuiorf ikroiuyhciot gt.3riia.in/
S^r JVlLLuifn.'Jicyij cMoj<a^ut<^ 3ireciar-:
,

PICTURES
c o rtp o AT o
B.

I

isr

IThe Gveatest

QUINCX
ADAJvlS
SAWDER

i'-y

•Aj

#

e

^'Sr

j‘'nrfl/t^ 'OfUn ,

Cfacts about tho book.

0'^

Note the publisher’s advertisement— a corner of it’s jutting into this panel. 200,000
copies sold within a year of its issuance
and that was before grandma’s hair was
grey. The sale has reached the millions

mark now.

Qacis about the pLay

m

The book was too popular to escape dramFrom Connecticut to Kansas
atization.
there wasn’t an opera house that hadn’t
reverberated with cheers for “ Quincy

Adams

•'nS*

Sawyer.”

Cfacts about

the pictuve

Founded on a story everybody knows
and likes; enacted by a cast no one would
believe could be engaged for

one

-“'Sr,,,

picture;

adapted and directed by men who have
become famous for their success in han-

f

®»r,'fSf.-

'

a.,,

" Cof.

dling just such dramatic material; chuck
«e

full

thrills
RE IS PAT OFF

comedy and characterization and
and punchy scenes — it cannot help

of

•s.®

^»s* ;«

"s

£0^C.

being the most profitable picture book-

."S'.

able today.

'.<7 "»

3^

c/

'"‘i.vv'S’;”/'

'"S'

’''JJa,-

•S'

IjETRO^

«° ,>•«

’J'

V."' sX''?

'/

>

CTURE

c4day»tcd/i-<7Mi

CHARLES FELTON PIDaiN’S

farrujus fiavel bij

BERNARD MfCONVILLE

VirecUd by CLARENCE

a.BAUGER^

Ki&SEiaiSii.^^s

C/

PICTUR.es
^P'T-'-D^
X W,/ coicp
XvEJ—
oitATi oM
C-(oim-CfoliLS Stovvf &uev WvLtteru
i

QUINCl^

ADAMS

SAWYER
Cff2is
A

tfve

story that has

a house even

if

stuff/

proven itself, a cast that would fill
it appeared in a news reel, skil-

ful adaptation and masterly direction, a climax with
a hard cider kick your audience will like it; they’ll
say it with standing room.

—

everybody Knows

it

/

Through newspaper

services, through the Saturday
Evening Post, through fan magazines and in co-operation with the book publishers, Metro has for months
campaigned to let the movie-going world know that
“Quincy Adams Sawyer” is on the screen.

And

the campaign has gone over. All the
exhibitor has to do is let his patrons know
the picture’s to be on his screen.

A METRO

ARTHUR (f^HERBERT
sawyerISlubin-

PRORITCTIO^I

^ETRO
Uisivibut^ct by

•tJIRES CORPOBATIOlsr
OiARLEs
PIDGIN

u
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[THE EXHIBITOR
I

MUST SOLVE

LHIS
I

I

OWN

PROBLEM
No

Producer, Distributor, or Booking Circuit can
Solve

it

IF THIS

What

for Him.

BE TRUE:

the Exhibitor doing in a constructive

is

way

to protect his

investment in theatre holdings and the good will he has builded
with his patrons?

What

the Exhibitor doing toward permanently securing film

is

rentals that will insure a profit to himself

commensurate with

the risk he takes?

What is the
movement in

Exhibitor doing to protect himself against any
the industry that ultimately must be a burden to

him?

What

the Exhibitor doing toward safeguai'ding his investment

is

against

any alignment

that will tend to confine or restrict pro-

duction or distribution?

What

is

the Exhibitor doing toward securing equitable film

good season, in order
his profits and more?

rentals during his

not absorb

What

all

that slack periods

the Exhibitor doing in a constructive

do

way toward

keeping the independent producer independent and in business?
is

THE ANSWER IS THAT THE EXHIBITOR
IS DOING NOTHING.
These problems relate not only
future

—they

to the present

and the immediate

affect vitally the Exhibitor’s destiny.

The purpose of

advertisement is to advise the Exhibitor
that a plan has been created to cover every phase of Exhibitor
protection, which will sweep the country.
this

Every Exhibitor in America owes

it

to himself, irrespective

of

location, size of house, priority of run, or population, to write
for details of this plan.

Address your

first letter to:

ARGOSY,
The Film Daily,
71 West 44th Street,
New York City.

c/o
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Playgoers Pictures

AN
/—\

intensely dramatic Western photoplay,
far

above the average

in plot, direction

and punch. The highlights

of the feature

are: a series of desperate struggles with bare
fists;

his

a hair-raising race between the hero and

opponents to be

tionally realistic

first to file

a claim; a sensa-

mine explosion and the im-

prisonment of the workers; the defeat of the hero

when

victory seemed sure, and the courageous

exploit of the girl

who

saved the day

in

an eye-

lash finish.

W

ELL made and carefully directed, “The
Man Who Waited” includes in its five

speedy reels more action, mystery
excitement and romance than many of
the so called super-productions of the year.

stunts,

It is

know

a showman’s picture, for

pictures and

know what

showmen who
their

patrons

want.

The

cast includes:

Frank Braidwood
Inez Mac Donald
Jay Morley

Joe Bonner

Jack Pierce

Millie Davenport

Vonda Phelps
Don Maines

Story and direction bv

-FOREIGN REPkESENTATIVE

SIDNEY GARRETT

Edward

I.

Luddy

9, 1922

T

I& winning the praise of

newspapers from ocean to ocean hy the
wonderful success of her first
three STARRING productions

Woman,

Walce Up!

More power

Florence

to

Vidor and the combination

"Woman,

produced

that

Wake Up.”

—

better

it

It is

thing

best

not merely

is best.

the

It is

Florence

that

Vidor has done, and that’s

broad

a

—

statement.

Charleston,

S.

A'mer-'

C.,

ican.

The Real Adventure
Vidor

Florence

the

"The

in

Real Adventure”

is

one of
the

attractions

finest

Alamo has had

year.;

this

—Louisville, Ky., Times.

To Florence Vidor goes
a great amount of credit for
a

splendid

portrayal

woman.

womanly

of

—

a

Los

Angeles Herald.

Dusk

to

Portland

t

Dawn

h e a tregoers

looking for something

found

new

at the Heilig. Flor-

it

ence Vidor plays a truly re-

markable part

Dawn.” The
(!juant,

the

prepared,

in

idea

"Dusk
is

that

critics

well

unusual taste of “something
different.”

Portland,

S

KANt. PRESIDENT.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE
SIDNEY GARRETT

and

fans alike are treated to an

journal.

ARTMOR.

to

so pi-

scenes so

Associated
Exhibitors

Ore,

Physical Distributors
Pathe Exchange
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MIMS PRODUCTION

THAT
i-

••“'list

.teX^

From

the story

by

Capt Sabine U^ooc/
Directed by Harry 0. Hoyt
One of the most beautiful women
of screen or stage in the role of
a stage temptress who won a
millionaire’s son and found that
she loved him.

A

story of a

woman’s

hold her husband
his friends

and

spired to take

The

story

stepped

of

battle to

when

society,

his father con-

him from
a

her.

woman who

down from

the electric
lights to being a chauffeur’s wife
to prove a love that no one believed she could feel.

Colorful,

spectacular,

full

action.

JVttieru^an
RELEASING CORPORATION

of

9,

19;

r
D:ember

9,
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American Releasing' Corp.
fyresents

Dolores (asslmlll
»THE

HALLENGE
wUh

Rod La Rocque '••Varner Richmond
DeSacia Moores
'DtBcted by

7cm Terris

A

society-melodrama; a young artist-husband who
brings "the other woman” into his home and forces
the young wife out.
Exhibitors’ Herald says: "Dolores Cassinelli, looking
more beautiful than ever, finds a story well suited to
her talents. An interest-compelling plot; an original
twist at the end.”
Reeland Reviews thinks "the title
furnishes good advertising material,” that "the cast
can be talked up,” that "the winter sports, artists’
studios. New York life and the little bit of oflSce
business will interest your patrons.”

We

say: "It’s a

darn good picture.”

RE LEASING corporation
In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

1
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^ HALPERIN PRODUCTION

Joseph
Dowlu

7AeDANCER
POINT

AUR CarLetoh
Vernon Steel

By Victor Hujo Halperin
directed by Q-oyd. Ingraham
"^itK an all-star cast including'

CARMEL MYERS

JOSEPH DOWLING

VERNON STEEL

W.P.CARLETON
A

vigorous, intelligent story of what happened to a
young wife whose husband was "too busy to love.” It
contains the best work Carmel Myers, Joseph Dowling,
Vernon Steel and W. P. Carleton have done on the

screen in years.

Carmel
JTlyers

All the trade press critics like

it:

"Registers high water-mark from a spectacular angle,
yet preserves the romance of a well-told love story,”
says the Trade Review. "The acting is good, the story
of a familiar type,” says flarrwon’s Reports. "Presented
with a rather new angle,” says Motion Picture Netvs.

"The Danger Point”
wonders with.

is

a title that exploitation can do

RELEASING CORPORATION
Id Canada

:

Canadian Releasing Corporatioa, liDiited

A

-Jfudi

what thai,ailsau.

Mot ion Picture
—

“One of the greatest he has ever made far ahead of
Clever intermingling of
his program offerings.

News

laughs and

thrills,

ending with a ride to the rescue

that will have the enthusiastic spectator in the firm

grip of suspense.

^oving^ictu^

Carries

all

the qualities of sure-fire

entertainment in the biggest and smallest houses.”

WORLD,

“Harry Carey has an excellent
live

that

X

3EC

A.

entertainment for many.

role.
It

The picture holds

contains everything

makes a Western production sure of

success.”

&

review

“The acting

is

of a fine type and the

humorous

situa-

tions contribute materially to the plot.”

C OMPLETELY

dwarfs

all rivals in

the field of

Western comedy-dramatic production. Compare him with the others and you are comparing

—

a tornado with a zephyr a dreadnought with the veriest tub!
“Good Men and True,” his latest and greatest for F. B. O.,
carries all the crash and tingle of a Jovian thunderbolt plus
a gale of laughs that establish Carey as a comedian of finish

—

7

and charm!

Have you
“The
Kick Back,”

AND THE GREATEST EXPLOITATION CAMPAIGN
YOU EVER SAW GOES WITH IT
Superbly directed

by

Val Paul

Adapted from the novel by
Eugene Manlove Rhodes

played

Carey’s

Cast includes: Tally Marshall

Noah Beery and Vola Vale

F. B. O.

box

wallop

If

it

—

last

office

not get

quick.

it

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA,
Main

Offices

— 723

F. B. O. Building

7th Ave., N. Y. C.

Inc.

Branches Everywhere

Made for
The

Millions

who have

the play and the Millions
In

its

read the book.

who want

The

Millions

who have

seen

exceptional entertainment

book more than Twenty
and Orange Blossoms.”

thirty years before the public as a

Million People have read “Thorns

During

its

twenty years as a play upward of Ten Million people saw

“Thorns and Orange Blossoms” in

its

Metropolitan, Stock,

Road Show

and Repertoire Presentations.

"T440R.NS

ORANG-e

A

3.P.

BA9tD

ON

ADAPTGD

SeUULBGRG

T+4-£ fAlXlOUS PLA-V -FROOP
BY -HOPt LORING?

PR,GSeNTAT( O (N

BFRTWA

CLAV'S IWOOORTAL ROPOANC-EGDITGO QY GVe UlNSGLL.
PAOtOGRAPAFD OY K4BJ- STRESS
00.

.

Produced by

PREFERRED
PICTURESInc.
B.P. Schulberj"^;^^*:! J.C .Bftchroann-rreis.

An Audience
As a book
It’s

it

of Millions

was a

is

awaiting

As

best seller.

motion picture interpretation

is

its

advent as a motion" picture.

a play

it

was a popular

success.

conceded a masterpiece with

all

the elements of a great box-office attraction ingeniously intermingled.

I

!

A Popular Book—A Successful Play—A Noted Producer—A Brilliant
Director—A Cast of Personalities and a Waiting Audience of Millions.

AND

SLOSSOmS"
^

..

A

GA§N(GR. PRODUGTIOfM
PORTRAYPD

!

I

€ST€LL€ TAYLOR
lieNNeTA HARLAN

BY

ARTAUR AUlLL
CARL ffTOClCDALe-

eOlTH- R.OB€RTS

AL-LICHTMAN
C
O RPO^ATI O N

576FIFIMAVENUE/^[^iNEWYORK CUY
I

I
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See
S. L.

ROTHAFEL’S

presentation

‘‘In

the Spotlight”

Laugh with
HARRY REICHENBACH
Master of Ceremonies

DdflCe

fo ihe tunes

of

VINCENT LOPEZ’
Two Jazz

Orchestras

M^eet

the Stars!

Meet Everybody

Who

Is

Anybody

at the

Theatre Owners'

SUPPER DANCE
This Saturday Night

Dec. 2

Hotel Astor

Tickets $10 per person

1922

The ^ftSmopolitan Corporation presents

V

THE

PRIDE OF PALOMAR
"Pve never seen a horse race as

stirring, as

photographically accurate and as dramatic
as that which enables the hero of 'The Pride
of Palomar’ to come into his own.”
Alan Dale in the New York American.

—

TT

many

scenes
in this fast moving, realistic drama of the
mission country of California, which caused
the audiences at the Rivoli, New York, to
Susbreak into applause again and again.
pense, thrills, mystery, a tremendous theme,
is

only one of the

thrilling

^

a beautiful love story, a remarkable cast
and a scenic feast make this one of
the greatest pictures of the year.

DIRECTED BY FRANK BORZAGE

BY
PETER B.
WITH

KYNE

FORREST STANLEY,
MARJORIE DAW,
WARNER

OLAND, JOSEPH

DOWLING AND OTHERS

——

—

—
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the

New
STAR

York Newspaper
IS

York Daily News

Critics

DELIGHTFUL

“

‘East Is West’ is Constance Talmadge’s best. My, but
she was cute!
found ourselves lost in admiration. She
New York
was quite delightful. Good entertainment.”

We

—

Daily News.

BRILLIANT INTERPRETATION
“Constance Talmadge gives a brilliant interpretation of
Ming Toy’s role. Produced on a lavish scale, filled with
beautiful sets, wonderful photography and mighty good
acting.”

New

York Tribune.

EXCELLENT ENTERTAINMENT
“Excellent entertainment and a good vehicle for ConWell directed. Unusually adept comedy.”
New York Herald.

stance Talmadge.

—

LAUGHTER AND SYMPATHY
the charm of Miss Talmadge’s characterizations
that the laughter she provokes turns to sympathy. In turn-

“Such

is

ing to a dramatic role she has met
success.”
New York Telegram.

more than the usual

MORE THAN INTERESTING
“Anything Constance Talmadge does on the screen is
bound to be interesting, but the manner in which she interprets Ming Toy is more than interesting.”
New York
Journal.

STAR

IS

IRREPRESSIBLE

“Miss Talmadge’s Ming Toy is essentially
she is irrepressible.” N'ew York Sun.

original,

and

CROWDS BUBBLE OVER
“The
about

large audiences at the Strand bubbled to themselves
the star was, and applauded, too.”
New

how cunning

York World.

A 3in>t

national IHcture

CONSTANCE

TALMADGE
IN

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK; by Samuel Shipman and John
Hymer, from the play by William Harris, Jr.; adapted by Frances
Marion; photographed by Tony Gaudio art direction by Stephen Goos-

Presented by
B.

;

son.; directed

by

SIDNEY FRANKLIN,

9,

Picture!”
—New

Read

:

December

Her Best

“Star Delightful in

—

director of ‘Smilin’ J'hrough.”

1922

December
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Thrills of a Society Girl in the Arctics!

Everything That Goes to Make
Violet

Clark’s

drama-bound

story

of

Ninon, iveary of society, who exults in
the life-fight of the northern fur country
lohere the Arctic fights to bar the invaders zvho seek its treasure pelted

—

—

zvhere
beasts
quick enemies.

small

jealousies

make

Not only the thrills, and there are many,
swift-movbut romance and adventure
ing drama that sweeps this Arctic tale
to the foremost rank of the star’s best
achievements.

—

An

all-star

cast,

including,

besides

the.

Beauty, Bryant Washburn,
Mitchell Lewis, June Elvidge, Clarissa
Selwynne, Boris Karlof? and Francis

American

McDonald.

Directed by

Tom Forman

Produced by Preferred Pictures,

A 3ir>6t

Inc.

llationdl

a

Winner!

:
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WOMAN’S CLUB
ENDORSES

IT!

The women will do the same
in your town
and when the

—

women are

your seats are
Read the letter and go

sold.

to

for

it

it!

From

the famous classic by
Blackmore directed by
Maurice Tourneur and pro-

R. D.

duced

;

the

at

Thomas H.

studios

of

Ince.

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
6 West 48th Street,
New York City.
Gentlemen
The Cleveland Cinema Club wishes to express its appreciation
of the opportunity afforded through your office to review the
picture "Lorna Doone" as produced by Mr. Maurice Tourneur at the
Thomas Ince Studio in Culver City.
The purpose of the Cinema Club as you may know, is to
encourage the production and exhibition of motion pictures of the
highest standard of artistic excellence. We recognize the immense
potentialities of the motion pictures and we are glad that a company
of the importance of the Associated First National has seen fit to
co-operate in the production and distribution of "Lorna Doone".
Photographically, the picture has many scenes of rare beauty.
As a presentation of Blackmore 's novel, "Lorna Doone" will receive a
hearty welcome from all those who have read and come to love that quaint
English story of "Lorna Doone" and her John Ridd.
We hope the production will attain every success and are
glad to give it our endorsement.
Sincerely yours,
-

(Signed) Mrs. Elmer G. Derr

President
(Signed) Marim D. Hackar

Corresponding Secretary

Distributed by

Associated

First National Pictures, Inc

KW
December

A

9,
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Stupendous Spectacle Backed By

National Ads. Reaching 10,000,000
Here^s

why

this picture will

prove one of the outstanding box

office successes of the year.

One

of the most successful Oriental
plays ever produced'

Road sho-wed four years

in city,

Three

town

gorgeous spectacle and one of the

most entrancing love

stories

ever

filmed.

More

thrilling

and exciting than the

—more

Arabian Nights
than Romeo and

soldiers

of
in

They

will

appear Dec.

9,

Jan.

3.

Advertising in other national mediums
reaching a total of more than 10,000,000 readers.

Think of

it.

More than 10,000,000
Your audiences

will see these ads.

enthralling*

are ready made.

Richard Walton Tully’s master production.

Guy Bates

A

horsemen and foot
fierce hand to hand

battles.

Love, romance and

Post.

Juliet.

Scenes of rare beauty in Persian gardens, Oriental temples and palaces
with the beauties of the Caliph’s
harem.

Hundreds

for

6 and Feb.

and hamlet.

A

page ads have been prethe Saturday Evening

full

pared

thrills aplenty.

Post’s supreme triumph.

strong supporting cast including
Virginia Brown Faire, Patsy Ruth
Miller, Nigel de Bruliere, Rose Dionc
and Boris Karloff.

Directed by

JAMES YOUNG.

Richard Walton TuIIy
presents

GUY BATES POST
I

Adapted by Richard Walton
Tully from the stage success
of

the

same

title;

art direct-

Wilfred Buckland; photographed by George Benoit.
or,

I

I

A

First

National
Pictvire

r*

.
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MoviniT Picture
Founded 1907
by

J. P.

Chalmers
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The Dreaded Monster
Much is being written and said these days about
the reappearance of the dreaded monster, “Booking Combinations.”

The accepted editorial idea is one of fear, combined with a desire to sound clarion notes of warning to- Mr. Exhibitor.
“Don’t step too fast with your booking combinations,” the theatre owner is told, “else group action
by exhibitors will bring about group action by distributors, exhibitor trust will be met with distributor trust,” and so on.
year ag-o, two years ago, three and more we
wrought ourselves into similar frenzies of trepidation over the possibilities of centralized booking.
year from now we will do the same, and two
and three years hence. Booking groups grow up
all around us in the years that intervene.
But the ones that operate successfully don’t
seem to have any of the aspects of the monster of
our dreams and we fail to recognize them. The
ones that hear resemblance to the monster fail and
pass out; so we are always left to fear nothing but

A
A

the future.

A

step that is never likely to be taken, or, df ,
taken, to be held -successfully for any length' of
time.
There was only one Stanley Mastbaum—just as
there is only one Ford, one Schwab, one Roqke-

„•'/

/.I'.

-

V--

Over the course* of a year the productions that
stand above argument are few and far between,
and for the great average of their attractions the
day has passed when exhibitors will allow any man
or committee to book their theatres willy-nilly.
The average theatre man is as much “Shopper”
as “Showman,” and he has developed in experience
and opinions past the stage where he will retire
from active connection with his theatre further
than janitor-service.
Attempts will frequently be made for the theory of the booking combination is wonderfully attractive
but the attempts will as frequently fail.
For the very evils that editorial writers foresee
in the formation of the wrong sort of booking
combinations are the evils that speedily wreak

—

—

their

doom.

The present recurrence

of talk about co-operabooking combinations has been brought about
by the formation of the A. B. C. in New York.
This group was not born of any of the impulses
creating the booking combination of our imaginations.
It is not dedicated to the lowering of rentals, to war on any particular producer, or any of

tive

our usual battle cries.
The A. B. C. was formed to present a buying
power able to enter into competition with the big
circuits.
matter in which distributors are as
vitally interested as exhibitors.
For the circuits
have not been any too gentle taskmasters in handling the distributors.
Such competitive bidding against the circuits on
the more desirable screen attractions was an in-

A

economic necessity. It is inevitable in any
other city zoned and controlled as New York is.
But it is a long, long step from this sort of group
booking to the operations of the Stanley controlled
evitable

Philadelphia territory.

These facts being true, the only possibility remains in the type of booking office that can offer
exhibitors the product of many producers and at
~
'

a variety of prices.
And this also is true

—

such combinations cam
never come about without the active co-operation^
and interest of a number of manufacturers.

Not an

impossibility.

But something that throws the discussion into
an entirely new phase.
There would be no Stanley in Philadelphia had
it had not been at different times to the interests
of various producers to accept Stanley co-operation.

—

And that we are speaking now of its application to future possibilities
is another story.

—
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Still

in

Ohio Brings Legal

Activity

again
the main topic in film circles throughout Ohio, and the battle of tongues
and legalities is again on in full blast.
Following a first-page story in a
Cleveland paper inspired by Sam Bullock, of the Theatre Owners’ Association, to the eflfect that a great effort
would be made to get the theatres in
small towns opened for Sunday trade,
even if it was necessary to attempt to
have the law amended, two Cleveland
lawyers went to Cleveland Heights,
where a theatre slumbers on Sunday,
and had a dozen merchants arrested
for keeping their stores open on Sun.

The Sunday

closing question

is

days.

Immediately the officials of the suburb denounced the movie men, claiming they inspired the prosecutions, and
defending the store-keepers. But the
fact is the motion picture men had
nothing to do with it, but the^ announcement of Bullock’s has stirred
up the opposition.
Meantime the lawyers say they will
continue to have merchants arrested,
even going into other suburbs, where
theatres are open on Sundays, and'
causing the arrest of their managers.
However, the theatre owners are not
much concerned because popular opinSunday
ion in the suburbs favors
movies.

The Sunday movement won
tinct victory in Findlay, when

a disa jury
in Mayor Rodabaugh’s court acquitted
E. B. Gilmore, movie owner, of a
charge of violating the Sunday closing
laws. The verdict was returned after
three hours’ deliberation. One woman,
Mrs. M. C. Dye, was a member of the
jury, and acted as foreman.

Since 1917 the moving picture -theatres in Findlay have been closed on
Two years ago an effort
Sundays.
was made to reopen them, but the
owners were arrested and convicted.

Arguments on Rates
Final

arguments

in

favor

of

inter-

for the benefit of
men in the motion picture and other industries whose duties require them to
travel considerably, were heard before the

changeable mileage,

Interstate

Commerce Commission. Wash-

ington, D. C., on November 15, and a decision is expected within a few days as to
whether the provisions of the bill recently
enacted by Congress shall be put into
effect.

The law

called

upon the commis-

sion to hold hearings for the purpose of
determining whether it was feasible to
order the railroads thr;oughout the country to issue -interchangeable -mileage or
scrip coupon tickets, good on any road, at
a reduced rate of fare.

Figures for September Show Foreign
Countries Buying Heavily

Motion picture

film exported

from

the United States during the month of
September included according to a report just issued by the Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce,

11,-

182,258 linear feet of positive films,
valued at $462,914; 3,009,732 feet of
film sensitized, but not exposed, valued
at $86,591, and 467,932 feet of exposed
negatives, valued at $48,702.
Our best market for positives was
Australia, taking 1,671,985 feet, valued
at $68,539, with Argentina second at
1,293,889 feet, with a value of $57,116
and Canada third with 1,287,756 feet,
valued at $70,364. Japan led in the importation of unexposed sensitized film,
taking 1,353,140 feet, with a value of
$38,578, while England was a close
second with 1,182,463 feet, valued at
$33,161.

Our greatest exports of exposed
negatives went to England, that country taking 242,803 feet, valued at $32,715, while Cuba was second with 61.288

valued at $4,180, and France third,
with 54,956 feet, with a value of $6,857.

feet,

Laboratories

Allied

Movinir Picture

WORLD
prm.isnEn weekly nr
CHALKEItS FLULISIII.VU COMPAXT
616 Fifth Avenue. New York City
Telephone: Murray Hill 1610
Office:

Chicago, 28 East Jackson Boulevard

John P. Chalmers, president; Alfred J.
Chalmers, vice-president; James P. Chalmers,
Sr., vice-president; Eliza J. Chalmers, secretary and treasurer, and Ervin L.. Hall,
business manager.
EdItorinI StnlTi Robert E. Welsh, editor;
A. Archer, managing editor; Epes Wlnthrop Sargent, exploitation; F. H. Richardson. projection; E. T. Keyser, equipment;
Charles S. Sewell, reviews; Roger FerrI. independent productions; Sumner Smith, regional
news; T. S. da Ponte, producers news, and
A. Van Buren Powell, Straight from the
Shoulder Reports.

John

Mnnnger of Advertlslngi Wendell

1922

P. Mil-

ligan.

Manager of

Circniatlont Dennis J. Shea.
Suhscription price; United States and Its
possessions. Mexico and Cuba, $3.00 a year;
Canada. $3.50; foreign countries (postpaid),
$10.00 a year.
Copyright, 1922, by Chalmers Publishing

Company.

Association

'

to

Celebrate Second Year.

The

Allied Film Laboratories Association is planning to hold its second
annual dinner at Delmonico’s on

Thursday evening, December

7.

Will Hays, Courtland Smith, of the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, have been invited.
The dinner will also be attended by
not only the executives of the various
laboratories, but representatives of
raw stock manufacturers and others.
The dinner will be in celebration of
the second successful year of the
Allied Film Laboratories Association.
The members of the association are;
Biograph Company, Burton Holmes Laboratory, Claremont Film Laboratory, Inc.,
Craftsman Film Laboratory, Cromlow Film
Laboratory, Inc., Dobbs Laboratory, Eclipse
Film Laboratory, Erbograph
Company,
Evans Film Manufacturing Company, Film
Developing Corporation, Lyman
Howe,

’

|

Host

Is

To Film Men Prior

to

Sailing

for

England
A. C. Bromhead, of the Gaumont
Company, England, was the host last Friday at a Hotel Astor luncheon to film
men prior to his sailing for home. The)

'

Col.

affair

'

brought forth the intere.^ting an-

nouncement that Gaumont planned the
immediate making of Hall Caine’s “The
Quality of Mercy,” with an American
director, Tom Terriss, and an American
star yet to lie named.
The luncheon, which was handled by
Sidney Garret, saw a gatliering of important film men.
Jos. Dannenberg, of
The Film Daily, acted as toastmaster, and
the speakers included Harry Warner,
Elmer Pearson, M. Finkelstein, James
Grainger, Fred Warren, and L. W. Boyn-

;
•

ton.

Considerable advice on the making of
pictures filled the air, but the consensus
of ojtinion seemed to come back to the
old familiar line, that “a real good picture, on a popular theme, properly exploited, can be made anywhere and be
successful everjwi’^here.”

Lubitsch Accepted
Ernst Lubitsch will direct Mary
Pickford in “Dorothy Vernon of Had-

don Hall.”
Member Audit Bureau Circulations.
Member National Publishers Association.

'

Kessel Laboratory, Kineto Company of America, National Film Laboratory,
Palisade
Laboratories,
LaborRepublic
atories, Inc., Rex Laboratory, Inc., Tremont
Film Laboratories, Inc., William Horsley
Laboratory.

Copyright throughout Great Britain and
Colonies under the provisions of the Copy(All rights reserved.)
right Act of 1911.

Other Pahllcatlona
Technical Books.
Cine Mundial (Spanish).

-

Nicholas

Bromhead

Branch

9,

To Hold Dinner

Exports Are Big

a Big Topic

Sunday Opening

December

That became known

week when Miss Pickford

this

received a
cable from Berlin in response to her
cabled invitation.

j
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Famous Players Is
by Vitagraph
Violation of Anti-Trust

A

lleging

restraint of trade by
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, the Vitagraph Com-

pany of America, Inc., has begun suit
against the former organization for
This amount Vitagraph
$6,000,000.
alleges is due it under the terms of the
Sherman Anti-Trust Law which allows
a complainant to collect triple damages if it proves its case in a matter
of this kind.

Cravath, Henderson and Leffingattorneys for the defendant,
when asked for a statement, said they
had nothing to say regarding the case.
Elek J. Ludvigh, treasurer and general
counsel for the defendant, stated he
had nothing '"to say at this time, but
said he may make a statement later.
That the suit constitutes a difference between two members of the Producers and Distributors of America,
Inc., but is not regarded as a matter
pertaining to the Association, was the
statement given out at the office of
Will If. Hays, by Courtland Smith,
secretary of the Association. The following was received from the Vitagraph Company:
The VitaRranh Company of America, Inc.,
well,

Wertheim, Gayer G. Dominick, Felix
Kahn and Theodore F. Whitmarsh are
named with the Famous Players-Lasky CorE.

poration as

defendants.

based upon the claim that in
the defendants conspired together to
control a large number of “first run” theatres of the country for the purpose of restraining trade <*nd suppressing competition
among the producers and distributors of
motion pictures by booking all the pictures
produced by the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation and its subsidiaries in all the
'

The

suit

is

1919

first

!

I

first-run theatre.

In confirmation of this estimate the plainclaims that the exhibition of the picture
in anyone of the first-class, first-run thetiff

atres

on Broadway,

New York

City,

is

es-

ceeding $1,000,000.

rice

.

least 50 per cent, of the American-Canadian
gross receipts of any picture exhibited in
such theatres and in other theatres of the
United States and Canada; not that the 50
per cent, comes from the first-run theatres
themselves, but that the percentage is due
to the popularity and prestige the picture
had obtained through its showing in the

for

36 West Forty-fourth street, attorney
Adolph ZuVor, Jesse L.
the plaintiff.
LasVy, Jules E. Brulatour, Frank A. Garbutt,
Cecil B. DeMille, Daniel Frohman, Emil E.
Shauer, EuRene Zu’'or, Sidney R. Kent,
William H. English, Frederick G. Lee, Mau-

I

Apart from the formal allegations of the
complaint a full description of the three
main branches of the industry is given,
showing in detail the part played in the industry by the producers, distributors and
exhibitors. The complaint asserts that there
are about 38 key centers in the country in
each of which there are now first-run theatres, and it is alleged in the complaint
that the value of the exhibition in the firstrun theatres of the country represents at

of

New YorV, by William Marston Seabnry,

'

Alleged; $6,0C0,0C0

to the proper exploitation of the
picture throughout the country, and that
the value of the Broadway showing is estimated at 10 per cent, of the American and
Canadian gross receipts, while the value of
the first run in each exchange or key city is
estimated at about 40 per cent, of the gross
derived from the particular territory served
from the exchange city in question.
The complaint describes the business of
the plaintiff, showing that since 1896 it and
predecessors of the same name have
its
been engaged in the production and directly
and indirectly, in the distribution of motion
pictures throughout the world, and that
during that time it has built up a great
business which uniformly since 1909 showed
a large profit each year, sometimes ex-

orRanized in 1896, is said to be the oldest
motion pietnre company in the world. The
filed in the United
bill of comolaint was
States District Court. Southern District of

,

Law

run theatres owned, controlled or in-

fluenced by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and by excluding the pictures of
the plaintiff and of other producers and
distributors from such theatres.
The complaint contains much that is of
great interest to the trade in general, especially at this time, and presents to the
courts, for the first time, the legal status
of the first run theatres, the legality of seyeral of the booking circuits, particularly
those in New England, in Philadelphia, in
the South and in the Atlantic and Gulf
states, and demands an inquiry into the
extent to which producers and distributors
of motion pictures may inyade the field
of the exhibitors.

sential

A

description of the business of the FaPlayers-Lasky Corporation is also
given and it alleges that as a result of the
various consolidations and mergerj of several producers and distributors of motion
pictures within the three short years of its
organization in 1916, the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation has attained a position
in the first rank among the producers of

mous

motion pictures, here and elsewhere throughout the world. The substance of the charge
against the defendants is that about the
year 1919 they combined and conspired to
monopolize a large number of first-class,
first-run and other desirable motion picture
theatres in the City of New York and elsewhere throughout the United States and
Canada for the purpose of enabling them to
dominate and influence the buying policy of
all of those theatres and to enable the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to exclude
the motion pictures of the plaintiff and
insofar as possible the pictures of other competing producers and distributors therefrom.

The complaint

alleges on information and
defendant corporation, by
combinations and agreements with Alfred
S. Black and with the Black New England
Theatres, Inc., obtained complete control
over about 40 theatres in New England, and
through one or more contracts with William
Gray, who owns and controls about- 20 other
theatres in the same territory, Famous Playbelief

that

the

Asked

ers were able to book all, or almost all of
the pictures produced by the Famous Players and its subsidiaries, to the exclusion of
all, or almost all of the plaintiff’s pictures
and the pictures of a number of other producers from those theatres. It alleges that
throuRh one or more contracts with Jules
Mastbaum. the Stanley Company cf America
and the Stanley Booking Corporation, the

Famou

Players exchanged $2,000,000 and
of the common stock of Famous Players for a large interest irt these
two important companies, one of which is
said to own or control more than 57 theatres and has an exclusive booking contract
with 92 other theatres, making a total of
149 theatres, all in the Philadelphia territory, and including the control of the entire
s

15,000 shares

eight first-run theatres in Philadelphia, and
that as a result of these contracts all, or
almost all of the pictures made by Vitagraph
and a large number of other producers are

excluded from this territory. It is further
alleged in the complaint that as a result of
similar contracts with Stephen A. Lynch

and the Stephen A. Lynch Enterprises, Famous Players caused a corporation known
as the Southern Enterprises. Inc., to be
formed under the laws of the State of Delaware, which corporation is owned and controlled
Players-Lasky
by the Famous
Corporation, and which owns, controls and
operates a large number of desirable motion
picture theatres, upwards of 140 in number,
throughout the states of North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, Florida,Alabama, Mississippi, Missouri, Arkansas,
Louisiana, Texas and Oklahoma, and that
by reason of a contract with one or more
stockholders of the Saengcr Amusement

Company

the defendants directly or indirectacquired and now control about 40 per
ceiit. of the stock of the Saenger Amusement Company which, in turn, owns and controls more than 25 motion picture theatres,
ly

some of them first-class, first-run theatres,
and in addition has the exclusive right to
book pictures in more than 68 theatres all
within
and
throughout
the
states
of
Louisiana, Eastern Texas, Arkansas, Mississippi, Missouri,
Alabama and Western
Florida, and that by reason of these contracts and arrangements most or all of the
pictures of the plaintiff have been excluded
with negligible exceptions from all, or almost
all

of

the theatres.

Complaint is also made that the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation sells its entire
product, whenever possible, under closed
booking contracts, which require exhibitors
to take all of their pictures or none, and
that whenever possible these contracts are
made with the franchise holders of the
Associated First National Exhibitors’ Circuit, Inc., and the effect of such contracts
is to monopolize all or almost all of the
exhibition time of a large number of exhibitors to the exclusion from such theatres of a large

number

of pictures of other

producers.

The Realart Corporation
a “bogus” independent and

is
it

is

described as
alleged that

company was founded and is owned by
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and
was operated separately by it to make exhibitors who did not wish to buy the, product of the Famous Players to take the Realthis

the

:
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art pictures in the belief that the companies
were entirely separate and distinct while in
reality the Famous Players actually owned

and controlled the Realart company.

The complaint offers as further evidence
of further attempts of defendants to interfere with the plaintiff’s business the defendants’ interference with the plaintiff’s stars
and other employes by offering fictitious inducements, chiefly by promise of increase in
salary and additional opportunities for publicity and exploitation, to leave the employ
of Vitagraph and enter the employ of the
defendant company. It cites among other
instances, the case of Alice Joyce, one of
Vitagraph’s best known stars. The complaint
alleges that in the year 1920 the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation caused public
announcement in London that thereafter the
defendant company would market in London and throughout the world pictures in
which Alice Joyce was starred or featured
when in reality Miss Joyce was under a contract with Vitagraph which had until June,
1922, to run, and of which contract the defendants were well aware. As further evi-,
dence of unfair competition the complaint
embodies a letter written by S. R. Kent, as,
salesmanager for the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, under date of January
31, 1922, and addressed to the corporation’s
branch manager, M. S. Wilson, at Denver,
Col., in which he advised, in part, to “kick
out every Vitagraph account you can find,
irrespective of the terms you may have to
make, just so you cancel the contract and
get them out of the way. As long as they
insist on a fight let’s give it to them.’’ These
instructions, the complaint alleges, were further carried to the various salesmen in a
letter signed by Mr. Wilson which reads
in

part
“Please do not permit anyone to read this

communication and

work

subject, but get results.

quietly

You

on

this

will note that

he lets down the barriers regardless of the
terms which you might have to make, but
you must have convincing proof that you
will be able to kick Vitagraph out.”
The complaint states that these instructions and letters v’ere extensively circulated
by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
and that almost immediately after this attack V’itagraph’s American and Canadian
gross income showed a loss of more than
$22,000 a week, and that this loss continued
This appears to
for upwards of 40 weeks.
be the basis of the plaintiff’s claim for

over $800,000.
The complaint charges that the effect of
the acts complained of has been to curtail
and discourage the production of first-class
motion pictures since it is said that such
pictures produced by others than the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation are denied
exhibition in a large number of first-run
houses controlled by the Famous Players,
and the inference is that no one would be
willing to spend the large sums of money
involved in the production of this type of
pictures unless they are assured of a first-

“In filing suit against the

it,

this suit

against -he

competition
producers supamong
pressed, and these contentions conclude with
the statement that the defendants have used
arbitrarily and oppressively the power obtained by the Famous Players “to force out
of business its weaker competitors among
the small and independent exhibitors of the
country, many of whom for years have been
in the motion picture business, supporting
themselves and their families from the small
profits realized therefrom, and to coerce
such exhibitors into a sale” to or a union
with the defendants. * * *
Albert E. Smith, president of the Vitagraph Company of America, said on the evening of November 28:

is

not only the case of Vitagraph

Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-

tion, but it is the suit of every independent
producer and every independent exhibitor in

the country.

“For some years past certain tendencies
have been very marked and

in the industry

Some thoughtful producers
pronounced.
have viewed with alarm the entrance of
certain producers into the exhibition field
and we are all aware of the abuses directed
against the small exhibitor which
kind of thing encourages and promotes.
When producers and distributors invade the
field of the exhibitor a very serious situation arise*. which materially injures not
only the tlfeiliibitors of the country but the
It is to
independent producers as well.
check this rapidly growing evil in the industry and to recover the losses occasioned
by the acts of the defendants that I have
instituted the present suit.”
William Marston Seabury, attorney for
largely

this

.

the plaintiff, in commenting on the suit
brought on behalf of Vitagraph, said:
“Perhaps one of the most significant allegations in the whole coniplaint and the one
of greatest interest and importance to the

trade

in

general

is

that

many

in

places

indeed,
and
country
the
throughout
wherever possible. Famous Players makes a
booking contract for the exhibition of all
or almost all of the pictures with the franchise holders of the Associated First National Exhibitors’ Circuit, Inc., and that the
effect of such contracts is to exclude from
those theatres operated by the First National franchise holders all, or almost all
of the pictures made by producers other
than the First National and the Famous

Players-Lasky Corporation.
“This statement becomes all the more significant in conjunction with the statement
in the complaint that only about one-third
of the 14,000 or more theatres of the country
are open continuously for six days in each
week: that more than 7,300 theatres have
no opposition from any other theatre in
close proximity to them, that there are only
about 200 first-class, first-run theatres in
the country, and that these are so situated
as to locality in a large number of the key
cities that in many instances only one or
two of such first-class, first-run theatres are
conducted in the same key city, and that by
producing and controlling from 80 to IM
pictures a year suitable for exhibition in
first-run theatres, the Famous
first-class,
Players-Lasky Corporation is able to, and
does, by the means indicated, consume the
whole or almost all the available time of
more than one-half of the first-run theatres,
and by so doing the pictures produced by

December
a large

1922

9,

number

of producers are excluded
all of which is said to
restrain trade, lessen competition among the
producers and enhances the rental and purchase price of the exhibition rights in firstrun pictures.
“It is, of course, obvious to those familiar
with the industry th-.t no one concern enjoys a direct monopoly of 14,000 theatres in
the United States.
Famous Players is alleged to be the largest theatre owner in

from such theatres,

the world and yet it is only charged with
the ownership of 400 theatres. This number
is only about 3 per cent, of the total number of theatres. But it is equally obvious
that ownership of a large number of theatres in comparison to 14.000 is not essential
to a substantial control of the industry. If
a producer haying 80 to 104 pictures suitable for exhibition in first-run theatres buys
some such theatres outright, acquires interests in one or more circuits controlling more
than, 442 such theatres and then obtains control over some others by closed booking
contracts for its entire product, and then

succeed*

in selling its

entire output to

many

pf those theatres already under contract to
take the entire output controlled by the
Associated First National Exhibitors’ circuit
such produce, has absorbed ai.d appropriated for itself a large part of the market
which belongs to the producers in the industry as a whole. The suit should prove
of substantial benefit to the industry and
to every independent producer and exhib-

—

itor.”

Obtains Control
Allens Said to

Have Taken Over More

Theatres
Announcement has been made at
Ottawa, Ont., that Bernard Allen, of
Toronto, father of Jule and J. J- Allen,
who have been identified with Allen
Theatres, Ltd., and other companies
of the moving picture business in Canada, has obtained control of a circuit
of five important moving picture theatres in Eastern Ontario, the deal for
having been
this group of houses
completed November 21. It is understood that Bernard Allen was acting

who are interested in the organization of a new
chain of moving picture theatres in
Ontario which is distinct from other
Allen activities.
The theatres procured are located
for several of the Allens

Renfrew, Pembroke, Smith’s Falls,
Almonte and Arnprior, these having
been owned and operated by O’Brien,
at

Ltd., of

Renfrew.

The O’Brien theatres are equipped

Warning!

ants enhanced the film rentals and prices
of exhibition rights, and that trade is unrestricted
and
distributors

Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation I want the industry to
know and understand that the suit represents much more than a mere personal controversy
between two
producers
and
distributors of motion pictures.
As I see

run showing.
It is claimed that the acts of the defend-

reasonably

WORLD

for the presentation of dramatic road
in addition to moving picture
attractions and they have been oper-

shows

Do

and

not let anyone

subscription

to

TURE WORLD

sell

MOVING
or

any

you a
PICother

offering either a special
bulletin service of projection helps

paper,

Richardson’s
new Fourth
or
Edition Handbook of Projection
as a premium.
Such a proposition has never
been authorized by the publishers
of

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

and

anyone making such

representation

is liable

false

to arrest.

ated in the past on a mixed policy.
These houses are being added to the
group of moving picture theatres in
Toronto and Western Ontario which is
being organized by several of the
Allens, it is intimated. The new chain
is distinct from Allen Theatres, Ltd.,

which made an assignment not long
ago, creditors of this comnany having
granted an extension of time for the
satisfying of claims, the many theatres
continuing to operate under a trusteeship.

1

December

9,
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Technicolor Process May
Revolutionize Industry
Invention Forecasts Important Changes in Production
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special). This article
being written in the city that
prides itself with being the home

of culture.

Incidentally, local

news-

papers are advancing another claim,
namely, that of having fuiiiished the
inventor of what gives every evidence
-of developing into a flawless color process for injecting human life into
pictures. And, after alt, this
claim is a logical one, for Professor
Daniel F. Comstock of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a gen-

American

has accomplished wonders
chemical world, who occupies
a prominent place in “Who’s Who In
America,” is the inventor of the Techmcolor process by which Metro’s beau‘tiful masterpiece, “The Toll of The
Sea,” was made.
Just before hopping the Merchants’
Limited for the city of colleges, a rep-

tleman

who

for the

I

!

p

j
I

Moving Picture World
had the pleasure of meeting Prof.
Comstock, his co-worker, Herbert D.
Kalmus, also of M. I. T., and William
Travers Jerome, who is financially inresentative of
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terested in the corporation responsible
for this latest

experimental contribu-

Tion to the motion picture industry.
It had been the intention of the writer
to record our observations while en
route, but an acquaintance, an exgraduate of M. I. T., kept us so busy
answering a lot of questions about this
new process that before we realized it
our rattler had chugged its way into
the

By

ROGER FERRI

makeup

busy South Station.

Nevertheless, it was just as well that
we didn’t write our report on the train,
for had we done so we would have
lacked the inspiration we got here following talks with men who have predieted the perfection of the process on
which Professors Comstock and Kalmus are said to have labored industriously for seven whole years, what
hardships they encountered in securing the necessary financial backing,

how William Travers Jerome, completely “sold on the process,” interested Joe and Nick Schenck and others
in
the project, and how after the
Schenck brothers agreed to help
finance
proposition,
producers
the
galore sought to color their pictures

same process.
Thanks to Jack Meader, publicity
and advertising genius of Metro, and
Nils Granlund, Marcus Loew’s hustling

via the

propagandist - showman - publicist, we
had the pleasure, together with other
trade press writers, of meeting Prof,
.Comstock at the Belmont Hotel on

is used in filming color
under the new process.
Neither are Cooper-Hewitt lights required. Both cosmetics and lights are
eliminated.
There is a slight, but,

at all

pictures

is

Monday

noon, Nov. 27.

The inventor

was

as enthusiastic as a child. Never
had we expected that a lesson in chemical analysis would interest us as the
professor’s talk did for two and a half
hours.
had ignored chemistry in

We

our

bygone

days

and

we

accepted

Editor-in-chief Bob Welsh’s instructions with no little fear, anticipating
an hour or so of dull discussion about
something which at the time did not
interest us to any great extent.
had not seen the picture, “The Toll. of
The Sea,” because several days prior
we slept through another so-called
color picture. At first we expected to
be entertained, but soon our attention
drifted from the story and process,
too, and in a short time we were
abruptly awakened and made acquainted with the fact that we happened
to be in a temple of amusement and

We

not

a

weighed

That experience
bedroom.
in our mind as we accepted

the invitation.
But after we had listened to Prof.
Comstock and asked him a hundred
and one questions we had never
dreamed of before, we found ourselves
going into the Rialto Theatre, immediately after the interview, to see the
picture, which bore out every contention made by the inventor and lived up
to the glorious notices the production
received at the hands of hard-boiled

New York

newspaper

And what

critics.

the inventor had to say
concerns the industry in general, for
with the public already accepting the
Technicolor process as the most perfect and entertainingly human of any,
there will come a radical change in
production insofar as it pertains to
The
studio equipment and makeup.
process is a two-color proposition, according to the professor. The chemical process differs in many respects
to that utilized by Prizma or in the
coloring of the J. Stuart Blackton production, “The Glorious Adventure.”
The colors are admittedly natural with
the only defect represented in the
green member, but this color, according to the inventor, has also been perfected, so that the tendency toward
the brown will be totally eliminated.
No present studio cosmetics can be
used in artificially reproducing the natural on the screen. On the contrary,
under the new Technicolor process,
the photography is an identical reproduction of the genuine article and no

nevertheless,
radical
alteration
in
other studio equipment now being
used.
An analytic explanation of the process is the job of a chemical analyst,
not an ordinary observer and that
was our status when we listened to
and asked questions of the professor.
That the Technicolor process, however, has come to stay is a fact, for
it is accepted as such by such experts
in motion picture production and photography as Adolph Zukor, Joe and
Nick Schenck, Jesse Lasky, the De
Mille brothers, Rex Ingram and many
others too numerous to mention. True,
even the great D. W. Griffith has been
so impressed by the naturalness of the
process and its tendency to increase
dramatic value rather than detract
from it as has been the case of other
processes, that, it is said, he is seeking

—

to make “Faust” with Technicolor
process.
That the public accepts Technicolor
as a notable contribution to the cinematographic art is evidenced by expressions published by the New York

newspapers.

Reviewers devoted

col-

umns

to the discussion of the process,
paying strict attention to its dramatic
After viewing “The Toll of
value.
The Sea,” this writer cannot help but
join many others in believing that the
day of the absolutely natural picture
As one New York reviewer
is here.
so aptly put it, the characters in this
picture, based on a story by Frances
Marion, directed by Chester M. Frank
and photographed by J. A. Ball, are so
human that if one “were to shout
‘fire’ you expect the players to rush
off the screen, up the aisles and out
onto the street.” That’s how good this

Technicolor process really

is.

When

Nick Schenck said the day
would soon be here when black and
white pictures would be ancient history, in the vernacular of the street,
he said a good, healthy mouthful, for
there has been no single contribution

to the screen so notably elevating and
remarkable as this Technicolor proand Metro can well feel proud
cess
of the fact that it released the first
color production the public in general

—

has agreed is the genuine article and
increases the dramatic value of a production.
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Only Censor Needed,
Gilbert Parker

View

is the public that must be the censors in all productions in art,” Sir
Gilbert Parker asserted to interviewers in St. Louis a few days ago.
“They alone determine,” he said, “whether a play is of high moral tone
or a degrading moral nature. Theirs is the final responsibility for cheapness, gaudiness and poor art. Don’t blame the poor producer and author.
Whether it be in the movies or on the legitimate stage; their one ambition
and aim is to satisfy the public, so if immoral plays and cheap productions
are successful, that’s the kind of productions the public wants.

I

censors,” he averred. “The public in the
last analysis are the best censors. The trend in the moving picture industry is upward.
Every day I see indications of the future greatness to
which the art is destined. The artistic appetite of the public is becoming
more exacting.”
is

no need for

official

To

Sir Gilbert that was a healthy sign. It portends better things for
the moving picture industry, for, he said, that desire for betterment of
their pictures on the part of the movie fans would eventually lead the industry to the summit approximating perfection.

Pittsburgh Meeting
Reiterate Demands
Lower Rentals
demand for a revision of film

Exhibitors

A

for
ren-

downward, a rising vote of confidence in the Motion Picture Theatre
^Owners of America and ai)probation
of the course pursued by President
Sydney S. Cohen and other national
officers, were among the outstanding
tals

.features of the big .convention of the
3Iotion Picture Theatre Owners of
^Western Pennsylvania, which was held
.at 'the General Forbes Hotel, Pittsburgh, Friday afternoon, November 24.

About

120 theatre owners were
present, the theatres in nearly every
city and town in the territory being
represented.
luncheon featured the
preliminary phases of the meeting.
President Jerome Casper, of Pittsburgh. introduced Max Englesburg as
the chairman of the session. The first

A

speaker was National President Cohen.

He was

enthusiastically received and
extended review of the
activities of the M. P. T. O. A.

gave

an

National Executive Board Member
D. A. Harris declared national organization most essential to giving the
theatre owner complete protection.
Henry Guading charged that exhibitor
values of pictures are being boosted
while distributors are telling theatre
owners that percentages are being reduced.
National Executive Board
Member Harry Davis, of Pittsburgh,
urged complete support of the M. P.
T. O. A. M. J. O’Toole, chairman of
the National Public Service Committee,
congratulated
the
theatre
owners on the election of John P.
Harris to the Senate.
Short addresses were also delivered
by National Director I. W. McMahon,

Cincinnati, and State President
Martin G. Smith, of Toledo. President
Jerome Casper made a pleasing concluding address.
rising vote of
approval of the national organization
and its officials was then given and a
telegram of felicitation ordered sent
to Dr. Francis Holley, who is now convalescing from the effects of an
operation in St. Mary’s Hospital,
of

A

Against Sex Films
Catholic Organization, in Convention,
Says They Mislead Children

Motion pictures, as a whole, are a
desirable and healthful influence, but
the so-called triangle film and similar
pictures are a detriment to society and
must go.
This was the sentiment expressed
by the 2,000 delegates to the convention of the Holy Name Society, a
Catholic organization of Wisconsin, at
its

convention
14, at

in Milwaukee, Novemwhich a campaign for cleaner

was launched.
With sex films as

films

chief target,
adopted a resolution
its

the convention
urging stricter censorship and pledging
each delegate individually to be responsible for carrying out a program
for more wholesome pictures in his
community.
“The so-called triangle photoplay

preaches a false philosophy,” said
Francis J. Zimmerman, president of
the organization.
“Invariably, such
triangles are presented on the screen
a
somewhat favorable light.
Children, especially, are misled as a
result.
It is up to everyone of us to
voice our protests against such pictures.”
in

1922

Patten Joins

Former New York Postmaster
Western Representative

to be

Thomas

G. Patten, ]iostmastcr of
City from 1917 to 3921, and
who was in Congress as a representative of the city for six years previous
to that, has joined the staff of Will
H. Hays, president of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, Inc., and departed for Holly-

New York

He

wood.

will

remain in t!ie cinema
Mr. Hays’ west-

capital indefinitely as

ern

Accompanying

representative.

Mr. Patten was Joseph J. O’Neil, asHe will remain
sistant to Mr. Hays.

West until some time
new year.

in the

the

early

in

Part of Mr. Patten’s work, it is understood, will be to maintain the
friendly spirit of co-operation between
Mr. Hays and the actual makers of
pictures which Mr. Hays established
visit last summer, when he
them that he was not a “Czar,”

during his
told

but a “partner with everybody”

in the

industry.

To Seek Repeal

of

Daylight Saving
Motion picture theatre exhibitors

in

New

state will be interested in an announceto the effect that among the first
bills to be introduced in the State Legislature at Albany after it convenes on January 1, will be one seeking to repeal the
present daylight saving law. The bill will

York
ment

Rochester, Minn.

ber

9,

Hays

T

“But there

December

be introduced by Senator
of Dutchess county.

Public^s

J.

Griswold Webb,

Mood Shown

A notable indication of public
feeling as opposed to over much
moving picture legislation, in spite
of reformers’ activities, is seen in
the fact that all members of Congress active in motion picture
legislation either failed to run
again or were defeated.
Congressman Appleby, of New
Jersey, author of a Federal Censorship bill, was defeated. RepIndiana,
resentative Bland, of
also author of a Censorship bill,
was likewise not returned.
Senator Myers, of Montana, an-

nounced that he would not run
again; he sought an investigation
of the industry, lengthy hearings
were held, but no reformer managed to tell how to remedy the
“evils” they claimed to be existent.
So Congress starts with a clean
slate and the outlook Is at least
hopeful from the successors of the
former adversaries of the industry.
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Selznick’s Costliest Picture
to Be “Rupert of Hentzau”
ELDOM

S

before in the history of

motion pictures have there been
such pretentious preparations and

such a lavish expenditure of money for
the production of a picture as have
been made by the Selznick Pictures
Corporation for the picturization of

Anthony
Sir
novel, “Rupert
novel

Hope’s world-kno\vn
of Hentzau,” a comto “The Prisoner of

Zeqda,’ which

Rex Ingram has already

panion

produced with

fine success for Metro.
seems a certain fact that this picture will be a winner for Selznick and
It

for exhibitors who
derful possibilities

realize its wonfor exploitation

it adequate presentation.
In
the first place, “Rupert of Hentzau”
possesses wonderful motion picture
material atmosphere, plot and characterization in the second place, Selznick Pictures Corporation is sparing
no
expense
in
its
picturization.

and give

—

;

Various sums have been mentioned
along the Rialto as the probable cost,
but when Lewis J. Selznick, president
of Select Pictures Corporation, is approached on the subject, he only
shakes his head and says “It wouldn’t
do to tell, hut I will say that ‘Rupert
of Hentzau’ will be our costliest picture and one of the most expensive
:

ever made.”
Evidence of the large sums of money
being spent is apparent when the remarkable cast is considered. “Anatole”
has a remarkable cast, but Paramount
did not go outside its own organization; Myron Selznick, in the effort to

MYRON SELZNICK.

humanly

Hammerstein

is

within the Selznick

fold and therefore was unquestionably
available to play the part of Queen
Flavia.
But great difficulties were
overcome in obtaining the other
players.
Selznick persistence, the
liberal expenditure of money and the

desire of the players themselves to
in the picture, spelled ultimate
success.
Not one of the cast needs an introduction to any exhibitor or close
student of the motion pictures in the
country. All will rejoice to hear that
to Bert Lytell has been assigned the
role of Rudolf Rassendyl and King
Rudolf of Ruritania. He is the ideal
character for that heroic part. Lew
Cody is well cast as Rupert of Hentzau
and Flobart Bosworth will make a
splendid Colonel Sapt.
There are other names in the cast
that conjure the imagination. Bryant
Washburn, a star in his own right,
will
play
Fritz
von Tarlenheim;
Margery Daw will be Rosa Holf,

appear

Irving

Cummings

be Berenstein,
Adolphe jean Menjou will appear as
Rischenheim. For the parts of Bauer
and Simon the Woodsman, Mitchell
Lewis and Elmo Lincoln have been
signed.
There are two more important parts open.

ELAINE HAMMERJTEIN

HOBART BOSWORTH

the

picture
perfectly
as
as
possible, scoured the country
for players, and finding those he
wanted, spared no effort or expense in
signing them to contracts.
Fortunately for Selznick, Elaine
cast

BERT LYTELL

MITCHELL LEWIS

will

LEW CODY

IRVING CUMMINGS

The careful preparatory w’ork of
Selznick Pictures Corporation is also
evident in the staff to which is entrusted the responsibility of making
the picture.
This was chosen by
Myron Selznick after weeks of deliberation and represents, he believes,
the best talent procurable.
His
Victor Heerman will direct.
skill has showed in previous pictures,
such as “The River’s End,” “My Boy,”
“Loy.e Is An Awful Thing,” “The
Chicken in the Case” and “The Poor

Clem MacWilliams is chief
Simp.”
cameraman. Edward J. Montagne is
Baron
responsible for the scenario.
Von Bricken, from the King of
Saxony’s

staff, will

supervise the court

Walter Israel, who supervised
Norma Talmadge’s costumes for a
year and is otherwise widely known,
will have charge of the costumes.
Stephen Gosson is art director. His
scenes.

work will be remembered in “Oliver
Twist,” “East Is West,” “The Eternal
Flame” and other successes.
Selznick hopes to release the super
feature in February.
Its length has
not been determined and will not be
until the camera work is completed.
Then the footage will be determined
by merit.
“This

marks

our

breaking

away

restrictions and shows what
we will do in the future,” says Lewis
J. Selznick. “It represents the epitome
of effort on our part. The cast alone
shows that.
It
has never been
equalled.”

from

all

MARJORIE

ADOLPHE JEAN MENJOU

DAW

VICTOR HEERMAN

BRYANT WASHBURN

THE PERSONALITIES BEHIND “RUPERT OF HENTZAU,” SELZNICK’S GREATEST PICTURE, NOW IN THE MAKING
The Mere Mention of the Names of the Two Directing Geniuses and the Presence of These Players in the Cast, One of the Most
Remarkable Ever Assembled, Seem to Spell Success for the Picturization of Sir Anthony Hope’s Great Novel.

:
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Europe Likes Yankee Films;
Berlin

Tax

Strike

On

Theatres Closed in Protest Against Burdensome Taxes

W

Berlin, Sept. 20, 1922.

HILE

the amazing popularity
of American films all over
Euope has dismayed European
producers, the greatest city in Germany has been without its motion
pictures.
It does not look as if this strange
famine is going to last much longer

loudest protest against the closing of
the theatres came from the middle
class section of the city.
The public all around seemed to
sympathize with the theatre owner
who had flatly refused to raise prices
of admission to the fancy heights
suggested by local and State legislators.

The

for if ever the public necessity of motion pictures has been demonstrated
Whoever may
it has been done here.
hereafter have occasion to lecture on
the importance of the motion picture
as an absolute necessity of modern
life will have to refer to the great
strike of the Berlin motion picture
threatre owners against a persistent

result was that the authorities
into negotiations with the
The thestriking theatre owners.
atres will in all probability be showing
understand the
I
as usual soon.
owners are willing to give up 60% of
their gross to the government.
they can pay expenses and figure a

attempt to complicate this business by

more than I can tell.
While our own country has

way

of over-taxation.

The motion picture theatre owner,
not only in Berlin, but throughout the
German Republic, has heretofore been
the humblest kind of a worm. He let
himself be taxed by city, county, State
and Federal government,

until at last

worm

turned,
I spoke to one of the more prominent owners, whose theatre compares
favorably with the best in the city,
and he showed me his books a perfect library, for the German government compels the keeping of books on
every conceivable subject from these
the
it appeared most conclusively that
theatre owner in question had for at
least five months prior to his shutting
up shop conducted a losing business
no matter what his receipts were, he
was always a loser at the end of the
day.
It dawned upon him and his fellows

the

—

—

that they would be
closing.
tions.

The

They

all

making money by
suspended opera-

political bodies at first affected

with constrike
predicting
indifference,
temptuous
that it would end as quickly as it had
to

regard

the

begun. Right here they made the first
great mistake. No city in the world
needs motion pictures more badly than
Berlin, for nowhere, not even in the

Balkan States, are there more restless and unruly elements.
Motion picture theatres had always
been a law-conserving influence, keeping the youth of Berlin sufficiently
diverted to keep them harmless.
Only yesterday the gangsters who
had terrorized the storekeepers by
smashing show windows and plundering them, resumed their activities, to
the great terror of the police.

The

entered

How

profit

out of the

40%

remaining

is

raised

no barriers against the foreign producer and our manufacturers feel
themselves sufficiently protected by
the quality of their films, the picture
makers of France and Germany are
seeking shelter behind their governments, utterly afraid of American competition.

In Italy the producers are likewise
fear of American competition but
they are willing to meet it in more
manly and honest fashion. The Italians frankly admit that America has
distanced them in the matter of quality in films and despite their depreciated currency they are importing
American aid, as has been fully described in previous letters.
I can say from personal knowledge
based on close observation, that if
France and Germany are ever opened
freely to American productions most
of the native producers will either go
out of business or cut down their output to a minimum. It is the same story
in

in Paris, in

Rome,

—

in Berlin, in

Prague,

Vienna nothing draws the crowds
like an American film.
The few Yankee films that are allowed to enter France and Germ.any
carry every thing, before them, breaking all records for attendances. Such
in

features,

for

instance,

as

“Daddy

Longlegs,” and “Forbidden Fruit,”
have simply hypnotized the German
public and evoked unstinted praise
from the big dailies. This means something here because as a rule the German press declines to take motion pictures seriously, and is most severe in
its criticism.

stated in one of the journals of Berlin that audiences watch the
domestic stuff with sad indifference.
It is a fact

but come to life instantly under th; influence of one of our good dramas or
comedies. All this has resulted in a
very curious effort on the part of the
German producers to make “American” films.
Germany just now can
pay only very small amounts for our
films when figured in dollars, but the
theatre owners enthusiastically prefer
them to the native product. Hence the
effort to suply a substitute for the imported picture.
As I look over the programs of the
principal motion picture theatres in
central Europe from Berlin to Budapest and beyond, I am astonished at
the use of the word “American.” I
read of “American comedies,” full of
“side splitting humor,” of “American
society dramas,” revealing the “doings
of high life in the New World,” of
“thrilling

American

serials”

full

of

long-lived villains, hardy heroines, and
bad luck heroes. There is now a school
of German producers, who frankly specialize in this sort of fraud.
It is the
most awkward, the most transparent
and the most amusing of frauds.
Even the Germans, whose perception
of the psychology of other nations is
extremely poor, refuse to be taken in
by these “imitations,” and do not patronize them.
I made it a point to
look at some of them and they surely
“were to laugh.”

The bigger producing concerns do
not indulge in the manufacture of such
wretched substitutes, but as I pointed
out in another letter they are full of
hopes, that they will find an outlet for
their wares in the States.
I had an illuminating interview \vith
the head of one of these concerns, a
man of more than fair intelligence but
full
of ignorance about conditions
across the water. As his state of mind
is typical and as it reveals the futility
of the German hopes, I set down this
man’s views briefly and in substance.
“We believe,” he said, “that your
American public is interested in German films, because they are German.
To adjust our scenario to American
tastes would, in my judgment, be foolish.
Your people want to see German
That
life as it is lived in Germany.
will give your program the real international variety. As to the photography and technique we have nothing
to learn.”

Only experience will help this man
and feeling that advice cannot compete with experience as a teacher, I
abstained from comment.
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How
Dangerous

^^The

Swept Paterson
Here —for the First Time
Is

By

box

irst national

office variety.

And

it

money nor

being stinted

-merely

hard-boiled uniaiming to bring

effort is
telling this
verse, but it is also

in

in it to the box office.
leads this writer to the task
of completing the most pleasant assignment we have had in a long, long
time, namely, that of trailing the Paterson, N. J., exploitation campaign of

everybody

Which

“The Dangerous Age.”
Lining up the best possible products
and telling exhibitors about it was only
thirty-three and one-third per cent, of
First National’s program. The second
third of the campaign was the alliance
with Louis Mayer, who assigned Harry
Reichenbach to spare nothing in giving
theatre owners every co-operation possible. The remaining third constituted
the successful consummation of the
superlatively original exploitation

money-making showman and

of
tie-

such a fashion that sight
product would escape
neither man, woman nor child and incidentally prove its mettle in good old
dollars and cents at the telltale box
ing

it

up

in

of the exploited

office.

Unannounced he and his Assistant,
Perry Charles, invaded this home of
and overnight
industry
the
silk
securely took possession of it City
Hall, Mayor, citizens and newspapers.
There was not a single man,
woman or child who did not
know that Monday, Nov. 21, marked
of
the
showing
world
premier
Louis Mayer’s latest John M. Stahl
production, “The Dangerous Age,”

—

starring

a Trade Paper

ROGER FERRI

intends substantiating and proving that statement
beyond any shadow of doubt by telling
the whole universe that it has enterAnd neither time,
taining features.

this

in

Lewis Stone.

—

Given the A. B. C. of a Local Campaign

has communicated to every exhibitor in this
country the information that its
1922-23 lineup of productions are the

F

Age”

Every police

EDITOR’S

NOTE—There

isn’t

a trade paper reader or a film man
anywhere who hasn’t heard of
Harry Reichenbach and Reichen-

bach campaigns on motion pictures.
Many of his exploits and
stunts have found their way into
print, but here
for the first time
is a complete “Start to Finish”
recital of a Reichenbach campaign.

—

—

“The Dangerous Age”

is a title
that offers the exhibitor an unusual opportunity for exploitation.
Moving Picture World sent Roger
Ferri to Paterson, N. J., to trail the
campetign on this big Louis B.

Mayer-First National special, so
that it could present a step to step
account that would open the exploitation possibilities of the production to all its readers.

officer in

Paterson and in every city or

town within a radius of 20 miles, for
that matter, wondered what “The Dangerous Age” was. And they came on
Monday, Nov. 21 a date Paterson will
not easily forget and saw and laughed
and sighed and cried and then emerged
from Fabian Brothers’ Garden The-

—
—

atre satisfied that they had received
their money’s worth, pleased because
things had not been misrepresented,
ertertained because it was a wonderfully entertaining picture they saw, enthused because pictures had been
“sold” to them in a new, up-to-date,
dignified, intelligent style, rejoicing because they had solved a mystery that
for fully ten days had been the popular
topic of conversation on the streets,
in the stores, in the offices, restaurants,
cars, hotels and home, and smiling because they had lost no time seeing the
thing that they so strongly wanted to
see, for advance reports were so alluring, so captivatingly human, for the bid

for patronage had been
ingly that keeping away
house was impossible.

made so

teas-

from the play-

It seemed as though a magnet attracted the Avhole of Paterson.
Instead of the quiet, unassuming, conservative municipality it had been,
Paterson, out of a clear sky and all of
a sudden, arose, as if in unison, and
bombarded the strongly guarded doors
of the Garden, pressing to get in. But
not even that manly Police Department of Paterson was powerful enough
to conquer the populace that had been
so rousingly awakened by an exploitation campaign that reached everywhere
in the offices and schools, in the shops
and homes, in the churches, and, in

—

every place.
Paterson and for this we have the
word of Mayor Van Noort, who was
born in that city and has lived there
all his life
never greeted anybody or
anything so royally as it awaited, impatiently, the advent of “The Dangerous Age.”
The response to the exploitation was
so great that even the smiling pilot
of the house, Cameron Dooley, had to
admit it was “the greatest sight I have
fact,

—

—

It was so great that
ever seen.”
the overflow from the Garden Theatre
furnished capacity houses for opposi-

tion movie pavilions, for thousands
were turned away.
And they didn’t stop coming after
the opening show, either, for the attendance on Tuesday was also great

with every indication that the week

would be the biggest any Paterson
house has known.
The campaign did something more
permanently
establish
than
First
National in Paterson; it did something more than bring an entire city
to a box office it went beyond accom;

plishing

these tasks, for it injected
life when life there seemingly was not
and in the words, again, of Mayor Van
Noort, it “convinced us Patersonians

—
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Civic Parade Played

Up

:

.
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With Great Results
and Press-Guardian.
There is one
Sunday paper the Chronicle. The
combined circulation of these news-

—

papers reaches virtually every Englishreading and speaking home in Pater-

But “The Dangerous Age”

son.

didn’t

stop there; it enlisted the co-operation
of every newspaper in the territory
and among them were the Hackensack
Record, Suffolk Independent, Hawthorne News, Clifton Times and others.

Space consumed

in local

newspapers

for layouts follows
a
a
o
El
at

JD

f:

V.

O

Z

c

'T'

'h"

*

o

Sun., Nov. 12..

Mon., Nov. 13..
Tiles., Nov. 14.
Wed.. Nov. 15.
Thiirs.. Nov. 15
Fri., Nov. UI.
S.it., Nov. 17..
Run.. Nov. 18..
Mon., Nov. 10..

Total

This Line, Four Abreast, Stretched
Three Hours.

Two

Box
Were Turned Away.

City Blocks from the

4,000

Office

—and Lasted

what great things we can do and how
wonderful our city is.”
An Horatio Alger could have received ample inspiration for material
with which to write a story entitled

billboards at the helm of every road
leading into Paterson blazed the trail
and directed the attention of motorists,
pedestrians and who not to the fact
that “The Dangerous Age” was here

“From Showman

and later supplemented this announcement with the information that it was
playing at the Garden Theatre.
For ten days every Paterson newspaper, every newspaper in six towns,
carried prominently displayed stories
on their front pages, all dealing with
“The Dangerous Age.”
As one boarded cars there were
artistically laid out cards announcing
“The Dangerous Age.” Twenty thousand heralds reached 20.000 hands and
told of the advent of “The Dangerous
Age.” Five thousand one-sheets covered the territory as it had never been
Twenty-four-sheets
covered before.
with attractive pictorial reading matter blazed in ideal locations on every
road of any consequence and on roof
Hundreds of six-sheets and
tops.
three-sheets were posted where they
would escape the eye of no one. Attractive booklets were circulated by
the thousand about the cit}^ among
men, women and children. Highbrows,
lowbrows and highlowbrows all kn-'w
in plenty quick time that “The Dangerous Age” was coming.
Paterson has two morning newspapers Morning Call and Times and
two evening papers Evening News

in

to

Owner

of a City”

what Mr. Reichenbach accomplished

he did own the city
in every sense of the word, for there
seemingly wasn’t a single thing there
that he wanted that he did not get. He
in Paterson.

And

conquered newspapers by intelligent
Nowhere in Paterson was

tieups.

a more enthusiastic booster
“The Dangerous Age” than Hissoner

there
of

Van Noort. He won over the Chamber
of Commerce to the man by enlisting
the co-operation of every business executive there.
“The Dangerous Age” was everywhere. You just couldn’t escape it.
Everywhere people for ten days before the world premiere showing,
which was itself an event in that Director John M. Stahl, Cleo Madison,
Edith Roberts and others representative of Louis Mayer and First National
were on hand, Patersonians and their
neighbors residing within a radius of
20 miles were asking:
“What is ‘The Dangerous Age’?”

Newspaper editors editorialized on
“The Dangerous Age.”
Preachers discussed it from the pulpits.

Screaming,

screeching

illuminated

—

—

—

Bearing

3
....
....
....
....
....

in

3
3
3
3
3
42

42

12

12

i2"

H"

3
J2
12
12
12
12
108
42
48

82

82

82~

82

374

3
3

3

3
3
3

3
3

3
42

3
3

3
3
42

42
4G

C3

mind that the text con-

sumed 370-^ inches, the grand total of
space obtained in the Paterson papers
over a period covering nine days, including the space used for layouts, is
744J4 inches or about 84 inches a day
for an average of about 21 inches daily
in each paper
and included in this average is the Sunday Chronicle which
gave a total of 60l4 inches in two is-

—

sues, Nov. 12

and Nov.

19.

And

that wasn’t the half of it, for he
reached the non-English speaking
population of the county through their

FIRST NATIONAL SCORES
As a consequence of the remarkable campaign conducted on Louis
B. Mayer’s John M. Stahl production, “The Dangerous Age,” there
is apparently not a man, woman
or child in Paterson, N. J., and vicinity that is not now acquainted
with the trade mark, “First National.” While the campaign effectively brought seemingly endless
lines of humanity to the box office
of the Garden Theatre, it estabgood will for First
lished a
National attractions that is unpurchasable. Every business man and
city official was made intimately
acquainted with the policy of First
National.
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Paterson, N.J. "TheDao^rousA^"
Important silk producing centre

Will be

1

being the location of

many

1
1

large silk mills.

is

1

unusually progressive community

It

This

an

1
1

1
1

is

It

is to

Garden Theatre
John M. Stahl and

be made important

1

1

^

1

Louis B. Mayer, producers

also as the first city
in

event taking place

at the

growing each year.

it

1

1

:

shown

duringtheweekofteZO'

thriving and alert. Industrially

%
W

the world in which

selected this city personally

]

THEMSELVES THE FIRST DAY.

THESE SIGNS AT CROSS ROADS ENTERING PATERSON— PAID FOR
own mediums and by

heralds, throwaways and cards written in their native tongue.
Nothing or nobody was
overlooked. The factories were care-

covered so that every workman
in the county knew
that it was a question of just so many
fully

and

workwoman

the amount of space
it obtained in the five newspapers, the
inch space below recorded being that

greatest ever conducted in that
every newspaper in Paterson, conservative and liberal alike, and in adjacent
cities and towns were completely tied
up with it in one way or another
was astonishingly small, for no unusual amount of advertising was carried,

developed to strictly news stories involving contests, “news breaks,” features and do not include the regular
notices nor cuts used by the sheets,
from Saturday, Nov. 11, to IMonday,
Nov. 20, when “The Dangerous Age”

when

—the
I

i

'

I

I

[

I

I

I

But what made this campaign even
more remarkable than the low cost was
the fact that for ten days in all the
aforementioned papers front-page
stories that ran over into the inside
newsy sections were carried with the
title “The Dangerous Age” prominently played up in the headlines.
The campaign out-circused the circus without the typical circus ballyhoo.
As an intelligent, sure-fire, effective
campaign, dignified and concentrated
on mediums that embraced the entire
population. And without the services

than one-tenth what it cost those
wealthy combinations.
Instead of one front page story that
usually greets a circus in town, the
picture received thirty-five in eight
papers in ten days, which is considerable of a record.

“The Dangerous Age”
would overpower the city.
The cost of this marvelous campaign

days

I

of the army of publicists, ballyhooers
and billposters that circuses carry
receiving 21 times more space than all
the circuses and carnivals that played
Paterson this year, and this at less
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Nov. 12..
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Thurs., Nov. 16.
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10%
12%

12%

7%
20%

heartedly co-operating it is only right
that we take this phase of the move-

7

7

8

.

Inasmuch as 60 per cent, of the
campaign was confined strictly to
newspaners with all the editors whole-

C-i

s

CO
CO

Sat.,

in the news columns were about 210
inches on the front pages. And most
of these front page yarns, which averaged three papers a day, were continued to the inside pages.
In addition to this news space two
of the newspapers editorialized at considerable length on “The Dangerous:.

Age.”

sz

'S

Thus it is shown, in cold figures, that
for every line of advertising received
brought four in return.
Of the total 370;>4 inches of space

21

88% 117%

16%

ii

65%

70

28

ment

45

53%

paper.

61

board

%

66%
T'%
69

370%

first

and

Then we

in detail, paper by
will dwell on the bill-

and miscellaneous campaign
reached out to everybody and
covered everything. No street ballyhoo of any kind, however, was used.
that

:
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Something

New

Carte blanche was given by Louis
Mayer, whose only instructions were
to make the whole world know his
latest John M. Stahl picture was a
winner.
Before
we go a step
farther let us
record right here
that what we believe to be a record
in ticket selling was registered when
the two girls at the Garden box office
at the Monday night supper show sold
379 tickets between 6 and 6.15 o’clock,
an average of about 25 tickets a minute with a line three blocks long
waiting to get in.
Now to get back to the inauguration
of the newspaper campaign and following it through until the very last show
on the Monday opening.
Then came the visit to the newsInterviews with the
paper offices.
editors “sold” them 100 per cent., as we
will prove to the reader by pointing
out the extent of their marvelous cooperation. Then the word was given
“Let ’er go.” And from that
out
time on “she” went a pace the dust of
which will never blow away from the
now thoroughly awakened city of Pat-

—

:

erson.

the Mayor and editors lined
the campaign started in earnest

With
up,

on Saturday morning, Nov. 11, when
the Paterson Morning Times broke
with a two-column seven-inch story on
the second page. The story introduced
the first newspaper tieup with “The
Dangerous Age.” The heading and
story follow

in

Ideas from
Wives on Picture

“The Dangerous Age?”
Is it when a man reaches his voting age
or when he is about forty ?
For the next two weeks Paterson is to
hear and see a great deal of this “Dangerous

What

is

Want

to

Make

California.

On Monday, November 20, will begin a chase that although not as country-wide
as Stone’s, yet of intense Interest to Patersonians for The Press-Guardian has
offered a cash prize of fifty dollars to any citizen of Paterson that intercepts one
of twelve letters that will be mailed by Mayor Van Noort the Sunday before, and
reaches The Press-Guardian offices 6rst.
list of the twelve prominent New
Yorkers who will receive the letters will be published in the previous Sunday
Chronicle.
Was Stone successful? Will you be?

A

hard, that he dress with the seasons, advancing in the spring morning with a tablespoonfull of sulphur and molasses Instead
of on the wings of romance, a steady diet of
minor Irritations and insignificant happenings that rubbed the wrong way.
Whose fault is that? Is a man the child
of destiny as he so often fondly believes?
And at what age is It that it becomes truly
dangerous? Is he at the top of his fame
at forty?
What think you, married women of Paterson ?

— Sunday—the

Sunday
Chronicle broke with a double column
boxed story, shown above.
That day the first three-inch, one column, teaser ad was inserted in The
Sunday Chronicle. The text follows
“Ask Any Married Woman What Is

THE DANGEROUS AGE,

Then Ask

Are the wives of the men of Paterson
aware that perhaps their husbands have
reached this age?
It has to come and how to overcome it is

Monday afternoon, Nov. 13 The
Press-Guardian ran an 11-inch story on
its first page with a continuation on
page two. The story was headed in 24
pt. Condensed Hancock with a three-

is aware of the signiand importance of this stage in the
average husband’s career and has taken upon
Itself to ascertain by a contest just what the
married women of Paterson really believe it
the best way to overcome “The Dangerous

The Morning Times

Ase”

A

...

committee has been appointed consisting of His Honor, the Mayor, as chairman,
the editor of The Times, and Charles Dooley,
and a prize of $50 offered, to be divided $25
as first prize, $15 as second prize and $10
as third prize, for the three best letters submitted to The Times’ office before Nov. 20
on this question that has taken the country

by storm.
Lewis Stone was of the average type of
married man, with a devoted wife, blind to
his “Dangerous Age,” insisting that he have
his soft-boiled eggs for breakfast, instead of

Fifty Dollars?

routine of life.
It was a simple enough matter to mail the letter back home saying he was through,
that the girl of his dreams had infatuated him even though she was a chance acquaintance, he knew that his future happiness lay before him.
Yet a brief half hour after, he would have given his very soul to retrieve it.
"Why, you are old enough to be my father,” she had laughingly called after
him as he stumbled, half blind with mortification and humiliation from the parlor
of her home, as she snuggled closer to her lover.
Thousands of times have we seen letters dropped Into the box without a thought
of the strings of destiny that may be pulled and knotted by the contents.
How many of us have regretted the hastily scribbled notes written on the spur
of the moment?
And what we wouldn't have given to recall It?
In “The Dangerous Age” there begins a continental chase that finally ends in

Her Husband.”

ficance

1922

Lewis Stone has reached "The Dangerous Age” of life. Sickened with the
motherly care of his devoted wife, the business call from his California home to
the hustle and bustle of New York was welcomed as a relief of the steadfast daily

Age.”

the problem.

9,

a **Catch the Letter** Race

The next day

Want

December

In
line 14 point pyramid step-head.
this story, the contest announced the
preceding day in The Sunday Chronicle,
which is published also by the PressGuardian firm, was again explained in
However, this story disclosed
detail.
the local engagement of “The Danger-

ous Age,” which by this time had taken
the town really by storm, for the pubtollicity given by the newspapers,
gether with the circusing of the city
and countryside with banners, paper,
Eeralds and what not had started the
ball swiftly rolling, so rapidly in fact

that the famous

Hall-Mills’ dual

mur-

New

Brunswick, N. J.; the
of Clemenceau, the opening of the special session of Congress
and the German cabinet reorganization
news issues became of secondary importance insofar as Patersonians were
concerned. The exploitation was that
der case of

movements

effective journalistically.

The Press-Guardian
wound up as follows

front page story

:

“It Is simply a matter of endurance, rush,
speed and matter of approach. All you need
to do is approach some of the persons to
whom the letter is mailed, ask for It in the
name of The Press-Guardian smd return It as
stipulated above and earn ten nice shining
gold pieces.
“If two persons should return the letters
at the Identiccd time, which is almost improbable, this fifty dollars will be divided

—

equally between the presenters. Full details
of the enterprise will be published each day
in The Press-Guardian and next Sunday in
The Chronicle.
“Watch each day for new angles and details.”

That same day three one-inch, onecolumn ads appeared in teaser form in

The Times,

Call,

Press-Guardian and

Evening News. These read as follows:
(1)

Young Married Women Ignorant

THE DANGEROUS AGE

in

of

a Man’s Life

Can Ask Their Mothers or Watch Fathers.”
(2) There Would Be No Need for a Divorce Court If Every Woman Knew When
Her Husband Reached THE DANGEROUS

AGE.
(3)

Even a Greasy Old Gypsy

Competition

When He

Is at

Woman

Is

THE DANGER-

OUS AGE. You Must Watch Him

Every

Moment.

Tuesday The Morning Times
ued

its

“Wives’

Letter

contin-

Contest”

December

9,
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day ran the following featured story.
“Some times in the most outwardly happy
married couple’s life there is thrown the
bombshell of divorce.
“That in ninety-nine cases out of one
hundred could have been prevented were
the wife aware of the dangerous age is
seemingly a fact.

“Man may

call himself the child of desplaything of fate or the apex of the
eternal triangle, a vain seeker after harmony, romance and love, but it is the home
tiny, the

ties

that

unweaving and unbinding themhavoc with the bliss of a hap-

selves, play
pily married

woman.

“She becomes a mother to him rather than
the girlhood wife of his dreams. The romantic cloak in which she appealed to him
is left to fall when the duties of home and
children begin to manifest themselves. She
works herself to the very bone to satisfy
his every whim and thought and yet when

Waste Basket 6 Feet High, Stood in
Front of Theatre to Receive Impulsively
Written Letters. One of the Themes of
the Film.
This

'The Dangerous Age’ comes he forgets.
“A pretty face and again a flirtation with
It has to come
his buried romance begins.
to every man sometime in his life. Not that
he welcomes it, for facing the situation in
cold blood he realizes the foolishness of it
all, but when he does, he lightly throws off
all thoughts of care and years of his wife’s
self-sacrifices

“What

1

I

boosting the tieup with a two-colnmn
front page yarn eight inches in length.
And conspicuous mention was made of
the coming of the picture.
The other papers were giving equally
effective space, for all were in one way
or another hooked up day in and day
out and for the full nine-days’ advance

work “The Dangerous Age” became
front

is

and madly plunges.

‘The Dangerous Age?”’

The Evening News

fell

in line the

following day with a one-column
seven-inch story on the front page as
follows

$4

For Single

Copy

a

page subject.

$2

teasers, too, were going over effectively and on that Tuesday the fol-

The

for

News
23 Others

of

YOU MAY BE ONE OF THE LUCKY
ONES-READ THIS STORY CARE(1) When He Grumbles and Starts Making
Reached
Excuses to Get Out Nights He Has
FULLY— IT HAS TO DO WITH
THE DANGEROUS AGE.
THE DANGEROUS AGE
(2) If Your Husband Has Reached THE
lowing ads were run

:

DANGEROUS AGE Watch Him
Would a

Child.

It

Like You
Begins at 40 and Ends

Editorially

“It

a

at 100.

The Paterson

LEWIS STONE

Call that

has often been said, and truly so, that
is the greatest value offered to

newspaper

the public today. It costs more to manufacture a newspaper and the finished product

A

Scene from “The Dangerous Age.

523

is

sold for less than

any other known com-

modity.

“Through the co-operation of Louis B.
Mayer, of the Louis B. Mayer Enterprises^
producers of the famous film, “The Dangerous Age,” which will be shown all next week
at the Garden Theatre, 24 copies of next
Saturday’s edition of The News will be worth
$4 and $2 each.
“It’s all very simple and there are no
strings attached to the offer. Next Saturday
evening The News will publish twenty-four
names of men and women selected at random from the city directory. The first name
published will entitle its owner to $4 in cash.

Each of the other twenty-three
get $2 in cash.

names

“Watch The News on Saturday.
name appears save the paper and

will

your
two
o’clock Monday afternoon present your copy
of The News at the box office of the Garden
Theatre and cash it in. You will be paid
without fail; all you have to do is to sign
If

at

money paid you.
a progressive age and ‘The Dangerous Age’ will mean money in your pocket.
It pays to be a reader of The News.’’
a receipt for the

“This

is

With

the contests

all

underway, the

newspaper

editorial staffs co-operated
to the limit and each day the stories

hooking up with “The Dangerous Age”
and the Garden engagement were
printed in conspicuous places, mostly
the first or second news pages. The
Wednesday teaser ad was a three by
two columns and read as follows
“You May Realize You Are Married
to Him, but Does He ? He Begins Forgetting

When He Has Reached THE

DANGEROUS AGE.”
After Wednesday the local reportostaffs seemed to fairly vie with
one another, for the space increased.
The rhetorical genius of the staffs were
put on the jobs. Paterson was treated
rial

to a new novelty, that of a group of
reporters working industriously trying
to get over the best story. The picture
was the winner.

The newspapers were deluged with
queries

from

readers

and

soon

RUTH CLIFFORD

the

—
<mO.KrNG' PT.CTU'RE
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Teaser Booklet That Hits the
hmd co/ne hmck

9,
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Women

the wife to see that she is a pal instead
of a
sparring partner.”
Another
woman, Mrs. R. H., contended that
“The first five years of a married man’s
life constitutes ‘The Dangerous Age.’
If you can get over that space, you

h^r —

need not worry over anything else.”
Saturday came the big play in all
newspaper advertising and stories, all
the sheets breaking all previous records for free news space given the
picture. The Morning Times deveted
almost one and a half columns to letters received from readers who discussed “The Dangerous Age.” The let-

,

;

i

f

i]

•

i
1
{

j

^
!

i

were interesting and varied. The
News, Press-Guardian and Call all gave
equally prominent and liberal space to
news stories. And mind you, all the
ters

'

^The

-...,LouisB.Ma3>ei*

pnmk

while, the regular show notices were
being published in the theatre columns

JohnM.StahlPioduction

of the various papers.

THE I^GEIKWS AGE
Kperted-ly.J^

A FIRST NATlONAt

This Six-Sheet

— Semi-Descriptive— Is
to

the various newspapers, all the ads
hooking up with the text in clever
fashion, and resulting in wholesale responses by thousands of persons.
These were all told to call at a certain
newspaper and at the same time acc|uainted them with the fact that “The
Dangerous Age” would be at the Garden Theatre.
Friday, The Morning Times began
publishing letters from readers. Hundreds of letters were received from
The discussions
women.
married
among married women became so pronounced and heated that “The Dangerous Age” became discussed in every
club.

One

woman,

following:

ATTRA^Wr

_
I

an Attractive 4-Color Affair
It, Too.

form of letters to the editors.
But while the contests were taking
care of themselves and arousing public curiosity as it had never before
Paterson,
use
aroused
in
been
was made of the “want ad” columns of

I\Trs.

Emma

O’Connell, of 27 Hamburg
street, Paterson, N. J.. said there was
“no such thing as the dangerous age in
any man’s life,” but Mrs. A. W.
disagreed with her, saying that her

Age” came
husband’s “Dangerous
“about a year after we were married
and if I had not been on the job every
minute of the time I would have been

i

i

-

— and

They Stop

Read

campaigTi spread so much so that instead of the usual one story, several of
the papers stepped outside the hounds
and devoted two stories, at times, to
the issue, which was discussed in the

women’s

The Press-Guardian contest, coming
to a climax on Saturday, published the

sunk. ‘The Dangerous Age’ is any time
your husband gets mooning around the
house, sitting up with sick friends or
horses every other night and galavanting about town like a colt when he
ought to be home in bed. It’s up to

Race After Letters
Starts Tomorrow
Mayor Van Noort Will Mail
Them and First to Return

One Gets

$50

i

i

^

“Tomorrow is the day. Tomorrow twelve
specially printed letters with glaring words
on the envelope will be mailed by Mayor
Van Noort. of Paterson, at the mail box on
Market and Washington streets, to the following persons in New York
“Nat Lewis, Paul Mooney, Adele, Best &
Ormonde, Crane Simplex Company, Kraus
Manufacturing Company, J. Robert Rubin,
Finchley, Keeps, Inc., Slenilaform Corporation, Capehart, Cary Company and Murphy
& Brody.

I
1
{
«<

I

:

UPSETTING THE DOPE
The

5.30-7

o’clock

(supper

shows) are conceded bloomers
Paterson, N.

J.,

show

houses.

in

The

factories there suspend operations
for the day at 6 o’clock, while the

and municipal quarters shut
up shop an hour earlier.
Showmen in Paterson never
take the supper show seriously
and an attendance of between 100
and 200 is considered rather high,
offices

for Patersonians

are busily

con-

suming their supper in that period.
But seeminfflv a hungry stomach
was ignored Monday night, for the
supper show was as jammed as
the last night performance of “The
Dangerous Age.”

The supper show Monday

set a
o’clock
there was a line two blocks long,
double file, waiting to get in.
Eight policemen were rushed to
the scene bv Police Headquarters
to handle the impatient, but enthusiastic crowd.

new

record,

for

by

6.30

“The addresses of these individuals will be
published in tomorrow’s Sunday Chronicle.
The first person who reaches New York, approaches any of the firms or persons mentioned above, secures one of the letters, unopened, and returns it to the business office
of The Press-Guardian, will be presented
with $50.
“The receivers of the

letters

have been

re-

until after 12
must work fairly

quested not to open the letters

o’clock Monday, so that one
rapid in order to secure the letter unopened.
“The mailing of the letters will occur at
nine o’clock Sunday night. Mayor \’an Noort
will drop the twelve letters into the mail
box, after which it is entirely up to j’ou
If you arrive in New \ork too late to retrieve one of the letters unopened you will
not receive any reward.
“This unusual enterprise was prompted by
the unique situation in John M. Stahls motion picture drama, ‘The Dangerous -^ge,
which opens at the Garden Theatre, Monday,
picetc., etc., dealing with the story of the
ture, the entire j'arn taking up a full newspaper column.’’

The Sunday Chronicle conspicuously
ran a front page story on the “go getthe-letter contest,” adding the xVew

j

|

1
1

"
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20,000

Booklets Such as Depicted Here

—Were

Was Up

York addresses of the receivers of the
letters.

Monday

— opening

day

— brought

all contests to
a head.
The News
proudly devoted almost a column to
announcing the 24 winners of its unique

name

contest. The Morning Times devoted considerable space, more than it
devoted to internationally important
news dispatches, completing its “letter
writing contest involving the married
women of Paterson.” The Press-

Given

the People

Away — and Not One Was Found on Floor or Pavement.
Were Quoting Sayings Gleaned from its Booklet.

Guardian played up the winner of the
“go-get-the-letter contest,” which was
won by W. Barlow, of ISS Genesee
street, Paterson. The prize was $50.
The editors of The Press-Guardian,
according to reporters’ statements,
were kept busy answering telephones
from interested readers seeking to
know who “won the contest.” In the
Monday afternoon edition of that paper
appeared the following front page
story

Before the

Week

Barlow First
To Return Letter;
Gets $50 Prize
Makes

Thrilling Trip

From New York
One

to Press-Guardian in

Hour and a Minute
“W. Barlow,

of 188 Genessee avenue, was
the lucky winner of the $50 prize letter con-

:
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Using Every Possibil ity of

December

An

Ideal Title
There Would
Be No Need
For a

YOUNG MARRIED

Your Husband
Has Reached

WOMEN

The

Ignorant

Of

DIVORCE

Dangerous

The

Age

Dangerous

KNEW
WHEN HER

Watch Him Like
You Would a

Age

The

COURT

IF

Can

Dangerous

Ask Their Mothers
Or Watch Fathers

Age

campaign reaching out to
every newspaper. The rural papers
were not forgotten and equally effective tieups were arranged with them.
Following the conferences with
Mayor Van Noort, city officials and
representative
business
men,
Mr.
Reichenbach, with the newspapers well
underway with their campaign and the
reportorial staffs working overtime,
devoted his attention, temporarily, to
the billboard question. For this purpose De Angeles’ circus crew of bill
posters were brought into action and
they “sniped” everything within a ra-

erected at ideal locations cleverly advertising the engagement. No motorist could pass the spot without having
his attention attracted to the brilliantly illuminated and attractive signs.
For the first time, too, the Public Serv-

In a Man’s Life

BEGINS
AT 40
AND ENDS AT
IT

100
staged

in

connection with the showing

of ‘The Dangerous Age’ at the Garden Theatre this week. He reached The Press-Guardian office at one minute past twelve o’clock
today. He was the first person to return one
of the six special delivery letters mailed by
Mayor Van Noort last night.
“Macy Esterman, of 149 Broadway, came
in second, arriving at
office at 12.20 o’clock.

the

Press-Guardian

“Mr. Barlow, when informed he had won,
immediately asked permission to phone his
mother of his good luck. He then told how
he left the office of the Crane Simplex Com-

West 59th street, exactly
when the letter arrived.

pany, 200
o’clock,

at 10.55

“Nick Harvey, well-known local sportsman,
was waiting with his car. They dashed to
the Weehawken ferry and just caught the
boat. From Weehawken to Hackensack they
made good time. Just this side of Hackensack they struck a bump and broke the rear
end. Leaving Harvey, Barlow jumped on a
bus for Passaic. There he just caught the
He ran from
11.41 Erie train for Paterson.
the Market street station to the PressGuardian office, arriving there at 12.01 and
winning the $50 prize for the first letter to
be returned to this office.
“Mr. Barlow will be presented with the
five ten dollar gold pieces at the Garden
Theatre tonight.
“C. M. Donohue, of 120 Twelfth avenue,
reported to the Press-Guardian at 12.51
o’clock with the third letter.”

Monday’s ad in all newspapers was a
four-inch by three-columns one-size
typed ad in 24-point bold face Gothic,
reading

“TODAY AND ALL THIS WEEK
AT THE GARDEN THEATRE,
LOUIS B. MAYER WILL OFFER
JOHN M. STAHL’S DRAMATIC
CAMEO OF MATRIMONIAL
MATES AND MISMATES, “THE

DANGEROUS AGE.” IT IS WORTH
THE WHILE OF EVERY MAN,
WOMAN AND CHILD IN PATERSON TO ATTEND. IT ACHIEVES A
POINT SELDOM REACHED ON
THE SCREEN.”
So much

for

the

record-breaking

EVERY WOMAN

HUSBAND
REACHED

Child

test

9, 1922

publicity

dius of 23 miles.
Nothing was overlooked.
Spots that had never been
plastered were adorned with cards, or
paper, whichever was more appropri-

ice property is Paterson were covered
with neat book-layouts on “The Dangerous Age.”
Local churches also were cleverly
tied up with the production.
The
theme upon which the production is
based was capitalized by clerg^ymen
using “The Dangerous Age” for the
sermons with mention made by most of
them that it was playing the Garden
Theatre. School teachers at the public schools encouraged the children to
write manuscripts on “The Dangerous

ate.

Age”

Every road leading into the city of
Paterson was covered. Not a single
spot with any magnetic value was
missed.
Four thousand one sheets
were plastered at locations where they
attracted the eye. As one started on
his way to Paterson from New York,
either from the 33rd street Hudson
tube station (uptown) or the 'Hudson
Terminal (downtown) one’s eye is arrested by a series of well-worded onesheets. The same sight greeted one as
he walked leisurely along in the tunnel leading from the Hudson tube stop
at Erie Station in Jersey City to the

The commotion stirred up by these
dynamic tactics of Mr. Reichenbach
and Charles resulted in the Paterson

Erie Station platform.

And as the train chugged its way
from Hackensack twenty-four and sixsheets held one’s attention.
Everything else seemed to have been forgotten, for not a single spot of any
vantage value was ducked or muffed.
Going into Riverside and Clifton. N.
miles from
J., each town about four
Paterson, boards, each 14x14, were

of children.

Ask Any

MARRIED

WOMAN
What

Is

The

Dangerous

Age
Then Ask
Her

HUSBAND

December

9,

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Built for Teaser Purposes

Dangerous

Age

The

YOU MUST

Dangerous

When He
Is

At

The

WATCH
HIM EVERY
Rotary Club asking him to address it
on Thursday, Nov. 16, but owing to an
important engagement, Harry sent his

I

The

latter

made an

elo-

quent address that completely won
the organization, which co-operated
The organization inin many ways.
cludes ^1 the prominent business men
of the city. A similar invitation came

from the Chamber of Commerce which
lined up 100 per cent, with Mayor Van
Noort in passing along word of the
engagement of “The Dangerous Age.”
All along the roads leading into Paterson were placed 24x8-inch black and
lyellow strips with the following text
It is one of
“Paterson just ahead
the world’s greatest silk centres, a
thriving community of homes and an
Also it is the first
industrial seat.
DANGERcity in America to see
for an entire week beginOUS
ning Monday, Nov. 20, at the Garden
:

—

THE

AGE

You May Realize
You Are Married
To Him
But Does He?

He
Begins Forgetting

When He
Reaches

The
Age

Dangerous

Age
In a Man’s Life
Is the

Crisis in a

Woman’s

BEWARE!
BE THERE!
BE FAIR!

Theatre.”
Scores of novelties were distributed.
Among the most helpful of these was
a neat 3x2 booklet, cleverly laid out in
fourteen pages.
The text follows
“
‘The Dangerous Age’ of man by a
successful wife. (Page 1).
After a
man reaches The Dangerous Age ‘Googoo’ again becomes his chief figure of
speech.

Say

and watch him cuddle.

it

After a man reaches The Dangerous
Age he begins to love taffy. Say it now,
Taffy is far better than ‘epitaphy’
Your husband is no banjo
later.
don’t pick on him. If he says he has
been at the club, believe him. It won’t
add to your peace of mind to learn different. When a man reaches The Dangerous Age he begins to sharpen his
skates and look for thin ice. No matter
how slow at 39, at 40 he doesn’t even
stop at corners to toot his horn. When
he attains The Dangerous Age of 40
he expects you to look 2, act 15 and
talk 10. If he likes baby talk you must
even cultivate a lisp to please him.
Eating may build you up physically,
but it will play the very deuce with
After he
your domestic happiness.
reaches The Dangerous Age he notices even ounces.”
Then comes a two-page spread as
follows

Mayer

Louis B.

presents

John M. Stahl’s
Screen document of Matrimonial Mishaps

THE
DANGEROUS AGE

From the play by Kirkpatrick Boone
demonstrates the danIn which a man
gers of life’s highways after the daylight
hours of his boyhood.
Every wife should see it with her husband
.

Dangerous

The

Age

MOMENT

assistant.

Office sjjnsa^

and Box

WHEN HE
GRUMBLES
AND STARTS
MAKING EXCUSES
TO GET
OUT NIGHTS
HE
HAS REACHED

Even a Greasy
Old Gypsy Woman
Is Competition

527

—

.

.

—

Continuing, the text follows
ever won and kept a man
with sulphur and molasses. Try salve and
straight lines. When a man reaches 40 and
:

“No woman

attracted by a girl, it’s not her youth he
after it’s his own.
That is the Dangerous Age.
man is easily a fool till

is

—

is

A

Then easy

to fool. Watch him every
and try to be his permanent bride.
Remember when your mind is on moth balls
and a spring house cleaning, his is on spring
poems and romance. Don’t grown indifferent.
There are three school periods in a
forty.

instant

man’s

life, 9 to learn his alphabet, 19 to study
his career, 39 to strengthen him for his 40th
birthday. You must be his tutor at the latter age. The last page contains the picture

producer and production names and
National trade mark.”
It was no wonder then, with this
remarkable exploitation, overlooking
as it did no medium, but embracing
title,

the First

everybody who was anybody in Paterson, with every newspaper tied up,
with every business man’s organization boosting and clergy co-operatively
effecting, that “The Dangerous Age”

THE ECHO AND EXHIBITORS
There was not a single exhibitor
in northern New Jersey who did
not know of the extensive campaign of First Nationzd and Louis
B.

Mayer on

feature,

the John M. SteJil
“The Dangerous Age,” at

the Garden.
Exhibitors in the
smaller towns adjacent to Paterson could not help but feel the effect at the box office, for the
campaign spread into their localities, with First National profiting
exceedingly, for it brought the
public of those places in intimate

touch with its attractions. It is
safe to say that First National attractions in Paterson, N. J., are
considered as valuable by Patersonians as the bonds issued by the
First National Bank of that city.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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when it opened Monday at the Garden
did a record business.
Paterson is distinctively an industrial city.
Six o’clock there means
supper, but it didn’t on Monday night,
for promptly at 6 o’clock the record
breaking line of three blocks started to
form.
It was the supper show that
was on and for the first time in the
history of the house the supper show
was taxed to its capacity with at least
100 more folk waiting outside. By 7
o’clock the line had doubled and Manager Dooley had to summon additional
police officers.
By 7.30 the entire street was choked,

Oecember

9,

1922

Ten Minutes at Market and Prince
By CAS.

with waiting humanity. Sevthousands were turned away when

literally,

eral

the last show was started, thus driving
The Tuesday
to other houses.
business, however, continued in top
form. John M. Stahl personally attended the premier and was introduced as were also the Misses Edith
Roberts and Cleo Madison, who ap-

them

pear in “The Dangerous Age.”

The Paterson Morning
Nov.

Tuesday,

Call,

21, 1922.

“DANGEROUS AGE”
GIVEN PREMIERE
Thousands Turned Away From

Garden Theatre Last
Evening

Thousands

of local theatre-goers attended the initial presentation of “The
Dangerous Age,” at the Garden The-

atre yesterday afternoon and last evening. The film staged under the direction of John M. Stahl and featuring

Edith Roberts and Cleo Madison, was
released under the First National E.xhibitors’ circuit and after its presentation here will be shown in New York

Cartoon,

One

of

Many That Ran

in

City.

Approximately 4,000 persons saw the
performances yesterday afternoon and
last night and it is estimated that nearly a like number were turned away.
It became necessary early last evening

management to ap])eal to poheadquarters for aid in handling
the crowd and Police Sergeant L. J.
Dunn and a squad of men were sent to
for the

lice

the theatre.

Included

in

the

throng were
picture producers

A'ast

prominent motion
from New York City,

all

of

whom

desired to witness the mammoth motion-picture play, which until yester-

day afternoon had been shown only

in

the production studios.

“The Dangerous Age” is one of
those heart-gripping dramas of married life and shows the result of matrimonial mates and mis-mates in a most
vivid manner. There is not a dull mo-

men

during the entire production and

the audience is swayed with emotion
throughout. There is a decidedly interesting moral story in the plot of
the drama which should not fail to interest everyone.
The production will be shown at the
popular Market street photoplay theatre during the current week and
there is little doubt but that capacity
audiences will witness every presentation.
After finishing this week in this
city the photoplay will be shown in
New York City where thousands of
theatre-goers are anxiously awaiting
the initial performance.

The Morning Times, Tuesday, November 21, 1922.

Crowds Storm Garden to See
Movie Stars and Wonderful
“Dangerous Age"

Paterson Daily Papers

A masterpiece was showrf at the
Garden Theatre last night.
“The Dangerous Age.”
A much mooted and talked about
subject was this Dangerous Age before
world’s premiere last night and a
talked about subject will it remain for the balance of the week.
its

much

With

photography, a sex
masterly fashion by
John M. Stahl, a cast balanced to a
hair’s breath and its interest held until
the very end, “The Dangerous Age” is
bound to cut a wide swath in classical
moviedom throughout these United
plot

superb

treated

in

States.

starring in “The
Cleo Madison costarring with Miss Roberts and John
M. Stahl made their personal appearances and were received enthusiastically by the crowds.

Edith

Roberts,

Dangerous Age,”

December

M

1922

9,
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News and Gossip

Regional

Conducted by

SUMNER SMITH
—

a McOrng Ticture World repre^entafi'Oe in ex)ery ejcchange center at your ser-Oice. Just a part
The Complete Trade Taper—“Regional in fieias Value; fiational in Service.
If our representative in anv territory can help you in any toav call on us.

1 here *

of the all-round serx)ice of

Canada’s Senior Exhibitor
_

e

1

•

|i»|

YY

I

News and Gossip:

Editor, Regional

frequently notice the names of
men who claim to be oldtimers in
this game, some of them_ with
fifteen years’ experience, whicli to
many persons may appear a lifetime. Some years ago I wrote for
the
MOVING PICTURE
history of the movie game in
Canada, and as you will see I am
still in the Land of the Living and
at the age of 55 years very much
in the motion picture business.
I

WORLD

While

I

call

myself

Man

Old

Green, some people call me by
other names.
In June, 1896, the first picture
machine ever set up and operated
on Canadian soil was leased from

Company and brought
Ottawa by the managers of the
Ottawa Electric Street Railway
and set up at West End Park.
the Edison

to

TTT*
199
lYXCXX^ Wi
YY x^axu.
1% yr

.

,

I

to lecture on “The
Marvel-Moving Pictures.”

New

,

I

re-

mained several weeks. The entire
performance consisted of Edison’s
first few 50-foOt films
May Irwin
and John Rice in a kissing scene,
four colored boys eating watermelons, the Black Diamond Express, a bathing scene at Atlantic
Gity and a colored film of Lo Lo
Fuller's Serpentine Dance. These
films were run like an endless
belt. The music for the show was
the
Governor
General’s
Foot
Guard Band. We did an enormous

—

business

all

that season.

hooked up with two partners
fall
and we bought a
machine of the Edison Universal
I

'

I

I

;

I

'

you see

and I would
meet and shake
fit

I feel fit

as a fiddle

and

Yes,

step a few.
brotner.

‘flu’
it,

I

can;

I

said

With every best wish for the
continued success of the only real
moving

paper— Moving

picture

Picture World, I remain one of
the real oldtimers,

JOHN

C.

GREEN,

Manae-er Caoitol-Reeent
Theatre,

Guelph, Canada.

Philadelphia Cites Buhler
as

One

of Real Oldtimers

—

Dream Theatre once

gate.

1205

Market

been

situated at

which has since
by Woolworth’s

street,

replaced

store.

Back in 1906 Frank Buhler
started specializing on features
and rapidly gained an envious
reputation for his theatre. Inde-

theatres,
right on

and Mr. Buhler kept
buying all the pictures,

was in 1914 when Stanley V.
Mastbaum, (now deceased) first
founded the Stanley Company,
which shortly afterwards merged
with the Central Market Street
Company. Today, with Jules E.
Mastbaum, its president, the
Company of America
Stanley
controls over fifty theatres and
Frank W. Buhler is its general
It

manager, having thirty theatres
pendent film men all became his under his personal supervision.
A few more of -the local oldand hyd-gas cylinders and be all staunch friends so that he had no
ready to show only to find the difficulty in standardizing the timers who are still actively enin the business and who
first-run gaged
nipple on their gas tank is busted Bijou Dream as the
_ _
and have to dismiss a full house, house in the city. Five cent ad- can be seen riding about in their
Marcus Benn,
are
It has all happened many times mission jumped to ten cents in a limousines
and a thousand more things that few years, and the house with its Morris Wolf, Morris Spiers, Sam
only a real showman .with grit wonderful, money-making man- Blatt, Mrs. McMann, M. Stiefel
would ever go through and stick ager was taken over by the and Fred G. Nixon Nirdlinger.
to the end.
I also have watched your journal
grow from a small sheet up to its
present size, and personally I recognize it as the only official
journal of this great and growing
industry.
I am too busy to find
time to write you very often, as
I contribute weekly to our own

Central Market Street Company
afterwards in 1912.
By reason of his progressive
spirit

and

his

advanced ideas

in

advertising (having been the first
to advertise in a daily newspaper),
Frank Buhler became an exec-

Rhode Island Man’s
Chief Claim to
Charles

Lovenberg,

Fame
of

Provi-

company, which dence, R. I., was the first man in
had control of nearly a dozen New England to devote a theatre

utive

with

this

exhibition

type.
You
suitcase.
I

motion pictures. This was at the
old Nickel Theatre, which has
been since demolished and in its
place Edward F. Albee has erected

could

carry it in a
the operator and
lecturer and gave a magic show
to fill out a full two-hour program.
From then up to the present time
I have been at no other job and
my twenty-six years of actual experience would fill a book much
larger than the World.
At one time I was known as the
Lyman H. Howe of Canada, from
coast to coast, and also in the New
states,

carrying fourteen

trunks of reels, 100 sets of song
slides and twenty-six kinds of special lithographed printing.
I kept
at the road show business until
the movie
theatres started to

Open

in

Mr. Rappaport Reminisces

was

\

;

article as

But

make some of the bright
young gents who never miss the
can

exclusively

England
I

journal, age.

that

I

I

office

where a vacant store, a cot- be very pleased to
ton sheet and some kitchen chairs hands with any other man who
can boast of twenty-six years’
could be bought or rented.
Since that time, some fourteen actual active experience in the
years ago, I have managed the- motion picture business, and while
atres in several cities in Canada I am not from Missouri they will
and Michigan. Five years ago I have to show me. I hope to be
joined N. L. Nathanson’s new able to write you again in another
theatre and film corporations here ten or twelve years. I am not at
in Canada, and for the past two all ashamed of being 55 years of
years have managed the CapitolRegent Theatre in Guelph, also
acted as district manager of several other houses on this Famous
Players
Canadians Corporation
circuit of about fifty theatres.
I
will say that up to the present
time the treatment I have received
Philadelphia exhibitors going
will
at the hands of this company leads back
over sixteen years
me to believe I am serving a life readily recall Frank W. Buhler
sentence with them unless they as the real oldtimer when he was
think differently and give me the manager of the famous Bijou

was then known

also

head

ably handled by our genial publicity man, Charles Branham.
You are at liberty to use this

city

(and
So you can see, dear editor, that
for 5'ears previous to that time) some of the boys who think they
as “Green, the Original Merry have been a long time in this
Wizard.’’ This is my fortieth year business are after all only students
in the show business.
at the game. But they will never
The railway company signed me have to travel the road of the
for a two-weeks engagement at oldtimers, and make water rhethe park to do my magic act and ostats, use the red and black oxy
.

official

little

every village, town and

J. L. Rappaport, manager of the Lovejoy Theatre, Buffalo,
N. Y., has written Robert E. Welsh, our editor, a letter that we
feel would prove interesting to oldtimers in the business, so we’re
quoting from it.
Mr. Rappaport and his father, who has been a subscriber of
the World since 1908, were reminiscing over our last issue. The
older man recalled the opening night of the first house he ever
The show
operated a store-front turned into a nickel show.
started at 6:30 p. m. It consisted of one and a half reels of film
and an illustrated song. One woman came in at 6:15 and sat
until the good night slide went on at 11:30. Going out, she asked,

—

The elder Rappaport replied, “No, madam,
morrow night we will have some more.”
Their only trouble at that time was to get them out; now

“Is that all?”

to get

them

in.

toit’s

to

the

of

a luxurious 3,400-seat auditorium,
ranking among the most beautiful
theatres in the world.
At that time 1906 all movie enconfined
tertainment
was
to
“nickelodeons,” that were virtually
stores.
He took over the Park

—

—

renamed it the Nickel
established an exclusive picture
policy and immediately the proposition
became a money maker.
That year, Mr. Lovenberg stated,
an entire week’s bill cost him only
between $25 and $35. As an added
attraction every week he advertised “the latest illustrated song.”
Theatre,

!

MOf^ING PICTURE
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Chicago Debates Wage Scale;
Zone Meetings Are Effective

WORLD

December

more than $500,000 and included Lanecourt Theatre
two Oak Park apartment build- Center street.
ings and property at Pleasant and
Wisconsin avenues.

scale for operators ist at the Bryn Mawr Theatre,
What is regarded as the highup again and again the exhib- and Manager Lou Weil says that est price paid for a feature film
itors contemplate asking a reduc- the new vaudeville policy, with
was paid here last week by Balation.
A meeting of all exhibitors feature films on Sundays and hol- ban and Katz
for Mary Pickford’s
will be held next Wednesday to idays, is standing them out.
Five “Tess of the Storm Country.”
discuss the matter, select commit- acts are used in the combination According to word given out
by
movement bill.
the
and get
tees
the signers, the amount involved
started.
was $48,000. Douglas Fairbanks
F. E. Boyans is now connected
and Mrs. Charlotte Pickford were
with
of
the
Mothe
Halfield Theatre, 5451 here with Mary and all left for
The zone meeting
held
South
Halstead street, as organ- Los Angeles on the night train.
tion Picture Theatre Owners,
at Galesburg last week, brought ist, and a new organ is being 'n- After signing the contract both
out a considerable number of ex- stalled in the house.
Mary and Doug were shown over
hibitors from the nearby towns,
the Chicago Theatre and when
Jack Mason is handling the pres- recognized by the audience Doug
who exhibited a great deal of enthusiasm for the organization and entations and the stage of the New made a speech and told them
show signs of becoming staunch McVickers, having come on from what a wonderful theatre they
members. The next meeting will New York after the resignation had in the Chicago.
be held at Rockford on Decem- of S. Barret McCormick.

The wage

is

ber

6.

The new Astor Theatre on
L. M. Rubens, of Joliet, was Clark street has lowered the addischarged from the hospital last missions to 15 cents on week days
week where he has been a pa- and is doing a good business.
tient for several days. CongratuManager Barbee of the Barbee
lations and best wishes
Theatre says he has the only muinvita- sical cat in the Loop and that
J. B. Dibelka has issued
tions to his friends in the film whenever the organ is in action
game to attend the opening of the cat sits quietly in a front seat
Chicago’s new Dance Palace (so and after the concert scampers
the invitations say) which has off for mice and other excitetaken the place of the Parkway ment.
owned and
formerly
Theatre,
managed by Mr. Dibelka. Mr.
The Elite Theatre, at Wauke-

new venture

DibeDa
ParKway Gardens.
calls his

the

Plans are being developed by
Jack Lund and Ethel Kendall to
build a theatre, a dance hall and
a 175-room hotel on the southwest
corner of Sixty-fourth and Cottage Grove avenue. It is expected
W.
S.
cost $1,250,000, and
to
Strauss & Co. have underwritten

gan, has been incorporated as a
stock company with a capital of
$15,000, by Edward C. Diebler,

Preston
Trinz.

H.

and

Sellers

The house

is

Edwin

located

at

226 North Genesee street.

The

California

Theatre,

at

J.

£. Pridmore, architect of the

new house to be erected at Ft.
Wayne, Ind., by the Consolidated

Clark and

at

Grace Robinson, cashier of the
Metropolitan Theatre for several
years, died suddenly of paralysis;

Roy Feltus and Robert Harris
are
planning
to
rebuild
the
Princess Theatre at Bloomington,
bas taken over the

Owl Theatre at Forty-seventh and
Mate streets from Morris Salkin.
Kemp was formerly connected with the Century and
Old
Chicago Theatres.

A new

theatre has been opened
Linden by Mrs. A. Maxwell

at

and she

The

will

show feature

films.

new

theatre that Ralph
Crocker is building at Elgin is
rapidly nearing completion.
The
house will seat 1,499 on one floor
and IS of fireproof construction

erection of the building.
G. M. McClain has made many
improvements in his theatre at
Barry and added new musical

equipment.

The Columbia Theatre at Munwas damaged by fire which

cie,

started

Repairs

The

in a nearby restaurant.
will be made at once.

Illmo

«ion nas been formed by Paul
R. Simon, Mabel Hartigan
and
$5,000.

Offices

Randolph

Amusement

Com-

are

at

West

54

street.

v,uim

x-roauction

Company has been formed
T
John
M. Morey,

by
H- Farrell and
to operate a mo-

tion picture business.

The

capital

will be $125,000 and
1,500 shares
pany has been formed by Floyd
of no par value. The main
office
Lewis, R. B. Dickson and Louis
of the company will be
at 1345
Wagner with a capital of $20,- Arygle
street.
000 to do a general amusement

Indiana avenue, to cost $750,000.

Detroit
The Desmond Theatre,

of Port
Weil, manager, is
noAV playing burlesque
shows on

Huron, Herb

each

Sunday matinee and evening, for the balance of the
season. This is the same show
which
Gayety, Detroit, on
Saturday
night,
enroute
for
Toronto.

George Cook, manager of the
Strand Theatre at the Soo, has
announced the purchase of a new
S8.000 Bartola organ.

The structure will be used by the
owner for colored people, both
the hotel and theatre. The house

will

made

be

within

Installation

the

next

thirty days.

and

fhe Bijou-Arcade Theatre of
Battle Creek, a Butterfield house,
inaugurated a new policy on November 26 by giving five acts of
vaudeville in connection with a
feature picture. The Bijou-Arcade

Claude Sigler has opened the
East Side Theatre and the new
house seats 800 people. An organ
furnishes the music.

The Aristo Theatre

1922

Realty and Theatre Corporation,
said the new theatre would cost
throughout. It is hoped to have
$1,500,000 and estimates will be
it
ready for early spring.
received in sixty days for the

Twenty-sixth and Trumbull ave- business.
nue, has been sold by Sophie
The Garrick Producing ComLevinson to Louis and Clara
a fifteen-year bond issue of $75,pany, with offices at 1148 West
Brecka
for
consideration
una
buildings.
projected
the
000 on
Madison street, has been incorThe Garden Building Corporation derstood to be around $75,000. The porated by B. H. Kuchanbecker,
establishes
record
transaction
a
project.
will handle the
B. V. Damerel and G. J. Damerel,
price for land values in that dis- to do a general theatrical
and
in
Was
trict.
The house was built twelve moving picture business.
“When Knighthood
One
weeks’
years ago and is modern through- hundred shares of no par value
Flower” closed after six
successful business at the Roose- out.
have been issued.
velt and will be released to the
outlying theatres.
Lubliner and Trinz had two
H. M. Rouda has been made
last
week that involved manager of the Ascher Bros.
deals
B. Stradford will build an
J.
eight-story hotel and a theatre
building at Thirty-sixth street and

will seat 1,200 and vaudeville
films will be featured.

9,

had housed a

company

at 2650 Lin-

permanent stock
since the opening of the

season.

avenue is featuring vaudewith films for Sunday and
holiday shows, using four acts of
high class vaudeville and doing a
good business with the combinacoln

ville

B.
Hunter, of Charlotte.
J.
Mich., has taken over the interests
of C. H. Snobble in the Regent
Theatre of that city and now has
it
to himself.

tion policy.

Clyde Elliott, film distributor
and formerly manager of the Orchestra Hall and Ziegfeld Theatre,
has purchased the Evanston Theatre in Evanston and will remodel
the house.

George Hegeman

is

now organ-

A

John H. Kunsky Theatrical En-

Pathe Release

24-SHEET

WORKS FOR THIRTEEN HOUSES

This seems to be a record. The posters were used in San Francisco and were put up by the Pathe Exchange.
The first two
weeks it was given the Golden Gate alone then the others were
brought in.

have subleased the
Liberty
Farmer and
Theatre,
Bates streets, Detroit, to Arthur
Mr.
E.
Benjamin, of Detroit.
Benjamin took possession on No-

terprises, Inc.,

vember

19.

December

9,
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New Schenectady Theatre’s
Opening Delayed to Dec. 2
Sunday movies will not prevail
The opening of the new State
Theatre in Schenectady, N. Y., in Ballston Spa. William E. Benlias been delayed through a num- ton, who opened the Capital Thethere
on
November 21,
ber of matters, with the result atre
not open secured
permit for Sunday
a
that the house will
much before December 2. It was shows from the village board of
scheduled to open November 26. trustees. No sooner did the news
“Grandma’s Boy” will be the get around than there came a
opening feature. George R. Lunn, howl of protest from many of
lieutenant-gov- the residents and the proposition
of Schenectady,
ernor-elect, has consented to be was denounced from several of
Mr. Benton decided
present at the opening and make Ihe pulpits.
to ask the board to rescind its
a few remarks.
action, and the threatened storm
Charles McCarthy, of Hoosick has now subsided.
Falls, one of the old timers in the
School children in Watertown,
business, was obliged to close his
house for a couple of days this who were without the price of adweek when flues in the boiler mission, enjoyed “Penrod” at the
Avon last Wednesday as the
burned out.
guests of Manager Charles SeSchenectady,
sonske.
The Bareli, in
The house was packed.
from the orphanages
has a new organist in the person Children
of
of Mrs. Florence Swartout,
were also present.
Johnstown. The house supports a
six-piece orchestra, and is now
Plans have been made for addfeaturing its musical program.
ing a new stage to the Strand
Theatre in Carthage, N. Y., which
Some rather extensive exploi- has lately been taken over by the
tation was done in Schenectady Schine interests.
this week by Paul Alberts of the
Albany, in connection with a
According to Paul Alberts, of
straight week’s presentation of the Albany Theatre in Schenec^‘East is West.” A real Chinaman tady, the last three weeks have
was employed to wander about been the best since the house rethe streets, carrying a placard, opened on September 2, after beannouncing the attraction, v/hile ing closed for nearly five months
the lobby, with its many swaying in a strike with the stagehands.
Japanese lanterns, presented a Incidentally, the union won out.
most attractive appearance. Al- Business has picked up in wonberts does more exploitation than derful shape in Schenectady, and
all the other theatre owners in all of the theatres are now doing
Schenectady combined.
well.
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erecting the Troy The- wich for four years, announces
rental of the property that she has bought the property
will be $32,500, to which is to be in which the theatre is located.
added 30 per cent, of the receipts
from the property.
“Under Two Flags” has been
booked at the Leland in Albany
“The Kentucky Derby” went for the week of
December 11,
over big in Saratoga this week, and Manager
Perrin is making
when shown by Goldsmith
Har- plans to put across some of the
rigan at the Palace. The racing heaviest
exploitation of the year.
town was plastered with 24-sheets, Mr. Perrin is very
partial to such
and the picture played to crowds pictures as
“Human Hearts” and
that Jammed every available inch
“Under Two Flags,” for up until
of space all three days.
a year ago

Buffalo

atre.

is

The

&

he had always been

associated with theatres playing
William Milligan, who handles the legitimate. Naturally enough,
the Broadway, in Schuylerville, when he took over the managewas in Albany this week booking ment of the picture theatre, he
pictures.
liked to book the film versions of
plays which had cashed in big in
L. L. Connor, of the Victory the years gone by.

Theatre

in
Cambridge, N. Y.,
spent a day in Albany this week

booking coming attractions.
There is plenty of building going
on in Cambridge and Mr. Connor
admits that he is making good
money with a feature, a news reel
and a comedy for 25 cents. The
in

money-maker of the fall, according to Mr. Connor, has been

best

“.Smilin’

Through.”

Mrs. Dennis Regan,
been running the Star

who

in

keeping with the feature.”
inquired

if

the

One

attraction

Too Often

Cried

—

in

this

Al-

week

for a hurried conference with his

manager, George Roberts.
There is a report going the rounds
that Mr. Berinstein will shortly
pick up another house in this vilocal

cinity.

employes to turkey

the (ixin’s. The affair was
nature of the second anniversary of the house and took

and

all

Sirker’s

banquet

hall.

newspapermen were on

hand also, with the result that
Mr. Walker received plenty of
free advertising.

busi-

—

fell

—

flat.

“Loves of Pharaoh”

— very

poor.

mission has given

Com-

its

James Cardina

consent to

of the Kensington
Theatre to build an addition to
the house.
Mr. Cardina will extend the theatre to the rear 42
feet, giving the house an additional 250 seats.
Business must
be good, eh, Jim.

Patrick J. Kelley, 55 years old,
proprietor of the Hi-Art Theatre,
Lockport, N. Y., was found dead
in his room in the Niagara Hotel
in the Lock City on the morning
of November 23. Kelley was formerly a Buffalo man but had resided in Lockport for the past
20 years.

Deputy Chief Marnon of the
Buffalo police department has put
the ban on the giving away of
candy, groceries, etc., as prizes to
holders of lucky numbers in some
of the smaller houses of the city.
Marnon says that he has received
many complaints that this practice has been carried on to stimulate business.
He declares the
practice a violation of the lotteries law.

Inc.,

has

filed

papers

in

the
Erie county clerk’s office
stating that the capital of the
company is $54,000. The directors are Harry Abbott, Jacob

Lavene, Roy
Brunner.

in the

place at
All the

—

“The Storm” fair.
“The Young Rajah” big business for the first two days and

prises,

some

Bareli, treated

thirty of his

and

ness for entire week.

The Abbott Theatrical Enter-

There was a big dinner in
Schenectady on Thursday night,
November 23, when J. J. Walker,

owner of the

“Blood

“Border-

bad.
Sand” nice

:

picture.

William Berinstein was

Home,”

press notice for the Smith is president of
the local unit
Olympic Theatre, Buffalo “As is of the national M. P.
T. O. A.
the custom at the Olympic Theatre the ushers will be costumed
The Buffalo City Planning

After some switching about, the
The Riverfront Incorporation, was “Adam and Eve.”
Palace in Troy is making money of Troy, has filed a lease running
these days by adding a couple of for twenty years for the location
Howard J. Smith has resigned
acts of vaudeville each week. The in River street, upon which the as a member of the Buffalo Thehouse is located in the residen- Mitchell H. Mark Company of atre Managers’ Association. Mr.
tial section of the city, and after
losing money on first runs, swung
over to second, and then came
‘‘Wolf!”
back to first, but added vaudeFor 25 cents the house now
ville.
gives a feature picture, a comedy,
R. A. Czerney, of Kent, Wash., has pulled so many good exa news reel and two vaudeville
ploitation stunts that when a runaway horse proceeded to stamacts.
pede all over his car, just a block from the theatre, recently, a
large crowd of spectators gathered to enjoy his latest “thrill.”
Contrary to expectations, “Tess
Czerney was mussed up a bit, and the car doesn’t even answer
of the Storm Country,” playing
to its name.
the entire week at the Strand in
He is still trying to explain that it wasn’t a frameup, but can’t
Schenectady, fell flat after the
get away with it as he was playing “Reported Missing” at the
second day. Everybody had been
time and had just received some good newspaper publicity under
looking for a big cash in on the
the title of his attraction. Czerney says he was nearly

bany from New York

from

—both flopped

This Buffalo Theatre Tries
Special Costumes for Ushers
Says the
editor

He

“Man
land”

has then

Green-

in

Here’s how some of the features at the Albany, Schenectady,
panned out, according to Paul Alberts, owner of the house:

A

Pathe Release

LLOYD LISTENS ON THE NEW PATHE POSTER
The twenty-four sheet designed for his latest offering and showing him with his stethescope to the chest of the world, testing
the laughter Dr. Jack

is

expected to evoke.

H.
Little

Van and Conrad V.

owner
Hippodrome and

Houghton,

Theatres in

Buffalo,

has

(Continued on page S32)

of the
Keith’s

nego-
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(Continued from preceding page)
tiated a 30-\vceks’ lease of the Batavia Opera House. Batavia, N. Y.
He will show pictures.

George Kellogg, who operates
The theatre in Canisteo, N. Y.,
has taken over the houses in Dalton and Angelica, N. Y., both of

company.

atrical

Mike Woods, of Peterson &
Woods, operating several houses
Jamestown, N. Y., announces
the company’s new Strand
will be opened to the public about
January 1.
in

that

The

theatre

in

Tioga, N. Y., has

been closed permanently due to
poor patronage.
Eddie Woods has succeeded
John Fennyvessy as manager of
the Family Theatre in Rochester,
according to word reaching Buffalo’s Film Row.

Lyman Beecher

Owing to the fact that the production of moving pictures at San
reported that Syd Allen, of
Francisco is showing such a reMedina, is so busy attending all
markable growth, world premiere
the social affairs in his town that
presentations of feature films are
he just about gets time to count
becoming quite common in local
each
eveoffice
receipts
the box
theatres.
“The Forgotten Law,’’
ning.
which was produced here by Max
Graf, had its first showing anyFrank Leon has resigned as or- where at Loew’s Warfield Theganist at the Elmwood Theatre. atre and
business
did
a
fine
Manager Elmer C. Winegar has despite inclement weather.
installed two new Simplex ma“Hunting Wild Game in Africa
chines and a new luminous screen. With Gun and Camera” is to receive its premiere shortly in the
Charlie Hayman, head of the Century Theatre, which has been
Cataract Theatre Corporation op- taken over and refurnished by
erating the new Strand and Cata- Ackerman & Harris at a cost of
ract Theatres in Niagara Falls, N. many thousand dollars. This picY., is driving to Buffalo these days ture was produced in the heart of
in a new Holmes air-cooled sedan. Africa by H. A. Snow, a local
Mr. Hayman announces that he man, and promises to be one of
will bring Schumann-Heink, Ger- the hits of the season. Eight film
aldine Farrar and Mischa Elman companies are producing here and

New

great line of pictures for the entertainment of folks in the town
this winter.

number

instances local
theatres have arranged for the
first showing of features of merit.
a

in

of

Amm,

house manager of
Sam Harris, of Ackerman &
Eastman Theatre in
Rochester, was in town last week, Harris, who will shortly open the

Arthur

9,
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Happenings in San Francisco

It is

has taken over
Linden Theatre in Lyn- to the Strand for a series of speHe has booked a cial concerts this winter.
donville, N. Y.
the

December

World Premieres Common

which have been closed.

James Cranideas, of Affiliated
Theatres, Inc., of Olean, N. Y.,
He
has returned to Brooklyn.
mav sell his interest in the the-

WORLD

The house
William

J.

manager

will be managed by
Casey, until recently

of the Hippodrome.

Milton F. Samis, until recently
director
of
publicity
for
the
California, Imperial and Granada
theatres, San Francisco, has been
promoted to the position of house
manager of the California and in
addition will handle the publicity
work of this theatre. He succeeds
Charles Pincus, who has been
transferred to the Portola Theatre as house manager.
This
house will be closed shortly, remodeled and reopened before the
holidays as a high-'class, long run
house.

Ben F. Simpson, who went to
Honolulu six months ago to manage the New Hawaii Theatre of
the

Consolidated
Amusement
Company, has returned to San

Francisco

and
resume

offers to

is

considering
on Film

his place

Row.

New

the

Joseph F. Enos, for some time
The .American Legion Post has visiting old friends along Film Century Theatre on Ellis street, manager of the Portola, has reopened a new theatre in Wayland, Row and his old job, the North as a picture house, announces that turned to the Frolic Theatre as
N. Y. The two stores in front of Park. Mr. Amm said that Daniel a policy has been adopted that manager.
the building will be used as the F'rohman visited the Eastman last will be quite at variance to the
one usually followed. There will
week.
town library.
The three theatres at Monterey,
be no set scale of admission Cal.,
owned by William P.
prices, these being fixed according
Wobber, the Strand, Star and
to the subject.
For instance, $1 Monterey, have been
purchased

Chas. Neidhart Recovering;
be the top price for “Hunting
Africa With Gun
Wild Game
T^1
T Tj
while so cems win
Linton Flans Utica 1 heatre be thecamera,”
most charged
Oliver
will

f-

•

®

I

in

t

for

Neidhart, manager of
the Park Theatre, Utica, N. Y.,
ov;ned by the Goldstein Brothers
Amusement Company of Springfield, Mass., is recovering from a
He
serious attack of pleurisy.
soon will return to his manage-

Charles

Joseph Raymond, formerly of the Victory Theatre,
Holyoke, Mass., temporarily is in
charge of the Park.
rial duties.

Philip L’Hereux, formerly manager of the Strand Theatre, Troy,
N. Y., now is managing director
of the New Capitol Theatre, in

Troy.

is

Lining the Daddies

Up

for

In the next issue we are going to review the oldtime exhibitors
whose histories we have carried in Regional News and Gossip,
and see just what’s what up to the present time.

has

An organ

is being installed in
Theatre, San Francisco, and day and night shifts
are working to get the instrument
in place before the holidays.

Strand

the

F. Leal has opened a new picture house at Irvington, Cal.

planning the erection of

A company

December.

Review

a large theatre in Utica, N. Y., on
the site of the present Hippodrome Theatre, which is under his

control.

Robert McNeil and E. H,
Emmick, of San Francisco, who
assume possession the first of

Twist,” which will follow the
African production.
There will
A splendid picture theatre is to
be no news reels, no comedies, no
short fill-in subjects, the feature be erected at Twenty-third avenue
selected
comprising the show. and East Fifteenth street, Oakland, Cal., by A. E. King, who already has two houses in that city.

W. H. Linton, one of the foremost up-state New York exhibitors,

by

Irvin Long, at one time with the
California Theatre, San Francisco,
and later with the State Theatre

been

formed and former Mayor James
D. Smith is president. The house

at

be known as the Criterion.
Stock now is being onered for

Francisco.

Oakland, has been made manager of the Hippodrome, San

will

sale.

Thieves recently effected an entrance into the safe of the New
Lyceum Theatre, San Francisco,
and made away with $617.30 in
cash and $219.15 in checks.

Theatre,
Majestic
Utica, N. Y., is playing the Fox,
Metro and Universal specials on
a percentage scale and doing a
good business. The Majest;C is

Robbins’

The

Peerless Theatre, 148 Third
San Francisco, conducted
by Aaron Goldberg, is being improved by the addiu’on of a hand-

the old legitimate house and not
well adapted to the presentation
Clifford Servatius,
of pictures.
formerly with the Wilnier & Vincent houses in Utica, is manager
of the Majestic.

The Star Theatre, motion
tures exclusively, in
owned for several

Shane

&

Rome, N.

some marquee.
C.
atre,

pic-

years by
Kaufman, has been ac-

W. Wright,
Roseville,

Francisco’s Film

Y.,

quired by the owners of the new
Family Theatres,
and
Rome. All three houses now are
being operated on Sunday.

Strand

street,

make

H. B. Clarke, of the Majestic Theatre, Memphis, got his (lashing
light by attaching a strong bulb to an oscillating fan in the lantern. It gave a strong effect.

visited

San

Row

recently to
advance bookings and then

went on

ROSE O THE SEA WAS ALL LIT UP

of the Rose TheCal.,

to

Joseph

Los Angeles.

Gottstein, owner of a
picture houses in the
Pacific Northwest, was a recent
visitor at San Francisco.

string of

i
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musicians.
An agreement exchanges the past few days inwas reached the past week where- cluded Dominick Frisni, Taylbrby music will be resumed. Con- ville. Auburn and Kincaid; J.
>5 cessions are said to have been Spaulding,
of
Taylorville
and
made by both sides. The houses, Litchfield; Joe Fassero, Litchfield;
including the Washington, Lincoln C. C. Cravens, Rex Theatre, Liltype of metal container, would be
allowed in the booth under the and Lyric were without music for bourne, Mo.
proposed regulation which also many weeks.
James M. Drake, manager of the
inaVes it compulsory to have an
Three bandits who held up H. Lyric Theatre, East St. Louis, has
approved type of liquid fire exPhil
Cohen has not
tinguisher, of not less than a A. Jones, manager of the Sedalia resigned.
Theatre, Sedalia, Mo., and W. \V. named
his
successor
as
yet.
quart capacity, on hand.
The safety division of the Mil- Perry, a friend, in the theatre of- Drake formerly owned the Eureka
fice shortly before midnight, No- Theatre here and prior to that
waukee Association of Commerce
vember 20, have not been appre- was manager of the Dclniar Theis sponsoring the resolution.
hended.
They took $35 from atre.
An innovation in picture poli- Jones and a diamond ring and
diamond Elks’ pins from Perry.
The Margarette Theatre, at 7300
here was announced last
cies
The bandits wanted Jones to Virginia avenue, has been re-opened.
week by Leo A. Landau when he
made public a decision to show open the safe. He pleaded ig- Fred fioclzer, who also owns the
norance
of
the
combination. Ivory Theatre, is interested in the
the same picture at his two downtown houses simultaneously. Be- They then bound and gagged Margarette, which was dark for
Jones and Perry and went to work many months.
sides the picture, the rest of the
program in the two theatres, in- on the strong-box, but failed to
open it. Finally they fled. Jones
A1 Bromley plans to open his
cluding music and supplementary
and Perry were found by police Aubert Theatre, Aubert and Easton
features, w'ill be identical.
avenues, within the next few weeks.
Mr. Landau’s theatres are the and released a few hours later.
Workmen are rushing the work to
Garden, at Third street and Grand
Out-of-town callers at the local finish on time.
avenue, and the Alhambra, a
block away at Fourth street and
Grand avenue. The feature picture to be shown at the two places
their

Shubert in Milwaukee Fails
failure

of

:

Attempted “Comeback

in Its

An attempted “comeback,”
its

533

last

after
spring which

threw the show into bankruptcy,
proved of short duration for the
Shubert Theatre here, when after
a combination picture and stock
program had been shown for approximately a month, it closed its
doors again on November IT.
Frances McHenry, leading woman in the stock cast, immediately
announced that plans are on foot
to reopen the house under a new
near_ future, but
policy in the
whether pictures will be shown
A.
again she would not reveal.
C. Niggemeyer, manager of the
show on the two occasions when
the theatre was closed, has gone
to Chicago to engage in new ventures.

The Shubert is one of the oldest
houses in the city, it having long
been the home of stock comThe combination stock
panies.
and movie show was in the nature
of an experiment in Milwaukee.

Mary

Pickford’s “Tess of the
Storm Country.”
is

Mack

Davis Forced to Delay
Opening Washington Theatre

theatre in Milwaukee is
enough to hold the crowds
Unavoidable delay caused a last
who will want to see it, so I have minute postponement of the opendecided upon the double showing,” ing of Mack J. Davis’ new Mack
after Theatre at Port Angeles, Wash.,
announced
Mr. Landau
viewing a private screening of the from November 18 to 24. “Rephotoplay. Tickets sold in cither membrance” was the opening attion booths of picture theatres.
Not more than four reels of theatre will be redeemable in the traction,
augmented by "The
slow burning film, in an approved other, Mr. Landau said.
Steeplechaser,” a Mermaid com-

The Milwaukee Exhibitors As-

sociation, at its next meeting, is
expected to consider a resolution
now before the city council,
which would limit the amount of
film that may be kept in projec-

“No

large

edy.

Carnes Hall, Pilot Rock, Oregon, was recently burned.
In co-operation with the city’s
public libraries, in commemoration of National Children’s Book

Week, “Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm” was donated by Famous
Players for a free children’s matshowing at the Strand, Se-

inee

St.

Louis

Showmen Consider

Another Booking Combination
There was a slight fire at the
Louis may have another
booking combination before the Hickory Theatre, Hickory street
Owners near Jefferson avenue, shortly
close of another week.
November 23.
midnight,
and managers of several of the after
presumably started
blaze
smaller houses of the city have The
confer- from an overheated furnace and
been holding repeated
ences during the past ten days, burned a hole through the floor.
and it is rumored that some in- The damage has been repaired.
teresting developments are in the
Peace prevails once more beoffing.

A1 Raleigh, manager of the Columbia Theatre, Portland, has resigned to write titles for the Kiser
Studios of that city, it is reported.

“Sherlock Holmes” drew thou-

St.

Those in
Details are lacking..
the know decline to comment for
publication
or
otherwise.
As
always, rumors are aplenty.
But
it is
believed that if the present
negotiations
are
consummated
and apparently they will be unless there is
an eleventh hour
hitch,, a number of theatres will
contract for their films through a
central office in the very near future.

A common

law trust to be
known as the McFall Film Production Company has filed its
declaration of trust with the St.
Lcuis

recorder

of

company’s capital
and

The

deeds.
will

be

$.30,000

intentions are to produce
trustees named in the
papers are: S. McFall, Jr.; William Holmes, S. McFall, Sr., F. O.
its

films.

The

Brown and William Guinn.
The William Fox Liberty has
borked “I Am the Law” for the
week of December 2.
Contracts were signed this

week

run of George Beban
and “The Sign of the Rose” at
the Delmonte Theatre.
for a third

tween the

Belleville theatres

McGill
J.

Is

and

sands to the Strand, which did the
business
in
largest
Monday’s
months. On Sunday, the lineup
lasted from the early matinee well
through the evening, good tie-ups
resulting from the Times articles

The Armory, Gennessee, Idaho,
is

reported closed.

Smiling These Days

A. McGill, an enterprising exhibitor, winged his way up
Row recently, wearing a smile that refused to be

McGill loads his projection machine onto his
trusty automobile and drives up to the Liberty Theatre, Port
Orchard, Wash., or the Washington Veterans’ Home at Retsil,
as the case may be. Here he gives a show that has been well
papered throughout the community, doing a nice little business.
When he operates at a hall not properly equipped for projection,
he connects up with the juice from his car, and presto ! his
patrons get the best and latest features.
With “The Storm” Mr. McGJl did the most remarkable business of his career as an exhibitor, playing two nights at Port
Orchard and one at Retsil. People drove in from Olalla, sixteen
miles distant, and within a radius extending as far as Gig Harbor,
twenty-three miles away. McGill didn’t know what to do with all

was

November

18.

Manager John Hamrick has secured “Tess of the Storm Country” for exclusive Seattle showings and will offer it starting November 25 at regular evening
prices of 50 cents to all Blue
Mouse patrons.

on Conan Doyle and spiritualism.

Seattle Film
banished.
It

attle,

like this,

of ’em.

McGill gets wonderful co-operation from his local newspapers,
and claims that in the three years he has been serving the people
It was quite the
of his district, new history has been made.
fashion in earlier days for everyone to go over to Bremerton for
their movies. McGill gives them the best and newest, and Bremerton no longer finds it profitable to even advertise its attracMcGill has built a nice home and is a
tions in Port Orchard.
highly respected member of the community.

“When Knighthood Was in
Flower” is in its third week at
Grauman’s Rialto Theatre and
still going strong, while “Robin
Hood” is still packing them in at
Grauman’s new Hollywood Egyptian Theatre for the fifth week.
Sol Lesser has announced a merbetween the Western Pictures Corporation, the Principal
Pictures
Corporation and
the

ger

West Coast Theatres, comprising
sixty theatres in Southern California. This will co-ordinate the
producing and exhibiting activities
of the first, the producing functions of the second and the exhibition facilities of the chain of
West Coast theatres.

Under the executive management of Mr. Lesser and the business and studio management of
Mike Rosenberg and Arthur Bernstein, respectively, the conjoined
interests will make at least twelve

annuallv.
The holding
organization will be Principal
Pictures Corporation, comprising
M. Gore, Rosenberg, Adolph Ramish and Lesser, who will continue
as president and also act as expictures

ecutive

director.
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Toledo Showmen Optimistic

Over the Sunday
t-xxv.

cessful

Toledo on Sundays, all reports to
which backed the unsuc- the contrary notwithstanding.
fight
in
mayor’s court

Sunday pictures, is exOra Brailey, manager of the
week to carry the Princess Theatre, is the new golf
case to common pleas court. The champion of the Inverness Club,
favorable decision of the jury for In the final 36-hole match he dethe picture theatre men will be feated Harold Webber, the former
followed by operation of all the
champion, 2 and 1.
atres on Sunday from now on,
managers announce.
Business conditions at the Toagainst

pected

ports general conditions

next

V

,

'

TU

*

I

^

^

were married in New York this
Mrs. Lulu T. Gleason, who was week.
elected one of Toledo’s state representatives on the Republican
As a protest against the ankle
ticket in spite of the campaign length frock, Toledo girl ushers
made against her by various ex- of the local movie houses have
hibitors, announces that she will formed a short skirted union for
not make any attempt to force the purpose of eliminating the
the closing of picture houses in flapping, vampy, hampering gown.

Richmond, Va., Conditions
Are Far from Encoiuraging
Conditions

im-

Alabama.
North Ca^lina is rapidly

.

-

in

much

192

9,

in

ledo movie houses has been decidedly off color during the past
Horater,
the
popular
manager of the Pantheon and Al- month with the exception of the
hambra Theatres, is again on the Rivoli, where Manager Howard
^
„
^ has been packing
„ them in.
job. “Doc” has been ill for some Fageley
time with a bad case of pleurisy. Other movie managers, however,
are
confident that“ December and
—
«
January will show rapid increase
Billy Exton is again with us
in
attendance and that before
as the publicity man for Eddie
long business will be above norZorn at the Temple Theatre. ^
Billy has been spending the summer with the Sells’ circus and will
Miss Elsa Whitmer, treasurer of hea?,“.T,e"
devote the winter months to han- the Saxon Auditorium
Theatre,
dling the publicity for the Temple. and
Neil Hamilton, film actor,

Doc.

December

Strange how many things E
p
Dardine,
Charlotte’s
champioi,
lining combination theatre and
-.•y
jjj
Better manager, is doing these __
F,l„,„,ovement, following cl‘>»ely
closely break into this
thi. palladium of
fK
A.l
*
1
per
the
Atlanta
plan
which is being sonalities. He’s taken up
golf nov
agency —and that’s worth mentioning
S***^?^**
of The
the Southern
Enterprises’ pub- especially to those who
know him
he relations representatiye, H. It aU came
about when Jul“
Turner Jones.
In Raleigh and Levy, district manager,
and F J
Greensboro committees are al- McConnell, manager
of the sei-Ia
^ady being organized. Mrs. T. department of
Universal, vUitet
W. Bickett has taken temporary Charlotte to look
over the e»
chairmanship in Raleigh and W. change and
Dardine’s Strand
C. A. Hammel, who has charge of atre.
Dardine has a beautifu
the amusement board of the city, home
in
Myers Park whlTi;
IS sponsoring the movement.
boasts one of the most exclusive
and
finest courses in the state an.)
-r^
n
.
Definite date for the mid-winter those two
birds from the home
meeting of the North Carolina
office actually sold him the
idea
P- .T- O. has not yet been set.
that he could do it and he did!
^>ng to the illness of Secretary
Varner, of Lexington.
Hundreds of friends will regret
T*u«
\ne mid-winter convention is usu- to learn that
Colonel Henrv R
ahy held about the middle of De- Varner, of
Lexington N
cember.
The place of meeting been confined to his room C ^has
for alft G
t
rx
f
^is
year ^will be
Greensboro, the most..4
three weeks with a multiproved

L 140.1.1 Wll
Situation

The Findlay Ministerial Asso
ciation,

WORLD

among

the

theatres

Richmond, Va., are not

at all

encouraging, although
business
has been worse and it has been
much better at various times in
the past. None of the theatres
is getting all of the business away
from the others it’s simply a

—

—

game

of nip and tuck. Whoever
has the picture that appeals to the
largest element gets the crowd

from week to week and no one
seems to be able to pick a consecutive string of winners, it is
reported.
The Colonial, formerly rated as
a notch below the Bijou, has just
installed a twelve-piece orchestra,
whereas the Bijou has only eight.
It
has consistently played the
lighter
pictures,
leaving
the
heavier, more pretentious productions to its sister theatre, the
Bijou, under the same management. The new orchestra did not
serve to increase business the first
week, the entire week playing to
very low business. The Bijou for
the same week enjoyed fair business all week, with even less exploitation.
The Broadway, belonging to Pryor Brothers, is playing to fair business with no or-

Men’s Wives” at the same theatre
drew very good business, and the

T
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Boston’s Capitol Will

December
The

newest

metropolitan
Boston s large picture theatres
will open Its doors to the public
a week now. The official opening
has been set as Monday, Decernhouse IS the latest in
the widely known Cham owned
and operated by the Olympia Theatres, Inc., of which Nathan H.
^

m

Gordon

is president.
The buildthe last word in theatre design, with attention given primarily to the comfort and safety
of the patrons. It has been named
the Capitol and will seat more

ing

Open

Gordon Reports

4,

of

normally stands at the lobby

en-

trance, like

house,

any well bred picture
was moved inside and in-

stalled at the side to leave a clear

lobby.
pletely

The lobby has been comhung in expensive tapes-

with a predominance of
things characteristic of the ages
^
of chivalry.
Rugs and carpets
cover the floor.
tries,

is

record for the season so far is
than 1,500.
held by “Manslaughter.”
The Olympia chain is a purely
The new theatre being built by
Pryor Brothers, owners of the New England organization, ownBroadway, will not be ready be- ers, directors and executives before May, 1923, progress being re- ing all New England business
tarded by difficulty in obtaining men. The directors are George
shipments
of
material.
This L. De Blois, George U. Crocker,
house will seat 2,200, by far the Lee M. Friedman, Nathan H. Gorlargest in the city.
don, Hiram E. Miller, Al A. Rosenbush, Max Shoolman, Gerald G.
P. L. Vann, who formerly op- E. Street, Frederic H. Taber and
erated the Plaza, at Greenville, Patrick F. Lydon.
Ala., has sold that theatre and
Speaking of the Park, it has
will open a new one next month.
It will be the Greenville Opera been well nigh remade for the
House and will seat 650. He re- occasion. The box office, which
:

Many of the central Boston
houses have been blossoming out
of late with new dress in the shape
of additional electric signs. Both
the

ISdodern

made some

and

Beacon

additions,

have

and

the

State and Orpheum, Loew houses,
have added bright and shiny runners under the marquis just over
the lobby entrance.
The Park,

where “When Knighthood Was
Flower”

playing,

in

almost completely hidden behind a huge automatic sign that covers the entire front of the building and extends up for two stories.
is

is

Griffith’s “One Exciting Night,”
in keeping with the Griffith policy, has been announced to close
at the Tremont Temple in two

weeks.
*0.

It

has been doing

S.

R.

business.

Boston fans were lucky again
week. In addition to the two
aforementioned specials they had
many good pictures to make up
their weekly entertainment. "Enter Madame” and “The Young
Rajah” at the State, “The Man
Who Played God” at the Boston,
“The Curse of Drink” at the
last

chestra at all, only an organ to
furnish music for the motion

“Under Two Flags” at the
Fenway, and “Gray Dawn” and
“When Husbands Deceive” at the
Modern and Beacon theatres. The
suburban houses all carried good
Globe,

pictures.

Some of the highly rated superspecials are falling flat in Rich“Nero,” after extensive
mond.
advance exploitation, fell flat at
the Bijou. “Silver Wings” went
so bad that it was taken off of a
week’s run after the third day;
however, “Monte Cristo,” another
“Rich
Fox special, did well.

—

bills.

4

Fox Release

EXCHANGE EXPLOITATION AT A STATE FAIR
This was a jeweler’s booth at the Texas State Fair, Dallas, and
gave the store a distinctive method for the display of its wares,
while it also sold “Monte Cristo.”

More
ings.

From

mean better bookthem to “Straight

reports

Send

the Shoulder Van.”
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Toronto’s “Hip” Reopened;
Clarence Robson, Manager
Hippodrome, City Hall government, this portion to pay
re-opened No- for the cost of collecting the as-

Shea’s

Snnare

vember
of the

Toronto,

theatre
25 as the leadinj^

sessment for the Province.

Famous Players Canadian

WORLD
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cles, has booked the Ralph Connor story for two weeks.

.

also

Pierce,

known

as

McFadden, indicted recently by the grand jury on a
Two picture men of Ottawa charge of shooting David Hardappeared in the role of public ing in the attempted hold-up Augspeakers during the week of No- ust 2 of the Liberty Theatre, was
yember 20. Raymond S. Peck, arraigned yesterday before Judge
director of the Exhibits and Pub- Latshaw. He pleaded not guilty.
hcity
Burea_u,
Department of His bond was fixed at $5,000 pendTrade and Commerce, delivered ing his trial December 11.
an address on “Selling Canada to
the World” before the Rotary
Capt.
Club on November 23.
of
manager
Frank
Goodale,
Loew’s Ottawa Theatre, appeared
before the Lions Club of Ottawa
'A Sunday “movie” war is again
and talked on “Marriage as an in progress at Wabash, Ind. SunAid to Citizenship.”
day picture shows were resumed
there last Sunday and as a result
affidavits were filed against William and I. H. Dickson, managers
Both
of the Wabash Theatre.
were released on bond.
Last spring the Sunday shows
were fought by the Ministerial
Dr. J. L. Rich, who runs a picAssociation and after two convic-

throughout
The first important presentation
chain
Corporation
Rajah,” of “The Man from Glengarry,”
Canada, with “The Young
The
Valentino.
the Canadian feature just comgtarring Rodolph
Regent The- pleted by Ottawa Film Producentire staff of the
formerly the head tions. Ltd., will be at the Imperial
atre Toronto,
Harry Brouse,
corporation, was Theatre, Ottawa.
theatre of the
Hippodrome, owner of the theatre and also
moved over to the
closed the night prominent in First National cirthe Regent being
period
before for an indefinite
the Regent
Clarence Robson, at
took over the
for three years,
while Jack Ar“Hip” as manager,
the new headthur transferred to
supervisor
quarters as musical
orenestrs, Wo’S
concert
"Rp^cnt
xVip
inc
e
Walter Wallace, manager of
from 22 to 30 pieces in
increase
the the Orpheum and Lyceum the- ture theatre at Altamont, Mo.,
it
-over
the
theatre orches- atres at Leavenworth, Kans., has dropped into town the other day
larges p
been approved as the new mem- and looked over some of the new
it is stated,
Hippodrome had been dark ber of the executive board of the xeleases.
time Motion Picture Theatre Owners
wee^k during which
f i
p
j.j_
had been of Kansas. Mr. Wallace fills the
Jones, house manager for
changes
°ctn7 pllous
The vacancy made by R. G. Liggett, the Sedalia Theatre, Sedalia, Mo.,
furnishings.
in the
is now president of the orheld up by three men shortly
somewhat bare before, now who

’

Roy
Claude

Indiana

Walter Wallace New Member
of Kansas M. P. T. O. Board
^

l|

•

’

of^.u»™us

.

-s.A.s.a__pic«re
furnitme, as well as
drpnines
and drapings
^
rugs

many
and

large

mural

new

•

I

Tetting\as^alto°7nstaiied.

executive board remained
nearly a whole day.
f Van Praags resignation as
president was formally accepted,
the legislative program completed
and financial plans made.

robbed of

session

M

ing the largest in Canada.

Valentine, of the Lyric
Theatre, Girard, Kans., was in
Kansas City recently.
£,

L,

^

m

The Pastime Theatre, a modern
and attractive theatre at New
Toronto, Ontario, suffered damage to the extent of $1,000 in a
unfire on November 25 from an
cause.

the theatre

is

and

A friend, W. V.
$35.
Perry, was robbed of a diamond
ring.
The hold-up was in the
theatre office and the robbers demanded that Jones open the safe,
but he did not know the combiJones and Perry then
gagged and bound with
ropes and an unsuccessful attempt
was made by the robbers to force

were

the safe’s combination.

at the Capitol

known

19

manager

I.
assistant
W. Maple, of the Maple
Theatre, Winnipeg, Theatre, Albany, Mo., was also
of
visiting some of the exchanges
has been appointed manager
Edmonton, last week.
the Empress Theatre,
of
Alberta, an important house
Players Canadian
John E. Lewis announced this
the Famous
Before leav- week the sale of the Lewis TheCorporation chain.
Mr. Smith was atre at Independence, Mo., to
ing Winnipeg,
at Warwick T. Boles and George
tendered a fine farewell party
Some Minor, who have been operating
Winnipeg Capitol.
the
W3.S ni3.n3.g^r oi the theatre. The sale includes a
V0£irs
Calgary lot 50 by 165 feet. The building
the Pantages Theatre at
fronts 115 feet. The new owners
and he also served three years
Police. said they would extend the buildthe North-West Mounted
ing south to cover the entire lot.

C W. Smith,

November

nation..

recently

was

pipe
equipped with a mammoth
beorgan which is credited with

'

before midnight

le

diahs''"paSngrvkseV7
chairs,
p

Sf
The theatre

ffanization.

The manager

Stanley N. Chambers, directing
of the newly organized
Consolidated Amusement
Company, Wichita, Kans., was in
Kansas City last week. He announced that the Wichita Theatre
in Wichita had been closed as the
new company decided there were
too many seats in Wichita.

manager

1,

i

1

I

I

j

I

j

comwas agreed on

interstate

in
bill

1925.

The

Circle

The new
first

Indian-

Theatre,

prices
loges

are;

Evening,

and boxes, 50
evening, mezzanine floor

floor,

cents
and balcony, 30 cents; matinees,
Previous
entire house 30 cents.
prices were 40 cents for first floor,
loges and boxes, 25 cents for mezzanine floor and balcony and 25
cents for entire house at mati;

islature.

Winnipeg exhibitors have also
asked for a special revision of the
amusement tax on tickets selling
for 15 and 35 cents to adults, but
this request
has not yet been
granted.
The theatre men also
desire to secure a rebate of 10
per cent, on the total amount of
tax revenue turned over to the

The

apolis, has announced a change in
prices, the new prices being a
slight advance over the old ones.

from government officials,
Hon. Mr. Black, Provincial secretary, and T. Bevington, of an
agreement to remove the provincial amusement tax on all theatre
admission tickets for children up
to 35. It is hoped this action will
be ratified by the Alanitoba Leg-

'

films

at a recent meeting of the executive committee of the Fire MarIt
shals’ Association at Chicago.
would become effective January

of

L. Rosefield.

ing

,

discriminated
being
are
against because Sunday football
is played and various groceries,
drug stores, poolrooms and other
places of business are permitted
to remain open.
No effort was made to advertise the show last Sunday as an
“educational feature,” such as
was done last spring, and no announcement was made that the
proceeds would be given to charThe police refused to arrest
ity.
the theatre men until complainants had filed affidavits.
A committee of Wabash ministers conferred this week with
the attorney-general at Indianapolis in regard to the case. The
outcome of the conference was
not made public.

mable

important concession has
secured by Winnipeg exhibitors from the Manitoba Provincial Government in the obtain-

'

The theatre managers contend
they

merce.”

been
t

ity.

Newton T. Miller, Indiana’s
State fire marshal, who is presof the Fire Marshals’ AsS. A. Andrews, of the
Gem ident
sociation of North America, has
Theatre at Olathe, Kas., was seen
gone to Washington, D. C., to try
various film exchanges reat
to induce some member of the
cently.
Congress to introduce a bill to
“prohibit the importation, and the
mailing, shipment, sending,_carrying or transportation of inflam-

An

I

had been obtained in the
and circuit courts,_the Sunday shows were discontinued, although the proceeds of the shows
at that time were given to chartions
police

nees.

A

First National Release

KIMONOS AND CURIOS WORK FOR “EAST
The

IS

WEST”

The Senior Exhibihor
United

Rivoli Theatre, Baltimore, used a real Japanese wedding gown, for Him.
borrowed from a student, and built this up with the costume plates Timer, to
loaned through the First National.
partment.

—We’re

in

the

Looking
Send Your History, Old
the Editor of" This De-

States

—
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News from the Producers
Conducted by T.

Many

Acclaim Film
Great enthusiasm is said to
have been demonstrated over
Associated
Exhibitors’
the
feature,
“Breaking
Home
Ties,” presented by E. S. Man-

heimer, which was shown to a
company that filled the grand
ball room of the Hotel Astor,

New
noon.

York,

Tuesday

after-

The occasion was

a
special showing of this sixpert attraction, and those
present, principally exhibitors
and their friends, were guests

of Associated.
The story is built around
the prayer-song, “Eili, Eili,”
and is said to have an intensely dramatic plot, which
glorifies family devotion.

Preparing to Make
“French Doll”

S.

Novelties to
A 300% Picture
Exploit “Dr. Jack”

Actuated by experience connected with the exploitation of
other
Harold Lloyd comedies,
Pathe announces to exhibitors a
highly attractive list of “Dr. Jack”
novelties for use in keeping patron interest stimulated in the
forthcoming feature-comedy production. For example, exhibitors

showing "A

Sailor-Made

Man”

are informed that Pathe supplied,
and they sold more than half a
million of the famous Lloyd sailor
hat.
Feeling certain of breaking
that record, the distributors of
“Dr. Jack” are supplying a doctor’s high hat, which is shipped
flat in quantities and is quickly
and easily made ready to wear,
It bears in front the inscription,

“Harold Lloyd in ‘Dr. Jack,’ ” and
on the back is space for the exhibitor’s imprint.

It was foreseen that childrens’
parades, with every urchin wearing one of these hats, would lack
by
an obvious detail unless Harold

Preparations are being made
Tiffany Productions, Inc., makers
of the Metro photoplays in which
Robert Z. Leonard presents Mae
Murray, for this star’s forthcoming appearance in “The French
Doll,” a screen version of Ray
Goetz’s big Broadway hit of a season ago.

Mr. Leonard and film editors
are also attending to the cutting
and titling of “Jazzmania,” which
recently was completed at the
Metro studios in Hollywood.

As

the interests peculiar to chil-

Be Honored
“In the Spotlight”

is the title of
the special attraction, which will be
presented at the Theatre Owners’

Supper Dance
cember 3. It

Hotel Astor on Deunderstood that this
will be a noveltv in which all the
at

is

will appear.
Governor-elect Alfred E. Smith
will be the guest of honor.
Every producing or distributing
company will be represented at the
entertainment. It is stated that all
previous records for advance ticket
sales have already been eclipsed.

stars

Paramount Company
Back at Studio
Alice Brady and her company of
Paramount players have returned to

Paramount Long Island studio
from Miami, Fla., where they have
been making exterior scenes for
“The Leopardess,” a Paramount picture adapted from Katherine Newthe

lin

Burt’s novel of that name.

the

premises.

once see

Showmen

will

at

how

readily these bags
will effect tie-ups with local candy
and novelty shops,
There is also a novelty herald
in the shape of a playing card, the
front of which is made up like a
jack of spades, which figures in
the film, over it being printed the
scene where the old negro mammy
reads the fortune of the “sicklittle-well-girl.”
large part of
the back of the card contains information about the picture, with
space for the exhibitor’s imprint,
This is a novelty intended for advance distribution, and will be
mailed to every exhibitor in the
Another novelty, from
country.

A

Fred

package.”

prise

“Tess” Packs
When

“There is only one thing to
say about George Arlist in
‘The Ruling Passion,’ ” wrote
Robert J. Hock, of the Central
Theatre, Goshen, New York,
after
he had shown this
United Artists’ release. And
then he went on to say,
‘‘Every theatre should book
it.
George Arliss is 100 per
cent.; his cast is 100 per cent.;
his picture is 100 per cent. Total, 300 per cent.
We wish to
say for United Artists that

dren come out strong in “Dr.
Jack,” exhibitors are enabled to
equip their juvenile patrons with
a “Harold Lloyd Happy Bag,” a
cardboard doctor’s kit in miniature which is decorated with the
comedian's picture and some fetching rhymes descriptive of the
“joys” chasing the “glooms” off

Lloyd goggles were provided also,
So this already popular novelty is which much is expected, is not deready in quantities equal to the scribed here for the simple reaanticipated demand.
son that it goes out as “a sur-

Two

their
print

price was
excellent.”

their

fair,

j

1
i
r

i

•
I

j

t

Cutting and Titling
“Jazzmania”
Mae Murray has completed the
enaction of the stellar role in
“Jazzmania,” to be presented by
Robert Z. Leonard and released by
Metro Pictures Corporation.
The new photoplay, scheduled
for distribution about the third
week in January, is now in the
process of being cut and titled.

:

\
I

Mr. Leonard directed.
The story is by Edmund Gnulding, who wrote “Fascinaton” and
“Broadway Rose.” Like these two
pietures mentioned, “Jazzmania"
is
also being made by Tiffany
Productons, Inc.

Bennett to Be
Houses Same Time Enid
in Leading Role

A. Miller of the
Theatre, Los Angeles,
booked Mary Pickford's production of “Tess of the Storm CounCalifornia

Gov.- Elect Smith to

da Ponte

Corporation
had a big
picture that was going to draw
big, but he didn’t expect to have
to throw the California overflow
into the Miller Theatre and pack
that house also.
But that is what happened. The
Los Angeles’ public crowded into
the California and jammed around
it
so persistently and continually
try,” a United Artists
release, he knew he

that Mr. Miller had to do something to take care of those who
clamored to see Miss Pickford in
her new “Tess of the Storm
Country” and couldn’t get into
the California.
So he sent another print into
Miller’s Theatre, and there he
sent the overflow from the California, filling both houses to capacity at every showing. And at
that, they were starting the first
performance at ten thirty in the
forenoon and giving six showings

Enid Bennet has been signed by
Arthur Sawyer of S-L (Sawyerenact the
to
Lubin)
pictures
leading feminine role in the Metro-SL production of “Your Friend
this
Filming
of
and Mine.”
Willard Mack sketch is to be
started within the next ten days
at the Metro studios in Hollywood
under the direction of Clarence G.

Badger.

Makes Final Scenes
for Meighan Film

daily.

From Your Angle

Final scenes for

Paramount

Thomas

picture,

Meighan’s

“Back Home and

Broke,” by George Atle, have been

“Newest Reviews and Comments” as well as “The
Pep of the Program” are advance tips on the pictures
you want to know about.
A review ought to be written from the exhibitor
angle.
It ought to give the exhibitor a line on the
points in the picture that will appeal to or repel his
audience.
All these needs are taken into account by the specialists who give their whole time and attention to telling
you, in these departments, what the newest pictures
features, serials, short subjects have to offer from
your angle.

—

filmed at the Paramount Long Island
studio and the picture is now ready
Mr. Ade is
for editing and cutting.
expected at the studio soon to help
write the titles for his story.

Held

Second

for

Week
“When

the Desert Calls,” a Ray
C. Smallwood production for Pyramid Pictures, has been held over
a

second

Cameo
is

week

Theatre.
featured.

at

B.

Violet

Moss
Heming

S.

I
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Goldwyn Production
Endorse
Praised by Critics
“One Week of Love”

Celebrities

of
endorsements
Unsolicited
production
the latest Selznick
“One Week of Love” are being
received daily both at the home
offices in New York and by President Myron Selznick at the Selznick Studios in Los Angeles, according to a statement made by
David O. Selznick in a recent interview.

“Among

the letters

we

particu-

Mr. Selznick,
“is one from Mr. Rupert Hughes
addressed to Myron Selznick. Mr.
prize,”

larly

Hughes

said

says,

in

part

‘Rarely

:

have I enjoyed a picture more
It
than “One Week of Love.”
opens with great vivacity and brilliance, then suddenly develops a
situation that seizes and holds to
the last moment.
Elaine Hammerstein
meets every situ.
.
.

with

ation

remarkable

power

restraint.
Conway Tearle
gives a magnificent performance.
The conflict between the two

and

characters
gives the picture
.
high dramatic value.
The production is gorgeous in its interiors
and majestic in its landscapes.
The photography and titling are
.

.

perfect.’

“Mr.
Field

Selznick, who
is
Executive for Select Pic-

Phil

tures received a letter from Jack
Dempsey a few days ago which
is of more than ordinary interest
In the first
for several reasons.
place Mr. Dempsey has maintained a steadfast policy not to

any

endorse
factor

to

Another

picture.

considered is that
has more than a

be

Mr. Dempsey
passing interest in motion pictures because of his own activities on the screen.
The champion saw ‘One Week of Love’
screened in Kansas City and
wrote to Mr. Selznick after the
showing: ‘Was sorry that I did
not get to see you after the
screening as

what

wanted

I

thought

to

tell

you

L.

Lawrence Weber

& Bobby

to follow, have concluded a number of tests with an expert of colored film photography which may
result in the use of natural color
oil their next Nigh feature.
The progress that this branch

photographic technique has
met in the past few years led the
producers to take advantage of
the,:first step in film developing
on their next release.
The opportunity for color in Nigh’s next
picture was one of the factors in
the contemplated adoption of natural color.
Nigh’s next picture
will
have unusual variety of
scenery and shifting background.
The use of color will bring out
of

I

'

1

I

:

—

:

Metro Film Highly
Praised by Critics

for

and the home

made and is acted
power by a good cast,”

well

is

virile

said the Chronicle.

“Is a picture that will prosper on its own
merits,” stated the Examiner.

This photoplay was adapted by
Franklin
Poland from
Joseph
Caroline Abbott Stanley’s novel,

“A Modern Madonna.” The direction was by James H. Horne.

cuted by

Howard

Dietz, director
advertising for
Hal Burrows of

publicity, and

of

Goldwyn,

and

that firm’s art department.

The advertising campaign for
“The Strangers’ Banquet” will begin in December, the release date
having been fixed some time ago

December
The poster

for

31.

features

tor and the cast,
twenty-five.

the direc-

which numbers

Schedules Two New
Films for December

Associated Exhibitors says it ciated’s Christmas week offering,
has two smashing features for December 24 having been fixed as

December

offices

with an

stance

Binney

is

said to

rise

the

release date.
Bill of Divorcement,” on the
stage, is now touring the country
after its all-season run last year
in New York.
The play ran for

“A

two years

in

London.

EXHIBITORS

to

America, it is explained by new heights.
James V. Bryson, Universal ex“Conquering the Woman,” set
port
manager.
Universal
has for release December 10, is in six
forty exchanges on the Continent reels, and was directed by King
and is arranging for others in W. Vidor.
Belgium, Portugal, Russia, Ru“A Bill of Divorcement,” which
mania,
Bulgaria
and Albania. is in six reels, is to be Assoin

picture

with

Coldwyn Film

release, each of them
outstanding star.
The
first to appear, “Conquering the
from the novel by
Universal’s European business Woman,”
has become so great in the last Henry C. Rowland, is to be one of
year that it has become necessary Florence Vidor’s pictures, while in
to have closer co-operation be- “A Bill of Divorcement,” from
tween the various exchanges on Clemence Dane’s stage play, Con-

that continent

have turned out,” said the San
Francisco Call and Post.
“The

National Campaign

bold relief the atmosphere and
general make the production
as striking in its scenic beauty as
in its dramatic strength.
The adoption of this new procIn connection with an early naess in motion picture construction
is taken as an indication of the
tional advertising campaign for
producers’ efforts to put forth its first Marshall Neilan producnothing but the finest in picture
tion, “The
Strangers’ Banquet,”
creation and to avail themselves
Goldof every late device and invention from Don Byrne’s novel.
Pictures
Corporation will
in the production of their releases. wyn
There are at present three im- post a six-color twenty-four sheet
portant patentees, each of whom pester in twenty-nine of the bighas a different process for color- gest cities in the country. The
ing and tinting motion picture primary colors are black and red.
The poster was devised and exefilm. Weber & North have consulted all of them and have decided on the most feasible of the
three. They expect to be in position to announce the success of
their effort. If the color photogin
in

M. A. Chase Abroad
I

the

of

Universal to Send
Maurice A. Chase, who has been
eastern division sales manager
for Universal during the past
twelve months, will leave New
York aboard the Aquitania early
in December to be general manager for Universal in Continental
Europe. He will be a liaison man
between Universal and its European exchanges. His territory will
embrace all European countries
except the British Isles.

same title, was screened at graph, said: ‘“Hungry Hearts’
Capitol Theatre, New York, is the best thing since ‘Humorrecently, and was received by the esque.’
The Journal of Comcritics of the New Yark news- merce stated:
“Takes its place
papers with the same enthusiasm with the best of the year’s screen
that the reviewers on the motion offerings by virtue of its outpicture trade journals had accord- standing qualities of heart intered it earlier after seeing it at est and amazing realism.”
private screenings, Goldwyn says.
E. V. Durling in the Globe:
“
‘Hungry
Hearts’
registered “‘Hungry Hearts’ is one of the
an emphatic hit,” wrote Robert finest things of its kind ever done
E. Sherwood in his review in the with any medium of expression.”
New York Herald. Rose Pels- Journal “The entire production
wick in the American said
“An is appealingly and sympathetappealing picture a vivid account ically handled.”
of the

the picture,
but I saw so many exhibitors
around you talking about the picture that I thought it best that I
leave you alone.
“‘I just want to tell you that
if I packed the punch that “One
Week of Love” does I would take
Siki, Harry Wills, Brennan, Gib“The Forgotten Law,” a Max
bons, Willard, Beckett and Carpentier in one ring and the mas- Graf production made in San Franenthusiastic
sacre would be over before two cisco, received an
rounds. Doc Kearns is still rav- ovation by newspaper critics when
ing about the show and you know i* made its world premiere at the
what a tough critic he is, al- Warfield Theatre, in the same city
”
in which it was produced, Metro
though a wild movie fan.’
reports.
Here are some of the
extracts from reviews
“Scored a big success. The Graf
people are entitled to congratulations for the excellent work they
I

Next Will Nigh Film
Will Be Colored One
North, after suggestions by Will
Nigh, director of “Notoriety” and
of three more feature productions

Goldwyn’s production, “Hun- of immigrant life, with an undergry Hearts,” based upon Anzia standing blend of humor.”
Yezierska’s volume of short stories
R. W. Baremore, in the Tele-

Don’t Fail to Read Regularly

Our

Department,

“Straight from the Shoulder
Reports,” and Send in Reports on All the Pictures

You Show.

:
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Warning!

of Producers

either a special bulletin service of projection helps or
Richardson’s new Fourth Edition H2uidbook of Projection as a premium.
Such a proposition has never been authorized by the
PICTURE
and anypublishers of
one making such f edse repre mentation is liable to arrest.

Walker has just secured the
screen rights to H. C. Witwer’s
story, “The Fourth Musketeer,’’
which appeared

in the

stories,

“The

Fourth

Musketeer’’ will be a story of
sporting life.
One of the big
episodes on the play, according
to Witwer,
incident in

Lavish Scenes

Fitzsimmons.

Cosmopolitan says that all the
The new producer-star has just artistry,
perfection of detail and
completed his R-C production,
lavishness of production which
“Captain Fly-By-Night,” which is
featured the creation of its epochscheduled for December release
making photoplay, “When Knighton the F. B. O. program.
hood Was in Flower,” are now
Film Booking Offices of Amerbeing employed in the making of
ica, Inc., will distribute the new
“The Enemies of Women,” a CosWalker production.
mopolitan picturization of Vicente
Blasco Ibanez’s latest and as

many

consider,

romance.
Cosmopolitan

company

greatest

his

an

sent

entire

Europe on location
Believing,
says Cosmopolitan, for the making of the picture.
that “When Knighthood Was in The company spent six weeks in
Flower” is the best historical Monte Carlo, Nice and Paris,
motion picture ever made and that where the author located his
story.
The trip abroad brought
it offers exceptional opportunities
obtaining a graphic idea of
Tudor times, four hundred and
ninety-two students of the
Evander Childs High School,
184th street and Creston avenue,
saw the Cosmopolitan photoplay
starring Marion Davies, at the
Criterion Theatre, New York.
Because it was impossible to
procure seats for all of them at
one performance, the students
viewed the film at four separate
matinees.
for

Knighthood

Was

company

into

direct

contact

Public Finds

in

Flower,” the Cosmopolitan picture
starring Marion Davies, has been
recommended as a film for the entire family by the joint committee

directors in the industry
are expected to be closed within
a day or two.
David Selznick,
who will personally supervise the
production as the first picture to
be made by the newly created

Made

with Ibanez, and his assistance in
direction of many of the
scenes taken abroad is considered

the

invaluable.
In one of the palace scenes,
beautiful women of various types
predominate. In order that they
would be every bit as beautiful as
visualized by the author. Cosmopolitan
engaged more than a
score of Broadway’s most famous
stage
beauties,
including
an
octette of Ziegfeld “Follies” girls.
In picturizing this famous story
as a super special. Cosmopolitan
is
said
to
have assembled a
brilliant cast, directed by Alan
Crosland.
Featured are Lionel
Barrymore and Alma Rubens, of

“Humoresque” fame.

Reports from the territory indicate that exhibitors are finding

Parker Read, Jr.’s “Pawned,”
distributed by Select, much to

J.

More Than

exciting

and

un-

reviews

the

in

cate that

it

is

than
written by

press indibeing accepted as
daily

The

that.

finer

story,

It

was ordained from

the beginning that we could not
be neutral in our relationships
with those around us.
Within
every man exists a power which,
despite himself, he must array
either on the drab or on the sunlit side of life; but in him, and
him alone, is vested the decision
as to which of the two sides he
shall choose. And so in ‘Pawned’

Frank L. Packard,
first appeared in Munsey’s Magon better films from the Illinois azine. The printed version em- I have tried to picture, in miniaCouncil of Parent-Teachers’ Asso- bodied considerable amount of ture, the effect of some of these
ciations, the Illinois League of serious thought in the author’s influences,
as
represented
by
Women Voters and the Chicago mind when he wrote it.
human
fraility
and
human
City Woman’s League.
Through his New York agent. strength of character, at work
Bob Davis, of Munsey’s, Mr. one upon the other and out of
Packard has provided the follow- that picture I have dared to hope
ing statement which explains to the ‘better part’ would not be
some extent why “Pawned” is without its significance and its
exciting so much comment
message.”
“No one is independent of his
Goldwyn Pictures Corporafellow men, morally or socially.
tion has taken out two $1,000,Noted Dancer to
No one is sufficient unto himself.
insurance
000
policies one
No one can live or act alone. We
in
Picture
on its newly engaged director,
are all in pawn from the moment
Eric von Stroheim, and one
Hannelore, considered by many
of our birth we, in our millions,
on June Mathis, recently enare the warp and woof of that the greatest dancer in Europe and
gaged as editorial director.
strange fabric we call the com- who scored an unqualified success
Goldwyn was impelled to
munity of life. And, as individual when she made her American
take out these two million
threads, as we break or hold, so debut recently in a recital at the

—

Two Big Policies

Be

—

New

;

insurance policies because of the big productions in
dollar

view, involving millions of dollars, in which Mr. von Stro-

heim and Miss Mathis may
individually be concerned.

does the

of that fabric endure.
or I do must inevitably have its effect upon others
for good or evil just as what
others do must have an effect
upon us. That, in its essenr® >3
‘Pawned.’
life

What you

—

—

Vanderbilt Theatre, has been en-

gaged by Cosmopolitan Productions to appear in “The Enemies
of

Women,”

Vicente

a

picturization

More

Picture
Accesories Now
in Second Edition

The success of modern book
publications is measured by the
number of editions the publisher
finds it necessary to get out to
supply the public demand.
It doesn’t happen often but the
Selznick company are at present
handling

a

showing

its

photoplay which is
unusual success in
much the same way. With “Love
Is
An Awful Thing,” starring
Owen Moore, not many months
old the call has gone out for extra
of

editions

many

of

the adver-

A

—

play.

ture.

Is an Awful Thing” is
proving a surprise throughout the
“Reported
followed
trade.
It

“Love

“Each one of us must play some
part whether we will or no and
we are responsible for the part

we

Selznick Eastern Producing Unit,
has also tentatively cast the pic-

tising accessories which were prepared for the purpose of helping^
the picture at exhibitors’ boxsecond edition of the
offices.

Melodrama in “Pawned”
“Pawned” was offered by the Select company as
an out-and-out melodrama but

Entire Family
“When

the

to

their liking.
Filled with
usual action,

Recommends it for

known

Abroad for Picture

based on an actual
the career of Bob

is

Students Flock to
‘‘Knighthood”

WORLD

MOVING

September

issue of the Cosmopolitan Magazine, this fascinating story will be
used for his initial producing
venture.
In line with the usual

Witwer

Final preparations for the production of Eugene Walter’s “The
Easiest Way” by the Selznick
Pictures Corporation with Theda
Bara in the stellar role are actively under way at the Selznick
home offices at 729 Seventh
avenue.
Negotiations which have been
pending with one of the best

Do not let anyone sell you a subscription to MOVING PICTURE WORLD or any other paper, offering

ducer.

1922

To Begin Soon on
“The Easiest Way”

Walker Enters Ranks
Johnnie Walker, who was recently elevated to stardom by the
Film Booking Offices of America,
now makes his debut as a pro-

9,

of

Blasco Ibanez’s latest
story, now being made under the
direction of Alan Crosland.

Owen
the
previous
starring
vehicle,
and
the fact that “Reported

Missing,”

Moore
despite

Missing” has melodramatic and
spectacular features which might
have been expected to give it preeminence among all the Owen

Moore
Thing”

“Love Is an Awful
surpassing the splendid

releases,
is

business which the earlier picture
registered.

Crowds Go

to See
Pickford Film

Motion picture theatre-goers

of

Brooklyn, particularly Mary Pickford

“fans,”

ammed

the

Mark

Strand Theatre, Brooklyn, all last
week to see “Tess of the Storm
Country,” says United Artists, and
that in spite of the fact that the
picture had a week’s previous

showing on Broadway and was
being held over for a second week
at the Mark Strand, New York.

Ask

for Prints on
C. B. C. Film

Proof of the interest with which
the completion of “Only a Shopgirl” has been awaited is given
this week by the C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation with word .that
almost without a single exception
every territorial holder of the Six
Box Office Winners has already
wired in his order for a number
of prints to be rushed to him as
soon as they can be pushed
through at the laboratory.

December
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Atmosphere Without

Ideas

Plot Divulgence
The musical prologue, built in
tune with the feature, is the most
graceful way of sliding into a picture without divulging its highlights or plot. Spoken words with
a view to creating atmosphere for
the feature invariably are very
atmospheric, but also invariably

own

and on their

initiative

dim

atmosphere

contrived
ing prologue, or rather it
a prologue, but merely
dental vocal number that
alluded to,
the feature.

and

lies

a fetch-

was not
an incivaguely
enhanced much,

The set is a fishing village, consisting of two set houses, fashioned after those in a scene of the
picture. These are on either side
worn picket fence
of the stage.
connects the two, while set rocks,
rising sun against a blue' neutral
background, fishing nets, and oars,

*^6

A

investiture of exotic drapings.
The opening setting for this
Paramount picture was a fashionable modiste shop in New York
in

Reports Arliss Picture
Going Big
Bert Adler, personal representative of Arthur S. Friend, president of Distinctive Pictures’ Corporation, has returned from a
trip
to
Chicago, Des Moines,
Omaha, Kansas City, St. Louis,
Indianapolis, Toledo, and Cleveland, where he visited the leading exhibitors in the interests of
the current George Arliss produc-

entrance

spots

are

focused

en-

“Brawn

of the North,” Associated

Three First National will go in strong
upon the ceiling.
people were used in this number, for this kind of advertising on its
who are costumed as Tess’s father, big releases.
^Tess” and Frederick Graves.
The five half-page advertisements written by Ellis Par’tcer
as Butler in a magazine of national
Schedules
circulation
on “East is West”
have, it is said, given an extraordi‘‘Exceptional”
nary impetus to the patronage
Six attractions released by Asamong drawing power of this picture.
tirely

Them

sociated First National are
the twenty “pictures worth waiting for” listed in “Exceptional
Photoplays” issued by the National Board of Reviews for Noare
pictures
vember.
ilar shall Neilan’s, “Minnie,”
“Oliver Twist,” “Lorna Doone,”
“Brawn of the North,” “The Mas-

Associated

National
is
national advertising for John Stahl’s big produc-

Tentmaker”

to the public but
those exhibitors who
book this production between Dec.

also to
11

list

and Jan.

6,

between Jan.

7

and

Feb. 3 and subsequent to Feb. 3.
Sunday nevvspapers are to be
used in addition to the Saturday
Evening Post in the heralding of

“The

Dangerous

tion,

are

For Cosmopolitan
Film

Green Goddess”

engaged
has
National
First
Frank Lawrence to cut and edit
the next Allen Holubar picture,
“The White Frontier,” starring
Dorothy Phillips, and the new
production,
Tourneur
Maurice
“The Isle of Dead Ships,” both of
which are being made at the

I

HODKINSON
hASitf
^

United Studios.

in

Chicago.

This

attraction with Mr. Arliss in person is now touring the West.

Jack Holt in Three
Corner Plot
I

I

improving,

especially
conditions, which directly affect theatre business in
most of the sections visited. He
found that the popularity of Mr.
Arliss had been enhanced in the
Middle West through the successful run of his stage vehicle, “The

out the country.

For the

Lawrence Editing

Played

Mr. Adler reports that conditions

Age” through- employment

For the picturization of Vicente
Blasco Ibanez’s “The Enemies of
tion, “The Dangerous Age,” made Women,”
now in production
under the management of Louis under the direction of Alan CrosMayer, and for the Richard Wal- land. Cosmopolitan has engaged
ton Tully production, “Omar, the the Salzedo Harp Trio, one of the
Tentmaker,” in which Guy Bates most celebrated ensembles on the
concert stage.
Post is starred.

“Day Dreams.”

Man Who

“The

God.”

now preparing

The

querader,” and

First

Three pages will be used in the
Saturday Evening Post not only
to help exhibitors to sell “Omar,
the

which Bebe Daniels and Nita

Naldi, the featured actresses, get
an opportunity to wear the smartest hats and gowns and lingerie
that were obtainable from fashionable Fifth Avenue shops.
In addition to Miss Daniels and
Miss Naldi, the cast for the picture includes such well known
players as David Powell, Maurice
Costello and Charles Gerrard.

and a boat were the other prop-

For the front lighting the
Decided by the results that folNestrum and Klieg floods are me- lowed the big national adver'^ising
dium green upon orchestra; on campaigns on Richard Barthelboth sides of the orchestra pit are mess in “The Bond Boy,” Contwo transparent windows, also stance Talmadge in “East is West”
bathed in soft green. Four green and
Strongheart,
the
dog.
in

the

popular

Help Exhibitors
by Big Advertising

erties.

Moon”

“The Glimpses

of

Moon,” Edith Wharton’s
novel, which is being
translated to the screen by Allan
Dwan, was started at the Paramount Long Island studio last
week in a blaze of color and an
of

make your weakest day into one of your strongest.
In “Selling the Picture to the Public” you will find
hundreds of such ideas. It is a department chuck full
of ways for building up patronage. It is conceded to
be the best of its kind.
You are bound to find something useful in it every
week. It isn’t lumted to ideas that pull for the big
house: the small-town theatre man can find stunts and
workable ideas that can be used as they are, or adapted
to his particular needs.
Your brother exhibitors are putting it over, and in
“Selling the Picture to the Public” they tell you how
it’s done.
Read it. Make use of the ideas and stunts.

popularly called, managing
of the Brooklyn Mark
Strand Theatre.
For “Tess of the Storm Coun-

wherein

Production

suid

is

Hyman

of the

Wednesday night a poor night for you? No
night ought to be a poor one if you show good pictures.
There is bound to be some way to attract your crowd

director

try,”
thick,

Dwan Starts
Work on ^^Glimpses

From Two Dollars Up

Is

the effect of the picture’s atmosphere and foretell its plot basis.
Thus speaks Hyman, or Eddie, as

he

539

as

a

Jack Holt

I

first

star

in
is

time during his career

Paramount

pictures.

playing in a photoplay

with a triangle love plot. Previous
:q “The Tiger’s Claw,” his current
picture. Holt has been seen in fast
action pictures.
In “The Tiger’s Claw,” two women are in leading roles. One is Eva
Novak, and the other is Aileen
Pringle.

k.

The Sensation

on “The Dangerous Age,” else-

Send in All the Reports You
Can on Pictures You Show for
Our “Straight From the Shoulder”

where

Department.

Be Sure

to

Read the ten pages

in this issue.

The Greatest

Title Since,

Birth ofuPfation!"

BUUBOG
DRUMMOND
Melodrama
Qet
The Greatest

Since "Qoctnd

it!"
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Publish Photoplay
Edition of Novel

IdoUSe of

Is Finished
From England comes word of
the enthusiasm with which Tom
Terriss, who sailed four months

MARSHALL NEILAN’S
»upr«mr motjon picture achievement-

ago for John Bull’s island, regards
“The Harbour Lights”
which he has just completed.

The Strangers’ Banquet
<;OLnWVN

Written bv Bonn Byine

Tom Moore
is

“The Harbour Lights”

Solomon

Convention
Going Along Fine

F. P-L.

Bennett

in the film capital.

Frank Shea, exploiteer for
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, has returned from a visit
to Boston and vicinity, where he
went in conjunction with first
run bookings and an extensive
exploitation campaign on “Bulldog Drummond.”
Mr. Shea reports that business
J.

conditions in Boston are good.

Claire

Windsor Added

Windsor, former Lois
Weber and Goldwyn star, has
been chosen for the role of Pain
George Fitzmaurice’s
tricia
production of “Bella Donna,” in
which Pola Negri makes her
American stellar debut for ParaWith Conway Tearle,
mount.
Conrad Nagel, Miss Windsor,
Macey Harlam and Claude King
in the cast. Miss Negri’s support,
Paramount points out, comes
about as near to being all-star as
Claire

is

possible.

Closes 30-Week

Run
The

longest continuous run

of a motion picture in the history of Australia, and one of
the longest on record anywhere, has recently come to
an end at the Globe Theatre
this house, one
of the largest in Australasia
in

Sydney. At

Sheik,” a Paramount
picture with Rodolph Valentino and Agnes Ayres, enjoyed an unprecedented run of
twenty-four weeks, establishing a record that promises to
stand for some time to come.
To add to this already notable achievement, the picture
was transferred five blocks
away to the Lyceum Theatre,

“The

where it continued to show
for six more weeks, a total of
thirty consecutive weeks.

will prob-

Will Soon Release

by Law-

Frank Shea Back
from Boston

in

Goldwyn’s 24 -Sheet Poster for “The Stranger’s Banquet."

the story
The district and branch manand continuity by Val Cleveland. agers and home office executives
comedyIt is described as a
attending the semi-annual sales
drama of character and chiefly convention of the Paramount disconcerns I. Solomon who begins tribution
Los
in
department
as an East Side tailor and achieves Angeles last week were royally
a shop on Fifth Avenue.
entertained during their sojourn

J.

lead

be shown in this country
around the middle of December.

Windom from

rence C.

the

ably

Nearly Finished

pletion at the Witman
It is directed
studios.

plays

melodrama. The leading lady
Isobel Elsom.

this

tie-ups.

“The House of Solomon,” produced by Cardinal Pictures for
distribution by American Releasing Corporation, is nearing com-

1922

“Harbour Lights”

Grosser & Dunlap have published a photoplay edition of Kate
“Timothy’s
Douglas
Wiggin’s
Quest,” illustrated with scenes
from the picture which is distributed by American Releasing
Corporation.
The Grosser & Dunlap edition
reported to have met with
is
favor among exhibitors in ar-

ranging book store

9,

The mornings and afternoons
were entirely given over to the
business of the convention, with
reports from the various district
and branch managers, exhaustive
discussions of booking, releasing
and general sales problems and
the completion of plans for the
handling of the Paramount product to be released during the second six months of the current
picture year.

On Wednesday one entire session was given over to a detailed
description of the new pictures by
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president
in charge of production. On Friday
morning Cecil B. DeMille gave an
address on the problems of the
producer. At this session also the
winners of the fifth annual Paramount Week prize awards were

tive group of motion picture celebrities
in
the history of Los

Angeles.

Among

those

present

Griffith

Film

The

necessity of closing the
Apollo Theatre, New York, to permit remodelling the stage for a

German production soon

to go
into that theatre has forced D. W.
Griffith to shorten the Broadway
run of his mystery picture, “One
Exciting Night,” from ten to
eight weeks, and this is the final
week of the showing. The production will shortly be released by
United Artists Corporation.

were
Charles
Chaplin,
Gloria
Swanson, Pola Negri, Jack Holt,
Agnes Ayres, Claire Windsor,
Dustin and William Farnum, Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Bowes, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas H. Ince, Jeanie
Maepherson, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Eyton, Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
Hughes, Abraham Lehr, Milton
Hoffman, Mr. and Mrs. Victor H.
Lila Lee, the leading woman
Clarke, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Wood,
Mildred David, Hal Roach, Mr. for Thomas Meighan in his latest
and Mrs. Conrad Nagel, Winifred picture, “Back Home and Broke,”
which will be released soon by
Kingston and scores of others.
Mr. and Mrs. DeMille were as- Paramount, is having a short vasisted in receiving by Mr. and yation in New York while waitMrs. Jesse L. Lasky, Adolph ing for her new role which also
will be in support of Meighan.
Zukor and S. R. Kent.
_On Friday the entire party Miss Lee is doing her Chrisim.as
visited the studio and on Saturday shopping early and seeing all the
the day was spent in an automo- worthwhile shows along Broadbile tour of the beautiful country way,
south and east of Los Angeles
made world-famous in motion pic-

To Be Leading

Woman

_

tures.
Plans for the return trip
included a day’s stop-over at the

Grand Canyon.

Producers to Handle
“Hypocrites”

The filming of “Hypocrites,”
the famous Henry Arthur Jones
The social festivities of the constory and play, is nearing compleCritic
vention were inaugurated by the
tion in the Hollandia Studios, and
big banquet held in the DeMille
Producers’ Security Corporation,
prehistoric set on the stage of the
which will handle releasing arAnnouncement has recently been rangements
Lasky studio, at which an elabfor it in America, are
made
of
the
marriage
of
Robert
orate program of entertainment
anxiously awaiting the first prints.
E.
Sherwood,
whose
keen
underplaned by Jerome Beatty and
The director, Charles Giblyn,
Herman Wobber was given by standing of photoplay technique and the star, VVyndham Standing,
has
made
his
film
criticisms
in the
some of the stars and leading
were sent to Holland several
players in Paramount pictures. magazine, “Life,” a department of weeks ago to secure important
great
interest,
to Mary Brandon,
Wednesday night the members
scenes, and advance reports state
of the convention were the guests leading lady in the Triart produc- that “Hypocrites” will be one of
of Sid Grauman at the Hotel tion, “The Bashful Suitor,” re- the greatest features of the year.
Alexandria.
The combined or- leased through the W. W. HodProducers’ Security handles all
chestra of the Grauman theatres kinson Corporation.
of Hollandia’s product in America.
rendered a fine program of classiannounced.

Film
Weds
Leading Lady

and popular music, Hugo
Riesenfeld conducting one of the
numbers on the invitation of Mr.

cal

Grauman.

There were

also sing-

A

Sale

Weiss Brothers, Clarion Photo-

plays, Inc., has sold the film exing and dancing numbers and impose of “Sawing a Lady in Half”
promptu speeches by Sid Grauto Creole Enterprises, New Orman, Marcus Loew, Walter Hiers,
leans,
La.,
for
the States of
Robert Cain, Conrad Nagel and
Louisiana and Mississippi.
Inothers.
Later on in the evening
cluded in this deal are certain
the entire party inspected Grautowns in Texas, Florida and Arman’s nearly completed Metro
kansas. With this sale only four
Theatre, one of the most magnifiterritories remain unsold.
cent structures of its kind in the
country.

Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs.

Stop Now and Read Every
DeMille entertained at a
reception and dance at their beau- Word of the Ten Pages on “The
tiful home in Laughlin Park. This Dangerous
Age,” elsewhere in
was the only open affair of the this issue.
convention and was graced by the
presence of the most representaCecil B.

Given High
Rating
The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures has
given the Associated Exhibitors feature, “A Bill of Divorcement,” a high rating by
placing it in its select list of
“Exceptional photoplays.” Associated has fixed December
24 for the release of this feature, which is a Denison Clift
art production.
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Lunt to Lead in
“Backbone”

it

announced by

is

Arthur S. Friend, president of the
company.
Mr. Lunt, who was co-starred
with Lola Fisher in the Savoirplay,
Kummer
stage
Clare
“Banco,” which has been holding
forth at the Ritz Theatre all sea-

fame

as the
part in Booth
Tarkington’s “Clarence,” which
had a long run at the Hudson
Theatre, New York, two seasons

leaped

son,

creator of the

into

Jack Holt Has Big
Supporting Cast

The Independence Day of the

Alfred Lunt has been signed to
play the male lead in “Backbone,” which has been adapted
for the screen by Charles Whittaker from the Saturday Evening
Post story by Clarence Budington Kclland and will mark the
production of Disfirst all-star
tinctive Pictures Corporation and
the first of the new Distinctive
units in addition to the George
Arliss pictures,

541,

name

Box

The

Office

Where would the United States be if it hadn’t been
for Independence Day?
Where would the picture business be if it hadn’t
been for Independence in production?
The Independent Producer has a lot to offer you as
an exhibitor. He has productions of merit that will
tickle the till auid keep the box office grinning.
Moving Picture World has the newsiest department
going in its **In the Independent Field.”
Dig every dollar out of this department. Keep wised
up on the things the Independents offer; learn the dope
on the winners. This department carries news gathered
by a specialist reviews based on the merit of the
product from the exhibitor’s viewpoint.
Read ‘Tn the Independent Field” every week.

—

This marks Mr. Lunt’s first moappearance. He will
have the role of John Thorne, the
hero of the story.

Presents Bouquet to

Queen
Gus Hager, manager of the
Universal exchange
system in
Holland, with
headquarters in
Amsterdam, recently presented
Universal’s
respects to
Queen
Wilhelmine of Holland in the
shape of a huge bouquet of roses.
The presentation was made perPsonally, in front of the Universal
office in Amsterdam and attracted
great attention to the Universal
activities in the Low Countries.

Fox Pictures
Among

the
releases
of Fox
Educational Entertainments appear parts of the city of Berlin,
in the reel called “Bits of Europe.”

Vitagraph to Film
“Masters of
“Masters of Men,” a stirring
story of the sea by Morgan Robertson, has been selected by Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph, as the second of the new
series of twenty-four special productions based on stories by the
foremost writers of recent years,
and all of which will be completed
and released in the coming year.
It follows “The Ninety and Nine,”
adapted from the stage play by
Ramsay Morris, now being edited
and titled for January release, and
will be directed by David Smith,
who has had charge of many of
the Vitagraph special productions
since
his
work with “Black
Beauty” two years ago. The cast
is now being selected at the Hollywood studios and the actual
filming of the picture will begin
within a few days.

Men

B. B. Reingold Goes
to Chicago
Goldwyn

to its

announces
B.

that it has
Reingold, man-

Omaha

branch exchange,

B.

Chicago

recent production, was said to be
her best, will again play the feminine lead.

George Periolat and George
Field are two well-known character actors who will appear in
the production, while the
remainder of the cast includes
Aileen Pringle, Karl Stockdale,
Evelyn
Selbie,
Frank Butler,

Bertram Grassby, Robert Dudley,
Frederick Vroom and others to
be chosen later.
Joseph Henabery

is

The

the photographing of the sea sequences, so far as navy vessels
are concerned.
Morgan Robertson was one of
the greatest writers of sea stories
this country ever produced.
In
arranging the novel for the screen
C. Graham Baker has followed the
original story. The tale is told on
the screen just as the author wrote
it originally for the Saturday Evening Post, it is stated.

transferred
ager of its

Eva Novak, whose work oppoHolt in “Making a Man,” a

site

directing.

Many Theatres Book
Mae Marsh Film

iso.
tion picture

strongest cast ever given
has been chosen to
enact the principal characters in
“The Tiger’s Claw,” Holt’s ne.xt
starring vehicle for Paramount.

Holt

Jack

office as resident

ager.

assertion of Associated Ex-

hibitors officials that the

William

Christy Cabanne production, “Till
Meet Again,” with Mae
Marsh, is attracting an extraordinary demand for bookings at the
very outset of its exhibition career
appears justified, it is stated, by
the list of theatres and circuits
that already have displayed the
feature or are arranging for early

We

runs.

Some
cuit,

of

them are the Loew

Cir-

William Fox’s theatres, the

Stanley

Amusement

Company,

Southern Enterprises, I. Libson
theatres and Jake Laurie theatres.

Add More

Novelties
to C. B. C. Film

Novelties for the exploitation of

"Only a Shopgirl” arc being added
to every day, and the C. B
C.
manFilm Sales Corporation announce^
that co-incident with the

launchRoy Churchill has been appointed
The German capital, which, Fox
The Government, it is said, has resident manager of the Omaha ex- ing of this second of the Six Box
says is regarded as the model
Office Winners in any territory
city of the Continent, is noted for promised its hearty assistance in change, succeeding Mr. Reingold.
all the
novelties of an unusual
its orderliness, cleanliness and exnumber and variety, will be accellent sanitation, as well as for
nally ready for use at the samq
its architectural beauty and conline.
formity to

artistic

symmetry

of

design.

“White Frontier”

Under
Dorothy

HODKINSON

Way

Phillips’

next starring

vehicle, “The White Frontier,” for
First National
release, is now

under way, under the direction of
Allen
Holubar.
“The White
Frontier” is largely a tale of the
_

Canadian Northwest.

Aias it!
Sensation
of a Centu^

Listed

among

these are balloon^

varying shapes and sizes im•rinted “She may be only a Shopgirh but she’ll keep you up in the
•f_

There are also shopping
cards for the women and memorandum cards for the men two
colored blotters; shopping bags;
soap, properly imprinted; wrist
watch give-aways for tie-ups with
local
department
and jewelry
shops. It is also announced that
two-color heralds are in process
of preparation.
air.”

;

The Greatest Title Since "The Birth ofa, /Nation!”

BUUDOG
DRUMMOND.
Melodrama
The Greatest

Since "QpcartdQetit!'
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Exceptional Cast
Metro’s

screen

version

of

“Quincy Adams Sawyer”

will

The

December

that the Eschmann sales contest, which opened
at midnight on November 4 and
will close at midnight on Decem-

17.

first

ber 30, is already showing results
considerably beyond expectations.
With Los Angeles at present in
the

based upon Charles
is
It
Felton Pidgin’s novel of the
.

same name.

Among

those

who

take part

Metro-SL

this

Special

Production are Blanche Sweet,
Chaney, John Bowers,
Barbara La Marr, Louise Fa-

Lon

June

,zenda,

Elvidge,

Hank

Elmo Lincoln, Billy
Franey, Edward Connelly and
Mann,

Victor

Potel.

Clarence

G.

Badger directed.

Pyramid's Third at
Cameo Theatre
The week of November 26
marked the opening of Pyramid’s

lead,

all

of

the

thirty-five

ticipated, however,
ticeable advance in

was any no-

bookings of
which has been before
the public now for from three to
half a dozen years.
product

A

surprise noted in this particuattributed to the general
improvement in picture attendance, and to the existing shortage
of
standard dramatic features.
lar

is

branch exchanges are responding
with a volume of new contracts
which indicates widespread opti- Reports
from
many
Pathe
mism regarding the season’s busi- branches show that its entire list
ness prospects.
of features is doubling and treEvery type of Pathe product is bling the ordinary demand.
declared to be sharing the benefits
In this connection, Pathe genof the prompt exhibitor response eral
manager, in whose
sales
to the additional selling enterprise honor the current sales contest is
represented by this contest.
It named, expresses the conviction
was e.xpccted as a matter of that, with his steadily increasing
course by the Pathe field forces attendance, the exhibitor’s chief
that both the new and old Lloyd concern is the booking, not so
comedies and the whole line of much of untried novelties as. of
standard and new short subjects product which both he and his
would show accelerated activity, patrons recognize as standard
and this expectation is said to be therefore’ practically certain likefully realized.
What was not an- ly to prove entertaining.

New

when

West Forty-second street,
“What Fools Men Are,” directed
bow.

This

is

story from the pen of Eugene
Walter, author of Frances Starr’s
Broadway success, “The
first
Easiest Way.”

F. B. O. Star

yet nameless, professionally
speaking, and will remain so until
motion picture fans, through the
columns of the national fan weekly,
Film Fun, select her screen

as

States

has written an enthusiastic approval of “Oliver
Twist.”
He has added his
praise to that given to this
First National release by the
trade and newspaper critics.
Sir Auckland even goes further by declaring that this

production
popularity

in

true

to

Managers

Meet

in N. Y.

to

Branch managers of Film Booking Offices of America from all
Eastern cities will meet at the
home office on Sunday, December
for a division sales meeting to
discuss plans for the sale and exploitation of “The Third Alarm,”
an Emory Johnson picture of fire
3,

department life, which will open
at the Astor Theatre, New York
City, January 8.

it

the

Dickens’

story.

The British ambassador and
members of the British embassy with their wives were
given a private showing of
this Jackie Coogan picture in
the dining room of the British Embassy in Washington,

on Nov.

14.

Edgar Moss Honore<

By Film Men
b
it

into production at an early date,
so that both pictures will be
available
exhibitors
shortly
to
after the close of the Film FunF B. O. contest. The star, under

of that city with a testimonial din
ner, in honor of his appointment t
that responsible position.
The affair was held at the Majesti
Hotel, November 21, and more tha
a hundred of Mr., Moss’ friends i
the film industry were present.

Promises Something

New

her new name, will then have been
in Colors
The contest will be announced given an unusual amount of pubColor
photography
carried t(
to motion picture lovers in the licity both in Film Fun and in the
most logical degree ye
forthcoming issue of Film Fun, newspapers throughout the coun- the
reached is promised by Para
which will also carry several pho- try.
tographs of the new leading lady.
The request for a new screen mount as a special feature o
The new F. B. O. featured play- name was made by Miss Perdue “Adam’s Rib,” Cecil B. DeMille’
er is no newcomer to the screen. herself, who asked the F. B. O. new Paramount picture by Jeanic
Under the name of Derelys Per- Home Office to select a name for Maepherson, in which Miltoi
Elliott
Dexter, Theodon
due, she played the leading femi- her which would interest the pub- Sills,
In- Kosloff, Anna Q. Nilsson ant
nine role in “The Bishop of the lic and suit her personality.
Ozarks,” a Finis Fox production stead of undertaking the task Pauline Garon are featured.
which will be released through themselves F. B. O. arranged to
Film Booking Offices of leave it entirely to the motion
the
America in the early spring. The picture fans of the country.

name.

F. B. O.

is

“should
attain
England,” so

branch exchange, \va
honored by the motion picture me

Film Booking Offices of America F. B. O. scenario department is
George Terwilliger, with a this week announces a new fe"a- now selecting a new* story for
typical Pyramid star cast, made tured player. This young lady is the unnamed star and this will go

New York

Auckland Geddea, Brilambassador to the United

Philadelphia

by

a

ish

Edgar Moss, recently appointed
Goldwyn as resident manager of

Name

Fans Will

third successive picture attraction
at B. S. Moss’ Cameo Theatre, on

its initial

y, iy2

All PatllC Product
Geddes Praises 1
Share in Big Drive
Pathe reports

print of the picture, arriving this week from
the studios in Hollywood, was
reviewed by officials of Metro
Pictures Corporation and pronounced even better than the
favorable advance appraisals
from the Coast staff indicated.

in

L>ecemDer

Sir

be shown at the Capitol TheNew York, the week be-

atre,

ginning

WORLD

London Acclaims Delegates See Film
**Masqerader^*
at Private Showing
Richard Walton Tully has
cabled the officials of First
National that his production,
“The Masquerader,” has heen
received in London with the

same enthusiasm
its

release in this

Canada.

marked
country and

that

The novel by Kathe-

Cecil
Thurston, from
which the stage play and the
picture were adapted, was
originally called “John Chilcote, M. P.,” in England and it
has been released there under
that title. Mr. Tully will soon
leave for Paris to photograph
scenes
for
“atmosphere”
“Trilby,” in which Guy Bates

rine

Post will star in the role of
Svengali.

A

private showing of Pyramid’s

production,

Are.”

“What

directed

by

Fools

Men

George Ter-

with a typical Pyramid
cast, including Faire Binney, was
williger

held at the

Pyramid

office

for a

committee of three, representing
Teachers' College of Columbia
University on the eve of their departure

to

attend

the

Students’

ther the aims of this conference
and other bodies engaged in the
task of improving the deportment
of the “modern” girl, are being
discussed, with the
ture,

“What Fools

Pyramid

Men

pic-

Are,”

forming the background.

Books Aesop’s Fables

Government Conference now beAesop’s Film Fables, the aniing held at the Randolph Macon
mated cartoon series distributed
Women’s College at Lynchburg,
Delegates
represent by Pathe, have been booked by
Virginia.
every women’s college in the the Capitol Theatre, New York.
country which confers an A. B. These unique creations by Paul
Terry and his staff of animators,
and an F. B. degree.
At this conference, ways and made at the studios of Fables
means of making use of certain Pictures, Inc., are shown on the
types

of

motion pitures

to

fur-

big circuits.

u/aititd
HIERS
WALTER uicdc

Who

has signed five-year contract

to star in

Paramount

Pictures.

’^HO HAS BECOME

AN

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS STATC
j

"1
i

itik

Thomas H.

Ince presents Douglas

MacLean and Madge Bellamy,

A
L

r

First National Picture.

In

"THE HOTTENTOT”

H^i.^ \
p~^.

^."

1

BROKEN CHAINS" A

Goldwyn

^

-

0*~WKP^

Picture

1

Bobby Vernon

in

"CHOOSE YOUR WEAPONS” A

Christie

Comedy

Released Through Educational

Ed. (Hoot) Gibson

in

'PRIDIN'

WILD" A

Universal Picture.

1

The laughs you 7/
never forget

—

Hal Roach
prescribes

Harold Lloyd

his latest

and greatest

—a feature
Pafh^picture

Harold
in

“DR.
A

picture to rouse you

to uncontrollable
ter; to talk

Fkfheoictu

w

laugh-

about; to think

about; to rave about; and
to

remember

forever.

Lloyd

JACK”
In

its

originality, swift ac-

tion,

ludicrous incidents,
fast recurring climaxes of
irresistible comicality,
Lloyd’s greatest, a veritable masterpiece of mirth.

Tvr

>
^

^he need

of the busings

I

today

is

Pictures big

big pictures.

enough

the biggest houses;

to

:11

pictui^s

big enough for people to Uk

about

—to

tell

their frier Is

to see; pictures so big

the

little

tlal

houses, as wellaj

the larger, will have a cm-

stantdurnaway.

Hal Roach presents the

preme attraction

of

si-

tie

world, Harold Lloyd, in su h
a picture, “Dr. Jack’’

Pafh^rtcture

—
.
December

9,
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Popular Comedy Drama
Star Walter Hiers
Bought by Universal

Famous Players
Jesse L. Lasky announced in
Hollywood Monday that a fiveyear contract has been signed
with Walter Hiers whereby the
latter will be starred in Paramount pictures. Hiers’ first starring picture will be “Mr. Billings Spends His Dime,’’ by Dana
_

Burnet.
Albert Shelby Le Vino has already completed the scenario and
work on the picture will be
started at once at the Lasky studio under the direction of Wes-

who has been
Ruggles,
ley
specially engaged for this producLogan, who is
George
in
Melford’s “Java Head,’’ at Paramount’s Eastern studio, will be
Jacqueline

tion.

work

finishing

just

to

featured opposite Hiers and the
Following the instructions from
supporting cast will also include Carl Laemnile, president of the
George Fawcett, Robert McKim, Universal Pictures Corporation,
Clarence Burton, Patricia Palmer Leon d’Usseau, eastern scenario
chief of that corporation, has oband Lucien Littlefield.
Requests from all quarters for tained the screen rights for Kate
McLaurin’s
stage
comedies of a light, romantic type L.
success,
indicate that the kind of pictures "The Six-Fifty,’’ which had a run
decided upon for Mr. Hiers will be in New York last year.
It has not yet been determined
extremely popular. Moreover, in
this connection it may be stated who will be starred in the picture.
that Paramount’s decision to star It is possible that Virginia Valli
Mr. Hiers followed the receipt of may receive the leading role, alhundreds of letters from exhib- though present indications point
itors and fans during the past to the possibility of an all-star
few months, all of whom empha- cast production, with featured
sized his tremendous popularity players.
The play, when produced at the
with the picture-going public and
urged that he be placed in stellar Hudson Theatre by Lee Kugel,
received great praise at the hands
comedy roles.
It is expected,
of the reviewers.

N. Y. Critics Praise
“The World’s a Stage”
Principal Pictures Corporation’s

concerning

the

nature

of

the

however, to make a picture even
m.ore forceful than it was as a
play.
Lillian
Albertson played
role,
and
the leading feminine

Ebb Tide”

Reginald Barlow took the leading character part, in the stage
version.

McLaurin, who v/rote
Miss
“The Six-Fifty,’’ is the author of
“Whispering Wires,” the mystery
play which now is enjoying an
extended run
I'heatre,

New

in

Street
also is
other plays,

the 49th

York.

She

of two
Are Young,” and “The
Least Resistance,” and many short

the

author

“When

We

stories.

Six-Fifty” is a comedy
three acts.
It deals
with a young civil engineer and
his wife who are obliged to go
back to the farm, and of how she
pines away because the only excitement in her life is in watching
the 6:50 express rush by. How a
train wreck brings adventure to
dratheir door and results in
matic complications, forms the
motivating force of the plot.

“The
drama

in

Listed

“The World’s a story.
Exchanges who have acquired
Stage,’ with Dorothy Phillips and
territorial rights to “The World’s
an all-star cast, was given a rous- a Stage” already report heavy
Listed among new records in the which required the transportation
ing sendoff by the most fastidious bookings. Gene Marcus, of Twenof the trade press last tieth Century Exchange of Phila- record-smashing business of mak- of sufficient electrical equipment
critics
delphia this week signed the en- ing motion pictures is said to be to light a town of 10,000 inhabiweek following a special showing.
This constituted a new
tire Wilmer & Vincent circuit for the achievement of George Mel- tants.
This Elinor Glyn story, as one this feature.
ford in conquering every possible record for across water transit,
well
phrased
is
“one
writer so
natural element during the pro- portation and illumination.
On
duction of “Ebb Tide,” his Para- the water there was a dramatic
of the revelations of the year” and
mount picture ver-sion of the story scene,
in
which
a
330-foot
will “make the box offices of moHyatt Joins Big
by Robert Louis Stevenson and schooner was burned. And also
theatres
the
tion
picture
of
Jack Hyatt, of the New York Lloyd Osbourne, which is released on the surface one sees the becountry jingle with prosperity.”
ginning of a strenuous fight with
The Moving Picture World crit- Evening Journal, has been en- December 4.
gaged by the Universal publicity
“Ebb Tide” was taken on land, an octopus by Lila Lee and James
ic said that, in view of the unusHyatt is a news- on the water and under the wa- Kirkwood, which is the*big punch.
ual interest taken by the public department.
The octopus fight and scenes of
in the domestic anairs of movie paperman and free lance writer of ter, while transportation to and
Before from a Pacific Island location re- pearl diving are continued under
stars, as evidenced by the much many years’ experience.
notoriety given them by news- joining the Journal staff he was quired traveling over the water water through the use of a diving
bell holding the cameraman, Bert
papers, “could not help but regis- on the copy desk of the New in a hydro-aeroplane.
World.
He has
Scenes on land included a re- Glennon. Expert Hawaiian divers
ter as a distinct box office hit.” York Evening
Then he went on to praise the in- been associated with various other production of the waterfront at worked in these scenes.
Papeete, Tahiti, at night, a scene
Strange is the trio of men on
dividual acting of the
players, metropolitan dailies.
initial

release,

for Release Dec.

4

“U”

praising

Miss
Phillips,
w'hose
obtained by permisby Associated First

services were
sion granted

National.

Motion Picture News’ reviewer
was equally enthusiastic over “The
World’s a Stage” and also predicted a successful run for this
production, which he characterized as “sure-fire,” brimful of action and clever acting.
Exhibitors

Trade

HODKINSON

Review was

also liberal in its praise, particularly concerning the story, while

The Morning Telegraph

charac-

terized it as one “of the very few
truly great pictures of the year.”

This writer then

went

into details

hSLS it!
The Sensation
of a Centu^

The Greatest Title Since "The Birth,

the beach at Papette, Tahiti, one
an Oxford scholar, who has “made
a success of failure”; the second,
a mean, slimy, totally bad exLondon clerk, and the third, a
mariner, whose ship piled on the
rocks while he was drunk in his
berth. They are on the ebb tide
of life when the story opens
derelicts and strange are the ad-

—

ventures they experience before
the story ends. That the picture
has been done in the big way it
deserves is assured by an allstar cast, which comprises James
Kirkwood, Lila Lee, Noah Beery,
George Fawcett, Raymond Hatton
and Jacqueline Logan.

ofa /Nation!"

BUUBOG
DRUMMOND
Melodrama
"Qoand
The Greatest

Since

Qetit!

:

:
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First National Gives
List of Coming Films
Associated
just

First

National

has

anounced the attractions

it

during the second half
of the present season beginning

will release

production,
lected; “Bell

production

now being seBoy No. 13,” an Ince
with Douglas Mactitle

Lean
“Daddy,”
with
Jackie
Coogan, directed by E. ^lason
January 1. Twenty-five pictures Hopper.
are included in the list, which carDuring March; “The Sign,” a
ries the set releases of First Na- Murfin-Trimble picture; “Scars of
tional well into June, 1923.
It is
a notable list of stars, directors

and big
In the

stories.

line-up of stars contain

CHARLES DE ROCHE

Priscilla

Stahl, Thomas Ince, Edwin Carcwe, Allen Holubar, John S. Robertson,
Frank
Lloyd,
Victor
Schertzinger, E. Mason Hopper,

Maurice Tourneur, Laurence Trimble and Jane Murfin.

Burnett Story for

As to stories, these releases will
contain adaptations
from such
stage successes as “Within the

Dean

Universal announces tlie purchase of another well known and Law,” in which Norma Talmadge
popular novel by a famous author will star; “The Girl from the Goldto
be made into a Universal en West,” the Belasco play, which
Jewel production starring Pris- will be made in the West by Edwin
cilla
Dean.
It
is
“A Lady of Carewe; “The Voice from the
Quality,” one of the best known Minaret,” which will also be a

Talmadge

Norma
vehicle;
Quality,” besides “Trilby,” which is now famous
being wndely read as a novel, was as
both
a
book
and
a
dramatized and made into a big stage production, will be made
stage success with Julia Arthur b}' Guy Bates Post as “Svengali.”
part
of “The Bright Shawl,” Joseph HerThe
star.
the
as
Chlorinda, such a sensation with gesheimer’s latest book, will be
the reading public at a time when a Richard Barthelmess starring
“the new \yoman” was a subject vehicle, most of the scenes being
for cartoonists and gloomy stove- made in Cuba. Maurice Tourneur
side speculation, and which later will put on the screen “The Isle
was the talk of the town as in- of Dead Ships,” adapting it from
terpreted by Miss Arthur in the Captain Marriett’s fascinating tale
stage version, is said to be ad- of the sea.
mirably suited to Miss Dean.
With the release calendar all set
“A Lady of Quality” was the until next June and with further
second Burnett book to be dra- releases safely mapped out Richmatized. The author’s first suc- ard A. Rowland, Harry O. Schwal-

works

Frances Hodgson.

of

“A Lady

of

was “Little Lord Fauntle- be and other members of First
Mary National executive committee have
supplied
which
Pickford with one of her recent gone to the coast to sign up more

cess
Toy,”

great roles.

Dorothy Dalton Says
“Wonderful”
Charles de Roche, the French
cinema star who has come to the
United States to appear in Paramount pictures, has passed his
He has won the apfirst test.
proval of Dorothy Dalton, the
star opposite whom he is to play

American picture,
of the Lawless.”
“He’s wonderful,” said Miss
Dalton after her first meeting

in

his

first

“The Law

“He will be
marvelous in the role which has
been assigned to him in my new
with Mr. de Roche.

picture 1”

More
Pictures
Can for

Reports

—Send

Shoulder

All

Mean

Better

Reports

You

Our “Straight From the
Reports”

Department.

Jealousy,” a Thomas H. Ince production “The White Frontier,” a
Jeffry de Prend story made by
Allen Holubar with Dorothy Phillips starring; a
Constance Talmadge production, the title of
which has not been selected.
April will bring to exhibitors
;

Norma Talmadge,
Constance Talmadge, Richard Barthelmess, Dorothy Gish, Jackie
Coogan, Guy Post, Katherine MacDonald, Dorothy Phillips, Douglas “The Lonely Road,” with KatheMacLean, Strongheart, the famous rine MacDonald, directed by Vicdog of “The Silent Call” and tor Schertzinger from a story by
Charles
Logue;
“The
Bright
“Brawn of the North.”
Among the directors whose Shawl,” Hergesheimer’s late novel The new F. B. O. leading lady,
names appear in the list are John in which Richard Barthelmess will who is leaving the selection of her
such names as

Famous French screen actor, who
has come to this country to star
in Paramount Pictures.

;

independent producers for First
National release.
As the First National program
is now made up the big pictures
will be released as follows

During January

:

“The Danger-

star.
The greater part of this screen name to the Picture fans of
picture will be made in Cuba under the country. She has appeared on
the directiton of John S. Robert- the screen heretofore under her
.‘:on.

Ince

“The Sunshine Trail,” an
production
with Douglas

MacLean.
“Within the Law,”
adapted from the great stage success with Norma Talmadge as the
star and with Frank Lloyd directing.
“The Girl from the Golden
West,” adapted from the famous
Belasco play, to be made in the
“golden west” by Edwin Carewe.

re^tl

name, Derelys Perdue.

Filming Interiors

New

for

During the
dio

last

Picture
week,

New York

near

in a stuCity, the

photographing has been going on

For May: “Money, Love and of the interior scenes of “The
the Woman,” an original story Broad Road,” the first of the prowhich John Stahl is making; “The ductions of Associated Authors
May
Scarlet Lily,” adapted from the for Associated Exhibitors.
story by Fred Sittenham in which Allison is starred in this picture,
Katherine MacDonald stars, Vic- ’.\hich is from the story of the
tor Schertzinger directing; James same name by Hapsburg Liebe.
Young’s initial First National pro- Edmund Mortimer is directing.
duction, for which no title has as
yet been selected. Sam Rorke is
^Ir. Young’s associate in this en‘Strongheart’

Lauded

terprise.

For June: “The

Isle

of

Dead

in

Ships,” a Maurice Tourneur pro-

adapted from Captain
duction
Marriott’s fascinating story of the
sea will be produced at M. C.
Levee’s United Studios; “Trilby,”
a Richard Walton Tully production starring Guy Bates Post as
Some of the scenes
“Svengali.”
for this picture are being taken
by Mr. Tully now in France. A
Jackie Coogan picture as yet un-

Los Angeles

The

dog, Strongheart, received
a big ovation in the First National
release, “Brawn of the North,” at
the showing of the picture in the

Kinema

The
in
Los Angeles.
papers that praised the film highIj- are the Los Angeles Times, the
Los Angeles Herald, the Elxpress
and the Record.

named.

Allan Dwan’s Cast

Announced

Is

ous Age,” a John M. Stahl production of thrilling, amusing, modern
matrimonial mix-up; “Man of AcThe cast for Allan Dwan’s protion,” a Thomas H. Ince produc- duction of “The Glimpses of the
MacLean; Moon” for Paramount is rapidly
Douglas
with
tion
“Fury,” Inspiration Pictures, Inc., assuming all-star proportions. In
with Richard Barthelmess and addition to Bebe Daniels and
Dorothy Gish, directed by Henry Nita Naldi, who have the prinKing. This is a dramatic sea story. cipal parts, an important role has
“Money, Money, Money,” B. P. been assigned to Rubye de Rcstarring mer, who has been starred in a
production,
Schulberg
Katherine MacDonald -with Tom number of productions.
This is an
The male members of the cast
Forman directing.
adaptation of a story by Larry selected up to the present are
Evans. “The Voice from the Min- Maurice Costello, who was Vitaaret,” Joseph H. Schenck produc- graph’s leading male star for a
tion with Norma Talmadge star- number of years, and Charles
Gerrard, known as the most inring and Frank Lloyd directing.
During February: “What a teresting “villain” on the screen.
Wife Learned,” a Thomas H. The leading man has not yet been
Ince special; an Edwin Carewe decided upon.

Returns to Coast With
“Temptation” Plans
Definite plans for the produclion of “Temptation,” third of the
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation

box

office

nitely

winners, have been

defi-

announced

this

set,

it

is

week, and Director Edward J. Le
Saint has returned to the West
with
center
production
Coast
immediate
for
outlined
plans
casting, and for actual
tion to begin at once.
It

was made known

produc-

this

week

that preliminary work on this
third feature has been under way
for some time and that Mi. Le
Saint, who also directed “Only a
Shopgirl,” brought with him from
the Coast the outline of the story
and some definite plans lined up

by him and -Harry Cohn
Coast.

at

the
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Fox Opens Exchange
Building in Buffalo
More

than 500 exhibitors from
sections of the United States
and Canada, city and state offiall

cials,

success in the motion
picture world. Upon the opening
of your new exchange building

and many men prominent permit me to felicitate you and
wish you the continuance of the
success which your devoted and

the film industry attended the
inusicale and dinner which formally opened the new exchange
building of the Fox Film Corporation at 496 Pearl street, Bufin

guished

conscientious efforts to entertain

and enlighten the public deserve.
Good luck and kind personal well
falo, last Thursday.
wishes and congratulations.”
The romantic significance which
State Senator James J. Walker,
Fox Exchange Building Re-

Opened

Buffalo,

in

Woman’s Woman”
Highly Praised
“Women

will

” said the

enoy
critic

iinmer when ‘A
nan,” an Allied

So

it.

for the

will

Woman’s Wo-

shown recently at the Caliia Theatre, San Francisco.
story

‘The

Oman’

of

good

‘A

Woman’s

and so
the picture.
It doesn’t slacken
for a minute,” said the critic
is

a

story,

News.—— “ ‘A

the

Oman’

Woman’s

dramatic fashion
:he story of what might be the
lome life of the average American family,” said the reviewer for
tells

in

;he Call.

“‘A Woman’s

Woman’

Sheehan,

district

manager, were

Buffalo newspapers heralded the opening as one of the
gala occasions of the year and a
large assemblage of Buffalo friends
turned out to greet Mr. Sheehan
on his return to the city to attend
the ceremonies.
The other Sheehan brothers
present were Howard J. of San
Francisco, and Norman C., of the
Buffalo office.
Telegrams congratulating the
organization came from every
center in the world where motion
Theatre
known.
are
pictures
owners in Mexico, Japan, China,
England, cabled
Australia, and
their best wishes.

Ex- born.

Producers and
Corporation release,

rs

itself to the event lies in
ihe fact that the imposing, twostory edifice is situated on the
very site where Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager of the Fox
Clayton
P.
and
organization,

N. Y. attaches

a film
lihat should work a benefit for the
home, and particularly the home
is

Iwhere the mother is not appreciated to her fullest worth,” wrote
?the critic for the
Bulletin.
‘It is a well
made picture,” said
the Chronicle’s critic.

Doris Hill in Film

crowd the railroad
threatened by forest fire, and await the
arrival of the hero of “The Ninety and Nine.”
The

ALFRED LUNT

rated,

and

lively

music was fur-

while throngs circulated
through the building. An excellent musical program was furnished under the direction of
Manager Charles N. Johnston
and Frank A. Tierney, of the executive force of Mr. Sheehan’s

Moving Picture World Reviews

The camera on

villagers of Cleaves

station,

form

built

Big “U” Workers
Boost Sales

nished

Governor-elect Alfred E. Smith office of New York City, presided.
Another feature of the opening
headed a distinguished list of
state and national officers and no- was the fact that it also came as
table men and women of the state a farewell to Clayton P. Sheehan,
who sent their congratulations.
who sailed on Saturday for South
Among these was Will Hays, America to make an extensive
who expressed his regrets at be- tour through the countries of the
ing unable to be present and ex- southern continent in behalf of
He will return
tended his personal well wishes. Fox interests.
Governor Smith’s telegram was about March 1. Fox Film Corpoa gracious compliment to General ration hopes through the missionManager Sheehan. The wire read ary work of Mr. Sheehan and
other
Fox representatives to
as follows
well-developed bring about a closer mutual interalready
“The
world-wide scope and great influ- est between this nation and the
ence of Fox Film Corporation South American governments.

Hill, of San
Francisco,
who won a “Movie Opportunity”
contest
undertaken by a San
Francisco newspaper in conjunction with Allen Holubar productions, will probably have a small
|part in Mr. Holubar’s new production, “The White
Frontier,” make its activities of value and
and success could be
starring Dorothy Phillips, now in growth
the making for First National re- presented than the extension of
your business to the great city of
lease.
Buffalo, which you, as a native
M, P. World Classified Ads son, have so signally honored by
vour own individual and distinResults,

Doris

who will be the next majority
leader of the State Senate, also
wired his regrets at being unable
to be on hand.
Charles L. O’Reilly, president of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, Martin J. Quigley,
editor of Exhibitors’ Herald; W.
A. Johnston, editor of Motion
Picture News; Robert E. Welsh,
editor of Moving Picture World;
Louella Parsons, motion picture Who will play the male lead in
editor
of The
Morning Tele- “Backbone,” the all-star producgraph, were some of the others tion now being made at the Biowho wired congratulations.
graph Studios by Distinctive PicThe new building of the Fox
tures Corp.
Exchange was handsomely deco-

are the

BEST
Be guided by them

a plat-

on a locomotive

designated as Brown
the force of the Washbranch of the Universal

Officially

Week by
ington

Film Exchanges
S.

honor of Harry
manager, the
of November 27th was a

Brown, the

week
led

letter

Washington

From

the

in

local

event

in

Universal’s

office.

sales

force

to

the

shipping department, everyone did
his best to break records previously held in that office, and to
make Brown Week a shining
light in the history of the exchange.
Indications late in the
week pointed to many broken
records.

Brown recently went to Washington from the Cleveland branch
of the Universal Pictures Corp.,
where he was short product manager.
He has served under the
Universal banner for more than
five years.
He is very popular
with both his business associates
and his employees.

Four cameras were ready for the hero and
rescued when they arrived at Marlow.

tender, followed the rescue
train through the forest
fire.

Scenes of making scenes for the

new Vitagraph

special,

“The Ninety and Nine,” adapted from the famous stage success by Ramsay Morris.
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Extended Runs Given
Production at Peak
“Dr. Jack” Everywhere
in Universal City
Extended runs of “Dr. Jack” at
theatres from coast to
coast were assured for Harold
Lloyd’s new feature length comedy more than a week in advance
of the general release date, November 26, Pathe reports.
leading

Up

November

20 the following “Dr. Jack” contracts for runs
of two weeks and longer were on
record while the indefinite run
of the comedy at the Mission
Theatre, Los Angeles, was entering its fourth week of capacity
business
Denver, Rialto and
Princess; Portland, Ore., Majestic: Tacoma, Wash., Rialto; Minneapolis, Minn., Strand; St. Paul,
to

—

:

Astor;

Minn.,

booked
stein

for the
Circuit;

Strand.

Duluth,

New York

City, “Dr. Jack”
have its premiere at the
Strand on Broadway. The Strand
booking is for two weeks, opening
on Christmas Eve.
In quoting the foregoing bookings for extended runs of “Dr.
Jack,” Pathe states that contracts
then under negotiation definitely
settle all controversies concerning
the status of Harold Lloyd as a
screen comedian placing him, on
the highest and most practical authority that exists, at the summit,
and in a class by himself.

In
will

Several productions which are
of wide appeal are beat Universal City
All

Minn.,

Reuben & Finkel- said to be
Newark, N. J., ing edited

—

star

and

casts

are big in the professional
world are being engaged for the

making

of
forthcoming
stories of superior merit,

Both Alarshall Neilan and Tom Lean and Madge Bellamy in his
Ince have turned to comedy drama picture, “The Hottentot,” a story
of horses and horseracing. James
releases
their
December
for
Herne and Del Andrews
\W.
through First National. For the directed under Ince’s supervision.
same month on the First National
Guy Bates Post is the star
Alorosco
and in Richard Walton Tully’s picOliver
schedule
Tentmaker.”
the
Richard Walton Tully present ture, “Omar,
James Young directed.
straight dramas.
The !Morosco picture is “Slippy
“Alinnie,”
Neilan’s
picture
is
Beatrice
with
Joy and Matt AIcGee,” adapted from the book
Moore. “Minnie” heads the list of that name written by Marie
of “Pictures worth waiting for” Conway Oemler a book that is
Colleen
in the November number of “Ex- now in its tenth edition.
Wheeler Oakman
ceptional Photoplays,” issued by Moore and
featured.
Wesley Ruggles
the National Board of Reviews. are
Tom Ince features Douglas Mc- directed.

—

re-

is

Edward

all star cast, and
Patrol,” with an all
blage.

December Releases

screen
it

ported.
Activities in the editorial department include the final polishing of “The Gentleman from
America,”
starring
(Hoot) Gibson; “The Prisoner,” a
George Barr McCutcheon story
starring
Herbert
Rawlinson;
“The First Degree” and “The
Bolted
Door,” starring Frank
Mayo; “The Power of a Lie,” with

an

First National’s

whose

directors

names

star

assem-

Preparations are being made
an elaborate production of

Wallace

of
Notre
directed by

Worsley,

Chaney

will

lead the

Lon
The

and
cast.

Cathedral of Notre Dame will be
reproduced at Universal City and
will be. Universal says, the most
impressive structure ever built for
the screen.
Stuart Paton

is

“The

directing an

all

Attic of Felix

Bavu,” a foreign play by an
American, Earl Carroll, which is
being made into a UniversalJewel special.
Rupert Julian is
entering the last sequences in his
filming of “Merry-Go-Round.” It
will be a Universal-super-Jcwell
production.

Hobart Henley is well into the
“The Abysmal Brute,”
Jack London’s pen picture of the
prize ring.
Reginald Denny is

direction of

featured

in

special.

this

Universal-Jewel

Tod

Browning

is

preparing “Drifting,” a stage success, in which he will direct Pris-

Dean.
George
Archainbaud
is
directing an all star production.

cilla

“The Ghost “Flesh.”

for

“The
Hunchback
Dame.” It will be

star cast in

Edward

Sedgwick

starting “Heads-Up,” an original story by himself in which he
will direct Edward (Hoot) Gibson. He recently completed “The

is

Gentleman from America.”
“The Social Buccaneer,”
ring Jack Mulhall, “The
Blazers,”

and

starring

Art

“Around the World

star-

Trail

Acord,
in

18

Days,”

starring
William Desmond, are three other special subjects in production directed respectively by Robert F. Hill, Edward Laemmle and Reaves Eason.

Big Scenes Filmed
for “Vanity Fair”

Ballin is working preparing for a spectacular reproon the big Mllroom scenes for his duction of sections
of the battle of
screen version of “Vanity Fair,” Waterloo which
plays such a big
starring his wife, Mabel Ballin, in part in
Thackeray’s novel,
the role of Becky Sharpe, at the
Besides Miss Ballin, the cast inGoldwyn studios. He is using sev- eludes Hobart Bosworth, George
^al hundred persons in these scenes. Walsh, Eleanor Boardman, Harrison
Ihe production will be a Goldwyn Ford, Willard Louis, Earle
Fox,
release.
Robert Mack, William Humphrey
At the Same time Air. Ballin is and Tempe Piggott as Airs. Sedley.
Grace

Great Praise Given
to “Forget-Me-Not”
“Forget-Me-Not,” a Louis Burston production released by Metro
received
Corporation,
Pictures
unusually laudatory praise from
an audience of prominent figures
in the religious and social life of
San Francisco when it was presented for the first time at the
Warfield Theatre in that city.
Metro reports. Here are a few
of the comments, submitted by

mer

Gresham, Dean of
San Francisco.

Cathedral,

“A

high type of
we club
women want,” said Miss Jennie
Partridge, president. City Federabeautiful,

play

which

tion

of

clean

is

what

Women’s

Francisco.

Clubs,

San

—

“The most human the most real
most stirring home picture

— the
I

Rev.
seen,” said
L. Gordon, First Congrega-

have

ever

prominent San Franciscans:
James
“Remarkable
“The loveliest picture on the tional Church.
A wonderful blending of film, splendidly presented,” said
screen
idealism and realism,” said J. Wil- Rabbi Martin A. Meyer, Temple
Emanu-El.
“One of the most beautiful pictures I have ever seen,” stated
Mrs. Edward J. Wales, vice-presCalifornia Federation of
ident,
“A picture
Announcement is made by
Women’s Clubs.
stands
It
you cannot forget
the W. W. Hodkinson Coralone,” said Anna Blake Mequida,
poration that “The Headless
!

7o Be at Capitol

1

Horseman” or “The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow,” the film version of Washington Irving’s
famous classic, adapted by
Carl Stearns Clancy and distributed through the Hodkinson Corporation, will open
Christmas week at the Capitol
Theatre, New York, N. Y.

“A lingering fascinaauthor.
tion follows a view of this great
production,” said Mrs. Josephine
Wilson, president, San Francisco
League of American Pen Women.
“Forget-Me-Not” was written by

December Releases
Scheduled by Fox
Four
Clyde

John
shine

and

star series productions, a

Cook Comedy, an A1

St.

two Sunand two Mutt
Animated
Cartoons,

special two-reeler,

Comedies,
Jeff

comprise the schedule of December releases for Fox Film Corporation,

week.
“Catch

it

My

was announced
Smoke,”

the

this

picture

rights to ^William Fox,
has starred Shirley Mason in
the screen version. Scott Dunlap
directed. The picture is to be re-

who

December 24.
“The Alarm,” the A1

le.ased

St. John
scheduled for December
17.
The
Sunshine
Comedies are “The Fresh Heir,”

fun-maker,

is

Tom December

10, and “A Poor Fish,”
De- December 24.
The Mutt and
by Jeff releases are “The Chewing
John Gil- Gum Industry,” for December 10,
bert, the star of “Monte Cristo,” and “Jim Jams,” for the 24th.
will be seen in “A California Romance.” It is directed by Jerome
Titles
Storm. It will be out December
Avery Hopwood, plaj'wright,
24.
“The Great Night” is the
December vehicle for William has written the titles for the First
Russell.
Howard Mitchell is the National release, “Slippy McGee,” produced by Oliver Morosco
director.
David Belasco and Clay M. from the book by Marie Con-

Mix

picture,

will be issued
It was directed

cember 31.
William Beaudine.

by Hopwood

Henry R. Symonds, adapted by
John B. Clymer, photographed by
It
Arthur L. Todd, and directed by Greene, authors of the stage play, way Oemler.
W. S. Van Dyke.
“Pawn Ticket 210,” have sold the December release.

will

be

a

December

I
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West Improved;
Showmen Give Long Rxms to Big Pictures

Kane Finds Conditions

Producers Keeping Step With Theatre
was a story

It

'

Development by Offering Big Attractions

prosperity

wedel kept

it going and after the
eighth week he was rewarded. In
the ninth week the house was
packed again and capacity business continued until about the sixtcpith week.
man without
faith in long runs would have limited that engagement to seven
weeks. This exhibitor continued
it
for nineteen, and, with the
possible exception of the seventh
and eighth weeks, did a highly
profitable business throughout.”

Kane, president of
Associated Exhibitors and of Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation, brought from the West on
Arthur

that

'

of

in

his

S.

return to

New York

A

after a

two months’ tour of the West.
He found that a consistent improvement in business conditions
generally is being reflected in the
picture industry. The building of
many fine theatres has not found

behindhand and they
meeting the demand upon
them as never before.
Mr. Kane’s trip took him as far
south as Los Angeles, and as far
north as Seattle, Butte, and Minproducers

are

neapolis.

Throughout the

entire

wide territory covered conditions
justifying optimism revealed themselves.

“So many big theatres of the
highest class have been built that
.great pictures are essential to exsaid Mr. Kane.
“It is
gratifying to see the producers
keeping step with the theatre development.
Never before in
experience, covering fifteen years
the distribution of pictures,
in
have I seen such a large proportion of really wonderful attractions as have marked the opening
of the present season.
“It now remains for the exhibitors, in their grasp of the possibilities in such outstanding attractions as are being shown in the
houses which they control, to
bring to bear every resource at
their command in the furthering
effort and
of these great features
vision on their part commensurate
to the great thought, time, care,
[ability,
vision
and money put
forth by the producers.
jhibitors,”

my

'

—

“The long-run picture is greatbe desired, and it is the picture that is doing the biggest
business for the theatres, but, unly to

Surnmarizing conditions in various cities which he visited, Mr.
Kane said
“In Los Angeles, as
I have indicated, business is tre:

mendous

in the theatres that show
big pictures.
That city is experiencing a great building boom,
with remarkable activity in the
construction of residences.
In
San Francisco, too, outstanding
picture attractions always do a
wonderful business.
Conditions
there are good, although the industry is contending with a vastly
Florence Vidor Reads “Alice Adams” to Willing Listeners—Arthur
increased seating capacity, due to
S. Kane and Miss Vidor’s General Manager, Gus Inglis.
the opening in the last eighteen
months of three enormous houses,
Minneapolis until Harold Lloyd’s of the year in the theatre thatand the showing of photoplays by
‘Grandma’s Boy’ was retained for had played it. Everybody knows
the New Curran, a legitimate thethat period at the Strand.
Fin- that to show a picture that takes
atre.
That house opened in pickelstein & Ruben are showmen in $11,000 in one week in a city
who are able to visualize the op- the size of Spokane is tremen- tures with ‘When Knighthood
Was in Flower.’
portunities created by great pic- dously profitable and should have
“Portland, Ore., after a hard
The possession of nerve been continued.
tures.
summer, is doing a very fine busiand vision is one of the screts of
“In New York a picture has
the high place they occupy in the been known to be pulled off when ness. Seattle is doing quite well.
The picture theatres in Butte are
world of exhibitors. Also, ‘Grandclosed to $45,0W on its second
^
flourishing better than for two or
ma’s Boy’ is one of only two week. Such
a thing as this is unpictures which, so far as I know, heard of in Los Angeles, where three years previously.
In that
ever ran three weeks in Samuel exhibitors would rather continue city, by the way, so convinced
Harding’s Liberty Theatre, Kan- the run of a proved success than w-ere exhibitors that ‘Grandma’s
Boy’ on its first run did not show
sas City.
lake a chance with a new attracto nearly all the people it would
“Calvin Heilig ran this attrac- tion.
In that city the long run
tion four weeks in his Heilig has been developed principally by interest, th.it one of the leading
On the the managers of the picture three houses which have never
Theatre, Portland, Ore.
played a second run are now
other hand, in Seattle, which has theatres and of stock houses.
bringing it back for a second
a considerably larger population
“If
the Symphony Theatre’s
and greater opportunities, it was
not
qual- time.”

management had

less

pulled off after the second week,

the

though it could easily have run
three weeks, even under the rather
unfavorable conditions in which it
was presented there. In Spokane,
‘Grandma’s Boy’ did an $11,000
business in a single week and was
The week that
then taken off.

the management has vision
;and nerve, in many cases the opLos Anportunities are wasted.
Igeles is far ahead of the rest of

country

in

the

development

the long run, but there are
other cities that are making progress in this direction.
No picture
ever ran
weeks in
for three

lof

I

It

is

those

of vision and nerve, ‘Grand-

Among

the important develop-

ments of Mr. Kane’s stay in Los
Angeles was the enlistment of a
number of big stars under the Associated Exhibitors’ banner, and
the completion of arrangements
for several new series of productions for distribution by Associated.

Indianapolis Branch

to Star for F. B. O.

Opened by Goldwyn

Miss Eddy after several years of
collaboration and discussion.
In addition to Miss Eddy and
Harrison Ford the cast includes
Fannie Midgeley, Claire Dubrey,
Joseph Bell, Gilbert Clayton, J.
Barrows, Fay McKenzie and the
two “twins,” Buddy Messenger

The exchange quarters are comGoldwyn’s new branch exchange
North Illinois street, In- modious and light and up to date
dianapolis,
Ind.,
was officially in every respect.
“Rememopened last week with more than brance,” “Sherlock Holmes,” “The
100 exhibitors from the territory
Sin Flood,” “Brothers Under the
to be served in attendance.
Skin,” “A Blind Bargain’ and
manresident
Willman,
W. W.
other of Goldwyn’s big new phoager, was the host and he was assisted by G. C. Parish, his office toplays, prints of which were in
manager, and H. T. Snowden, the exchange, were run off.
Luncheon was served to the asGoldwynner attached to that exsembled exhibitors.
change.

The current release of the Film
Booking Offices of America is the
initial Ray Carroll production introducing Helen Jerome Eddy as

ja star.

ities

ma’s Boy’ would never have had
its record breaking run of nineteen weeks. In the seventh week
the weather became unseasonably
hot
and
business
fell
off
‘alarmingly.
An ordinary manager
would have closed the
followed was the only losing week run
then,
but
Dr.
Breck-

Helen Jerome Eddy
i

•

-

called

“When Love

Comes,” and is a story of small
town life in New England. Har,rison Ford is the leading man. and Molly Gordon.
I

iThe picture
was directed
[William A. Seiter.
It
was written especially

by

The adaptawas made by Winifred Dunn,
and the photography is by Lucien
tion

for Andriot.

at 438-40
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Brockell Manager of First National Distribution
Appointment

Is

Part of Firm^s Policy
authority and increasing departefficiency.
Mr.
Brockell’s
duties will comprise
complete supervision over distribution, including sales policies and

mental scope and

plans.

The
is

in

selection

of

recognition

during

Mr. Brockell
of

ability

evi-

nearly three
years’ association with First National.
He was the first executive in the New York office who
devoted his whole time and attention to general sales activities,
having been selected because of
his wide and successful experience as branch office employee,
exchange
salesman,
exhibitor,
manager and home office execu-

denced

his

tive.

F.

M.

BROCKELL

M. Brockell has been appointed manager of distribution of
F.

Associated

First

National

Pic-

tures, Inc.

The appointment was announced
this week as part of the organizaimproving its
policy
of
tion’s

methods of dealing with exhibiby centralizing distribution

tors

His connection with the industry dates back to the days considerably prior to the organization
of the old General Film Company.
He began at the bottom, serving
an apprenticeship in his home
town, Cincinnati, under the tutelage of James Steele. When the
General Film, of which he was
Cincinnati manager, retired as the
dominant factor in motion pictures, Mr. Brockell became an exhibitor, successfully operating two
theatres in Cincinnati.
Prior to the organization of
Paramount, Mr. Steele persuaded
Mr. Brockell to return to exchange work, placing him in
Chicago, where he successively

opened and managed the exA departmental cabinet, comchanges of Famous Players, First prising Mr. Brockell, his division
National and Goldwyn. He held executives in the New York office
these managerial positions over a and the district managers, formuperiod of years, establishing a
reputation as one of the most successful sales executives in the industry. Not long after the organization of Goldwyn he was sent to
St. Louis for that company as
special
representative.
Subsequently he went to Seattle in the
same capacity, resigning to return
to Chicago, where he opened and
operated a State right exchange.
Mr. Brockell again joined First
National shortly after its reorganization about two and one-half
years ago.
He established the
Dallas Exchange and then came
into the New York office to assume the position of supervisor of
exchanges, which he held at the
time of his appointment as manager of distribution.
During his connection with First
National the whole plan of exchange management has gradually
been altered. The tendency, under his direction as supervisor of
exchanges,
has
been
steadily
toward centralization and the upbuilding of a strong selling organization. He has seen the work
develop until the original exchanges have expanded into forty
and his New York office staff has
increased from three or four individuals to almost one hundred.

‘

“Kentucky Derby”

‘Between

Plays to Capacity
“The

Kentucky Derby,” Uni- received reports

versal’s picturization of Charles T.

Dazey’s melodrama, “The Suburban,” had its premiere in the

of great praise
for the great racing thrills in the
picture and for the excellence of
the actors, especially Reginald
Denny, who takes the leading role.
Denny, who made quite a name
for himself as the hero in Universal’s screen adaptation of H.

Detroit territory last week when
it opened in the Broadway Strand
Theatre, Detroit. Despite unusual
opposition, it is reported to have
'C. Witwer’s “Leather Pushers,”
done wonderful business.
Immediately after the opening and who is now making a “New
night, Phil Gleichman, manager Leather Pushers” series, handled
theatre,
wired
Carl his first big role in “The Kenof
the
Laemmle, head of the Universal tucky Derby.”
organization, congratulating him
upon the box office value of the
picture.

To Show Hodkinson

“

‘Kentucky
Derby,’
opened
yesterday in my theatre to wonderful business,” reported the exhibitor.
“Production well pre-

sented with suspense and smashing thrills.
Audience greatly
pleased, as manifested by rounds
and storms of applause of crowds
when race horse scene was shown

Filins at School
City,

hold an
the school

will

“Irving Matinee” in
auditorium Friday, December 1, at
which time a Hodkinson feature
and one short subject will be

shown to the entire school.
The program will open with
throughout
all
performances.
Strong opposition of ‘Robinhood’ “The Life of Washington Irving,”
and ‘When Knighthood Was in one of the series of “Great American Authors,” made by Kineto for
Flower.’ Congratulations.”
The picture was equally well release through Hodkinson. The
received by the press, according feature will be “Rip Van Winkle,”
to reports which have been received by Universal. The Detroit
Free Press was enthusiastic over
the thrills and general entertainment value of the film.
From all quarters Universal has

a

Ward

Lascelle production.

Moving Picture World Equipment Advertisements Bring Best
Results.

W

the principal sales policies.

lates

This plan, put into operation by
Mr. Brockell only comparatively
recently, has been found so successful that its continuance is assured.
The council meets quarterly,
the
next session being
scheduled for the very near future.

Has Contracted

for

Entire Series
Announcement is made by the
home office of the W. W. Hodkinson

Corporation that Shea’s
in
Boston, Mass.,
has contracted for the entire
series of All Star Comedies featuring Charles Murray, Raymond
McKee and Mary Anderson.

Hippodrome

Wrote Adaptation
not generally known that
Adelaide Leitzbach, who
scenarioized “Way Down South”
It

is

Miss

for Murray W. Garsson, is also
credited w'ith the adaptation and
co-authorship of “Success,” the
big Ralph Ince production, which
will shortly be given its first trade
showing. Miss Leitzbach is well
known as a playwright.

’

orlds’

a Big Production
“Between Worlds,” the unusual
which Alfred
Weiss is arranging distribution
through one of the leading nafeature production

tional programs, is said to present a story which involves four
complete different episodes.
Incidentally, the main theme of
the story is closely woven into
these various episodes, and the
spectator’s attention is focused

the picture on two
principal characters around which
the entire action revolves. With
the locales of the opening scenes
laid in America, these characters
are carried through successive
episodes and acted in Arabia,

throughout

Washington Irving High School, China and

New York

With Exhibitors

of Improving Business

are

unusual

in

every

particular
a series

and the quest embraces

of striking characterizations on
the part of the girl, the figure of
“Destiny,” the old apothecary,
the grave digger, the keeper of
the candles, etc.

Alfred Weiss, former vice-president of Goldwyn and now at the
head of Artclass Pictures Corporation,

is

particularly

enthusi-

regarding the production,
and has gone on record with the
statement that this picture will
prove one of the most sensational
offerings of the year when it is
astic

released

by one of the

leading

distributors.

Italy.

In each particular instance many
spectacular scenes are introduced.
The settings in the Arabian and
Chinese episodes are said to be
extremely massive.
“Between Worlds” unfolds the
story of a young girl who makes
a strange bargain with “Destiny”
in an effort to secure the return
of her sweetheart who has mysteriously disappeared on the eve
of their wedding day.
Her adventure in this strange quest, on
which she is accompanied by the
character of “Destiny,” brings her
into the “spirit world.”
The elements which enter into
the story of “Between Worlds”

Returns to Universal
Nat Liebeskind, one of the best
film salesman in the New

known
York

territory, has joined the
forces of the Big “U” exchange,
the New York branch of the
Universal exchange system. Liebeskind worked for the Big “_U”
exchange for four years, leaving
that organization to join another

company

film

in

1920.

returned to Universal with
understanding he would get

He

the
his old territory.
back again.

South Brookljm,
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,

MYSTERY
DRAMATIC SUSPENSE and REAL

ROMANCE
because

THAT’S

what

packing the theatres
everywhere today

that's

is

WHAT

THEY’LL GET

in

44

ONLY A SHOPGIRL’
The Great Picture with

Mae

Busch
Wallace Beery
Claire Dubrey
Willard Louis
James Morrison
Josephine Adair
Directed by Edward J. Le Saint

Taylor
William Scott

Estelle

Tully Marshall

If

the Great Cast

you don't give the public what they want
they'll

go where they can get

SO GET BUSY

and reserve your dates

AT YOUR BEST EXCHANGE
C.

B.

C. Film Sales Corp.

New

it

York

at''once

:
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In the Independent Field
So)

The
HAT’S happened

ROGER FERRI

Week

Passing

OO

to the “fly-by-nighter”?

was a question hurled at this writer
not so long ago by a gentleman who had just returned from a countrywide trip. But before we had the opportunity to answer, he furnished his own reply. And, as he had first-hand information, had
That,

in

for use on this page.

Here

it

you can readily see that

is

it

only a question of time

steps of these has-beens.

T he

motion picture exhibitor and nobody else has driven him
out of business. The producer has been instrumental in bringing about their elimination, but to the theatre owners must go the
The opening of the current year, becredit for their destruction.
cause of the previous disastrous season, prompted 90 per cent, of the

A

NOTHER

program releasing corporations.

T hese

latter gentlemen resigned their lucrative positions to
go into business for themselves because of the possibilities
they saw in independent distribution. They had ascertained from
intimate investigation and observation that what the exhibitor wanted
first, last and all the time was productions of box office value, productions that would bring people to his house and these exhibitors

HE

every box

who made

these pictures just so long as they satisfied

office qualification.

These gentlemen

set to

work

at

once

organizations that would work co-operatively along lines
that would guarantee a flow of such pictures.

to

effect

E xhibitors
When
and

didn’t lose sight of this effort, for it was genuine.
the time for bookings came around they did some tall
hustling
they did not choke their 1922-23 books with product
booked considerablj"^ in advance. On the other hand, they safeguarded themselves by signing up with one or two program companies and left much time open for meritorious independent pictures.
The Independent Number of Moving Picture World served
as wonderful propaganda. Others. I know and the exhibitors know,
tried to imitate Moving Picture World’s original stunt, by issuing
so-called “independent numbers” in the Fall, but these were published for purely selfish reasons and contained nothing of informative value to either exchangeman or exhibitor.
Moving Picture
World’s lineup of 1922-23 product served the purpose and was a
splendid press agent for independents, for it gave exhibitors an idea
of the nature of productions that would be available in the independent market. I hope, as many others do, that this service will

when
The exhibitor has

still

certainly rendered

is

now

it.

question

Its

of

perfection

in the proces

re-rating

is

the

country,

territorially,

is

agau

George Fecke, head of the Motio:
Picture Distributing Company of Boston, who brings up the issue
Mr. Fecke strongly contends that New England is not an eight pe:
It
cent, territory and is refusing to buy pictures on that basis.
a fact that in the last analysis, very little attention has been paic
to prevalent territorial percentages by both distributors and exchangemen, for the wiser of the former have, anticipating opposition from buyers, set the valuation unusually high and then willinglj
come down. This method has proved a good one, seemingly, for ii
has, in many cases made the buyer feel that he has won his point
while the distributor has usually left the territory with just what ht
had hoped he would get out of the territory. Who says this industry
This time

it

is

i;

does not resemble a

UR

—

didn’t care

patronag

are a few, bu
they, too, will follow in the foot

co-operative string of exchanges

brought up.

sought this “something different” and demanded it from
every company. The independent producers and distributors,
it their business to strain every effort to make pictures
that would bring money to the box office for the exhibitor, immediately got to work. He went after established stars, standardized
and popular books and strengthened this combination with the
services of capable directors. This change in heart of the leading
independent producers was largely brought about through invasion
of that field by men who were previously prominently affiliated with

of exhibitor

There

expected to be announced withii
the course of a few weeks. The head of one of the leading independ
ent distributing organizations has been on a country-wide trip lininj
up these affiliations and as soon as he gives the word this depart
ment will be happy to announce this new chain. Its members an
exchangemen of reputable standing in their particular localities, mei
who have done things and who are well known to the trade in general

theatre men to do some tall thinking. Well, after some study, they
ascertained that what the public wanted was “something different.”

hey
T
who made

lack

great service to the independent and don’t you forget

of formation.

is

was

it

that brought about their elimination.

substance,

carefully studied the situation in the interest of his concern, one of
the leading in the independent market, we will appropriate his reply

Review

in

game?

tip to the trade in

idcnt

of

general

Mastodon Films,

is

watch Charles C. Burr, presand of Affiliated Distributors,

to

Inc.,

His second Johnny' Hines picture, “Sure Fire Flint,” is a big
winner. And the showing of his Whitman Bennett allstar feature, “Secrets of Paris” makes our view of that production
absolutely absurd. Eddie Fay, back in Providence, mopped up with
the picture and we heard this week that other first run exhibitors
were equally' as successful in their engagements. The all-star cast
is drawing them to the box offce and the picture is seemingly entertaining the public, for reports on hand indicate bigger second-day
Inc.

box

office

business, and, after all, that is the real
the public as an entertainment vehicle.

N.
KRAFT’S
B ill
the New York Apollo Exchange

answer

to a picture’s value

to

Am

on “I
The Law,” which
distributing in the metropolitan district, was one of the best of the year, for the New Jersey
papers were not the only ones to fall. Every New York newspaper
“fell” for the story, many of them running it on the first page. It
was a prize stunt and brought record-crowds to the Rialto Theatre
in Passaic.
Elsewhere in this section appears a detailed account of
the stunt. Congratulations, Bill.
stunt in Passaic,

J.,

is

be an annual one with Moving Picture World.

B

ut

to get

back

to the exhibitor’s part in eliminating the fly-by-

night
Well, with the invasion of these reputable men, with the leading
concerns lining up in advance product for the entire year, with this
product based on material with which the exhibitor was acquainted,
the new era came. The enterprising exchanges of the country tied
up with these distributors. Result was that the fly-by-night, the
‘cheater’ and ‘junk exchange’ found themselves with nothing but
:

conceded junk

stuff at their disposal.
They tried all means of interesting the exhibitor, but the latter was so thoroughly busy booking the product of reputable firms, product that compared favorably
with the best in the market, that the illegitimates found themselves
being starved out of the business.

HARLEY SEELEYE, who was
on
C
Exchange,
week
was busy

in charge of Arrow’s New York
During the current
doing business
his own.
attending to the premiere showing at Ed. Reid’s
he
Strand Theatre in Providence, R. I., of “The Affairs of Lady Hamilton” starring Liane Haid, billed as “the most beautiful woman in
the world.” The opening show broke all motion picture house records in Providence. The attendance on Tuesday, when the local
newspapers devoted much space to sending off the production, was
so great that night it was decided to give seven shows a day, instead
Clever exploitation conducted by' Messrs.
of the regular five.
Seeleye and Reid attracted much attention to the picture, which is a
wonder cinematographically and with a star that lives up to every
claim and what is more certainly can act. Charles Seeleye will surprise thousands in the industry with “The Affairs of Lady Hamilton.”
is
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Warner

1923 Production
Plans Are Already Completed

Bros.’

With the completion of “Little Film Company, of Minneapolis.
Church Around the Corner,” and This company has also handled
the Harry Rapf production of the the Dakotas, Minnesota, and the
upper peninsula of Michigan. The
Charles G. Norris novel, “Brass,
Harry M. Warner announced that division of the territory has been
eighteen pictures will be made for made in order to secure a more
’

of
the season of 1923-24 at a cost
$5,000,000.
,
o
‘Mam Street,
Production of
rural
the Sinclair Lewis novel of
America, the seventh and last picture to be made this season, was
begun last week at the Warner
Monte Blue, who
coast studios.
has been placed under a long
term contract, has been cast for
,

«

1

.

a prominent role in this picture.
Mr. Blue recently played one of
the leads in the production of
“Brass,”

present indications the
eighteen productions will be made
In
at the West Coast studios.
present
the
with
accordance
policy of the Warner organization, the stories will be adaptations of popular novels and stage
plays. The first step in the production plans was made receiitly
with the enlarging of the studios.
More than nine and a half acres of
ground now comprise the studio
grounds, and in addition to the
present structure a number of
others will be erected.
The majority of the books and
have been
to
are said
plays
secured, and with the consummation of several other deals an
announcement will be
official
made. To carry out the production plan the foremost directors
screen
and
scenario
writers
players will be engaged for these

From

1

’

;

intensive

distribution

of

the

Many

on Weiss

“After Six Days”

Six Days” at English’s Opera
in Wisconsin.
Indianapolis,
recently,
be the franchise House,
holder.
Celebrated Players, of where this production met with
Wisconsin, is affiliated with the an enthusiastic reception on the
Celebrated Players Film Corpora- part of the theatre-going public,
tion of Chicago, of which J. L. Weiss Brothers, Artclass Pictures
Friedman is president. Grauman Corporation has commenced an

Grauman

starts

will

Lichtman

the

of

release

output with “Thorns and Orange
Blossoms.” The first two, “Rich

Men’s Wives” and “Shadows,” will
be handled by the F. and R. Film

active selling campaign on this
picture.
It is being offered as a
road show attraction, with special
score and a complete line of
material for use in promoting the
theatres.
legitimate
picture
in

Richard Barthelmess Feature Ready
Announcement is made by Producers Security Corporation, that
the final cutting of “Just a Song at Twilight,” in which Richard Barthelmess is starred, has been completed and the feature is now ready
It is stated that many
for distribution on the independent market.
applications have been made for franchises by state right operators.

Security

Producers

exploitation

star

is

preparing

j

!

M. R. Schlank to Go
on Trip
LOS ANGELES — (Special) —
Embarking on

his fourth trip of
1922 in the interest of the Anchor
Film Distributors, Inc., of which
he is head, Morris R. Schlank will

leave his new Hollywood headquarters about December first for
his last sales tour of the year.

According

to

word

from

K^u)s

this is

the (^fFcl TbiOer,

Anchor, Mr. Schlank’s trip will be
wholly confined to alloting territorial rights to the
little

new

series of

starring
features
Arthur Trimble.

two-reel

This

known

the

which will be
“The Adventures of

series,

as

i

j

'

'

I

week with

Wisconsin distribution of
Preferred Pictures by J. L. Grauman, manager of the Celebrated
Players
Film Corporation, of
Wisconsin.
Until now,
of
the

tion

I

Wisconsin Keaton Comedy
—
Captures Rivoli
Audience
the taking over

of the

Wisconsin distribu-

Preferred output,
which is handled nationally by the
A1 Lichtman
Corporation, has
been handled by the F. and R.

tions,

whereby “After Six Days”

of Los Angeles, and for a two
weeks’ engagement in San Francisco.
Following these presentations he will send two companies
throughout the States of California,
Arizona
and Nevada.
Louis Weiss has announced that
“After Six Days” will be given its
premier in New York City, immediately following the Christmas holidays. Arrangements have
been worked out by Artclass
whereby each State right exchange will be able to secure the

co-operation and assistance of
various fraternal organizations in
exploiting “After Six Days,” and
a series of letters have been prepared by the publicity department
of Artclass working out step by
step the methods to be used in
interesting various organizations

and newspapers.

Moving Picture World
Classfied

Ads

EVE(iYE)Ci:)Y

Milwaukee (Special)
One of
the most important film developments of the year was announced
this

I

California,

Bring Best Results

Franchise Holder
in

powerful

of

will be presented for a four-week
run at one of the leading theatres

support of Barthelmess.

New Lichtman
—

a

territory

Arizona and Nevada has already
been disposed of to Jake J. Cone,
of Los Angeles, California. Cone
has practically completed negotia-

campaign for the picture. It is adapted from the world famous song,
“Just a Song at Twilight,” and a music tie-up is being made in every
city and town in the country.
Evelyn Greeley and Pedro de Cordoba are the featured players in

Prince Courageous,” are described
being the most lavishly preA substantial portion of the sented short subjects ever atare favorably com$5,000,000 will be utilized in trade tempted, and
features
as
with
such
paper advertising, publicity and pared
“Knighthood,” “Robin Hood” and
exploitation purposes.
“The Prisoner of Zenda.”
Bessie Love heads the cast,
supporting Master Arthur, states
Mr. Schlank, in the entire series.

I

Bros.’

Following the premier of “After

as

pictures.

The

Sales

Lichtman product

which was directed by Company.

Sidney Franklin and adapted for
the screen by Julien Josephson.
According to Mr. Warner, the
concern is at present negotiating
with several of the foremost directors in the industry, and expect
to sign one to transfer the Sinclair Lewis story for the screen.
The production will be made on
an elaborate scale, and it is said
that upon its completion the entire organization will concentrate
upon the production plans for the
eighteen pictures.

I

551

“My Wife’s
National Athighest
the
traction,
captured
honors at the Rivoli Theatre, New
York, this week. Critics of several New York papers, in reviewing the show, placed the Keaton
Buster Keaton

Relations,”

a

in

First

comedy, produced by Joseph M.
Schenck, above the feature being

shown

at the Rivoli.

or

i

“
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Walturdaw Buys Output
Pictures by Preferred
An

important foreign deal was

consummated

week

this

when

contracts were signed between
Colonel H. A. Browne, chairman
of the board of directors of the

Walturdaw

Company,

Ltd.,

of

London, and the A1 Lichtman
Corporation whereby the English
distributing

company

secures the
Preferred output handled by the

Lichtman Corporation

for

Eng-

land.

This applies to the output of
the Lichtman organization for
for the first year with the exception of “Rich Men’s Wives,” the
first release which is now being
trade shown in England under the
auspices of the W. and F. Film
Service, Ltd., which controls its
distribution in the British Isles.
Walturdaw, under the contract,
secures “Shadows” as its first
picture.
“Thorns and Orange
Blossoms” the third is a Gasnier
Production
which,
incidentally
has its premiere at the Newark

Theatre, Newark, N.
prior

fourth

a

to
is

J., this week
Broadway run. The
“The Hero,” Gilbert

Emery’s stage play which Gasnier completed at the Schulberg
studios last week. Tom Forman,
the other featured director of the
Preferred organization is now
finishing

“Are You

A

Failure?”

California
while
Gasnier’s
schedule has so far advanced that
he has commenced work on “Poor
Men’s Wives” a companion piece
to “Rich Men’s Wives.”
In all
likelihood, Gasnier’s next subject
to follow “Poor Men’s Wives”
in

will be “Mothers-In-Law.”
The
remainder
of
the
production
schedule as now planned includes

production of “The Girl Who
Came Back,” “The Mansion of
Aching Hearts,” “My Lady’s
Lips” and “The Broken Wing”
the stage play for which B. P.
Schulberg closed the film rights

week.
A1 Lichtman

this

is

now

en route

to California to discuss production plans with Schulberg.

Monday at the Selwyn Theatre for
an indefinite engagement with assurances on the opening day that there
would be a week of sell-out performances for the advance sale for
the first four days indicated capacity
The
houses
during that period.
newspaper reviews were the most
commendable ever given any production shown in Boston, with several
of the Sunday sheets giving special
page layouts to the picture.

PROVIDENCE,

R.

(Special)—

I.

“The Life of Emperor Hamilton,” a
costume special, was given its American Premier showing at the Strand
Theatre here on Monday, Nov. 27,
opening to a turnaway matinee.
Charles Seeleye, formerly manager of
the New York Arrow Exchange, owns
this production, which he exploited
extensively, getting 100 per cent, cooperation from the Shepard store.
New England's most exclusive and

conservative department store.
ballyhoos were promoted
cial
cessfully
Reed, of

by

Spe-

Washington and Westminster
The store also broadcasted, via
the engagement of the picture.

street.

radio,

MONTREAL
man’s
Men’s

(Special)— A1 LichtPreferred Picture, “Rich
Wives,” played three local

initial

houses,

week

day

runs,

and

date,
at all

showing to splendid business
shows, excepting the supper performances, which are never good in
this city, despite the efforts of
men to plug them.

show-

—

LOS ANGELES (Special)
Producers Security Corporation's Dorothy Gish picture, “The Country

BOSTON

(Special) — “Down

to

the

and Phil Goldstone’s “DeAt the Altar,” are doing a
phenomenal business
in this terri...
release,

serted
-

_

,

dope of the self -elected wise birds.
The Goldstone picture has hung up
a couple of house records and is in
demand, while the C. B. C. version
of the old Charley Blaney melodrama
is also going over like a bouse afire,

asking for a “cut-in,” are being
turned down unhesitatingly, but the
managers are still plugging awav
hopefully.

LOUISVILLE. KY.
toriety,”
to

the

(Special)— “No-

WiU Nigh special
& Weber, bids

by North

dled
set

new

fo® tt'e
berg, is

hanfair

records in this territorv
local distributor, Lee Gold-

hammering away

duction as he hik
other picture.

no

at this proconcentrated*^ on
already" has

He

slfowilig d\® es’^inTou/^^^^^
cities.

World Rights

an "other

to Fecke

On “Yankee Doodle, Jr.”
World rights on “Yankee make a strong appeal to the pubDoodle, Jr.” have been secured by lie, for it has no sex appeal,
no
Geo. M. A. Fecke, of 28 Piedmont ;heap sentimentalism, but depends
on clean-cut situations and artisMr. Fecke is highly elated at tic photography, good direction

consummation of this ar- and a perfect screen story for its
rangement, for “Yankee Doodle, punch.
is
a picture that has fared
Jr.
Mr. Fecke expects shortly to
very well indeed at the hands of get around among the many who
the

reviewers

With

J.

and other authorities are already waiting for an opportunity to “go after” what he conFrank Glendon m the aiders to be “sure-fire” screen

leading role, this story of adventureous Americanism bids fair to

____

-

,

,

i

'

’

regarding future releases
the A1 Lichtman Corporation. A
number of valuable theatrical
J
]•
J
properties have been lined up and
It will be one purpose of the ®°n1

,

material,

Big Season in
the Northwest
SEATTLE, WASH. — (Special).— A1
Rosenberg, manager of De Luxe Film
Corporation and distributor of the A1
Lichtman product, has launched a big
drive on his three big specials Just
received:
“Shadows’’ “The World’s
fceive^d:, “Shadows,”
^ Stage” and “Thorns and Orange
Blossoms.’
These are three of the
biggest pictures of the seaosn and
are ready for immediate release. Mr.

Uoo
nas received a number Rosenberg has sent three salesmen out
cover Washington, Oregon. Idaho
cornmunications frorn the franMontana. They are Ned Edris,
chise holders commenting on the Louis Rosenberg and Jack Rosenberg,
.
.
*
ijc,re of the casts in the PretVhen asked how he always hapfg^red series. Before he left New

t

“'r”"

"'.r''
them
the maintenance of that it this way: “Since I first started In
gta^^ja^d in future pictures. As a business seven years ago, there have
..
.,
. r
.
been three of us boys in to“Pnnr always
gether. V-hen Mike went to Califor^ the new
„ Gasrier ma and became identified with the
® Wives,
.

.

the field in the East for worthliternrv material
Srhulherff
material, bcnuiDerg
while literary
pigt^^e has just been selected and
has been active surveying the pronicture nlaced in work
Raris
It
in
the
West.
field
fessional
T1
M.rr Pieh.^d^^^
Marr,
Richard lucker
unHerctnnd
he
has
lined
uo
a
unde s
David Butler, Zazu Pitts and
number of men andj women„ playFrancisco
have
been
ers to appear in the future PreSigned,
1 om rorman, the other
featured director under contract
putting the finishing touches
is
A
on ** Are
You a Failure, an ong-

Wa

On

time in the history of motion picture exploitation, an extensive house to house canvass, national in scope, is
part of the campaign to acquaint the women of the country with the
nature and purpose of the new two-reel subjects produced by
Aralma Films for presentation by Woman’s Home Companion and
distribution through Alexander Film Corporation.
“Direct to the Theatre-Patron” advertising campaigns by producers
and distributors of motion pictures are not new, but the lengths to
which the sponsors of the “Woman’s Home Series” are going to
make sure that the mothers and daughters of the country know
about “This Wife Business” and the rest of the series of screen
dramas and comedy-dramas written around leading articles by wellknown writers, appearing in Woman’s Home Companion each month,
is of unusual interest because of several features new to the national
distribution of pictures.

—

PHILADELPHIA (Special) Two
independent productions, “More to Be
Pitied Than Scorned,” C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation’s initial "Bix Six”

A1 Lichtman left New York for ferred Pictures and that when
_
and he get together,
November Lichtman
on Friday,
i iiuay, XNUVC111UV.I
Los Angeles Uii
enrne I’nterpstins^
^
^
conference
important
24, for an
.
.
announcements
tO make.
vi-Ttti his nartner
R
P
Rrhiilhere"
During the past few weeks,
J*
througn

Alexander’s “Woman’s Home”
first

independent producers that “tryout"

are

cents top.

Lichtman Goes to Coast
to Complete 1923 Plans

House-To-House Canvass
Probably for the

LOS ANGELES (Special)— Local
first-run theatres have been for the
past three weeks trying to convince

Looks Like a

/a
f
thorn
Whlio
While
them.
regarding
scirt
Lichtman has been looking over

Sea in Ships,” the Elmer Clifton
production financed by New Bedford
following a three-week
capitalists,
run in Providence, R. I., opened here

1922

showings at those houses would help
them in disposing of their film Hnnj
,,,
„
'« '•‘^*8 ever, these propoiitions,
whiS' in
lermory by holding up to unusual dition to axsnrin^
assuring tiw.
the theatre _?T
men
business at the Symphony Theatre free film, would also
be
productive
at a second weeks’ showing at 55 of
additional incomes, for they

1

l;d""ach

Latest State
Rights News

for England

L.

the
the Strand.
outstanding exploitation stunts was
the tacking of a huge 24-sheet advertising the picture across the front
of the Shepard store building on the

9,

cleaning up in the smaller towns and
neighborhood, where this type of
picture seems to be in great demand.

of All

suc-

Edward
One of

Manager

December

mal by Larry Evans who was
signed by Schulberg.
Probably by the time Lichtman
recently

Western
'"'bich

Pictures

Exploitation

Co.,

has recently been changed

to

Principal

Pictures Co.. I took Jack,
my youngest brother in. He started
in the shipping
This
department.
’«'eek I am starting him out on the
road. Lou is out and in most of the
time. And then ” concluded Al, who
is the proud father of a small son.
in the romper class ‘‘There wUl
t»e my boy to come in with us!
Who
knows? One of these davs, friend Al
may be qualifying for the “Daddy of
’e™ all” in the independent field,

—

The Educational
special,
the coast, Forman will “Man vs. Beast,” istwo-reel
being featured
work on “The Girl Who at the Liberty Theatre this week,

reaches
start

Came Back.”
Lichtman expects
Angeles from four

The

to stay in Los
to six weeks,

production schedule
will be gone over during that
period. Lichtman’s extensive disentire

where it is attracting much favorable
comment. Press notices unite in giving it favorable mention, and the

management has featured it in double
in company with some of

colmnn ads

biggest attractions of the season,

iarity

Seattle F*ilm E*xchange reports
the purchase of the series of*^ six
Squirrel Comedies, from the Lee-Brad-

sion.

centers in the United States and
ada, were here last week.

tribution

knowledge and

his famil-

with the 'types of picture
the exhibitors want are expected
to figure largely in the discus-

*who°"re”"ourin*g^

Cam

December

9,
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will the trade be surwith the reported entertainment value in Johnny Hines
next feature titled “Luck,” but it
will view with favor the realism

Not only

the sets that Producer Burr
building for this production.
is
In order to get the proper locale
and atmosphere of one of the big
melodramatic scenes of this feaof

C. C. Burr, Johnny Hines
the entire supporting cast
made a three-day visit to the Buttonwood coal mine, a few miles
outside of Wilkes-Barre in Penn-

ture,

and

where some extraordinary shots were obtained not
only in the vicinity of the coal
sylvania,

mines themselves but immediately
inside and 1,700 feet below the
Since this particular
surface.
scene is the nucleus around which
the great melodramatic moment
in “Luck” is built, no time and
pains were spared to make as
much capital as possible out of
The miners themthe location.

and supplied the
necessary atmosphere, and they
selves pitched in

acted as

if

they enjoyed

it

heart-

ily.

Since it was impossible to spend
more than three days in WilkesBarre, Studio

a

a Big Picture

prised

Manager Manning

had drawings of the interior of
the Buttonwood mine executed
with the result that after a week’s
work with a highly trained technical force, the lower floor of C.
C. Burr’s studio in Glendale has
been transformed into what is
justly reputed to be one of the
most detailed and striking mine
sets devised in a long time.

The complete set measures
about two hundred feet and has
been so accurately built as to
make it appear as the real thing.
Tracks for the donkey carts
spread their net-work throughout the entire underground set
and the material used to make
the walls appear like nature’s coal
is said to be as real as coal itself,

this

week

that

“Blind Justice”
Proves Big

F eatur e

first-run

bookings on this production have
already been arranged for the
Strand Theatre in San Francisco,
Goddards Theatre in Sacramento,
the Liberty Theatre in San Jose,
the U. C. Theatre in Berkely and
Mr.
the Superba in San Diego.

—Burr

The

inquiries
that
of
flood
poured into the offices of C. C.

Burr following the announcement
he had secured Edward
production
masterful
Sloman’s
that

Hyman

is

temporarily

titled

“Blind Justice,”

particularly enthusias-

Many

:

Edgar Lewis’ “Fires
of Youth” Ready Soon
Outstanding among the great
and productions that are

casts

gradually blazing their way into
the State right market and which
give every indication of the further solidity and potentiality of
independent production is the Edtemporarily
__
gar Lewis feature
titled “Fires of Youth,” featuring
.

.

child actors on the screen.

When

C.

C.

Burr succeeded

in

signing Mary Carr to a long term
contract he not only gave evidence of his growing strength in
the industry but he indirectly was
the cause of strengthening the position of the independent market
Mary Carr’s world-wide
as well.
success in Over the Hill ^nd her
_

in its cast Mary Carr, screendom s
Silver
symbol of motherhood, James subsequent triumph in
Kirkwood, Doris Kenyon, Robert Wings and other notable producEdeson, Edmund Breese, and tions stamped her as one of the

child greatest screen actresses of all
Griffin, the
polished perform- time and also attested to her popances in “Reported Missing” with ularity at the box-office, which
Owen Moore and in “Sure-Fire
Flint” with Johnny Hines stamped
him as one of the most talented

little

Russel

actor

whose

Is

me to state without equivocation
at this time, that “Blind Justice”
as a production is as great a masterpiece as the “Miracle Man,”
which was rightfully hailed by
the industry and the public as one
of the greatest triumphs of the
screen.
Realizing the potentiality of that statement it would be
an unwise thing for me to make
any sweeping comparison between the two pictures unless I
was sure beyond any particle of
doubt that “Blind Justice” was in
the same class as the “Miracle
Man.” Realizing the exact import
of my remarks, I wish to go on
record that in my own opinion,
which covers an experience of
ten years in the industry, “Blind
Justice” will go down as a production that is without doubt in the
same class as the “Miracle Man.”

Next

The new production of Dickens’ “Great Expectations” in which the
boy star, “Buddy” Martin, is said to establish himself as a
prodigy of the serious drama, will be followed by another elaborately
staged Dickens’ picture of even more pretentious proportions, according to word from the producers.
The generous response of the public to the serious efforts made by
latest

I

Burr

after all is the only salvation of
the exhibitor.

which features in its cast Milton
Sills, aided by Carmel Myers, Pat
tic about the entertainment value
Francis,
O’Malley,
Alec
Jack
of “Sure-Fire Flint” and in coMower, Walter Long and others,
operation
with these first-run caused Mr. Burr to issue the fol“Sure-Fire Flint”
houses is putting over a publicity lowing statement on this powerDates
Gets
and exploitation campaign that is fully portrayed dramatic produc“Sure-Fire Flint,” the latest said to be a comprehensive one tion
Johnny Hines feature produced from every angle.
The dramatic sweep and genuineness of “Blind Justice” prompts

‘‘David Copperfield’’
ii

C. C. Burr, is evidently out on
record-breaking career so far
as first-run bookings are concerned.
Louis Hyman, of AllStar Features, who controls the
distribution of “Sure-Fire Flint”
on the coast, wired Producer

by

Burr Says “Luck”
Is

553
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picture producers to transfer the world beloved Dickens characters
to the screen has prompted the Nordisk company to maVe “Great
Expectations” and also to follow it with “David Copperfield,” accord“The story of ‘Great Expectations’ is
ing to their correspondent.
nearly ideal for the screen,” he continues, “because the simple but
powerful plot with little ‘Pip’ as its central figure is deep and interesting, but not too involved.
This also applies to the story of ‘David
Copperfield,’ which is expected to prove exceptionally good picture
material.”

New

Exhibitor Booking Kink

During the past few weeks, officials of the A1 Lichtman Corporation
have been paying attention to reports from the field force with a particular object in mind.
As a result of their observations, they note what is
new kink in the methods of exhibitor bookings and

said to be a
an indication
that exhibitors are reverting to the former scheme of block bookings.
Contracts now in New York reveal the fact that showmen all over
the country have urged upon Lichtman exchanges, agreements for
the Preferred output in series. When the Lichtman Corporation was
formed, it was the plan to sell the pictures on an individual basis
only.

At

that time,

it

was announced

A T O II C H
C O M E D
1

Y
Y

to the trade that exhibitors

MASTODON

would never be coerced into booking any Preferred Picture which
After “Rich Men’s Wives” got into
they did not actually want.
circulation, however, exhibitors in innumerable cases insisted upon
signing for the remainder of the Preferred output in bulk.

Leon D. Netter, special sales representative of the Lichtman organifrom the Middle West this week and brought home
evidence of this condition. He said that all over, “Rich Man’s Wives”
had proved so successful that the value and prestige of the company
was at once recognized.

C. C.

FILMS, INC.

BURR,

Pres.

133-135-137 West 44th Street

zation, returned

A

Torchy

Comedy

NEW YORK

CITY. N. Y.

BOOK AT EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGES
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Preferred Buys ‘The Bro ken Wing’for
Release Through A1 Lichtman Corp.
In the face of stiff competition
from other large producers, B.
P. Schulberg, president of Preferred Pictures, Inc., and vicepresident of the A1 Lichtman
Corporation, secured the motion
picture rights to a much coveted
The
piece of stage property.
transaction was closed early this
week for the film rights to “The
Broken Wing,” the comedy drama

placing the Theatre in London at the moin the early ment.
All over the country, infuture.
In
all
likelihood,
the numerable stock companies are
picture will be an important addi- including “The Broken Wing” in
tion to the list of spring releases. their repertoire, since the play
No decision has as yet been made has already been released for
relative to the director.
Sargent Aborn, the proSchul- stock.
berg has both Gasnier and Tom ducer, has disposed of the musical
Forman under contract.
comedy rights to the play. In
In
its
stage
version,
“The that form, it will shortly make anBroken Wing” opened at the 48th other appearance on Broadway
Street Theatre on November 29th, under the auspices of a producer
1920.
It immediately caught on whose name is
familiar to
all
and remained at that house until playgoers.
It later went on
July 2, 1921.
In the play, the cast included
the road, its
Chicago engage- Louis Wolheim, Inez Plummer,

Corporation, intends
play in production

Paul Dickey and Charles W.
Goddard, which played for almost
a year on Broadway during the
1920-1921 theatrical season and
later did excellent business on
Other Charles Trowbridge, George Abthe road in important cities like ment totaling 12 weeks.
Washington, important engagements included bott, Mary Worth, Henry DugBoston,
Chicago,
Buffalo, Brooklyn, Pittsburgh and runs in the cities named above.
gan, Alphonz Ethier and others.
An English company headed by Its reception by New York and
Toronto.
“The Broken Wing” in its stage Dorothy Dix and Thurston Hall is out-of-town
critics
was very
bj'

version contained a thrill that occasioned considerable comment in
New York and in the other cities
The high
played.
in which it
light of the piece was an actual
aeroplane crash on the stage, a
bit of business that affords unusual opportunities for film reproduction.

Preferred Pictures, the producing unit of the A1 Lichtman

REEL OF OTHER
FOLKS”

said about

Single Reel Comic

“Felix

Kraft Sets

which was shown at the

You can’t go wrong with
new series of the

the

If

“FELIX CAT COMICS
They are the most ingenious
single reel mirth provokers

on the market.

territories

open

Foreign rights controlled by

GUS SCHLESINGER

M. J. WINKLER
220 West 42nd Street
City

New Mark

With “I Am Law” Stunts

=

H. M. Warner Would
Make “Hamlet”
Harry

M.

Warner,

of

Warner

Brothers, this week,
recalling the suggestion of
Augustus Thomas to Will
Hays at the Friars Dinner
that the industry
should
turn
out
“Hamlet” with

Barrymore in
announced

John

titular role,

the
that
that

prepared to make
Mr. Warner’s
statement was;
“Warner
Brothers would be pleased
to
produce
the
literary
he

is

production.

classic or any other production of equal literary and

educational value, without
any other recompense than
the actual production cost.

Wide

distribution and exploitation would be given
such a picture and we believe that the motion picture industry as a whole
would benefit from such a

man

in

for

Weber

&

it

is

winding up

its

full

The feature was
to open Friday last.
The day before, Kraft showed the
feature to the inmates of the
Passaic Almshouse. This was the
first time that the aged occupants
of the institution were shown a
movie.
The generosity of the
Rialto in bringing a picture to the
run.

Attractive Posters
for C. B. C. Pictures
What

is said to be an unusual
highly effective layout of
posters was completed recently on
the picture opened.
“Only a Shopgirl,”
of the
On Friday the day of the C. B. C. Film Salessecond
Corporation
opening,
the
newspapers
of series of Box Office
Winners.
Passaic came out with a story of
Jack Cohn, of that company, anthe sensational escape of four of nounces that more
time, thought,
the inmates of the Almshouse. and expense
have been given to
As the story ran, these four men, the preparation of the paper on
sixty-five years old, had seen a this
new feature than to any other
thrilling picture of the Northwest releases
that company has made,
—“I
the Law” the night be- with a view to making this
the
fore at the Almshouse. They had finest and most
effective layout
never before seen a movie in their for exploitation.
life.
It was only natural that they
mistook the screen characters for
Prize;
real people.
When the picture
was over, the men were puzzled.
It
to Hospital
“Where did that villain in the
picture go to?” they asked. They
The Los Angeles Children’s
looked behind the screen
the Hospital has been enriched in the
villain was not there.
So they sum of $1,000 through the gengrabbed some rusty rifles and erosity of H. J. Bradt, of 916 Fefared forth in the open country, dora street, Los Angeles, one of
leaving a note “We won’t come the eight first prize winners in
back till we get our man.” The the recent Cecil B. DeMille photostory got headlines in the Passaic play idea contest conducted under
dailies, and was broadcasted all the auspices of the Los Angeles
over New Jersey and New York, Times.
where the metropolitan dailies
Mr. Bradt refused to accept the
gave it two-column space. The $1,000 check for himself and asked
next day, the local papers re- that it be made out to the Chilported that the men had returned. dren’s Hospital, with the special
The follow-up story was as request that it be used to endow
prominent as the escape-story.
a bed to be named after the idea
.which had brought him the money.
The bed accordingly will be

one year. poor won a liberal advance story
Will Kraft, advertising and ex- in the local press, the day before
For the third time

scheduled

I RIVOLI THEATRE, N.Y.

gratifying.

1922

precedence.”

where
week

Wakes Up

New York

York

Am

Pat Sullivan’s

still

of

The publicity
after-effects.
differed from other scoops, inasmuch as the title and description of the picture was mentioned
with the story. The tie-up was
as direct as an advertisement.
The picture Kraft went out to
the Law,”
put over was “I
the C. C. Burr special which
Bobby North controls for the
New York territory. The booking was at the Rialto, Passaic,

New York Daily News

few

Duke

bad

That’s what the

A

at the

North, landed on the front page
of the local paper with a stunt
that was carried by the Associated Press and was given twocolumn space in the New York
and out-of-town papers. Like his
two previous efforts on “School
Days” and “Your Best Friend,” his
latest smash was clean-cut and
direct, without any kick-back or

“WE’RE ALL FOR
FIVE REELS OF
FEUX AND ONE

I
I
I

it

ploitation

a

I
g

playing in

9,

and

—

—

Am

Producers Security
Reports

Refuses

Turns

Over

—

—

Many

known as “The Ten Commandments Bed.”
The uses to which some of the

Sales

F. J. Hawkins, Secretary of Producers Security Corp., who just
returned from a trip to exchanges in the Mid-West, reports several
important state right deals, for his company.
H. C. Simeral, Inc., of Pittsburgh, secured Dorothy Gish’s “The
Country Flapper,” and Irving Cummings “On the Trail,” and
Great
“Tricked,” for Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
Western Film Exchange of Cleveland secured “The Country Flapper” and Oscar Apfel’s “The Wolf’s Fangs,” for Ohio and Kentucky.
Several other deals are pending.
Mr. Hawkins reports brisk activity among independents and states
that big pictures are bringing most satisfactory returns in all terriHe states that Producers Security will place several more
tories.
features on the independent market in the near future.

other winners

intend to devote
are almost
$1,000 prizes
equally interesting, according to
their letters to Mr. DeMille and
Nelson, of
F.
The Times.
C.
Lansing, Mich., will use his as the
first payment on a new home.
Long
Rasmussen,
of
Peter
Beach, will clear off the last of
a long-standing mortgage on his
of
Michael,
home.
their

Marie

Providence, R. I., who had been
leave
high school,
obliged to
wrote that she would use the

money

for a college education.

December
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Selling the Rcture to
^C^EPES

the Public

WINTHROP SARGENT

Arthur E. Weld Gets Unusual Effects
From an Oddly Designed Lobby Display
OMETHING

S

new

in exploitation is get-

Arthur E. Weld, of the
Strand Theatre, Waterloo, la., sends in
a new effect and shows two uses for the
same device.
The chief oddity of Mr. Weld’s idea is
that the most attractive display is virtually
hidden from the passerby, who must enter
the lobby and either peep in or come before
Genthe box office to view the display.
erally the best front is turned toward the
Here the better of the faces is tostreet.
ward the box office, though the exterior is
ting rare, but

able attention.
First

The

lattice

was

on Norma

built for

Norma Talmadge

“The Eternal Flame,” and for this diain the sides gave a
view of the interior without requiring the

mond shaped openings
come

all

the

way around.

Within was a shrine effect, with a red
compo board heart backing a lighted candle
of white wax. A pair of ornamental lanterns
were placed in the corners and pedestals
right and left displayed flowers a beautiful
rose for “Norma, the wife,” and a wilted
bloom for “Norma, the flirt.” The card in
;

the

corner reads

still

burning

;

“Is

the

fluttered
at the slightest
were attached to

Then came “Grandma’s Boy,” and the
same structure was completely changed to
give a serious treatment to this theme.

A

believe that Mr. Weld holds the
record for the most serious and careful
treatment of a comedy picture, and the
Lloyd production was put over as few
comedies have been. The patrons realized
that there must be something out of the
ordinary to the picture to call for this extra
care, and they
entered the auditorium

properly impressed.
Mr. Weld has before this shown himself
to be an adroit publicity man, but we think
that these two displays mark a new high
standard for him. They are decidedly good
and out of the ordinary.

Eternal Flame

your heart?”
on invisible wires

in

Butterflies
about the flame, moving
draft.
Smaller butterflies
the lattice.

Holding a Record

We

in

curious to

searched the town for some old wall paper
find some that had been in
stock for so long that it was almost moth
eaten.
An old-fashioned what-not, loaded
with the curios so dear to the heart back
in the seventies, was placed in one corner
and was balanced by a table with an oldfashioned album, stereoscope, knitting and a
reading lamp.
There was a comfortable
looking old rocker and a rag carpet that
showed wear. It might well have served as
a setting for “The Old Homestead” or “The
Old Nest.”

and managed to

attractive to get favor-

in itself sufficiently
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Weld

How About It?

Homestead^*
Morality Campaign

**Old

When “The Old Homestead” was due in
Longmount, Col., Rick Ricketson the Paramounteer, collaborated with the Isis Theatre in getting the town sold on a campaign to play up the “Old Homestead”
idea.

Merchants used the angle to plead with
patrons to forsake the insidious mail-order
houses, and the paper urged a return to the
normal standards prevailing in “The Old
Homestead.” The paper offered a loving
cup for the best dressed window depicting
the crusade idea and the Isis offered $5 and
ticket

the

prizes for the best ideas to

tie

into

campaign.

The night of the opening a minister
preached a sermon on the theme and the
Isis loaned him the house quartet to sing old
home songs as a part of the service.
No attempt was made to hide the adverIt was all frankly a town betterment movement for advertising purposes,
but it seems to have accomplished some
good to others than the shrewd advertiser,

tising end.

who

sold the

play to capacity.

Great Climate
They say anything
California.

Lately,

will grow in Southern
at the Pasadena, they

Oscar Kantner, Paramounteer, claims a
record for having landed fourteen merchants
for a tieup in thirty minutes.
Can anyone
beat an average of two minutes and eight

had a perambulating book for “The Masquerader.” A few weeks later, in Los Angeles, it had grown from four feet into a
six-foot book for Lorna Doone. It’s a fine
climate for growing things.
Any Cali-

seconds?

fornian (southern) will

tell

you

that.

First National Release

ARTHUR
He made

E.

WELD CAREFULLY GUARDED “THE ETERNAL FLAME” FROM ALL DRAFTS

the lobby of the Strand Theatre, Waterloo, la., face the purchaser instead of the prospect. On the left is seen
the interior and on the right the display as it faced the spectator from the street. The diamond shaped apertures in the sides gave
a view of the interior from the lobby. See the next page for another form.
his display in
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Sold Lobby Train
to Eager Patron
When

you want

to

borrow something

for

the lobby and the merchant is slow to lend,
tell him this story of A. H. Cobb, Jr.
Cobb runs the Alamo Theatre, Griffin,
When he got “The
Ga., and is a hustler.
Fast Mail” he decided on a lobby miniature, knowing what toy trains had done for
He built a display
so many other houses.
ten feet long, making a pretentious rural
scene through which an electric train dashed
-on its way, working back through a tunnel
It was
at the rear of the realistic setting.
fine job.

a

The train was loaned by a local concern
and when they came to take it back Cobb
gave them the name of a patron who wanted
Probably the purchaser had seen
times in the window, but
seeing it in motion, he quite agreed with his
small son that they needed it to keep house
with, and he put in a bid for the entire outthe outfit.
the train

many

fit.

Meantime Mr. Cobb had an attraction
which kept a crowd in front of the lobby
practically all day, and he bought a fifteen
per

cent,

increase

in

business

only

for

$9.40.

Made Double

Drive
A

on Serial Opening
they get
over the first episode of a new serial, but
Charles Morrison, of the Rialto Theatre,
Jacksonville, was confident that “In the
Days of Buffalo Bill” would bring in a return for more effort, so he had two-day
parades for both the opening and the second
chapter four in all.
The Mayor gave a parade permit on condition that no shooting be done, and told
Morrison to go as far as he liked after
Morrison had argued the educational and
historical value of the ^isodes. Then Morrison borrowed some wild west stuff from a
friend and obtained horses and riders for
$4 for horse and rider by the seven-hour

Most managers

are

content

—

day.

With these and a
schooner he staged his

home-made

prairie

parade, stopping
at the schools to tell the pupils about the
Some of the teachers were
history angle.
disposed to object until Morrison showed a
letter of approval from the school board.
On the second week he was able to use a
real prairie schooner which came into town
the night before from Los Angeles. With
a sick sister of a wheel which needed “fixing” about every three blocks, he managed

A

first

WELD’S UNUSUAL DISPLAY FOR “GRANDMA’S

BOY’’

This occupies the same structure erected for “The EternaJ Flame,” shown on the
preceding page, but it was very different and a serious treatment of a comedy theme
that is unusual in the exploitation of a humorous picture. See the preceding page.

if

—

Pathe Release

make the parade last a long time over a
short route.
He also formed the Buffalo Bill Club,
which is merely a punch card with spaces
for the eighteen episodes. All children whq
have the card full punched will be given
an outing at the end of the serial, and Morrison plans to lay off the cost on the merchants who supply the refreshments in return for the advertising they will get out
of it, while he believes that he can get the
auto trucks
the same way. Meanwhile he
has nearly doubled business on these days in
a town none too easy to reach.
to

m

paper. The Texas Typhoon with a
double line red ink head reading “Storm
Sweeps South
to Hit Dallas Sunday,”
which, of course, was the opening date of
“The Storm.”
Ever since the Galveston tidal wave
storms have had a real interest for Texas
and this issue with its big red “extra” and
the storm warning was snapped up by the
crowds. The red ink is old stuff, but the

page

;

application on this picture was so
that it possessed a real drag.

marked

Water With His

Red Ink Storm
Combining two old stunts gave the Palace
Theatre, Dallas, Texas, a real thrill. Manager C. A. McFarland and Paul Wakefield, a
Universal exploitation man, collaborated in
the production of a convincingly real eight

T. Freeman, of the Jefferson TheaAugustine, used the toy train for
“The Fast Mail,” and he built up an unusual-

James

tre,

St.

elaborate effect, including a small lake
trestle over which the train ran.
It
attracted more attention than usual, and this,
of course, meant more business.
ly

with a

Universal Release

TWO SHOTS OF THE PARADES USED BY CHARLES MORRISON OF JACKSONVILLE FOR “BUFFALO
He

BILL”

ballyhooed both the first and second chapters of this serial and was told by the Mayor that he could go as far as he liked.
The Board of Education approved an approach to the school children because of the historic auigle of the episodes, and
Morrison is planning an outing for all the children who attend each of the eighteen episodes of the picture. It is an intensive
campaign for an eighteen-week run, and it paid.
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Whitfield Got Money
on **Storm*^ Exploits
Working like a circus agent, Raymond _P.
Whitfield, of the Majestic Theatre, Austin,
Texas, put over a campaign on “The Storm”
which the exploitation man declared to be
one of the best in his territory.
Whitfield started in with blue on white
stickers reading: “‘The Storm’ is Coming”
and transferred that to a slide two weeks
before the opening, to make sure that everyone was warned. He also put out a 28sheet; the only good location outside his
regular boards.
Then he started a street ballyhoo with a
horse-drawn vehicle bannered on three sides
and started in with more specific slides taken
from the plan book.

One thousand form
and

letters

were sent

to a

heralds were given the
departing patrons the week in advance. At
the same time he added five 24-sheets, all in
select

list,

1,500

good locations.

The

trailer

was

started

and

seven
business
district
windows were
painted with storm signals and lettered for
star

and

title.

The

A

UH'i'Oc/

aal ittLeuse

A BACKED CUTOUT OF THE FOREST FIRE FROM “THE STORM”
P. Whitfield made this cutout for the Majestic Theatre, Austin, Texas, as
part of an intensive campaign, getting the idea from a sister house which used it for

Raymond

another picture.

Another Page Idea
again was brought in by
Brentlinger, of the Strand Theatre, Evans-

Something

ville,

1

i

else

Ind., for

“Remembrance.”

Taking a hook-up page, he divided it into
eleven strips across the page, each of which
was taken by some merchant.
Each of
these eleven spaces started with a heavy
letter which was also the initial of the first
sentence in the advertisement. They were
arranged in order to spell a bold “Remembrance” down the left hand side of the page.
Two tickets were offered by each merchant
for the best substitute for the opening sentence, which must also be begun with the
letter he had used.
For example, the man
who had had “B” assigned to him might
have used “Before you install a new heater,
look into the merits of” the system he advertised.
The winning sentence also had
to begin with a “B,” and' had to be the best
phrase to work in with the copy.
This not only gives a contest, but it gives
a well displayed title.
The usual hook-ins were used, and by
spending about $50 above the usual appropriation many times this sum was brought
an

the

box

Improving the Stunt
The Universal men at Winnipeg built up
on the bank storage of film when “Foolish
Wives” came to Winnipeg. They not only
arranged to store the film in the bank
vaults, but two policemen met the film cans
at the station and acted as body guard to
the bank and to and from the house each
day.
It gave the Lyceum Theatre unusual
publicity.
The exploiteers do not tell how
they managed to swing the police, which
would be the interesting part.

central board, shown in the photograph, was a cutout from the paper backed
by a hand-painted forest fire scene. Red
lights were put behind the figure and whites
were used in front. The lights were on a
flasher and these ran all Sunday night before the opening when the house was dark.
The idea was taken from a “Manslaughter”

poster broadcasted by Bill Johnson.
Wakefield, the exploitation man, tied the
local paper to a storm story contest and the
class in journalism doing practical work on
a local paper were given tickets and a prize
was offered for the best written review by
a member of the class, most of the reviews
being printed, which took a lot of space.
C. A. McFarland, of the Queen Theatre,
Houston, Texas, had two old homesteads
when he played the Paramount. One was a

miniature

inner lobby.
The other
to the entrance with
real smoke coming out of the chimney. The
windows were brightly lighted from the rear
and made a fine flash. An incense burner
supplied the smoke.

was

in

a built

the

up front

office.

^Manslaughter^ Front
Built to Curb Line
Ollie

Brownlee,

of

the

Palace Theatre,
on the safety
campaign on “Manslaughter,” and the police
overlooked the fact that he built his
front
to the cimb line.
It was part of a public
Muskog-ee,

service.

Okla.,

The

hooked

scheme was blue letterand the marquise was topped
cutout on a paneled back.
color

ing on orange

with a

Just
inside
the
building line was a
miniature of which the backing
was an enlargement of an 11 by 14 black
and white
still set into a
proscenium frame.
It brought about
thirty per cent, over the
•average at a cost of one dollar
for

1

per

cent.

each one

A Paramount

Release

CAME CLEAR TO CURB WITH A FRONT ON “MANSLAUGHTER”
Brownlee hooked Muskogee, Okla., to the Palace Theatre on the safety campaign
for “Manslaughter,” and did murder on his house front because it was a public movement and the police approved his efforts to curb motorists.

Ollie
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Split With School
to

Get Big Special

Manager Accrossinni,

of

the

Academy

Theatre, Lynchburg, Va., gave special impetus to his special matinee on “Sherlock

Holmes.”
He gave a special showing to pupils at
ten o’clock one morning, the schools excusing the children that they might attend.
The tickets were sold at the regular price
of twenty-five cents, of which the house donated fifteen cents to the school funds.
Each teacher sold her class the tickets, and
the school turned in ten cents to the house,

You can work this more
its share.
Give it
easily than you probably imagine.
Most live principals recognize the
a trial.
value of filmed classics and still more keenly
appreciate additions to the school funds
which are not provided for by the Board of
retaining

Education.
Mr. Accrossinni did not have time to work
up many window displays, but he did land
a book store on Doyle’s works and a phonograph store on the old time songs. For the
latter he made an unusual display, as shown
on this page.

CrandaWs Windows
Set Big

New Record

Crandall, who is pervading the
South in the interests of Mrs. Castle in
“Slim Shoulders,” got two of the prettiest
window displays we have seen to put over
the Slim Shoulders Fashion Promenade at
the Rialto Theatre, San Antonio.
He hooked local clothing merchants to a
brought him
ten page hook-up, which
about half a page a day for the entire week
before the run, and he persuaded the leading store to devote three of their windows
One was a straight
to the attraction.
clothes display, but the other two take all
records.
One shows the lobby of the Paris Opera
with its lavish decorations faithfully reproduced; a brilliant background to a display
of new styles.
The other, slightly less
elaborate, but not less striking, shows a
scene at the French Vechy springs. In this
six figures were used.
Cuts cannot do justice to the vivid coloring, but they can convey some idea of the
pretentious display, and the store found
that the extra cost of careful painting was
well worth while in the added interest taken
in the display; an interest which was cap-

Milton

italized in sales.

A Bodktnson

A

Goldioyn Release.

A WINDOW DISPLAY WITH BOTH DIGNITY AND PUNCH
a phonograph hook-up on “Remembrance,” with old songs on phonograph
records, and was designed by the Academy Theatre, Lynchburg, W. Va. A few
records bearing tbe titles shown might help the effect if attached to the back cloth.
It

is

mind
nounced
added

of

Original Lithos for

for the next day’s card,

which an-

four day engagement and
“It’s got to be a good one to play
four days.
know it will do better each
da}'.” The attention value of the teaser was
strong enough to justify the double postage
cost.
The rest of the mail list received a
well arranged postcard.
the

:

**The

Old Homestead^'

When Major Holloway, of the Rialto
Theatre, Columbus, Ga., started in to put
over “The Old Homestead,” he played in
luck. One of the oldest inhabitants proudly
displayed to him two of the old one-sheet
lithographs used for the Denman Thompson production some thirty years ago.
Holloway had them glazed for lobby displays and then got two newspaper writeups on the antiques. They attracted more
attention than all of the rest of his lobby.
To part of his mailing list he sent slips
reading “Can you keep a secret?” and running on “We will give you time to think it
over and in tomorrow’s mail you will receive
the information.”
This left the reader in a receptive frame

We

His best side stunt was a tieup with a
store to urge repainting “The Old

paint

Homestead,” the store displaying a miniature house six feet wide by four high and
about three feet in depth, done in compo
board and brightly painted. The slogan was
“It doesn’t cost much to brighten up ‘The
Old Homestead’ with Blank’s Paint.”
Don’t forget the midnight matinee on New
Year’s Eve. It means immediate money and
if you spend a little extra to whoop it up, it
means an advertisement that will help for a
year.

Release

MILT CRANDALL PUTS OVER ONE OF THE PRETTIEST

WINDOW DISPLAYS ON RECORD

for Irene Castle in “Slim Shoulders” and the Castle Fashion Promenade, he got these handsome displays. On the right
is seen the grand foyer of the Opera House, Paris, while the other
shows a supposed scene at Vichy, where the continental
fashionables go to show and see the styles. Full sized wax figures were used in the displays, which attracted unusual attention..
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Ran Second Week

Black and White

Good
The

angle

best

Windows

for
in

this

window

display

of the Mary Anderson Theatre, Louisville,
for “Skin Deep’’ is the black and white back-

ground.
the

display was a drug store and
were cosmetics and the stunt
two cards, with four stills each and

The

articles

carries

-59

two question mark cards.

on ‘East

Is

Hired Real Arabs for
WesE^
“Under Two Flags*^

H. B. Watts, of the Strand Theatre, Omaha, worked up “East Is West” so effectively
that he got a second week of good business
out of the Constance Talmadge production.
He used to love boat prologue and dressed
his usherettes in chingse dress which did
not mean Japanese kimonas but the trousers
and blouse of the Celestial Kingdom. It was
more unusual, and so more effective.
The lobby was lavishly decorated in the
Chinese style and tea was served by a little
maiden properly costumed. A large grocery
firm supplied a brand tea in return for the
advertising, and the Loose-Wiles people
contributed the wafers on the same payment plan. It all worked for the general
effect and brought a first week’s business
which assured a successful continuation.
The tea stand will help in any house, and
you can work off the cost if you start early
enough, even in a small town. Give your
grocer time to write his jobber and you
can get the goods free.

—

Since New York is the center for Arab
acrobats who are not playing, it was no
trick at all for Jack Staub, Universalist, to
dig up a couple for the Bishop Theatre,

Hoboken,

for

“Under

Two

Flags.”

A First Natimial Release

THE DRUG STORE WINDOW
Adapting an idea already used on several
First National productions, starting with

Coogan

Jackie

in

“Trouble,” a drive was

for clothing for needy ex-service men,
to Armistice Day and the war angle
of the picture.
It got over because it was played up to

made

hooking

the
to

limit,

become

but the clothing stunt promises
as much of a pest as the newsboy

parade.

Homed In
Omaha

RICE AND

Each container was tagged with the appeal “Help Keep the City Clean.”
Advertising space on the cans is rented and Harry
Goldberg of the Sun Theatre, saw his oplow

Persons are said to be dying by inches,
but Fred V. Greene, Jr., the erstwhile Paramounteer, who is now out on Long Island,

to

“Here
to cards which read:
one inch of ‘Pink Gods,’ a Paramount
Picture. You must not miss the other 85,307 inches at the Rialto Theatre.”
And there really was an inch of film, because while a frame is only about threefourths of an inch high. Fred used slightly
more than one frame. Unlike Max Rosenfield, he is accurate in his measurements.
Fred reports that most of the cards went
home with the patrons and that the few
cards he did find in the lobby had had their
film cuttings detached.
is

A

He

tell

took the space directly be-

of

“The

Silent

Call”

at

his

house. The strips were chiefly title, which
gave the impression that the Sun was hooking the First National to the movement. It

was

effective work.

exploited 6y inches.
He dug out the old film specimen idea and
gave it a revarnishing. One frame of film

was attached

A Universal Release

gutter.

portunity.

Exploited by Inches

the throes of a Cleaner City

in

is

movement, and the populace is being educated to throw trash into the metal containers and not on the sidewalk or into the

MULEY

They are Rice Hassan and Muley Ali,
and they are getting on this page to give
a line on real Arabic dress.
You can fake
the robes by sewing up the front of a gaily
colored bathrobe.
The desert head dress
on the left is easier to handle than the
turban, which requires skillful winding. It
is
a skull cap of white cloth of several
thicknesses, with an extension to cover the
back of the head and lower part of the face,
preventing the desert sands from working

down

Revived
clothes line lobby bobs up every now
and then, and the Empire Theatre, Syracuse, used a line containing worn garments
and new clothes, so disposed that the title
“Rags to Riches,” represented by gilt cutout letters, rested against the old garments
for the “rags” and the new for “riches.”
What else do you suppose they did for this
Wesley Barry picture?
Of course!
newsboy’s matinee. It’s no
longer very original, but it made a good ballyhoo.

The

A

inside the shirt.
The shirt can be a
of
any bright cloth, preferably
pleated.
It is really very simple to fake
such a costume for the numerous desert
plays.

dicky

—

“As human as a hole in your sock as funny as a baby’s first tooth” is the way Ralph
Ruffner put over “Clarence” at the Capitol
Theatre, Vancouver.
It got them despite
the fact that Wally is not over popular in
B. C.

Another stunt was an essay contest on the
comparative values of “The Old Home->
stead” and “Way Down East,” which got

First National Release

HOW TOM
He

BOLAND, OF THE EMPRESS THEATRE, OKLAHOMA CITY, SOLVED A DISPLAY PROBLEM

up the love boat scene from “East Is West” on top of his marquise, skillfully working cutouts into the new building.
To get visibility, he set the display on so sharp an incline that it was completely visible from across the street, as this photograph
demonstrates. The same idea can be applied to a dual display facing both ways from the house on the same side of the street.
Looks as though Mr. Boland were due to receive a vote of thanks.
built
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Some

Capital Ideas
for ^^East Is West*^

Bamboo

canes instead of the usual white
of the means used by Richard Doering, of the Arcade Theatre, Paducah, Ky., to get Chinese atmosphere for
The cane lattice, with
“East Is West.”
some gay streamers and red and black banners gave more or less the suggestion of a
Only about two dozen canes
tea house.
Most
were required to give the frame.
lattice

was one

sell bamboo for bean poles if you
want to know where to get them.
Note the use of the explanatory pedestals
That for Miss Talmadge,
for the cutouts.

florists

“I’m
for example, reads;
speak dignified American
Chinese characters). Get

Ming Toy.

Me

language (some
me Steve? Por-

trayed by Constance Talmadge in ‘East Is
West.’” There were similar feet for the
cutouts of Edward Burns and Warner
Oland.

A

in the form of a sedan
the celestial dragon forming
a frame for the painted sign was carried
through the streets by two fake Chinamen.

perambulator

chair,

with

A

First National Release

A NEW IDEA

IN

EXPLANATORY CAPTIONS FOR CUTOUTS

They were used by Richard Doering, of the Arcade Theatre, Paducah, Ky., for Constance
Talmadge in “East Is West.”' Bamboo and parasols were employed in place of the

Perambulating Book
Has Practical Page
Tod Browning,

the Grand Theatre,
read of the perambu-

of

Middletown, Conn.,
books used on “The Masquerader”
and decided to have one. He decided to
have a better one.
His book was three by four feet and one
side was provided with an extra panel,
hinged to one side. When a crowd was attracted, the perambulator navigator released
a catch which permitted the panel to swing
out, displaying a two “page” selling talk on
the story. Naturally this was a very great
deal more effective than a straight perambulating book, and capitalized the interest
the cover had aroused.
is
very little extra trouble and it
It
lating

multiplies the result tenfold.
For “The Alasquerader” the perambulator
man was masked, and wore a silk hat, of
uncertain vintage, to match up with the
portrait of Guy Bates Post on the outside
cover.

lattice

and vine idea

to suggest a tea

Sands and The Sheik
“The Sheik” made good
of the Imperial Theatre,

for C.

W.

Columbus,

S.

Irvin,
C.,

so

he got out the old tent front display on that
attraction when he played “Burning Sands,”
taking care that the title was so well dis-

played that people would not confuse this
with a return date. Then he sold on “The
flaming answer ” angle.
People remembered the earlier play and figured that they
would like to see another. It not only made
money, but it saved the cost of a new display, for the awning material had been
saved for future use.
Several weeks in advance of the showing
Mr. Irvin talked the local music dealer into
buying several hundred copies of the plugger song, and the dealer had to make a big
display of the music to avoid getting stuck
with unsold copies, so he worked almost as
hard for the play as did the manager.

—

garden

effect.

Weber and North
Have New Trailer
Weber and North, producers of Will
Nigh’s “Notoriety,” insist upon it that newspapers will hook up to the title, since newspapers are the chief source of notoriety.
To prove the point, they have invented a
new trailer to supplement the usual effect,
which is also supplied.
Taking the scene where the newspaper
is

read for an introduction, a

“Have you read today’s

title follows
” the blank

being filled in with the name of the co-operating paper. Then follows »a flash of the

newspaper, and clippings from its pages,
each appropriately illustrated with some
scene from the play.
Apparently the trailer is remade each
day, which involves considerable work, but
the co-operation of the newspaper which is
supposed to reciprocate with additional news
stories of the stunt, is counted to offset the
cost.
If it works, it’s a great scheme, but it is to
be questioned whether the stunt is within
the scope of the resources of most houses.

Too Numerous
So many lobbies

An Amerxcan

Releaxe

AN ELABORATE FLOAT FOR “THE QUEEN OF THE MOULIN ROUGE”
This was effectively used by the Cameo Theatre, New York, during the run at this house.
A red mill with electrically lighted arms, faced in two directions, was used on the
marquise roof, about the first time this Moss house has used an attractor.

for

“The Old Home-

stead” have used the rural setting that the
Paramounteers have been instructed not to
Looking over the
photograph any more.
numerous displays sent in by Southern Enterprises it would appear that the lobby
miniature gives better results than the full
sized lobby.
Guy A. Kenimer, of the Arcade Theatre, Jacksonville, offers one of
the best of the small settings, but H. C. Farley, of the Empire Theatre, Montgomery,
Ala., made a very pretty window miniature
and A. B. Morrison, of Loew’s Palace Theatre, Memphis, used a small design in the
lobbj' for advance work, and then moved it
to a store window on the main thoroughfare for the run.
Warren Irvin, of the Imperial Theatre,
Columbia. S. C.. got one of the simplest effects.
His lobby is rather narrow and a
hut over the bo.x office and two short
lengths of paling fence gave him all the
atmosphere at small cost. He built his fence
with back braces so that the sections could
be lifted out of the way before the house
was emptied.
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Hyman's Overture
Gets

Them Early

Figuring that the earlier they come, the
sooner they get out to make room for others
Edward L. Hyman, of the Mark-Strand,
Brooklyn, has been playing up his overtures
as a feature, and getting them in earlier than
usual.
For the first effort he used a self
playing piano to reproduce Paderewski playing Chopin’s March Miiitaire, with orchestral accompaniment, working the piano on
the production stage in a handsome setting
and giving the number importance by playing up the stunt as a feature in his advertising.

The

A Lichtman

Release

PUTTING OVER “RICH MEN’S WIVES” IN YAKIMA, WASH.
The Liberty Theatre made a board for this picture which worked so well that they
made it a continued stunt for the time being. To avoid argument with the fire
department, asbestos board was used for the foundation instead of compo board.

Used **World^* Lobby
Like most of the lobby display suggestions given in this department, the front for
“Blood and Sand” has been widely used, but
Earl Settle, of the Palace Theatre, McAlester, Okla., followed it almost line for line
and gained a pretty effect. He put a balance around the marquise and this was lettered with star and title to face three ways.
The lights were dyed yellow and red to
match the colorings of the awning cloth.
It made a wonderful flash for less than $20.
A song tie-up was effected and a sporting
goods house loaned one of its windows to
be turned into a bull ring with a cutout of
Valentino. Now the Palace has a new big
business record.

Let George

Do

It

Believing in laying off costs where possible, the Orpheum Theatre, somewhere in
Rick Ricketson’s territory, let an automoIn the
bile company stage the ballyhoo.
space in front of the theatre the accident
scene was staged, and along side the car
was the statement that Lydia Thorne ran
down and killed a motorcycle cop and was
charged with “Manslaughter,” adding that
if she
had used a car of the advertising
make she could have throttled down to
three miles an hour, avoiding the accident
and the subsequent trouble.
The motorcycle was supplied by another

A Paramount

Release.

agency, which also got a credit card.
Orpheum supplied the idea and got

The

is not the use of a
piano which is old, but in
making the overture so important that the

crowds come

—

A

The tableau was staged in the street
because it was part of a local safety first
campaign.

play.

Some Slam !
The

First National publicity department
starts off a story with the remark that “Even
the unlimited resources of the Western

Union and Postal Telegraph companies were
taxed to meet the demands” of a 15,000 distribution of fake telegrams.

Something must have happened to the well
organized supplies departments of the telegraph companies very lately. They used to
print blanks in quantity.
The stunt was used by the Garden Theatre, Davenport, la., on “East Is West.”

That

is

where the

profit

Change of Front

Marked New Policy

the

Four “Manslaughter” targets were used
to fence off the space taken up by the dis-

early.

lies.

business.

Changing

a house over from a thirty cent,
continuous policy to two-a-day and a dollar
top, plu Stax, is something of a problem.
William Bedell, of the Rialto Theatre, Atlanta, accomplished the result very effectively by changing over the front.
Marion Davies in “When Knighthood
Was in Flower” was to be the attraction.
The Hearst paper was back of the engagement, but Mr. Bedell figured that they could
not reach everyone. He made over the corner lobby to suggest the old English style
cf architecture, with dark beams and roughcast plastering, altering the lobby doors to
harmonize. These look rather crude in the
photograph, but the actual effect was pleasing.
After the photograph was made vines
were trained over the walls to further enhance the effect and to more accurately carry out the suggestion.

At night the main building could not be
and the effect was that of a low-hung,
two-storv Tudor period cottage, with only
the electric lights contributing to the modern
seen,

Slick snd Slicker
There was not much cost attached to the
stunt used by the Melrose Theatre, a New
York locality house.
Manager Kraus
found a man who owned a yellow slicker,
sent him out with a sign on his back telling
the world that “The Storm” was coming.
Seeing that he was dressed for wet weather,
they believed him. Jack Staub, a Universalist, helped him put the picture over.

aspect.

A
ilip

double for the

costumes worn

star, supposedly in one of
in the plav, appeared at

a fashionable card party and a parade of
kni<rhts was made between the halves of a
football game which had drawn some 15,000

persons.
The net result was that practically no one
objected to the increase and the business
was well supported.

,

CHANGING THE FRONT OF A THEATRE FOR "WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS
The

point in the idea

reproducing

IN

FLOWER” HELPED A RAISE

Rialto Theatre, Atlanta, was a thirty-cent continuous house. The Marion Davies feature was to run twice daily at one dollar
plus tax. To get the patrons thinking of the house in a new light, William Bedell, the manager, remade the front into the suggestion of an old Tudor house and the change in the familiar corner gave emphasis to the altered policy. At night the lighting is
such that the upper stories do not show at all.
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Beauteboxes Sell

Paramount Players
Tying the Clive paintings of Paramount
stars to a

new

tin container, elaborately lith-

ographed, has put the stars of that company
into hundreds of windows for the Christmas
season

The name is the trade designation of a
series of containers produced by means of
The
a new process of lithography on tin.
boxes come in a variety of shapes, including
tobacco cannisters, jewel boxes, containers
for candy and similar wares and for the
They are richly colored and
toilet table.
tastefully designed and a window display
of these will give a better result than a
tieup with other merchant articles, since
they are a direct hook-up and yet part of
the wares of the store and not merely space
users.
As all of the portraits are of the
Paramount players, it makes a direct hookup, and the boxes are so attractive that the
store can clean

them out

Blowing

in quantity.

It

Up

The Queen Theatre, somewhere, probably
in Texas, where there are several houses of
sends in a baby’s rattle with a bigAttached is a
in the handle.
baggage tag for “The Five Dollar Baby"
with the catchline “A rattling good show,”
which is decidedly apt.
The rattles are inexpensive, but they get
a laugh which is worth much more than
they cost.
The novelty came very carefully packed,
but there was no “from” card on the address
and the sender evidently trusted to the
postmark telling the town, but the postmark
was illegible and we are unable to give the
proper credit and so can merely pass along
the idea.
that

CttKiMMAS

title,

COIN 1 AiiNtKS 1 itD UP TO CLIVE PAINTINGS
from Toronto and shows the possibilities of exploiting through
window work with the Beauteboxes, put on the market to anticipate the demand
for Christmas dainties.

toned horn

This display

with the result that he was haled into court
on a charge of intoxication and was given
thirty days.

Of course, the papers hailed the story with
delight and it made the front page for two
days because it was so clearly not a fake.
And the unpaid part of the ballyhoo was
vastly more effective than the straight street
work.

What A. O.
bin wine” put a simple ballyhoo
front page class in Athens, Ga.
Oklahoma,

calls

“nub-

into

the

The Palace Theatre picked up a tramp
looked pretty much like von Stroheim,
washed him up, stowed him into an old

who

naval uniform and set him out to ballyhoo
for “Foolish Wives.”
For a couple of days the perambulator
did the streets with fine effect, but they
gave him his money each night and he met
up with a bootleg dealer in corn whiskey.

Beall

The most

effective single bit of work on
Homestead” at the Imperial

“Old
Theatre, Charlotte, N. C., was an old well
with a card at the bottom.
The well was a stock prop of one of the
drama houses, moved over into the Imperial
lobby and repainted.
The announcement
card was put on the floor inside the curb
and Ray Beall writes that a surprisingly
large number of persons read the card.
It’s old stuff, but
well curb or barrel or
box it never fails to capitalize curiosity.
the

made

a

verj'

effective

use

of

the

paper for the lobby, painting out the lettering on the lithos and extending the design. He is unusually clever with the brush
and frequently repaints where he cannot get
entire figures for his cutouts. For the well
stunt he took the upper half of a picture of
Roberts and painted in the legs to get a
.standing figure.

Well Done

White Mule Helped
Gill of

is

Burned

the

Lobby

For “The Storm” lobby, W. .A.. Doster, of
the Strand Theatre, Montgomery, Ala., used
a silhouette forest of compo board extending almost across the lobb3’. Strips of yellow and red crepe paper, torn to represent
tongue of flame, were pasted to the outand kept in motion with fans. Red
on flasher sockets set behind the
trees illuminated the paper and made a very
good forest fire effect.
cutout House Peters with the girl was
placed in front of the trees and lighted with
lines

lamps

a

spotlight.

.Another stunt was a set of seven cards set
in boxes with cutout lettering on red transparent paper.
Flashers were placed in the
bo.xes, which were then set in prominent
downtown locations where current for the
lamps could be obtained.
These and the usual storm warnings made
bu.siness all that could be desired.

Papered for Paint
the Gem Theatre, El Dorado, Kan.,
played “The Eternal Elame,” it felt that it
must be first cousin to the gas company,
so they borrowed the gas company’s window
lo reproduce the branding scene. The portable forge was constructed of a tin pan. the
base of a music stand and a red e’ectric
Cutting out
light concealed in some coal.

When

A

Vitagraph Release

AN EFFECTIVE HOOK-UP FOR “MY WILD

IRISH ROSE”

Cut-outs and copies of the song were displayed in the window of Sherman Clay,
Seattle, during the run of the picture at the Blue Mouse Theatre, and interest in the
tong and records was capitalized for the engagement of the picture.

the three sheet gave the tableau figures.
But the high light of the story is the lact
that using wall paper instead of paint cut
the decoration cost to fort>- cents.

Get yourself a copy of Picture Theatre
Advertising for a Christmas present. Youll
I

ke

it.

^
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Records Go Blooey
on Brisk Campaign
in succession lately the records
theatre, Spartanburg, S. C, have

Three times
at the

Rex

been badly fractured, the last time with “To
Have and To Hold,’’ which, under A. C.
Cowles’ well-directed campaign, took in more
money in two days than the treasurer can
remember having had before in a similar
period.

Mr. Cowles simply followed the campaign
by Lem Stewart for the Howard
Theatre, Atlanta, but he used it all, and put
back of it the force of his own personality.
Three window displays were arranged, two
music stores being induced to wire New
York for the plugger songs. They are glad
they did, for they sold to a profit.
Two hundred personal guarantee letters
were sent to a select list and 300 postcards
were also used. These last were endorsements of the picture signed in ink by the
Better Films committee.
outlined

The hook-up page from the Paramount
was used on Saturday afternoon
and Sunday morning, six stores cooperating,
and a particularly well built book was used
The color scheme was dark
in the lobby.
green, picked with gold, and the board was
exploitation

A Raramount

A CLEVER BOOK FRONT DESIGNED BY
He used

extended at the top to suggest the half-opened pages. The lettering was in white, orange
and light green, and a cutout was used for
a decoration.

burg, S.

read.

For the New York opening of “Brothers
Under the Skin,” the inventive Eddie Bonus
developed several good ideas other than the
Humiliating Order of the Henpecked.
About the best gag was sending through
the theatre and shopping district a furniture
van fairly exuding second hand stuff. The
side cards stated that it was installment furniture being taken back because of the failure to meet the weekly payments.
It

saw

it,

of

psychology that

Keeping his right eye peeled, and also
giving some attention to the left, gave J.
P. Barkwill, of the Mayflower Theatre,
Peabody, Kans., an ideal location.
He noted that a department store was being removed to larger quarters.
They had
nothing left to put in the old windows.
Barkwill persuaded the manager of the
store that the bare window suggested deadness, and very obligingly framed a display
for “Smilin’ Through” to call attention to

home with

fore interested.

The next best bet was a phoney match
stuck through a small hand card, the text
reading: “The record shows 362,741 divorces
in the United States last year. Most matches
,”
are failures.
Don’t get married until
and the title and theatre.
The “Don’t get married until ” was also
printed on envelope containers and the card

the removal notice.
He got a 20-foot window in a splendid
position at no cost, just by staying alive to
things that were happening.

—

WN

r

bit

Manslaughter Idea
Repeated for Rajah
Leslie F.

mounteer,

’T"
S-T

of

Sw

Whelan, the Washington Para-

who

originated the “It is manslaughter” warning cards, figured that one
good turn deserves another, so ne went
down to Norfolk, Va., and produced this
placard:

Just Quick Thinking

a lot of those who
and the others felt superior and there-

struck

This was a

helped. Some people will not take the card
out of an unsealed envelope, but if they have
to go to a little trouble to get the message,
they will take that trouble.

Goldwyn Release

COWLES

A. C.

on “To Have and to Hold” for the run at the Rex Theatre, SpartanC., and backed it with an intelligently executed campaign designed by the
exploitation department of Southern Enterprises for this picture.
it

inside
continued “until you have
seen
‘Brothers Under the Skin’ at the Capitol
this week.”
The envelopes were sealed to
ensure their being opened and the contents

New New York Stunts
for

Kele se

'

«

•

Pedeste

Have Rigiit of
At .This Crossing
tfk

Way

i

;

.

,

Rotolph ValanUnoi

GRANBrNov;]IV
mm

‘
..

..

d

The Pedestrian Card
1 hey were attached to every police semaphore in town and where there was no traffic
control they were tacked to the nearest telegraph pole or tree at each crossing.
The Granby Theatre had to pay for the
cards, but they could have afforded to do
them in three colors, in view of the results
they obtained. The beauty of this scheme
is that you do not have to work it on any
particular picture.

SItaimeIE

MARRIEl
r.ETHAVIS,
S,E.eNi

Eyes Right

''

Figuring that Strongheart would be the
best appeal on “Brawn of the North”
through the connection with “Call of the
Wild,” Tom Boland, of the Empress Theatre, Oklahoma City, gave a one sheet cutout with green incandescents of small candle
power for eyes and then covered the cutout
tongue with red tissue paper behind which

was

-A.

Goldwyn Release

A DOLLAR DOWN BUT NO DOLLAR A WEEK ON THIS
One

of the street stunts for “Brothers Under the Skin,” when it played at the Capitol Theatre, New York.
Parading the theatre district, .it got ample attention at
small cost simply because it hit home on a majority of the spectators.

a small light.

This gave a good movement piece, the eye
lamps being flashed on and off. If you can
get hold of some of those paste jewels known
as “cat’s eyes” you will not need lamps and
will get almost as good an effect.
Some
bicycle stores sell them for attachment to
wheels as a substitute for rear lights. They
flash in the reflected light of
car.

any oncoming

WORLD
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Beat the Original
on **Pharaoh Poster
Herschel Stuart, of the Missouri Theatre,
Louis, has been pulling some good ones
,<-ince he took hold of the house, but this
one-sheet in three colors for “The Loves

St.

of

Pharaoh” tops the

lot.

MlTTlUYOn

i«VES or
A

Goldtpyn Release

A GOOD EXAMPLE OF STRAIGHT ACCESSORY ADVERTISING
painted banners and the typical cut-out from the six sheet were all needed to
make a dignified and selling lohhy front for the Empire Theatre, Syracuse. It is not
always necessary to load the lobby down to get attention.

Two

Gave Added Value
to Toy Train Run
Sumter,
Oscar White, of the Rex Theatre,
ine
used a toy train in the lobby for

S. C.,

Fast Mail.”

-itm

White
So have scores of others, but Air.
is rewent bej'ond the main idea. Sumter
an
way
joicing over a brand new “white
area in the business section. Mr.
,

,

;

illuminated

his station a miniature of the
used snial
local station of the A. C. L. and
Ihe rebulbs to reproduce the white way.
many times
sult was that his display had
and even
the value of the usual landscape;
know of.
that is one of the best pullers we
the table he placed a picture of the

White made

Above

steeplechase and the card below gave the
that
“leaving time” of the train, and added
entire
there was not a dull minute on the

After

this

train display and
This also makes

on the

local touch to your
you will thartk Mr. White.
possible an earlier repeat

give the

Twisted Treasure
Using the old treasure hunt, the Circle
Indianapolis, combined with the

I'heatre.

Times

to give

it

a

new

angle.

Presents and passes were announced, and
clues given as to the locations, but the treasure hunter was reminded that “East Is
West.” Also north was south and south

was north and west was east. If you were
go west and then turn south, you
went east and turned north if j'ou were to

told to

achieve your quest.
It would be better to use the reversed
rections and
play,

di-

simply stress the title of the
wise ones to guess the

leaving the

Then if the search lags you can, if
rest.
necessary, add the remainder of the direcBut give the wiser ones
to get the cryptic message.
tion.

first

chance

Stuart’s Poster

It is

better,

we

think, than the paper de-

signed for Paramount

—

and that was by no
poor. Herschel is making a noise like
a hustler and it is a long-continued sound
.^nd not an intermittent series of yawps.

means

his lobby men and
Spanish costumes to help advertise “Blood and Sand,” it cost Tom Clemmons, of the Tivoli Theatre, Beaumont,
Texas, nothing extra to send them out ahead
of the Armistice Day parade, distributing

Having already dressed

ushers

in

heralds.
It

helped the parade and

it

meant a

lot to

the theatre.

idea.

Novel Lobby Helped
*^The Eternal Flame*^
Because “The Eternal Flame
a

Monday

opened on

at the Palace Theatre, Maryville,

Tenn., and the house was closed Sunday, J.
H. Everett put out his lobby after the Saturday night show.
This was a built-in lobby of compo board
with only one opening, facing the box office.
The front was painted to give the castle
effect, and a wrought-iron lantern was placed
above the opening.
Back of the false front the electric lights
were cut off with the exception of one vivid
red lamp above the box office. All of the
other inside illumination was from candies.
People wondered, and then went in to see.
hit was made by inviting the French
class in the public school to attend the opening performance, because the play dealt with

A

France. This got good verbal advertising, both from the pleased pupils and because the stunt was unusual.
Mr. Everett spent only $20 and more than
life in

doubled his business.

a

t'l.ruDiount He.<’ase

THE BEST WINDOW DISPLAY USED FOR “BURNING SANDS”
It

was planned by H. B. Clarke, of the Majestic Theatre, Memphis. All of the maforeground was borrowed from a toy shop for a few passes. If the
hill were made a ground piece with light effects behind, it would be even better.

terial in the

December

9,
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In another form it would have made
a great display, but the talk and the cuts
are alike lost in the mess of black ink. The
same thing could have been done in black
lettering on white, with some real type instead of all hand letters and it would have
been a beauty, but in the reverse does a

of Roberts, an announcement of some of the
other players and a small panel announcing
that many of the players in the picture would
appear in person in the Grauman prologue,
wearing their original costumes. The panel just
below the signature announces the last performances of the current attraction, for the

terrible flop.
Advertising men never seem
They always live on in the hope
to learn.
that they will get in the paper what they
put into the drawing, and yet they seldom
or never do. Here are seven hundred lines of
space with only the title and the moral effect of bigness.
Only the most interested
will stick to the space to puzzle out the
lines, and yet it has all the makings of a
fine display and would have been a good
one had less ink been used.

Los Angeles houses still open their engagements on Monday instead of starting on Satur-

word.

Ruffner^s Solution
on the Long Film
While others have been talking of the long
and the best way to handle it, Ralph
Ruffner has been working it out to his own
satisfaction at the Capitol Theatre, Vancouver,
and doing it in a thoroughly Ruff way. He
booked in “Orphans of the Storm” and he
wanted to get his money back on it. He knew
that an increase in prices would result in a
feature

decrease in attendance. He could not give two
shows at advanced prices and break it that way.
He had to adhere to his maximum fifty-cent
could
top, and he held off the picture until he
But even at regular
play it at regular prices.
prices he had to sell intensively if he hoped to
break with a little profit, so he decided to grind
the show. He wanted two night shows, and he
is far too good a showman to race the film.
He allowed it the full two hours and a half.

necessary to stage the first night
show at seven, with a second at nine. He put
in an extra matinee, which shoved his de luxe
matinee up to two o’clock. He did not want
such a late start where his patrons had been
trained to come in around half past twelve, so
he put in a second extra show which started at
11 :40 and admission to which was only 25
cents.
To test out his idea he gave only four
performances on Tuesday, starting at 12:15,
He writes that he played
2 :50, 5 :25 and 8.
his morning show to the average afternoon
matinee attendance, played to a large house at
the regular matinee, got some in for the supper show and played to two large houses in
The Tuesday result proved very
the evening.
conclusively that the other scheme was not
only more profitable but more to the liking
of the patrons, and he offers this as the solution
of the extra length picture.
Suppose you try
it out on your next long picture.
He worked
the same idea on “The Old Homestead,” giving
the de luxe shows at 2:30, 7:05 and 9:15.
For
this he used some pictorial displays, but we

made

This

—P.

T.

jrrtBtest of alt

dramas— the

the

i

OLD

a million hearts

f

a production

With

\il^’mSTiA »/

bom
A

made

OoUAPe.
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A Paramount

THEODORE ROBERTg
Geor^ ProJeett
TRog Barnet’
Frit^

The most beloved
character actor in
the world in the
most beloved role
ever written f

of the sorrow*

A Paramount

Release

FOR THE “OLD HOMESTEAD”

Paramount Picture

HOMESTEAD”

advertisement for “The Old Homestead,” for
example, is a 140 by 4 and yet does not attempt
to tell more than the offering and the prologue.
A few weeks ago the space would have been
loaded down with a lot of scene pictures, cuts
of three or four of the players and a detailed
program. This gives only a character drawing

this

—P.

T.

PHONE

578-Oia
DOWN TOW
eox OfFICS

'7v<

A

United Artists Release

THE ROBIN HOOD PREMIER
how much more

Harrironlbrd.

characteristic decagon, though
this would have been even better had the white
outline circle been angled to conform to the
design. The play is sold simply but thoroughly,
and the initial impression is then strengthened
with the use of cuts for later displays. Ruff
handles' particularly well these type displays,
and he has the happy faculty of making his
talk convincing.
like better

tys-too-i.sbj

HOMESTIAD

he was

Release

RUFF’S “OLD

- 1. 00

BARKCReROA

Theodore

CAPITOL

50-75

THEATRE

“^‘iHL^OLD

and joys of plain folks and a

o
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mRY

its

in a mighty cyclone scene that
dwarfs any storm ever ahown
on the screen before.
For
your heart's aqke, come!
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from

great love that weathered ad*
venity.
Reaching Its climax
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story
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greatest

Roberts, in the role
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actor,

ISTB.

PREMIER^

THEREAFTER.

emotion

of

MSOlDDEN PLACE

IN

The Grauman theatres in Los Angeles are
swinging back to decent displays after an orgy
It is again possible
of ink-smeared surfaces.
to read about the attractions being advertised
without taking half a day off.
The Sunday

at last given

Bcrcen’s

6LVD. AND

mAsrAiw]

Growing Readable

Mokowur'
the

character

i
3

—

worthy

HOUYWOOD

WITH WORLD

play that has
(cars

£^YPTIAN TMEATRE

A.—

tbae
HE

GRAUmAf^'S HUU.Y\l/nU&

Grauman Displays

it

drawn laughs and

day, to get the verbal advertisement of the
larger houses.
If you will turn back a few
issues and compare this space with the intricate
pen sketches then being used, you will realize

OPENING WED. OCTOBER

'J'

A

565

forceful the present announcements are with their strongly drawn figures
and with some open space to give better display
to the lines.
There is little more than a suggestion of a scene cut, yet it gets over the idea
of the title more admirably than would a detail
cut with a multiplicity of confusing lines. In
the same way the advertisement of the new
Hollywood Theatre gives only a single dominant figure that of Fairbanks in “Robin
Hood,” and a sketchy background which is
not permitted to cloud up the announcement of
“Robin Hood,” which was given its premier
at this house. A little type would not be amiss
here and the lines below the signature if set
in twelve or eighteen point type would not only
have stood out better in themselves, but they
would have given greater emphasis to the lines
above and below through the contrast between
the hand lettering and the type. It is the same
idea as contrasting three bands of identical
color with two bands of one color and another
of strongly contrasting shade.
It can be figured that red, yellow and red will stand out
;

'

STARTING TO-DAY
PROSPECT at

E.

9TM

'

FIRST TIME AT POPULAR
PRICES ANV PLACE ON
-

EARTH V

A.—

This Reverse Strip

Keeps Dark Secret
H. Lichtenstein, Fox exploiteer at Cleveland, send in a strip advertisement he prepared for the Strand Theatre. It shows the
house name and the title very clearly, and
J.

some

of the rest will come up in a good
printing, but in the newspaper the most of
it was
lost in the grey reverse.
Only the
title stood out.
This is 100 lines on seven,

which

is

a lot of

money

to spend telling one

A Fox

Release

ANOTHER FINE DISPLAY SPOILED THROUGH THE USE OF REVERSE

•
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better

than three strips of red or the same

number of

yellow. Each will give emphasis
to the other, just as cut and drawn work will
be different and therefore more distinctive.
It is perhaps asking too much for a complete
reformation all at once, and perhaps now that
they are on the right track they will go the
distance and realize the display value of type
for some of the lines.
Lettering is good for
star and titles, but it is best when thrown into
greater prominence through contrast with type.
The combination display is by far the more

—P.

T. .4..—

Had Three

Trailers on

^Remembrance

The Majestic

much

did not get

up for “Remembrance"’ when

it

of a hook-

Mich., but it did hook in the three phonograph
stores to the old songs idea, and swelled its
space to better than a half page at about a
half-page cost.
It probably would have been
as easy to get a full-page layout with other
merchant hook-ups, but there may have been
some local reason for the more restricted space.
In any event a six-fifteens gives the house
plenty of space to pul over the picture, and
the text is handled w i"h skill. You can be sold
on the middle section without reference to the
side columns, but these come in a'fter you are

windows, can be imagined.
—p. T. A.—

it is

better, but that

it

is

9, 1922
different.

you write to Dan he can send you
the set, even though you may not be in his
territory; but it is more than probable that
you can get them from the local Paramounteer,
since all such material is relayed around. You
will note that Dan plays up the cyclone and
the crowds because the cyclone is the big
selling point.
People who will come to see
“The Old Homestead” do not need to be argued
into coming through sales talk centering on
the play. They are sold on the announcement
of the title.
People who think they do not
if

—

—

care to see the story again can possibly be
sold on the cvclone.
So sell the cyclone.

—P.

T.

A.—

Roche Wrote K, C.B^s Mayor^s Endorsement
Sold This Feature

for Spencer Square

Ad

played Jackson,

not that

Probably

In addition to a three strip banner across
the street in front of the theatre, the
Strand, Erie, Pa., put toy trains into a
number of store windows, each lettered to
hook to the store.
One, for instance, announced that “ ‘The
Fast Mail’ brings us new merchandise every
day.”
Time and again it has been demonstrated
that a toy train in the lobby works better
than most exploitation stunts. The cumulative effect of half a dozen trains, in as
mail}"

December
It is

Trained Windows

all

distinctive.
.\t any rate Grauman is headed up
and not down. For a time the ads were growing steadily worse until it seemed that they
could not drop much further.

*

WORLD

Dan

Roche,

wrote a
Spencer

set

Chicago

Paramounteer,

of one-word-a-line stories for the
Theatre, Rock Island, 111.,
Old Homstead"’ settled down out
advised the use of a single cut

Square

when “The

He

there.

the

—

—

the head of Uncle Josh and with this motived
a set of advertising stories, all of which comBecause the copy
menced “Lbicle Josh says”
:

Getting the Mayor, among others, to see a
preview of “Manslaughter, and then playing
his endorsement in the newspaper work was
what brought a substantial increase to the
Rialto Theatre, Macon, Ga., though other stunts
were also used. The reproduced advertisement
shows the endorsement in a panel to the right
of the portrait. The Mayor was one of the
old-school of Southerners, and his approval

OOUARE

'Rumitibranai

WEEK

MAHER BROTHERS

Rupert
CRINNEIX brother;

lughes'

'Rmumbraiia.

Week

TODAY-

DR. StRONC’S

ORCHESTRA

LLOID HAJOITON

•

I

i"HAM"Gt»H:DY

A Paramount Release

THE MAYOR’S ENDORSEMENT
A Goldwyn Release

A STRETCHED HALF PAGE
clinch your decision.
from the plan book,
but they are cleverly phrased, whatever their
origin, and they help to convince you that this
is a different sort of story from the average.
Sometimes it pays to hold out on a hook-up,
particularlj' if you feel reasonably certain of
being able to sell without the aid of the merchants. Let in one line or one or two leaders
and let the rest ask why they were not included, and you can apologize and tell them
that you’ll let them come in next time; then
you have them lined up for some feature on
which perhaps you feel you will reciuire outside aid to get over fully, and they will appreat least partly sold and
look like pickups

They

the opportunity the more because their
desire has been aroused through their failure
to make the last. Peo])le apprecia'c more what
is seemingly difficult to obtain, and you can
sometimes get a double truck on the strength
of the fart that vou curtailed the last cooperative page.
.\ml it is '-or.h a lot of
money to you to h vc them asking for a lookin instead of vielding a grudging assent and
kicking about the price.
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IVhaf do you plan to do for the Christinas
season.'
Plan no7e.

outweighs any adverse criticism. The
I thank you for the opporit.”
Probably thig carried
greater weight than would one written with an
ally far

picture is fine and
tunity of enjoj'ing

evident intent to

.1

P‘ nimoiiiil

ReJease

THE ROCHE LINERS
gets quick attention, and because
the general advertising style
The best of the series is
is read through.
it
one in which Josh figures that he .should provide rocking chairs in the lobby for the
standees
only there would be no room to
place them because of tbe large crowds.
This
sort of thing done now and then will carry
greater wei.ght than the most carefully written
sales copy done along the cmiventi nal lines.
is

unusual

it

is

it

away from

;

The

make good

advertising

ma-

of the display follows the
plan book lines, but with a very nice layout.
Other opinions were reproduced in smaller
spaces for the remainder of the run. A direct
hook-up was made with the issue of the Saturday Evening Post containing the national advertising on this picture. The Macon run was
early, and each copy sold in town carried a
terial.

ciate

—

carried greater weight than would be the case
in many instances where the endorsement is
more a political move than an expression of
personal opinion.
The public knew that the
Mayor would say what he thought, and the
endorsement carried weight. He was not particularly gushing, at that, for his endorsement
reads
“Having at your request witnessed the
picture called "Manslaughter,” I leave the theatre with the impression that while there are
some rather excruciating scenes the general
effect of the whole for the moral good gener-

rest

trumnie<l sticker calling attention to the pages,

by number, which contained “an announcement
of great importance to Macon Movie fans" and*
adding that the picture would be displayed at'
the Rialto Theatre the following week.
The
advisabdity of this sort of thing is open
question.
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Straight

Edited by A. Van Burcn Powell

MAN’S

LAW AND

GOD’S. This

feature,

Northwest nature, which has
become so common, still was well portrayed
of

while

a

and held the interest of
threes,
age: factory.
ones,

11x14,

Advertising:
Patron-

all.

22x28,

Attendance:

slide.

fair.

J.

S.

Wads-

worth, Republic Theatre, Great Falls, South
Carolina.

Associated Exhibitors
A

GRANDMA’S BOY.

away happy.

Book and boost

Adver-

it.

newspaper and posters
Patronage mixed. Attend-

increased

per cent.
ance big.
E. W. Collins,
Jonesboro, Arkansas.
fifty

:

Grand Theatre,

:

but did not

draw

at the

box

pic-

:

It

For me, no

:

:

York.

Nothing to rave
acting on Barrymore’s part. No
plot.
Did not take here. Advertising: regular.
Patronage small town. Attendance
good.
W. F. Pease, Centennial Theatre,
Lowell, Wisconsin.

Good

:

:

Virginia.

f'l

AND WATER.

better than “Barnstormer,” but
way off of Reid’s standard. Would not
play it. Advertising: one, two, threes, slides.
Patronage general. Attendance fair. Jack
Kaplan, Royal Theatre, South Fallsburg,
trifle

:

office.

down. Advertising: newspaper, front,
Patronage mixed. Attendance poor.
etc.
J. Solomon, Bijou Theatre, Clarksburg, West
fell

:

GAS, OIL
good;

GREAT ADVENTURE.

good

CALL OF HOME.

Fair

attempt at a
good picture, though this one wasn’t closely
enough knit together to compel interest
throughout. Advertising: usual. Patronage:
neighborhood.
Attendance
good.
Al. C.
Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsyl:

vania.

IN THE NAME OF THE
enough for any size theatre.

LAW.

Good

Good

story
value.
A family picture mother love
theme children in it, and very good.
picture that will bring the tear drops. Chas.
H. Ryan, Garfield Theatre, Madison Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

INFIDEL.

To me, the
by Katherine MacDonald

first

good picture

after three years’
Advertising: v-ery good. Patronage:
fami^f.
Attendance good. Jack Hoeffler,
Orpheum Theatre, Quincy, Illinois.

work.

A

SHEIK pF ARABY.
you book

i

|i
|;

Good

picture.

If

Advertising: extra.
R. P. Cecil, Dixie Theatre, Wynona,
Oklahoma.
it,

advertise

dSNOWSHOE

it.

TRAIL.

Good

picture,

which pleased the patrons; shown in hot
weather. Stars: Jane Novak, Roy Stewart,
Patronage: general.
William Noble, New
Folly Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

i

UP AND AT ’EM. A very good light
comedy: on an average. Advertising; regular.
Patronage
neighborhood.
Attendance
fair.
W. L. Landers, Gem Theatre,
Batesville, Arkansas.

I

:

:

VERMILLION PENCIL.

Hayakawa

at

his best.

;

Excellent story, cast, photography,
direction.
Bessie Love scores.
Many compliments from patrons.
Advertising: regular, and
extra throwaway.
Patronage
average. Attendance good. Thos. K. Lancaster,
Apollo Theatre, Gloucester, New
:

I

i

Jersey.

First National

I

I
.
,

I

BOND BOY. Excellent picture. Good
photography, and well acted. A real drawing card and box office coin getter.
Star:
Richard Barthelmess.
Patronage general,
William Noble, Empress Theatre, Oklahoma
:

j
j

City,

Oklahoma.

make them.

There are no outof this picture which will

standing qualities
cause it to be called great, but it will please
ninety per cent. Advertising: billboard and
throwaways. Patronage small town. Attendance
good.
Majestic Theatre, Greenfield, Tennessee.
:

TROUBLE.

This was a
no crowd on a
everybody that
saw it. Patronage middle class. Attendance poor. A. E. Rogers, Temple Theatre,
Dexter, New York.

picture, but, as usual,
Wednesday night. Pleased
:

:

ONE ARABIAN NIGHT.
tacular picture.

Some

Eight-reel spec-

liked

it;

some

didn’t.

Several favorable comments from the ladies
who enjoy the best in pictures. Too long.
Would say it pleased about fifty per cent.
Advertising: lobby, newspaper, street signs.
Patronage:
general.
Attendance: poor.
Smith & Correll, Portland Theatre, Casselton.

North Dakota.

They laughed

at

and voted it pretty funny; and all in all,
from the way the audience accepted this, I
shall give the producer the benefit of the
doubt and say it was good. Advertising:
usual. Patronage health seekers and tourists.
Attendance
good.
Dave Seymour,
Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake,
New York.

this

:

SILENT CALL.
The dog

is

A

very good

very good feature.
in this

picture.

One

have shown for some time.
Patronage mixed. Attendance good. G.
K. Nenes, Liberty Theatre, Miami, Arizona.
of

the best
:

I

:

two nights

this

in

a

:

A

very good

Pleased ninety per cent.
very well.
Advertising:

Fills a pro-

WIFE AGAINST WIFE.
drama.

gram

window

three,

six,

Patronage: fam-

cards.
Attendance: good. T.

ones, lkxl4,

J. Hickes, Liberty
Theatre, Saxton, Pennsylvania.

WOMAN

GIVES. Good feature. First
we have shown Norma Talmadge, but

time
will

say that she’s very good.
Patronage: mixed.

regular.
fair.

Fred

S.

New

Advertising:

Attendance:
Widenor, Opera House, Bel-

Jersey.

Fox
FAST MAIL.
and

If

your patrons
here

like

speedy

the picture for
them. Always something doing. Drew good
at the box office. A great melodrama. Buck
Jones starred, with Eileen Percy in support.
Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield Theatre, Madison
Street, Chicago, Illinois.
action

thrills,

is

FIGHTING STREAK. Not up to the Mix
standard. The people fexpect fun, not tragedy, from Mix. Advertising: posters. PatB. A.
Attendance: fair.
ronage: rural.
Aughinbaugh, Community Theatre, Lewistown, Ohio.

HONOR FIRST. John Gilbert is fast becoming a favorite with my patrons. Had a
Ran a Sunlot of comments on this picture.
shine

PRIMITIVE LOVER.

Ran

;

videre.

MAN WORTH WHILE.

your

raise

“one-a-week” town.
Drew fair the first
night and very good the second.
Picture
pleased immensely even the old folks found
great entertainment in it.
Had to charge
special price on account of rental.
Advertising: poster, slide, press. Patronage: small
town. Attendance good. Chas. W. Lewis,
I.
O. O. F. Hall, Grand Gorge, New York.

LOVE’S REDEMPTION.

good

and

it

Kentucky.

ville,

:

Consider this a
poor picture. A shame to put any star in
such' material.
Advertising: regular. Patronage: family.
Attendance: bad.
R. J.
Relf, Star Theatre, Decorah, Iowa.

Just as good as they

Book

A. Mitchell, Dixie Theatre, Russell-

price.

ily.

INVISIBLE FEAR.

:

I

TOL’ABLE DAVID.
can

:

;

;

and make new friends. Advertising: every
available means. Patronage neighborhood.
Attendance excellent. E. L. Wharton, Orpheum Theatre, Glasgow, Montana.
:

about.

BEYOND THE RAINBOW. A

wonderful pro-

:

New

F. B. O.

THROUGH. A

SMILIN’

duction.
Broke house record for two days
at 25-55 cents.
First real money we have
made in two years. Should make money
any place. You can shout about this one

and

complete

that makes the exPositively perfect enterhibitor’s life a joy.
tainment. Draws all classes and sends them

ture,

Sills

Sincere exhibitors are sending
these tips to help you book your
show. Their reports are printed
without fear or favor.
If a picture is good, bad or ordinary, you
will find it out here.
Turn about
is fair play; let these exhibitors
guide your bookings, and in turn
let’s hear from you.

knock-out

glorious

tising:

A good picture. Milton
does the best work of his career in
this.
American Legions should line up with
this everywhere.
It tells a big, thrilling
story that could, be true. Play it, brother,
and bear down on it. Ned Pedigo, Pollard
Theatre, Guthrie, Oklahoma.
SKIN DEEP.

American Releasing

J

.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1922

9,

comedy, “Splitting Hairs,” with fea-

The comedy

is a regular knockout.
town, white, 845. Adones, one three, llxl4s.
vertising: two
Attendance
good.
mixed.
Patronage
Chas. F. Johnson, Plaza Theatre, Punta
Gorda, Florida.

ture.

Population of

this

:

JUST TONY.

:

“Just

Tony” was JUST

Tony, and pleased a good business. Tom
Mix very popular with Oklahoma City movie
fans and his pictures always draw well.
William Noble, Orpheum Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

LADY FROM LONGACRE.
as other

Not as good
William Farnum features, but holds

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

568
its share of thrills.
Good program picture.
Advertising; ones, three, slide. Patronage:
small town. Attendance: poor. C. C. Johnson, A-iNluse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

LIGHTS OF THE DESERT.

A

best.

Mason

MONTE

Between Ourselves

at

A

real

—

crowd

a

You

on.

just

have to

:

Plenty of pep and speed
fine with our Saturday crowds. Advertising: regular. Patronage: general. Attendance: good. Jno.
W. Creamer, Strand Theatre, Chillicothe,

and

motes good will and an exchange
of ideas and opinions, for the same

went over

it

ends.

Did only

organization is the
finest there ever was; the second,
within its own field, certainly aims
to be the same.
Straight From the Shoulder is
a weekly get-together for the exchange of tips on pictures, on advertising angles, on audience at-

for

fair

People’s curiosity was aroused when we
displayed the oil paintings and we kept suspense right up to the last minute. The picture is indeed above the average in construction.
Betty also keeps them looking
Advertising: all I could get.
at the screen!
Patronage country. Attendance fair. R.
K. Russell, Lyric Theatre, Cushing, Iowa.
us.

:

:

Make

good program

this

latter

organization

—“Service—at
—VAN.
is

service.”

However, where they get the idea
more jack for these
Farnums than for other stars is beyond me.
Patronage small town. Attendance good.
ture.

;

:

W.

Tragsdorf, Trag’s
Wisconsin.

E.

ville,

TROOPER

Theatre,

Neills-

as good as Buck
Jones used to be. It seems, since he changed
from “Buck” to “Charles,” he is regarded as
“stuck up.”
It’s like changing Tom Mix
Rialto Theatre, Nelson, Neto “Thomas.”

braska.

Goldwyn
ALWAYS THE WOMAN.
hodge-podge

“What was

it

Good picture, but
not worth the price asked for it;
and also it is over the heads of most people

me

in

my

Hard to understand. Adverwindow cards, photos, ones, slide,

town.

Patronage:

trailer.

UNWILLING

to

Rex Theatre, La Loure, North Dakota.

YELLOW MEN AND

GOLD. Pleased
here as a Saturday night offering. Advertising: usual.
Patronage: health seekers and
tourists.
Attendance
good.
Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac
Lake, New York.
:

Hodkinson

—

One

of the finest little
It
pictures we have played in some time.
is full of comedy and will please any kind
It makes them leave your
of patronage.
theatre feeling good and they will tell you
about it. Thos L. Haynes, Town Hall, Old
Lyme, Connecticut.

DOUBLING FOR ROMEO. A

very good

which drew very good business.
Patronage: general.
Will Rogers.
William Noble, New Folly Theatre, Okla-

GOD’S CRUCIBLE.

Metro
CINDERELLA’S TWIN. A
you

this one. Viola Dana
has good following in this place. Advertising: three, ones.
Patronage: resort. At-

tendance
Theatre,

City,

Oklahoma.

aboard a tramp
steamer ably handled by Reginald Barker.
This is a good picture but I got it on a very
bad print. Advertising: one sheets. PatAttendance:
good.
'ronage: industrials.
Howard James, Union Theatre, Voluntown,
Connecticut.

Life

good picture;

go wrong on

can’t

picture,

GODLESS MEN.

Failed

to register
with my patrons. Seemed to be a lack of
direction.
Advertising: usual.
Patronage:
mixed.
Attendance: fair. W. C. Benson,
Laurier Theatre, Woonsocket, Rhode Island.

Star:

homa

A

HERO.
very clean and
interesting picture. Rogers is a good drawing card. However, this is not his best. Advertising: ones, newspapers.
Patronage:
small town. Attendance good. P. S. Nielsen,

of

all

COME ON OVER.

mixed.
Attendance;
Family Theatre, Mt.

Chas. Martin,
Morris, New York.
fair.

:

Too much

please here.
Query,
about?” heard in lobby.
It pulled fair at the matinee because I have
had some pretentious offerings on the Paramount program; but this old Goldwyn won’t
help you any in establishing Betty Compson.
So if you haven’t played it and don’t have
to don’t, for it won’t get you anywhere.
Advertising: usual. Patronage: health seekDave
ers and tourists. Attendance: poor.
Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.
a

SHERLOCK HOLMES.

for

tising:

O’NEIL. Not

:

small

town.

E. Tragsdorf, Trag’s

Theatre, Neillsville, Wisconsin.

FIGHTIN’ MAD. One of the
its class we have seen

best picfor some
time. Will please hugely a not too discriminating public.
Advertising: one, three,

tures of

Patronage; very
Royal Theatre,

Reading, Pennsylvania.

JUNE MADNESS. The

best picture that

Dana has ever appeared in, and a few
more like this would make her a better box
office attraction.
You can go strong on this
one and no mistake will be made by booking
Viola

same.

Patronage: general.

William Noble,

Oklahoma

Theatre,

Criterion

Okla-

City,

homa.

FOURTEENTH LOVER.
Dana

The

best Viola

have ever had. You can promise
them something when you show this one.
Advertising: regular.
Patronage: mixed.
Attendance fair. Steve Farrar, Orpheum
I

Theatre, Harrisburg,

Illinois.

Paramount
BEAUTY’S WORTH and ENCHANTMENT. Lavish entertainment for any audiThe

seems to us, could
Created by Cosmopolitan, and this means dependable feature.
Patronage neighborhood. Attendance good.
E. W. Kundert, Empress Theatre, Beresford,
South Dakota.
ence.

direction,

it

not be improved upon.

:

BRIDE’S PLAY. Marion Davies is very
popular here but this is no picture, in my
opinion.
Advertising: lobby, newspaper,
program. Patronage: mixed. Attendance:
poor. O. W. Harris, St. Denis Theatre, Sa;

Oklahoma.

pulpa,

BRONZE BELL.

pic-

that they should have

W.

:

office pull.

watchword

Its

YOUR

nessee.

A

on box

your own; demand help of Straight
From the Shoulder any time; contribute to its support with reports.

:

IDOLS.

first

titude,

STAGE ROMANCE. No good for me.
Patrons said they were ashamed to have
Farnum always
their
money refunded.
good, but failed in this. Advertising: phofair.
tos, slide, one sheet. Attendance
J. I.
McCarty, Majestic Theatre, Charleston, 'Ten-

STRANGE

Patronage

good.

1922

9,

:

The

Missouri.

QUEEN OF SHEBA.

over

There are two exhibitor organizations :
First, the tried and true M. P.
T. O. A. that bands the folks together for betterment, for cooperation, for a finer exhibitor spirit.
Second, the Straight From the
Shoulder spirit, that gives freely
and accepts gratefully, that pro-

OATHBOUND.

to this

things

:

:

use almost every means to put it over. Advertising; float, photos, slides, ones, threes,
sixes.
Patronage general. Attendance extra good.
R. Mason Hall, Grand Theatre,
Northfork, West Virginia.
:

talk,

Attendance

sixes, photos, throwaways.
best.
Attendance
good.

CRISTO.

draw

get-logether place where

we can

Didn't see it myself,
but the patrons reported it the best picture
I have shown in many days.
It’s a hard
title to

Cowboy

disher

comedy.
Like all Fox
pictures, for me none better. Advertising:
photos, ones, slide. Patronage: small town.
Attendance; good. F. C. Butt, Ideal Theatre, Blue Ridge, Georgia.
her

December

:

fair.

J.

Dawson

H. Holeman, Auditorium
Springs, Kentucky.

CONQUERING POWER. A

production.
However, my lady patrons gave me a
terrible razz on this, as they expected to see
Valentino float through five or six reels of
love making. At a matter of fact, after the
first reel he was exiled to Martinique to grow
whiskers, and when he returned to that
Dear Old Lunnon he sported a Van Dyke,
with which he very much resembled a Yidfine

Nothing to brag about.
Patrons dissatisfied with this one; lay off.
Advertising; newspapers, ones, threes. Patronage mixed. Attendance poor. Louis
Pilosi, Pilosi’s Theatre, Old Forge, Penn:

:

sylvania.

BURNING SANDS. A great

picture. Did
Boost it for results. AdverPatronage: family. Attising: very good.
tendance: S. R. O. Jack Hoeffler, Orpheum
Theatre, Quincy, Illinois.

big business.

COWBOY

AND THE LADY. How do
they get away with it? For me, it is not
Don’t be
even a good program picture.
misled; be sure and buy it right, then you
will have a hard enough time putting it
over. Advertising: newspaper, threes, ones.
Attendance:
Patronage: towm of 15,000.
poor. John G. Pierce, Family Theatre, Mahoneys City, Pennsydvania.
EXIT THE VAMP.

Just

a

picture.

Pleased as well as most Paramounts do in
AdverStar
Ethel Clayton.
our town.
average. Attendance average. Big
tising
Ben Theatre, Ilion, New York.
:

:

:

GAME CHICKEN.

Just an ordinary
Pleased, but caused no
Patronage:
usual.
Advertising:
Attendance good. E. W. Collins,

program
talk.

mixed.

picture.

:

Grand Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.
FIND THE WOMAN. Nothing to it.
seems as though I am getting all of

It

the

Advertising: usual.
junk in a bunch.
Patronage small town. Attendance poor.
R. S. Moore, Gem Theatre, Snyder, Oklahoma.
:

GHOST
comedy'.

want

to

IN

:

THE GARRET. A

Dorothy' Gish

make them

is

laugh,

real.

100%

If you
great.
don't miss this

Advertising: usual. Patronage: rural.
H. G. Frisbee, ComAttendance: good.
munity' Theatre, Meredith, New York.

one.

GOOD PROVIDER. An

excellent picture,

with a large appeal to the Hebrew folks. I
did well with this one, and some said the
Advertising: usual.
best ever shown here.

MOVING PICTURE

December 9 1922
,

Patronage: health seekers and tourists. AtDave Seymour, Pontiac
good.
tendance
Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, Nevir York.

WORLD
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Selznick

:

Confidence Justified

HELL DIGGERS.

Did not please as well
Nothing to it for me. AdPatronage: small town.
vertising: regular.
Attendance: good. Leslie Hables, Reel Joy
Theatre, King City, California.
as other Reids.

HER HUSBAND’S TRADEMARK.

“Can say that Straight From
the Shoulder tips guided! me in
booking ‘Where Is My Wandering
Boy Tonight?’ (Equity). The
boys all thought well of it, so I

Con-

more story with less
sensus of opinion
dressing would have improved this one.
Drew and pleased fairly well, however. Advertising: regular lobby, and handbills extra.
Patronage small town. Attendance fair.
A. L. Middleton, Grand Theatre, De Queen,
:

feature. Everyone seemed satisfied.
Patronage: mixed.
tising: regular.

Adver-

Fellows, it is Some
Picture and I’m glad I played it.
Productions like this are our mainstay in the game. Fine direction,
splendid cast and good photography. Exploit heavily. You won’t
disappoint your patrons by raising

Atten-

Opera

price.

fair.
Fred S. Widenor,
dance
House, Belvidere, New Jersey.

tried ’er out.

:

:

Arkansas.

HER HUSBAND’S TRADEMARK.

Good

:

worth a

It’s

—C.

extra.”

little

C. Johnson, A-Muse-U
atre, Melville, La.

IDOL OF THE NORTH. A very ordinary Northern picture. The story is very
weak and the ending is poor. It got by in
this town only because it was a Northern
they eat the snow stuff up here.
picture

^

The-

AND SEND

and trust them.

the

snow scenery, nothing

Outside

to the story.

It

but nevertheless it was
worth what I gave them.
Advertising:
photos, slide, ones, newspapers. Patronage:
mixed.
Attendance
fair.
Chas. Martin,
Family Theatre, Mt. Morris, New York.

end right

didn’t

:

:

POPPY. The name of Norma Talmadge
gets lots of write-ups in nearly every paper
of the nation, so this, of course, did fairly
well for her first attempt here. This was a
story we would class as “fair.” Advertising: regular. Patronage, country. Attendance: poor._ R. K. Russell, Lyric Theatre,
Cushing, Iowa.

WHY ANNOUNCE YOUR MARRIAGE?
production couldn’t be
best, but where she

This

Elaine’s

classed

known

is

as
it

go well. Arthur Houseman puts over
some good comedy as the sot. Advertising; regular. Patronage: small town. Atwill

Use Straight From the Shoulder

tips

CHANNING OF NORTHWEST.

REPORTS YOURSELF.

tendance:

only

Majestic

fair.

Theatre,

Greenfield, Tennessee.

;

Advertising: six, three, four ones, heralds,
newspaper, slide. Patronage
small town.
Attendance: good. L. E. Silverman, Columbia Theatre, Skamokawa, Washington.
:

IF YOU BELIEVE IT, IT’S SO. Not as
good as some of Tom Meighan’s previous
productions, but gets over. The title is not
a good one and leads one to expect something else. However, can be classed as a
first-class picture.
Ben L. Morris, Temple
Theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.

LOVES OF PHARAOH. Good

>Y.'

but not much drawing power to the masses.
Local quartette was all that saved the day.
Advertising: very heavy (feature attraction,
Paramount Week). Patronage: small town.
Attendance: fair.
W. Ray Erne, Rialto
Theatre, Charlotte, Michigan.

MANSLAUGHTER. An

tr

[,i

picture,

excellent picture

that pleased everyone.
Advertising: twice
usual, lobby, etc.
Patronage : mixed. At-

tendance: good. Wm. H. Mayhew, Broadway Theatre, Cisco, Texas.
,

MISS LULU BETT.

A

splendid picture

picture,

them in. No fault of the
however; had several good com-

ments.

Advertising:

but failed to get

ones,

threes,

sixes.

Patronage neighborhood. Attendance poor.
W. E. Elkin, Temple Theatre, Aberdeen,
:

:

Mississippi.

:

fr

NANCY FROM NOWHERE.

y

Other movie gone wrong. Very poor stuff.
Daniels miscast.
Patronage general. At-

;i

:

iii

'

tendance: fair, one night. S. H. Blair,
Theatre, Bellville, Kansas.

?.

]

S
;;

I

This picture is
for it by the producers.
Roy Barnes will be remembered for this picture_ a long time.
Business was good. Advertised about twice as heavy as a regular
feature.
Editor of one paper got enthusiastic and extended a half column write-up
that helped draw for the picture.
Arthur
Hancock, Columbia Theatre, Columbia City,

]|

ONE GLORIOUS DAY.
^

People went out

their way to tell me how rotten it was.
Just a big bunch of stuff.
opinion, lay
®ue. Nobody may like it. Advertising: ones, threes, newspaper. Patron-

My

I

-

v'y
I

age: small town.

I

Attendance: good.

Miller, Liberty Theatre,

H.

S.

Montezuma, Geor-

gia.

!i

1

_

j

^

ONE WILD WEEK.

Good picture, good
motion to make footage. ExA good comedy drama. Advertising; one sheets.
Patronage: industrials.
Attendance: good. Howard James,
Union Theatre, Voluntown, Connecticut.
star.

No

lost
finish.

ROOM AND BOARD.
picture.

Good program

Advertising: regular.

:

tucky.

SATURDAY NIGHT.
worthy of

Well

Cecil B.

Patronage:

Clever
liked.

picture;

Patronage:
fair.
Royal

neighborhood.
Attendance
Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.
:

SHEIK.

Played

crowd and

it

this

went over

to a
big.

county

Had

pleased.
Advertising: extra heavy.
small town. Attendance
very
good. L. E. Silverman, Columbia Theatre,
:

Skamokawa, Washington.

TERROR ISLAND.

“It pleased all.”

clear film, but some titles
vertising; heralds, photos,

were

short.

Very
Ad-

paper.
Patronage: town.
Attendance: poor.
Harry C.
Waffle, Lyric Theatre, McIntosh, South
Dakota.

TRAVELIN’ ON,

Fair, but did not please
as well as some of Hart’s recent pictures.
Adverttising
three onees, one three, set
:

photos, slide, newspaper.

Patronage local.
M. Cowles, Orpheum Theatre, Pelican Rapids, Minnesota.

Attendance;

fair.

Nazimova and Alan
Hale very good. Story not to the liking of
our patrons. Too long and draggy. AdverPatronage: average. Attising: regular.
tendance good. Thos. K. Lancaster, Apollo
:

Theatre, Gloucester,

:

Ernest

Not much.
good scenic of the Canadian
Rockies. Rubens and Cody miscast. Photography and direction good, but not much
story not sufficient for seven reels.
Ada

—

vertising:

Patronage:

usual.

ble Theatre,

Marsden

&

small town.
Noble, No-

Marshfield, Oregon.

some
any class

real good one, with a
significance.
It will please
if

Patrons all
Longaker,
Minnesota.

they are

seemed

Howard

human
well

in

moral
most

the least.

H. J.
Alexandria,

pleased.

Theatre,

WORLD’S CHAMPION. A corking good
comedy._ Wallace Reid not at his best, but
picture is good and pleases fine. Advertising: usual. Patronage: high class. .Attendance fair. E. W. Collins, Grand Theatre,
Jonesboro, Arkansas.
:

:

HILLS OF MISSING MEN. Not much to
You can’t tell what it’s about.

Advertising: slide and ones.
Patronage:
small town.
Attendance
good.
W. T.
Edom, Dixie Theatre, Rosboro, Kansas.
:

Very ordinary

program picture did not draw. Advertising: usual posters and photos.
Patronage;
small town.
Attendance: fair.
Dr. J. E.
:

Theatre,

:

THE FOX.
humor.

book

Plenty of action and some
they like a Western, full of pep,
Thos. L. Haynes, Town Hall,

If

this.

Old Lyme, Connecticut.

GUTTERSNIPE.

Had

been

this

made

into a two-real comedy it would have been
all right.
As a feature, it wouldn’t do. If
Universal wants to “kill” Gladys Walton,
that’s the way to do it. Advertising; usual.

Patronage

Attendance

neighborhood.

:

poor. Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.

HER NIGHT OF NIGHTS.
program picture
have

used

Advertising:

:

not

as

good

Very good
as some I

Marie Prevost starring.
ones, threes and newspaper.
small town.
Attendance: fair.
with

Patronage:
H. Miller, Liberty Theatre, Montezuma,

S.

Georgia.

Grand

With Hoot Gibdandy.
One that will please them
whether they like thrillers or not, as this
one has plenty of comedy in it. Vic Potel
My patrons liked
does some good work.
this one and told me so. I am finding that
Universal has got good shows and they
You can
sure treat you right on price.
son,

a

show a profit on their pictures, and some
of the other producers are asking more for
film rental than the door receipts will bring
in.
A. Mitchell, Dixie Theatre, Russellville,
Kentucky.
Real good pro-

picture. As Rawlinson is not so well
known, did not draw so well as it should.

gram

this picture.

Guibord, National
Quebec, Canada.

fight-

picture.

MAN UNDER COVER:

Playgoers

PASTEBOARD CROWN.

knockout

Great story: great paper.
Book it and boost it. Frank Mayo’s best.
Advertising: six, three, one, slide, lobby.
Patronage all classes. Attendance capacity.
Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre,
Baltimore, Maryland.
ing

THE LOADED DOOR.

WEALTH. A
of

Jersey.

AFRAID TO FIGHT. A

VALLEY OF SILENT MEN.

Would make

New

Universal

fair

well

Patronage

DOLL’S HOUSE.

very

tough opposition in a ’49 show and dance,
but got the whole crowd. Everyone very

Attendance: poor.

wish they were all
all that is claimed
Roberts, Fawcett,

I

as good.

y

Ma-

jestic

OLD HOMESTEAD.

\\A-

,,

j

Just an-

United Artists
Attendance fair. J. H. Holeman,
Auditorium Theatre, Dawson Springs, Kenresort.

Mere,

Crook melodrama of small town.

Advertis-

Patronage: small town. Attendance; fair.
Majestic Theatre, Greenfield, Tennessee.
ing: regular.

OUT OF THE SILENT NORTH.
Mayo

The

Frank

picture and the cast
were very good. Audiences well pleased.
PaAdvertising: newspaper, card, screen.
tronage
family.
Attendance : good. Arthur G. Pearson, Auditorium Theatre, Melis

great.

:

rose,

Massachusetts.

:
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THE

STORM. An exquisite picture,
splendidly played, to pleased capacity business, and good for two return dates. Star:
House Peters. Patronage: general. William Noble, Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma

TRACKED TO EARTH.
Western

Mayo

in

about
We played it to a very
eighty per cent.
poor house as the star is a new one in our
town. We think his next picture will go
Paover well here. Advertising ordinary
Attendance: poor.
tronage: small town.
L. E. Silverman, Columbia Theatre, Skamokawa, Washington.

good

fairly

:

:

TROUPER.

Bright little comedy-drama
which Gladys Walton proves herself an
acceptable star. Went over good. Adverregular.
Patronage average. Attising

the picture: just another thing that the
small town exhibitor has to live down. Advertising: ones, threes, six, 11x14, 22 x 28,
screen, and at the school, “100 School Kids
Wanted at the Republic Theatre, 3.30 p. m.”
caps and goggles ready to wear were given
away to them at that time, giving me a
hundred walking advertisements over town.
Wadsworth, Republic Theatre, Great
J.
Falls, South Carolina.

—

pleased

that

*

them.

you have reports on pictures

If

wanted,

please

them

shoot

in

FALL GUY

quick!

(Vitagraph).
Fair comedy
J. Kenrick, Strand Theatre, Ithaca, New York.

REPORTS ARE WANTED ON
“A Woman of No Importance”

with great

State Rights

“Oliver Twist” (First National).

RICH MEN'S WIVES.

:

tendance good. Thos. K. Lancaster, Apollo
Theatre, Gloucester, New Jersey.

and some
si^ef-’a!
didn’t.
I consider it a very good
feature with good action and good thrills.
liked

Will please seventy-hve per
ones,

tising:

threes,

six,

it

c

heralds,

mailing

AuenUaiice
Pruett, Liberty Theatre, Roanoke,

Patronage: small town.

list.

fair.

-J.

F.

Alabama.

Print positively brand new: and we might
further add that in eighteen months with
Vitagraph, we have never received a bad
print. On this we used mailing list, heralds,
ones, threes, twenty-four and window cards,
also a music tie-up with local Brunswick
dealer on the Brunswick phonograph record of “My Wild Irish Rose.” Patronage:
small town. Attendance: good. F. P. Werner, Queen Theatre, Trinity, Texas.

Vitagraph
MY WILD

Was

IRISH ROSE.

record

and if it failed to please
any one, we have not heard from them.
breaker for

us,

(Al. Lichtman).

Four

:

WILD HONEY. Some

finish.

(Select).

in

:

1922

Every one would have been pleased had the
been good, the only complaint with

If you want tips on pictures that
haven’t been reported on, ask and
we will bust a shoe string getting

a

9,

print

Reports Wanted

Oklahoma.

City,

December

Comedies

days of almost capacity business.
Pleased audiences immediately and created
much favorable comment. I will say in addition that no picture we have ever played,
has created the favorable comment from
female patrons that this picture has. It
seems that every woman who does not have
a party dress wants to see it and every
woman who has a party dress and lives in
a mansion is equally desirous of seeing it
and it pleased the men too. Exploitation:
sixteen twenty-four sheets, heavy billing,
large newspaper space and one thousand
special letters.
Admission
matinee, 25c.,
evening, 50c.
C. W. Miller. Youngstown
Hippodrome, Youngstown, Ohio.
:

MADE MAN

(Assoc. Exhib.). A
wonderful comedy: never an idle moment.

SAILOR

Consensus of Published Reviews
Here ar« extracts from news avaltahJe at press hour from publications of the Industry boiled down to a sentence. They
.vreaent t.he views of Moving Picture World (M.P.W.); Exhibitors’ Herald (E.H.); Motion Picture News (N.): Exhibitors’
Trade Review (T.R.); Film Dally (P.D.)

A

Tailor-made

—

Man

—

8,G4!) feet)
I'liited ArtLsts
(C'liarle.s Ray
M. P. W. It is one of the best ami most
human pictures of the year.
One of the finest pictures produced in
N.
the history of the silent art.
Making his debut as a United
T. R.
Artists’ star, Charles Ray signalizes the occasion by presenting- a legion of admirers with
the best picture of his career.
Should bring Charles Ray back
P. D.

—

—

—

—
where he belongs.
E. H. — He has a
it

first-rate story her" and
has lieen given a good production.

The Village Blacksmith
(Featured Cast— Pox — 8 reels)
excellent entertainment for
W. —
the kind of mate-

•M.

which audiences have shown

that they

—

The picture is thickly coated with
sentiment, yet it tugs at the heart because
Then, too, the thrills have been
of it.
gathered together in a goodly collection,
T. R.
This is a small-town melodrama,
filled with excellent types, a fair sprinkling
of humor and a decided number of “weeps,”
F. D.
Sob stuff and melodrama; not par-

—

—
worth while,
H. — So true to homely

ticularly
E.

—

—

—

that it should find a ready
theatres,

American life
welcome in most

—

——

as a likely drawing card.
F. D.
Regulation movie stuff with
hinging- on unpleasant murder.

—

Arabia
M.

—

—

P.

Featuri'il

Lorna Doone
— First National —

Cast

(>,OS.‘5

feet)

M. P. W, — First National production of
famous love story a masterful production,
E,
H.
Is
another Maurice Tourneur
•

—

masterpiece.

— One of the
this year.
T.
R. —^Viewed
N.

finest

offered

the

shadow

s’.iire

from any angle “Eorna
Doone” registers as an exceptionally fine featn-e of warranted drawing power; worthy
ihe attention of

all

exhibitors.

—

a

fantastic invention with plenty of action.
F. D.
Fine action and atmosphere in latest

—

Mix
X.

the

—picture.a
It’s

star

make

putting on

good

with
gags to

attraction,

several

new

his AVestern en.ioyable.
The story will rank as light entertainment, its degree of quality necessarily
dejiending on the viewpoint of the one to be
T. R.

—

entertained.
E.

IT.

—A

fairly

thrilling

and

interesting

picture.

—

—

—

—

fashion.
T.
R.
Should easily win patrons who
desire to see romance at its height.
F. D.
Star pleasing in her first for F. B.
O., but needs better material.
E. H.
Not an especially strong vehicle.

—
—
—

P.

elaborate sets and striking photography, it
only succeeded in arousing mild interest.
X.— The picture is entertaining in spots,
but its characterization is false.
T. R.
A well directed society drama with
a good deal of heart interest.
This is undoubtedly the poorest
F. D.
picture that Gloria Swanson has appeared In
in some time, due chiefly to the very weak
and uninteresting story.
E. H.
There is an attempt to work up
heart appeal and sympathy through several
scenes in which the mother is parted from
her child, but the picture lacks conviction
and punch.

—
—
—

The Secrets of Paris
— C. Burr- Whitman Bennett)
M. P. W. — E'eplete with splendid settings
plus cast of names.
X. —
melodrama undefiled, very
(Featured Cast

little

is

comedy

considerable

relief,

scenes.

fight

C.

action,

great

—There can be
.

.

.

no question that Whithas given us a really fine picpossibly a great feature.
F. D.
With the generally capable cast a
fairly satisfying production results, and it
should get money because it is the type of
story that appeals generally.
E. H.
Should prove an attractive feature
for any house.
T. R.

man Bennett

ture

——

—

Were Queen

(Fthel Clayton F. R. O. .I.!).”."! feet)
P. W.
Aside from the sets and the
prominence of the star it is a production of
only average appeal.
N.
Recause of its good production and the
capital acting Ethel Clayton and a capable
cast one manages to be interested after a
Af.

The Impossible Mrs. Bellew
(Gloria Swanson— Paramount — 7,155 feet)
M.
W. — Handsomely produced, with

It

rattling

If I
(

plot

(Tom Mix Fox 4,448 feet)
W. Fox production for Tom Mix

It is

P.

the masses, and contains
rial
like.
X.

Without Compromise
— —

(William Farimin Pox .>,173 feet)
M. P. W. Ordinary material, but fine cast,
in Fox production with William Farnum.
N.
William has in “Without Compromise”
a picture admirably suited to his personality
and talent.
There is quite good entertainment
E. H.
in this latest Farnum opus in spite of the
fact that its theme the conflict between love
and duty is not exactly new.
Well directed, cleverly acted feaT. R.
ture, full of “punch and pep.” and registers

To Have and

to

—

Hold

(Betty Compson-Bort Lytell Paramount)
AI. P. W.
Is in a class by itself, and should
be placed among the big ten cinema fea-

—

tures of the year.
N.
So far away and ahead of anything of
its kind that it beggars comparison.
E. H.
A truly big picture in every sense
of the word.
T. R.
It is screen entertainment of the
hi.ghest order, and should bo a notable
attraction.

—

—
—
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Newest Reviews and Comments
“Dr. Jack”
Scores Another Box-Olfice
His First Feature Production for Pathe

Lloyd

Harold

Knockout

Extraordinary

in

Reviewed by

W.

Altar Stairs (Universal).
Challenge, The (American Releas-

E. Keefe

Dr. Jack (Pathe).
Double O, The (Arrow).
Driven (Brabin).

As Dr. Jack, a physician who cures people
sacrifice
^iof their ills and unhappiness at the
comedian
--'of personal gain, the spectacled
audience
portrays a character that keeps the
of
chuckling from the beginning to the end
moment in
the picture. There is not a dull
out
Dr. Jack from the time Lloyd starts
from his home eating breakfast from a tray
Ford_ until
as he runs to get into his trusty
his
he takes the charming Mildred Davis in
arms for the final fade out.
There is a big laugh when Lloyd starting
out on an emergency call in his Ford,
changes to a motorcycle, thence to a bicycle
and arrives at his patient’s house on foot

only to find that it is a little girl’s doll who
,.has fallen into the family cistern and needs
--'??Ao be resuscitated.

m

big laugh is where Lloyd
lands backward on
i falling out of a window
T?>a cow and is carried over the fields at full
speed by the surprised female of the bovine
One of the best laughs in the picspecies.
ture is where Lloyd, who is examining the
"S; eyes of Miss Davis, slips off the stool and
ends up with his lips pressed to hers.

Another

,

'

The audience at the Los Angeles Mission
Theatre almost went into hysterics when
.Lloyd, disguised as an escaped lunatic, introIt is
duces one novel gag after another.
great in-door chase stuff with the gags introduced simply, logically and in natural
sequence.

Lloyd does some splendid acting in Dr.
His ability to register a “nobody
home” expression before beginning his
^ transitions is remarkably well done and
.scored heavily with the audience. The story
has been faultlessly constructed. The suspense is worked up perfectly. Dr. Jack contains more laughs than “Grandma’s Boy”
and furthermore it is a picture that the
mothers, kiddies and Sunday school people
can go to and enjoy, as well as the typical
It is clean throughout with
first nighters.
no suggestive scenes whatever.
Director Fred Newmeyer has given Dr.
His people are
.Jack excellent direction.
well handled and each situation has been
developed to the ultimate. There is a little
too much footage given to the in-door chase
stuff with the lunatic and a little trimming
in this episode would benefit the production.
Otherwise the picture is flawless.
Mildred Davis is her usual charming self
and her splendid interpretation of the “Sick
Little Well Girl,” in which she does perhaps the best acting of her career, adds
Jack.

-

‘

_

The
to the success of the picture.
acting of all the principals is good.
John
T. Price registers well as the Father, while
much

it;

(First

leasing).
Toll of the Sea (Metro).

What

Fools Men Are (American
Releasing).
While Justice Sleeps (Fox).
C.

Norman Hammond

Lawyer.

The work

of Eric

scores heavily as the

Mayne

stands out distinctively and he proves a great foil for
Lloyd. The photography and lightings are
good. The titles of H, M. W^alker are great
entertainment in themselves.

The Cast
Hr .lackson “Jack” for Short.. .Harold Lloyd
The Sick-Little-Well-Girl
Mildred Davis
Her Father
j«h„ t. Prince
Dr. Ludwig von Saulsburg
Eric Mayne
The Lawyer
c. IVorman Hammond
Story by Hal Roach, Sam Taylor and Jean

—

Havez.

Directed by Fred A^ewmeyer
Golden.

As.sistant Director, Itobert A.

Photographed by Walter Lundin
Edited by T. A. Crizer
Titles by H. M. Walker
Length, 4,700 Feet.
Synopsis

“Dr. Jack” is a young and cheerful small
town physician beloved by everybody for his
own sake and for his “Sunshine” system of

curing people of their ills, real or imaginary.
His best remedy is a mixture of shrewdness
and common sense. His ministrations start
the picture with many laughs and secure
him a call to the city from a rich father to
attend his Sick-Little-Well-Girl, who is being scientifically experimented on by the
eminent Dr. Saulsbourg.
The latter has
planted himself very profitably in the family.
He receives his young country consultant
very haughtily', and is rendered nearly
speechless when “Dr. Jack” ignores his theories and charts to jump right into his own
“Sunshine” treatment.
He tells the pretty
patient that she needs excitement.
They
fall in love
which is the first dose. The
effect is marvelous, but gets “Dr. Jack”
ordered from the house. With the girl’s enthusiastic aid, he is equal to the occasion,
starting an “escaped lunatic scare” at night,
in which he plays both himself and a fearsomely made-up crazy man, and seeing that
the dignified scientist is made the special
All over the house “Dr. Jack” plays
goat.
his double part, scaring the servants half to
death, making a mental wreck and refugee
of Dr Ludwig- von Saulsbourg, showing the
girl to be a perfect marvel of health and
spirits
and completely winning over the
The wealth of comic incidents
rich father.
occurring throughout, all belonging to the
plot, keep the laughter going.

—

of

Office Attraction
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

New

particularly

Only a Shop Girl (C. B. C.).
Quincy Adams Sawyer (Metro).
Singed Wings (Paramount).
Super-Sex, The (Americem Re-

.

Combination

Based on a widely read novel of rural
which in certain parts of the country,

Nationzil).

it.

and

life

Hungry Hearts (Goldwyn).
Minnie (First National).
Omar, the Tent Maker

Cast

Showmanship Elements Makes This
Metro Feature an Unusual Box-

ing).

boxHarold Lloyd has scored another
The story is
office knockout in Dr. Jack.
a lighter vem th<in
less dramatic and in
“Grandma’s Boy,” but it is crammed wdh
entertainlaughs galore and is corking good
for
ment for any audience. It is sure nre
and will get over
the big first-run theatres
Lloyd
equally as well in the smaller houses.
Mary Sunhas the role of a sort of a male
makes other
shine who dispels gloom and
poor in
people happy, although he keeps
doing

“Quincy Adams Sawyer”

IN THIS ISSUE

England,

is

considered

interpreted by an unusual
cast consisting entirely of players whose
names have box-office value, telling a story
which combines quaint rural character
studies, comedy, heart interest and melo-

almost a

classic,

dramatic

thrills,

and possessed of numerous

exploitation angles,

the

Metro production,

“Quincy Adams Sawyer,” should prove an
unusually big box-office attraction.
It is doubtful if there has ever been such
a noteworthy cast ever assembled before

one picture. At least nine of the playhave been starred and the remainder
have all been featured, and not only is the
for
ers

dramatic, but the

comedy

field

represented

as well, and though obviously many are
cast in minor roles each has been given the
opportunity for effect!-^ work which adds
to the enjoyment of the picture as a whole.

The production is of the general type of
a rural melodrama and deals with the romance of a young Boston lawyer who goes
to a small town to aid an elderly woman
who is being ill-treated and cheated out of
her property by an ungrateful daughter
and a crooked lawyer. Comedy predominates in the first part. There arc some extremely laughable situations, particularly
the antics of Billy Franey and Hank Mann
when they attempt to cross a stream on a
log that has been generously greased. The
sub-titles, too, are bright and snappy.
There is a strong vein of heart interest
running all through the picture due to the
pretty romance between the hero (John
Bowers) and the deacon’s daughter (Blanche
Sweet) who goes blind. Then there is the
vamp element supplied by Barbara LaMarr
as the ungrateful daughter who attempts
to win the hero, the lovable old lady (Claire
McDowell) who is being cheated by the
crooked lawyer (Lon Chaney), the simpleminded but powerful blacksmith (Elmo Lincoln) whom he uses as a catspaw, and others
of lesser note. There is intrigue and melodrama, heart interest and romance, thrills
and melodrama, and it is effectively interspersed by effective comedy work by Gale
Henry, Louise Fazenda and Victor Potel,
in addition to Mann and Franey.
All of these elements have been cleverly
dovetailed, handled so that a good runaway
scene, a snappj'- fight where science gets
the best of bruite force are introduced and
in an
villain

unusually effective climax
killed by his dupe, and
the blind girl is being carried downstream
on a raft and rescued by the hero just
before it reached the falls. The raft scene
provides a fitting climax to this highly entertaining picture. It has been cleverly photographed from various angles so as to
bring out the ftdl effect of the thrills and
the tension while the hero is riding madly
down the river bank to reach the raft in
time is well maintained, though the actual
rescue is not so exciting as what precedes.
It is not a subtle story and everything
turns out just as you would wish it, but

culminating

where the

is
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is

a vastly entertaining picture containing

about all the elements that good showmanship has shown audiences desire and should
please a large majority of motion picture

Of outstanding interest in connection
with “The Toll of the Sea,” which is

patrons.

that

With such

a cast

it

is

hard to single out

anyone for individual praise as they all do
consistently good work.
It would be unfair, however, not to compliment Clarence
Badger for the manner in which he has
directed this production.

The Cast
(Inincy Adams Sawyer
Alice Pettengill
Obadiah Stront
Liindy Cutnani

Abner

John Bowers
Blanche Sweet

Con Chaney
Barbara CaMarr
Etlmo Lincoln
Louise Faaenda
loseph Dowling

Stiles

Mandy Skinner
Nathaniel Sawyer
Mrs. Putnam

Deacon Pettengill
Betsy Ann Ross
Hiram Maxwell
Semanthy

Claire McDowell
Kdward Connelly

June Elvldge
Victor Potel
Gale Henry

is

the fact

Kate Lester
Franey

Billy

Based on Novel by Charles Felton Pidgin.
Scenario by Bernard McConville.
Directed by Clarence Badger
Photographed by Rudolph Bergquist
Length, 7,500 Feet.

The Story
Quincy Adams Sawyer, scion of a proud
Boston family, meets a girl in the park by
chance and is much impressed. To escape an
unwelcome marriage he goes to the village
of Mason’s Corners at the request of a friend
of his father’s to aid a woman who is being
cheated of her property.
Her daughter,
Lindy, tried to vamp him.
He soon learns
that the woman’s lawyer, Strout, is a crooK
and an enmity arises between them. It de-

velops that the girl he met in Boston, and
who has since gone blind, is the niece of
his father’s friend and a romance quickly
develops.
Strout persuades Stiles, the blacksmith,
that Sawyer is after him and, after arranging
to have Lindy decoy the blind girl onto the
little ferry, he has Stiles cut the rope, sending the craft adrift. Lindy, repenting, rushes
to Sawyer, who rescues the blind girl when
the ferry comes near the shore just before
The excitement has
it
reaches the falls.
caused her to regain her sight and all ends
In the meantime
happily for the pair.
Strout had been killed by Stiles who had
learned he had been duped.

‘^The Super- Sex”
Unhackneyed Theme of Frank R. Adams
Story Used by American Releasing
Corporation
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

With character-study as its main purpose,
this production of Frank R. Adams’ story,
Brewster and the Super-Sex” car-

ries a certain appeal to those who appreciate a fine attention to details. Most of it is
descriptive rather than dramatic. The action
moves slowly, this being noticeable to a
faulty degree at times. Cutting would help

considerably in remedying this.
In its conception and development of an
unhackeyed theme, the picture is particuIt offers another slant
larly commendable.
on the flapper love affair. The action distinctly avoids the beaten track and for this
reason alone is bound to please many.
Grandma Brewster as played by Gertrude
Claire is a character that offers delicious entertainment. She is a grim example of the
When she delivers a
tyranny of years.
caustic remark to her son-in-law, she is so
vividly expressive that one can almost hear
Miss Claire’s interpretation is
her speak.
the type of comedy that is seen all too seldom. Even in the kinder moods and in the
final burst of munificence, she is consistently true to her first unsmiling conception
of the part.
The boy and girl flappers are played by
Robert Gordon and Charlotte Pierce. A.s
the story goes, their budding love affair is
blasted when the girl announces that she is
the type who needs worldly experience, who

a feud.
sacrifice
.sons,

is

1922

Rather it is a story of supreme
on the part of a mother of four

and she

there

9,

a

the central figure though

is

pretty

little

romance.

photographed in its entirety in
natural color, being produced by the

The drama is heavy and the atmosphere
somewhat depressing due to the tragic role

new Technicolor

of the mother who dominates the action,
and the extreme meanness, cruelty and selfishness of one of the sons whose actions

it is

process. This in itself
a point that you can exploit and
attract business to your house.
While
all of the color effects are not perfect,
the picture is beautiful and many marvelous effects have been achieved.
The delicate tints and shading of the
is

invested in something else. Here Grandma
interposes, and the ending is all that he
could hope for.
Lambert Hillyer, the director, has been
of great assistance in making the characters
ring true. The picture holds fine entertainment for discriminating patrons especially
if some cutting is done so as to speed up the

furnish the reason for the dramatic situaBut on the other hand there is strong
heart interest and the very tyranny of this
son creates unusual sympathy for the
younger and lovable son, his mother and
his sweetheart.
The scene where the brute
shoots the girl’s father in the back in cold
blood, killing him, is not pleasant to contemplate.
Mr. Brabin has spared no paias to make
you hate one son and love the other and
has brought out these emotions by strong
contrasts, none more effective than the unevenly matched fight over the girl between
the big brute and the young delicate chap.
This is well done and quite realistic but
the scenes where the brute kicks the young
boy after he is down and out are unnecessarily brutal and can be eliminated to advantage.
that will appeal most
It is a picture
strongly to discriminating audiences with
whom the artistry and stirring drama will
outweight the depressing points in the
theme. Then, too, the happy culmination
of the youthful romance against seemingly insuperable odds will have a big effect
on many spectators.
From the standpoint of drama, the cli-

action.

max

and costumes used

sets

in this Chinese

story are wonderfully brought out and
the naturalness of the coloring makes
the characters seem very real.
The
story has been well directed, and though
tragic, is interesting.
A unique feature
is the fact that the leading role is portrayed admirably by a Chinese girl,

Anna May Wong.— C.

S. S.

Hank Mann

Ben Bates
Mrs. Sawyer
Boh Wood

“Miles

being distributed by Metro,

December

would be bored with marriage and a

settled
utterly miserable, is
a prey to the first temptation that comes
along .and invests his entire savings account
in oil stock.
He becomes suddenly wealthy
and popular, then learns that his money is
life.

Her sweetheart,

The Cast
Miles Brewster Higgins
Irene Hayes
Mr. Higgins
Mrs. Higgins

Robert Gordon
Cliariotte Pierce

Tully Marshall

Lydia Knott
Grandma Brewster
Gertrude Claire
Cousin Roy
Albert MacQuarrie
J. Gordon Davis
Louis Natheaui
Mr. Hayes
George Bunny
Mrs. Hayes
Evelyn Burns
Basefl on the Story, “Miles Brewster and the
Super-Sex,” by Frank R. Adams
Scenario and Direction by Lambert Hillyer.
Photography by John S. Stumar.
Length, 5,745) feet.
The Story
Miles Brewster Higgins is a small town

youth afflicted with self-consciousness. With
the appearance of a flashy automobile salesman, Miles endures the tortures of jealousy
because of his sweetheart. When life looks
blackest to Miles, Cousin Roy blows into
town and persuades the boy to invest his
savings in oil stock. Shortly afterward the
gusher breaks and Miles is hailed as a
Napoleon of finance. He plans, boyishly, to
become engaged to the girl, jilt her and break
her heart. Word comes that Miles’s money was
not in Baby Blue but in another stock.
Deep in debt, the boy decides to steal away
to South America.
A short distance away
he changes his mind and comes back. Then
Cousin Roy returns with Miles’s Baby Blue
stock certificates.

Grandma

the general surprise
Brewster says she was responsible
In

for the false news of his investment in Baby
Blue. She did it to test him. Miles is really
rich and he really loves the girl.

“Driven”
Charles J. Brabin Creates Unusually Fine
Production Based on Somewhat Tragic

Theme,
Reviewed by C.

S. Sewell

With “Driven” his first independently produced picture. Director Charles J. Brabin,

who

is well known for his work with Fox
features, has gotten off to a fine start.
Though largely tragic it is unusually artisintensely dramatic, well directed and
tic,
finely
photographed and tells a
acted,

straightforward story with no deviation on
side issues.

While the

entire action takes place in the

mountains of Virginia or some other Southern state, it differs from the usual run of
stories of this locale and does not deal with

tions.

is tremendously effective and thrilling
though not pleasant to contemplate. It is
hard to conceive of a more dramatic situa-

where the mocher, convinced that
there is no other way to save the son she
loves most, betrays her husband and her
three other sons to revenue officers though
she knows it almost certainly means their
And while
death while resisting arrest.
showing the extreme depth of her love and
sacrifice it is not pleasant to see her accepting money for giving the information even
though she knows her husband and other
sons are brutes and she, wants the money
to aid the younger son to go away and
start life anew. So, as a whole, though you
will likely be pleased by the general excellence of the production, the work of
Emily Fitzroy as the mother is so fine and
she establishes such strong sympathey that
her meagre reward may have a depressing
tion than

effect.

Charles E. Mack is excellent as the young
son and George Bancroft just as effective
brutal one, while Elinor Fair is a
for the little mountain girl
who is the unwitting cause of it all. The
remainder of the cast in minor roles give
the

as

good selection

good

interpretations.
feature of the production is the beautiful photography and the fine composition
of some of the scenes which resemble

A

works of art.
Mr. Brabin deserves credit for having so
handled the theme as to bring out the utmost possibilities from every angle, and in
giving to the screen a production which is
of a quite different nature from any other
American-made production.

The Cast
Emily Fltsroy

Mrs. Tolliver
Mr. Tolliver
Tom Tolliver
Lem Tolliver

Burr McIntosh
Charles E. Macb
George Bancroft
I Ernest Chandler

Other Tolliver Sons
I Fred Koser
Leslie Stovre
John Hardin
Elinor Fair
Essie Hardin
Based on Ray GelseFs Magaxine Story, “The
Flower of the Flock.”
Scenario by Alfred Raboch.
Directed by Charles J. Brabin.
Photography by G. W. Lane
Length, 5,400 Feet.

The Story
The Tollivers

live in the

mountains of the
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the
South, many miles from a railroad. Lem,
oldest son, is a brutal tyrant. He sees Essie,

swimming,

'

and

when

she

a neighbor, in
comes out he grabs her but she fights and
gets away from him. When her father warns
him he kills him in cold blood. Essie comes
youngest
to live with the Tollivers. Tom, the
his
boy, a lovable chap who differs from
brutal father and brothers, learns to love
They fight
Essie, but Lem also wants her.
and Tom is outmatched and badly beaten.
Decidsoon.
place
take
to
is
The wedding
ing there is no other way, Mrs. Tolliver tells
the revenue officers where the father and
are
older brothers are running a still. They
raided and all killed except the father, who
makes his escape and comes home to kill
Tom, believing he has sold them out. In
the meantime Mrs. Tolliver has given Tom
and Essie the money she obtained and they
start away to begin life anew. Mrs. Tolliver
to
tells her husband the truth and he starts
shoot her but, brought to a realization ol
dofrom
refrains
her supreme sacrifice, he
ing so.

“What Fools Men Are”

Metro’s “Quincy Adams Sawyer” is a
picture that should prove a big boxoffice attraction.
It is a showman’s picture with a large number of exploitation angles. It has many fine points of
box-office appeal.
Adapted from a
widely read novel, it is interpreted by
a truly unusual cast, containing several
players who have been starred while
all of the others are only slightly less
well-known, many having been featured.
The producers, Messrs. Sawyer and
Lubin, invaded not only the dramatic
but the comedy field for this exceptional

cast.

There

is particularly effective comedy
that will bring many laughs, heart in-

terest,

romance and

There

is

your box-office.
Picture Based on Eugene Walter Play Distributed by American Releasing

Corporation
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Flapper psychology is a most interesting
theme as handled in this picture. Based
upon Eugene Walter’s stage drama, “The
Flapper,” the screen production entitled,
“What Fools Men Are,” offers something
that is worth the attention of every up-tothe-minute exhibitor.
It is probable that the appeal in this case,
as with almost any production dealing with
one special theme, is limited. But at this
particular time when the flapper is the
object of much discussion, whether serious
or not, a picture showing unusual originality
and insight into the question should be
highly acceptable. Wherever the nature of
the theme is accurately pointed in exploitation campaigns, public interest is sure to be
aroused.
Any number of intriguing questions as to
how serious an influence is the flapper in
modern life, and particularly in the marriage
problem can be asked. While the picture is
in no sense a preachment, it answers popular
queries at least entertainingly. It keeps one
guessing throughout many scenes as to the
real motives of one particular flapper who
seems to be a generally familiar type.
Faire Binney gives a marvellously clever
performance, Peggy Hendricks, as she plays
her, is a girl with a jazz soul (if any) who
is
baffling to everyone, including herself.
Her favorite style of reaction to an emotional climax is to smile and dance with her
shoulders. Still there are serious moments
when she makes the spectator feel that
Peggy is not incapable of feeling but rather
of expression. She is at all times charming,

and pleasant to look at.
George Terwilliger, the director, has made
good use of the many opportunities for
comedy. The rare touches with a deeper
appeal he has sharply drawn. Most of the
characterizations are real as well as entertaining.
Florence Billings seems not entirely suited to her role, especially in the
more sympathetic scenes. The picture has
been beautifully photographed.
The Cast
PepTgy Hendricks
Faire Binney
Ralph Demarest
Joseph Striker
Kate Clayhonrne
Florence Billings
Bartley Clayhonrne
Huntley Gordon
Ola
Lucy Fox

Horace Demarest
Bayard Thomas
Steve O’Malley

Barney Sherry
Templcr Saxe
Harry Clay Blaney
J.

Adapted from a play hy Eugene Walter.
Scenario by Peter Milne
Directed hy George Terwilliger
Length, 6,087 Feet.

The Story
Peggy Hendricks, younger sister to Kate
Claybourne, is getting some of the attention
from Kate’s husband, Bartley, which Kate is
forfeiting because of her devotion to a literary career.
When she learns of the infatuation, she proceeds to get a divorce.

thrilling

melodrama.

a corking good fight, a good
runaway scene, and an effective climax
which will bring spectators to the edge
of their seats. It is a crackerjack audience picture that should bring dollars to

— C.

S. S.

Peggy has an ardent suitor
marest, whose wealthy father

Ralph Deopposed to

in
is

the match. Meanwhile a series of wild parties at Ralph’s studios continue. When Kate
gets her divorce, Bartley realizes that he
has been too hasty.
He writes for forgiveness. Peggy, knowing she is not in love
with Barley, dodges him and elopes with
Ralph.
The latter’s father offers her a
sum of money to give up her husband,
and she accepts it. Then she turns over the
money to Ralph and tells him to start over
again.
She agrees to stand by him, and
Bartley and Kate are reunited.

573

from the rude Russian hut to the pretty
suburban cottage that represents achievement finally.
The picture should be a
profitable attraction wherever the heart interest feature

is

appreciated.
The Cast

Bryant Washbam
Helen Ferguson

David
Sara

Abraham
Hannah

E. A.

Warren

Rosa Rosanova
George Siegmann

Rosenblatt
Gedalyah Mindel
Mishel Mindel
Cossack
Sopkin

Otto Lederer
Millie Sehottland

Bert Sprotte
A. Bndin

Based Upon Book of Same

Name by Anzia

Yezierska.
Scenario by Julicn Josephson
Direction by E. Mason Hopper
Length, 6,546 Feet.
The Story
Abraham takes his wife and family to
America in search of the golden opportunities with which they believe the new country
He is a better scholar than
to be flooded.
business man as they soon learn. The others,
including his wife, are forced to work. Sara,
the oldest daughter, meets her ideal in
David, nephew of the mercenary landlord,
Rosenblatt. When the mother, in an effort
to beautify the home, paints her kitchen
white, like the one she sees when deliveringlaundry, the landlord raises the rent. Chaos
results, and in a fury she mutilates the walls
The case is tried in court
of her kitchen.
and her testimony proves so heartrending
David and Sara find
that she wins out.
happiness as well.

“The Toll of the Sea”
Achieved by New Process
Photography a Metro

Bea,Mtiful Effects

of Color

—

Release
Reviewed by C.

“Hungry Hearts”
Sympathetic Story in Goldwyn Picture
Featuring Several Fine Performers
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Primarily

because

of

its

naturalness,
to the

“Hungry Hearts” makes an appeal
sympathies that few can
for those

resist.

Moreover

who

are not moved by the pathetic
there is an abundance of whole-

moments
some comedy.
Goldwyn is presenting

That

duced.

this

a view of

known racial
and comedy

life

is,

it

relies lagely

upon well-

source of emotional
But there is
entertainment.
enough originality in the purpose of the
story, in some of the types and in the climax
to provoke fresh enthusiasm even in those
who are familiar with this type of picture.
A series of short stories published under
the title, “Hungry Hearts,” written by Anzia
Yezierska, furnished the material for the
photoplay. The pictured version reveals an
intimate knowledge of the subject-matter.
traits as a

sympathy
It has been produced in close
with the dreams and actual experiences of
the Russian immigrant so that the poetic,
as well as the ludicrous, finds frequent expression.

Atmospherically, the picture gains realism
sub-titles. These are the work
of Montague Glass, and make use of some
of the typical idioms, best adapted to

through the

comedy.

The action gives generous opportunity to
many performers, without featuring any one
artist

to

the

extent

of

the

new Technicolor

process of natural color

photography; and judging frorn the applause which followed the showing of this
picture at the Rialto Theatre, New York,
where it is the main attraction during the
current week, it is destined to be a big_ success and its sponsors should feel highly
gratified.

in

with considerable stress
upon the struggle of the immigrant for success in America. In atmosphere, the picture
similar to others that have been prois

Jewish family

S. Sewell

Unusual interest attaches to “The Toil of
the Sea” which is being distributed by
Metro, as it is the first feature produced by

eclipsing

another.

Perhaps Rosa Rosanova’s handling of the
mother role will be the most impressive
to some.
It is truly a fine accomplishment.
But the manj^ beautiful close-ups of Helen
Ferguson are among the most pleasant
memories as well, and E. A. Warren, as the
father, will be remembered as one of the
most gifted performers.
Fine, clear photography helps to make
the
production
thoroughly entertaining.
There is a pleasing gradation of settings

The selection of a Chinese story for this
demonstration was an excellent choice for
the picturesque costumes, flower gardens,
sea scenes, and colorful Chinese interiors
offer exceptional opportunities for a test of
the merits of this process.

m

While it is evident that perfection
natural color films has not yet been reached,
still the results obtained far outweigh the
defects. Many of the effects are strikingly
beautiful and the process which is fully
described elsewhere in this issue appears to
be equally successful, in bringing out the
delicate coloring of the American girl’s face,
shading of her dresses, the more pronounced
and decided colors and designs of the
Chinese girl’s costumes and even in the
small designs of flowered silk and colored
Chinaware. The main defect appears to be
in the fact that the green of the trees and
plants appears as more of a brown, while
in some instances there is an over-vividness
in the reds and orange, and a sort of massing of color in some of the scenes where
there is a wealth of flowers and foliage.
In a great many instances the effect is
all that could be desired, especially some in
which the human characters predominate,
they appear like exquisite paintings endowed with life, the effect of the natural
colors giving them more of the semblance
of reality. There was no fluttering or fringing of colors discernable in this picture.
As to the story itself, while it was apparently selected primarily to demonstrate the
possibilities of this new process, it has been
given an excellent production by Director
Chester Franklin, and should please all except those who demand a happy ending.
The theme is quite similar to “Madame
Butterfly” and ends tragically with the
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Chinese

walking out and giving herself

girl

the

to

when

sea

she finds her American

will not come back to her.
unique feature for American audiences
the appearance of a Chinese girl, Anna

husband

A
is

May Wong,

She gives
in the leading role.
a fine performance, bringing out the emotional points with delicacy and much feeling
and holding your sympathy throughout.
Kenneth Harlan is satisfactory as the
American husband, but he has an unsympathetic role.

The remainder

of the cast

is

satisfactory.

The
Lotii.s

WORLD

PICTURE

C.-iNt

Anna May Wons

Flower

Allen Carver

Kenneth Harlan

narhara Carver

Ileatrice Bentley

Bahy Moran

Little Allen
Go«sli).s

)

(

Dolores Cassinelli satisfies the desire for
feminine beauty on the screen. In this she
aided by a contrasting type, De Sacia
is
Mooers, who plays the coquette.
Rod La
Roeque and Warner Richmond are excellent
types, who assisted by good directing, make
their characters interesting to anyone.

K.

The Cast
Barbara

Josephine Adair, Willard Louis and
Claire Dubrey all are good.
Mr. Louis, as
the wealthy department store owner, however, does excellent work, the best in the
masculine lineup.
shall,

The direction by Edward J. Le Saint is
creditable and the photography consistently
effective.

The Cast
iMaiiie

Mulvey

F.stelle

Josie Jerome

Jim

AVallace Beery
William Scott

Danny Mulvey
Black

.Tame.s

Morrison

An;;elinn Jerome
Josephine Adair
.Tames Watkins
Willard Louis
Mrs. W^atkins
Claire Diibrey
The store manager
Tully Marshall
Adapted from Charles K. Blaney’s play.
Direction and scenario by Fdvrard J. Lc Saint.
Length, G.400 Feet.
The Story

James

Watkins,

a

store owner, frames

sea.

Taylor

Mae Buseh

Brenn.-in

t'harle.s

wealthy

department

Danny Mulvey

Sales Corporation’s New
Melodrama Replete with Thrills
Reviewed by Roger Ferri
If your patrons enjoyed and came to see
“More to be Pitied Than Scorned,” the first
of the “Big Six” pictures of C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation, they will not be disappointed in “Only a Shop Girl.” On the
contrar 3', they will like this even better for
the reason that there is not a single 100-foot
stretch in the entire 6,400 feet of film this
reviewer witnessed that does not contain a
thrilling episode in the adventures of two
lovable couples of the East Side. For melodrama this adaptation of Charles E. Blaney’s
play of the same title is a knockout in every
respect, for it clings closely to the original
script and is produced along lines that remind one of the good old days.
In a sense, “Only a Shop Girl” can be
classed as a crook picture with ample food
to satisfy patrons with great hunger for
thrillers.
There is a fire, a mysterious
murder that is exceedingly well done, involving four people with the onlooker at
loss to solve it until the very end and in
this respect this production fits in nicely into
a period where mystery plays are seemingly
the rage and a half dozen real fistic battles

affair between Watkins, a married man, and
his sister. One night, Watkins seeks to cast
off Marne and win over Josie.
Meanwhile.
Danny and Mrs. Watkins, suspicious of her
husband, riuietly visit him.
Marne, too,

and what not. There is more thrilling stufT
packed into this production than there is

of novelty

C.

B.

Film

C.

—

—

injected into the ordinary twelve-reel length
special.

The feature
duction value
spect, with a

well produced and in prois satisfying in every recast that works hard and
successfully.
Mae Busch, as Josie Jerome
as the wronged shop girl, is a complete success, her acting standing out like a precious
stone.
Estelle Taylor, as Marne, is typical
of the type she characterizes and acts accordingly.
William Scott, as Danny, is at
his best,

is
it

knows how

to

go about

his

work

with such realism that you fear if you yell
“Copper” he will step out of the screen and
escape up the aisle and through the exit
door. James Morrison, once one of the most
popular juveniles, stages a real “comeback"
Wallace Beery, Tully Marin this picture.

comes.
Josie repulses Watkins’ advances
and threatens to kill him by breaking a
vase over his head. He turns out the light.
A scuffle and then Watkins falls. Josie is
arrested. Believing Josie to have committed
crime,

tlie

Danny

confesses.

Meanwhile

his

home

is burned, and his sister, Marne, in
saving the life of little Angeline, is overcome by smoke and badly burned.
Her
condition changes from bad to worse and
finally she is given up.
But before she
passes out she confesses to having murdered
Watkins, thus exonerating Josie and Danny,
who are left to marry.

“The Challenge”
Material is Cleverly Handled
American Releasing Corporation Pic-

Familiar

Dolores CasNinelll

Ila.stings

Rod La Roeque
Warner Riehmond
De Sacia Mooers
Frank Norcroas

Stanley Roberts

Ralph Westley
Pegg-y Royce
Mr. Hastings

Hastings
Jane Jennings
Story not Credited.
Direction by Toni Terriss.
Length, S,052 feet.
The Story
Barbara Hastings, hostess at a fashionable
mountain resort, has two suitors Stanley
Roberts, an artist, and Ralph Westley, a
banker. Her preference for the artist brings
When
the banker’s jealousy to a climax.
she marries Roberts and goes to live in New
York Westley determines to separate them.
First he anonymously purchases Roberts’ big
picture and sees the artist plunge into extravagance. Then he causes a position to be
Through it all she reoffered to Barbara.
mains steadfast in her duty to her husband.
Finally when R'oberts is brought to him
down and out the banker makes his big deMrs.

—

cision.

so that

he can win over his sister, Marne, who has
a craving for fine clothes. On his release,
Danny, who is in love with Marne, hears of
the “frame-up” and also the story of the

“Only a Shop Girl”

1922

footage to this. In its present version, the
motive of the unsuccessful suitor is not sufficiently plain to prepare one for the change
in decision at the close when he brings husband and wife together again. The object
may -possibly be to create an effect of mystery in just this way, but if so, it has not
been well done.

Ming Young

Story hy France.s Marion.
Directed hy Che.ster M. Franklin.
Photograiihed hy J. A. Ball.
Length, 4,liOO feet.
The Story
Lotus Flower, near her native home, finds
an American washed ashore by the sea. An
old man warns her of an old Chinese legend
that no good will come of it. Unheeding she
promises she will give the sea anything it
asks if it will only give her this man’s love.
He recovers and they are married. Not long
afterwards he is called back home and friends
persuade him to leave her behind. In America
he begins to forget his Chinese wife and
after a few years married his childhood
sweetheart. In the meantime a boy is born
to the Chinese girl and she patiently awaits
her husband’s return. Finally he does come,
bringing his American wife. Disillusioned,
the little Chinese woman, after getting the
American wife to promise she will always
care for the boy, walks out into the water
and disappears, thus paying her toll to the

9,

characterization, it would have meant improvement on the whole to have given more

you’ve been looking for something
original and clever in the line of comedy
drama, here is “Minnie.”
You can
promise your patrons an abundance of
laughs and be assured that the picture
will live up to your promises.
“Minnie” is the homliest girl in town.
If Leatrice Joy (who gives a wonderful
performance in this) can look unattractive, what girl can not?
This should be
an incentive for sensational exploitation.
Marshall Neilan has made use of
subject-matter in this production that
should give inspiration to any ambitious
showman. A First National Release.
If

— M.

December

in

“While Justice Waits”
Fox Production Offers Dustin Farnum Typ-

— Irene

Role

ical

Rich Gives Fine Support

Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Dustin Farnum has one of his typical
that of the avenging husband in this
roles
Western “While Justice Waits.” The picture
has the usual amount of action and melodrama. It relies more upon the appeal of
the story and suspense than upon mere
physical action, the conflict being somewhat

—

—

more repressed than usual.
The man who comes back

rich

after

a

gold-hunt and finds that his wife, unable to
stand the strain of loneliness, has left home
with a scoundrel, is the character played bj’
His long search for her, the findFarnum.
ing of his little son and the final discovery
that his wife has spent the years between
in an unselfish mission is the drama.
The attempt to keep up the suspense is
only partially successful, as the final reunion will be expected bj' most spectators.

with a touch

But there is, perhaps, a finer quality to the
theme than is frequently found in this type
of picture. The scene where the hero makes
the outlaws get down on their knees to pray
a contrast to what might be expected.
is
This, like several other scenes, shows a reserve. Irene Rich gives a performance that

Pleasing backgrounds are not the least
attraction. The first part shows some thrilling out-door, winter sports, mountain climb-

establish her
art is
one of the praiseworthy features of the proEarl Metcalfe plays a convincing
duction.

ture with Dolores Cassinelli
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
n.se
of familiar material here
should sell this picture to the average fan.
The story of a triangular love affair has

A

been

clever

entertaininglj’’ presented

now and

then.

ing, skeeing, etc., in locations that have
splendidly photographed. This gives a tang
What follows
to the picture at the start.
story of a woman’s marriage to an
is the
who tastes success
artist
extravagant
through the unknown help of his rival. This
part of the story has been developed in conventional style with the staging of a few
studio revels and the sentimental appeal of
the self-sacrificing wife in the background.
The character of the rival seems not always clearly defined. This appears to be
rather because of the author’s conception
of the role than either the director’s work
As
or Warner Richmond’s performance.
the point of the picture hinges on this

should

help

substantiallj'

growing reputation.

villain

to

Her emotional

and Frankie Lee

is

charming.

The Cast

Dustin Farnum
Irene Rich
Earl Metcalf
Junior Delanieter
Hunt, Jr
Frankie Lee
Joe
Hector Snmo
A Man
Jackson
Peaches
The Man's Daughter
Gretchen Hartman
Mollie Ailains
Story by Charles A. and Don Short.
Scenario by Jack Strumwasser.
Direction by Bernard J. Diiming.
Length, 4,762 feet.
ITan
Nell

Hunt
Hunt

George Carter

The Story
Dan Hunt finds gold. When he returns
note from his wife saying
finds
a
home he
Hunt
that she had eloped with another.
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learns that his wife had been seen with the
leadei-of a bandit gang. He joins the gang
hoping to catch his wife and her lover tog’Cth©!’*

One night the church is robbed by thg
members of the band. They bring the loot

A

dice game follows
their rendezvous.
and Hunt wins all of the loot. He returns
There
he meets a lad of
it to the church.
about seven. The Padre tells Hunt that the
young boy’s mother would some day come
to

for him.

In a nearby town Hunt finds his wife. She
explains that the bandit leader kidnapped
her, and that the lad is their son.

“The Altar Stairs”

result

a picture of conflicting interests, a

is

strange mingling of fact and fantasy, a daring and varyingly successful attempt to
translate Pierrot and Columbine into daily
life.

Pictorially, “Singed Wings” is a delight.
this respect Stanlaws excels.
His interiors are marvels of artistic charm.
The
home of the heroine had to be a humble
one, but that was no obstacle to Stanlaws
he made simplicity striking. Again, when
fine homes entered into the plot, Stanlaw’s
produced backgrounds that pleased the eye
and stirred the imagination. He also saw
to it that two other essentials of a motion

In

—

—

or
presents

picture are present action and capable interpretation by the players.
liked Conrad Nagel best of all the
players.
He alone seemed to fully realize
what Stanlaws was striving for, and his
work is delicate and effective. Bebe Daniels’
performance, while generally good, does not
appeal as so consistent. She is too real a

roles

human being

Frank Mayo Has Role That Should Please
His Admirers in Universal Drama
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
This

more

picture’s appeal will be confined
Mayo fans. It
less to Frank

him in one of those ultra-heroic
which makes him the dominating force
of the picture, almost to the exclusion of all
other features. The fact that he is an attractive and compelling performer will no
doubt overshadow the inconsistencies of the
mind of his admirers.
South Sea island atmosphere and ship
scenes add pictorial and dramatic interest.
The action makes wide leaps from one locale
to another, and co-incidence has been considerably stretched in bringing the various
together
characters
again
after
these
changes. There are a few spectacular shots,
such as the burning of the island chapel
and sea scenes at night.
The storm has
story in the

been effectively produced and the accompanying ship scenes are the most thrilling
in

the picture.

Frank

Mayo

has a romantic, daring role
that should have a wide appeal.
After an
adventurous life he falls in love for the first
time, then discovers that the woman is
married to a scoundrel whom he has every
reason to kill. He is prevented from committing this crime by the fateful interference
of another, so that the ending is in keeping
with popular demands.
TUe Cast

Rod McLean
Joie

Frank Mayo

Malet

Tony Heritage
Capt. Jean Malet
Blundell
John Strickland

Louise Lorraine

Lawrenee Hughes
J. J. Lanoe
Harry de Vere

Hugh Thompson

Hugo

We

satisfactory.

The

Of them,

Robert Brower and Ernest Torrence best
understood the director’s ideal.
“Singed Wings,” therefore, can be classed
as a somewhat puzzling picture.
It interested us hugely and we believe that while
theatres with high-class clienteles will find
profitable, it is far too flossy for some
people.
However and this illustrates our
doubt the fact that it has to do with the
triangle idea and the beauty of its settings
may prove us all wrong.

it

—

—

The Cast
Bonita della Giierda
Peter Gordon

Behe Daniels
Conrad Nagel
Blis.s Gordon
Adolphe Menjou
Don Jose della Guerda
Robert Brower
Fniilio
Erne.st Torrence
Kve Gordon
Mabel Trnnelle
From the Story by Katherine Newlin Burt.
Adapted by Edfrid A. Bingham.
Directed by Penrhyn Stanlaws.
Length, 7,788 Feet.
The Story
The dancing girl holds at bay the youth
who loves Iier because of her superstition
that when she speaks of her love she will
die.
A roue assists her in progressing as a
dancer, and the youth misunderst.ands her
reception of his favors.
A weak-minded
clown, who watches o^ er her and loves her,
believes she has given her heart to the roue.
The youth prevents him from killing the
girl.
The clown commits suicide and the
superstition is exploded.

Boris Karlotf

Nick de Ruiz
Based npon the novel of the same name by
C. B. Lancaster.
Scenario by George Randolph Chester.
Direction by Lambert Hillyer
Length, 4,641 Feet.

“Minnie”

—

Neilan Scores Once Again As
Both Author and Director of First

Marshall

National Attraction

The Story

“Singed Wings”
Penrhyn Stanlaws Combines Fact
Fantasy in Paramount Picture

Reviewed by Sumner Smith
“Singed Wings,” a Paramount picture.
Penrhyn
Stanlaws
presents
something
different in motion picture romances.
In
epaying it, he set himself a remarkably
high ideal.
Sometimes he approaches it,
other times he falls short of the mark. The

excellent

Newspaper Man

duction that offers truly exceptional enterin its display of original character
studies

and

situations.

Especially because it is rich in comedy
values of a nature that anyone will appreciate,

“Minnie” should satisfy

patrons.

At times

it

all

classes of

uproariously funny
Most of the time there
is

and still not broad.
is
an undercurrent of amusement that is
new and delightful. In this consistency of
mood and the subordination of the pathetic
motive so that there is no effect of depression, _Mr. Neilan has shown admirable skill.
“Minnie” is a character that wins your
sympathy, even when you are laughing at

The sentimental appeal is there without calling special attention to it.
She is
described as the type whom “the Lord has
made unbeautiful.” No young man flatters
her with attentions except of an undesirable
sort.
She has no mother and her father is
too much engaged in getting married (he
tries it seven times) and perfecting his new
invention to help “Minnie” improve her
looks.

Beatrice

Joy’s

Matt Moore
George Barnum

Stepmother

Josephine CroweB

Helen Lyneh
Salesman ... .Raymond Griffith
Dick Wayne
Boarding House .Janitor
Tom Wilson
Local “Cntnp”
George Dromgold
Scenario by Slarshall Neilan.
Direetion by Neilan and Frank TJrson.
Stepsister

Gnm

Chewing

Young Doctor

Length, 6,696 Feet,
The Story
Minnie, the homeliest girl in town, is so
com]iletely snubbed at a dance that she resorts to desperate measures. She sends herself love notes and flowers.
Her stepsister
suspects and. learning the truth, threatens
to expose her unless she introduces the admirer within a certain time.
Poor Minnie
racks her brain, then decides to claim that
an unidentified man who was found dead was
her suitor. A newspaper reporter wrests the
truth from her but is so touched by her
unhappiness that he forgets to write the
story and marries her instead.

“Omar

the Tent

Maker”

Production
National

tainment

of

Minnie’s Father

Artistic

Marshall Neilan has distinguished himonce more.
“Minnie” is the latest
tribute to his creative art.
This is a pro-

quality

are a clever caricature of his usual self.
There are many other avenues for comedy,
some of the best scenes being those which
show “Minnie” broadening her knowledge
of men while taking automobile trips. There
are screamingly funny situations, heightened
by Miss Joy’s seriousness.
The comedy
comes to an abrupt end, however, in a scene
that stands out as one of the best in the
production. This is where she gets caught
in the lie about having a sweetheart, and
sobs out the truth about her own life. This
sounds a human note that emphasizes the
sincerity of the whole picture.
Artistically, the picture seems too long.
It should end when “Minnie” learns that
at least to one man she is beautiful.
However, to please the many who like to see
their favorites beautifully and conventionally dressed, the author has added a few
scenes showing the physical transformation
of the homely couple, after a rather farfetched explanation.
The Cast
Minnie
Leatrice Joy

is

Distributed by
Based on Life of

First

Omar Khayyam
Reviewed by C.

self

her.

and

The

performance is a revelation even to those
who admire her. She goes about the task
of impersonating an unattractive girl with
She
a thoroughness that insures success.
makes no miraculous conquest and this is
another example of the artistic judgment of
Mr. Neilan, who is both author and director.
Minnie’s one and only beau is another
whom the God of Beauty has slighted.
Matt Moore plays this part most entertainingly. His make-up, clothes and manner,

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

McLean,

a trader of the South
Seas, saves Tony Heritage, a derelict, from
savages. Tony steals Rod’s money and leaves
for France, where he marries the daughter
of a French commandant.
The officer learns
of Tony’s record and repudiates the marriago
and takes his daughter to the South Seas.
Tony turns up. Rod has failen in love with
Joie, but he discovers that she is married.
He goes back to his own post and discovers
that Tony has gotten the natives drunk.
They are burning the island chapel.
Rod
discovers that Tony is the husband of Joie
and is about to kill him when the minister
interferes.
Tony steals Rod’s boat and
escapes, and R.'od starts after him, while on
the main island Joie waits for the climax
that Fate has in store for the three.

In

ever be Columbine.
is

Dagmar Godowsky

Parete

Rod

to

the cast

rest of
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S. Sewell

who was responthe successful stage production,
“Omar, the Tentmaker,” also presents the
screen version which is being distributed
through First National, with Guy Bates Post,
the distinguished actor who starred in the
stage play, also the star of the screen verRichard Walton Tully,

sible

for

sion.
It is a spectacular and an artistic production, surrounded with all of the glamor
of Persia of a thousand years ago; the
period in which the action is laid. Its main
points of audience appeal will be on the
spectacular side and because of the fact
that it is a story of the life of the Persian
poet,
philosopher
and scientist, Omar

Khayyam, best-known in this country as
the author of a masterpiece of verse, “The
Rubaiyat.”
Director Janies Young has made a picturesque and singularly accurate production
with striking scenes and settings, many of
great beauty and some of immense size
The picture has been beautifully photo-

graphed

From

in a soft, sepia brown.
the story angle, the picture

is

inter-

—
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esting because of the fact that it shows
as a thinker, whose ideas were many
centuries ahead of his time and how he persisted in them despite opposition.
The

Omar

dramatic

interest,

however, has been allowed

to be overshadowed at times by a too great
stress being placed on the artistic and spectacular side with a consequent weakening
in the building up of the characters and
development of the dramatic points. For
example, for considerable footage the direct
story of Omar, himself, is neglected, while

the sequences in Teheran, involving Shireen

and her baby and the Shah, and

also Hassan,
This, together with the frequent and sometimes sudden transitions
from one line of development to another,
has the effect of breaking the dramatic
continuity and lessening the hold of the
story on the spectator. The scenes where
Omar is strapped in the torture chair and
his feet beaten with whips appears to have

are developed.

been unnecessarily prolonged and there

is

a tendency to extend some of the other
situations beyond their real value.
Guy Bates Post plays the title role with
distinction, but his best work appears as
the young Omar in the early part of the
film, and the same is true of Virginia Brown
Faire, as Shireen.
The cast, as a whole,
give good performances, though there is a
tendency on the part of some of the players
to overdo the use of facial expression, and
Noah Beery’s portrayal of the Shah makes
of him a character which is almost a burlesque, stressing the doddering side with no
traces of the power to expect of a man who
still is able to hold his always threatened

throne.

The Cast

^

Gny Bates Post
Brown Faire

Shireen

Virprinia

Nizam
The Shah
Shah’.s Mother

Nigel de Briilier

Noah Beery
Rose Dione
Patsy Ruth Miller
Douglas Gerrard
Will J. Hatton

Shireen

Hassan
Liittle Mahruss
The Iman
The Christian
Omar’s Father

Boris Karlotl

Maurice B. Flynn
B, Kimball
Executioner
Walter Long
Zarah
Evelyn Selltle
Mahruss
John Gribner
Based on stage play by Richard Walton

may make some

difference

his

to

special

admirers.

The Cast
Jack Hoxie

Happy Haynes

Steve Clemente
Win. Lester
E. Laneice

Cholo Pete

Haley

31at

Jim

Evelyn Nelson
Frances Powell
Story and Direction by Roy Ciements.
Length, 4,7-9 feet.
“Double O” incurs the
enmity of the manager and a Mexican in
league with him. At the same time he gets
in bad with the new proprietor of the
ranch, a pretty young woman whom he
kisses. She resents this and dismisses him.
Capture, release and recapture, follow
swiftly in this drama until finally Jack is
held for execution by the Mexicans, unless
of the

The young
$4,000 in gold be forthcoming.
lady owner of the "Double O’’ rescues him
and all difficulties being removed the two
are married.

“The Show”
(Winkler-Cartoon—One Reel)

Tnlly.

Length, 8,090 Feet.
The Story

Omar with two friends, Nizam and Hassan,
study the Mohammedan writ under the Holy
Iman and pledge each other to lifelong
friendship.
Amar falls in love with the
Shireen, the Iman’s daughter, and they are
married, but the Shah, hearing of her beauty,
Taken to Teheren, she pleads
desires her.
for her freedom but is cast into a dungeon
where a girl-baby is born to her. Both are
ordered to be executed, but her maid rescues
the baby, little Shireen, and sends her to
Omar who adopts her, believing she is the
Shah’s child.
Shireen has been sold into slavery and
seventeen years elapse. Nizam has become
the all-powerful Vizier on the death of the
Shah. He sends for Hassan and makes him
governor of the city where Omar lives, instructing him to find Omar. He does not try
to do so, fearing the fact that he consorts
with thieves and assassins and will be disChance finally brings Shireen to
covered.
the city, and Omar, in attempting to shield
a Christian from the Mohammedan mob, is
arrested and sentenced to death by whipping
Nizam, learning the
the soles of his feet.
Omar and
truth, rushes to Omar’s aid.
Shiree are reunited, and he learns that little
Shireen is his own daughter. Little Shireen
gives her love to the Christian, and Omar,
remembering his own troubled romance,
gives his consent.

“The Double-O”
Arrow-Ben Wilson Production Stars Jack
Hoxie in Western of Mexican Border
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

This Western starring Jack Hoxie, which
is distributing, is up to a fair stand-

Max

Fleischer-Out of the Inkwell
comedy, the busy little clown and three
partners are rehearsing their parts in a
show as they are being rushed to the theatre in Fleischer’s automobile. The clown,
mischievous as always, leaves the drawing
board to tamper with the accelerator of the
car, with the result that the arrival at the
theatre is a sudden one indeed. The onereel subject is up to the standard of its
predecessors. S. S.
In this

—

“Lazy Bones”
—
—

(Fox Comedy Two Reels)
Clyde Cook takes part in some exceptionThe
ally funny stunts in this Fox comedy.
first part offers more or less familiar amusement in connection with the hot dog industry, but gets some laughs nevertheless in
showing how Fido, now a sausage^ reverts
Lazy Bones finally gets rid of his
to type.
business establishment by aid of an express
His

train.

adventures

provoke some hilarious

with

the

slapstick.

glue

The

pot
fun-

the scene where he is
pursued by a skeleton, an effect which has
been contrived with unusual cleverness.
M. K.
niest

bit

of

all

is

“The Law of the Sea”
(Universal — Drama — Two Reels)
This is one of the best of the “Tales of the
Fish Patrol” series featuring Jack Mulhall.
It concerns his activities in rounding up a
gang w'ho are netting fish on Sunday in
This is
violation of the California law.
cleverly done by running a vessel in among
the nets, entangling them so that nets,
boats and fishermen are carried along with
the vessel. There is plenty of action and
fighting.

— C.

S. S.

9, 1922

“Bow Wow”
National-Comedy

(First

—

1,856 Feet)
Sennett’s Great Dane dog “Tedd/’
is featured in this rural comedy of
a city
slicker, a country girl and her faithful
swain. Naturally Teddy has a Jot to do in
this film and he performs some clever stunts.

Mack

There

is also other good animal stuff,
with
a goat, a pig, a young donkey. Mack Sennett’s cat, and a chicken.
It is an entertaining film which will get a lot of laughs
and will satisfy the average audience but
does not seem to be quite as peppy as some
of his previous offerings. C. S. S.

—

“Rookies”
(Universal

— Comedy —Two

Reels)

Century Comedy Company’s clever dog
“Brownie” is the star of this comedy which
deals with the love adventures of a

and

two boy

little girl

The boys

rivals.

are boy
of the film deals with their
activities and comedy stunts in camp. While
Brownie does some clever things, he does
not show to as good advantage as in some
of his previous comedies and the subject
is not as “peppy.”
It should, however, prove
a delight to children. C. S. S.

much

scouts and

—

“Graphic 2549”

—

—

Magazine One Reel)
especially will be interested in a
section of this issue which shows a hairdresser building coiffures to fit different type
Another section shows a unique orfaces.
chestra in New Orleans consisting entirely
of children between the ages of seven and
thirteen. There are also views of a pack of
prize Great Dane dogs and an interesting
section showing various queer types of fish
C. S. S.
in the New York Aquarium.
(Educational

The Story
The foreman

Fdward

Adapted by Richard Walton Tnlly.
Directed by James Young.

Arrow

—

.

Omar

Liittle

ard of entertainment. A typical story of the
Mexican border has been used as the basis
for “The Double-O.”
With “greaser” intrigue and cattle-rustling, a love affair between the foreman and the feminine boss of
the ranch, the picture has the conventional
balance of thrills and romance.
As the greater emphasis has been placed
upon the romantic motive, the suspense lies
in prolonging the separation between the
man and his “boss.” She disapproves of
him at firsc because he accepts payment in
kisses for what she owes him in dollars. He
spends the rest of the picture in atoning.
Finally, when she decides to believe in him,
his rivals inform her that he has a squaw
She learns the
wife whom he is hiding.
truth in time to make a desperate effort to
This is the climax of the
save his life.
picture her race in the car to the place
where he is to be shot at sunset. Aided by
the resourcefulness of the foreman’s pal, she
Evelyn Nelson plays this part
saves him.
charmingly. The star has less opportunity
for spectacular action than frequently, which

December

Women

—

“The Counter Jumper”
(Vitagraph-Comedy—Two ReeU)
This comedy should prove a regular riot
with Larry Semon fans and bring a lot of
It is
laughs from almost any audience.
rapid-fire stuff and while there is considerable slam-bang stuff, pastry throwing,
falling into tubs of paste, etc., he has also
introduced some brand new stuff, notably a
scene where a duck egg with two legs sticking out does all sorts of stunts. This is
funny and clever and it will mystify you as

how it is done. Another good scene is
w'here a negro sits on a block of ice and it
melts immediately and a good effect has
been produced with a scene where Larry
and the villain go off the top of a cliff slow
motion photography makes them appear to
There is very little
float through the air.
plot, but Larry’s troubles occur when he
tries to be a clerk in a store and help an
heiress who is being sought by a clever
to

;

villain.

—C.

S. S.

Pathe Review No. 185
Some

beautifully colored effects are obtained in this picture in connection with the
filming of scenes in the Pyrenees along the
Franco-Spanish border.

There

also an item of .rare interest

is

in

the show’ing of a farm w’here no horses are
used, the produce being carried to the
regular railroad station by a miniature
steam train w’hich the farmer has fitted up.
The tracks run to all parts of the farm, so
no one of the sections is neglected.
Other items show the animals in the zoo
taking their Saturday plunge, and a slow

motion dance bj' a Hindu doctor, w’ho is
supposed to cure his patients’ ills by his
contortions.

Additional Short Subject Reviews

Be Found on Page

578.
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The

News and Reviews
DeHaven Comedy Has

New

The new Carter DeHaven comedy now
nearing completion under the direction of
Henry Lehrman, will be released under the
It was protitle of “A Ringer for Dad.”
duced under the title of “A False Alarin”
and will be the seventh comedy of domestic
featuring Mr. and Mrs. Carter Delife
Haven to be released through the Film
Booking Offices of America.

New

^Hallroom**

the newest Hallroom Boys’ Comedy,
“My Mistake,” the boys open a gown shop.
It is said to be one of the funniest of the
It was directed by A1 Santell and
series.
being released by C. B. C. Film Sales
is
Corporation.
In

of Short Subjects

Playing

Title

Program

the

of

Them Up

:

Harold Rodner; Eastern Pennsylvania and
Southern New Jersey, to Masterpiece Film
Attractions; California, Nevada, Arizona
and Hawaii, to Peerless Film Service;
Minnesota and North and South Dakota,
Georgia, Florida,
to Finkelstein and Rubin
Alabama and North and South Carolina, to

the

a space of about three inches across the

bottom of an attractive ad layout is devoted to two Educational releases^ Both
are accompanied by attractive cuts and
are attractively laid out. The one on
“Ocean Swells,” a Christie comedy,
mentions the featured players, and the
other on a Bruce scenic, “A One-Man
Reunion,” plays up an extract from

Moving Picture World review of

Serials

M. J. Winkler, distributing the series of
“Felix Cat Comics,” reports the following
Greater New York, to
State right sales

manager of the Strand
Theatre in Omaha, a big, first-run house
on the Blank circuit. In the Sunday
Omaha World-Herald of November 12,
is

and

*Pelix Cat Comics*^
Selling Fast

Another wide-awake showman who is
playing up short subjects in his advertising

577

;

First National, of Charlotte; Ohio, Michigan,
and Western Pennsylvania, to

Kentucky

Standard Film Service; and Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Colorado, New
Mexico and Utah, to Greater Features, of
Seattle.

The new series is said to be meeting with
The critic
public and exhibitor approval.
of the New York Daily News said: “We’re
all for five reels of Felix and one reel of

this

picture.

other folks.”

Pearson Tells of Progress in Field

Educator Praises
‘‘The Mirror"

and Announces More Two-Reel Comedies
Additional recognition of the value of
short length comedies as business builders
for the box-office is contained in a statement issued by Elmer Pearson, general
manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc., in detailing the progress already made by that company with short subjects which now comprise the large majority of the company’s
offerings and forecasting Pathe’s plans to
increase its comedy output in keeping with
the public appreciation of that form of entertainment.
After stating that the present Pathe program consists of the best items of their kind
on the market, Mr. Pearson announces the
determination of the company to make them
not only better, but so much the best that
the public will not be satisfied with anything inferior in short subjects. He further
states that the company has several contracts under negotiation for comedies now
in the making which will be
announced
shortly,

and

which

will

be

convincing

evidence of Pathe’s sincerity and high resolve.
in

“Having but recently made a real start
the two-reel comedy field,” says Mr.

Pearson, “we shall not be satisfied until
every week we are releasing a two-reel
comedy that has as much box-office value
as anybody’s feature.”
After referring to the Harold Lloyd’s
comedies as the peer of anybody’s best, Mr.
Pearson calls attention to the series of Hal
Roach “Our Gang” comedies which have
captured audiences and grown better with
each release; also the Snub Pollard two-

which are rapidly hitting their stride
and which are meeting the company’s high
reelers

standard.
Stating that, with few exceptions, no particular progress has been made in the
comedy field for several years, Mr. Pearson
says
“It is our purpose to offer the comedy
field the development to which it is entitled
and offer the exhibitor an opportunity to
relieve the strain on the feature,” continued
Mr. Pearson, saying: “It is our opinion that
the patrons will so relish this variation that
the comedy change will far outdraw the
feature changes. Anyway, we are going to
provide the material and rest our case with
the exhibitor and the public.”

Educational to Release Special Film
Dealing with Romantic Story of Radio
Educational’s latest special short subject
in preparation for early release is “Via
Radio.” It was produced under the supervision of the Scientific American and is said
to deal in a clear, simple and concise manner
that is intelligible to the novice, with the
romantic story of this fascinating and

now

phenomenally
popular
development
of
modern science.
It is announced that it will be of interest
not only to radio fans and prospective purchasers of sets, but to experts as well.
Starting with an actual photograph of the
sound waves of the human voice the picture explains how these waves are harnessed, projected ijito space and picked up
by radio sets.
The transmission of commercial messages

1

t

from powerful transatlantic stations, operation of radio compass and position finding
service supplied by the government, and experiments in shore to ship telephony, is
shown.
There are interesting views of interiors
of broadcasting stations in connection with
the most popular use of radio, in broadcasting musical entertainments, sports, news
events, etc.
The origin of static, the annoying
phenomena of nature’s own wireless, which
interferes with many an evening’s pleasure
is

shown and

its

sound when

caught

is

depicted. This film is said to be highly entertaining and amusing and not by any

means

dry treatise on the
mechanical side.
a

scientific

or

praise for “The Mirror” novelty
being released by Universal is contained in a letter to the producers, the InterNews Reel Corporation, from
national
Ernest L. Crandall, director of lectures and
visual instruction of the New York City
school system. Stating that this experiment
is
of particular interest to schoolmen, he

High

reels

calls

attention to the fact

that history

is

more and more being taught as a background for the understanding of current
events, that news reels have been recognized
as a valuable aid in this teaching, but that
one of the difficulties was in linking them
Mr. Crandall
up with preceding periods.
praises the skillful handling of such reels
as “The Mirror” and says it will go a long

way toward remedying

this defect without
detriment to their entertainment value.
“Mirrors” already released include one
showing McKinley’s inauguration, one of
the San Francisco fire, and one of “The
Birth of Aviation.”

Pathe List Offers
Ten Subjects
Pathe’s schedule for December 10 conten subjects. Heading the list is a
Snub Pollard two-reeler, “Newly Rich,” and
Leo Maloney in a two-reeler, “One Jump
Ahead.” Pollard’s comedy deals with the
experiences of a chauffeur who marries a
newly rich girl; and the Leo Maloney
Western shows the star as a Ranger who
trails a cattle gang that also turn highwaysists of

men.
Other subjects include Paul Parrott, with
Jobyna Ralston in “I’ll Take Vanilla,” showing fun in a drug store in which a plumber

and a burglar figure prominently.
The
Hutchison
serial,
“Speed,”
reaches
its
eighth episode.
“Young Mr. Jazz” is the
current Harold Lloyd single-reel reissue and
“The Man Who Laughs” is an Aesop’s Fable
Cartoon. The Pathe Review No. 185 contains many interesting items.
Two issues
of Pathe News and Topics of the Day complete the list.
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Unusual Praise for
a

**Christie^*

short subjects, causing patrons to look more
for quality in short subjects, and showing
the wide-awake showman that his short
subjects are a very important part of his
offering to the public, and when rightly
selected, are big business builders.

Beryl Coronet (Educational).
Better Milk (Vitagraph).
(First National).
Bow
Canyon of Dreams (Dixon).
Counter Jumper, The (Vitagraph).
Graphic 2549 (Educational).
In Dutch (Educational).
I’ll Take Vanilla (Pathe).
Lazy Bones (Fox).
Lot of Bull, A (Universal).
Law of the Sea (Universal).
Mirror No. 3 (Universal).
Man Who, Laughs (Pathe).
One Jump Ahead (Pathe).
Rookies (Universal).
Show, The (Winkler).
Spending Six Hundred Million a
(Vitagraph).

Pathe announces a special trade showing
of the first three episodes of the new Pearl
serial, “Plunder,” on the New York
theatre roof, Friday, December 1, at 2 p. m
to which exhibitors are invited. Miss White
has signified her intention of being present
This serial, directed by George
in person.
Seitz, deals with a treasure buried centuries
ago at a spot now covered by a big New
York building. It is said to show the highlights and shadows of New York, its splendor and qualor, adventurous characters in
finance and the slums with an undercurrent

White

,

of romance.

Has Fine

Nature Subject
of the

charms

of the series of

Urban

Popular Classics, single-reel subjects being
distributed by Vitagraph, is their great

The current issue, “Some Wild
Babies,” is said to be unusually instructive
and entertaining. Recorded by Raymond L.,
Ditmars, curator of the Bronx Zoo, it depicts the parental instincts of birds and
animals throughout the world, dealing with
the bluebird, the hawk, prairie dog, deer,
hippopotamus, etc., it retells life’s story in
the animal kingdom, the deserting of the
home, building a new one and then raising
children of their own. It will interest both

diversity.

youngsters and grown-ups.

Baby Peggy^s Newest
Baby Peggy’s newest Century comedy

re-

Universal is titled, “Grandma’s
Girl.”
The production is now well under
way. Alf Goulding is directing the production and the cast includes Jimmy Kelly,
Florence Lee, Hazel Deane, Babe Jose and
Captain Cullinan. This little star’s most release

for

cent picture, originally titled “The Senorita,”
has been changed to “Sunny Smiles.”

Day

Herman

C.

Maymaker, who has

just fin-

picture for Century Comedies,
Mischievous Pup,” starring
Brownie, is now working on his second production which. will be a tale of an amateur
Sherlock Holmes. A strong cast has been
selected for this picture, headed by Buddy
Messinger and Brownie, and including
Jack Earle, Jack Cooper and Ena Gregory.

ished his
entitled

first

“The

j

/

DAY”

You

The title does not refer
are wrong.
to dollars but to gallons of water, the quantity used bj' New York City in a single day.
This reel shows the large reservoirs in the
Catskills which are the source of the supply
and the reservoirs nearer the city in which
the water is stored, also the process of
aerating the water and the police force
which guards it from pollution. It ends
with views of different uses to which water
is put when it reaches the city.
C. S. S.

—

“Mirror No. 3”

—

Bull”

—

(Universal Comedy One Reel)
Quite a lot of incident and action has
been crowded into this comedy featuring
Charles Molina, which has to do with the
experiences of an auto salesman in Mexico,
and there are several humorous situations.
The title appears to refer to a burlesque
bull fight in which trained bulls are used,
ending with Molina driving four of them
Another
from the arena with a broom.
comedy situation shows the star dressed as
a woman and there is a scene in which he
dons a heard and takes refuge in a barber
shop only to find that the barber who
shaves him is the man from whom he is
fleeing.

— C.

S.

—

is shown step by step.
C. S. S.
“SI'ENDIXG SIX HUNDRED MILLION A

delivery

humorous situations which will provoke
laughs and the fun is refreshing. C. S. S.

S.

“The Canyon of Dreams”
(Scenic — Special — One Reel)
This is an unusually beautiful production
by Rollin Lester Dixon. In many restful,
picturesque scenes the producer has registered his profound appreciation of nature.
There are rare fantastic glimpses, as in the

photographing of the reflections which the
mountains cast in the canyon pools, and
altogether a charm that makes the subject
well worth while.
Appropriate selections
from the poem by Odell Shepard are used
as titles.
M. K.

—

(Universal

Here

“The Beryl Coronet”
— Drama— Two Reels)

In this number of the Sherlock Holmes’
stories the high standard of interest and
entertainment reached by previous issues
is well maintained, and Eille Norwood continues to add to the good impression he has
produced as the delineator of the role of
Conan Doyle’s famous detective. The story
hinges on the theft of a beryl coronet, suspicion points to the wrong party but Holmes
ferrets out the criminal and recovers the
piece which has been stolen. C. S. S.

—

— Review —One

Reel)

a reel that should prove tremendously interesting to any one. Dealing with
the modern miracle, aviation, it brings out
the fact that it has been only fifteen years
since the Wright Brothers first demonstrated it was possible to fly with a heavier
than air machine.
There are interesting
pictures taken in 1908 showing Wilbur
Wright’s flights in France also experiments
during the same year by Bleriot Farrman,
Curtiss and others. There are also for purposes of comparison some views of modern
aeroplanes which show graphically the development in this science. C. S. S.
is

—

“One Jump Ahead”
—Western—Two Reels)

(Pathe

Leo klalonej”^ is featured in this one and
he and others in the cast do a lot of wonderful horse-back riding. The plot is well
up to the standard of this sort of production and holds the interest throughout.
Josephine Hill, in the chief feminine role,
does her part well, and the film comes to a
happy, but plausible ending, helped out by
a sub-title that falls just in the right place,
is worded just in the right way.
One fault which, however, is not found
solely in this film, is to have the “hero,”

and

single-handed,

opponents

in a

whip three or four tough
fist-fight.
Maloney accom-

plished that usual but miraculious feat
T. S. daP.

this picture.

(Educational

RaymakeFs Second

This reel shows the up-to-date scientific
methods of producing and marketing highgrade milk. It illustrated the extreme care
and cleanliness observed with the cows and
how they are made to give more and better
milk by being given proper food. Then the
handling of milk from the time it leaves the
cow including the pasteurizing, bottling and

for his fiance furnishes the

Bobby
motive for this Christie Comedy.
Vernon, who is starred, decided the surest
way to get the coveted Kutta Peesa Pie pin
is to join the lodge.
His rival is the head
man and sees that the stunts he has to go
through are unusually severe. Then comes
the street work. Bobby, clad in an ancient
bathing suit, has to sing “Oh, You Beautiful Doll” to three policemen without being
arrested and then has to say to his sweetheart who is a brunette “I love a blonde.”
Of course everything finally comes out all
right.
There are a number of genuinely

—

Real Each)

“BETTER MILK”

—

“A Lot of

—One

Several of the series of Urban Popular
Classics which are now being distributed
by Vitagraph has just been shown for review. They deal with a variety of subjects
and are all interesting, entertaining and instructive and should find a welcome on theOf the subjects shown,
atre programs.
“Alexander Hamilton,” “Bending the Twig”
and “The Alphabetical Zoo,” have been reviewed in previous issues.

“In Dutch”
emblem

1922

Classics*^
(Vitagraph-Educational

(Educational-Comedy Two Reels)
What a lad went through to get a secret
society

Trade Showing

9,

**Urban Popular

Wow

Theatre gives first consideration and high
praise to an Educational-Christie comedy,
“Let Er Run.” He particularly stresses the
race scene stating that eighteen months ago
a showman would have placarded the town
for a feature picture containing such a race,
adding:
“Yet here is a comedy with a
knock-’em-cold race, and its only effect is
to make the audience fairly raise from its
After all, what more could a reaseat.
sonable producer ask?”
This is just another example of the high
quality of material that is being put into

One

December

IN THIS ISSUE

The critic of the Cleveland Plain Dealer
reviewing the program at the Allen
in

Vitagraph

WORLD

—

“The Man

in

Who Laughs”
—

—

(Pathe Cartoon One Reel)
That the hard knocks of life should be
taken with a laugh is the purpose that this
filmed Aesop’s Fable sets out to show. It
is produced in a way that gives it a certain
amount or laughable situations. An old
farmer’s physiciart advises him to take life’s
smile, and he proceeds to
act on that advice. T. S. da P.
(Additional
Short Subject Review* on
Page 576)

“bumps” with a

—

December
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PROJECTION
22)

F.H. RICHARDSON

Editor Travels
{Continued from

Notice

last zveek)

At Pantages Theatre I met Mr. Stroud, who
owns the Savoy and has an interest in the
He manages the
Capitol.
and
Pantages
Pantages and is general manager for all three
Charles

theatres.

union, and

secretary

Purcell,

M. A. Bartlemen are

of

the

projectionists.

Pantages has a good projection room,
^-CPower’s projectors and two Transverters. Two
jT clever stunts I noticed here, in my somewhat
were a framing light
f
hasty examination,
mounted on the dissolving shutter and two
wings or vanes mounted on the spot, as ilius|
tJif/The

.

I

M
5,

This is a really worthin Figure S.
while stunt, as the vanes allow of using a flood
to cover the entire stage width without a bit
of light striking the orchesra pit or the borders.
trated

'

,

‘

1

recommended to all who
spot also has a joint such as
use spots.
shown in Figure 4. Here I learned from
is
Brother Purcell that the flanges used are called
The men here have also
“Railing Flanges.”
rigged a counterbalance for the spot by attaching a weight to a cord, running same through
a pulley on the wall, over the port and attaching other end to back upper corner of spot
lamphouse. It, in conjunction with the railing
It was Purcell who
flange, works just fine.
originated the lamphouse window illustrated
Good

'

"

||[

?
|;

''!

p
^

S

'

stuff

!

It is

The

^;in

Figure

Good Idea

was here I found a really clever stunt for
moving lamphouse over when it has pipe con-

dC: It

!l

RESSURE

THE LENS CHART
Are You Working by “Guess” or Do
You Employ Up-to-Date Methodtf

You demand that your employer keep
his equipment in good order and up to
date. He owes it both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe it to him
to keep abreast with the times in
knowledge and in your methods.
The lens chart (two in one, 11x17
Inches, on heavy paper for framing)
is in successful
use by hundreds of
progressive projectionists.
“Don’t
guess.’’
Do your work
RIGHT. Price, fifty cents, stamps.

Address

Moving

Picture

World,

either 516 Fifth Ave., New York City,
or 28 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago,
111

.

1.

A
necting

the slide carrier is yanked out, pronto, it being
held merely (though quite sufficiently) by the

All

on our columns is such
that published replies to questions
cannot be guaranteed under two
or three weeks.
If quick action is
desired remit four cents, stamps, and
we will send carbon copy of department reply as soon as written.
For special replies by mail on matter which, for any reason, cannot be
replied to through our department
remit one dollar.

P

!

I

to

with the vent

flue.

It

is

shown

in

A

Figure 6, in which
is an oblong ceiling vent
opening; in this case covered by an iron
grill, B, the lamphouse pipe, and C, an iron
rod or bar, bent as shown and bolted to ceiling
about as indicated.

projector except under certain conditions. See
pages 177 and 801 of new handbook. It just
simply does not pay to do it
However, if
the exhibitor insists, upon it, then the plan
shown in Figure 6 is a simple and ingenious
!

flue

It

is

readily seen that

when

—

mended
down
;

you

to
also

it

all.

stops

job of rewinding

is

The rewind
automatically

geared

is

when

the

finished.

I wish I might have had more time to examine things, and to visit all the Hamilton
All of them were intelliprojection rooms.
gently painted, and were dark while projection
was in progress.

After show time the men foregathered in a
food emporium, where an excellent dinner was
served, and 1 talked to them on subjects allied
to projection, afterward answering such questions as the men cared to propound until the
hour grew very late, or early, if you prefer it.

At the conclusion of my talk the president
of the local issued an invitation to me to come
again, and come soon, which was deeply appreciated because I have now addressed the
Hamilton local three times, and surely they
must find real value in my visits or they would
not each time not only ask me to come again,
but insist upon it.

the lamphouse

shoved over the pipe will slide on the bar,
and there you are.
Personally I do not
recommend projecting slides with anything but

is

pressure of the spring. It is simple and clever.
Under the rewind table the men have placed
an all-metal drawer a drawer made of sheet
metal, into which all film clippings are swept
hy a motion of the hand. This plan is recom-

—

The loss of light incident to
having a slide carrier before the condenser of
a M. P. projector itself is sufficient to veto
the plan of projecting slides with a M. P.
a stereopticon.

^

Toronto, Ontario
to Toronto the road

From Hamilton
crete,

and of surpassing excellence.

counsel
daughter.

of

I

refuse

Nancy

to

scribe split the wind.

how

say

Hanks,

and

By
fast

your

conadvice
friend

is

’umble

Anyhow God was good

and the speed cops were all busy nailing
some other feller’s hide to the fence.
At Toronto I found those old war horses
Charles Dentlebeck, president, Toronto Local
Union 173, Motion Picture Projectionists, and
to us,

FIGURE

5

Vanes on Spotlight

William Covert, fourth vice-president. International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and Moving Picture Machine Operators of the
United States and Canada
waiting, with
friendly mits wig-wagging a welcome to their

—

city.

one for connecting the lamphouse vent pipe
with the vent flue of the room.
The Pantages has a device such as is shown
in Figure 2, though I don’t remember whether
it is made just that way.

Toronto

is

a city

I

have liked since

Apologies

FIGURE

4

Stand for Spotlight

I

In reading further in my notes I see that
Purcell and Bartlemen have overcome the
slide carrier objection to M. P. projector slide
projection in a very unique and effective way.
The plan is simple, and is illustrated in Figure
7, in which the bow is a flat spring about 5^inch wide.
When slide projection is finished

FIGURE

7

Slide Carrier Springs

my

very

:

!
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lirst

visit

like

its

there.

1

the city as a city.

like

And, mark you

women.

well, that

I

men and

whole-souled

open-hearted,

no mere

is

bonquet, but just solid fact.
were the guests of Local 173, and found
that they had put us up at the King Edward
Hotel, which is the last word in class and
price.
Upon arrival, being hungr 3', we visited
the dining room, partook of a square meal, and
friend daughter nearly fainted when she saw
the bill.
“Dad,” said she solemnly, “they’ll
think we’ve been eating pearl soup frosted
!”
with diamonds when they see that
In the evening of the first day Messrs.

We

—

Covert and Dentlebeck gathered friend daughter
and my ’umble self, together with their respective bosses (wives), into the midst of a gasoline cart

and we

visited a few theatres, in all
found the screen results to be exAt the Palace Theatre, Danforth ave-

of which
cellent.

I

I could hardly believe my own eyes.
At
eight-forty p. m. there was a line two and
three abreast, fully a hundred yards long, waiting to get in. The large lobby also was chock

nue,

full.

And mark you
Querrie

Charles

this fact,
is

and mark

manager and

well
P.

it

Harry

Dodson

projectionist
at
the
Palace; arid,
all that mob was waiting patiently
to get in for the last show, the picture was

although

—

being projected at normal speed no hurrying
I could scracely credit what my own
at all.
eyes saw that crowd waiting at that hour in
the night, in a suburb, and projection at normal
My compliments to Friend Querrie
speed.
and Projectionist Dodson.

—

The Palace
looked a

bit

projection

queer to

jectors setting level.

on one

and it actually
see the Power’s prois level,

The

theatre seats 1,600,

There are two double 75
Transverters, a toilet and a wash basin adjoin-

all

floor.

ing the projection room.

The observation

ports
were covered with plate glass, set at an angle

which

killed all reflection.

At the Family Theatre, on Queen street, I
was taken up into a billiard and pool hall,
marched through it to a door in its wall and
stepped through the same into the projection
room of the theatre, with Brother W. Holden
in charge.
He is projecting a really very good
picture, which Dentlebeck swears is fourteen
feet wide
though it did not look it at (get
this) thirty-five feet projection distance.
The

—

—

projection angle is slight.
The equipment is
very old (Power’s), but the picture is rock
steady.

NOTICE
Explanation is due Hamilton Union and
other unions for the absence of the Union
label on a recently reproduced letter from
Hamilton Local in this department. Upon

all

investigation we find the error was made by
the engraver who made the plate. The mistake was innocently made.
are sorry it
happened and trust this explanation is satisfactory to all concerned.

We

I

would have enjoyed

visting

more

theatres,

but Toronto show shops close Sunday, and as
this was Saturday evening we had to call it a
day when we came out of the Family in so far
as visiting Toronto theatres was concerned.
Sunday afternoon the entire executive board
of Local 173 escorted us, via the gasoline route
four cars around the city, and showed us
its wonders and beauties.
Some considerable

—

—

is Toronto, if you ask me.
At seven p. m. something occurred which
would have made my visit worth while were
no other good accomplished. For the first time
in the history of Local Union 173 its executive
board, members and their wives all met socially
and became really acquainted.
The place was the Blue Room of the King
Edward, and the occasion the dinner the
executive board tendered myself and daughter.
The fact that it was the first gathering of its
kind was commented on frequently, and it was,
and is, to be hoped the board will hold a

village

similar meeting at least once each year.

Such gatherings cannot but accomplish good.
They have a tendency to bring the working
members of a union closer together and to
induce team-work.
After the dinner

we all adjourned to one
cannot for the life of me
remember which one it was where the local
as a whole was gathered.
I first listened to a
most interesting address by Brother Simpson,
an able leader of labor in Toronto, after which
we discussed projection matters for an hour
or more.
I enjoyed my visit to Toronto, and hope
of the theatres

—

I

—

some day

to meet you all again.
Toronto we drove to Kingston,
Ontario, and from that city made a ferry trip
of two hours and a half back into the U. S. A.
at Cape Vincent.
From Cape Vincent we
drove over most excellent roads to Watertown,
where I had a little visit with John Solar, who

From

PERfECX PROJECTTION
Upon-tLe sound jmndotion of

PERf ECT PROJECTIOlSI
Rests Pic±ure Success
Re sts Theater Success
RostsyOU R Success

PRICE

rkhXrdsoNs
H^EftGDK/PRqECTK^
Can makaj^u manayf
nucEloe! - cHXLMEks PUB. CO. -516 npTH

)WE.>i.y.

$6.00

CHALMERS PUB. COMPANY
516

FIFTH AVE.,

N. Y.
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has corresponded with this department in th
past on projection optics.
Our next night was spent in Albany, wher
we visited a theatre, the name of which I at
not sure about, but think it was the “Leland.
The work of the projectionist himself was ver
fair, but the light used by the organist
a ver;
able organist, by the w'ay was terrible.
had light enough for three organs, and th<
eyes of the audience got the full, complet<
benefit.
own hurt for an hour afterward
The next stop was home, and we were glac,
to see it come into view, permit me to inforn
you all and sundr\'. Taken as a whole th(
trip w'as a success.
both enjoyed it, anc
feel that it was W'ell worth while.

—

—

H

My

We

School Indorsement
The following
Balcom,

letter

came from A.

G.

Superintendent
of
Schools, Newark, New Jersey, under date
of

Assistant

November

23

OFFICE OF SUPEP.INTENDENT OF
SCHOOLS, NEWARK,

N.

J.

Mr. F. H. Richardson, No. 12 Treno Street,
Halcyon Park, New Rochelle, N. Y.
My Dear Mr. Richardson:
I want to express to you personally my
appreciation of your contribution to motion
picture projection in your new "Handbook
I purchased a copy of the
of Projection.”
third edition and have recently purchased a
copy of the fourth edition.
My problem is to put over visual instruction in the Newark schools and in order to do
that efficiently I have need of knowledge of
the projection side of the work.
Your book is most helpful. Our recent Instalations have been the Power’s Six A projectors, equipped with the General Electric
lamphouses and current regulators.
To show you how helpful your book has
been, I have discovered that not one of our
General Electric lamphouses has been set
properly, and I have obtained this information through your fourth edition handbook.
went to the New Jersey State Normal
I
School, located at Newark, the other day and
set the lanrip according to directions given in
your book as applied to mirror, lamp filament, condenser and projection lens and got
at least twenty per cent, more illumination
on the screen than I have ever obtained before.

a most illuminating and comprehenbook and we who are in this field of

It is

sive

work have many thanks to give you.
With best wishes, I am very truly yours,
A. G. Balcom.

Assistant Superintendent of Schools.

December
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CURRENT AND ADVANCE FILM RELEASES
Together with Index to Reviews and Consensus of Trade Paper Criticisms.

AMERICAN RELEASING
Review

Curwood Prod
Sept. 2
Nanuet Prod
Sept. 16
The Hidden Woman
Aug. 12
Finis Fox Prod
Men’s Law and God’s
Balshofer Prod
Aug. 12
The Three Buckaroos
The Mohican’s Daughter. ...S. E. V. Taylor Prod. Sept. 30
Welsh-Pearson Prod. Aug. 26
Me and My Gal
Jans Prod
The Amazing Lovers
DuPre
Louise
Qct. 21
The Prool oi innocence
Dustin Farnum
Oct. 7
The Trail of the Axe
Jans Prod.
Man and Woman
Dolores Cassinelli
The Challenge
Russell Simpson
Fools of Fortune
Aug. 19
Dirigi Prod
Timothy’s Quest
Sept. 23
Frothingham
The Woman He Loved
Sept. 16
Queen of the Moulin Rouge. Pyramid Prod
Aug. 19
George Behan
The Sign of the Rose
Aug. 5
Pyramid
When the Desert Calls
j^qv. 25
Cassinelli
Dolores
nie Challenge
The Pillagers
The House of Solomon
Flapper Love
Mary Anderson
OcL 14
Bluebird Jr
Hugh Dierker
The Other Side
Sacramento Prod
The Deerslayer
Seena Owen
At the Cross Roads
Chester Bennett
Belle of Alaska
Martin Johnson
Jungle Adventures
Jan of the Big Snows

Review

Consensus
Nov. 4

Footage
.... 4,549
... 5,000
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...

....

Sept. 30
-

Aug

26

Cardigan

Carmel Myers

The Danger Point
The Marriage Chance
Beyond the Jordan

All Star
Biblical

Nov.
Nov.

18.
25.

Dec. 2...

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,433
6.000
4,800
5,000
5,000
5,0TO

5,^
6,^
6.^
6,704
6,200
6,000
5,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
4,666
5,000
5,892
5,807
6.000
1,000

ARROW
Neva Gerber

Impulse
One- Eighth Apache

Why

Me

Oct. 21

4,505
5,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
^•999
2,000
4,622

But a Butler
Fresh Paint

Hands Up

Rhodes
Hoxie

Aug. 26
Dec. 2

TThe Star Reporter

Billie

Two-Fisted Jefferson

Jack
William Fairbanks ...Nov. 4
Nov. 11
Burton King

Peaceful Peters

New York

Streets of

4.564

Dec.

About Mary. Louise Lorraine

In the Air

Harold Lloyd

Grandma’s Boy

Dusk

Dawn

Florence Vidor
Husbands Deceive.... Leah Baird

to

When

We

Meet

freaking

Home

Till

Woman

Mae Marsh

Agaie

Fp''o
Ties
1

erselfMay Alison
Manheimer Prod

!er

Children to Blame?
Half Brother

Em

Gorman

R. Lee Hill

July 8

Aug.

12

Sept. 9
Sept. 2

Nov.
Nov.

4
25

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Nov.

2
30
23
23
18

Dec. 2

4,627
4,377
5.209
5,708
5.822
2.000
5,622

Dec. 2
Dec. 2

5,000
5,000

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.

?orchy’s

Twice a Week
Sherlock Holmes
Sherlock Holmes
Sherlock Holmes
Johnny Hines
Sherlock Holmes
Mermaid
Johnny Hines

Pardon

Christie

Kinogtams

A

Scandal in Bohemia

The Empty House
'The Copptr Beeches
Torchy’s N'st Sunday
The Yellow Face

'reasure Bovtnd

Feuj
O.ove
TTie Devilish D'agon
The Speeder

My

The Blanket
Let ’Er Run

Stiff

Tiger of San Pedro
Fresh Fish
The Priory School
The Skipper’s Sermon
Man vs. Beast

The

Solitary Cyclist

Ocean Swells

The

First Flivver

Choose Your Weapons
'The Enchanted City

The Steeplechaser
Hodge Podge
Chop Suey
The Split Outfit
Crash
The Resident Patient
Pitter-Patter

The Chased Bride
High Power
Railroading

Aug.
Aug.

1,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
1.000
2.000
2,000
2,000
2.000
1.000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2.000
2,000
1,000
2.000
2,000
1,000
2 000
1.000
2.000
1,000
1,000

26
19

Sept. 16
Sept. 23

Tony Sarg
Hamilton
Bruce

Sept. 23
Sept. 23
Christie
Sept. 30
Drama
Sept. 30
Comedy
Oct. 7
Drama
Oct. 14
Toonerville Comedy.. Oct, 14
Louis Shuman
Oct. 21
Sherlock Holmes ....Oct. 28
Christie
Oct. 28
Tony Sarg
Oct. 28...

Jack White

Blazes

Christie
...Special

Nov. 4
Nov. 4
Feb. IS
Oct. 7

Mermaid
Novelty

Nov.
Nov.

11
11

Wilderness Tales ....Nov.
Cameo Comedy
Nov.
Sherlock Holmes
Nov.
Cameo
Nov.
Comedy
Nov.
Mermaid Comedy
Dec.
Hurd Cartoon
Dec.

25
18
25
18
25

Christie

Comedy

1,000

2 000
2 000

2
2

1,000

(Borderland
'The Bonded

Woman

The Young Diana

Jack Holt
\gnes Ayres
.ty

Compson

Mari'cm

Davies

Footnge

Nov.

7,505
7,235
6,244
6,249
6.491

11

6909

Nov.

7,062

11

9,'J61

Oct. 21

Nov.
Nov.

4

Nov.

18

5,870
7,1/7
7,696
6,095
4,918
7,518

11

in

Marion Davies
Dorothy Dalton
Wallace Reid
Wallace Reid

Flower

On

the High Seas
The Ghost Breaker

Clarence

Sept. 30
Oct. 14
Sept. 23
Oct. 28

The Impossible Mrs. Bellew. Gloria Swanson
The Man Who Saw TomorroThomas Meighan

The Young Rajah
Anna Ascends
Ebb Tide

Nov.
Nov.

11,618
5,050
5,130
6,146
7.155
6,993
7,705
5.000
7,336
7,494

Oct. 21

Nov.

25

Dec.

2

4
11

Rodolph Valentino. ...Nov, 18
Alice Brady
Nov. 25
Melford Prod
Dec. 2
Cosmopolitan Prod... Dec. 2

Pride of Palomar

FILM BOOKING OFFICE OF AMERICA
Up and

at

’Em

Such Is Life at a
County Fair

Hound

May

.Doris

The Kick-Back

.

Harry Carey

4580
5000

26

Dutch
.Travelaugh

of the Baskervilles..

...Oct. 28

Twin Husbands
De Haven
Such Is Life in Amsterdam.
Pop Tuttle’s Clever Catch., Dan Mason
.Ethel Clayton
If I Were Queen

July 29

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

5
12
12

Aug.
Aug.

Entertaining the Boss*

....Oct.

5
26

.Carter

7 ...

2,000

5,795
5.486
5.000
6,744

....

DeHaven

Such Is Life in Busy London
.Travelaugh
The Broadway Madonna.... .Revier Prod
.Tuttle Comedy
The Fire Fighters
.Roy Stewart
The Snowshoe Trail
.Harry Carey
Good Men and True

Thelma

..

...

11

Novak

Jane

6,000

.

FIRST NATIONAL
Charles
Charles

Alias Julius Caesar

Bellboy

Ray
Ray

July 15
Dec. 2

4.716
6,131

13

Loma Doone

Maurice Tourneur. ... Oc. 21
Dorothy Phillips
Aug. 5
Guy Bates Post
Aug. 26
Katherine MacDonald. Aug. 26
Anita Stewart
Aug. 19
Constance Talmadge.Sept. 9

Hurricane’s Gal

The Masquerader
Heroes and Husbands
Rose of the Sea
East Is West
The Light in the Dark
Ma and Pa
Skin Deep

Hope Hampton
Sennett Comedy
Ince Prod

Sept. 9
....Sept. 9
Sept. 30

Home-Made Movies

Comedy

The Bond Boy
The Eternal Flame
The Electric House

Norma Talmadge
Buster Keaton

Step Forward

Tu^in-Sennett

The Woman He Married
The Blacksmith

Anita Stewart
April
Buster Keaton
Nov.
Jackie Coogan
Buster Keaton
Katherine MacDonaldNov.
“Strngheart”
Nov.
Dec.
Stahl Prod

Oliver Twist

Day Dreams
White Shoulders
Brawn of the North
The Dangerous Age

Oct.

7

Richard Barthelmess. Oct.

21

Sept. 23
Oct. 28
22

6,083
7,944
7 835
5,460
6,037
7.737
7,500
.. 2000
6,500
.
2.000
6,902
7,453
2,231
1.737
6.563
1.746
7,600
2.000
5,966
7,050
7,204

Sept. 2

Sept. 23
Oct. 7

Nov.

18

Nov.

18

.

Oct. 21

May

13

.

11

25
25

2

FOX FILM CORP.
Dumas

Monte Cristo
Nero

Aug.

April 1
Stqry
Violet Mersereau ....June 3

.June

5
24

Mary_ Carr

June

Lights of New York
The Fast Mail
Moonshine Valley
A Pair of Aces
Educational
A Little Child Shall Lead

June

17

Special
Special

Tuly 15

July

15

&pt.

30

’Them
Do and Dare

Special

Silver

Wings

Tom Mix

Youth Must Have Love
Dandy Dan
The Pirate

Shirley

The City Chap
Lazy Bones

Puppy Love
Without Compromise
Bells of -San Tuan
Step Lively, Please

_

Mason

Lupino Lane
Lee Kids
Cartoon
William Russell
Cartoon Comedy
Sunshine Comedy

Sept. 16
Oct. 7
Oct. 21
Sept. 30
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 14
....Oct. 14
....Oct. 14
Oct. 21

John
Clyde Cook
Lee Kids
Oct. 28
Sunshine
Sunshine
William Farnum ....Nov. 4
Chari ;s Jones
Nov. 4
Sunshine Comedy
Nov. 4
Al.

St.

(Continued on following page)

9,828
11,500
8,275

4,880
.'

5619
2 000

*

Sept. 9

Series

John Gilbert

Kids and Skids
The Fallen Archers
Mixed Faces
Cold Turkey
The Tin Broncho

3

William Farnum ....Sept. 2
Lee Kids
Sept. 2

In Calvert’s Valley
Yosemite Trail

Double Trouble
Splitting Hairs

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
The Man Unconquerable

When Knighthood Was

Smudge

CERTIFIED PICTURES CORP.
Ire

26
12
Sept. 9
Sept. 16
Oct. 7
Sept. .30
Sept. 30

Above the Law
The Old Homestead
All-Star
Oct. 14
The Face in the Fog
Lionel Barrymore... .Oct. 21
The Cowboy and the Lady.. Mary M. Minter
Nov. 11
To Have and to Hold
Geo. Fitzmaurice ....Nov. 4

4,690
7,000

2

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Up

Consensus

5
19

.

Wife

’The Janitor’s

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

.

Roy Stewart
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons

Now

Not

Follow

Mysteries of India
Mia May
Blood and Sand
Rodolph Valentino
Nice People
DeMille Prod
Her Gilded Cage
Gloria Swanson
The Valley of Silent Men.. Cosmopolitan
Burning Sands
Melford Prod
Pink Gods
Bebe Daniels
Manslaughter
DeMille
Missing Millions
Alice Brady

jnno

Sept. 30

8.361

Nov. 11
Nov. 4

4.744
4.73S
4,368
4.368
2,000

Oct. 28
Oct. 21
•

Nov. 18

1

OOO

1.000
4,400
l.flOQ

2,000
2.000
2.000
2 000
2.000
2
"

Nov. 25

.

.

.

WORLD

MOVING PICTURE

582

December

Review
.Mutt and

1,000

Jeff

Special

.Nov.

.

11

Arabia

.Tom Mix

Camphor

Sunshine Comedy..
.Educational
...Nov. 25
Wm. Walling
...Nov. 18

4,448

John Gilbert

....

8,000
4,682

...Nov. 18

Mason

Shirley

Comedy

Ranch Romeos
.

Old Spain

Footage

Consensus

2,000
4,235
830
500

Chas. Jones

.Educational

...

Pekin Ducks
.

.

John
Educational

Al. St.

1,000

Hale and Hearty

The

Compson

Aug.

July 22

1,000
5,450
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
5,650
8,000
6,500
4,983

12

Film
Film
Film

Fore
Hook, Lane and Sinker
Split Seconds

Playing the

Game

Remembrance

All-Star

Sherlock Holmes
John Barrymore
The Sin Flood
Lloyd, director
Brothers Under the Skin. .. Featured Cast
Hungry Hearts

Oct. 14

Sept. 23
May 20
Jan. 21
..Nov. 25

Drifter

Young Sherlocks
The Big Scoop
The Flivver
Blaze Away
Fortune Hunters
Friday the Thirteenth
Saturday Morning

June

3

Oct. 22

Face

to

Face

Nov. 2

1,000

HODKINSON
Shoulders
Married People

...July 8

....

...

....

Affinities

....

The Headless Horseman... ..Will Rogers
The Mystery Box
The Sky Splitter

Nov. 25

...

.

Gasnier Prod
B. Schulberg Prod
Shadows
Thorns and Orange BlossomsGasnier Prod
Gasnier Prod
The Hero

Forman
Are You a Failure?
Gasnier
Poor Men’s Wives
The Girl Who Came Back.. Forman
Gasnier
Mothers-in-Law

Sept.

Nov.
Nov.

Two

News

4

11

25

Adventures of Robinson
Crusoe
Human Hearts
The Storm

Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod

Douglas Fairbanks.

Bert Lytell ...
Bull Montana
Clara K. Young

Man

Mae Murray
...Viola Dana ...
Rex Ingram P
.

Women

Dove
Bull Montana

Youth to Youth
A Punctured Prince

Mud

Billie

Madam

Nov.
Nov.

and Sand
in the Dark

Viola

.

C

11
11

L

Dana

6,000
... 4,800
...
10,467

13

...
. . .

...

5,000

...

...

.Sept. 30 ... ...Oct. 21
.Oct. 7 ....
14 .. .
. Oct.
..Oct.
Dct. 28
..Dct. 28
K. Young... ...Dec. 2

...

6,000
7,227

26

..Aug. 19

...

.

1

....

9,000
2.000

.... 6,500

Comedy....

...

Nanook of the North. ..... .Eskimo Film
Go Get Em, Hutch Serial. Charles Hutchison
Issued Weekly
Pathe Review
Twice a Week
Pathe News

—

July

24

1

...

6000
lOOO

-

Topics of the Day
The 'Timber Queen
Come and Get Me

Issued Weekly
Sept. 23

2000

Count the Votes

Lloyd Reissue
Cartoon Fable
Sept. 30
Charles Hutchinson. ..Sept. 23
Parrott
Paul
Sept. 23
Paul Parrott
Sept. 30
Lloyd Reissue
Cartoon
Sept. 30
Lloyd Reissue
Leo Maloney
Sept. 30

1000
700
2,000
1,000

Two

—

Slick Traders
Serial

Speed
Soak the Sheik
Face the Camera
At the Old Stage Door
The Big Flood
Pay Your Dues
Deputized

Ruth Roland
Leo Maloney

Comedy
Cartoon

The Old Sea Dog
Rough Going

Snub Pollard
Leo Maloney

Smyrna on Fire
Out on Bail
The Romantic Mouse

News-Special
Paul Parrott
Cartoon
Paul Parrott
Johnny Jones
Lloyd Reissue
Lloyd Reissue

Shiver and Shake
Broadcasting

Chop Suey & Co
The Rajah
The Bar-Cross War
The Golf Bug
“The

Ropin Fool

Henpecked Harry
Shine ’Em Up
The Elephant’s Trunk
"^’r

Gang

250

Serial

Fire Fi?ht^rs
Rivals
.ched Me
er*
Two 01 a Trade

The H,

Oct.
Oct.

Cartoon

Comedy

Leo Maloney
Paul Parrott
Will Rogers

Paul Terry
Paul Parrott
Cartoon Fable
Hal Roach

7

Oct
Oct

14
14

Oct. 21
Oct. 21
Oct. 21
Oct. 21

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

28
28
28
28

Nov. 4
Nov. 4
Nov. 4

1006
6.500
7,000

Oct. 7
Dec. 2

16
18

,.

Feb. 25
Fetj.
Oct. 7

Sept.
24.
"
...Oct. >

9964
4 ...
5506
28 .... . .
5.855
2
....10,000

.

...

.

..Oct.
.Oct. 28....
-.Nov.
Nov. 25 ...

17

.Aug. 5

22

•July

1

1,000
1,000

700
1,000
2,000
2,000

Bill.

His First Job
Giants of the Open
The Radio King

1,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
1.000
1,000
1.000
2,000

Art Acord-Serial ....S<^t.
Harry Carey
Neely Edwards
Jack Mulhall
Lewis Sargent
Roy Stewart
Oct.

The Girl Who Ran Wild
The Long Chance
Under Two Flags
White and Yellow
Some Family
The Wrong Man

Jack Mulhall
Lee Moran
Harry Carey

A

Comedy

Kickin’ Fool

2000
1000
2000
1,000
2,000

21
30
7
7
7
7
Oct. 14

Dean

Oct.

Once to Every Boy
The Fresh Kid

Lewis Sargent
Oct.
Johnny Fox and Edna
Gregory
Oct.
King of the Greeks
Jack Mulhall
Hoot Gibson
The Lone Hand
Oct.
Doing ’em Good
Neely Edwards
Oct.
Wedding Pumps
Brownie
Oct.
Rustlers of the Redwoods. Roy Stewart
Nov.

The Kentucky Derby
Wolf Law
The Cabby
A 44-Caliber Mystery
Blue Blood and Red
Broad Daylight
Accidental Wealth

3..

Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Gladys Walton
All Star
Priscilla

,

Serial

Oct. 28
Oct. 28
Oct. 28

2,000'

7
21

LOCI'

21

2,oc;

21
28
28
25
Oct. 28

Jewel

Frank Mayo
Century
Harry Carey
Roy Stewart

i,-s.

i,om

2'

Nov.

25....

Guilty

Street
'The Silent

Con.cience
of Crooked

Vow

The Ladder Jtnx
The Girl in His Room
A Pair of Kings
Golf

A GirTs

Desire

The Little Wildcat
The Fighting Guide
Fortime’s

Mask

You Neyer Know

-,j66

Oct. 28

Nov.

4

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

4
11

.
-.

/

U

/.

Lois

.

..
..
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2.000
5.398
4.463
2.000
2,000
2.000
4.691
2.000
2.000
4,251
1.000
2,000
5,000
1.000
2,000
1,000

5.000
4,166
2 000

2000
1.000

2000

VITAGRAPH
A

4,506
4,331
7,407
2.0T'

Wilson
Neely Edwards
Century Comedy
Nov. 18
Ginger Face
Herbert Rawlinson. .Nov. 11
Another Man’s Shoes
Nov. 11
Lewis Sargent
A Model Messenger
Nov. 18
Pirates of the Deep
Jack Mulhall
Nov. 18
The Lavender Bath Lady
Gladys Walton
The Speed Boy
Lewis Sargent
Nov. 18
Comedy
Just Dogs
Nov. 18
Comedy
A Bully Pair
Nov. 25
Matt Moore
The Jilt
Nov. 25
Hoot Gibson
Ridin’ Wild
Nov. 25
Century
Hello. Judge
Dec. 2
Committee on Credentials... Harry Carey
Dec. 2
Neely Edwards
'Their Steady Job
Dec. 2
“Queenie”
True Blue

The Angel

74«
2000

Serial

700
2,000
2,000

6350

.

0

8

.

7

Oct. 14
Oct. 14

5,175

10
.Oct.
Oct. 11...

.

.

June

4725
6000

24

July 22

Special

White and Yellow

Aug.

June

17
10

..Sept.

Harry Myers Serial.. June
House Peters
July
House Peters
July
Wm. Desmond Serial. July

Off the Earth

PATHE

"The

June
June

6,000

.Aug. 26

Mary Pickford

Lord Fauntleroy

In the Days of Buffalo
The Soul Herder

May

4300
4,622
4,470

18

Week

6,500
7,040
6,971

Burston Prod.

The Hands of Nara
Broadway Rose
June Madness

Love

a

1,000
1,000
5,000

Little

Yukon
Sure Shot Morgan

.

5,106

UNIVERSAL
Nov.

2

..May 6

7

UNITED ARTISTS

Perils of the

.

Oct.

11

Dec. 2

Channing of the Northwest. Eugene O’Brien
John Smith
Eugene O’Brien
Under Oath
E. Hammerstein

The Doll’s House
Nazimova
The Man Who Played God. Geo. Arliss
Robin Hood
Douglas Fairbanks
Tess of the Storm Cunotry. .Mary Pickfrd

. . .

Enter

Nov.
Nov.

Phillips

The Three Musketeers

METRO
Forget-Me-Not
The Face Between

9
19

PRINCIPAL PICTURES
Dorothy
SELZNICK

World’s a Stage

’The

AL LICHTMAN
Rich Men’s Wives....*

Trifling

Aug.

Aug. 12

6,050
5,200
5,700

..yet. 28

Drummond

Ladies’

Sept.

King

SOOO
5,000
5,481
6906
4331

18
11

,...Oct. 21

Came

Movie Chat

A

Standing .Sept. 30

Rost Prod
Mollie

Nov.
Nov.

Oct. 7
Oct. 7

Warde

Wyndham

Margaret Beecher
Sunshine Harbor
Lonesome Corners
Edgar Jones
The Man and the Moment.. Hayford Hobbs

Selznick

Great Authors
Slim

1,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
2,000

2

Love Is an Awful Thing.... Owen Moore
Sept.
One Week of Love
Elaine Hammerstein. Nov.

Haven

Bulldog

Miller Prod

Reginald

The Island of Doubt
Through the Storm
Her Majesty
The Woman Who
Back

Blind Bargain
Broken Chains

Heart’s

“Our Gang” Comedy. Dec.

The Man She Brought Back.Chas.

A

Northwest Mounted Police... Sport Film

Nov. 4
Not, 11
Nov. 11
Nov. 18
Paul Parrott
Nov. 18
Special
Nov. 18
Comedy
Nov. 18
Cartoon-Fable
Cartoon-Fable
Nov. 18
Nov. 25
Leo Maloney
“Our Gang’’ Comedy. Nov. 25
Nov. 25
Johnny Jones
Nov. 25
Paul Parrott
Dec. 2
Paul Parrott
Dec. 2...«
Cartoon
Dec. 2
Cartoon

PLAYGOERS PICTURES

Film

Sport
Betty
Sport
Sport
Sport

Snub Pollard
Leo Maloney
Snub Pollard

Hook, Line and Sinker
Washed Ashore
The Price of Progress
Harvest Hands
The Rolling Stone
The Enchanted Fiddle
His Enemy’s Friend

GOLDWYN
Winter Pep
Always the Woman
A Rex Beach Week-End
Taking the Air
By-Way Champions

FMlag.

CaoMBMia

Rmriew

(Continued from preceding page)

1922

9,

Antonio Moreno

Calhoun
William Duncan

Alice

June

Special
Alice Calhoun

Apr. 15
July 22
July 1
July 8

3

Larry Semon
Ang. 26
Larry Semon
Sept. 2
Alice Calhoun
Alice Calhoun
Sept. 16
Sept. 16
William Duncan
Ctet. 14
Earle Williams
Dec. 2...
Earle Williams
(Coatioticd on fonowing page)
.

^.'Tune

17
29

S270
4600

2
July 22

5068
4523
2000
aono

.

•

7

•Nov.

11

4.950
5 000
4905
4.97S
4.S07

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

leceraber 9, 1922

583
Review

(Continued from preceding page)

Deserted at the Altar
Lucky Thirteen
Wildcat Jordon
Gold Grabbers

MISCELLANEOUS

Richard Talmadge
Richard Talmadge ...Nov. 4
Franklyn Farnum. .Dec. 2..

In

Review
los Rock
Monte Banks
Monte Banks

Aladding
Love Taps
Pure But Simple

D.
One Excitingr Night.

Star Cast

Footage

Felix

U.OOO

Dec. 2

Law

of the

Marjorie Payne

1,000

Worst

li

Big Stakes

Comedy

.

1,000
1,000

Sept. 30
Sept. 30

1,006
1,006

Dore Davidson

Oct. 28

Squirrel Comedies
The Unconquered Woman. ..Rubye DeReraer

6,000

JESSE

2000
4611

Sept. 9

LEVINSON

A.

Playthings of an Emperor.. All Star Cast...f

Sept. 23
Sept. 30

...

4,600

BURTON KING
Shylock ot Wall Street

EAST COAST PRODUCTIONS
West

11

LEE-BRADFORD

Nov. 25.
Dec. 2..

•

Nov.

Bending the Twig
Some Wild Babies

WINKLER

J.

Cartoon
•Cartoon

Wakes Up.

Pay Day

Beware

KINETO

PRIZMA
M.

4963

Sept. 9

JAWITZ PICTURES

2 000
2,000

4900
5000

6

W. FILM CORPORATION

J.

For Your Daughter’s Sake.. Grace Darling
2.000

Oct. 21

.Educational

Wonderful Water.

May

Defense
Knights Were Bold

W. GRIFFITH

..All

,

Consensus

Nov. 25
Dec. 2
Dec. 2

5000
5000
4,600

. .

Self

When

Footage

HAMILTON

G. H.

FEDERATED EXCHANGES

Consensus

Special

Oct. 21

5,600

BERT LUBIN

4,700

Allene Ray

Partners of the Sunset

Apr. 29

4958

NORTH-WEBER

STATE RIGHTS

Well-Nigh Prod

Notoriety

Oct. 14

8,600

O’CONOR PRODUCTIONS
IVAN ABRAMSON
The Wildness of

Youth

Piece in Pieces
Hot and Cold

Aug.

All-Star

AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS
I

Am

Law

the

May

Curwood, Author

July IS

27

....

A Woman’s Woman

Sept

Peggy O’Day

The Storm Girl
The AmerkaB Toreador

Patton

Bill

5000
5000

,

ARTCLASS PICTURES
After

Days

Six

Apr.

Pictures

Bible

1

10000

.

AYWON FILM

Oct.

Nov.
Nov.

Anchor Prod
George Larkin
George Larkin

Dog Courage
Boomerang Justice

Bull

5,000
6,500
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
4,900

4

Nov. 25
Jack Hoxie
Richard C. Travers. .Dec. 2

Revenge

of

21

5,000

Maclyn

Arbuckle.
Dorothy Gish

Mr. Potter of Texas

Maclyn Arburkle

The golf’s Fangs

Wilfred Lytell

In the Night

.

.

.May

5000

13

Aug.

12

Wilfred Lytell

Aug.

5000
4400
5000
5000
2006

5

All-Star

;

Irving Cummings Series
Just a Song at Twilight

Two-Reelers
Barthelmess

Madame

Special
Special

Sans Gene

5,000
5,006
5,000

RIALTO PRODUCTIONS

7
4

Barriers of Folly

The Flash
Crow’s Nest

1006

PRODUCERS SECURITY
Squire Phin

CDRP.

Maciste

Oct

All Star Cast

In the Night

Barbed Wire
The Unconquered
Another Man’s Boots

Dawn

Love

of

The Country Flapper
The Man Who Paid

Aug. 26
Sept 2

CO.

Sept. 16

PERFECT PICTURES
The Power

ANCHOR FILM CORP.

2000
2000

Cartoon Comedy

6800

3800
7,900

9
Oct. 14

Mary Alden

Franey
Franey

OUT OF THE INKWELL
Flies

ALLIED PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
The Three Must-Get-Theres.Max Linder

Billy
Billy

7000

26

4, 800

Nine Seconds From Heaven.Danish Production

July

8

..

.Ang. la

oNv.

George Larkin

Barriers of Folly

25

4,800

SECOND NATIONAL
Island Romance
David and Jonathan
Broken Shadows
Irish Love Story
One Moment’s Temptation. Lost Heiress

5,000
5,000
5,000

.

CHARLES

BURR

C.

Johnny Hines
Whitman Bennett

Sure-Fire Flint

The Secrets at Paris

.

. .

Nov.

Oct. 28
Oct. 28

6,000
7,000

25

Lady

in
1475

Comedy

EPCO FILM

Life’s

CO.
..

•

Not Given

Comedies

Billie

.Cap’n Kidd
I

f
!

I

More

Pitied

Scorned

[

.Aag. U..

6000

Aug. 19

5000
2000

C

West

New Mama

The Spirit

of

’23

July 29

Twice a Month
Hallroom Boys
Hallroom Boys

Nov.
Nov.

5WX)
2,000
2,000
2,000

4
11

of

Hate.

Tweedy Comedies
West vs. East

...Big

Boy Williams

Game

of Craft

The Spirit of Evil
Unseen Forces

— June

Niclt Carter Series.

..

Nick Carter
Nick Carter

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

DiUon Prod

Nov.

5000

'Smiling

Jim

Richard Talmadge.
Franklyn Farnum

..

INC.

Dec. 2

1,000

4

2600

Dec. 2

5,009

FILMS, INC.
Nov.

25

2,000

WILLIAM STEINER
West of the Pecos
Table-Top'Sanch

Neal Hart
Neal Hart

Why Do Men

Edy Darclea

Aug.

19

4300

7

4,596

....Oct.

UNITY
Marry

Sept. 23

Oct. 21

5,000

WARNER BROTHERS
Your Best Friend
Rags to Riches

Vera Gordon

Apr.

1

Oct.

June

24

Oct. 28

7

Charles Norris
Dangerous Adventure ...Grace Darmond

6,000

Brass

7,000

Little

Heroes

of

the Street. Wesley Barrey

WEBER AND NORTH
2.000
2,000
2,000

4
4
4

..

5,986

Sept. 30

The Curse
Notoriety

of

Drink .........Star Cast
Maurine Powers

5000
5000

Sept. 90

Sept. 9
Oct. 14

Nov.

WESTERN PICTURES EXPLOITATION
Ring, Bang, Boom
Flesh and Blood
The Sage Brash Trail

David Butler
Lon Chaney

Roy Stewart
Lester Cuneo

Blazing Arrows

PHIL GOLDSTONE
The Cub Reporter

Film

43W
.

Main Street
June 24

3

GENIUS FILMS
Women Men Marry

4,700

Comedy

MURRAY GARSSON
lA

Franklyn Farnum .. Aug. 5
Franklyn Farnum ....Nov. 4

Pete Morrison

Why Worry

A

DI LORENZO, INC.
The Trail

5,000

Bible

Than
Special

Boys

Hallrooai

IThe

5400

Eddie Polo Serial

Be

to

11

SMART

..July 29

Roy Stewart

Greatest Question

liSnarise

B.

Nov.

SANFORD PRODUCTIONS

EQUITY PICTURES

C

SEELING

2000

2

Sept. 30

Fannie Ward
The Hardest Way
What’s Wrong With the
Womeal
.......Goodman Prod.

The Angel Citizen
End

Trail’s

Rescue of Lot

Sept

Law

Against the

R.

Bessie Love

SACRED FILMS,

COFFIN CO.

T. R.
Easy Pickin

CHARLES
The Purple Dawn

W. M. SMITH

CLARION PHOTOPLAYS
Expose •( Sawing a

5000

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS

J.

Wonders

of the Sea

Tuly 22

Aug.

19

Sept. 2

Nov.

4

.

4

5,900
8.600

CO.
SOOO
5300
4470
5,000

W. WILLIAMSON
Submarine

Nov.

4

.

4,500

;
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Equipment

Better

Qonducted bS E.X KEYS ER

Many Attended the Christening of
Frank Halls Beautiful Twins

T

hree

thousand representative
North Hudson,
residents
of
N. J., exhibitors together with a
distinguished group of prominent film

men and showmen from New York
joined in cheering Frank G. Hall,
characterized as “the human dynamo”
at the opening of the million-dollar
Capitol Theatre, the first of a twintheatre structure, at Union Hill, N. J.,
Monday evening, November 27. Gov-

Edward

I.
Edwards, SenatorJersey; Mayor William
Rannenberg and other prominent
officials came to congratulate the man
who had erected one of the most beautifu' and unique theatre structures in
this country. Directors of the holding
citizens
corporation all
of
North

ernor

elect of

New

—

Hudson county
investment.

—came to inspect their

New

York

showmen

agreed that the Capitol constitutes
one of the handsomest buildings
within the metropolitan district.
The opening exercises were conducted with much pomp and ceremony
to one of the choicest
in addition
vaudeville fjiHs ever gotten together.
The initial bill was a remarkable example of expert booking and served
the beautiful Capitol an
to
giveauspicious

sendoff,

for

the

capacity

audie»‘ice was continually registering
its fsatisfaction with hearty applause.

T’ne hero of the evening was Frank G.
Hall.
Of that there was no doubt.
Everybody agreed that the erection of
this enormous structure in ten months
constituted a marvelous feat, for the
building
houses
two distinctively
different theatres, one is the Capitol,
which, with a seating capacity of 2,500
in the orchestra, balcony and boxes,
will be devoted exclusively to first class
B. F. Keith vaudeville, while the other
is the luxurious State Theatre, with
accomodations for 1,800 persons, to be
devoted exclusively to first-run pictures. The latter house is expected to
be ready for opening within three

weeks.
Elaborate Precaution Against Fire
The entire structure is fireproof,

every conceivable system of firefighting apparatus having been installed to make the protection of the
public as nearly perfect as is humanly

Fire hose lines have been
glass cabinets in
each theatre. These are fed from the
high pressure main on Third street
and further fed from the 10,000 gallon
tank placed 20 feet above the roof
over the stage of the Capitol.
The stages of both theatres are protected by a complete sprinkler system
having two sources of immediate
supply, one being a 15,000 gallon steel
tank carrying a water pressure of 70
pounds to the square inch and another
tank of 10,000 gallons placed above the
larger tank. These tanks are supplied
by a quadruple pump having a capacity
of 500 gallons per minute.
Besides
these fire line and sprinkler systems,
several dozen fire extinguishers are
distributed throughout the auditorium.
The heating and ventilating systems
are also the latest. The structure was
possible.

placed in

all tiers in

designed by a Hudson county man,
Architect
Piercie
A.
Vivattas, of
Weehawken. The building was constructed by

James

Open

Mitchell.

for Inspection

An

Outstanding Feature

An

outstanding feature of the evening’s program, which did not close
until long after midnight, was a tworeel picture depicting the progress of
Mr. Hall’s venture from the time he
first conceived the idea, through its
promotion period, to the purchase of
an abandoned schoolhouse, to construction and completion of the twintheatre structure.
Harry P. Diggs,
popular and keen advertising manager
the company, conceived, directed
and produced this film, which stood

of

out as a distinct novelty.
The executive staff of the Capitol
is as follows

Frank G. Hall, managing director;
George J. Riester, circuit manager;
Harry P. Diggs, advertising manager;
Fred W. Schroeder, resident manager;
Jacques E. Horne, booking manager;
Gertrude M. Schreiber, assistant advertising manager; John Victoria,
house treasurer Charles Eggett, conductor of orchestra; Arthur T. Quinn,
chief cinematographer; Harry Gerken,
stage
manager
George Doremus,
chief electrician Harry Tryon, property master; W. F. Masden, chief
;

Prior to the initial performance the
theatres was thrown open to the inspection of the guests, who overlooked
not a single ^corner.
The stage is

modern in every detail with the best
of “back-stage” equipment and every
care taken in providing for the comforts of the artists.
Charles Eggett is the orchestra
director.
His orchestra opened the
first show with a rendition of “The
Star Spangled Banner,” followed with
“Opera Medley a la Jazz.” J. Raymond Tiffany acted as master of ceremonies and introduced the following,
who spoke briefly, but were loud and
emphatic in their praise of the modern
Aladdin Mr. Hall and his lamp;
Gov. Edwards, John B. Payton, president of the Boulevard Commission
Mayor Rannenberg, of Union John J.
Fallon, Joseph E. Bernstein, treasurer
of the Capitol Theatre Amusement
Company, and several others.
Mr.
Hall was the final speaker.
He
thanked the citizens for their support
and made the statement that the
future success of the venture is now
for them to fix by patronizing the
house. There are 100 Unionians who

—

are stockholders and these receive free
admittance to the twin houses for life.

—

;

;

engineer;

Toby Brown,

chief of pro-

jection.

Northwestern Notes
E. W. Sandell, who operates a circuit in
Snoqualmie, Issaquah and North Bend, has

recently

moved

his

Power projectors from

Sunset Theatre to the Sandell and purchased two new Pow'er machines for the
Sunset. The Theatre Equipment Company
supplied the machines.
his

*

*'

The John Hays School and the Gatewood
School in West Seattle have recently installed Power 6B improved projectors, both
installed by the Theatre Equipment Company.
*

;

*

The State Training School
Wash.,

at

Chehalis,

has installed a Simplex,
equipped, from B. F. Shearer, Inc.

New

Mazda

Screen for Weir

Ed. Dolan, of the Weir Theatre, Aberdeen,
Wash., has installed a new screen, 13^ feet
by 18 feet. O. T. Taylor is house manager.
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Thanksgiving's Eve of Fifteen

Years

Ago Recalled by Hallberg

The following paper which was read by
H. Hallberg at- a meeting of the American Projection Society an'd illustrated by
conditions and
slides gives a view of early
some of the difficulties which prevailed in the
T.

exhibiting end of the industry.
believe it will interest our readers as
an illustration of the attraction which the
motion picture industry exerts upon bright
minds from other fields. Mr. Hallberg furnishes an example of those who came to
hear and remained to work in the new

We

dusk, about 4 P. M.), he realized that there
would be no show that night if he did not
get busy about some kind of a special current supply for his arc.

Quick Thought of Action.
in those days had to think

“Operators

where he had to make
ment I little dreamed, or much less realized, that I was about to be introduced to
the projection department of the movies

and act quickly, therefore he secured an old
vinegar barrel, put a metal plate with a wire
attached to it in the bottom of the barrel
and then he hung another plate with a wire
attached to it on an adjustable wooden
stick.
He put mixed salt and water into
the barrel and through this means he soon
provided a practical working water rheostat
which was connected in series with the
110 volt A. C. electric light circuit and the
carbons.
This, however, did not solve his
problem entirely because when he started
the arc the fuses blew.
“Fortunately he had the foresight to
have one of the electric light company’s

first time.
arrived at our destination on Fourteenth street. New York City, opposite the
Academy of Music, and after climbing a
few flights of stairs entered the offices
of one of the pioneers in the moving picture business, A1 Harstn.
It was
“I shall never forget that day.
snowing and around an old stove, in the
front of us, a lot of men were sitting,
talking “movie stuff,” something new to
me, because up to that time I had confined
my efforts to the consulting and manufacturing electrical business. I had no idea of
problems confronting the
electrical
the
moving picture operator. I did not know

so that in a few moments a
reinforced fuses were put in and
then he could draw up to 40 amperes at
the arc and he said that he got by with
his one and one-half hour show without
burning out the transformer or blowing
any more fuses but he -had to renew some
of the water in the barrel because it started
to boil after about one hour’s operation.
I
wonder if many of us present here this
evening realize the handicap placed upon
the old operators of fifteen years ago. These
men gained experience in those days which
had stood by them and which has served
as the foundation upon which modern
methods and devices are now constructed.

field.

The Hallberg Economizer
was on Thanksgiving Eve in 1907, just

Birth of
“It

years ago,

fifteen

to

me

that

I

when

a friend suggested
to 14th Street
a call. At that mo-

accompany him

for the

“We

the difficulties he

had

to

set

of

meet unexpectedly

almost every day" in providing an arrangement for the necessary equipment with

which to exhibit his reels.
“While my friend attended to his business with Mr. Harstn I listened with much
interest to the discussion which was taking
place and in the midst of which the door
opened wide and an operator and helper
loaded down with equipment walked in. I
found that the equipment included a Power’s
No. 5 Cameragraph, few reels, a folded up
screen,
rewinder, carbons, rheostat and
various other things, and this, gentlemen,
was my first intimate view of the parts
which at that time constituted a high class
moving picture projection equipment.

A

men on hand

Tough Experience

“After unloading his pack, the operator
turned to Mr. Harstn and said “I had a
H
of a time last night trying to put
this show over and for Lord’s sake don’t
send me out again on that kind of a job
unless I know before hand what electric
current is to be supplied.”
“After a few moments I engaged the operator in conversation and he then described in detail his troubles about the exhibition which he had to make the previous
night in a small Pennsylvania town with
alternating current at the arc.
He told
how his rheostat (of only 25 amperes capacity) would give only a glow on the screen
with alternating current and during late
afternoon, while testing, (in those small
towns the electric light plant did not run
during the day, starting up at beginning

Became

Interested

was more than interested in the conversation wit.h this, what I might call, “man
of the hour” and after listening to him and
to some of the others the fact was brought

585

street lighting, I took out a patent on a
transformer system for the control of street'
arc lamps. This patent became the foundation for a design and the ultimate construction of an economical and useful electrical device introduced for use in connection with motion picture projection.
In its main parts this special transformer
consisted of a rectangular core with closed
magnetic circuit upon one leg of which there
was mounted a primary coil of many turns,
requiring a low amperage at high voltage
and upon the other leg entirely separated
from the primary another coil called the
secondary was mounted, consisting of fewer
turns of a much larger wire for a high

amperage at low voltage.
“The primary or high voltage winding
was for connection to the alternating current line and the secondary or low voltage
high amperage coil was connected directly
to the carbons in the projector lamp and
when so connected would
this
device
usually be called a step-down transformer
but I realized that an ordinary step down
transformer would not do the work because
the fuses would blow immediately when the
carbons were put together unless a resistance or choke coil was introduced in series
with the arc and that would naturally mean
waste of energy and unsteady current at
the arc.
“All of these points flashed before me on
that particular Thanksgiving Eve and I

made up my mind to immediately design
and construct a special type of transformer
for the control of moving picture arc lamps
with alternating current and the outcome
of this work was the birth of the Hallberg
Electric

Economizer.

Pleasure

“1

to me that in order ic make motion
picture projection practical with alternating current it was necessary to provide a
comparatively light and rugged portable
device which should be used for the control of the alternating current applied to a
moving picture arc so arranged that it
would take less amperes from the line at
the higher voltage and at the same time
produce more than double the amperes at
lower voltage for the arc in order that a
shorter arc might be maintained of higher
intensity with the double ampere flow and
which further would permit the placing and
feeding of the carbon points very close together so that both carbon craters could
be brought within the focus of the condenser for simultaneous concentration in
one spot at the aperture of the projector.”
“Up to that time the illumination from
only one of the carbon points had been

home

what your audiences pay
for.
Make it more certain

is

they get it with a
Barton Orchestral Organ.
that

Write for particulars and the
Barton

Pays-for-itself

Plan.

The Bartola Musical
Instrument Co.
59 E. Madison Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

used and focused at the aperture wasting
more than one-half of the useful total illumination, and this loss was necessary as a
short A. C. arc on 110 volt A. C. line cannot be maintained when controlled by a

WICHESTIML

®I1(GAM

rheostat on alternating current.

Back

“Way

in 1904

which time I was
engaged in the manufacture of apparatus
for and operation of electric arc lamps for
back

MAILING LISTS

in 1904, at

MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
2Z166 Moving Picture by States per M tS.M
Film Exchanges, for List
Manufacturers and Studios
Machine and Supply Dealers
Legitimate Theatres U. S. A Can.
610 Vaudeville Theatres

1219
196
419
9674

A. F.
Iff

W. ADAMS

739
S.M
4.M

HM
7.S0

WILLIAMS
ST.

CHICAGO

—— — —
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New Film

HALLBERG

Concerns

in

December

recent meeting of the Evar.s Film Laboratory’s directors, elected a memb'’board.

Albany Incorporations

SPECIAL

Capitalized at $3,000,000, the Robbins
Enterprises, Inc., of Utica, incorporated and
hied papers in the secretary of state’s office,
All)any, during the week ending November 25.
The incorporators are Walter J. Green,
W. C. J. Doolittle and Julius Kothstein, all
residents of Utica.
Eight other companies
entered the motion picture business in this
state the past week, these including the B. P.
Fineman Productions, $500, and the A1

“The Economizer Man”

Lichtman Exchange, of Washington, D. C.,
$500, both companies having as directors
William Kessler, Harry Lewis and Henry
Herzlirun, of New York City; Bond Photo-

ROLL
TICKETS
Your own

mon, Brooklyn;

C.

&

M. R. Loewenthal, Milton
Hess, New York; Atlas Distributing
Corporation, $50,000,
Abraham
Goldfarb, Philip Gardner, J. A. Courtright,
New York; Abbott Theatrical Enterprises,
$100,000, Buffalo, Harry Abbott, Jr., Jacob
Lavene, Roy Van, Buffalo; Brennan-Mosser
Productions, $1,000, Samuel A. Pleasants,
Bogota, N. J.; Anna Halperin, Shirley M.
Moore, New York; Zinkin Productions, In-

friends, among exhibitors
projectionists who have been
boosters for Hallbcrg goods during the
want to renew
I
past fifteen years.

many

his

and

old acquaintance and want to help
your to secure better I'esults from your
Hallberg apparatus and to provide renewals or repairs which may be necessary after many years of service.
I

my

call your particular attention to
latest, horizontal, two ball bearing

type

#

.

of

Simplex Installations
for Day-time Viewing
Clemmer

Theatre, Spokane.

One was

pur-

by Doctor Clemmer and Doctor
Lombaugh, managing directors of the
Clemmer; the other by Ray Grombacher, of
the Liberty Theatre.
The purpose is to
chased

view pictures

in

away with much

Five TiioiiKand

Ten

ThoiiKand
Twenty-five Thousand.

More

The Hallberg Line Includes
A.C. to D.C. as well as D.C. to D.C. Motor
Generators in all sizes, for all circuits, for
Arc or Mazda Projector Lamps
A.C. Electric Economizers and Transformers
for Arc or Mazda Projector Lamps
Continuous Feed Carbon Arc ControIlea*s

Film Speed Indicators
Multiple Unit ^eostats

Electric

—

Electric Control Pimels

Extremely high efficiency
jectors for

all

Portable

Pro-

existing lighting circuits also

with the Hallberg “Featherweight” gasoline
Electric Light Plant, weighing less than
100 pounds, the Marvel of the Age for traveling exhibitors and where the ordinary electric light current cannot be obtained.

.

.

9.00
12.50
.18.00

.

Fifty Thousand

One Hundred Thousand.
Nstiorifll Ticlt6t Co.

.

Shamokln, Pa,

HAVE YOUR ELECTRIC
SIGNS IN COLORS
The color
Hoods.

the day time, thus doing
of the night screening of

Installations

of Robert Mortons
for

Levy, Western

in

:

W.

COMPANV

Reco Flashers and Motors

of

f'ongrress

Chirag:o

St.

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES

district

recently.
He reported
Robert Morton Organ installations as follows: The Majestic Theatre, Seattle; Davis’
New Mack Theatre, Port Angeles; the
Strange Theatre, Kelso, Wash.; the Blue
Mouse, Eugene, Oregon, and the Bell,
Springfield, Oregon.'

was

in the glass of Reco Color
brilliant, eye-catching colors

M
Makers

manager
the American Photo Player Company,

George

is

Clear,

that out-attracts the signs of your competitors.
Pay for selves within a year over
dipped or colored lamps.
Circular on request

2(524

operating one or more Projector Arcs
in series at the same time without
wasting iiower in Rheostats in series
with the Generator and the Arcs. The
change over is made without manipulating a single device except the Projector switches, and I guarantee absolute dissolving on the screen without
dip or disturbance in the light.

$3.00
5.00
6.50

I'hoiiKamJ

T'ifteen

prints.

A.C.-D.C. Motor-Generator

.

corporated, $500, Arthur Zinkin, S. M. Stone,
New York City; Charles H. Harris, Norwalk, N. Y.

specially constructed Mazda Simplexes for viewing room work have been installed
by B. F. Shearer, Inc., in the

Series Arc

2 in

>

tickets

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES

Lyman

Two

Hallberg

»Stnd diagram for Reserved
Coupon Tickets, serial or cUted,
must coii/orm to Govem_,nient regulation and bear
ebtabUshed
usneu
admission and lax paid.

All

pnee

$5.00, $6.00.
Promirt
shipments.
Cash
with the order.
Get the

samples-

^

poration, $25,000,
Collins,

Ticket,

Drawings;

Amusement Cor-

L.

special

any colors, accurately numtiered; every roll guaranteed
('oui>on
Tickets for Prize

play Corporation, $25,000, Philip Silberman,
New York City; Jacob S. List, L. G. Solo-

Offers Thanks to

9, 1922

WRITE FOR CATALOG

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL

Seattle

ST.

CO.

LOUS, MO.

COMMERCIAL FIBRE

CO. OF AMERICA, INC.
Phone: Madison Square 4430

15

East 26th

New York

St.

City

Sole Agents for

Fabbrica Italiana Lamine Milano

Kelso *s Vogue Now
Being Re-decorated
Mr. Strange, owner of the Vogue Theatre,
Kelso, Wash., has let contracts to B. F.
Shearer, Inc., for decorations and daperies
and special lights and fixtures. His color
scheme will be old rose and gray. The
work is to be completed within ten days,
without closing the house.

“
Positive

F.

raw

I.

film

M. "

L.

manufactured

in

Italy.

TITLES

FOR ALL PURPOSES— ANY LANGUAGE
10 Ywn Spmlalizlno In ThU Prodaet
Assursa Yau

•(

tiN

BEST

Oulek 8tn4ti

Mod«-ata Prleei

PREMIER TITLE COMPANY

SS4-3S*

EAST

33D

STREET

CHICAGO

LARGE STOCK— PROMPT SHIPMENTS
J.

H.

HALLBERG
Established

NEW YORK

1904

St.

U. S. A.

Murphy Joins Evans
Ed. Murphy, well and favorably known
as a laboratory expert, has joined forces
with Major Tom Evans, of the Evans Film
Laboratories.

Mr.

Murphy, who

laboratory

men

in

is

the

one of the oldest
country, was, at a

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED

NEW STANDARD AUTOMATICKET SELLER
UNIVERSALLY USED
Write fer prices and name
in

of distribirter

your territory.

AUTOM.\TIC TICKET
REGISTER CORPORATION
1778 Broadway

New

York. N. Y.
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Reproductive quality enables the sensitive
emulsion to correctly portray every step of
gradation

from

highest

light

to

deepest

shadow.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
faithfully

reproduces every tone of the

negative.

It carries

the quality through

to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base

— now

available in nine

throughout its
length by the words “Eastman”
colors,

is

“Kodak”
in

identified

stenciled in black letters

the transparent margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N.

Y.
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Picture Theatres Projected
CHARLESTON, ARK.— Clark

Porter has

opened theatre.

SACRAMENTO, CALIF.— H. Murphy,
owner Fresno Theatre, has purchased site
at J

new

and Statestaus streets for erection of
theatre.

has plans by Calvin Kiessling, 220 Fifth avenue, New York, for brick moving picture
theatre to be erected on Railroad avenue.
CHICAGO, ILL. New theatre will be
erected at Madison street and New Austin
Boulevard, with seating capacity of 4,000,

—

owner Temple Theatre

new

site,

building, to cost $150,000.

NEW

CANAAN. CONN.— Gilbert

Stevens

will

erected

INDIANAPOLIS,

IND.

—

423-27

at

Central

9, 192i

avenue, to cost

$150,000.

MUSKOGEE, OKLA. — Considering

erec-

of an outdoor theatre, with seating
capacity of 600. Address Ray Stern, manager Honor Heights Beach.
tion

be operated

by Katz and Orenstein.

SANTA ANA, CALIF.— L.

O. Vaughn,
plans to erect

House

to cost $3,000,000.

December

FIVE THOUSAND YARDS

Proposed

to

oleum;

erect moving picture theatre, office and
apartment building at northwest corner
Fairfield and College avenues, to cost $150,Theatre will have seating capacity of
000.
Address Gustav G. Schmidt, owner
1,200.

carpet.

thousand

four

Government

Battleship Lia.
best ^rade cork
stock at lees

of

surplus

thsii wholesale prices.

OPERA CHAIRS

war camps, booths, machines and
ment furnished at half original

from

entire equipcost*
Writs

your requirements.
J.

P.

REDINGTON.

Scranton, Pa.

Crystal Theatre.

THE
CINEMA
NEWS
AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
80-82 Wardoui* St.

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA
Clntmstognph

DMm

Published on the

Trallsn ss All

—

Cameramen

to almost every exhibitor.
pride eursekea that
of the oldest advertisers in this paper.
Our
negotiate private sales, leases, parinershiue,
and chain movies for large corporations. Write us.
You
will get a quick, intelligent answer by return mall.
No
sale
no commission!
Lewis. Established 189S.
OTlces
578-580 Ellicott SLiuare, Buffalo, N. Y.

we

Prlntlno

Work

2347 CMcags,
fumithed on short notice*
Tel. Central

IIU

Immediate Service— No Job too smalL

GUARANTEED Cu'prVm;” SATISFACTION

Y.—William Kennedy

suitable for road show, operas, motion pictures, for rent or sale.
Strictly fireproof,
capacity 1,400 seats on ground floor. Stage,
40x70, and equipped with all modern Im*
proverrtent.
For information write to
Foti, Scenic Theatre, Willimantic, Conn.

NEW

YORK, N. Y.— 1493 Broadway Corporation, 485 Fifth avenue, has plans by C.
W. and George L. Rapp, 190 North State
street, Chicago, for sixteen-story brick theatre, store and office building, 200 by 207
feet, to be erected at 1491 Broadway, to cost
Address Adolph Zukor, president.
$300,000.

PATCHOGUE,
Glynne

Y.—Ward

L. L, N.
will erect theatre, to cost $150,000.

&

PATCHOGUE,

N.

Theatre on Liberty street

Y.—New
will

Spiegel

open shortly.

—

poe, N. Y.

UTICA, N.
Avon Theatre,

Y.

—Nathan

Inc.,

Robbins,
has plans by E. C.

care

SITUATIONS

Horn

&

Son, 1476 Broadway, New York, for sixstory brick and terra-cotta moving picture
theatre, store and office building to be
erected
at
Columbia
and Washington

years’ experience, at liberty.

any equipment and produce
C. Shivers,

AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER

CO.
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO

erect

N. H.

World,

COLORINGS and FROSTINGS

artistic projection.

New York

City.

non-union, A-1

mechanic by trade, desires position. Studio, Theatre or Exchange. Box 290, Moving Picture World,
New York City.

D. Latchis will

FIRST-CLASS
CIAN at liberty.

street.

CHIEF

OPERATOR-ELECTRI-

Any machine, and plant, do own
repairs; twelve years’ experience; go anywhere:
Brown, care City Hall Post
write, stating salary.
Office,

Park Place-Broadway, New York.

HALF

QUARTER
SIZE

FroitIne: Produce, colored, froated offoet.
Pormafrost: PsmiaiMiit tUhlns fluid.
Asts

3%
2%

quickly.

S

SIZE

M

Inch
inch
inch

IH hMhaa

$50

$30
3^

Fred

Lexington, Neb.

FIRST-CLASS PROJECTIONIST,

CINCINNATI, O. — Lincoln Amusement
Company has plans by Frank W. Folz &
Company for Roosevelt Theatre to be

BETTER LIGHTING— BETTER BUSINESS

Ogalita: Opaaae aaatlac (o, outside uae.

— Reported

fifteen

(piano) for pictures or
Fine library.
vaudeville.
Must have orchestra.
Member of 802
Good salary essential. Married.
Box 289, Moving Picture
A. F. M.. New York.

L.

moving picture house on Main

with

Capable of handling

AT LIBERTY—Leader

Company

KEENE,

fer Cetalogoe

WANTED

PROJECTIONIST,

FIRST-CLASS

I.,
N. Y.—Woodboro
plans to erect moving
picture and vaudeville theatre, with seating
capacity of 1,500.

Realty

Jfotoplaper

(Mir.LIt*: Truaparant •oatlac for ln,lda

P.

L. L, N. Y.— Nathan Goldstein will erect theatre, to cost $150,000.

WOODSIDE,

AMERICAN

1600 BROADWAY
702 SO. WABASH AYE.

—We

A newly remodelled theatre,

terra-cotta theatre, store and office
building, 162 by 251 by 41 by 64 feet, to be
erected at DeKalb avenue. Fleet, Prince and
Gold streets, for Goldfleet Corporation, 1564
Broadway, New York, to cost $1,500,000.

streets, to cost $500,000.

(Trade-Mark Registered)
The Musical Marval
Write

are one

specialty

N. Y. Isaac Hopper & Son,
East 40th street. New York, have contracted for two-story brick and terra-cotta
theatre, 75 by 100 feet, to be erected for
Suffern Amusement Company, Inc., Rama-

Standard Motion lecture Company
IOOS-1006 Mallara Bldo.

We

known

15

GUARANTEED
Owslopiso

Special Title

Docatelli

E.

Construction Company, 215 Montague street,
has contract for twenty-story brick, stone

SUFFERN,

31, Turin, Italy

Featurm

N.

SCHENECTADY,

Aama

and Business Officesi

SATISFACTION

you want to sell your house, we have a buyer.
Our
name and reputation as successful, dependable brokers U
If

—

BROOKLYN,

Each Month

FertfoB SebMiTstleB: $7.00 sr 00 frasM |Mr

Editorial

THEATRE OWNERS

by Baxter Amusement Company.

and
fJJS

THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITORS’ ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND, LTD.

Via Cumiana,

pic-

tion.

SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF

15th and 30th of

moving

of Boston, has contract to erect
theatre at Ball Square for Hillson Associa-

the largest certified circulation of tiie
trade in Great Britain and the Dominioos. All
Official Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION to its members are published exclusively in this Journal.

at tbs ItsUss

— New

SOMERVILLE, MASS.—J.

W. J. London, England

Onelal Orgaa

KY.

Company,

Has

YEARLY RATEi
POSTPAID, WEEKLY.

BARDSTOWN,

house, to cost about $50,000, will be erected

U

f ta

to • Inchao

Inchea

$60

$25
SOLD BY ALL LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES
Send for Descriptive Booklet

Behrend Motion Picture Supply House

KOLLMORGEN OPTICAL CORPORATION
35 Steuben Street

Brooklyn, N.

Y.,

Bryant 7843

729

SEVENTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

CITY

SOLE AGENTS
Now York. New JorMy,

Connecticut
Theatrical Trade

We

manufacture "Snaplite /f." lenses for
portable projection machines.

U.

S. A.

a

December

9,
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of your house

profits

T
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he

you take out of your house depend upon the highlights you put into
your pictures. After all, you have but the one

\

profits

thing to

sell

pidures in

light.

Inferior lighting

degrades the best pidure in the world to worse

than mediocrity; an ordinary good
duces to a

interest, to

The most you
money what you

fizzle.

patrons for their

—

it re-

give your

provide to

amuse, to educate, to thrill—

get through their eyes!

..

reel,

And

they won’t keep

coming back to see dark pictures. Poor lighting makes every pidure poor, and will work
more to keep people out of a theater than any
other factor in the industry.

The value

The

dired road

..

to bright, brilliantly highlighted

..

of the pidure

lighting

its

—

On Dired Current: Columbia Silvertip Combination

to

is

Columbia Projedor Carbons.

in proportion

is

pidures

Carbons present richer color values ; and the

narrow diameter of the

silvertip negative

lower

burn to a sharp point, holding the
arc steady and also keeping the shadow off the
permits

lens

On

25 to
50 to
65 to

50

Carbon Diameter

%xi2" Columbia Cored Upper
.{

16

X 6 " Silvertip Solid Lower

^xi2” Columbia Cored Upper
65

70

.{

^x

6"

Silvertip Solid

Lower

%xi2" Columbia Cored Upper
.

X 6" Silvertip Solid Lower

{

•

%xi2" Columbia Cored Upper

70 to

{

%x

€>" Silvertip

IXI2*'

85 to 100

16

to

screen.

Columbia White Flame
A. C. Special Carbons yield a sharp and pure-

ON DIRECT CURRENT
Amperes

and

it

Solid Lower

Columbia Cored Upper

X 6" Silvertip Cored Lower

Alternating Current:

white

light, steady, brilliant, absolutely silent.

Use Columbia Projedor Carbons

to double the

enjoyment of what you are showing and keep the
profits

of your house up to where they belong.

Columbia Projedfor Carbons are the most satisfactory source of motion pidlure light in the world

ON ALTERNATING CURRENT
Amperes
40 or

less

60 or

less

75 or

less

than 6o
than 75
than 100

Write for information

Carbon Diameter

•^^2,"

Combination
Combination
Combination

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
Cleveland,

Ohio

San Francisco, CaL

——
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OHOW your films to the best
^ possible advantage by pro-

Means Ease

jecting through a

CINEPHOR

Convenience

New Projection Lens

Cinephor

sharply

brilliant illumination

defines

maximum

with

of Bausch

Made

& Lomb,

the quality

is

the best

side,

— Roomy,

individual

arm-

—

Theatre

equipped with
chairs emptied in onethird the time.

Safety

contrast be-

in the great optical

one

chairs.

Mov-Ezy

tween black and white, and shows remarkable
flatness of field.

to

up.

gives

details,

— Swings

providing passage space between
rows without occupants getting

Comfort

The

Movies

at the

The Theatre Chair
De Luxe

BAUSCH & LOME

The

1922

9,

—

Sanitation
So constructed that
every chair and the floor around
it can be quickly and thoroughly
cleaned.

shops

—and

absolutely uniform.

Beauty

— Made

of the finest mate-

and upholstered in
accordance with specifications
designed to harmonize with any

rials, finished

Write for interesting

& Lomb

Bausch

literature.

theatre interior.

Optical Co.

.S'top

St.

New York

Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.

Washington

Binoculars, Telescopes,
Optical Products.

London

San Francisco

Chicago

Leading American Makers of
Apparatus
scopes, Projection

Photographic

at

show room or

beautifully

Lenses,

Josiah Partridge

Micro-

(Balopticons) , Stereo-Prism
Magnifiers and other High-Grade

47

WEST
529-541

&

illustrated

Sons Company,

write for
catalogue.

Inc.

NEW YORK
MARBRIDGE BUILDING

34TH STREET,

Show Room

Sales Office

2—
3—

INDUSTRIAL FILMS
American Film Company

is

namo^gf

splendidly equipped

6— competent photogindustrial films. Our
raphers are kept busy photographing manufacturing plants and the various processes therein.
to

make

^aitn

Let us tell you about our work. You will find
our quality exceptionally good and our prices un-

is

usually low.

nvitfi the best

NEGATIVES STORED FREE

in Vaudeville
Similarly,

Write for Full Particulars

omitted

that
contribute to

Printing
Tinting

Editing

American 10 Points:

Titling

American

1

reduced
Standard

Safety Size.

will

the

Prints known for
brilliancy and clsamess« Expert
staff, trained by years of ex*
perience, assures highest quality

of course,

prints obtainable.

Gained

in

RESPONSIBILITY.

A

concern

strong financial standing.
In the proper geographical location, assuring
quick delivery anywhere.
of

We

have a film printing
capacity of one million
feet weekly.

4

LOCATION,

5

EQUIPMENT. All of the most
modem obtainable.
CLEANLINESS. Within two
blocks of Lake Miclug^U
Away

Co.,

Laboratories

Broadway, Chicago, III.
•nd
Londoa, England
Suraal S. Hatchlnsoo, Pres.

7

8

PRICES.

to

Jndividval Prinking (vp (ompany.JncOriginal

petitive.

unique
work.

guarantee

Write for our
of

CUP

—

Reasonable and com-

Ift-GUARANTEES.

And, as a matter
equipped with

are liberally

throughout performance and intermission alike, these
machines provide patrons with white, round, unwaxed Dixie
Cups, delightful to drink from and SAFE.
The service maintains itself without cost, and yields a well
worth-while revenue to the House.
Write for sample Dixies and details of Dixl4 Cup Penny Vendor Service.

from dirt and dust.
SAFETY. Plant approved by
City of Chicago and Board ot
Fire Underwriters.

PROMPTNESS. Accustomed

Houses

Silently,

serve exacting requirements.
9

of the Keith

^eriTiy yendinyJ^acfiines

1.

6233

all

DIXIE

It

years of experience.

underwriters.)

American Film

patrons.

QUALITY,

REPUTATION.

fireproof
(Abaolutely
film pasaed by all fire

Inc.,

the

comfort and convenience of Keith

Toning

to

in

equipment of Keith
Houses nothing is

Developing

Ordinary film

synonymous

qusdity

r

EASTON, PA.
With Branchw

takers ^/‘/fePaperCup

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

at Philadelphia, Chicago, Cleveland, Baltimore, Lo* Aogelet.

WE BOX AND SEAL
SIMPLEX FACTORY-MADE
PARTS FOR YOUR
PROTECTION
When you buy

a boxed-and -sealed Simplex part from
an authorized Simplex distributor or dealer you are
assured of getting the best that our special machines,
expert workman, and careful inspection service can produce.

UPON GENUINE
SIMPLEX PARTS—

INSIST
IT

DOES NOT PAY TO EXPERIMENT
WITH SUBSTITUTES

and,

by the way

The EXTRALITE SHUITER

is

saving

money and

providing better screen results for thousands of
Simplex users.

Can be used on other machines,

Why

not

let

us prove

too.

EXTRALITE

Just drop us a postal saying,

merit to you?

“EXTRALITE.”

I

Regional

in

News Value; National

in

Service

Moving Picture

WORLD
Vol.59, No.

DECEMBER

7

Published by
Entered es second

16,

PRICE

1922

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
class,

matter June

17,

190B, at

the Post OSiet at

Nev

York, N. Y., tinder the act of March

3, 1879.

25

CENTS

NEW YORK

Published weekly.

93.00 a year.
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**Good Prints Guaranteed

I

What a wonderful opportunity! aWaits the film
distributing organization that can declare in its
advertising and its sales talk:
"Every
Company print you get is a good
!”
print
And then, after saying it, carry out the promise.
This seems a minor matter to the film man whose
horizon

is

bounded by

New

York’s Times Square

or Chicago’s Loop.
But there are thousands of small exhibitors who
would arise to cheer the man or the company that
would make good on that slogan every time, and

—

every territory.
There are thousands of exhibitors who give
strong consideration in their booking to this fact:
That experience has shown them that in their particular territory such-and-such an exchange is most
in

efficient

and takes most pride

in the condition of its

prints.

There’s no “way out’’ for the small town exhib-'
itor who has had to force a butchered print on his
He suffers, he knows it, and he must
patrons.
face the music personally.
A mutilated print of a million dollar picture is'
worth thirty cents less than nothing.

’‘ROBERT

NqO

E.

WELSH

in

y

Moving Picture World

N ovemher

V?
xv-'

g^cl^

4,

1922.”

Ok,

f ri^v

f>s.

^e/Q.

^7%
Q,

•)>-0

II

I

ill

Phones
ffofiuwooct

^/Snn^ 69 *j

Spivart/andffomaineStrppts

HollywooJ Ca/.Torma

^GTidard TrintjS

'The guarantee

<^of satisfaction.

Newspaper Ads That
get the most value out of your
newspaper space when you use the
Paramount press book ads. They are
prepared by a staff of experts who

"Y'OU

specialize in this field of advertising.
t^aiPlik'A FAMOUS

Sell Pictures

The press ads can be adapted to
your particular needs, and the copy
changed to suit local conditions. Paramount press ads can be secured in mat
or electro form at all exchanges.

PLAYERS-LASKV CORPORATION
AOOLPH ZUKOB.

Pe*n<i»r,i

She Cringed Beneath
His Hot Kisses
VE

-

I

\

meant reenge swift and sure,
to her,

Why?
probably death.
How? The answers are in
the flaming climaxes of
this fascinating romance.
The drama of a beautiful
.Spanish dancer, beset
with temptations, fighting
false love and true alike.

Lavish

settings and

gowns, and a wonder-cast.

A

Penrhyn Stanlaivs
Production

WITH

6EBE DANIELS AND

CONRAD NAGEL
From

the popular story by Katharine

This advertisement

is

Newlin Burt

—Adapted

made from

to the

screen by Edfrid

Bingham

the 4 column press ad.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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XJERE’S

a

December

16,

1922

big virile story by the

author of “While Satan Sleeps,’^
and like that, a powerful drama of reBy

Peter B.

Kyue

Adapted by
S. LeVino

.-llhert

Directed by

Joseph Henabery

generation.

Holt

is

at his best in this,

and he

is

sup-

ported by a distinguished cast including
Eva Novak, Bert Woodruff, J. P. Lock-

ney and Robert Dudley,
FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORYHON
-

m.
This advertisement

is

made from

the

4-column cut you can get

at

your exchange

Lixc:

Directed

bjr

the great

Maurice
Tourneur

trixurv

xnuu^x^

x

waiting fx>r. Tallc up
Get to ^our Gold^^:
£x.change Before ^ou

competitor

/
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MORRIS

R.

December

SCHLANK

presents

pillllllllllllllllllllllllllKIIIIIIIII lllllllllllliillljllllllllllllllllllli

1

Xittle

DE 99 I&
Di reeled

by

^ivd

FDEDEQlCl^

ciiv5Ml— Stan
Tzo

DECl^EQ.

T'^o-QqgL
Drilliaat

Tllil

_
iiiiiiiiiiiii

rca^tupGs.

Jc\90 ls|ia Glorious Settiaos of
\\/Orld

S

Phdooraphed

Cast

OloO

Splendor.^v

1

111

ANCHOR FILM
OISTRIDUTORSinc.

i

i44q Deachvvood Dr9

HOLLVVS/OOP
A

C A LI POn

INI

I

16, 19.

December

16,
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If you
that

want

make

599

big pictures

real

money

—

Use This as Your Booking Guide
by

BOOTH TARKINGTON’S masterpiece
THE FLIRT

FOOLISH WIVES
and with VON STROHEIM

LON CHANEY in
THE SHOCK

HOUSE PETERS
MATT MOORE in

VIRGINIA VALLI,
and

with Virginia Valli
o

THE STORM

PRISCILLA DEAN

in

WHITE TIGER
REGINALD DENNY in
THE ABYSMAL BRUTE

HOUSE PETERS
supported by a wonderful cast

in

by

HUMAN HEARTS
PRISCILLA DEAN

THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME
with LON CHANEY
by

in

UNDER TWO FLAGS
REGINALD DENNY

JACK LONDON

VICTOR HUGO

PRISCILLA DEAN in
THE FLAME OF LIFE
from the novel by Frances Hodgson Burnett
0

in

THE KENTUCKY DERBY

VIRGINIA VALLI

in

UP THE LADDER
by

GRAND REVIVAL

OWEN

DAVIS

O

MERRY GO ROUND

OE BIG SPECIALS

Directed by

RUPERT JULIAN

and

VON STROHEIM

PRISCILLA DEAN
DRIFTING
by JOHN COLTON

MAE MURRAY
and a great cast headed by

RODOLPH VALENTINO

in

THE ATTIC OF DR. BAVU

in

THE DELICIOUS LITTLE DEVIL

by

EARL CARROLL

with an

ALL STAR

cast

JEWEL

a

RODOLPH VALENTINO

From

and

CARMEL MYERS

LOIS

WEBER PRODUCTION

the novel by Clara Louise

Burnham

PRISCILLA DEAN in
A LADY OF QUALITY

in

ALL NIGHT

From

You

can*t go

the novel by Frances

wrong!

Hodgson Burnett

600
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GEORGE NICHOLS

You made money

wli

THE PROSPERITY
NINE—

Here Are the Authors
Louis Dodge
Mrs. Geo. Randolph Chester
Sinclair

Lewis

Leet Renick Brown
Richard Hard’ng Davis
Johann Bcjer

George Patullo
Bradley King
Raymond L. Schrock

9 Splendid Ur

December

16,

1922
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personally endorsed

You’ll

make more

THE LAEMMLE
NINE!

Here Are the Pictures:
“A Dangerous Game”
OAVID
TORRENCE

7<prsal

“The Flaming Hour”
“The Ghost Patrol”
“Kindled Courage”
“The Scarlet Car”
“The Power of a Lie”
“The First Degree”
“The Love Letter”
“The Gentleman from America’

Pictures

UetNtE

O

DAILY NEWS, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

1

Cofforaljon)

(^m^rican

NO HERO, HEROINE OR

VILLAIN,

YET YOU’LL LOVE THIS FILM,

TIMOTHY’

Released
PTeaeou^j

I

»».ise.i

1,

5„.

wi jMt.iuif,

• ••-•tr

rSm

recall'

,

»

England has
the hands

,

|

Sidney Olcott has
that
and ch^aracters

i:t'efa^os"here

—

/

It

.'-s.

:

yufcb

more

Tjojolhy

'

r

'

\

'

iT'

c

Slorum
Tarboi
'•'M Dora

""G

Millikea

feel

K

,n

Here

the

d

,

on-faced

It

V NEWS Motion
Picture Directory (Adv.»
W!V'W' /i .
»
find out where it is playing and
see if you do not
®Pcnd a happy evening
Marie D
director, two adorable children
mH
C
f.nre
=
u
and a fine actress have made a real picture
out of a story which in
less competent hands might easily have
been made maudlin

old

is

\
woman who
New
n.ty,

•

England
gnmness,

Uig-

tradition

I,

'

i

„f 3

reveals a" tne

,yp<

mistake!

l‘,“'i;£?r\S„n,c, a.,.

cuted

heroines,

t r u*H

5“^''“”," ;grc“'mes°i»re'''''i«°'’“

-'

is

hnd

'

'

and

hildren

of

by
OeD<»w. au
tionsliy

,nt,

u-iii

dl
b<

touches that
to them,

|sma?r b'„7 wim'

for

",

hearlstrin^,

Lady

Hi

the

Timothy

pUyed

told,

Those who
g^otten

no

They ai^ both

slums

**

U'li

out in Pi
'he Picture
th

Timothy’s
simply to

home

.t

himself
Gay-.

and It wartns ""f, ^^7 tirtraining hr
her
through the barriers
conscientious y
something
I SO
I at last her
for all her li<
been
It has
what
j^d beaui
I

;

heroes’ Honestly, it's

q;ie«t
i

read

story

I

camera struck

.1..

doesn't

Douylas

of (he
[ ''art forth to

Imagine a photoplay with no viltaina,
no
perse-

has and

Good mor

I 'v^o

and wearied
Delve into thf-.

tired

.

Day

*

Ga>
Samaiuiia An
™'-> Ab.da

heartily that you acquaint youi^
Especially if you have been seeinc

movies lately and

’

*

i

.

I*

"

Si

j>

Story by KATE DOUGLAS WIGGIN
Directed by SIDNEY OLCOTT
Distributed by AMERICAN RELEASING
CORPORATION
Presented at the RIO THEATRE
limothy’s Quest’’ is one of the most charming
pictures we have
Mcn in many moons V e took our six-year-old sister-in-law
along with
“*• a'’“ we do not know whether she
»
^ ..-HTT
or we enjoyed

‘I

‘'"he ptoure “
he only one
vhich their na
:merged

iimv,;inx

i>

"-ho

d^T-V”

knows how

.lo5C’i>h

cx(ep

synipa-

ii^“Mh/rw'^r
'
a
HH JfvA
iwa

•

sr.s,‘p'o«

I

I

»VKiEr*.si>- i-''

I

'his Quest.
r„f'("f,

I

no

fii'7u5--To"u,^
I

Exceptional Photoplays
hif National Board ^Neview
cast
(seven
Timothy’s Quest, spe(
\Ve received leite.s of indorsement
from heads of the local library and churches
which brought new patrons The picture is
on exceptional one of heart interest and
Kate Douglas Wiggins’
great characters.
name will draw The film was new Rov

'entur'’e"";ri'’

reels).

ET

Capitol.

Superior,

us

be

thankful

this

Thanksgiving week for an
end to picture depression,
for the
in the

plucking of censorship
bud by the gentry of
Massachusetts, for the optimism expressed by the producers. for the production
of
such sterling photoplays as
"Douglas Fairbanks in Robin

—

McMinn,

Chicago
Tribune

'“<

"onlTt

’

Wis

Dingo Films

Inc,

"

’

'

l>resents

'

.

KATE DOUGLAS WIGGIN’S
Story of the Heart

ey Olcott

Scenario by

Hood."

Was

.

"

When

Knighthood

Flower." “ Quincy
" Remem
Sawyer."
"
brance,"
Brothers Under the
" Blood
Skin."
and Sand^
" Timothv*s
Quest." " The
in

Adams^

Katherine Stuart

jeatitniig

,

Joseph Depew Helen Rowland
Maihe Day
Margaret Seddon
ViviA gden Bertram Marbubgh
'

Gladys Leslie

In Canada; C;ina<han Krioasing CbrivonDon, l.Muit«xl

With its
CHILLS,itS

THRILLSjtS

Heartaches

and Romances
PICTURES
Lewis J. Selznick.

Ail are

President

a part of

J.Parker Read, Jr.’S

A Mystery Melodrama
L.

Paocarp

Author oFThe Mirade Mari'
Directed

W

IrvinV-Willat

i

TOM MOORE,EDITH ROBERTS AND

CHARLES GERARD HEAD A NOTABLE CAST

J, Parker

Read* Jr.

presents

Cyrom
by Frank L.Packard
Author of "Ohe Miracle Man"
Directed by IRVIN V. WlLLAT
n/JitK

TOM MOORE
and

EDITH ROBERTS

the South
Sea Islands to the
Turbulent Tfeart
oPJfeW York on a
Train ofjdelo^

dramatic Thrills

I
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CfvuAtiJt
THE CHOICE
FOR THE

DE LUXE
PROGRAM

^

»^mous

^'c4Go

Hi

/.,

°cr j,
PfifS

......
-OUST

>JS
UORe UifP
"'""-'O r«f4r«f

/

^-VD

K4,,

^’7P

Also

^

flB

Book

KINOGRAMS
All

The News Of

All

The World

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
For More Than

A Year

Educational Film Exchanges, Inc*
E, fV.

Hammons,

President

!

:

.

Popularity of “Tess” Should Extend
Through Generations
MARTIN J, QUIGLEY in Following Review, Says New Pickford
^

Film

‘‘LUill

Comment on Mary
fined to

written.

was

a few words.
It is

Go

on

Year After Year, and

Is Deserving of IP'*

Pickford’s “Tess” might properly be con-

With equal

The Cast

correctness, volumes might be

necessary only to say that what

“Way Down

Tessibel Skinner

East”

Frederick Graves
Teola Graves

“Tess” will be to the
screen. On the other hand, a huge task would be encountered if one
were to set out to deal fully and consistently with this production.
It would take a deft wielder of words indeed to do justice to the
consummate art of Miss Pickford except in a very lengthy docuto the stage for several generations,

ment.

We

shall not be surprised if Miss
Pickford’s new production of the
famous story of “Tess of the Storm

Country” becomes the most popular
do not view
picture ever made.
it
as one of those sensational and

We

'

competent dramatic critics of the day
in order that authoritative opinions
might be written into the history of
the drama which we believe would
place Miss Pickford with the few
really great actresses, past or present.

Her pantomime is wholly marvelous.
Apparently with no effort she is able
to register what she means to convey
with an astounding swiftness and certainty.
There is a conspicuous absence of reaching after effects which

One

of the dramatic moments from **Tess of the
Storm Cotmtry** (United Artists).

results in her work carrying with it
the highest degree of conviction. She
proves very pointedly in “Tess” that
she is the peerless player of the screen.
In several of Miss Pickford’s recent pictures there were flashes of her
real artistry, although a few were on
the whole somewhat disappointing.
The dual role of “Little Lord Faun-

Elias Graves

Daddy Skinner
Don Lotta
Ezra Lon^rman

Dan Jordon
Old Man Lonsrman.
Mrs. Longman

—

The

chiefly

graphic impress of technically fine di-

“hill-topper” who
charms presents a

succumbs to Tess’
manly and sympaDavid Torrance as his
thetic figure.
father is splendid.
Other very good
characterizations are given by Jean
Hersholt, Forrest Robinson and RobThe photography by
ert Russell.
Charles Rosher is distinctly' notable.

able

In the first place, “Tess” is an ideal
It is diffistory for Miss Pickford.
cult to conceive that there has been or
that there will be another story which
suits her so well and to which she is
so well suited.
think that this new “Tess”
should be scrutinized by the most

We

upon it. For Mr. Robertson
comes as a worthy successor to his

rection

to the responsibilities of
their selection.
Lloyd Hughes as the

men in the directorial profession.
And Miss Pickford, great as she is,

able.

beautifully executed.

measure up

The answer
Mary Pickford and partly

has by no means attempted to carry
the story alone. On the contrary, she
has surrounded herself with a cast
of even merit and a tremendously fine
There are a number of
production.
views of sheer gorgeousness and the
whole production is decidedly credit-

is

son” and “Sentimental Tommy.”
The supporting members of the cast

;

John Robertson, one of the most

picture

There is a great deal of pictorial
charm about it and there is a very

splendid achievements in “Peter Ibbet-

ment world come about ?
is

...Mme. deBodamere

thing that drama league enthusiasts
get excited about nor yet is it what
the ultra-sophisticated seek in the theatre.
But we doubt that there is any
normal person from nine years to
ninety who cannot find in it great interest, entertainment and inspiration.
If there be such the wrong is with
them and not with the picture.
The story is a real test of the leading player’s skill.
From the start as
a rollicking waif she is quickly swept
through almost the entire gamut of
human emotions and nowhere does she
falter in the least.
She brings a tear
or a laugh with equal facility and in
her tragic moments she is awe-inspir-

it.

timely successes which creates a great
furore for a moment and then quickly
shifts away to make room for another
similar sky-rocket hit. This picture is
almost here to stay it will go on year
after year and it is eminently deserving of it
How has this miracle of the amuse-

.

of the Storm Country"
(United Artists).

Another scene from “Tess

tleroy,”

for

instance,

was

a

worthy

attempt but the result was not altogether satisfactory.
In “Tess,” however, there are no lights and shades
she is brilliant throughout.
Miss Pickford’s “Tess” is a human
story that points a fine moral but the
moralizing effect is accomplished automatically and without any sacrifice of
entertainment.
It is a story that is
of sentiment, pathos and
humor. It is, perhaps, not the sort of

brimful

Mary

Pickford in a scene from “Tess of the Storm
Country" (United Artists).

You Can*t Go Wrong When You^ve Got
Such a Star, Such a Title, Such a Picture
As Jack Pickford

in “Garrison’s Finish,” the first screen version of this famous story
of love, racing, mystery and melodrama that millions have read.
**

A

*

Everywhere Means
Just One Thing to Everybody

Garrison *s Finish

*

nip-and-tuck, fight-to-the-very-last-jump ending in
first to the very

been a real thriller from the very
Jack Pickford film is,

A

Thriller

any kind of event that has
That’s just what this

last.

of a Racing Story With the
Thrills Getting Bigger All the

Way

There’s a big love story that sweeps along with all the speed of a thoroughbred,
plus spectacular scenes of the actual running of the Kentucky Derby and Metropolitan handicap.

JACK PICKFORD
GARRISONS FINISH
3ei'(fuxon^ nocxel of the xame name
Superainion and nc/'oen weimion by Clmen J'farrij'
Oii'ecfion by Oi'thui'J^oxron J^hoto(f'aphy by Jfarold J^oxxon

J3ased on W.

J3.7n.

-

Ollied f^roduce/'x and Oixfi'ibufoi'x Corpoi'afion^
72^ Jl?(jenfh Ou'cnue, J^ur Qorl< City
'•*(7 J^i'onch

Office located

m

each United Orhsix Coi'poration Cxchande^

COG
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PROGRESSIVE EXHIBITORS KNOW
THE VALUE OF POV/ERFUL POSTERS.
HERE ARE POSTERS THAT BRING THE
UNIVERSAL APPEAL OF NEW YORK
CITY DIREQ TO YOUR BOX OFFICE
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FOX

FUM

CORPORATION
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Previous Announcements
Listed over fifty Theatres
which are showing this
Sterling Attraction. Here
is a typical Box Office

Reaction

Swacuse Motion Picture Company
1'

e

s

e

n

't.

wndham Staedin:

^

ini

Of

Isle

Doubt
ih

Geor6e Fawcett
^

Mackaill
And Dorothy
By~»

D/fi£CT£0

Hamilton Smith
T^hotographeo By Arthur Caoweu.

Playgoers Picture
Physical Distributors
POREICN REPRESENTATIVE
SIDNEY GARRETT

Pathe Exchance
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Miss Baird

one of the greatest actresses of

is

*

week

«

again had the pleasure of witness-

I

Leah Baird demonstrate that audiences like
her as well as ever. Mae Tinee, Chicago Tribune.
*

acting

Baird’s

highly

is

intelligent.-

Duliith Herald.
*

*

if

Do not miss Leah Baird

in

Dorit

Doubt Your Wife

When the Devil Drives
When Husbands Deceive
By And With-’

the strongest dra-

woman.

matic attractions of this gifted, beautiful

—Albany

Three

All

*

ing

Miss

Booking

Grace Kingsley, Los Angeles Times,

the screen.

Last

Smart Showmen Are

Random Reviews

Column

609

Leah 5aird

Times Union.
^

-‘A

Presented By

Arthur

Miss Baird has never been so forceful, convinc-

and beautiful as

ing

Her work

Fox Washington.

at the

Detroit

is

flawless.

Arthur

was the good fortune of the audiences

at

Pan-

witness in “Don’t Doubt Your

to

Wife” one of the best cinema attractions of the

few months.

“When
atre, is a

world.

Memphis Commercial-Appeal.

the Devil Drives,” at the Madison The-

remarkably good contribution

to the film

News.

Detroit

You should see “When the Devil Drives”
preciate just

worth while

how
it

is.

skillful,
It

is

to ap-

clever and altogether

sensationally thrilling

one of the most breathless thrillers of the year.
Observer, Chicago Herald Examiner.

“When Husbands Deceive”
that

makes high

wallop

is

of the material

class entertainment.

is tv/o-fisted

splendor.

and

it

is

Its

dramatic

produced with lavish

Albany Journal.

“When Husbands Deceive” has

two

the

ele-

ments which insure success and popularity for a
photoplay production
tings

S.

Kame

.

Pres.

Free Press.

tages Theatre

past

Beck

Associated ExhibitorsFOREIGN REPRESEMTATlve
SIDNEY GARRETT

It

F.

“Don’t Doubt Your Wife,”

in

and a story

abounding
Enquirer.

in

— handsome

of

strong

gripping

and varied

emotional

situations.

set-

appeal,

Cincinnati

Physical Distributors
Path£ Exchange

I

:
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‘TTMIE

Am IDAMim

with

JWM

'

'

"
iAdapted from
F.SCOTT FITZGERALD'S Popular novel
Directed by

Wm.

A. Seiter

Cast includes

KENNETH HARLAN, HARRY MEYERS,
LOUISE FAZENDA, TULLY MARSHALL,
WALTER LONG, CLEO RIDGELY

WORLD PREMIERE
Week Commencing

DECEMBER

10th

MARK

STRAND
Broadway

at 47th Street,

(Reproduction of regular

4-col. ad.

New York
^

from press book)

s/

“™

<'1-

U*:'

t’s

readv

for the
screen irt
yoijr thea*’
tre

the

picture ver*.
sion of the

pl^ which
has been
performed.

Bclovc
fore

Q/iLjonso

Was ^orn

T

LAU

o

get a picture of what popularity 15,000
performances of a play denotes, suppose
that “Peg O’ My Heart’’ had been given
not in many theatres, but in only one.

Had

this been so and the play just winding up
run, the premiere would have been back in
1881, the year of the great white blizzard, the
year President Garfield was shot— before the
Brooklyn Bridge was opened or King Alfonso
of Spain had had his turn at being born.
its

15,000

performances,

means

a run of 41 years.

given

consecutively,

My Heart” on the stage has pleased
15,000 audiences and filled 15,000 box-office
cash drawers — in New York and other big
American cities, in London, in Paris, in Australia, in the Far East and in Hawaii.
It is a
world-success. No matter where seen, it wins
“Peg O’

favor.

So too must the picture, starring Laurette Taylor,
the original Peg; and made by Metro with the
author, J. Hartley Manners, at hand as an
advisor.

Percentage insures your audience liking as well
as have 15,000 audiences before it, this true and
painstaking reproduction in celluloid of the bestloved story of the century.

METRO
picture

JHARTLBT
JMANTJsrEKS

mmcan

Actress

LETTE
LOK-o£ hers and the
^’ca-tcsty success^

)lc
;

MY HEAP

^istvLbUjtecL

M'PT'RO
JlVXJ-J
X xXV^

PICTURES
coupoiuvriojsr

HE

S

plans

to,

New

of course,

Mr. Simpson
is made head of his department and her son Wilbur
is through school.
as

soon

But Mr. Simpson isn’t head
of his department yet, and
Wilbur won’t be through
school for four years. So Mrs.
Simpson won’t be leaving
Homeburg for some time;
she may never.
And she
wants to see Laurette Taylor
as Peg, especially. So does

New York casts.
Homeburg

she’s going to see

Laurette Taylor.

as

Mrs. Simpson will go to New
York then, buy a hat on Fifth
Avenue, dine at the Waldorf,
and see some plays with real

In

York

—

Mr. Simpson.

she has no

chance to see the great stage
Movies and fifth comstars.
panies of metropolitan hits

reach there. “Peg O’ My
Heart” played at the Opera

—

House, for instance but not
with Laurette Taylor as Peg.
When Mrs. Simpson goes to

Wilbur, too,

for that matter.

These three people represent
your patronage. They, and
thousands like them, are
waiting to see Laurette Taylor
My Heart.” The

in “Peg O’

picture’s waiting to be
booked.

LAUhETTE

TAXLOR
in

PEG O’

MT HEART
.

^^jDistr*lbiLtac(

r-

REG US PAT OFF

'METRO'

J.C'

PICTURE

by

METRO

PICTURES
C RPOIUVn O -M
O

211 Loew State Bldg.

New York

F

Presented

I

^

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION
Fea-twrin^

Evelyn Greeley

and

Carlyle Blackwell
Directed by

Oscar Apfel
Produced

HoLlandia Film Corporation

HODKINSON

PICTURES

/

WAA

IrOKEtCft

AA

VOCEL

DISTRIBUTOR

N
I

FAMOUS PlAYERS niW SERVICE LTD
1

\

OWADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

I

/

"SWADOVS"
LITTLE

#
#

#

IS

TO'VNS, OPENING DA

Attendance records

/

A SUCCES
in

everq

part of the countru certifLj

p.

its

greatness

//

VICTORIA THEATRE, PNILADELPNIA
...not a vacant seat and a hold-

///

out at everq performance./

STRAND TWEATRE, NEVARjO

.o<

IW

the bigt^esf business
six months./
...did

I
\W

%

K.INEMA TNEATRE, LOS

%

in

ANGELES

business everq
daq and each daq bibber attend...record breaking^

ance than the precedinb-/
Produced by

%.

PREFERRED
PICTURESInc.
B.?.Sth\i\berf-Pret-

%

THERE ARE

NO

SKEPTICS LEPT

J.G.Bachmann-rrwf.

B.P.

..ATOM

Schulbei'b

PORMAN

J

DIO

TOWNS,

MD CLOSING DAYS
MELDATWEATriE, DALLAS
...on the opening day brolce

X

%•

%%

all

%

records since the erection
of that house ./

MOORE'S RIALTO TH.EATRE, WASH.

111

Men's Wives" did a tremendous business, but "Shadows"
played to two thousarid and
seventy-six. more admissions
than that recognized success./

..."Rich

III
•

Ill
•o,

///

///
/®'

./

Critics in every town hail it as one of
file big^^est pictures ever made?/

...'SWADOWS

IS

A SUCCESS

presents

,^0DUCT10N

o.

-#
•#

^

Distributed by

AL'LICHTAdAN
CORPOR.ATIO N
576 Flf TH AVE(’^)neW YORK CITV

//
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EVERY DAY
in

EVERY

WAY

our

PRINTS
get

BETTER
and

BETTER
and

BETTER!
REX FILM LABORATORIES,
CLIFFSIDE, N.
W. K.

HEDWIG
President

Inc.

J.

Telephone

GUS BARTH

Cliffside 74

Sales

With Apologies to M. EMILE COUE and ERNEST SHIPMAN

Manager
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I

went

And he

into a

December
said:

Movie show

“1

And

Ding busted show

sat next to a

man

Fat

And

And when
I

came

With

to this

galluses

on

then that

Frozen faced boy

got up

To go out

Came on

He

And

said:

laffed

I

“Have you got a

So dang hard

Coupla

Sumpin’ happened

nails

Or some

And

Safety pins?”

Help

And

I’ll

I

said,

if

you can’t

me

Go home

What’s the matter?”

A

WARN
to

Your

Wear

out

have to

“No!

So
Not

16,

in

barrel!”

Patrons

When

Galluses

BUTTON BUSTER KEATON
playing any of his First

is

National 2-reel Button
“My

Wife’s Relations”

“The Frozen North”
“The Playhouse”
“The Boat”

“

Busters

The Electric House”
“The Blacksmith”
“The Paleface”
“Cops”

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck and directed

l)y

Buster Keaton and Eddie Cline

Distributed by Assoc i]a ted
First National Pictures, Inc.
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The Training Season

hose trips to

T

Los Angeles and back that you

much about

these days, those imposread so
ing-sounding sales conferences, those frequent studio items that tell of shifting personnel
and changing executives all have a meaning.

—

We are on the edge of the second half of the
1922-23 season, and the final lap is going to tell a
big, important story.
September saw us take a big jump from mediocproduct to a level that we can confidently
September saw the
excellence.”
“sustained
term
been fruitful in
had
that
much
eradication of
rity of

criticism.

January will show whether we can maintain the
pace and also another story.

—

This Fall saw a happening that will deserve a

permanent place in any record of the industry’s
history. This was the flying start secured by Famous Players and the “famous forty-one.”
The stage seemed to have been set in perfect
atmosphere.
the

man

fects

The breaks

of luck

came the way

in a position to use them.

And

of

the ef-

Metro, with such producers as Fred Niblo,
Reginald Barker, Rex Ingram; Fox, with a list of
Broadway successes about ready for the exhibitor; United Artists, with a number of available
attractions, instead of the one current special that
has been its lot; Vitagraph, with an interesting
schedule announced Selznick, with new ambitions
and the host of representatives of the independent
creator, American Releasing, Hodkinson, Asso;

—

all

face the barrier.

Not

to slight a famous forty-one or more that
be put forth by the independent market
from the offerings of Warner Brothers, A1 Lichtman. Arrow, Charles Burr, Weber-North, etc.

could

there has been nothing to kick about
But the second lap finds them
“better bunched”
and that means a race.

Yes,

sir,

in the first lap.

—

were far-reaching.

But January’s story will open with a different
One of the delightful phases of the picchapter.
ture pastime is that each six months can always
tell

tity-quality” stakes.

ciated Exhibitors, F. B. O.

from Scratch

All Starting

shown the greatest individual improvement of
product. This year we are willing to state that
starting with “The Storm” and “Foolish Wives”
Universal has shown a sustained evenness of performance that excites admiration. Another contestant who will be in the picture for the “quan-

a different story.

January finds a well-balanced list of contestants
starting from scratch.
And it’s going to be a great race to watch, a
the
thrilling drive for the man with his money up

—

exhibitor.

Looking

Them Over

Their long-protracted negotiations that ended
nowhere left Goldwyn and First National standing flat when September’s whistle blew. But both
have been in hard training only an inkling of
their big things has reached the black and white
of type
and they are ready for the January signal.
Watch them.
Some years ago we recorded it as our belief
that in a certain twelve months Universal had

—

—

Nor should
will be

And Don’t Forget
we overlook the dark

horses that

found out there on the track soon after the

has rung.
J. D. Williams is a factor, for example, who must
always be kept in mind. J. D. is back from Los
Angeles, saying little and promising less. But it
is known that “something will be doing” by the
bell

first

of the year.

Judging from the performances of the past it
J. D. Williams will be found
fostering something of interest to independent
producers and independent exhibitors. J. D. is the
can be safely said that

apostle of “independence.”

And

he

is

not

idle.

So

there’s the dark horse.
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Says

Players

It

Put

Up

Bond for Valentino.
The Appellate Division of the N. Y.
Supreme Court, has reserved decision
on the appeal of Rodolph Valentino, to
upset the injunction granted by Justice Wasservogel restraining Valentino from engaging his services to any
one else while under contract with the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
Valentino’s appeal was a recital of
his allegations of unfair play

toward

him by the Famous Players.

Famous Players through its attorney, told the court Valentino’s allegations are so trivial as to make them
He said Famous Players
ludicrous.
paid his salary regularly, and money
to pay alimony to his wife, and rescued
him

from

attachment

proceedings

when he was

arrested in California,
and gave bail for him for $10,000 and
it is due to Famous Players’ influence
that he has gained a position in the
realm of motion pictures.

Men Want

Sole

Right

to

A letter voicing the protest of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
producing
against
Inc.,
Michigan,
companies marketing their product
through non-theatrical channels, has
been sent to all producers and exchanges. It is claimed that exhibitors
should have the sole privilege of buying this product.
The letter also makes known the
opposition of the theatre owners
against granting more than thirty
days’ protection on any production,
and complaint is also made of salesmen bartering contracts between competing exhibitors.

Look

Is

Planned

for Big Gathering of Exchange
Managers and Exhibitors

A movement

is

Exhibitors Asked to Add Christmas
Idea to Better Films Campaign
Exhibitors wishing to promote a
spirit of co-operation among influential
persons in their communities will be
interested in the plan of the National
Committee for Better Films, affiliated
with the National Board of Review.
The Committee suggests that exhibitors send to it, at 70 Fifth avenue,

New York, five names of influential
people, with dues for these for a year
as Associate Members of the Committee, at Two Dollars each; these to
receive Christmas greetings and the
various publications of the Committee,
the idea being to promote among these
people of influence a spirit of good will
toward the theatre and a general tendency toward the promotion of better
pictures in the community.
These advantages for the exhibitor
are claimed as the Committee’s sole
interest in suggesting this method of
making local members. It is stated
that the residents of your community
favor with memberships
recognize that this is no mere
advertising scheme on your part, but
is indicative of a genuine desire for
co-operation in the exhibition and
patronage of the finest pictures,
wherever they are booked.
will

Purchase Pictures

Meeting

Will Fight

whom you

Voice Protest
Theatre

December

Holiday Tie-Up

Decision Reserved
Famous

WORLD

under way among

the film exchange managers of Washington, D. C, for a big get-together
meeting to be participated in by the
exchange managers and the exhibitors
of the District of Columbia, Virginia,
Maryland, and North Carolina. Initial
plans for the event were made at a
meeting of the Film Board of Trade
on Monday, and a resolution was
adopted empowering President Robin
to appoint the necessary committees.
It is the idea of the Film Board of
Trade to stage a conference similar to
the one held in Washington a couple
of years ago and attended by over one
hundred exhibitors in this territory.
The conference will be followed by a
banquet at one of the local hotels.
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Movie Men Not Frightened by “Blue

Law”
Moving

Agitators

picture

theatres

in

the

suburbs of Cleveland were open as
usual on Sunday, December 3, two
days after the owners and managers
of them were arrested on a charge of

Sunday closing law.
Those arrested were M. Silverman,
Wind-a-Meer Theatre, East Cleveland;
violating the

:

Shaw-Hayden Theatre,
Cleveland;
James Schwartz,
Homestead Theatre, Lakewood; Frank
Kinney, Lucier Theatre, Lakewood;
Schuman, U-No Theatre, LakeJ.
J.

O. Mellert,

East

Printz, Lakewood TheLakewood.
Warrants were sworn out against
these men by J. H. Locks, acting for

wood Martin
;

atre,

N. D. Davis, a lawyer who is conducting a “blue law” campaign, apparently
without the backing of any organization.
week previously Davis caused
the arrest of ten merchants of Cleveland Heights for keeping open on
Sunday. In Cleveland Heights there is
a theatre which is not permitted by
the local authorities to open on Sunday.

A

The exhibitors have decided to continue keeping their theatres open on
Sunday, and fight the “blue law” agitators to the very end.

Appoint Committee
Several

Selected

to

Look

Into

All

Grievances
J. H. Beaver, manager of Preferred
Pictures Sam A. Galanthy, manager
of the American Releasing Corporation, and Sam Black, of the Liberty
;

Film Exchange, have been appointed
members of a grievance committee
proposed to be formed by the Film
Board of Trade of Washingfton, D. C.
These three with Messrs. Reichert and
Marks and the officers of the Film
Board of Trade, will constitute that
organization’s executive committee.
They will hold an organization meeting shortly for the consideration of
routine business and will make arrangements for the next meeting of
the association.
A great deal of interest is being
taken in the revival of the film organization in the Washington territory.
It is the desire of the members to
make an organized effort to get closer
to the exhibitors in the territory, and
the probability is that an effort will
be made to have conferences between
the two branches of the industry in
Washington from time to time. The
first of these will take place about the
middle of January, when a two-day or
three-day convention and banquet w’ill
be staged.

December

16,
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Cohen Complains Against
Music Society
Contends Copyright

P

RESIDENT SYDNEY

S.

COHEN

and other national officers of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America have made definite moves
at Washington, D. C., to prevent the
so-called music trust from levying
tribute on the theatre owners of the
country through the medium of its
music license tax.
the
complaints
against
Formal
operators of the American Society of
Authors, Composers and Publishers
were lodged in the office of Attorney
General Daugherty and with the
Federal Trades Commission in which
the declarations were made that this
concern was a combination in restraint
of trade and that its processes were
prejudicial to the interests of the
theatre owners and the public.
Theatre owners from all parts of the
United States have entered a protest
against the license exactions of this
society with the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and these objections in concrete form were embodied in the complaints made in

Washington.
President Cohen met with National
Directors H. B. Varner, of Lexington,
North
Carolina,
and
A.
Julian
Byrlawski, of Washington, and M. J.
O’Toole, chairman of the National
Public
Service Committee of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, in determining the specific
form of complaint to be presented.
It is the contention of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America
that the present copyright laws do not
invest the music society with the right
to make the license fee exactions from
exhibitors and that the members of
Congress who passed the law indicated
specifically that it was not to include
in its powers the uses to which it is
now being subjected by this society.

That

it is a veritable embargo on the
expression of American musical
genius and strangles effort in that
direction, is one of the contentions of
the theatre owners and in which they
believe the public has a vital concern.
The representatives of the theatre
owners
also
detailed
what they
termed are the highly obnoxious
methods of the music trust representatives, using their assumed advantage to browbeat and threaten exhibitors, and stated that the government department that will handle the
matter will be fully apprised of such
proceedings.

free

Law Does Not Justify Collection of Fees
In advocating the repeal of the
music tax, Frank Rembusch says that
theatre owners, in a general way,
agree that the so-called music tax is
unjust and unfair, but pay it because

heretofore the case has seemed rather
hopeless to refuse. However, he says
that after careful investigation he is
convinced that with proper effort
theatre owners can avoid paying the
tax.
Various plans to defeat the tax
have been advocated. Exhibitors have
combined to battle against it.

Mr. Rembusch points out that the
music society collects a copyright
charge when they sell the printed
sheet.
They add another charge
where their music is played in a place
operated for profit.
“We believe,” he says, “that the
music publishers receive all the rewards they are entited to under the
copyright act, when they sell the
printed sheet and that their claim to
further charge for playing this music
is invalid.
If necessary, we propose
to ask Congress to pass such legislation that will interpret the copyright
law, so that copyright rewards shall
come in the sale of the printed sheet
only.

“The Music Society does not notify
the

exhibitor that certain musical
compositions are copyrighted. Rather
they send paid spies into the theatre
and it matters not whether you play
their music or not they report that tax
music has been played. In due time

the

exhibitor

is

bluffed

into

penitentiary

music without a

for

playing

license.

We

We

If you only play one piece of music a
year_ their charges are the same as a
continuous use of their music.”
To defeat the music tax, Mr.
Rembusch says, “the first necessary
act is for the exhibitor to refuse to
pay the tax. Every exhibitor that pays
the tax gives the Music Society added
strength to defeat those who refuse
to pay.
“We are engaging attorneys of
national experience in copyright law
to assist us and such other attorneys
as are necessary in each state, to de-

We

fend your and our cases.
plan to
carry one or more cases up to the
Supreme Court of the United States,
and secure a more equitable and just
interpretation of the copyright act, if
this is necessary.”

either

paying the tax or else he faces trial
in the Federal Courts for infringement.”
Speaking of his own case, Mr.
Rembusch said: “They brought suit
on a piece of music that no member
oi our orchestra ever played at anytime. Yet, to intimidate us they told
our attorney they could send us to
the

We

regularly.
are not fighting individual composers, but a combine as
mean and heartless as ever existed in
any line of business.
“The Music Society hires an able
general copyright attorney and attorneys in each state to enforce its claims.
exhibitors all hire different attorneys, most of whom never had a copyright case in their hands, and don’t
know what it’s all about.
“We request that every exhibitor
refuse to pay the tax and send his case
to us, and we will engage one set of
attorneys who will look after all our
cases at very small cost to each individual exhibitor.
“The Music Society sets an arbitrary
price on playing copyrighted music.

their
did not

play it, but must defend ourselves
Federal Court anyhow.

in

“The Music Society,” Mr. Rembusch
“is composed largely of publishers, who control most of the dissays,

tribution of so-called popular music,

and we propose that the Federal
Trade Commission shall investigate
whether or not they are operating in
violation of the Anti-Trust Laws. The
real authors and composers receive
very little remuneration, but the MnciV
Society cuts a sweet melon quite

Attendance Growing
Tax

Returns

October

of

Increase

Over September
Theatrical attendance throughout
the country is steadily improving, according to reports to Washington,
D. C., total collections from the tax

on

admissions

in

October

being

$5,396,461 as compared with $4,789,391
for the month of September.
The
low point was reached in July, when
taxes totaling only $4,620,893 were
collected.
Total collections from all sources
for the month of October were $111,012,494, as compared with $139,575,94^
for the month of September. In September. however, much of the excess
over the October collections was
caused by the payment of the third
installment of income and profits taxes
’’or last year.
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Big Banquet Held
Chau-lotte

Newsy

Universal
Briefs

Exchange Managers Body

and Mary Pickford

Their last
for California last Friday.
stunt was the starting of the
official drive of the Santa Claus Association by pushing an electric button that con-

within four of as large a number of
exchanges as Atlanta, held its first
annual get-together social banquet of
the film forces that carry on its mam-

Island.

traffic in

motion pictures on Fri-

day evening, December 1, the occasion
being a banquet given by the Charlotte
Film Exchange Managers’ Association
to all employes of the exchanges comprising its membership, the affair being
held in the banquet hall of the Selwyn
Hotel and one of the most enjoyable
and pleasurable social gatherings of
the kind ever held in the South.
The idea behind the banquet was to
imbue each unit of the film organization of the city with a closer spirit of
unity and co-operation and enthusiasm
in their work and forty-one guests
assembled at the banquet table in response to invitations which had been
mailed.
C. E. Peppiatt, manager of Southern
Enterprises, Inc., and E. F. Dardine,
manager of Universal Film Exchange,
Inc., had charge of arrangements for
the affair and to these two hustlers,
counted among the most popular film
men in the CarolinaS, is due much
credit for its success. The latter acting as toastmaster, kept a ready flow
of wit circulating around the table,
periodic explosions in a more serious
vein, however, being interspersed as
the toastmaster called upon different
members for brief addresses, E. E.
Heller, C. E. Peppiatt and T. A. Branon
being among those who spoke to the
guests, outlining the principles upon
which the film exchange managers’
organization had been founded, impressing upon the employes their relashare in maintaining a high
tive
standard of efficiency for their different exchanges, touching upon their
duty to both employer and theatre
owner at all times, and stressing the
point that the future of their business
and of the great motion picture industry as a whole rested largely upon
the shoulders of the bookers, cashiers,
inspectors and other employes of the

exchanges.

Formal opening of the Forest Hills
Theatre, Forest Hills, New York, was
-held December 5 with an elaborate
program put on by the Sheers’ Amusement Enterprises, Inc.
Many prominent persons attended
among the crowd that filled the house,
which has been designed along the
most modern lines of convenience and
-luxury.

19Z

Wins

Refuses to Grant Injunction
Against It.
Universal has received w^ord by telegraph from Denver that it has won

left

New York

Douglas
nected with twenty-five cities.
Fairbanks will begin work at once on his
next production for which he will build a
complete city on the cliffs of Catalina

The New York State Motion Picture Commission’s refusal to permit the showing of
“Fate,” the Clara Smith Hamon film, has
been sustained by a decision by the Appellate Division of the N. Y. Supreme Court.
The Commission’s refusal was based on the
ground that it was against public policy to
show before girls and young women in theatre audiences the story of events leading
up to the murder of the Oklahoma oil man,
Jake L. Hamon of which Miss Hamon was
William A.
acquitted on March 16, 1921.
Brady, President of the N. A. M. P. 1., had
received many protests against presentation
of the film from exhibitor organizations.
It is understood that Will Hays, President of the M. P. D. P. A., will be in Kansas City December 5, and plans are being
made by the M. P. T. O., of Kansas, and
the Film Board of Trade for a meeting with
Mr. Hays. The duration of his stay is not

the injunction action against its serial,
“In the Days of Buffalo Bill.”
The case was brought by the W. F.
Cody (“Buffalo Bill”) Historical Pictures’ Corporation against the Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.
The plaintiff alleged it had acquired
from Buffalo Bill exclusive right to the
use of the name in moving pictures,
and it had made and exploited a motion picture based on these rights and
that the Universal had imitated its advertising and had otherwise infringed

upon

its

rights.

Universal claimed that the plaintiff
had no exclusive right in the name of
“Buffalo Bill” or the character of Buffalo Bill, and that it had not simulated
its
advertising or infringed on its
rights in any way.

Shown

at

Opening

known.

Premiere

The members

of the Paramount baseball
team this year’s pennant winners in the
Motion Picture League, will be guests of
Arthur Loew at a dinner and vaudeville
entertainment at the N. V. A. Club Sunday
evening. Mr. Loew was a member of the

Metro team which lost its two games with
Paramount; otherwise, the Metro team
would probably be guests of Eugene Zukor,
instead, on Sunday evening.. Incidentally,
Mr. Zukor will be among those present at
Mr. Loew’s dinner.
Cecilia DeMille, young daughter of Cecil
B. DeMille, Paramount’s director-general
has made her first bid for literary distinction.
She won first prize in an American
Red Cross essay contest conducted at the
Hollywood School for Girls as part of the
present Christmas drive for that charity.

At a dinner given Thanksgiving Day at 87
avenue, Brooklyn, Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Rispoli announced the engagement

Clinton

of their daughter. Rose, to Vincent Trotta,
manager of the art department of the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
Jack S. Connolly, Washington, D. C.,
representative of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, on
November 28, slipped across the Maryland
State line, accompanied by Miss Lucille
Maule, and after a visit to the parsonage
of the Rev. John Henderson, the latter was
Mrs. Connolly.
Charles C. Pettijohn, who has held the
position of special assistant to Will H. Hays,
head of the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, Inc., has been given
the title of counsel to the Hays’ office. Mr.
Pettijohn is a lawyer of long experience and
at one time was prosecuting attorney of
Indianapolis.

Frank Lloyd, who directed Jackie Coogan
“Oliver Twist,” is in New York to make
some preliminary scenes for the new Norma
Talmadge picture, “Within the Law,” a First
in

National

Angeles

release.
in

He

a week or

will
so.

return to

Los

of

Big

Animad

Picture

Theatre’s First Film
Century Theatre, San Francisco,

The

remodeled and redecorated,
was formally opened on the evening
of November 24 by Ackerman &
Cal., lately

Harris with the world’s premiere of
the ten-reel animal picture, “Hunting
Big Game in Africa With Gun and
Camera.” The house was packed with
a representative audience which included two hundred California editors,
headed by Governor-elect Friend W.
Richardson, representatives of the consular service of many countries having
holdings in Africa, and leaders in civic
and educational work.
The event was of special interest
locally in that the production was
made possible by the efforts of the
African Expedition Corporation, a
local concern which financed the trip
to Africa made by H. A. Snow, of Oakland and San Francisco.

File Affidavits
Two
in the

affidavits

Morgan

tinsville

New Theatre Opens

16,

Court
Fairbanks

Douglas

Give Dinner to Employes
Charlotte, N. C., which is rapidly becoming one of the most important film
centers in the South, now having

moth

December

of

were

against Frank

Shelbyville,

filed

Saturday

MarRembusch,

Circuit Court at
Ind.,

J.

owner

of

the

Grace Theatre at Martinsville, and his
manager, Frank Jewell, charging them
with violating the Sabbath by operating the theatre on November 12 and

November 19. Affidavits against Mr.
Rembusch and Mr. Jewell were first
filed in the court of Mayor E. L.
Avery. When the cases were called a
change of venue was asked. The filing
of affidavits in the Circuit Court followed.

December

16,
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Salvation of Industry Is in

Percentage Dealing
Hodkinson Says Producers and Exhibitors Must Finally Agree to It
I

N an effort to help the motion picture industry to further prosperity,
to bring it out of the stagnation into

—

in an effort
it has sunk
crowds back to the the-

which he says
to bring the

in the pocket of
and at the same time to
have the producer and the distributor
get a fair return on their investment,
W. W. Hodkinson, president of the W.
atres, to

put

money

the exhibitor,

Hodkinson Corporation, has
thought deeply, and investigated wideAnd now, in a statement to
ly.
Moving Picture World, Mr. Hodkinson
fruits of his
is giving the industry the
W.

investigation and experience.
The chief remedy that is needed, according to Mr. Hodkinson, is to be
found in the establishment of a system of percentage dealing between the

exhibitor and the producer. The distributor, he says, must stand as a neutral element between the two, altogether unbiased, and using his influence
to see that producer and exhibitor are

exerting every power within his reach
to force the exhibitor to pay maximum rentals regardless of the quality
of his product.
“Where he has thought it necessary,
the producer-distributor has even entered the exhibition field and has
purchased theatres for the express purpose of forcing the output of his
picture factories, regardless of their

expression to be compressed for commercial gain into any particular channel.”
He forecasts as competitors of
the moving picture theatre the home,
the community center and the church.
“There is nothing to limit the motioi?
picture to the theatre,” Mr. Hodkinson
says.
“It is chance that has throwrs
it for the time being into that single
channel. As competitors there are
other avenues waiting. Just as soon,
as by proving itself unfit, the motion
picture industry as at present constituted forces upon them the opportunity
it cannot itself utilize for the public
good, these competitors will come for-

fitness.”

ward.”

However, as unbusinesslike as Mr.
Hodkinson says the present system is,
with its sure progress toward killing

The present leaders in the motion
picture industry are merely average
business men, according to Mr. Hodkinson, who are for the most part sub-

says, “the distributor has been almost
eliminated as a neutral factor, and the
producer, in effect, has a direct conFaced with
tact with the exhibitor.
the necessity of manufacturing a large
quantity of product, the producer is

the entire industry, he points out with
unfaltering fairness the obstacles in
the way of changing to the percentage
basis, which he sees as the industry’s
In enumerating the
final sanctuary.

accorded a fair deal.

difficulties

Hodkinson the
According
moving
falling off in attendance at
picture theatres, which he says statisthe
tics show, has been occasioned by

he says

to

Mr.

quality of pictures that he says the
producer has forced the exhibitor to
“Machine-made,” is the way
run.
describes these films,
Hodkinson
Mr.
and says that they are not at all what
the public demands. The industry will

be

Mr. Hodkinson says,
such time as producers are defi-

retarded,

“until

rewarded for good picture
product through the pulling power of
their productions at the box-office, and
In spite of the difin no other way.
ficulties that lie in the way of this plan,
I believe that the advantages far outweigh the disadvantages and I believe
that ultimately, the adoption of the
percentage system is inevitable.”
That under the present system the
attendance at movie theatres has
fallen off tremendously; that small
producers are being driven out of business while the big fellows who insist
on forcing their “factory-made” product on the public are getting more and
more of a strangle-hold on the industry and are profiting inordinately, are
some of Mr. Hodkinson’s outstanding
statements.
Mr. Hodkinson points out another
danger to the industry also in the fact
that “the gradual acquisition of distributing channels by the mass producers has reached a point where,” he
nitely

looking toward

“The exhibitor

is

a

change,

unalterably op-

posed to percentage bookings, for two
reasons, both of them justified.
“First, the producer has demanded
of the exhibitor that he pay flat renreserving
the lion’s share of the better product
for himself.
“Second, the exhibitor fears to disclose the records of his business to
producer interests that are actively
competing with him in the operation
of theatres and who might very well
use the information thus gained to
raise rentals on average product and to
guide him in the establishment of competing houses in particularly productals for indifferent product,

tive territory.

“The exhibitor, indeed, is between
two dilemmas on the one hand he sees
his audience dwindling by reason of the
;

found it necessary to
play a great deal of inferior product,
produced by the factory producers,
which product is an effective dam
producers’
pictures
against better
reaching him and on the other hand
he fears to trust the producer to deal
fairly with him if he opened his books
to the examination necessary where
percentage contracts are enforced.”
But unless something is done to alter
the present situation, Mr. Hodkinson
sees strong competition looming up
for the theatres.
He says that “the
screen is too great a new medium for
fact that he has

merged in commercialism, and who
have made money out of the industry,
not because of their methods, but in
spite of them.
Because they have so
far made money, he says, they take it
for granted that the methods in vogue
are the right ones. But he forecasts
that they are neaying the end of their
rope, that the public has become satiated with inferior product, and he advises the industry “either to clean
house or take the consequences.”
Mr. Hodkinson says that the public
would patronize better pictures that
better pictures would bring the crowds
back to the theatres and says they
should be given pictures that would
appeal to their intelligence. The reason the public doesn’t get what it
wants and what it would appreciate,
he says, is because the leaders of the
motion picture industry don’t want to
make pictures of that kind. These
leaders, he says, have found no reason
to bestir themselves as long as they
have been able to force on the exhibitor and the public a less expensive,

—

—

inferior

and “machine-made” product.

Warning!
Do

;

not

let

anyone

sell

you a subscription

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

or any
other paper, offering either a special bulletin service of projection helps or Richardson’s new Fourth Edition Handbook of
Projection as a premium.
Such a proposition has never been authorized by the publishers of MOVING PICto

TURE WORLD

and anyone making sucIb

false representation is liable to arrest.
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English Producers Try Flanking
Move to Stay American Advance

M

By ROGER FERRI
ontreal, que.— (Special)—
English motion picture producers

and

distributors,

disgruntled be-

cause of the marked increase in distribution of American productions in British
possessions

in

general,

will

hit

at

the

American industry through Canada. This
much is admitted by Canadian exhibitors
many of whom have been approached by
representatives of British concerns relative to a tieup concerning the release of
English pictures at the rate of one a week.

Involved in this

new

project,

which

is

the subject of general conversation in theatrical circles in this province and in Ontario are said to be a group of French
producers, who maintain the same attitude
as the British toward American-made pictures. In fact, the campaign now on foot
is so determined that there is some talk
of a wholesale importation of German
pictures, long obnoxious here as well as in
other British territories, as a means of so
Dominion market that
choking the
American pictures will find it next to
impossible to get dates.
British bankers with affiliations in Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver and Winnipeg,
are at the helm of this movement and
some have even gone so far as to offer
financial aid to independent exhibitors,
who have had anything but a profitable

season.

Right now the big

man

in

Canadian pro-

Vitagraph Answers
by

Suit

Doubleday-Page

Brings

Reply.

Answer to the suit brought in the
N. Y. .Supreme Court, by Doubleday,
Page and Company against the Vitagraph Company of America, Inc., for
damages for an alleged breach of contract over the production of a number
of the late O. Henry stories in motion
picture form, has been filed in the N.
Y. County Clerks office, by the Vitagraph Corporation, by its attorney,
William M. Seabury, of 36 West 44th
street.

The answer
nial,

and

sets up a general dealleges that the agreement

alleged to have been broken, was succeeded by a modified one, and that
under this agreement defendant produced and released a number of films
in 1920, none in 1921 and one film of
It is alleged the
five reels in 1922.
plaintiffs were paid $28,000 in royalties,

a sum in excess of what it was agreed
to pay them, and that the defendants
have lived up to all the terms of the
modified agreement.

ducing circles, as odd as it may seem, happens to be an American showman Ernest Shipman of New York.
He has incorporated an all-Canadian producing and
distributing organization that promises to
be a power in short time in Canadian
cinematographic circles.
Mr. Shipman
has the backing of the people that is more
than this British campaign can brag about,

—

;

American stars are much
demand here.
Mr. Shipman’s corporation already has
completed “The Man From Glengary”
for, after all,

in

which

being extensively advertised in all
Canadian newspapers. He is
to produce a series of similar productions
in Canada.
He is being given every cooperation not only from the people and
exhibitors, but from the press in general,
for his activities have been the subject of
considerable favorable editorial comment.
What Adolph Zukor is to the industry
in the States, Ernest Shipman is to the
Canadian industry. He enjoys the intimate friendship and confidence of representative local business men and influential members of the Dominion Parliament.
In fact, one of the men interested financially in the venture, talking to a representative of Moving Picture World at
the Windsor Hotel, expressed it as his
belief that the time “will soon come when
Canada can make pictures that England
and the United States can’t help but show
is

the leading

extensively.”

However,

Injunction Denied
Court

Refuses to Prevent Use
Name, “Sherlock Holmes.”

Justice

Commission
According to George W. Roberts,
president of the Albany, N. Y. Theatrical Managers’ Association, his organization will welcome the abolition
of motion picture censorship.
“I can speak for every member
of the association,” said Mr. Roberts,
“when I say that we are heartily in
favor of abolishing the commission.
were opposed to it when the law

We

talked of, and we filed our
protest with the Legislature when the
bill went through.
object to the
principle of the commission, not that
it has ever done anything really injurious to us.

was

first

We

“The Albany Managers’ Association
has never had an opportunity of going
on record as against censorship, but I
know that every member is in favor
of abolishing the commission, and doing away with what I believe there
was never any need of.”

what Mr. Shipman

continuance.
Film conditions here have changed but
little during the past few months although
in the larger centers, like Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver, motion picture men
report a marked improvement. But this
has been of the come-and-go variety, with
exhibitors afraid to take chances, as one
of them put it.
British representatives here are trying
to force the big town exhibitors to come
to terms through the smaller communities.
In the latter places, they have been fairly
successful, for much of the film has been
given gratis.
Because of the enormous French-speaking population of the Dominion, the
French film industry has been enlisted in
the campaign. And what cut-in is being
recorded is due almost entirely to the activities of the Frenchmen, who, right now,
are sponsoring a movement to operate,
either owning outright or via the lease
route, a string of theatres in the Dominion
showing French pictures exclusively.

Would Abolish Body
Theatrical Managers Head Favors
Setting Aside of Censorship

in spite of

doing to put Canada on the cinematographic map, the fact remains that the foreign anti-American film propagandists are
much in evidence and, if permitted to go
about their destructive work unmolested,
will come near to achieving their purpose.
The financial backing of this campaign is
seemingly unlimited despite the fact that
neither public nor press is encouraging its
is

Y.

Francis

of

Martin, of the N.

Supreme Court, has handed down

a decision denying the application of
William Gillette for a preliminary injunction restraining the Stoll Film
Co., Ltd., from using the title “Sherlock
Holmes” or “Adventures of

Sherlock Holmes, in connection with
any motion picture to require an account of profits, and to recover damages for the use of such titles. The
;

decision recites that Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle is the creator of Sherlock
Holmes, and that it is alleged an
agreement with him resulted in the

character being dramatized by William
Gillette, who played the title role, and
that this agreement does not appear
to have involved a grant of motion
picture rights.
The decision says

that a contract

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle giving the Stoll Film Co.,
Ltd., the right to produce 46 of his
sliort stories as a motion picture serial.

was executed

in 1920

by
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Powers Says Production
Abroad Impracticable
Remain Producing Center

Believes California Will
he

production of pictures in Europe
by American producers is classified by P. A. Powers, managing
director of the Film Booking Offices of
America, as impracticable, if a high
standard is to be maintained. California, believes Mr. Powers, will continue
as the producing center of the world.
Not only is foreign production imprac-

T

ticable,

but

is

unnecessary for proper

The European
abroad.
producer will be unable to survive in
face of the terrific competition of the
American distributor, whose invasion
of Europe is complete. These are the
main conclusions drawn by Mr. Powers
after a study of conditions abroad.
“So much has been said and written in
regard to conditions in Europe,” said Mr.
Powers, who returned recently from a
distribution

six weeks’ foreign visit, “that I feel hesi-

tant

about stating

fear of repeating

my

impressions

any of the

articles

for

which

have already appeared.

open market.

some

short visit to Europe has convinced me of something which I had
always considered possible.
I refer to
the results obtained by the various American producers who have gone to Europe
in the hope of making pictures there
cheaper than in the United States and
who have discovered that economical production in Europe is impossible, if one
wishes to maintain a standard equal to
American productions.
“The ventures of American producers

European production have shown
nothing but failure.
They have gone
there with the idea that it was necessary
to make pictures abroad in order to supply
the American market with productions at
a price to compete with the foreign product.
They soon learned that the lack of
proper facilities in Europe more than offset any advantages gained by securing low
salaried actors. They found that without
the supply of trained motion picture art-

in

available in the United States,

it

is

almost impossible to work to advantage.
The time spent in training the untrained
European talent adds materially to the
cost of productions made in Europe.

American Distributors in Control
“The situation as it is developing in
Europe

at the present time, makes it unnecessary for the American producer to
go abroad, as America has already thor-

oughly invaded Europe with its sales organizations. For instance, in Great Britain
today, the following producing companies
are represented throughout the Kingdom
with
distributing
offices
Vitagraph,
Famous Players, Fox, First National,
:

Universal, United Artists and Goldwyn.

basis for

Ready sale can be had on
American productions not

represented in the above list of producers.
“As all the product of these companies
has been withdrawn from the open market
and is not available to the British distributor, he will be unable to survive in the
face of the competition from the American distributor, unless he can secure a
The
steady supply of quality pictures.
result is bound to be that the American
producer controlling the distribution of

films in Europe will also control the production of European pictures or the sale
of them to the European exhibitor. This
matter evidently has not been taken as

seriously
it

“My

ists

The establishment of these sales organizations has resulted in practically dislodging the British renter and just at the
present time, the British renter is short
of product, due to the elimination of the
above companies’ productions from the

by the European distributor as

should be, and

late for

him

to

I

believe

it

compete or

is

now

too

to offset the

American invasion in Europe.
Talent Follows the Money
“As to Europe having any superior
talent not available to America, we must
bear in mind that wherever money is,
This is apparent
talent is bound to go.
from the fact that the outstanding director of Europe and the artists considered
result of the

as the best of the Continent are now operating in our moving picture colony in Hollywood. In other words, Europe cannot

compete

with

America

in

inducement

offered to the artist, and if anything is
developed in the way of unique or exceptional ability, it is available to the American producer for a price, as it is only the
American producer who can afford to pay.
“At the present time, competition in the
motion picture business is world wide,
with all the advantages on the side of the
American producer. This is due to the
fact that America alone has the dollars,
and the dollar today is more mighty than
it has ever been in the history of our
country. While no doubt there is a strong
desire on the part of some producers in
Great Britain and other European countries to make pictures of quality that will
be acceptable to America, the competition
with which they have to contend is of such
proportions that it will require an enormous outlay of money to continue to operAnd
ate and build up quality pictures.
they would be obliged to market them at a
loss until their quality is established. By
that time, they will find that the European
market will be controlled by American
selling organizations, who will then control the foreign market.
Consequently,

there will be no means of distributing
except through the avenue of an American agency.
“I find a great change taking place in
Great Britain in the booking of pictures
to exhibitors.
Heretofore, pictures were
booked a year to eighteen months in advance of showing. At the present time
some of our pictures are released in Great
Britain almost simultaneously with America under the classification of “special fea-

Some

tures.”

pictures

released

in

this

manner have heretofore gone by unnobut

ticed,

now

public attention

is

focused

on them by special exploitation, similar
to the methods used in this country. This
will cause a large number of British distributors heavy losses due to the accumulations of bookings made from a year to
eighteen months in advance, which bookings will be cancelled by the exhibitor to
take advantage of the public exploitation
given to the “special features.”
California Always Producing Center

The
that

writer has

come

motion pictures

made

Los Angeles, or the greater prothem made there for some
This is not because of any special

in

portion
time.

to the conclusion

will continue to be

of

advantages of climate or light conditions
obtainable in California, but due to the
many years accumulations of picture making material and facilities which tend for
economical production and quality.
“The only disadvantage apparent at the
present time in the location of the picture
making industry in Los Angeles is the lack
No artist will
of artists to draw from.
take the chance of a trip to California in
the hope of securing employment. At the
all the actors of any
Los Angeles are under contract which guarantees them a certain
amount of money weekly. If their contract expires and none other is available
they return to New York, thus reducing
the number of people available at the

present time, nearly

importance

in

Coast for picture work, the result is that
the public is obliged to take the same faces
and personalities in all of their pictures,
as new material is not to be secured in Los
Angeles. This has a certain reaction on
the public’s mind and at the present writing productions featuring a ‘star’ are on
the wan, and producers are now casting
their pictures, or at least endeavoring to
so, where contracts with the stars do
not exist, with what they are terming ‘all

do

star cast.’ This naturally is to the advantage of the production as the story does
not have to be sacrificed to conform with
the whims and wishes of the featured
Story material heretofore replayer.

jected

is

made

available.”

—
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T. O. C. C. Gives Elaborate
Annual Party
Prominent Motion Picture People Dance and Dine Until Daybreak
By “JIM” MILLIGAN
We won’t get home until morning;
We won’t get home until morning, etc.
In the good old days that preceded the
P. (Before Prohibition) period the
foregoing would have been sung with the
pomp and ceremony customary at that
happy time. But, while the tune was the
same, the incentive was different, for the
verse, on Sunday morn, December 3, constituted a statement of fact, for it wasn’t
until morning that the 2,000 film folks
who attended the third annual ball and
supper of the Theatre Owners Chamber
of Commerce, at the Hotel Astor, Saturday night, December 2, returned to their
B.

usual places of abode.

Everybody who was anybody in the
motion picture business in the East
and some from the West Coast
were on hand. Others who were somebody and were unable to attend were
there in spirit.
Others carried the
spirits with them.
But at that a good
time was had by one and all. They
danced and pranced, they ate and they
well, why serve as a helpmate of the
Volstead army.
But it was a gran’ and glorious affair with
the exhibitors and their
wives and their sweethearts and
daughters and sisters all there in their
more than usual Sunday attire. There
were women with low cut dresses and
men with long coats. They came there
for just one purpose, namely, to have
a good time
and they had it. The one
regret was that the affair, which was
the most brilliant and successful ever
held under the auspices of the popular T. O. C. C., was not staged some-

—

—

—

where

in the Arctic regions

where the

nights are longer, for it all ended too
soon.
The theatre owners say that 192122 was a “tough year.” Judging from
the splendor of the occasion and the
gowns worn there was nothing to bear
out that statement, but who cared
about business.
It
was sociability
that brought everybody together, although a five-minute intermission was
declared by His Right Honorable Mas-

Harry Reichenbach
“order that exhibitors may call up

ter of Ceremonies,
in

their theatres and ascertain the gross
takings for the evening.” Ah, but then
exhibitors are exhibitors and business
is business.
There were many gala dinner parties
that preceded the affair itself, for it
was not until very late that it acAnd once it
tually got under way.

was under way it continued as no
other film affair ever went along, much
to the pleasure of everybody. Exhibitors

rubbed elbows with distributors,

Weber & Bobby North, was
affair reminded Bobby of some

there.
The
of the blowoffs he attended in his stage days.
And
remember, Bobby was on the stage since he

was

12 years old.

exchangemen and producers and producers shook hands with actors and
actresses
and trade press writers
looked on. Nobody stayed at home.

They were

all

out.

D. Williams got back from California
His reception was a
royal affair, and while his future plans were
hidden with a cloak of mystery, the “boys”
winked and that was that. But the other
half of the Williams domestic corporation,
the charming Mrs. Williams, was there and
proved to be one of the most popular ladies
in attendance.
J.

just in time to attend.

Why

Carl Laemmle, president of Univerdoesn’t star his own beautiful daughter,
Rosabelle, in pictures is more than every-

sal,

body who had the good fortune
can understand, for she
belles of the evening.

to

meet her

was one

of

the

Nathan Burkan, who spends his time delving in law books for movie and stage folks,
forgot judges, courts, etc., long enough to
play with the exhibitors. And maybe Nat
doesn’t know a thing or two about the
A. B. C. We should hope to tell he does.
Lewis J. Selznick likened the affair to the
party he gave following the premier showing of “One Week of Love” at the RitzCarlton last month. L. J., besides turning
out pictures, shook a nifty hoof on Mrs.
Astor’s slippery floor.

Edward
Company,

Earl, president of Nicholas Power
was among the terpsichorean

luminaries seen frequently on the floor.

Goldwyn was well represented.

Jimmy

Grainger and Eddie Bonns, stand up.

There were scores of out-of-town exhibon hand and all had to admit that
when T. O. C. C. starts something it usually
finishes that “something” in grand style.
itors

—

This job of writing what happened at the
T. O. C. C. had been assigned to our own
pal, Roger Ferri, but the latter planted himself in
all

Montreal and refused

of which there

And Roger and

is

For
to move.
a perfectly good reason.

his wicked
missed by more than one.

hoofs

were

Philadelphia film folk were quite in
evidence and were the guests of Moving
Picture World. Those on hand were John
S. Evans and Mrs. Evans, David Barrist,
who when he isn’t managing his theatre is
getting out a regional journal; Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur W. Herbst, Mrs. Gladys Miller, Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel Hyman, Dr. Walter
Stumpfig, Lou Berman, Mrs. Sarah Farley
and Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Neufeld.

Bobby North, of Apollo Exchange and
the popular distributing firm of L. Lawrence

Congratulations to two newly-weds whose
wives were introduced to the industry for
the first time in New York. They are Jack
Meador, the popular publicity director of
Metro, and Oscar Neufeld, who with Tony
Luchese, operates the De Luxe Film Exchange in Philadelphia.
Both gentlemen

wore smiles

evening.

all

If there was anybody absent from Arrow
Film Company we failed to remember wha
it
might have been. Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, head of that firm, came back to New
York from a trip about the country just in
time to attend the ball. Also on hand were
W. Ray Johnston, J. Charles Davis, 2nd, and
Dick Weil.

Where

did

fancy steps.

Felix

For a

Feist

learn

golfer, Felix

all

those

makes a

splendid dancer.

Well, it certainly looked like old times to
see Charles O. Bauman on the dance floor.
And, by the way, who knows but what we

may hear something very

interesting from

Charley shortly.

Adolph Zukor and Marcus Loew both
were absent, but they sent their regrets.
Both, together with John A. Kent and the
other F. P. L. officials, are on the coast attending the annual Paramount convention.
And, of course, there were no few rumors
deals, amalgamations, absorptions, etc.j etc., floating about all evening
and morning.
concerning

Among the stars present and introduced
by Mr. Reichenbach were Norma Talmadge,
Wesley Barry, Edith Roberts, Tom Meighan,.
Buster Keaton and Beatrice Joy.
There
were others but we have forgotten.
The program

of the event was a work of
and those responsible for it are deserving of every credit. It was well filled with
art

advertising.

Perhaps the most pretentious of the gaily
boxes was that occupied by
Warner Brothers. Harry Warner was at
ffis best Saturday night and
voted the T. 0.
C. C a “grand organization.”
And who
wouldn’t have smiled like Harry did all
night, for only a few hours previously he
had tied-up some wonderful 1923 product.
decorated

Vincent Lopez and his jazz hounds were
on the job and everybody knew it, for there
were very few, if any, wall flowers. This
contingent made sitting out an impossible
task.

There were favors galore. It was around
midnight when everybody was ushered into
one of the dining rooms where supper was
served.
And then the dancing started all
over again. Fancy paper hats and a racket
producing device were distributed among
those on hand.

i
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News and Gossip

Regional

Conducted by

SUMNER SMITH
—

lhere*s a Moiling "Picture World representatii)e in eilery exchange center at your senlice. Just a part
pf the all-round serxlice of The Complete Trade Paper "Regional in fleios Value; JSlational in Service.
If our representative in anv territory can help you in any buav call on us.

—

Poplar Bluff, Mo.
Editor, Regional

News and

ness, as the public sat

Rodgers Began Exhibiting With

Gossip
-s
Replying to yours of November 2, wherein you ask for a short
history of my life and of the early
You can hardly imagine
stunts.
days of film exhibition, I will give
what a picture would look like
you a short history of my pernow that was only fifty feet long.
sonal experience as an exhibitor
I usually ran the picture through
and operator, as I know I am one
the machine about three times
of the very first to exhibit film in
before putting on a new subject.
a complete exhibition to the
There was no beginning to it or
public.
started just wherever
was born near Mattoon, stop, as it
I
happened to get it in the
I
Illinois, on April 3, 1875, and long
machine, and would repeat itself
before I was of age, I engaged in
indefinitely if I continued to turn
the show business. My first effort
crank.
the
was when the phonograph first
A 10 cent show consisted of
began to be popular. I bought an
three of these subjects, each run
Edison machine and traveled all
through the machine about three
over the Middle West, South and
times, which would make about
Southwest, doing exhibition work
nine minutes of actual show, but
with it in the school, churches and
they had to stay there twentyhalls.
I made good money and
minutes to see the nine
five
enjoyed it.
five
Then X-rays came along and I minute show, for it required
time to take the film
bought one of the first outfits put minutes each
those spools and put on
on the market and did exhibition off all of
work with it, did lectures and another subject.

drank beer and looked

show

in

around and
at

my

free

preference to paying to

New Orleans Store Room ShoWtfensev^n'SL"^^^^^^^^

as
Professor
I.
W.
Rodgers, the eminent electrician
and X-ray expert. I told the public many things about X-rays that
were only guessed at, at that time,
and burned one of my fingers
severely before it was known
that there was such a thing possible as an X-ray burn.
I know
positively that it is one of the
traveled

first

X-ray burns
this day

and to

the world,

in

gives

it

me

a
told

From New Orleans

I

went

to

Chattanooga, Tenn., and could not
get a place to show down town

and was compelled to arrange for
a showing at the Coliseum, where
I

showed

for three days, or rather

my curtain was put up
the open and the patrons
(Say, boy,
sat back in the shed.
I
that was some show days.)
arranged with the street car
people and got a band and put
nights, as

out

in

over a street car, and
don’t think I ballyhooed that burg to a finish. This
time cause my
was the first time a motion picdiverting from
was ever seen in ChatMy first experience was in 1896 ture showTenn.
in New Orleans, La., on Canal tanooga,
From there I went all over the
street, where I ran a motion pic-

by physicians that

am

and

great deal of trouble

may

at some
death. But this is
the subject.

ture

show

it

in a store

month or more
admission to all.

room

at

for a
cent

10

_

I

could

all

South to all the towns that had
I
had
an electric light plant.

my

as the
scenes

New York
and

express, street

policeman

doing

my

my

screen up in the open,
where there was something like
four or five hundred tables of four
capacity each, and gave a free
show. My contention to the man
who ran the park was, that the
people would set around the
tables and drink beer and watch
my pictures over and over again,
and I secured advertising from
the merchants in St. Louis which
I threw on the screen, which made
it remunerative to me.
These advertisements were thrown on the
screen between each picture.
Well, I was right. They hung
around those tables so strong
that the scenic railway man, who,
by the way, made all of the electricity that was used in the park,
cut my wires and refused me light
as he said I was ruining his busiput

film

It
only required about one
minute to run the film through,
which was an entire subject, such

eleven years after that before
they started to rent film and pass
it
from one theatre to another.
In the meantime I had gone into
other lines of endeavor and sold

towns I could get into, I
to St. Louis, Mo., and got in
out at Forest Park Highlands,
where I showed until all of St.
pictures. Then I
Louis knew
light

went

not

then, but had to buy
each subject straight out.
The
pictures then were only 50 feet in
length and the two ends were
cemented together, making a continuous loop or belt (this was before they began to run long pictures and run the film in a bag
or barrel in front of the machine).
The film was passed through the
mechanism of the machine, then
up over the lamphouse to a row
of spools covered with felt and
then up and down on the spool
racks and down under the bottom
of the machine. When we turned
the crank the entire film moved
like a saw mill belt.
rent

banners

maybe you

worth of pictures and that nearest point in St. Louis where
was enough to give five shows of I could get current, that put me
one and a half hours each, three out of business, as I only had a
minute show and five minute verbal contract with him for current, so I had to quit.
wait; therefore, I made split week
I then went down in South St.
house,
stands
in
the
opera
churches, schools or wherever I Louis and played for one week in
a beer garden that was using
could get in, at times showing in
stock, but I did not like that and
the chapel of a college. (Say, boy,
again went south and secured a
I
those were some show days.)
gave three night performances gas outfit and showed in a lot of
and two matinees when I could fair-sized towns that had no lights
darken the house. The first time in them. After showing the dark
towns I had to quit, as it was
Joplin, Mo., ever saw a motion
picture,
I
showed there in a not profitable to show the same
Methodist church for two nights. pictures again and I could not
After I had shown to all the afford to buy new film, and it was
$4,000

Exhibitors Fight Prosecutions
Exhibitors throughout the entire country will watch with interest several cases listed for early appearance in the Federal
Court at Utica, N. Y., in which exhibitors are made defendants
in actions brought by well-known music publishing houses, which
charge that the exhibitors have been guilty of playing copyrighted music, accompanying pictures, without permission.
Among the defendants are: W. H. Linton, proprietor of the
Hippodrome Theatre in Utica and treasurer of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New York State; Fred Duffy, of Hibernian Hall, and Georg© Hauf, of the Highland Theatre, both
residents of Utica.
•

“They send us the music,” said Mr. Linton, “and then snoop
around to see if we are playing it.”
Harry Hall, of Troy, one of the old timers, also is included in
the list of defendants. It is claimed that Mr. Hall used copyrighted music, without permission, on September 23, at one of bis
houses. The plaintiffs in the action are: Jerome H. Remick
and Company; Shapiro, Bernstein and Company, Inc.; and M.
Witmark and Sons.

,

entire outfit to a barn

storm

troupe for $225, all they had.
I think I am the first man who
ever tried to get exhibitors to
pass film from one town
to
another. I told them it would be
just the same as rent, that we
would buy the films and prorate
the cost, but they all laughed at
me and said the pictures were
only a passing fancy and that we
hear of them in three
years. I made the assertion that
the pictures would go on until
they got big and that some day
they would be traveling around
with them with a band like
Barnum’s circus and they all gave
me the merry ha! ha! told me I
was a visionary kid, that I had

been lucky, made a

lot of

money

and had no sense.
But say, boys, wasn’t I right?
I had more sense than they had
and had I only gone East and got
into the producing end of it, I
might have been one of the big
boys now, for I had the proper
vision

of the future of this, the

most wonderful of all businesses.
After I had disposed of my
machine and films, I went into
another line of endeavor, but still
watched the progress of film, and
it
was eleven years from that
time until there were any film exchanges and film was passed from
one^ town to another on a rental
basis to any considerable extent.
In the meantime I had been unfortunate and went broke, had to
start out again in a very modest
way, but went back into the show
business just as soon as I could
and today I own several shows
all doing fairly good, have a fair
(Continued on following page)
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portion of this world’s goods,

of my theatres and I will leave
to the St. Louis exchanges to
tell you that she is as shrewd a
buyer as comes to their offices.
I have one son in his sixteenth
year, now at Military Academy,
whom I intend to make a firstclass exhibitor out of, for I think
the motion picture business the
greatest of all businesses. It has
filled the long felt need of clean,
wholesome amusement within the
reach of all, and it has inspired
more people to try for the better
things of life, than any other
agency, the ministry included.
The trend of all pictures today
is to show that right, truth and
fair dealings always triumph over
evil and wrong doing.
all

it

I.
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am

comfortable and happy.
I have for a wife, one of the
most wonderful little women that
it was ever a man’s good fortune
to have. She buys and books for

Yours very

December

truly,

Daddies of
Here
John

the way the oldest exhibitors
P. Dibble, of Branford, Conn.;

is

Them

All

whose biographies we have been publishing
John

C. Green, of Guelph,

line up now;
Canada; each 26 years in the

business.

Thomas M. Thatcher, Somerset,

Ky., 22 years.

W.

Rodgers, Poplar Bluff, Mo., started in 1896; term, indefinite.
John Karzin, St. Louis; Jim Jackson, Atlanta; James Howard, Wilmington, Del., each 17 years.
William A. Butler, Philadelphia; Leroy V. Johnson, Seattle; Charles Levenberg, Providence,
R. I.; W. F. Code, Seattle; Frank W. Buhler, Philadelphia, each 16 years.
We also published the history of William Finley, of Albany, N. Y., who used to show the
Dewey Parade pictures, but we don’t know whether or not he has been a consistent exhibitor since
those early days. Furthermore, we are not sure it is fair to rank Mr. Thatcher below the first
two. Mr. Thatcher exhibited a one-reel picture in 1896, the first shown in Southeastern Kentucky, but he didn’t say if he exhibited pictures in the four years elapsing between that time and
the time when he took over the Gem Theatre in Somerset, whereas the first two mentioned
started in 1896 and have kept right at it up to the present day.
Also, to add to our perplexity, the original announcement said “in the United States.” That
would leave Mr. Green out of the running, but there isn’t any reason why he shouldn’t be acclaimed Canada’s Daddy, unless some resident of the Dominion pops up with a better claim.
Well, here’s how they stand now. And the search is nearing an end.
It looks its though
there won’t be any nominations with better claims than those of Mr. Dibble and Mr. Thatcher
1.

and Mr. Rodgers.— SUMNER

SMITH.

W. RODGERS.

Chicago Exhibitors Postpone
Action in Operator Dispute
The first meeting of Theatre the Argmore Theatre, has had anOwners to discuss the operators’ other brilliant idea on how to
wage scale for 1923 was held the keep the name of his house before
day before Thanksgiving, and the
small crowd which turned out did
not justify any decisive movement
on the part of the exhibitors. Another meeting will be held next
Friday, and concerted action will
be taken to reduce the wages of

a position to secure the new
films at a better price than they
can individually. It is understood
that 35 owners representing 53
theatres have signed up for the
in

with

The

offices at 4750 Sheridan road.
is listed at $300,000.

capital

A fire under the stage at the Columbia Theatre at 11 North Qark
company.
street was put out without the
audience realizing the danger of
The Palais Royale Company panic until they reached the street
has been formed by E. E. Adams, and saw the fire apparatus.
I. E. Erickson and Barnet Hodea
as a place of amusement, with a

the folks in his neighborhood.
His programs are well selected
good pictures played not long capital of $5,000.
after their downtown runs and
put on in a manner that leaves
The Elite Theatre at Waukegan
nothing to be desired. However, has been sold by Carl Mueller to
his greatest worry has been the Edward Trinz, formerly manager
fact that his printed programs, of the Covent Garden Theatre, of
the operators.
giving the coming attractions for the Lubliner and Trinz circuit.
The movement to repeal the the week, have been littering the The house will be remodeled and
daylight savings ordinance has gutters of the vicinity of the the- will be conducted as a first class
been deferred until after the ad- atre. Accordingly he substituted picture house with good musical
justment of the operators’ wage for the bulky 6 by 8 program, on programs.
The action will be spon- flimsy paper, a neat little fourscale.
sored by the theatres of Chicago, page cardboard affair, just the
C. C. Jones has opened his new
both legitimate and motion pic- size of a visiting card. “It is vest house at Cambria, 111., and he will
the co-operation of pocket
size,”
says
ture, with
Manager have first class programs. The
other trades who desire the repeal Braddock, “and it is really carried new theatre seats 400.
in a pocket or a handbag, for not
of the ordinance.
a single one finds its way to the
Clyde E. Elliott has taken over
An entire audience of deaf and sidewalk.”
the Evanston Theatre at Sherman
dumb people saw “The Man Who
street, near Davis, in Evanston,
It is reported that the Ascher and will spend $25,000 in improvePlayed God” at the Randolph last
Manager McCurdy sent Theatre at Peoria, 111., will be ments that will make it one of the
week.
out invitations to all the deaf and leased to Shubert interests, who leading houses along the north
dumb people of the city asking expect to use the house for their shore.
them to be his guests at the unit vaudeville and pictures.
Thursday evening show, and a
The Palais Amusement ComThere is a movement on foot pany has been formed by Moe
unanimous response
practically
here to form a co-operative book- A. Cushman, W, J. Parker and
was made.
ing agency among some of the Herman Emerson to acquire and
George Braddock, manager of outlying theatres, so they will be conduct amusement enterprises.

Ohio

—

E. C. Stueve, pioneer exhibitor
of Canton, Ohio, lost his wife by
death the middle of November.
She had been in ill health for
some time.

“In

the

Name

of

the

Law”

broke a record in Fremont, Ohio,
recently, by playing an entire
week in a three-day town. A tie.
up with the police helped put it
over at the Jewel Theatre, managed by George Geyer.

Ohio censors have held up for
three weeks the new Gloria Swanson picture, “The Impossible Mrs.
Bellew.”
It is likely that they
will release it soon, however, with
a

number

of cuts.

A

tremendous advertising and
campaign was put on for
the
opening in Cleveland of
Marion Davies in “When Knighthood Was in Flower” at the Stillpublicity

man

Theatre,

November

26.

Knocks and Boosts and an Idea
“You can’t beat Moving Picture World’s Regional News and Gossip department for downright, genuine interest,” says Edward
H. Crawford, manager of the Lincoln Theatre, Troy, N. Y. Acco rding to him, nine out of ten Troy exhibitors turn first to this
feature of the World.
Thanks, Mr. Crawford, say we. And we want to add that any exhibitor who obeys that Impulse and sends us a testimonial will
assure us a Merry Christmas. But on the other hand, we want t he knocks, too. Praise warms the heart; knocks set the thinking
apparatus in operation.
don’t think you can read it and not be Impressed with that fact. But, believe me,
This is strictly an exhibitor department.
boys, it can be made much better, of far greater value to you. How? Chiefly through the co-operation of exhibitors for the benefit
of brother exhibitors.
When an exhibitor has an idea for its betterment, we want hi m to send it in and we promise it earnest consideration. If it is
something that can be worked out, we’ll use it; If there’s any dou bt In our mind, we’ll put the idea up to all exhibitors and await

We

their verdicts.
real news and gossip department for exhibitors is a brand new thing. It ought to be not merely satisfactory, but a real success; it can only be through the co-operation of exhibitors. Can this co-operation be effected in some such way as this having an
exhibitor write each week for the department his views on topics of film interest? Sort of a leading editorial by an exhibitor?
wish that exhibitors would give this question thought, judge it according to their experience in motion picture affairs. If it
appeals to any as worthwhile, we will welcome word to that effect.
SMITH.

A

We

—

— SUMNER

December

16,

Name

to
in Buffalo,

Thanksgiving week was one of
big business in Buffalo, N. Y.
Several of the downtown houses
All
broke attendance records.
went by the
totals
box-office
board at the Lafayette Square
where “Skin Deep” was the film
The Strand staged a
feature.
come-back with “Rags to Riches.”
Loew’s State packed them in all
week with “While Satan Sleeps.”
The neighborhood houses also reIt was
port overflow audiences.
just like old times!

162

N. Y.

Center avenue. North Tona-

great

publicity stunt the past
linked up with the

week when he
Express

in

staging

The Express

Follies as an added attraction at
the State. All local talent was in

Harold

B.

former

Franklin,

managing director of
Shea's
Hippodrome, Buffalo, stopped off
in the Queen City of the Lakeslast week-end on his way home
from the coast Paramount conference and visited with several:
old Buffalo friends. Of course he

wanda, was arrested in the Avondale Theatre, North Tonawanda, the act.
The Express gave the
last week for smearing gum on stunt an avalanche of publicity. dropped in to see Vincent McFauli
the coats of girls. These “play- The act attracted overflow busi- and Mike Shea at the Hippoful” boys sometimes get caught
drome.

Elmer C. Winegar, new manMike Woods, of Peterson & ager of the Elmwood Theatre,,
giving his patrons
Woods, announces that the new Buffalo,
Hippodrome and Keith’s Strand Theatre in Jamestown, N. some great bills and attracting a
little
Theatre in Buffalo and also a for- Y., will open early in the new huge amount of automobile busimer Batavia theatrical man, in the year. The Strand will be one of ness. Elmer formerly managed
the finest picture houses in West- the Central Park and Premier.
lease from William F. Haitz, of

Harry D. Crosby, the Batavia,
N. Y., actor, is associated with
Edward Houghton, owner of the

the Dellinger Theatre,^ Batavia,
A1 Becker, of the Becker The- two days a week. Mr. Crosby will
atre Supply Company, is feeling act as local manager and Mr.
His Buffalo equipment Houghton will arrange the bookbetter.
store is now a hive of industry. ings. “The Storm” was the openHe has moved into the Film Row ing attraction.
Exhibitors on their way
block.
to the exchanges once more pass
Adam Federlein, noted Buffalo
the door and the cash register is violin virtuoso, is now concertThe past week A1 in- meister of the Strand orchestra,
smiling.

two Type “S” Simplex
machines in the new
Theatre
in
Wayland,
Legion
N. Y., in addition to two half-size
projection optics and two Com-

635.

A1 Beckerick, manager of the
Loew’s State, Buffalo, pulled a

Up

Thanksgiving Lives
Its

WORLD
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ern New York. It will feature a
big orchestra and a famous organist.

Berinstein,

He

expects to
chestra in the
of the year.

install

a

Elmwood

big orthe first

Albany Showman,

Will Build in Little Falls

It is understood that the work
The most important announcement this week in local film circles will get under way at once, and
was to the effect that William that the house will be ready for
Berinstein, owner of the Colonial occupancy within a few months,
and the Hudson Theatres in Al- Mr. Berinstein moved from Alpensarcs.
He also installed a
bany, N. Y., as well as two houses bany to New York several months,
Mazda equipment at the Craig
in Elmira, had purchased a plot ago, and is now making his headColony at Sonyea, N. Y., and two
of ground on the main street in quarters in the metropolis,
The courts have again ruled Little Falls, and would erect a ing his pictures as well booknew Simplex machines in the Elm.
as the
against the local Loew interests
wood, Buffalo.
modern picture theatre in that vaudeville he plays in Elmira.

stalled

projection

week at the Strand,
Buffalo, was a big success. Manager Eugene A. Pfeil found “The
Sheik” and “The Miracle Man”
Revival

two best box-office pullers.
The program was changed daily.
Mr. Pfeil has had many inquiries
the

from other exhibitors on how the
week went over. It is understood
that J. H. Michael, of the Regent,
is about to duplicate the stunt.
The Strand is now the home of
Goldwyn attractions. “Sherlock
Holmes” was shown the past week
and “The Sin Flood” and “Re-

membrance”

will follow.

To gain first-hand information
on whether local picture theatres
are obeying the fire regulation

for

in the matter of the lobby entrance suit, it being held that the

Golde

clothes,

shop was

illegally

ousted from its location to make
way for a Main street entrance to
the big Buffalo house. It is expected that some agreement will
be reached and that the lobby will
not have to be torn out.

Manager Arthur

L. Skinner, of
Buffalo, has added
musical acts to his picture program. He has found the stunt
helps at the box office. The Menning Sisters, violin and harp, and
“D’Amico,
piano
accordeonist,”
both were enthusiastically received last week.

the Victoria,

place.

For several weeks past, Mr.
generally
accomBerinstein,

personal

a

tour

bjr

ing the country looking for another theatre to add to his chain.
Only a short time ago, Mr. Berinvisited several of the eastern states, but failed to find the
house he wanted at the right
price.
After looking over the
situation in Little Falls, which is

stein

the

Mark

Strand,

children of the Capital City.

The annual meeting

of the Al-

bany TheatricM Managers’ Assobe held the fore part
of December, according to present plans.

ciation will

one of the most enterprising
The Majestic, which runs picmanufacturing towns in the Mohawk Valley, Mr. Berinstein de- tures up to a few months ago, is
cided to erect a house there now running a program of burwhich would be a marvel in its lesque, a feature and a comedy,
running from 12 noon until lli
appointments.
o’clock at night, with prices ranging from 28 to 55 cents. According to Ollie Stacey, manager, the
program is a money-making one.

the

He expressed

Oscar
Leland

himself as well pleased with the
conditions he found and had no
complaint to make. “Sunday is a
big night in these places, but they
all seem to be sticking religiously
to the law,” he said.

Buffalo courts are doing much
make the “movies” safe for
women.
negro fheological student was sent over the road for
90 days one day last week for annoying feminine patrons in a Main
street theatre.
couple sentences like this and these fresh
folks may be eliminated.

A

William Gauthier, former pro-

name in Gouverneur, N. Y., which
was destroyed by fire last summer, is now holding down the Job
of business
manager of “"rhe
Screen and Studio,” a weekly
publication in Miami, Florida.

as

the

Chester Raduszsk, 15 years old.

the

prietor of the theatre bearing his

William

and presented him with a gold
mounted Elk tooth.

managing

in

the size of the house.

A

E. Whiston has reassistant manager of
New Olympic Theatre, Buffalo,
to accept the management of a
theatre in Pittsburgh. Employes
of the Olympic gave a farewell
party for Bill before he left town

Perrin,

Albany, is making a
special play these days in advertising his musical programs withi
Stephen E. Boisclair at the organ,
Mr. Boisclair was formerly connected with the Dawes at Bridgeport, Conn. Experts were in towo
this week readjusting the organ,
which has been rather loud for

to

signed

at

unannounced

houses, dropping in

unexpected.

of

There was a big special matinee

in Albany,
George Roberts, his
on Saturday, December 2, for the
Albany manager, has been scour-

panied

Mayor Frank X. Schwab

laws.

make
and

which has been augmented

the season of Goldwyn pictures.
Prof. Herbert Alvin Houze, one of
the leading organists of the country, is presiding at the console of
the big organ.

A Metro

Release

SPIRITED LOBBY TABLEAU ON “ZENDA”
A. B. Morrison, of Loew’s Palace, Memphis, used a spirited cut-out
and pasted other material in a semingly real book as his advance
work on “The Prisoner of Zenda.” The book idea is unusual.

Dr. J. Victor Wilson, of Watertown, manager for the Robbins
unit in that city and the author
of a playlet entitled “A Lord for
a Day,” was the recipient of many

compliments following

its

presen-

(Continved on following page)
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ration on November 22 and 23 at
the Olympic in Watertown.

Lew

ture paid the highest rental in the
history of Syracuse.

“The Kentucky Derby” has
been booked by the Leland for a
ping in Albany this week, declared run in January.
This picture
that the small towns were enjoy- went across big last week at the
ing much prosperity at the pres- Olympic, in Buffalo, when the girl
ent time, and that practically ushers were dressed as jockies,
every picture house in such each carrying a short whip.
Fischer, of Ticonderoga, a
exhibitor, while shop-

known

well

places

was making money.
Having booked

a number of
including “Quincy
has just been booked by Edwin Adams Sawyer,” the Strand in
O. Weinberg, manager of the Schenectady is taking steps to
State, in Schenectady, which will fortify itself against any inroads
on the opening of The State, in
open on December 9.
the near future. “A Doll’s House,”
Harold Filkins has purchased however, failed to pull this week
his partner’s interest in the Rialto and was taken off Tuesday.
at Ticonderoga, a house that was
formerly operated by Filkins and
Generally speaking, business at
Albany picture theatres has been
Brown.

The

International

News Weekly

big

pictures,

is

now expected

that the

new crowds

theatre in Hudson Falls, erected
by the Cohoes Amusement Com-

pany,

open about December

will

15.

In the fight for patronage going
on in Watertown, N. Y., between
Charles Sesonske, of the Avon,
and Nate Robbins, of the Olympic,
it
has just been announced that
four acts of vaudeville, combined
with a big feature picture, will be
policy at the Olympic after
This policy is prac1.
tical identical with that of the

-the

January

changes.
Goldstein
a

house

of

It is

the

ex-

film

rumored that Mr.

planning to acquire

is

Schine Adds Another

in Pittsfield.

The Scbine
Ben Apple,
Troy,

for

a

beginning

“Grandma’s
week’s run
December 17.
This

N.

straight

ago,

but

after

witnessing

Elliott did in booking
the feature at the Clinton Square

immediately

straight

week

at

after
Proctor’s

spite

of

fourteen pic-

house has been owned and
managed by O. S. Hathaway.
It
was remodeled and en-

a
in

Albany, Mr. Apple decided that
he would establish a precedent in
Troy in running the picture at a
first-run theatre in
previous' showing.

now owns

theatres, having taken
over the new Oneonta, one of
the finest playhouses in the
central part of the state, and
located
in
Oneonta.
The

what Fred
almost

Y.,

ture

feature was shown at Proctor’s
Troy theatre for a week, a short

time

Theatrical En-

terprises, which has its principal
office
in
Gloversville,

of the Griswold in

booked

has

Boy”

16, 1922

larged

last

year at

a very

heavy expense.

a
fall.
At the conclusion of the
Mr. Silverman remarked
day,
that nothing short of a blizzard
could have kept them away.

As an evidence of the prosperbanner ity which characterizes
the AlThanks- bany territory at the
present time,
giving Day.
Reports from some
two houses, long closed, one in
The first prologue attempted
of the places along the Canadian
Rotterdam and the other in Mo- in some time in Schenectady, was
border,
however, are to the
hawk, have just opened with pic- presented this week at the Albany
effect that the cold weather has
in connection with “East is West,”
made inroads upon the crowds. tures.
The Troy, which will open some Several girls were featured as
Many of these houses coin their time
in February, announces that Japanese Geisha girls.
money during the summer tourist it has booked the Pathe
News
season.
Weekly.
Fred Elliott, of the Qinton
Square, added considerably to his
Caspar Battaglia, of the Palace
The Happy Hour and the Pearl musical program this week by
in Troy, is in New York this week
to meet a nephew from Italy, who, in Schenectady, run by Morris giving a vocal solo, as well as a
he expects, will develop into a Silverman, played Harry Carey in banjo solo along with the week’s
“Man to Alan” on Thanksgiving run of “What’s Wrong With the
fir'st class exhibitor.
Day, to the biggest crowds of the Women.”
good

It

some

visiting

December

this
week with
at all houses on

The

Avon.

neighboring
village
of
Mass., one of the greatest places in this section for welfare work, has some fifteen or
twenty schools, churches and Y.
M. C. A.’s equipped with projecThese places are
tion machines.
giving shows very frequently, and
Pittsfield,

From now
days,

split

until after the holiwill feature at
to the
in Albany.

weeks

Up
the Leland
present time, with a few exceptions, straight week runs have
been the rule.

as a

There is a well founded rumor
in Albany that the Select Exchange will close within a few
days, although Emil Wilkinson
probably be retained.
understood here that the
-will

It

is

com-

pany will close nine of its offices
and that some other concern will
handle the distribution. In connection with the rumor, it is said
that Goldwin will in all probability take over the quarters now
occupied by Select, for its ex-

result,

change has

the local
built

up a

“No house will ever run itself,” day, at
remarked Ben Apple, owner and appears
big busi- manager of the American, Troy,

Pathe

e.x-

ness.

The

Theatre

Glens
conjunction with the
Falls,
in
Glens Falls Times, is now running a contest in connection
with the presentation of “When
Knighthood Was in Flower.”
will
be
prizes
cash
Several
awarded Glens Falls girls who
most closely resemble Marion
Davies.
Rialto

in

change here.

Samuel Goldstein, who with

his

brother runs a chain of eleven
houses in New York and Massahas just booked “Human Hearts” chusetts, was in Albany this week.
and "The Storm,” although playing but one day a week. While
in town this week, Mr. Sample
declared that his box office receipts have convinced him that it
AVilliam Sample, manager of the
Village Theatre in Schaghticoke,

was good business
pictures
places.

even

in

Wideawake Ben Apple of Troy
Proves He Has Right Method
N. Y., the other night, as he stood
at the front of the house welcoming patrons, at the same time with

one eye on the ushers and the
house generally.
“The man on the job is the man

who gets there all the while,”
continued Air. Apple.
And judging from the crowds
that were jammed in front of the
house, waiting for a chance to see
“Broadway Rose,” Air. Apple
comes pretty near being right.
Next week. Air. Apple has booked
“The Impossible Airs. Bellew.”

the

well.

Workmen are now putting up
the ceiling at the New Rose, and
judging from appearances the
house will open some time in
January.

Alanager Crawford, of the Linfound business so good with
We Aleet Again,” booked

coln,
“Till

for four days, that he held
over for the entire week and

first
it

organization
cal
City.

in

the

Harry Symansky, son of the
owner of the Lincoln, attended
the

game.

smaller

football
Colgate-Syracuse
He is a graduate of Syra-

cuse University.

Elmer Crowninshield, who runs
the Bijou in Troy and the Hudson in Watervliet, is ill frorn a
threatened attack of pneumonia.

The

cents admission, and

be doing

established a box office record for
Thanksgiving Day. Along with
the picture. Air. Crawford provided a musical novelty by the
best musiThe Alpine opened again Fri- orchestra, probably the
Collar

book big

to

10
to

biggest

deal

in

Troy
this
lines,

along

were

talking

organization

and it it now expected that
association will be formed
within the next few weeks.
of the exhibitors app^u" to be in
favor of such a move.
an

picture

week, at least so far
as bookings were concerned, took
place Wednesday afternoon when
Nate Robbins booked “Doctor
Jack” for an early showing at
the Avon in Utica, the Olyrnpic
in Watertown, and the RobbinsEckel in Syracuse. It is said that
Mr. Robbins, having the courage
of his convictions, for this pic-

exhibitor*

week

circles this

Vitagraph Release

THE GIRLS ARE USHERS AND NOT A DISPLAY
brought
ugene O’Keefe, of the Blue Mouse Theatre, Seattle, just
Rose.
»em out to dress his pretty lobby display on “My Wild Irish
The front is merely a straight painting, with one cut-out.

The Lincoln scored a hit this
week with its employes, when
flowers and candy were sent to
the Samaritan Hospital, where
one of the ushers. Miss Anne
Wisper. is recovering from an
operation for appendicitis.
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Kansas M. P. 1'. O. Announces
Legislative
The following theatre

owners

liave been appointed to the legisMotion
lative program by the

Program Names
chairman, C. M. Weston, Star,
Phillipsburg R. E. Lawrence, Smith
Center Theatre, Smith Centre.
40,

;

WORLD

635

Enterprises purchased the theatre
in the early summer and closed
the house for complete remodeling.

“Human Hearts” was

feature at the

initial

performance.

The new $20,000 organ
ture. Ted Meyn is the

a feaorganist.
is

Frank L. Newman, who owns
A. K. Boussad, owner of the
World - in - Motion Theatre, a the Newman, Royal and Twelfth
chairman, A. M. HarDistrict 1
downtown house in Kansas City, Street theatres in Kansas City,
mocher, Electric Theatre, Highland
and a string of other theatres in
Roy Sweetland, Royal, Hiawatha; was held up recently as he was

Picture

Theatre

Owners

of

Kansas

,

District 2, chairman, Lee Gunnison,
Crystal, Atchison; M. Koch, Perkins,
Holton; District 3, chairman, Walter

Wallace, Orpheum, Leavenworth
J.
W. Evans, Royal, Tonganoxie: Dis;

putting his car in his garage and
robbed of about $60 in cash and
a diamond valued at $200.

Robbins Expands

the

different towns, attended the convention of the Paramount distributing organization held at Los

Angeles.

chairman, C. M. Smith, Tenth
The executive offices of the MoKansas City; R. R. Biechele,
Ben Levy of the Hippodrome
Osage, Kansas City T. L. Ricksecker, tion Picture Theatre Owners of
Ricksecker, Rosedale; C. L. German, Kansas have been moved from Theatre, Joplin, Mo., made a trip
District 5,
Royal, Bonner Springs
to Kansas City last week.
•chairman, C. M. Patee, Patee, Law- the first floor of the building at
rence; H. R. Troth, Electric, Valley 109 West Eighteenth street, to the
Clair M. Patee, of the Patee
District 6, chairman, Willard
Palls
second floor of the same building.
Frazier, Empress, Paola
S. C. AnTheatre, Lawrence, Kansas, visdrews, Gem, Olathe District 7, chairited the film exchanges this week.
man, T. J. Beasley, Harris, Garnett
C. A. Rehm, who owns the MaThe Patee Theatre has the disW. E. Stepp, Regent, Pleasanton.
jestic Theatre at Baxter Springs,
District 8, chairman, D. Pilizola,
tinction of being the first picture
Empress, Fort Scott E. E. Frazier, Kas., dropped into town the other
theatre in the West. Mr. Patee
Grand, Pittsburgh H. L. Gees, Rex, day.
is keeping it somewhat as it was
District 10, chairman, A.
Mulberry
L. Rehm, Majestic, Baxter Springs
at first, in order that people may
A.
H. McLaughlin, recently
K. W. Huston, Electric, Galena District
chairman, Fred S. Fress, manager of the Criterion Theatre have an idea of the early theatres.
11.
Best,
Parsons
W. H. Humphrey, of
Oklahoma City, Okla., was in Won’t he tell us something about
Electric, Mound Valley: District 12,
it?
That would interest the oldchairman. Prank Davidson, Royal, Kansas City recently and was
Cherryvale; ,T. B. Tackett, Jefferson, greeting his old friends among timers.
Coffeyville
District 13, chairman, S.
Mr. McA. Davidson, Princess, Neodesha
M. the exchange colony.
T. Wilson. Grand, Chanute; District Laughlin was formerly a man14.
chairman. W. T. Smiley, Rex, ager of the Select office here.
lola
H. R. Baker, Grand, loia District 15, chairman, W. A. Millington,
Crystal,
Ottawa;
John Newcomb,
H. C. Linesberry opened the
Newk, Burlington.
Yale Theatre at Corder, Mo.,
District 10, chairman, O. D. Beverly,
Ollie A. Savin, one of the bestThanksgiving Day.
Carden,
Burlingame:
District
17,
chairman, J. A. Schober, Grand, Toknown theatre men of the Carpeka
G. L. Hooper, Orpheum, ToThe Newman Theatre presented olinas, for several years past conpeka
R. D. Teasley, Best, Topeka;
District
chairman,
B.
Hatke, a miniature musical revue in con- nected with different Southern
18,
Royal,
Sabetha
H. M. Comeroy, junction with the presentation of Enterprises houses and more reWestmoreland. Westmoreland; W. A.
Bogers, Columbia, Wamego; District “Clarence” last week. The week cently manager of the Princess
was designated as “Syncopation and Majestic, Ashville, died on
19. chairman, A. R. Zimmer, Liberty,
Marysville
W. H. Hardman, Royal, Week” and a great number of November 18 at his home in AsheFrankfort
District 20, chairman, i;.
ville.
Duncan, formerly
C.
J.
A. Swierchinsky, Majestic, Washing- special features were added.
manager of the Strand there, will
ton; George I. Shutz, Eiectric, Hanover; District 21, chairman, H. P.
A1 H. Schlazer is the new man- take over the other two houses,
Warehara, Wareham, Manhattan
N.
W. Jencks, Cozy. Junction City Dis- ager of the picture theatre at being succeeded at the Strand by
trict
22.
chairman, G. A. 'Kubac, Concordia, Mo.
The house was Frank Strozier, formerly assisLyric, Abiiene
Floyd Shultz, Rex, recently taken over by the Amer- tant manager of the Howard,
Clay Center; District 23, chairman,
Atlanta.
Raymond Gear, Mayflower, Florence: ican Legion.
E. M. Hermes, Cottonwood Palls, Cottonwood Palls; W. R. Bratton, Stella,
A. N. Cooper, with the closing
John Tackett, of the Tackett
Council Grove.
pictures at the Alhambra,
District 24. chairman, R. H. Holmes, Theatre at Coffeyville, Kas., was of
Royal,
Emporia
H. A.
McClure, shopping for film last week. He Charlotte, leaves the Southern
Strand,
Emporia
L.
Wagner, remained
A.
Enterprises organization and his
in town several days.
Princess. Eureka
District 25. chairsuccessor has not been named.
man, Jack Gross, Eldorado, Eldorado;
Jack .Tohnston, Isis. Augusta: DisThe Linwood Theatre, a subtrict 26. chairman, H. P. Schonaerts,
With the closing of the Univertheatre of Kansas City,
Roberts. Howard A. M. Gregg, Ameri- urban
can. Sedan
District 27, chairman, J. was formally opened to the pub- sal Theatre, the Strand, Southern
R. Burford, Rex, Arkansas City
L. lic Thanksgiving Day.
Charlotte
Capitol Enterprises’
second
A. Barker, Grand, Winfield; District
28, chairman. W. P. McDowell, Isis,
Wellington Wm. A. Bradley, Conway
Springs, Conway Springs: District 29,
chairman, Stanley Chambers, Miller,
Wichita;
Noveltv.
W.
D.
Fite,
Wichita; John I. Senders, Chaney,
Robert E. Welsh, our editor, has received an interesting letter
Chaney; Wra. Schweisberger, Star,
Clearwater District 30, chairman, H.
from “Kansas” that, we think, earns mention in this department.
McVey, Newton E. E. Kuns, Opera
He writes, in part:
House. McPherson District 31, ch.airman, W. M. Thatcher, Royal, Salina;
“Being a business man of experience before going into the
H. S. Bourne, Delphos, Deiphos.
show business, and having a fair line of credit, I have never been
District 32, chairman, R. P. Blair,
able to understand why the picture business could not be carried
Belleville
C. P. Rogers, Iris, Concordia
District 33. chairman, W. J.
on the same as any other line of business. It really seems outGabel. Grand, Beloit: B. M. Palmer,
rageous to claim that men who have thousands of dollars tied
Jewell. Jewell City; District 34. chairup in theatres, can’t or won’t pay their bills.
man, W. H. Woody, Princess. Lincoln;
Roy Rice. Golden Belt, Ellsworth;
“T ake
own case as an example. I can order any amount of
Edward Smith, Isis. Russell District
goods from any supply house and the goods will not come C.
35. chairman,
W. H. Weber, Echo,
O. D. or with any strings attached to them. Can also step in any
Great Bend; I. A. Townsley, Odeon,
Lynns; E. R. Barnett. Palace. St.
bank within reasonable distance of my home town and get a perJohn; District 36. chairman. W. C.
sonal check cashed. But have been doing business with Kansas
Robertson. Midland. Hutchinson; S.
City exchanges for twelve years and can’t buy a measly oneP. Mead. Meads. Kingman.
District 37. chairman. W. H. Harsheet without cash or without its coming C. O. D.
pole. Cozv. Dodge City; M. L. Beeson,
“Now who is to blame for this state of affairs? Mr. Branch
Chalk Beeson. Atchison: Paul E GosManager says he gets his orders from the New York office or
sett. Pike. Coldwater: P. D. Morris,
Isis. Cimarron
District 38, chairman,
some other ‘point’ and so passes the buck, as he rightly figures
Charles
A.
Ball.
Electric.
Garden
we won’t carry it up to them and he is fairly certain we won’t
City
M. M. Wilson. La Crosse, La
get any place if we do.”
Crosse:
.T.
T.
Leffert,
Twilight,
Lamed District 39. chairman. M. G.
What would you do about it?
Kirkman,
Strand.
Hays;
E.
B.
Sprague, Lyric, Goodland
District
trict 4,
street,

;

;

;

;

;

Plans for a great expansion
of the theatrical interests
controlled by the Robbins
Amusement
Company,
of
Utica, N. Y., were announced

week, following the incorporation of a company
through the secretary of
this

state’s office at Albany, with
a capitalization of $3,000,000.
Tentative plans reveal that
the
expansion
will
affect
Utica, Syracuse, Watertown,
and other places.
Architects
have
already
been engaged to draw plans

for

several

which

the

new theatres
company will

shortly erect.
Just where
these houses will be built was

not announced by Mr.
Robbins.

;

;

;

:

:

W.

Weber

H.

Theatre,

of

the

Echo

Bend, Kas., has
purchased the Lakin Theatre in
Great Bend. He will take charge
of the Lakin December 11.
Great

;

;

Ollie Savin’s

Death Robs

;

;

Southeast of

:

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

Good Showman
house, the Alhambra, reverted to
tabloid musical comedy on December 4.
Manager E. F. Dardine
conducted the affairs of the
Strand in addition to his duties
as Universal

exchange manager.

Again does Dardine, champion
manager, exchange handler and publicist break into this
theatre

club
for
prevention of white
space. He entertained Ed Pearce,
owner of the Amuzu, WinstonSalem, over the last week-end.
Pearce wouldn’t fall for a game
of golf, so Dardine took him out
to his farm where they spent a
regular old fashioned week-end.

;

;

;

W.

E. Stewart, of the Pastime
Concord, was a Charlotte visitor during the past week.

Theatre,

:

;

;

;

What’s the Answer?

Ernest G. Stellings, for the past

two years manager of the Grand,
one of the Howard-Wells Wilmington theatres, has accepted a
position as manager of the New
Garden
Theatre,
West Palm
Beach, Fla., and has already gone
to his

new

post.

;

;

:

:

:

my

Ross Barkley, manager for several years of the Crescent, Statesville,

N.

;

I

I

I

I

C.,

has been appointed

manager of the Garden, Bennettsville, S. C., which was recently
purchased by Mr. French of
Rockintham, N. C.
J.

L.

Goodenough opened

new Branwood Theatre

at

his

Green-

week. Opening
was Universal’s “HuHearts,” which he put over
with a whale of an exploitation
ville,

S.

C.,

last

attraction

man

campaign.

:

i

:

:

;

Don’t forget that this de-

partment was founded and is
conducted on the idea of service to exhibitors.
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ager John Danz of the Colonial
Theatre, a high class second run
house in the downtown district,

Richards Improves the Rex;
I

r

•

T

•

December

Other California Jottings
H. J. Richards is improving the
operating room of the Rex Theatre at Niles, Cal., and has purchased a couple of Power’s projection

machines

from

Walter

Preddey, San Francisco.

The Balboa Theatre, being
erected in the Westwood District,
San Francisco, by Sam Levin, of
neighborhood house fame, will be
ready for occupancy some time in
December.

A

$10,000 contest was recently
brought to a close by Herbert L.
Rothchild, chief owner of the
Granada, Imperial, California and
Imperial theatres, San Francisco,
for the sale of books of tickets
good for admission to these
houses. More than 5,000 persons
entered the contest and $10,000
was distributed in prizes in the

Lukan

to

reverse,

making no

the

difference to

furnished by
orchestras of Russian musicians,
but Mr. Schwartz plans to-take an
organ back with him. About 80
per cent, of the films shown in the

them.

Music

Seattle thirty-two years ago.

The opening of the new Mac'ic
Theatre at Port Angeles on No-

not

estate

at

their

disposal.

The

question which has been agitating
many since announcement of the
purchase was cabled from Berlin,
is

answered.

who owns

a

The wires from New York have
York

npw<: that the New
Supreme Court has issued
restrains
injunction
that

an

feelings at First

,

.

Douglas Fairbanks for the St

Louis

Hood.”

presentation
It
will be

“Robin

of

shown

the

.

the

best

-THE FIGHTING 5TR
6UT * ,AS«AaJa:m,
TSSmIfta

Naof

The return of J. G. Von Hermoving picture magnate,

First

National,

one of the liveliest exhibitors in
the St. Louis territory. He is especially noted for his unique and
extraordinary
lobby
displays.
Many residents of Owensboro

shows

his

visit

just

to

see

the

way his lobby is dressed up.
Many displays are worth the price
admission alone.

of

Harry Greenman, manager of
William Fox Liberty Thea-

the

tre, will put on a benefit for the
needy members of the Veterans
of Foreign Wars the week of December 9. The program will include views of fighting on the
Western Front.

H.
Mo.,

W.

Leiweke, of

was

a visitor.

St.

Clair,

of Duquoin, 111.,
of his regular calls to

Reed,

town.

views in all the papers, concerning the leasing by Mr. Von Her-

partments and house managers,
when they felt vacations coming
on, subsequently admitting that,

Bamberge^ manager of
Empress and Bleich theatres
Owensboro, Ky., is regarded as

made one

from a three months’ vacation in
Europe, was heralded by interberg, for a period of years, of the
50,000 acre estate, Ischl, formerly
the game preserve of Emperor
Franz Josef of Austria. Mr. Von
Herberg told the press he had
leased the famous estate as a
place to send J. & V. heads of de-

,

the

Tom

berg,

return.

to

have delivered an address on Olympic Theatre, one of St. Louis’
“Americanization” at each per- most famous dramatic houses,
performance of the Delmonte the which closed its doors several
week of December 3.
seasons ago.
Sanford succeeded
Although the court injunction Pat Short as manager of the
against him is said to be the most Olympic and was in charge when
Valentino the theatre closed for the last
drastic
ever
issued,
plans to appear at the Delmonte time.
Theatre, Sunday evening, December 3 and personally explain the
A1 Rabenick has sold the Liblegal obstacles to his carrying out
erty Theatre, Union, Mo., to
He
the contract with Cornwell.
Hersefield & Kloppenberg.
The
...
,,
will pay all his own expenses to
j^^^er firm recently sold the Ozark
Theatre, St. Clair, Mo., to William
on advice of counsel.

friends.”

his

dis-

to

9om

quick to take advantage of this
opportunity. Mr. Hamrick and I
leave behind
I
are old friends.

since

firs

downtown

Valentino Will Appear in
St. Louis Despite Courts

The Delmonte management in
vember 24 was a brilliant affair. large newspaper advertisements
the court developThe theatre is one of the most ^as ^explained
.
.u
Tonis nnhlir so
that, eflfective December 1, Mr. modern in the Northwest, and emcLcellatL wifi not reLukan, will become general man- bodies elements that make it a that the cancellation will
the theatre management.
ager of Blue Mouse theatres in community center. Most of Se- flect on
promise is made when the
Portland and Tacoma. attle’s film folk w'ent up for the The
Seattle,
court proceedings are finally disOffices of the Blue Mouse the- event. One of the nicest tributes
posed of, an effort will be made to
atres are now being opened in the paid to the new house and its
bring Valentino to St. Louis.
White-Henry-Stuart Building.
owner. Mack J. Davis, was the
“Since taking over the manage- voluntary closing of his compement of the western division ex- tition house, the Lincoln Theatre,
Spyros Skouras, of the St. Louis
changes for First National,” says by Mr. Hallberg, who attended Amusement Company, has anMr. Lukan, “I have spent but two the opening of the Mack himself.
nounced that the Pershing Theweeks at home with my family.
atre, Delmar boulevard, west of
There is no prospect of any
Speaking of exploitation, Man- Hamilton avenue, has been leased
change along this line. I have
always wanted to get into the exhibition end of the game, and was

are

the leading

shown by the liberating ot
odor bombs during performances

chain of Blue Mouse theatres in
the Northwest, has announced

We

in the

Manage Hamrick’s

poration plans to make in Europe,
He at once placed the entire

tional.

all

run theatres

week commencing Christmas Day.
Rodolph Valentino from fulfilling The advance sale of tickets will
Dutch East Indies are American,
his engagement with the Del- open on December 18. A general
and next in popularity are those
monte.
The attorneys for the admission of $1 will be charged.
of French manufacture.
Famous Players Lasky Corporation have insisted, so New York
St. Louisians were grieved to
advices are, that Valentino must learn of the death in New York
not appear except under the man- City a few days ago of Walter
agement of Paramount. He was Sanford, who managed the old

exchanges of Associated First NaMr. Lukan held
tional Pictures.
this post for one year.
Prior to
that he had been for three years
manager of the Seattle Exchange,
and has been for years one of the
leading film men of the Northwest, coming from Minneapolis to

me no hard

agement of
trist is

is

The outstanding news of the of which he is a director, has
week of November 29 was the requested permission to use Ischl
resignation of L. O. Lukan as for exterior locations for one of
manager of the western division the series of big pictures the cor-

Hamrick,

A decidedly small and un-worth]
attempt to embarrass the man

often exceeded by the first
run houses. The big tieup was
arranged with one of the papers,
John Spickett, theatre manager
Leon Schwartz, a picture mag- conducting a “Freckles” contest. of Juneau, Alaska, is in Seattle
nate of Soerabaya, Java, is visit- The stunt got most of the front picking up an orchestra to take
paper, and
the
the
ing San Francisco on a tour of the page of
back with him.
United States to inspect picture “Freckles” matinee was a winner
the
seats.
nothing
but
and
cost
theatres and to arrange for film
Manager C. S. Jensen, of Portservice.
The largest theatre Mr. Fox, exploitation man at the
operated by him has a capacity Colonial, went right after this land, was in Seattle to greet his
partner, J. G. Von Herberg.
people and 500 one.
of 750 white
natives.
The screen is placed in
the center of the house and the
natives view the picture from tne
rear of the screen, the fact that
the letters of the titles appear in
of
bank accounts,
largest of these being $1,200.

form

Theatres in the Northwest

John

16, 1921'

William Goldman, former manager of the Missouri Theatre,

was

town for a few days. Left
Chicago to meet .Adolph
Kukor and his party.
in

for

A Fox

Release

TOM CLEMMONS’ DOORMEN ARE REAL ACTORS
least they are quick-change artists, for almost every week they
are dressed to fit the new show at the Tivoli Theatre, Beaumont,
Texas. They seem to enjoy the work. Look at their smiling faces.

At

Leon De La Mothe, of the MidWest Productions, will present “A
Day in the Movies” at the Columbia Theatre the week of Oc18, concluding the run on
Christmas Day.

tober

December

16,
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Many Pies for
Same Finger

the

the

manager

resident

the

of

_

Tom

Scott, originally the secretary of the exhibitor association,
has been manager of the Toronto

branch exchange and

will

likely

The reopening of the Hippodrome at Toronto as the leading
theatre of the chain of houses controlled in Canada by the Famous

Canadian

Corporation,
be a gala event. The
feature was “The Young Rajah,”
this being shown during the week
anOfficial
of November 27.
nouncement was made that paid
admissions for the first day’s per-

Detroit
the Tentmaker” goes
Capitol the week of

to

formances

totalled

7,3^5,

which

day’s attendance at an exclusive
The
picture theatre in Canada.

7.

Oral Cloakey, manager of the
Capitol Theatre, Winnipeg, for
two years, has been transferred
Hamilton, Ontario, by the
to

Famous

continue in that post.

proved

the

is

to

’

Players

into

Montreal

Montreal Capitol, and during his
„
absence in Winnipeg the house
„ ....
_
TL
L
L
j
L
.,1
the Canadian exhibitors Ex- The house had been taken over there will be directed by S. Dunchange, Ltd., the film distributing by the city some time ago for non- |Qp
manager,
assistant
agency established five years ago payment of taxes.
by the Motion Picture Exhibitors
Announcement has been made
Protective Association of Ontario,
Frank Gilbert has sold the
with headquarters at Toronto, is Manitou Theatre, Manitou, Mani- by the Famous Players Canadian
to undergo a reorganization, the toba, to John Buckham and has Corporation, Ltd., that the Regent
board of directors to have a num- moved to Souris, Manitoba, where Theatre, Toronto, formerly the
ber of new faces. The name of he has purchased the picture the- parent house of the corporations
Meyer Fisher has been linked up atre from Alex McIntyre, who has chain in Canada, will be reopened
shortly as a straight picture thewith the report that the company retired from business.
atre.
is to have a new general manager.

vention of the American Association of Bottlers (which is
entirely different since prohiCraver, besides ownbition).
ing and operating the Broadway, handling the executive
end of the First National office in Charlotte and spending
a goodly portion of time on a
million dollar hunting preserve in the Carolina mounowns the
fastnesses,
tain
Midas Mineral Springs, on his
farm near Charextensive
lotte, and operates a dozen or
more delivery trucks, supplying pure drinking water to
surrounding
and
Charlotte
suburbs.

January

gone to Winnipeg from
conduct the Capitol
Mr. Thomas
there temporarily.

ration, has

Canadian Exhibitor Exchange
to Undergo a Reorganization

R. D. Craver, of the Broadway, Charlotte, N. C., recently attended the annual con-

“Omar,

637

Players Canadian Corporation to take over the management of the Capitol Theatre in
The Hamilton Capitol
that city.
was formerly Loew’s Theatre, the
latter having been taken over by
N. L. Nathanson interests two
months ago. H. M. Thomas, general supervisor of theatres for the
Famous Players Canadian Corpo-

a

ta

i

1

The exhibitors of Winnipeg,
Manitoba, have decided to postpone their “Go to Theatre Week’^
Arrangeuntil the early spring.
ments had been made to hold this
celebration before Christmas and
Will Hays had been invited to attend.
The shortness of time for
preparation and the fact that various local houses were doing good
business as it was induced the
managers to postpone the event
until later in the season.

X

•

1

Atlailta J3USllieSS IS CtOOU.

With About Two Exceptions

„
,
,,
nj
Business, on the whole, for the unusually effective obby helped,
Sam Barrett, of Metro, and artistic and luxurious furnishing
two weeks, has been good in The Fighting btreak drew well,
Hippodrome
compared
of
the
as
Jake Schrieber, of the Blackstone
The Tudor enjoyed good busiwith its simplicity of appearance Atlanta theatres despite weather
Theatre, Detroit, left on November 25 for Grayling, intent on
getting their share of the deer in
that
part of the state.
Sam
promised
the
head
to
the
Michigan Screen Club.

A bold daylight robbery of the
Fuller Theatre at Kalamazoo was
recently frustrated on the afternoon of November 28, when Lee
Tilson, manager
of the house,
recognized one of the would-be
robbers as Benjamin F. Steers,
former president of the Kalamazoo Exchange Club, and refused
to be held up.
Police captured
the robbers before they could
make their escape from the foyer
theatre.
At police headquarters they gave their names as
“Big Dick” Steketee, Frank Stikes,
alias “Gyp, the Dud,” “Coal Ben”
Steers and “Long John” DeRight,
all
members of the Exchange
Club
of
Kalamazoo,
seeking
funds for the poor kiddies’ Christmas tree. They obtained their release from custody after collecting contributions from the staff
of the

at police

.

,

,

,

,

helped the show
the control of
Shea, aroused wide interest and business to any great extent
The Howard Theatre played
comment. For the week of Deweeks good
to
a
rpmhpr 4 “Thp Ma snnpra dpr” was Clarence
business, folowed by “The ImthEfilm attractiom
Business
possible Mrs. Bellew.”
the second week was immense,
Manager Hazza, of the Capitol
conducted a but due credit must be given to
Theatre
Calgary',
fpnrinp-’ rnmnptit’inn
for
local the “extra added attraction,” a
band.
irge silver c„p
The Metropolitan played “A
during the week of November 27
in conjunction with the presenta- Fool There Was” to good busition of “To Have and to Hold” uess, and likewise on “Rags to
Riches.’
as the week’s feature.
At the Rialto business was just
The Princess Theatre, Calgary, fair, “The Top of Nevv York,^^
‘Anna Ascends,
by
has been reopened as a municipally followed
The
owned playhouse under the man- drawing average houses.
agement of W. J. Reid. The name management expected something
of the theatre has been changed of a reaction from the almost
two
successful
to “Variety Theatre” and it has sensationally
been leased from the city by D. weeks’ run of “When Knighthood
Flower,
and so they
G. Walhley under an arrangement Was
whereby a percentage of the re- faced the “just fair” business
ceipts, week by week, will go into calmly.
At the Strand “Moonshine
For the rethe civic treasury.
opemng the Variety was thor- Valley was the most successful
oughly renovated and redecorated, picture of the two weeks and an

M

when under

_

_

m

has been serving

ness, the best being for the week
of November p, when the feaRan
tures were
The Girl

Who

on Monday and Tuesday;
“Another Man’s Shoes,” for Wednesday and Thursday, the week
closing with “De Luxe Annie.”
At the Grand, “Always the

Wild,

Woman,” “The Man from Downi„g Street,” “The New Teacher”
Man with Two
and
“The
Mothers” played to uniformly
good business.

The most interesting announcement of the week is that made by
the Howard and Metropolitan
theatres, of an advance in admisgjou

top

the

Manager T. R. James, of the
Grand, reports “nothing of interuniform good business.” The
personal appearance of Virginia
Pearson at the Grand recently

—

the

in

until

theatre

the

side-

seemed to

Not that we are unduly curious,
or like to be inquisitive but we
wonder why it is so extremely
difficult
to
ever
“catch”
Mr.
James Jackson, manager of the
Tudor, on the telephone?
It’s
great hunting weather, nowadays,
and Mr. Jackson is quite a
hunter so perhaps

—

in

—

was in
week where he
with Richard Rowland
Enterprises,

Manager
Alamo No.

last

conferred
and the finance committee on
First
National
affairs.
Mr.
Trendle was later appointed a
committee of one, to act with
Robert Lieber, president, on a
number of big financial projects.

these

raised to 50 cents.

George Trendle, of the Kunsky

New York

Heretofore,

but during the past
admission has been

price,

walls of
bulge.

the capacity of treasurer for the
Strand and Arcade theatres.

Theatrical

prices.

two theatres have had a 40 cent

packed them

headquarters.

who

i

_

Ellsworth Harmon, mana,ger of
the Strand Theatre at Lansing
since
last
May, has assumed
charge of the Franklin Theatre at
Saginaw.
Mr. Harmon was recently married to Miss Gladys

Apgar,

i

i

,

has
A

7.

"

This

T.

,

THE JAUNTING CAR GAVE A NICE LOBBY TOUCH
is

the lobby

work

of Pantages Theatre,

Memphis, on “My Wild

Irish Rose.” The car is sufficiently different from the rest to give
distinction to a pretty but not otherwise unusual display.

Sol Samuels, of the
reports that business
been “on the bum” for the
several weeks, and believes
weat her is to blame.
1

Manager W. T. Murray, of the
2, has worked up a

a Alamo No.

(Continued on following page)
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clientele composed, for a great
part, of families and people who
are regular almost daily attendants. He has a wonderful mem-

December

waukee.
Milwaukee’s First Citizens
Hoadly,
Pay Tribute to Exhibitors beenLesengaged

in

Mil-

of Chicago, has
as the new organist
Fisher, manager of the

whenever he speaks a
cheery word to a patron, and calls
High tribute was paid during
him by name, it makes a warm, the week of December 3 to 9 to
little friendly feeling that brings Milwaukee
exhibitors
by civic
again and leaders who conducted a “Boost
patron back
that
again.
Milwaukee Week” in which the
theatre men joined hands with the
Manager Darley, of the Alpha Association of Commerce and
ory, and

run

continuous

week’s

16, 1922

The Butterfly Theatre, Grand by George
avenue and Second street, has New Milwaukee, newest outskirt
which
is
situated
on
abandoned its policy of second house
run and revival pictures and is feutonia avenue.
now showing first run features.
Stuart Walker is manager.
The Garden Theatre, Third
street and Grand avenue, managed
Theatre, says that he thinks the other organizations in “selling
“Dr.
broken all by Leo A. Landau, who also has
has
Jack”
best thing he can do with the Milwaukee to the world.”
records at the Strand Theatre, the Alhambra, has been taken
Alpha is to close it and open a
A committee headed by Mrs. managed by Ed Weisfeldt. The over by Pathe for the period of
meat market in its place.
Edna J. Dunlop, prominent Mil- picture is one of the few one month for the showing of
waukee advertising woman, re- comedies which enjoyed a two “Nanook of the North.”
Manager G. M. (“Pup”) Wil- ported it had found that exhibliams, of the Strand Theatre, is itors
had performed a noble rrvi
a
.
j•
busy collecting bets. The basket- service recently in helping to save X 1103.11*0
A.tt011Cllll^
ball team of girls, of which he is Wisconsin’s monster potato crop.
,

r

big
played their
first
game on November 28 and
p"o.a.o:,“ wo“„i ' ,'r« oi"'?h“
^‘mopped up” the opposing team ground unless their sale was
Thn<;f» in attendanre at the meetto the heart-warming score of stimulated, exhibitors immediately i„"o7the Theatre Own
26-13.
proclaimed potato week, during General Forbes Hotel, Pittsburgh,
which all theatres flashed slides prjday November 24 were:
Manager John Thomas is en- on their screens urging the purrm,«
t,
I W.
ttt
Gauding, LLincoln TheHenry
thusiastic over the increase in chase of winter stocks without atre, Pittsburgh; John Paul Jones,
Wilkinsburg
Rowland
and
Colonial,
business at his Vaudette Theatre, delay.
Norman SeJohn Gable, Sharon
since extensive alterations and
Walter Baumann, secretary of bring, Alma, Portage J. M. Alderremodelling, which included a $1,- the Wisconsin Motion Picture dice, Delton, Dormant; M. A. Sybert,
000 screen, have been completed. Exhibitors' Association, and J. H. Strand, Moundsville, W. _Va.j^ O. J.
Grand, Butli
Sybert,’r.-'-'-J''’
~ T.
c- 11
^
billiman,
of« »u
the Downer Tu
1 heatre
risen, Grand. Mt. Pleasant; R.
Grand, Greensburg; C. E.
Jennings,
of the
and the recording
® secretary
^
B.
Princess, Jeanette;
G.
Landis,
l-l".
organization,
were Meyers,
exhibitors
Gem, Derry; R. M. Meyers,
especially commended for their Gem, Derry: George Long, Long’s
Theatre, Johnsonburg; O. P. Krugh,
There have been numerous work when the committee re- Olympic,
South Side, Pittsburgh; T.
complaints in the past of the lack ported that the two have always A. Shrader, Olympic, Pittsburgh H.
of amusement in Augusta, Ga., but taken active part in drives for the B. Kester, Cameraphone, East Liberty: Wm. Wheat. Jr., Sewickley and
the complaint is no longer true. betterment of conditions.
Hilltop,
Aleck Moore,
Coraopolis;
Boost hlilwaukee week is only Pittsburgh; John Newman, Nixon,
Manager Frank Miller, managNew
Castle
in
many
instances
the
one
of
Imperial,
ing director of
the
Rialto and Modjeska theatres, which motion picture men have
Markowitz! Lan^
states that this is only the begin- taken such a generous hand, the New Castle; Paul W. Huhn, Idle
report
stated.
ning, and that if Augusta really
hS": pu”l;:;iS fS’ l°£SS: Ifi’
wants entertainment and will supRankin; Sam Pearl. Climax,
erty,
Shearer, Homeport it, she will certainly be
Milwaukee exhibitors are join- Pittsburgh I.
Poke, Shiloh. Pittswood;
given the opportunity. The city ing hands with
Santa Claus. burgh; Henry
Joseph Wagman, Duquesne;
once more has vaudeville. Keith’s Already two of the largest play- Samuel De Fazio, Blackstone, PittsM ^th, Duquesne: Barth
butK^: M.
vaudeville opened at the Imperial houses
announced their burgh;
have
New Kensington! Guy V. Ida,
Theatre on Thanksgiving Day, plans to help the kiddies on Dattola,
Tarentum
Rudolph Navary,
Star.
and will be presented every Christmas Day, while several Verona; Samuel Navary, Verona;
Marosis, Penn, New Ca^le;
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, others have the matter under con..
Charles Freeman, Regent. New CasJ
as long as Augusta supports it.
sideration.
tie: T. P. Miller, Pittsburgh: Hyman
The Rialto reports fair business
which Goldberg,
Pennsylvania
Western
playhouses
at
The
Company.
Pittsburgh
for the past week. Monday and Christmas
been
have
stunts
Tuesday, the feature picture was mapped out are the Alhambra, Keesport; Wm. Lamproplos, Para“The Primitive Lover” and House Grand
Fourth mount. Latrobe; L. J. Nadler, MajesAvenue
and
Manager Creislein arranged a Street, under the management of
Bon Nudloi?, Ro*
Tbofltre, W oodlflwti
T
J
simple but effective lobby display, Leo A. Landau, and the Strand,
Ambridge; M. Schaffel, Empire.
which had for its center, a Grand Avenue and Fifth Street, New Brighton; Morris Barsky, strand
huge pair of hearts, bright red managed by Ed Weisfeldt.
Inm
and entwined. In these hearts
Mr. Landau has donated the i.urie, Victoria, Pittsburgh;; Maurice
were pictures scenes from the use of his theatre for one day to Tauber. Oakland. Pittsburgh; M. A.
Rialto,
American and
picture, and photos of the star. tho
Miiwaiilrpp Hlks
FlWc wno
-ivlin
will Rosenberg,
w
the Milwaukee^
Pittsburgh; Michael Rosenbloom. MaOver the twin-hearts and chain- hold a combination vaudeville and estic, Charleroi; Walter Sllverberg,
ing them together was a giant picture show to raise funds with Mercer Square. Greenville: .Tere Spanclub.
The whole was encircled which to conduct a party for the
®East^°^ibe^u° Ha?ry
with electric lights and was most poor kiddies of the city on Thomas, Liberty, East Liberty M. R..
Nonh Side, PittsMiller,
Novelty,
effective.
Christmas Day in the Milwaukee
The
Modjeska Theatre, of Auditorium.
Y«kon\ Be"n ’^Amdur GardeA, North
which the house manager is Mr.
Mr. Weisfeldt has agreed to side, Pittsburgh; Sydney S. Cohen,
Shields, played, for the first two turn over his theatre to the Santa Ne'w Tm-k national president, M. P.
days of the week, “Hurricane’s Claus Association on December ^ati of t^e 'bosi^^^ drtefc
coach,

,

wWH0rS

^

;

;

-

.

;

;

;

W

;

:

burgh; Ben Browarsky, Variety and
McGinley, Elizabeth; Mr. Bowers, St
Mary’s; Pete Antonoplos, Frederick,
Pittsburgh.

Announcement has been made
of the transfer of the interest of

Claude

,

.

,

;

AT

.J

,

•

—

;

On that day as many orphans
as can be found in the city will
be guests of the management and
the association. Special vaudeville

Gal,” which drew fairly well; the
last four days of the week, the
feature was “The Young Rajah,”
which played to very good busi-

23.

ness.

acts, some of them featuring the
will
be
themselves,
orphans
offered in addition to a run of
morning
During
pictures.
“ J the
-1
r
4
t.
hours it is planned to have inmates of the various old home
institutions as guests

a

change of pictures and an

admission price of 10 cents, is always filled to the doors, but plays
capacity business particularly
on Friday, the special drawing
card for that day being a Harold
Lloyd comedy a one-reel reissue.
Manager Edenfield reports
that Friday is his heaviest day,
and he gives credit for it to the
to

—

—

.

•

1

The New Milwaukee

national organization; M. J. O’Toole,
g®rnnton, chairman of the Public

®"In?znt?oT“Cr®in
ledo,

O

:

G. Smi?h,^^^^^
president of the Ohio M. P. T.
Casper, Rowland and

Jerome

T* a1
wes^ern*'^Pe?nsylvania^^^^
and Davis
Harris,' Harris
D.
A.

Amnsement
Havis.

Harry
Pittsburgh
and Davis Amusement

Co..

Hams
_

:

Max Englebergr.
Pittsburi^h
Strand and Liberty, McKees Rocks;
00

.,

*

Robinson,

Robinson was associated in the
Mr KODD
T?nhh will
«n'11 rnn
Mr.
con.
tmue as proprietor with Reno
Fleming as house manager. There
•„
change in the pohej
of the theatre, which will continue
of

oresent

four

Keith

of

acts

^Ldev^L and motiL

pictur^^^^

regularly,

Milan Salowich, of the National
Theatre, Johnstown, Pa., is a live^ire. He built this 700-seat house

_t ttcc non
^ year ago at a cost ot $o5,U00.
Three months ago he spent an additional

for

$3,500

stage

a

and

necessary equipment. Isow he has
purchased an organ, which cost
$7,100.
^
’

Thomas,
well - known
Paul
Greensburg exhibitor, is back
again on the job after a tew days
in

the woods chasing the rabbits.

«

»

y-v

j.i_
l.
t
S. L. Driggs, of the Globe, Lioerty and Driggs Theatres, Clear-

field,

in

•

.f

has improved somewhat

health,

and

in

at the present time

Florida on a motoring

is

trip.

u
manager of the
bredj Gohrs,
Aris Theatre, Erie, was married
recently to Miss Gladys Marie
Love, an Erie girl.
t-

c

L-

Moogerman’s

new

Lincoln

Theatre on Wylie avenue, rittsburgh, was opened on Saturday,
Noveinber 25. This is a brand
new house, a two-story brick
building with apartments on the
uPPer floor, a storeroom on the
street level and billiard parlor at
a cost of $50,000. The house seats
400 and has been supplied with
ample standing room, and so arranged that another hundred
nr.

If
seats can be installeu 11
Frank
casion demands.

“j
.

;

Alterations

Aleck

T

Ray

.

having been

M^ro^^^Hliltoo”
Hilltop
Moores^

,

is

corn-

heatre,
T^^^
1

Pittsburgh, having been increased
2=?

Pitts-

at

„,onacrpmf.nt
management.

1

Lloyd comedies even though they out, according to George Fisher,
are single reels, and re-issues.
manager.
Browarsky, Variety and Rex.

of

Clarksburg, W. Va., in the Blue
Theatrp
at Fairmont,
Fairmnnt to
tn
I neatre
at
Charles C. Robb, With whom Mr.

manager.
R^T.^a^oT^w.' p"fM[ss”Vildred

heatre, riark. Helma. Etna Sam Gould, North
Milwaukee’s outskirt Side. Pittsburgh: A. P. Way, Dn
pride
of
houses, will also have a special
•Duqtmsn?^Hlight?."5^^^^^
Christmas stunt, although the johnaton* Trlanfrle. Eaat Liberty; W.
details have not yet been worked -T. Bittner. Cambria. Johnstown: Mr.

proprietor

Robinson Grand Theatre

the

.

The Dreamland Theatre, with

Named

Plttsburgh Mccting

s

daily

,

open tor Dusines*.

December
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National Get-Together Being Held

Every Week
Exhibitors used to depend on infrequent meetings
of their various organizations for a chance to swap
stories, gather the gossip of the trade, meet old friends
or learn where these were “hanging out.”

Now these exhibitors hold a weekly get-together,
where they can all keep in touch with one another’s
activities, learn about old friends and their doings, and
fraternize with their fellows to foster the human side
of the exhibiting game.
Want to sit in on these get-togethers?. It’s easy.
All it costs you is the time it takes to read Moving
Picture World’s newsy, breezy “Regional News and
Gossip” Department.

Business in Toledo

Shows

Nixon-Nirdlinger Theatee
in Baltimore Is Rebuilt
Lowther Forrest,

reopened to the public under the
management of A. M. Seligman,
who formerly had charge of the
was
theatre
This
playhouse.
badly damaged by fire about six
months ago and has been closed
since that time to allow for reIt is operated by
construction.
the Nixon-Nirdlinger interests and
the Stanley Company of America,
who also control Ford’s Theatre
in Baltimore, under the management of Harry A. Henkel. Fred
N'xon-Nirdlinger and Jules
G.
Mastbaum were present at the re-

who has been assowith the Marcus Loew
Theatrical
Interests
for
eight
show. years,
has
succeeded
Robert
Ed

That

business

conditions

in

the

picture houses in Toledo and this
territory are rapidly improving and
that the present winter will show all
the

leading

houses

making

good

was the statement made this
week by Ora Brailey, owner of the
Princess Theatre and dean of Toledo
profits

I

write

a criticism of the
hest criticism of the show received during December will win
$25 for writing it. Second prize,
$15; third prize, $5; and fourth,

The

fifth,

operated by the MetroCompany, of
Theatre
which Dr. F. W. Schanze is
president, that they are now rentarchitect, and ing the store, office and floor space

Nixon’s Victoria Theatre, 415
East Baltimore street, Baltimore,
has been entirely rebuilt and redecorated after the plans of J.

opening.

Increase, Reports Brailey

sixth,

prize', $1.

seventh

A. Lake,

ciated

Wayne

as manager of Loew’s
Hippodrome Theatre, Baltimore.
Mr. Lake comes direct from London, Canada. He managed three

and eighth of the Loew theatres
N. Y., for some time.

Brooklyn,
Mr. Wayne
has become associated with the
small Marshall
Players at the New
in

Motion picture owners in the
towns in this territory intend to open Lyceum Theatre, Baltimore.
up a fight on the Sunday closing
laws.
Lakewood, Findlay, Bryan
Guy L. Wonders, manager of
and several other cities will open the Rivoli Theatre, Baltimore,
see profits coming in.
the their shows on Sundays and are who is ever on the alert to give
“I believe we have passed
from now on will see confident they will win out in the his patrons the best in pictures
crisis and
fight.
I have
better business,” he said.
and music in his delightful themade a little money on every picture
atre, arranged with Victor HerHarry O. Thomas and Frank G. bert, renowed composer of musishown during October and good
Nafus,
both
from
Toledo,
on
all
pictures
in
November,
this
money
week cal comedies, to come to Baltiespecially the week I played ‘Rich took over the Rivoli Theatre at De- more during the week of Decemfiance,
Ohio, following the com- ber 4 and conduct the orchestra
I believe we have
Men’s Wives.’
made the turning point and from pletion of a deal with Harold Wendt, at the Rivoli.
now on I can see nothing but good who has operated the house for the
past several months.
Thomas has
results ahead.”
Charles E. Whitehurst, presibeen connected with several Toledo
theatres, but this is Nafus’ first ven- dent of the Whitehurst Theatrical
Mr. Brailey is the champion duck
Interests, brought back those two
ture in the business.

exhibitors.

states that since
October 1, for the first time since
the war closed, he has been able to

Mr.

I

Brailey

hunter in Toledo.
He says the
shooting this year has been the best
in years and that over 7,000 wild

The Rivoli recently has been man- excellent singers, Justin Lawrie
aged by Mrs. Wendt, in the absence and Fernando Guarneri, to sing at
of her husband, who has been work- the Century during the weeks of
ducks have been brought down on
ing with a film booking company in November 27 and December 4.
the shooting grounds near Toledo
Cleveland.
Wendt soon will be
this season.
transfered to the New York office
So near completion is the
of the booking agency, and will be Metropolitan
Theatre,
North
joined
Manager Fageley, of the Rivoli,
by Mrs. Wendt.
avenue at Pennsylvania, which is
made a great hit with
the past week
when

!

he

Manager

Gerstle, of the Valentine,
put on a special screening of ‘‘When

Knighthood

Was

week

at

convenience of the
in

be

politan

in

other sections of the building.

The Sunday situation at Wabash, Ind., which has been more
or less of a one-sided quarrel for
the last nine months between Wabash ministers and William and
Perry Dickson, proprietors of the
Eagle Theatre, has developed into
a real issue with the apparent organization of proponents of the
Sunday shows, as a result of the
arrest and jailing on Sunday, NoDickson
vember 26, of the
brothers.
After the Dicksons had been arrested, the sheriff announced that
he could not accept bail and would
confine the two theatre men in the
jail until

Monday.

Attorneys and

friends of the Dicksons then filed
a habeas corpus suit and bonds of
$100 then were filed for the prisoners’ release. Following their rethe Dicksons announced
lease,
they would give another show
Sunday evening.
By 7 :30 o’clock the theatre was

packed. The sheriff and his deputies arrived a short time later and
rearrested the Dicksons, who were
then taken back to the jail. Proceedings similar to the ones takings
place in the afternoon followed.

Two

were filed Saturthe Morgan Circuit Court
at Martinsville against Frank J.
Rembusch, of Shelbyville, owner
of the Grace Theatre at Martinsday

affidavits

in

ville,

and

his

Frank

manager,

Jewell, charging them with violating the Sabbath by operating
the theatre on November 12 and
November 19. Affidavits against

Mr. Rembusch and Mr. Jewell
were first filed in the court of

Mayor
cases

E.

were

L. Avery.
called a

venue was asked.

When

The

affidavits in the Circuit

the

change
filing

in Flower” one
midnight for the

theatrical

folks

the city.

Eddie Zom, of the Temple
Theatre, is pulling off a cute stunt
with the Toledo Ne'ws-Bee. Each
night a child’s picture appears in
the News-Bee. All the child has
to do is to cut out the picture,
take it to the News-Bee, identify
herself as the photo shown and
receive a ticket to the Temple,
entitling her to take her family,
not exceeding six persons, to the
Temple any day of the week.
She also has an opportunity to

Where All

the Adjectives Originated

w

’£ should have acknowledged long before this the receipt of several oldtime posters and
clippings from ancient negatives sent us by John P. Dibble, of the Park Theatre, Branford, Conn. They are interesting and it is hard luck that we haven’t the space to devote
to reproductions of them. Perhaps later on we can show the film clippings and see how many
exhibitors recognize them.
Particularly interesting of all the posters is one that Mr. Dibble used.' in Putnam, Conn., in
1904. This reads, in part, as follows:
“7th annual tour! See the new colored moving pictures. 100 new novelties. We would mention The Haunted Inn where no man rests.
The most spectacular moving picture ever made,
a laughing success, the original production just imported from Paris. See the great Baltimore
Fire Scene. The conflagration at its height most sensational moving picture ever made actually
taken at the fire.
(That makes two 'most spectaculars’ on one program. Ed.) See the realistic Japan & Russia War Scenes. The latest on land and sea.
The great naval battle. See the
wonderful electrical illusion, the mystic flame, introducing The Only Melies, the prince of French
magicians. An exhibition of the most marvelous moving pictures in the world, some of which
are fully One Thousand Feet each in length, others Beautifully Colored, marvels of art and
accuracy; produced on a scale of magnitude never before attempted.”
The poster goes on to relate that “over 40,000 tickets have been sold in Utica during the past
six years for Dibble’s moving pictures, 35,000 in Schenectady, 33,000 in Amsterdam, 30,000 in
Poughkeepsie, 30,000 in Rome, 50,000 in Hartford.” Mr. Dibble also advertised then a special attraction, “The World’s Fair at St. Louis.”
Oh, boy! Now we know where the superlatives in present-day advertising came from. S. S.

—

—

—

of
of

Court fol-

lowed.

booked

for personal appearance.
She appeared for three days
and was given a grand ovation at
each performance.

night last

to

his clientele

Betty Blythe

1

639

—

—
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News from the Producers
Conducted by T.

S.

da Ponte

"'Monte Cristo” to

Distinctive Signs

George MacQuarrie

Be Given Special
London Showing
To

the

George MacQuarrie has been
signed by Distinctive Pictures
Corporation to play the role of the
Constable of France in the French
episode of “Backbone,” the first
all-star production of this company, which is now in the making

of Fox Film
now being shown in

number

masterpieces

England

will shortly be added
magnificently
produced
screen version of “Monte Cristo,’’

their

adapted from the

at

world-famous

Beecber and Marie

Scenes from “Fleeced for Gold,” which Pathe will release on

December

17 as a one-reel special.

The

Craneycrow,” by E. T.
Jack Conway directed.
Eileen Percy played opposite Raw“Castle

Lowe,

Jr.

Heavy Bookings on
“Headless Horseman”
Following the announcement of
booking of “The Headless

the

linson.

Horseman,” or “The Legend

To Make Plans for
First

Runs

of

Sleepy Hollow,” at the Capitol
Theatre, New York, the Hodkinson Corporation, distributors of
the production, state that many
bookings have been coming in on
Washington Irving classic
this
from all over the country. It is
further stated that at the present
time the majority of the contracts
have been secured in the Central

Following the private premiere
“Quincy Adams Sawyer” at the
Grand Ball Room of the Hotel
Bancroft, Worcester, Mass., Herbert Lubin left for Chicago last
week. “Quincy Adams Sawyer”
West and New England States,
is the first S-L picture to be sponsored by Associated Pictures Cor- but that the South and other sections will be heard from in short
poration.
While in the Middle West Mr. order.
Boston, Holyoke-, Lowell and
Lubin will confer with the district supervisors of Metro Pic- New Bedford, Mass., and Buffalo
Syracuse, N. Y., are all
tures Corporation exchanges in and
that territory, for the purpose of scheduled to play “The Headless
co-operating with Metro in the

of

placing of certain

first

Views Films
Under the personal direction of
S. L. Rothafel, managing director
City,

“Quincy

-presentation.

success

of

Irving’s

most widely

is

this

of
read story

filmization

assured.

by Much

New York

Adams

an area of three square blocks

iir

the

who

costumes for the French episode
of “Backbone,” the all-star production which Edward Sloman is
now directing for that company.

Complete Camera

Work
The

interest
that
is
manifest Mass., in the period of 1850, as
of
throughout the territory in refer- well as strong in drama of a comence to the production of “The pelling form.
Headless Horseman,” the Hodkinson organization feels that the
Studio
to

Anniversary Marked

The second anniversary of the
Sawyer” opening of Paramount’s twowas presented to an invited audi- million dollar studio on Long
ence on Monday evening, Novem- Island was celebrated recently
ber 27, in the grand ballroom of during the filming of a scene for
the Bancroft Hotel, Worcester, George Melford’s new production,
While the scene
Mass., Herbert Lubin, of S-L Pic- “Java Head.”
tures,
sponsored the showing, was staged especially for the picwhich marked the world’s premiere ture, studio officials joined the
party, between “shots,”
of the initial production of Asso- merry
ciated Pictures Corporation.
Mr. and made an anniversary celebraRothafel made a special trip to tion of it.
The Paramount studio occupies
Worcester for the purpose of the
of the Capitol Theatre,

Cahill.

camera work on “Java
Horseman” immediately after the Head,” George Melford’s Paraproduction
of
Joseph
Capitol showing.
The Central mount
West bookings include such cities Hergesheimer’s novel, has been
as Minneapolis, Chillicothe, Kan- completed at the company’s Long
sas City, Springfield, Denver and Island studio. The final scenes to
Grand Rapids, all of which have be filmed for the picture -were
contracted for this Hodkinson those of the Manchu temple and
special, with the Pacific Coast the villa and garden of a Manchu
bookings represented by Los An- nobleman, the home of Taou
This Chinese sequence
geles, Long Beach, San Diego, Yuen.
added much color and beauty to
Berkeley and Sacramento.
According to the inquiries that the picture, which is rich in hishave been made and the amount torical background of Salem,

runs.

Invited Audience

the

nineteen-year-old
arrived in New
York from Paris two months
ago to design a number of
the
costumes
for
the
new
edition of the Music Box Revue, has been engaged by Arthur
S. Friend, head of the Distinctive
Pictures Corporation, to design the
designer,

"The Prisoner”
“The Prisoner,” starring Herbert
Rawlinson. It was adapted from
George Barr McCutcheon’s novel,

to

Engages Adrian
•A-drian,

in

latest production of importance to go into the editorial department at Universal City is

MacQuarrie came

screen from a long and successful
stage career, having been leading
man for Grace George, Janet

criticisms
were unanimous in
praising the masterly way in
which the novel had been reproduced.

Rawlinson Stars

the Biograph Studios.

Mr.

novel by Alexandre Dumas. According to a recent announcement,
it will commence a special season
at a leading London theatre in the
very near future.
Some time ago this picture was
presented privately at the London
Alhambra to a representative
gathering of the press, and the

Joviality

Astoria, L. I., and is said to be
the largest motion picture studio
under one roof in the world.
Of the thirty-three productions
filmed
in
the Eastern
studio,

twenty have been Paramount
tures and thirteen Realart

picpic-

tures.

Exhibitors Will Find in “Regional News and Gossip” all

Showmen
lishing.

Items

Worth Pub-

R-C

Goes

in

Los Angeles

P. A.
Powers, managing director, and J. I. Schnitzer, vicepresident of Film Booking Offices
of America, left on December 2
for the R-C Studio in Los Angeles. Mr. Powers, who returned
ten days ago from a six %veeks’
trip to Europe, will remain on the
Coast for an indefinite period,
where he will shape the F. B. 0.

production policy and line up
product for the ensuing year.

Curtis to

Make

Stills

E. S. Curtis, artist-photographer
extraordinary' and considered the
peer of all photographers of the
American Indian, was specially
commissioned by Cecil B. DeMille
to secure a set of stills on the huge
preliistoric forest set which is a
feature of “Adam’s Rib,’’ Mr. De
Mille's new Paramount picture.
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Soon Put Into Production
Chambers Serial Story, “The Common Law”

Selznick Will
Corinne Griffith,
Robert

W.

Conway

Tearle and Elliott Dexter Engaged for Stellar Roles

“The George Archainbaud

Chambers’

will direct.

“The Common Law’’ is conLaw,’’ announced as one
of the big super specials to be re- ceded to be one of the most valleased by the Selznick company uable pieces of motion picture
as a part of their 1922-23 offer- property in existence. Written by
ings is about to be put into pro- Robert W. Chambers as a serial
The picture is to be novel for one of the big national
duction.
made in the company’s West magazines, it appeared when the
Coast Studios under the personal author was at the height of his
supervision of Myron Selznick, popularity and created a sensaPro- tion throughout the country. It
president of the company.
duction work will be concurrent was subsequently published in
with that on Sir Anthony’s Hope’s book form and at once took rank
“Rupert of Hentzau” which is as a “best seller”; the book is
now in the making and the shoot- still selling in large quantities.
ing of these two big pictures at Robert W. Chambers magazine
the same time will make the Selz- stories and books are still imnick company one of the busiest mensely popular and each new
producing organizations on the story seems to have given new
impetus to “The Common Law”
Pacific Coast.
The cast for the production has which is pretty generally rebeen selected in accordance with garded as the most human and
the announced policy of the Selz- dramatic tale which Mr. ChamCorinne Griffith, bers has ever written.
nick company.
The announcement that Corinne
Conway Tearle, and Elliott DexOther Griffith, Conway Tearle and Elter will
be co-starred.
screen artists of almost unusual liott Dexter will appear in the
prominence will support them. stellar roles in the photoplay ver-

Common

.

(

I
"

sion will prove of great interest
to exhibitors giving further proof
that the Selznick Pictures of the
future are to be exceptional in

ductions ever turned out, stands
alone in his class as a portrayor
of just the kind of role he has
been given in “The Common

every way.

Law.”

It is doubtful if there
are three other motion picture
players now before the public so
ideally suited for the parts which

C. E.

as

Presithe di-

rection of the big Robert W.
have been assigned them. Each Chambers story has been enhas behind him a record of not- trusted to George Archainbaud is
able successes and each stands of equal importance to the anMr.
for a particular type of screen nouncement of the cast.
stepped into the
portrayal which will at once be Archainbaud
seen to be admirably adapted for select circle of foremost AmeriCorinne can motion picture directors when
“The Common Law.”
for the past few years he turned out the big Selznick
Griffith

—

—

picture, “One Week of Love,” coadding starring Elaine Hammerstein and

the biggest boxoffice bet of the

company— is

Vitagraph

new

success to a notable career

Conway

Tearle,

which

is

now

with each succeeding production playing so successfully in the
Conway leading theatres of the country.
in which she appears.
The probable release date of
Tearle’s reputation as one of the
best actors before the motion pic. “The Common Law” has not yet
ture camera has been established been discussed. Production work
is being started immediately and
in notable performances on both
the speaking stage and screen. the picture will be ready for disElliott Dexter, featured player in tribution, subject to the plans of
a score of the best photoplay pro- the company, before Feb. 15.

Holah, President of
Many
Growing Business

i

The announcement by
Myron Selznick that

dent

Wired Praise
of Metro Picture

Arthur H. Sawyer, of S-L Pic- fel, managing director of the
its growing
occupies a space tures and supervising director of Capitol Theatre; William Atkinof about 4,000 square feet on the Associated Pictures Corporation, son, general manager of Metro;
sixth floor of the Film Exchange is reported to have been the re- Jack Meador, Metro’s publicity
Building in
Cleveland.
cipient of a flood of congratula- chief Alfred Weiss, president of
It
is
Corporation
Pictures
planned to install a complete com- tory telegrams and letters since Artclass
mercial studio.
the screening of “Quincy Adams Lennie Abrams, one of the execuDuring the coming year the Sawyer” by Metro in New York, tives of Craftsmen Film Laboracompany expects to go into busi- prior to its general release tories, and a host of others well
Under known in various branches of the
ness on a larger scale, one fea- throughout the country.
ture of the enlarged business be- the personal supervision of Mr. motion picture industry.
Sawyer will immediately begin
ing a mail order department.
Sawyer, Clarence Badger, directed.
Among those who wired felici- work on “Your Friend and Mine,”
tations on the success of “Quincy a starring vehicle for Willard

“Doc” Holah has resigned able to take care of

special

representative

Literary Digest’s

of

the

“Fun from the

Press” to devote his entire time

business.

It

now

;

Cleveland Motion Picture
in Cleveland, Ohio, of
which he has become president
and general manager.
to the

Company,

The

company completed arin November to move

rangements
into larger

quarters so as to be

Adams
Contest Brings Big
Rush of Business New Yorkers Refuse
men
Money at Half Price
Sawyer” are

Associated First National salesof United States and Canada
have just finished a merry contest for “played and paid for”
business.
This
contest
was
planned by Floyd M. Brockell,
who was last week appointed

Rotha- Mack.

the best increased “played and
paid for” business, $200 for second
best, $150 for third and $100 for
fourth,

being

in

six

each

district.
districts,
the

amount of the

There

Contrast of Appeal

„

Goldwyn

total

prizes was $4,500.
“Played and paid for” business
has come into the First National
New York offices so fast that
today with the contest closed it
will take a couple of weeks to

manager of distribution for First
National.
The contest began on
October 1 and ended November 25.
The prizes offered to “pep” up the
entire sales force were $300 for decide on the winners.

in

S. L.

,

s

force

publicity

kicked another exploitation goal
last week with “A Blind Bargain,”
repeating their coup for “Brothers
Under the Skin” of a week or two
ago. The Gallagher and Shean of
press agentry (Howard Dietz and
Eddie Bonus) wanted another big
splash, for “A Blind Bargain” this
time as big a splash as their
“Brothers Under the Skin” Club

—

I

I

—

fined $2.
The reporters, not realizing it
was a publicity stunt, “went to
it” and the big newspaper stories

were the
had made.
.So they went calmly to work
and grabbed off front page space
on Thanksgiving Day in the

Hodkinson Films —

result.

—

Variety is_ again expressed in peal, this picture is very strong,
Times, the Herald, the Globe, the
mstribution plans of the W.
“The Headless Horseman,” a Mail, the World and the whole
W. Hodkinson Corporation fol- quaint comedy based on “The
caboodle. With the connivance of
announcement that Legend of Sleepy Hollow”; “Bull- W. R. Ferguson they engaged a
I he
Kingdom Within” will be dog Drummond,” a story that is man named Jack Cohen, of 58
iffie feature release scheduled
for melodramatic throughout- “The Manhattan avenue, to sell half
December 24. Quite unlike “The Kingdom Within,” a tense drama
dollars at the price of twenty-five
|Headless Horseman” and “Bull- offer the exhibitor, in combination,
cents to sophisticated New York
:dog Drummond” in general ap- plenty
of variety.
ers.
The half dollars were in

j

envelopes marked “Blind
Bargain,” and Cohen attempted to
sell them in front of the Capitol
Theatre and along Broadway.
The curious crowded around him
and listened to his spiel, but they
didn’t buy not even one.
Finally Cohen was arrested and
small

$ $ $

You Lose Them
When You Don’t Read

the

_

Independent Dept.
The Best

in the

$ $ $

Business
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Jack Pickford^s *^Garrlson*s
Finish Set for Release
January 15

Real Chinese in native costume
served as supers in the elaborate
stage introduction prepared at the

atmospheric prologue, Managing Director Edward L. Hyman
used two operatic stars and a

this

of who
dressed in Chinese robes.

pair of classic dancers,

were

all

The night Chinese setting contrived was futuristic with contrasting lights to aid the effectiveness of the dances and songs.
Mr. Hyman reproduced as nearly
as possible the scene and costumes from the film. Strings of
odd Chinese lanterns added to the
color.

The prologue stepped

right into

furnishing the advance
atmosphere and eliminating an
abrupt break.
the

film

Mr.

Hyman

used the Chinese

trademark
for the advertising done by the
Mark Strand for “East Is West.”

t 3 ’pe

This

of lettering as a

letter

motif

prevailed

theatre.

Ballin Still

“Vanity

Adds

Fair’’

in
Back

to

Cast

Hugo

Ballin is still adding to
the big cast which he is assembling at the Goldwyn studios for
his photoplay version of Thackeray’s “Vanity Fair,” starring his
wife, Mabel Ballin.

Adele Rowland, famous musical
star, has been signed for
an important part. Doris Stone,
an English musical comedy star,
has also been engaged, as have
Leo White, James Marcus and
Otto Lederer.
This makes one of the longest
and ablest casts ever assembled
for an American picture.
Other
players engaged are Hobart Bosworth, George Walsh, Eleanor
Boardman, Harrison Ford, Willard
Louis, Earle Fox, Robert Mack,
William Humphrey and Tempe

comedy

1922

A definite release date for January 15 next has been set for
Jack Pickford’s “Garrison’s Finish,” an Allied Producers and
Distributors Corporation release which marks Mr. Pickford’s
formal return to the screen as a star after two years directorial
work with his sister, Mary Pickford.
“Garrison’s Finish” is based on W. B. M. Ferguson’s famous
racing novel of the same title a story that has been read and
loved by many hundreds of thousands. It is a big picture in
every sense of the word, and for its racing scenes has the actual
running of the last Kentucky Derby won by the great Morvich
at Louisville, as well as the last Metropolitan handicap at
Belmont Park.
“Garrison’s Finish” has been booked for a pre-release run at

duced.

be one of the busiest
City during the
Besides
month of December.
starting work on her new picture,
“Little Old New York,” soon after
the first of the month. Miss Davies is dressing one thousand dolls
to be given away on Christmas
Day to New York children. Five
hundred of the dolls will be given
out through the New York American Christmas Fund and five hundred will be given away by Miss
Davies herself at the gigantic
star,

will

girls in

New York

after a six

We

liked Charlie Chaplin’s
picture, ‘The Pilgrim,’ and
enjoyed Jackie Coogan in ‘Oliver
”
Twist.’

new

Meantime “Oliver Twist” has
been generally released by First
National.
“The Pilgrim” will
shortly be released also by First
National.

Marion Davies Busy
on Christmas Gifts
Cosmopolitan

New York

wood, Lord Mountbatten said:
“We stayed at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks,
Charles Chaplain was our distinguished host, as Mr. and Mrs.
Fairbanks were in the East.
There is a private theatre in the
Fairbanks home, and we saw films
which have not yet been pro-

the Grand Theatre, Pittsburgh. After the theatre management
had seen the picture everyone was strong in congratulations
for Jack Pickford and heartily endorsed the film as an excellent
box-office and entertainment feature.
Arrangements were made for a private showing of “Garrison’s
Finish” to all the member of “Sally,” the stage play in which
Marilyn Miller (Mrs. Jack Pickford) is starring, as well as for
members of all other theatrical companies playing in Pittsburgh. Because the Grand Theatre print had not yet reached
Pittsburgh plans were made for having a print sent on by
special messenger for this private showing.

Davies,

Hollywood

journey, which was made in a private car, was Lady Mountbatten,
England’s wealthiest girl. Speaking of his experiences in Holly-

—

Marion

in

weeks’ tour of the United States,.
Lord Louis Mountbatten, son of
the
former Prince Henry of
Battenberg and cousin of the
Prince of Wales, declared that he
looked everywhere for signs of
wickedness while at Hollywood.,
but failed to see it. Accompanying Lord Mountbatten on the

in

newspaper display, in lobby cards
and in stands in front of the

16,

Saw No Wickedness

Real Chinese Color in
Hyman Prologue

Brooklyn Mark Strand Theatre
for Constance Talmadge’s “East
Is West.”
In addition to reproducing behind the footlights the
love boat scene from the film ^or

December

her as a fairy godmother as they
have but to express a wish for
some particular thing and it will
be forthcoming. The Cosmopolitan star has told them that if they
will write her letters telling just
what they want, their wishes will
be granted on Christmas Day.
Twenty-five hundred children will
be given presents at the celebra-

“Broken Chains” Is
Booked at Capitol
Goldwyn’s production of the
winning scenario in the Chicago Daily News $30,003 scenario
contest, “Broken Chains,” by Winifred Kimball, is booked for showing at the Capitol Theatre next
week.
This storj" was selected for first
prize by the judges out of 32,000
manuscripts submitted. Goldwyn
engaged Allen Holubar to direct
the production and gave him a
cast including Coleen Moore, Malcolm McGregor, Ernest Torrence,
Claire
Windsor, Gerald Pring,
Beryl Mercer and other well
prize

Cosmopolitan studio.
Christmas Day Miss Davies
will entertain six hundred exservice men at a big Christmas
dinner, to be followed by a theatre party at the Cort Theatre to known plaj'ers.
“Broken Chains” is the story of
holiday celebration she plans to witness “Merton of the Movies.”
hold on Christmas Day at the Over one thousand men will be the redemption of an Eastern
Cosmopolitan studio at 127th and included in the latter invitation as youth, who is a physical and moral
Second Avenue.
the entire house has been bought coward, through his pity for a
The sick children are not to be out for the Christmas matinee. brutally treated young wife whom
forgotten, as the little ones at St. The ex-soldiers to be the recipi- he stumbles upon in a little Westcabin,
chained and padJoseph’s Hospital, 143rd Street ents of Miss Davies’ hospitality ern
and Brook Avenue, Bronx, New will be selected through the Re- locked so she cannot leave the
Piggott.
City,
are
Miss Davies’ construction Hospitals and the house.
Director Ballin has nearly fin- York
The production is an elaborate
special
proteges.
They
look upon American Legion.
ished the great ballroom scene for
one and contains many beautiful
“Vanity Fair” and will soon beshots among the California redgin on the battle of Waterloo secwoods.
tion in which thousands of extras

On

Big Circuit Books

will appear.

December

As its release of December 10,
Paramount presents Elsie Ferguson in "Outcast,” a picturization
of one of Miss Ferguson’s greatest stage successes.
This play
was written by Hubert Davies and
it was in 1914 that Miss Ferguson
starred in it in New York.
One of the features of the picture which should prove especially
attractive to women is a fashion
show held in a setting presenting
an ultra-exclusive modiste’s shop.
Chester Withey directed the
picture, and David Powell is leading man.

Fox Releases for
Early December

Hodkinson Picture

“Outcast” Listed
for

tion at the

important booking announcement has been made by the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation to the effect that the Fox Circuit has
booked the melodrama, “Bulldog
Drummond,” adapted from the
stage success by “Sapper” and
featuring Carlyle Blackwell and
Evelyn Greeley, into seventeen
theatres in Greater New York and
.-\n

largest
cuit,

and best of the Fox Cir-

including

the

Academy

of

Fox

Film

nounces

its

Corporation

an-

program for
December 3 to con-

Garden, the week of
Music, Audubon, Jap
sist of a William Russell feature,
Nemo, Washington and others.
Furthermore, it is stated that a Sunshine Comedy, a Mutt and
this contract covers theatres con- Jeff Animated Cartoon and two
trolled by Fox in New Jersey and issues of Fox News
Among the most
“The Great Night" is the title
Connecticut.

important of these are the New
Britain
Theatre, New
Britain,
Conn.; American, Paterson, N. J.;
vicinity.
Terminal and American, Newark,
This contract, which, according N. J., and Liberty Theatre, Elizato the distributors, is one of the beth, N. J.
largest and most important of its
further announced that
It
is
kind, covers twelve theatres in Bim’s Schuyler, 103d Street, West
New York City and Brooklyn, End and Standard have also conamong them being some of the tracted for this Hodkinson release.

'

release

|

i

i

of the only Russell vehicle which
will be distributed during
ber.
It was directed by

Decem-

Howard
Eva Novak plays

M.

Mitchell
opposite Russell.

The Sunshine Comedy is “The
Fresh Heir.” The Mutt and Jeff
release is titled, “The Chewing

Gum
have

Industry.”
its

Fox News

will

bi-weekly publication.

I

\ Selznick Picture

in

which Conway Tearle

also

is

starred

-CHOP SUEY”
A

Christie

Comedy

Featuring Dorothy Devore
Distributed Through
Educational.

Strongheart in

'BRAWN OF THE NORTH
A Murfin- Trimble Production
Through

First National.

'I

Clara Kimball

-ENTER

A

Young

MADAME

Metro

Picture.

1

"THE

MAN WHO WAITED
A

0

Playgoers Picture,

Marshall Neilan's

“THE
STRANGERS' BANQUET
for

Goldwyn.

Pafh^comedy
TAADC

r

SAj

MAKK

Rogers
in

two CO

A Ropin’ Fool
( two

Will Rogers

“Now

this

whether

Fruits of Faith
( three parts

parts

says ;

roping picture.

they’ll call

it

artistic

I

don’t

know

or not but

it’s

the accumulation of thirty-five years’ hard
practice.

If

they don’t

I’ll

call it in,

put

“ ‘Fruits of Faith’ is the most successful
character I had in pictures,
a tramp.
I

—

don’t say this egotistically but
there’s a
off

on

made
say

mustache

a

in

it’s

for

a

disguise, say

Germany and then

art."

it

was

the critics will

man

that can play a

the screen any better’ n

this picture’s not

one.
I

The

reason

going
I

to

I

I

don’t think

tramp on or

go right

play a tramp

never have to change

my

And

can.

is

I’ll

if

be

because

clothes.”

Charles

Hutchiso
CPEED

up your business with

“Speed.”

With “Speed” you can speedily
fill up those empty seats that represent the profit you want and
need.

From

Hutch;

start to finish

outHutches himself. He speeds
from one sensational stunt to another.

He

risks

his

life

again

and again.
For
is

thrills, action, speed,

in a class

by

“Speed”

itself.

Produced and Directed

Geo

,B

Slitz

l>y

with

Lucy Fox

TftAPE

—

Kids just like

we used

to be

Johnny Jones Comedies
Tim

Parts

The Johnny Jones Comedies make
us

all

young

again, for they

us ourselves just as

That’s one reason

and public

praise

show

we used to be.
why reviewers

them. Everyone

can recognize himself or herself in

They make us laugh, but
they also make us think.
them.

“

‘Broadcasting’

and
and

will

is

thoroughly enjoyable

please any audience.

Johnny

supporting cast will enlist everyone’s sympathies .”
Film Daily.
his

—

“For the

K.

the appeal

for

is

another

both child-

ren and adults which this has had.”

Fheat

“The Johnny

week have run ‘For Rent

Don’t think there

comedy with
Liberty

J.

past

Haunted.’

re.

Great

Falls,

—

sure

are

enjoyed

wholesome and
by

our

PafheDicture

I

re-

am

patrons.”

James Theatre. Columbus, Ohio.

Mont.

McDonald

Productions

Jones Comedies are

freshingly clean and

—

December
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Laemmle Takes Progressive Step

Carl

New

in

“Look- Before-Booking” Policy

To Sell “New Leather Pushers” Only to Exhibitors Who Preview All
Carl Laemmle, president of the are signing up for big blocks of
Universal Pictures Corporation, pictures, some of which are not
this week inaugurated one of the even on paper, and who mortgage
radical the future of their theatre for a
and
sensational
most
policy changes which has struck mess of pottage in the shape of
in some alleged ‘super’ production,
the motion picture industry
many years. He has taken the could ‘shop’ for their screen and
buy only what they know will be
first step in a move to assure a
“look before you book” policy on box-office hits if they but took the
He has trouble to do so, and took the
the part of exhibitors.
gone even farther than this by stand that they were determined
making it obligatory for exhibitors to do so.
“As the producer and distributor
to see certain Universal pictures
of ‘The New Leather Pushers’
before booking them.
‘“rhe
New Leather series, I consider that it is my
'Taking
Pushers,” a new series of six two right to request that each man
series
reelers made from H. G. Witwer’s who wants to buy this
popular prize ring stories, as a should see it first. I do not feel
working try-out for the new that this is in any way an imMr. Laemmle has in- position on the exhibitor. Pripolicy,
structed all Universal exchanges marily, I am making this request
that no bookings are to be taken fot the benefit of the exhibitor.

i

i

on any of the six new pictures Any merchant has a right to show
the prospective purchaser his wares to a prospective purIt
protects
both the
“The chaser.
has seen the entire six.
New Leather Pushers” series was merchant and the customer. The
chosen because in a limited way, merchant is protected because the
corresponds to series of big customer has seen and accepted
it
fpatiirf> nrndiirtintv!
The civ nie- the goods. There Can be no cometures
made bv Harry Pollard hack. The customer is protected
until

'

'

with Reginald Denny as the star]
are listed as Universal Jewel Productions

'

Mr. Laemmle long has preached
a “look before you book” policy
to exhibitors and has been fore-

most

Universal’s
exhibitor patrons the adoption of
thic nnlicv
Hp bac concictpntlv
inveighed against the fallacy of
honkinsr a vpar nr civ mnnthc’
siipplv of pictures at once, and
has time and time again urged the
theatre owner to have pictures
crrppnpfl bpfnrp rntitraptino- fnr

1

in facilitating for

The Universal chief, when interviewed concerning his latest innovation in the distribution of
Universal pictures, explained in

:

what he hopes to accomplLsh by what he characterizes
detail

just

as his

experiment to determine the

I'Xtent

to

sees

and knows what

he is getting. There should be no
need of a come-back.
just as true in the film
in any other industry,

.

Industry as

_

This
previewing all pictures.
policy should be as much the
policy of every producer as of
Universal’s stand is
Universal.
based on the fact there are no
Universal pictures which we are
not glad to have the exhibitor see
before he books,
“I
chose ‘The New Leather
Pushers’ for the inauguration of
a policy based on the fore-going
because the series
sentiments
consists of six high class tworeelers,
which in quality and
price, are comparable to a program of five-reel features, and
which, because of their current
release, will soon show the workability of the plan,

has been
‘There are many exhibitors in
disregarded to the great disad- this country today who would no
vantage of the exhibitor.
No more think of buying a picture
dass of business meii on earth until they had seen it, than they
huy a ‘pig in a poke’ to the extent would think of buying a residence,
°f the otherwise keen and able sight unseen,
they are all sucIn fact,
business men in the motion picture cessful exhibitors, too.
Every time an exhib- that is probab y the reason they
industry.
successful.
There is no
P^’^s his name at the bottom are
Or ^ contract for a picture he has reason why any exhibitor can go
not seen, he is buying a ‘pig in a an equal distance in assuring his
he knows it only too success,
P°hf’
Nothing could make me hap^o company, no artist no
director
can
guarantee
100% pier than to have every exhibitor
'^^tilts.
Universal picture he
It
estaffiished this
look buys before he signs up.
,
rule for The New Leather would mean one hundred per cent,
h^nsher series because 1 hope that satisfaction.
It would be of impractice

however,

it

in

exhibitors will
the
progressive

“T

j

j

'

attention

!

I

,

i

i

I

,

I

i

inconvenient and sometimes
almost impossible to screen the
pictures they buy.
No two exhibitors are surrounded with the
same conditions. But I do know
that in a majority of the cases the
exhibitor could preview his probable bookings for a month or so
in
advance and assure himself
that^ he would be getting value

I

!

i

“Many

exhibitors

who

today

obtained

the

in

Strong Support in
Heirs’

Newest

For his first picture as a Paramount star, titled “Mr. Billings
Spends His Dime,” Walter Hiers
will have a strong cast enacting
the leading roles.
Featured in
support of Heirs will be Jacque-

Logan.
George Fawcett,

line

one of the
screen’s
foremost
character
actors, has a powerful characterization in the role of a leader of
an
insurrecto
gang.
Patricia

whose

Palmer,

Cowboy and
favorable

good

role.

was seen

work

in

“The

the Lady” attracted

comment, also has a
Robert McKim, who
in

many Thomas H.

Ince productions for Paramount,
will work for the first time at the
Famous Players-Lasky studio in
this picture.

who enact leading roles
Clarence Burton, George
Field,
Lucien
Littlefield,
Guy
Oliver, Joseph Swickard and EdOthers

include

Dorothy Dalton

Monday on

Billings

her

in

work
Paramount

started

first

picture to be made in Hollywood
in
some time. Victor Fleming
will

direct, and Charles DeRoche,
actor, will play one of
leading supporting roles, the

French
the

other

being

in

the

hands

Theodore Kosloff.
Mr. DeRoche reached

wood

it

received.

has

working out of the policy as far
as we have gone up until now.”

Dorothy Dalton
New Film

exhibitors

the iniportance and desirability of seeing
the pictures thej'’ buy, before they
sign
up for them, I will be
vindicated.
I don’t expect an immediate revolution in the distributing end
of the
industry.
Neither do I expect a countrv'wide demand that every picture
be screened for every exhibitor.
“I
know only too w'ell that
there are many exhibitors who
find

;

of

Universal

gaged to direct “Mr.
Spends His Dime.”

buying only on sight,
have taken a radical step,
and I realizing how far-reaching
't
mav be,” said Mr. Laemmle.
“But if it serves to bring to the
poh'cy of

;

basis with complete satisfaction
for both parties.
I know this to
be true because I know the
results
in
exhibitor
friendship

ward Patrick.
Wesley Ruggles has been en-

which

cooperate

I

becpse he

Six

many

exhib- measurable advantage to Univerit will bring home
great advantage of sal because there could be an imitors
the
knowing in advance just what mediate determination of just
they are going to show to their what pictures are salable and
patrons.
It
not only removes what pictures are not salable. In
much of the element of doubt turn, it would mean a quicker
and worry from the exhibitors’ change in production policies and
mind concerning his coming pro- a correspoiidingly rapid change in
grams, but also enables him to pictures to meet the ever changadvance campaigns ing wants of the average exhibhis
adjust
and exploitation to suit the cir- itor.
“It is the only way that the
cumstances.
“I hope, by means of the policy producer and distributor and the
‘Leather exhibitor will ever be able to
the
for
established
ushers’ series to win many con- transact business on a one hundred
verts to the common sense of per_ cent, mutually satisfactory
to

first

last
visit

week.

This

of

Holly-

was

his

America and after
the Paramount West

to

looking at
Coast studio he declared that he
had no words to express his delight at the prospect of working
there.

A

scene from “Through the Skylight,” a Syracuse Motion Picture
Co. special, co-starring Henry Hull and Mary Thurman.
To be
handled through Producers Security Corporation.

The picture which Miss Dalton
has started is “The Law of the
Lawless,” from the story by Konrad Bercovici, adapted by E.
Lloyd Sheldon,
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Taking the Guesswork
Out of Booking
An exhibitor dreamed that he had a highly trained
corps of experts looking at all the pictures and advising him about the booking qualities, the box-office
values, the audience appeal, the advertising angles on
of them.

all

He woke up and found that his dream had come
true when he realized that Moving Picture World’s
“Newest Reviews and Comments” gave him just what
he needed.

Take it from him, he gets his three dollars’ worth
from this one department every week; he has found
the reviews dependable prophecies of picture value,
written by a staff unbiased and highly specialized.
If you’ve dreamed of finding a way to take the
guesswork out of booking, here it is read and profit

—

by “Newest Reviews and Comments” and “The Pep of
the Program” appearing in Moving Picture World
every week.

F. B. O.

on “Ben Hur” Picture
A.

be available to exhibitors at
an early date in 1923. “Canyon of
the Fools” will be the third production starring Carey to be released by F. B. O. The story has
also been published in novel form
by Harper Brothers.

will

Is Built in

Studio for Picture
homet

will

believed

decade Mahave accomplished the

next

theatrical

most magnificent motion picture
ever produced. Mr. Erlanger, on
account of his long familiarity
with the play, “Ben-Hur,” will advise on the screen version.

film

impossible,

and

the

fa-

mous immovable “mountain” will
come to heel at any one of a

—

grand

and

one

which

everyone

Abraham

Herrick, attorney,
“This
production should have a wonderful future.” M. Rosenstein, Ph. G.,
of 99

J.

Nassau

street, said:

of Brooklyn, wrote: “‘Breaking
expresses
most
Ties’
Mr. DeMille was asked why he Home
didn’t go to the actual giant trees superbly that warmth and unitj'
which is such a strong trait of
to get his caveman sequence.
“I had been in the giant forest Jewish folk. It should also appeal
to
everybody of all
to make pictures four times,” says strongly
Mr. DeMille. “The trees are won- creeds, because of the human law

Film Fully Equipped

Wide

Publicity

Weiss Brothers’ Artclass Pic

book contains every help in the
is
offering way of ready-made ads. a supply
the indepen- of stories for advance, current and

tures

Corporation
“After Six Days” to
dent exchanges as a road showproposition fully equipped in the
way
of
useful
advertising
material.
All of the accessories,
the newspaper copy and the supplies have been designed with one
idea in mind
to provide suitable
exploitation material for presenta:

tions in legitimate theatres.

A

ninety-six

page

campaign

definitely

after

Mr.

Godsol and Mr. Erlanger confer
with the production executives.

an
interesting
Feldman, who is

such

picture.”
financially
interested in various theatrical
properties, wrote:
“Your truly

L. J.

wonderful

Home
I

picture,

Ties,’

is

‘Breaking
to any

paramount

have ever witnessed.”
David Goldstein, of Goldstein &

Goldstein,
counsellors
at
law,
said
“There are very few pictures that I have seen as a movie
fan that impressed me more,”
Charles J. Egler, of McGovern
& Egler, motion picture distributors, wrote
“A picture that can
tug at the heart strings and hold
one’s attention, such as ‘Breaking
Home Ties’ held mine, is, I feel
certain, a really big picture, and
one no doubt that will appeal to
every race and creed,”
:

:

On

Exploitation Staff

James Loughborough has

joined

the exploitation staff of “Douglas

Fairbanks

in

‘Robin

Hood’”

assistant to Pete Smith.

borough

as

Lough-

charge of the
and advertising for the
York engagement. Smith
will take

publicity

New
left

last night for Boston, w'here

he will make the advertising
rangements for the opening.

ar-

Prominent Persons
at Picture Showing

—

for

settled

ters

Highly Praised

Is

of cinema studios.
Such is the prophecy of Cecil derful, but it’s impossible to put it so vividly expresses.”
B. DeMille, producer of Para- their beauties adequately upon the
Mrs. David Lion, 220 West 98th
mount pictures, in the course of screen. Nor is it possible to find street,- well-known in settlement
a discussion concerning the huge in a logical radius a variety of work, said: “I have rarely seen
prehistoric forest, erected by Art shots sufficient to carry the drama
Director Paul Iribe for the cur- of a big picture.
rent DeMille production, “Adam’s
“In our constructed forest we
Rib.” The building of the set was have all the beauty of the redexpensive it is the largest indoor woods, with their massive trunks,
affair ever made, it is said
and fifty feet in circumference.”

score

continuity, now in its finstage, was prepared by
June Mathis, recently appointed
editorial director for Goldwyn, in
close conference with Mr. Erlanger.
It is expected that the name of
the nian who is to direct “BenHur” for Goldwyn will be announced soon, as it is believed
this will be one of the first mat-

The

ishing

Associated’s Film

should see.”

Forest
the

the

who

guided the destiny
of “Ben-Hur” on the speaking
stage for the past twenty-five
years, left last week for the Goldwyn studios at Culver City, Cal.,
to confer with F. J. Godsol, president of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, on the motion picture version
Gen.
Lew Wallace’s
of
famous novel, which is being made
by Goldwyn in association with
Mr. Erlanger. Mr. Godsol left for
the Pacific Coast a week ago.
It is the purpose of the Goldwyn company and of Mr. Erlanger to turn the famous stage
play made from the novel into the

ture

In

Erlanger,

L.

producer

Since the special showing in the
ball room of Hotel Astor,
New York, of the Associated
“Breaking
feature,
Marguerite Clayton plays the Exhibitors’
every mail has
leading role opposite Carey, with Home Ties,”
Carmen Arselle cast in the role brought to E. S. Manheimer, who
of the “lady heavy.”
The re- presents the feature, letters exmainder of the cast includes Fred tolling the picture as one meriting
support
possible
widest
Stanton, Joseph Harris, Jack Cur- the
tis, Charles J.
LcMoyne, Vester These come from persons in
Pegg, Murdock MacQuarrie and various walks of life, whose
Mignonne Golden.
The screen activities cover a wide range.
adaptation was made by John W.
George P. Kennedy, vice presiGrey.
Val Paul directed with dent of the Chatham & Phoenix
William Thornley, with Robert National Bank, wrote:
“It
is
DeGrasse behind the camera.
without doubt a remarkable pic-

of Film’s Release

16, 1922

Erlanger to Confer

Changes Date

Harry Carey’s production of
“Canyon of the Fools,” a Saturday Evening Post story by Richard Matthews Hallett, has been
advanced on the Film Booking
Offices of America program and

December

reviews, etc. Special attention is
devoted in the book to methods
of obtaining the co-operation of
churches, schools, fraternal organizations
and
leading
civic
officials.
Letters have been prepared, means of approach dealt
with and a list of organizations in
each leading city is given for the
help of the road showman.

Four members of the party ac- the Grand. It will be formally
companying Georges Clemenceau, released January 15.
There were in the big audience
famed “Tiger” of France, were
distinguished guests many persons prominent in
Pittsburgh,
of
private screening last Mon- public life
day evening, December 4, at the State of Pennsylvania and
Grand Theatre, Pittsburgh, of Nation.
Jack Pickford’s “Garrison’s Fin-

among many
at

a

photoplay
this star’s
first
production since his return to the
screen after a long term of

the
the

the

ish,”

Begins Mix Film

The Western studios of Fox
Film Corporation announce that
Seventeen hundred persons were William Beaudine, the director,
present at the showing of the pic- has begun work on “Catch My
a
Tom Mix vehicle.
ture, an Allied Producers and Dis- Smoke,”
Corporation
release, Lillian Rich, who was featured in
tributors
which has been booked for an ex- “A Fool There Was,” the Fox
tended prerelease engagement at special, will support the star.
directorial

Mary

work

Pickford.

for

his

sister,

December

16,
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Universal Company to Start Year 1923
With Pictures Adapted From Popular Novels
Lewis, Chester, Davis, McCutcheon
An imposing array of pictures
adapted from well known plays,
popular novels and other published stories is listed
sal in its

by Univer-

forecast for the opening

The pictures
months of 1923.
form the schedule of Universal
Attractions, to be released one
i
.each week beginning on January
In the list is included pictures
written by such well-known authors as Sinclair Lewis, George

“1st.

Randolph Chester, Richard HardGeorge Barr McDavis,
Cutcheon, and the internationally

ing

was directed by Nat Ross, maker
of several hilarious Hoot Gibson
comedy dramas.
The mid-January release, “Kindled Courage,” directed by William Worthington from a story
by Leet Renick Brown, with Edward (Hoot) Gibson as the star,
there will be released a Herbert
Rawlinson picture adapted from
“The Scarlet Car,” one of the
celebrated “Scarlet Car” stories
of Richard Harding Davis. Stuart
Paton directed it.
The last January release will be

production adapted from
of a Life,” a world

a special

“The Power
heralded Norwegian author, Johan famed novel
Bojer, as well as pictures by other
writers of national prominence.
The first Universal release of
the New Year will be “The Flaming Hour,” a story by Mrs. George

Randolph Chester,

Mayo
,

II

starred,

is

which Frank
and of which

in

Edward Sedgwick

is the director.
Following this will come a special
cast production, “The Ghost Patrol,” adapted from Sinclair Lewis’
celebrated story of that name.
Ralph Graves, Bessie Love, George
Nichols are in the cast, which

Among

by

Johan

Bojer.

This story ranks as one of the
strongest ever penned in any
tongue.

was crowned by the

It

French Academy.

Universal has

filmed it with a top-notch cast including
Mabel Julienne Scott,
Earl Metcalf, June Elvidge and

Maude George and David Torrence.
rected

George Archainbaud

Among
will

di-

it.

be

the

“The

February releases
First

Degree,”

a

Authors Whose Works Are Used

George Patullo, directed by Ed- story by Evelyn Campbell, which
ward Sedgwick, “The Love Let- Albert G. Kenyon is preparing
ter,” a Gladys Walton attraction for
Herbert Rawlinson’s use;
directed King Baggot from a “Mirage Land,” an original by
story by Bradley King, and “The Roy Myers which George C. Hull

Gentleman From America,” a side- is adapting as a vehicle for Edsplitting
Hoot Gibson picture ward (Hoot) Gibson; “The Ninth
written by Raymond L. Schrock, Man” by George Randolph ChesScenario
Universal ter, another future Rawlinson
Editor
at
City, and directed by Edward story; “The Winning Hand” by
Sedgwick.
John Russell, published first in
It is probable that the last Feb- the Red Book Magazine and then
ruary release will be “The Pris- in a volume captioned “Where the
oner,” an adaptation of George Pavement Ends,” which will be
McCutcheon’s
novel
“Castle an all star production; “His Good
Craneycrow,” with Herbert Raw- Name,” a Collier’s magazine story
by William Slavens McNutt which
lingson as star.
In addition to the aforemen- Frank
Beresford and Schrock
tioned pictures which now are in are preparing as an all star speproduction, Schrock recently has cial to be directed by Harry Polacquired an unusual selection of lard; and “The Six-Fifty,” a sucnew story rights, which are being cessful New York play by Kate
put into production as fast as they McLaurin which Doris Schroeder
can be translated for the screen.
is preparing as an all star proThese forth-coming production."; duction.
are “The Chicken that Came
The character of these stories
Llome to Roost,” a short story indicates the general trend tofrom the November Cosmopolitan, ward better starring vehicles and
written by Frederic Arnold Kum- bigger all star stories, in line with
mer, which will be used as a Universal’s announced policy to
Gladys Walton starring vehicle; top the international market in

Frank Mayo picture adapted
from “The Summons,” a story by “Nobody’s

Bride,”

a

magazine

1923.

Back with Exterior
Second F. B. O. Sales
Scenes for Picture
Meeting in Chicago
Following the sales meeting in
held last Sunday in the

New York
F.

B. O.

home

office

which was

Eastern branch
managers, a second meeting will
be held in Chicago on Sunday, December 9, in which the Mid-West
and Southern exchangemen will
meet Mr. Harry Berman, general
manager of distribution and Nat
G. Rothstein, advertising and pubattended

'

licity

by

all

director.

;

These meetings are being held
I

I

'

primarily

in

the

the
production

interest

new Emory Johnson

of

;

;

^

James

C.

I

1

:

j

I

j

I

I

i

with

talk

Hardy

at

his

home.
Urson and Kesson added that
their chief difficulty in England
was the bad weather. Kesson
said that he kept a record and
that during their five-week sojourn there were only 42 hours
of sunshine.

“But we have some beautiful
shots,” he concluded.
“One long
shot of the town of Beaminster
is
one of the most beautiful I
ever have seen.”

Cherry, special repre-

is

in

Barrymore Said

to

Stage Great Fight

:

Cosmopolitan describes which was hailed by the critics
most realistic hand-to-hand and public as the most exciting

W’hat

;

;

their

sentative.

The Mid-West managers will
meet at the Blackstone Hotel.
New York on January 8. Mr. Fourteen branch managers and
Rothstein will address the branch nine exploitation representatives
managers and acquaint them in will attend.
They are
J.
J.
detail with the advertising and Sampson, of Chicago; E. T. Gomexploitation campaign planned on ersall, of Cincinnati; L. E. Harthis special production.
Mr. Ber- rington, of Dallas A. M. Elliot,
man will preside at the meeting of Detroit; E. M. Booth, of Inand discuss the sales possibilities dianapolis; F. W. Young, of Kanof the picture.
sas City; M. J. Weisfeldt; H. N.
The New York meeting brought Holmes, of Omaha; Milton Simon,
together the enthusiastic, branch of St. Louis; Wm. Benjamin, of
managers and exploitation repre- Des Moines; and Sherman Fitch,
sentatives of F. B. O. from all the of Sioux Falls. “Curley” Clavert,
Eastern cities.
They responded special representative will also
whole-heartedly
to
Mr. Roth- attend. The exploitation men will
stein’s statement that “The Third be Kramer, Smith, Weill, Hull,
Alarm” was a box office produc- Weil, Hickey, Barnes, Greenberg
tion, perfect from every angle
and Heath.
with entertaining and exploitation
possibilities
unexcelled by any
picture of the year.
“Straight from the Shoulder”
The New York meeting was Van tells how the pictures draw.
held at the Astor Hotel and was See Page 663. Why not send him
attended by Charles Rosensweig, your opinions?

“The Third Alarm,” which
opening at the Astor Theatre
!

New York; R. S. Bendell, of
With an interesting collection
Albany; U. T. Koch, of Atlanta;
of new photographs of Thomas
E.
Bufifalo;
Kramer,
of
S.
E. W.
Fitzgibbon, of Boston; C. E. Pen- Hardy in his home in Max Gate,
rod, of Cleveland; J. M. Flynn, of Dorset, and all of the exterior
Philadelphia; A. H. Schnitzer, of scenes for the screen version of
of his novel, “Tess of the D’UberGettleson,
Pittsburgh;
E.
Washington; William Conn, of villes” Frank Urson, assistant
the new Charlotte office; and the director for Marshall Neilan, and
following exploitation represen- David Kesson, camera man, have
tations: Herbert Weill; Gilbert just returned to New York from
Josephson, Harold Wendt, Charles England.
Geigerich Frank Leonard; A. J.
Urson and Kesson said the feaCherry, Wallace L. Rockwell and ture of their English visit was
of

as the
battle

ever

staged

before

the

battle ever screened.

Linow is a champion Russian
camera is that fought by Lionel
Barrymore and Iven Linow in wrestler. He is a giant in size,
“The Enemies of Women,” the measuring six feet three in height
super special feature which Cos- and weighs 225 pounds. Despite
mopolitan Productions is now pic- this fact, Lindow admits that Barturizing
from Vicente Blasco rymore, recognized as one of the
Ibanez’s latest and, as many con- most proficient boxers in motion
sider, his greatest story.
pictures, gave him the hardest
This screen battle, which was tussle of his screen career. Alma
“shot” at the International Stu- Rubens is featured with Barrydios, Jackson Avenue, the Bronx, more.
week, is said to even surpass
tense thrills, earnestness and
action
Barrymore’s fight with

this
in

Louis

Wolheim

“The Face

in

Do you read the Regional News
Cosmopolitan’s and Gossip department? Turn to
the Fog,” a fight Page 631. Don’t miss it!
in
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Logan Returns

Weak Wednesdays

work

as Nettie Vollar
in George Melford’s latest Paramount picture, “Java Head,” has
left New York for the coast, where
she will have the principal feminine role in "Mr. Billings Spends

His Dime,” a forthcoming Parapicture with Walter Hiers

mount

as the star.

Increased Sales
As

a result of the widespread attention accorded the Cosmopolitan picture, “When Knighthood
Was
Flower,” starring Marion
Davies, sales of the book by
Charles Major have gone up by
leaps and bounds in every city
where the picture has been shown.
Book sellers and libraries have a
hard time keeping enough copies
of the famous romance on hand.

m

Exhibitors have complained that Wednesday never
saw turnaway business in their towns, or even fair
crowds.
Wednesday needn’t be a poor show day. “Selling
the Picture to the Public” is packed every week with
ideas that other exhibitors have tried and found to be
a tonic for business. Many ideas and stunts are being
published in this practical department that you can
use to build up your poorest day; ideas that cost ais
low as $2 to put over.
There won’t be any weak Wednesdays for the man
who avmls himself of the practical helps found every
week in “Selling the Picture to the Public.”

Visits

Records Broken
Two box-office records of two
Chicago theatres, operated by E.
E. Benesch, were shattered by

L.

America

to
Investigate Market

Schwartz,

concessionnaire

for Pathe Exchange, Inc., in the

two recent Metro releases, "The
Five Dollar Baby,” starring Viola Dutch East Indies, and owner of
Dana, and the Louis Burston pro- several theatres in Java, has just
duction,
“The Forget-Me-Not.” arrived from the Far East, ex“The Five Dollar Baby” sur- pecting to stay a couple of months
passed attendance records main- in America to investigate the
tained for seven years at the Bell market.
Theatre
and “Forget-Me-Not”
“The American productions are
showed the best day’s receipts most liked in the Dutch East
during one year of operation at Indies.” France comes next, folthe Liberty Theatre.
lowed by Italy and German3^
The last German productions imported at very low prices do not
Starts
seem to satisfy the taste of our
;

Ben Carre
on

New

16, 1922

“Kentucky Derbjr”

Jacqueline Logan, who has completed her

December

Film

owned

or controlled by four film
importers, and a few individuals,
viz; the Universal Film Co., the
Australasian Film Co., the Middle
East Film Co., the Pathe Exchange, Inc., and recently a new
branch of the Paramount (Sydne’s
office).
These firms have their
head office in Soerabaya or
Batavia; they import about 80 per
cent, of the American production
suitable for the requirements of
the country, and are generally
desirous of obtaining the sole
right for any big film outside of
their own production.

Has Premiere
Kentucky Derby,” Uni-

“The

versal’s Jewel screen adaptation
of Charles T. Dazey’s celebrated

melodrama, had its New
premiere during the past
week at the B. S. Moss’ Broadway Theatre. The premiere was
stage

Y'^ork

slated

the

for

Capitol

Theatre,

but the earliest date for that theatre available was in Januar3’, and
Universal refused to hold the picture after
ber 4

its

release date, Decem-

.

The crowds which
Broadway Theatre the

filled

the

past week
composite
mixture.

formed a
There were those who wanted to
see a good race, now that the rac-

ing season has moved southward
from New York. Others remembered the thrills of Dazey’s old
melodrama and knew the3' would

same

and more,
screen version.
Others crowded to the theatre because they knew from the advance campaign on the picture
they would find an appealing
story of romance and adventure.
get

the

perhaps,

in

thrills,

the

Goldwyn Buys

Novel

Goldw>’n has purchased the mopicture rights to an early
story by Joseph Hergesheimer,
author of “The Three Black
Pennys,”
Head,” “The
“Java
Bright Shawl” and other outstandtion

ing

novels.

Goldwyn

is

The

story

to picturize

is

which
“Wild

Oranges.” .The screen rights to
handicapping Edgar Wallace’s new myster3'
“Censorship
is
The picture houses are mostl3‘ business to a great extent.”
novel, “Captains of Souls,” have
also been purchased by Goldwyn.

public.

Ben Carre, Pyramid’s art direcreturned to New York several

tor,

ago and immediately began
a new Pyramid production
entitled,
“Wife in Name
Only,” to be directed by George
Terwilliger
at
this
company’s
da3's

worx on

Long Island

Navy and Vitagraph
Co-operate on Film

studio.

F. B. O. Signs Baxter
to Contract
Warner Baxter, who appeared
opposite

**Knighthood^*

co-operation in the filming of
the sea scenes for the forthcoming feature, “Masters of Men,”
adapted
from
the
story
by
Morgan Robertson. The arrangefull

Breaks Record
“When Knighthood Was
Flower,”

starring

Davies, broke

in

Marion

records for
attendance for three performances at the Criterion Theatre,

New

all

York, Thanksgiv-

ing Day, when it also started
the twelfth week of its sensational Broadway run. Not a

was vacant during
showings and extra chairs were placed in the
rear of the theatre to meet

ments were made recently
through Assistant Secretary of
the Navy Theodore Roosevelt.
As one of the important sequences in “Masters of Men” is
the Battle of Santiago Harbor
near the close of the Spanish-

single seat

the three

the insistent demands of pat-

art and literature to characterize it as a masterpiece In

photodramatic

art.

Cla3’ton

her

in

Vitagraph will send the
tune.
cast and directors and mechanical
staff to the Panama Canal to
make these pictures.
“Masters of Men” is the second
of the new series of special productions by twenty-four of the

under contract with F. B. 0 to
appear as leading man in future
.

R-C

productions.

Films Exteriors of
Fred Niblo Film

planned
by
foremost
authors
Vitagraph for the coming 3’ear.
All of the exterior scenes for
The first, “The Ninety and Nine,”
adapted from Ramsay Morris’ the Fred Niblo photoplay’ version
famous melodrama of the stage, of “The Famous Mrs. Fair,” have
already been photographed, acwill be released during January.
cording to information received
at the New York offices of Metro
Pictures Corporation, which will
release this motion picture.

American Tactics

rons.
In creating a

new record for
attendance and receipts In the
twelfth
week of a run,
“Knighthood” has again struck
a new note in motion picture
circles.
The capacity audiences which viewed the production on Thanksgiving Day
evinced all the enthusiasm at
Its
beauty of settings and
lavishnesE of production that
has led cr'tics and leaders of

Ethel

The United States Navy Depart- American War, the coming U. S. first Film Booking Offices of
ment has promised Vitagraph its naval maneuvers are very oppor- America release, has been placed

Amaze

the

British. PatheMakesDeal

The

Associated First National is said
to be creating quite a stir among
British exhibitors and the British
picture public through its exploitation and advertising campaigns.
Bruce Johnson, First

big First National product
being released almost concurrently with the releasing date
in America.
One of the first pictures put out, “Smilin’ Through”
is
now doing big business

manager, who
England for several

being shown.
“Oliver Twist,” “Lorna Doone,”
“The Bond B03',” “The Eternal
Flame,” “The Masquerader” and
other big First National pictures
will soon be before the British

National

foreign

has been in
weeks, has transplanted First
National American methods into
the British market without the
least hesitation
winning out.

and

this policy

is

now

is

wherever

public.

it

is

Pathe reports the closing of
record booking deal with
Southern Enterprises, whereby “Dr. Jack” will be played

a

that entire circuit at
prices said to be the
highest ever paid by that extensive organization for any
picture. The contract covers
first-run and repeat showings

over

rental

in

many towns.
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Big Campaign for

Sheehan

“Lorna Doone”
connection
A
with Maurice Tourneur’s “Lorna
Doone,” a First National release,
being put on throughout, the
is
country by Milton Bradley Com-

campaign

big

pany, publishers, of Springfield,
The Bradley firm is
Mass.
putting out a de luxe edition of

Blackmore’s “Lorna Doone,” and
making bookstore displays
is
wherever the First National pic^j|ture is being shown.

Engage Clark RobinClark Robinson
the

designing
bone,”

is

sets

engaged in
for “Back-

now being made

in

New

York by Distinctive Pictures Corporation.

Robinson was responsible

Mr.

“Disraeli,”
of
the settings
starring George Arliss, the first
picture to be made by Distinctive.
The absolute fidelity to detail and
period which marked the settings
for this production, was one of
the big factors in the great success of this picture.
The Canadian and English press,
always a little loath to give praise
to American products, especially
in the case of those with an English locale, were particularly enthusiastic in their praise of the
veracity, beauty and restraint of
the settings of “Disraeli.”
for

Sigrid
Holmquist, instead of
Claire Windsor, as previously announced, has been chosen for the
role of Patricia in support of Pola

Clayton P. Sheehan, who
for the past several years has
been district manager for Fox

Film Corporation with headquarters at Buffalo, has sailed
for South America on the
S. S. American Legion on an
important mission for the or-

Negri in “Bella Donna,” George
Fitzmaurice’s current production

Paramount.
Miss Holmquist,

for

the best

ganization.

to

is

Fox

visit

is

one of
screen

having appeared in Swedish
Biograph productions, which have
been widely distributed in foreign
countries, is not new to Paramount audiences. She played the

sive tour of the Latin American countries will be over a

period of several months,

who

known European

stars,

Mr. Sheehan, whose exten-

scheduled

son to Design Sets

^

Tour South America

to

in

Sigrid Holmquist
Chosen for
Patricia Role

leading feminine role in Cosmopolitan’s “Just Around the Corner,’’ by Fannie Hurst.

branches and agencies at the
Rio de
following points:
Janeiro, Brazil, Buenos Ayres,
Argentine and the capitals
and various important cities
in Chile, Peru, Bolivia and
Ecuador.
Many important matters are
in the hands of the Fox repre-

Arranging Handling
of Lloyd Film
C.
Ragland, secretary of
J.
Associated Exhibitors, is in the
South consulting with branch
representatives of Associated and
conferring with leading exhibitors
regarding the handling of “Dr..
Jack,” Harold Lloyd’s latest, big

sentative, and his mission is
the result of the vast and

rapid growth of the corporaexchange in the
United States and Canada.

tion in every

comedy

Begins Filming of
“Woman of Bronze’

feature.

Playgoers Closes
Contract
Playgoers’
contract this

Pictures

closed

a

week with Reginald

Ward, under which

it

will

dis-

supporting tribute “A Pauper Millionaire,” a
drama which he controls.
Hollywood of
Woman of cast are John Bowers, Katherine comedy
for
Selects
McGuire, Lloyd Whitlock, Edwin The production was directed by
Bronze,” the stage play which will
Frank H. Crane.
Stevens and Edward Kimball.
“A Pauper Millionaire” is from>
be picturized with Clara Kimball
“The Woman of Bronze” will be
Maurice Tourneur announces Young as the star. The photo- photographed by William Mc- the well-known story by Austin
that Anna Q. Nilsson and Milton play is being produced by Harry Connell.
Joseph Wright is the Fryers.
Garson for release by Metro.
art
director.
The story was
Sills will enact the leading roles
King
Vidor,
who recently translated by Paul Kester from
in his forthcoming picturization of
for
French novel by Henry
“The Isle of Dead Ships” for directed Laurette Taylor in a the
Metro screen version of “Peg o’ Kistemacher and was adapted for
First National release.
My Heart,” has been engaged to the screen by Hope Loring and The Portola Theatre, San Franserve in a similar capacity for Louis Lighton.
cisco, Cal., which is on record as
in
the first to book “Dr. Jack,” is
preparing for its extended run of

Filming

has

Leads
Coming Film

been
“The

started

in

Miss Young.

In the

Preparing

an

Extended Run

Dorothy Gish

New Feature

Dorothy

will
support
Gish
Richard Barthelmess, in a picturization
of
Joseph HergeBright
“The
sheimer’s
story,
Shawl,” which will be a First
National release.
This is Miss
Gish’s
second appearance with
Mr. Barthelmess, as they have
just finished “Fury,” soon to be

1

‘

,

released

'

by

First National.

Circus

i

Used

The

I

i

I

entire

Barnum and

and

the recent visit of the big circus
to the Pacific Coast cities.

I

,

Fox Film
Corporation
announces
that
on
production
“Man’s Size,” the William McLeod Raine
story,
has
been

!

started at the

Hollywood studios

j

with

William

Russell

in

the

The scenario was
prepared by Joseph F. Poland and
Howard M. Mitchell will direct.
starring role.

!

A.

MacManus’s produc-

directed the production,

is

said to

Woman Who

Fooled be a fast moving romance. In it
Herself,” the Associated Exhib- May Allison has her first heavy
which May dramatic role.
in
itors’
feature
Allison and her husband, Robert
Ellis, are featured, is proving a
Series of
big hit with exhibitors, according
tion of

home

“The

offices.

Places where the picture has
scored heavily are Chicago, at
Barbee’s Loop Theatre in P. W.
Theatre,
Scarborough’s
Lyric
Cincinnati;
at
Ben
Apple’s
American in Troy, N. Y., and the
Strand, Dayton, Ohio.
A few' of the many other contracts which have been signed
with Associated Exhibitors call
;

Bible Films
With the idea of definitely combatting those elements hostile to
motion pictures, and raising program standards as well, Finkelstein & Ruben have booked “The
Voice of the Land” series of Bible

which are distributed by
American Releasing, for Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth. The
initial pictrffe of the series was
pictures

Jack shown November 25.
Farran’s
Victoria Theatre,
Rochester, N. Y., and three days
Picture
in
Elliott’s
Hippodrome,
J.
for

Fox Film Started
'

Edward

Is

to advices received at Associated’s

Ringling Brothers
Bailey Circus
was used in filming “Shirley of
the Circus,” the latest Shirley
Mason production under the Fox
banner.
Many of the important
scenes were “shot” under the real
“big top,” it is announced, during

I

Proving
to Be Big Success

Picture

Books

for

Film Sets

Lloyd’s
new five-reel
an elaborate way so
Pathe has been notified. The “Dr.
Jack” opening at the Portola will
be about the middle of December.
In the meantime the house is
closed for alterations which will

Harold

a

week’s

showing

Youngstown, Ohio.

In

New York

photoplay has made the
rounds of the Marcus Loew time,
scoring a success everywhere, the
statement from Associated says.
The story, by Charles A. Logue,
who with Robert Ellis, also

the

cost at least $75,000.

Metro Film Given
Big Publicity
More than

4,000 lithographed
posted in Dallas,
Texas, in connection with the
presentation at the Palace Theatre there of the Rex Ingram
production
for
Metro,
“The
Prisoner of Zenda.” This unusual
advertising campaign was augmented by a proportionate amount

sheets

were

of newspaper publicity, and it is
the opinion of Dallas showmen,
Metro says, that few productions

have ever received such complete

Will Play Lead

at

Cameo Theatre

Friday, December 1, was gala
night at the Cameo Theatre where

Willard Mack, author of “Your
Friend and Mine,” which S-L

(Sawyer-Lubin) Pictures is to
produce for Metro, will enact a

Pyramid’s “What Fools Men Are”
attraction, supplemented
on this occasion by the Hotel

leading role
This sketch

Ambassador orchestra

Rat.”

was the

of ten.

—

in

city-wide heralding.

in

Pyramid

comedy

in

this

was

production.

produced in
vaudeville under the title of “The

MO
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In the Independent Field
Sj)

Newsy

Bits

of Apollo Exchange,
York, this week closed loi
the metropolitan rights to “Malcolm

Bobby North

luc.,

of

New

Strauss’ Salome.’’ He will exploit tho
picture elaborately. George H. Wiley,
Inc., is distributing this feature in'
the independent market.

Eastern Manager Irving Lesser of
Pictures Corporation anI’rincipal
nounces the acquisition by that com-

pany of a new
Over Motor.”

special, entitled “Mind
Further details conpicture will be avail-

cerning this
able next week inasmuch as anouucemeiit of its acquisition was not made
known until late this week.

The Lester Cuneo western pictures
were sold this week to the Cuban Film
Company of Havana for Cuba, according to a statement made by Irving
Lesser.

ROGER FERRI

The Week
T

in

Review

best evidence in the world that the independent has arrived
is demonstrated in the willingness of the conceded “hard-boiled”
first run exhibitors to play independent pictures.
careful compilation of. first run engagements in key cities during the month of
November. shows that virtually every important theatre in the country during that four-week period showed an independent production.
This is, indeed, a fact of which independents as a whole should be

A

week that he
has moved his quarters to 130 West
46th street. New York. The quarters
writer,

announced

this

have been equiiiped with a new Bell &
Howell camera and a complete outfit
for making printed titles.

William Fairbanks’ westerns are
going over strong in this territory,
while the Richard Talmadge’s are

mopping up, particularly in the small
town and neighborhood houses where
this new star has worked up an unusual clientele of boosters.

proud.
in

T hree

letters were received from various distributors this week
enclosing publicity and a note to the effect that “the buyers have
been promised by me that they will get the usual trade paper pubWhat these gentlemen infer by the words, “usual trade paper
licity.”

publicity,” is more than we can fully make out. Sufficient, however,
none of these gentlemen was authorized to make any promise whatsoever. This department will positively not be concerned with promises made by any one other than executives of Moving Picture World.

G eorge FECKE

of Boston last week announced his acquisition of
“Yankee Doodle, Jr.„ for national independent distribution. Well,
we hope Mr. Fecke will succeed in his efforts to properly merchanLee is completing the continuity on
the first picture on which production dise this production. The manner in which this picture has been hanIt is a difficult task that Mr. Fecke has assumed,
will be started next week in New dled was shameful.
York.
for much harm has been done and many buyers, who sought the
Oscar C. Bucheister, the art title picture months ago, became disgusted with the tactics utilized and

Abbey Pictures, Inc., will produce a
Lola
series of six pictures annually.

Trade Notes

he

abruptly terminated their negotiations.

A

CERTAIN

film man who is in the habit of handling one or two
pictures annually met the writer in the lobby of Hotel

The Hallroom Boys comedies
big demand in this territory.

are

Carl J. Sonin, manager of Warner
Brothers’ Detroit Exchange, visited
New York this week.
Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, president
of Arrow Film Corporation, and his
assistant, J. Charles Davis, 2nd, returned to New York last week.

Leon D. Netter, special A1

man

representative,

sales

a tour of

New York

is

Licht-

making

cities in the in-

terests of his firm.

Joe Brandt, president of C.
Film Sales Corporation, in a

ment
that

he

gave

Sherman

out

this

B.

C.
state-

week,

said

Krellburg was in nj
his firm and that

S.

way connected with

George P. Bromley and not Krellburg
had been added to C. B. C.
George H. Callaghan’s ofiRce this
week disposed of Malcolm Strauss’
“Salome” to George H. Wiley, Inc.,

for distribution in the independent
mediocre
market.
Astor the other evening and protested against what he characterized
Independent film men are finding “the rotten way his publicity was mutilated.” We were indeed sorry
The Inter-Ocean Film Corporation
considerable satisfaction in the suc- for the gentleman.
However, it would have been an insult to the has acquired from Jesse A. Levinson
the United British Kingdom rights
cess being achieved by Eddie Bonus,
now in charge of Goldwyn's exploita- intelligence of our readers to publish the “publicity” he submitted. to the current release, “The Pla.vtning
We informed him, too, that what other trade papers did with his of an Emperor.”
tion department. Eddie was formerly
with Warner Brothers. Since joining copy did not interest us. We strive to serve our readers and give
Goldwyn he has negotiated a series of
W. Ray Johnston, vice-president of
If his
stunts that have taken New York by them news and information in concise and readable style.
Arrow Film Coriioration, reported this
storm, the best and hardest-boiled “pieces” as he put it were not published it was because they lacked week the sale of “Night Life in Holnewspapers in the metropolis falling news value and were without any information in which the trade was lywood” to Frank Fay, of Southstunts.

—

—

for his valuable

turned to New York on Monday from
Boston where on Sunday evening he
attended the premier showing of “Oliver Twist,” starring Jackie Coogan,
at the Tremont Temple, \vhere it will
run for five weeks. “Oliver Twist”
succeeds

D.

“One E.xTremont Temple,

W.

Griffith’s

Night” at
where that picture closed Saturday

citing

night.

Boston Mr. Lesser negotiated a deal with Franklin Film Exchange there, that company acquiring
the New England rights to the two
Principal Pictures. “The World’s a
Stage.” starring Dorothy Phillips and
based on a story by Elinor Glyn, and
“Chicago Sal,” the Irving Cummings
production, with Alice Lake and Mil-

While

in

ton SiUs.

“After Six Days” will go into one of

the legit Broadway theatres in New
York after the first of the year, according to a report made by Bert
Ennis, publicity director of Weiss

Brothers’ Artclass' Pictures CorporaLouis
tion. which owns the picture.
\\>iss this week disposed of the California. Arizona and Nevada rights to
the picture to Jake J. Cone of Los
Angeles.
Carl Harthill, who for some time has
been with the National Cosmopolitan
Exchange in Chicago, has gone into
business for himself. The exchange is
as Harthill Pictures. Inc. The
release is the Russell production.

known
first

“Saved By Radio.”
It

is

known now

definitely

that the

next Equity production based on a
storv written bv Daniel Carson Goodman' will be entitled “Something for
Nothing.”

Company

Specialty Film
Tex., has

moved

western Film Corporation, of

interested.

Irving Lesser, Eastern manager of
Principal Pictures Corporation, re-

to 1914

of Dallas.

Main

street.

W

Tex.

HEN

we said months ago that we would do whatever
to eliminate the “junk dealer” we meant what we said.

we could
And the

gentleman above is a member of that notorious army. His “publicity” concerned “junk film” and we, for one, refuse to be a party to
any movement that will encourage the operation of these get-richquick promoters.

Dallas,
*1

Thomas Curran, special Arrow repwho is on an extended

resentative.
trip,

wired

Tex.,

that

this

for

Arrow

week from

Dallas,

business in that territory

on the jump.
Denver.
He is

is

as

He

is

this

week

in

studying conditions
well

as

co-operating

with exchanges handling Arrow

pic-

tures.

U NLESS

the unexpected happens the A. B. C. versus syndicate
booking situation that has developed in New York will work to

The
madge

title

of the next Richard Talaccording to a mes-

special,

anybody but exhibitors who are principally con- sage from Phil Goldstone, has been
changed from “The Fire Eater” to
cerned in the venture. The A. B. C. bookers this week tied up some “The Smoke Eater.”
February
release,
for
January
and
product
schduled
of the biggest
Bobby North is authority for the
but humor is reflected from the fact that the competitive bidding has

the best interests of

brought about better prices for independent pictures in the metropolitan circles. Also, it is making the independents absolutely independent of the syndicate booking offices, which had been in the habit
of fixing their

own

statement that a novel will be written around Will Nigh's latest picture, “Notoriety.”

Franklyn Backer, president

rental figures.

of East

Productions. Inc., is planning
a series of children showings of the
Frankie Lee comedy. "Robin
first
Hood, Jr.,” made by Clarence D.

Coast

es, as A1 Lichtman said in an address he delivered Monday in
Los Angeles, the “independent has arrived.” Careful study of
data published on the following pages will furnish proof in substantia-

Y
_

tion of this claim.

Ernest
He

SHIPMAN

has grown to be quite a power in Canada.
started producing there about seven months ago and this week
he announced the perfection of a distributing organization. Congratulations and greater success, Mr. Shipman.

W

ARNER BROTHERS

again emphasized their enterprise this

week when they had a special messenger, Dave 'Warner, make a
flying trip to New York from Los Angeles with a print of “The
Beautiful and Damned,” which will be shown for the first time at
the New York Strand Theatre next week. Mr. Warner arrived on
the Twentieth Century Thursday morning and returned to California
that same afternoon. Harry Warner, we understand, will return to
the Coast within the next ten days to dose several important deals
he started under way when last in Los Angeles last month.

Bricker.

John N. Weber, manager of Equity
Pictures Corporation, this week joined
Commonwealth Film
Zierler's
Corporation. Gustave F. Myers, general assistant to Mr. Weber, going
to F. B. O.. replacing Howard Estarbrook in the Sales Promotion DeDavid A. O'Malley, lately
partment.
affiliated with P. A. Powers, will sucLouis Baum, genceed Mr. Myers.
eral manager of Equity, announced
these changes this week.

Sam

is

Albert Dezel. of Master Advertisers,
now looking after the advertising

and exploitation campaign for Frank
Zambreno’s Progress Pictures ExZambreno has
change in Chicago.
acquired .Arrow's two latest features,
“Streets of New York” and “Night
Life in Hollywood.”
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C.C. Burr Activities Attracting Attention
of Entire Industry;

3rd Hines F ilm Ready

What promises to be one of the most formidably leading producing
land distributing concerns in the business is now being perfected with
C. C. Burr at the helm of the enterprise, which already is the talk of
the industry. Since the release of the first Johnny Hines production,
“Burn ’Em Up Barnes,” C. C. Burr, president of Affiliated Distribu'tors, Inc., Mastdon Films, Inc., and Master Films, Inc., has organized
a string of independently operated exchanges through which he is
releasing his product. With the advent of the new year, this organic
'

be considerably augmented. While no official announcement was available this week, this department is in a position to state
that Mr. Burr’s pretentious 1923 plans call for the production and disSome of these are already in the
tribution of at least 15 specials.
zation will

making.
For some time the attention of the industry in general has been
focussed on the meteoric progress of independents, but despite this
general jump forward the fact remains that C. C. Burr with his enterprises has managed to keep his organization in the foreground in
a season that can be justly characterized as a season of remarkable
accomplishments. That Mr. Burr’s organization will be one of the
imost important factors in the industry is a foregone conclusion, for
Iby the first of the year he will have perfected a producing and distributing organization that will compare second to none in the busiHe has engaged the services of R. W. Baremore, a well-known
ness.
trade paper editor and an experienced exploitation and publicity expert, to take charge of the new exploitation department, with Lester
Scott taking charge of the sales department.
In addition to distributing feature productions, Mr. Burr’s corporation owns its own studios out in Glendale, Long Island, where it is
jproducing several productions, namely, a third Johnny Hines production, “Luck,” and another, under the supervision of Edgar Lewis, en“Fires of Youth.” Burr is also producing a series of “Torchy”
icomedies starring Raymond McKee, but these are being released
through Hodkinson Corporation. The current releases are the Johnny
jHines feature, “Sure Fire Flint,” which has proved sure-fire at its
ijfirst runs, having set no less than 32 new records out of something
like SO first run showings.
The other current release is “Secrets of
Paris,” a Whitman Bennett special, with a splendid array of stars.
[Another special that Burr and Affiliated Distributors are now releas'[ing via independent exchanges
are “The Last Hour,” an Edward
Sloman picture with Milton Sills, Carmel Myers, Pat O’Malley, Walter
Long, Alec Francis, Jack Mower, and others.
Another week of concentrated production by Edgar Lewis on “Fires
lof Youth” was completed this week with the cast working all hours
|to keep up with the production program.
James Kirkwood is bendjing every effort to give as great a performance in this feature as he
did opposite Priscilla Dean in “Under Two Flags” and in his latest
(release, “The Ebb Tide,” which is playing this week at B. S. Moss’
Broadway Theatre in New York. Others in the all-star cast engaged
by Director Lewis for “Fires of Youth” are Doris Kenyon, who did
such splendid work in “Sure Fire Flint” and who is now appearing at
a Broadway theatre in “Up the Ladder”; Robert Edeson, Edmund
Breese, Mary Carr, whose wonderful mother characterizations have
been the subject of much conversation and favorable comment, and
little Russell Griffen, whom Burr recently
signed for a long term.
The first two weeks of production on this feature were spent in
Up-State New York, the company returning to Glendale, L. L, only
ijitled

jthis

Sills is

her leading man.

week.

Business

Booming Everywliere,

Report of Principal Scouts
Representatives of Principal Pictures Corporation in various key
-entres, in reports received this week
in New York by Eastern Manjigei Irvmg Lesser, point out
that motion picture theatre patronage,
pespite the advent of the holidays, is increasing
steadily. The Middlevestern cities are recovering rapidly with many
of them at present
considerably more business than a year ago and within
a short dis-ance behind records attained during the recent
world war.
these representatives or scouts were sent out to ascertain condilons
the attitude of exhibitors concerning independent produc•lons.
The reports of these scouts indicate a heavy demand for pic-

Day

“Independent’s

Here”
LOS ANGELES—

—A1 Lichtman

(Special)

—

When

The independent production has delved
arrived.

Exhibitors now recognize the
worth of pictures made outside
the wing of the so-called “big
league” producers and are holding time open for them.
Despite statements to the contrary, the market will never close

Schulberg

into

spoke

the sentiment

he

among

on the
independent producers
Coast and said that he felt he accurately gauged their thought
when he said they were much encouraged over the manner in
which independently made pictures were catching hold.

“The measure of success that
this company may have attained in
good pictures.
what
A1 the short time it has been in busisummarizes
This
Lichtman and B. P. Schulberg ness is shared by others. It is by
said at a dinner tendered by them no means confined to ourselves.
to the visiting First National ex- That in itself is a healthy indiThe fact that important
ecutives at Marcel’s Cafe on Mon- cation.
pictures
playing
are
day evening, December 4. Pre- theatres
ferred Pictures, Inc., producers originating in studios aside from
for the Lichtman Corporation also those of the powerful producers
make the Katherine MacDonald is exceedingly encouraging. It is
released bound to result in the production
pictures
which
are
I know that,
of better pictures.
through First National.
About 200 guests were present, so far as Preferred is concerned,
among them many notables in the we are going ahead with the fullfor

local film world, including Marshall Neilan, Irving Thalberg and

est sort of
ture.
Our
working at

Abraham Lehr.
The A1 Lichtman Corporation be kept

was launched in June. Lichtman
mentioned this fact when he spoke
about his complete faith in the
Burr announced this future of the independent field.

After seven weeks of hectic production, C. C.
week that the third Johnny Hines special, “Luck,” with Hines, Violet
Mersereau, Robert Edeson, Edmund Breese, Warner Richmond,
Charles Murray, Flora Finch and Polly Moran, had been completed
aM has gone into the cutting room for final assemblage and titling,
this task, it is estimated, will probably consume
another two weeks,
with the result that “Luck” will be ready for
general release about
Dec. 15 or shortly thereafter.
l^ck was written by Frank R. Adams and adapted for the screen
by Doty Hobart.

j

tures with names’ and the feeling that exhibitors are not concerning themselves with what companies make these pictures so long as
they fill their requirements.
That “name” pictures backed by stories written by well-known
authors whose identity carries box office value are in demand is
made apparent by the unusual interest being manifested by exhibitors in the first two releases of Principal^ Pictures, “The World’s a
Stage,” which is the very latest story written by Elinor Glyn, and
the Irving Cummings production, “Chicago Sal.” Through the courtesy of Associated First National Exhibitors Circuit, Principal Pictures was able to star Dorothy Phillips in the Glyn story. Others in
the cast are Bruce McRae, who is now starring on Broadway in
“The Awful Truth,” and Kenneth Harlan. In “Chicago Sal” Miss
Alice Lake appears in a role that is entirely different from those she
However, those who have seen_ the
has been regularly enacting.
Milton
picture characterize her work as the best of her career.

He

said, in

confidence in the fuproduction units are

capacity.
that way.”

They

will

New Gotham
’Change Opens

part

With

the official opening of the
Renown Pictures, Inc., on ThursI know in what direction it is day, December 7, a new exchange
traveling.
I tell you without any organization took its place in the
attempt to disguise the facts that New York territory serving New
the independent production has York City and State and Northarrived to stay. Exhibitors every- ern New Jersey.
J. Bellman is
where recognize the worth of manager.
carefully
selected
list
of
good pictures, no matter what the
are
productions
source. They are fast approach- meritorious
ing the realization that worth- scheduled for release by the new
Its initial offering
while pictures are to be supported organization.
no matter what their source. In will be a Principal Pictures Corevery section of the country ex- poration special, Dorothy Phillips
This
hibitors are holding time open for in “The World’s a Stage.”
production will be followed by
pictures to come.
“Since I have entered this busi- Edward Dillon’s “Women Men
ness I have heard about the clos- Marry” in which E. K. Lincoln,
ing of the market and the freez- Florence Dixon, Hedda Hopper
ing out of the small fry.
No and Julia Swayne Gordon play the
such thing will ever happen. It leading roles.
“A Woman in Chains,” with E.
can’t happen because good picLincoln,
tures backed by the proper sales K.
Martha Mansfield

have kept careful pulse on
the independent field and I think
“I

A

effort

will

go over and go over and Mrs. Rodolph Valentino
also be available.

with a decided wallop.”

will
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Lichtman-Schulberg’s 1922-23 Plans;
West Coast Independent Studio News
LOS ANGELES (Special)— A1 Lichtman and B. P. Schulberg are
holding daily conferences at the Mayer-Schulberg studio over future
Preferred product. Lichtman arrived last week and has been in con

Schulberg purchased
release of A1

last

week.

ruphy

at the Frederick and Nelson exthere.
Struss
was former
for Cecil De Mille. Since
joining the Preferred he has been at-

This picture will be an early Spring

Bos

Lichtman Exchanges.

Shortly after

started
the boy

was thrown into
Los Angeles.
The boy

here Mr.

arrival

his

Lichtman viewed “The Hero” and
“Are You a Failure?” The former
was directed by Louis Gasnier and
the latter by Tom Forman. These will
be the fourth and fifth Lichtman releases.
Following these showings
Lichtman wired the exchanges as fol-

the
follow “Are

The latest
production
starring
Hobart Bosworth. entitled “The Law
of the Sea.” has been acquired by the
Anchor Film Distributors, Inc., ac-

cording to Morris R. Schlank, head
of Anchor.
“The Law of the Sea.”
which was produced by the Motion
Picture Utility Corporation, was directed by William H. Clifford and is
a five-part story with the iirincinal
scenes laid at sea.
Clarence Badger,
well known director and formerly of
the Goldwyn staff, wrote the continuity from an original story by

A1

You

Lichtman
a

Pnm

Failure?’’^

Los Angeles— Betty Francisco has
been signed by Gasnier to appear
in his new production, “Poor
Men's
Wives.” This rounds out the cast for
the picture, which includes Barbara
La Marr, Richard Tucker. Zasu Pitts
David Butler and Miss Francisco

Angeles— Tom Forman has
work on “The Girl Who
Back” for Preferred Pictures,

Angeles— When Preferred

adaptation of the
Plhy by Charles E. Blaney and
Samuel Buskin Golding, and calls for
certain episodes dealing with New
York life. These will be filmed in
East, but the bulk of the produc“jPie at the Mayer-Schulberg studio here.
“The Girl Who
Came Back” will be Forman's release

severe
into pneumonia.

lo'^ys:

“Just
experienced
the
extreme
pleasure of reviewing our next two
productions,
‘The Hero’ and ‘Are You
"
”
a Failure?’ and without mental reservations of any kind I am proud to
state that these two
pictures are
superior to any you haye had from
us to date and will both prove outstanding box-office successes fit for
every class of theatre anywhere. You
may without any hesitancy spread
this information to all exhibitors in
your territory, as the pictures themselves will say more than I can convey to you in mere words.

a lake near
star recov-

once but Mr. Becker caught a
cold, which slowly developed

ere<l at

through

cameraman

places

the aeroplane crash to earth which is
the climax of the story, will be put on
in an elaborate manner.
Charles
Goddard, the co-author with Paul
Dickey, is the author of two popular
Pearl White serials. “The Perils of
Pauline”
and
“The
Exploits
of
Elaine.”

W

George H. Wiley Acquires
Malcolm Strauss’ “Salome”
George H. Wiley, Inc., has acquired Malcolm Strauss’ “Salome.” a
magnificent screen version of the immortal story, with a distinguished
^^st of players, for distribution in the independent market, according

Ethel Gillett.

Harry Beaumont has been engaged

“I am also
that our next

happy to inform you
two productions. ‘Poor
Wiyes’ and ‘The Girl Who

Men’s

Back.’ now in course of proKiPinfr
Jiro
nronnrorl
Hoduction,
are
being
prepared
deliberately with the attempt to turn
out even greater pictures and with
exactly
the
peculiar
conappeal
tained in ‘Rich Men’s Wiyes,’ only
bigger. , From the rushes on ‘Poor
Men’s Wives’ seen to date I believe
this result will be accomplished.”

Came

“Patty” Karr, who
in

a

of

series

to he starred
comedies to
Pranklyn E. Backer,
is

two-reel

be marketed bv
president of East Coast Produetions.
started work last week on a second
comedy, entitled “Long Skirts.”

Phil Goldstone has reengaged William H. Howard, who directed “Deserted at the Altar.” to direct a big
super special, production of which
will start about the first of the yea.,
featured with an up-to-date unusual
theme and an all star east. Announcement of title, which is from a popular book, will be made shortly.

new series of Rich
“The
Talmadge productions.
ard
Speed King.” will be a December reIt is said to be the most speclease.
tacular picture that Richard Tatmadge has been seen in. and all who
have viewed it believe that it is
going to make a big hit.
The

first of

^

_

from the Warner coast studios Monte
RlU6,
Usrry \foT*o?»o onH
Fazenda have blen"ligne"d^ to^°play
prominent parts in the production.

as the

“Main Street”
greatest

America.

is declared to be the
novel ever written or rural
It serves to reveal the bit-

Probst,

Tom

Among

those supnorting this wellCameron, A1 StuarVand Allan Hardy.

Arrow Has a Mystery Feature

emreucLrcomphicencr
tradition.
The novel was picturized
by Julien Josephson.

wicked
Queen Herodias.
.•
t-*

i

m

will

K™
be “A
A

cmreut quota

Womans

Paith,

w'hich

is

now ready

of mystery plays
for screen inspection,

having been completely re-titled and re-edited by J. S. Harrington
and Richard Weil of the Arrovv o^^^
A Woman s haith is said to be a combination my^stery and society
the expert cameramen
tract to B. p. Schulberg of Preferred drama, with its scenes laid in India and in London.
It centres about
ictures
nc., received word this week
discovery, by a noted physician, of an almost miraculous serum
the annual prize for pictorial photog- which is capable of effecting incredible cures.

Angeles-1^

Los

one of
under con-

Struss.

Shipman Forms

New

Canadian Release Firm

the

Theatre here Sunday.
first
big time picture

This is
play

to

the
this

and for opposition has “One
Exciting Night” and “When Knighthood Was in Flower.” However, it
house,

played to capacity

all

week.

Negotiations are under way for a
premier showing of the Burton King

MONTREAL

(Special) -NeThe new all-Canadian campaign ?r‘Vhe“”Bil*ou*'^Theat^^^^^
were conclnded this will
be
inaugurated
Sunday, R. I., Inte this month, with the star.
formerly was a
week, whereby a new_ distributing December 10th, with a showing
^ stock
lao/linne woman in that
arfanlr leading
*-hof city, apunit throughout the Dominion of of “The Man from Glengarry” at pearing in person.
Ben Wilson, one of the most import- Canada was formed for the pur- the Capitol Theatre, Montreal,
Betty Blythe, in “How Women
ant directors on the West Coast, tvho pose of giving exclusive exploita- Both Ernest Shipman, the proLove.” was the headline attraction at
tion to the Canadian-made pro- ducer, and
Ralph Connor, the B. F. Keith Boston Theatre here this
Arrow"* please,
.c-noc, ‘"''sX“re^
thousand dollar loss and a severe set- ductions of Ernest Shipman. The author of this stirring story of week. The picture was cleverly and
ad vertised for mil es about.
hack when the cuttmg room of the new organization will be known as the rivermen’s fued, are expected
to
be
in
Ernest
Shipman
Film
attendance
opening.
Service,
at
the
proiTiice^ was'dest^yed^by fire.

gotiations

_

.

.

-

_

y »i

.

...

'

Warner’s Buy
Foreign Rights

The productions

Eddie Lyons, who

is

also producing

i'/row— ii?The^ Ber^dur sufdior lost
a new comedy which he had just comBoth Mr,
pleted with Bobby Dunn.
Wilson and Mr. Lyons are speeding
up production, in order to make up
for the loss which was imposed upon
the material
hv insurance,
losses were covered
therefore the only thing they have to
contend with its the time element.

them.

It

Morris
the

said

is

R

president of
Distributors, Inc.,

Schlank.

Film

.Anchor
A.1.

that

—

A

l_

1>

TAy

1 yyty

TA »•_

change of D.illas. lexas, presided over
by Jack K. Adams, has purchased the
of
line
entire
(hroiigh Anchor

features

released

Frederick G. Becker, urodiiciiig

di

features starrector
ring little Arthur Trimble, now beAnchor Film
through
the
ing released
Distributors. Inc., is very ill with
of the

two-reel

T>neumonii at his Hollvwood hour'.
Mr. Beckor suffered shock and exwhen he rescued Master
posure
.Arthur frpfn a watery grave when

will be released
one a month, the
five scheduled for distribution
being “The Man from Glengarry,”
“Glengarry School Days,” “The
Rapids,” “Blue Water” and “Latin
T
Love.
The franchise for this product
in the province of Ontario and
Western Canada has been acquired by William Cranston, who
established ...
the United Artists in
Canada; while the franchise for
Maritime provinces
Quebec.^ the x/r
and
Newfoundland has
been
awarded to D. A. Burpee, formerly
with Price, Waterhotise Compa„y(
and Maurice West, formerly with
the Fox Film Corporation and

^ate of

,1

...

.

the

Mark Brook

_

enternrises.

The

IT**!

Redeye F llm
Is

Winner

formerly manager of Arrow s New
York Exchange, was in New York
ture.

“The^ Affairs
y:hich^ played

of Lady Hamilto a splejidid fl-

Warner Brothers have purchased the foreign rights to “The
Tie That Binds,” according
to
~
rcGus Schlesinger,
general manager
foreign department,
.

i

The

•

story

.

is

said to deal with

during the

one of the most vital problems of
today with an appeal as broad as
humanity itself.
The cast, containing a number

..

of popular screen players, includes Barbara Bedford. Walter
Miller, Raymond
Hatton, William
-

ton.**

"proVidence.^R.^
l!
...
......
fas^t*“week*‘^'rhe
picture ..
is said to have grossed ^$3 900
—
first four days at 35 cents
night top prices. Extra performances
mauces
h.id to be given.
"n
...

«•

^

SJ

“Yankee Doodle. Jr.,” caused
no surprise in local film circles, for

Gordon, Marion bwajuie.
Shannon.

tion of

there was a rumor circulated to that
effect for several weeks.

have opened offices on the
.v
r
ail
r>
-uThe Elmer
ninth a
floor of the Albee Building, To
the Sen
latter
•

Montreal.

a

second

week

Clifton special. “Down
in Ships.” opened the
engagement at Selwyn

and

Effie

Pioneer Film Exchange and The
Crescent Film Corporation of Omaha
have consolidated with ...
A1 Kahn, who
also operates the Crescent Exchange
_

In

Kansas City as the bead.

December
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Unique Exploitation
On “Rags to Riches” T hanks

LOS ANGELES (Special).—
Two exploitation campaigns in

driven by a man in rags with another person arrayed in full dress

For cards.
were thankful
For hundreds of things

We

:

buggy was Fact every independent had
paraded down the main streets Everything to be thankful for.
were put over in connection with three days before the showing of And now that the turkey has been
Warner Brothers picture, the picture, and during the first Consumed we’ll talk plain turkey about
the
A lot of things we saw and heard last week.
“Rags to Riches,” a Harry Rapf two days of its run.
Thousands of kids wearing false While chatting with our friend, Harry Crull, who
featuring
Wesley
production
Barry. Loew’s State Theatre, in- faces of Barry and carrying ban- Now manages the E. F. Albee interests in Little Rhody,
augurated a number of street ners paraded the streets, Salvation We were informed via a long distance call that Dr. W.
different sections of

the country

a Salvation Army
“Rags to Riches” drive. In Buf-

ballyhoos and

falo,

New

York, the Mark-Strand

Theatre utilized the many novelties available with the feature, in
addition to conducting several
contests in the local dailies.
For a street ballyhoo Loew’s
State used a trick buggy with a
'swayback horse, placing banners
on the sides and back.
It was

Burr Closes

On

at

his

side.

The

Army

trucks carried banners on

both

sides,
and booths were
at prominent corners for

opened

the public to deposit old clothes.
cards were
500 window
Six
placed in downtown stores.
foot cut-out letters outlined with
chalk and filled in with shellac
were painted on twelve main
boulevards leading into the city

Over

of

Los Angeles.

Many

Deals
“Luck” and “Last Hour”

Evidence of the rapidity with which C. C. Burr is disposing of territory on his various features was illustrated this week when it was
announced that Johnny Hines’ latest feature, “Luck,” was sold to
Sam Zierler, of Commonwealth Pictures for New York State and
Northern New Jersey, to Skirboll Brothers Gold Seal Productions of
Cleveland, to Columbia Film Service of Pittsburgh for Western
Pennsylvania territory, and to Metro Film Exchange of Philadelphia
for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey.
“Blind Justice,” now definitely titled “The Last Hour,” was also purchased by Metro Film Exchange for its territory, as was “Fires of
Youth” and “Secrets of Paris,” both C. C. Burr products. “Secrets
of Paris,” which just completed a record-breaking week at Fay’s Theatre in Providence, has been sold to Skirboll Brothers Gold Seal Productions of Cleveland, Major Film Company of Boston for the entire
New England States, Supreme Film Company o# Los Angeles for
distribution on the Coast, and all foreign rights with the exception
of

Alaska and Newfoundland to William Vogel,

New York

City.

Warner Buys New Pictures
to Star Wesley Barry
Wesley Barry, the Warner Brothers’ star, arrived in New York last
week after completing a ten weeks’ vaudeville tour in a juvenile skit.
The tour was cancelled in order to give the youngster an opportunity
enjoy the holidays prior to returning to the Warner coast studios
begin the first of three features for next season.
Two plays that made George M. Cohan famous, and one of Charles
The Cohan
Dickens’ masterpieces have been secured for Barry.
plays are “Litt le Johnny Jones” and “George Washington, Jr.,” the
Dickens masterpiece being “David Copperfield.”

to
to

Will Re-Issue “Border Legion”
Following the
Hayes Hunter’s

success

“Desert

T. T.
Hayes Hunter production.
Gold,” “The
Border Legion,” starring

of

reissued Zane Grey Hobart Bosworth and Blanche
announced Bates, will now be given a chance
of another to try to duplicate its former
Zane Grey story which is also a triumphs.

the recently

story, Hopp Hadley
this week the reissue

E.

Shellenberger
Of Arrow Film Corporation had taken over Burton King’s
newest picture,
“Shylock of Wall Street,” which we will say is some grab for the

Doc who
But
just got back from an important trip about the country.
then Doctor
he goes after things in
Is one of those gentlemen who never waits
a big way
And the best thing about that policy is that Shellenberger gets what
he goes after.
Hot cookies! Look at those Warner “boys.” There’s no grass grow-

Had

—

ing under their feet.
Their next special, “Beautiful and Damned,” opens at the New York
Strand on Sunday. Great cast!
Attractive frames and no 'elties
.-Xiid some advance lobby display.
that keep Strand lobby jammed continuously.
See where George Fecke of Boston, is branching out. Nothing surprising about that^ for George’s a hustler 100 per cent.
"Yankee Doodle, Jr.,” needed a real daddy. Good picture, but it was
amateurishly handled. George should make money with it.
Charley Seeleye is another film man who has Providence to thank
for the premiere showing of his picture, “Affairs of Lady Hamilton,” at the Strand there was a knockout, financially.
,\I Lichtman’s on the coast and when he gets back, we, for one, are
looking forward to some big news. “The Broken Wing” should
make a good picture. And making good pictures seems to be a
B. P. Schulberg hobby.
By the way, B. P. Schulberg, is a daddy again. Yep, “Sonya Gladys
and Seymour Wilson Schulberg announce the birth of their
brother, Stuart Harding, Friday, November seventeen, nineteen
hundred and twenty-two.”
Irving Lesser, eastern manager of Principal Pictures Corporation, is
angling for the screen rights of a number of successful plays now
plajfing Broadway theatres. Looks like Principal Pictures is going to do real things.
Their first two pictures, “The World’s a Stage” and “Chicago Sal,”
tentatively titled that, are wows, too.
But in the language of
Savoy-and-Brennan “you don’t know the half of it, dearie.” You
must come over and see these Lesser boys hustle— you must.
.\nd just pipe Charley Burr. There’s a hustler if ever there was one.
He’s lined up a program of pictures, now in production, that
promise to outdo anything he has offered in the past. Hear Dell
Henderson is about to sign up with C. C. to make another picture.
Joe Brandt’s another live-one, who with Jack and Harry Cohn, is
accomplishing and carrying out every promise he made. That’s
the big thing. The wise-ones were skeptical about “More To Be
Pitied,” but, gosh, what a flop they did, for the picture’s a cleanup everywhere.
Bobby North, Bill Nigh and Larry Weber are an unbeatable combination.
Bobby knows show business backwards. Nigh’s an A1
showman-director-producer, and. Larry’s the last word in anything pertaining to amusement. No wonder “Notoriety” is going
like hot cakes.
No use kidding yourself the public knows what it wants. And it
doesn’t want junk, either. That’s being proven every day. For
the junk is to be relegated to the scrap heap. And that won’t
break anybody’s heart. But ’sfunny, business isn’t as good in
spots as it was in the hot weather.
;

’S a fact.

WELL STAGED— SUSPENSE— A FIRST-CLASS MYSTERY— ESPECIALLY
ATTRACTIVE FOR THE WOMEN— EXCELLENT CAST—
FINELY PLAYED— GOOD DIRECTION

are only a few of the

good

things George Blaisdell says about

it.

in
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Warner

Brothers’ Broadway Break-in
Proof of Independent Film Demand

lace Beery, surprised local showmen,
First run engagements of independent pictures have come for
this picture promises to be one
so fast and furiously during the past six weeks that the atten- of the inost consistent money-making
productions shown at a downtown
tion of the entire industry is focused on this branch of the picture house, judging from the
business. The Warners have concluded an important deal gross takings for the first few days.
PITTSBURGH (Special)— H, C. Siwith the Mark Strand interests whereby their five specials
meral Inc., of Pittsburgh, I’a., who
will be given first run showings at the Strand Theatre in purchased recently from Arrow Film
Corporation many of their biggest
New York. The first Warner picture to go into that houSe and
best pictures, are meeting with
will be “The Beautiful and Damned,” with Kenneth Harlan much encouragement from the exhibitors in the I’ittsburgh territory,
and Marie Prevost. This run starts on Sunday and will be who show themselves as being thoi
oughly sold on Arrow product. The
followed with the Wesley Barry special, “Heroes of the Minerva Theatre,
a
Fifth Avenue
Street.” It is possible that Wesley Barry will make personal house in Pittsburgh, has bookeu
-

early

But the phenomenal showing ot independent productions is confined
no one section nor one concern either. The Warner Brothers,
inspired by the remarxable success of the past months, have announced a schedule of 18 productions in addition to the seven announced last Spring. A1 Lichtman Corporation is equally enthusiastic
about the future. This enthusiasm was inspired through the splendid
support given the .<\1 Lichtman initial releases, “Rich Men’s Wives”
and “Shadows.” C. C. Burr of Affiliated Distributors, Inc., has joined
the producing-distributing faction in the independent field and, because of the encouraging support his efforts have received, he, too,
has augmented his plans and today is at the helm of an organization
that is progressing in leap and bou id fashion.
pictures, did a tremendous business
Arrow Film Corporation is also on
Sunday. .Monday and Tuesday, at
preparing for an unusual new year which latter time this despatch was
of added activity. Dr. W. E. Shal- wired to New Y'ork.
lenberger returned last we'< from
BALTIMORE .MH. (Special)— YVara trip throughout the country and ner Brothers’ “Rags to Riches” did a
negotiated important tieups with turnaway business at its local preDetails of miere showing at the New Theatre
important exchanges.
here this week.
The picture opened
these deals will be published in on Monday afternoon to a turnaway
Picture
attendance
with
business
holding up
of
Moving
later
issue
a
and Wednesday, and indicaWorld. He also has acquired in Tuesday
tions that it would equal the house’s
addition to the regular .Arrow out- mark if not better it.
put, two Burton King producTOLEDO, O. (Special)— The Irving
tions, "Streets of New Yor<” and
Cummings production, “The Man’s
In From Hell River,” starring Irving
“Shylock of Wall Street.”
production are “The Little Red Cummings with Eva Novak and WalSchoolhouse” and “Lost in a Big
City.” There are several pictures
now being made. Equity Pictures
Corporation, according to General
Manager Lou Baum, is lining
KANSAS CITY (Special)
Fred
up an extensive list of features, Church recently was here discussing
the next one of which will be a the future production plans of G. M.
(Broncho Buster) Anderson, who, it
Daniel Carson Goodman special is understood here, is planning to do
entitled “Something for Nothing.” a comeback in the form of a series
to

May
Do Comeback

Anderson

—

Corporation,
Principal
according to announcements appearing elsewhere and made by
Eastern Manager Irving Lesser,
will release something like 24 proorder.
class
ductions of high
Other companies are also planning
an increase in productions.
Pictures

New

York.” the Burton
King speei.ll whieh Arrow is releaspremiere
metropolitan
ing, received its
the first three davs of this week at
Loew's spacious State Theatre business being reported as capacity at
every show.
“Streets of

PBOVIDKXCE.
of

I.ady

H. I.— “The Affairs
Hamilton.” Charles Seeleye

with
dealing
production
costume
Lord Nelson and I.adv Hamilton,
huge box-offlee winner
proved
a
Thanksgiving week at the Strand
Theatre where it grossed the remarkable amount of about $7 nOO on
a week considered generally weak in
Mana"er Reid and Seeleye
this citv.
co-operated on the exploitation campaign. whieh was productive of unusual tieups.

—

&

CTTTC.YOO tSpeeial) The Hubliner
Trinz cireuit here has booked the

-M T.iehtman speeial for its
“Rich Men’s Wives”
circuit.
played the Senate Theatre to one of
the biggest weeks that house has had

Initial

entire

in

some

time.

CHTCAOO
houses,

past week in
territory held up particularly
with indications that it will
upward again after the holiwhich always put a crimp in
theatre attendance.

Business during the
shoot

days
local

Trulv B. Wildman, of the Entetprise Exchange, announced this week
that the exchange will move into
new quarters directlv opposite those
of Paramount Exchange.
A1 Kahn, who is handling the YVarner Brothers product in this terri-

heavv demand for “Roautiful and Damned.” a print of which
has not yet been received bv him.
This picture is seeminglv the most
popular of the entire YVarner outnut,

tory. finds a

insofar as exhibitors are concerned.

George Beban is in this territory
making personal appearance in con.Rinction with first-run showings of
ids “The Sign of the Rose.”

“The Lo^Nest”

to

Producers Security
Arrangements

were

completed

places
Wray
that
heart interest drama
“The Love Nest,” with Producers
Security Corporation for distribution.
The feature players are
this

week

Phv^siog’s

fSpeeiall

— “Rich

Men’s

Wives” was the attraction at Barbee’s Loop Theatre and. despite the
bitter

of western pictures in which he will
be starred.
Church conferred with
.Y1 Kahn,
of the Crescent Exchange,
while in this city last week.
this
well,

opposition,

playing

four

Rodolph

onnosition
Valentino

Streets of New York” for an
showing, while “Night Idfe in

“The

appearances during this engagement.

Richard Travers and Jean Scott.

Hollvwood” got away

to a big start
the Globe Theatre in McKeesport
on Monday, November 27th,

at

WASHINGTON

(Special)

— “Shad-

a Tom Forman production for
the A1 Lichtman Corporation, opened

ows.”

Moore’s Rialtci on Sunday and
played to 2.07(1 paid admissions more
than “Rich Men’s Wives” at the same
theatre. Moore, in a wire to A1 Licht-

at

man. said
“

:

Men’s Wives’ pleased our
Immensely, but ‘Shadows’
opened yesterday (December .3i at
the Rialto playing to two thousand
seventy-six
paid
admissions
over
“Rich Men’s Wives.’ Congratulations
and many thanks.”
‘Rich

patrons

—

NEW

YORK Contracts for firstruns on “Shadows” continue to pile
uo

at

the

Lichtman

Corporation’s
contracts from the LibCal., and the T. D.
and L .Theatre at Pasadena have
been received.
The Isis at Topeka,
Kansas, and the Liberty. Wheeling,
YV. Va„ have also contracted for the

offices.

erty,

New

Lon" Beach.

picture.
Reade’s Hippodrome. Cleveland. and the Broadway-Strand. Detroit. onen with the Picture on SunIn each city it will play for
day.

one week.

Joe Brandt Tips to

What
An
this

interesting statement

comes

Barry feature. “Heroes
Knickerbocker

of the Street,”
Theatre here
Lou Berman. owner of Independent Film CorI’oration, which is handling the distribution of YVarner productions in
this territory, will be in charge of
the special showing at wh*eh \\ eslev
Barrv, Harry Warner of New York,
members of the Police Department,

the
week from Joe Brandt, Pres- at
Sunday

ident of the C. B. C. Film Sales
Corporation, to the effect that if
motion picture producers will feel
the pulse of the reading public,
they will have a definite gauge
whereby they can judge the
probabilities of success or failure
for a motion picture.
It is his belief that any producer
or distributor w»uld do well to
follow closely the periodicals and
newspapers of the country which
carry short stories, novels, or
serials, and to watch the trend
their contents takes from time to
time, because just so surely as this
trend varies in any degree, so the
trend not only of motion pictures
but even of the current stage
plays will be reflected and variegated.
It is to the result of such study
that the production of the C. B. C.
features “IMore to be Pitied” and
“Only A Shopgirl” were due. It

has

always

Mr.

been

Brandt’s
own policy in making his various
trips throughout the country and
from Coast to Coast to make a
study of the attitude of the public
toward various publications and
to note the newstand sales of the
fiction magazines, keeping in mind
the feature story of the publication.
And he has found that
whenever a new story of a particularly dramatic type has been
featured, there has been a brisk

demand for that particular publication as against others that feature stories of a banal character
or one that does not from its title
or quick reading indicate virile
situations with red-blooded characters.

Berman

to Give

Special Warner
Picture Showing
PHTT

atn-

--

V

(

Q

1 A

.AH

Wants

Public

nr-

rangements have been completed for
an invitation world premier showing
Weale>
of YY'arner Brothers’ latest

evening,

Dec.

10.

mayor and other Philadelphia

will

1)6

officers

present.

Business in this territory has run
into
the
before
usual
Christmas
status,
with indications that that
period, however, will show a better
return, based on the figures compiled
last season.

Many

of

Philadelphia

the

inde-

pendent exchangemen went to New
York Saturday to attend the annual
ball
and supper of the Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commence at
Hotel Astor.

The A1 Lichtman Exchanee
on

the

its

first

setting
and net

product
ings on

Orange

here,

business done on
gives promise of
a record for gross hookings
business done on the single
of one company
for book“Shadows” and “Thorns and
Blossoms” are pouring in.
basis

of

release,

Metro Exchange

is

now

handling

three of Charles C. Burr’s big productions. namely. “Secrets of Paris,”
“Luck.” the next Johnny Hines feature
and “Blind Justice.” with an
all-star cast.

Southerners Start Aggressive

Campaign

ATLANT.Y.

GA. (Special)— Southern States Film Company, with offices here and in New Orleans. Memphis and Dallas, is announcing an
lineup of feature films for
These include
current month.
“The Beautiful and
“Heroes
of the Street”
Damned” and
and C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation’s
“More To Be Pitied Th.sn Scorned”

unusual

the

YY'arner Brothers’

and “Only a Shop

Girl.”

With the Charlotte office of Enterprise Distributing Corporation now
open, that concern is concentrating'
on the I, on Chanev special. “Flesh
and Blood.” which is making an unusual showing in the southeastern
territory, according to reports from
exhibitors.

A canvass of exhibitors in this territory shows that western pictures
are in big demand in this section,
with light society ranking second in
popularity.
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Principal Pictures Corp. Closes Deal

Involving Approximately $340,000
manager
week announced the receipt

of Principal Pictures Corporation,
of a lengthy telegram from Sol
this
Lesser, on the Coast, concerning the acquisition by that company of
The deal,
screen' and stage rights to Harold Bell Wright’s novels.
according to the Coast despatch received by Mr. Lesser, fixes the
amount involved in this deal at approximately $340,000. Nine volumes
are involved in the transaction, and these are estimated to have been
read by more than 14,000,000 people, for that many copies have been
published and distributed in all parts of the world.
Irving Lesser, Eastern

The books that

will

go down

in-

history via the silver sheet
route include the following popu“The Eyes of the
lar works:
“The Re-Creation of
World,”
to

years that have elapsed
industry can give.

in

this

Business in this territory is picking up considerably with reports rrom
and exhibitors equally
enthusiastic concerning the future,
t mil me latter part of October motion picture patronage had been very
slim.
Particularly true was this in
Inc rural secuons of the territory.
Business in Omaha and Des Moines
has been steadily improving.

e.vciuiugeinen

Exhibitors in Neliraska and Iowa
are about to witness the greatest campaign ever executed on a special motion picture.

Eastern Manager
Irving Lesser is concentrating on
the distribution of the company’s

Meanwhile,

Outdoing

all his

previous

Harold
achievements,
Horne, head of Hornes Exploitation
Service, has just completed a bewildering campaign on D. W. Griffith’s “Hearts of the World,” which
will be
soon released by Liberty
exploitation

Brian Kent,” “The Uncrowned
King,” “The Winning of Barbara
Worth,” “The Calling of Dan
Matthews.” “The Shepherd of the
Hills,” “The Printer of Udell’s,”
“When a Man’s a Man” and “Their
Yesterdays.”
Principal Pictures Corporation,
through its officers, Sol Lesser as

two initial productions, the Elinor
Candy
Glyn special, “The World’s a Films. IncT, of this city.
manufacturers, nationally known oil
Stage,”
with
Dorothy Phillips companies, cigar manufacturers, bisfeatured, and Bruce McRae and cuit makers, dry goods concerns and
Kenneth Harlan, and the Irving many others have been lined up.

president, Michael Rosenberg as
vice-president, A. L. Core as secretary, Irving Lesser as Eastern
manager, and Adolph Bemish as
treasurer, plan to start production
on the first story at once. “The
Re-Creation of Brian Kent” has
been selected as the first picture,

Shallenberger and

and casting already is well under
way. Frank Lloyd, director of
the latest Jackie Coogan picture,
“Oliver Twist,” has been signed to
^ assist in the continuity.
Sol Lesser, in a later

received

New York

in

statement
this
said

on each production.

Principal Will

Remake Two H.
Wright

feature, “Chicago Sal,”
co-starring Alice Lake and Milton
Sills,

A1

Deal Under Way
OMAHA.
NEB. — (Special). — A1

Kalin of the Crescent Film Exchange
has augmented his staff.
Dr. W. E.
Shallenberger,
president
of
Arrow
Filin Corporation, while on his tour
of the country, was in this city and
was here for four days, conferring
dally with Mr. Kahn.
It is reliably
learned that Messrs. Sli.allenlierger

and Kahn effected an agreement
whereby Mr. Kahn will in the future
handle most of the big Arrow features

B.
Stories

from either
ferences.

was made in
week by Irving
Eastern manager of Prin-

Announcement
Lesser,
cipal

this

Corporation,

Pictures

that

after

the

con-

That the Shallenberger visit to this
city was an important one insofar as
Crescent Exchange is concerned is accepted as being a fact among film
men in this city. Or. Shallenberger
while here visited no other exchange.
In fact, after the four days’ of conferences Kahn went to New York
while “Bud” Barkey, manager of the
local Crescent Exchange, went down
to Denver.

That there

New York

party

a strong probability
that Arrow may be associated with At
Kahn and his associates in the operation of exchanges in this city, Kansas City and in Denver is more than
probable.
is

that firm, because of the popularity of the subjects, will re-make
two famous Harold Bell Wright

city is authority for the

stories
that
years
ago,
when
adapted to the screen attracted
wide attention.
These are “The
Eyes of the World” and “The
Shepherd of the Hills.” These,
like Mary Pickford’s “Tess of the

Chaulin classics this exchange has
acnuired for distribution in this ter-

Storm Countrv
an’s

“Oliver

”

and

Jac’fie CoogTwist,” will be re-

Fontenelle

Film

of

this

announcement

ritory.

schedule announced recently it is evident that he will make a series of si.x
with David Hartford assuming tlie

be released by Stephenson Attractions,
Ltd., of Toronto, which, by the way.
is making rapid iirogress.

“Night Life in Hollywood.” Arrow
newest picture, opened at the Grand
Opera House in Toronto. Out,, on

Monday

is

doing

an

night to a turn

away

busi-

ness.
The box office statement on
Tuesday night indicated a record-

breaker for this picture at
showing in Canada.

its

premier

Another motion picture producing
is. well under way with roots
This cornnanv is being
in Montrael.
promoted by Harry Kaufman, formerly assistant manager of Regal
Films Corporation. It will be know’ii
as the Anti-Narcotic Film Company,
Inmited, and is being formed to combat the drug and white slave traffic
in
Cnnadn.
Cn-operating with Mr.
Kaufman is said to be Judge Emily
Murphy and S. Morgan Powell, dra
matic editor of the Montreal Star,

company

tlip

it

reins.

Arrow Film Corporation’s independent productions in the Dominion will

the

Fontenelle Film Company also has
acquired the new David Butler series.
'I'he first two issues are “The Milkv
\v.nv”
and “According to Hovle.”
T>''s exchange is sneciallzing on short

each and everv mod- subjects, on which
ern improvement that only the enormous business.
filmed with

Company

that it has purchased twelve nevr
pictures for distribution in Nebraska.
The first subject is “Easy Street ” and
reTiresents the first of the Charles'

dependent productions have grown in
demand in the Dominion,
judging from reports that have been
pouring into the independent distrilinting offices in this city, Toronto,
Winnipeg and Vancouver. There are
two independent producers now making Canadian pictures. However, the
most popular of these is none other
than Ernest Shipman of New York,
who has the patronage and financial
backing of some of the shrewdest
business men and capitalisis in the
Dominion
He already has completed two pictures and from the
exhibitor

directorial

writing the scenario for
picture which will be photi.-

latter
first

graphed

Shipman
completed.
are

7^ro^'^r

is

the latest

the

is

busiest

production, judging from
observations made during the past
week at various New York and
Not one studio in
vicinity studios.
New York City, New Jersey and Long
and
most of them are
Island is idle,
busily engaged turning out independent productions. Something like
twenty-four productions are now being made in the metropolitan district
for independent distribution with as
many more lieing planned to be made
early next year.

dependent

Adolphi has started produc-

.Tohn

tion on the next picture,

“The

Little

Sclioolhouse,”

Ernest

production announced ns
Mary Astor and Harry
co-featured in this pro-

duction.

who

Webb.

Kenneth

dirc'’ted

“Secrets of Paris” for Whitman Bennett and Charles C. Burr, will shortly
start for Miami. Florida, where he
will start production on a new inde-

pendent picture.
Nell Shipman and her director, Bert
Van Tuyl, are in New York.

Edward Earle, the popular leading
man, has signed a long term contract
with Burton King, in whose future
Arrow will
inctures he will appear.
release the

King productions.
the latest Dell
.Tames
Oliver

“.Tacqneline,”

derson-directed

wood

which

special

release, is in
More
ting.

its

third

says Roger Ferri—and Roger knows a box-office picture

Curwill
cut-

six reels.

Will Nigh starts production on his
second picture for Bobby North-L.

Lawrence Weber release

this

week

at

Tilford studio.
C.

C.

Burr,

with

two productions

now being made

at his spacious GlenL. I. studios, is planning for
several otlier big pictures that will be
dale.

made under
tributed

his

by him

supervision and disin the independent

market.

Plans for the annual frolic of the
Green Room Club are now being made.
It is expected that the annual frolic
will be held some time in .Tanuary.

The Motion Picture Directors’ Association also is planning for its annual
supper and dance, which as in the past
years will in all probability be held
late next month or early in February
at Hotel Astor in New York.
This
is the organization that last year introduced officially Will Hays to the
motion picture industry.
producers,

and

stars

photographers are urged to keep in
touch with this department in view of
the many inquiries being received
daily from independents concerning
the wliereabouts of independent directors.

stars

and iihotographers.

NOT A SINGLE lOO-FOOT STRETCH IN THE ENTIRE PICTURE
THAT DOES NOT CONTAIN A THRILLING EPISODE IN
THE ADVENTURES OF LOVABLE PEOPLE,

OWLY A SHOP

Hen-

Arrow
week of

than one hundred and
fifty thousand feet of film were taken,
and this quantity is being cut down to

Directors.

in Quebec.

“The Rapids”

The current season

Iirodiiction year in the history of in-

starring Martha
EdMansfield and E. K. Lincoln.
mund Breese also appears in the cast.

Independents Are
Progressing in
MONTKEAL, ONT.— (Special).— In-

Kahn Have Big

Producing Season;
Eastern Studio News

Red

Canadian Houses

in
this territory.
No official anweek nouncement
was given out, however,

that
Lesser,
by Irving
Principal Pictures Corporation inapproximately
spending
tends
$250,000

Cummings

Busy Independent

in

CIRL^
when he

sees it
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Selling the Rcture to the Public
EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

Unintentional Generosity in Passes
Brings an Unexpectedly Large Result

O

NE

of the most remarkable incidents
that we recall in a long experience
has resulted in the stupid break of a
man in the exploitation departments of one
of the larger companies.
As part of the plan book scheme for a certain play they desired to push hard, he developed a stunt for a hook-up page attractor, with prizes to all who fulfilled the conditions of the contest. He later explained that
he thought the contest so difficult that few
would be able to claim free admission.

Flooded the Town
of houses adapted the
scheme without due scrutiny, either through
pressure of work, or because they took it
for granted that any scheme offered by the
home office had been tested. The results
were startling in two ways.
To take a couple of concrete examples,
one theatre in a city of considerable size put
on the hook-up, and gave the matter no
more thought until the day after the page

A

large

number

appeared.

Almost as soon as the office opened, the
co-operating merchants, through whom the
prizes were to be distributed, began to call
for more passes.
A fresh supply was se»t
out, but still the demand was for more.
Officials tore their hair and cursed with
deep and heartfelt earnestness, but they de
cided that the only thing to do was to stand
on their error and make good their promises.
Before the day was over several
thousand passes had been distributed. The
number of free admission was almost equal
to one-third the average business of the
house.

They

Where the Smile Came
down to lose about

settled

half the
a feature costing them
more than the average. It looked as though
the joy had gone out of life, and they would
have small cause for gratitude when Thanks-

house income on

giving day came around.
But by the middle of the week it became
apparent that their fears were ill-founded.

They

were literally snowed under with
‘paper,” but they were getting cash, too.
As the days passed, and the supply of passes
was exhausted, more and more money came
in.

The Saturday count-up showed that the
The house

business was above the average.
had enjoyed one of the most

weeks

It is known that about seven out of ten
passes will bring in additional paid admissions, but here the paid admissions were
greatly in excess of that average. Probably
the. verbal advertising given a better than
usual picture was what brought in the cash,
but the magnitude of the distribution also
contributed to the unexpected result.
It
is certainly the most amazing development
in the history of picture theatre exploita-

tion.

profitable

Max

in its career.

Small Towns, Too
Another house, to select one record of
many, put on the picture for a run of only
two days, though it has frequently played
one attraction for three days when the picture could be booked in for the Thursdaj'Friday-Saturday term.
Experience had shown that it did not pay
to run a single attraction the first half of
the week, and but two days were given this
feature.

The house is of small capacity, and while
the distribution was well under a thousand
admissions, it was perhaps even greater, in
proportion, than the much larger number in
the city theatre.
The free seats were about what the house
expected to draw on the average business,
and the manager figured that he would
draw the difference between the average
business and the little extra money he anticipated on the more important offering.

Works Again
He, too. was mistaken. The net receipts
on two days the early and less well patronized portion of the week were larger than
the three-day, week-end runs of the two
pictures which so far have held the record
not for the season, but for the history of
the house.
These records are taken from the reports
of the exhibitors and are not sent in by the
exploitation

department

in

question.

The

results have been duplicated in other sections of the country and no one seems able
to oft'er a lucid explanation.
It is to be presumed that the excessive
distribution awoke a widespread interest

NORMA TMJVIAEK^

Max

Thorough

Is

Doolittle, the

Paramounteer, believes

being thorough in all he does. Having
decided to get pneumonia, he had a regular
doctor’s delight, where they pulled him back
from the gates of death by his coat tails.
And just as he was getting along on the
road to recovery, he took an encore. He
developed an intestinal trouble which called
for the intervention of a couple of the Mayo
specialists from the Rochester institution,
and they had quite a time to persuade him
to stick around on this side of the Great
Divide for a while longer.
Mrs. Doolittle writes that he is now coming along slowly, but doing as well as his
double handicap permits, and that she has
hopes that in the course of a couple of
months he will be his own hustling self
again.
The letter was not intended for
publication, but Mrs. Doolittle speaks most
appreciatively of the kindness of the Paramount heads from Kent down to the disin

trict

manager.

Tied to

Drama

When Guy

Bates Post was on the road
with "The Masquerader,” he stood them up
at the Grand Theatre, Topeka.
When the
First National film production came to the
Cozy, the Grand management recalled the
sage success to its patrons and added that
the screen version would presently be seen
This is a good stunt
at the other house.
where you are friendly with the drama
theatre.

NO^MA TALMADGE
"it

"Smilin'

Thnou^K'

SiGAAA

'

'

s

First National Release

USING A BILLBOARD AS A TEASER
Manager
star and

WORKED FOR THE SIGMA THEATRE,

LIMA, OHIO

Ritzier controls a sign in the business district, and when he booked in "Smilin’ Through” he painted only the name of the
let that ride for a week, while patrons wondered just what was to come, and hoped for a personal appearance. Then he
added the details of the engagement and played to a great deal more than his usual business.
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Gained Two Days
on Special Week

i

Ordinarily the Majestic Theatre, Dresden,
has been opened but four nights a
week, but they were sold on the idea of a
Ont.,
full

week with an

and special

all-First National
stunts.
It went over.

program

Monday was “Ladies Night,” when each
woman was presented with a flower and a
card from Norma Talmadge. Tuesday was
“Club Night,” with special numbers presented by members of various societies.
Wednesday was “Jazz Night,” with kazoos, balloons and community singing, and
two vaudeville acts made Thursday “Vaudeville Night.”

It

Pop Contest Too

A

popularity contest, launched earlier in
the week, was ended on Friday, the winning
man and girl being presented to the audience
by the Mayor, and Saturday was nominated
“Out-of-Town Night,” and a successful effort was made to round up the rural patronage.
It not only drew extra business for the
extra nights, but it brought the entire town
out at least once, since the stunts were
framed so that at least one would appeal to
practically everyone.

Get

This, Bill

Kennebeck, the Omaha Paramounteer, put over “The Ghost Breaker”
for the Strand Theatre, by offering $25 to
anyone who would sleep all night in a grave-

John

E.

yard.
It’s been a good stunt ever since “Bill”
Yearsley of First National originated the
idea for “The Greatest Question” some years
ago.
It still works, for Kennebeck got a
good front page story out of the Bee.

Ellis

Parker Butler wrote that “Pigs is
but Jack Staub, Universalist, argues

pigs,”
that they are publicity.
'

He invaded Paterson, N. J., recently, in
the interest of “Human Hearts,” playing at
Fox’s American.
There was a big school football game on,
and he persuaded the managers that a little
diversion in the intermission would help
along, so they let him stage a greased-pig
chase over the gridiron, and he also threw
out one hundred balloons with passes attached.
Pre-announcement of these features helped the attendance at the game,
and it put the picture over as well, since
the field was sniped for the attraction.

His Burning Sands
Were All Red Hot
Major I. C. Holloway, of the Rialto TheColumbus, Ga., got a double business'
on “Burning Sands” through exploitation.

atre,

He got a table about three feet square,
with a glass top and a shadow box below.
On the table he built a tent of black and
white striped material about the same size
as the table top.

sanded

Capsules Revived
One

of

the

exploitation stunts
T. Browning, of the Grand
Theatre, Middletown, Conn., when he issued
capsuled circulars on “East is West.”
In case you do not know the stunt, you
print your selling talk on very thin paper,
roll it compactly, preferably so that a catch
word shows through, and put it into a gelatine capsule of fairly large size.
In Mr.
Brown’s case the attractor was the word
“Dope,” which
was appropriate to a
Chinese play and at the same time conveyed
the suggestion of information.
It is something of a job to fold the circulars, but it makes a striking appeal.
earliest

was revived by H.

What Meighan Saw
Pigs Is Publicity

655

Fortune

“The

telling

naturally

connects

Man Who Saw Tomorrow,”

with

so C.

W.

Imperial Theatre, Columbia,
S. C., borrowed a small tent of striped cloth
from a fortune telling booth.
The centre piece was a small table on the
front of which was a banner reading, “Your
future foretold by ‘The Man Who Saw Tomorrow.’ ” On the table was an upturned
arc light globe with a tiny Hawaiian dancer
inside.
When the lights flashed on, the
dancer was clearly revealed.
Back of this was a one sheet of Meighan
so placed that his glance seemed to be directed to the globe, and when they saw the
dancer no one wondered at the intentness
of his gaze. It was simple and inexpensive,
Irvin,

and

it

of

the

told a story.

The open

flaps

showed the

interior.

In the shadow box he placed red lamps
and these, shining through the thin layer of
sand, gave a real meaning to the title.
This was used a week in advance for the
foyer and then moved to the outer lobby,
where it was supplemented with the title
cut from board. This was the only unusual
work he did on the title, but it gave him

twice the usual business.

A

Daily Change

Effecting a hook-up with a store, the
Valentine Theatre, Toledo, got a fine window in which the single wax model was
dressed in a new evening gown each day
of the week run.
The model stood in front of a dark paneling against which the costume was effectively displayed. A small framed card gave
the title, “The Eternal Flame,” the house
and the playing dates. A framed photograph of the star was also used in an oval
in the background, set in back of the twoplane structure.

Two Miniatures
Two

miniatures were used by Barry
Burke, of the Palace Theatre, Fort 'Worth,
Texas, for “The Storm.” One showed the
log cabin, banked with snow, and the other
side of the box office displayed a forest fire
almost warm enough to melt the snow on
the cabin. Burke also dressed a window in
a sporting goods store to hook-up the outdoor idea.

PATERSON EVENING NEW5 REGENT THEfilfiE
PORTABLE STUDIO
MOVIE WINK CONTEST

CflItSTaHCE

A

TAIAWDGE

"

—
'

CHM»<P!0H WINKER

First National Release

PRIZES FOR WINKERS PUT OVER “EAST

IS

WEST” AT THE REGENT THEATRE, PATERSON

The management of The Regent tied the local paper to a winking contest, using the one-sheet wink
of the star as a starter, and
adapting a stunt from the United Candy Stores, which recently gave boxes of candy for
the most pleasant smiles. The centre picture shows the poster, the surrounding frame the results obtained. You can use a
still camera just as well.
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A

Display Idea for

Music Window Sales
New ideas for the display of plugger songs
are rare.
Most of them are simply stacks
of the song displayed on racks or cards. The
Majestic Theatre. Jackson, Mich., sends in
frnm the ten cent store.
som''**T”'^

A came

iCelease

YOU HAVE HEARD OF AIRSHIPS, HERE’S A REAL ONE
S. C,, made this craft for Harold Lloyd, in a
light that they could hang it from the lobby arch,
cutout of the star captains the craft.
of the crowds.

The Republic Theatre, Great Falls,
’’Sailor Made Man” and made it so
cut of the

way

A

Boasts Again
\

sailboat on a truck was used to adverSin Flood” at the Broadwaytise “The
Strand Theatre, Detroit. The truck was bannered “The Sin Flood is coming,” and the
house and date, and the sail bore the legend:
man in
“The flood will sweep over you.”
the boat e.vcitedly hoisted and lowered the
to the othervvi.se
sail, giving more action
dead display. It might be well, where the
truck moves slowly, to confine ad advertising to the sail, to make them watch for the
message. It is more apt to be impiessed on
the mind.

Played Loccd Angle
local herald, dealing with the possibiliof a rise in the river, was also gotten
out.
This will prove a good stunt whereve.
there is a sufficient body of water, and the
reminiscence contest idea can be adapted to
memories of past floods.
ties

A New
We

Tag Idea

have had the door knob and the auto

card.
Xow comes Russell Moon with a
variation.
For the Palace Theatre, South Norwalk,
Conn., he had 3,000 baggage tags printed up
and then hung them to fence palings, the
spikes in telegraph poles and anywhere else

A Paramount

he could get them up, putting five to ten in
the same place, so they could be lifted and
carried away.
lUost oi tne text was in type so small that
the outstanding lines were “Boy Hung,”
“The Face in the Fog” and the house name

and

date.
The text

read; "Boj' hung around his
neck and begged for a ticket to sec
‘The Face in the Fog’ etc.” It’s elemental,
but it sold many tickets, so it’s good.
father

s

Numbers Again
The “21” gag, which had

quite

a run a
the Ken-

few months ago, was dug up by
tucky Theatre, Le.xington, and pinned to
"The .\rtful Dodger” to help put over First
National’s “Oliver Twist.” In the form used
there were five rows of six figures deep,
one each of ones, threes, hves, sevens anu
nines.
The stunt, as usual, was to add up
any si.x numbers to total 21.

Here

Is

Its

Answer

There are numerous ways

of

combining

four of the figures to add twenty and the
one is arrived at through a fraction as seven,
three, nine and one make twenty and threethirds will give the desired 21.
If you neccr tried the stunt and it is new
in your town, v'ou can get a lot of talk by
putting it on cards and passing around.

A

First

tonal iteteui^e

The Window Idea
Eight or ten of the sheets of music are
clipped at tlie bottom and then set together
(with more clips: in the form of a rosette.
The centre is formed of a cutout from the
title page.
The idea is particularly useful
where the supply is limited and a big flash
must be made with a few copies.

Must Be Good
Kenneth O. Renaud

of the Paramounteers
dropped into Evanston. Wyo., and found 1.
H. Harris, of the Strand Theatre, wonder-

ing how he could combat the election excitement. The town is too small for a newspaper. and Harris thought he could use
something stronger than a throwaway.
Renaud found an escape artist who would
(’o a suspended st. aight-jacket escape for $3,
and Renaud put him to work, megaphoning
a ballyhoo while the man worked.
Renaud
had carefully e.xplained to the kinker tiiat
the longer it too.< the better it would be,
so it required eleven minutes.
Renaud says the merchants locked their
rtores and fol.owed their possible customers
.A.nd the whole town was
to see the show.
straight
jacket and
talking
about
the
“Burning Sands.”

—

Release

THE FOYER DESIGN AND THE LOBBY ON “BURNING SANDS,” FROM OKLAHOMA CITY
S. S.

Wallace,

the lobby.

started the foyer picture (on the left) two weeks before the showing, and the opening day used three cutouts in
Backed by an extensive billboard and newspaper campaign, and through references to “The Sheik,” he built business
Jr.,

up forty per cent, with

little

extra outlay.

December

1922

16,

Window

Filled a

With a 24~Sheet
Dan Roche, the Chicago premier Paramounteer, thinks he has made a record by
being the first man to land a Chicago store
on a full sized 24-sheet for a window display.

He was trying to put over “The Old
Homestead” at McVickers, and it struck him
they painted in one word, the 24-sheet
for radio and telegraph
offices, so he sold the idea to a well-located
As the cut shows, the letradio company.
tering is done in the exact style of the lithothat

if

would be available

it seemed
scheme and the
slogan “Wire the Old Homestead” moti-

A

vated a fine display of apparatus and parts.
This is a hook-up that can be worked almost anywhere, for radio is practically universal, but it will serve best in the larger
places.

It’s

graph and was so well done that

i'aramount Release

to be all a part of the store

Simple

AN ENTIRE TWENTY-FOUR SHEET BACKED THIS WINDOW
part of the exploitation of Dan Roche for the Chicago run of “The Old Homestead,” and he says it is the first time he recalls such a use of so large a poster. The
word “wire” is painted in to match the regular lettering.
flares were burned in a fireproof basket
before the shrine of the star.
There was a convention of 7,000 teachers
in towm, and the Cozy Theatre wanted some

went after

of that business, so

the old Chinese “cash” seems
have dropped out of sight of late, though
a quarter century ago almost everyone had
one of the brass coins and everyone knew
what they were.
But the Grand Theatre, Pittsburgh, playing “East Is West,” used a reproduction of
the coin in cut form and offered prizes for
the correct identification, and it got over.

Somehow

Worked the Legion
From a New Angle

to the First National exploitation, the first night hallvhoo to be used in
Topeka was a float on “The Eternal Flame,’*
which was used for six nights.
Imitation candles, tipped with small bulbs,

According

were

used

at

four

the

corners

and

'

red

a

manager wants

to

the American Legion he either gives
a

Nocturnal Float
Sold in Topeka

when

commission

on

ticket

sales

news and not

theatrical advertising, so it
the front pages.
It’s very simple.
All it needed was a little
hard thinking and some imagination.

made

it.

to

Generallv

bers were taken out into the lobby and
photographed, and the print rushed to the
newspapers, where it was classed as local

or

use

them

parades

them to a special show'ing.
George A. Sine worked it in a new style
for “Skin Deep” wdien that came to the
Mary Anderson Theatre, Louisville.
He knew that the Jefferson Post was
He turned the house
after new members.
over to them for a recruiting drive one
evening when business is not as good as on
Saturday and Sunday.
They packed the house, at regular prices,
held a little rally and added some fifty
Then the new memnaines to the roster.

Worked a Window
Putting a supposed East Indian in a cigar
window was the ballyhoo for “The
Young Rajah” at New London, Conn.,
when it played the Crown Theatre.
The impersonator sat in the window, surrounded by signs, and fooled with a pack of
cards until he drew a crowd, when he made

Store

a display of a series of twenty stills, which
were held against the window one by one

until the series was run through, when the
drifted away and a new one gathered.

crowd

Peddled Bills
and then he would step out on the
sidewalk and distribute heralds so folded as
(o show only the line “Your prophecy foretold,” which is better advertising than it is
good English.
The stunt was the joint effort of Walter
Murchy and Paramounteer Russell B. Moon.
The marquise was decorated with a cutout
head from the 24-sheet, and smaller cutouts
were placed either side of the entrance. Red
and green bunting was also used in the display; evidently a holdover from “The Sheik.”

Now

and Theatre
Combined on Window

Store

Something new comes up from CharlesWest Va., where Phil Gersdorf, the
Goldwynner, collaborated with John E
Fernkoess, of the Capitol Theatre, and J. B.
Tewskbury, his publicity man.
They hooked the phonograph store to the
old time songs for “Remembrance,” but they
They got a vacant store on
bettered that.
ton,

One window called ata prominent corner.
tention to the old songs and to the play. The
other was masked in and a magnavox was
run through to reproduce the old songs
listed in the other window.

Wanted More Jazz
The Post

Office

were then moved
their

jazz

first national Kelease

THIS

IS

NOT A PARADE FLOAT, BUT JUST A PERAMBULATOR

week |>y the Cozy Theatre, Topeka, with bulb-tipped candles at the
four corners and red flares in the centre. It is said to be the first night ballyhoo used
in the town. A convention explains the extra effort.
It

was used

for a

sorting

letters

to

the

plaintive

Threads and When You
and I Were Young, Maggie. That made a
corking good press story, which gained a
laugh and centered attention upon the play
and the songs.
Two other phonograph dealers, a florist
and a shoe store were tied up to windows
and an insurance man took a quarter page
display on the insurance angle.
strains

A

employees across the street
to complain that they lost

of

Silver
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Simple Window
Sold the Books

A

single window card, with a still from
the play, turned a store display into an ad-

vertisement at Newport News, Va.

The Rialto Theatre had “Remembrance”
and made a hook-up with the bookseller, who
gave a display of the Rupert Hughes books
along with the more recent best sellers. He
figured that he could sell Babbitt on the

Goldwyn

.4

play, too.

.\nd he did.

Goldwyn Release

The Book Store
A Paramount
J.

B.

ROBERTSON SOLD “THE OLD HOMESTEAD” BY SAMPLE

His miniature setting was a big attraction at the Palace Theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.,

and was very well done. A miniature of the regular 24-sheet is shown to the left of
the arch. Handkerchiefs were given with appropriate text as to laughs and tears

Novelty Float a Hit
With Football Crowd
Doing the usual differently brought the
usual good results in Atlanta, when De Sales
Harrison sold a football crowd on “To
Have and to Hold.” Notre Dame was playTech; one of the important
and Harrison, himself
an old Tech man, arranged with the college
Georgia

ign

games

of the season,

to put out a float.
During the intermission a four-horse float
drew onto the field a book seventeen feet
by eight, lettered with the title and a little
The horses were blanketed
selling talk.

“Welcome Notre Dame.”

The Tech band

served as escort.
The sides of the book were

A

Caurd

Release

made

of paper.

It not only sold the books, but it sold
the play to book lovers who naturally knew
the author and were interested in his work.
The cost was small and the return consider-

able.

and when the

float came abreast the grand
stand a small boy broke through the cover
and presented the sponsors of the local team
with bouquets and the compliments of the
Howard Theater. At the same time some
7,000 heralds were distributed through the
stands by students, who were paid in passes.
Making it something more than a float
made it a great deal more of an advertisement.
A hook-up page was made with the title,
merchants offering things “to have and to
hold,” and it served to alibi a ticket distribution to get verbal advertising.

L

the same as exExt>lo{ting every picture
none of them, just as a full page ad
every day is not much better than a tvjo sixes.
Exploit the big ones and make them seem big.
bloitinq

Helping Julius
Julius K. Johnson, of the Rialto Theatre,
a bannered trolley for “Lorna
Doone,” with a locomotive bell for a noise
maker, and the publicity department of First
National remarks that getting the bell from
the railroad required every argument short
of grand larceny before the officials would
consent.
Next time Julius wants a bell, he can
probably borrow one from a hardware jobber with no trouble. They stock them for
the farmers.
Johnson also hooked the Lorna Doone
biscuit to the food show and got some thirty
windows, and the coming of the picture
was played up by cards in the libraries.

Omaha, used

First National Release

YOUR LOBBY MAY NOT BE AS ELABORATE, BUT YOU CAN GET AN IDEA FROM THIS DISPLAY
done with materiM within the reach
This was the decorating done by the Liberty Theatre, Pittsburgh, on “East Is West.” It is all
select from the suggestions tne
can
He
decoration.
a
pretentious
so
make
have
to
not
does
exhibitor,
though
he
average
of the
streamers and vines.
stunt he can work best, the large fan, the parasol or the lanterns, and build up with

December

16,
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Shook Up Cocktail
in Lobby Display
Realizing that he should

make

a nice piece

of money out of “Manslaughter,” J. P. Harrison, of the Hippodrome Theatre, Waco,
felt it would be worth while to spend a little
money on his display.

He had large cutouts of Meighan and
Leatrice Joy on either side of the opening,
and in the centre was another cutout of
Miss Joy, quietly dressed in green and red
Her right hand held a wineglass
velvet.
and the arm was kept in motion by a motor
with eccentric wheel. The glass was one of
the once-popular trick glasses, blown double
and with the liquid sealed between the two
skins, so there was no danger of spilling- a
drop. It helped to bring a 20 per cent, increase in the receipts and please that many
more patrons.

A

Scare Card

southwest they take the Ku
Klux Klan more seriously than they do

Down

in the

further north, because they are better organized.
This gave C. A. Runyon, of the
Runyon Theatre, Barnsdale, Okla., a chance
for a fine stunt.
He overprinted red cards with three yellow Ks, and made each the initial of one of
“It
the “keeps” in the text, which reads
matters not how the election went. Keep
your mouth shut. Keep your eyes open.
”
the Law.’
Keep watching for T
As it was the first shot on the Curwood
picture, and as they were distributed in
sealed envelopes, slipped under doorways,
it not only stirred up the town but was made
the basis of a dispatch to the county seat
daily paper, and came back to the town
:

Am

through that.
The card will not reproduce, but the three
initials are about one inch high on a card
inches and the yellow form is
2/4 by
printed first with the black above it.

Hooked

-i

"

the Police

M. F. Estes, of the Beacham Theatre, Orlando, Fla., used the theme of “Manslaughter” to sell the police the idea of a free advertisement. Every motorcycle cop in town
carried a banner asking “What Is Manslaughter?” and the Beacham used enough
street stuff to hook up the answer.
Mr. Estes also borrowed a police uniform

A Paramount

Release

IN “MANSLAUGHTER”
Waco, made a special cutout of Leatrice Joy in
arm which shook a wineglass containing some
be more or less alcoholic, to match the play.

SHE SHOOK A COCKTAIL, NOT THE SHIMMY,
P. Harrison, of the Hippodrome,
“Manslaug^rter,” with an animated
J.

to

a dummy as part of the accident tableau in the lobby, and says that
people not only took notice, but they brought
their friends to see, and business went up a
full hundred per cent on a three-day run.
On the face of this it would seem to be
good exploitation, but we think that it is
risky to get a gruesome display in the lobby
of a theatre where the associated idea is enThis tableau, which has been
tertainment.
used extensively all over the country, is best
retained in the Chamber of Horrors in the

which he put on

waxwork show.

many persons, but it will
others and give them an impression that will react against coming displays.
It

turn

may

attract

away

Don’t throw away your patrons
by exploiting a poor picture, and
do not bore them by not booming
the good ones. Do your best work
on the best show.

Steam Heated Sands
for Paramount Play
J. M. Edgar Hart has been at it again. He
used a desert miniature, for “Burning
Sands,” and the sands were really hot.
To achieve this effect he sank a tank into
a bed of sand which formed his desert, the
sand base being four by seven feet. The
tank had an opening two by three feet,
covered with fine mesh copper gauze with a
thin layer of sand on top.
A.-, electric heater in the tank not only
heated the water, causing vapor to rise
through the sand, but it heated the sand
itself and gave the shimmering effect of
heat waves, which he enhanced with careful lighting.
Of course it did not make the
play any better, but it certainly bettered
business, and then they liked the play and

told others.
And the stunt set

him back only

six dol-

lars.

All for Six Dollars
Getting an essay contest and a window,
along with a lobby display for the net sum
of $6 was what R. P. Whitfield did for the
Majestic Theatre, Austin, Texas.
He could not tie the local paper to a contest on “The Cradle,” so the house offered
prizes for the best essays on “Why does
the Power within the cradle rule the

world?”
A department store took the long end,
giving the first prize, selling the others for
the six dollars and making a display of the
entire outfit in one of its windows. It also

and

loaned Mr. Whitfield enough toys
nursery furniture for a lobby display.

Took

It

Seriously

Johnson, Lem Stewart’s Texas proxy,
sends along the prize wining essays, and
they are not at all poor, showing that the
public took the stunt seriously.
The contest closed the day before the
picture opened, to get the climax of interest
at the proper time.
Essay subjects which
Bill

A

Universal Release

require

the contestant to see the picture
never have the same general interest and do

BUILT UP A SMITHY TO SELL OUT ON “HUMAN HEARTS”
The

The boys in front are using the hearts in hoops described some
smithy is in the rear with red fire in the forge. It is nine feet square by seven high.
Planned by M. F. Estes, of the Beacham Theatre, Orlando, Fla.
weeks ago.

not, as a rule, pull as much money.
field planned to bring them down
opening day all warmed up.

Whitto

the
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Has Local Angle

Cater to Clarence
Each

taking up the Clarence club
think that Denver made somemiscue in the formation of a

section

idea, but

we

is

thing of a
Clarence club there.

Homer Ellison and Rick Ricketson foregathered on a letterhead which is headed
"The Crusade of Crucified Clarences” and
started off with the statement that it is
“Devoted to the defence of good men unfortunately named Clarence, etc.” and terminates with “Alembership limited to He-men
struggling against great odds under the handicap of Clarence.”
This seems to us to be the wrong idea.
The clubs should defend the name rather
than admit the onus attaching the moniker.
There are a lot of men who are rather proud
of their name, for family or other reasons,
and this will not appeal to the very men it
is

supposed

to reach.

not add to the attack.

I

K

Defend the name. Do

December

Few towns

are without local pride. Some
towns are almost offensively confident, but
they all have faith in the community to
some degree and Maj. I. C. Holloway capitalized this in Columbus, Ga.

had “The Man Who Saw Tomorrow”
Rialto and he tied a newspaper to a
contest on “The Columbus of Tomorrow."

He

at the

The word

limit was 300, a trifle too low,
contestants were warned that their
stories must be based upon fact and not
imagination.
Airplane landings on the roofs of office
buildings and the rest of the H. G. Wells’
Instead the paper
stuff was not wanted.
urged a study of the location and resources
of the town and a story based on the pos.sibilities of these resources developed.
You can get the average chamber of commerce back of this with very little effort.
If there
is
no chamber, try Rotary or
Kiwanis.

and

Ready
Perhaps

16,

192Z

to Light

if you
burning sands down in
Fort Smith, Ark., all you had to do was
one of J.
B.
Robertson’s
match
use

w'anted

to

it

is

a bit far fetched, but

start

scratchers.

He used

11

bj'

14

cards

with

a

three-

column plan book cut. printed in red, the
Palace signature and playing dates in black,
and with two panels of sandpaper, one
either side of the cut.
These were given display wherever men
scratch matches, such as at cigar stands,
barber shops, lunch rooms and hotels, and
they got a lot of comment, which gave emphasis to the title.
His lobbv display was part of the poster
reading, “The answer to ‘The Sheik,’ ” below
a miniature scene in a shadow box, and the
title and stars bannered above.
Red light-

was used in the shadow box, and
made a very pretty display.
ing

tewrec

[RoyAL
tioHSmm

A Fox

i

SKtBA',

Keleasr

EIGHT DIFFERENT STUNTS USED BY THE ROYAL THEATRE, PERTH, ON “QUEEN OF SHEBA”
recently told in this department, the Royal Theatre opened with this production, and gave a ballyhoo such as Australia has
seldom seen. These eight stunts speak for themselves, but they by no means comprise all of the work done on this picture by the
management, for the visual appeal of stunts was backed up by a number of other big ideas.

As

it

WORLD
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shipped safely, and you will have to go to the
Golden Gate to get the effect of these. They
are almost worth the trip.

Novelty Postcard

—P.

Has Decided Kick
Evidently getting his hint from the telephone
R. Cumcards used on “Remembrance,” Evert
Rock
mings, of the Fort Armstrong Theatre,
for the
Island, III, got out a novelty postcard
The card is the regular Govtie THIS

STRING AROUND YOUR FINGER

So You Will Remember To Be At The

THEATRE
FORT ARMSTRONG
WEDNESDAY
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESbAY
OR

NEXT

_

To see
It

will

\

Man«

Rupert

T.

A.—

This Sectional Cut

Will Get Attention
Nelson B. Bell knows that sometimes part of
cut will lie more of an attractor than the
size
and he shaved a portrait cut of
full

a

Norma Talmadge

to

attention

get

"The

for

Eternal Flame” and got more of a display
lhan would have been the case had he used
Because there is only part of
the entire cut.

HugfeesThe House of Preeminent Pictures
-CRANDAI,!.’*—

[

~
i
^

I

METROFOLiTAM

AX TENTH—!

TOMORROW
F\r$t National Will Present the
World's Favorite Star, Mon

THE POSTCARD
eminent

card,

Beautiful MorC Compelling, Mor. =zz
Maffnificent Than. Ever Befon —

It
red and green.
from others save that at

printed

in

The
knot a string through a punched hole.
latter would not make as neat a job, however,
this

idea

makes

it

worth

1 he
while arguing about to put it through.
string seems to be soaked in paste before being
affixed, and we imagine that it is not as much
of a job to paste them as it may sound, thougli

certainly

it

must be a messy
P. T. A

—

one.

—

Roth and Partington
Revive An Old Form
We

are glad to note that Roth and Partington, managing directors of the leading San
Francisco theatres, have returned to an old
form for their Saturday and Sunday displays
This is the cross page drop, with the three
houses displayed and with a couple of columns
of straight talk about the attractions to hold
them apart.
said when this form was first
developed that we believed it to be a valuable
device, and we are glad to see that they are
returning to the idea, which was dropped when
the Granada was opened, possibly in the idea
that the Granada needed to be handled apart
from the others to put it over. This is a drop
of 140 lines across the page a ten-inch display,
but it is worth the additional money it costs
to get over the chat. Those two spare columns
work even harder than the display ads, and
this is in no disparagement of these displays,
for Buhar is back in his old good form in all
three of these. For a time Bubar seemed to be
out of form, but he is on the job again, and
at his best no one can beat him.
Even at that
there are patches of hand lettering where type
could have been inserted to better effect,
though possibly Bubar is not to blame for this.
At any rate his proportioning is nicely done
and he does not override the space with his
drawings.
It’s a pity we cannot reproduce
some of his lobby work, for this is where he
goes over the top, but sheets are too large to be

space pretty full and yet throws up the star
and title with almost as good a value as though
he had used white. This is because he uses a
light italic for his reading matter, which does
not fight down the black lines. Even the regular roman might kill them off, but the light,
unshaded italic is less obtrusive and permits
a lot of talk to be offered without trespassing
Had straight roman
upon the display lines.
been used, it would have been necessary to use
fewer lines, to hold them away from the black
type, but these italic lines are set to within a
And
pica of the black without hurtful eft'ect.
it
might be noted that there is more white
space above the lines than below. This is because the idea is to get you into the heavier
lines.
You can use one-third less white space
below the line than you do above and still get
away with it. It is on appreciation of nice
points such as this that good advertising is
Bell is taking a very modest space; only
built.
80 lines by two, yet he shows as well on the
page as some larger three column displays
from other houses. |Cnowing how saves his

employer money.

Made

does not differ much
string around
the top runs the line, “Tie this
at the
vour huger so you will remember to be
Rupert
Fort Armstrong 1 heatre' to see the
Hughes picture. “This string is about four
to
and a half inches of purple string pasted
as a
It shows in the reproduction
the card.
piece
black line, but it is real cord and not a
anything
of rule. It is our understanding that
the
pa.sted to a postcard makes it liable to
to get
letter rate, but Mr. Cummings managed
away with it. If you copy the design you
would do well to consult with your local postmaster as to his ideas on the subject, or you
may find an entire batch of cards turned back
on you for more postage. If you can get away
with it, it makes a fine novelty. If you cannot,
for a good card for
it at least gives the idea
hand distribution. If you cannot use postcards,
perhaps you can send private mailing cards, oi

and the novelty of

^
^
=
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Pretty Display

by Notching Cuts
Conxeay Tearle
.Rosemary
Thehy, Rate Lester, Otis Harlan
Wedgewood Nowell and a Mighty

Supported
Irving

ly

Cummings,

Entemhle in

Mammoth

PicturizatUm

of

Eonore de Balzac’s ”La Duchesse
de Lange<iis," More Powerful.
More Perfect in Actinglind More
Sumptuously Mounted Than Any
Picture You Have Ever Been

8 SUPERB REELS
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Quite apart from the general neatness in the
design of this advertisement from the Ameri-

•

THE
ETERNAL
FLAME
A

\
:
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National Release

A SECTIONAL ATTRACTOR
the face shown, it stands out more prominently
It is difthan had the entire cut been used.
ferent, and the reader looks into the matter
where he might pass the same cut were it
shown in its entirety. It is merely another
application of the “different” idea, but it gets
more for less money than had another column
It
of space been used to put in the full face.
is

interesting

to

note that

Bell

fills

his

text

AHERICA
.1

A WORKMANLIKE JOB
ca Theatre, Casper, Wyoming, is the fact that
the de^iicn to the right is in reality two cuts.
The entire display is made from stock cuts and

FIRST PROOF

Saturday BuUatia—

United Artists Release

Saturday Bulletin

We

—

Paramount Releases

THE OLD STYLE ROTH AND PARTING! QN HALF PAGES
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the original was a mate to the Gish picture on
the left and tlie shield was by itself. The local
printer did the cutting and made so neat a job
Every line
that you cannot detect the joint.
seems to have been overlapped by the reverse
toolmaker or die sinker could not have
cut.
made a better fit. It is a simple matter to notch
a right angle, but if you think this is easy, try
it.
This is a five tens and a better than usual
display, though nothing unusual for the Amerbetter display could not have been
ica.
turned out by an art department, and this layout is offered for the inspection of managers
who figure that they have to employ a highclever press
priced artist to get results.
agent who can handle cuts intelligently is often
better than an artist and usually he will not
want to do hand lettering. G. R. Stewart, the

A

bottom design gives an open book effect with
the legend that millions have read the book and
millions will applaud the picture.
But the
book shows blank pages. It would have been
better had the slogan been divided and half

A

black mass becomes almost too much, until
three column limit is passed when the
black again becomes effective. In two or three
column sizes only the lettering saves the cut
from being too strong, and where lettering is
not put in it is best to work in some white
lines to relieve the mass of black.
But taken
by and large this cut is one of the best advertising aids the First National has turned out
tlie

the

—p.

—

T.

A.~

Nifty Negligee for

manager, does his own layout work, and this
matches up well with his usual performance,
though it is no better than a lot of others he

Lloyd *s Grandma

used to send in. We are using past tense because Mr. Stewart has been rather remiss of
late.
He is still using the name stunt to make
sure that everyone re§ds his announcements,
and that little panel to the right of the shield
reads ‘‘Admit O. H. Meyers and One to
‘Orphans of the Storm.’ ” A new name is used

This page for “Grandma’s Boy” was designed by George A. Miller, advertising man
of

the

American Theatre, Newark, but we
Q4«T0<I

nXT 9M C7m»>OI<t

miA

*Gnfldn'i
Tbotre Sot

Sb

for each display.
T.

FtaiJy

Grandma’s Bread

A.—

Made News Headline

.1

Paramount

Prepfft) He

Home Made Baking

Co.^
Wt

When

Herschel Stuart took charge of the
Missouri Theatre, St. Louis, he found Ed.
Olmstead ready to give him all the advertising
support he needed and together they are turning out some work that is making the river

ST LOyiS .PpSTjUph’ATLi

.

PACIFIC LINER AFIRE, 300 PERSONS ADRIFT

placed on each page of the open book.
Then
the book could have been made a little larger
and there would have been more point to the
drawing. And the lines would have been pulled
out of the obscurity of the black.
are not
going to like Mr. Olmstead until he comes to
realize the greater display value of the black
letter as opposed to the reverse.
He seems to
be a bit old fashioned in his ideas, and we
liope that he is open to reason, for his work

tkaafana's

JhiBg

taf b BimoI

Har^ Ui^ a freitb

Wttk,

promising from

many

—P.

T.
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Grandma’s Boy”

Used Trademark Cut

Work
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HAROLD LLOYDemmm

black silhouette used as a sort of trade
cut for “The Masquerader,” was employed by the Strand Theatre, Schenectady,
for a series of scatter ads, using the single
column size. These two happened to get into
the dramatic page side by side, but there were
a number of others in that page in different
position, so that half a dozen of them stared
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Peerless

Tell of a Feature
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lately, because it will work on almost any form
of advertising and produce results. It is not
out of place on the three sheets, makes a good
one sheet and in the same design can be reduced to a two-inch cut without losing effect
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N^igee For Grandma

H. R. Bowlby
Dry Goods Of GtusRty

A Pathe Release

A

NEWARK HOOK-UP

»*—*'TART1NG SATURDAY

presume that the advertisers
preparation of the copy.
tised Grandma’s bread, and
cern opined that he would

had a hand

in the

A

SHOW PIACJ
.4

down in Newark
home from them a food products concern decided that he would make immediate demand

PLi'amounl

settle

A STRIKING SPACE
town

sit

the time

up and take notice

“On

local baker advera real estate conprobably want to
and would buy his

the

— also

;

tickets. .A.bout

High Seas” was booked,

the

papers were filled with stories of an
ocean disaster and the Post-Dispatch took a
streamer for the headline. The front page was
local

the frame for a display for “On the High
Seas,” linked in with “These headlines tell the
story of the most amazing scenes ever photographed.” At small cost they had a frame that
was better than the most elaborately drawn
display, and one which hooked directly to a
They did not do quite
current news event.
as well with the display for “To Have and to
Hold,” for the design is too heavy for the title
to fight through and it is effective only in the
degree in which the design gets the attention
of the reader to the point where he will puzzle
out the title. He is apt to be impressed with
the design and read to the point of information, but it is taking almost too much of a
The important lines are almost enchance.
tirely obscured, but the remainder is nicely put
in type where it will show to advantage. The

made

.1

First National Release

THE STRAND SCATTERS
reader from the various columns.
at
They made very effective showing in the page
and got more for the money than had a single

up

the

Small scatters ot the
larger cut been used.
average sort would have been fairly ineffective
in a single fifty, unless used to back up some
larger display, but this has such a strong display value that it cannot become lost on the
page indeed, they are better in these small
sized cuts than in the larger dimensions, where
;

for their goods, but the store which advertised
that he would probably want some “nifty negligee” for grandma probably got the old lady
confused with Gloria Swanson. It helped swell
the page, and probably Newark readers did not
wonder what Grandma would do with the sort
of stuff that classes under that heading. Somehow we cannot imagine that dear old lady in
pink undies. But it made a good page and it
differs from the usual in that space is taken
for a lot of text. It was worked in a neighborhood paper and not in one of the larger
dailies.
This is a field little worked, and yet
the rates are lower and the circulation is held
to one section, which gives the city exhibitor
an opportunity to put over a hook-up where
he could not persuade the nearby merchants to
advertise in a paper of general circulation. The
locality paper, like the neighborhood house, has
its own place in the scheme of things, and
hook-up passes in these would often work if
only the exhibitor had the nerve to get after

the advisers.

December

16,
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fiom the Shoulder Reports

Straight

'Defarimeni Jor the Information of dfxhihilors
Edited by A.

Sincere exhibitors are sending
these tips to help yon book your
show. Their reports are printed
without fear or favor. If a picture is good, bad or ordinary, you
will find it out here. Turn about
is fair play; let these exhibitors
guide your bookings, and in turn
let’s hear from you.

very
Did a

good picture and everyone pleased.
Grab this picture and you
fine business.
should make money. Rental is reasonable.
window
newspaper,
slide,
Advertising:
Pacards, heralds, had a colored band.
Attendance
good.
mixed.
tronage
J.
:

Solomon, Bijou Theatre, Clarksburg, West
Virginia.

Fox
CHASING THE MOON.

This is something different. Good comedy drama will
please.
Can’t see where they get the title.
Advertising: ones, six, photos. Patronage:
mixed. Attendance: fair (big rain). Wm.
Thacher, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.
:

FAST MAIL.
through.

Associated Exhibitors
ROAD TO LONDON.

Pleased ninety per
Advertising: posters and slide. Pacent.
Attendance: good.
tronage: small town.
W. T. Edom, Dixie Theatre, Rosboro,
Arkansas.
'

Portland Theatre, Casselton, North Da-

kota.

MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME. A

:

Van Buren Powell
rell,

American Releasing

^

Melodrama all the way
you are looking for a fast pic-

If

Advertising:
ture of this type, use it.
three ones, one three, six sheet and slides.

MY LADY

FRIENDS. Was a little afraid
of this one but it went over all right. Not
as good as “Twin Beds” but it will do for a
program picture.
Advertising:
posters,
slide, press.
Patronage small town. At-

Patronage mixed. Attendance good. Jack
Kaplan, Royal Theatre, South Fallsburg,
New York.
:

:

FOR BIG STAKES. Have

run

all

Tom

of

:

Chas. W. Lewis,
F. Hall, Grand Gorge, New York.

tendance

F. B. O.
BARRICADE.

I

—

liked this just fine.
:

:

BOY CRAZY. Nothing to it for me.
Might have made a fair two-reel comedy
but as a five-reel feature it is imposPatronage:
Advertising: regular.
average: Attendance: good. Thos. K. Lancaster, Apollo Theatre, Gloucester, New
of

ONE CLEAR

It

did not draw but I should have given it
more advertising. Patronage small town.
Attendance poor. R. S. Moore, Gem Theatre, Snyder, Oklahoma.

it,

sible.

Jersey.

fair.

:

vertising:

Ad-

Quite good.

Patronage
Arthur B. Smith, Fenwick Theatre, Salem,
:

New

WOMAN’S VENGEANCE.

Good picture
Star: Fritzie Ridgway. Patronage: general.
William Noble, Broadway Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

ONE CLEAR CALL. A

picture that

was

:

PLAYTHINGS OF DESTINY. The
picture Anita

First National
KID.

Booked this picture
very good business.

a second

run and did a
Attendance: good. G. K. Nenes, Liberty Theatre,
Miamij Arizona.

HER MAD BARGAIN. A

splendid pic-

Best Anita Stewart picture that I
have seen for a long time. Pleased ninety
per cent., many congratulating me about
it.
Advertising: usual photos and posters.
Patronage small town. Attendance good.
Dr. J. E. Guibord, National Theatre, Grand
Mere, Quebec, Canada.
ture.

:

:

LOTUS EATER.

A

very pleasing pic-

which enjoyed pleased good business.
No kicks registered on this one. Star
John
Barrymore.
Patronage:
general.
ture

:

William Noble,

New

Folly Theatre, Okla-

homa City, Oklahoma.
LOVE’S REDEMPTION.
moral lesson

and

R.

P.

Dick,”

“Little

the

wonder

It

child

best
also
of

His House.” You can promise
a lot and more than make good.
Advertising: good. Patronage mixed. Attendance:
fair.
Steve Farrar, Orpheum Theatre, Harin

:

risburg, Illinois.

A

wonderful

Cecil,

A

great

This picture
pleased about fifty-fifty.
A fair picture;
nothing more and nothing less. Some will
like it and some won’t, but I did.
William
Noble, Orpheum Theatre, Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma.

SCRAP IRON. This is one of Charles
Ray’s best in my opinion. Do not be afraid
to boost, but don’t advance price on it. Advertising: newspaper, posters.
Patronage:
mixed.
Attendance: good.
Louis Pilosi,
Pilosi’s Theatre, Old Forge, Pennsylvania.

THROUGH.

A

good

Norma

Talmadge picture but the only thing speabout it for me was the price. Rialto

Theatre, Nelson, Nebraska.

:

in

:

new

a

fact.

The

I’ve

best

ever

picture

never seen a bad

Fox

picture.
Book it. You can’t lose. Advertising: six, one, photos, slides.
Patronage:

small town.
Butt,
Georgia.
C.

Attendance: broke all records.
Ideal Theatre, Blue Ridge,

LAMPLIGHTER. A
reel

True

picture.

A

“Mother

wonderful little fiveand compelling as

Love.”
great lesson.
Book
this; a little old, but print good. Advertising: regular, photos, one and three.
At-

tendance:

fair.

J.

I.

MONEY TO BURN
LINE.

McCarty,

Majestic

The

and

BUCKING THE

double-feature programi
the burg has ever witnessed, it being the
Lyric’s Second Anniversary under the present management. Russell, in the first feature, was not up to standard, but passed!
“Bucking the Line” made a hit and gave
Maurice Flynn a good start in the community. It was similar to a serial for thrills.
The first a Class C, the latter a Class B, at
our theatre. Advertising: plastered the territory for miles around.
Patronage country.
Attendance: excellent. R. K. RusselL
Lyric Theatre, Cushing, Iowa.
first

SONG OF

LIFE.

An

extra good seven

A

:

tendance: good. Walter Odom, Dixie Theatre, Durant, Mississippi.

TWO MINUTES TO
ture.
it

Charles

GO.

Good Ray

pic-

Ray goes over here. Played
ball game here and gave

on date of a foot

the high school
for the young
display,

general.

team

tickets.

PERJURY. Not

as bad as some have reDid well for us and seemed
to please the majority.
Farnum’s superior

marked

reel picture; one that will reach the hearts
of humanity.
Ran two nights.
picture
like this one draws good second night. Advertising: as usual. Patronage mixed. At-

atre,

and is nearly dead here. Patronage family.
Attendance: good. R. J. Relf, Star Theatre,
Decorah, Iowa.

Gilbert,

:

SMILIN’

Dixie The-

Wynona, Oklahoma.
MIDNIGHT BELL. This Ray went good
and pleased. Ray made too many pictures

John

Theatre, Charleston, Tennessee.

RED HOT ROMANCE.

it

MAN-WOMAN-MARRIAGE.
spectacle picture.

Stewart ever made.

JUST TONY.
made

F.

cial

should please all
alike.
Buy it if the price is not too high.
Advertising: ones, threes, mailing list. Patronage: small town. Attendance: good. J.
F. Pruett, Liberty Theatre, Roanoke, Alabama.
in this

FIRST.

pleasing picture. His work is very
good. A' story of Paris during the war, but
not many fight scenes. Advertising: regular.
Patronage: general. Attendance: fair.
Jno. W. Creamer, Strand Theatre, Chillicothe, Missouri.
star, in a

Jersey.

“Woman

:

HONOR

:

very well liked by those who saw it and
one with very little box office appeal. I
went after this pretty hard but they didn't
seem to want to come. Consider this in buying this picture. Advertising: mailing list
and program. Patronage health seekers
and tourists. Attendance poor. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac
Lake, New York.

has

Mix’s pictures, but believe this is the best
to date.
They nearly raised the roof. Patronage
small town.
Attendance
good..
W. E. Tragsdorf, Trag’s Theatre, Neillsville, Wisconsin.
:

CALL.

program,
posters,
newspaper.
small town.
Attendance fair.

:

and business.

THE

O. O.

I.

Good

picture

folks.
Advertising: lobby
newspaper, heralds.
Patronage:
Attendance: good. Smith & Cor-

it

was.

ability at

portraying trying roles is again
Advertising: one six, three ones,
three, slide, cards, paper. Patronage: country.
Attendance: good.
R. K. Russell
Lyric Theatre, Cushing, Iowa.
prominent.

RIDING WITH DEATH. Not

as good as
average Buck Jones production, but
draw.
Advertising: ones, three
slide.
Patronage mixed. Attendance fair!
Chas F. Johnson, Plaza Theatre, Punta
Gorda, Florida.

the

should

:

:

SHACKLES OF GOLD. The
picture for

me

that

Farnum

has

only good

made

this

!

:

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

664
year

regular series.

in his

If

they had kept

a little longer they
Special, like “Over
PatronAdvertising: regular.
the Hill.”
Maage: small town. Attendance: poor.
jestic Theatre, Greenfield, Tennessee.

him in that blue shirt
would have called it a

We

Get-Together Place Where

Can

Talk Things Over

STRANGE IDOLS. A

good picture and
Advertisplease most any audience.
ing: ones, threes, sixes. Patronage: neighfair.
W. E. Elkin,
borhood. Attendance

We’ve been having an average

will

:

Temple Theatre, Aberdeen, Mississippi.
TRAILIN’. Tom Mix surely holds the
terest of all my
“Trailin’ ” is

you will like it too. Advertising:
Attendance
mixed.
Patronage
usual.
Frank Fera, Victory Theatre,
pretty fair.

Book

it;

:

Rossiter, Pennsylvania.

COME ON OVER. A

sure

fire

audience

Had more comments about

it being good than any picture in a long time.
Patronage small town. Attendance good.
A. L. Hepp, Idylhour Theatre, Greeley, Nebraska.
:

:

GODLESS MEN. A
comes

that

close

very good picture
exceptional.

being

to

any house. AdverPatronage: neighborhood.
usual.
tising:
A1 C. Werner, Royal
Attendance: fair.

Worth

while playing

Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.

NEW

YORK. A

very
:

A

great picture, excellent in photography and execution and
one that every person should see, both old
and young. William Noble, Empress The-

tude of some families.

Oklahoma

City,

Oklahoma.

SNOWBLIND. A

very good production.
Advertising:
North.
Patronage small town. Attendregular.
ance fair. W. F. Pease, Centennial Theatre, Lowell, Wisconsin.
scenery

Fine

the

of

:

:

WATCH YOUR
a

good picture.

tronage

:

small

STEP. Not

the best, but
Advertising: regular. Pa-

Attendance

town.

:

fair.

Arthur B. Smith, Fenwick Theatre, Salem,

New

Jersey.

WHEN ROMANCE

RIDES.

Zane Grey

story which would have done better under
“Wildfire.” This picture has
it’s real name
no class to it but the story is simple, acted
by people who look and act the parts, has
audience appeal and pleased all who saw
it.
But it is a cheap production. It gets
Ben L. Morris,
the people, so why worry?
Temple Theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.

—

For me, rotten from start
people walked out on it.
Advertising: ones,
from it.

My

Patronage:
heralds.
11x14,
six,
three,
family. Attendance fair. T. J. Hickes, Liberty Theatre, Saxton, Pennsylvania.
:

KEEPING UP WITH

Seemed
known here.

Star not very well
Pretty good, taken as a whole. AdvertisPatronage: small town.
ordinary.
ing:
Attendance fair. L. A. Hoover, Star Theatre, Aster, New Mexico.
:

Metro
FIVE DOLLAR BABY.
me. You can’t go wrong on
vertising: twenty-four,

:

six,

Excellent

for

this one.

Ad-

three, ones.

Pa-

houses.

full

E.

Orpheum

Wharton,

L.

Theatre, Glasgow, Montana.

AT THE END OF THE WORLD.

Good.
Story
laid in Shanghai, and that kind always seems
Advertising: regular.
to please.
Patronage: general. Attendance: poor. Jno. W.
Creamer, Strand Theatre, Chillicothe, Mis-

Not much of

a story, but interesting.

souri.

BACHELOR DADDY.

Comments en this
been so favorable that I
thought it a knockout. I was disappointed
and think it has been over praised. The
public luckily disagreed with me and turned
have

picture

VAN.

Advertising: ones
in force to see it.
photos, throwaways. Patronage neighborhood. .'\ttendance good. W. C. Benson,
out

six,

Attendance; good. J. H.
Holeman, Auditorium Theatre,, Dawson
Springs, Kentucky.

FOURTEENTH

LOVER.

much

Not

story; but the photography was excellent.
It was a pleasure to look at this.
Patronall
age
Kenrick,
York.

Attendance

classes.

:

Strand

Theatre,

good.

:

J.

New

Ithaca,

program offering. They do not tear my doors down in
order to see Dana, as the film Hounds
would lead you to believe. Patronage: small
fair

town. Attendance: fair. W. E. Tragsdorf,
Trag’s Theatre, Neillsville, Wisconsin.

PEACOCK ALLEY. Believe this is an
overrated picture. Drew, for me, ordinary
business; seemed to please those who saw
it.
Ben L. Morris, Temple Theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.
PRISONER OF ZENDA.
One

wonderful.

Keep

it

the

of

up, Metro,

and you

Stupendous,

best

this

year.

be on top.
Advertise this

will

Direction good; great cast.
big.
Advertising:
sixes.
threes,
ones,
window cards, heralds, twenty-four sheets,

Patronage
all
newspaper, oostal cards.
classes.
Attendance good. .A.dolph Schutz,
Liberty Theatre, Silver City, New Mexico.
:

:

THEY LIKE ’EM ROUGH.

Best picture
since “Glass Houses.” Once
very popular here, but poor pictures have
Advertising:
killed her drawing power.
usual. Patronage small town. Attendance:
Viola has

made

:

cast

A. L. Middleton, Grand Theatre, De-

and

direction

Laurier Theatre, Woonsocket,

all

Rhode

Island.

BEAUTY’S WORTH.

Pleased everyone.
The best picture Marion Davies has been
seen in, in a long time. Advertising: regular.
Patronage: mixed. Attendance: fair.
Fred S. Widenor, Opera House, Belvidere,

New

Jersey.
I

them

told

picture; what the “crickets”
and insaid, what the public had stated
vited them to give their own opinion on this
picture with Rodolph Valentino and Gloria
patrons were divided in their
Swanson.
opinion; the “flappers” said Great! because
of Valentino, no doubt; personally, it’s a
“gorgeous lime” that will do business if
properly exploited but play fair with your
audience
It’s the authoress and the cast
that will pull at the box office. Advertising:

about

this

—

My

—

!

mailing list, heralds and programs. Patron,
age: health seekers and tourists. Attendance good. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.
:

BLOOD AND SAND.

They just did not
were all prepared
for this one.
to handle a crowd but we did not even come
Picture not
near doing capacity business.
bad but rental out of reason for me. Valentino dies at finish. Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield Theatre, Aladison Street, Chicago, Illicome

We

in*

nois.

BOOMERANG BILL. Judging from
what happened on the second night, this picAdture made no hit with our audience.
vertising: average. Attendance: below averPatronage mixed. Big Ben Theatre,
age.
:

Excellent; star,
the highest order.

of

Advertising usual.
Patronage mixed. Attendance good. W.
C. Benson, Laurier Theatre, Woonsocket,

Will please

classes.

:

:

Rhode

:

:

BEYOND THE ROCKS.

MATCH BREAKER. A

:

Island.

Ilion,

New

ABOVE ALL LAW.

Another foreign
picture with elaborate mountings.
A
story of India in which many characters

made

wander about with little or nothing to do.
Action seems unreal and forced. Does not
Ben L. Morris, Olympic
suit my house.
Theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.

ABOVE ALL LAW. Had

we

to

do

it

over again, we should pay and not play. It
is a foreign production
the acting is won:

York.

BRIDE’S PLAY. .Productions created by
Cosmopolitan are excellent although with a
foreign atmosphere, this picture greatly
pleased.
Miss Davies is popular with our
people. Advertising: threes, ones. Patronneighborhood. Attendance fair.
E.
age
W. Kundert, Empress Theatre, Beresford,
South Dakota.
;

:

Paramount

LIZZIE.

to please.

\

will help to

YOUTH TO YOUTH.

JANE EYRE.
Keep away

you folks

Queen, Arkansas.

Hodkinson
finish.

if

—

fair.

to

—

keep it packed with good stuff.
This is one department of Moving Picture World that has been
called by one exhibitor, “My
Department.”
He’s right.
You all own it.
It’s your tips that make it good;
it’s your suggestions that give it
chances to improve its columns.
Come on, now everybody
Send in all the reports you can
spare time for, and keep the good
work going and GROWING.

tronage: resort.

good program picture in which Tom Moore
takes an entirely different part. Patronage
the best. Thos. L. Haynes, Town Hall, Old
Lyme, Connecticut.
REMEMBRANCE. An excellent and
most remarkable picture, full of human
pathos and sentiment and showing, to a remarkable degree, the frailties of human life
from a father’s standpoint and the ingrati-

atre,

Now we can have MORE ROOM
for tips

in

MR. BARNES OF

ACROSS THE CONTINENT. Reid and
Roberts at their best in this. Wonderful
entertainment; not a giant but fine from
every angle.
Patrons’ praise unanimous.
Advertising: lobby, lithos and news space,
usual. Patronage small town. Attendance:

OWN

Goldwyn
picture.

of three pages to three pages and
a half filled with Straight From

the Shoulder tips each week.

inpatrons in pictures like this.
absolutely one of his best.

1922

16,

derful and the sets can not be described,
but the true artistry of this picture is over
their heads; that is all I can find wrong
with the picture. Part of our small houses
thought of it as I did but we had too many
wal < out to please a show manager. This
picture, I judge, should go well in larger
towns and the cities, but it is not a country
town proposition. Arthur B. Hancoc’c, Columbia Theatre, Columbia City, Indiana.

Between Ourselves
A

Decemljer

:

DON’T TELL EVERYTHING. In every
sense of the word a 100 per cent, attraction.
Pleased all and people left the house talking and laughing.
There are three good
stars in this one and this alone should draw
them in if j'ou will let them know about it.
Advertising: posters, heralds, photos. Patronage neighborhood. Attendance good.
W. E. Elkin. Temple Theatre, Aberdeen,
:

?ilississippi.

:

December
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rent free.

Just

as weak as
a nice business

SENTIMENTAL TOMMY.
any
one
next

Eight reels

opinion, would disgust almost
No
audience, no matter what class.
stayed over for the beginning of the
show. Such stuff will kill your busirun. Adif you have many like it to

ness
vertising: papers, photos, slide.
all

There’s more ways than one of
R.
giving Censorship the razz.
S. Moore of the Gem, Snyder,
Oklahoma, hints a way that producers might well take to heart

my

in

Attendance:

classes.

fair.

Patronage:
J. I. Wright,

Plenty of action

comments

THE FOX.

:

Good Western.

Usually
the men.
the ladies in. Advertising newspaper, ones, threes. Patronage: mostly men. Attendance: good. Louis
Pilosi, Pilosi’s Theatre, Old Forge, Pennsyl-

WIFE TRAP.

Look out

Oh Boy!

:

A. Schutz, Liberty Theatre,
ver City, New Mexico.

glad of

WOMAN GOD CHANGED.
Owen and

Seena

Sil-

it.

of the

finest

Starring

E. K. Lincoln; this

one

is

REPORTED MISSING.
nothing extra for
people walk out on the silly

picture,

Advertising:
it.
asked for more like
Patronage neighborthrees, ones, photos.
hood. Attendance excellent. E. W. Kun-

to grip at all. Advertising: ten
ones, window cards, trailer, slides, newspaper. Patronage all classes. Attendance

:

Empress

South

Beresford,

Theatre,

ALONE. A

ture.

:

Oklahoma.

:•

WORLD’S CHAMPION.

Not as good as
some of Reid’s, still I did good business
owing to the star. Very few kicked. Ad-

York.

WONDERFUL

CHANCE. Did excellent
business throughout the week in spite of
Rodolph Valentino &
the weather. Stars
Eugene O’Brien. William Noble, Empress
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

vertising: ones, threes, newspaper. Patronage small town. Attendance good. H. S.
:

:

:

Liberty

Miller,

Theatre,

Montezuma,

Georgia.

YOUNG DIANA. Marion Davies
Winter and Summer fashion show;

in

a

United Artists

may

please the women, the men said “Blah.”
Advertising: mailing list and heralds. Patronage: health seekers and tourists.
Attendance
fair.
Dave Seymour, Pontiac
Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New
York.

Quite old, but good.

:

LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY. A
is

tendance: fair. Wm. H. Mayhew, Broadway Theatre, Cisco, Texas.

MAN WHO MARRIED OWN
many

Better than a good
small town exhibitor.
ing sea stuff at first.

WIFE.

Specials

for a
real thrill-

Has some

Advertising: regular

small
Patronage
and lobby.
Attendance: fair. Majestic Theatre,

program
town.

:

Greenfield, Tennessee.

Vitagraph
FLOWER OF THE NORTH.

Here’s a

James Oliver Curwood that went over big.
Pleased them all and did a nice business for
one day’s run. Vitagraph sold me this so
Print in good
that I could make a profit.
condition. A. Mitchell, Dixie Theatre, Russellsville,

Kentucky.

SEA RIDER.

Pleased about 80 per cent.
old and dirty and photography not up to Vitagraph’s present standard; but was a fair program picture. Vita,
could not furnish me paper on this, hence
Advertising; four star posta poor house.
ers, slide.
Patronage small town. Attendance poor. C. C. Johnson, A-Muse-U The-

— film

somewhat

;

atre, Melville, Louisiana.

WHEN DANGER
Duncan never

fails to

SMILES.
please.

They

William
like his

acting and stories. This one pleased a fairly
nice crowd. Advertising; posters and slide.

Patronage;

neighborhood.

W.

E. Elkin,
deen, Mississippi.
fair.

Attendance:

Temple Theatre, Aber-

Comedies

:

:

West-

Rosboro, Arkansas.

BLACK BAG.

Here is a dandy program
picture and one that you can tell them it is
worth their time to see and then not disapDixie Theatre, Russellville, Kentucky.

;

should take anywhere. Would have made
money if weather permitted, as I bought

COLD FEET (Educational). Very good
comedy.
A two-reel satire on Mounted
Police stuff that

Universal
point them. And best of all, Universal sells
so that you can make a profit. A. Mitchell,

Selznick
great production

pic-

We

Pleased

GREATEST LOVE. A

very

not get over very will
they fall for the Western stuff.
played, the picture on percentage and just broke even. Advertising:
extra heavy.
Patronage small town. Attendance poor. L. E. Silverman, Columbia
Theatre, Skamokawa, Washington.

fine picture but did
in this town.
Here

a

:

atre,

For me, though, these
:

the entire audience.
Film in Al. condition.
Advertising: slide
and posters. Patronage small town. Attendance: good. W. T. Edom, Dixie Thepicture.

AMERICAN.

Advertising: posters,
hand bills. Patronage small town. Attendance fair. E. A. Oestern, Lyric Theatre,
New Albin, Iowa.

good one; just as good as, or better than
Curwood’s “Man from Hell’s River,” and
costs less than one-third of the latter. Advertising: regular.
Ernest M. Cowles, Orpheum Theatre, Pelican Rapids, Minnesota.

RUSE OF THE RATTLER. Good

THE

MAJESTY,

pictures are too high.

Playgoers
BACK. Here

good program

:

HIS

:

MAN SHE BROUGHT

HUMAN HEARTS. A

Advertising:
ture; for me, nothing extra.
above the average. Patronage: mixed. At-

Mt.

Very good program picNothing too great about itj nothing
too bad about it. A pleasing light offering.
Patronage:
Advertising: ones and slide.
fair
Attendance
general.
Jack Kaplan,
Royal Theatre, South Fallsburgh, New

well

City,

HEARTS. A truly great picture and one of the best heretofore shownat the Criterion. Patrons seeing this picture
are sure to recommend highly, and well
worth while the time spent in seeing it.
Star; House Peters. William Noble, Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

UNDER OATH.

produced and worked picture.
Dorothy Dalton makes good in this one.
Support is also excellent. Patronage general.
William Noble, Capitol Theatre, Okla-

ern

Family Theatre,

Chas. Martin,
Morris, New York.
fair.

WOMAN WHO WALKED

homa

:

:

Dakota.
very

Good program
me; had some
The plot
stuff.

seem

didn’t

:

dert.

HUMAN

Cushing, Iowa.

tre,

and most satisfying features

we have shown in a long time. We had
many favorable comments on this and they

picture

Skamokawa, Washington.

REPORTED MISSING. Score a knockoub for Owen Moore but don’t forget to
give the “coon” the credit due him, for he
sure deserves all he gets. If it hadn’t been
for him the rest would sure have looked
punk. The scenario on this was very good
and should be what every company should
do, design articles to put them over right.
Advertising: extra. Patronage: country. Attendance: good. R. K. Russell, Lyric Thea-

For me, positively the poorest
Mia May might go over in foreign
countries, but why Paramount would release this is beyond all comprehension. My
advice, don’t run it if you get it gratis. Advertising: regular. Attendance: rotten, and

A Western

HEADIN’ WEST.

with Hoot Gibson that is sure a hummer.
Lots of action with a good story and a fine
cast throughout. Gibson is a real star and
Advertising: two
a drawing card here.
two threes, five ones, newspaper,
sixes,
slide.
Patronage: small town. Attendance:
L. E. Silverman, Columbia Theatre,
good.

PatronAdvertising: regular.
right.
Attendance: poor, acage: small town.
count rain. W. F. Pease, Centennial Theatre, Lowell, Wisconsin.

this one.
picture.

picture.

vania.

this

for

WHO RAN

WILD. A very good
Star draws very well for
me. Advertising: one, three, 11x14, dodgers.
Patronage: family. Attendance; good. T.
Saxton, PennsylJ. Hicks, Liberty Theatre,

GIRL

Walton

;

vania.

fans.

poor condition. Advertising; ones, threes,
Patronage; small
six, heralds, mailing list.
F. Fruett,
Attendance: good.
town.
J.
Liberty Theatre, Roanoke, Alabama.

Went over good with
draws men never gets
:

good Western and
Film in absolutely

Very

pleased Western

More like
“Absolutely Al.
this one and the local censors will
have to get a new hobby.”
Good pictures are the surest
poison for the censor bug. Report on the pictures that will help
to put some sense into censors.

Advertising:
one, and pleased immensely.
Patronage: mixed.
usual, extra ballyhoo.
Attendance good. W. C. Benson, Laurier
Theatre, Woonsocket, Rhode Island.

THREE WORD BRAND.

JUST
(Para-

he

mount)

this

in

on

AROUND THE CORNER

when

Rex Theatre, Bevier, Missouri.

SIREN CALL.

it.

Chasing Censorship

Kentucky.

Dixie Theatre, Russellville,

that,

immensely, and the old folks just had to like
Keep it up, Mr. Laemmle. Advertising;
AttendPatronage; small tovv^n.
usual.
ance: fair. A. L. Middleton, Grand Theatre,
DeQueen, Arkansas.

about

they can make them. Had
good, but will hurt on
as Reid always draws
My patrons knocked this one.
next one.
all
Advertising: lobby and six. Patronage:
A. Mitchell,
Attendance: good.
classes.
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DON’T GET PERSONAL. Another good
one from Universal.

Pleased the flappers

finish.
life.

is

a

scream from

Makes ’em enjoy
Advertising: slide

start to
thirty minutes of
and llxl4s. E. L.

Wharton, Orpheum Theatre, Glasgow, Montana.

FULL

O’

PEP

(Pollard-Pathe).

A

real

“Snub” Pollard comedy based on monkey
gland operations.
Raised lots of laughter.
Advertising; ones. Patronage: small town.
Attendance; good.
D. W. Strayer, Monarch Theatre, Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania.

::
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NONSENSE

It lived up
(Educational).
name, yet a good Mermaid comedy and
H. G. Frisbee, Community
well received.
Theatre, Meredith, New York.

to

its

SAILOR MADE
The

best

MAN

(Assoc.

comedy we have ever

Exhib.)

Two

run.

——
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Pleased 100 per cent.; splendid business both nights. You should play it by all
means. Raise your admission and boost it.
Advertising: novelties, posters, heralds, etc.
Attendance
neighborhood.
Patronage
good. W. E. Elkin, Temple Theatre, Aber-

nights.

December
business

Advertising;

twenty-forty.

at

1922

16,

and lobby. Patronage neighborhood.
very good.
E. L. Wharton,
Attendance
Orpheum Theatre, Glasgow, Montana.

MORE PAGES MEAN
MORE REPORTS
MORE REPORTS MEAN

lithos

BETTER BOOKINGS
SEND MORE REPORTS AND
KEEP STRAIGHT FROM THE
SHOULDER GROWING.

Played

:

:

SHADOWS OF CONSCIENCE

(Pioneer).

It got
this on a Saturday eve.
that’s all.
No box office appeal.

and

by
Ad-

Patronage: health seekAttendance good. Dave
Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

vertising: usual.
ers and tourists.

:

:

SURE

deen, Mississippi.

State Rights
DAYS OF BUFFALO BILL

Serials
IN
aal).

FIRE FLINT (C. C. Burr). Here’s
action, co*iedy and romance; well cast and
directed, and a winner. Advertising: usual.

(101 Ranch),

Business very
Pleases all.
good.
good. Print a little bad in places. Ran two
If
days first day good, second day off.
you run it, put a good two-reel comedy with
played it SODon’t advance price.
it.
Posters and photos in bad shape, but
SO.
you can make up a good lobby with some
Indian stuff. William Thacher, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

Fairly

DAYS Of BUFFALO BILL (UniverExceptional serial.
A sure money

Played to the largest crowd I have
Advertising: threes,
ever had on serial.
ones, photos, hats and heralds. Patronage:
T. J.
Attendance
very good.
general.
Hicks, Liberty Theatre, Saxton, Pennsyl-

maker.

:

vania.

WHITE EAGLE (Pathe). Holds up well.
Plenty of action throughout. Advertising
Patronage best.
cards, ones and threes.
Attendance fair. G. W. M. Tocky, Dixie
Theatre, Wynonft, Oklahoma.
:

:

—

We

PEGGY (Friedman). For US, a “special
lemon” which we had to play in order to
clean up our deposit. Wished we had let
For us it’s terrible it’s hot don’t
it
go.
Advertising: good.
Patronage:
touch it.
village
and country.
Attendance: poor.
Lindrud & Guettinger, Cochrane Theatre,

—

—

Cochrane, Wisconsin.

Short Subjects
2 REEL DRAMAS (EduPlayed these four subjects. All
M. Oppenheimer,
of them good fillers.
Lafayette Theatre, New Orleans, Louisiana.

SELIG-RORK

cational).

RICH

Rhode

Island.

TAKING CHANCES

(Goldstone). Played
featuring Dick Talmadge, at
the Empire, but did not see it myself. Ever
since we moved to the Lafayette the boys
have been after me to repeat it but did not
see why, but thought I would take a chance
subject

this

Richard Talmadge did!) and swipe at
that I have played it (here) I see
they made me repeat it; many of the

(like

Now

it.

why

people like him as well as Doug Fairbanks.
He is a real stunt artist. Fair paper on this
subject.
M. Oppenheimer, Lafayette Theatre, New Orleans, Louisiana.
vs. EAST. (Standard).
A dandy
Western. You can run this as a Western
or Society it’s different than other Westerns.
Has Western, Society and Comedy.
Above the average.
Advertising: ones,
sixes, photos.
Patronage: middle class. Attendance
fair.
Prices
William
89-20c.
Thacher, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

WEST

—

WIVES

MEN’S

Patronage: mixed. Attendance: good. W.
C. Benson, Laurier Theatre, Woonsocket,

(Lichtman).

Wonderful

production and beautiful picture in all respects. One that we are proud
to highly recommend.
Finely colored art
titles lend color to perfect story.
Good
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Consensus of Published Reviews
Here are extracts from news &val!ahla at press hour from publications of the In dustry boiled down to a sentence. They
Moving Picture World (M.P.W.); Exhibitors’ Herald (E.H.); Motion Picture News (N.); Exhibitor**
Trade Review (T.R.); Film Dally (F.D.)

.»resent the views of

When Knighthood Was

in

Flower

(

Davies

Blarlon

—

— Para niou nt-CosmopoIItan—
11,018 feet)

M. P. W. Marion Davies scores big success
Cosmopolitan’s magnificent production,
In
based on popular novel.
T. R.
’To say that “When Knighthood Was
In Flower’’ is Marion Davies best is only to
It
start the story of this remarkable film.
has a great many other qualities that will

—

make

for its box-office success.
A worthy example of photoplay exN.
“When Knighthood Was in
cellence
is

—

Flower,” an achievement which marks an
important milestone in motion picture annals.

— In the
—Will be

F. D.
pictures.
E. H.

list

of

the

year’s

best

—

N. There have got to be some average
pictures.
E. H.
Holds but slight interest due principally to commonplace treatment of material
offered.
T. R.
Slips into the slot which once upon
a time was labeled “fair program offering.”
F. D.
Not particularly attractive both in
production and material.

—

—
—

Broad Daylight
tensely interested.
T. R.
A bully crook drama, with clever
sidelights of comedy to relieve the serious

—

stuff.

compared with the finest
things that have been done for the screen
and it has nothing to fear in the comparison.

—

—

—

E. H.
An altogether pleasing and interesting story, with an unusual twist to the plot.
N.
The picture carries a fair quality of

—

suspense and good incident here and there
and manages to offer fair entertainment.

The Love Gambler
(.Tohn Gilbert — Pox —4,682 feet)
M. P. W. —John Gilbert’s attractive personality the popular feature of this Fox Western.
N. — The spectator .who has become a fol-

—

Fairly familiar theme,
F. D.
satisfactory entertainment.

West
—

—
—
—

much

logic.

The Broadway Madonna
(Featured Cast—F. R. O.—5.602 feet)
M. P. W. — A highly sophisticated drama,
rich in audience appeal.

but makes

of Chicago

N.
a

it

offers

them

way

that the average picture audience
seems bound to approve.
Pretty good story in Jones’ latest
F. D.

—
R. — A

Western.
T.

—

—

—

Her Majesty
— .Vssociatcd Exhibitors—
4,331 feet)
P. W. — Mollie King- pleases in dual role.
H. — High in all essentials, cast, story,
King

(Mollie

M.

E.
settings,

costuming,

suspense and

general

appeal.

—This

harmless bit of filmplay
bring back to the screen
Mollie King, one of our old shadow stage
N.

is

which serves

a

to

favorites.
There is little to be said in favor
T. R.
of this picture, which offers an unconvincing
plot, based on a time-worn dual identity

The Country Flapper
Gish — Producers Security Corp.
5 reels)
P. W. — Good, clean and wholesome entertainment of the comedy brand.
N. — May be called fairly amusing.
good amusement despite
(Dorothy
]M.

speedy story, with plenty of good
and keep the audience in-

action to satisfy
terested.

F.

Honor First
(John Gilbert — Fox— reels)
W. — “Honor First” has an appealing
.5

M. P.

.

theme.

—

— Does offer new thrills and

in

.

.

ise

—

(Charles Jones Fox 4,694 feet)
M. P. W. Plenty of swift action.

lower

of Gilbert will certainly be disappointed.
T. R.
It will satisfy patronage where the
star has a following.
F. D.
Weak story; suffers from Inefficient
direction.
The story is not especially original,
E. H.
and shifts from one thing to another without

photographed and unusually well
Exhibitors may safely prompicture
that holds the interest througha
out the entire five reels.
T. R.
Viewed from every angle, this ..;ttraction presents box office possibilities of a
kind that should tempt all exhibitors.
Thoroughly satisfying feature.
E. H.
N.
This is a mixture of old ones.
And the subject matter in “Honor First” is
not startling either in its newness or its
presentation.

finely
acted.

(Featured Cast Universal—4,691 feet)
M. P. W. There are splendid moments of
suspense, and situations that keep one in-

—

"

story, is well directed,

artistically

mounted.

D.— Some

pretty weak material.
The name of the popular Griffith
E. H.
star, surrounded by an exceptional cast, together with a good box-office title, should
make “The Country Flapper” an exceptional
offering to state right buyers.

—
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Forsaking All Others”
CuHen Landis and Calleen Moore Head a
Fine Cast in Universal Attraction
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Universal has a first-rate attraction in
“Forsaking All Others.” Cleverly acted, and
originally conceived, it is the type of feature
that is almost without limitations in the
Neighborhood audiscope of its appeal.
ences will be sure to enjoy it and it is a
sufficiently strong attraction for the firstrun theatre as well. It is not a big special,
nor is it presented as such, but it is an

program picture.
Although no one or the several fine performers is starred, Colleen Moore and

excellent

Cullen Landis prove capable as usual with
such good team work that they will probably
be the most popular. June Elvidge, however, gives an exceptionally attractive performance that is second, in talent, to none
in the picture.
Add to these, May Wallace
as the pampered mother, Sam Degrasse and
David Torrence, and some estimation can
be made of the high standard of acting. The
direction of Emile Chautard is responsible
to a great degree for the picture’s success.
Aside from the cast, there is another important angle of exploitation. The story is
an entirely new variation of the motherlove theme.
Without underestimating the
value of real mother love, the author has
shown an example of a woman who was too
much devoted to her son for his own welfare.
Her love became the most arbitrary
factor in his life.
It came between
his

sweetheart and himself, and between his
mother and the man who loved her. The

IN THIS ISSUE

Forsaking All Others (Universal)
(Goldstone)
Great Night, The (Fox)

The Cast
Penelope Mason
Oliver Newell
Mrs. Newell
Dr.

Colleen Moore
Cullen Landis

May Wallace
Sam De;;rasse

Mason

Enid Morton
Mr. Morton

Cyms

K. Wharton
Mrs. AVharton

Jnne Elvidge
David Torrence
3Ielboiirne SfcDowell

May Wharton

Elinor Hancock
Lucille Ricksen

Based Upon the Story by Blary Lemcr.
Scenario by Doris Schroeder.
Direction by Emile Chautard.
Photography by Charles Stnmar.
Length, 4,402 Feet.

The Story
Oliver Newell has been raised under the
shelter of a jealous mother love. But with
manhood the love of Penelope Fearing intervenes.
The mother takes him to a fashionable resort to get him away from Penelope.
Oliver becomes infatuated
with
Enid Morton, her suspicious husband enters
his apartment unexpectedly and there is a
tense scene with Enid in the room and
Oliver hidden undiscovered in a closet. .Now
the frantic mother appeals to Penelope for
help.
Penelope nobly responds to the
mother's appeal and races to the resort.
Oliver courts death by asking the married
girl to meet him in a lonely cabin and the
husband listens at the switchboard. Oliver,
waiting for her, has a change of heart, and
when she comes to the cabin he tells her

he cannot go through with it.
Just the,>
her husband enters with a gun in hand, and
the gods that run domestic situations take
the reins.

Lon Chaney’s

fine

work

in

two widely

divergent roles is the outstanding feature of
the Goldwyn production “A Blind Bargain”

which he, appears both as an eminent
surgeon with strange theories, and as an

in

Lucky Dan (Goldstone)

Pawned

(Selznick)

When Love Comes

(F. B. O.)

Outcast (Paramount)

“The Great Night”
William

Russell

Novak

in

Assisted by Pretty Eva
Fox Comedy Drama.

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

This Fox production for William Russell
utilizes a familiar plot with fairly entertaining results.
This is due mainly to good
directing and a capable cast.
It is the story of the
man who must
marry quick or lose a fortune. Frequent
versions of this theme in the past have probably detracted from its present value as an

Naturally there is no great suspense and the interest is confined more to

attraction.

most

picture has been attractively staged

The (Goldwyn)
Luxury (Paramount)

Gun Shy

taining.

lighted.
It shows the best of taste in
details as well as in the broad perspective.
It is a proud tribute to Emile Chautard’s
directing.

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Daughter of

the

The

(Sterl-

Lon Chaney’s Marvelous Acting Is Feature
of Goldwyn’s Thrilling But Gruesome
Melodrama.

Blind Bargain,

story is convincingly told with an undercurrent of light satire that is most enter-

and

Lady Hamilton

Affairs of
ing)

A Blind Bargain”

style

comedy

of

performance and the
“The Great Night,” for the

the

effects.

moves along in breezy style with
then an original flash.
Eva Novak is one definite reason for liking the picture.
Her appealing personality
transforms a colorless role into something
that is
more than casually interesting.
When she cooks flapjacks for instance, it
seems for the moment a new and absorbing art. William Russell’s role, like all of
his more recent ones, is of the conventional
type and will carry an appeal to those who
part,

now and

have tired of him
door characters.

in

the

more usual

out-

Gilmore
Mollie Martin
Papita Gonzales
Robert Gilmore
.lack

William Russell

Eva Novak
Winifred Bryson

Henry Barrows

Denton

Wade

Simpkins

Boteler

Harry Lonsdale

Earl Metcalfe
Story and Scenario by Joseph P. Poland.
Direction by Howard M. Mitchell.
Lengrth, 4,340 Feet.

The Story
Larry Gilmore is son of the late head of
the Gilmore jewelry establishment. According to the terms of his father’s will, Larry
must marry within thirty days or lose his
share of the estate. This causes a rush of
females to the Gilmore establishment, each
anxious to be the lady selected to assist in
getting the money.
Larry has no intention of entering the
field
of matrimony, so he persuades his
friend, the police commissioner, to appoint
him to the police force. It is as the policernan that Larry meets romance.
She is a
little girl working in a cheap restaurant.
Larry eventually marries her, but it is only
a few seconds before the time limit is expired.

as to

how

this

by the general

production will be received
public.

Those who are

fasci-

nated with the weird stories of Edgar Allen

Poe and to whom thrills and gruesome
melodramatic situations outweight the implausible nature of the story will undoubtedly enjoy it immensely for it has been well
made and the tension well handled. Everything has been subordinated to the one
theme, the doctor’s experiment, whether he
will be able to perform it and what the result will be.
There is a romance, but it is
kept in the background for the happy ending.
It certainly would not appear to have
a strong appeal for those who go to the
theatre for relaxation or expecting to find
light entertainment, and it would therefore
be well to let your patrons know in advance
just exactly the type of picture and what

they

may

expect.

Lon Chaney’s work

The Cast
L-nrry

Th vogue for gruesome thrumig,
melodramas on the stage makes it hard to
forecast with any great degree of accuracy

in this

picture

is

really

marvelous and he again demonstrates that
he is one of the best if not the very best
character actor on the screen. As the apeman, his portrayal and likeness to a huge
chimpanzee is wonderful and sends chills up
and down your spine. As the eminent but
half-mad doctor scientist, with his distinguished manner, Mephistophalean make-up
and very erect carriage he is also excellent
but this does not give the same opportunities
for unusual work as the other character
does. Never for one moment do you think
that it is the same man portraying both
roles.
The remainder of the cast is entirely
satisfactory.

Built entirely on one situation, the action

and tension

is stretched
considerably but
appears to have been purposely done
in preparation for the big climax which is
undoubtedly thrilling; where the doctor has
his intended victim strapped to the operating table when he is set-up and his life
crushed out by a gorilla like monster who
has been freed from his cage by the apelike hunchback.
In keeping with the general tone of the picture, most of the action

this
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takes place in the doctor’s home, amid
various implements of surgery, drugs, opIn a word, everything
erating rooms, etc.
in the picture appears to be fashioned with
the thought of producing a thrilling melodrama which will fascinate because of its
mystery and sensational, gruesome theme.
The title refers to the fact that the intended
subject does not know the nature of the
bargain which he makes with the doctor
for saving his mother’s life.

Cast
Dr.

Lamb

j

The Huiiehbaek

Lion Chaney
Raymoinl MeKee

man

pears as the

sympathetic

role,

trays the other

in

the case, a rather un-

and Mary MacLaren por-

woman.
Cast

Miriam

Elsie Fersruson
David I’owell
AVilliam David

Sherwood
Tony Hewiett
A’alentine Moreland
John Moreland
Geolt’rey

Mary MacLaren
Charles Wellesley

Teddy Sampson

Aellie Esse.v

William Rowell
DeValle
Based on stage play by Hubert Henry Davies.
Adapted by Jo.sephine Lovett
Directed by Chet Whitey.
Length, 7,30{) feet.

.

)

Robert

Jacqueline Logan
,\iigela
Fontaine Laltue
Mrs. Lamb
Robert’s mother .... A^irginia True Roardman
Aggie Herring
Bessie
Virginia Madison
Angela’s mother
Based on story by Barry Bain.
Continuity by J. G. Hawks.
Directed by AVallaee Worseley.
Photographed by Vorbert Brodin.
^

/!«•»»

Story
Deserted by her husband, Miriam Moore
works as a model but loses her job and is
evicted for non-payment of rent. Wandering
the street hungry she is accosted by a ruffian
as she passes Sherwood’s home. His friend
Tony rescues her, and Sherwood, blue and

heavily because his sweetheart,
Valentine, has married for money, has Tony
Her sad story causes Sherinvite her up.

drinking

wood

minimize his own troubles.

to

They

decide to become pals, he helps her, gets hei
an apartment and finally makes her his busiWith her help they achieve
ness partner.
great success and finally wealth. She learns
to love him, but he still continues to love
Valentine. Finally Valentine decides she has
tired of her husband and comes to Sherwood.
Miriam saves the couple by her quick wit
when Valentine’s husband appears, and ValMiriam
entine goes back to her husband.
boards a vessel bound for South America and
leaves a note that she will jump overboard.
David then realizes he loves her, follows in
an aeroplane and rescues her from the water
and all ends happily.

“When Love Comes”
With Helen Jerome Eddy
Poignant With Star’s Appeal.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
In this F. B. O. attraction, Helen Jerome

F. B. O. Picture
is

“Outcast”

Eddy does
have come

not

disappoint

the

many

whv)

to expect a fine quality of sin-

from every performance with which
“When Love Comes”
she is associated.
has an appeal that is deeper than the avercerity

Ferguson Does Best ^Vork of Her
Screen Career in Paramount Version

£Isie

of

Her Stage Success.

Reviewed by C.

In

the

S. Sewell

Paramount production “Outcast,”

appears again in a role
which she created on the stage, and her
Elsie

Ferguson

fine work is the outstanding feature of the
It affords her fine opportunities
picture.
for her undoubted talents and should bring
Dominating
her a host of new admirers.

nearly every scene, her performance as the
girl evicted for non-payment of rent, who
walks the street hungry, finds shelter, then
material success, and via a rocky road
fventual'y finds love also, is excellent. So
fine is her acting and use of facial expression that the meaning of every move is
clearly brought out, necessitating the use of
only a minimum number of subtitles.
Miss Ferguson’s portrayal, backed up by
fine work by the others in the cast makes
it an interesting offering which should find
favor with average audiences in both large
and small houses. The story is not at all
times convincing, and the excellence of the
acting only serves to emphasize these points.
For those who demand a thrill and melodramatic climax, the chase of the steamer
by an aeroplane and the star’s rescue just
as she is attempting to drown herself, will
fill the bill, but it appears a trifle incongruous compared with the quite deliberate
tempo of the majority of the film.
A point of strong appeal to feminine patrons will be Miss Ferguson’s handsome
gowns which she certainly knows how to
wear to advantage, and there are a lot of
these stunning creations.
Miss Ferguson appears in the rather unconventional role of a woman who becomes
the “pal” and business partner of a man but
she has a hard fight to win his love as he
still loves a girl who has married another
for his money and tiring of her bargain
seeks to win him back. David Powell ap-

age picture.

this.

The romance and disappointment of an
old-fashioned girl is the theme. The director has been unusually successful in making her unhappiness seem real instead of
purely sentimental and in suggesting the
passing of time. Her five years of dull waiting seem an eternity. This serves as an effective prelude to the full realization of her
dreams which comes after a melodramatic
climax.

Helen Jerome Eddy’s charm of naturalthe chief inspiration of the picture.

is

The close-ups are eloquent with sympaappeal.
supporting cast
thetic

Harrison Ford heads the
which shows fine directing.

The Cast
Helen Jerome Kdcly
Harrison Ford
Fannie Midpreley

Jane Coleridge
Peter Jamison

Aunt Susie Coleridfte
Marie Jamison
Jim Matthews

Claire

^
Ige Twins ....
The Color.,
1

.

,

^
(

Gilbert Clayton
Buddy Messengrer
Gor,ion

Barrows
Pay McKenzie

Coleridge

Da^-iil

Dubray

Joseph Bell

Terrenee

Riifiis

J.

Ruth

Story hy Ray Carroll.
Scenario hy AViiinifred Dnnn.
Direction by AVilliain A. .Seiter.
Photography by Lnclen .\ndriot.
Length, 4.S00 feet.

The
Jane

Jamison and Jim Mathews. She favors i
a hopeful architect who has drawn up
for constructing a dam, but Peter is
ful and hesitates to propose.
cDisapfj
ment comes to him when the town b rd
scornfully refuses his plans, and he prei ires
to leave town.
While he waits for j\ne’s
answer, Jane is detained by the sudden death
of her father.
Peter leaves, believing she
does not love him. Five years pass, during
which Jane has devoted her life to the children of the neighborhood school. Peter returns with a small daughter. He still loves
Jane, but his wife, who had deserted him
and the child, reappears to make trouble.
Jane’s happiness seems once more threatened
but an unexpected event settles everything
in her favor.

“A Daughter

Coleridge

Stoi-y

has

two

suitors.

Peter

Hi

H
H
H
H
H
I
fl

H
!

i-

(
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Luxury”

of

Paramount Release Starring Agnes Ayres
Offers Attractive Entertainment
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Attractively
produced and presenting
Agnes Ayres in a part that exquisitely
frames her personality, this- Paramount release is decidedly appealing to the eye. “A
Daughter of Luxury” is the screen title for
“The Imposter,” a stage play by Leonard
Merrick and ^lichael Morton.

The script has been well handled and embraces a chain of interesting events. There
is somewhat greater merit to the story than
might be imagined from the title.
“A
Daughter of Luxury” may suggest to some
the sort of attraction with no particular
individuality except a sumptuous material
display. But it does not belong in that class.
The situations are involved, the sequence
logical and the climax is effected in quiet,
convincing style.
The part of Mary Fenton reduced temporarily from a prominent social position to
stringent poverty, calls striking attention to
Miss Ayres’ grace and culture. In humble
surroundings she seems more lovely than
ever.
Most of the settings, however, are
far from humble, so there is an abundance
of pleasure for those who enjoy luxurious

backgrounds.

One

realizes to an excellent degree the
standard of material that is best suited to
the star.
One of its best qualities is its
belongs definitely in the
consistency.
It
class of features that rely upon emotional
appeal rather than material display. It is a
love story, simply and effectively told and
will be refreshing to those who criticize
the screen for placing too much emphasis
upon superficial glamor and beauty without
talent.
There is a particular class of patrons who will be most enthusiastic over
It

ness

Dei

of the picture’s charms
and unsensational manner

the gracewhich the
entire story is handled. Even in the comedy
touches, this is evident.
Paul Powell, the
director, has shown excellent judgment and
the cast has intelligently responded.
Tom
Gallery, as the young heir to a diminished
fortune, gives a refreshing performance
ful

is

in

—

one that exploits

his

engaging personality.

The Cast

Mary Fenton

\|emes

Blake Walford

Tom

Ellen
Bill

Marsh
Marsh

Loftus AValford
Mr.s. Walford
Red Conroy
Mary Cosgrove

Charlie

Owen

Winnie
Genevieve Fowler

Xancy

Edith

Ayres
Gallery

Yorke

Howard Ralston
Edward Martindel
Sylvia

Ashton

Clarence Burton

ZaSn Pitts
Robert

Schable
Bernice Frank

Dorothy Gordon
Muriel MaoCormie

Based upon the play hy Leonard Merrick
aiul Michael Morton.
Scenario by Beulah Marie Dtx.
Direction hy Paul Powell.
Photography by Bert Baldridge,
length, 4.53S Feet.

The Story
Mary's parents die. and her inheritance
proves to be nil. Mary is forced to live in
a cheap lodging house.
The landlady forces Mary out and she
walks the streets seeking work. She is almost ready to faint from hunger and fatigue
when she meets Charlie Owen, a stranger,
whom she mistook for an acquaintance. He
.got her into much trouble, which began when
in innocent circumstances she was discovered by a gossipy friend of Owen’s in his
room with her hair down putting on her
shoes.
As a result of this she is forced to
pose as a wealthy heiress.
Her imposture
is revealed and there is more trouble, excitingly topped when she is accused of being implicated in a jewel robbery.
There does come on the scene later a nice
young man, but it is Mary herself who pulls
her reputation out of the fire.

^
j
I

J
.J
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“Affairs of

Lady Hamilton”

Sterling Pictures

Corporation’s Stupendous

Costume Special Introduces

New And

The passion and exquisite femininity of that
historic woman, Lady Hamilton, who, rising
from obscure peasantry, a blacksmith’s
daughter, to power and wealth only to die
the
in poverty, proved the inspiration and
saviour of Lord Nelson, England’s naval
hero, are vividly -embodied in this wonderful costume production, appropriately entitled “The Affairs Of Lady Hamilton.” The
wonder of this production and it is a
splendid production in every detail is that
refreshit treats a difficult subject in such
ingly entertaining fashion that one marvels
at the extremes to which producer Richard Oswald went in giving civilization at
this time such an excitingly interesting picturization of the affairs of a woman whose
adventures have inspired poets, artists and
sculptors to honor her with works that
are counted among the masterpieces of art.
This production itself is worthy of a
place in this select art circle, for it goes
the works of arts, poets and sculptors one
better by introducing this humble girl who
became enmeshed from early girlhood in
fate’s web, so that she fairly lives once
more to the delight of the audience. One
particularly commendable feature of this
Sterling production is its apparent adherence to fact, leaving the task of formulating
conclusions and opinions relative to the

'

I

—

[

!

I

I

!

!

—

—

the affair between Lady Hamilton and Lord Nelson to the individual. As
visiftlized in this production the one outstanding thing is that the producer had one
thought in mind, that of giving the world
a vehicle of maximum entertainment.
status

Werner Kraus

as Sir William Hamilton are
equally effective. The support of the rest
of the cast is consistently good and in keeping with the high class quality of the production as a whole.

The

Beautiful Star.
Reviewed by Roger Ferri

of

your patrons enjoyed “Passion” they
“The Affairs of Lady Hamour humble and personal
opinion, the latter is a far greater producIt

is

just

elaborate,

as

pretentious

Its distributors are

claiming that there are

100,000 people appearing in the picture.
This writer is satisfied to take their word
for it, for there were innumerable scenes

some

where

,

:

'

I

'

it

—
—

seemed as

if

whole

cities

had been

Motive in Phil
Goldstone Production for Franklyn

Farnum
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

A

slightly different motive

from the type

usually found in Franklyn Farnum features
governs the action in this Western, “GunShy.” It has been done in a light vein. The
stellar role affords Farnum continued opportunity for comedy instead of heroics, as he
is cast as a physical coward.
To many the change will be agreeable, as
“Gun-Shy” lacks the implausible and one-

Jame.s_

or unimportant role, “The
Affairs of Lady Hamilton” should create
much more favorable discussion than either
“Passion” or “Deception.”
Directorially, the production is everything
one would hope it to be and were it not for
the advance notices of the producer one
could in no way identify it as the work of
a foreign producer.
The cast is a capable
one throughout with the premier honors going to Liane Haid, who in assuming the
titular role, gives as fine a piece of superlatively artistic characterization as this writer
as seen on any screen.
Certainly, she goes
about her work with a charm that is grippingly fascinating. Whether or not she is
the “most beautiful woman in the world,”
as the advertising claims, is problematical;
however, she fits the role of Lady Hamilton
to a nicety and makes a picture good to
little

knows

it

There

he

is

made deputy

sheriff.

no great suspense and only an
display
of
riding
and action.
Comedy is the most popular angle. The
action winds up with a climax of a more or
less familiar nature
the gallant defense of
a mine in the hills. Farnum is good as the
worried Easterner and Florence Gilbert
proves a vivacious heroine.
is

average

—

Brown

The Cast
Franklyn Farnnm

Betty Benson

Bill

J.

Parker Read Prodlucand Edith

Tom Moore

Reviewed by Marguerite

•

Kemp

a frank melodrama with a
rapid sequence of stirring scenes. It is enlivened with a number of free-for-all fights
and comes to a crashing climax with the
plunging of an automobile from a ferry
boat.
It offers the type of entertainment
that proves unfailingly popular.
The story remains true to the title, for
it deals with a series of pledges, made voluntarily
or unwillingly.
One character
pawns his life to the services of a gambler,
another pawns his soul to drugs, another to
drink and the heroine pledges her soul to
save the life of the man she loves.

“Pawned,”

is

The featured players are not given an
opportunity to rise to very dramatic heights,
and go about their business with an air of
“putting it on heavy” as befits a spectacular
story.
The sub-titles aid the audience in
getting out of the maze of characters and
intrigue.

The

characters are well selected, the
types being well portrayed, particularly that of James Barrows as the
self-sacrificing
cab driver.
Mr. Moore’s
famous smile is conspicuous by its absence,
in fact, there are no comedy touches.
Edith
Roberts is unusually charming. The play
is well staged, with regard to settings and
street scenes, and the direction shows a good
various

understanding of melodramatic values. The
author, Frank L. Packard, will be recalled
by many for his great success, “The Miracle
Man.”

The Cast

Tom Moore

Bruce
Claire Veniza

.lohii

Dr.

Edith Roherts
Charles Gerard
Josef Swlckard

Craiis

Paul Veniza
Mrs. Veniza

Mabel Van Buren
Janie.s Barrows

Hawkins
Larmond
Joe Burke
Old

Gilbert

Er’e

Mayne

Billy

Elmer

Story by Frank L. Packard.
Direction by Irvin V. Willat.
Lengt, ."J.OOO Feet.

The Story
John Bruce pawns his services to the
owner of a chain of g-ambling- clubs for as
long as the employer wants his services for
the fare from the South Sea Islands to the
States with a job at the end of the trip.
The job is that of investigator of suspected
misdeeds of club employees. His investigation

of

a

traveling

pawnshop leads

to

a

meeting with Claire Veniza, who later saves
his life by promising to marry a drug-addoctor who dresses the wounds acquired by Bruce in a free-for-all fight. The
doctor refuses to release Claire from her
promise, threatening to expose her supposed
father who had been guilty of a crime in the
On the day of the wedding, Old
past.
Hawkins, who is the girl’s real father, redeems himself and his drunken life by plunging the car containing the doctor and himself over the edge of the ferry boat.
The
girl is rescued by Bruce.
dicted

Florence Gilbert

Pop Benson
Buck Brady
The T ndertaker

Andrew Waldron
Robert Kortman

George Clarion
AVilliams
William Dyer
Story ]Vot Credited.
Direction by Alvin J. Neit*.
Length, Five Reels.

The Story
“Gun-Shy” is the story of the advent of
two strangers in the almost deserted town
of Los Palos.
One bears the markings of
a typical Easterner. He is taken for a U. S.
marshal, sent to Los Palos to stop the raids
which have been going on. He is afraid of
his very shadow and only awaits the first
opportunity to leave town. The mysterious
stranger soon introduces himself to the
Easterner as Bill Williams, the real U. S.
marshal, and after an attempt on his life the
Easterner takes heart, thrashes the gang
leader and aids in bringing the raiders to
justice.

I

Dominating

is

playing no

to

With

‘‘Gun-Shy”
Comedy

sided effect of the star’s recent vehicles. It
presents in rather human style a timid character fighting for his rights against a lawless gang.
A Western girl’s admiration for
him bluffs him into thinking that maybe
after all he can be a hero, and before he

loose

tion

Roberts.

participate in the production,
which is colorfully well photographed. The
story is particularly fascinating and can not
help but entertain, for it involves a romance
that possesses charm and beauty, sincerity
and grips because it is convincingly interpreted by an unusually talented cast of foreign players who knew what they were doing at every turn.
The settings are truly
massive in every sense with the battle of
Trafalgar presenting a climax that is far
superior to any ever re-enacted in an American or foreign made production heretofore
shown in this country. Picturesque to the
’nth degree the scenic background, most of
them in Naples with the volcanic Vesuvius
let

Seiznick Releases

Ca.st

Length, 13 Reels.
The Story
The pangs of bitter experience have found
Emma Lyon, the viiiage maid, daughter of
a poor biacksmith, before she ever dreamed
She pleaded with
of meeting Lord Nelson.
a sea captain for a youth who had been
shanghaied. Then she first realized the hunting instinct in man. There entered into her
life that same day an insatiable desire to be
revenged on men. And she was fairly successful until she met Lord Nelson. She plays
an important part in Nelson’s first great
He returns to Naples, acnaval victory.
claiming the now Lady Hamilton as the real
winner, she sharing with him the honors of
From that day
both court and populace.
on Lady Hamilton and Lord Nelson became
inseparable. But the big climax comes when
Nelson’s wife, having consented to a separation, and Lord Hamilton having disinherited Lady Hamilton on his deathbed. Lady
Hamilton, in poverty, with her baby in her
arms and mortal anxiety in her heart, goes
to the public bulletin board and learns that
Nelson has won Trafalga,r, one of the most
She
decisive battles in the world’s history.
now the gates of
is transported with joy
happiness are wide open now the English
court must officially recognize both her and
Then comes the second bulletin
Nelson.
“Nelson is dead.”

If

tion.

“Pawned”

Liane Haid
Lady Hamilton
Conrad Veidt
Lord IVelson
Warner Kraus
Sir Wiiliam Hamilton
Produced by Richard 0.swald.
Edited by Randolph Bartlett.

will want to see
for in
ilton,”

and extensive in scenic settings and with
an enormous cast.
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“Ben-Her”
— Novelty—One

(F. B. O.

Reel)

Anyone who has labored through the long
series of introductory comments that herald
the average screen feature will appreciate
the humor in this subject.
It is a timely
burlesque on this custom as practised in the
extreme by some producers. After no end
of references to the producing staff and the
cast the first scene of the picture is flashed
on the screen. It is also the last. For the
producers in this case evidently regarded the

drama

as

of

secondary importance.

The

are Ben and Her and their
romance is short but sweet. It is done in a
cleverly satirical vein without any objectionable sting, and is a worthwhile novelty.
M. K.

characters

—
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of Short Subjects
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Program

the

News and Reviews

16,

and

Serials

Johnny Jones Comedy Heads List of
Eleven Pathe Films for December 17

C. B. C. to

On the Pathe program for December 17,
which contains in all eleven subjects, is one

Harry Cohn of the C. B. C. Film Sales
Corporation, announces the engagement of
Jean Havez to write and take active charge

Johnny

the

of

“Wanted

—a

Story.”

series
Jones
This shows a

entitled,

woman

author reading her scenario to a bunch of
youngsters who plainly register enthusiasm
and then the story itself is produced. It
shows the company with a flivver and some
furniture finding refuge on a cannibal island.
They start to housekeeping and have such
a good time that they don't want to leave.
There is also a screen novelty, one of the
Oregon Trail series made by Kiser studios,
entitled “Fleeced
for
Gold,” which embodies a romance on a big sheep ranch.
Introduced into the film are many scenes
showing thousands of sheep and how they
are counted, washed, shorn of their wool,
branded and the wool carted away.
The current Hal Roach comedy is a onereeler called “Fair Week,” with Paul Parrott
and Jobyna Ralston. Parrott appears as a
farmer’s handy man who is “as loose as
cement with his money.” At the fair, his
employer’s daughter gets him into a shell
game and reforms him.
The Lloyd reissue is “Heap Big Chief,”

Snub Pollard and Bebe Daniels, in
which the star, after he outwits his savage
foes is surrounded with an embarassment
of fair savage affection.
“Henry’s Busted Romance” is an Aesop
Film Fable in which the various animal
characters appear, it deals with a wiser and
better husband after a series of vamping
experiences.
“Screen Snapshots No. 15”
shows a number of prominent persons, including Hall
Caine,
Maurice Tourneur,
Nazimova and Will Hays greeting several
screen celebrities.
Another section showing movies of the early days, features the
with

following popular
Ford Sterling and

in

Mack

Sennett,

Mabel Normand.
The Pathe Review No. 186 shows more

“Living Paintings;” also Florida natives
catching sharks, and wonderful rope-climbing at Chimney Rock, N. C., as well as other
subjects of interest.
“Speed,” the Hutchison serial, reaches its
ninth episode, “Hit or Miss” which contains daring stunts with a train and motorcycle.
Two issues of Pathe News and one
of Topics of the Day complete the list of
eleven releases for the week.

Radio Broadcasting Planned

Aid

to

Exploiting Educational Special

Film

Exchanges, Inc., in
collaboration with Scientific American, has
arranged an elaborate exploitation campaign
on the one-reel special subject, “Via Radio.”
A..
Lescarboura, managing editor of
C.
Scientific American, is sending material for
talks on this picture to every broadcasting
station in the United States and, it is said,
several will broadcast this material. Scientific American will also carry a story on the
Educational

players

Educational has prepared a comprehensive
advertising campaign incorporated in a combination press sheet and broadside. Several
novelty advertising and exploitation ideas
are suggested, among them being a teaser
card bearing a message written out in international code. In addition to the posters,
lobby photos, cuts, mats, slides, etc., a
specially designed window card will be
issued.

Radio editors of

value of the picture, advising
everyone interested in radio, either as a
science or as an amusement, to see the production.
The story will appear in the

notices of

January

lar

instructive

issue.

all

of the metropolitan

papers will receive press material on this
picture, and it is believed many will carry
its

showing

own

in their

particu-

territory.

Century Schedules Four Comedies for
Release During the Month of January
A fine program is offered by Century for
the holiday season.
Some of the subjects
are: January 3, “American Plan,” with Lee
Moran, Blanche

The story
house

of love

under

Payson and Betty May.
and cooking in a boarding

difficulties.

Direction,

A1

Herman.
On January

10, “Sting ’Em Sweet,” featurBrownie, supported by Jack Cooper,
Ena Gregory and Jack Earle. Nothing fits
Earle, the giant; not even the role of a lover
in which he is sadly impeded by little Jackie
Morgan and Brownie.

ing

Raymaker
January 17 sees “Hee Haw,” featuring
Arthur Trimble and Harry Sweet, in search
of a home.
Directed by Herman, and on
January 24 there is “Farm Follies,” the
Direction, A1

story of a stranded troupe of theatrical girls
forced to earn their keep on the farm, much
to the worry of the farmer’s wife, played by
Blanche Payson.
Jack Cooper and the

Century Beauties do good work putting jazz
and pep in farm life.
One January 31, “Atta Boy,” a baseball
story starring Lee Moran, who by accident
gets into the clubroom of a baseball team,
and is forced to go out on the field and play
for them. He steals the bases literally and

when

told to run

of

Herman.

.\1

home does

so.

Direction

Expand,
Engages Havez

comedy scripts for C. B. C. The engagement of Mr. Havez, one of the bestknown comedy scenario writers in the industry comes as the forerunner of an announcement by Mr. Cohn of augmenting to
a large degree his comedy producing units
of

and to add

J.

Inc.,

R. Bray, president of

Bray Productions,

announces the return of “Colonel Heeza

Liar” to the screen for a farewell tour in a
series of “blood curdling” single-reel adventures under the title of “Bray Comedies,”
to be released through the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation. His first appearance will
be on December 10 in his own version of

“Treasure Island.” Other releases
low at intervals of four weeks.

will fol-

the near future at least two

time as one of the most successful furnishers
of laugh material.
He contributed the
stories for the first series of the Buster
Keaton comedies, and was co-author of
some of Harold Lloyd’s successes, including “Grandma’s Boy” and “Dr. Jack.”
While the production of feature comedydramas will be an important part of the
C. B. C. output it is Harry Cohn’s intention
to continue to specialize, as always, on the
production of two-reel comedies.

Brooks Jubilant
Over ^Plunder**
The forthcoming Pathe serial, “Plunder,”
which brings Pearl White back into this
furnished the occasion for Serial Sales
E. O. Brooks’ trip to Chicago. He
reports that heads of the Junior Orpheum
Circuit there saw the first three episodes
and expressed their approval. He was particularly impressed with the result of a
showing to Branch Managers Martin and
Gillick, of the two Chicago offices
Aschfield,

Manager

;

mann,

Milwaukee

of

;

Moray,

apolis, and representatives
forces.
“I have been present at a

of

of Indiantheir sales

good many

pre-

views for salesmen,” said Mr. Brooks, “but
never have I witnessed such enthusiasm as
was evidenced at this showing. Salesmen
are cautious with respect to all new product.
But ‘Plunder’ made them sit on the edges
of their seats, wondering what was coming
next.
Several expressed their disappointment at not having the chance to see the

whole

serial.”

Two New Films

for

Bull Montana
“Glad

Rags,” the next corned}' starring
Bull Montana, will be this comedian’s best,
according to Hunt Stromberg, producer of
this series.
The photoplay is based on two
stories. One is “Silk Purses and Cauliflower

Ears,”

*Heeza LiaF* Back

in

more comedy units to that now engaged in
the making of the Hallroom Boys’ Comedies.
Mr. Havez has been known for a long

by Rene

Reviere,

which appeared

originally in the Argosy-All Story Magazine.
The other is an original story by Hunt
Stromberg called “Lowry of the Bowry.”
In the cast are Otis Harlan, Tom Gallery.

Betty Francisco,

Max Davidson and Chuck

Reisner.

“They

Dancing” has been selected
forthcoming Bull Montana
comedy. The comedian will be seen as a
distinguished dancing master, at the head
of a school of classical dancers. The famous
Denishawn dancers will appear in the picas the

ture.

Call it
of a

title

,
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Has

Attractive Schedule
of Short Subjects for End of Year

Universal

11

Universal announces that to meet midwinter demands and to provide a strong
program for December 24 to 30, “Universal
Joy Week,” an unusually strong selection of
short subjects is offered for release during
December. In addition to the regular release schedule there are two “New Leather
Pushers” and two new editions of “The
Mirror."
The month’s output will include four high
class Universal comedies of one reel each
and four Century comedies of two reels
The Universal comedies will consist
each.
of two featuring Lew Sargent, the boy
comedian, and two featuring Neely Edwards.
The Sargent comedies are “A Rip-Snoring
Night,” released December 4, and “A DogBoth
Gone Day,” released December 18.
are from the “messenger boy series.” The
Neely Edwards comedies are “Rail Birds,”
for December 11, and “Where’s the Parade?”

Christmas Day.

for

;;

The four Century comedies for the month

j|

are
I

“Women

First,”

“A Small Town Derby,”

My Mule” and “The Tattle Tail.”
The two “New Leather Pushers” mark

“Me and
ii

the beginning of a

'

popular

Witwers

new series of six of
made from H.

two-reelers

funny

prize

ring

stories,

the
G.

with

Denny in the leading role. The
first is called “Young King Cole,” and was
released December 4. The second one, “He
i Raised Kane,” will be released December 18.
Reginald

.

So popular have the first two issues of
“The Mirror” been, that International News
..

.

I

Reel Corporation

is

placing two

new ones

at the disposal of the exhibitor for Yuletide.

No. 3,” released December 4, is
“The Birth of Aviation,” and shows
the Wrights and other aeronautical pioneers
making the first bird-hops of history. These

“Mirror

titled

are contrasted with the latest models in
military and commercial planes.
“Mirror
No. 4” will deal with the ceremonies attending the death and burial of King Edward
VII. of Great Britain, and the crowning of
his successor, the present King George V.
The Universal short subjects for December also includes “The Siege of the Lancashire Queen,” a two-reel Fish Patrol picture, starring Jack Mulhall and taken from

one of Jack London’s famous stories.
“Kings of the Forest,” a two-reeler starring
Roy Stewart. It is another of the stirring
lumberjack stories.
Added to these two short dramas. Universal has re-edited and re-titled two of Harry
Carey’s most popular pictures of several
years ago. They are “The Texas Sphinx”
and “The Golden Bullet,” originally threereel Westerns which have been quickened
to two reels.
They will be released on
December 9 and 30, respectively.
Other subjects scheduled for December by
Universal are issues 97 to 102 (1922) and
Issues No. 1 and 2 (1923) of the International

News

chapters 13 to 16, inclusive, of
of Buffalo Bill,” and chapters
6 to 9, inclusive, of “The Radio King,”
starring Roy Stewart.
reel;

“In the
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and Gun**
Films Now Ready

**Rod
The

four of the series of six sport
“Days Afield With Rod and
Gun,” produced by Mr. Eltinge E. Warner,
publisher of “Field and Stream,” are anfirst

entitled,

films

nounced by Hodkinson.
“The Goose” is the

first, scheduled for
This film deals with a goose
“Safari” on the lower Mississippi. The January 21 release is “The Quail,” in which
hunting for Bob White in the Sedge and
Pine Woods of the Mississippi Valley is
shown. The third, February 18, is “Salmon
Fishing With a Dry Fly on the Restigouche
River in New Brunswick.” The fourth release on March 18 will show “Duck Shooting
on Waponoca Lake.”

December

24.

Blood”
in Book Form

“Fighting

H. C. Witwer’s “Fighting Blood” stories,
which are now running in Collier’s Magazine, will be issued shortly in book form
and will carry a special jacket advertising
the F. B. O. film version of these stories.
In addition the book will be illustrated by
stills of “Fighting Blood” in picture form.
The third of these stories, “Six Second
Smith,” is now in production at the R-C
Eleven of the
studios in Los Angeles.
twelve stories have already been published
in

Collier’s

Magazine.

placed before the public

“Bray Magazine’’

The book
in

will

be

February.

“Plunder”
IN THIS ISSUE

nS
and Instruction is AttracMingled in New Bray Magazine

Entertainment
tively

Series
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

versal.)

Varied items of interest plus an animated
cartoon comedy comprise each issue of the
recently
inaugurated
“Bray
Magazine”
which will be distributed on the State right
market by Bray Productions, Inc. The first
three issues show careful selection and contain items which are entertaining as well as
instructive.
In each of these issues there
is at least one item which
is decidedly out
of the ordinary and which should be strong
in audience appeal.
Taken altogether this
series should prove an attractive addition to
any program.

“Bray Magazine No. 1”
The opening section, “Scraps,” pictures
fights of

various kinds, rooster fights, parrot
and then Japanese with

fights, kitten fights,
jui jitsu;
also a

boxing

match

between

An

women.

instructive section shows by
diagrams the cause and origin and by photographs the effect of cyclones and tornadoes.
The cartoon. Inkraving,” entitled “Strap
Hangers,” will appeal especially to city
dwellers who experience transit discomforts
as it deals in a fantastic way with weird
ideas for getting around the necessity for
straphanging.

“Bray Magazine No. 2”
unique section shows highly magnified
pictures of strange plant like animals that
live at the bottom of the sea.
Then there
IS a section
showing odd uses for motorcycles, another picturing the weird costumes
and dances of the inhabitants of the island
of Bali in Polynesia, which after all are
not
different from the modern “shimmy.”
The cartoon deals humorously with Bobby
Bumps experience at school.

A

^

There

m

_

“Bray Magazine No. 3”

is

an unusually interesting section

this reel

which shows how character may

study of a person’s hands,
fi?
the
aifferent shapes and characteristics, each
having their own peculiar significance.

Thrilling Serial Produced by
George Seitz Marks Pearl White’s
Return to Pathe

Unusually

The (First National.)
Chickasha Bone Crusher, The (UniBlacksmith,

Fair

Week

Fleeced for Gold (Pathe.)
Faint Hearts (Hodkinson.)
Henry’s Busted Romance (Pathe.)
Grass Widow, The (F. B. O.)
Man with the Twisted Up (Educational.)

Bray Magazine No. 1 (Bray.)
Bray Magazine No. 2 (Bray.)
Bray Magazine No. 3 (Bray.)
Natural Born Liar (Educational.)
Pathe Review 186 (Pathe.)
Plunder (Pathe.)
Social Errors (Hodkinson.)
Timberland Treachery (Universal.)
Wanted A Story (Pathe.)

—

Women

First (Universal.)

Another section is a nature study dealing
with the life and habits of a bird, the scarlet
tanager. A fantastic cartoon comedy dealing with the subject of possibilities of taxes
of air, walking, etc.

“Women
—

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
signalize her return to the serial fold,
Pathe has provided Pearl White with a production which should thoroughly satisfy
serial fans, and if the pace set in the first
three episodes is maintained should prove a
fine business-getter. This serial has cleverly
sustained mystery, action galore, stunts and

To

(Pathe.)

First

—

(Universal Comedy ^Two Reels)
There’s a quantity of funny stuff in this
one. Especially comical is the “stunt” that
Lee Moran “pulls” when he notifies automobilists that the road ahead is closed when
he wants to attract patrons for a roadside
hotel. Alberta Vaughn, as the girl, adds the
necessary touch of beauty.
The captious might find some fault with
Moran’s long chase after an old maid while
a house is burning, and his eventual return
in time to rescue the heroine, but taken as
a whole the production can be classed as
very good.—T. S. daP.

melodramatic

thrills, in fact, about everyexperience has shown is demanded by audiences that like this type of
entertainment.
Pearl White’s name is one to conjure with
in the serial field for not only was she a
pioneer in this kind of entertainment, but
consistently maintained her prestige as one
of the best of the serial stars, and her temporary absence from serials to appear in
features is of such recent date that sufficient
time has not elapsed for her to lose her hold
on chapter-play fans. Then, too, her work
in features has kept her constantly before
the public.
This production is the work of George B.
Seitz, who can safely be classed as the peer
of all serial producers, and having seen
practically every serial which he has produced in the last few years, the writer unhesitatingly
pronounces the first three
episodes of this serial as the best thing that
he has turned out.
The star’s personality and attractiveness
is too well-known to need dilating upon, but
in this picture she displays such zest and
enthusiasm as to make it appear as if she
is glad to be back in the serial fold.
Fans
are also well acquainted with Harry Semels
because of his work in previous Seitz serials,
and he is as villainous as ever in this one.
There is a newcomer, Warren Krech, a
graduate from the stage who is now appearing in “The Town That Forgot God.” His
work is entirely satisfactory, and the role
that he portrays strikes an unusual note as,
though he appears whenever needed to help
the heroine out of her difficulties, the con-

thing

that
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elusion of episode three leaves you in doubt
as to whether he is her friend or foe and
whether he is not actuated by selfish
motives in his desire to thwart the villain.
This serial is well produced and finely
photographed and attains and maintains an
unusually high pitch of interest and excitement. The customary suspense at the end
of each episode is well handled and in addition to these stunts each chapter also contains one or more melodramatic thrills.
The plot involves the attempts of rival
forces to obtain from a number of different
stockholders their stock in a Xew York
which is buried
office building, beneath
In the first
treasure of enormous value.
episode you are treated to a thrilling auto
ride up a wet street filled with traffic and a
stunt where Pearl drives her car right into
a big building. Then in a chase she leaps
through a skylight and ends in a taxi with
the villain.
Episode two finds Pearl in the clutches
of the villain and accused of murder. She
escapes in a dramatic manner but is lured
back and locked in a tower which is then
In the ne.xt episode she escapes
set on fire.
by jumping to a tree. This scene is not as
well handled as some of the other stunts, but
the director makes up for that in a cleverly

conceived scene where, faced by a gorilla,
she plays on his aptitude for imitation by
making the animal shoot itself. Her adventures then lead her to an underground
cave where she is confronted by a sinister
looking giant arising from a bier.
For thrills and excitement and sustained
interest, “Plunder” certainly is there.

when

the boy swings from one house to
another and goes all the way through landing in the yard. His attempts to get into
the hospital are well done and will bring
This
laughs from practically everybody.
comedy is above the average as a mirth

producer.
“Social Errors”
The story of the comedy is built around
the adventure of an inquiring reporter who
in attempting to solve a series of mysterious
hotel robberies finds that the robber is a
bogus baron who is being lavishly entertained by the new-rich parents of his

sweetheart whom he thought was still in
the country waiting for him. There are the
usual comedy complications, chases, juggling
of the

The

swag from the

thief to the hero, etc.

appears to cover the girl’s mother’s
admonition to her husband that he must not
commit a social error at the banquet.
Charles Murray as the father has a lot of
trouble with his dress suit particularly in
keeping his pants up and is put out in distitle

grace. Wifey takes his trousers away from
him, but he walks in his sleep, goes along a
narrow ledge outside a window, enters the
room of a woman while her husband is
out and finally, sans trousers, enters the ball
room, causing consternation. There is considerable humorous material in this number,
but Murray’s running around minus his
trousers may offend some of your patrons,
this and the trouser falling business is ancient material which many fail to find hilarious.

“The Blacksmith”
— Comedy —Two Reels)

(First National

Buster Keaton
good record

“All-Star Comedies”

his

Burr’s New Series Distributed by Hodkinson Should Prove Attractive Box
Office Material.
Reviewed by C.

S. Sewell

Judging from the first two of C. C. Burr’s
All Star Comedies which are being distributed by Hodkinson, this series of two
reelers should find favor with exhibitors.
They contain a lot of sure-fire material

which

bring laughs and while there

will

is

a certain amount of slap-stick there is also
a definite idea or plot running through each
and much of the humor is naturally built up
from the comedy situations. While some
of the material is not new, it has all been

handled from an audience standpoint to
bring out the humorous possibilities and
they should prove a good box-office bet,
though in “Social Errors” some may have
their ideas of decorum jarred by the situations where Charles Murray has difficulty
with his trousers and finally goes around
without them in a sleep walking stunt.
In keeping with the brand name, Mr.
Burr has selected excellent players who are
well-known, including Raymond McKee,
Mary Anderson and Charles Murray, and in
‘Social Errors” Flora Finch also appears.
Charles Murray has the sort of roles in
which he gained a reputation, and Raymond

McKee, who we

believe

comedies, makes

is

a

newcomer

in

good impression
though he showed a tendency to make his
work broader than is necessary. Mary Anshort

derson

is

a

attractive but has not very

much

to do.

“Faint Hearts”
This comedy deals with a bashful suitor
who when he attempts to ask father is mistaken for a man who is seeking to get revenge. Father, who is a judge, gets scared
stiff and when the boy accidentally learns
of his own power and gets up his courage,
a chase occurs which lands father in the
hospital.
They bo}’ tries by various means
to get there, but gives up in disgust, the girl
accepts him anyway and then he slips on

a banana peel and the hospital gets him
after all.
It is a broad farce with some
slap-stick.
There are man}' humorous situations some of which are burlesqued as

this

in

for

release

turning

keeps up
snappy

out

comedies, full of humor and clever situations
which are sure to bring laughs from the

most hardened spectators. It starts off like
a burlesque on “The Village Blacksmith,”
but soon branches off. The way in which
Buster “sells” a fancy pair of shoes to a
beautiful white horse, going through exactly
the same stunts as a shoe salesman would
do for milady is a scream. The magnet stuff
is good, so is the way in which he and his
boss

The

manage to utterly wreck a new
where he is caught on the

stunt

auto.
rail-

road track and runs in fright after he discovers the train has stopped just behind him
In fact, it is filled
will surely bring laughs.
with sure-fire, laugh producing material.

— C. S.

S.

“The Man With
Lip”

—

the Twisted

—

(Educational Drama Two Reels)
A novel feature of this picture in the
Sherlock Holmes series is the fact that the
celebrated detective himself for once seems
to be working at one time on the wrong
theory. This release is high in interest and
entertainment value and should hold the
attention of almost any audience, even
though many will guess the outcome before
it is flashed on the screen.
Norwood’s work
as Holmes is fine, as usual, an another
unique point in the film is the scene showing how he removes the make-up and disguise he used.
The story deals with the
disappearance of a reputable citizen and the
discover by Holmes of the fact that the man
is living a double life, being during the day
a well-known begger, known as the man
with the twisted lip. C. S. S.

—

“Pathe Review No. 186”

—

(Pathe One Reel)
This one-reel subject shows some wonderful rope-climbing at Chimney Rock, X. C.,
pictures Florida natives taming man-eating
sharks, in “Living Paintings” presents another illustration of the marvels of expert
camera work, and shows the “City of
Watchers,” Bonifacio, Corsica, in Pathecolor.

—

S. S.
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“Timberland Treachery”
(Universal

— Drama—Two

Reels)

An

exceptionally interesting film is this,
that has a fine dramatic story for its primary motive, but that nevertheless brings a

message and instills a lesson.
Fine photography goes a long way

in adding to the other laudable features of this
number of the “Timber Tales.” “Shots” of
the redwood trees in California give the
spectators interesting views of these giants
of the forest, which have been heard of in
almost every quarter of the globe, and
among which the story’s plot is laid.
There are some exciting moments, too,
such as when Roy Stewart as “Buck Connors,” on two occasions rescues the heroine,
Esther Ralston, from certain death in
T. S. daP.
terriffic explosions.

—

“The Natural Born Liar”
(Educational — Scenic —One Reel)
Fine photography and unusual and beauscenic shots which characterize all of
Robert C. Bruce’s pictures are strongly in
evidence in this one. These he has intro-

tiful

duced by having his hero, who is a natural
born liar, tell of some of his wonderful experiences. There is a disappearing river in
also a scene where the heavy
a desert
rolling clouds lower than the mountain tops
resemble ocean billows, a stream filled with
enormous trout, a place in the hills where
a man suddenly disappears from view, and
a humorous section where the donkey refuses to go forward and has to be led backward all the way to camp. Trick photography and printing aid in some of these
effects, and altogether the treatment has
made this a picture of more than average
;

appeal.

C. S. S.

“The Chickasha Bone
Crusher”
(Universal

— Series —Two

Reels)

Reginald Denny’s winning personality and
boxing technique insure the popularity of
number from the “Xew Leather
this
Pushers” series. The story is a good selection not lacking in “punch” and the comedy
finale.
Kid Roberts, the champion thoroughly beats a tough Westerner who follows him from city to city, determined to
get even. The man taunts the Kid, by insisting that he is afraid to fight without
Finally his wife appears and begs
gloves.
the Kid to refuse to fight her husband because he is neglecting his ranch and family.
The Kid’s sweetheart and the ranchman’s
wife do some scheming and succeed in ending the fights, but not until the Kid has
beaten his opponent with his bare hands.

— M.

K.

“Wanted:

—

A

Story”

—

(Pathe Comedy Two Reels)
Johnny Jones and his fellow kids appear
at their
release.

best

in

this

two-reeler for Pathe

subject is not one which will
greatly interest adults, but it ought to make
a hit with children. The scenes are laid in
a children’s vision of a South Sea island,
and the natives instead of being ferocious,
succumb to the charms of jazz music and
make Johnny their king. S. S.

The

—

“Fleeced for Gold”

—

—

(Pathe Educational One Reel)
Spectacular is this one-reel Pathe scenic
It is aptly titled
in the Oregon Trail Series.
“romance and realism of the sheep industry,”
Thousands upon thousands of sheep
are shown grazing on the Oregon hills,
being driven by dogs and being sheared.
slight love story runs through the scerfic.
One gets the idea it is propaganda in favor

of the Northwest, but this doesn’t matter,
for it’s hugely interesting. S. S.

—
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Important Question

on our columns is such
that published replies to questions
cannot be guaranteed under two
or three weeks.
If quick action Is
desired remit four cents, stamps, and
we wili send carbon copy of department reply as soon as written.
For special replies by mail on matter which, for any reason, cannot be
replied to through our department
remit one dollar.

T. Edgar Beard, Coalville Opera House,
Coalville, Utah, propounds an inquiry which
very difficult to reply to without reit is

ferring to the

new handbook,

unless

P

use

I

amount of space. Readers will
please understand that when I refer to the
handbook in replying to questions it is
to compell you to buy one (though I would
be quite willing to do that very thing
an enormous

NOT

FOR

YOUR OWN GOOD,

but merely and simply
enable the intelligent answering of quesnot
otherwise
which
could
be
tions

THE LENS CHART

to

Are You Working by "GuesY’ or
You Employ Up-to-Date Methods

answered intelligently without consuming a
great deal of space. Friend Beard says
Have just sent a check for the “Blue Book
There is one point on which
of Projection.”
I want information, which it may or may not
an Argus.
contain, viz.: I use a Mazda outfit
What shutter should I use with it to obtain
best results meaning maximum illumination
with minimum flicker.
Have an 8 per cent slant (presumably you
mean an 8-degree projection angle. Ed.)
from projector to an Argus beaded screen.
What shutter will give most pleasing results
I want the best, no matter
to my audience.
what the cost, though our town is only 625
population and I only run shows Tuesdays
and Saturdays. I run the show because of
my love for projection! Not for the money
:

You demand

—

—

“Don’t

RIGHT.

for

my

111

you know what

is

Do

guess.”

your

work

Price, fifty cents, stamps.

Moving

Address

it

year.
I feel that

that your employer keep

Picture

World,

either 516 Fifth Ave., New York City,
or 28 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago,

(money) is NOT in evidence when
the books are balanced at the end of the
it,

Do

his equipment in good order and up to
date. He owes it both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe it to him
to keep abreast with the times in
knowiedge and in your methods.
The lens chart (two In one, 11x17
Inches, on heavy paper for framing)
is
in successfui use by hundreds of
progressive projectionists.

—

in

Real Progressiveness

Notice to All

RESSURE

.

hence

best,

query.

Anything which works improvement

to

is

Is there any improvement
be a big thing.
over the old corrugated condenser? If there
is a better one I want it, no matter what it
Kindly have the concern making it
costs.
send me one C. O. D.

Found Another
Whatdoyouknowaboutthat ?
excited over finding a

man

I’m

so

other than

my

?

?

John Auerbach, who loves

to reproduce photoplays just for the love of reproducing them (projection) so thoroughly
that he is not especially interested in making money through the process, that I
forgot to make spaces between the first six
old friend

words! John Auerbach, Member New York
Stock Exchange. Senior member of the firm
of Auerbach, Poliak and Richardson, 60
Broadway, New York City, AND high class
projectionist, Edgar Beard, Coalville, Utah,
meet each other.
Though widely separated as to distance,
there should be a bond of friendly interest
between you and between us three. Incidentally the “Richardson” in Mr. Auerbach’s
or any relation of mine.
to the shutter, there are three types,
Extralite, plain metal three-wing and

firm, is neither of

As
viz:
plain

metal two-wing. The only thing the
Extralite will do is give you more light,
though with the Mazda I don’t quite know
what the percentage claim is in light gain.

STUDY

First, let me advise you to
General Instruction No. 22, pages 611 to 626 of

your

new handbook.

Don’t merely read

it,

mind you, but STUDY IT THOROUGHLY.
If you do this you will understand about all
the underlying principles involved
matter of the revolving shutter, and
able to apply the instructions under
Im.age” and “How to Trim Shutter
pages 618 and 620.

in the
will be

“Aerial
Blade,”

The Next Step
Having prepared yourself to do this by
study, I would advise you to obtain from
your local printer a sheet of dark colored
cardboard of the thickness and grade busi-

If he has no
ness cards are printed on.
dark colored, then get white and a bottle
of ink (draughtman’s black preferred) and
blacken its surface, being careful to use the

ink sparingly, so as not to warp the sheet.
Now cut from it an exact pattern of the
shutter blade you have and install it on one
projector in place of the metal blade. Next
cut from the cardboard a shutter blade with
equal blades and openings, except that if it
be a 3-wing blade you would better leave
the master blade half an inch wider than
the other two. Lay out the blade with equal
openings and wings, but leave the opening
on each side of one of the blades, which
will be the master blade,
of an inch
narrower than the blade itself, so that the
blade will be a total of half an inch wider
than the other two, and the opening on each
side a quarter of an inch narrower than the
opening between the other two blades.
Now install this shutter on the other projector, or if you have but one projector,
then get a second shutter hub and install
it

in that.

Recently I received from W. A. Oswald,
Vancouver, British Columbia, as strong a
approval of the new handbook as
even its author could wish for.
Mr. Oswald is, as you may remember the
first government official, of any country, up
to this time, to put on a real, honest-to-gosh
projectionists’ examination an examination
which has made many a man who thought
he knew quite a bit get down and scratch
gravel good and hard.
In the aforesaid letter Mr. Oswald inclosed a copy of the “Regulations Governing the Operation of Moving Picture Theatres, Moving Picture Apparatus and Connections and Film Exchanges in the Province
of British Columbia,” with request that I
“examine same and make such comment as
seemed proper thereon.” And it is that
which I now propose to do.
letter of

—

In the first place, the British Columbia
law and rules are progressive, in that they
do NOT cling to out-worn names which have
been discarded by up-to-date folk long ago.
For instance, the projection room is called
the projection room, NOT the “booth,” as
it is
dubbed even in the laws of my own
supposed to be Empire State of New York,
which lays claim to being a leader and
progressive.
The front wall openings are
called “Ports,” as is right and proper, and
so it is all through the book. But here is
one that will make you all sit up and take
notice.
I quote verbatim from page 11 of
British Columbia Regulations:
Projectionists
Section 26.
The term “operator” and
“apprentice operator” being now obsolete,
the terms “projectionist” and “apprentice
projectionist” replace them in these regulations.

There

I guess that will hold you for a
In replacing the rather idiotic term
“operator” (idiotic because its application
to the man who reproduces photoplays upon
the screen is misleading and wrong, from
any possible sensible viewpoint) I now have
the backing of not only the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, but also of that
great empir.e of the Northwest, British
!

niinute!

Columbia.
I have carefully examined the regulations
and, while there are a few minor points on
which I would take issue, still as a whole
they are most excellent. As to the points
I take issue with, for instance
On page 3
is the following:
“SHELVES—all shelves,
fittings and fixtures shall be either noncombustible or metal-covered throughout.”
_

:

Trim Master Blade
Having done this, trim the master blade
a little and try it.
Keep doing this

down

until travel
this occurs

ghost begins to appear. When
will be getting just a trifle

you

more than the maximum amount
and as nearly as

I

could

tell

imum amount

of

light,

you, the min-

of flicker. If it is a 2-winger
you should trim both blades equally.
There is an uneven balancing of openings
possible which I believe makes for a somewhat less flicker tendency than the equal
openings, but its application by you in such
a_ case would hardly be possible.
It consists of making the opening between the
two flicker blades of a 3-wing shutter a certain amount less than the two other openings. You can get the proportion from any
Simplex 3-wing shutter, but whether it
would properly apply to a shutter of other
proportions I do not know I doubt it.

—

Rather Useless
there is nothing especially wrong
with this requirement, but it has always
seemed to me to be rather useless. A projection room is in itself, as a whole, fireproof.
There is and can be no danger to
an audience from a fire, as such.
The

Now

danger

is

PANIC.

A wooden

shelf, or half a dozen of them,
can make no particular difference at all,
even though they do burn. In any event,
if the fire is bad enough to
set a wooden
board ablaze, by the time that occurs all
the damage to both the audience and the
contents of the room that can be done has
been done. That wooden fittings, such as
shelves, shall be of hardwood only is
good
sense, because hardwood will not
catch

—a

—

easily and its use causes no extra bother;
also that it be required that wood shelves
be soaked in a solution of ammonia phosphate, which makes them to all intents and

purposes

non-combustible,

could

not

the

LENS CHART

Have You Got Yours?
PRICE 50 CENTS

be

criticised.
But covering them with iron
well, I can’t see the need for that, and ironcovered shelves, etc., are more or less of a

516

However, this and such other matters as
would take issue with are, after all, minor

matters.
Authorities all over the United
States would do well to procure a copy of
the British Columbia regulations and study

them.

Handling Technicolor
Projectionists will soon be called upon to
new color process film known as
“Technicolor.” This film has just completed
highly successful and satisfactory runs at
some of the larger theatres in New York
and elsewhere.
Projectionists who w'ish
their theatres and themselves to be credited
with getting the best effects as already obtained in other theatres will do well to carefully examine their projectors before projecting this film.
Technicolor is a double coated film

handle the

—

photographic

on both sides.
It
therefore follows that, whereas an ordinary
black and white film something may rub
slightly on its celluloid side without causing
serious damage, if Technicolor rubs against
anything on either side there will almost
certainly be ruined film. Examine your proemulsion

jector in the following items:
First
Be certain that the upper and lower
magazine fire trap is clean, and that the rollers thereof revolve freely.
Failure in this
may not work serious harm to black and
white (though it is a bad condition and one
which no true projectionist would or will
tolerate) but, will certainly bring about
:

damage

—

to Technicolor.

Sprocket Idler Rollers
Second: Examine all sprocket idler rollers and make certain that they are turning
freely; also that they have no flat spots.
If they don’t turn freely, then do whatever

—

necessary to make them turn. If they
have flat spots put on new rollers.
Third
If you have a Simplex, examine
carefully and see to it that the film does
not rub on the guard which is sometimes
is

:

—

provided between the lower take-up sprocket
and the crankshaft. Any rubbing here will
be very serious indeed, and will be entirely
due to the guard being out of correct adjustment too far from the crankshaft.
This guard does sometimes, due to loosening
of the holding screws or to bending, drop
away from the shaft a trifle. Be very sure
this is not the condition before you project.

—

Some

projectionists remove the guard and
place a piece of brass tubing fitting snugly
over the crankshaft. This is said to work
very well.
Technicolor is slightly thicker
than ordinary film about half a thousandth. Its emulsion is not a flat surface,
but lies in what might be called hills and
valleys, though the differences in thickness
is,
of course, infinitesimally small.
The

—

emulsion

is

coated

with

a varnish

which

makes the

actual surface level, and to some
extent protects it.
Now, gentlemen, if the foregoing points
are carefully observed, you will not only
avoid trouble and explanations as to why
you allow your projector parts to be out of
order at any time, but you will have no

greater difficulty with Technicolor film than
with any ordinary film. After all, these are
only the points that should be observed in

amy good projection.

Loew Men

represented; also all accessory dealer*.
Certainly those who have the opportunity
to attend should account themselves as forIt

Seems

to

Me

does seem to me, though, that the producer, above all others, ought to be either
represented, or be there in his own august
It

person.

Oh!

yes,

I

really

mean

it!

Why

upon these men and men like
them the producer is compelled to rely for
the showing of his product to the public at
100 per cent, value, and encouragement by
such a courtesy would bear goodly fruit
not?

It

is

The producer

is careful to be “represented,”
personally attend many affairs in
which he really has much less actual concern than he
have in affairs such
as this one.
I say that, because the producer is literally obliged to depend upon the energy,
enterprise and knowledge of these men to
place his production before Loew audiences
as a brilliant, sparkling photoplay, in which
the actors do the things they did before the
camera, AS they did them before the
camera, or as a dim, shadowy, shaky, imitation picture, in which the actors do the
same things they did before the camera,
BUT do those things very differently, thus
more often than not utterly ruining the
whole effect of the finest scenes in the
production.
As for me. I’ll be there, and w'ill be expecting a corking good time, too.
Any
further information relative to the affair
may be had from Louis Feldman, projectionist, Loew’s American Theatre, on Forty-

or

to

SHOULD

Banquet
Notice of Meeting

I am in receipt of an invitation to attend
the annual banquet to be given by the Loew
Theatre Projectionists at midnight, December 16, in the Rustic Restaurant, Twentyfourth street and Sixth avenue. New York
City.
The affair will be in honor of Mike
Campbell, chief projectionist of the Loew

P. M., a descriptive lecture on OPTICS, as
applied to motion picture projection, illustrated by stero. slides, will be given at our
Headquarters. The lecturer will be Mr. E.
A. Taylor. Optical Engineer of the Bausch
& Lomb Optical Comfany. All interested are

circuit.

invited.

am

On Monday. December

11,

1922,

at

11.30

banquets have been most enjoyable affairs
enjoyable and valuable as well, because
they have served to bring all the men into

the notice, just as handed
of the I. P. A. I
would strongly advise all projectionists to
You cannot fail to
attend this meeting.
come away with a better knowledge of pro-

personal contact.

jection optics.

well pleased to be able to accept,
because in the past the Loew projectionist
I

Uponilie scxinJ foundation of

PERfECT PROJECTK^N
Rosts Picturo Success
Re sts ThcatcrSuccess
RostsyOU R Success

PRICE

RlCH>iRDSON'S

$6.00

H^I»(®K.fPRqECTK^
Osn makoAiou mono^

large projector
territory will be

all

second street at Eighth avenue.

to

PERfECT projection

nUCt|692-CHAlNlE]lS PU5. CO. -516 FIFTH
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tunate.

CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO.
FIFTH AVENIE
NEW YORK

nuisance.
I

December

I am informed
that
manufacturers in this

Every Projectionist

NEEDS

1

WORLD
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CHALMERS PUB. COMPANY
516

FIFTH AVE.,

N. Y.

The foregoing

is

me by Secretary Ross

By

all

means

go.
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I
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CURRENT AND ADVANCE FILM RELEASES
Together with Index to Reviews and Consensus of Trade Paper Criticisms.

AMERICAN RELEASING
Review
JsB of the Big

in

it

Snows

The Hidden Woman
Men’s Law and God’s
The Three Buckaroos
The Mohican’s Daughter.

My

and

Curwood Prod
Nanuet Prod
Finis Fox Prod

Sept. 2
Sept. 16

Aug.

12

Balshofer Prod
Aug. 12
E. V. Taylor Prod. Sept. 30

Welsh-Pearson Prod.Aug.
Jans Prod

Gal...,

Louise DuPre
Dustin Famum
Jans Prod
Dolores Cassinelli

Innocence

The Proof of
The Trail of the Axe
Man and Woman
The Challenge
Russell Simpson
Fools of Fortune
Dirigi Prod
4Stt Timothy’s Quest
Frothinghara
The Woman He Loved
"Queen of the Moulin Rouge. Pyramid Prod
George Behan
The Sign of the Rose
Pyramid
?^en the Desert Calls

26

5.433
6.000

Oct. 21
Oct. 7

4,800
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,609
6.000
6,000
6,704
6.200
6,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
6.000
6,000
4,666
5.000
5,892
5.807
6.000
1,000
5,749
6,087

Dec. 9

Aug.

19

Sept. 23
Sept. 16

Aug.
Aug.
Nov.

.... Sept. 30

19
5
25

-

Aug

26

Dolores Cassinelli

The Challenge
The Pillagers
Bluebird Jr
The Other Side

Mary Andersoa
Hugh Dierker

The Deerslayer
At the Cross Roads
Belle of Alaska
Jungle Adventures

Sacramento Prod
Seena Owen
Chester Bennett
Martin Johnson

Cardigan

OcL

Carmel Myers

The Danger Point
The Marriage Chance
Beyond the Jordan

All Star
Biblical

The Super Sex

Hillyer Prod.
Terwilliger Prod!

Fools

4,549
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

...S.

The Amazing Lovers

What

Review
Footage

Consensus
Nov. 4

Men Are

14

Nov.
Nov.

18
25

Dec. 2
Dec. 9
Dec. 9

—

Follow

....

2,000

Hands Up
....

....

..Nov. 4
...Nov. 11....

Peaceful Peters

New
The Double 0
Streets of

. .

York....

.

....
....

4,622

AW

4,690
7.000
4.720

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Air About Mary. Louise Lorraine
Harold Lloyd
Grandma’s Boy
Florence Vidor
Dusk to Dawn
Leah Baird
Deceive....
Husbands
When

up

[

f

July 8

in the

Till

We

Meet

Herself

May

12

Sept. 9
Sept. 2

Mae Marsh

Again

Woman Who Foiled
Breaking Home Ties

Aug.
Nov.
Nov.

Alison

Hanheimer Prod

4

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Nov.

2 ....... 4,627
30
4,377
5.200
5.708
5.822
2.000
5,622

23
23
18

25

Dec. 2

Are Children to Blame?
Her Half Brother

i

Em

Gorman

Dec. 2
Dec. 2

R. Lee Hill

5,000
5,000

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
Kinogrami

I

A

Bohemia
The Empty House

>
I

Scandal in

The Copper Beeches
The Yellow Face

’

'reasure

Bound

?orchy’s Feud

f
t

'

I

Pardon My Glove
The Speeder
The Blanket Stiff

t

Let ’Er Run
Tiger of San Pedro
Fresh Fish
The Priory School

f

The Skippers Sermon

(

f
I

Mao

VS;

^ast

The Solitary Cyclist
Ocean Swells

The

First Flivver

i

Choose Your Weapons
The Enchanted City
The Steeplechaser

Hodge Podge
Chop Suey
The Split Outfit
Crash
The Resident Patient

’

Pitter-Patter

The Chased Bride
High Power
Railroading
In Dutch
’The Beryl

'

'

Coronet

1,(XX)

Aug.
Aug.

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2.000
2,000
2.000
2.000
1,000
2,000
2,000
2.000
2.000
2,000
1,000
2,000
2.000
1,000
2.000
1,000
2.000
1,000
1,000

26
19

Sherlock Holmes

Mermaid
^

Johnny Hines

Sept. 16
Christie
Sept. 23
Hamilton
Sept. 23
Bruce
Sept. 23
Christie
Sept. 30
Drama
Sept. 30
Comedy
Oct. 7
Drama
Oct. 14
Toonerville Comedy.. Oct, 14
Louis Shuman
Oct. 21
Sherlock Holmes ,,..Oct. 28
Christie
Oct. 28
Tony Sarg
Oct. 28

Jack White

Blazes
.

Twice a Week
Sherlock Holmes.
Sherlock Holmes
...Sherlock Holmes

.

Christie
...Special

Feb. 18
Oct. 7

Mermaid
Novelty
Christie

Nov. 4
Nov. 4

Comedy

Wilderness Tales

Nov.
Nov.

11
11
....Nov. 25
Nov. 18
Nov. 25

Cameo Comedy
Sherlock Holmes
Cameo
Nov. 18
Comedy
Nov. 25
Mermaid Comedy..,. Dec. 2
Hurd Cartoon
Dec. 2
Christie Comedy
Dec. 9
Sherlock Holmes
Dec. 9

1,000
2.000

2 000
1,000
2.000
2,000

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
M

^

Man

Unconquerable.... Jack Holt

Bonded Woman
JjThe Young Diana

h

A^nes Ayres
Betty Cotnpson
Marion Daries

July 29

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

5
12
12

Aug.
Aug.

5
26

5,795
5.486
5.000
j*

*744
6,

9AQ
6.491

...

7,062

.

,

,

.. ..

....

.

Oct. 21.... ....

Above the Law
The Old Homestead
.All-Star
.Oct. 14
..Nov.
Lionel Barrymore.....Oct. 21
..J'Jov.
The Face in the Fog
Minter....
.Mary
M.
..Nov.
The Cowboy and the Lady.
11 ...
.Geo. Fitzmaurice ... Nov. 4
To Have and to Hold
.

.

11...
4 ....

When Knighthood Was

Clarence
The Impossible Mrs. Bellew..Gloria Swanson

....
•

Oct. 14

•

Oct. 28
7.155

11
..Dec.
18.....
.

2....
....
....

7,703
5,000

....

7.494
7,788

Prod

.Melford

.Dec. 2
.Cosmopolitan Prod....Dec. 2
Daniels-Nagel
..Dec. 9

Pride of Palomar
Singed Wings

U.618

.... 5,050
..Oct. 21.... .... 5,130

.Nov. 4

The Man Who Saw TomorroThomas Meighan... ,.Nov.
.Kodolph Valentino.. ..Nov.
The Young Rajah
.Alice Brady
Anna Ascends

Ebb Tide

7,518

in

.Marion Davies
.Dorothy Dalton
.Wallace Reid
.Wallace Reid

Flower
On the High Seas
The Ghost Breaker

5,879
7,696
6.095

.....

•

,

FILM BOOKING OFFICE OF AMERICA
Up and

at

’Em

Such Is Life at a
County Fair

Hound

May

Doris

The Kick-Back

Harry Carey

Sept. 9

Aug.

5

Aug.

26

4580
500C

Dutch
Travelaugh

of the Baskervilles

..Carter

DeHaven

Such Is Life in Busy London
.Travelaugh
Revier Prod
The Broadway Madonna
Tuttle Comedy
The Fire Fighters
Roy Stewart
The Snowshoe Trail
Harry Carey
Good Men and True
Physioc Prod
The Blond Vampire

Thelma

Novak

.Jane

Sept. 23
Sept. 30
7
Sept. 30
Oct. 14
Oct. 28

Oct. 28

4,900
2,000
1,000
2,000
5,955
2,000

Oct.

Nov.

4

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

4

1,006
5,602

11
11

Sept. 23

Nov.

Dec. 9

Nov.

11

18

Dec. 2
Dec. 2

5.382
5,000
6,000
6,000

FIRST NATIONAL
Ray

Alias Julius Caesar

Charles

Loma Doone

Maurice Tourneur. ...Uc. 21
Dorothy Phillips
Aug. 5
Guy Bates Post
Aug. 26
Katherine MacDonald. Aug. 26
Anita Stewart
Aug. 19
Constance Talmadge.Sept. 9

SepL

Hope Hampton

Oct.

Ince Prod

Nov.

Hurricane’s Gal

The Masquerader
Heroes and Husbands
Rose of the Sea
East Is West
The Light in the Dark
Skin Deep

Dec. 2

The Bond Boy
The Eternal Flame
The Electric House

Sept. 9
Sept. 30
Comedy
Oct. 7
Richard Barthelmess. Oct. 21
Norma Talmadge
Sept. 23
Buster Keaton
Oct. 28

Step Forward

Turpin-Sennett

April 22
The Woman He Married.... Anita Stewart
Buster Keaton
The Blacksmith
Nov. 11
Oliver Twist
i... Jackie Coogan
Buster Keaton
Day Dreams
Katherine MacDonaldNov. 25
White Shoulders
“Stmgheart”
Nov. 25
Brawn of the North
Dec. 2
Stahl Prod
The Dangerous Age
Marshall Neilan Prod. Dec. 9
Minnie
Dec. 9
Guy Bates Post
Omar, The Tent Maker

Bow-Wow

Sennett

Comedy

Dec. 9
Sept. ]

23
7
18

Nov. 18
Oct. 21

May

13

6,131
6,083
7,944
7,835
5,460
6.037
7,737
7,500
a. 6,500
2,000
6,902
7,453
2,231
1,737
6.563
1.746
7,600
2,000
5.966
7,050
7,204
6
8,090
1,856

6%

Dec. 9

FOX FILM CORP.
Dumas Story

Monte Cristo
Nero
Silver

April

Mersereau ....June
Mary Carr
June
Violet

Wings

Lights of New York
The Fast Mail
Moonshine Valley
Educational
A Little Child Shall Lead

Them

Special
Special

William

1

1

3

July IS

Famum

Series

Special

....Sept. 2
Sept. 9

Sept. 16
Oct. 7
Oct. 21
Sept. 30
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 14

Do and Dare

Tom Mix

In Calvert’s Valley
Yosemite Trail

John Gilbert

Youth Must Have Love
Dandy Dan
The Pirate

Shirley

Kids and Skids
Mixed Faces
Cold Turkey
The "nn Broncho

Lee Kids
William Russell
Cartoon Comedy ....Oct. 14
Sunshine Comedy ....Oct. 14

The City Chap
Lazy Bones

Al.

Double Trouble

Lee Kids
Sunshine

Mason

Lupino Lane

St.

John

Aug.

5

.June 24

June

17

July

15

Sept. 30

Sept. 30

Nov. 11
Nov. 4
Oct. 28
Oct. 21

Nov. IS

Oct. 21

Qyde Cook

Splitting Hairs

Puppy Love
Without Compromise
Bells of San Tnan

j

Footage

...

. .

Home-Made Movies

CERTIFIED PICTURES CORP.

Consensus

...

•

Entertaining the Boss

....

Me

The Star Reporter
Two-Fisted Jefferson

.Rodolph Valentino.. ..Aug. 19
DeMille Prod
..Aug. 12
Valley
Silent
Men.
The
of
.Cosmopolitan
Burning Sands
-Melford Prod
Sept. 16
Pink Gods
Bebe Daniels
..Oct. 7
Manslaughter
DeMille
.Sept. 30
Missing Millions
.Alice Brady
.Sept. 30
*

Twin Husbands
De Haven
Such Is Life in Amsterdam
Pop Tuttle’s Oever Catch. -Dan Mason
If I Were Queen
Ethel Clayton

ARROW
One-Eighth Apache
Why Not Now

Blood and Sand
Nice People

Step Lively. Please

Bumps and Thumps
Town ’That Forgot God. ..

Oct. 28

Sunshine
William Famum ....Nov. 4
Charles Jones
Nov. 4
Sunshine Comedy ....Nov. 4
Mutt and Jeff
Nov. 4
.Special
Nov. 11

(Continued on following page)

Dec. 9

Nov. 25

9,828
11,500
8,275
4,880
5,619
lOOO
8,361
4,744
4,731
4,368
4,368
2,000
1,000

4,400
1,000
2.000
2.000
2,000
2.000
2.000
2.000
5,173
4,587
2.000
1,000
10,461

.
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Review

(.Continued from preceding page)

Footage

Consensus

Review
Arabia

9

The Haunted House
Camphor
The Village Blacksmith.
The Love Gambler

.... ....
....

4,418
2.0"0

9 .... .... 8,000

Shirley of the Circus

...Nov. 25
....

Boss of Camp Four
Old Spain

2,000

830
500

Out

of Place
Bird Life

....
....

Dec. 9

1,000
4,762

Playing the

Film

Sport
Betty
Sport
Sport
Sport

Compson

Aug.

July 22

1,000
5,450
1,000
1,000
1.000
1,000
1,000
l,UO0

12

Film
Film
Film

Game

Sherlock Holmes
John Barrymo’^e
Lloyd, director
Sin Flood
Brothers Under the Skin... Featured Cast

May

Hungry Hearts

Dec. 9

1,000
5.650
8,000
6.500
4.9R3
6,540

Nov. 2

1,000

Remembrance

All-Star

June

20

3

Oct. 22

Jan. 21

Nov. 25

Bryant Washburn

A

Oct. 14

Sept. 23

The

Harvest

Progress

of

Hands

The Rolling Stone
The Enchanted Fiddle
His Enemy’s Friend
The Flivver
Blaze Away
Fortune Hunters
Friday the Thirteenth

Saturday Morning
Dr. Jack

One Jump Ahead
Man Who Laughs

Leo Maloney
Aesop Cartoon

HODKINSON

The Man She Brought Back Chas.
Face

to

Face

Movie Chat

Series
Irene

Shoulders

I

•
•

July 8
July 29

...

.

.

.

.

Bray-Special
Bray-Special

Nov.
Nov.
. Nov.

.

....Nov. 25...

25
25
25

.

1,000

.

.

..

Sept.

2

Nov.
Nov.

11

6.500
7,040

25

6,971

Gasnier Prod
B. Schulberg Prod
Thorns and Orange BIossomsGasnier Prod
Gasnier Prod
The Hero

Nov.

4

Forman Prod
Gasnier Prod
Back.. Forman Prod
Gasnier Prod

The Five Dollar Baby
The Prisoner ot Zenda
Forget-Me-Not
The Face Between
The Hands of Nara
Broadway Rose
June Madness

Women
to

Youth

A

Punctured Prince
Enter Madam
Mud and Sand

Ross Prod
Mollie

The World’s a Stage

Dorothy

Dana
June
Rex Ingram Prod.. ..May
Viola

Burston Prod
Bert Lytell
Clara R. Young

Mae Murray

10
6
July 29
July 29

Aug.

19

Sept. 30

Dana
Oct. 7
Rex Ingram Prod.. ..Oct. 14
Billie Dove
Oct. 28
Bull Montana
Oct. 28
Nov. 11
Clara K. Young

June
June

24
3

Aug.

5

6,000
10,467
5.000
6,000
7,227
5,600
9,000
6,900

Sept. 23
Oct. 21

Viola

Nov.

Laurel

11

Anna May Wong

Nov.

25

2 000
6,500
2.000
6 000
7 500
4,600

Oec. 2

Comedy
Nov. 26
Dec. 9
Dec. 9

Nanook of the North
Eskimo Film
Go Get Em, Hutch — Serial. Charles Hutchison
Pathe Review
Issued Weekly
Twice

Day

The Timber Queen
Speed — Serial
Soak the .Sheik
Face the Camera
At the Old Stage Door

The Big Flood
Pay Your Duet
Deputired
Fire Fighters
The Hated Rivals

Never Touched Me
of a Trade
The Old Sea Dog
Rough Going

Two

Smyrna on Fire
Out on Bail
The Romantic Mouse
Shiver and Shake
Broadcasting

Chop Suey & Co
The Rajah
The Bar-Cross War
The Golf Bug
Ropin Fool
Htmpecked Harry
'The

’Em Up

The Elephant’s Trunk
Our Gang
Hale and Hearty

The

4 700

.

1,000

Nov.
Nov.

18

5000

11

5,000

,...Oct. 21

5,t8J

Aug.

9
19

Aug.

12

Nov.
Nov.

11

4.622

18

4,470

5905
4331

Oct. 7

5,101

A30U

Phillips

Dec. 2

6,000

Drifter

Hook, Line and Sinker

a

Issued

24

6000
lOOO

...

250

Serial

Comedy

Oct.
Oct.

Cartoon

Comedy

Snuh Pollard
Maloney

T.eo

News-Special
Paul Parrott
Cartoon
Paul Parrott
Johnny Tones
T.Ioyd Reissue
T.Ioyd Reissue
T.eo

1

Weekiv

Charles Hutchinson. ..Sept.
Paul Parrott
.Sept.
Paul Parrott
Sept.
Lloyd Reissue
Cartoon
Sept.
Lloyd Reissue
Leo kfaloney
Sept.

Cartoon

July

Week

Ruth Roland

Maloney

Paul Parrott
Will Rogers

Paul Terry
Paul Parrott
Cartoon Fable
Hal Roach

Snuh Pollard
Leo Maloney
Snub Pollard

23
23

30

2.000
1.000
1.000
1,000

30

700

30

1.000
2.000
2 000

7

7

Oct. 14
Oct. 14
Oct. 14
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 21
Oct. 21
Oct. 21

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

17

June

24

4725

.

July 22

6000
5,175

Week

1000

16
18

Oct. 7
Dec. 2

6.500

7,000

UNITED ARTISTS

Adventures of Robinson
Crusoe
Human Hearts
The Storm

Yukon
Morgan

Sliot

Days

of

Harry Myers
House Peters
House Peters

28
28
28
28

Nov. 4
Nov. 4
Nov. 4
Nov. 4
Nov. 11
Nor. 11

700
2.000
2,000

Sept. 24
Oct. 8
Oct. 28
Dec. 2

"tJIM

.

5.855

10,000

10,000

8,649

Comedy

Kickin’ Fool

oon

2.000
2,'oOt

6350
7400

.

8

2,000

Serial

Oct. 28
Oct. 28
Oct. 28

4.506
4,331
7,407

2.000
2.000
2.000

Oct.

7

2,000

Once to Every Boy
The Fresh Kid

Lewis Sargent
Oct. 21
Johnny Fox and Edna
Gregory
Oct. 21
King of the Greeks
Jack Miilhall
Hoot Gibson
The Lone Hand
Oct. 21
Doing ’em Good
Neely Edwards
Oct. 28
Brown'e
Wedding Pumps
Oct. 78
Rustlers of the Redwoods. Roy Stewart
Nov. 25
Jewel
The Kentucky Derby
Oct. 28
.

Wolf Law
44-Caliber Mystery

Blue Blood and Red
Broad Daylight

Frank Mayo
Century
Harry Carey
Roy .Stewart
Jo’s Wilson

1,000
2.000
2,000

4.857

Nov.

1,000
2,000
2.000

23.

5348

Dot. 28

4.463

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

2.000

4

2,000

11
4

7 000

11

4.691

Neely Edwards
Century Comedy
Nov.
Herbert Rawlinson. .Nov.
Lewis Sargent
Nov.
Tack Mu'hall
Nov.
Gladys Walton
Nov.
J.ewis Sargent
Nov.
Comedy
Just Dogs
Comedy
Nov.
A Bully Pair
Nov.
Moore
The ,Tilt
Gibson
Nov.
Hoot
RIdin’ Wild
r,-nrurv
Nov.
Hello Judge
Dec.
Committee on Credentials... Harry Carey
Dec.
Neely Edwards
Their -Steady Job
D»c.
“Queenie”
True Blue
Dec.
Frank Mayo
The Altar Stairs
Dec.
Jack Mulhall
Taw of the Sea
“Brown'e”
Dec.
Rookies
Chas. Molina
Dec.
A Lot of Bull

20no

Accidental VVealth

Ginger Face
Another Man’s Shoes
A Model Messenger
Pirates of the Deep
The Lavender Bath Lady
The Speed Boy

2 000
4.251

.

1,000

2.000
5.000

1000
2.000
l.noo
5.000
4,166

2 000
2 000
1.000

2 000
4.641

2000
2 000
1,000

VITAGRAPH

1000

1

Dean

A

5

Sept. 2
21
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 14

Serial

Jack Mulhall
Lee Moran
Harry Carey

July

itct.

Gladys Walton

White and Yellow
Some Family
The Wrong Man

Aug.

2000
...

Roy Stewart
All Star
Priscilla

June

July 22
July 1
Serial. July
8

Special
Buffalo Bill Art Arord-Serial

l.OOO

l.nno
2.000
l.ono
l.noo
2.000
2.000
1,000
1.000
l.OOO
1.000
2.000

Serial..

Wm. Desmond

The Radio King
The Girl Who Ran Wild
The Long Chance
Under Two Flags

A
June

a

June

June 10
.tug. 26

The Three Musketeers
Douglas Fairbanks. ..Sept. 10
Little Lord Fauntleroy
Mary Pickford
Oct. 1
The Man Who Played God. Geo. Arliss
Uct. 7
Robin Hood
Douglas Fairbanks ..f)ct. 28
Tess of the Storm Cunotry..Mary Pickfrd
Nov. 25
Tailor Made Man
Charles Ray
Dec. 9

The Cabby

PATHE
News

Two

News

Giants of the Open

Toll of the Sea

Shine

Sept.

King

Channing of the Northwest. Eugene O'Brien
Eugene O’Brien
John Smith
Under Oath
E.
Hammerstein

In the

Viola Dana
Star Cast

Topics of the

2000
’.

PRINCIPAL PICTURES

Sure

Love in the D.nrk
Quincy Adams Sawyer

Pathe

,OjO

1,000

1,000

Came

Perils of the

METRO

Youth

1,000
1

UNIVERSAL

Rich Men’s Wives

Shadows

Trifling

1,000

2,000
2,000
2.000

2,000

Standing .Sept. 30

Sunshine Harbor
Margaret Beecher
Lonesome Corners
Edgar Jones
The Man and the Moment.. Hayford Hobbs

6,050

AL LICHTMAN
Who Came

1,000

..

Oct. 28

The Mystery Box
The Sky Splitter

Girl

1.000

Oct. 7
Oct. 7

Warde

Wyndham

Love Is an Awful Thing. ...Owen Moore
Sept.
One Week of Love
Elaine Hammerstein. Nov.

Affinities

Mothers-in-Law

Miller Prod

Reginald

The Island of Doubt
Through the Storm
Her Majesty
The Woman Who
Back

Selznick

.Aug. 12

The

1,00#
2.001

SELZNICK

Northwest Mounted Police... Sport Film

Are You a Failure?
Poor Men’s Wives

Faetage

Dec. 9
Dec. 9

—

Blind Bargain
Broken Chains

Slim

Conaeaeos

.Nov. 18
Special
Nov. 18
Comedy
Nov. 18
Cartoon-Fable
Nov. 18
Cartoon-Fable
Nov. 18
Leo Maloney
Nov. 25
“Our Gang” Comedy. Nov. 25
Johnny Jones
Nov. 25
Paul Parrott
Nov. 25
Dec. 2
Paul Parrott
Cartoon
Dec. 2
Cartoon
Dec. 2
“Our Gang” Comedy. Dec. 2
Harold Lloyd
Dec.- 9
.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES

GOLDWYN
Winter Pep
Always the Woman
A Rex Beach Week-End
Taking the Air
By-Way Champions
Fore
Hook, Line and Sinker
Split Seconds

The Price

Paul Parrott

Young Sherlocks
The Big Scoop

Ranch Romeos

While Justice Waits....
Lazy Bones

Washed Ashore

The

Silent

Vow

TJie J.adder Jinx
The Girl in His
A Pair of Kings

William

Room

Golf

A Girl’s Desire
The J.ittle Wildcat
The Fighting Guide
Fnetii-e’s

Mask

You Never Know
The Co'inter Jumner
Urban Popular Classics

Duncan

Special
Alice Calhoun
J.arry Semon

Apr. 15
July 22
July 1
Jnlv 8

Larry Semon
Aug. 26
.Sept. 2
Alice Calhoun
Alice Calhoun
Sept. 16
William Thincan
Sept. 16
Drt. 14
Earle Williams
Earle Williams
Dec. 2
Tarry Semon
Dec. 9
Educational
Dec. 9
(CeatlatMd «• fonewtag pa|p>)

Apr. 29
Sept. 2

.

..

July 22

.
.
.

.

Oct.

Nov.

7

U

.

4600
5068
4523
2000
2000
4.950
5.00#
4905
4.975

4.807

20X1
1.001

December
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(Continued from preceding page)

Deserted at the Altar
Lucky Thirteen
Wildcat Tordon
Gold Grabbers

MISCELLANEOUS

Richard Talmadge
Richard Talmadce
Nov. 4
Franklyn Farnum. ..Dec. 2

In

.

HAMILTON

Review
Nov.

Ro<'k

Aladdin^r

Monte Banks
Monte Banks

Love Taps
Pure But Simple

Consensus

2.000
2 000
2,000

Dec. 2
Dec. 2.....

For Your Daughter’s Sake. .Grace Darling

One Exciting Night

Star Cast

U.OOO

Oct. 21

Educational

M.

Dec. 2

.Cartoon
Cartoon

Fay Day
The Show

Marjorie Payne

Dore Davidson

Comedy

Worst

1.000
1,000

Big Stakes

.

Squirrel Comedies
The Unconquered Woman. .,Rubye DeRemer

JESSE
4,700

Aug.

7000

26

Law

the

Oct. 21

5,600

Apr. 29

Well-Nigh Prod

4950

Oct. 14

8,600

May

July

27

Piece in Pieces
Hot and Cold

Billy
Billy

Franey
Franey

2000

OUT OF THE INKWELL

AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS
Am

2000
4611

Sept. 9

O’CONOR PRODUCTIONS

6800

IS

ALLIED PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

Comedy

Cartoon

Flies

I

I

6,00V

LEVINSON

A.

Ray

Allene

Notoriety

IVAN ABRAMSON
Curwood, Author

1,000
1,000

NORTH-WEBER

STATE RIGHTS
All-Star

Sept. 30
Sept. 30

BERT LUBIN
Partners of the Sunset

The Wildness of Youth

4,600

Oct. 28

Playthings of an Emperor. .All Star Cast

Sept. 23
Sept. 30

.

11

LEE-BRADFORD

EAST COAST PRODUCTIONS
treat If

4963

BURTON KING
Shylock of Wall Street

Dec. 2..
Dec. 9

.

Nov.

Bending the Twig
Some Wild Babies

1,000

WINKLER

J.

Sept. 9

KINETO

PRIZMA
Wonderful Water.

Law

of the

W. GRIFFITH

All

4900
5000

JAWITZ PICTURES
Beware

D.

6

W. FILM CORPORATION

J.

Footagre

25

May

Defense
Knights Were Bold

Self

When

Footage
5000
SOW'
4,600

.

G. H.

FEDERATED EXCHANGES

Comsensua

Special

CO.

Sept. 16

1000

PERFECT PICTURES
The Power

Love

of

Oct

All Star Cast

21

5,000

!j

Three Must-Get-Theres.Max Linder
Mary Alden
Woman’s Woman

I

A

I

:

Peggy O’Uay

The Storm Girl
The American Toreador

Bill

Aug.

Patton

5000
5000

26

Sept. 2

Days.

Apr.

Pictures

Bible

AYWON FILM
Barbed Wire
The Unconquered
[{Another Man’s Boots

Oct.

I'

Nov.
Nov.

Anchor Prod
George Larkin
George Larkin

Dog Courage
Boomerang Justice

10000

.

CORP.

Maciste

Bull

1

j

6. 500

CHARLES

I

Chas. E.

T

J.

CHARLES

i'l

5.000
5,000
5.000
4.900
4,800

BRABIN

C.

Dec. 9

Ei^se

of

Sawing

a

Nov.

Oct. 28
....Whitman Bennett ...Oct. 28

Lady

25.

Dec. 9

.

6.000
7,030

Women?

Ward

C
Sunrise Comedies
Cap’h Kidd
More to Be Pitied

Scorned
Hallroom Boys
The -New Mama

The

Spirit of ’23

Only a Shop Girl

,... Billie

.Ang.

CHARLES

of Craft

Tweedy Comedies
West vs. East

Bible

5400

Why Worry

5,000

48BB
4,700

INC.

Dec. 2

1,000

July 29

Twice a Month
Hallroom Boys
Hallroom Boys

Nov.
Nov.

Special

Dec. 9

5800
2,000
2,000
2.000
6,400

4
11

Nick Carter Series. .Nov. 4
Nick Carter
Nov. 4
Nick Carter
...Nov. 4
.

,.

Nov.| 4

Sept: 30

Dec. 2

Nov.

West

Table-Top-Ranch

Neal Hart
Neal Hart

Why Do Men

Edy Darclea

of the Pecos

5,000

25

2,000

Aug.
Oct.

19
7

4300
4,590

UNITY
Marry

Sept. 23

Oct. 21

5,000

WARNER BROTHERS

Eddie Polo Serial

. .

11....

FILMS, INC.

Comedy

2000

Richard Talmadge.
Franklyn Farnum

Nov.

2*»
Pete Morrison

6000

12..

Your Best Friend
Rags to Riches

Vera Gordon

Brass

A Dangerous Adventure

Apr.
Oct.

1

7

June

24

Oct. 28

Charles Norris
...Grace Darmond

6,000

7,000

Main Street
Little

Heroes

of the Street. Wesley

Barrey

WEBER AND NORTH
.Sk

2.000
2.000
2,000

5,986

PHIL GOLDSTONE
The Cub Reporter
Smiling Jim

5,0n

WILLIAM STEINER

West...

Prod

5,000
5,000

SEELING

Film

SMART

Than

Dillon

4,800

Franklyn Farnum ...Aug. 5
Franklyn Farnum
Nov. 4

The Angel Citizen
End

2000

GENIUS FILMS
Women Men Marry

R.

Bessie Love

MURRAY GARSSON
A Game

The Spirit of Eril
Unseen Forces

5000

W. M. SMITH

Rescue of Lot

B. C.

Special

25

David and Jonathan
Island Romance
Broken Shadows
Irish Love Story
One Moment’s Temptation.. Lost Heiress

1475

.Not Given

.

July 29

Goodman Prod.

.Ang. 18

SECOND NATIONAL

EQUITY PICTURES
Fannie

8

SANFORD PRODUCTIONS

Sept. 30

Die Hardest Way
'ay...
WhaJ’s Wrong. With the

oNv.

George Larkin

Barriers of Folly

CO.

Law

July

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS

SACRED FILMS,

Sept. 2

EPCO FILM
Against the

RIALTO PRODUCTIONS

Trail’s

COFFIN CO.

T. R.

5,000
5,000
5,000

Nine Seconds From Heaven. Danish Production

in

..Comedy

Easy Pickin

5000
4400
5000
5000
2000

5

All-Star
Irving Cummings Series
Two-Reelers
Just a Song at Twilight. ...Barthelmess
Madame Sans Gene
Special
Special
In the Night

The Purple Dawn

BURR

CLARION PHOTOPLAYS
Tj

Maclyn Arburkle ....Aug.
Wilfred Lytell

5,400

Johnny Hines

Sure-Fire Flint .....
The Secrets of Paris

Mr. Potter of Texas

5,‘JOO

Mack

12

The Wolf’s Fangs

5,000

Nov. 25
Tack Hoxie
Richard C. Travers. .Dec. 2

jiDriven

5000

13

Wilfred Lytell

S.OOO

7

4
4

Barriers of Folly

The Flash
"Crow’s Nest
Dawn of Revenge

Arbuckle....May
Dorothy Gish
Aug.

In the Night

ARTCLASS PICTURES
After Six

Maclyn

Squire Phin

The Country Flapper
The Man Who Paid

ANCHOR FILM CORP.
j

PRODUCERS SECURITY

3800
7,900

Sept. 9
Oct. 14

I'The

The Curse

of

Drink

Maurine Powers

Sept. 9
Oct. 14

Sept. 30

Nov. 4

WESTERN PICTURES EXPLOITATION
Bing, Bang, Boom
Flesh and Blood
The Sage Brush Trail
Blazing Arrows

David Butler
Lon Chaney

Roy Stewart
Lester Cuneo
J.

SOW
5000

Star C^st

Notoriety

Wonders

of the

Sea

July 22

Aug.

19
Sept. 2
Nov. 4

5.906
8,600

CO.
5000
5308
4470
5,006

W. WILLIAMSON
Submarine

Nov.

4

4,980
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Better Equip]trLent
E.T.KEYSER |1!^

Qonducted

-

Is the Specially Designed Lighting

Fixture Actually Worth
N

the Mova resume
I of motion picture theatre building
During the
activities during 1922.
period mentioned, we published itemized reports showing where over $94,000,000 had been appropriated for new
picture houses.
An unduly large percentage of this
expenditure was devoted to that portion of house equipment coming under
the head of lighting fixtures.
say “unduly” advisedly, because,
with a few exceptions, we believe that
the sums expended by many of our
modern picture theatres for lighting
its

December

issue of

ing Picture

2,

World gave

We

fixtures is considerably greater than
the results obtained justify.
From time to time, we have noted,
in the descriptions of new theatres
which we have published, emphasis laid
upon the cost and the elaborate construction of the lighting fixtures installed and this, in many cases, seemed
to be out of proportion to the cost of
other items of furnishing and equip-

ment.

Why

the Condition Exists

the house lighting fixtures are pleasing and appropriate, pays any great attention to them.
Certainly, a very
small percentage, outside of those in
the fixture business, are likely to appreciate any great expenditure to
which the exhibitor goes in the way
of
providing elaborate designs in
chandeliers, wall lights and the lamps
in lobbies, foyers and rest rooms.
As a matter of fact, it is largely due
to the insistance of the exhibitor that
heavy expenditures for these items are
saddled upon the house.

The fixture manufacturers, as a general thing, cannot be held responsible
for it, because it is to be doubted if
they derive any great profit from
catering to the demand for exclusive
designs.
Although the cost for such exclusive
designs is many times that of stock
fixtures, the time of high priced designers, the cost of special patterns and
individual operations must all be met
.by the price of one set of fixtures
which will probably never again be
duplicated.
At the Show-Down
it comes to a final show-

The reason

for this state of affairs
in the fact that many
exhibitors insist upon equipping their
houses with specially designed fixtures
which cost considerably more than
would have been necessary to procure
equally artistic stock patterns.
Individuality is, up to a certain point,
something well worth striving for, but
there is a point, beyond which it fails
to pay a dividend.

appears to

lie

The average man does not insist,
when renting, buying, or even building,
a

home,

sive

the

that

with which

it

pattern

lighting

fixtures

equipped be of excluespecially designed for
is

him.

And

the average man must
spend considerable portions of each of
the three hundred sixty-five days and
the three hundred sixty-five nights per
year beholding the lighting fixtures
with which his home is equipped.
And it is to the average man perfectly satisfied to gaze on stock fixtures in his home that the average
exhibitor caters.
It is doubtful if the average picture
theatre patron, beyond the fact that
yet,

—

—

And when
down,

it is

doubtful

the manufacturer
real money on the

if

has made any more
contract than he would have obtained
on a straight stock fixture deal of equal

magnitude.
Conditions have so changed during
the past few years that it is no longer
necessary for the exhibitor to feel that,
unless his fixtures are individually designed for his house, they will fail to
harmonize with it or do it justice.

Stock fixtures today must be made in
quantities in order to distribute the
cost of designing, pattern making and
other processes over as wide a field
as possible. And artistic designs and
high quality of workmanship are necessary to insure the popularity of designs so produced.
It is a comparatively easy matter
for the exhibitor today to equip his
house artistically and most satisfactorily from stock designs of lighting fixtures, which may be varied suflficiently
in finish to harmonize with the interior
decorations, and it is to be doubted if
the average run of one’s patrons would

Its

Cost?

be sufficiently enthused over specially
designed equipment, as compared with
stock fixtures, to warrant an increased
expenditure, which the former involves.

Stock Fixtures Pleaising
and pleasing effects produced by stock fixtures in many of our
smaller theatres is sufficient guarantee

The

artistic

that the same results could be obtained,
by the same means, in our larger and
more costly houses.
Nothing is too good for the modern
picture theatre and no expenditure that
tends to make it more profitably popular with its patrons is unwise, but the
time has come when it is well for the
exhibitor to sit down and figure as to
how much of an appropriation in the
way of decorations is producing actual
value of the sums spent upon them.
It would appear that the modern
stock fixtures are so good and so artistic and those specially designed are so
expensive that the small appreciable
difference in quality between them
does not compensate for the anything
l:)Ut small difference in their cost.

Boston *s New 2,000
Seat Capitol Open
“Omar the T'entmaker,” starring Guy
Bates Post, was given its Boston premiere on Monday night, December 4,
as the opening feature at Gordon’s new
Capitol Theatre, on Commonwealth
avenue, near Harvard avenue, the newest and most magnificent of the Olympia Theatre chain which already has so
many notable links at vantage points
throughout New England.
The opening was attended by an
audience that filled the auditorium to
capacity of 2,000 seats, and included
the mayors and city officials of most
of the cities in the Greater Boston
its

district.

A

symphony orchestra

of

twenty

pieces, and an organ, built specially for
the theatre, provided the musical pro-

gram of the evening, including the interpretative scores that went with the
picturizations.
Edward Wittstein and
Hyman Fine conducted the orchestral
program, and Francis
the organ.

J.

Cronin was at

I
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I remember the afternoon when
An old 25 to 30
try-out was made.
ampere rheostat with several coils short
circuited on 110 volt 60 cycle alternating current with 40 ampere fuses as regularly installed for service was first used for the
test during one reel of the afternoon show.
Then before the second reel, the first Hallberg Economizer was substituted and with
an ampere meter in the line and another
one in the lamp circuit, the line switch
was closed, indicating 2 amperes. When the
arc was struck the current taken from the
line was about 26 amperes and the current
at the arc was 45 amperes and with 54"
cored Electra pink labeled carbons the illumination on the screen with the second
reel was prac-

“Well do

Thanksgiving Eve
Years

of Fifteen

Ago Recalled by Hallberg

{Continued from

W

after the
ITHIN about ten
conception of the idea of using a
special transformer for the conarc lamps, a complete
trol of projector
model was finished and tested and the re-

days

an efficient and reliable device
sult was
which came up to my expectations, and of
which the following is a brief description
“An iron core was provided built up from
steel
thin sheets of high grade transformer
approximately as illustrated in Figure 1.
sheets were
of these
Several hundred
stacked on top of each other in order to form
the magnetic core for the economizer and
Figure 2 gives an end view.
“In ordinary step-up or step-down transformers which are of the constant poten-

last issue)

primary winding pass through the air
around the primary coil and if the short
circuit is maintained this condition will
continue, at which time a properly designed
transformer of this type will allow slightly
more normal full load current in amperes
to flow through the primary winding.

:

windtial type the primary and secondary
ings are equally divided so that part of each
prTmary and part of each secondary will
be on each one of the two iron core legs as
The characteristics
illustrated in Figure 3.
of this kind of a transformer, therefore, are
not at all suited for the control of a carbon
arc because at the instant the carbons are
put together the transformer will be under
a practical short circuity on account of the
fact that the magnetic lines of force set up

by the primary winding would
also be included within the secondary coils
in

the core

or turns of wire.

Different

I

“An

entirely

Arrangement Necessary
diflferent arrangement had

be used in order to allow leakage of the
magnetic lines of force so that all the magnetic lines set up by the primary winding
would not have to pass through the secondary coil. In consequence thereof a new
design was developed as illustrated in Figure
4 in which the primary was put on one leg
and the secondary on the other leg of the
transformer core, said coils being sep-

by several

inches.

The

result of this

arrangement would be that the lines of
force set up by the primary would pass
through both legs of the core as illustrated
by the arrows in Figure 4 as long as the
secondary winding was open or not loaded
and under this condition a very small
amperage would be taken from the line
through the primary because of the great
the device.
“When load is put on the secondary, such
for instance, as an arc between two carbon
points the magnetic lines of force no longer
flow entirely through both core legs but
some are shunted through the air space between the two coils and only the necessary
amount of magnetism passes through the
second core leg of which the secondary is
placed, as illustrated in a general way in
Figure 5.
“If we stop for a moment and analyze
what happens in Figure 5 we will find that
when the carbons are separated and no current flows in the secondary then when the
primary is connected to the line, practically
all of the magnetic lines of force will pass
back and forth through both core legs,
when the carbons are put together practically all of the fines of force which start
in that part of the core surrounded by the
self-induction

“If the

Counter Effect Lessened
carbons should be separated, which

increases the resistance of the arc circuit,
then the counter effect on the secondary
core is lessened and some of the lines of
force instead of passing on the outside of
the primary coil begin to crowd through
the second leg of the core generating voltage and current in the arc circuit, which
phenomena increases only when the arc
has been established at the proper length
with the proper number of amperes flowing
at which time the transformer and the
arc are in balance.
If an impurity passes
through the arc lowering its resistance the
current does not go up materially but a less
number of lines of force pass through the
secondary coil, therefore, reducing the voltage for that instant and thus maintaining
a practically constant current at the arc.
“This is a very desirable feature because
it not only makes the device perfectly safe
but on account of the entire principle of
operation being electro magnetic with a
very low resistance in the coils there is

of

comparatively

times

at

the

rheostat
taking more
amperage
the
the

marked
when

with
many

FIGURE

new

Early Model of

Economizer

improve-

ment was which

made

the picture so brilliant after the first reel.
“After that, things moved swiftly and
before long the economizer was placed in
a circular metal case with perforated brass
cover. Figure 6, and that type remained
the standard for almost five years.
“The wider application
of
the

economizer
places
line

ried

in

where the

voltage

va-

and where

it

was

desired
to
change the amperage at the arc
during the per-

the primary
leading-in wire
line and on the end of the
coil three leads or taps were brought out
so that the second line wire could be attached to a lesser number of turns for low
line voltage or for high amperage at the
arc,
and likevvise a greater number of
turns could be included by moving the line
wire to the last tap so as to include maxinumber of turns in the primary coil
for high line voltage or for low amperage
at the arc.

formance it was
found inconven-

Present Model of

connected instan-

Economizer

to

i

mum

Economizer

shift the
terminal to
the
d fif e r e n t
transformer taps
and in c o n s equence thereof a
switch with three
points was provided so arranged
that the second
line wire could be
disconnected and

ient

line

was

wooden

cabinet with the primary and secondary terminals coming out
through insulating porcelain bushings in
the top and with ventilating openings in
the bottom and on the sides.
It seems
strange to replace a hot rheostat which
would glow red in service with a device in
a wooden box but notwithstanding this
fact
the economizer
was approved and the

FIGURE

FIGURE

for or
one of the

any
three line taps on the
economizer primary.
“With this design and construction only
two line and two lamp leads were brought
out as the connections were made internally
and then the control handle for the three
point switch was mounted on top of the
economizer case for quick adjustment and

to

one was installed

a Jersey City theatre during the Winter of 1907.
in

2

FIGURE

3

FIGURE

Principles of Operation of Hallberg Economizer Illustrated

7

taneously

that

is

the type

now

in

regular service as
j

>SECONDARY

1

and

of the pa-

trons stopped to
inquire what the

6

illustrated in Figure 7.”

FIGURE
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as

liant

heat generated and it
is impossible to blow fuses and during operation the automatic feature of shunting
the magnetic lines of force through or
away from the secondary coil stabilizes the
arc and permits the carbon points to be
held quite close together so that both
craters may be focused upon the aperture
in one spot of practically double the intensity through no other means with A.
C.
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BUFFALO,

HALLBERG
“The Economizer Man”

F.

H, Elliott Enters
the Accessory Field

Frederick H. Elliott, who organized the
National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry and served as its executive secretary for over six years, has been elected a
member of the board of directors and executive committee of the Feaster Manufacturing Company and has assumed his new
duties at the general offices of that company, 16 West Forty-sixth street, N. Y.
Mr. Elliott brings to the Feaster Corporation a wide experience and knowledge of the
motion picture industry, gained from his
years of service with the industry’s national
organization.
This is particularly true in
connection with the fire prevention work
of the National Association, which Mr.
directed and which resulted in the
of many precautionary measures
and policies affecting the studios, exchanges, laboratories and motion picture
theatres and with a resultant protection to
the lives of thousands of employees in the
various branches of the industry.
Elliott

adoption

PORTABLE
PROJECTOR
gives

more than double

—

the

on the screen Operates on 110 Volt D. C. or
A. C. circuits Permits the
film to be stopped for still
view of any picture for
light

—

purposes — It
weighs less than 20
lecture

EUREKA SPRINGS, ARK.— Work

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.— O.

—

—

theatre and store building on Florida street,
between Darwin and Hickory streets, for

Conrad Mangels,

to cost $14,000.

MIAMI, FLA.— Unless Leach Theatre

CHICAGO,
by

Results guaranteed
Prompt shipment.

in-

can obtain long-term lease on Air-

terests

ILL.

—

new

build-

B. Stanford has plans
South Dearborn street,

J.

B. K. Gibson, 608

for theatre and hotel building for colored
people to be erected at Indiana avenue and

36th street.
capacity of

Theatre

will

have

seating

1,200.

CHICAGO, ILL.—J.

K. Thompson, 2816
South Michigan avenue, has contract for
one and two-story brick and stone-trim
fire-proof theatre, store
117 by 124 feet, to be

places.

Wood-

cock has contract to erect one-story brick

site, plan to erect
ing early next summer.

Hallberg “Featherweight”
Electric Light Plant operweighs
ates with gasoline
less than 100 pounds
This outfit is a God-send to
the exhibitor in out of the

P.

1922

Wolanski, 1680

Elmwood avenue, has plans by J. Geigand,
346 Herman street, for one and two-story
moving

picture theatre, store and
by 120 feet, to be erected
on Grant, near Amherst street, to cost $75,000
FLUSHING, L. I., N. Y.— Colonial Theatre Corporation (room 511), 161 Fulton
street. New York, plans to erect three-story
brick theatre and store building, 100 by 225
feet on Flushing avenue, to cost $100,000.

brick

office building, 100

.

Address John Booth.

NEW

YORK,

N.

Y.—Adolph

Phillips,

East 87th street, has plans by H. J.
Krapp, 116 East 16th street, for three and
113

four-story brick theatre and office building
100 by 112 feet, to be erected at 238-50 West
46th street.

NEW

YORK,

N.

Y.— A.

E. Erlanger, 214

West 42nd street, has plans by Warren &
Wetmore, 16 East 47th street, for two onestory brick, lime-stone and terra-cotta theatres, 122 by 100 feet, to be erected at 246
West 44th street.

—

CLEVELAND,

O. Lincoln Theatre Comerect moving picture theatre,
with seating capacity of 1.000 on Arthur
avenue, to cost $75,000. Address C. G. Burton, president.

pany

will

SHAMROCK, OKLA.— Garden
is

progressing rapidly on new Commodore
Theatre, 85 by 35 feet, with seating capacity
of 500, for Herman Alwees, to cost $15,000.
House will be completed within two months.

dome Theatre

pounds.

way

Theatres Projected

Y.—John

N.

16,

with seating capacity of
nearing completion and
open in short time.

Theatre,
rapidly
scheduled to

1,000,
is

is

LEBANON, PA.—John A. Jackson, 33
North Eighth street, has plans by Reinhard
Dempwolf, Casset Building, York, for fourstory brick and stucco Jackson (moving
picture) Theatre and office building, 66 by
200 feet, to be erected at Eighth and Spring
streets.

—

PHILADELPHIA,
pany

PA.
Stanley ComMarket street, has
Hoffman-Henon, Inc., Finance

of America,

1218

plans by
Building, for stone, brick, concrete and
terra-cotta theatre and office building to
be erected at northwest corner Broad and
Locust streets, to cost $2,000,000.

—

TITUSVILLE, PA. Morosco Holding
Company, 23 West 43rd street. New York,
has plans by Eugene De Rosa, 110 West
40th street. New York, for one and twostory brick and architectural terra-cotta
theatre and office building to be erected on

West Spring

street, to cost

about

$175,000.

and

office building,
erected at 1900-10

North Western avenue for General Amusement Company, 127 North Dearborn street,
to cost $200,000.

PARK RIDGE,

ILL.— Home Realty Com-

pany has plans by Barry, Byrne & Ryan
Company, 140 South Michigan avenue, Chicago, for two-story brick, tile and stucco
theatre, store and office building, 142 by
200 feet capacity of 1,000. Address William
H. Malone, president.
PEORIA
ILL. Peoria Consistory has
purchased site for erecting theatre and iMa-

—

HAVE YOUR ELECTRIC
SIGNS IN COLORS

sonic Temple, to cost $500,000.

—

WESTVILLE,

ILL. Mike Gerrib, of Orpheum Theatre, plans to raze old house
and erect new structure early next spring.

—

NE\'^ADA, lA. Knights of Pythias has
plans by Kimball, Dailie & Cowgill, Ames,
la., for theatre, to cost $10,000.

WAKEFIELD,

MASS. — Princess

color is in the ^lass of Reco Color
Clear, brilliant, eye-catching colors
that out-attracts the signs of your competitors.
Pay for selves within a year over
dipped or colored lamps.
Circular on request

Hoods.

The-

has plans by Funk Wilcox. 26
Pemberton square, Boston, for brick moving
picture theatre, to be erected at ^lain and
Chestnut streets. Address Charles W. Hodg-

atre,

The

Inc.,

Makers

W.

of

Eeco Flashers and Motors
St.
Chicago

Cone:re?:s

don.

J.

H.

HALLBERG
Established

new YORK

Serviee

1904
Dept.

209 W. 48th

8t.

U. S. A.

ST. PAUL, AIINN. —American Theatre
Company has plans by George A. Blewett,
646 Endicott Building, for theatre to be
erected at Randolph street and Osceola
avenue, with seating capacity of 1.000. Address, A. F. Smith, secretary, 491 Bidwell
street.

Means Ease

at the Movies
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SPECIAL

ROLL
TICKETS
Your own

Ticket,
accurately numspecial

any colors,
bered: eveiT roll guaranteed.
Coupon Tickets for Prize
$6.00.
Drawings:
$5.00,
Cash
I^rompt shipments.
Get the
with the order.

Send diagram for Reserved
samples.
Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.
All tickets must conform to Goyeniment regulation and bear established
price of admission and tax paid.

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thooisand

$3.00
5.00
Ten Thousand
6.50
Fifteen Thousand
Twenty-five Thousand .... 9.00
12.50
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand.... 18.00
*

National Ticket Co.

shamoUin, Pa.

The Week Record of
Albany Incorporations
The following companies incorporated and
entered the motion picture field in New
York State during the week ending December 2
Angelus Pictures Corporation, $1,000, D. E.
Hurwitz, V. E. Ferretti, New York City;
LatinA. A. Kelley,
Montclair, N. J.
American Cinema Corporation, $50,000, F. E.
Cheesman, Lawrence Sterner, Brooklyn;
H. T. Mason, New York; Convent Theatre
Corporation,
Frimarck,
Jeanette
$20,000,
Brooklyn; Lavinia Markham, Rose Eisenstadt. New York City; the same directors
appearing in the papers incorporating the
Success Theatre Corporation, $20,000; H. &
E. Sales Corporation, $25,000, E. G. Munz,
N. H. White, H. H. Nieman, New York City;
Park Amusement Corporation, $5,000, Harry,
Philip and Florence Weltfisch, New York
City; Abmoe Amusement Corporation, $10,;

000,

M.

R.

Weinberg,

New

Reuben
Brooklyn; Troy
Yor.<;

Weinberg, M. S. Hanellin,
Theatre Corporation, Buffalo,
Mark, White Plains; E. B.

Spiegel, New York Citj';
poration, Buffalo, $50,000,
Plains; E. B. Mark, Max Spiegel, New York
City; AI. M. .Amusement Corporation, $25,000,
Alax and Alinnie Aliller, Philip Stark,

MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
Moving Picture by States per M..

W. ADAMS

350
4.00
25.00
7.50

WILLIAMS

A. F.
166

Brooklyn;
$5.00
7.50

Film Exchcmges, for List
Manufacturers and Studios
Machine and Supply Dealers
Legitimate Theatres U. S. & Ceui..
Vaudeville Theatres

Palmetto

Film

THE CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE

W.
Has

York; W.
sal Film A-Ianufacturing Company, $500, W.
S. AIcKay, Esop Poskanzer, AI. A. Finn,

New York

City;

Helioart Pictures, Inc.,
$5,000, Irving and .Arthur Messing, Charles
I.
Gaskin, New York City.

London, England

I.

to its members
clusively in this Journal.

CIATION

Official

Organ

of the

Italian

Cinematograph Union

Published on the
15th and 30th of
Foreign. Subscription

:

Each Month

$7.00 or 85 francs per

Annum

Editorial and Business Offices:

Via Cumiana,

Turin, Italy

31,

ILL.

—

ity of 800.

ILL. Elite
Theatre,
a
moving picture house, has been leased by
George Michels.

Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITORS’ ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND, LTD.

THEATRE OWNERS
Our
you want to sell your house, we have a buyer.
name and reputation as successful, dependable brokers Is
We pride ourselves that
known to almost every exhibitor.
we are one of the oldest advertisers In this paper. Our
If

—

We negotiate private sales, leases, partnershli>3,
Write us.
You
for large corporations.
No
get a quick, intelligent answer by return mail.
Lewis. Established 189 6.
Offices,
no commission!
578-580 Ellicott Stiuare, Buffalo, N. Y.

specialty

and chain movies
will
sale

—

Why Experiment with Poor Work?
Why Pay Exorbitant Prices?
Get

1003*1606 Mailer* Bldg.

Developing

Cheapest by

TITLES

Years

Specializing

Assu.es

You

in
cf

This

Product

far

EAST

33D

STREET

CHICAGO

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

jfotoplaprr
The

(Trade-Mark Registered)
Write

Ma-v^l

Mus'cal

for

AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER

Catalogue

CO.

NEW YORK

1600 BROADWAY
702 SO. WASASH AVE.

CITY

CHICAGO

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED

‘

NEW. ST AN D A R D. AUTO MAT C KET SELLE R
I

Onivebsallv used
0
Write fer prices and name of distribiitor’

,,
-

— Arthur

'-

P

—

HEBRON, NEB. Majestic Theatre has
been purchased by A. H. Record, of LexBATH, N. Y. James Trask is new manager of Park Theatre.
CARTHAGE, N. Y. Edward Colligan
has disposed of his interest in Colligan Theatre to J. N. Schine, of Schine Theatrical
Company. House has seating capacity of
l,p00, and has been operated as a moving
picture house.
MARIETTA, O A. W. Windom, of
Parkersburk, W. Va., has purchased Lyric
Theatre. Picture policy will continue.
ARTIC, R. I. Henry McMahon has purchased Palace Theatre.

—

V

.

’

-

-

.'

in your territory.

AUTOMATIC TICKEY
REGISTER CORPORATION
New York,

1778 Broadway

N.;-1

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Help and Situations Wanted Only

3c per word per insertion

—

Minimum charge 60c

—

WRITE FOR CATALOG

ERKER BRO^OPTICAL

Work

with Satisfaction Guaranteed

—

Quick Service

PREMIER TITLE COMPANY
35S-358

ChUage. lit

Special Title

ington.

the

BEST

Moderate Prices

the

AMERICAN

M. Brown
and Wayne Jewell have purchased Empress
Theatre, a moving picture house.

FOR ALL PURPOSES — ANY LANGUAGE

with

Phene Central 2347

— Printing.

—

lA.

Touch

in

Standard Motion Picture Company

WAUKEGAN, ILL. Carl R. Muller has
disposed of his interest in Elite Theatre to
Edward Trinz, associated with Lubliner &
Trinz, of Chicago.
CEDAR FALLS,

10

—

SOMONAUK,

$7.25

SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST

Amusement Com-

AI. P.

are

YEARLY RATE:
POSTPAID, WEEKLY,

Ernpress
Theatre has been leased by William Barie.

CHICAGO,

the ASSOpublished ex-

News from

Notices and

Official

Management Changes
pany has leased Panorama Theatre at 71519 Sheridan road. House has seating capac-

the
All

largest certified circulation of
trade in Great Britain and the Dominions.

WILAIINGTON, CALIF. — New

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA

St.

the

Corporation,

G. Barry, W. J. Harvey, New
A. Cullen, NTwark, N. J.; Univer-

Wardour

80-82

$104,000, A.

.

CHICAGO

ST.

Moe

Mark, Max
State Theatre CorMoe Mark, White

MAILING LISTS
22166
1219
196
419
3674
810

$50,000,
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CO.

GRANDBURY, TEXAS.-Princess
atre has

changed name

Terms, strUtly cash with order

The-

Cap; must reach us by Tueeday noan to Insure pQkllc^lon Id that week’s issue.

to the Grand.

SITUATIONS

WANTED

PROJECTIONIST DESIRES permanent employment in first-class house, prefer New England
States, eight years’ experience, hoider Massachusetts
special license.
Can produce excellent projection.
Best references.
Good salary required.
Address
P. O'. Box 625, Amherst, Mass.

AT LIBERTY—Musical

Director (piano) for

class picture theatre having orchestra.
of experience.
Pine Library. Union.

York

New Jersey.
New York City.

or

World,

Box 2^,

Many

first-

years
Prefer New
Moving Picture
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—More Patrons
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Better Projection
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THE VALLEN AUTOMATIC
CUxRTAIN MACHINE
Noiseless
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Do

'

16,

Positive
It

Fool Proof

Economical

Guaranteed

Patented

E. J.Vallen Electrical
U SOUTH CANAL STREET

Company
AKRON,
OHK)

RAVEN
HAFTONE
SCREEN
Reproduces in Remarkaible Perfection the
Motor Generating Unit

DELICATE HALFTONES

Quiet
Efficient
Ball Bearing
Built to Last and Give Satisfactory Service

of Present
All Arcs in Series

Two

or

Any Two Simultaneously Same Amperes in each Arc
Improve your projection and your attendance and

grow accordingly.
TransVerteR will do this.

Day High Grade Photoplay Films

More

profits will

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
One

Sixty-five

Broadway,

permits the most
artistic projection of pictures, because it is scientifically correct, and mechanically right. TransVerteR
is built for you and to enable you to attract into your
theatre steadier and more profitable patronage.

ROTARY

MARTIN” CONVERTER
FOR REAL

The wide endorsement received by TransVerteR
from Motion Picture Exhibitors everywhere, is evidence of its many desirable points of utility and
economy.
TransVerteR has many worthwhile features and the
greater one’s experience with projection conditions,
the more these distinctive features are appreciated.

You should know about TransVerteR

The Hertner Electric
West

StfN-LIT

PICTURES

PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
WRITE

FOR

FURTHER

INFORMATION

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC
412
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Reproductive quality enables the sensitive
emulsion to correctly portray every step of
gradation

from

highest

light

to

deepest

shadow.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
faithfully

reproduces every tone of the

negative.

It carries

the quality through

to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base

— now

available in nine

throughout its
length by the words “Eastman”
colors,

is

“Kodak”

identified

stenciled in black letters

in the transparent

margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N.

Y.
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Sui*« Fire Flint
Booked

at the

Chicago Theatre January

8,

Ri\iera and Tivoli, day and date, January" 22.

Produced by

MASTODON
Films,
r. C.
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New

BURR,

W.

Inc.
Pres.

44 th Street
N. Y.

York,

Semi-Annual
Announcement
Q>aramount Q>ictures
to be released in the six

February

to

i,

months from

August

i,

1923

''The Super Thirty-nine"
Feb.

5
5

12
19

26
26

FEBRUARY

Production

Release date

Page

Marion Davies in "When Knighthood was in Flower"
Dorothy Dalton in "Dark Secrets"
Gloria Swanson in "My American Wife"
Cecil B. DeMille’s "Adam's Rib"
"Drums of Destiny with Mary Miles Minter
Jack Holt in "Nobody's Money

41-44
3

4
5

’

6

"

7

MARCH
March

5
5

12
12
19
19

26
26

George Melford's "Java Head
Betty Compson in "The White Flower
Marion Davies in "Adam and Eva
Agnes Ayres in "Racing Hearts
"The Covered Wagon, James Cruze special

8
9
10

"

’’

’’

11

"

12
13
14
15

"

"The Nth Commandment
Thomas Meighan in "The Ne'er Do Well
"

Alice

Brady

in

"

"The Leopardess"

APRIL
April

2

9
9
16
16
23
30
30

Pola Negri in "Bella Donna"
William deMille’s "Grumpy
"The Go-Getter"
George Melford's "You Can’t Fool Your Wife"
Gloria Swanson in "Prodigal Daughters
"Glimpses of the Moon
Mary Miles Minter in "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine"
Dorothy Dalton in "The Law of the Lawless

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

"

"

"

”

MAY
May

7

14
14
21
28

28

Jack Holt in “The Tiger’s Claw"
"Mr. Billings Spends His Dime, with Walter Hiers and Jacqueline Logan
George Fitzmaurice’s "The Rustle of Silk"
"

Pola Negri

in

"Declasse"

....

24
25
26
27

"Hollywood
"Vendetta with Lionel Barrymore

28
29

”

”

JUNE
June

4
4
11

11

18
25

Thomas Meighan in "White Heat
Agnes Ayres in "The Beautiful Adventure"
Betty Compson in "The Woman with Four Faces"
"

Gloria Swanson in "Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife
William deMille's "Only 38"
Bebe Daniels and Bert Lytell in "The Exciters
”

”

30
31

32
33
34
35

JULY
July

2

9
16
23

30

Wallace Reid in "A Gentleman of Leisure"
"Children of Jazz
Dorothy Dalton in “Log Bound"
Alice Brady in "The Snow Bride
Jack Holt and Agnes Ayres in "The Light to Leeward”
"

”

*

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOP.

Orti.dent

36
37
38
39
40

—
f

;

FOREWORD
ARAMOUNT

herewith makes its regular semi-annual announcement of its product
definitely fixed and set for release in the coming six months.
I'he task has been a tremendous one of bettering the picture values and of topping the box-such pictures as “Manoffice power of Paramount's first half-year's releases, the “Famous 41

P

"

—

slaughter," “Blood and Sand," “The Old Homestead," “To Have and To Hold," “The Young
’’
Rajah, “Nice People, “The Impossible Mrs. Bellew, “Kick In," ^to mention only a few of
Paramount's big releases of the past few months.

—

’

"

1 sincerely feel, however, that this task has been accomplished.
1 believe that the new pictures herein described will be found of even greater money-making proportions for exhibitors
than the best of the “Famous 41
'

.

The selection of stories, the choosing of strong casts, the assignments of famous directors,
the elaborate details of luxurious production, the popularity of Paramount stars— all has been
combined with one thought in mind to make the finest pictures the screen can produce. Not
art for art's sake alone, but box-office value as well.

—

Certain

it is

greatest pictures

that there has been no effort or

Paramount has ever

/

S

IX months ago we
tures

issued the

money spared

to

make

these “Super 39,

"

the

released.

Pledge—

Paramount Booklet.

In that Booklet

we

listed forty-one pic-

— the most sweeping promise ever made to the exhibitors of America.

In the front of the hook, nailed down in black and white, I pledged
of forty-one Paramount Pictures would he immeasurably better than
tures ever produced before.

—

The performance

my word that this group
any

like

number

of pic-

—

of that pledge
its performance to the last letter
is recorded in the boxevery theatre that has played or is playing the “Famous 41
But we cannot rest there this swiftly moving business will not let us. So I make this new
"

office of

.

—

pledge:

Just as this “Famous 41 outstripped all previous records so this second group of Paramount
Pictures w ill be better than the first better collectively, better individually.
And, Just as I kept my last pledge, so I know I will keep this pledge, too; for back of me,
alert, untiring, resourceful, is the great Production Department of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, better organized than ever before, functioning like a machine and manned by the
greatest organization of picture producers ever grouped in one company.
Each member of this organization directors, writers, stars, leading players, e.xecutives,
Each has
studio employees is keenly alive to the importance and magnitude of our task.
pledged me his unswerving support and loyalty, and each one knows, as I know, that with
“Paramount's “Super 39 w'e shall exceed our promise in this, our greatest work and greatest
opportunity.
”

—

—

—

"

PAGE TWO

_

ADOLPH ZUKOR

_

PRESENTS

Dorothy Dalton

in

Dark Secrets"
The

highly dramatic story of a woman’s struggle between love for her
husband and the strange power of a mystic Egyptian.
Scenes in the wealthy
homes of Long Island, and in glamorous
Cairo. With a cast including Robert Ellis
and Jose Ruben.

;[

:i*

By Edmund Goulding
Directed by Victor Fleming

Ct Q>aramount Q>iclure

!
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PAGE THREE

t
I

JESSE

L.

LASKY

PRESENTS

Gloria

Sy^cinson
My American
IN

Wife"

and

Walter Long
'HE romance

"

of a

I

musical

comedy

star

and a South American

A

diplomat.

tale of

adventure on three continents,

of

life

in

the

upper and under worlds.

The most lavishly produced picture Miss

1

Swanson has ever ap-

I
I

peared

in.

By Monte

M

Based on

.

Katterjohn

the story by

Hector Turnbull

A SAM W'OOD PRODUCTION

C£ Q>aramount Q>icture
|[||k‘?rAMOU5PlAVEIlS lASKVCORPURSttOS

PACE FOUR

<1^

tJesse

LLasI^

t)resents

Cecil B. DeMille’s
PRODUCTION

Adam's
WITH

MILTON

rib"

ELLIOTT DEXTER

SILLS

THEODORE KOSLOFF
PAULINE GARON
N “Manslaughter” you saw one side of the
modern girl. Here’s the other. The same

ANNA

I

Q.

NILSSON

and

things that made DeMille’s marriage series
so successful are present in this production.
Surprising scenes include the Natural

History

Museum,

filled with 30 foot skeleyear old monsters; the
Chicago Board of Trade; “vision” scenes
showing the life of prehistoric man; and a
ball that marks the ultimate in DeMille

tons

of

million

magnificence.

Written by Jeanie Macpherson, author of
DeMille’s greatest successes.
Staged on
the scale that has made his name the greatest box-office attraction in the world.

A production that actually tops anything Cecil DeMille has ever done.
By Jeanie Macpherson

tt paramount Q>icture

age five

DRUMS

"

^

OF DESTINY
tuffnarij

nwes IWnter

A TREMENDOUS
New

production of a popular novel.
an engrossing and unique love story.
Starting in
York, ending with a spectacular,
thrilling climax in the savage jungles of Africa.
Cast
includes George Fawcett, Casson Ferguson, Robert
Cain, Maurice (Lefty) B. Flynn, Bertram Grassby
and Noble Johnson.
telling

M

Adapted by Will
Ritchey from the novel "Sacrifice'' by Stephen
French Whitman. Directed by Charles Maigne.

^

.

CCQ>aramountQ>icture
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1
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Jesse L Lasky

Holt

|)resents
i
1

I

in

H

ERE’S something new
Holt

you’ll

find

—a
him

of this as he
It’s

a story

thrills.

It

is

full

for

comedy drama.
as

much

Jack

And

the master

of the heavier roles.
of action,

comedy and

was a season-long success on

Broadway.

The

cast

Julia

Faye and other

includes

By

Wanda Hawley,
favorites.

William LeBaron

Directed by Wallace W’orsley

I

i

Scenario by Beidah Marie Dix

Q, paramount Q>iclune

!

I

PACE SEVEN

GEORGE MELFORD

JAVA HEAD
JOSEPH HERGESHEIMER

by

HOith

Leatrice Jq^ Jacqueline Logan,

Raymond

Hatton, George Fawcett,

and Albert Roscoe

A GREAT
like

means

with a story-appeal
West," lavishly produced with a cast that

big special production,

“East

is

perfection.

The masterpiece

of the author of “Tol'able David.”

1 he

story ran in the Saturday Evening Post.

Made on

the original locations in the most picturesque

part of America.

This one
Adapted by

is

a box-office knockout!

'ii'aldemar

Young

<2 paramount Q>icture

pace eigh*

'^HIS
girl

is

who

half

ican,

the story of a
is

half

Amer-

Hawaiian.

It

was made in Hawaii,
where the entire company
and technical staff were
taken.

The

story

is

full

romance and mystery,
and it is altogether unusual.
of

Miss Compson’s supporting cast
cludes

Edmund Lowe,

Arline Pretty,

Edward Martindel, Leon Barry.

Story and direction by Julia Crawford Ivers

Adolph ZuEor

presents
^ll^'^FAMOUS PIA^'ERS-LASKY CORPORATION

:

BETTY CQMPSON
in

Qhe White
^ou/er”
C£ paramount Q>icture

jPACE NINE

in-

r

I

Cosmopolitan Corporation Presents

AlARIONin DAVIES
"Adam, and evA’

A Cosmopolitan Production

T

he

story of a

man who

turned

young “gogetter” and came back to find
his family over to a

them all changed.
This up-to-date comedy ran a year on
Its story is
the New York stage.
universally popular, the laughs are
many, its love interest most appealing
and it was directed by the man who

made

“When Knighthood Was

Flower.”
Cast includes T. Roy Barnes,
Lewis, and William Norris.

in

Tom

Directed by Robert Vignola

From

the frlay by

Guy Bolton and

Geo. Middleton

Scenario by Luther Reed

(X Q>aramount Q>icture

m

FAMOUS PLAYHLS lASKYCORPORATlO^tj^

>

r,.

'V
-FI*

I

i

PACE TEN

J

'Jlgneshres
Racins^Hearts
with
and

THEODORE ROBERTS

RICHARD DIX

T

his

by Byron Morgan,

is

author of Reid’s automobile successes.
It’s
his
first

story for a female star,

and

it’s

a dramatic novelty.

The climax
ever filmed

is

the greatest race

— with Agnes Ayres

driving the winning car. Robert

By Byron Morgan
Adapted by Will M. Ritchey
Directed by Paul Powell

PAGE ELEVEN

Cain

in cast.

d paramount Q>idure
L^^COKTOWATTOW

Covered Wagon

®‘’

T he

an epic of the
most romantic period in American history.
The most colossal motion picture undertaking
picture of the decade;

And

ever attempted.
story e\'er told.

anything

the

iriost

thrilling love

“The Covered Wagon”

eclipses

There never has been a

in pictures.

bigger picture.

With Lois Wilson,

J.

W.

Kerrigan, Charles Ogle,

Ernest Torrance.
By
Emerson Hough
Scenario by

Jack Cunningham

Ct paramount Q>idure
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PAGE -nvELAX

COSMOPOLITAN CORPORATION PRESENTS

e

Mth
ommandment
WITH

COLLEEN MOORE
JAMES MORRISON
and
I

^HE

''

EDDIE PHILLIPS

made “Humoresque” are going to beat
own record in “The Nth Commandment,”

trio that

I

their

Fannie Hurst, the author,

Frank Borzage,
ist,

to

make

director,

is

working directly with

and Frances Marion, scenar-

a picture of unequalled

Watch

box-office value.

human

this one.

It’s

appeal and

going to

really big!

By Fannie Hurst
Directed by

Frank Borzage

Scenario by Frances Marion

d Cosmopolitan

production

(X Q>aramounl Q>icture
FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKy CORPORATION
'

ADOLPH ZUHOR.

be

ADOLPH ZUKOR

yresents

in

The Ne'ei

Do Well
REX
BEACH

The

masterpiece of one of the greatest
writers in the world
a best

—

screen

and an ideal role for
Meighan.
Based on the regeneration
theme that always means box-office success. With a great cast including Lila Lee.

seller

for

years,

One

of the biggest pictures of the year.
ever was one! John
Miltern and Laurence Wheat in the cast.

A

real special, if there

Directed by Alfred E. Green

Scenario by

Tom Geraghty

(X Q>aramount Q>icture

PAGE FOURTEE

ADOLPH

ZUKOR PRESENTS

ALICE BRADY
^he J^opardess
'^HE
man who made
Henry Kolker
Katharine Newlin Burt,

Directed by the
"

Disraeli,

By

Scenario by

PAGE FIFTEEN

"

J

.

Clarkson Miller

romance of a wild South Sea
-*
maiden and the man who tried to
tame her. Picturesque, thrilling, and
intensely dramatic. With a cast including Montagu Love and Charles Kent.

"yirst

c>/er

u^meriean Picture
Hamilton Theatrical
Corporation presents

POLA NEGRI

Georpe Fitzmaurice
RO

P

D

UC T ON
I

'BELLADONNA
Supported by Conway Tearle and
Conrad Nagel

'~pHE

genius of Pola Negri attains

its really first full

flower in this

powerful love story, made in America, with an American cast, by one
of America's foremost directors.

The story of a woman’s lo\^e for an
Arab chieftain, for which she forsakes
all

else,

is

a hundred times better

than “The Sheik.”
fifty alluring, exotic

Here

is

The

star wears

gowns.

the world’s greatest emotional

actress in her proper setting.

A

new

Pola Negri, glorious, flashing, vital,
magnetic.
A Pola Negri you’ve
never seen before!
By

Robert Hichens

Scenario by Ouida Bergere

(X paramount Q>ieture

'WWWWV^
PACE SKTtIN

r

R

I

oberts*

greatest charMay Mcacterization

—

Avoy’s most appealing role.
The play broke Londons
record, ran a whole year in
New York and then came
back for a season-long return

1

I

y

—

A mystery

engagement.

love-story that appeals to all
classes.

Conrad Nagel

is

one of the

featured players.
By Horace Hodges and

T. Wigney Percyval

Screen Play by Clara Beranger

de M LLE
I

rump
PRODUCTION

Tlieociore
and

Roberts

May JSASAvoy
and Conrad Nag<^

C£ Q>aramount y^icture

page seventeen
I

J *

Cosmopolitan

Corporation

presents^

Go-Getter
Cl

Cosmopolitan CCroduction
with an all-star cast including

T.

Roy Barnes, Seena Owen, William

Tom Lewis.
KYNE’S great

Norris and

ETER

B.
story
of the man who got the thing he
was sent for. This is rapid fire
comedy but the story is one of the
most inspiring ever written.
Its

P

popularity has been amazing.
The
story has the greatest screen possibilities and Cosmopolitan is sure to
make good on all of them.
Here's one you won’t want to miss!

By Peter B. Kyne Author
of

"The Pride of Palomar”
Directed by E.

H

.

Griffith

Scenario by John Lynch

-SOKS© 52052©KJ©S©K©K®t^0E3

a paramount Q>icture

P.\GE

EIGHTEEN

>/

I!

GEORGE

MELFORD
PRODUCTION
WITH

Leatrice Joy
Nita Naldi and
Lewis Stone.

a
paramount
Q>icture

JESSE L LASKY PRESENTS

CAN'T F O OL
I

1
i
I

'HE

title

— the

exploitation

The

story

finest

years for

and advertising.

—an

and highly
of a theme that

original

dramatic version
always attracts.

The cast— three
reputation,

in

players

and a support

star

of

of favorites.

The director— the man who made
“The Sheik.”

!

Together with an elaborate and
urious production.

What more

you have to break records with ?
By

Hector Turnbull

Scenario by Waldemar Young

This one will be a sensation
everywhere. It has every ele-

ment

for a box-office success.

PACE NINETEEN

FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION

lux-

could

PRESENTED BY
L. LASKY

JESSE

a
paramount
Q>icture

"Prodigal

Daughters

A

JAZZY, swift-moving story of a

girl's reheilion

against convention. Magnificent, exhilarating
'appealing. Culminating in the thrilling rescue
by airplane of the heroine from a runaway locoGloria’s gowns are more glorious than
motive.
ever. Cast includes Ralph Graves, 'Vera Reynolds,
Charles Clary, Robert Agnew, Theodore Roberts,
Louise Dresser, Maude Wayne and Julia Faye
!
^

j

Screen Version by

Jrom

Monte

the story by

A S.AM

A/. Katterjohn

Joseph Hocking

WOOD PRODUCTION

m

FAMOUS PLAYERS IASKVC0RTOR\TIUN ^^S|K\

PAGE TT^-ENTY

n

JESSE L.LASKY PRESENTS AN

ALLAN DWAN

PRODUCTION

'The Glimpses
of the Moon”
BY EDITH

WHARTON

WITH

BEBE DANIELS
AND NITA NALDl
A

Deluxe special

pro-

duction of a world’s
best-seller.

gowns,
tions,

scenes!
first

Marvelous

gorgeous

loca-

enthralling

love

Allan Dwan’s

production since he

made “Robin Hood."

A

million dollar special of

unsurpassed beauty, and
a picture with a gigantic
box-office appeal.

Adapted by Edfrid Bingham ana
Lloyd Sheldon. From the great
Pictorial Review story and Appleton novel by Edith Wharton.

(2 paramount Q>icture

t

PACE TWENTY-ONE

Adolph Zuhop

presents

j

Mahj Miles Minter

SUPPORTED BY

ANTONIO MORENO
"jZ^AMOUS

as a book, a play and a song,
immortal classic of Kentucky's
rugged mountains gives Miss Minter the
this

best

role

supporting cast will
season’s outstanding
From

The

of her career.

known and loved by

the novel by

make

it

A

hits.

John Fox,

By Eugene

Jr.,

and

the f)lay

Walter

Directed by Charles

Scenario by

story is
great
one of the

millions.

^’ill A/.

Maigne
Ritchey

(X paramount Q>icture

PAGE TWENTi'

1.

—

Adolph Zukor
presents

Dorothy
Dalton

//

QTie

Law oL

the Lawless"
Charles de Roche
STORY of primitive people and

with

A

elemental emotions, with Dorothy Dalton as the beautiful
gypsy girl. A picture unusual in setting, in characters and in plot.

Remember Charles de Roche, that
good looking leading man you saw in
“Spanish Jade”? He’s been engaged
to play the lead in support.
Watch
this one.
It’s a wonderful story!
From

Review story by Konrad Bercovici
Scenario by E. Lloyd Sheldon
Directed by Victor Fleming

the Pictorial

Ct Q>aramount Q*icture
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;

PACE TWENTY-THREE

Jesse L.LasI^
presents

JACK HOLT
in

The Tiger's Claw"

mm

Directed

T

iger
dances,

HENABERY

hunts, East Indian magic, native

authentic East

Indian 'colorful

he-man love story of
thrilling adventure for Jack Holt. This one is
rich fare for film lo\'ers and will be a sensational success wherever shown. It is one long
thrill and will be magnificently produced w ith
a great supporting cast including Eva Novak,
Bertram Grassby, Alice Pringle.
settings

and a

\’irile

By Jack Cunninghan\

a paramount Q>iclure
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P.AGE
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L

Jesse

Lash/

presents

Walter Hiers
"Mr.

Billinqs

Spends His
Dime”
with

Jacqueline Logan
t

lERE’S Walter

Hiers

as

you’ve

always longed to see him-Hn a role
him full opportunity for his
inimitable fun-making.
All the fans
who have shrieked with glee at his antics will shout with joy when you make
It is a rapid-fire
this announcement.
comedy from the unusual story in the
Red Book.
that gives

By Dana Burnet
Directed by Wesley Ruggles

Screen play by Albert Shelby LeVino

(X y>aramomt y>icture
^W^
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PAGE TWENTY-FIVE

*!

WITH

BETTY COMPSON
andCONWAY TEARLE
ADOLPH 2UKOR.

PP.ESENTS

A

George Fitzmaurice
^^heJlustle

T

he

and unusual story of a
lady's maid who won the love of a famous
statesman. As it deals with life in the
enthralling

gives Fitzmaurice opportunity
The two stars
for marvelous sets and gowns.
are cast in roles particularly suited to them.
Miss Compson has a role ideally suited to her as

highest circles,

it

has Mr. Tearle.

This one

is

a de-luxe special.

By Cosmo Hamilton
Scenario by Ouida Bergere

Ct Q>aramount Q^icture

PAGE TWENTY- SD

HAMILTON THEATRICAL
CORPORATION PRESENTS A

PENRHYN STANLAWS
PRODUCTION

PoLji Negri
HER SECOND AMERICAN PRODUCTION

IN

r

9 9

Supported by

Elliott Dexter

d paramount

Q>icture

^IAYER5 L^KVC0BWRAT10.S?jj|^|j^

'"T^HIS

^

is

an

elaborate

production of

Ethel

Barrymore’s greatest stage

success

which was

a

year long at
the Empire Theatre, New
York.

sensation

all

X

JO

^

a role so

full

and dramatic possibilities, and Pola Negri is
tional

ideal for the part.

Made

in

America by one of Amer-

ica’s greatest directors.

play by Zoe Akins.
PAGE TWENTY-SEVEN

had
of emo'

actress has ever

From

the

CECIL

B.

DeMILLE

POLA NEGRI

GLORIA SWANSON

The

Box-office
Sensation of 1923!
SE L. LASKY PRESENTS
THOMAS
MEIGHAN

A JAMES CRUZE PRODUCTION

WALLAC
REID

HOLLYWOOD
Based upon the novelette, “ Hollytvood, and the Only Child’ by FrankCondon

WITH A CAST INCLUDING
ALL THE STARS ON THIS PAGE AND OTHERS

—

lEBE

Paramount is making this story a comedy-drama about
a girl who tried to get into the movies, hut didn t with
a cast that when listed will be a duplicate of the top sheets
of the Lasky Studio payroll.

DANIELS

—

BETTY O :P

Angela, the heroine, is the counterpart of a million
girls, and she goes to Hollywood to try to get
There is melodrama, love, mystery, humor.
into pictures.

American

She leads a life that a million girls will envy, that
every motion picture patron laugh and thrill.

will

make

There have been hundreds of successful plots laid in
New' "York, but not one in Hollywood. And Hollywood is
the most interesting city in the world.

MAY McAVOY

JACK

This production shows “everything and everybody."

The leading characters will be prominent. But the supporting cast will he so important and so large that no
theatre on earth ivill have enough electric lights to announce
all of the names.
There will be no propaganda, no expose of the secrets
It is not a moving picture tour of
of picture-making.
It is a real, fast moving story.
Hollywood.
.-\nd the cast!
AGNES AYRES
Just about everybody big that you can think
Directed by the

W

LEATRia
of.

man who made “The Old Homestead

ithout any question,
sensation of 1923!

“Hollywood"

will

he the

.“

bo.x-

office

d Q>aramount Q>icture

LILA LEE

W.ANDA H

FAMOUS PLAYERS L\SKYCORPOR.\TION
ADOLCH ZUKOn

JAC^ELINE
AN

THEODOR
ROBERT;

CONRAD NAGEL

LOIS WILSON

THEODORE
KOSLOFF

HARRISON
l-ORD

WALTER
HIERS

GEORGE
FAWCETT
PACE twenty-eight

A

MODERN

“Monte

Cristo”

with twice the thrills of the old
Barrymore, as the man who,
one.
supposed dead, returns with a fabulous fortune and wreaks vengeance on
his enemies, gives one of the screen's
greatest portrayals.

Alma Rubens

tremendous.
The staging is
magnificent, over a hundred thousand dollars having been spent for
is

art treasures specially for this picture.

A

by one of the
modern authors.

best seller

most popular of

By Marie
I

Corelli

Alan Crosland
Scenario bv Frances Marion
Directed by

k*J

FAMOUS PlAYERS
'

LASICV CORPORATION'S!

JkDOLDH ZUKOa.
7LiltOa
ADOLPH

.

frB

EN DETTA
with

Lionel Barrymore
and

Alma Rtibens

A Cosmopolitan Production
Cl paramount Q>icture
(AGE

TWENTY-NINE

'^HIS

story

was

specially

written

for

Meighan by R. G. Kirk, famous as a
Saturday Evening Post writer of dramatic
The picture is untales laid in steel-mills.
usual in locale and in theme, intensely
dramatic, and gives Meighan the finest role
he has had since “The City of Silent Men.”
By

R. G. Kirk

Directed by Alfred Green

Scenario by Percy Heath

(X Q>aramounlQ>icture
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PAGE THIR

ADOLPH 2UKOR,

ties

PRESENTS

^yres

The Beautiful
Adventure'
WITH

POWELL

DAVID
I

f

'

JACK THIRTY-ONE

From the play by R. deFlers,
G. A. deCaillavet and Etienne Rey.
Directed by Paul Powell

A GREAT

title

and an

ideal

com-

bination in this delightful ro-

mance.
that will

It

is

a modern love story

move and

thrill

even the

most hard-headed audience. A human, fast moving romance and one of
the most enjoyable pictures of the
season.
Made from the Charles
Frohman successful play which ran
in Paris and New York for long
seasons.

(X Q>aramountQ>icture
•^FAMOUS PLAYERS-IASKY CORPORATION

PRESENTS

withy

T

N

this

Miss Compson

plays a clever

who is hired by

girl

crook

the district

attorney to commit a legal
robbery.

There’s novelty

by the author

for

you

of

“Within the Law” and

“The
more
them

!

It’s

13th Chair,” and has
thrills

than both of

together.

It will

be enacted by a

cast of favorites.
By Bayard

Veiller

(X Q>aramounl Q>iclure
PlAYERS lASKVCORPOR-MlON
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Bluebeard’s

Ei^th Wife
'^HIS tremendously

French comedy makes an ideal
is a modern story of a French
girl who marries an American, and it is filled with startling situations.
The story calls for the ultimate in daring gowns. This
successful
vehicle for Miss Swanson.

It

will be a great big special de-luxe production.
This “Bluebeard is a modern millionaire, whose wife decides to
hold him and does, by the most amazing stratagems imaginable.
The play has just closed after a record-breaking year on the road.
In New York it did capacity for six months.
It promises to be a screen sensation, with a title that means money.
"

—

Conrad Nagel

is

the leading man.

A SAM WOOD PRODUCTION

M

From

Katterjohn
Scenario by Monte
Charlton Andrews' adabtation of Alfred Savoir's play
.

CC Q>aramount Q>icture
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'HmTY--??iREE

ADOLPH 2UKOR PRESENTS A

William cLcMille

"ONLY 38
WITH

Elliott

Dexter

George Fawcett
and Lois Wilson

May McAvoy
\^^ILLLIAM cleMILLE

is

at his best in this story

mother whose youthful gaiety shocked her
own children.
It
is
a delightful,
wholesome
comedy, that will bring laughs and chuckles and
tears.
The cast is remarkable. Miss Wilson
is better than ever before.
Dexter has the
finest role he has had in years and Miss
of a

McAvoy

will

duplicate her success in

“Clarence.” Laughs, sentiment and
pathos combined in a play of life
as

we

all

By A.

know

it.

E. Thomas

Suggested by a story by
^"alter Prichard

Eaton

Screen Play by

Clara Beranger

d Q>aramount Q>idure

II

K

pJERE' S

a star combination that

means money anywhere,

a
play which has been sensationally
successful

and

is

on the

New York

in

stage,

ideally suited to filming.

JESSE L.LASKY PRESENTS

Bebe Daniels
AND

Berj Lytell
Q/ie (jxciters
\yfISS DANIELS has
more
whose
ment.

life

was a search

And

detective will

admirers.

for excite-

handsome
make thousands of new

Lytell as the

It’s

different twist

comedy

never been

delightful than as this girl

a flapper story with a

—a melodrama

and a

in one.

By Martin Brown
Edmund Goulding

Scenario by

(X paramount Q>ieture
FAMOUS PL^YERS-IASKY CORPORATION

THIRTY-FIVE
I

4;

'

RAPID

A

fire

comedy

which Wally,

in

a wager,

disguises

burglar.

Then he

as

a

gets a

real burglar to help

and

on

him,

this starts a series of

screaming situations. A
farce with real romance

and drama
By John

Stapleton

in

it.

and P. G.

'X’odehouse

Screen play by Albert Shelby Le\ ino
Directed by ’W allace 'S'orsley

Cl Q>aramountQ>iclure
gilfc-’ tAMoc's

Jesse

C

Cask.i{
present';^

rwm

tiyw^nos

WALLACE REID

X Gentleman “of Leisure'

PAGE THIRT

of<Jaz73

“Children
Nita Naldi

Conrad

Jacqueline Logan,
Nagel and Robert Cain
,

TIJ'

VERYBODY’S talking these

days about the difference
between the young folks of today
Here’s a
and of yesterday.
bright and unusual comedy contrasting the two generations.
As jazzy as its title, with a superexcellent cast.

Stanlaws at his

in a drama that parents
and children will want to see two
or three times and talk about

best,

—

for weeks.

By

Harold Brighouse

CC paramount Q>idure
aifctO FAMOUS PlAYERS-tASIO LOHroit,\nuN

I

i

W thirty-seven
li

ADOLPH 2UKOR

PRESENTS

Dorothy Dalton

M

ISS

DALTON

has the role of a girl
who lives alone on a tiny island.
Her peace is broken by the arrival of a
desperate criminal and his pursuers.

How

the heroine brings the murderer to justice

and saves the man she loves, makes one
of the most dramatic and exciting melodramas ever screened. The star never
had a rolc richer in emotional possibilities.
,

By Jack

Bechdolt

,

1

•

1

•

•

1

FAMOUS players-^kycorp6r-\tios h

-I

-I-

•

Directed by Victor Fleming
Scenario by E. Lloyd Sheldon

'

06^
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^
AUCE
presents

Adolph ZukoK

BRADY
ir

The Snow Bride"
A

NORTHERN

picture unlike

any you’ve ever
greatest avalanche
pictures.

Alice

thrill

Brady

can play to perfection.
of two

seen.

The

ever put in

in a part

A

she

love story

young people who become

in -

death of the villain and
who are saved in the most unusual
manner ever put on the screen.
volved

!|

in the

Screen Play by Sonya Levien from the story
by Sonya Levien and Julie Herne
Directed by

!

I

i

j

i

AGE THIRTY-NINE
l1

Henry Kolker

Jesse

L.

Laskjy

presents

JACK and HOLT

AGNES AYRES
in Peter B. Janie's stoiy

to /eeVi>ard

THE

author

Sleeps”

story

with

“While Satan

of

has

written

a

punch

tremendous

a

sea

“The Light to Leeward." The
two stars appear in splendid roles
and make an ideal combination.
in

Scenes of shipwreck,
the

elements,

provide

thrill

battles

amazing

upon

with

rescues,

thrill.

Directed by Joseph Henabery

Scenario by Jack

Cunningham

(X Q>aramount Q>icture
LV-K>CO^a»TK>N’’j

’

^P^

P\CE FOR

PACE FORTY-ONE

1

COSMOPOLITilN CORPORilTION

4

.

.

,

.

PRESENTS

JMEIOR DIMES
tk,

CH>1 RLES

MAJOR

,

Virected bj

ROBERT ViOKOLA

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTION

The

most costly production
ever made. Over a million
dollars was actually spent on it.

The

sets are gigantic

and

gor-

geous, of unparalleled beauty

and breath-taking magnifi“Knighthood” has received more press praise than
any other ten great pictures.

cence.

3000 actors; genuine antique
armor, tapestries, costumes,
furniture, paintings.

Six

months

As a

in the

making.

novel, one of the biggest

sellers

As

ever written.

play,

an international

The

all-star

a

success.

supporting cast

includes Forrest Stanley,

Lyn

Harding, Pedro de Cordoba,
Ruth Shepley, Ernest Glendinning, Charles Gerrard,

Macey Harlam, and George
Nash.
It

has become the picture that

millions

want to

see.

FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION ^
— AOOLOH ZUKOR

<^ts

a

Q^aramounl
PAGE FORTT’-TWO
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;OThEIl KIttehfcHOOD

OTS

liGE

FORTY-THREE

m FLOOTBR

—

—

—

—

-

Some

press comments on

“When Knighthood Was
Knighthood Was in
one of the greatest film
epics ever made in America; in

“When

Flower

is

fact,

the picture merits visit after

visit

to grasp

.V.

its

all

thentic.

It is

a great picture."

“A

—

"It

is

taining

the richest, most enter-

and by

far the

tacular photoplay that

"The most amazingly
motion

Moves

picture

ever

beautiful

screened.

never wearying,
and leaving at the last a regret
N. Y. Mail.
that it is over."
swiftly,

"When

Was

Knighthood

in

that has been claimed

Flower

is all

for it;

the people burst into ap-

again

plause

miss

it

.”

— N .Y.

"When

Don’t

and again.

"For luxury of settings, exceland faithfulness to
detail, When Knighthood Was in
Flower is the acme of art in screen-

dom ." —Boston

Telegram.

“For gorgeous and sheer beauty,
there probably has never been
another photoplay that can equal
this one ."
Boston Globe.

—

"If the motion
in

Flower ranks high alongside of the
best in romantic screen drama with
a beauty of background which has
not to our knowledge been surpassed. The scene showing Marion
Davies in an attitude of prayer is
one of the finest moments which
we have seen in the cinema.’’

—

hood Was

in

Flower, then

Flower

is

Was

dazzling

the

to

its

a sham."

what
cle

.”

it is

in

Flower

— a truly gorgeous specta-

— Mae

Marion Davies

in

Tinne .Chicago Tribune.
at the settings, at

the immensity of the picture.’’—

eye,

really

outdoes herself, while Lyn Harding
Such a King! Such a
is a joy.

King!

Knighthood

is

to expect.

”

we were

— Washington

led

Star.

"Marvelously beautiful."
Washington Herald.

"When

Was

Knighthood

in

Flower is a picture every man, woman and child should see. Every
writer should see it, every member
of the motion picture industry.
is

the greatest argument

It

against

have ever seen, and
proves conclusively that the moving

censorship

I

der the coveted place
as

one of the great

it

now

holds

It will

arts.

fascinate

the spectator and

incentive

for

a studio ."

the past.

"It

is,

in

some

respects, the

— Detroit

most

Give us more like it.
H. H. Van Loan {Famous Author)
”

News.

"It forms one of the most auspi-

Was

in

everything that a spectacular photoplay should he. It is

Flower

better chan

finished product ever turned out of

cious occasions

"When

"Even

is an
every producer to
contribute something better and
bigger to the screen than he has in

Chicago Journal.

N. Y. Times.

”

—

picture industry will never surren-

ently true to the time and places of
settings.

half dozen finest pictures ever produced ." Milwaukee Journal.

—

"Neither time, thought nor expense has been spared to make

When Knighthood Was

"Marion Davies is a star of the
magnitude, and When Knighthood Was in Flower is one of the

plea

splendidly impressive and appar-

its

— Detroit Times.

first

public

Knight-

Boston Post.

"One marvels
Knighthood

When

for better films is all

N. Y. World.

"When

picture

to appreciate

fails

Was

ever seen ."

most specwe have

lence of casting,

Tribune.

Knighthood

’

Detroit Free Press.

gorgeous spectacle not to be
Boston Traveler.
”

who

play that will delight those

revel in fascinating romances.

Robert E. Sherwood in "Life."

missed.

Flower”

in

and au-

beautiful, exciting, vivid

glories.”

y. Telegram.

—

in screen history.

All the arts of the theatre

harmonized
tion.

It is

in this

have been

splendid produc-

a feast to the eye;

a

"One of the most beautiful specimens of the film producers’ art that
the world has ever seen.

Daily Telegraph.

<2 Q>aramount Q>icture
PlAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
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ADOLPH ZUKOB

”

— London

SEmon

in

//

cJum

Che Counter

If

EXHIBITORS

THE

DAILY
Sunday, December

“Fast and Furious”
Is

“The Counter Jumper”

Larry Semen’s

1922

—

Semon Vitagraph
2 reel comedy

Type of production

This

“Counter Jumper”
Instead of

—Larry

3,

latest

Semon comedy

has some brand

despite the fact th^t a lot of the footage

is

new

and
and rough,

stunts,

slapstick

there are laughs giplenty. The action takes place in a trading
post in the Northwest and the store gets pretty well smashed
up before the finish. One of the funniest stunts is that in
which an egg suddenly sprouts real little legs and walks

“The Counter Jumper” Larryl

Semon might have named his comedy some-^
it is
thing lilce “The Walking Egg.” For
an egg with a protruding pair of legs, much

resembling those ordinarily associated with
o^
a frog, that provides the larger element
mirth in this Vitagraph release. The eg^
steps out of a basket filled with its kind anc
proceeds to perform. It leaps from crag tq
crag in the country store, it eludes pursuit!
by dodging in and out among the barrels
and baskets and defies the club wielded by
the agile Larry, finally landing on the pate
As the accustomed tile^
of a stovewarmer.
is replaced upon its usual foundations there-<
by imprisoning the egg the ruthless club descends. When the battered headgear finally
is lifted it is a full-fledged duckling that,
A
emerges.
Oliver (“Babe”) Hardy is catapulted out^
of a window- at the crest of a sharply indined sandbank. He turns over and over,
slowly as if half floating and it is funny.
Just to show it is no accident he does it
again. A clerk filling an order by inadvertence drops a lot of cartridges into a stove.
Things happen. A colored boy gets into difIn fact, any number of things
ficulties.
take place in these two reels that ought to
make fun for the crowd.
The atmosphere is of the country store,
with its loungers and its indescribably jumbled arrangement of stock.' The picture will
go strongly in the city, but it is not risking
much to wager it will do even mcm e than

around, jumps from place to place and eludes all pursuers.
will wonder how it’s done.
Another funny incident is
rthat in which a coon falls from a balcony onto a red hot stove
'and then bounces up and down from the ceiling to the stove
When he finally escapes he
[like a jumping jack on a pole.
Isits on a big cake of ice which melts almost instantaneously
(before one’s eyes, letting the coon down on the floor with a I
(bang. This will surely get a laugh. In the cast are, Lucille 1
i

kThey

^Carlisle

and “Babe” Hardy.

‘

—

H

M0

December

9,

,

1922

be better comedie^
If so, thejl
pre in the, offing. Gauging possibilities of a'
comedy upon its laugh provoking merits, this
,^one hits the bull’s eye for speed, development
While at times it may
“jf situation and fun.
border upon “slap-stick,” a more accurate desthe category there

than “The

may

Counter Jumper”

^

’

"cription

is

“exaggerated farce.”

And

w.th

it

there is somewhat of a production.
Most of the happenings occur in connection
Iwith the star-comedian’s activities in the role
jf a misunderstood clerk of a general store,
^described as the marketing headquarters of a
Northwest Trading Post. The property is the^
all,

“The Counter Jumper”
(Vitasraph-Comedy—Two Reels)

S.

9

e-zv s

—

N

1922

This comedy should prove a regular riot
with Larry Semon fans and bring a lot of
laughs from almost any audience.
It is
rapid-fire stuff and while there is considerable slam-bang stuff, pastry throwing,
falling into tubs of paste, etc., he has also
introduced some brand new stuff, notably a
scene where a duck egg with two legs sticking out does all sorts of stunts.
This is
funny and clever and it will mystify you as
to how it is done.
Another good scene is
where a negro sits on a block of ice and it
melts immediately and a good effect has
been produced with a scene where Larry
and the villain go off the top of a cliff; slow
motion photography makes them appear to
float through the air.
There is very little
plot, but Larry’s troubles occur when hei
tries to be a clerk in a store and help anj
heiress who is being sought by a clever
”
"

Picture N

“ The Counter Jumper
(Vitagraph Two Reels)

WORLD

(OVING

o.n

December

B.

^.Ahat in rural sections.

t i

inheritance of an attractive heiress, which has Jj
little to do with the sequences involving most!
of the fun, incidents that start innocently
These are
enough, ending in veritable riots.
so distinctly varied, it is difficult to realize that'
so much action and fun can possibly be crowded

rAOKAiP
ALBERT

E.

SMITH

president

into-two reels. One novelty embracing a walking egg, one that is so strong it sprouts legs
and leads the comedian all over the place tryIt is dcing to catch it, is more than funny.
cidedJy clever.
Those who enjoy comedy will undoubtedly
approve of “The Counter Jumper,” a clean,
fast and thoroughly entertaining farce. LIL-

LIAN GALE.

Maurice Tourneur’s
THE
i

The greatest production
bar none the screen
has ever offered
We

do not require
this

Hall

/

adjectives to describe

production.

Caine’s

known

as

novel is as universally
the Bible, read every-

where, loved everywhere.

John Storm’s devotion

to

religion

and

an

act-

his sacrifice for the love of
ress

present

rich with

a dramatic

human

situation

qualities.

I

with

Richard Dix, Mae Busch, Mahloni

production of

Hall Caine’s

The picture the industi^
and the public has long

awaited
Maurice

Tourneur

has

story to the screen

•

brought

this

in a blaze of

power and glory.

Goldwyn

sent

a cast of celebrities to

England to make scenes in

historic

Trafalgar Square, in the notorious
slums, on the glorious Isle of Man.

look forward to "The Christian.”
will be an event in your theatre.

It

From

Goldwyn
in Januaiy f

Hamilton, Gareth Hughes, and Pl^llis Haver

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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December

DOROTHY DEVORE,
exponent of
guished

that clever

fast farce, distin-

herself

in

such

COMEDIES

CHRISTIE

23, 1922

as

“Saving Sister Susie,” "Milea-Minute

Mary,”

Run," and many

m

TWO OF HER
iSiir
k-

“Let

’er

others.

LATEST

farce

“Chop Suey,” and
From Hollywood,” are

comedies,

h/'4

“Hzizel

on the way, produced on the

same

lavish scale,

and topped

with wholesome fun sure to
please the entire family.

BOOK AND ADVERTISE
along with your features.

them
It’s

being done in

BEST THEATRES

EVERYWHERE.
Released through

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

INC

I

December 23 1922
,

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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•

LTO M

A

two-reel comedy that will bring
cheers from your audience as the
^‘blackboard feller’^ brought cheers
from his Wild West class-room

Book This Whole Series of
Also

Six

Comedy Specials

Book

Backed by

KINOGRAMS

CONSTANT

All the News
of All the World

National

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

Advertising

Inc.,

E, JV.

Hammons, President

Jounded on Ihomas Dixon^ stony Ohe Clansman

A

Great Big Picture That
Revolutionized a Big Industry

—

D. W. Griffith’s “The Birth of a Nation” ^the picture that always
plays to capacity; that has had millions of dollars worth of
publicity and advertising that is known everywhere—may
now be booked through United Artists Corporation for exhibition in the following states:

—

New York

Oklahoma

Tennessee

Pennsylvania
Michigan
Indiana
New Jersey

Arkansas
Texas

Florida

Georgia
South Carolina

Mississippi

.Louisiana

Maryland

North Carolina

.

Virginia

Alabama

Kentucky

Missouri

—

Exhibitors in the above-named states whether “The Birth of
a Nation” has played in their towns or in their own theatres
^may now book this picture that has an appeal as strong today as when first made by applying to their local United

—

Artists exchange.

“The Birth

Nation” was the forerunner of the great big
photoplay of grandeur in spectacle, magnitude in settings,
tremendous scenic effects, realistic mob scenes, terrific su^
pense in thrilling climax.
of a

UNITED AfTTITTT COniPOD^
MARY PICKrORD

•

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
MIR. AM

•

DOUGLAJ* EAIRDANKJ'

ADRAMJ:

PRE^IDCMT

•

D.

V

GRIFEITW

MOVING

6Q4

PICTURE

WORLD
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EVERY THEATRE MANAGER AND
PROJECTIONIST NEEDS ONE
USE THIS COUPON TO ORDER TODAY

Price $6.00 postpaid
CHALMERS

PUB. COMPANY,

516 Fifth Avenue,

Enclosed find $6.00 for which please send

Name
Street

City
State

.

me

New

York:

a copy of Richardson’s

new

4th Edition

Handbook

L

G

B
pai»^®^iiiifte

23, 192

of Projection.

'.w
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Dupert Hughes
®

I

writes:

1

Rarely have

I

enjcyed a picture

more than One
Week of Love’

w
I

’

'“•

s^p'-

jeieW

vp«-

It isn’t so much
that another critic has pronounced ^^One Week of Love”
a great photoplay as it is that
^is noted writer, himself a producer of motion pictures, should
lay aside his own important
affairs to sit down and voluntarily type a word of praise for the
production.
liked his letter and are
proud of the picture that inspired
him to write it. Almost every
mail brings us letters of appreciation from personages the country
over.

As you

We

see,

DTSTOIBUTED BY SELECT

LEWIS J.SEL2NICK
presents

ELAINB

HAMMERSTEIN
•^CONWAY TEARLE

""ONE WEEK

OF LOVE'
by Edward

Diracted

MenUfn* aad Caercc ArcKamWod

by Geence ArdiaiBbavd

Its

Produced by Myren Sdniek

stupendous wreck scene;

airplane crash;
its lifting

pathos

its

humor;

— all

its

thrilling

strong dramatic appeal;
its

combine

lavishness;
to

make

audience picture of the year.

it

suspense;

the biggest

t
December

23,

!
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EXHiBi1DBSliSTo(the
BESr CHAPTER- PUYf
/HY SHOP
when
makes the

it

around for Chapter Plays
a

is

known

best on the

fact that Universal

market?

Any

exhibi-

you that they are money-makers

tor will tell

—crowd- getters!

Book them

—and clean up!

Be sure

to get the Press

Books on these wonderful continued features
They’re full of practical
help for any exhibitor.

Jack Mulhall
by
Directed

,,

ROBERT HILL

-'‘i llll|

'

Starrins

|

\K William Desmond

^

Directed by

^ il
pA^lHG
gp

Ilf fl

^

>,

ROBERT HILL

I

.

...
II

"

Starring

'"IffAlO
IAB/® ^
L ART
II

ACORD

Roy Stewart
Directed by

ROBERT HILL

Starring

nirPC'+Arl
Directed hv/
by

M

EDWARD LAEMMLE

Starring

Cowing!

ACORD
ART Edward
Laemmle

Directed by

Ohe saw®

UNI

Star-Director CotnbiMotiow
“
that wade "IntheDays of BUFEALO BILL

696
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Di Riesenfe Id
BOOTH TARK

wonderful production is invited to
be the guestof Universal, tickets for
theXialto are available at theBigV"

Exchange, leoo Broadway, j\cvc.

UNIVERSAL. JEWEL

December

23, 1922
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Masterpiece

Diiected

by

HOBART HENLEY

for the New'^rk

RIALTO
weekorDec!24

th

Presented

by Carl Laemmle

^JVKid^ deliberately
B.R§eholber^ present?

T+40
A

S ANi

romance based on Bertha M. Clay’s
immortal story and play
Adapted by Hope Loring
Edited by Eve Unsell

Portrayed by

Kenneth Harlan

Estelle

Edith Roberts

Evelyn Selbie
John Cossar

Arthur Hull

Taylor

Carl Stockdale

B.P.Schulberfi^ presents

A TOM FORMAM PRODUCTION
A

picture that has spoken so strongly and so emphatically in box

office records that

Lon Chaney’s

words from us would be weak

interpretation of

Yen Sin

is

in

comparison

a characterization tha

will never be forgotten.

Adapted from Wilbur Daniel

Steele’s

famous

prize story

“Ching, Ching, Chinaman.”

Played by

Lon Chaney

Harrison Ford

Marguerite de La Motte

John Sainpolis
Buddy Messenger

Walter Long

Produced

bjr

PREFERRED
PICTURES Ihc.
B-PSchulberv/Vw- J.CBachirann-rrwif.

A

GA^NieR PRODUCPTION
The Millions Who Read the Book and
Saw

the Play are waitng to cheer and applaud

the picture.

Every city, town and village has endorsed this
immortal story; from Carvers Ferry with its
twenty-one people to

New York

City with

seven million.
Capacity Audiences Are Waiting Everywhere

B.PSchulber^

presents

•RICH

WIVES
A

Gasnier Production

Played by
House Peters, Claire Windsor, Baby Richard Hedrick, Rosemary Theby, Myrtle Steadman, Charles Clary, Mildred June,
Carol Holloway, William Austin and Martha Mattox.
Aldine, Philadelphia, Pa.
Capacity business all
Leland, Albany, N. Y.

week with

last three

Packed the house from beginning

to end.

days especially strong.

The best business

get-

ter in weeks.
Lester’s Rivoli,

Columbia,

S.

C.

Three days of capacity crowds.
Majestic, Dallas, Texas.
Played to full houses

both afternoons and nights.

The Voice of the Box-Office.
Exhibitors Trade Review.

A Proven Capacity GetU

r

Distributed by

AL'UCHTA«AK
C
R.ATI O N
ORPO
^

—

its

No

can be offered than
runs
successful
of

better testimony

this list

—

Portland. Ore

Circle

Seattle

Winter Garden

San Francisco

Hippodrome
Modern Beacon

Boston
New York City
Albany
Pittsburgh
Baltimore
Rochester
Toledo
Ft.

Loew’s Circuit
Majestic
Triangle
Picture Garden
Fay’s

Palace

Detroit

Empire

Grand Rapids
Birmingham

Orpheum

Galveston
111.

Lyric
Dixie
Capitol

Regent
Kansas City
Winston-Salem, N. C. Imperial

Memphis

presents

Royal

Wayne

Springfield,

Charles Miller Productions

Lyceum

ARLE

FoX;

ILLER AND Frank Loses

A STORY/OF FEAR
bvERc^M^ay A-»
:

WpMAMtiFAITH

December

23,
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jiresenfs

Wyndham Standin
in

e Qrmer
J.

Barney Sherry
and.

Dorothy Mackaill
STORY

BY

DEREK BRAM
Dirccteo By HAMILTON
Photookaphed Bv

SMITHS

ARTHUR CAD WELL

FoRCION Representative

SIDNEY GARRETT
I

1

Physical Distributors

This attraction will hold up to
any statements you make reentertainment
i t s
garding

Path£ Exchange
INC

value.

Wyndham Standing

gives one of the most strik-

ing performances of his career as a weak-kneed

student

who

the

of coward.

title

finds his

manhood when taunted with

is given him by Dorothy Macwho won much praise for her recent work
with Mary Alden in “A Woman’s Woman.” Also
featured is J. Barney Sherry, lately seen in ‘‘Till

Leading support
kaill,

We

Meet Again,”

‘‘Secrets of Paris,” etc.

Gustav von Seyffertitz,

the villain, was an out‘‘When Knighthood Was In
Flower,” ‘‘Sherlock Holmes” and ‘‘The Face in

standing

figure

in

the Fog.”

With such a cast interpreting a story which deals with the arousing of a man’s instincts from timidity to raw courage; culminating
in a fist battle which vindicates his manhood, and closing with the
fulfillment of a

wonderful romance; ‘‘The Inner

the current features every exhibitor can jot

down

Playgoers Pictures

Man”
as a

is

good

one of
bet.
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Classic oF the Screen

WESLET
in
//

hy Arrangement With "Marshal ^eilan

Tleroes

Street

the

Fi*om the Play

Directed
A

<>r

by Lem Parker

by Wm. Beaudine
Tiroduction

comedy drama that contains eHeiy thing
real good picture should haVe.'^
du Street

unquestionably be
acclaimed as the finest production in
nehich the popular Freckles has eeer appeared.
neroes

vSill

EWORLD PREMIERE^
MARK

'

STRAND
NEW YORK CITY’
WEEK. COMMENCING
Dec.

17.

192*2

timber

drama

pud jTj YW

^dda.

HAROLD TITaS’S
»wu.jrTIMBEIt
Directed /rj?RECDifAU

BAB-KER' Scefiarb
by J-C‘HAWti'S
aru)

LOUIS

L' G* RIGBY

B-

MAYEK

REGINALD BARKER’S
^istributeci hy

LOUI

REC

(jQ)ectacles the eye

cannot forget
The

j)icture

was

taken in the midst
of a for es t fir e that

5

charred a whole

11
I

county

was

too hot _
for this wolf/
It

^Drama that drives home
with the trenchant force
of a li;unbeijaek‘’5 axe

A whole motmtain^sidic was Masted to
check the sweep of

—

and
the flames
the camera caix^ht
the ixpheaval

I

IB.

,

ma:vep^

iscnts

LD BARKER’S
UCTION OF

B

mm

AFLAME
Ada.pted front HAROLD

ncvc

TIMBER

.

. .

TITUS’S

directed by

BARKER
Scenario by J.G. HAWKS
arvei L G RI OBY C^P

REGINALD
.

.

;

|

|
1

Anver was

divcrtccL
it s course to
floa^t the logs. The
5 toiy r eq.uii' e el this

^from

anditwa^s done

M RTR
O PICTURES'
X

JLV-LJLj

XV/V^

coicp oitATi OM

Ouftj JntJierLai P^ct^i^es Cid,. &x,cLusive~/^i-stri,huioj^s ihruOc.r:'
ouJ^ ^y£o-t '^yuicLLK.. S urTVm.^iA.^
^

I:

It’s

a

bear,
all

ri^t

Hunt

St^'ornbei*^
'directed bjf HUCHIE FAY
IRVING RIES Stony by
RENE RIVIERRE ana HUNT 5TROMBERG
Su.lnertfLseA'bjr HUNT 5TR0MB£1td

''^i^hobfgvApheJL

ty>

Picturey^

has

STRENGTH/

”No

lack of dramatic tension.
.
Many thrills, acute

The story has

power

primal

The

.

emotional phases”
— Exhibitor’s Trade Review

situations

—

” Acted with virile power
San Francisco Chronicle

are hi^h -tension

—

The drama has
” Dramatic story.

imbact^

Sills

Milton
gives clear, strong por.

.

trayal”

— San Francisco Examiner
J^rodjLLCecd tiyuier

per soh-aL(^

tPie

MAX GRAF
Sicpercjision.

Filled with dramatic sitnations
Motion Picture News

—

UcUpied

POLAND

% JOSEPH
/rewt

STANLEY'S famous

A4AJ70NNA
JAS.W. HORNE
John STUMAR
.

hu

FRANKLIN

CAROLINE ABBOTT
novel
.

^

.

A MODERN

Vivected oy

T^hotographed by
cArt oUr-ecUafv

EARL SIBLEY

'metro^

....

'~Di./irLbu.iecL

N/IFTRO
IVlij
i FVVw'
Juri^

7yKf>e>'^-c^-i

"ikYoviOU-t^t. Byi-lg-LK. Sir

PICTURES
COBPORATION

^'^d<,£%'0Lu-^ive Disti'i.bKtoirs
Wnt.^ur^ (AaKO-^c^n^ COtfC*
,

—
:

our audiences wiLL
too

see it,
r

story has

Li

is

buLLt

pnmaL poivcp

upon a Law

which WYCKckes apart
a mother and her boy

,

,

y

*

TsiiuatloKs are high- tcnsLovi:
the man who gains custody
of tho boy fights against returning him to a mother he

_

deems unworthy

\

••
*
i

Hhe drama has impa-ct
the harder far the -man to
resist the widows entreaties

it is

for her boy when he veal'
lys he loves her

^

>

Has STI|ENGTH
1

Produegd utnief"

RS6 US PAT OFF

fMETRO
PICTURE

i

pereoneL su^rvisLon.

MAX GRAF

1
1

the

qf

^ METRO
-

^
i

JuLstrobiciecL

by

^urij ‘JkKperuiL Putu-res , Cid:,
CTUiuSive "DistriblLtors

thtougkout Ot-Srctstin^
Sit

,

cMana^Ln^ OOin.
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Srom Ihc^lm^ailj)

National
or the
Has

First

4

The 10
The

percentage table showing the standing of producby motion picture critics of trade press, fan magazines and daily newspapers will be found below.
It should be
remembered that reports are still being
received and will be until THE FILM YEAR BOOK. 1922

O
other companies

finally

comhined.

Here’s 22
i

i

in

100
100
100
gg
94
93
92
90
88
88

Flower

Through

Nanook of the North.
Tol’able David
Oliver Twist
Eternal Flame

More Winners Coming
“WHAT A WIFE LEARNED”

“THE DANGEROUS AGE”
i

goes to press.

Smilin’

A

I

first

Grandma’s Boy
Blood and Sand
Orphans of the Storm
Prisoner of Zenda
When Knighthood was

all

i

Best

tions listed

lO Best

II
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John M. Stahl production presented by
Louis B. Mayer. An up-to-date romance and
drama of married life.

A Thomas
King
Wray.
ley

H. Ince special, written by Bradand directed by John Griffith

for 1923

“THE SUNSHINE TRAIL”
A Thomas
MacLean.

H. Ince production, with Douglas
Directed by James W. Horne.

I

“A

I

I

)

A Thomas H.

!

Ince production with the Ince

punch. With Douglas MacLean. An original story by Bradley King and directed by

I

James

W. Home.

places and
to be

of life in the high and low
one of the year’s very best. Title

announced

RICHARD BARTHELMESS

A Thomas

in

MacLean.

later.

With Dorothy Gish. A thrilling story of the
by Edmund Goulding and directed by
Henry King. Presented by Inspiration Pictures, Inc., Charles H. Duell, president.

^

A

Laurence Trimble-Jane Murfin produc(Not a Strongheart picture.)

tion.

“Money, Money, Money”
An

GOLDEN WEST”
An Edwin Carewe
the

famous Belasco

production, taken from
play.

“MONEY LOVE AND THE

WOMAN”
A

John M. Stahl production presented by
Louis B. Mayer.

Holubar special, presenting the
charming Dorothy Phillips.

“THE ISLE OF DEAD SHIPS”

Allen

KATHERINE MacDONALD

A

Maurice Tourneur production, taken from
Capt. Marriott’s famous sea story.
Presented by M. C. Levee.

in

in

“The Lonely Road”

“The Voice From the Minaret”

KATHERINE MacDONALD

Adapted by Lois Zellner from the famous
story by Charles Logue. Directed by Victor
L. Schertzinger and presented by B. P.

“The Scarlet Lily”

“The Bright Shawl”

in

his

heart-winning pictures.

Sol Lesser.

Presented by B. P. Schulberg.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS

in another of

Fh-esented

“TRILBY”

in

“Daddy”
The boy marvel of the screen

in

Schulberg.

JACKIE COOGAN

I

“THE GIRL FROM THE

NORMA TALMADGE
From the famous novel and stage success
by Robert Hichens. Adapted by Frances
Marion and directed by Frank Lloyd. Presented by Joseph M. Schenck.

I

production, which
played to millions with Jane Cowl starring.
Presented by Joseph M. Schenck.

“THE WHITE FRONTIER”

Adapted by Hope Loring from the story by
Larry Evans.
Directed by Tom Foiman
and presented by B. P. Schulberg.

j

!

The famous A1 Woods

“SCARS OF JEALOUSY”
A Thomas H. Ince production taken
the thrilling
directed by Lambert Hillyer.

in

“Within the Law”

H. Ince production with Douglas
Directed by William Seiter.

from
story by Anthony H. Rudd and

KATHERINE MacDONALD

i

13”

“THE SIGN”

“Fiiry”
sea

in

A symphony

“BELL BOY

r

NORMA TALMADGE

AN EDWIN CAREWE
PRODUCTION

MAN OF ACTION”

by

Joseph Hergesheimer’s famous story and
one of the year’s best sellers. Directed by
John Robertson and produced by Inspiration Pictures, Inc., Charles H. Duell, president.

First National Pictures

A

Richard Walton Tully production, taken
from the famous novel by George Du
Maurier.

A JAMES YOUNG PRODUCTION
Title to be

announced

later.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Free Half Sheet Posters
Get these beautiful rotogravure half sheets
(14x42) for your lobby. They are reproductions of the six ads, which appeared
in the Saturday Evening Post, which have
have been seen by millions.
X

w€€kly tn

^

l

n&

humorist ana

D.„t " lAlint

«-m~

f

^
Vo/ue.’ This

U the jeeonJ oj a seritt of six aJterthemenlt to appear wtkh in

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST,

vritun

fj

FJlis

Parker Busier,

TorM-Iamous humorist and author of " Pigs is Pigs,'’ telling America shout a
screen play, “ East it IVest." Mr. Butler accepted this commission only
on condition that he he permitted to tuj exactly vhst he pleated on the tmkjecL

Ellis Parlte*

new

i:

Un’t 1

,

-•n Scerta

the world

tell

^^^n

andwept over

is

An.er.can

The meeting of Mtng Toy and

down to

daughters were a

That does “East

*e play

in on

then

night on

was a great
two-year run a
has had a

,nll admit

^y^

it

p^^^^d

When it comes to a matter of love and

^

Hm

for

.m author^

much
providing so
Of course, the
grt.

aworld

many

ha.
j„i„,

:

^d.
.t

they deserve

it

Mohon

bid for
bid against

M

oy-atandmgas

pay
and newspapers

an author.

and aU

I

am

i.

tbctruthsbout
truuvai^*
the

going to

w,

to

tell

two

-E^tia West"

later boasts she

story begins in China with

T" '7°

The
^PPears

Srst

we have
bu.h„

^lic-peasant firms.
Then.«.rU

^“

the gayest

toeoK contrast

“

New

eabaret

But the scenic
contrast would h,
_e not
mevcable. By

*0'y mterested

That

what

,

.

"

is

“

tf^

said her say

but

Mmg Toy -don’t
and

hnghe a„d
a clever use

the^e^

in

Toy (Co„,^
If hTj^
Toy were an
*>,

is

"e

“
tS*”

^

fej^L^d*!

*hout

“*

we do care.

reyed wretch
ofa father dress
her
1 to
the love.bojj^

her

“P^ sale and drag her

her tongue and her paper umbrella the street before the

author.

China had

looks as if

just

who happens

had a bad

spell

of hoc and

enough, attracts the attention

to be “seeing China." Billy

i

Benson

:

young Amencan, son of the American Minister, and

is

an
as

"oy has about forty'seven parcels to manage, as well as

and her temper, Billy sends them all home
ihaws" or whatever the things are called in China. That

little sisters

^

)<*:phM. Schenk

Ming Toy and is all he sees of her just then,
mystenous China and know some thrilling thing

meets

le

sohcrcgocsr-morc

^

tc,

cheap

little

By the time she has

too large for beauty.

eye rawn. By
tlw^
KnenougfarfOuna «
n«au Chma of

otdmary

Ming Toy flashing
most un^Chinese and thoroughly Amencan bit of temper

rt

"he
he

screen.

hoeshop because the shoe merchant dares hint that her

to
asked to do a

next week.

Ming Toy, who

is

have ever seen on the

he

muuo» peopfo
«,„e ten mdlion
some

bcfon~^f'».„

it

who

\ 1

Hooesny.ijh
tell

To prove

China maid,

for

American'gui,**

tbellion. This, naturally

^

tittle

can

^d„ee m saymgl^be-

The Saturday

that's true.

dehaous

,

evil,

Constance Talnia<^e, and all through
picture she seemed to me just about the most charming

.

rights of

And

West.

In the picture this httle

9^

"f
Talm^^^^
” iirrthry cnlj “SOU)- to Constance

tath. screen

is

good and

and puts her in danger of the hideous things
can happen to a Chinese girl whose father sells her as a

c.

b Hy mer

that needs J1

and East

hate,

n’t feel China,**

quick to «k
people were
pr^ucer

to

East,

is

story takes an altogether

con-

to
American wdUng

And

and fot'^'^”"™’^!;;

est

Broadway

pranenco. and

^^

s^h
hve weeks the
on tHe r«A
a success
for a
dollars or up
pay two

West” mean?

is

cutseunlw

^her^ather-thought^m JttelatrimonUl sUve marheh
he could cash

Benton

“E^t ..

play
,n rhe stage

for MmgToy.
pri-and her athleac '°''“®'";,^„ter.asthe
that saw Fay
u.ve Boat beWesT- Everybody
be«.g hustled

Billy

•^Elati is

^*“^ency.”

’

The “Love-Bost"

Th<««nds««l ‘‘«>“^‘’;f°KniToy“99%

in

*Shei

re in

to happen.
11

And

it

and

*.thelovtJ»at,^,.

)oMph M. Schcnck

^
I

'he

&t mandarin

"“t* hefore he

bids

J^^*P“''thintheeyt

So,

W; would lie
to Eive

h

ef-ofMmgTv.'hr«::r^ 'thad.^r^
t«^^ prayed ftr
" ^ettogao
“night
“Oh more of this
ted

you more next

^
^Gc^.’

Toy hi?^’ *''®»“toknow
u-eck.)

Wh StSekmek,

does.

you what, next week.

ConstanceTaemadge

oots her over
as if she were
mer.

r.

^STANCE TalMadge

preserrs

STANCE TaLMADGE
FtsnkUn
rMcccied by SUlncY
Ehrecico
.. u,

west

wv-

A First National

Attraction

Directed by Sidney Frsnklln
Med

bjr

lohfi a.

A

If

You Want

to

Fructt Muioo Iraa tbe pUy by

Ik

plir I. s..

F-st National
Attraction

Send ^Ipmae

Kymcr. OnciuJly produced by WiDikai fUrrik

First

B

A

Jr.

National Attraction

Know How

It’s

Cleaning

^

^
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Ask your exchange
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free
de luxe advance one sheet.
Big Star
in a great picture plus national advertising and free poster tie-ups with the
ad. campaign.
the

also for

A

EHis Parker
Butler

Notice: This

of a series of six aitertisements appearing wee
POST,
by Ellis Parier I
world-famous humorist and author of" Pigs is Pigs " telling Ameriead
new screen p!ay,**East is IVest." Mr. Butler accepted this commissicl
on condition that he be permitted to say exactly what he pleased on the s
is the fifth

THE SATURDAY EVENING

Parker Butler

Ellis

Parker Butler

fiMA«ericanlanguage;Betme,Ste^

«1 speak only

..
dignified

dm '“Bast

Seeing

Am

By

interest in
I

am a humorist

^

is

and

1

professu
nature and

hj»r b
feU that no
successfhUy. T

ha

is

West" pmwe

in a

on th
die screen as
i.

is

I

book

tragedy but it

^

<b'
pie

humor from start “
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of these y
cames many
a charmingly

be as laughable
•« that noui.

Korean

filmed.

West"

is

yet
slung and

(Constance

Toy

^

mn«ent ht^

‘Wo

jhem-as

*

Charlie

^^jen who

at

ari«=s

Ming Toy,

that

the

little

is

just

hkc

the athletic

rescue

you have

to welcominf

The humor

in

characters-and
^ andj cnarac
situations
from the

that

'^“S^taboufEastisWest-neatweek.)
prints

ConstamcbTalma

have

I

who

(Billy

I
'

if

m gomg

ree

East

wnting what
have done

P^t

to ten

nl

1

^

=‘'«™«ment wnter and

to be
disappointed

is

West"

“^n do not go to

beS^ase

"don't

Benson)

then hurried to a love-boat to be sold into matrim

slavery.

That happens

San Francisco.

in

I

China and presently

in

in

San Francisco a new

That does

who

is

little

Minf

how she gets there, or

have not said

her and murder everyone

^

All

million people,

to |

is

have not done

I

"Chinese” maid

man

because when

it.

advertisements.

steal

arc

man can do

China,” meets an athletic young American

villain

Ming Toy

if

he

else.

I

don't mind saying he
1

1

one picture
East

Charlie

Yong

is

the

is

the most

ever ran across and that

1
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West"
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has drama,
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corseted chop suey king of San Francisco, and he usual

what he wants.
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create a situation!
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never do
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^
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»me
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of
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V

^n"

extreme disbke to having him get Ming Toy. Charbe
one of the fellows with such a big lump of grinning

you want to kick him downstairs every time you
even if you have to hire a carpenter to build the stair
genuine pleasure to disbke Charbe Yong; a mki fee)
and better for disliking him. To sit there and disbke
Yong for half an hour is better than going to chur
come away feeling that this is still a good old wo'
there are people left that you can dislike as joyous!
dislike Charbe Yong. And even Pollyanna, dear chi
be glad glad glad to see what CharUe Yong gets
r^ of “East is West,”

'omem-

TT

'-d Xac':^-„

t

that

ture

and

1

do not

opportunity.

And

I

hesitate

“

thank you

motioVpir

to'^ge

You‘lI thani
me.

''

the

l,t

|

— —

(Look for

my last

advertisement next week).

Joceph

M.

<-onstanceTalmadge

Schenck praenti

ConstanceTalm()
A

Attraction
first National

eA5T'i

A First National

Attr,action

DtrectRl by Sidney Frankun

AdaMed by

Frances Marion from the pUy by Samuel Shinmaa
Origwally produced by william H&rru. Jr.

ud JobD B. Hymer.

A First National Attraction

Ask the Man

Who

Has Played

It!

^niw^MSru^
presents

"THE

HOTTE
The Comedy-Drama Special of the Year
Taken from Willie Collier’s Rollicking

—

Stage Success

With DOUGLAS MACLEAN
and MADGE BELLAMY
Directed by James W. Horne and Del Andrews
under the personal supervision of Thomas H. Ince.

Distributed

by Associated

First National Pictures, Inc.

7he^ll be on their feet qelling 4.
tt laugh or a thrill every second

'

Moving' Picture

Foanded 1907
P. Chalmers ~

J.

\fj

WORLD
Action

is

T

had to happen. It wasn’t possible for the
picture calendar to roll around from September to December without something- in the way

I

j-^

Dec, 23, 1922

Coming
Definite announcement by the Sydney Cohen
group of the birth of the Theatre Owners’ Dis-

Cooperative distribution is the rock upon which
previous organization attempts have floundered;
but it remains the goal towards which all exhibitor

tributing Corporation interjects a new element into
the booking combination discussion that has been
waxing so interesting.
First news that the booking combination idea
was spreading to other cities besides. New York
had many editorial writers fearing for the poor
producer, who faced the prospect of being held
up by the united buying power of the combinations.
Then Hiram Abrams announced that he would
encourage booking combinations wherever possible
and the discovery was made by those who
should have known it in the first place that all distributors are not preeminently satisfied with conditions as they exist.
There are others in the Hiram Abrams position,
but their strength is not so impregnable that they
can afford to talk.
But the proposal of a distributing machine
backed by the organized exhibitor presents competition
competition for the now existing independent distributor, the booking combination, and
the more solidly intrenched producer-distributor.
The booking combination doesn’t seem to be “a
dreaded monster” any longer. To the distributor
it presents by far the lesser of the evils
if it is am

organizers aim.

evil.

of excitement, something portending storms.
The formation of the A. B. C. and the rumblings
incident to it gave the first intimation that this film
year was not to differ from its predecessors.
Ii

Vol. 59, No.

turns out that the A. B. C. was only a
“stolen march” on the part of a group of New York
exhibitors; the telegraph wires from Chicago tell
of the organization of the “Theatre Owners’ Distributing Corporation,” with national aspirations,
and guided by the same hands that hold the reins
on the M. P. T. O. A.

|Now

it

“Things are beginning to happen.”

Moving Picture World

the only trade paper
which has continued to present news items showing that the organization distribution plan discussed two years ago at Minneapolis and last summer at Washington had not passed into the land
is

of limbo.

“Theatre Owners’ Distributcapable men; they have
are
Corporation”
planned slowly and deliberately; it must naturally
be surmised that they have chosen the moment of
launching with the greatest care.

The sponsors

—

—

of the

ing

are men not given easily to man}^ of the
that have ruined the efforts of their
predecessors.

They

mistakes

But they have
overcome.

many

of the

same obstacles

to

bright for those who believe
an industry makes for prosperity, combats stagnation, and prevents the successful carrying out of the slow process of evolution that seems always to be headed towards
benevolent monopoly.

So the prospect

is

that “action” within

We

—

are going to have plenty of action.

Detailed comment on the new Theatre Owners’
Distributing Corporation must wait on more definite word concerning its plans arid proposed
method of operation than has yet come from
Chicago.
Detailed comment may not then be wise, if it
turns out, as now appears, that the new machine is
merely a business organization intended for competition with existing business organizations.
For it is not the place of the trade paper to discuss the pros and cons, merits or alleged demerits,
of competing business organizations in its field.
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A Big Success

league.
Its success cannot be gauged entirely by the receipts taken in at the
box offices, though it was a decided
financial success. But the cumulative
effects of the movement over the
weeks, months and years to come will
tell the story of this movement for the
screen’s benefit and to convince the
theatre-goers, and especially the stayat-homes, that the modern moving picture industry is worthy of their confidence.

The calibre of the pictures shown
has seldom been equaled anywhere.
“Tess of the Storm Country,” “When
Knighthood Was in Flower,” “I
the Law,” “Human Hearts” and “The
Secret of the Storm Country” were a
few of the offerings held out to the

Am

movie lovers of St. Louis. But it was
neighborhood houses that some
of the best results were obtained.
in the

A Radical Change
Roth

The finM vote on the motion
picture referendum in Massachusetts as certified by the Secretary
of State is as follows:
AgMnst Censorship.
553,173
For Censorship
208,252
.

.

Majority against
Censorship
344,921

Against “Blue Laws”
District

of Columbia Officials

Favor

Sunday Recreation

The Government of the District of
Columbia is not in favor of the “blue
laws” which have been proposed for
Washington and will take no action to
press for their adoption by Congress. According

commissioners,
Washington does not need any Sunday
blue laws and there will be no efforts made
by District officials to repress innocent
the

to

District

amusement and

recreation on that day.
In the opinion of Cuno H. Rudolph,
president of the Board of Commissioners,
it is much better for the general public to
have moving picture theatres and other
amusements open, affording them an outlet for a normal desire for recreation.

Moving' Picture

WORLD

Foresees

Elimination of Orchestra from Movie Theatres
Forecasting that the demands that
musicians in San Francisco theatres
are making may bring about the entire
elimination of orchestral music in theatres, Eugene H. Roth, of the California, Granada, Imperial and Portola
Theatres, says it is likely that such
music will be entirely superseded by
pipe-organs, together with a few players who will be called on to render the
necessary jazz.
The demands of the musicians are
now centering on a six-day week.
Their former demands
for
more
money having already been granted,

Mr. Roth

states.

Paramount Wins
Rodolph Valentino, prominent screen
star, suffered a defeat recently when the
Appellate Division of the N. Y. Supreme
Court handed down a decision denying
from the decision of Justice
Wasservogel of the lower court, restraining him from appearing with any other
his appeal

motion picture concern but the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation during the
period of his contract with them.
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Arrange Meeting

Censorship Vote

Expects Cumulative Effects of Movie
Week to be Highly Beneficial
“Go-to-the-Movies-\Veek,” December 3 to 9, in St. Louis, Mo., has passed
into history. It was perhaps the most
successful campaign of its kind ever
staged in the Mound City and reflects
great credit on Joseph Mogler, president of the St. Louis Motion Picture
Exhibitors’ League; Fred Wehrenberg,
vice president and chairman of the
“Go-to-the-Moviesspecial
league
Week” campaign committee, the other
officers and individual members of the

December

by Chalmers Publishing

Company.
Copyright throughout Great Britain and
Colonies under the provisions of the Copyright Act of 1911.
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Date Set for Gathering of Exchamge
Mzmagers and Exhibitors
January 22, 23 and 24 are the dates
that have been fixed for the big gettogether meeting of the exchange
managers in the District of Columbia
territory and the exhibitors of Washington, Virginia, Maryland and North
Carolina. At a meeting of the newlyformed Film Board of Trade on
December 11, committees on the part
of that organization were appointed
and the secretary requested to invite
the exhibitors’ associations in the
places named to form committees to
co-operate in this movement.

The officers of the Film Board of
Trade are R. Clinton Robin, Rathe,
president J. Harry Brown, Universal,
vice president J. A. Bachman, Educational, secretary, and Samuel Galanty,
American Releasing, treasurer. The
executive committee members are J.
;

;

H. Beaver, Preferred Pictures; Sam
Gallanty; and Sam Flax, Liberty Film.
The affair is to be financed through
contributions from the home offices of
the film companies whose Washington
managers are members of the Film
Board of Trade and from the independent companies of local origin.
In
past years exhibitors’ organizations
have also contributed to the general
fund.

Censors Appointed
Louisville Decides

on Closer Watch on

Theatricals and Movies

Stage shows in Louisville, Ky., recently have called down the wrath of
the censors, and in the general admonition which has been issued moving picture shows have been included.
This

is

not, however, because

moving

picture bills in Louisville have been at
fault, but the censors felt impelled to
include them in their blanket warning,
when they issued their criticism of the
stage.

This latter criticism was brought
about by the dancing of Isadora

Duncan, against which the city auhave strenuously objected.
The Board of Public Safety has named
Policewoman Alice Dunlop and her
assistant, Mrs. Mayme Oldham as a
committee of censors to prevent
“indecent shows and moving pictures
from exhibiting in Louisville.” Posters
which advertise shows, are also to
come under the jurisdiction of the

thorities

censors.

The move to have the Board of
Safety interfere by the appointment of
the two censors was started by a
delegation of churchwomen who objected to the Duncan dancing.

December
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Exhibitors Form $5,000,000
Distributing
System
I
True Explains Functions of

*'

ONCLUSIVE

official

By ROGER FERRI

confirmation

exclusive announcement
Moving Picture
in
published
following the national exhibitor
World
«
convention in Washington that a movement had been inaugurated secretly
during the session having for its purpose the organization of co-operative
exhibitor booking units in various territories was given this week in a reu
port from Chicago that the exhibitors
f
I
there had formed the Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation with a
The formation
capital of $5,000,000.
of the A. B. C. in New York followed
the Washington convention, but this
I
movement was sponsored by exhibitors,
Bi
who, while at that time hostile to the na|
tional body, were on the “inside” of
the campaign and in the vernacular
of show business started the ball rolling by establishing their own system,
which is already functioning and bidding for productions against syndicate
bookers in the metropolitan district.

New Co-operative Bookers
amount

“

;

I

5

•

!

'

I

'

Will Widen Scope
independent co-operative booking unit sponsored by the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America was formally organized on Tuesday of this week in
Announcement of the orChicago.
ganization of such a unit in Chicago
was exclusively published in
also
Moving Picture World three weeks
The Chicago organization of a
ago.

However, the

'

I

j

,

ir

i

ji

j

I

j|

first official

direct distributing system is the forerunner of others that are now under
way in various other sections, name-

MassaMotion
Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan

ly in Philadelphia, the South,
chusetts and Michigan. If the
I

1

I

I

carry out plans they formulated last
week it is only a question of about
two weeks when they will have formed
a direct regional distributing organization similar to that incorporated in

I

Chicago

this

Tuesday, following one

of the most enthusiastic meetings of
exhibitors ever held in that city.
,

That the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America are now determined

of

money

their pictures will

gross in rentals.

of the

The

organizations.
These meetings have
been held secretly in New York City.
At these meetings the conferers had
before them a mass of papers containing data concerning rental prices on
various pictures, together with comparative statistics covering a period
of about four years, as well as figures
Touching in every detail on the distribution problem.
The contention of some exchangemen that the local co-operative booking units could in no way dictate has
been also considered by the national
organization, which, when the local
units have, been organized, will purchase, lease or book pictures direct
from producers or distributors and in
turn deliver them to the exhibitor
distributing units for direct local distribution. In that way, argue exhibitor
leaders, the units while local in their
functioning, will be able to guarantee
producers a specific number of play
dates throughout the country.
system to gauge run engagements also

A

being considered with each territory systematically divided into sections and first, second, third, etc., runs
will be fi.xed accordingly.

is

Ample Finance
That the exhibitors are seemingly
prepared to finance this undertaking
is also accepted as a fact among those
who happen to know what is going on
in the inner circles. If necessary, one
official pointed out to a representative of Moving Picture World, the exhibitor can get unlimited funds from
banking institutions which, they say,
have refused to invest in film distribu-

“some sort of real system
had been devised within the industry

tion until

They point out, too, that exhibitors can finance their local co-operative booking units with the financial
support of these banking institutions,
which, in a number of instances, have
itself.”

official
statement
substanthe exclusive announcement
published in Moving Picture World
several weeks ago follows
“Somewhat of a sensation was occasioned in motion picture circles Tuesday when it was announced that the
Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation, a company owned and con-

tiating

:

by independent exhibitors, was
formally launched at a meeting held
in Hotel Sherman. Many independent
exhibitors, in no way connected with
the exhibitors’ organization, in the
main took the initiative in this
proposition and invited the officers
and members of the exhibitor organization, notably the Motion Picture

trolled

Theatre Owners of America, to meet
with them in formulating a new line
of

action.

“While the move tending toward
this end was known in ‘inside’ exhibitor circles for several days, yet no
inkling of the real situation reached
the industry generally until Tuesday’s
The meeting was
session was held.
attended by about 100 leading independent theatre owners from different
By reparts of the United States.
quest, William A. True, of Hartford.
Conn., presided after the meeting had
been called to order by W, D. Burford
of Aurora, 111., who welcomed the exhibitors to Chicago.
“Mr. True stated that letters and
telegrams were on his desk from various independent exhibitors who were
most enthusiastically in favor of the

new movement,

but were prevented
being present because of the
great distance to be travelled or for

from

The Thedifferent business reasons.
atre Owners Distributing Corporation
chartered under the laws of the
is
State of Delaware because of the many
business advantages associated with
It has an
this line of incorporation.
It
authorized capital of $5,000,000.
will be entirely co-operative in character.

I

I

to

carry

tures

cepted

is

the distribution of picfact that is generally ac-

out

a
in

well-informed

circles.

In

j

fact, this direct exhibitor distribution

plan has been carefully prepared and
represents several months of conferences among members of the national
council of the M. P. T. O. A. and various executives of the local exhibitor

approached exhibitor organizations in
several territories to promote a directto-the-exhibitor distribution policy.
With the direct-to-the-exhibitor policy in vogue, say leaders of the
exhibitor movement, producers will be
in a position to ascertain immediately
after their productions have been accepted by the theatres the exact

Exhibitor Stockholders

“A demand

for a

company

of this

kind on the part of independent theatre owners has been repeatedly made
for several years because of the tendency within the industry to effect
lines

of centralized control.

dependent exhibitor saw

The

in-

his position

;;

:

:
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in the business imperiled and the desire for an exhibitor controlled dis-

tributing corporation

was expressed

at the Minneapolis convention of the
M. P. T. O. A. in June, 1921, and reiterated with much emphasis at the
Washington convention in
of
this year, and was at that meeting referred to the Board of Directors.

May

“Many

State and other meetings of
exhibitors, allied to this national organization, went on record as favoring
such a move, and similar action was
taken by different regional bodies.
Finally, the Board of Directors of the
M. P. T. O. A. decided that that organization would not of itself make
such a move, but that the formation
of an exhibitor owned and controlled
distributing corporation was imperative to insure the safety of the independent theatre owners.
“Then came the formation of the
Theatre Owners Distributing CorpoIn presenting the plans and
ration.
purposes of the new company to the
exhibitors at today’s meeting, Mr.
True made a number of interesting
statements relative to the manner in
which the company would operate.
Meetings will be held in different cities
throughout the country soon to afford
all independent exhibitors an opportunity to become affiliated with the
new company. Definite arrangements
will be made for the establishment of
exchanges or the acquiring of exchanges now in operation in all parts
of the country, and also for the general extension of business.’’
_

The following constitute the Board
of Directors of the Theatre Owners
Distributing Corporation: William D.
Burford, president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Illinois
Harry Davis of Pittsburgh, owner of
a string of theatres in the Steel City
and vicinity; L. J. Dittmar, head of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Kentucky, and himself owner of
theatres in various parts of the South
.Sydney S. Cohen, of New York, president of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, and William A.
True of Hartford, Conn., president of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Connecticut.
In his address to the exhibitors in
Chicago Mr. True, according to a
printed copy of his speech forwarded
to trade papers, said, among other
things, that subscribers for stock will
have no voting power, this privilege
being given to a board of “seven voting trustees’’ to be elected by the
stockholders.
Messrs. Cohen, Burford, True, Dittmar, and Davis have
already been elected members of this
board with two others to be elected
within the near future. Each stockholder, according to Mr. True, will be
obligated to exhibit all pictures procured by the new corporation.

Mr. True’s Chicago address, in
follows

full,

have called this meeting at the request
men, brother exhibitors, who
with myself have long since arrived at
the conclusion that the entry of a new
and independent distributing company into
the motion picture field was essential to the
safety and prosperity of the thousands of
exhibitors who at present are not allied with
any of the large chains of producer owned
and controlled motion picture theatres or
with any of the distributing companies.
It will be sufficient for me to state at
this time that my associates have become
so convinced of the necessity for the orseveral

ganization of a new distributing company
that we have caused a company to be organized under the laws of the State of
Delaw'are known as “Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation” with an authorized
capital of five million dollars.
The stock
of the company is all common stock and
consists of one hundred thousand shares
of the par value of fifty dollars each.
have completed the organization of this
company to the extent of subscribing for
some of the stock and electing a board of
directors in order to accelerate progress.
The board of directors will consist of seven

We

men,

five of

names are

whom
as

have been elected. Their

follows

William D. Burford, Aurora, 111. Harry
Davis, Pittsburgh, Pa.; L. J. Dittmar, LouisCohen, New York
City; Wm. A. True, Hartford, Conn.
It is the desire of this company to arrange
for obtaining and distributing to motion
ville,

Ky.

;

Sydney

S.

picture exhibitors, stockholders of
pany, a grade of pictures of
quality which can be supplied to
at a price that will enable them
a profit on their investments.

this

com-

consistent
exhibitors
to realize

^ly associates have undertaken this gigantic enterprise for the purpose of affording protection to the independent exhibitors throughout the United States, and with
this purpose in mind it is the fundamental
idea of the incorporators to make the company strictly co-operative. This meeting is,
therefore, called for the purpose of inviting
all
independent exhibitors of the United
States to become stockholders of this company and aid in the advancement and perfection of this enterprise so essential to
the business welfare of all independent exhibitors.

You can realize how many problems have
already forced themselves upon the attention of the incorporators calling for solution
and how many more problems will arise
from time to time as the organization and

We

operation of the company progresses.
cannot submit, and I feel that you do not
expect, a statement in detail of all these
problems that have arisen and of the disposition of the same by the incorporators.
One of these problems, however, was to
insure equality of interest in the company

We have felt that it
to the exhibitors.
would be unjust to allow a majority of stock
of this company to be owned by a few
large exhibitors and that it would be equalB'
unjust to permit a large and well-to-do exhibitor to obtain the benefits of this cocompany without contributing
operative
We, therea fair portion of the capital.
fore, have concluded that the allotment of
stock to the subscribers must be based
up a schedule of minimum and maximum
requirements so that a theatre owner in a
town of a given size will be required to
subscribe for at least a certain minimum
of stock for each theatre and that he will
not be permitted to subscribe for more
than the maximum limits fixed.
Minimum and maximum limits for stock
subscriptions are contained on attached
schedule.
It has also been determined, in order to

23, 1922

secure

absolute equality of representation
order to insure the company from
attacks without or disturbances within,
that
all subscribers for stock must
be required
to enter into a voting trust agreement
and
pursuant to the terms thereof assign all
of
their stock to the voting trustees
therein
named.
The incorporators have decided
that a board of seven voting trustees
is
best adapted to the needs of the company

and

I

of

December
in

five of

whom

’

have been elected.
to maintain direct and
constant relations with all of its stockholders who will also be the customers
of the
company, by causing to be organized a
national advisory committee consisting
of
one man from each of the twenty-nine,
more or less, distributing zones in the United
.States, each of said men to be selected
by

The company hopes

the

subscribers for stock.
The company
also hopes to cause to be established a
local committee of seven exhibitors selected

by the stockholders themselves

in each zone
through whom the company will adjust disputes and from whom the company will
obtained information and suggestions for the
betterment of the service it intends to fur-

nish.

Each subscribing stockholder will also be
obligated to exhibit the pictures released
by the company upon the terms and conditions that will be incorporated in a standard form of contract. It is the hope of the

company

to

prepare

a

standard

form

contract which will be fair and equitable

of
in

terms and which will insure to the
exhibitors the opportunity for exhibiting
pictures for which they have contracted
It is our hope that we will be able to have
our product ready for release beginning with
September, 1923, and prior to that time the
company will be engaged in organizing exchanges in all of the principal exchange
centres in the United States or acquiring
exchanges now in existence, contracting
with producers, directors and stars for the
all

its

distribution of material suitable for exhibition by the exhibitor and at prices consistent with the general purpose of the
company and with the desires and hopes
of the exhibitors throughout the United
States.

Distributors in New York declined
to discuss the situation, some of them
preferring to wait for further developments and a more detailed account
of the purposes of the organization.
Efforts were made this week to secure a statement from Mr. Cohen in
New York and Ben Moeller, business
manager of the national organization,
but at the M. P. T. O. A. offices it
was stated that the national exhibitor
leader would not return to the metropolis until Friday, while Mr. Moeller
was in the West.
Metropolitan exhibitors manifested
a keen interest in the project, which
did not take them by surprise.
Surprising, however, was the fact that
the move had been taken by independents in Chicago, for it is a well known
fact that similar regional co-operative
booking projects are now under way
in other sections.
But those who
know what they are talking about
and not inclined to discuss at random,
have it that these regional organizations will function through the Theatre Owners Distribuing Corporation
along the booking lines now utilized
by the bigger and successful vaudeville

booking

offices.

December
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Booking Fight Is Spreading;
A. B. C. Center of Interest
Pennsylvanians Start Censorship Fight

T

battle of co-operative indebooking
exhibitors’
pendent

officers

versus syndicate bookers

has spread to all parts of the country
with the interest centered about the
activities of the A. B. C. in New York.

have acquired
rights to United Artists’ “Tess of the
I
® Storm Country” with Mary Bickford,
and Marcus Loew, together with other
have grabbed the old
syndicalists
“Tess” picture which will be used as

The

latter

already

opposition for the new version, according to information obtained in wellilj

informed

I

j

circles.

Word comes from New England,
the South, Missouri and Middle West
this week that similar independent
booking movements are under way
with the theatre owners consulting
the New Yorkers, who are progressing
encouragingly with their program.
That the Keith-Moss-Loew-Fox and
other circuts will combine in bidding
against the independents for big pictures in New England is accepted as a
fact, but it is known that the new
syndicate already has tied up some of
the best product of the year under its
new plan, which guarantees something
like 500 days in New York City and
Northern New Jersey.
Pennsylvania
that some sort of legislation will be
Speculation

'

®

'

;

‘

^

i

1

in

Pennsylvania Board of Motion

Some

of the independent exchanges are arguing that
unless the powers of these commissioners are restricted they will be
forced out of business. The exhibitor
organizations of Eastern Pennsylvania
and Western Pennsylvania will hold a

Picture Censorship.

joint

convention in Harrisburg, Pa.,

either in
;

rife

passed by the new Legislature restricting the powers now enjoyed by the
czarical

“

is

January or February for the

purpose of visiting the Legislature,
while in session, and demanding a
hearing on a number of radical
measures that are being threatened to
be presented.

!

'

The

next Paramount convention
be held in Kansas City, according
to a wire that was sent this week to

will
!

I

I

Mayor Cromwell, of that city, by
Frank Newman, an exhibitor in that
city. Adolph Zukor and Marcus Loew,
together with John A. Kent and other
Paramounteers, were royally entertained when they recently stopped off

ROGER FERRI

By

he

in that city en route to Los Angeles
where the convention was held.

The M. P. T. O. of Missouri is still
complaining about unfair competition
The organization is accusing
there.
certain producing interests of discouraging and wrecking its plan to
bring about closer relationship between theatre owners and exchanges.
At the next meeting of the Board of
Directors this alleged movement will
be thrashed out. The meeting is expected to be held some time late next
week, according to word received in

New

York.

ing this

Change
The Associated Booking Corporation
issued
the following
statement this week:

“A change of policy has been
adopted by the A. B. C. due to the
conditions that the members think
has made it necessary. The fact
that these independent exhibitors
have received an absolute lack of
co-operation from most of the
larger producers, despite the fact
that they have demonstrated that
they are ready and able to handle
large productions, and the an-

tagonism which has been shown
them by several of these producers
who are financially and otherwise
interested

made

in opposition circuits
in the opinion of the

necessary

to

discard

policy of remaining
completely out of the distributing
or producing end of the industry
and they are now laying their
plans for State right purchases of
all
suitable productions
which
they are offered.
“The immense buying power of
this group of first-run exhibitors
and the fact that immediate playfirst

ing dates and cash returns are
possible should make them a big
factor in the New York State and
Northern New Jersey territory.
“Immediate action along these
lines is

proviso,

already have been

closed.
Several British concerns are
also dickering with the popular star

with the plan in mind of featuring him
in British productions if he decides to
desert America.

Wildwood, N. J., a resort near
Atlantic City, N. J., will be the scene
of the next convention of the New
Jersey Theatre Owners.
This convention will be held late in the summer, just before the national convention of the M. P. T. O. A., which is
slated to be held in Chicago some time
late in May or early in June.
,

Gallant Fight Lost
Lawmakers Refuse to Guarantee Industry Freedom from Censorship
The fight put up by the motion picture
men of Missouri to safeguard the industry of that State against censorship has

it,

members,
their

If Rodolph Valentino is prohibited
by court from appearing in American
productions, he will go to England
where R. H. Cochran, the British
theatrical magnate, will feature him in
his annual revue at the Coliseum in
Hippodrome.
Negotiations, embrac-

’

A. B. C. Adopts Policy

has

United Artists’ Corporation have
completed a deal whereby they get a
lease on the Pershing Theatre in St.
Louis from the St. Louis Amusement
Company. This house will be opened
on December 25 for an indefinite engagement of Douglas Fairbanks’
“Robin Hood.” Two shows daily will
be given with the top admission fixed
at $1 for night shows.

contemplated by this cor-

poration.”

failed.

L.

The industry and its
M. Henson, of Poplar

led by
and Paul

friends,
Bluff,

Conwell, of Kansas City, attempted
have the State Constitution amended
to guarantee the screen the same freedom as that accorded to speech and to
S.

to

the press.

With

this in

view a move was made

before the Constitutional Convention sitting in Jefferson City, December 11. But
the motion, known as the Conwell-Henson
amendment, was rejected by the convention.

WHAT ARE YOUR
BORS

DOING?

NEIGH-

CONSULT

SUMNER SMITH’S EXHIBITOR NEWS SECTION.
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Complete Plans

Here

For Big Welcome Prosperity Dinner

— Many

closing days of the year are bringing the rumors.

On Wednesday evening the New York Giobe printed a “Wall
Street rumor" to the effect that Vitagraph and Pathe were to merge,

Notables to Be Present

Plans were completed this week for
the big Welcome Prosperity Dinner

adding a lot of “inside” det2uls about the downtown financial interests

and Dance of The Motion Picture

involved.

dustry that will be held at Hotel Astor
in New York on January 11.
Representative leaders of not only the motion picture industry, but of other industries as well have accepted invitations submitted by Chairman David
R. Hochreich, who was sponsor, in
co-operation with the Motion Picture
Directors’ Association, of the formal
welcome dinner of the industry to Will

On Thursday morning the New York Herald came forth with its contribution to the effect that J. D. Williams wsis to take over the reins of
the Vitagraph Company.
None of the parties concerned had seen either of the stories until
called to their attention by Moving Picture World. Vitagraph and Pathe
gave an emphatic denial to the story concerning them, both saying, “It
must have been made up out of thin 2ur.” Vitagraph and J. D. Willi2uns
were just as unqualified in denying the rumor that linked them.
The official statement from Vitagraph follows:
Public statements that J. D. Williams, formerly manager of Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., is to be associated with the Vitagraph Company of America in
some capacity are “absolutely untrue and without foundation in fact,’’ according to a
statement issued just before press time by Alfred E. Smith, president of Vitagraph.
“Mr. Williams is not associated with Vitagraph in any capactiy nor has Mr. Smith
entered into any negotiations whatsoever with him,’’ the statement said. “The stories
being made public that there will be changes in the personnel of Vitagraph are
undoubtedly being circulated by unscrupulous competitors. The only change in policy
recently inaugurated by Vitagraph is the policy of the deposit system, which has long
been a thorn in the side of all exhibitors, due to the fact that under the deposit system
approximately $3,000,000 of exhibitors’ money is in the hands of producers, for which
the exhibitor has received no adequate benefit.”

The Wall

Street reporters will return to their

rumor

factories

and

try again.
J. D. Williams, before leaving for Los Angeles on the “Century”
Thursday, said that he would be ready to announce his plans 'within a
couple of weeks.

Hays last March.
The coming dinner and dance,

ward

Ask Ban
At

Lifted

meeting of the Ottawa, Ontario,
Public School Board on December 7, it
was decided to ask the Underwriters’
Association to raise the ban against
a

ac-

cording to reports, promises to be one
of the greatest affairs of its kind held
in New York, for in attendance at the
affair will be leaders of finance and
mercantile business.
Every industry
will be represented. Prominent motion
])icture and stage stars also will be
on hand. Charles M. Schwab, David
\V. Griffith, Adolph Zukor, Governorelect Alfred E. Smith of New York
State. United States Senator-elect EdI.

Edwards

cus Loew, Jules
the use of moving picture films in all
Ottawa public schools. Under present
restrictions imposed by the Board of
Underwriters, films of an inflammable
nature cannot be used in any school
building for any purpose.

In-

of

New

Jersey, Mar-

Mastbaum

of Phila-

Randolph Hearst, B.
S. Moss, P. A. Powers, F. J. Godsol,
United States Senator-elect Royal S.
Copeland of New York, Governor-elect
George S. Silver of New Jersey, Harry
delphia, William

Heher, David Belasco, Paul Block.

Second Annual Banquet of the Allied Film Laboratories Association held at Delmonico’s on December 7.
Speeches were made by General Charles Cole, who led the Massachusetts censorship fight; Courtland Smith of Will Hays’ office:
M. Boynton, of the Exhibitors Trade Review; Jules Brulatour, of the Eastman Kodak Company; William A. Johnson, of the Motion
Picture News; Martin J. Quigley, of the Exhibitors Herald, and J. A. Coram, of the Bay State Film Company.
Major Tom Evans
acted as toastmaster.
Those present were: Courtland Smith, George Blair, PJichard Brady, Jules E. Brulatour, W. J. German, W. A. Johnston, E.
Gillette, Robert E. Welsh, W. E. Milligan, J. Dannenberg, L. M. Boyhton, H. McLellan, General Charles Cole, J. A. Coram, M. J. Quigley,
R. W. Baremore, G. W. Yates, A. C. Snyder, S. Schneider, P. J. Sweeny, G. Barth, Ross Coram, Ben Goetz. Abel Cary Thomas, Francis
Doublier, Edward W. Ulmer, Monroe F. Mannheimer, H. Gllckman, H. LeRoy, G. L. Pinkham, Charles Urban, Henry San, J. H. San,
Ralph Ittelson, C. C. Cooper, R. Brophy, E. F. Murphy, P. Rodes, Grant Dan Duys, Maj. Tom Evans, Herbert J. Tates, William.
Hedwlg, Allan A. Downes, Harry Goetz, O. W. Biarmer, D. J. San, M. E. A. Tucker, Edward Horne.
L.

K

K
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Vitagraph Abolishes Deposits;
Play Dates Required
Smith Sees 97 per Cent, of Exhibitors as Responsible
ITAGRAPH

will abolish the de-

system entirely beginning
with the new year. This important step is announced by Albert E.
posit

Smith, president of the organization,

and comes after careful consideration.
Its effect is of the greatest importance
to every exhibitor, and should aid materially in relieving a situation that

become

to
bearable.

many

has

exhibitors almost un-

In making the announcement Mr.
Smith added that the action of the
Vitagraph company was not retroactive and that no deposits already
under existing contracts
received
would be refunded, but that every dollar of deposits so received would be
applied strictly according to the terms
of the contracts as they read at the
time the contracts were made. Con-

made after the new year will
require no deposit, but the Vitagraph
Company, Mr. Smith said, would expect and demand the same fair treatment on the part of the exhibitor as
the exhibitor received from Vitagraph.
tracts

Necessary Years

Ago

explaining this very important
in the method of dealing with
the exhibitor, Mr. Smith said that ten
years or more ago, when in the majority of cases the exhibitor represented only a small theatre with a few
hundred seats and under a short lease,
it was deemed necessary to require
a substantial advance payment from
the exhibitor, not that the money
might be in the hands of the producer
or distributor for use, but in order to
insure the performance of the contract by the exhibitor.
Today, Mr. Smith said, the conditions are different and the situation
The exhibitor of
is entirely changed.
today, with but few exceptions, Mr.
Smith said, has a very substantial investment in the theatre which he operates.
He is responsible and means
to live up to the contract which he
In

change

signs.

97% Thoroughly

Responsible

Fully 97 per cent, of the exhibitors
today are thoroughly responsible, Mr.
Smith said, not only in their financial
ability to meet the obligations in their
contracts, but in their desire and intention to meet them. He declared that
the Vitagraph Company had experienced no trouble in dealing with the
great majority of exhibitors and he
held that the great majority of 97 or

more per cent, of exhibitors should
not be required to pay advance deamounting to millions of dollars
annually, because of the unreliability
of the almost negligible minority.
Vitagraph, however, intends to enforce its contracts with such exhibitors who are not thoroughly reliable,
by requiring them to live up to the
letter of their contracts. To carry out
the plan of exacting the same treatment from the exhibitor that Vitagraph gives him, the exhibitor will be
compelled to meet his obligations and
pay the full amount due under all
contracts regardless of whether or not
the pictures are played.
posits

Secures Judgment

The delinquent

will be brought to
terms, Vitagraph says. Already many
delinquent exhibitors have learned that
a breach of contract does not mean
merely the loss of his deposit. Only
last week Vitagraph secured a judgment against one theatre for more
than $6,000. The court sustained the
legality of the Vitagraph contract and
gave judgment in the full amount although the theatre never played the

contract. When the exhibitor, for any
reason, desires to postpone the original play date named in the contract,
it will be necessary for him to pay

the

amount due on the contract

before the play date designated in the

in

seven days in advance of
the original play date named in the
contract, before Vitagraph will consent to the change, and then the exhibitor in each case will have the
privilege of playing such pictures at
a later date.
No contracts will be
accepted unless a definite play date is
given for each picture at the time the
full at least

contract is signed.
In making the announcement regarding the change of policy. President Smith expressed the hope that it
would not be necessary to bring suit
against many exhibitors to induce
them to meet their obligations and
pay the full amount under any contracts they have signed previous to
But. he said,
the new arrangement.
the industry had reached that point
where it was absolutely necessary for
every exhibitor to thoroughly understand and know that every contract
signed must be honored.

Smith Optimistic

pictures.

Beginning the new year, Vitagraph
will accept contracts from any exhibitor with the complete understanding
that full payment for each picture to
be played will be made seven days

Men

Mr. Smith was exceedingly optimistic over the non-deposit method of
booking. He freely predicted that by
the close of 1923 there would be no
necessity of bringing suit against any
exhibitor to force him to respect the
terms of the contracts he has signed,

moving picture concerns whose
films are now harred from that

because the rapid elimination of irresponsible exhibitors has convinced him
that it will not be long before every
theatre will be in the hands of a thorAnd the
oughly reliable exhibitor.
reliable exhibitor, booking under the
no-deposit contract, will feel in honor
and duty bound to respect and live up
to the contract he has signed

country as a result of pictures distributed in Mexico which contained scenes unfavorable to that
country or its Government.

verdict received by Vitagraph
Boston against the Park Theatre
owners there is a vitally important one

Barred from Mexico
The Post Office Department,
Washington, D. C., has received
from Mexico a complete list of the

The list includes the Metro
Pictures
Corporation,
Warner
Brothers, Educational Films Exchange, Selznick Pictures Corporation, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, Vitagraph, Aywon Corporation, Famous Players -Lasky
Corporation, C. M. Van Buren
Corporation, Artcraft, Suoreme
Film Company, Richard Kipling
Enterprises; Enterprises Distributing Corporation, and Rex Pictures Company.

The

in

insofar as

all

exhibitors are concerned,

for it settles once and for all the question of the extent of managers’ rights.
Soriero, manager of that house,
is alleged to have signed contracts to
play certain Vitagraph pictures. The

Tom

house owners maintained that Soriero
had no right to sign contracts, but the
plaintiffs showed that other pictures
for which Soriero had signed were
played at the Park, thus offsetting the
authority argument, the outcome of
which was the object of considerable
interest in New England.

I

:
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Admission Tax Resume Shows
Territories Hit Equally

A

lthough

the

admission taxes

by the government during the fiscal year ended June 30,
collected

were some $15,000,000 below the
receipts from the same source for the
fiscal year 1921, no one section of the
country suffered more than another from
the depression which last year hit the

last,

industry such a severe blow.

theatrical

A

study of the tax returns for the past

years made by the Washington
Bureau of Moving Picture World shows

three

that theatrical attendance in every state

very nearly the same

fell off in

ratio.

At

present, admission tax collections indicate a much greater theatrical attend-

estimates which exhibitors can make for
the purpose of comparing their business
with that of other states during the period
of depression.

The high point in theatrical attendance,
according to the report filed with the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, was during
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921, when
taxes aggregating $88,355,518 were collected.
In the preceding fiscal year, 1920,
the collections from this source had
totaled only $75,966,166, and during the
fiscal year 1922, ended June 30, last, they
amounted to $72,535,143. It will be seen,
therefore, that admission tax collections
during the fiscal year 1922 were more
than $15,000,000 below those of 1921,
and nearly $3,500,000 below those of

higher than they were a few months ago,
and while, for the first four months of
the fiscal year 1923 the total admission
taxes collected amounted to only $19,517,216, as compared with $24,291,289
for the corresponding period last year, it
is believed that by next June the theatrical attendance, based on the tax returns,
will be somewhat higher than for the
fiscal year 1922.
Some months ago Moving Picture
World published the first tables showing the extent to which theatrical at-

tendance had fallen off throughout the
Again Moving Picture World
is first to publish a table showing the tax
collections for each state over the fiscal
years 1920, 1921 and 1922, from which
exhibitors can see not only how the the-

country.

ance than was the case six months or a
year ago, so that the figures dealt with

1920.

the present time admission tax col-

atrical business in their states fared, but

report are of interest more as
history than as an indication of future
business. Their chief interest lies in the

running about $1,000,000
a month below those of the correspond-

how their fellow exhibitors in other
parts of the country suffered from the
general business depression

in

this

At

lections are

ing period last year, but are considerably
1921

1920

Alabama

$488 592.17
23 087.82
,

.Alaska

,

Arizona

171 464.93
.

.Arkansas
California

330 580.39
4 324 219.47
879 958.93
1 095 657.02
.

Colorado

.

Connecticut

,

Delaware
District of

.

,

147 491.94
794 498.84
447.897.87
710 640.27
84 361.19
297 521.38
6 088 159.84
1 968 481.88
1 492 883.25
827 330.62
.

Columbia

Florida

Georgia

,

,

.

.

.

Hawaii
Idaho

.

,

Illinois

,

Ihdiana

.

.

,

Massachusetts

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

Montana

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

.

Nevada
New Hampshire

,

.

.

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

Texas
Utah
Vermont

,

.

Nebraska

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee

,

,

,

Missouri

Rhode Island

841 795.87
429 081.45
1 181 583.07
3 849 337.01
3 204 721.90
1 535 226.54
212 502.44
2 108 929.05
413 491.55
895 561.62
71 792.88
310 298.19
2 539 201.83
173 285.51
14 365 072.51
.

Maine
Maryland

Pennsylvania

.

.

Wyoming

.

,

.

.

460 539.31
223 041.63

.

,

.

4 951 087.38
967 438.72
862 402.04
6 157 982.69
444 064.40
337 143.52
307 135.15
633 190.65
2 443 896.34
382 732.53
,

,

,

,

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

,

.

153 883.87
792 845.67
478 167;32
557 662.58
505 458.83
162 631.28
.

,

1

West Virginia
Wisconsin

.

.

Virginia

Washington

,

840 130.85

Louisiana

Oregon

,

,

Kansas
Kentucky

Oklahoma

,

,

Iowa

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

.

,

.

.

1

.

.

.

still

$ 553 518.48
28 465.46
,

,

231
373
5 545
1 065
1 215

430.02
906.56
173.59
563.96
139.28
155 025.68
777 851.95
545,033.53
745 911.48
105 902.57
309 846.27
7 653 196.50
2 324 617.67
1 798 588.62
1 030 055.73
970 698.13
959 520.00
498 196.49
1 418 219.17
4 377 076.65
3 445 726.42
1 788 413.83
237 763.26
2 583 536.43
417 088.85
1 005 747.43
100 444.32
339 527.34
2 989 632.41
116 347.04
16 598 423.80
533 507.58
252 107.35
5 649 197.72
1 033 735.85
958 335.35
7 310 416.07
564 443.58
365 307.40
349 799.87
711 604.34
2 461 929.77
470 007.01
190 203.31
863 881.42
1 617 875.11
668 014.57
1 852 303.28
197 260.35
,

.

,

,

,

,

.

.

,

,

.

.

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

.

.

,

,

,

,

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

,

.

.

,

.

,

,

.

,

,

.

.

,

,

,

,

.

,

,

.

,

,

.

,

,

.

,

,

,

,

,

.

.

.

1922
$ 367 198.38
23 661.54
140 097.97
276 048.01
5 048 591.42
880 955.37
1 022 671.68
103 892.13
768 209.37
476.287.80
537 207.25
110 656.58
204 641.59
6 651 161.94
1 794 450.73
1 332 869.51
811 084.06
790 395.19
730 388.42
429 243.54
,

also

Must Have Permit

,

,

.

,

,

,

,

.

,

.

But California Town Thwarts Censorship Feature of Ordinance

A new moving picture ordinance has
been adopted at Berkeley, a suburb of
San Francisco, Cal., and seat of the
State University. It provides that no

.

.

.

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

.

,

1 064 176.60
3 805 444.90
2 540 691.87
1 465 714.15
184 304.01
2 205 650.25
296 838.43
823 625.53
,

.

.

.

,

.

,

,

,

,

.

.

,

70 919.99
283 793.18
2 642 537.75
91 708.40
14 638 320.05
399 547.48
181 327.16
4 199 606.41
705 863.69
722 170.88
5 614 878.91
515 792.62
247 603.67
230 998.82
533 933.80
2 024 873.22
317 078.30
157 292.16
691 200.86
1 215 461.19
510 183.23
1 488 088.23
165 805.47
.

,

,

,

,

.

,

,

person, firm, association or corporation may hold a moving picture exhibition without first receiving a permit from the Bureau of Buildings and
Inspections. No person under eighteen
years of age will be permitted to
operate a moving picture machine.
Efforts to include in the ordinance
provision for an advisory board or censorship committee was thwarted at
the last minute through the watchfulness of the San Francisco Film
Exchange Board of Trade, which sent
its legal advisor, Milton A. Nathan, to
attend the final hearing before the City
Council. Mr. Nathan pointed out the
injustice of censorship, and prevailed
on the Council not to include it in the
ordinance.

.

,

,

,

,

.

.

,

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

,

,

.

Refuses Injunction
Wagner, of the New
Court, has denied the application of Douglas Fairbanks for an
Hyman Winik
restraining
injunction
from reconstructing, re-editing, advertising and exhibiting pictures in which Fairbanks appeared in 1915 for the Majestic
Motion Picture Company, which pictures
were made under the supervision of
Justice Robert

York Supreme

.

,

D.

W.

Griffith.
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Production for 1921 Valued
at $80,000,000

M

oving

pictures to the value of
nearly $80,000,000 were produced in this country during 1921,
according to statistics gathered by the
Census Bureau of the Department of
Commerce. For the first time in the history of the industry it has been classified
with steel production, shoe making and
other lines of manufacturing, and
statistics have been compiled similar to
those for other industries of the country.

The figures compiled by the Census
Bureau show that there were 127 establishments engaged primarily in the production of moving pictures in 1921, with
products valued at approximately $77,This does not include estab397,000.
lishments which reported production valued at less than $5,000, of which there
were eight.
The establishments listed by the bureau
have been divided into two classes producers of motion pictures, of which there
were 83, and producers of projection
films (positive), of which there were 44,

ing as materials negative stocks, positive
raw films, developing chemicals, dyes,
artists’ materials, miscellaneous supplies,
containers, etc.
More than half of the moving picture
establishments, of course, were located in
California, 68 being reported from that
state, while New York was a poor second
with 20.
The remaining establishments
were located as follows
Eight in Illinois, 13 in New Jersey, five in Pennsylvania, three each in Michigan and Minnesota, two in Ohio, and one each in Indiana, Iowa, Oregon, Rhode Island and

the latter classification including the de-

Washington.

velopment of exposed films and other
laboratory work.
Of the producers of
motion pictures, the majority were engag-

*

f
J
I

ed exclusively in the production of the
pictures, their laboratory work being done
by independent companies, or in the case
of some of the larger concerns, in separate plants of their own.
The cost of materials as reported bv

storm

effects, titles

stories,

etc.

A

:

With more than 50 per

cent of the establishments, California led in production,
reporting 61.5 per cent of the total value
of films recorded. The combined output
of all establishments, the reports show,
was approximately 65 per cent of the

maximum

capacity, based upon a demand
requiring full running time.
No estimate of how the industry’s ac-

in 1921 compared with those of
1919, the date of the last previous census,

tivities

can be made because

no attempt was
1919 to obtain data covering the
production of motion pictures.
In that
year, statistics were collected in regard to

made

in

the reproduction or printing from the
negative of motion picture projection

and were published in connection
with statistics of photographic materials.
Reports of this nature were received from
50 establishments, showing products valued at $36,705,000 in 1919, but these
figures cannot be used for comparison as
some of the establishments reported other
than laboratory work.
The census showed that in 1921, there
were 10,659 persons employed in the production of moving picture films of whom
8,498 were in motion picture producing
establishments and 2,161 in establishments manufacturing and reproducing
films,

film.
Salaries and wages totaled $37,693,000, of which $34,229,000 was for
employes in motion picture producing establishments and $3,464,000 for those in
the other class
$563,000 was paid for
contract work, all by motion picture proThe cost of materials totaled
ducers.
$31,190,000, of which $16,150,000 was
for the producing establishments and
$15,240,000 for the manufacturing establishments, and the total value of products
was $77,397,000, of which $57,112,000
was reported by motion picture producers
;

and $20,285,000 by manufacturers.

^

I
^

Association

Formed

Producers of San Francisco Join in

Movement
I

;

and inserts, scenarios,
few establishments did
both kinds of work, though the motion
picture work was limited to short scenic
subjects,
and
educational,
advertising
The other 44 establishbusiness films.
ments did laboratory work only, report-

;

I

these establishments included amounts
paid for the unexposed films, for building materials, for the construction of
scenery, etc., for wardrobe, purchased or
rented expenses for locations, light and

The Motion

Picture Producers’ Assoof San Francisco was formally
organized last week at a meeting held in
the Press Club and is asking the approval
of Will H. Flays, head of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of Amerciation

ica.

The meeting was called by N. Dragomanovich, general manager of the West
Coast Films Corporation, and officers
were chosen as follows: President, N.
Dragomanovich
vice-president,
Paul
Gerson; secretary, L. S. Jennings; treas;

Aaron L. Jaffe. These officers compose the board of directors, with the addition of Max Graf. Eight of the ten regurer,

ular producing companies in

San Franhave joined the movement, these
being the West Coast Films Corporation,
Gerson Pictures Corporation, Golden
Gate Productions, Fisher Productions,
Graf Productions, Northern California
Photoplays, Inc., Harry Revier Productions, and Belasco Productions, Inc.
cisco

Will Co-operate
Post Office to Expedite Film Shipments During Holidays

Assurances of co-operation have
been given the Washington, D. C., exchange
managers by
Postmaster
Chance in the movement without delay
of incoming and outgoing film shipments during the coming holiday
period. The matter was taken up with
Mr. Chance by a committee consisting
of Sam Flax, Liberty Film Corporation, chairman; Walter Hayner, Associated Exhibitors, and E. A. Sherwood,
Exhibitors’ Film Corporation, on behalf of the Film Board of Trade.
The exchange managers offered to
furnish a man to assist the postal
authorities in handling film shipments,
but their offer had to be refused because of the requirement that all men
working in the post office buildings
shall have a civil service status.
Mr.
Chance, however, promised to detail
a man specially for the film business.

Firemen in Movies
Chief Engineer

Recommends Precau-

tions for Theatres

The assignment

of a uniformed fireto each of the larger moving picture houses, similar to the detail now
made to all theatres involving the use
of movable scenery, is recommended
in the annual report of the Chief
Engineer of the District of Columbia
Fire Department, just submitted to the
District Commissioners.

man

The report

points out that the

fire

department at present details a
uniformed member of its force at each
performance given at any “legitimate”
This detail, it is suggested,
be extended to include the
larger motion picture houses, as the
necessity
for
supervision
of
the
handling of the audiences and the enforcement of fire prevention is fully as
important in the latter as in the
former.
The present force, however, is
numerically insufficient to provide for
theatre.

should

these additional details.
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News and Gossip

Regional

Conducted by

SUMNER SMITH
—

a Mo'Cing Picture World representa1ii)e in eVery exchange center at your serx)ice. Just a part
—
all-round
service of The Complete Trade Paper "Regional in fiebos Value; fiational in Service.
the
of
If our representative in anv territory can help you in any toav call on us.
7 here's

Williams “Busted

When Shows Ran
Speaking of a long, varied and
colorful career as an exhibitor,
this fellow, George E. Williams,
manager of the Linden Theatre,
Buffalo, and president of the Western New York unit of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of New
York, Inc., certainly has had such.
George busted into the business

Game

Into

to Buffalo and took up the reins
at the Globe Theatre at Main and

12 Minutes

of the time, Mr. Williams says
that one of the first, if not the

was operated by Joseph A.
on Genesee street.
Then came P. A. Powers with his
independent
exchange.
Mr.
first,

Schuchert,

Schuchert now is interested in
several Buffalo theatres as well
as many out of town, while Mr.
way back in 1902, serving in Powers is one of the leading
minor positions in various houses, lights of the industry. Mr. Wilbut in 1906 he assumed his first liams says that P. A. once opmanagerial post at the New The- erated the old Temple Theatre on
It
atre, one of the first houses in the William street.
was at the
Queen City of the Lakes. Here Powers exchange that Mr. Wilthe show consisted of one reel of liams first got his Bison 101 picpictures. The admission price was tures. Fred M. Zimmerman, now
The piano accom- president and general manager of
cents.
5
paniment and the singing of illus- Nu-Art Pictures, furnished Mr.
songs were big added Williams with his first feature
trated
music features. In those days the production.
It was a three-reel
show ran all the way from eight western, which Mr. Zimmerman
to twelve minutes. At this house peddled under his arm, his exwas showing the first print of the change being in his hat.
Theatre operation in 1908, says
original Passion Play, which ran
for 18 solid weeks at one dime, ten Mr. Williams, consisted mainly in
getting ’em in and then getting ’em
cents.
In discussing the film exchanges out as quick as possible.
The
New Theatre seated 180. It was
always necessary to open the side
doors to let folks out.
It was
caused by the one entrance feature.
Patrons in their eagerness
to see the movies always crowded
the house to capacity.

Steve Clark, who was in charge
of the “booth” at the old New
Theatre, which, by the way, has
long since passed out of existence
to make way for the march of
progress, is now in charge of projection at the Linden Theatre,
where he has been for the last
three years.

From the New Theatre, Mr.
Williams went to the Dreamland
on Broadway. One week after he
arrived

there,

a

fire

visited

the

house and burned out the booth
and much equipment, as well as
several thousand feet of film.
In 1914, Mr. Williams went to
Bradford to take over the manof the Lyceum, and in
the three years that he remained
there turned a flivver into a live
It was here that he preone.
sented the first General Film special,
“A Million Bid,” starring

agement

He followed it
Anita Stewart.
with the Hippodrome Spectacle.
He boosted prices, installed an
organ and orchestra and turned
the whole town toward the doors.

We

indebted to John P.
Dibble, of Branford, Conn., for
these interesting clippings from
old-time films.
are

The Lyceum was owned by
Frank D. White, formerly of
Colon, Panama, and

now

a

res-

ident of Buffalo.
In 1916, Mr. Williams returned

next post.

This house was put on
by Mr. Williams. So sucFerry, where he went through a cessful did the house become in
storm session. The Globe is now fact that the owners were able
a first class garage. In 1918, Mr. to sell it for several thousand
Williams heard the call of his more than they had formerly
country and enlisted for overseas asked.
service with the 26th Engineers.
Returning to Buffalo, Mr. WilHe served through the war and liams last year assumed the manreturned to this country with most agement of the Linden on Jefferof the relics left on the various son street. At the time he took
battlefields.
over this theatre, there was a
It was not long, however, after bank balance of $50 in favor of
getting back into civies tbat he the house and a nice fat mortgage.
sought a position in the film Now the Linden has a large bank
business and soon connected with balance and a big slice is paid off
the T. R. Gardiner exchange. on the mortgage every three
Serving here for some time, he months. As a reward for his good
resigned to accept a position with vvork at the Linden the owner has
the Niagara Pictures Corporation. given him a half interest in the
Then he was manager of the Star, house.
So, after some twenty
Tonawanda, relieving Dan Buss years, Mr. Williams has arrived
during an extended illness. The at his one great ambition to be
Family in Albion, N. Y., was his a theatre owner.
its

feet

—

Fred Wehrenberg Known as
South St. Louis’ “Daddy”
Fred Wehrenberg, owner of the
Cherokee Theatre and the Melba
Theatre in South St. Louis, has
the honor of holding more titlp
than any exhibitor in St. Louis.

He is
Them

“Daddy

of
hasn’t
been in the business of exhibiting
as long as some of the other boys
Fred is the Daddy
in these parts.
of South St. Louis, having had the
honor of opening the first picture
theatre south of the Hindenburg

also

Line which

district

a

All,”

he

although

is

officially

known

to

the Street Department of the city
as Chauteau avenue.
Besides owning the Cherokee

and Melba, Wehrenberg

is

presi-

dent of the Exhibitors’ Direct
Service Exchange, the Exhibitors’

Film

Service,

distributors,

the Exhibitors’ Sign and
All are exPoster Company.
designed
organizations
hibitor
primarily to reduce film and ad-

and

vertising
ors.

He

costs to local exhibitalso is vice-president of

the St. Louis Motion Picture Exhibitors’

Back

League.
in

November,

1908,

when

the industry was a real infant
prodigy, Wehrenberg was operating a grocery, meat market and
saloon at Jefferson avenue and
Cherokee streets. He was a successful business man and won the
confidence of his fellow citizens,
a trait he has never lost. When
he saw other business making a
success of the movies he decided
to give the game a whirl and
opened the original Cherokee

Who

can identify the two films
One ought to be
easy to guess, the other not so

shown here?

simple.

—
December

a little bakery shop
The
Cherokee street.
store measured 20 by 48 feet and
had benches seating 99 persons.
A few years later Wehrenberg
back
John C. Green, manager of the
built the Best Theatre in
cost of Capitol-Regent Theatres, Guelph,
of his grocery store at a
picture
It was the first
Canada, whose motion picture ex$5,000.
back to 1896,
dates
theatre erected in South St. Louis. perience
was looked upon promised to write us again in ten
It seated 260 and
cost years when we heard from him
as a big show. The building
feet. about a month ago.
That he is
$3,500 and measured 40 by 50
The equipment cost $1,500. It was a little better than his word is
operated two years when busi- evident this week when he anness was so good Wehrenberg swered our request for his picture.
Mr. Green inclosed his photoexpanded again and installed the
Best Airdome at 3148 South Jef- graph, which we’re going to print
ferson avenue. It had 1,000 seats. soon with those of other oldtimers.
That fall Fred opened the Best It shows him 25 years ago.
“I will find time,” he promises,
Tent Show on an adjoining lot.
About that time movies were on “to have one taken as the old
time
for
a
looked
wizard appears today not much
the wane and it
that they would lose out entirely. change except, perhaps, my hair
In fact the St. Louis Post-Dis- is snow-white and I wear the
patch interviewed the various the- Harold Lloyds in order to see
atre owners of the city on that properly, as years of operating
subject, the paper entertaining have not improved my eyesight.”
apparently that the
Continuing, Mr. Green says that
idea
the
movies would not become a uni- when he gets on the subject of
versal or successful rival of the the old days, many memories loom

Theatre

at

j

I
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Green Attacks Gyp Artists
and Moralizes On Happiness

in

2900

—

I

legitimate theatres.

1

I

I

'

:

It was during that period that
dramatic stock companies were
popular with the tent show fans
and movies were used merely as
a filler between the acts. Wehr-

company was known as
His
the Boyce Stock Company.
tent was 50 by 110 feet and had
It was the last tent to
900 seats.
come down in St. Louis and did
enberg’s

pass until the fall of 1914,
when the city proscribed tent
shows.
In the fall of 1914 Henry and
not

Sol Koplar induced Wehrenberg
to become interested in the Cherokee Theatre. He bought an interest in the house and operated
!

,

it

on

salary

a

He

basis.

and

then

percentage
turned
his

grocery, meat market and saloon
business over to his brothers and
devoted all his time to his pic-

them

other words, a ship goes
to have the barnacles scraped off and rides much
more smoothly after it has gone
ables

;

into

drydock

in

who believe in any
form of censorship and none who
can justify it. But he has a right
to his opinion and this is no place
nor time for a debate.
the industry

When

the Famous Players MisCorporation was organized
Koplar asked Wehrenberg if he
was willing to sell the Cherokee.
He was, provided the price was
right.
Koplar then sold the
Cherokee to the new company
but Wehrenberg refused to de-

^

j

i

j

j

'

i

;

1

[

I

j

I

j

,

j

is

conjunction

in

with

“Sure-

is now
Symphony

Wife’s Relations”

week

at the

making

bill

a big hit.

Roy Miller, at the California,
has booked “Broken Chains” for
an extended run.
Harold Lloyd

now

in

the

in

fifth

“Dr. Jade” is
week at the

Mission, and Harry David, mansays he expects it to run
until after the holidays.
ager,

involved.

patrons.

Symphony,

the

at

and Pope says the all-comedy

Sid

The Melba Theatre was purchased from the Melba Amusement Company in 1918.
The

1,258

Bill Clune, one of the first exhibitors of motion pictures in Los
for
contracted
Angeles,
has
second-run Paramount films at
In the
his Broadway Theatre.
early days Gune booked Griffith’s
best features in the days of the
old
Mutual, at his Broadway

“My

turned over to the Famous Players without his consent. This ca.se
is schedulec^ to
come up in the
Circuit Court next month. About

for

Theatre.

in its third

Wehrenberg later filed a suit
for an accounting, claiming that
receipts of the Cherokee during
the period of controversy had been

dations

H. Keene, general manager

Fire Flint.”

settlement was
reached between the Koplars and
the
Famous Players Missouri
Corporation the Cherokee was not
included in the deal.

Cherokee,
at
2708
Chero’'ee
has 1.300 seats while the
Melba located at 3608 South
Grand boulevard has accommo-

L.

of Marcus Loew theatres on the
Pacific Coast, has arrived in Los
Angeles and, is going over coast
conditions with E. C. Bostick,
manager of the Loew’s State

run

final

street,

Langley

manager of the Mission. The
Symphony’s first Keaton comedy
was “My Wife’s Relations” and is

berg.
Later Harry Koplar used
similar tactics in trying to hold
the Arco.
The result was that

is

&

Dahnken

Turner,

at present own a chain of nineteen
theatres in Southern California.

Buster
Keaton’s
Harold
offerings
to
succeed
Lloyd’s features, which have been
contracted for by Harry Davis,

representatives of the
Players attempted to
take possession they were met by
armed representatives of Wehren-

$7,600
I

located in the Broadway district
The seating
of the Angel City.
capacity is to be more than 3,600.

Clem Pope,
booked

Famous

the

is to be erected
Turner,
Angeles
by
Dahnken & Langley. It will cost
in excess of $1,250,000 and will be

theatre

Los

has

liver.

when

I

A new

in

showhouse.

When

I

to keeping

comes

Los Angeles

—

—

it

badly damaged by fire. The
theatre charges 10 cents, and
is proving a little gold mine.
While the head of the family
takes tickets at the door, told
by the wife, the music is
rendered by an orchestra, consisting of three girls and one
boy, children of the proprietors. The only outsider is
the operator.

through this- purification.”
Green
Brother
Right
there
risks an argument, for we are certain there are few members of

souri

I

When

the business in one’s family,
few, if any, exhibitors have
anything on the proprietors of
the Alpine Theatre in Troy.
The house reopened only this
week, after having been quite

by the censor boards.
It’s the only way to rid an industry of its leeches and undesir-

“Many people tell me 1 should
be worth a million, with my long
years of service in this game,”
continues the writer.
“But I
made the same fatal mistake that
hundreds of real showmen have
made I stuck to the road with
a picture and magic show, and
fought the little nickle and dime
up. Many present-day exhibitors dumps with their kitchen chairs
were ‘'forced into the game with and cotton sheets instead of aca gola spoon in their mouths,” he quiring a chain of said dumps
finds, “and don’t give the old- myself, until it was too late.
timers the credit due them for
“However, I am making three
their pioneer work in educating meals per day and have earned
the Dublic to like pictures.”
my salary for several years for
“The great trouble,” Mr. Green this big company (Paramount
believes “is caused by the gyp Theatres, Ltd.), and expect to be
artists with whom this business is in harness yet for many moons
infested people who really do not
may even yet acquire a box of
belong in the show business but tin known as a Henry Ford.
just crawl in on their bellies and
“So you see. Smith, after all
leave a trail of muck and slime there are other things in this old
in their wake.
world besides money; in fact, the
“I refer principally to both the happiest people I have ever seen
producer and exhibitor who try in all my travels live down in the
to make and exhibit filth films. small villages in the Province of
The censor-proof, clean picture is Quebec right here in Canada
the only one that will endure, families of the old-fashioned vaand any firm that produces pic- riety, sometimes with 25 children.
tures of any other brand deserves Poor?
Yes, but happy the year
to spend its money and then have ’round.”

—

All in the Family

killed

ture interests.
'

717

Here you can see how George E. Williams looked long before he
became manager of the Linden Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y., and
president of the Western New York unit of the M. P. T. O. of
New York, Inc. The lobby is that of the old New Theatre, Buffalo,
and Mr. Williams is on the extreme right.

Grauman

celebrated

anni-

versary week at the Rialto with
the statement that 316,673 persons
had paid admission to see “When
Knighthood Was in Flower.”

“Robin Hood”

is

still

packing

’em in at Grauman’s Hollywood
FIgyptian Theatre.
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1
Spa, N. Y., will have trustees gave its permission for
Sunday pictures. Citizens at a Sunday movies. The ministers of
special election on Saturday, De- the village entered a protest and
cember 9, voted 848 to 750 in favor denounced the trustees from pulof the proposition.
All persons pits.
The board then rescinded
over 18 years of age were per- its action
and submitted the
mitted to vote.
matter to a referendum vote.
The election was the culmina- There then followed as strenuous"
tion of a long and bitter fight a campaign as ever occurred in
which started when the board of the history of the village.

Ballston

No

Place for George Washington

Howard James,

handed our office such a
would be a shame not to pass it
“Van,” of the Straight from the
along.
Shoulder Reports” department, Mr. James termed Van’s department “a great medium for exhibitors” and went on to say
that “most of the pictures today can be classed as good and this
kind of classification doesn’t mean much.”
of Voluntown, Conn.,

this week that it
In a letter written to

good laugh

Here’s the laugh:
“I ran a picture the other night,” Mr. James wrote, “and for
me it was just 5,000 feet of film (did not look them in the face
when they passed out) and the next morning a chap said, ‘Hello,
James, darn good picture you had last night,’ and he meant
it,

Expect Early Completion of
$29,000 Newcastle Theatreii

too.

dunno. Maybe he was right, but I don’t believe it.
1
answered ‘sure.’ Exhibiting motion pictures would have
been no business for George Washington.”
“Well,

But

Ground has been broken

Schenectady’s State Theatre

Opening Draws Large Crowds
The

No one from here attended the
annual dinner of the T. O. C. C.
the
in
New York. Samuel Suckno
houses, constituted the chief event and George Roberts had made all
of interest in the Albany-Troy- plans to be present, but unexSchenectady section this week. pected developments prevented
The house opened on Saturday their making the trip.
evening to city and state officials,
exchange managers, exhibitors and
Coming within twenty dollars
others conected with the film
world. Every one, who is anyone, of the best day’s business in the
was present at the opening, many history of the houses, Morris
proprietor
of
the
exhibitors attending from distant Silverman,
points. The lobby was a mass of Happy Hour and the Pearl in
Schenectady, N. Y., played to a
floral tributes from exchanges and
whopper of a business on Thanksfriends.
giving and the day following.
Paul Alberts, of Schenectady, Mr. Silverman, who is one of the
paid a visit to Albany’s Film Row old-timers in the business, ran
Harry Carey in “Man to Man”
this week and said that business
He
had been topnotch for some time. for the holiday attraction.
plays a picture one day at the
Goldwyn will open an exchange Happy Hour, and two days at the
Pearl, and is making money on
in Albany on December 16, with
official

opening of the State

Theatre

in Schenectady, N. Y.,
latest in the Strand group of

Charles Walders

The
opened

Alaxey
this

auspicious

in

his

charge.

Oneonta,
under most

house,

week

The new
and makes the

conditions.

house seats 1,200,
now
third
house
Oneonta.

running

in

In spite of a spell of bad
weather, including the first real
cold snap of the season. Manager
Perrin, of the Leland in Albany,
did an excellent business this week
in

“Under

Two

Flags.”

two

theatres.

The

village
of Ballston Spa
hold a special election within
a day or so to determine whether
or not Sunday movies are to be
permitted.
All this week there
have been meetings in various
churches in the village, with red
The
whole
hot
discussions.
trouble started when the Capitol
Theatre, a new house, announced
a policy of Sunday shows.
will

Mr.

Perrin went after business in a
big way, with the result that the
S. R. O. sign was on display early
each night.

for the
Perriello
Theatre to be
located on Fifth avenue. New
Castle, Pa. Plans call for a thoroughly
modern and fireproof
structure, 100 by 28 feet, seating
The floors will be
260 people.
reinforced with steel and the ceiling will be all metal. The decoration of the interior will be as fine
as seen in any other picture theatre in this section of the state.
The exterior wall of the building

new

1

be faced with variegated
shades of tapestry brick.
The building will be two stories
high.
The second story will be
used for living apartments. The
approximate cost of the new play
house will be $29,000. Work is to
be rushed with all possible haste.
will

John Moskola, on December

Sandy Ridge, Pa., has a new
picture theatre just opened, and a
new one is in the course of construction at Natrona, Pa.

1923.

Manager J. Paul Jones, of the
Rowland and Colonial theatres,

j

i

Wilkinsburg, announces that the
latter
named house has been
closed and will immediately be
dismantled preparatory to the
erection of a handsome new theatre on the same site. The new
house will have a capacity of 750
and present plans call for its completion next May 1.

Work on the new Liberty
Theatre, at Ellwood City, has been
rushed as rapidly as possible during recent weeks, and the owner,
T. V. Barnes, says he hopes to
formally open his new amusement
palace on Christmas.
However,
the doors will be thrown open
to the public as soon as the theatre is completed, and this may
be before the holiday season.

The original owner of the
Garden Theatre, Lock Haven, a

A. Linde, owner of the Star
Theatre, Mt. Jewett, is recovering from pneumonia. He has been
confined to his bed for the past
four weeks, and we are glad to
report his conv'alescence.
4

r/tnil

Picture thel

YELLOW

Once fru^Ufeture
Comm Once

HEN,

The new theatre which William
will shortly erect in
Little Falls will cost about $200,000, and will be known as the
Strand. It will seat 1,600. Plans
have already been drawn by C. J.

1,

li

Mr. Frederick, has purchased the
house from the Excel Amusement
Company, which has been the
John S. Sanford, former sales- owner for some time. The change
man for the Pittsburgh Fox ex- of management takes place the
change, succeeds Jack Rainey as first of the 3’ear.
manager of the Rialto Theatre at
Wm. A. Ashe has sold the West
Erie.
Park Theatre, McKees Rocks, to
John Lang. The new owner took
charge December 1.

in

*

January

]

The ncwb' enlarged Liberty
Theatre on the South Side, PittsN. C. Wagner, well-known exburgh,
was opened Saturday,
December 9. The house has been ploitation man for the local First
lengthened, with no interruptions National office, is no longer conof performances, and about 400 nected with the exchange, having
seats have been added, bringing resigned to take over the manthe
capacity
to
900.
Louis agement of Rowland & Clark’s
Perry Theatre in Erie.
Michaels is manager.

Much

exploitation is being done
preparing the way for a week’s
run of “If I Were Queen” at the
Clinton Square in Albany next
week. The picture has been tied
up with the local lodge of Knights
of Pythias, and one of the local
papers is also running a co-operative page advertisement.

1,

took over the Luna Theatre at
Brackenridge, Pa., formerly owned
by Mrs. A. J. Evans.

N. W. Fredericks will take over
the management of the Garden
Theatre, Lock Haven, Pa., on

Charlie Baird, of the Pastime
theatre. Portage, besides taking
care of his house, is now also
doing the booking for the Central
Theatre at Central City. The last
named house is owned by a cokl
companj' of Windber.

Berinstein

Cummings, of Norwich, and the
work of excavating will begin as
soon as the weather permits.
There are now three houses in
Little Falls.

A

Golduryn Release

A SIMPLE BUT EFFECTIVE LOBBY DRESS
This was planned by Charles H. Amos, of the Strand Theatre,
Spartanburg, S. C., for “YMlow Men and Gold.” The Jolly Roger,
as usual, gave a real kick to the appeal of the odd title.

Manager Kester, of the East
Liberty Cameraphone, Pittsburgh,
puts on a fashion show with living models co-operating with East
Liberty merchants, each Thursday evening. The stunt is proving
a big success, and “Kes” says it
has turned his weakest night into
one of the best.
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will use the
for new neighborhood house will be
big pictures
give
luxe erected in the Smith Hill section
presentations
after the of that city at the junction of
given at the big
Smith street and Chalkstone avehouses.
nue. This is an ideal spot for
there is
a
de luxe first run house in Nev’ neighborhood house, for
it
England properly conducted and have a draw among about would
50,000
the
proposed
Emery venture people.
should be a huge money-maker.

Providence,
house
and
de
'New England Business Off
fashioned
Despite Great Attractions shows Right now Broadway
no

i

Despite the fact that exhibitors
.are

admittedly furnishing bigger

choking them
bills and literally
with better productions at a top
‘figure of 35 cents, business in
England has been decidedly of?
during the past five weeks with

,*

New

.

current takings not up to the
compiled at the box offices
August. How!in the latter part of
this latter drop is due en{ ever,
I tirely to the holiday season and
i an increase is looked for after
With thdt belief in
l lNew Year’s.
England exhibitors are
i mind. New
‘booking unusual bills for the sea‘the

(figures

this picture.

Why

this

should be

so is more than exhibitors can
understand, for the reason that
“One Exciting Night” looks like
a big winner as a straight picture
attraction at New England houses.

Take, for example, the experience of Eddie Reid at his Strand
Theatre in Providence, R. I., two
weeks ago. He was aided by
Charley Seeleye of New York.
Charley tried his darndest to get
a booking for a premier showing

Gordon’s new Capitol Theatre in
the exclusive Back Bay section
of Boston should prove a real

1

particularly dull

Fine

is

.

W

cause

4|l

month

—

li

I

^

!

I

I

I

j

?

I
i

i

5

I

i

of the

exchangemen are carefully

guarding

their

business

reports,

remains that independent
productions in New England never
were in bigger demand and never
the fact

Sunday

night.

hibitors.

Insofar as has been ascertained,
Griffith’s

latest,

I

“One Ex-

Night,” which closed recently at the Tremont Temple in
Boston after a long run, will play
citing

straight first

run houses

in

New

England, most of the runs being
on a percentage basis. For some
Teasort or other there is very little
exploitation beinig

locally

on

m

ests

Rhode

Island,

Bill

Ma-

honey of the Rialto Theatre
and
Martin Tuohey of the Emery
The-

atre together with the
managers
ot the other houses in
Providence
constitute the important

executive

and

arrangements
committees
charge of the benefit
fu
that the Elks Local will
put on at
rte Shubert-Majestic Theatre
in
Pj-ovidence, December 18, 19
and

Harry Crull and Martin Tuohey
also are busy these days
preparing
everything for the annual profes^onal dinner to be given by
the
Providence Managers’ .Association
to all professionals playing
Provi-

dence

houses

during Christmas
dinner, which will be
tollowed with an entertainment
furnished by the guests them^Ives, will be held at the Dreyfus
Hotel.
Dancing will also feature
the all-day and night festivities
for which Harry and Martin are
laying plans.
Bill Canning, manager of
the
Strand and Park theatres in Manchester, N. H., in a comparatively
short time has made both these
houses among the best paying

propositions

England.

few

in

Bill is

Northern New
one of the very

New England

exhibitors who
backs his pictures with aggressive
exploitation.

New

Year’s this year falling on
exhibitors
generally
throughout New
England are
going to take advantage of this
good break and give special shows
beginning at one minute after 12
(midnight) Monday morning. This
will draw the celebraters of the
night-before festivities.

Monday,

In
proportionate
comparison,
the movie houses in New England,
despite the slump of the past few
weeks, are doing a considerably
better business than the legit theatres. In fact, there are very few
legitimate attractions touring New
England. Most of them confine

the past received the rentals
they are drawing today from exin

W.

to

is

—

II

i

3 to

Sunday shows

season.
Hyman branches of the
legislature in the
conductor of the 20-piece power of
Democrats, who swept
symphony orchestra, while Fran- Rhode Island
at last election, and
of his costume picture, “The Af- cis J. Cronin is the organist. Two with a Democratic
governor at the
fairs of Lady Hamilton.” They all shows daily are given at this house helm of
4
the government, it is fairwith
the
policy
fairly
a
successful
turned
him
except
down
Reid.
The
i,. son.
picture houses in
That conditions over which ex- two got together and spent $2,000 one thus far. However, it is yet
‘K:j
week’s shows
\
the
little
are
a
control
too
early
to
judge
the
no
the
exploitation
have
on
campaign
that
hibitors
on Monday and run them
through
for the slump of the past covered every section in Provi- status of this new first run house.

(

l

x&iana is
that 1923 will bring
to that state. Governor-elect Bill Flynn is one
of the

now

money-maker. This house is only most liberal
men
two weeks old, but at that it has and has always in Little Rhody
been a plugger
caught on marvelously well in a for Sunday
shows.
With both

accepted as a fact among dence and vicinity.
Result: the
With “Tess of the Storm Counpicture grossed a little less than
^iffthe theatre owners who have studcompared
$8,000, which, on a 50-50 basis, try,” the Mary Pickford special,
f r ied their audiences and
carefully their box office state- earned a net of more than $2,000 the talk of New England exhibaments. The weather, which has each for Reid and Seeleye. And itors, opposition houses are urgdreadful, the breaks on the “The Affairs of Lady Hamilton” ing First National to re-issue sevf ibeen
week-ends for the past four weeks is now pretty well known in New eral of the more famous Pickford
pictures.
“Tess” promises to be
i| being against theatre patronage, England.
one of the big money-makers of
iialso has hit the box office hard.
The J. J. and Lee Shubert lease the season here.
That a little more aggressive ex- on the Shubert-Majestic, Provi“The Four Horsemen,” the
ploitation such as is practised by dence, R. I., which is owned by
exhibitors in other sections of the the Emery Brothers
Burton and Metro super special that introduced Rodolph Valentino to the
country will help theatre patron- Alton expires on December 31.
public as a de luxe star, is still
age in New England was again This house has had a somewhat
for some
proven to be a fact. New Eng- ragged legit career during the very much of a draw,
theatres do little or no past year or so. The trouble has of the first run houses have
movie
land
I
Boston exchange- been in the price scaling. The booked the picture for return enexploitation.
Manager Bill Mamen do not encourage it. And management has been issuing tick- gagements.
honey, one of the shrewdest manyet every well exploited picture ets with three prices quoted thereagers in New England, will feahas made money in New England. on, the box office man charging
ture that production at his Christ“The Birth of a Nation,” which what he wanted.
This practice
the New England gross has proven far from popular and mas week show, at the Rialto,
I holds
business record, went over as big the people have stayed away. The Providence, R. I.
as it did because it was cleverly house has been poorly advertised.
Connecticut is due for another
advertised. “Ten Nights in a Bar- Col. Felix Wendelschaefer, who
battle, for the reform r.ad fanatic
room,” admittedly a freak with reaped a vast fortune at the old
element in the Nutmeg State is
box office possibilities, mopped up Providence
Opera House, has
again stirring up trouble there and
because it was unusually well ex- managed the house, but the Shuit is the intention of this crowd to
ploited. And there are many oth- berts have pulled the strings.
make another effort to establish
ers that were exploited and they
censorship commission.
a
state
all came out ahead at the end of
Unless the Shuberts agree to The Connecticut Motion Picture
Yet, in spite of this
the week.
pay an increased rental there is Theatre Owners, under the leaderfact, little or no attention is being
i
every probability that the Shu- ship of Bill True of the Strand
paid in New England to exploitabert-Majestic next month will be in Hartford, Conn., will have the
tion.
converted into a first run picture situation well in band, for they
house. The theatre is ideally lo- have negotiated important and coBookings at first run houses in cated and seats over
3,000, with operative tieups with representaManchester,
Providence,
Boston,
every facility for picture projec- tive civic organizations.
inof
Worcester
Springfield and
tion.
If the Shuberts balk, the
dependent pictures right now are
Emery brothers, who also operate
There is some talk in exhibitor
at their best.
Concerns like Fedthe Rialto and Emery Theatres in circles in Providence, R. I., that a
erated handling Bobby North productions, American Features handling A1 Lichtman productions, the
Franklin taking care of Warner
Brothers, Bill McConville handling
-Arrow, etc., are all doing a wonderful business, and while many

I
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A

Foic Release

THE FIREMEN WERE NOT PUT OUT AT THE NERO

They rather appreciated the

invitation of the Dixie Theatre, Galveston, to attend a showing of the Fox Special and they used a
hppk and ladder tryck a§ ji taxi, leaving it outside as a ballyhoo.

their travels to Boston and play
three nighters in Providence and
one night in towns like New

Haven,
Hartford,
Springfield,
Worcester and Fall River. A majority of them are steering clear
of

the off-cities like

Taunton and

Pittsfield,

Burlington,
while som^
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companies are
the
bigger
breaking their New York to Bos-

of

ton jumps at Bridgeport, New Haven, Hartford and Providence,
playing one nighters in the first
three towns and three days in the

Rhody

Little

makers

capital. The moneythus far this season, how-

on the

ever, could be counted
fingers of both hands.

“Down

Sea

to the

in Ships,”

an

,

wyn

Theatre,

Boston.

made

was

gagement

This enpossible

through an unexpected cancellation at that house. The picture is
a good draw and its business has
surprised theatre folk in general,
for very little attention was paid
to the engagement, most people

accepting the Selwyn engagement
as a flivver for the reason that
that house is not centrally located
and never played pictures successfully.

Next week

is

“Old

Home Week”

at the Biiou Theatre, Pawtucket,
R. I., an Edward F. Albee house,

For an
playing a double bill.
extra attraction Zena Keefe, the
who appeared as leading
star,
woman in stock here years ago,
will make personal appearances in
conjunction with the showine of
one of her pictures, probably “The

Broken

Wally

Silence.”
Griffith,

w'm

The

some

for

President Jacob Lourie, of the
Picture
Motion
Massachusetts
Theatre Owners, is promoting a
series of Tuesday bincheons with
the hope that in th's manner interest will be stimula'ed in the
organization, which should he one
of the strongest in the country.

Although he has sold out his
Star and Sterling theatres in Concord, N. H., Jacob Conn, who still
operates the Gaiety Theatre in
Providence, R. I., has purchased
a site in the former city with
every intention of erecting a big
Plans now
first-run house there.
under way call for a 1,500-seat

Right now the Rhode Island exhibitors are co-onerating in
a
drive to raise $850,000 in ten days
for the erection of a so-called
Lying-In
Hospital.
Providence
The theatres up to Monday of this

week had been instrumental

in

raising about one-tenth of the total

amount

in

seven days

in

con-

tributions and pledges.

The Better Films Council of the
Rhode Island Council of Women’s
Clubs, of which Mrs. Charles J.
Fletrher is chairman, has selected
Eddie Fay’s Theatre in Providence, R. L, as the place where
they will look at pictures.

is

when

since

its

Theatre,

the jani-

field,

Mo.

H. L. Gees of the Mystic and
attempted to light a gas
Rex Theatres at Mulberry, Kas.,
heater in the basement of the theH. H. Murdock, a salesman for
atre.
There was very little fire, the local branch of Metro, has was visiting in Kansas City last
but the force of the explosion was sold his Murdock Theatre at week for films.
so great that the walls of the Pleasant Hill, Mo., to Benken and
Claire M. Patee of the Patee
offices, private projection room, Garrison, who are merchants of
Theatre, Lawrence, Kas., make
rest rooms and basement were Pleasant Hill.
his weekly visit Tuesday.
Mr.
torn away.
The explosion also
Patee is one of the pioneers of
tore the steel moorings away from
industry.
O. K. Mason, who has the Re- the
side girders and twisted the iron
stair rails.
The ceiling above the gent Theatre, Wichita, Kas., was
Lee Gunnison of the Crystal
main auditorium was torn away a Kansas City vistor ths week. He
and daylight could be seen where came up to look over some of the Theatre at Atchison, Kas., was
tor

new

the roof had been.

Adjoining

and

offices

were damaged

to the extent of
according to the estimates of the owners and the fire

chief.
Of this, $60,000 was sustained by the owner of the building, Mrs. E. C. Ridge, and by Sam
Harding, who has the lease on the
building.
Mr. Harding sa‘d that

his loss

was

fully

covered by in-

surance.

Every window glass was broken
buildings adjacent to the Doric,
in front of the
theatre was torn up. Two years
ago an almost identical explosion
The
occurred at the theatre.
house has been closed during the
in

and the sidewalk

was

Day

for

reopened
an in-

Jack Johnston, who operated the
and
Mecca theatres at
Augusta, Kan., has ta’-en a long
time lease on the Liberty Theatre,
the
third
picture
in
house
Augusta. The Isis and Mecca will
be operated on the same pol’cv as
before, but the Liberty will be
open Fridays and Saturdays onlv.
The build'og and eauinment of
the Liberty Theatre and the building orcunied hv the Isis is owned
by D. A. Biscagno.
Mr. B’scagno nlans to completely remodel
the Isis Theatre in the snring. A
marble front will ta'-^e the place
of the present front, and the capacity will be increased.
ComIsis

new

interior
decorations
will also be a feature.
plete

also a visitor.

releases.

stores

$100,000,

Fred Hayter has reopened the

North Carolina Mid-Winter
Meeting Comes December 27
The regular mid-winter meeting
of the North Carolina M. P. T. O.
will be held at the O. Henrv
Hotel. Greensboro, December 27
and 28, according to announcement made this week by Henry B.
Varner, of Lexington, secretary
of the organization.
Mr. Varner
in his official call freely predicts
another strong effort on the part
of the reformers to put over a
state-wide censorship bill at the
January session of the North

Carolina

general

assembly,

and

Charles G. Amos, of the Strand,
Spartanburg, has been sent to the
Alhambra, Charlotte.
Both are

Lynch houses.
Colonel Henry B. Varner’s new
theatre in Lexington is nearing
completion. The colonel will be a
regular “circuit magnate” with
five theatres under his management, with the opening of the
new Lexington house, which is
going to be the last word in
appointments.

stresses as one of the important
matters to be taken up at the
Greensboro meeting, the arranging for strong representation in
Raleigh during the entire time the
Legislature is in session, and the
raising of ample funds to fight the

has a private enclosed parking
space for 100 automobiles. Claim
checks will be issued for all cars
parked while patrons attend the

menace.

show.

Joe Goodenough’s
the

Sommerville. formerly
of
the
Pryor-Leitch
theatres in Durham, has resigned
position
his
but has not announced his future plans.

Announcement from New York
that the Charlotte office of Select
would close at an early date,
brings regret to the exhibitor
friends of Manager McCormick,
of the Charlotte office. The road
force was called in from this
office some weeks ago.

Thiough the purchase of the fee
St.

to the site of the
St. Louis, the

Charles street,

theatre,
S.

C.,

By the way, Greenville is
rated as the best show town
of its size in the South over two
hundred cotton mills alone, there!

now

Harry
manager

new

Branwood, Greenville,

—

Friends in the Carolinas were
glad to learn that Ernest G.
Stellings, formerly of the Grand
Theatre. Wilmington, N. C., has
been made publicity and booking
manager of Carl Kettler’s theatres in Palm Beach and West

Palm Beach, Florida, and the
Palm Beach newspaper “wrote
him up” extensively upon his
arrival there.

Baltimore

A Profit of $822,500
Theatre, Sixth and

theatre.

L. C.

Highland Theatre, Kansas City,
T. C. Goodnght of the Star Thewhich has been closed during the
at
Warrensburg,
Mo.,
Kansas City, was wrecked by a summer months. Mr. Hayter re- atre
gas explosion December 7. The cently returned here from Spring- dropped in town the other day.

For the second time
completion, the Doric

Conn.

attractively designed.

Forty-fifth Street Theatre,
Cty, is
to
the
of the

cold
the

time was with S. Z. Poli in Water- summer,
but
burv and Meriden, Conn., is now Thanksgiving
managing the house at Bristol, definite time.

Bib Strong, who is handlin.g the
exploitation and advertising for
the Emery and Rialto theatres in
Providence. R. I., is winning much
praise among New England showmen for his newspaper display advertisements. which are neatly and

23, 1922

Kansas
another house
Kansas City’s Doric Wrecked
reopen with
coming
weather.
Second Time by Gas Explosion new manager. McElroy

explosion occurred

Elmer Clifton production financed
by New Bedford, Mass capital, is
playing its last week at the Sel-

December

Columbia
Columbia

Theatre Company, controlled by Frank R. Tate, the Louis A.
Celia estate and Joseph E. Martin, is said to have realized a
profit rf $822,500.

In 1897 the theatre company obtained a 99-vear lease on the
with notion of purchase on the basis of the annual rental of
$14,500. The property was owned by George S. Meyer estate.
few davs ago the theatre owners decided to exerc'se their right to
buy. On the usual per cent, basis real estate men figure the site
cost them hut $362 500. Conservative relators say the property is
worth no less than $1,185,000, or $822,500 more than they paid
for it.
It fronts 79 feet on Sixth street and 123 feet on St. Charles
street.
A few weeks ago the comparv hn^igrhr the s’te of the
Strand Theatre a'lioining. It measured 26 by 123, giving them a
total frontage of 105 feet on Sixth street. That site on the rental
ba.r.’s is estimated to have cost them $225,000.
Charles Sella, president of the theatre company, said there are
no plans at present for additional improvements on the site.
site,

A

The New Gem Theatre.
Duncan Place, Baltimore,

617

has

been purchased by David Greenberg and is being operated under
his management.
Joseph Robbins.
former manager of that
house for the Greater Baltimore
Theatres Company, has taken
over the Gilmore Theatre (colored). 514 North Gilmore street,
formerly
operated
by Oscar
Scherr.

The first large fashion show
eeer staged at a Baltimore thea*re was put on at the Century
during the week beginning Monday. December 4.
.Arrangements
were made with The Hub, one of
the
large
women’s and men’s
clothing stores, to co-operate.

December
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a capital stock of $25,000,

the Ardmore Park Amusement
Incorporates
Company of Ardmore,
has
been organized, with U.
Joines,
in Texas-Oklahoma Territory W. R. Ptmight and A. Eddieman,

Lyric

Exhibitor Loses
A decision to the general

O.^la.,

S.

Of interest to theatre

men

in

the Texas-Oklahoma territory is
the incorporation in Tulsa of the

Lyric Theatre Amusement Company, with a capital stock of $!(>,-

The incorporators are John
Brown, J. C. Scully and Elizabeth
Brown, of Tulsa.

UOO.

The Popular Amusement Company, members of which are building a magnificent new theatre in
increased
recently
its
Dallas,
capital stock from $50,000 to $125,000
.

Texas; Messrs. Gunn and Walker
have leased the Crystal at Loraine,
Texas.

An

important deal

the Southwest was that whereby the Musselman interests took over the
Palace
Theatre
in
Corsicana,
Texas, from the Southern Enterprises, Inc., giving the Musselman
firm two houses
Corsicana, the
other being the Grand. W. W.
Grist,
former manager of the
Palace, will be transferred to
Dallas, while Mr. W. Hays, the
in

m

all

of

Ardmore,

effect that film exchanges are
not liable for fciilure to deliver
was
destinations
to
films

as incorporators.

Losses estimated at $70,000 were
entailed at El Dorado, Arxansas,
recently, when an entire block on
the west side of Washington

between

avenue,

Locust

handed down by the Oklahoma Supreme Court in a case
affecting Vitagraph and other
exchanges, instituted by W.
S. Billings, exhibitor of Enid,

and

was fire-swept by
which originated near the
operating room of the Rex Theatre, one of the buildings deCedar

streets,

a blaze

stroyed,

its

loss being $12,000.

Okla.

“Over the Top,” the Vitahad
been
graph
special,
booked for July 4, 1921. Advertising had been placed over

The

Rex Theatre was

recently ovoihauled and a $15,000 pipe organ

had been
C.

installed.

McCord

Enid, but the picture failed to
arrive.
The exchange had
valid reasons why the picture
failed to arrive on scheduled
date.

Manager M.

barely escaped with

Musselman manager, will manage his life.
G. M. Sells, J. O. Sims and H. both houses.
The deal was announced by Johnny Paxton, for
L. Brown have incorporated the
Associates of A. D. Saenger,
Orange Recreational Company at years Mr. Musselman’s right hand member of the powerful Saenger
Orange, Texas. The capital stock, man.
Amusement Company, and one of G. T. Trammell, the lease of
at the start, is shown by papers
the best known picture men in Southern Enterprises, Inc., having
to

be $37,500.

Several large independent ex-

Karl

Hoblitzelle, president of
Interstate Amusement Company, controlling a string of Majestic theatres over the Southwest, has announced that the new
Theatre in Houston,
Majestic
Texas, will be opened during the
the

the South, have extended condolences to him and his wife on
the death of A. D. Saenger, Jr.,
their year-old son, who died laist
Mr.
Friday at Los Angeles.
While spasmodic attempts toward Saenger is also head of the drug
an independent circuit have been interests in Shreveport, La., bearmade in the Dallas area, some- ing his name.
body invariably has jostled the
Bostonian product, with the reThe Palace Theatre, Alarshall,
sult that the circuit went to where Texas,
Building,
Elk’s
the
in
second-hand one-sheets go. That previously under the management
there is a definite and growing of Norman & Cole, on December 1

—

hibitors yes, that creature still
exists in the Southwest met in
Dallas recently with the formation of a booking circuit in mind.

—

in January.
It was
contemplated to open
on Christmas Day, but
the work of interior decorating
could not be finished by that time. movement at present, however,
The Interstate adopted a new cannot be denied.
policy in Dallas and other cities
this season, in cutting off about
Reopening of the Liberty Theone act off regular bills and subatre,
Ranger, Texas, was aninstead
first-run
picstituting
nounced recently by J. M. Palmer,
tures. This policy apparantly has
in association with M. H. Hagataken in Dallas.
man. The Liberty was one of the
In addition to the new theatre
first opened during the boom days
building at Houston, announcement was made on November 25 of Ranger, when the town grew
from 400 population almost overthat the Interstate interests would
night to 20,000, due to discovery
at once begin the erection of an
of oil at the very door of the
office building on a site adjoining
village.
The Liberty seats 700.
the Majestic, to be from six to
When matters settled at Ranger,
ten stories in height.
as they invariably do after the
first flush of oil fever goes, Mr.
Ministers of Henry'etta, Okla., Palmer, through business acuhave circulated a petition to close men and a fine sense of showtheatres on Sunday. The exhibi- manship, gradually
bought out all
tors and other proprietors
of other competitors, and now prac-

week

first

originally
the theatre

places of
this

Blue

amusement are

Law

fighting
agitation as a unit.

controls
situation there.

tically

the

amusement

went under the management

of

that the

company was organized

to operate the Melba Theatre,
Dallas, which now is under the
management of P. G.
active

Cameron.

not over-seated, which probably
largely accounts for the fact that
is

lent business, is a record for
“Knighthood” at the
Seattle.
Strand was reported, in its third
and final week, to be drawing good
houses. “Tess” at the Blue Mouse

good patronage

broke every house record during
first week, and entered the
its
second playing to capacity. At the

as Valentino’s last for a long, long
time, is drawing to the close of
a splendid ten days’ run. Seattle
is one of the few large cities that

is

a

short

Lake Washing-

of

for their living.

incorporation were

Olympia, Wash., November 29, for “Seattle’s Blue Mouse
Theatre J Hamrick, L. O. Lufiled

at

—

;

kan, C. E. Gates, 50 years, Seattle,

;

$250,000.”

Mr. Alsace

is

to

open

Craft Theatre, which
created Lee, Saturday,

W.

P. Gibson, new manager at
the Lilly Theatre, Grand Saline,

Texas.

8.

The house

is

in

the

is

his

Art

the

re-

December

seats about 300, and
Meridian district of

Seattle.

recent theatre changes

Texas; Mrs. W. H. Heifer
has returned to the management
of the Itasca Theatre at Alice,

all.

Aliss Dorothy Jentoff, cashier at
the Columbia Theatre, was recently
the inspiration of Heinrich

Articles

the Dallas field are the following;
Andrews Brothers have
taken over the Queen at Rich-

Kirkland

ferry run across
ton from Seattle.

women who work

visitors

in

enjoyed by

Roth, famous artist, connected
with a leading newspaper, in his
contention that the most beautiful women in America live on
Puget Sound.
Artist Roth has
been portraying types of young

on the
Dallas mart were H. T. Hodge,
of
the
H. C.
Gem, Abilene
Houston, Gem, Sherman J. Goodfriend, of Caddo, who is opening
a new house at Moran, Texas;
Boston Campbell, new manager
of the Judia, Cisco, Texas, and
recent

is

M. A. Atwood will open his
newly remodeled and redecorated
American Theatre in Kirkland,
December 17, with “Black Beauty.”
He has booked the entire season’s
product from Vitagraph, and is
promising his patrons some fine

“The Young Rajah,”
which has been widely heralded programs.

Liberty,

Santikos announces the house will
open soon after January 1.

land,

which has been incorporated with
capital stock by John T.
Jones, millionaire Houston lumberman, W. O. Huggins and others,
should have been mentioned
it
$50,000

Three holdovers this week of
December 3, all playing to excel-

First National attraction will
be the opening feature of the new
theatre in San Antonio being
erected, says Louis Santikos, long
a veteran independent exhibitor in
the Southwest. The new theatie
cost $400,000, seats 2,500, and has
an orchestra of 23 pieces.
Mr.

Among

In a recent notation concerning
the Dallas Amusement Company,

Seattle Enjoys Distinction
of Three Hold-overs in Week

A

Among

expired and not being renewed.

A Paramount

Release

REAL AUTUMN LEAVES FOR “VALLEY OF SILENT MEN”
his overlong lobby an asset when he played this
Paper snow was used to heighten the effect at selling times, being dropped in back of the leaves.

A. C. Cowles

Curwood

made

story.

Charles H. Code, brother of W.
Code, and himself an Alaska
picture man, has joined the Hodkinson sales staff, working out
F.

of the Seattle office.
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Crandall’s Public Service
Work Scores in Washington
Having

successfully launched
public service work in conjunction with each of the children’s
organizations represented on its
advisory board, having established
a systematized method of conduct
of the special Saturday juvenile
matinees and put in operation the
community service hour in each
residential theatre one day each
week, the Public Service and
Educational Department of the
its

dren who attend. In order that
there may be a definite indication
of the number of guests to be
provided for, a special engraved
invitation has been prepared for
distribution to those attending the

theatres in which the Christmas
celebrations are to be held. The

must be presented at
door on Christmas morning
as a ticket of admission.
William C. Ewing, Crandall
Crandall Theatres in Washing- staff artist attached to the .pubton, D. C., Mrs. Harriet Hawley licity department under the direc.
Locher, director, has devoted its tion of Nelson B. Bell, has deperfecting signed three-color Christmas seals
attention
to
recent

plans for the most elaborate free
Christmas parties ever given children of the Capital by any amusement organization.

invitation

the

The

annual

custom

of

free

matinees to orphans will be conof the Christmas
tinued this year despite the conparties at his Metropolitan, Savoy,
of the Christmas parties. In
Avenue Grand, York, Lincoln and duct
institution in the
Apollo theatres originated with
be included in the inHarry M. Crandall, and is being
Christmas output into execution by Mrs. Locher
inmates, the Crandall
organization secures its lists from
1?
II
Robert Etris,
Fallas
Broche,
Charities of the Dis-

The

idea

.

trict of Columbia and draws no
WilThe
33 to 3eot or creed.
hams Clifford, manager, of the Crandall policy in this regard is
respective Crandall neighborhood
^^jended to the Lincoln Theatre,
houses.
the finest playhouse in the East
The parties will be given Christ- devoted to colored patronage, so
mas morning at 11 o’clock, and that the Crandall Christmas benethere will be a distribution of' factions may be said literally to
gifts, candy, fruit, etc., to all chil- cover the District of Columbia.

Sichel Still at

Other

Old Stand;

—

he

claims

from

—

A

learned

the

business

“Abe”

is

by

contest

submitting the

for

fes

on how to increase theatn
patronage and overcome busines
Barnet Zuckerman, formerly of depression. He was the only conthe Nostrand Theatre, Brooklyn, testant in the East that won t
has joined the staff of the Regent prize.
to Z.

article

Bad Weather Hurts

Business

in Louisville; Flexner Sui
—
the Flexners have another

Louisville, Ky., Dec. 5. Business hasn’t been quite so good the
past ten days due to bad weather,
there having been snow, rain and
cold weather, which has material-

suit

i

of $99,600 pending.
The attachment proceedings are to recover
^,818.65, alleged by the Flexner
interests to represent money due
ly reduced night attendance dur- them for expenses of operating
ing the week days, although Sat- the Shubert building in Louisville,)

urday business has continued very
fair.

Suburban

business

as

a

'

while agents of the Shuberts, and
that the Shuberts have failed to

:

I

whole has been good and as a pay this sum.
whole conditions are very satisfactory.
James Carrigan, operating the
Arista Theatre on Second street
Adolph Reutlinger, of the Wal- recently made an attempt to stage
nut Street Amusement Co., and Sunday picture shows in the
interested in the Broadway En- Parkland Theatre, which has been
terprises, has been nominated as a white elephant for the past sev^
a director of the Louisville Board oral years, due to the community
of Trade.
preventing shows from being

New York City Items
who

of

the last seven years.

i:'

Dennis Long, of the Alamo
Theatre and Broadway Enterprises, has recently returned from
Union County, Ky., where he and
Dr. Mechling, spent several days
hunting and inspecting a joint
Goldberg has coal mine venture.

Mr.
is
the of thinking.
Loew’s Fulton The- been in the business nine years,
atre, Brooklyn, is still at the same and is also the owner of the Washold stand, where he has been for ington Theatre in Brooklyn.

Abraham

manager

Sichel,

23, 1922!

management, he has what we Theatre, Fulton and Bedford ave
would call, “got them coming.” nues, of which Conrad J. Ruby
Although Mr. Barr is really a president. The company is knowr
young man, he is indeed old in as the Regent Enterprises, am'
the business, because he started Mr. Zuckerman will act as book-i
young. He ran the Grand Opera ing and exploitation manager. Thi'
House in Brooklyn for three house is called the Cameo ni
years where
now stands the Brooklyn and has recently beei
Namm store both as a dramatic renovated and remodeled at a cos]
house and for pictures until it was of $15,000. Barnet won the thirc
torn down.
In that house he prize of the “Seeing
_ It Through’^

and tags upon which the greetings accompanying the gifts will
be inscribed.

December

The plan

for

widening Fourth

street, from Broadway to Chestnut, has been virtually blocked
by property owners. Col. Fred

J

^
!

|

J

J
]
i

staged at the house. Two years
ago Mayor Smith ordered Sun-

day shows stopped, and

^

recently

Carrigan, representing fresh
trol of the house, opened on Sunday. A complaint was made by'
residents and Carrigan ordered Ic
desist. Carrigan had 1,986 name:'
on a petition asking that the
house be opened.

I

Beg to call your attention that
no means new in the business.
Levy, who owns property on that
having been with the Loew cor- Simon Barr is the owner of the
block, objected, as did the Kenporation for seventeen years. He Subway Theatre. This house, for
tucky Theatre lessees, and others
tells with pride of the olden days, some reason, was always a Jonah;
An organ is being installed in
who would have been injured.
that he enjoys to look back to, in fact, it was never run by a real
the Orpheum Theatre, Oakland,
when he was up in Harlem in showman. It was condemned by
The Flexner Real Estate Co. last Cal., and one has been purchased
charge of one of the penny ar- the fire department several times,
installation in the Hayward
cades and when Loew and he were Mr. Barr took hold of it and has week attached funds in the box
office and local banks of the Shu- Theatre at Hayward,
just starting in. It’s a pleasure to made it a place worthwhile. After
meet him. He’s always the same lots of fixing up and a clean cut bert Theatrical Co., against whom
The California Theatre, Redand has the smile that won’t come
wood City, has been closed, and
off.
the projection equipment taken
over by 'Walter Preddey, San
Making 15-cent Pictures on “The
Francisco.
Bowery.” That’s just what Albert
S. Goldberg did, and that’s only four
Miss Frances McGill, secretary
years ago. He is the owner of the
of the Allied Amusement Indus-i
Atlantic Theatre, on the Bowery,
tries
near Canal street, and his theatre
of California, with headhas a history attached to it.
stood there many years and

It
is

San

Fretncisco

quarters at San Francisco, is
ously ill with appendicitis

has

one

seri-i

in

a

of the old landmarks of New York
City.
In fact, it is safe to say
that it is the oldest now, since the
passing away of Niblo’s Garden,
at the corner of Prince Street and

Bayard Bros, have taken over
the Pollack & Boj'd Circuit, which
Areata
conducts
theatres
at

Broadway.

Ferndale and Blue Lakes,

local hospital.

Cal.

He

has made many changes in
the old place and enjoys the distinction of having one of the best
equipped theatres in that part of
the city. At the time he took the
house, all houses were charging

and 10 cents, and the 10 cents
seemed to be the Sunday price.
He was, of course, laughed at and
it was thought that it never could
be done, but things went his way
5

Sol Lesser, the new’ owner ot
the Lyceum Theatre, San Fran
cisco, has installed Charles Kurtz,

man
A Paramount Release

IN A TWELVE-FOOT WINDOW
Amike Vogel, Paramounteer, used the 24-sheet cutout to advertise
“The Young Rajah” at the Olympic Theatre, Pittsburgh, and the
Beauteboxes which the store was handling.

A NINE-FOOT HEAD

as

Paul
Illinois,

Theatre

manager.

Guttman, formerly ol
has purchased the Lyric
at

Manteca,

Cal.,

froir

A. A. Richards, who w’ill shortly
open a theatre at Modesto.

1

‘
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some improvements

800 and

723
will

be made by the new owners.
Koppell Leaves Chicago;
manage$500,000 House for Pearlman mentRodinthehasnewassumed
Astor Theatre

sH. P.

J.

of

The Marigold Garden Company
Koppell has resigned as
'manager' of the Astor Theatre, Clark has increased its capital stock to
and Madison streets, and now is in $200,000, and it is planned to put
charge of the Village Theatre at on more elaborate shows in the
Koppell is a veteran future.
Wilmette.
manager here, and has been conAs yet nothing definite has been
nected with several of the leading
R. Rodin done about the projected picture
circuits at various times.
theatre for Broadway and Sheriis managing the Astor now.
dan road. The plans given out
houes seating 5,000.
The Majestic Theatre, formerly call for a

,i

I

,

H.

P.

home

the

Orpheum

of

vaudeville,

is

new

theatre is estimated at $500,putting over John Barrymore in
and the plans are by David ‘‘Sherlock Holmes” in great shape,
Saul Klafter.
The front will be and Paul Sternberg’s amnlified
terra cotta trimmed, and the plans
syncopation is making a hit with
call for a modern picture theatre
the crowds.

the

assistant manager.

broad

adopted by them, and no expense

The Adams Theatre on East

too great to achieve the effects
occasion. Invenlarge
plays
a
the
the management reports a good figure in the presentations and
the statement goes on to say that
holiday business.
is one of the reasons why 18,000,When it comes to advertising, 000 people patronize the Balaban
you have to hand it to Balaban and Katz theatres every year.
George DeKruif, of the Exhibitors and Katz, for they use plenty of
The run of the Griffith film at
Supply Company, has returned from large space in the daily newsan extended business trip to the west papers here that no doubt cost the Illinois will end this month as
them plenty of money, but Pub- the house will be turned back to
coast.
Manager Hollander says legitimate fields after the first
licity
A. C. Linenthal, Jack E. Dwork that capacity business is the rule of the year,

running continuous vaudeville, opening at noon and closing at
Eight acts and
eleven each night.
a feature picture make up the program, and the house has been doing
a good business since the change
and Harry P. Munne have formed
was made.
the Leear Amusement Company,
offices at 109 North Dearborn
A new 2,000-seat house is proj- with
The new company is capitalstreet.
ected for Halsted street, between
ized at $50,000.
Sixty-ninth and Seventieth streets,
by Rudolph P. Perlman. The cost of
The Chicago Theatre this week is

now

at Clark and Madison street and
his brother, C. Rodin, will act as

the houses and this big
publicity pays for itself
many times over. The latest announcement says that all acts and
presentations put on by the organization are put on with special
scenery, costumes and lighting
effects to conform with the style

with

000,

Adams

is

now operated as wanted for the
Levins Adams Theatre and tive stagecraft
street

is

Minhinnick General Manager
of Canadian Theatre Chain
J. R. Minhinnick, manager of
the Grand Opera House, London,
Ontario, has been appointed general supervisor of all theatres
throughout Canada of the Trans-

when an orchestra of thirty
musicians rendered a program of
patriotic airs of U, S. origin
A crowd that packed the large
theatre gave vent to its enthusiasm in marked fashion.
ning,

Canada Theatres, Ltd., Montreal.
Mr. Minhinnick, who is an outpacked standing showman of Canada, will
In the midst of a civic election
t^em in this week with “Clarence. have general direction of the campaign in Ottawa,
Ontario,
and the management made a de- booking of road show and film at- Manager Frank Goodale
of Loew’s
parture from the regular program tractions to be played over the Ottawa Theatre
sprang a mysby featuring the Yerkes Flotilla Trans-Canada circuit. It is ex- tery stunt for “Our Leading
Citiorchestra instead of the usual pected that he will continue to zen” which
was the attraction at
Christie
presentation.
The
make his headquarters in London, the theatre during the week of
comedy, “Chop Suey,” caused but he will be on the road ex- December 11. For several
days
plenty of laughs, so the whole bill tensively throughout the season. prior to the
announcement of the
Harry Weinstein brought the ^as full of humor
week’s
Trans-Canada
claims
to
bookprogram.
be
Manager GoodHarvard Theatre at Harvard aving features into 116 theatres in ale sent out automobiles bearing
enue and Fifty-third street from
The
Tivoli and Riviera theatres, the Dominion.
large signs “Who is ‘Our Leading
Sax Marx for a reported sum of
chain, did a
Citizen?’” Then followed, in due
$256,000.
The house was sold by of the Balaban & Katz
Dangerous
“The
Massey Hall, Toronto’s largest time, motorcars having the sign
Weinstein to Samuel Grossman fine business with
music hall, has been engaged for announcing the title of the thefor $282,000.
The property has Age” last week.
that will be a credit to that part of
the city.
In addition to the theatre there will be twenty offices and
eight stores, and bids will be called
for soon as it is expected to have
the building finished by October 1
next year. The name of the lessee
of the theatre has not yet been
disclosed.

fourteen stores, ten
eighteen apartments
to the theatre.

offices and
in addition

Lewis, who owns the
Sharum Theatre at Walnut Ridge
and the Gem at Pocahontas, is makL.

ing

L.

improvements

several

Gem which

will

make

it

a

in

the

modern

The

New McVickers

eight days, starting December 22,
Barbee’s Loop Theatre had an for the presentation for the first
exclusive Loop showing last week time in Canada of the English proof “Rich Men’s Wives,” while the duction, “The
Game of Life,”
Pantheon did good business with it which is being offered as the
in the Wilson avenue district, and “first
English
super-features.”
ffie Senate showed it on the West
Evening prices for the engageSide.
ment range from 25 cents to $1 ;
matinees, 25 and 50 cents.

Charles Fecher and Fred Nortman, who now operate the Drexel,
the
L*"- Lexington “‘“A
and the AAeiivcxiu
Harvard
A
The Tent. Arnusement
(^rfwration theatres here, have bought the
has been organized by J. R. (^rden
Kimbark Theatre at 6240 Kimbark avenue from Harry T. Leper,
’•(if’
V
r ^*1 n
who has operated the house for
office is located at 4823 North Kedzie
time.
The Kimbark seats
theatre

when completed.

'

1

1

avenue

Lee Morrison, Grover E. Holmes
and A. J. Devos have organized the
Central Amusement Company with
a capital

127

of $10,000, and offices at

North Dearborn

The main

street.

of Jones, Linick
& Schaefer, who operate several
well-known houses in the Loop,
have been moved from the Rialto
Theatre to the New McVickers
Theatre, where the various departments will have more room.
offices

_

Manager Sam Atkinson, of the
Calo Theatre, is putting on a six
weeks’ radio contest for the youngsters from ten to sixteen in connection with the
film
“Around the
World in Eighteen Days,” and the
boys are sure packing the house to
take advantage of the novel advertising stunt.

A

attraction,

George Rotsky, Montreal representative

of
Allen Theatres,
Ltd., was a visitor in Ottawa, Ontario, during a portion of the

week

of December 4, following up
the visit locally of Bernard Allen,
father of Jule and J. J. Allen, Toronto.
It is understood that Mr.

feature was the Rotsky’s visit had to do with reNight” which was cent improvement developments
staged at the Allen Theatre, in the Ottawa Valley in the takWinnipeg, Manitoba, on Friday ing over of the O’Brien chain by
evening, December 1, under the the Allens personally.
direction of Manager Miller Stewart and Conductor Charles ManSimon Meretsky, owner of the
Windsor Theatre and originally
part owner of the Walkerville

singular

“American

Kansas City Exhibitors Sued
A number of weeks ago a number of Kansas City exhibitors
were served with notices that suits had: been brought against
them by the American Society of Authors, Composers and Publishers for the collection of the so-called music tax. The complaints recited that on certain dates the theatre owners entered
into contracts for a three-year license, and after paying for the
first year, have failed and refused to pay for the remaining two
years.

Among

atre’s

the theatres filed against are the Bonaventure, Bijou,
Prospect, New Centre and Idle Hour. A total of twelve suits
were filed. Many of the cases were set for December 4 before
Justice Edward J. McMahon. The case of the Bijou Theatre,
owned by Edward Costello, was the first to come upu After hearing the evidence Justice McMahon took the case under advisement and announced that he would render judgment December 11.
The theatre owners are represented by Lawrence E. Goldman
and Duval Strother, attorney for the Scoville estate, which
operates the Idle Hour Theatre.

Theatre, has closed the deal with
the stockholders for the Loew’s
Theatre at Windsor, Ontario. He
started operating it on December
11 as the Capitol.
The company
consists of B. Meretsky,
owner of the

Glassgo,
Theatre,

and

the

Edward
Empire

Hon.

Dr.

Reaume.
After December 11 the Empire
was closed and the Windsor,
which was formerly a vaudeville
and picture house, was made a
straight picture house.
In the
past the best pictures were shown
at the Empire and that policy will
prevail at the Capitol.

“Van” wants your reports.
See page 768 for particulars.
Help your brother showmen
and they will help you.
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May

Boycott St. Louis House
Because of Negroes’ Meeting

The National Baptist Conven- houses
Negroes held its annual
convention at the Kings Theatre,
822 North Kings Highway, St.
Louis, beginning December 6, and
tion

of

now

residents in the vicinity are
threatening a boycott on not only
the Kings but the Alissouri The-

owned by Famous Players

atre,

Missouri Corporation, and all local
houses showing Paramount pictures.

Here is how
The negroes
meet

the trouble started.
originally planned

Los Angeles

SepElias
Clark
tember,
but
Dr.
Morris, president, died on September 5, the eve of the convention's
opening.
The gathering
was postponed, but arrangements
could not be made in Los Angeles
for a later date. The convention
was then transferred to St. Louis.
Those in charge found that ihe
Coliseum, Odeon and other large,
centrally located meeting places
had already been engaged. Then
to

in

last

upon
prevailed
Nathan Frank, president of FamPlayers Missouri Corporation, to permit the use of the
Kings, which has not been opened
this season.
Later property owners in the
vicinity learned of the arrangements and a protest meeting was
A telegram was sent to
called.
Famous Players-Lasky explaining
the sentiments of the organization
on the use of the theatre by
negroes. In the meantime, Frank
had left town on business, and it
was impossible to arrange for a
cancellation of the contract renting the theatre. So the negroes
met there on December 6, as
planned.
The race question is a ticklish
city

one

officials

The
St. Louis just now.
officials have a problem on

in

city
their hands trying to solve the
situation created by protests on
the use of O’Fallon Park by negro
picnics.

in

which Skouras Brothers

are interested collected $633.48.
F. L. Cornwell, owner of the
Del Monte Theatre, has been advised by his physician to take a
rest. Too much work, etc., in putting the big West End bouse over,
which he has done in fine shape.
But it is not very likely that he
will follow the M. D.'s advice, at
least for long.
He keeps moving
at full speed at all times.
He
showed his. speed when he
brought Rodolph Valentino to St.
Louis for a personal appearance
at the Del Monte, Sunday evening,
December 3, and not only packed
the theatre to the doors, but
blocked traffic on Delmar boulevard as well. The Del Monte
was regarded as a dead one by
some wise folks, but Cornwell has

made them

revise their views,

can be done

if

It

you know how.

December

theatres for free shows and Badge
There are other ways of solvXo. 2 would take care of his street ing the cost of living besides
car transportation.
working.

Expect Dygert to Invade Two
More Western New York Towns
It is reported in Buffalo, N. Y.,
that Harold G. Dygert, president
and general manager of Associated Theatres Corporation, is

Elmer Brient, manapr of
and Grand theatres
Lentralia, 111., was a caller.
He
formerly was manager for AssoIllinois

ciated Exhibitors in St. Louis.
If
a chap flashes an official
looking badge on you and starts
to edge into your picture theatre
without first paying his compliments to the box office in the
form of coin of the realm, be sure
he has a perfect right to wear
said official looking badge.
For sometimes they don’t, as
witness
A fellow walked into
:

Frank Adams Stamp and Seal
Company’s shop in Sixth street,
St. Louis, a few days ago and
ordered two badges for which he
agreed to pay $2. The first was
the

read, “Inspector of Buildings,
City of St. Louis,” and the second,
“Asst. U. R. Co., No. 122, Foreto

man.”

The

company’s clerk became
and
consulted
the
police. Two detectives were wait
ing when the chap who placed the
suspicious

of St. Louis are seriomsly
sidering making it an annual
All of the houses booked
affair.
reports
special attractions, and
generally are that satisfactory
One unbusiness was enjoyed.

expected and unpleasant result of
the movement was an editorial
comment from the Post-Dispa:ch
questioning why anyone should
go to the “movies.”

obtained from 2,017
with
patrons. The New Grand Central
across the street collected $112.85

from

536

patrons.

Seventeen

M. Shafer that he wasn’t big
enough to put him out of the La-

about to invade two more West- fayette Square Theatre, Buffalo,
ern New York towns with picture it is alleged. He also was charged
theatres.
Associated now has with
calling
Mr. Shafer vile
theatres in East Rochester, Fair- names. It cost Mr. Franklin $25
port,
Canandaigua,
Salamanca when he was arranged in city

and Newark.

court.

G. W. Gates has broken ground
for
a
new picture theatre in

Mr. Gates has
Y.
been operating the New Lyric in
the same town for a long time.
Holley,

X’.

Buffalo

exhibitors

many from

as

surrounding

well

as

towns

^,gre the guests of W. A. V. Mack
of Pathe at a big screening party

Shea’s

in

Hippodrome,

Friday

The coming to Buffalo of
Winnie Sheehan, general manager
of the Fox Film company, for the
opening of the new local exchange, recalled to one of his old

newspaper associates

in

town the

story of the time when Winnie
got a job on the Courier at some
$18 a week, he demanding his exorbitant salary because of experi-

night,

until

he called up to give

Then came the diffiThe Pastime Theatre in Depew, culty.
Winnie refused to talk to
Y., was partly destroyed by
anyone but the managing editor.
fire last week.
Mike Lescynski,
Which proves that Winnie was a
former owner of the house, saved
big man even in those days.
the films. The interior was badly
the story.

N.

burned,

A shortage of plastering ma^lanager Fred !M. Shafer of the terial and delay in shipments has
Buffalo Lafayette Square has ar- made it impossible for Peterson
ranged a tie-up with the Buffalo & Woods to open the new Palace
Commercial through which read- Theatre in Jamestown, N. Y., beers finding their names in the fore the holidaj'S, as was first
news or feature columns of the planned.
Plasterers
are
now
newspaper any evening of the working overtime, and much of
week will be entitled to free the interior decorating of the
tickets,

A1

walls, panels

and

ceilings

has been

done.
The lighting system is
nearly installed, and the stage is
complete for the laying of a hard-

Beckerich of the Buffalo
State has arranged with
the Buffalo Enquirer to have that wood floor. The mezzanine floor
paper publish a cut up photo of and the cement floor in the large
a screen star in its columns. To balconj' are being rushed to com
those who paste the pieces to- pletion. The Palace will open, it
gether
making
the
complete is hoped, early in 1923.
When
photo and then guessing the name completed the Palace will be the
of the star, Mr. Beckerich through finest theatrical building in Souththe Movie Puzzle Editor offers western N’ew York,
two free tickets. Of course, A1
always selects the photo of a star
The Family Theatre in Mount
in his current film attraction.
Morris, N. Y., spread itself on a
four-day showing of “Grandma’s
Boy.” Jenks’ orchestra was engaged for the evening presentations and matinees were given
two afternoons.
The Family
packed ’em in at every showing.

Loew

T.

Cecil

Leonard, manager of

new Buffalo Olympic, reports
much interest among patrons over
the Mary Pickford re-issue. “Going Straight,” which was made in
the

On Saturday. December 2, St.
contributed $20,733.87
Louisians
to the St. Louis Saturday & Sun
day Hospital .^ssociation, which
operates for the benefit of the
worthy sick poor. Of that sum,
$2,511.03 was collected by the the-

$369.47

Benjamin Franklin, 37 years old
and colored, told Manager Fred

ence on New York dailies. One
December 9, when Pearl
the white’s new serial, “Plunder,” "ight be was sent out to cover a
stockyards. All went
in
j^own for the first time.
well,

“Go-to-the-Movies-Week,” De- order called for his badge. To
cember 3 to 9, proved very suc- the desk sergeant he explained,
cessful, and the officials of the
Badge No.
It was simple enough.
Motion Picture Exhibitors’ League 1 would permit him to work the
con-

atres of the city.
Twenty-nine picture houses had
collection boxes in their lobbies
and these collected $1,741 from
The Missouri
persons.
11,453
Theatre led all amusement places

23, 1922

1910

and

which

was

a

special

novelty on this week's bill. Mr.
Leonard got a lot of publicity on
the film.

COPY THE TEXT ON THIS SNAPPY BANNER
this house except the lettering, hut
the front of the Paramount second-run house in Tokyo. The
six-sheets are all lettered in with the Japanese version above the
printed titles.

Nothing foreign-looking about
it

is

Dewey Michaels, manager of
the Plaza Theatre, Buffalo, reports
that
Dainty
the
Tune,
juvenile screen star and her company of child players, made such
a hit on the two days she appeared that patrons prevailed upon him to hold the attraction over
for last Sunda 3’’s show, when the
house was jammed to the doors.

:

December
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News from the Producers
Conducted by T.

S.

da Ponte

Color Picture Gets

High Commendation
“The Toll of the Sea,” the Technicolor production in a new natural color process which was first
shown publicly at the Rialto Theatre, New York, has received the
highest praise from newspaper
critics,
who acknowledge the
photoplay as marking the highest
development of color photography
and who lavish equal commendation on its appeal as a dramatic
and moving story.
A few extracts from the criticisms of New York newspapers
follow

“The
this

people who have
colored picture

new

made
have

done something so beautiful that

MARGARET LEAHY
Who

have Prominent Roles
First National Productions

in

will

awe

inspiring and
dissecting a
Never have we seen
such perfect color as this. If this
process is not perfect then at least
we could find no flaws in it the
perfect picture.” Harriette Underhill, N. Y. Tribune.
it

is

rather

criticizing
butterfly.

it

is

like

—

—

Barbara Bedford at
Head of Cast
Among the independent
now being finished,

tions

based

famous
Binds,”

on

Charles

song,
said

is

K.

producthe one
Harris’s

“The
to

Tie That
be of unusual

proaches it in effectiveness. Tbe
combination of lovely natural
color and a touch of courage in
faithfulness of play construction
this a fine picture.”- World.
“May be counted as a distinct

—

ma^es

achievement.
Possesses
the
quality of genuineness and is convincingly acted.” The Times.
“Created
a
sensation
proved fascinating entertainment

—

.

and won enthusiastic applause.”

— Telegram.

“Should
dramas.

“The

best picture that has ever
Springfield,” is how H. A.
manager of the Lyric Theatre, in the Illinois city, designated
Rex Ingram’s production for Metro

played
Loper,

“The Prisoner of Zenda.”
This message of approval is said
to be exemplary of the hundreds
which have been forwarded to the
home offices of Metro Pictures
Corporation in New York.
of

Next

It

film

is

—

.

.

LEATRICE JOY
Marshall Neilan’s “Minnie,” a
First National Attraction.

in

.

—

—

great-

Lloyd Picks Part of
Here

—

—

Be

Flirt” to

nas
to

at Rivoli

“The

Flirt,”

will

find

themselves

established as actresses of the
highest quality, when this picture

—

Doone”

Pick

January
“The

1.

Flirt,”

The ministers of the Protestant
churches in Albany thirty in allhave selected Maurice Tourneur’s
First
National
release,
“Lorna
Doone,” as the entertainment for

—

their

benefit

week

at

the

Mark

Strand Theatre, Albany, beginning
December 11. The proceeds of the
benefit are to go toward the quota
of the Albany churches for the fund
for the colleges of the Orient for
women. This is an unusual tribute
to “Lorna Doone” and to motioi?
pictures in general,

to get the best players possible

complete his

He

selected

but he

East

has had its country-wide showings.
Several other players are
destined to become famous by
Riesenfeld. reason of their work in “The
Week, Dr.
Hugo
Among
manager of the Rivoli, was so en- Flirt,” it is predicted.
thusiastic concerning the pros- them are George Nichols, who
pects of big box office business plays the father role, and Buddy
with “The Flirt,” despite the holi- Messenger, the youngster who
day season he arranged for an plays the role of the “flirt’s” misoption on the picture for a second chievous young brother.
week’s showing.
Immediately after the picture’s
‘‘Lorna
run at the Rivoli, it will be released
for general booking. It is schedfor Benefit
uled for country-wide release on

has been characterized as one of the greatest pictures of the year, by those who
have seen it. Not only is it considered to be the film masterpiece
Katherine MacDonald’s next pic- of
Hobart Henley, who directed
ture for First National release will
it, but it is praised because of its
be “Refuge.”
The supporting cast, humanness and the fidelity with
as announced by B. B. Schulberg,
which Tarkington’s
characters
will include Hugh Thompson, Fred
have been transferred to the
Malafesta, Arthur Edmund Carewe,
screen.
Grace Morse and Eric Mayne.
Eileen Percy and Helen Jerome
Victor Schertzinger will direct,
Eddy, the featured players in

Katherine MacDonald

revolutionize

an achievement in
natural color films, and, without
doubt, is an advance on all previous attempts at color photography.” New York American.
“It is a distinct step in advance
and one which promises much for
the future of the motion picture in
general.
The gasps of delight at the beauty of the pictures

Shown

Called Best Film

.

—

“The

Rex Ingram

.

were continuous.” Globe.
Cast
“The picture, even if shown in
est advance made in color photography scenes of surpassing love- the drab greys and whites of an
Frank Lloyd, who is directing
liness.
Won a burst of applause ordinary movie, would have “Within the Law,” a Joseph
from the audience.”
Evening pleased the Rialto patrons, but enhanced as it is with its natural Schenck production, in which Norma
Mail.
“Really something quite marvel- coloring it is infinitely more at- Talmadge will star, is taking no
ous. There never has been a full tractive.” World.
chances with his cast of characters.
One of the principal reasons for his
trip from the coast to New York
“Picture of rare beauty

because of the story that
Mr. Harris has prepared for this
picture and the cast of stars that
are appearing in it.
At the head of the cast is Barbara Bedford. Other noted actors
in
the cast are Robert Edeson,
Effie Shannon, Raymond Hatton,
William
P.
Carlton,
Marion
Swayne, Walter Miller and Julia
“The Flirt,” Universal’s Jewel
Swayne Gordon.
production of Booth TarVington’s
celebrated novel, will have its
premiere showing in the Rivoli
New York, during the
Picture Theatre,
week of December 2A Christmas
interest

length picture in color which ap-

felt

he

cast.

some

Los Angeles,

in

there were

could

use

Therefore, while
De Witt Jennings
Inspector Burke,
played in the stage

some

to

here,

in the

advantage.

he

signed

for the part of
a part Jennings
version.

:

:
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Prison

December

Praise Effect
of Motion Pictures on Convicts

Women”

‘Trifling

Wardens

23, 1922

Making Hit
Anything but

trifling

has been

h

performance of
Metro’s Rex Ingram production,
“Trifling Women,” Metro says.
the

box-office

i

Metro’s

Following the release of “Skin
Deep,” a crook play. First National made a survey by question-

given since

power

of

Magna

the

film

The

Charta.
is

enormous.

Constant picture-going creates a
brain

which leads

activity

to

a

mo- knowledge of things along other
on persons whose lines; it creates a demand for

naires to learn the effect of
tion

pictures

moral

fibre

not of conventional
These questionnaires
is

strength.
were sent to wardens and chaplains of penitentiaries throughout
the
United
States,
and
the
opinions, without an exception,
were to the effect that motion
pictures tend to make convicted
men more patient in their surroundings; more eager to work,

books, a wish for thorough scientific knowledge.”

Warden Robert
the Eastern
writes

“We

McKenty,

of
J.
State Penitentiary,

regard motion pictures

in

the highest
type of entertainment. The benefit derived for the men therefrom
institution

this

as

The wardens and

chaplains of
films
are
shown are warm in their praise of
the motion picture industry for
what one offical terms “Liberality
in helping bring the outside world
to men in despair.” An official of
one of the biggest government
penitentiaries
wrote First National, in behalf of the prisoners,
asking for a program of pictures
that will successfully entertain
during the winter months, adding;
“The moving picture seems to be
the only satisfactory answer to
penitentiaries

where

cannot be measured. The motion our problems.”
has brought the outer
J. C. Harrison, chaplain of the

more amenable to discipline, hap- picture
pier and more ambitious to do world,

Penitentiary
at
Montgomery, Ala., says of motion picright.
Hence, ‘Stone walls do
tures that “their effect on conConvicts are prone to hiss the prison make’.”
villain and applaud the righteous
There is a note of pathos in victs is better than that of music.
hero.
some of the replies. Warden W. Many instances in which convicts
Most of them dislike crook H. Martin, of the Arkansas State have been influenced to do good.”
Thomas H. Rynning, warden of
plays and are always eager to see Penitentiary, states
right triumph over wrong.
“We have no amusements or the State Prison at Florence,
That, to use the words of school facilities in this institution.” Arizona, says the inmates “like
Warden Sanders, of the State dramas above other plays, comeWarden Lewis E. Lawes, of Sing
Sing Prison, who delighted his Penitentiary at Columbia, S. C., dies next and melodramas third,”
'
and adds that he finds “motion
charges with “Oliver Twist” as declares
“I am sorry, but we are not pictures very effective as helpful
a Thanksgiving film treat, “The
cinema undoubtedly is the great- fortunate enough to have motion factor in administration.”
est blessing mankind has been pictures in our institution.”
society,

into

their

midst.
not a

State

:

evidence of this has
come in the form of exhibitors’
reports, made either to the company’s several exchanges or communicated directly to the home

New

offices in

The
Morris

Empire

York.
telegram

following
Fitzer,

of the
Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.,

said

to

Richard Walton Tully is to produce “Trilby” for First National
release.
Plans for the production
of this famous book and stage play
were announced this week when it
became known that Mr. Tully, who
want abroad to attend the opening
of “The Masquerader” in London,
was in Paris photographing at-

successes of its day
and it has had successful revivals.
Mr. Tully plans to put on the screen
a lavish, powerfully dramatic picture
of the story.
He has already chosen some of
but will not announce
his
cast,
names until his return to this country.
It is hinted on the coast that
he may bring a star from Europe to
portray the title role, but it was
of

the

great

Christmas

mosphere scenes of the Latin Quarter for what is claimed will be his
most pretentious work.
known before he departed that he
Out on the coast the Tully or- had several American women of
ganization is actively preparing the fame under consideration.
ground work for “Trilb^’ so that
Another big choice still to be
as soon as Mr. Tully returns to the made, or perhaps it is better to state,

is the showing of Jackie Coogan in
“Oliver Twist” during Pantomime
Week (Christmas Week).
This First National attraction

was released

in the States this

fall,

but owing to the policy of quick
play dates adopted by Ralph J.

Pugh, British managing director of
Associated First National Pictures,
Ltd., the British public will not have
to wait a year or eighteen months

coast he will be ready to start filming this big production.
“Trilby” as a stage play was one

to be announced, is that of the
to enact the difficult but greatly
desired role of Svengali.
still

man

When She Asks You Again
That flanner who always picks an ai«I® seat at the
rear of the house is going to ask vou “Wh»t is Owen
Moore going to be in next?” and “Is Mary Carr going
to be in another picture soon?”
Her mother and her brother want to know things
and the theatre manager who can answer them is
going to make boo.«ters for his

hou.se.

Moving Picture World caters to this need for information in “News from the Producers.”
One man
has an “Answer Box” where questions dropped in bv
patrons are put with renlies in an envelope addressed
to the querist. That brings back the want-to-know
crowd and they talk for you.

—

Opens Headquarters
in

Toronto

William Cranston has opened
headquarters in Toronto, Canada,
for the
Ernest Shipman Film

is

tions.

it.

Preacher Praises
First National Film
M'henever H. E. Browne, manager of the T. and D. Theatre at
San Jose, Cal., gets a picture he
likes himself he invites Dr. Charles
Pease, minister of the gospel in
San Jose, who
pastoral

in

addition to his
for the San

work writes

Evening News.

Jose

He

asked

Dr. Pease to see “Kindred of the
Dust,” a First National release.
Dr. Pease liked “Kindred of the
Dust” so much that, as he told
Mr. Browne, he “just had to write

about

it.”

sending the article to First

In

National, ^Ir.

Browne wrote:

"Read this and weep, for one
can’t buy this kind of publicity.”
Dr. Pease began his article
with

:

“You

will want to see ‘Kindred
of the Dust’ at the T. and D. befause it js a remarkably good

i

Week

ing 1923 attractions.
The story is garry” which will be shown at
internationally.
It will have the
Regent Theatre, beginning
a big cast and Mr. Tully is known Christmas Week, to be followed
to be ready to put all of his re- by other Canadian made produc-

behind

t

said to be another record
for quick playing dates in England

knou n

.sotirces

]

)

is

Service
which
will
distribute
counting on this Canadian made pictures throughlully production as one of its most out the Dominion,
important next year releases. It is
The inaugural booking in Toexpected to be one of the outstand- ronto is “The Man from GlenFirst National

I

Picture in

before seeing the clever Jackie in
Dickens’ famous character.

R. W. Tully to Film “Trilby”
for First National Release

I(

be

To Show
What

;

I

from

manager

representative of
such testimonials from the field.
“‘Trifling Women,”’ Mr. Fitzer
wired, “surpassed all expectations.
The biggest Sunday’s business we
ever had.”
is

'

story,
screen.
picture

admirably done for the
There is much about the
to gratify the critic and

plenty of

human

—

interest to please

everybody and his wife.
Excellent judgment has been shown
in the screen version.
Such departures as have been taken from
the story as written (by Peter B.
Kyne) have in no way detracted
from the force of it.
'
For
one departure from the original I
was thankful. The written story
recovers the ‘lost documents’ to
clean Nan’s name from its fancied
shame.
The screen version is
.

.

.

stronger.

“Take it all in all, ‘Kindred of
the Dust’ is one of the finest pictures that has ever been shown
here.”
Browne adds, in his note. “Business was great all week because
pf this unsolicited story.”

\

'

BENNETT

presents

M;ine

Immortal TicUon Classic

THELMA
in

Corelli

s

PLAYED BY A BRILLIANT CAST INCLUDING, BARBARA TENNANT, WEDGEWOOD NOWELL, BERT SPROTTE
JUNE ELVIDGE
AND OTHERS

DISTFUBUTED BY

OF AMERICA

INC

1

mm

Jane Novak
They Crowned

in

Him

THELMA

Prince

I

X0X^J^

gS2ggCTS

It

Loomed

before Her Like

Some

What

Diabolic

a

Myth

Setting for

Passionate Love

!

mm
i:'5«f*^

Bedecked with gorgeous Parisian creations

Jane Novak
He

in

'"THELMA

Pledged Himself to Avenge Her

Thelma^s Golden Night of Triumph

!

mmmm
IT 5

She

AN

^.B.Q

Had Gowns by

Jane Novak

in

Dozen

the

''THELMA"'

RELEASE

1

Curse You

The Hauteur of the

!

1

Cried the Witch

Curse You

Scoffers turned to Adoration

!

’

-

'

fi:;--

'

r

•
.

'
.

.

}

ri-'

The Light of Love Gleamed
in

Their Eyes

The pale Little Rose with a
Crimson Heart

Jane Novak
in

THELMA

The Surging

Mob

Pressed

Upon

They Pledged Allegiance

IT'S

to the Viking Prince

AN

cao
RELEASE

She Shuddered Before His Dagger Gaze

Jane Novak
in

THELMA"
A

k

Heart of Gold Beat Within His Hideous Form

\
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Metro’s Next Two Month’s Offerings One
Big Picture After Another, Says Atkinson
“Not Ready-Mades, But Custom-Made” Production, States Firm’s General Manager
Business life for the exhibitor
during the next two months is going
to be just one big attraction after
another in so far as Metro’s offerings are concerned.
This is the gist of a statement
given out this week at the home
offices of Metro Pictures Corporation, in New York, by William E.
Atkinson, general manager.
Summarizing Mr. Atkinson’s outline of the schedule for December
and January there appears to be, in
the
current
addition
to
Metro
successes, no less than a dozen pictures of exceptional entertainment
value in the immediate offing.
Grouped about the junction of the
year 1922 with the year 1923 are the
Metro-SL special production of

and no one wants a role. This actress, one of the most tbe Sea,’ the first color picture to
from some one distinguished of American stage prove realistic. It is the result of
else’s.
heretofore refused all seven years’ experiment and invenstars, has
“Going over the Metro releases offers of an appearance on the tion in color photography
sixty
for the next two months or so the screen; and it is doubtful whether, patents protect it
and one only has
showman can check up and observe had it not been in the character of to glance at the notices in the New
that the pictures mentioned conform Peg, her most famous role, she York papers to know that it is a
as would have ever consented to act success.
to the necessities of success
Nor is it merely scenic;
entertainment.
before the camera. The play itself the metropolitan press commented
‘Quincy
Adams is undoubtedly the most successful no less favorably upon the interest
first,
“Take,
Still in the story itself than upon the
Sawyer,’ the Metro-SL special. The the modern stage has seen.
cast is little short of astonishing— being performed, its total number of superiortiy of the color process over
Blanche Sweet, John Bowers, Lon presentations has passed the 15,000 all others.
Chaney, Barbara La Marr, Louise mark.
America, England, France,
“These are but the first of the big
Fazenda, Hank Mann, June Elvidge, Italy, Spain, Australia, South Africa, ones. Next in line comes Ben Ames

same
suit

pattern,

made over

—

—

Edward Connelly, Joseph Dowling. Holland, the Scandinavian countries, Williams’ great sea story, ‘All the
Elmo Lincoln, and several others as cities in the Orient all have seen Brothers Were Valiant,’ produced
The story is the most ‘Peg o’ My Heart’ in the theatre. by Irvin V. Willat, who has a
well known.
famous home-folks romance ever In play form it has been uniformly reputation for knowing how to make

—

— Charles

Felton Pidgin’s a hit, and all doubt as to its faith- sea stories, and who proves that
scenario is by Bernard ful reproduction in pictures is dissi- reputation merited in this one. The
Taylor in “Peg o’
McConville, who did ‘A Connecticut pated by the fact that the author
cast includes Lon Chaney, Billie
sensational Technicolor picture, “The Yankee in King Arthur’s Court’ J. Hartley Manners
was present Dove and Malcolm McGregor. The
of
Toll
the
Sea”;
Ben Ames and other pictures as successful. at the Metro studios throughout the scenario is Julian Josephson’s.
Williams’
sea
drama,
“All
The scenario “Following this is Reginald Barker’s
the Clarence G. Badger, director of the making of the film.
Brothers Were Valiant” the Regi- picture, had much to do with the is by Mary O’Hara, who did the production, ‘Hearts Aflame,’ a trenald
Barker production, “Hearts popularity of the series of Will continuity for Rex Ingram's ‘The mendous thing not only filled with
Aflame”
Robert
Z.
Leonard’s Rogers pictures, such as ‘Jubilo,’ Prisoner of Zenda.’ The direction the most human, vital drama, but
presentation of a new Mae Murray and others.
The picture is clean; is King Vidor’s.
presenting on the screen perhaps the
picture,
“Jazzmania”
the
Fred it's funny; it’s human, and it has
“Metro is privileged at this time, most remarkable scenes of catasNiblo production of “The Famous the biggest dramatic punch at the too, to issure a picture which marks trophe, such as a great fire and an
Mrs. Fair”
Viola Dana’s latest climax I’ve ever seen.
Robert Z.
as new an era in progress as did the earthquake, ever done.
comedy of youth,
“Right
“Calico
after
‘Quincy
and
Adams Wright brothers’ flights several Leonard, who directs Mae Murray,
Romance,” and, somewhat later, Rex Sawyer’ comes ‘Peg o’ My Heart,’ years ago.
The release is the and who presents this star’s picIngram’s production, “The Passion with Laurette Taylor in, the star Technicolor picture, ‘The Toll of tures, wires us that the newest one,
Vine.”
In addition to these feamake
to
is
going
‘Jazzmania,’
tures are several Bull Montana and
‘Broadway Rose,’ ‘Fascination’ and
Stan Laurel comedies
‘Peacock Alley’ look like primer
short subjects of novel appeal, which, if they
don’t see how it can be
stuff.
corne up to the performances of
done, but Mr. Leonard ought to
their predecessors,
will prove inknow.
variably_ welcome to audiences.
‘‘To all intents, too. Fred Niblo’’s
“Making motion pictures,” said
production for Metro, now
first
Mr. Atkinson, “may be likened to
being made at the Louis B. Mayer
Fox Film Corporation announces this year to be issued to the ex- studios, is going to be even better
making a suit of clothes. There are
two distinct sorts of clothes: the a program of two star features, hibition field.
than tbe play upon which it was
For the present week, John Gil- founded
factory-made and the custom-made, two star-comedy specials, a Lee
Forbes’s
New
James
California
bert
will
be
seen
in
“A
The factory-made motion picture
York dramatic hit, ‘The Famous
Kid
re-issue, a Sunshine Comedy Romance,”
directed
by
Jerome
has done more harm to the indusHarry Beaumont has
Mrs. Fair.’
and a Mutt and Jeff Animated Storm. The story is by Charles finished directing Viola Dana in a
try than any other element.
The
Cartoon
release
during
the
Banks.
December
“Pawn
for
On
24,
public needs not so much to be pronew comedy of youth, ‘Calico and
Ticket 210,” starring Shirley Ma- Romance,’ and it’s more than up to
tected against sensational pictures week of December 16.
“Lights of New York,” the son, will be released.
as against die-cut pictures.
And
the record of earlier ones.
No man
directed by
“The Cyclist,” a Clyde Cook dowm in Florida Rex Ingram has
needs to be warned against wearing special production,
Charles J. Brabin, which was orig- two-reeler, will be ready Decem- about completed the outdoor scenes
a black-and-white checked
dinner
Mat—and that’s sensational enough. inally scheduled for distribution ber 24. A1 St. John will be seen of his newest, ‘The Passion Vine,'
But if there are too many ready- October 22, was released Decem- in “The Alarm,” on December from a story of the South Seas by
mades in the market the buyer who ber 10. This is the last of the 17. The Sunshine Comedy is “A John Russell.
The author, by the
series of eight specials announced Poor Fish” and the Mutt and Jeff
is
the theatre-goer
way, has been wdth the Ingram
becomes reby
Fox
Film
Corporation
early
Cartoon
“Jim
Jams.”
luctant about spending money for
company throughout the work to aid
something that
Mr. Ingram in obtaining absolute
gives
him only
mediocre satisfaction.
fidelity of atmosphere and customs
Metro has not only long since
;ind native life in Samoa.
Playing
realized
that
in the picture are Ramon Novaro,
the
custom-made
movie is the desirable one, but it
Alice Terry, Harry Morey, Edward
has insisted,
in
Connelly, and others whose names
translating this
observation into action, that, in makmean money at the box office.
ing pictures of distinction,
“In addition to the feature-length
all elements must be of the first grade.
the pictures Metro is going to have
throughout
houses
With respect to “Dr. Jack,” Pathe nortant
“In clothes there are four things
says ready more of the highh^ successful
reports that exhibitors, patrons and United States are reported,
to watch for: the
quality of the
Pathe, to be under negotiation, in- Bull Montana comedies, produced
goods, the design, the workmanship reviewers are “sold” in the fullest
spired in many instances by bulle- by Hunt .Stromberg; and of the
and the fit. It is the same with
Laurel
series,
made
by
pic- meaning of the term. The statement tins of the popular furore for the Stan
tures.
The quality of the goods is is made that booking contracts for Lloyd comedy in Los Angeles, Amalgamated Productions. They’ve
the ca.st; the design is
the story; Harold Lloyd’s new feature comedy where the Mission Theatre run is bep getting the laughs and the rethe workmanship is
found in the accepted at the home office up to now entering its fifth week. In the ceipts. and the ones to come are
scenario and direction, and
the fit December 6 broke all records for smaller cities bookings for an entire even better.
IS the suitability
“The Metro offerings in sight
to the box office, any type of picture, and that no week, and longer, by houses which
there^ are other elements
which section of the country is omitted usually limit their feature showings make it look to us that life for the
enter into the making
of a season’s from this claim.
to three or four days, are shown to exhibitor of them is going to be
output: variety and
originality. No
An extraordinary number of ex- be surprisingly numerous, it is just a routine of cashing in on one
one wants half a dozen
'^ig picture after another.”
suits of the tended runs of “Dr. Tack” at im- stated.

Adams Sawyer,”

“Quincy

Laurette
Heart,” the

My

written
novel.

The

—

;

—

;

;

;

—

Fox Announcements
for

Week

We

of Dec. 16

—

j

j

il

?

_

—

—

,

Records Broken by
Pathe’s “Dr. Jack

I

I

—

!
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December

Flays First Run System
as Industry’s Greatest Menace

23, 1922

Title of Picture

Laemmle

The

Is Changed
new Syracuse Motion

Pictures

Co.,

feature

starring

Henry Hull and Mary Thurman,
which is now in production under
never
compete
and
the
business
company
same
and
the
present
a
picture
the
of
Denunciation
the working title of “Midnight,”
method of first run showings and owns or controls theatres, it is with our own customers but in a has
definitely
been
titled
driven
have
been
those
few
cities
in
we
picture
run
that
going
to
run
sysa warning that the first
“Through the Skylight.”
busiend
of
the
into
the
theatre
the
imof
sake
for
the
theatres
tem is the greatest menace to
Director Hamilton Smith reports
ness in self-defense.
the business, are contained in a pression it will make upon you!
rapid progress on the feature
speaking
as
first
“Therefore,
I
am
when
“There was a time,
statement just made public by
which will be handled through
Carl Laemmle, head of the Uni- run houses were really owned by an exhibitor as well as a producer Producers Security Corporation.
all
except
tell
you
that
in
The state- individuals, that the first run when I
versal organization.
ment is a verbatim copy of a letter meant something. In those days, a mighty few instances first runs
‘‘Daddy” Is Jackie’s
written recently to an exhibitor if the man who owned the the- are bunk. They are the greatest
who solicited Mr. Laemmle’s per- atre and made his living out of it menace to the business and they
Next
sonal views on the first run situa- picked out a picture to exhibit, jt are a double menace to you, beMr. Laemmle’s answer im- was safe bet for you to follow his cause they not only compete with
“Daddy” will be Jackie Coogan’s
tion.
you but they mislead you into next First National release. It is
pressed him so forcibly, he urged lead and book the same picture.
“Evidently ‘them days is gone booking pictures that you should being booked now for February
the Universal head to carry the
not book.
showing. Jackie has started another
same message to every exhibitor. forever.’
“There is only one safe booking under the direction of Eddie Cline.
“Today, in most cases, first run
“You are making the mistake of
all
summed
it
system
and
that
is
up
run
but
first
mean
does
not
your
your life if you are booking
in the Universal slogan, ‘Look bepictures according to what the simply means first exploitation.
Falkner Appointed
“I know what I’m talking about, fore you book.’ I have been tellfirst run house in your territory
because the Universal in its time ing you this for years. It is even
The home office of the W. W.
is showing!
“You know as well as I do that has tried out the scheme of con- truer today than when I first told Hodkinson Corporation reports that
nearly every first run house in trolling a handful of theatres in
The
the United States and Canada is order to exploit pictures.
controlled, either by some produc- only place we ever tried the stunt
ing company or by some dis- was in cities where Universal
tributing concern, and you know pictures were frozen out of first
mighty well that the purpose of runs because competitors concontrolling first run houses is to trolled all the good houses in the
The only place where
exploia pictures there so you will zone.
ever
own or
will
Universal
book them.
such
“In the great majojrity of cases control a theatre is in
Heaven knows,
nowadays, the quality of a pic- cities as that
ture as precious little to do with he want to stick to the prothe case. If a company produces ducing and distributing end of
!

you.
“If Universal has no first run in
your territory, you know why. It
is not because of the quality of
the pictures.
It is because the
people in control of the first run
houses are not, running their theatres for profit but for exploitation of their own pictures in the
hope that you will book them.
That’s where the profit comes in.

“Remember:
first

— Nowadays

G. A. Falkner has been appointed
branch sales manager of their Washington, D. C., office.
He replaces
Sam A. Galanty, who has resigned.

Works on Another
B. B. Schulberg announces that
the shooting of “The Scarlet Lily,”

Katherine

MacDonald’s

vehicle

First

for

most has been completed under

runs are pure punk!’’

starring

National

release,

the direc-

tion of Victor Scheftzinger.

Fox Music Lauded
Flagg Praises Highly
by Noted Composer
Doug’s “Robin Hood’’
—

Eastwood Lane, one of AmerJames Montgomery Flagg, artist to escape John’s retainers the
and student of the technique of mystic forest with the beautiful ica’s foremost composers, in a
motion pictures, recently saw giant trees the sunlight and the letter to Mr. William Fox, gave
Fairbanks in “Robin velvet shadows where the robber an unsolicited testimonial to the
Douglas
Hood,” a United Artists release, band hid the pitiful tragedy of musical arrangements used at the
which is having a record-break- the court jester done with the im- Astor Theatre, New York, where
ing run at the Lyric Theatre, pressiveness of superb art the “The Town That Forgot God,”
New York. He was so impressed thousand satisfying niceties of the Fox special, is now in the
that he wrote to the New York direction and last but first, the sixth week of an indefinite eninimitable Doug as the gayest and gagement.
Times as follows
chivalrous and humorous
Mr. Lane, whose letter follows,
“I don’t owe Doug Fairbanks most
astonishing ‘Robin
Hood’ is the author of “The Sleepy
a cent nor do I want anything he and
Hollow Suite,” “Five American
has, but I would like to compli- imaginable
“It is one of the few really great Dances”
and “The Adirondack
ment him in print on his ‘Robin
pictures
I
have seen on the Sketches.”
Hood.’ Do you mind?
“There is a world old dispute
“I
was nuts on ‘The Three screen, and I hope everybody who

—
—

—

—

:

Musketeers,’ but when I sat in
on ‘Robin Hood’ nothing but
superlatives expressed my appreciation.

huge

had a hunch when that
drawbridge was lowered
I

right out into the audience at the
opening shot that Romance would

—
—

and it did. The picgorgeous delight from
start to end the burly ruffian
King Richard gnawing on the
hind leg of a sheep, or whatever
it
was, while he watched the
tourney the wonderfully satisfying villainy of Prince John the
pour over

ture

is

it

a

—

—

winsome frailness of the Lady
Marian the fairyland beauty of

—

the

ladies

in

waiting

threw themselves

—just
and
cence

as

they

Huntingdon

as they do today at Earls

such

— the

at

— the

brilliant magnifiof the scenes at the jousting

—

wonderful
castle
the
gigantic curtain, a mile or so
long, that ‘Robin Hood' slid down

fairy tales,

adventure,

rosee it, no
or sex. or
whether they believe in the Republican Party or Bacardi cocktails or Postum, or blanket legislation for women or Santa Claus,
or bran on their oatmeal, or anything, because they will be thrilled
in spite of themselves.”

loves

mance and beauty will
matter what their ages

among

musicians
the
to
as
relative merits of absolute music

and program music.

The acade-

program, by Mr. Erno
This gentleman knows a
great deal about music. He recognizes a very important fact;
that
the emotional appeal of
music is in direct ratio to the
to

the

Rapee.

musical

sophistication

of

the

listener.

“But the picture. After alternating light and shadow, having
to do with relatively quiet phases
of
rural
life,
there
suddenly
sounds a more portentious note
a smouldering, ominous undertone suggesting a vague terror.
I partly realize that the orchestra
is playing the awesome opening
bars of the ‘Erl King.’ Schubert
indeed had the program music
idea when he wrote this great
dramatic song. Does the audience
recognize
the
Better,
music?
they feel it without recognizing

have alwaj's sneered at the
even Wagner did not convince them.
The pure classicist
resents
any assistance in the
shape of descriptive notes or it.
“The music was brass and pereven a title
he wants to weave
his own dreams in his own way. cussion, but now one floats along
In spite of the extreme contempt on a lovely melody for strings.
in which program music has been What were they playing during
Joins
J. N.
held
by
some, however,
the the storm? I have no idea. The
storm was the music, the music
Jeit motif idea continues to grow
Distinctive
in favor and there seems to be the storm.
The program music
Mr. J. N. Naulty has become ample reason for this.
A few idea. Mr. Erno Rapee surely
affiliated with Distinctive Pictures evenings ago this was emphasized believes in Wagner.”
fnicians
latter

—

:

Naulty

Corporation
in
the
capacity
of
studio manager, it is announced by
Arthur S. Friend, president of the

Astor Theatre.

company.
Mr. Naulty entered

‘The

picture industry
original Edison

Orange. N.

J.

in

the motion
1898 with the

Company

in

to the writer’s satisfaction at the
“I

am not a movie fan-—in fact
Town That Forgot God’ is

the third feature film (is that the
term?) that I have seen. NatWest urally the music interested me
very much; arranged, according

Exhibitors, Send in All the

Reports
the

You Can on How
Go in Your

Pictures

House.
They Will
Other Exhibitors.

Help
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O. Production “Thelma” Meets
Demand for High Class Society Film

Jane Novak’s Most Pretentious Picture

Is

Based on Marie

Willard George, furriers to the
The accomplishment of Chester in every way. Her long blonde
in producing “Thelma” hair, which braided, reaches below few of unlimited means, furnished
has been acclaimed, in the few her waist, and her fair complexion, the furs, including a Hudson seal
weeks it has been before the trade makes her an ideal type for the cape, a squirrel cape and a Beige
and the public, as one of the best part. It was, in fact, her personal fox, the total of which alone repexamples of a combination of dra- fitness for the role that induced resented more than $15,000. Sevmatic values with pictorial beauty. Mr. Bennett to select this story eral plain-clothes detectives were
The consensus of opinion is unan- for picturization. When Antony engaged to keep guard over the
imous “Thelma” definitely estab- Anderson, a well known painter gowns and furs day and night
art critic, first met Miss .while the scenes were being filmed.
lishes Jane Novak as a high grade and
actor, and places its director, Mr. Novak a year ago, he stated that
In speaking of the fitness of
Bennett, among the ranks of the her exquisite coloring and tall,
Bennett

—

screen’s greatest directors.
Mr. Bennett, six months
first

announced that he

ago,
had ac-

quired the screen rights to “Thelma,” Marie Corelli’s most famous
novel, and the book which first

brought
nence.

her

world-wide

The book had

promi-

a circulaprinting which

regal beauty represented the exact
type necessary to properly envision a daughter of the old Nrrwegian Viking kings. This hint
to Mr. Bennett resulted in a painstaking search for a suitable screen
story representing a Norwegian
heroine, which ended with the
purchase of “Thelma.”

Novak

Miss

for

the

role,

the

Moving Picture World reviewer
stated
choice

:

“It

is

than

doubtful

Jane

if

a better

Novak

could

have been made for the flowerlike
role of Thelma; in fact, she seems
the
idea.

embodiment of the author’s
Bert Sprotte gives a strik-

performance as Olaf, her
tion on its first
proud old father, a vigorous man
The second sequence, which is who is proud
exceeded at that time anything
of his descent from
ever given a novel. Its daring and laid in London, was taken advana line of Norse kings and still
characterizations
immedi- tage of by Mr. Bennett, who invivid
worships their god, Odin.”
In
ately caused a maelstrom of dis- corporated in it one of the most
conclusion, the reviewer states;
cussion, and later, when drama- elaborate fashion displays ever
“The fact that this production is
This was a
tized, “Thelma” was one of the seen on the screen.
based on a standard book which
stand-bys
of
stock
companies distinct innovation in a Jane Novak
for a number of years has been
throughout the country.
It
is
picture inasmuch as she has herevery widely read all over the
in
most
often
probable that every town that has tofore appeared
world, is an exploitation point
ever housed a stock or repertoire Northwest and outdoor pictures
which the exhibitor should not
company has seen “Thelma” en- of all descriptions. Miss Novak overlook
as there are a large numacted on the stage at least once found the magnificent sets depictber of persons in every town who
every two years.
ing a Parisian modiste establishwill want to see the story in its
The locale of the story is in a ment and a London drawing room
film form.”
Norwegian village and in London. in distinct contrast to her usual
Lillian Gale in the Motion PicThis diversity of settings permits log cabin. The most gorgeous and
Miss Novak to appear first as a beautiful creations that could be ture News wrote: “From a proNorwegian peasant maid, and later found with a valuation of more duction standpoint, ‘Thelma’ will
as the favorite of London society. than $25,000 were secured to make win new friends, since necessary
For the first sequence an entire Miss Novak’s first appearance be- background and appropriate sets
village,
extending
for
several fore the camera in beautiful gown have been provided in addition to
Ar- the well balanced cast selected.
blocks, was especially built.
It really an auspicious event.
with Jane Novak delivers a splendid
was constructed near the Pacific rangements
were
made
Ocean, several miles north of Vogue, foremost Pacific Coast characterization of the old fashSanta Monica, where the scene stylist, for the loan of their most ioned Norwegian girl and assumes
strongly resembles that of Nor- costly up-to-date and exclusive the role of Lady Errington with
way. Boats of special Norwegian patterns of women’s wear from admirable poise.
The direction
design were also built for the Paris to be worn by the members and photography are above the
ocean scenes of the production.
of Miss Novak’s company during average and in view of the mass
The many readers of the book the society scenes
while Miss of detail identified with the origwill find that Miss Novak is the Novak wore her own latest creainal
story it may be said that
“Thelma” of Marie Corelli’s novel tion? and importations.
“Thelma” is a splendid screen
;

Corelli’s

version of Marie Corelli’s popular
novel.

The Film Daily reviewer said,
under the heading of “You can
please a good majority” that Director Bennett secured many ideal
shots for his exteriors are very
well done. Excellent photography
is
another good feature of the
picture, stated the reviewer.
Many reports of big bookings
on “Thelma” are now reaching
the F. B. O. home office and

branch managers everywhere state
that the two previous Chester
Bennett productions, “The Snow
Shoe Trail” and “Colleen of the
Pines,” have greatly increased the
star’s following.

ing

Big Cast Supports
Jane Novak in

“Thelma”
A

is far stronger than
generally known as “allstar” casts supports Jane Novak
in ‘‘Thelma,’’ her third production

cast that

those

for Film
ica,

of

Booking

Offices of

Amer-

produced under the direction
Bennett
production.
Chest

role in the play is filled by
a player established standing and

Every

popular appeal.
In the leading male

role,

oppo-

the star, Vernon Steele appears to excellent advantage. Barbara Tennant, one of the rnost
beautiful leading women of the
screen, appears as “Britta,” an
important role.
The other outstanding members of the cast, all
of whom are well known in the
picture world, are Wedgewood
site

Nowell, Harry Lounsdale, June
Clark,
Harvey
Bert
Elvidge,
Gordon Mullen, Jack
Sprotte,
Little
Rollens and Peter Burke.
Virginia
Novak completes the
cast.

Scenes from F. B. O. Big Production, “Thelma,” based on Marie Corelli’s famous novel of the same name.
Jane Novak and was produced by Chester Bennett.
I

Novel

The

attraction stars

:
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Decemljer

Put Over Big “ Word-of-Mouth”
Exploitation Stunt for
Fairbanks

to horty-second street, thence to the
.\11 along the line
Lyric Theatre.
of march big crowds gathered to

is

watch

"word-of-mouth"
e.xcellent
.\n
Douglas
for
stunt
exploitation
in “Robin Hood," which
showing at the Lyric Theatre,
New York, recently was put over
by Pete Smith, publicity representati've for Mr. Fairbanks.
Mr. Smith arranged with the New
York Globe, which specializes on

educational matters, to act as host
in
for 600 public-school children
witnessing a special performance of

"Robin
in
Fairbanks
Douglas
Hood.” The Globe detailed T. W.
Metcalfe, its educational editor, to
work with Mr. Smith and John
Fairbanks, personal representative
of the star.
For more than a week Mr. Metcalfe ran advance announcements of
the special showing and notified
in
teacher
school
public
every

the

children.

When

Doug

disappointments,
spirit today while

i

am

with you in

you sec

me on

the screen.”

23, 192i

Goldwyn to Open
New Haven Branch
Goldwyn announces the openinj
new branch exchange on Dc
cember 18. It will be in New Haven
Conn., where quarters have beei

of a

obtained in the Kilfeather Building
134 Meadow street.
A. Interrante, formerly sales rep
resentative for

Goldwyn

in

the

Con

they

After the applause that greeted necticut territory, has been promotet
at
street
1 hirty-fourth
crossed
reading of this message had to be resident manager of thi?
Broadway, one of the biggest traffic subsided the picture was shown, branch.
the

was a
flocked
see what

world, there

centers

in

terrific

jam and thousands

around the marchers

to

was all about. They found out
from the following huge sign which
was carried by three Boy Scouts

it

N. Y. Public School Pupils.

We

Are Going To See

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

a careful combing of the of Dr. Emile Molleur, the man whe
of available players, both in the befriends the heroine in her flight
East and in the West, Allen Holubar from slanderous tongues,
has finally completed the selection
Inez Seabury was a child actress
of the cast
which will support in 1912, appearing on the stage foi
.\fter

field

“ROBIN HOOD”
at the
LYRIC THEATRE
As Guests

Completes Cast for
“The White Frontier”

of the Globe.

At the theatre the Boy

Scouts
As soon as the
Manhattan, the Bronx and Brook- acted as ushers.
lyn that children with the best pupils had entered they sang “The
Then the
records of consistent attendance at Star Spangled Banner.”
school would be eligible to see the United States soldiers were intropicture. At first it was figured that duced to the youngsters as repreabout 400 school children would at- senting the modern fighter, comtend, but numerous “ties” in good pared to fighters of the Middle
attendance developed and more than Ages, whom they would see in the
1,500 names of eligibles were sub- picture.
mitted.
Next John J. Ryan, president of
Mr. Smith, keeping in mind that the Board of Education, spoke to
Then the following
he was building up “word-of-mouth” the children.
publicity for showings of the pic- telegram to the juvenile guests from
ture by exhibitors, limited the num- Douglas Fairbanks was read
“Today you will see a picture play
ber of youngsters to 600. This gave
about two classes to each school, which shows how people lived in the
Next he decided to have a big Middle Ages. You will see warriors
parade of the children up Broadway starting out on a erusade. You will
and, a permit for that having been see treachery, heroism, the true love
obtained, he arranged for a detail of a brave man for a beautiful girl,
of 100 Boy Scouts to escort the .^nd you will see how bravery and
children to the Lyric Theatre. The virtue triumphed over evildoers, just
Scouts also furnished a fife and as those traits triumph today and
In ‘Robin
drum corps. Through his assistant, always will triumph.
M. Loughborough, Mr. Smith Hood’ you will find a lesson. It is:
J.
also obtained a detachment ot Reg- ‘No matter how difficult life may
ular Army soldiers from Governor’s seem always be true to yourself and
Island, wearing helmets and carry- loyal to your friends and you are
then sure to succeed.’
ing rifles, belts and bayonets.
Hard work
The parade started from Madison is what wins and laughter is the
Square and proceeded up Broadway salve that heals all heart bruises and
:

David Belasco in “Madam Butterand starring in her own com-i
pany with “Little Lord Fauntleroy,’
an
Deprend, and was adapted by Violet “Mary Jane’s Pa,” and similar
vehicles.
Clark.
At four she commenced
Phillips in “The White
This picture is based on
original
novel
by
Jeffery

Dorothy

Frontier.”

fly,”

The e.xterior shots are now being her screen career with D. W.
made at Truckee, Cal., after which Griffith in “The Battle,” an early
the company will go to Montreal Biograph release, and while at that
and

the

Canadian backwoods,

re-

turning thence to the United Studios
(M. C. Levee, president) to film the
interior scenes of this stirring tale.

“The White Frontier”

will follow

“Hurricane’s

Gal” as the second
Holubar- Phillips produetion to be
distributed through Associated First
National Pictures, Incorporated,

Judge Doroscher the male lead of
the story, will be ’played by Lewis
Davton, hitherto unknown to American audiences, but established as a
big favorite abroad.
He brings to
the American screen an artistry and
a forcefulness of teehnique which, it
is believed, will speedily make him
a screen favorite here as he has
been abroad.

Mayme

Kelso, one of our best
character actresses,
plays
Nanette,
the
confidante
of
the
stellar role.
Miss Kelso has been in
and out of the theatrical world for

known

many

years.

«tudio supported
ites of the time.

William

A.

most of the

Orlamond,

favor-

another

favorite character actor of such
roles as the director in “Doubling'
for Romeo,” Nordling in “The Sin
Flood” and M. Duval in “Camille,”
plays the role of the stranger.

Geno Corrado
Here

Tetreau.

will

be

seen

as

an

interesting
illustration of the great training
enjoyeTby the^om'edy aTtor.” ”srnc°e
an Eugene Correy this player was
in

is

numerous Christie Comedies
role of Yvonne Desmarest,

The

which will be portrayed by the star'
gives Miss Phillips an opportunity
for a characterization which will be
entirely different from her past contributions to the silver sheet.
The
story is of a girl who has become
entangled in the web of circumstances surrounding a murder of
which she is an innocent witness,
This experience drives her to a
determination to forsake the society
of all human beings, and, accompanied only by a faithful nurse, to
dwell in the untracked forests of

George Seigman, soon to be seen
as Bill Sykes in “Oliver Twist,”
plays Scarborough, the heavy in
“The White Frontier.”
Northwestern Canada. There many
Robert Anderson, another film adventures befall her which form
favorite,

plays

the

Critics

important

role

the interesting plot of this story.

Give Lloyd
Film High Praise

Los Angeles newspaper reviews Mission Saturday w'as the occaof the Mission Theatre premiere sion of Managing Director Harry
of Harold Lloyd’s new five-reel David roping off his lobby for the
comedy, “Dr. Jack,” are pervaded crowd and of great rejoicing.
“This picture is another score
by an atmosphere of unqualified
appreciation, according to Pathe. for Lloyd. ‘Dr. Jack’ is a splendid
Doris Anderson, writing in the production.”
“For that tired, run-down theLos Angeles Examiner, says in the
atre-going feeling ‘Dr. Jack,’ alias
course of a lengthy article:
“Nothing is more significant of Harold Lloyd,” says the Los Anthe increasing popularity of the geles Evening Herald. “One dose
motion picture comedy and its of the effervescent, electric, effullaudable development from pies gent, energetic, edifying, ecstatic,
film
comedian
to profundity than the advent of ennui-destroying
a Harold Lloyd picture. The open- and you are at once a new' fan
ing of ‘Dr. Jack,’ his latest, at the again.”

—

Waiting to See Douglas Fairbanks
“Robin Hood”

lildren
in

I

—

;
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Katherine

MacDonald

I

Puts

Prominent
Cast in “Refuge”

Katherine MacDonald is being
surrounded by an unusual cast for
her next First National attraction,
“Refuge,” described as one of the
most colorful and thrilling stories
has been her good fortune to
it

,

,

I

j

obtain.

The company that will support
MacDonald, according to an

Miss

announcement just made by B. B.
will

Schulberg,

include

such well-

known screen favorites as Hugh
Thompson, Arthur Edmund Carewe,
Victor Potel, Fred Malafesta, Eric
Matilde
Morse,
Grace
Mayne,
Brundage, Gordon Russell and J.

i

I

Gunnis Davis.

Although several of the names
have been seen in electric lights as
stars or picture players in their own

*

productions,
because of

'

I'

all

were selected

their

fitness

solely

for

the

British Prize

Winner Here

^

Norma and Constance Talmadge
“Norma Talmadge’s
She has had international exploi- in London,
and their prize winning protege^ tation and is, therefore, important to Lovely Hundred,” were brought to
Margaret Leahy, are off to the coast exhibitors in this country in general, London and there the choice dwinThese were “tested”
this week to start work on new First l)ut she is, of course, particularly dled to twenty.
National releases.
interesting to the British exhibitors. in a studio and the tests screened.
Miss Leahy, a London girl of For Miss Talmadge backed by Joe Three great possibilities stood out.
Irish parentage, arrived here on the Schenck, Intends to make of this The choice was a difficult one, but
Aquifania, December 1, after a tri- pretty Britisher, a star whose pic- Miss Leahy finally won.
umphal tour of personal appearances tures will have an international sale
Miss Leahy was to have come to
throughout England and Scotland just as do the Talmadge pictures.
this country with the Talmadges, but
There are many prize winners in
Miss Leahy was chosen from a few wise exhibitors decided the
pictures in this country, Leatrice 80,000 girls, who entered the contest girl would help business and induced
Joy, who is appearing in Marshall conducted by the Daily Sketch in Mr. Schenck to allow her to make a
Neilan’s “Minnie,” a First National London. This 80,000 was gone over tour of the provinces.
Probably the big work, for the
release, is one, but the conditions carefully and from this number, one
that surround this British prize win- hundred girls were picked by twenty present, of “educating” Miss Leahy
ner make her important to the indus- committees, composed of mayors, will fall on Frank Lloyd, who will
try.
She is to have a part in Norma mayoresses, members of parliament, direct Miss Talmadge. She will be
Talmadge’s new picture, “ Within the newspaper editors, exhibitors, etc., in the hands of a countryman, for
Law,” which Frank Lloyd has al- throughout all Great Britain and Mr. Lloyd is a Glasgow man.
The hundred girls, called
Ireland.
ready begun putting on celluloid.

roles

Zellner.

,1

All of the action of the story is
crowded into a period of twenty

!

Miss Zellner and Director
Victor Schertzinger have combined
to make this the most thrilling day
has ever been the lot of any
it

Selden

Galloway Made Cleve-

Saw Need of

land Office

hours, but

I

I

mortal to experience.
The story is laid in a fictitious
kingdom in Central Europe one of
fascinating
places
where
those
romance and adventure are popularly supposed to thrive as readily
today as in the distant past.

j

—

J

I

A.

H. Sawyer Begins
on New Picture

i

Following the great reception
accorded “Quincy Adams Sawyer,”
the Metro special produced by
Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert
Lubin with a cast of stellar names,
Mr. Sawyer has commenced production of the next S-L Picture
at the Metro West Coast Studios.
This film is an elaboration of the

1

well

i

known

vaudeville

playlet,

First Class Stories
Dresser
selecting the Paul
“On the Banks of the
Wabash,” for Madge Evans’s first
production for Associated ExhibiIn
song,

tors,

Edgar Selden, of Worth-While

Pictures Corporation, adhered to his
policy of obtaining stories or plays
of proved entertainment and boxoffice value, Associated Exhibitors
says.

“Ten years ago, when I began to
take an active interest in motion pictures,” said Mr. Selden, “I recognized quickly the importance of the
story on the screen. With very few
exceptions pictures projected at that
time were barren even of primitive
plot,
and almost utterly unintelligible both in continuity and construction.

“My particular province was to
promote the story.
It was uphill
work and I met with many dis-

eventually would come from the use
of the best and finest story material
possible to obtain. It is a source of
gratification to me that, in the comparatively few years which have intervened, the story has come into its

own.”

“The Eternal Flame”

I

i|

Head

A

report comes from the office
of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation to the effect that W. O. Gallo-

way has been made

office

manager

of the Cleveland branch, replacing
E. R. Little, temporarily assigned.

This appointment was effective December 4.
It is also stated that E. H. Steele
has become office manager of the
Denver branch, effective December
4.
He replaces P. G. Morris, who
has resigned.

Breaks Records
Norma Talmadge,
Flame,”

broke

in

“The Eternal

records
for
several years at the Stillman Theatre, Cleveland, for both the first
and the second week, according to
a letter received by Felix Feist, of
the Norma Talmadge forces in New
all

York, from Fred Desberg, general
representative of Loew’s Ohio TheInc.
atres,
Desberg finished his
letter

with

“Furthermore,

our patrons are
their approval of the

“Your Friend and Mine,” writ- couragements, but I clung to the unanimous in
by Willard Mack, author of conviction that the biggest returns picture.”
“Kick In,” and other stage successes.
It
will be directed by
Clarence Badger, under the supervision of Mr. Sawyer.
A cast even bigger in reputation than that gathered together
Serving the entire moving picture field, Moving Picfor “Quincy Adams Sawyer” will
ture World thinks first of the man whose theatre
portray the various leading roles
makes the existence of the industry a triumphant fact.
in “Your Friend and Mine.”
WilProof? Observe the departments conducted by spelard Mack, a stage star in his own
right, will head it.
The produccialists for the exhibitor:
“Newest Reviews” auid
tion will be released some time in
“Pep of the Program” to wise you up on coming feaFebruary.
tures and short subjects; “Selling the Picture to the
Public” to give you ideas for pulling patronage
Baird Feature
ideas that cost from two dollars up; “Straight From
the Shoulder Reports” that tell you how audiences
Is Finished
liked pictures and how the pictures pull; “News From
Word was received from the west
the Producers” that keeps you aware of activities that
coast
this
week that work on
will eventually benefit your bookings; “In The Inde“When Civilization Failed,” in
which Leah Baird is featured, has
pendent Field” where the newsiest facts about indeten

I

Make

to

Norma Talmadge

Productions with

provided in this
original story from the pen of Lois
dramatic
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Many

Theatres Have
Booked This One
the Woman,” the
Exhibitors’ production,

“Conquering
Associated

which

is

Florence

starring feature,
round of the

New

Greater

Vidor’s

latest

now making
Loew Circuit

is

York,

the

the
of

Marcus

Loew booking department having
closed the contract with Lester W.
Adler, of Associated’s New York

exchange.

Exhibitors First

I

;

j
1

i

[

j

1

j

,

Leah

}

i

I

,j

^

I

^
I

j

I

:

I
'

j

been finished, even to the insertion
of all sub-titles, and that the film
will be shipped to Associated Exhibitors soon.
The shipment will not be made
though until the picture has been
shown,
unannounced, in several
theatres in Hollywood and a number
of towns near Los Angeles.

pendent production activities is spread before you;
“Current and Advance Releases” from which you can
tell at a glance the producers' output, star, footage,
and when reviewed in Moving Picture World.
That’s an array of convincing proof that Moving
Picture World is the exhibitor’s own trade paper!

It has the

harm of
will stir the
of the world

arts

^Smilin'

Through

—

:

J
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Newspapers Praise
Arliss Picture
Distinctive Pictures CorporaGeorge
production starring
Arliss was given exceptional praise

Is in

tion

Heavy Demand

by the Chicago press when it was
The Harold Lloj^d-Associated
at the Randolph Theatre in
Exhibitors
super - attraction,
the Windy City during the week “Grandma’s Boy,” will furnish one
beginning Sunday, November 19.
of the chief holiday diversions of
Rob Reel, of Chicago Evening thousands of persons throughout
American, said: ‘Tt is fair enough the country. Associated Exhibitto say George Arliss is the most ors says.
Exhibitors, as usual,

shown

.‘The
a title
intriguing enough to entice the man
called by many ‘the most finished of
actors.’
It takes an Arliss to portray a role such as this one.”
Genevieve Harris, of the Chicago
“
‘The Man
Evening Post, wrote
Pla 3'ed God’ is not a pretentious offering such as ‘Disraeli’
or ‘The Devil,’ his previous productions, but is a story refreshingly
novel, and it is well produced.”
Virginia Dale, of the Chicago
Daily Journal:
‘‘The
altogether
magnetic Mr. Arliss takes possession
of the Randolph screen in ‘The Man
Who Played God.’ One of the very
few persons who transfer themselves successfully from stage to
screen
and back again, George
Arliss
has
made his voiceless
moments count. Not believing he
knew all there was in the world
about acting he sought to learn
more.
And, nightly, after the
studio’s work of the day he saw
himself as others were to see him
and judged himself more harshly
than any one else would have done.
The remaining players in
the picture are good, and the direction equally so.”
The Observer of the Chicago
Herald-Examiner
“One leaves the
theatre after having seen ‘The Man
Played God’ with a feeling of
exhaltation, of being better for having seen this film, of good-will
toward all mankind. It appeals to
all the best there is in you without
.

.

is

:

Who

.

.

.

Who

making you

feel

that

have been alert to secure for the
Christmas w^eek showing features

as

keeping

nearly as possible in
with the spirit of the

large numbers have
upon “Grandma’s Boy,” it is

season, and
hit

stated.

“Our reports show that ‘Grandma’s Boy’ is in heavy demand in
picture houses in all parts of the
country as the Holiday Week fea-

ture,” said

Arthur

S.

Kane, pres-

Associated

ident

of

“This

demand

Exhibitors.
great
tribute to this photoplay. To begin with, the autumn season of
1922 has witnessed the release ofa larger proportion of outstanding features than ever were released at the outset of any previous
season.
The exhibitors,
then, had a much wider range
from which to make their Christmas selections, and that the
Harold Lloyd feature should be
the choice of such a large number
as our contracts indicate is a
recognition which we appreciate
deeply.”
is

23,

192

Caldwells to Assist
June Mathis

Harold Lloyd Film

The

popular actor in town.
Man Who Played God'

December

a

very

The Goldwyn

Pictures Corpo

ation announces that Katharii
Hilliker and H. H. Caldwell ha’
been placed under a long-ter
contract as personal assistants
June Mathis, who was recentl
appointed editorial director of tl
Goldwyn Studios. They will b
in charge of the film editing an
art title departments.
This announcement follows th
signing of Eric von Strohein
i

Frances Marion and other

celeb

rities.

Mrs.

and Capt. Cald
are in private life Mi

Hilliker

who

well,
j

u

r-

rived from

i

New

They

York.

ar

accompanied by their seven
months-old son, H. H. Caldwel
Jr., who was born since their las
visit
to California and who
i

Big Circuit Books
“Headless Horseman”
An announcement

the Pantages titled many notable features, inMinneapolis has also eluding “Passions” and “Theobooked “The Headless Horseman.” dora.” Since the formation of the
This is of particular interest inas- matrimonial and literary alliance
much as the Pantages chain of the- of Hilliker & Caldwell they have
atres form an important nucleus in written the titles for “The Glorjous
Adventure,”
“Free
that section of the country.
Air,’
These are only a few of the many “Rembrandt,” and “The Dancer.”
bookings that are swamping the

of unusual inbeen made by the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation to the effect
that
“The Headless Horseman,”
based on “The Legend of Sleepy
Hollow,” C. S. Clancy’s production
leaturing Will Rogers as Ichabod
Crane, has been booked to play the
Crandall
Circuit
of
theatres
in
Washington, D. C. It is understood
that this production has made a
good start in the Southern territory,
and it is believed that many of the

that the officials of the district or-

1
,
t
larger
and 1better
class of theatres
throughout the South will follow
in
the footsteps of the Crandall
organization.

,1
ganization as well
as Mr. Clancy
himself are very well pleased with
the rapid strides forward that this
production is making.

terest has

1

their proudest production to date
Mrs. Hilliker first made he;
reputation by the clever title;
which she wrote for the Chestei
scenics.
By the introduction o,
humor into these films she in
augurated a new school of travel
pictures. Since that time she ha«'

It is also stated that

Circuit

home

in

office

of

the

Hodkinson

Corporation on Washington Irving’s
famous classic.
It is
understood

“The Trail of the
Lonesome Pine”
Minter is the star
which is a screen
version of the' immortal story of
the feul country by John Fox, Jr
read and loved by millions. The
scenario is based upon the stage
of this picture

adaptation

Bigger

anyone has

been preaching to you.

for

“Any

picture or play in which
George Arliss appears always leaves
you with a gratifying sense of having your artistic and dramatic taste

Demand Noted
American Films

by

Eugene

who wrote “Paid

in

Walters,
Full” and
and Charles

“The Easiest Way,”
Maigne is the director.

Miss Minter, being a Southern
girl,

is

at

rugged role

home
in

in

which

the

type of

this picture

The demand for American films
“In France,” said Mr. Gaillot,
success
and the business of the film in- “the picture business has been
•„ «a r
Romance
^
dustry generally in France, Bel- poor for some time past, reflectgenerM type. A
gium and Italy is improving. So ing conditions of general business.
cast, headed by
reports
Maurice
Gaillot,
who
Latterly there has been improve- Anf,^n:r. ^
Gloria S'wanson in represents Pathe Exchange, Inc., ment in an encouraging degree,
oreno,
ormer Vita^
“Prodigal Daughters” in those countries. Mr. Gaillot which seems likely to continue, as ®
sailed for France on the Aquitania it appears to be the effect of
an ing i s of th e year,
Glorious Gloria in the role of
recently after a short visit to this familiarity with
the
disturbed
a girl of today who has revolted
country, during which he ex- financial situation due to unstable
»
i •
i
fj
f^»|
against the time-honored social changed
ideas with officials at the
LlUghCS
r
rilm
evrhanpp and more exex
exchange
conventions and ideals of con- Pathe home office regarding pros®
1
duct governing the feminine sex
FOr laOlQ'Wyn
pects of export of standard and perience in dealing with this disthat’s
“Prodigal Daughters,” a new product.
Rupert
advantage.”
Hughes has begun phocompletely

satisfied.”

Making

.

Sam

theme

Wood
of

the

production.
The
novel by Joseph

tographing for Goldwyn his screen
version of his novel of motion pic-

Hocking, which was adapted by

Monte M. Katterjohn, is the remodern woman.
A modern home is disrupted
through the reckless whims of its
members,
who include three
volt of

Picture

Set for
December 24 Release

vvomen who have

cast aside the
rigid traditions of propriety.
flapper, a salamander and a socially
ambitious
mother
are
caught in a web of unrest and discontent of their own weaving.
There is a terrific punch in this
picture when Gloria is rescued by
airplane from a runaway locomo-

A

Theodore
Ralph Graves are

tive.

ing cast.

Roberts
in the

and

support-

Is

ture life at Hollywood, “Souls for
Sale.”
After shooting on the
Goldwwn lot for a week he will
take the company of seventy-five
persons to Palm Springs, Calif.,

where the desert scenes
filmed.

Dale

Fuller

be
been

will

has

release set for December 24, Theatre, New York, during the added to the cast.
feature coming as a Christmas entire 1921-22 season, and proved
Marshall
Neilan
is
greatly
*
gift to the public from Associated one of the outstanding hits of recent pleased
with 'the exteriors '^**for
Exhibitors, uncommon interest has years.
Since the close of its long “Tess of the D’Urbervilles ”
which
been aroused am'ong exhibitors, it is run in the metropolis it has con- fiis assistant, Frank Urs'on and
stated, in “A Bill of Divorcement,” tinned its successes in a tour of the cinematographer
David Kesson
which
in
Constance
Binney is country, and is now drawing packed “shot” in England Thomas Hardy
houses in Chicago. The adaptation advised with them on locations
starred.
so
.\s a stage production “A Bill of to the screen is said to have been that the scenes
were filmed on
Divorcement.” with Allen Pollock made with remarkable fidelity to the the exact soots nameH in the
T'^. plaved at the Times Square original.
noveb

With

the

—

December

23,
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F. B. O. Presents

WORTH

“Thelma,” Based on Marie

Corelli’s
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Famous Novel

'iTT'

The production

stars

Jane Novak, shown

in the center of the page.

her

left.

The producer, Chester Bennett,

is

seen at

'
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More Scenes From
More scenes from Constantinople picturing important developments in the Near East have
been received b}- Selznick News
E.

B.

Schoedsack and are

included in Selznick News Number 1100. The cameraman was in
when
Abdul
Constantinople
Medjid, chosen bj" the Kemalist
Government to replace the Sultan
of Turkey as ruler of the Moslems, ascended the ancient throne
of the Mahomets.

Few

casts in current motion picare made up of such well
known screen favorites as that in
Jack Pickford’s first independent
photoplay production, “Garrison’s

Finish,” an Allied Producers and
Distributors Corporation release,
and marking this star’s formal return to the films after two years
directorial work for his sister,

Marj'

Pickford.
has been

Finish’’

Revival Released

“Garrison’s
set

for

release

Owing

professionally ever since she was
a babe in arms in dramatic stock.
Tom Prior, also a celebrity of
the screen, has done much of his
best work while supporting various members of the Pickford

Select branches Sunday,
10

stars,

is

it

The

stated.

veteran

in

the

cast

is

December Charles Ogle, who has been con-

tinuously on the screen for sixteen years.
Clarence Burton, another star
loaned to Mr. Pickford for this

.

Release of Griffith

careers

Madge

early in

their

Bellamj%
leading

who

Finish.”

Two

who

known are
Chapman and Dorothy

are

Audrey

lady

is

is

Jack Pickford’s
in

others
favorably

“Garrison’s
in

this cast

Manners.

For a time four perform-'
ances a day were given, to accommodate the demand for seats.
days.

The immediate release of D. W.
“The Birth of a Nation”

Griffith’s

Earle Will Direct

Artists Corporation in
states
throughout
the
is

Abrams,

United

of

Artists.

Phis great picture

booked through
exchanges
for

may now

United
the

be

Artists

following

states:

New

York,

^lichigan,

Maryland,
Arkansas,

“The

announced by Hiram
president

Pennsylvania,

Indiana, New Jersey,
Missouri,
Oklahoma,
Mississippi,
Texas,

Louisiana, Alabama, Tennessee,
Florida, Georgia, South Carolina,
Carolina,
Virginia
and
North

Kentucky.

Students Will View
Bible Picture
Through

the courtesy of National
Motion
Pictures,
Inc.,
130 West 46th Street, New
York, Columbia University students
of the class of Photoplay composi-

Non-Theatrical

Easiest Way’’

under
Selznick,
O.
supervision
“The Easiest Way,”
Walter’s
starring Theda Bara, is soon to
go into production in the East, has
announced his selection of Ferdinand Earle to direct the big
The contract
special photoplay.
with Mr. Earle had been pending
for some time and was finally

David

Eugene

whose

closed only a few days ago.
George D. Baker, among the
known of contemporary
best
authors, directors, and scenarists,
has been employed by Mr. Selznick to provide the script from

Edwards Begins on
Gordon Edwards, who

J.

which

is

Paramount and Fox
Sign

Hope Hampton

Following Hope Hampton’s suc- Work on this picture will be comcess in “The Light In the Dark,” menced before the first of the year.
which was released in October by Following this Miss Hampton will

,the

'

A

“The

Days
says.

of

Buffalo

Bill,”

Universal

Week

W

.

>

for
^

'

C.

for this period includes a
Universal-Jewel, several Universal
attractions and a varied selection
of short subjects.
The closing picture was “The Kentucky Derby.”

-

“Human

Hearts,”

ballad, written

the

fox

trot

Milt Hagen as a tie-up for the Universal-Jewel picture of that name,
has been taken up by the orchestras
and jazz bands in the leading New
York cafes and cabarets, and rapidly
is becoming one of the most popular
dance melodies. Universal states.

“Gentleman of
Reid’s Next

was subsequently dramatized

It

by the author and John Stapleton
and was produced on the stage
by William A. Brady, with Douglas

Fairbanks in the

It is a rapid-fire

about a young
Fox Release.

MORE AUSTRALIAN EXPLOITATION FOR FOX

This is the front of the Globe Theatre, Sydney, all dressed up
to go “Over the Hill.” The banner is a wonder and there is a
painted scene in the center of the lobby which we like even
better.

-

.

•

by Vic Nurnberg and

original story of this play
which has been adapted by Albert Shelby Le Vino was written
by P. G. Wodehouse and was published in book form under the
title, “The
Intrusion of Jimmy.”

,1

-

Popular Song for
Film Tie-Up

The

Oregon

Trail,” a new historical chapter picture with Art Acord. found itself
isolated in the Big Bear Valley region.
It was not until the executives at Universal City sent an aeroplane from the Roger Airport Field
in Hollywood to carry messages and
instructions to the I.^emmle unit,
that liaison was established by the
serial company and its base.
“The Oregon Trail” is expected to
be a worthy successor to “In the

Solid

Universal Film

Leisure” Is

of

making

’

gram

the heavy snow
which has blanketed the California
Mountains, the Universal production
unit headed by Edward Laemmle,
result

direct-

ed “Nero,” the giant Fox special
of the 1922-23 program at the Fox
headquarters in Rome and “The
Shepherd King,” the date of release of which has not beeni
named, has begun work on a so-'
ciety-melodrama at the New York;
studios of the corporation.
The story, “The Net,” is an*
adaptation of the famous work oL
Marvene Thompson. Olga Linek
Scholl wrote the scenario.
Barbara Castleton, Raymond Bloomer and Albert Roscoe will head
the cast.

Company Cut Off
by Snow Storm
a

i

New Picture

Hermann, sales manager of
which Mr. Earle will work. The the Big “U” Exchange, reports a
actual work of “shooting” will solid two weeks’ run of Universal
be begun the first week in Janu- pictures in the Strand 'Iffieatre,
Yonkers, N. Y.
ary.
The Strand pro-

then go to the Hollywood studios
Associated First National Picof the Famous Players-Lasky Cortures Corporation, she has decided
poration to play the featured role
tion,
conducted by Mrs. Frances to appear in more pictures during in “Lawful Larceny.” Miss HampTaylor Patterson, will be given an the coming year than heretofore.
ton’s acceptance of these contracts
interesting opportunity, Friday evenIn line with this her first contract will not interfere with the producing, December 15, to view in the has been signed with the Fox Film tions to be made by the company
Hall of Journalism, a screen pro- Corporation by which she will be which has produced her other picduction of “The Stor>' of the Old •featured in an all' star production tures when suitable material is
Testament.”
to be made in its Eastern studios. found, it is stated.

As

«'

i

by United

many

.

'

Film Arranged

country

to the fact that a longe

five weeks at that theatre, for eJ
total of 245 performances in lOf;

Select
He played important roles
Constance Talmadge in “The is either a popular screen artist of in several Mary Pickford releases.
Among the comparative newmany years’ standing or among
\'eiled Adventure” is the most
comers who have achieved fame
recent of the Selznick Pictures the best known of the younger
Corporation’s revivals; the picture
was released through all

1

tenancy of the Criterion Theatr>
cannot be procured, the Cosmo
one picture, has been long estab- politan Corporation will bring thi
lished on the screen as one of the long run of its picture, “Wherl
greatest “heavies” ever developed Knighthood
Was in Flower,’;
in the silent drama.
He plays the starring Marion Davies, to an enci
villain in “Garrison’s Finish.”
at that theatre on December 30.
Another pioneer, although still
With “Knighthood’s” closing a'
quite young, is Ethel Grey Terry, the Criterion it will have com-l
who has been before the public pleted fifteen and a half consecu-i

January 15.
Almost from top to bottom,
every player whose name appears family.

By

(

Long Run

Released January 15
tures

23, 192

“Knighthood” Ends

“Garrison’s Finish’’

Constantinople

from

December

stellar role.

comedy drama

man who

is

hope-

lessly afflicted with the “go” fever.
Finally, on a wager, he disguises
himself as a burglar, and getting
a real burglar to help him finds

himself mixed up in a series
screamingly funny situations.

of

;'

*

:

'

December

(
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Fox Has

New

Set of Six Super Specials

as a

Second Series for Season 1922-23

Company

Calls Attention to

Ex cellent

the
famous
poem by
Fox Film Corporation this upon
week makes an announcement of Henry W. Longfellow. This, the
great importance to exhibitors. first production mentioned on the
In January Fox will release a new list, recently completed a month’s
at the Forty-fourth Street
set of six giant photoplays as a run
New York. William
second series of specials for the Theatre,
They are: Walling has the role of the
season of 1922-23.
“The Village Blacksmith,” “A blacksmith and has given to the
“Paradise screen a character long honored
Husband,”
Friendly
The
Road,” “The Face on the Bar- in the poetry of America.
room Floor,” “The Net,” “Does exceptional cast includes Bessie
Love, Virginia Valli, David ButIt Pay?”
This announcement. Fox says, ler, George Hackathorne, Gordon
Marshall
and
Tully
gives it the distinction of being Griffith,
the only organization to make Ralph Yeardsley.
“A Friendly Husband,” the
public its intentions of releasing

in

second series of six super-spe- feature length comedy starring
productions as a supplement the agile Lupino Lane, is the secIt was directed
to the original program of big ond of the series.
feature pictures of the current by Jack Blystone and is without
According to the state- doubt one of the funniest comedy
season.
ment, this preparation for release specials ever offered the exhibof the second list is the result of itor.
“Paradise Road” is the third.
the demands made upon the organization by the hundreds of ex- It is an adaptation of the widelyalready read novel, “The Custard Cup,”
have
who
hibitors
benfited from profitable runs with by Florence Livingston Bingham,
a

cial

Cast in Each Picture

were all “shot” in an
exceptionally picturesque section
of the coast, and many of the
vistas are on a par with the best
of scenics.
The story is that of
a painter who voluntarily accepts
the
blame for another man’s
wrong and who thus loses the
terior scenes

cluded

“The Fast Mail,”

“Silver

Rome,

Italy, after the

“Nero”

of

and

completion

“The Shepherd
of which has not

King,” the latter
been scheduled for release,
will direct the super-special.
In
yet

the

cast

are

Barbara

Albert Roscoe,

Castleton,

Raymond Bloom-

er, Alma Bennet and a long list
one woman he loves. Henry B. of well-known actors. The story
Walthall and Ruth Clifford are is of the society-melodrama type.
“Does’ It Pay?” is the seventh
the leads in a brilliant cast, which
Bennet, of the new list and boasts one of
Alma
also
includes
Walter Emerson, Frederick Sul- the most prominent casts in picIt is a comedy-drama of
livan, Novel McGregor, Michael tures.
modern life.
Dark and Fus Saville.
Hope Hampton
The fifth of the announced heads the cast, in which are Robseries is “The Net,” from the ert T. Haines, Mary Thurman,
story by Marvene Thompson and Florence Short and Peggy Shaw,
adapted by Olga Linek Scholl. the famous Follies girl. Charles
Horan will direct. The scenario
J. Gordon Edwards, who recently
returned from the Fox studios in is by Howard Irving Young.

Hergesheimer Story

Made

and was directed by Herbert
Brenon. Mary Carr, who is featured, will be seen in a produc“Java Head,” adapted by Waltion of the important exhibitors in
America have already contracted tion which is entirely different demar Young from the story by
for and played the original set of from the “mother” story which Joseph Hergesheimer, author of
The char- “Tol’able David,” is said to be one
pictures and are now ready for has made her famous.
It is in acter of a woman who possesses of Paramount’s biggest pictures
the additional releases.
compliance with this demand that the rare quality of always seeing of the season.
The story is laid back in 1850,
Fox Film Corporation has decided the bright things in life and
within her power to with the quaint old city of Salem,
to release at this time six special doing all
The
features announced for distribu- help others is that of Mrs. Pen- Mass., as the chief locale.
The action, however, carries half way
field, “Penzie” of the book.
tion early in 1923.
and
’round the world, for it was in
Exhibitors who have already picture has thrills, mystery
played the entire or greater por- melodrama and presents one of China, whence he had gone on a
tion of the first series, which in- the greatest boat explosions ever sailing ship, that Gerrit Ammidon,

group of specials.
states that a large propor-

the first

Fox
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Into Picture
Salem shipmaster, met and married his pretty Chinese wife who
was destined to lead such a
stormy existence back in the old

New England

town.

To make

Mr. Melproducing
unit from the West Coast to the
Long Island studio, and in order
to get true “atmosphere” he took
his company up to Salem where
this picture
ford brought his entire

all

the

exterior

scenes

were

made.

filmed.

With Mrs. Carr is an assemWings” with Mary Carr, “Monte
Fool There Was,” blage of excellent actors including
Cristo,” “A
“Nero,” “My Friend the Devil,” Miriam Battista, Peggy Shaw,
Bonillas,
Lyons,
Myrta
“Who Are My Parents?” and Ben
Ernest McKay,
Devine,
“Lights of New York,” have been Jerry
Frederick
Sedley
and
insistent in their demands that the Henry
Previous mention to
Fox Company does not hold back 'Esmelton.
the specials hinted at in their “Paradise Road” has been made
Thomas G. Patten, former post- Frederic Isham, laid chiefly in New
of master of the City of New York, York and an itnaginery kingdom in
title
the
working
former announcements, but re- under
for
“Penzie.”
lease these special pictures
now representing the Will H. central Europe. Jack Mulhall is
“The Face on the Barroom Hays organization in the motion the star,
immediate play dates now while
Floor,” which was formerly an- picture industry in Los Angeles,
the season is good.
Blacksmith,” nounced under the title, “Drink,” made his first official appearance
Village
“The
which is a 1923 melodrama di- was also directed by Jack Ford. before the heads of the big film
The ex- companies on the Pacific Coast
rected by Jack Ford, is based This is a melodrama.

elznick Presents
Patten to Industry

1

I

First

National Sends

Out News by Radio
First National has

WHN

begun broadcasting fan news by

radio, using

at Ridgewood, L. I., which gives the news a
the station
radius of at least 1,000 miles and at times radio fans on the coast
will be able to listen in. It is hoped also to reach London where
the radio fans have been listening in recently on nights when
atmospheric conditions were perfect.

I

‘

i

The

1

first

broadcasting was done on Thursday, Dec.

I

I

I

I

j

j

j

7,

when

a

fashion story about the gowns given to Margaret Leahy, Norma
Talmadge’s British prize winner, was sent out.
story on the
thrilling horse racing scenes in Tom Ince’s picture “The Hottentot,” was sent through the air the next day, after a special showing of the picture at Wurlitzer Hall.
talk on “Minnie,” Marshall Neilan’s new humorous feature of life in a small town, was
sent out later.
First National is using the radio daily as an exhibitor help in
putting the big attractions over.
With the Saturday Evening
Post ads, and the radio. First National is now reaching millions
of picture fans.

A

I

A

Friday evening, December 8, at a
dinner given in his honor at the
Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles,
by Myron Selznick and A. G.
.Volck, respectively president and
vice-president of Selznick Pictures
Corporation.
Mr. Patten, who served with
Mr. Hays when the latter was
postmaster-general, handling the
biggest job of its kind in the
world, recently joined the Motion
Picture Producers & Distributors
of America, Inc., and has been assigned to the industry’s service in
Los Angeles.

It

has the

heait-tug
will stir the
_
hearts of the world

Universal Finishes

Another Serial
Another chapter play directed by
Robert F. Hill has been finished at
Universal City.
It is “The Social
Buccaneer,” a romantic serial based
on the novel of the same name by

theHiir
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New

Regards

Book

Press

as Its

its

and service book for the

Fox Will Soon

Issue

release

the

by the Fox

Film Corporation of the “Lights
of New York,’’ the last of the big
special productions on its program
for 1922 the latter part of this

—

month, comes the information
from Fox that many important
soon
be
will
announcements
issued.

The

success which the seven
big productions, “The Fast Mail,”
“Silver Wings,” “A Fool There

Was,” “Monte

“Who Are

Cristo,”

A long term contract has been
executed by which Mack Sennett
will release his forthcoming mothroughout the country, bears out tion
picture
product
through
the contention, William Fox says,
Allied Producers and Distributors
that it is best in the long run to
Corporation, the subsidiary orspare no expense in production,
ganization of United Artists CorAs a result of which he inauguporation.
rated a campaign by securing the
The contract was arranged and
motion picture rights to famous
signed by Hiram Abrams, presinovels and stage plays.
dent of Allied Producers and DisAs was the case with the aboveproductions.
mentioned
seven
Fox Film Corporation intends to

My

Parents?” “My Friend the
Devil,” and “Nero,” have attained

have

a

Broadway

of

Frank Norris Novel
Frank
“McTeague,”
famous realistic novel,

Norris’

be
will
Stroheim’s first production for Goldwyn, according to an
announcement just received from
Eric

Von

that company.

“McTeague” was one
in

realistic

its

Frank

of

very
account of a San

novels;

early

Norris’

it

is

realist,

ism abounds
both of those novels.

producer

P.

of

mand

will

set for

arrangement will be
in which Mabel Norstar.

The

picture

is

an early release.

This new releasing arranging
perfected between Mr. Abrams
and E. M. Asher, representing
Mr. Sennett, is said to come as a
surprise in the motion picture industry.

Week

An innovation in the Rosenbluh
exchange
household
are
triweekly meetings held by the
salesmen for the interchange of
ideas and improving business relations with exhibitors.

Exchange Heads

to

Attend Meeting

Henry

December 27 and 2.
to these members
of the industry was extended
them through the Film Board of

An

Hotel,

invitation

Trade by the exhibitors’ association.

scope.

to

Miss Katherine Ladd, secretary
Jack S. Connolly, Washington

representative of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America, has left Washington
for New York from which place
she is to sail for Europe. Miss

wyn^s Sales Force
W.

new

“Suzanna,”

E-xchange managers and the
salesmen in the Washington, D.
C., territory are planning to attend the coming convention of
the North Carolina Theatre Owners’ Association to be held in
Greensboro, N. C., at the O.

Garyn Joins Goldstaff

the

sales

episodes in

full

and Mr. Sennett. The
picture to be released under

tributors,

nected with the amusement business larger number of theatres in his
for the past fifteen years.
territory than ever before, the
Mr. Garyn has already assumed banner proclaiming a full week’s
his new duties and has his office at program of Fox entertainments.
Goldwyn headquarters, 469 Fifth
The Rosenbluh sales force is
Avenue.
working shoulder to shoulder to

Goldwyn feels that in “McTeague” it has a great story, one
that will give Mr. von Stroheim’s
abilities as a

first

than gratifying.

Emile Zola, and

many

before.

ary 28 to February 3.
Louis
Rosenbluh, the executive of the
was with the Keith vaudeville cir- New York exchange, has, it is
cuit and opened many new theatres said, been assured already that
for that circuit.
He has been con- the Fox banner will float from a

although the sternest realin

Eskimo utensils, weapons
and curios received more attention than they had ever received

tion of

Fox -Anniversary Week, which go over the top of all sales records
marks the nineteenth year of the as a compliment to their chief,
activities of William Fox as a and according to all reports the
producer, will be celebrated Janu- results achieved so far are more

possesses many of his characterNorris afterwards, in “The
istics.
Octopus” and “The Pit,” returned
partly to his earlier romantic
style,

The audience of children and
teachers overflowed into the corridors and into adjoining rooms,
where the museum’s large collec-

Will Celebrate Fox

Francisco dentist’s life. In fact,
Norris was
it was written while
still under the spell of the great

French

seats.

Anniversary

1923.

Make Film

Will

presentation

for each of the six new specials
slated for release during January,

of the presentation, brought responses from the New York public
schools that proved the capacity
of the museum’s auditorium far
from equal to the demand for

Sennett Makes New
Releasing Contract

Important Statements
With

23, 1922

“Nanook” Presented
to Museum by Pathe
Best

big press grossing quality of the story. The
In
connection with
its
acfirst pic- jacket
for Grossett & Dunlap’s ceptance
from Pathe and Reture Marshall Neilan has made in cheaper priced reprint of the villon Freres of a print of “Nanook
association with that corporation, story, got out for distribution to
“The Strangers’ Banquet,’’ as the book stores coincident with the of the North’’ for its Department
best of the series of bigger and release of the screen version, is of Public Education, the New
better service books which it has reprinted. It is unusually attrac- York Museum of Natural History
gave a special showing of the
been isuing with its Big Twenty tive.
The subject matter of Bonn Eskimo screen classic for school
productions for the current seaOn its mechanical side it is Byrne’s original novel, and its children on Wednesday afternoon,
son.
said to be a thing of beauty and title, lend themselves readily to December 13. As was anticipated
a perusal of its pages leads to the out of the ordinary exploitation by Curator George H. Sherwood,
The page the announcement of the “Nanook’’
belief, it is said, that it will be a features, it is stated.
joy to every exhibitor who shows devoted to exploitation is filled showing, together with the facts
Two
with
meaty suggestion.
this film.
The set of lobby cards, repro- pages of the service book are deduced on page 2, are unusually voted to the reproduction of a fulldramatic and indicative of the en- page newspaper ad.

Goldwyn regards

December

Ladd

Garyn has joined the sales
Distributing
Goldwyn

in

The

Corporation in an executive position

will return

here some time

March.
last

meeting of the Film

as special representative. Mr. Garyn
was for three years assistant to
Winfield R. Sheehan of the Fox

Board of Trade was disrupted by
the appearance of Sam Flax
coupled with the announcement

Film Corporation.
Before his association with Fox,
and for a short time afterward, he

that another film-industry recruit
had arrived at his home to call

STREET BALLYHOO ON “NOTORIETY”

him “Daddy.”

December
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Corinne Griffith Productions Will
Be Released Through W. W. Hodkinson
Report Firm Will Adapt Only Popular Novels That Fits Acting Ability of Star
is considered to be one of productions, the kind that will have
be of the society variety, which will
afford Miss Griffith an opportunity
most important announcements wide box-office possibilities.
Edward Small and Charles R. for the display of charming gowns,
for the new year for the independent
Rogers,
who have formed the as well as a characterization that
market comes from the W. W. Hod- Corinne Griffith Productions, need will exemplify her dramatic abilities.
kinson Corporation relative to the little introduction to the motion pic- It is further stated that the support-

What

the

fact that early spring will see the
presentation of the Corinne Griffith
Productions under the Hodkinson

trade-mark. This fact, it is stated,
will bring another star of exceptional magnitude into the independent

field

with her

own producing

unit.

of the
It will be the purpose
Corinne Griffith Productions, according to the reports, to adapt only
popular novels for the screen that
will fit the acting abilities and personality of Corinne Griffith.
These
will be selected with a viewpoint
establishing
money-making
of
attractions
for the exhibitor and
the
give
screen
entertainments
designed
to
develop
fully
Miss

great ability.
It will be
the effort of Corinne Griffith Productions to supply the motion picture demand with bigger and better
Griffith’s

F. P.-L.

tions.

The Corinne
it

is

Griffith Productions,
stated, will be produced in a

and

cover a long period.
While the titles will not be
announced for a while, it is under-

series,

will

stood that the stories selected will

ing cast will consist of big

names

time she
became quite popular
throughout the country.
Some of
her most important productions in
which she has been starred are:

The “Thin Ice,” “The Unknown Quanwith box-office possibilities.
“The
Climbers,”
“The
productions will be directed by tity,”
Webster Campbell, who has directed Whisper Market,” “Human Colmany successes for other companies. lateral,” “The Broadway Bubble,”
The Corinne Griffith Productions “What’s Your Reputation Worth?”
and “Divorce Coupons.”
will be made in the East.
Mr. Rogers, in commenting on
The report further states that pro“Mr. Small and
duction will start soon after the this contract, said
new year, and will be ready for myself feel particularly gratified at
private screening on or about the the outcome of our negotiations with
Mr. Hodkinson.
A careful study
first of April or May.
Special stress will be laid, it is of his organization convinces us
said,
upon the exploitation and that all the product he handles reHaving no
advertising campaign which will be ceives equal attention.
inaugurated for each of the pro- product entirely his own his sales
force can apportion their
ductions.
effort
features
Corinne Griffith, who will be fairly among the
they
:

starred in the productions, has, it is
stated,
a wide following among
motion picture fans. She began her
motion picture career as ingenue in
support of Earl Williams in Vita-

handle, and in this way the true
neutrality of distribution is assured.
found the Hodkinson organization encouraging to work with and

We

in

hearty accord with our ideals.”

Beautiful Scene in
Convention
“Enemies of Women”
for Kansas City

Kansas City will be the scene
the next convention of the
Department of Distirbution of
Paramount pictures, according to
an announcement made at Hollyof

wood following the close of the
Paramount sales convention by
Adolph

Zukor, president of the
Players-Lasky Corporaand S. R. Kent, General

Famous
tion,

ture industry, and, Hodkinson says,
it is felt that with this combination
money-making attractions will be
assured. Mr. Small has guided the
destinies of many of the greatest
stars and directors for years.
He
has an intimate knowledge of production.
Mr. Rogers has had wide
experience in the distributing of
motion pictures. He was for years
general sales manager for the Select
Pictures and later was general manager of distribution for RobertsonCole.
He resigned from the latter
organization in order to devote his
time to the Corinne Griffith Produc-

graph productions. Later she was
made a star, and appeared in many
successful features, during which

Manager of Distribution.
Both of these officials remained
in Los Angeles when the
“Paramount Special” left with all

“We

One of the most remarkably Petrograd, the capital of Russia.
Distribution DeJoseph Urban, celebrated scenic
beautiful scenes ever screened was
it our first business to learn what the public filmed during the past week at artist, has fashioned a set that, for
vvants when it goes to a motion Cosmopolitan Productions’ studio as sheer magnificence, has probably
picture theatre.
At the conven- a part of the forthcoming super- never before been equalled. It is
tion just closed, we passed on this special, “The Enemies of Women,” supposed to exemplify the utter
information to the Production from the famous story by Ibanez, extravagance of the upper classes in
Department,
headed
Mr. author of “The Four Horsemen.” Russia and the total disregard for
by
Lasky, and the two branches of It is the interior of the Russian expense while the populace starved.
In this palatial hall Lubimoff is
the corporation worked out what palace of Prince Lubimoff, the chief
I believe will be the most success- character in the story, impersonated giving what proves to be the last
ful program in the history of the by Lionel Barrymore, during a wild of his wildly extravagant parties.
motion picture industry.”
revel just prior to the revolution in
of

the

partment make

over

[t

the other delegates to the convention on board.
They planned
to remain for at least a week

working out with Jesse

Where

first
vice-president of the corporation, the important steps decided on at the convention.

The

,

first

thing

three executives

I

meeting

i

done

by

the

was

to select the
place of the 1923 conWhen they made their

vention.
decision, they

despatched a wire

to Mayor Cromwell, of Kansas
City, who
met the Paramount
special when it passed through
his city en route to Los Angeles.

He headed a big delegation which
gave the film men an enthusiastic

,

-

welcome, and

!

officially

extended

ian invitation to hold the next convention in his city.
The gathering will be in May.
j

’

“The highly successful convenwhich has just come to a
close,” siad Mr. Kent, “will be
patterned after in all our convention

Itions hereafter.

Is

My

Wandering

L. Lasky,

Audience Tonight?
How many weeks

does

into your theatre after
that makes them ill?

it

take to get the people back

you have passed them a

“pill”

Moving Picture World wants you to know where
your audience is to help you keep it where it belongs,
in your theatre. That’s why a host of dependable and
sincere exhibitors contribute voluntary reports on the
films they play and “Straight From the Shoulder Reports” is the department that publishes them.
Read this department. Learn what pictures have
displeased the audiences and which films give them
that “come-again” feeling. Then you’ll know how to
book sensibly 2md your audience will always be with

—

you.

It

has the
111 of
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Agnes Ayres in
“Racing Hearts”

Big Cast Picked for

Remember those
wonderful
automobile pictures “Too Much
“The Roaring Road,”
Speed,”
“Excuse My Dust,” “What’s Your
Work was started this week at the
Hurry?” “Across the Continent,” Cosmopolitan studios, 127th street
from
that Wally Reid made
etc.
and Second avenue. New York, on
the stories of Byron Morgan? Marion Davies’ next picture, a
Will you ever forget them? Well, super-special of the celebrated play
here you have Agnes Ayres risk- “Little Old New York,” by Rida
ing her precious life in just that Johnson Young.
kind of a picture by the same
“Little Old New York” will be
author.
made on the same elaborate scale
Like the others, it’s a comedy- that characterized Miss Davies’
drama with thrill following thrill present picture, “When Knighthood
upon the automobile racetrack Was in Flower.” As in the latter
Some famous production, one of the most remarkand boulevard.
drivers take part in the race, able
assembled
will
casts
ever
which Agnes wins in a most sen- support the star.
sational finsh.
Miss Davies will, of course,
Yes, Theodore Roberts, with appear in the role of Patricia O’Day,
as
cigar,
is
here
again
his familiar
the little Irish girl, who landed in
the father, with Richard Dix play- New York only to find that, in order
ing the leading man’s part and to obtain the family fortune, she
Robert Cain doing a lot of dirty would have to be a boy. Included
work. Paul Powell directed this in the supporting cast are the
one one of those triple-guaran- following famous actors
M.
J.
teed speed pictures that can’t go Kerrigan, Mahlen Hamilton, Courtwrong.
ney Foote, Harrison Ford, Norval
Keedwell, George Barraud, Sam
Hardy,
Montague
Love,
Riley
in
Hatch, Charles Kennedy, Spencer
of the
Charters, Harry Watson, Charles

—

“Little

Old

—

—

:

Dorothy Dalton

“Law

Lawless”
This

a story

is

covici, the

by Konrad Ber-

Bohemian author whose

“Adam’s

writings are creating a furore in
“The Law of the
this country.
Lawless” was first published in
Review and attracted
Pictorial
Those
The setting of nothing
wide attention.
the story is unusual and picturdue for
esque, depicting the glamor and

romance

of

gypsy

life.

The character played by Miss
is that of a gypsy woman,

Dalton

beautiful, who
recognizes no law save that of
her own desire. In short, it is an
absorbing tale of primitive people
as fearless as she

is

York”

somewhere

around

“Little Old New York” will be
directed
by Sidney Olcott, with
Phila Carle as first assistant director.
The cameramen will be Harold

Goldwyn

in

latest

fold.

it.

To Aid

Wenstrom and Joe Alorgan.

are exact copies of those
treasured in the American AIuseum of Natural History and the
Smithsonian Institution. In connection with these curiosities Air.
DeAIille has gone back farther
than ever before in the making
of scenes which represent how
people lived, or might have lived,
in the days before history dawned.
sters

Schedules Release
of

the

is

added

be

which was at that time the prin- ward Rose’s mystery melodrama,
thoroughfare of the city. “The Rear Car,” which he recentThis latter set will occupy the entire ly acquired. He has not yet anfloor space of the Famous Players’ nounced what his next production
studio at Long Island City, and will will be, although he has already
engaged Ray Grfififith to play
cover two city blocks.

who argue that there is fourteen million years ago. These
new in the photoplay are reconstructed prehistoric mon-

DeMille’s talented scenario
writer, Jeanie Macpherson.
This romance is played out, for
the most part, against a strange
setting of skeletons of animals

Alarion
to

cipal

to Be Unique Film

lived

Frances
celebrity

to the
Alarshall Neilan,
Mary now producing in association with
Pauline
Whitson,
Judels,
Kennedy,
Thomas Findlay and that Company, has placed her
under contract to write the subMarie R. Burke.
New York as it appeared a titles for “The Strangers’ Bancentury ago will for the first time quet,” his picturization of Donn
be faithfully depicted in this film Byrne’s novel. It is also reported
masterpiece.
To that end experts that the young producer has other
have been busy for the past three important work in mind for her.
Aliss Alarion has written and
months gathering historical data of
the early metropolitan days.
One adapted some of the screen’s most
of the most important of the scenes successful productions, including
will be the first trip of the Clare- “Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm,”
mont. The builders are now at work “Pollyanna,” “The Love Light”
constructing a replica of Robert and “Humoresque.” She has been
associated with Mr. Neilan on
Fulton’s first steamship.
Among the most gigantic sets of several of his notable pictures.
Air. Neilan has decided on “Red
the picture will be a scene at the
Battery and another of the Bowery, Lights” as a release title for Ed-

Rib’’ Said

Mr.

23, 1922

Frances Marion Now
with Goldwyn

Three Pictures

Filming

in

“Ben Hur”
•A.

a surprise. Paramount
says, when they see Cecil B. DeMille’s production, “Adam’s Rib,”
which is another original story by

and elemental emotions. In the that
chief roles supporting Miss Dalton are Theodore Kosloff and
Charles de Roche, the famous
French screen star who recently
came to America to appear in
Lloyd
Paramount pictures.
E.
Sheldon wrote the scenario and
V’ictor Fleming directed.

New

December

L.

producer,

Erlanger,
arrived

studios in Culver

the

theatrical
at
Goldwyn’s
City, Calif., last

week. He was accompanied by
F. Richard Anderson, who, with
Air. Erlanger, superintended the
creation of the Erlanger circuit of
theatres.
His presence in Los
Angeles at this time is to aid
Goldwyn in the filming of “Ben
Hur,” the theatrical destinies of
which he has guided for a quarter of a century.

“Ben-Hur” has been one of the
most popular plays in the world,
as well as one of the most popular
novels and the sponsors of the
motion picture version intend to
leave no stone unturned to make
it
the greatest photoplay ever
produced, they state.
“It

that

was part
I

of the agreement
should render any assist-

ance in my power in the filming
of ‘Ben Hur,’ ” said Air. Erlanger.
"Air. Godsol wants me to keep in
close touch with him and June
Alathis in turning the play into

Alfred Weiss, president of Art- be state righted on a large scale
Pictures Corporation, has to the independent field.
“After Six Days” is the nine- a picture.
announced the release of three
“It is going to be a real screen
reel version of the Old Testament
films by this organization during
from Adam and Eve to the Songs drama and will be produced in a
pictures
These
coming
year.
the
Henry Kolker, producer of “Dis“Between Worlds” most elaborate way.”
of Solomon.
include “After Six Days,” is a picture dealing with spiritualraeli,” in which George Arliss was will
and
the ism. “The Woman Who Believed”
Worlds”
the star, directed this picture, “Between
Air. is a six-part melodramatic feawhich is an adaptation of Kath- “Woman Who Believed.”
(^, Exploits
erine Newlin
Burt’s novel.
ture, presenting an all star cast
J. W’eiss has arranged national disClarkson Miller wrote the screen tribution for the latter two named headed by Walter Aliller and Dorin
version.
This is a story of the films, and “After Six Days” will othy Bernard.
Eddie Boons, manager of GoldSouth Seas, in which is related
wyn’s exploitation department, is
how a strange power which is
off on a trip to Detroit and Chibeing exercised by a wealthy and
cago to superintend special exploitaunscrupulous adventurer over a
tion campaigns for Goldwyn picwhite girl brought up among the

Alice

Brady

in

class

“The Leopardess”

Chains”

Max

natives is broken by a worthy
young friend of her tormentor.
Edward Langford is Miss

Graf Will Make
Films at San Mateo

“Broken
Chicago

tures.

Goldwyn's going to put over the
e.xploitation campaign ever
begin filming within the next four known for the showing of “Broken
weeks. H. H. Van Loan is prepar- Chains” in Chicago in connection
ing the screen adaptation of this with the Chicago Daily Neu's, and
Air. Boons will have charge of it.
story.
“Broken Chains” was the prizeFollowing this is to come “Beans,”
an original story by Air. Graf and winning scenario in the Daily News’
$30,000 motion picture scenario conMr. Van Loan.
biggest

Max Graf, whose first production,
leading man, while the
heavy role is played by “The Forgotten Law,” is a current
Mnntatyu I-ove Other well-known Aletro success, has taken up headpeople in the cast are Charles quarters at the Metro studios and is
Kent, George Beranger and Mar- preparing for the production of his
They will be
guerite Forrest. The picture was next three pictures.
made for the most part in Florida, made at the San Mateo studios in
The third production will be test. He will work in co-operation
with some beautiful shots in which San Alateo, California.
“The Fog,” a story by William “The Gamble in Souls,” a story on with Walter D. Nealand, Goldthe palatial yacht of J. Ogden Arwyner, attached to the Chicago
mour, loaned by the owner, figures Dudley Pelley, will be Mr. Grafs which Air. Graf and Mr. Van Loan
Goldwyn exchange.
next production and he expects to collahi>rated.
prominently.
Brady’s

chief
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At the end of the third week
Eschmann Sales Contest, Pathe reports that the
weekly quota set for the eight
weeks’ period is exceeded by
more than ten per cent. The
Portland, Ore., branch was
then leading, with Los Angeles second and Denver, Milwaukee, Newark, Salt Lake
City, Spokane, Dallas, Charlotte and Memphis following
in the order named.
Every mail is said to load
of the

Manager

General Sales

E. A.

desk with evidences of increasing enthusiasm felt by the contesting
branches.
Eschmann’s

Big Publicity for S-L

Production

“The Storm,” a Film That
Is Praised by All Nations
“The Storm”

is

breaking world

From
reports Universal.
all quarters of the globe first-run
houses are sending word of capacity
records,

crowds and extended engagements
the big Universal-Jewel proIt is just as popular in
duction.
foreign countries as it has been in
America, where it has been one of
the best money-makers of the season, Universal states.
Recent reports received at the
Universal home office include returns from the showing in Great

with

widely shown picture ever
Universal. Its appeal has
been found to be international.

most

made by

In London ‘‘The Storm” had a
gala showing at the New Oxford
theatre, the famous Cochran show
for
taken
over
recently
house
film productions by the European
Motion Picture Company, UniBritish releasing agency.
versal’s
It created a very favorable impres-

cial publicity is being devoted to
the long list of star names in the

cast.

Had Merry Time

at

Entertainment

sion in

London,

it

is

First National Club, of Assodated First National Pictures, Inc.,
held its annual entertainment and

dance last week and had a merry
Kismet Temple, Brooklyn.
The entertainment was called “The
Follies of Forty-eighth Street,” and
was put on under the direction of
Francis G. Conklin. The impresario
time in

was

Mort

Blumenstock

musical director Clive

entitled

and

the

Waxman.

“Krazy

great

success,

it

reported.

is

44

Minnie” Is Called
Marshall Neilan’s Best

Katzen-

berg.”

life

of Charles XII.

pecially

for

this

purpose.

of character
Alarshall Neilan has again hit the appealing bits
entertainment, traiture.”
fine
of
Matt Moore also comes in
according to the critics who have
had a pre-view of his latest First high praise. “Matt Moore plays his
His makeNational release, “Minnie,” in which part most entertainly.
Beatrice Joy and Matt Moore are up, clothes, manner are a clever
caricature of his usual self.”
featured.
“Minnie” is said to be a picture
“Neilan has surprised us again
for the whole family of motion‘Minnie.’
Real
heart
appeal
with
picture-goers, and it is also declared
and novel situations,” declares one that
the “high-brows” will enjoy
critic.
Another writes “Neilan has
Ncilan’s cleverness.
distinguished himself once more.

Should

Exceptional entertainment.

satisfy all classes of patrons.”

S-L Pictures to Issue

“

‘Minnie’ happens to be the kind
of story that brings out the Neilan
best all the way through,” is part of
the laudatory comment of the
National Board of Review.
off

enthusiastic

to

Beatrice

critic

Joy,”

declares.

an

“She

Beatrice contributes to screen literature one of the most human and

be the unusual trade press re-

accorded

Saw 3'er.”

“Quincy

dent

is

Rear-Admiral WachtmeisSwedish Navy, and the

ter of the

army

An appropriate Christmas remainder will be issued by Sawyer
and Lubin of S-L Pictures concerning “Quincy Adams Sawyer,”
their
recently produced special
film for Metro Pictures Corporation.
It will take the form of a
booklet, incorporated in which
views

Flistoric Films, Ltd., is the name
of the new corporation which is
filming Charles XII.
The presi-

directors

Booklet

will

the other, falling in action in 1719,
the early age of thirty-six.
The film will be true to history
in
depicting the king’s career,
with the addition of a slightly
fictionized romantic element.
at

Adams

include

a

number

A

Phillips,

of

which augurs well
for the historical sincerity and acofficers,

curacy of the film.
The actual
taking of scenes and general
studio work is being done in

Norway and Germany
under a contract with a German

Sweden,

company.
expected that
of “Charles
ready for exhibition in
It

is

reels

the

XH”

will

first

be

February

or March, 1923.

STARS AND PRODUCER OF FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION, “THE WHITE FRONTIER”
Dorothy

The

dashing Charles ruled Sweden at
the period of her political greatpor- ness, and, taking
to the field in
person, conquered the Russians
for
on one hand and the Danes on

bull’s-eye

“Hats

heroic

Sweden, in his time one of the
most feared warriors of Europe,
is
now being picturized by a
Swedish corporation organized esof

i

Left to Right:

In

Swedish King

The

Bob Dexter wrote a skit called was good in ‘Manslaughter,’ but she
“A Thousand Miles from Home,” has arrived in this picture.
As
and Mort Blumenstock a movie 'Minnie,’ the village ‘ugly duckling.’
number,

“The Storm” has played in several
South American film centers with

said,

:

The

;

Palace Theatre, Hobart, and broke
Picture Theatre,
records in the
On the mainland of
Launceston.
Australia “The Storm” had its premiere in Hoyt’s De Luxe Theatre,
Victoria, where it made a big hit.

and was Holland “The Storm” opened at the
Amsterdam,
highly praised by both newespaper Cinema De Mundt in
and was so successful that the run
and trade paper reviewers.
France,
in
Panama, in
Britain,
was prolonged for a second week,
In France the big Universal fea- Gus Hager, Universal manager in
Tasmania, in Cuba, Australia, South
the
Max
ture
played
at
Cine
Holland.
All
comwas
America and in
the Netherlands, reported.
munications acclaimed the picture Linder in Paris, where it was
accorded a highly successful run.
for its drawing power, it is said.
officials
Universal
see
in
the When “The Storm” played in the
of Life of
present vogue of “The Storm,” both Strand Theatre, Colon, Panama, it
over with a bang, reports
in this country and elsewhere, in- went
dications that it will prove to be the .;tate.

space

advertising

taken in the New York newspapers by the Capitol management has been doubled and spe-

!

In far-off Tasmania the picture
tripled the box-office figures of the

Make Film

Bert Ennis of S-L and Bessie
Mack director of publicity for the
Capitol Theatre, New York, are
co-operating on an exploitation
drive in the interest of “Quincy
Adams Sawyer,” the S-L special
which begins an engagement in
the Capitol Theatre on Sunday,

December 17.
The usual
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William A. Orlamond, Allen Holubar, the producer; Ynez Seabury, Lewis Dayton.
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Paramount Names “Super Thirty-Nine”

Which
Demand

Big

It

Will Begin Releasing Feb. 5

Brings Follow-Up of Policy Begun with “Famous Forty-One”

was just six months ago that was brought to America where dates upon which they will first Julia Crawford Ivers. SupportFamous Players-Lasky Cor- she has made, under the direction be shown to the public have been ing cast includes Edmund Lowe,
George Fitzmaurice, “Bella set.
Arline Pretty, Edward Martindel
poration made its announcement of
Hichens’ great
and Leon Barry.
Here they are
of the forty-one Paramount Pic- Donna,” Robert
It

the

tures which it intended to release
to the public through the motion
picture theatres during the six

months following August 1. Following a long period of business
depression which had been felt
quite as keenly in the theatres as
anywhere else this bold stroke
aroused keen interest.
The plans for that big program
of motion picture production had
been conceived by Adolph Zukor,
president of the company, and
L.

Jesse

Lasky,
charge

first

vice-presi-

production,
months before, when the industry
as a whole was in the doldrums.
dent

in

The history
Forty-One”

As

plete.

of

of

now

is

that

“The Famous
nearly com-

first

announce-

ment awakened new hope and confidence in the future, so have the
every
finished pictures fulfilled
promise made for them. Paramount says and goes on to state
that the record is written in the
box-office results scored by “The

You Believe It, It’s
People,” “Blood and

Dictator,” “If
So,”

“Nice

“The Valley of Silent
Men,” “Manslaughter,” “The Old
“Burning
Sands,”
Homestead,”
“To Have and To Hold,” ‘The
Young Rajah,” “Clarence,” “The
Impossible Mrs. Bellew” and all
Sand,”

down

the rest, right

Confident

the

line.

wisdom of
the Paramount ex-

of

the

policy
ecutives made no
their

amendment of
their previous action.
Before the
release of the first of the forty6, work had actbeen started on more than a

one on August
ually

dozen of the Paramount pictures
to be included among the releases
of the second six months starting

next February

So

now

5.

come

“The

Super

Thirty-Nine.”
To insure a continuation of the
constant flow of super-pictures to
satisfy the demands of the public
the resources of the Paramount
organization were expanded and
more perfectly systematized than
ever before.
Despite the fact that the Para-

mount studios in California had
been enlarged and production efficiency there had been greatly increased it was found that even
those facilities were inadequate.
It was found necessary to re-open
the company’s huge studio at
Long Island City, which had been
closed for

many months,

in

order

to accommodate the expanding
production. This was done during the Summer and both Western and Eastern producing organizations have been working
virtually to capacity ever since.
The staff of writers necessarily
had to be increased, for the rights
to some of the most valuable literary and dramatic properties had
been obtained for picturization.
Pola Negri, the European star
of “Passion” and “Gypsy Blood,”

“When
Marion Davies in “Adam and
Marion
Davies
in
exact Knighthood Was in Flower,” a Eve,” a Cosmopolitan production.
“atmosphere” called for by Jo- Cosmopolitan Production. Adapt- From the play by Guy Bolton and
seph Hergesheimer’s novel, “Java ed from the novel by Charles George Middleton.
Scenario by
Head,” Director George Melford Major.
Directed by Robert G. Luther Reed. Directed by Robert
and his entire producing unit were Vignola, with an all-star cast in- G. Vignola.
brought East from California and cluding Forrest
Agnes
Stanley,
Lyn
Ayres
in
“Racing
sent to Salem, Mass., there to Harding and Pedro de Cordoba Hearts,” with Theodore Roberts
and Richard Dix. Story by Byron
film the important scenes.
supporting Miss Davies.
Crawford Ivers, while
“Dark Morgan. Scenario by Will M.
Dorothy
Dalton
in
Julia
vacationing in Hawaii, wrote a Secrets,” from an original story Ritchey. Directed by Paul Powell.
“The Covered Wagon,” a James
story, “The White Flower,” for and scenario by Edmund GouldBetty Compson. When it came ing, directed by Victor Fleming. Cruze production, from the novel
time to make the picture. Miss Robert Ellis and Jose Ruben head by Emerson Hough. Scenario by
Compson and the entire company the supporting cast.
Jack Cunningham. Cast includes
were sent to the far-off Pacific
Gloria Swanson in “My Ameri- Lois Wilson, J. Warren Kerrigan,
islands to work before the back- can Wife,” a Sam Wood produc- Charles Ogle, Ernest Torrence,
grounds the story described.
tion, by Monte M. Katterjohn, Tully Marshall, Alan Hale, Guy
James Cruze had been assigned based on a story by Hector Turn- Oliver and John Fox.
“The Nth Commandment,” a
to produce a Paramount picture bull.
Tony Moreno appears opfrom Emerson Hough’s epic of posite Miss Swanson.
Cosmopolitan
production,
with
the Great West, “The Covered
“Adam’s Rib,” a Cecil B. De- Colleen Moore, James Morrison
Written by and Eddie Phillips.
Wagon.” His entire unit, aug- Mille production.
Story by
mented by hundreds of extra play- Jeanie Macpherson and featur- Fannie Hurst, scenario by Frances
ers and supplied with trainloads ing Milton Sills, Elliott Dexter, Marion, directed by Frank Borof equipment and supplies, was Theodore Kosloff, Pauline Garon, zage.
sent out to the Western plains.
Thomas
Julia Faye and many other screen
Meighan
in
“The
Ne’er-Do-Well,” by Rex Beach.
To provide the proper “atmos- favorites.
Mary Miles Minter in “Drums Scenario by Tom J. Geraghty.
phere” for the screen version of
Rex Beach’s story, “The N’er-Do- of Fate” an adaptation by Will M. Directed by Alfred E. Green. In
Well,” Alfred E. Green, the direc- Ritchey of the novel, “Sacrifice,” the cast are Lila Lee, John Miltor, Thomas Meighan, the star by
Stephen French Whitman. tern and Laurence Wheat.
Maigne.
and the entire company are off to Directed by Charles
Alice Brady in “The LeopardSupporting cast includes George ess,” by Katherine Newlin Burt.
Panama to film the exteriors.
These are but a few of the Fawcett, Casson Ferguson and Scenario by J. Clarkson Miller.
things that Paramount has done Robert Cain.
Directed by Henry Kolker.
Inin order to provide America with
Jack Holt in “Nobody’s Money,” cluded in the cast are Robert Ellis,
scenarized by Beulah Marie Dix Montagu Love and Charles Kent.
its entertainment for the remainder of the picture season of 1922- from the stage play by William
Jack Holt in “The Tiger’s
23.
Moreover, its own product Le Baron, and directed by Wal- Claw,” by Jack Cunningham. DiWanda Hawley rected by Joseph Henabery. Cast
will be augmented by a number of lace Worsley.
pictures produced by the Cos- and Julia Faye are in the cast.
includes
Eva Novak, Bertram
all
mopolitan
Corporation,
of
George Melford’s production, Grasby and Claire McDowell.
which will be distributed through “Java Head,” by Joseph HergesPola Negri in “Bella Donna,’ a
With Beatrice Joy, George Fitzmaurice production.
the thirty-six Paramount branch heimer.
exchanges.
Jacqueline Logan, Raymond Hat- From the novel by Robert HichMost of the “Super Thirty- ton, George Fawcett and Albert ens. Scenario by Ouida Bergere.
Nine” either have been completed Roscoe. Scenario by Waldemar Supporting Miss Negri are Conor are now in course of produc- Young.
way Tearle, Conrad Negal, Sigrid
tion. As for the rest, every detail
Betty Compson in “The White Holmquist,
Claude
King and
has been planned, and the actual Flower,” written and directed by Macey Harlam.
story of the desert.
In order to obtain

the

“Grumpy,”

William de Mille
Theodore Roberts, May McAvoy and Conrad
Nagel. From the play by Horace
Hodges and T. W’igney Percyval.
Scenario by Clara Beranger.
The Go-Getter,” a Cosmopolitan production, with Seena Owen,
The Trail of the Lonsome
Barnes, Tom Lewis and
Pine
Wilham Norris. From the story
The Law of the Lawless by Peter
B. Kyne.
Scenario by
The Tiger’s Claw
John Lynch. Directed by
E H.
J'
Mr. Billings Spends His Griffith.
a

production, with

Releasing Schedule for the

Super Thirty-nine
5
5

12
19
26
26

When Knighthood Was

Drums

of

30

Dime

Nobody’s Money

5

The White Flower
Adam and Eva
Racing Hearts
The Covered Wagon
The Nth Commandment
The Ne’er-Do-Well
The Leopardess

9

16
16
23

7

14

Fate

Java Head

2
9

30

May

5

12
12
19
19
26
26

in

Flower
Dark Secrets
My American Wife
Adam’s Rib

Bella Donna
Grumpy

14
21
28
28

June

11
11
18
25

July

The Go-Getter

4
4

2
9

You Can’t Fool Your Wife

16

Prodigal Daughters
The Glimpses of the

23

Moon

30

The

P.'ustle

of Silk

Declassee

Hollywood
Vendetta
White Heat
Contraband

Gloria

Swanson

Daughters,
tion.

a

in

“Prodigal
produc-

Sam Wood

Adapted by Monte M. Kat-

terjohn from the story by
Joseph

Hocking.

Theodore Roberts and
Graves are in the cast
The Woman With Pour
The Glimpses of the Moon,” an
Paces
Alien Dwan production, with
Bebe
Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife
Daniels and Nita Naldi. From
Only 38
the
Pictorial
Review
story and ApThe Exciters
pleton
book
by Edith Wharton
A Gentleman of Leisure
Scenario
hy Edfrid Bingham!
Children of Jazz
Cast
also
Fog Bound
includes David Powell

The Snow Bride
The Light to Leeward

^Iph

SstSo,
(Continued on following page)
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Big Paramount Advertising on the
Super Thirty-Nine to Break Records
From

when Paramount following

productions, Wilcox Putnam, entitled “What’s
release, the Right With the Movies?” embodyeach
instance ing comments by Adolph Zukor,
advertisement
in
appearing in the Post, dated the day Marcus Loew, Samuel Goldwyn, W.
before the release of the picture
W. Hodkinson, D. W. Griffith and
"Adam's Rib,’’ “Java Head,” “Bella other prominent figures in the picDonna,” “The Glimpses of the
ness.
Moon,” “Hollywood” and “Blueadvernational
its
of
outset
At the
beard’s Eighth Wife.”
tising campaign, which has done
Copy on “You Can’t Fool Your
to
so much to sell motion pictures
W’ife” and “The Rustle of Silk,’’
the public, the company spent in the
which also day and date releases, will con
first year a sun: of money
while
sist of single pages in colors
was regarded skeptically in some
Time has the big James Cruze production,
quarters as extravagant.
"The Rustle of Silk” is a George
“The Covered Wagon,” will be
proved the falseness of that view
I'itzmaurice production, and tells
in a unique manner. Several
Paramount has kept on expanding b.andled
weeks before the release of that pic- just the kind of story that Mr. Fitzand expanding the scope of its
ture a series of quarter-page teaser maurice revels in producing on the
the
1923
in
and
campaign,
national
advertisements will be started, and screen. Paramount says.
Cosmo
company will spend just about ten
wrote
it
and Ouida
they will culminate in a double-page Hamilton
times as much in selling Paramount
spread in colors. Incidentally, color Bergere adapted it. Betty Compson
pictures for the exhibitor to the pubpages on “The Covered Wagon” will and Conway Tearle are the fealic as it did that first year.
be run in many other national tured players.
A. M. Botsford, advertising man- magazines.
It is a tale of a poor young EngHanffof
co-operation
the
ager, with
production lish girl who falls in love with a
this
Supplementing
agents,
advertising
Metzger, Inc.,
advertising in the Post there will be famous statesman at first sight. His
has completed his plans for the a page in colors every four weeks. station in life being far above her
Super
national advertising of The
These will consist of good-will copy, own, she obtains employment in his
Thirty-nine— a campaign greater in and each will carry the complete household as lady’s maid to his wife
magnitude than Paramount ever Paramount schedule for the followAs usual. The ing month.
before launched.
The decorative and
Saturday Evening Post, with its human interest features of this copy
circulation of more than two million in each instance will center around
copies every week, will carry the a great motion picture theatre, the
message in greatest volume.
among
list
of houses including,
The Post campaign for The Super others, the Rivoli, in New York;
Thirty-nine will start in the issue of the Grenada, in San Francisco
January 13. This will be a full page Grauman’s Metropolitan, in Los
"Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife,” a Sam
Paramount trade- Angeles; the Palace, in Washing- Wood production, is made from a
colors, the
in
illustration,
the
dominating
mark
ton
McVicker’s, in Chicago, and scenario by Monte M. Katterjohn,
and the text being captioned “The Newman’s in Kansas City.
based
Charlton
upon
Andrews’
through
name that earned fame
In addition to the campaign in the adaptation of the famous French
thousands of hours of wonderful Post, all the leading fan magazines comedy by Alfred Savoir.
year
In a box at the will carry at least one full page in ago the play was presented at the
entertainment !”
right is text calling attention to the each issue, with two-page spreads on Ritz Theatre, New York, with Ina
announcement of The some of the bigger pictures. The Claire as the star, and scored a big
complete
Super Thirty-nine to be found in the Ladies’ Home Journal will also success.
Post of January 27.
This “Bluebeard” is a modern
carry a page each month, while
In the issue of the 27th, imme- Pictorial Review will have a special American millionaire who has gone
diately preceding the initial release advertisement on “The Glimpses of to Biarritz to wed a famous French
of the six-months’ product, the list- the Moon,” the story of which ran singer. He has been married before
no fewer than seven times, his first
ing of all the pictures will be carried serially in that magazine.
The January issue of Pictorial wife having died and he having
in a double-page spread in colors.
Double-page spreads in black and Revienv, now on the news stands, divorced all of the other six. But
white will be run on each of the has an interesting article by Nina he meets another young French girl,
the time

present

national
eight
polic}',
some
advertising
years ago, Paramount advertising
admittedly has been one of the features of the motion picture busi-

inaugurated

its

for

set

six

special

day and date

world.
Paramount has taken
advantage
of
the
fan
interest
aroused by this article and on the
page opposite the start of the story
ture

there

is

a

full-page

advertisement,

“Shopping for the Best Pictures.”

Compson and Tearle
in This Production

;

order to be near him. Spurning
the love of a worthy young man of
her own circle, she resolves to win
the object of her admiration.
She
dons one of the gowns of her
mistress and goes to the Savoy,

in

where she knows he
there,

is to dine, and
through a ruse, procures an

introduction to him.
She continues
her
masquerading,
and at last
succeeds in winning his attention
and later his love. His wife discovers what is going on, and the
triangular situation develops most
interestingly,

is

it

said.

Gloria Swanson in
Sam Wood Picture

;

A

becomes infatuated with her beauty,
and decides to marry her rather
than the

girl to

whom

he

is

engaged.

His attentions are not welcomed by
the

and

young woman, but her father
sister, learning of his immense

wealth and the fact that he always
settles 200,000 francs a year on his
wives,

make arrangements

marriage, which eventually
formed.
As in the case of the

for the
is per-

former

wives,

the millionaire tires of this
one and seeks to divorce her; but
she, even though she is not in love
with him, decides obstinately to hold

him

—

^and does by
stratagems.

many amazing

Paramount Names Super Thirty-nine
(Continued from preceding page)
Mary Miles Minter in “The

Lonesome Pine,” supported by Antonio Moreno. From
the novel by John Fox, Jr., and
the play by Eugene Walter. Directed by Charles Maigne.
Dorothy Dalton in “The Law of
the Lawless,” supported by Theodore Kosloff and Charles de
From the Pictorial ReRoche.
Trail of the

play by Albert Shelby Le Vino.
Directed by Wesley Ruggles.'
“The Rustle of Silk,” a George
Fitzmaurice production with Betty

Compson and Conway Tearle. By
Scenario hy
Cosmo Hamilton.

Ouida Bergere.
Pola Negri in a George Fitzmaurice production, “Declassee,’
Ethel Barrymore’s Empire Theatre
success
by Zoe Akins.
Scenario by Ouida Bergere.
view story by Konrad Bercovici.
“Hollywood,” a James Cruze
Scenario by E. Lloyd Sheldon. production, based upon the novelFleming.
Victor
by
Directed
ette, “Hollywood, and the Only
“You Can’t Fool Your Wife,” Child, by Frank Condon.
George Melford production,
a
“Vendetta,” a Cosmopolitan prowith Leatrice Joy, Nita Naldi and duction, with Lionel Barrymore
By Waldemar and Alma Rubens. From the
Stone.
Lewis
Young, suggested by a story by novel by Marie Corelli. Scenario
Hector Turnbull.
by Frances Marion. Directed by
Walter Hiers in “Mr. Billings Alan Crosland.
Thomas Meighan in “White
Spends His Dime,” with JacqueFrom the Red Book Heat,” from the Saturday Evenline Logan.
Screen ing Post story by R. G. Kirk.
story by Dana Burnet.

Scenario

by Percy Heath.

Di-

Scenario

by

Julia

Crawford

rected by Alfred E. Green.

Ivers.

Agnes Ayres in “Contraband,”
by Clarence Budington Kelland.
Scenario by Beulah Marie Dix.
Directed by Paul Powell.
Betty Compson in “The Woman
With Pour Paces,” by Bayard
Veiller, auditor of “Within the
Law,” “The Thirteenth Chair,” etc.

Wallace Reid in “A Gentleman
Leisure,” by John Stapleton
and P. G. Wodehouse.
Screen
play by Albert Shelby LeVino.
Directed by Wallace \Vorsley.

Gloria

Swanson

in

“Bluebeard’s

Eighth Wife,” a Sam Wood production.
Scenaro by Monte M.
Katterjohn from Charlton Andrews’
adaptation
of
Alfred
Savoir’s play.
“Onlj' 38,” a William

production,

with

Elliot

de Mille
Dexter,

of

“Children of Jazz,” with Nita
Jacqueline Logan, Conrad

Naldi,

Nagel and Robert Cain.
By
Harold Brighouse. An Alfred E.
Green production.
Dorothy Dalton in “Fog Bound,”
by Jack Bechdolt. Scenario by E.

An Irvin Willat
production.
Alice
Brad}^ in “The Snow
Bride,” a screen play by Sonya
Levien from a story by Sonya
Levien and Julia Herne. Directed
by Victor Fleming.
Jack Holt in Peter B. Kyne’s
story, “The Light to Leeward.”
Llo}’d Sheldon.

May McAvoy, George Fawcett
and Lois Wilson.
By A. E.
Thomas, suggested by a story by
Walter Pritchard Eaton. Screen
play by Clara Beranger.
Bebe Daniels and Bert Lytell in Scenario by Jack Cunningham.
“The Exciters,” by Martin Brown. Directed by Joseph Henabery.
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The Super Thirty-Nine Will Prove
Greatest Boon to Foreign Trade
ing more and more keenly alive to mount pictures from recently opened care of the increased demands for
Belgium
Recently
in
pictures.
the development of the motion pic- offices
Brussels,
Paramount
at
offices were opened in Tokyo, Japan,
ture industry in this country, and Basle, Switzerland Algiers, Algeria
announcements of the sort made by Cairo, Egypt, and Constantinople, under the management of Tom D.
Mr. Lasky at the Los Angeles Para- Turkey, with Adolphe Osso, of Cochrane.
mount convention will be received Paris, in charge. In Denmark, Nor"In Great Britain arrangements
gratification
the way
particular
and
Sweden arrangements have been completed by John Cecil
with
managing
director
of
world over. Perhaps the most in- were completed for the distribution Graham,
teresting feature of this announce- of
Paramount pictures through Famous Players Film Company,
ment is the action of the production offices operated by Carl York and Ltd., for the immediate release of
LeMat in Copenhagen, four Paramount specials -‘Saturday
department in continuing the policy Walter
producing the highest grade Christiania and Stockholm. Ingvald Night,’ ‘Bought and Paid For,’ ‘The
of
number of the C. Oes is Paramount's representa- Young Diana’ and ‘The Good Prosuper specials.
vider.’
This policy has met with
group of forty-one specials have tive in these offices.
“On the other side of the world an enthusiastic reception on the part
been released in various parts of
the world in the last few months, it has become necessary for the of the film trade and the public, as
and have met with the most enthusi- Famous-Lasky Film Service, Ltd., it foreshadows the coming of the
astic receptions everywhere.
of which John W. Hicks, Jr., is day when the British release scheddirector,
to
open ex- ule will be brought down to within
striking managing
the
most
“Perhaps
development in the foreign field changes at Singapore, Straits Settle- six or eight months of the Ameriduring the last year has been the ments, and Batavia, Java, to take can schedule.”
;

—

A

E. E. S

HAUER

and DirecDepartment
Famous Players-Lasky Cor-

Assistant Treasurer
tor of the Foreign
of

poration.
f

conversion of the leading exhibitors
to the policy of screening special
productions of the highest calibre.
These exhibitors are learning, as has
been the case in this country, that
their patrons want nothing but the
best in motion picture entertainment.
For this reason the foreign department welcomes the opportunity to

through its
through leading

distribute,

and

own

offices

distributors
elsewhere, the splendid list of thirtynine Paramount pictures promised
by Mr. Lasky for the coming six

That no announcement in the
motion picture trade throughout the months.
world will be received with greater
“During the past twelve months
interest than that given Mr. Lasky’s
the foreign department has taken

i

production

program

for

the

re-

mainder of the year 1922-23 is the
opinion of Emil E. Shauer, assistant
treasurer and director of the foreign
department of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, in discussing

\

pictures,

Bachelor

Director
entire

to

taking

the

to film

“The Nth

Tom

scrapes

he

has

got

himself

Commandment”
What more need

be said for
picture from the Cosmopolitan studios than that it was made
by the same trio that was responsible
for
“Humoresque”?
Fannie Hurst wrote the story,
Frances Marion wrote the scenario and Frank Borzage directed
it.
Like all the other stories by
this

and who has come to be regarded by his father as a ne’erdo-well, is drugged by a bunch
of rollicking friends and wakes
up_ to find himself on board a
ship bound for Panama, without
a cent.
In Central America he
falls under the
influence of an
adventurous woman and everything seems to conspire against

sequent box-office value.
Three
wonderfully capable young players
are feature d
Colleen Moore,
James Morrison and Eddie Phil-

his reform.

lips.

into

Miss Hurst,

this

—

1

I

SOME OF THE STARS OF THE SUPER THIRTY-NINE
Betty Compson, Jack Holt, Gloria Swanson,

Thomas Meighan. Dorothy

one carries

tre-

mendous human appeal and con-

I

Left to Right:

is

Panama

the scenes.

all

“Our Leading
Citizen," and “Back Home and
Broke,” is the director of “The
Ne’er-Do-Well,” a
Rex Beach

the

Green

company

Daddy,’’

A

W

'

mount

who

has made
recent Paraincluding “The

Alfred E. Green,
of Aleighan’s

all

story, while
Geraghty,
J.
particular pains to enlarge its dis- Paramount’s supervisor of protributing facilities throughout the duction at the Long Island studio,
world to obtain the proper presenta- adapted the story for the screen.
tion
of
such
great
Paramount
“The Ne’er-Do-Well” is a story
specials as ‘Blood and Sand,’ ‘To of regeneration.
young fellow
Have and to Hold,’ ‘Manslaughter,’ who is more or less notorious for

world distribution of The ‘While Satan Sleeps,’
‘The Old
Super Thirty-nine.
Homestead,’ ‘The Impossible Mrs.
“Although it will be several Bellew,’ ‘Clarence,’ ‘Kick In,’ ‘TIiq
orld's Applause,’ and others of
1 months before these forthcoming
Paramount specials will be available the superb forty-one. This policy
for foreign distribution,” said Mr. will be continued during the comh Shauer, “we are finding everywhere ing year.
throughout the world a constantly
“In France branch offices have
increasing interest in the future pro- been
opened in Lille, Toulouse,'
duction plans for Paramount pic- Bordeaux,
Strassbourg, Marseille,
tures.
Lyon and Nancy, and the same
“The foreign exhibitor is becom- organisation is distributing Paraplans for

Rex Beach Story to
Be Filmed in Panama

Dalton, Bert Lytell.
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Division of Exploitation Is Set and
Ready to Go on the Super Thirty-Nine
For "Her Gilded Cage” the exParamount's Division of Exploitaunder the direction of Claud ploiteers developed a cheap and inexpensive lathe work which transSaunders, points to the fact that its
formed lobby fronts at little cost.
slogan, “It Has Been Done,’’ has This novel flash worked perfectly
been lived up to in connection with everywhere the picture played.
Its
Forty-one.”
For “Nice People” the exploiteers
“The Famous
record of performance, therefore, is sold the title to merchants of the
angle that “ ‘Nice
cited as embodying the strongest town on the
assurance to exhibitors that they People’ trade at this store,” and
may expect the same kind of co- secured page after page of solid
operation on “The Super Thirty- advertising at no cost to the theatre.
“Nice People” has probably the
nine.”
No story of the success of “The largest double-truck record of any
Famous Forty-one” is complete picture ever exhibited.
For “Blood and Sand” the exwithout at least a brief story of the
activities of this department, which ploiteers developed a fake bull-fight
maintains a staff of thirty trained gag that set every town on its ears.
showmen scattered throughout the This was just one of hundreds of
country. The duty of these men is stunts that put this picture over to
tion,

tie-up was arranged, which secured
a civic backing for the theatres,
for billing, free
choice locations
newspaper publicity and advertising
and word-of-mouth advertising at
The
practically no additional cost.
soundness of the exploiteers’ work
is best demonstrated by the fact that
the federal police of Washington,
D. C., backed “Manslaughter,” the
first government co-operation in the

history of the national capital.

Just

before they had refused to cooperate with two other pictures.

is only to mention work on
of the “41.”
Other campaigns,
fully described in the trade papers,
have boosted receipts on every one
of the pictures. For “The Loves of
Pharaoh” the exploitation men combatted the prejudice against costume
pictures, and showed conclusively
anybody will enjoy an historical production, and that such a picture will
get many people into the theatre

This

five

who wouldn’t come otherwise.
The Division of Exploitation,

under
the
direction
of
Claud
For “The Old Homestead” the Saunders, knows where it is “at”
exploitation men worked up teasers on the new “39.” However, it is not
and a system of co-operation, which the policy of the department to send
culminated in a real estate agency in exhibitors on a wild-goose chase.
St. Louis spending $3,660 to put The stunts will be put into actual
the picture before the public. Many operation, and if they are good the
to see that the exhibitor takes in as some of the biggest receipts in the other campaigns were executed by exhibitors will be Informed through
the exploiteers which insured a the columns of the trade papers and
much as possible on his Paramount history of filmdom.
in The Paramount Exploiteer.
For “Manslaughter” a safety-first healthy box office.
productions.

Paramount Opens Seven Additional Branches
During the past year seven new
Paramount distributing offices have
been opened in the United States,
bringing the total number to thirty-

and placing the company in a
position to render more efficient
service to exhibitors of Paramount
Of the
pictures than ever before.
seven new offices six are fully
equipped branch exchanges, and the
seventh a shipping station, which
serves an immense, though thinly
six,

populated, territory.

The

new

exchanges
as
are
follows: Milwaukee, located at 119121 Seventh street, managed by G.
A. Durlam, and serving territory in
District No. 5; the Maine Exchange,
located at 263 St. John street, Portland, Me., managed by J. H. MacIntyre, and serving the northern
part of District No. 1
Peoria, 111.,
at 113 So. Monroe street, managed
by M. M. Hirsch, and serving the
extreme southern section of District
No. 5; Columbus, O., at 251 No.
Fifth street, managed by Harry W.
Dodge, and serving Central Ohio in
;

District No. 10; Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
at 62 No. State street, managed by

E. W. Sweigert, and serving the
north-central section of Pennsylvania in District No. 3, and Sioux
Falls, S. D., managed by A. B. Leak,
and serving the northwestern section of District No. 11.
The shipping station is located at
Butte, Mont., at 49 W. Granite

and

street,

facilitates

The machinery of the whole exchanges, and the rendering of
system moves with a minimum of prompt and satisfactory service is
friction;
good-will permeates the the one ambition of the entire
relations between exhibitors and the organization.

Hollywood” Not a
Propaganda Picture

distribution

throughout an immense part of the

Rocky Mountain territory, known
as District No. 8.
The entire Paramount exchange

i.<;

“Hollywood,” Paramount says, rected by James Cruze, shows
something unique in the realm “everything and everybody,” it is

of the cinema.
When Frank
highest point Condon submitted to Jesse L.
of efficiency in personnel and physi- Lasky the script of his novelette,
cal equipment.
In its entirety it is “Hollywood, and the Only Child,”
directed by S. R. Kent, general man- Mr. Lasky was amazed by its
ager of the department of distribu- novelty, charmed by its story and
tion.
The country embraces three enthused in the contemplation of
sales divisions, each in charge of a its w'onderful possibilities.
divisional sales manager, with headAsk any motion picture fan
quarters at the home office in New which she would rather see. Hol-

system

is

now

at the

and each having jurisdiction lywood or New York, and Paraover the district managers in their mount says, the answer will be,
divisions, who in turn are in charge “Hollywood, if I can see everyof the several exchanges in their thing and everybody when I get
districts.
there.”
And “Hollywood,” di'^'ork,

stated.

But make no mistake. “Hollycarries with it no propaganda, no expose of the secrets

wood”
of

picture-making.

moving picture
wood.

It

is

not a
Hollyto be a real,
It

tour

said

human love
who wanted to

fast-moving story, a

romance

of a girl

—

get into the movies and doesn’t
The heroine is, it is
succeed.
stated, the counterpart of a million American girls, with a con-

suming ambition

to act in

pictures.

SOME OF THE STARS OF THE SUPER THIRTY-NINE
Left to Right;

Agnes Ayres, Wallace

Reid,

May McAvoy, Mary

is

of

Miles Minter, Walter Hiers, Bebe Daniels.

moving

—
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Paramount Features Embody
Practical Visual Salesmanship
Practical visual salesmansliip of
motion pictures is about to be an
Paramount’s
fact.
accomplished
featurettes have solved the
sales
problem, and for the first time exhibitors everywhere will be afforded
the opportunity of seeing on their
own screens what they are asked

Then follow quickly one

or two of

succeeding installments, and
then a copy of the book published
by D. Appleton & Co.
Next is shown an animated map
of that section of the Great West
the

which

is

the locale of the story.

Kansas

A

to make the big scenes
The huge preparafor the picture.
tions for the picture, the assembling

and Nevada,

of the vast equipment and the marshalling of the hordes of extras and
technicians, the actual roping and
breaking of the hundreds of steers
used to draw the covered wagons
in the picture, are all emphasized

which
at that time was known as Westport
to buy.
always convenient, or Landing, and follows the course of pictorially.
It is not
Then follow glimpses of the big
even possible, for an exhibitor to the great wagon train migration
attend a screening of a picture across the mountains and plains to scenes, such as the departure from
the
historic
journey Westport Landing, the attack by
Even less often the coast
before buying it.
what rvhich furnished the author with his the Indians on Fort Bridger, the
is it possible for him to screen
theme.
Then from Hollywood. buffalo hunt and the exciting fordhe buys in his own theatre before
Moreover, Cal., another line moves across in ing of the swollen river, together
contract.
signing his
Paramount recognizes the fact that opposite direction, showing where with the big intimate scenes more
the best of salesmen cannot tell the the Cruze company went, in Utah directly connected with the unfoldexhibitor everything he ought to
know or wants to know about a
line is started at

City,

—

^

especially the larger production that, because of its very
nature, does not represent on its
face the same stabilized value that
picture,

the

exhibitor

knows he

is

getting

of

sub-titles

Gloria

—

version of the feature; it sation.
that.
It tells him not
only the picture story in abridged
form, but it visualizes to him the
salient selling points connected with
its production.
And in addition it
shows glimpses of all the big scenes
which have been introduced to lend
box-office value to the production.
The featurette on the James Cruze
directed
William
DeMille
production, “The Covered Wagon,’’
“Grumpy,” the play by Horace
may be cited as an example. The
Hodges and T. W. Percyval,
film opens with a reproduction of
the copy of the Saturday Evening which provided one of the greatPost,
which the story started as est character studies in the hisa serial.
The first page of the tory of the modern stage. Parastory, showing the title and the name mount
Beranger,
says.
Clara
of the author
Emerson Hough
who has written the scenarios of
together with the manner in which nearly
all
the recent William
it
was displayed to the Posfs DeMille pictures, wrote the adapmillions of readers, is reproduced. tation of this play.
a tabloid

It is the story of a fascinating
adventuress who marries an Englishman and goes with him to
Egypt.
There she comes under
the influence of an Arab chief and
plots the death of her husband by
slow poisoning. The plot is frustrated and the woman is cast
upon the hands of her Egyptian
wooer who in turn spurns her
and leaves her to walk across the

another of the Sam
is
productions in which Miss
Swanson has scored so sensationally
ever
since
she
was
stardom by Parelevated
to

This

Wood

Famous Stage Play
Filmed by Paramount

m

—

same season
lack’s in
for 180

New

and

made

Sam Wood, George

some

are

Walter Long

also in the cast.

is

Glasgow

Royal

in

1919.

Later that

opened at WalYork, where it ran

it

Read Every Word
in

Parmount’s Big Advertising

Announcement
Published Elsewhere
in This Issue

role.

dte

gorgeous

scenes laid in the Argentine capital and fans are promised some
of the best racetrack and race
stuff ever filmed.
Antonio Moreno, former Vitagraph star, plays
opposite
Miss
Swanson
and

presented

first

performances.
All the
next season it ran in London and
in 1915-16 it was brought back to
New York for a return engagement.
In the film production
Theodore Roberts has the title

Fitzmaurice, William

stellar

love affair between a rich young
American girl and a young
Spaniard from the Argentine,
who are brought together through
the defeat of the latter’s favorite
race horse by one owned by the

SOME OF THE DIRECTORS OF THE SUPER THIRTY-NINE
Left to Right:

her

debut in “The Great Moment.”
This picture is from an original
story by Hector Turnbull, who
wrote “The
Cheat,”
and the
adaptation was made by Monte
M. Katterjohn.
It is the romantic story of a

There

at the Theatre
in September,

in

girl.

desert to oblivion.

more than

“Grumpy” was

Swanson

“My American Wife”

“Bella Donna” Made
amount
Into Paramount Film

when he buys pictures with stars
who have an established patronage
Pola Negri, George Fitzmaurice,
at his hox office.
“Bella Donna” here, indeed, is a
That’s the reason for the fea- combination
which.
Paramount
Starting with The Super says, is wonderful to think about.
turettes.
Thirty-nine every Paramount sales- Robert Hichens, author of “The
man will carry with him a film of Garden of Allah,” wrote this great
Dramanecessary length, which will tell the novel of Egypt in 1909.
exhibitor, better than he can be told tized by Bernard Fagan, it was
by words, what he would like to produced by Charles Frohman in
know about each of the season’s 1912-1913, with Alla Nazimova in
big special productions.
It is not the title role and created a senis

Short
the dramatic plot.
give supplementary information concerning the cast and
everything of
story, as well as
advertising and exploitation value
directly connected with it.
“See for yourself” is the implied
slogan of the featurettes, and it is
the opinion of S. R. Kent and other
Paramount sales executives that
they are going to revolutionize the
business of film selling as applied
to special productions.
ing

Mille, Alfred E. Green, Paul Powell.
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Flow
Famous Players-Lasky

Efficient Publicity in Steady

from Offices
Information that keeps the public
constantly apprised of Paramount’s
activities comes in a steady flow
from Paramount's publicity department, headed by Charles E. McThe machinery of the
Carthy.
department is geared to its highest

of

office staflF, consisting At the Lasky studio in Hollywood
Samuel D. Palmer, J. M. Jerauld, publicity is handled by Adam Hull
Arch Reeve, Barrett C.
are finding the -A.ustin Parker and Glendon Allvine, Shirk,
library of several hundred thousand edit and distribute the photographs Kiesling,
A. D. Wilkie, Arnold
photographs of Paramount players and text material prepared at the Prince and James Fidler.
The publicity department works
and productions of increasing value east and west coast studios. E. W.
wdth
close
co-operation
the
to illustrate their pages with cir- Wingart
handles
the
publicity in

service

illustrated

worn in Paramount
Magazine editors

by

the
pictures.

of

development in situations where pub- culation-building material.
For instance,
licity is most needed.
a tremendous publicity campaign has
attended the American debut of Pola
Comparatively little known
Negri.
before her arrival in America, this

The home

gowns

matters at the

Long

Island studio.

by Claud Saunders.

“Bohemian Girl”

European actress has, in a few
months, become the most talked of
screen player in the world, and her
“Bella
picture,
American
first
Donna,” is being awaited eagerly as
American Releasing Corporation
one of the biggest screen events of
has acquired for distribution “The
the season.
Bohemian Girl,” a spectacular picMoreover, the half -hundred other turization of Balfe’s famous old
leading
and
directors
screen stars,
opera, directed by Harley Knoles.
players appearing in Paramount picThe cast is one of the most inbeing kept constantly
tures are
teresting seen in recent pictures and
before the public in newspapers,
was recruited from leading lights
magazines, theatre programs, and
It is headed
of the British stage.
other forms of publicity.
by Gladys Cooper, noted alike as the
also
books
are
and
Sheet music
great beauty and the premier drabeing utilized to bring them favor- matic actress of London Ivor Noably to the attention of new audi- vello, easily one of the most handences. From your piano Paramount some young men on the screen, who
players smile at you from the covers is now in this country under conof such popular music as “Singed tract to D. W. Griffith Constance
Wings,” “To Have and to Hold,” Collier, distinguished on Broadway
“The Young for performances which ranged
Sands,”
“Burning
Rajah,” “The Old Homestead,” and from “Nancy Sikes” to “Thais”; C.
other songs.
Aubrey Smith, who made his first
From your library table you are New York appearance over twenty
Paramount
pictures
by
reminded of
years
ago with Lady Johnston

Is

Thomas Meighan in

a Spectacular Film
siderable heart appeal, concerning
the daughter of a nobleman who is
reared by a gypsy tribe and is loved
by a Polish refugee of noble birth
who is also living the nomadic life.
It is replete with melodramatic situations and pretty sentiment and its

“Blood and Sand,” “When Knighthood Was in Flower,” “The Young
Diana,” “Burning Sands,” “Java
Head,” “The Covered Wagon,”
“Bella Donna,” “Miss Lulu Bett,”
“The Glimpses of the Moon” and

Forbes-Robertson,
Failed,”

screen

and

who

version

of

then

in

a

accompaniment

will

bring

‘‘Only 38,” a de Mille

Production

Gertrude

“As

scenes actually taken in the Pennsylvania steel mills.
The story is a most human one,
depicting the rise of a worker

fresh delight to those who never
tire of “I Dreamt That I Dwelt in

“The Light That
played

Meighan and is the story of a
young steel engineer who runs a
small steel plant.
There are

through every obstacle, and it will
have an appeal for everyone. The
love element plays a most imporMarble Halls” and “The Heart tant part in the development of
“The Bohemian the theme and there is a lot of
Bowed Down.”
Girl” is in seven reels and is an- comedy as well as plenty of thrills.
nounced for nation-wide distribution Percy Heath is the scenarist and
.-Mfred E. Green the director.
January 14.
musical

;

Elliott, in Kipling’s

“White Heat”
Everybody who reads the Saturday Evening Post is familiar

Rene Guissart, long associated with with the stories of the steel mills
Maurice Tourneur.
by R. G. Kirk. The author wrote
one
especially
for
Mr.
The story is a lively one of con- this

;

the illustrated photoplay editions of
“Manslaughter,”
as
such
books

advertising department, headed by
A. M. Botsford, and with the staff
of Paramount exploiteers, directed

Elliott

the

Dexter,

May McAvoy,

George Fawcett and Lois Wilson

Man

are featured in this comedy. SugThinks”; and last, but far from gested by a story by Walter
least, the revered Ellen Terry, for Pritchard
Eaton, the idea was
years co-star with Sir Henry Irving dramatized by A. E. Thomas. The
in plays that made stage history the screen play is by Clara Beranger,

Agnes Ayres

in

“Contraband”
There is probably no presentday fiction writer who possesses
more of the human touch than
Clarence Budington K e 1 a n d
whose stories appear in Red Book.
This one was published serially,
1

,

starting in the issue of May, 1922,
and is the story of a young girl,
making
over, in
and there are laughs, sentiment charming, attractive, but poor,
million
newspaper her film debut; with Henry Vibart, and pathos combined in a story who suddenly finds herself,
Forty-eight
It through the death of an uncle,
readers learn about Paramount pic- Gibb iMcLaughlin and a hundred of real life as we all know it.
is all about a young widow of a
tures each week from the news others.
owner of a small-town newspaper.
service issued by the Paramount
“The Bohemain Girl” is a produc- minister, only 38, who decides to She moves in and runs it, and runs
publicity department, this being the tion of more than ordinary magni- “step out” and fairly shocks her it right, without fear or favor,
And to thereby provoking the anger of a
combined circulation of 860 news- tude.
Brilliant settings, elaborate own grown-up children.
papers who have requested a weekly costumes and marvelously beautiful cap the climax, she falls in love. wealthy old rascal who holds a
news service.
views of English countryside, with It is a typical William de Mille mortgage on the paper and is deThe Paramount fashion bureau historic old castles and gardens, are production, with its laughs, termined by hook or crook to own
and control it.
serves 210 newspapers with a mat photographic triumphs achieved by chuckles and real pathos.

“The

Trail of the

Lonesome Pine.” world

this picture

SOME OF THE DIRECTORS O
Left to Right:

Joseph Henabery, James Cruze

F
,

THE SUPER THIRTY-NINE

George Melford, Allan Dwan, Victor Fleming.
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Marion Davies Film
First on Schedule
To “When Knighthood Was in tions of similar type has proved.
Flower,” from the studios of the Paramount states, that the public
is educated to the
costume picCosmopolitan Corporation is acture and will flock to it if it is
corded the honor of first place on something more than a spectacle,
Paramount’s

February

schedule,

as

many costume

pictures of the

introducing “The Super-Thirty- past have been. Competent critics
Nine” to the public. On this pic- have given “Knighthood’ high
Cosmopolitan spent more praise, and it has been doing big
ture
than a million and a quarter dol- business at the Criterion Theatre
lars, it is stated.
in New York and in several other
The success scored by George leading cities where it has been
Fitzmaurice’s “To Have and To playing long runs. Marion Davies
Hold” and other recent produc- has the leading role.

“Children of Jazz”
Tells

Unique Story

CECIL

Paramount
says, Mr. Green has come through
Paramount says, that in itself is with three more big winners, all
enough to bring people to the box with Meighan as star “Our LeadMoreover, it is the ing Citizen,” “The Man Who Saw
office in droves.
Paramount picture to be re- Tomorrow” and “Back Home and
first
“Children of Jazz” is a story by
Harold Brighouse, bearing a title.

channels.

Since

then.

a

Paramount

director,

it

is

stated.

His first picture, “The Bachelor
Daddy,” starring Thomas Meighan,
was classed among the best of the
past year, according to Paramount,
which states also that it enjoys the
unusual distinction of registering a
full 100 per cent, in entertainment
and box-office value in all the hundreds
both

of

from

reports

exhibitors,

published
ones
and
those received through confidential
the

Broke.”
In this comedy the lives of the
present
younger generation and
those of the preceding one are
vividly contrasted when the children
of jazz
some oddly mixed young
couples typical of the jazz-mad age

—

— are

cast up on an island where a
ceremonious old gentleman is living

alone in the memories of the past.
The natural consequence is that the
jazz babies are brought to their
senses. In other words, it is a story
of regeneration, underlaid with a
rich vein of comedy.

Emerson Hough Book

Made
Top
;

Bottom;

to

Marion Davies,

Alice Brady, Pola Negri.

Mary Miles Minter in
“Drums of Fate”
Mary

Minter put
up her hair and became a young
woman in the pictures her popularity
has
gone forward by
leaps and bounds.
“Drums of
Miles

—

—

Fate” affords her
portunities

i

;

I'

f;

{
^
'

J
;i

!

a
j

I

:

i

;

i

f

i

p

i

»

!

P
;

it
I

’

I

:

I

I

than

still

ever,

greater op-

before

to

demonstrate that she is possessed
of rare dramatic ability as well as
beauty.
It is an adaptation of
Stephen French Whitman’s novel,
“Sacrifice,”
published
D.
by
Appleton & Co.
The story is described as
thrilling in the extreme, the locale
being Portugese East Africa. M.
B.
(Lefty) Flynn, former Fox
star, who
scored so heavily in
suport of Dorothy Dalton in “The
Woman Who Walked Alone,” is
Miss Minter’s leading man, while
George Fawcett, Robert Cain,
Casson Ferguson and Bertram
Grassby help round out a supporting cast which is hard to beat.
Charles

Maigne

directed.

Into Picture

West was made in Neand Utah.
Hundreds of
people were transported to the
to make one of the great classics
big Baker ranch in Nevada, conof the screen, for the number of sisting of 200,000 acres. The whole
people employed steadily from West was combed for every availthe start to the finish of the pic- able prairie schooner still in exture, for the difficulties encoun- istence and nearly two hundred
tered and overcome and for the of them were procured.
Their
mighty theme of the story, “The transportation, along with that of
Covered Wagon,” a James Cruze the rest of the vast amount of
production exceeds anything ever equipment, required thirty spebefore attempted by Paramount, cial trains.
A thousand Indians
that producing organization says. were rounded up for the staging
The picturization of Emerson of a realistic Indian battle, and a
Hough’s story of the conquest of real buffalo hunt was held.
involved

;

Since

For the amount
in

of expenditure

a successful

endeavor

the great

vada

DE MILLE
Famous

Players-Lasky Corp.

—

leased as an Alfred E. Green proMr. Green has come
duction.
rapidly to the front since he became

B.

Director General

Pola Negri in
“Declassee”
Acknowledged by all as the
greatest stage play in which Ethel
Barrymore ever appeared, its picby George Fitzmaurice

turization

with Pola Negri as the star is sure
to prove a top-notch box-office
attraction.
The play was written
by Zoe Akins and was presented
by Charles Frohman, Inc., at the
Empire Theatre, New York, in
October, 1919.
There it played to standing
room only for many months until it was necessary to give over
the theatre to another production.
Thereafter it played to records in
Chicago and other large cities.
the story of a beautiful
fascinating woman with a
lofty sense of justice and fair play
who is divorced without just cause
by a brutal husband. Impoverished, she sinks almost to ruin,
but is sustained always by her love
for a young man who is not enIt

is

and

tirely

worthy.

The denouement

is

tragic,

the

role being just the kind best suited
to Miss Negri’s wonderful dra-

matic talent. The scenario
Ouida Bergere.

is

by

Cosmopolitan Films
“Vendetta”
,

There

is probably no piece of
literature more wondersuited to the screen than
Corelli’s
famous novel,

modern
fully

Marie

“Best Seller” Made
Into Paramount Film “Wormwood,”
“Vendetta.”

It

is

probably

lit-

erally true that millions have read
it, for it is probably the most successful of all the stories by the
widely read author of “Thelma,”

Paramount has

picturized Edith

Wharton’s novel, “The Glimpses
of the Moon,” the first installment of w'hich appeared in Pictorial Review last May.
Running
serially through the August number, the story was published by
D. Appleton & Co. simultaneously
with the last installment and has
topped the best sellers of fiction
every month since, it is stated.
Allan
Dwan, who directed

“Robin' Hood,” starring Douglas
Fairbanks, was engaged to direct,
and Bebe Daniels was chosen to
play the leading role.
Opposite
her is David Powell, while Nita
Naldi is seen in a vampire role.

“The Young Diana” and “The Sorrows of Satan.”

It is the thrilling story of a
m.an who, supposedly dead, returns
with
a
fabulous
fortune
and
wreaks vengeane upon his enemies.
Cosmopolitan has given it
Rubye De Remer and Maurice a magnificent setting, fully worthy
Costello are also in the cast. The of the great story.
Frances Marpicture
breathes
luxury
and ion wrote the scenario and Alan
wealth,
with
thousand-dollar Crosland directed.
gowns by the score set off in
Lionel Barrymore and Alma
lavish backgrounds.
Rubens are the featured players.
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Dorothy Dalton in
“Dark Secrets”
renew her acquaintance with her legion of admirers whose numbers were so
increased by her pictures of the
year,
“The Siren Call,”
past

Unique
booklets

Secrets,” to

Who

Woman

“The

Walked

Alone” and “!NIoran of the Lady

the

spec-

magnificant

Long

carries

action

from

a

Island estate to
Cairo.
the picture
to

two-page illustrated announcement on each of The
Super Thirty-Nine and these
are followed by short illustrated official buildings and
brief synopses of all of The
Famous Forty-One.
There are also brief seasonal
announcements
by
Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky

London and then

thrilling feature of
is
a battle between

the supporting cast.

star

in

all

the

Paramount

galaxy has come forward faster
than Jack Holt, according to an

Famous

from

announcement

Players-Lasky, and here
ture

which

is

bound

to

is

a pic-

make him

secure than ever in the
hearts of fans. On the legitimate
stage this play by William De
Baron had a long run last year

more

New

York, and with its crook
plot and underlying comedy it has
lent itself admirably to picturizain

Betty

Compson

“Setting a thief to catch a thief,”
the regeneration of a clever
helps a young
girl crook who
lawyer to bring to justice some
powerful millionaires who are defrauding the people of their rights,
is the theme of this story by Bayard V’eiller, author of “Within the
Law” and “The Thirteenth Chair.”
With its absorbing plot, fine dramatic situations, well worked up
and surprising climax, its love interest and with Betty Compson

mantic atmosphere of Hawaii are

half-caste native girl.
Julia Crawford Ivers, known to
the picture public only as a director up to five years ago, but
wdio since then has been a leading member of the Paramount
scenario staff, wrote the original
story as well as the scenario, and
then directed the picture.
She went to Hawaii for material for her story and then took
the entire company over there to
make the picture. Edmund Lowe,
Edward Martindel, Arline Pretty,

Sylvia Ashton and Arthur Hoyt
are among those who will be seen
in the cast.

Paramount

exhibitors.

“Fog Bound”

With this picture Paramount
introduces a new star in the person of Walter Hiers, his entrance
into

the

deference

select circle
to numerous

being

not only saves a steamer in distress in a Pacific storm, but the
life
of his young wife as well.
The scenario is by Jack Cunning-

in

The

in

requests

from exhibitors as well as in recognition of his pronounced talent

story of “Fog Bound” was
published in the Argosy-All Story
Magazine, Jack Bechdolt being
the author.
The scenario is by
E.
Lloyd Sheldon.
The role
which Miss Dalton plays is a most
picturesque one, that of a girl who
lives alone on an island out in the
straits

that

lead

to

the

Pacific

working a truck farm that her
father has left her.
Known as an independent, pugnacious individual, she is left alone

one day when her peace
disturbed by the arrival of
criminal and his pursuers.

until

is

a

Jack Holt in

Among

“Tiger’s

Claw”

This is an original story by
gan is featured opposite Mr. Jack Cunningham, one of the most
talented of the Lasky studio staff
Burton,
and
Clarence
Hiers,
writers. Joseph HenaGeorge Field and Lucien Little- of scenario
bery directed and the cast infield

are in the cast.

Marion Davies in
“Adam and Eva”
Cosmopolitan has made a fine
picture out of this play by Guy
Bolton and George Middleton
which was a big success on the
New York stage and found its
picture rights in brisk demand.
Luther Reed wrote the scenario
and Robert G. Vignola, who produced “When Knighthood Was in
Flower,” directed.

Eva Novak, leading woman;
Bertram Grassby, George Periolat,
George Field, Aileen Pringle, Evelyn Selby and others. Holt plays

cludes

the part of an engineer in the
jungles of India, who eventually
is

called

upon

to choose

between

the love of a true white girl and
that of a faithless native with
whom he allows himself to beinfatuated. The atmosphere
of this picture is essentially Indian, with such interesting details as a tiger hunt, East Indian
magic and native dances, all su-

come

by experts who have
It is the story of a man who pervised
turned his family over to a young spent man}f years over there.
go-getter and came back to find
them all changed. Its theme is
universally popular, the laughs
Peter B. Kyne, author of “Gappy
are many and the love interest is
Lytell most appealing. Probably no other Ricks,” “While Satan Sleeps” and
Daniels
“The Pride of Palomar,” wrote
screen actress is so well adapted
Exciters”
in
this story and it is one of his best.
to the leading role as Miss Davies,
This adaptation by Julia Craw- and Cosmopolitan has surrounded It possibly has been more widely
ford Ivers of the play by Martin her with a fine cast, including T. read than any other story ever
written by that popular American
Brown which ran this season at Roy Barnes and Tom Lewis.
Its theme is most infictionist.
the Times Square Theatre, .New
spiring, relating how a certain man
York, is best describ.ed as a meloin
Alice
surmounted many obstacles and
dramatic comedy. It is a flapper
finally got the thing he was sent
story with a new twist, and Bebe
Bride” for.
Daneils is ideally cast as the girl
The Cosmopolitan Corporation
This story of the Far North
whose whole life is spent in a
was written by Sonya Levien and has given it a splendid production,
search for excitement.
Bert Lytell lends his attractive Julie Herne, two talented mem- entrusting the scenario to John
personality in the role of a hand- bers of the Paramount scenario Lynch and the direction to E. H.
some young detective. The cast staff, and Miss Levien wrote the Griffith. A fine cast was chosen,
Miss Brady headed by Seena Owen, T. Roy
screen adaptation.
is a large one, and some of the
foremost Paramount players will has a great emotional role, that Barnes, Tom Lewis and William
Norris, all of whom are featured
of a fur trader’s daughter.
be seen in support of the stars.

Henabery
transferred directly to the screen ham, and Joseph
director.
which
Flower,”
White
“The
in
will be Betty Compson's first picture in the Super Thirty-Nine. It
is a Hawaiian story, replete with
native romance revolving about a

miscel-

as a comedian. Dana Burnet wrote
this story of a necktie salesman
who spent his last dime and then
found himself embroiled in a life
The
of adventure and romance.
part was made to order for the
in the title role, it comes close to jovial Walter.
The story was published in Red
perfection as screen melodrama.
other big dramatic scenes Book and contains a surprise
every minute and a laugh every
it offers the unusual spectacle of
Albert Shelby Le Vino
a convict escaping from prison by second.
means of a rope lowered from an wrote the scenario and Wallace
Worsley directed. Jacqueline Loairplane.

Compson

scenery and ro-

comedy and

Walter Hiers in
Big Comedy

Leeward”
Next

beautiful

feature,

in

“Light to
Yes, “Nobody’s Money” is a
comedy-drama. Wallace Worsley
Is Jack Holt’s
was specially engaged to direct
for
Remember
assembled
what a good picture
was
cast
fine
and a
the picture. Wanda Hawley, star “Cappy Ricks” was? This story is
in her own right, plays opposite by the same author, Peter B. Kyne,
Mr. Holt, with Robert Schable, who also wrote “The Pride of
Faye, Palomar”
“While
Satan
and
Julia
McGrail,
Walter
Charles French and Will R. Wall- Sleeps,” and like “Cappy Ricks,”
it is a sea story.
ing prominent in the support.
It is a story of shipwrecks and
battles with the elements, in which
Jack Holt, in the he-man role of
in
the skipper of a lumber schooner,
Betty
The

S. R.

laneous films; accessories, including lithographs, lobby displays, heralds^ etc., the cost
of picture, cost of advertising
and day’s receipts.
This handsome and handy
souvenir of The Super ThirtyNine is now being distributed
through the exchanges to all

Veiller Story

tion.

“The White Flower”

This is a George Melford production, enough in itself to ensure its box-office success.
And
what a punch that title carries!
What possibilities for exploitation
and advertising! Waldemar Young
wrote the story, basing it upon an
original by Hector Turnbull.
The theme is one that always
attracts, albeit the eternal triangle
is
given a new twist.
Leatrice
Joy, who leaped into the spotlight of popularity with her performance as Lydia Thorne in
“Manslaughter”; Nita Naldi, the
alluring Dona Sol of “Blood and
Sand,” and Lewis Stone, one of
the finest dramatic actors on the
screen, are the featured players.

Kent, but the main
feature of the booklet is a
complete exhibitor’s booking
guide and cost sheet for the
entire year 1923.
Each page
covers a week’s bookings with
ample
allotted
for
space
entries covering each day’s

and

Dorothy Dalton

or

Jack Holt in
“Nobody^s Money”
No

Paramount

or

A

Miss Dalton and an untamable
Arabian horse which throws her
and makes her a hopeless cripple,
Robert Ellis is leading
it seems.
man and Jose Ruben shines in

the

is

department.
Covered in limp cloth binding and printed in colors, this
booklet contains a full-page

rected.

The

advertising

Date Book which has been
prepared by the advertising

Edmund Goulding, talLetty.”
ented not only as an actor and
director but also as an author,
wrote the story of “Dark
Secrets” and Victor Fleming ditator

among

23, 1922

“You Can’t Fool
Your Wife”

The Paramount Date Book, 1923

an
absence of many
After
months, Dorothy Dalton returns
Paramount schedule in
to the

“Dark

December

is

the

“The Go-Getter”

and

“The

Brady

“The Snow

—

;

—

;;

:
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In the Independent Field
So)

Newsy Items
Market
Here and There

The Week

of the

Irving Lesser, eastern manager of
Principal Pictures Corporation, left
on the Twentieth Century Tuesday
afternoon for the Coast, where he
will remain until after the holidays.
He will spend the holidays with his
folks and incidentally
confer with
Sol Lesser and Michael Rosenberg
concerning Principal's 1923 plans.

Another

who

for

left

Brothers.

the

distributor

Coajst

week

this

Thursday and

Warner

Mr.
is

left

on

slated to arrive in

Los Angeles next Monday.
He has
several important deals to close there.
This is his second trip to the Coast
in three weeks.

Sam Grand

of the

The Loew Circuit in New York
show A1 Lichtman’s “Shauows” about January 8. The opening
will
be at the State Theatre on
Broadway. It is said that Mr. Lichtman placed the picture with the
Loew Circuit wit hout awaiting a
lirst-run engagement because he did
not want an opening at a big Broadway house, for it would have de-

starts to

until

the
late

picture's
in

general

release

January.

Burr’s “Sure Fire Flint,”
C.
C.
starring Johnny Hines, will be the
New Year’s week bill at B. S. Moss’
Cameo Theatre in New York, according to announcement made this week
in

New

in
Burton
star
King’s two Arrow pictures, “Shylock
of Wall Street” and “Streets of New

Earle,

York,” is making personal appearances in conjunction with the showing of those pictures at metropolitan
theatres.

The November list of “Pictures for
Selected Programs,” used by the National Committee for Beter Films, in
affiliation
with the National Board
of Review, have selected four Arrow
comedies.

These

are

“Why

Not

Now?” an Eddie Lyons two-reeler
the Broadway comedy, “Stay Down
East,” featuring Eddie Barry,
the
Mirth Quake comedies.

Orphan” and
starring Bobby Dunn.
Stormy

“No

Louis

Year’s week will be one replete with important announcements concerning the independent market in general is a fact with
which those on the “inside” are well acquainted. Deals under way provide
for the appearance in independent pictures of some of the best known stars
on the screen. Because of the status of these deals, this department cannot at this time even hint at their identity.
But their acquisition will
further substantiate the contention that the “independent has arrived at

Arranged for
Chaney Picture

!”

The following theatres have
signed contracts to run “Shadows,” second release of the A1
Lichtman Corporation
The
Southern,
Columbus,
O.
Keith’s

Theatre in Dayton, O.
the
Virginia, Charleston, W. Va.
Strand,
Cincinnati: the Hipiiodrome, Youngsweek and Christmas will have been here. And for the town, O. the Rivoll, Toledo, O. the
independents who worked conscientiously, industriously and energeti- Garden, Muskegon, Mich.; the Rialto,
Antonio, Tex. the America, Dencally it will indeed be a merry, merry Christmas.
have everything to San
ver; the Apollo, Indianapolis, Ind.
rejoice over.
are proud of the independent market and those inter- the Butterfly, Milwaukee, ’Wis.
the
Its leaders have proven themselves real generals, they have state, Jersey City; the State, Union
ested in it.
Hill,
N.
J.
the
Rialto,
Passaic,
N.
overcome one of the most trying seasons this business has ever known
J.
the Bijou and Canitol, Atlantic
and what is more, they have emerged from the struggle triumphantly, City, N. J. the Carman and Knickerbocker in Philadelphia; the Lyric,
stronger and far more powerful.
Allentown, Pa.
the Main, Uniontowm. Pa.; the Nemo, Johnstown, Pa.;
takes this opportunity of thanking all the Delmonte, St. Louis ; the Strand,
those who so kindly and so willingly co-operated with us in giving the Worcester. Mass., and Fays’s, RoN. Y.
trade a newsy and up-to-date section.
have received hundreds of chester,
Many bookings for “Thorns and
letters from exhibitors, exchangemen, producers, distributors, stars and Orange Blossoms” have also been redirectors praising our department.
But you Moving Picture World ceived, these including the Strand,
Mass.
the
American,
readers are responsible, for without your co-operation, without your Worcester,
Troy, N. Y.
the Strand, Altoona,
encouragement, without your material assistance we could not have pros- Pa.; the Nemo, Johnstown, Pa.; the
the Capitol
pered, we could not have given you the newsy section we have tried to Strand, Bayonne, N. J.
and Palace, Passaic, N. J. the Garpresent to you week in and week out.
den, Muskegon, Mich.
the Alcazar,
Birmingham, Ala.
the Capitol and
F we have served you, we have you to thank, for you have been the Strand. Cincinnati; the Southern and
Colonial, Columbus, O.. and the Keith
I inspiration and
have furnished the material. Independents have
last

A nother

;

:

;

We

We

;

;

;

;

;

M

oving picture world

We

—

;

;

:

;

;

;

you

no one but themselves to thank for their progress. Their struggle has not
always been the encouraging one that it is today. The future was not as
bright nor as promising as it is today. They had to fight every inch of
the way.
And they did, honestly and with a sincerity that has blessed
them with an enviable place in an industry that is truly just coming
into its own.

T he

independent market has encouraged truly big men to come into
midst.
And we have welcomed these gentlemen with wide open
arms for they have already accomplished wonders for the market. They
have set a pace that only the truly sincere workers have been able to keep
are proud of Warner Brothers, because they set a pace
up with.
that marked the beginning of a new and greater era for independents.
They stimulated an interest that has prompted us to do big things.

and
“One

We

The picture features
Wolheim and Donald GalInc.

We

Theatre in Dayton, O.

Business

Booms
in

DETROIT

Michigan
—

(Special)
Bookings at
local independent film exchanges indicate a steady improvement in business in this territory.
The first-ruu
situation is gradually solving itself,

according to observing showmen.

Manager Carl Sonin, of the Warner
Exchange, reports that “Rags To
Riches” and the seven other Warner
features have been sold first-run in
Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, Lansing

have been particularly and .Jackson, which practically comabout us we see signs of prosperity.
pletes the key towns in this territory.
careful in our observations of play dates allotted independent pictures.
have instructed our correspondents in principal cities in every State
Jess Foshman, manager of the Dein the Union to furnish us weekly with reports and lists of pictures
troit Standard and A1 Lichtman exhave carefully compared these reports changes. is back on the job following
playing in those territories.
have seen big circuits, that a year ago a two-week vacation spent in Cleveand lists from week to week.
Fishman is one of the most
absolutely ignored the independent, contracting for our product for show- land.
popular exchangemen in this terriings at theatres that in the past were closed to independent pictures.
tory and the vacation was his first

ll
A
We

We
We

in ten

Luck,”

Hopp Hadley this week completed
arrangements whereby "Oscar Lund’s
production, “Love’s Old Sweet Song,”
will be realesed through Norca Pictures,

Many First Runs

hat New

its

York.

Edward

Review

;

Federated Film
Exchange of Boston, following a trip
to Chicago where he conferred with
Joe Friedman of Celebrated Film
Players
Corporation in connection
with Federated Exchanges’ matters,
He is negotiatvisited New York.
ing with George Wiley for the New
England rights to “Malcolm Strauss
Salome,’’ which will be distributed
in the independent market.

layed

T

in

;

indeoendent

was Harry M. "Warner, head of Warner

ROGER FERRI

N

ever

before have there been such notable productions submitted to exhibitors by the open market. A1 Lichtman Corporation
has furnished two of the greatest pictures of the year in “Rich Men's
Wives” and “Shadows.” The latter production will rank as one of the
most artistic pictures ever turned out in this business.. But more than
anything else, independent pictures of quality have found a ready audience.

lagher.

years.

Phil Gleichman, of the Broadway
Strand Theatre here, has booked “An
Old Sweetheart of Mine” for a world
premier showing here, this week.

•

Exclusive Film Exchange here has
exploitation
on
the
first

started

Bobby North-Larry Weber special,
find men like “Notoriety,” produced by Will Nigh.
production end, too, has made rapid strides.
P. Schulberg, Louis Gasnier, Tom Forman, Wallace Worsley,
head, announced this week that it Harry Rapf, C. C. Burr, Will Nigh, Dell Henderson, Whitman Bennett,
Bookings on the first A1 Lichtman
had acquired the world rights to
special, “Rich Men’s Wives,” extend
twelve two-reel Nick Carter detective Daniel Carson Goodman and many, many others producing box office away into February, according to
stories, made by Murray W. Garsattractions for the open market, sparing neither money, time nor effort Jess Fishman, of the Detroit A1 Lichtson,
Inc.,
the first four of which in procuring the proper talent.
see about us a group of progressive inan Exchange.
have been completed.
men like A1 Lichtman, Harry Warner, C. C. Burr, Dr. W. E. ShallenEdward .T. Le Saint, producer for
Post Nature pictures this week berger, Irving and Sol Lesser, Louis Baum, Bobby North and others,
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation, arwere sold to Balaban & Katz for all planning for bigger and even better productions for 1923.
rived
on the Coast early this week
northern Illinois, according to a reand will start production on the third
port made by Holmes C. Walton
“Temptation.”
This is the
picture.
who IS handling the distribution of
the greatest victory of independents in 1922 came in the form of
second of 0. B. C.’s “Big Six” prothese pictures.
exhibitor confidence and patronage.
Exhibitors today are patronizing gram.
exchanges with quality pictures. The independent product of 1922-23 has
Kenneth Webb, who directed “S
crets of Paris” for Whitman Be:
proved a profitable investment and today we find exhibitors clamoring
Creole Enterprises, Ltd., of New
nett, has completed his latest
vaud
for more pictures like “Shadows,” “Heroes of the Street,” “Rich Men’s Orleans, has purchased the Weiss
ville
sketch. “The Moth and H
Wives,” “Ten Nights In a Barroom,” “Sure Fire Flint,” “What’s Wrong Brothers' feature one-reel novelty,
hiame,
which Joe Hart Enterprise
“Expose of Cutting a Lady in Half,”
will
produce for vaudeville houi
With the Women?” “The World’s a Stage,” “Secrets of Paris,” “Rags for Louisiana. Mississippi and parts
presentations.
of Texas. Florida and Arkansas.
to Riches,” “I
the Law,” and “Notorieti'.”
of

Independent Pictures Corporation,
which Jesse J. Goldberg is the

We

T he
B.

We

B ut

—

Am
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“The Hero” Lichtman’s Next
Closes for

Many New

“The Hero” is the December release of Preferred Pictures through the
A1 Lichtman Corporation. The picture is a Gasnier Production and is
that director’s third for Preferred. The others were “Rich Men’s Wives”
which launched the Lichtman Corporation and the second, “Thorns and
Orange Blossoms.”
The new Gasnier release is based on the stage play of that name by
Gilbert Emery which \vas first given in New York at special matinees
in the Spring of 1921.
It was then taken off the boards and put on that
fall when it had an extended run.
The legitimate version had Richard
Bennett, Robert Ames and Fania Marinoff in the principal roles.
In the
screen version, the major parts are portrayed by Gaston Glass, Barbara
La Marr, John Sainpolis, Doris Pawn, Martha Mattox, David Butler,
Ethel Shannon and Frankie Lee.
The story deals with the return to a small town of Oswald Lane who
joined the Foreign Legion at the opening of the war while his brother,
a dull, good-natured plodding sort of an individual remained at home
with fiat feet and a job of keeping a roof over his family and mother. In
the excitement over Oswald’s return the family forgets the grief caused
Jjy him previous to the war.
After Os gets settled, he makes advances to
Hester, his brother’s wife and when Andrew, the brother is entrusted with
the safeguarding of $500 raised to launch a building fund, Oswald discovers it and leaves the house despite the pleadings of Hester, who discovered him in the act. The next day the schoolhouse starts afire and before
Andrew has a chance to discover the theft, everyone rushes to the scene.
There Oswald saves the life of his little nephew Andy but in so doing
endangers his own. Skin grafting is necessary. Andrew volunteers and
while this is underway, Hester manages to return the money undetected to
the original hiding place. Oswald recovers still admired by everyone but
Hester discovers a new sort of heroism in her husband, Andrew. Oswald
is reunited with Marthe, a Belgian girl who had been taken in by the
Lane family as their “bit” to help humanity.

Wesley Barry to Make
Personal Appearance
Following the premiere presenta- Street.” “Freckles” is expected to
arrive on rhe coast about March 1.
tion of the Warner Brothers picafter which he will begin the first of
Street,” al
ture, “Heroes of the
•three productions scheduled for nexi

Harry Rapf production featuring season.
Mr. Warner has secured for the
Wesley Barry, at the Strand Theayoungster, as starring vehicles, two
tre, New York, during the week of
December 17, the freckled young- of George M. Cohan’s stage sucster will start on the first lap of cesses, “Little Johnny Jones” and
a twelve weeks’ personal appearance
tour, according to Harry M. Warner.

The

tour

will

take

Barry from

New York to Los Angeles. En
route to the coast he will appear in
a specially written skit at a number
of first run theatres showing his
of
the
“Heroes
picture,
latest

Washington,

“George

Charles Dickens’

and

Jr.”

fiction masterpiece,

“David Copperfield.” It is said that
the Dickens novel will be the first
production to be directed by William
Beaudine, who has been placed un-

this

Productions

from the newspaper fraternity. It required two weeks and considerable
telegraphing between Principal Pictures Corporation’s New York and
Los Angeles offices before the title “Environment” was finally selected.
The successful applicant was M. H. Hoffman of Tiffany Productions,
Inc., who this week received a check for $100.

Production Starts on
New Equity Special
Daniel Carson Goodman’s second played

production
follow

for

Equity

“What

Players,

Wrong With

to

the

The Independent Finance Corporahas been incorporated for the
purpose of financing independent productions.
Headquarters have been
established
Avenue.
at
522
Fifth
Schuyler C. Hodge is President, B.
tion

Peck, Vice-President and B. G.
Secretary-Treasurer.
Walter
Tilford,
Tilford
President
of
Cinema Corporation, ovrners of Tilford studios, is on the Board of Directors.
Sidney Olcott, President of
the M. P. D. A., and Robert B. Sherwood. motion picture editor of The
New York Herald, are on the Advisory Board.
E.

Munz,
F.

“Sally in

duced

Our Alley”

sometime

the Arthur
The story

next

will

be pro-

February

Maude Productions,
is

by
Inc.

based on an old Bng-

song of that title.
Maude is
planning to make a series of
two-reel pictures based on

lish
also

twelve

licity whatsoever
or plans
tivities
set out to

regarding the ac-

of this company,
release twenty-six
pictures annually, has been given out.
either at the New York office or New
Rochelle studio, which was leased for
the making of the first picture, “The

which

manager

of Principal Pictures Corporation, that the latest Irving Cummings production tentatively entitled “Chicago Sal” had been permanently entitled
“Environment.” This is the production starring Alice Lake and Milton
Sills and dealing with the underworld of Chicago and rural life in Indiana, involving the redemption of a woman who had inherited the leadership of a crooked gang from her father, only to find peace, love and
happiness in the Hoosier country.
Whe nthe picture was completed Sol Lesser and Michael Rosenberg
together with Producer Cummings decided that a change in the title,
which at that time was “Chicago Sal” would increase the exploitation
value of the production, which has been highly praised by critics in New
York and on the Coast. Consequently, Eastern Manager Lesser arranged
a special showing at which editors, reviewers and writers representing
all the trade papers and metropolitan newspapers together with a number
As an inducement Mr. Lesser announced
of film folks were present.
that the person whose title was finally accepted would be given a prize

Coleman.

News From Eastern

Just what the next picture that
Amalgamated Productions, Inc., will
make is not made known. No pub-

Lesser, eastern

‘‘What’s Wrong With the
Elinor Fair and Vincent

While Mr. Goodman is not as
put into production yet ready to announce
the theme
last week by Mr. Goodman at the of
his
new production it is
44th Street Studios, New York. The understood that it will be a modtitle,
“Something for Nothing,” ern society drama, built around a
which was announced several weeks powerful and vital theme.
Mr.
ago, has been changed to “Has the Goodman’s reputation as an author
World Gone Mad?” and will be re- was established by his past work for
leased under that name.
D. W. Griffith and other prominent
Daniel Carson Goodman is the productions.
His own production,
author and the producer of this “Thoughtless
Women,” produced
new production.
His director is three years ago, was a forerunner to
Searle Dawley.
In accordance “What’s Wrong With the Women?”
J.
with Mr. Goodman’s policy the cast which was successfully released by
will be all-star in his own right; Equity as one of the biggest indeRobert Edeson, Hedda Hopper, who pendent specials of the past year.

and Jack Warner.

week by Irving

in

Women?”;

Women?” was

famous paintings.

of Principal Feature
Announcement was made

Release;

der contract to direct the three features under the supervision of Sam

“Environment” Title

23, 1922

Woman

in

Chains.”

Dawley was signed this
to direct the second Daniel Carson Goodman production for Bquity
The picture is
I’ictures Corporation.
now being produced at the -llth Street
Studios in New York City.
Searle

J.

week

Studios

the continuity on “The Broken Violin” for Atlantic Features, Inc. Jack
Dillon is directing this feature, which

Arrow Film Corporation

will release.

"Oh, Ye Fools” is the title of the
second production that Edgar Lewis
will make for distribution through
Mastodon Films, Inc., of which C. C.

Burr

is
President.
The story for
production was written by Mr.
Lewis.
The first Edgar Lewis picture for Burr is “Fires of Youth.”

this

Production is now well under way
on the second Daniel Carson Goodman picture which Equity Pictures
Corporation will distribute on the
independent plan.
While it was
stated last week that the title “Something for Nothing” had been accepted,
it became known this week that while
Goodman had copyrighted that title.
Equity has not definitely passed
on it.

A new

independent producing com-

pany is being formed in Boston,
Mass., for the purpose of producing
two-reel comedy subjects for the independent market. Several directors
of the new company were in New
York this week seeking material.

As soon as Elmer Clifton has completed the task of arranging for the
distribution of “Down to the Sea in
Ships” he will return to New Bedford. Mass, and make another picture
which capitalists there will finance.
This is not expected to happen, howuntil sometime next year.

ever,

Barney Sherry and Edmund
J.
Breese have to their distinction the
that they hold the independent

Productions, Inc., with the
production,
Blythe
Betty
second
“Darling of the Rich,” completed

fact

and ready for delivery of prints to
exchanges, this week started work on

thirty productions that have been released during the current year.

This prothe third Blythe feature.
duction has been entitled “The Garden of Desire.” William T. Carlton,
Tyrone Power and Fred Jones also
Lawrence Windom.
are in the cast.

on the fourth Pine Tree Pictures
Corporation picture some time next
month, according to an item that was

B.

B.

formerly with Essanay. Famous Players

and Goldwyn.

will direct.

picture

Sherry

Dell

appearance
appeared

has

Henderson

record.

production

starts

published last week
newspaper.

in

Mr.

more than

in

a

Portland,

Me.,

_

of

$100.

Something

like

two hundred

different

title

suggestions were

.

^

received

With the second Blazed Trails Productions. Inc., feature, “Lost in a
Big Citv” completed. Lulu Case Russell, author of the screen version of

“Ten Nights in a Barroom” and
“Lost in a Great City.” has completed

Weiss Brothers are planning an extensive production program for next
This firm already has two
season.
costume spectacles:' “Between
big
Worlds” and “After Six Days," the
latter a Bib'-' feature.
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School Children, Policemen and Others
Aid Warner Brothers’ Exploitation Stunt

i

Over 2,000 children

of

members

of the

New York

Police Department

were accorded an unusual reception this week at a special morning performance of the Warner Brothers picture, “Heroes of the Street,” a
Harry Rapf production featuring Wesley Barry, at the Strand Theatre.
A preview presentation of the feature was held at the Knickerbocker
Theatre, Philadelphia, on December 9 by Lou Berman, of the Independent Film Corp., who is handling the Warner series of seven productions.
The youngsters at the Strand showing were particularly thrilled when
Wesley Barry appeared in person to greet them. The reception was made
possible through the efforts of several officials of the police department
and Mrs. Julia M. Loft, Hon. Deputy Commissioner, who acted as hostess.
l

A

was secured from the

speci?l permit

and

police,

a brass

band com-

posed of 100 boys marched from Columbus Circle to the Strand, headed
by Barry who was arrayed in the uniform of a juvenile policeman. Behind this procession came the Warner Brothers float, advertising their
seven productions for this season, carrying a special display for “Heroes
of the Street.”

As Barry came to view police
who cheered the freckled star for

caps were distributed to the youngsters
several minutes. Just before the picture
was shown, Barry appeared on the stage and greeted his little friends. He
was followed by six of the bravest heroes of the police and fire departments who were awarded cash prizes through the courtesy of Harry M.
Warner. The six men had performed conspicuous feats of heroism during the past year, and the cash award was made to serve as an added inspiration to other members of their respective departments.

The Morning Teleadvertising manager
for several other concerns and is one
of the most competent and bestliked publicity men in the business
and should do much in the way of
bringing the C. C. Burr attractions
to the front.
department

Magnates Journey
to Coast Homes

j

LOS ANGELES
;

i

I

I

'

many

I

with headquarters

*

—

(Special)—

of the holidays
distributors
independent

With the advent

in

New York

are slated to visit their old stampA1
ing grounds in Los Angeles.
Lichtman, of Preferred Pictures

of Six Box Office Winners, is
rapidly.
Edward J.
LeSaint, who directed the first two
features of the series, “More to be
Pitied” and “Only a Shopgirl,” ana
series

going forward

who

will

also

direct

“Temptation,”

himself preparing the continuity
on this third feature.

is

East Coast Productions, Inc., announces that “Robin Hood Jr.,” the
first of the new Frankie Lee series
of comedy dramas, has been completed on the West Coast and is
now on the way to New York. The

Corporation and A1 Lichtman
Exchanges, is here and has been
holding a series of conferences
with Producer Benjamin P. Schulberg. Another important meeting director of this comedy drama series
is
Clarence Bricker, who has been
of independents is set for late associated in production with several

I

!

week when

the officials of of the country’s biggest stars and
Pictures Corporation get directors.
f Principal
together for a pow-wow to fix
Franklyn E. Backer of East Coast
^production schedules for next states that “Robin Hood Jr.” is by
means a slapstick comedy, or in
no
“season. This new corporation will
fact a straight comedy, but is a
produce something like 26 pictures comedy drama.
This will be the
next year and all of them will be form of the subsequent two-reelers,
I
also, in which little Frankie Lee is
released in the open market.
'•

i

,

next

.t

5

There

is

something big brewing at

for next week
slated to make
r his second trip here in three weeks.
He wiii immediately go into conference with Abe, Sam and Jack Warner and Harry Rapf concerning a
number of productions for next season.
The Warner forces are completing work on the seven 1922-23 releases and it is expected that the last
of these will have been completed by
the first of the year, when work will
start on the 1923-24 product, which
calls for eighteen productions.

i the Warner Studios,
* Harry M. Warner is
'

i

f
I

i

ii

;

Warner

I

1

1

T

I

ill

i

Brothers

have

spent

an

enormous amount of money on “The
Little Church Around the Corner,”
which was completed several weeks
ago and shown to some officials here
Those who have seen this
last week.
production characterize it as the best
picture the Warners ever handled,
while several writers who were privileged with seeing the picture at the
-studio projection room, report it to
be one of the greatest pictures ever
made. A new story has been worked
around the title.
A1 Lichtman returns to New
month he will make a
important announcements
concerning the production plans of
The firm already has
that company.
acquired possession of a number of
plays which it will adapt to the
screen, but these, in all probability,
will not be included in the 1922-23

When

York

!

this
of

number

schedule.

Arthur

whose two-reel
“The Adventures of

Trimble,

starring vehicles,

Courageous,” are being distributed on the independent market
through the Anchor Film Distributors, Inc., is preparing to make a
appearances in
of personal
series
New York, Cleveland, St. Louis, Chicago and San Francisco, according
to Morris R. Schlank, President of
Anchor.
Prince

1

ld
I

I

I

for

He was

Boone Mancall, former newspaperman and for the last several years
engaged in special picture publicity
and exploitation work, has been appointed press representative for Mastodon Films, Inc., according to an
announcement made this week by
He will work under R.
C. C. Burr.
W. Baremore. Mr. Mancall is well
known as a newspaper man and was
manager
at one time exploitation
for

Universal

in

New

Orleans.

between

Denies
In a letter to

Kahn Deal
this

department,

his

tory than any other exchange.”

Anchor Film Co.
Head Busy
Inquiries

territorial rights
released through
the
Anchor Film Distributors,
Inc., are pouring into Morris R.
Schlank’s office, according to advices received from Frank Caven-

to

Dr. Shallenberger

week

that a deal was pending
firm and A1 Kahn
of the Crescent Exchange of that
city.
Mr. Shallenberger said:
“There was no deal made with
Mr. Kahn whil I was there (in
Omaha) and so far as I know Mr.
Kahn has no better chance to
handle our product in that terrilast

for

productions

received this week, Dr. W. E. der, assistant to Mr. Schlank,
Shallenberger, president of Arrow the latter now being en tour.
Film Corporation, denied the re- Letters are being received daily
port received from Omha, Neb., by Mr. Cavender.

starred.

j

I

graph.

Castiner

on “Temptation,” which

is

scheduled to be the third release on
F5’m Sal''s Comorution
r
t he

“F a t t y” Karr, who is being
groomed to succeed Roscoe Arbuckle
the screen, has already started
roduction on his second comedy of
The first one.
two-reel series.

on

PIs

“Weight For Me,” was completed last
month and has been shipped East.
Franklyn B. Backer, President of
East Coast Productions,

Inc.,

states

comedy fulfills every
expectation and predicts that within
a few months Karr will build up a
tremendous following.
that the initial

In his second comedy, which is
called “Long Skirts.” Karr has for
his leading woman Lllymae Lyle, who
has appeared in a number of big
productions.

Many Changes

in

Publicity Forces
A number

of changes will go into
publicity departments
independent distributing
companies in New York, it was
learned this week. E. O, Van Pelt.,
effect

of

well

in

the

several

known

in

the

distribution

and

production field, after serving Producers Security Corporation as promotion and foreign department manager, resigned this week.
No su-cesor has been mentioned.
Mr. Von
Pelt has not divulged his future
plans, although he has several deals
under way.
Prior to invading the
picture business Mr. Van Pelt was
associated with road shows.
R. W. Baremore has resigned from
the editorial staff of the New York
Morning Telegraph to take over the
direction of advertising and publicity
for the various
interests
of
Charles C. Burr.
He will assume
his new duties on Dee. 18.
Baremore was one of the original members of the Exhibitors Trade Review during the Haring-Blumenthal
regime. He for a time was also publicity
director for United
Picture
Theatres and Productions.
Lately
b" has been editing the exhibitor

A T O R C H Y'
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“Notoriety” Proves a Box Office Landslide
in Big First Run Theatres in Three Cities
Will Nigh has done

it

again.

This time he has done

with the

it

Bobby Xorth-L. Lawrence Weber special, “Notoriety.” The man
who made "School Days" and “Why Girls Leave Home,” has come
out seemingly with another smash that was tested at two houses
At Edward F.
last week and at another first run house this week.
Albee’s spacious \ ictory Theatre in Providence, R. L, this week
“Notoriety” on the same bill with another North & Weber producDrink,” gave every promise of breaking the
house record, established last year by Arrow’s “Ten Nights In A
Barroom.” The double bill proved a good plug on Monday for the
house, according to a wire from Manager Matt Reilly, was jammed
That the pictures entertained satisfactorily was
at every show.
demonstrated by the huge turnout on the following days when Mondaj’’s business was equalled and an extra show had to be shoved in.
The press criticisms were laudatory with “Notoriety” getting the
greater space. One of the papers The Providence News grabbed
the feature possibilities of “Notoriety” and used them in connection
with the news break relative to the big drug raid in New York and
involving Evelyn Nesbit, formerly Mrs. Harry Thaw, whose alleged
letters to the suspected drug trafficker were seized by the police. A
personal wire to the writer indicated that with the turnaway crowds
on Tuesday night and the early turnout Wednesday morning as
criterions, the North & WYber pictures would set the season record,
This, despite the fact that the management
at least for this house.
did little or no outside exploitation on either production.
Nigh’8 uncanny intuition of the box .Arrow's “'i'en Niglits In X Barrooni"
was given Us local premier showing
office appeal was demonstrated again
week when “Notoriety” was at the Leader Theatre this week. The
last
counthe
picture was elaborately exploited.
given its first showings in
try at the Clinton Square Theatre
BOSTON (Special)^ A1 Lichtman’s
in Albany. N. Y.. and at the Alamo
Without “Shadows,” with Lon Chaney starred
Theatre in Louisville, Ky.
and topped in all billing, got off to a
the blare of trumpets “Notoriety
entered on its fuli week run at both flying start Sunday at Gordon's Beatheatres and surprised its own en- con and Modern theatres.
The picture was given wonderful newspaper
thusiasts when it held the audience
under its speil and kept them com- notices.
Handicapped by
ing continuously.
a bad break in the weather when
BOSTON (Special) Elmer Clifton's
sleet and snow threatened to keep “Down to the Sea in Ships” conpicture patrons at home, “Notoriety’
tinues setting new marks for attend
proved its appeai by standing them ance at picture shows at Selwyu’s
in line from the opening of the doors
Theatre here. The picture is now in
In both its third week, the
until late in the evening.
engagement having
Albany and Louisville the other been made possible through the canattendance while
tion,

“The Curse

of

—

—

—

—

—

—

houses fell off in
"Notoriety” picked up steadily.
The exceptional endurance of Weber & Norths W'ill Nigh production
can only be realized when it is borne
in mind that the Christmas shopping
season was on its way ami the dreaded Yuletide season was making Us

as a detraction from
influence
Clinton
The
patronage.
picture
Albany, which opened
Theatre,
.Square
on a Monday, the blue-day of the
week, lined them out beyond the
felt

box-office with standees filling all
balcony and orchestra seats. As the
patrons came out they expressed their
surprise at being treateji to a pic-

ture that

was

“different.”

ROCHESTER,
“Intrigue,”

the

N.

Pola

special,

was booked into the Strand Theatre
publicthis week following much local

Negri- Charles
given the Pola
ity
Chaplin press yarn. Cleverly exploitat the
ed, the picture went over big

opening.

INDIANAPOLIS— (Special)— Oespite

sea^u,
shopping
Christmas
the
Equity’s “What’s Wrong
TheaApollo
the
at
opened
Women”
the
tre here Sunday night to one of
has
house
that
business
biggest day’s
recorded in some time. The Monday
turnout was also big, with indications
that the engagement would prove a
big financial success.

—

—

Jack
INDIANAPOLIS (Special)
Hoxle, the western star, is characterized locally by showmen as the best
western star draw playing in pictures
The star appears this
hereabouts.
week at the Isis Theatre in “Riders
of The Night” and the opening show
was a profitable one. The matinees
were in many cases as big as the
evening.

PITTSBURGH— (Special)— The Row-

Clark circuit has booked both
Burr features. “Sure Fire Flint,”
starring .Johnny Hines, and “Secrets
The
of Paris.” with an all-star cast.
latter picture got its premier show-

land

&

C. C.

ing in this territory at the Blackstone
Theatre here Monday.

WASHINGTON,

D.

Boy.”

CHICAGO

C.— (Special) —

—

—

first

Burr

C.

C.

special.

DETROIT — (Special) — “Shadows”

is

playing at the Broadway-Strand TheThe notices given this A1 Licht-

atre.

release

by Detroit critics were
The picture opened

very favorable.

I.

as follows:

“We

have

its

True Film Company

is

with
and

short sub-

still

— (Special) —

pictures lacking exploitable titles
are being put over by personal appearances.
The holiday season, now
current, has resulted in the booking
of many stars, with the New York
agencies unable to fill many of the
demands, for the reason that never
before have independents been so
busy with production, either in New
Y'ork or on the Coast, as they are
of

you
us.”

department.

ject

mak-

ing money on pictures that have been
played out in seemingly all other territories.
These pictures include C.
“Burn ’Em Up Barnes.”
C. Burr’s
with Johny Hines; “His Nibs.” with
Chic Sales; “Heart of the North.”
"The County Fair," “Y’ankee Doodle,”
“The Whip” and “In the Days of
Buffalo Bill.”

this

at

time.

Harry

Crull, formerly of Brooklyn, now in charge of the Edward
F. Albee interests in Rhode Island,
this week booked Zena Keefe to make

an
atre,

appearance at the
Pawtucket, R. I.,

and

Home

and exploitation agency here, working on a number of independent ac-

attraction.

.A.

counts

at

present.

with Chic Sales starred,
been booked by the Hoblitzelle
playing the Majestic in Dallas. Dec. 10; Majestic, Houston, Dec.
17; Majestic, San Antonio, Dec. 24.
and Majestic, Fort Worth, Dec. 31.
“Ilis Nibs,”

has

circuit,

Frank Fay. President of the Southwestern Film Corporation, is moving
his exchange into the new Film Exchange Building, having taken over
lease for the entire third

a

floor.

the date for the release of the
B. C. Film Sales Corporation fea“More to be Pitied Than
Scorned.” The second “Big Six” special, “Only a Shop Girl,” will be released late in January.
as
C.

ture.

H. E. Fulgham is now associated
with the local A. & R. Exchange for
the past few months he was with R.
D. Lewis Film Company and prior
to that was with Specialty Film Company.
A.

V.

E.

Wessels,

formerly

presi-

of the Art-O-Graf Film Company which made several pictures
handled by the Pioneer Exchanges, is

now

a

full-fledged

exhibitor,

taking

Orpheum Theatre
of the
Steamboat Springs, Colorado.
care

in

AA'illiam
Oldknow, owner of the
Southern States Film Company Ex-

change, was a visitor to Dallas last
week.

Stars’ Presence
in Big Demand
the

1922-23 season in full
are booking stats
as they
before.
The better type

swing exhibitors
to

make personal appearances

The19

18.

Arrow’s “The Broken Silence.” in
which Miss Keefe is starred, is the
Miss Keefe was formerly
leading woman in a stock
that played at the Bijou.

company

Edward Earle, who plays a leadrole in Burton King’s productions,
“Streets of New Y'ork” and
ing

“The

Shylock

of

AA'all

Street,”

is

making personal appearances in conjunction with the metropolitan showings of the first i)icture.
Following
these engagements he will appear at
several out of town dates now being
arranged for the other special. “Shylock

of

AA'all

Street.”

Franklyn Farnum

Ben Y. Cammack, Manager of the
Southern States Film Company Exchange here, has announced Dee. 15

Bijou
Dec.

conjunction with an “Old
AVeek” stunt at that house.
in

20,

Bacon, formerly advertising
man with the Ringling Brothers’ Circus. has opened a new advertising
1’.

AVith

R.

is

next year will enlarge

big Sunday night.

PAWTUCKET,

It

mergency programs, so when
held up get in touch with
This exchange has stocked up
lacing and western productions

dent

(Special)
Three imrun engagements for the
“Sure Fire Flint,”
starring Johnny Hines, were closed
this week. The million-dollar Chicago
theatre will show the feature on January 8, with the Riviera and Tivoli
theatres playing the same feature day
and date week of January 22.

portant

man

Y.— (Special)—
Negri

cellation at that house of a legitimate
attraction and the failure of “It’s A

matter.
(

.'ire

appearances

in

last

southern

week made

New

Jer-

sey and eastern Pennsylvania houses.
This western star has been making
appearances
for
the
past
three
months and early next month will
go to the Coast to resume production.
It is more than probable that when
the next Principal Picture starring
Jackie Coogan is released for distribution in the open market, that Juvenile star will make a personal appearance tour of houses playing that
picture, according to plans now under waj’.

AA'esley
Barry,
whom Warner
Brothers
have signed for several
years and who recently completed
a tour of the Orpheum Circuit, will
play houses showing “Heroes of the
Street.” Since Barry’s arrival in New
York, exhibitors have clamored for
his services, but until his schedule
has been fully completed no announcement can be made as to the
where he will
places and houses

appear.

Betty Blythe, star of “How WoLove.” the AA'hitman Bennett
picture and incidentally her first independent production, was making personal appearances this week out in
Indianapolis, where her picture played
to capacity houses. Miss Blythe is one
of the cleverest stars in the business,
her act being a big time order.

men

Zena Keefe will make a personal appearance at “Old Home Week” at the
Bijou Theatre here next week in conjunction with the showing of “The
Broken Silence,” in which she ap-

never have

pears.

Cooper has been signed by B. P.
.Schulberg. president of Preferred Pictures, Inc., to appear in the title
role of “The Girl
Came Back,” the new
Forman production
which has just been placed in the Avorks.
Miss Cooper will head a cast composed of Kenneth Harlan, Gaston
Glass, Zasu Pitts, Joseph J, Dowling and Fred Malatesta.
“The Girl
Came Back” is a stage play Avritten by Charles E. Blaney and
Samuel Ruskin Golding and Avill be the third in the series of Forman
director specials for release through the .\1 Lichtman Corporation. The
first is “Shadows,” Avhich is now playing first runs throughous the country,
and the second, ‘‘Are You a Failure?” This will be released in January
while “The Girl
Came Back” Avill be released in March.

—

LOS ANGELES.

CAL.-r-(Special)
•Arrangements were concluded here
this week whereby all the Principal
Pictures Corporation’s specials will
be given premier showings at the
Kinema Theatre. “Mind Over Motor”

booked for a showing

is
is

the .January

This

here.

Principal release.

Independents in
Southwest Boom
DALLAS, TEX. (Special) — Independent
productions

here

are

the

bigger ballyho productions, exhibitors here pointing out that In order to put over an Independent production they must necessarily have

something they term “big” on which

bang

A.

ing

their exploitation.

&

R.

a

catchline

Film Exchange here

good purpose

in

that
all

is
Its

Who

is

us-

serving a
advertising

Tom

Who

Who

gain-

ing steadily in popularity, Judging
from reports made by various leading State rights exchanges here. The
demand, however, seems to be for

to

Miriam Cooper Signed by Schulberg
LOS ANGELES — (Special) —/Miriam

Preferred Buys

—

Two More

Stories

—

I-OS ANGELES (Special) B. P. Schulberg this Aveek closed for
the motion picture rights to “The Parasite,” the noA'el by Helen Martin
and also announced he would make a picture titled “Sunshine Alley.”
Schulberg’s production schedule at the moment is an extensive one. G^is Avorking on “Poor Men’s Wives” and Forman on “The Girl Who
Came Back.” Material on hand but not yet produced includes “The
Broken Wing,” recently acquired. “^lothers-in-LaAA',” “A Mansion of
Aching Hearts,” “My Lady’s Lips,” and the tAA'o new ones. “The ParaI^rry Evans is on the Preferred staff.
site” and “Sunshine .\lley.”
nier
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QJJITY
PICTURES
CORPORATION
announces
that

its

second big

Goodman

being completed and

will

Production

Special

be ready for pre-review

is

rapidly

in less

than

three weeks from this date.

Equity's

big

first

Goodman

WITH THE WOMEN?" —
exhibitors than

Special

is

— “W1 lAT'S

grossing

WRONG

more actual cash

for

now on

the

any other Independent

release

market.
This

second

big

Goodman

Special

will

entirely outclass

"WHAT'S

WRONG WITH THE WOMEN ?"

power and

box'office value.

week.

Its

Charles

Richman,

Fair,

cast

includes

Its title will

such

favorites

Vincent Coleman and Lyda Lalo.

super class and box'office power

is

is

Territory

Mary

Alden,

A

guarantee of
it

its

was

being produced by

Goodman

buyers communicate with

now

as

the fact that

Daniel Carson
State right

dramatic

Edeson, Hedda Hopper, Elinor

Robert

Written and

in

be announced next

us

without delay.

being allotted.

EOUITY PICTURES CORPORATION
723 Seventh Avenue,

New York

-

/
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C.C. Burr, with 1922-23 Program Almost
Complete, Laying P Ians for New Season
With

program he announced early this Fall almost combut one production on which work has not yet been
begun. C. C. Burr. President of Mastodon Films, Inc., this week stated
that he is making elaborate plans for his production schedule for next
season.
During the past week Mr. Burr announced that, while the first
‘‘The Big Six”

pleted. there being

Gene Marcus of Twentieth Century
Exchange will release the first Principal picture. “The World’s a Stage,”
based on Elinor Glyn's story, with
Dorothy Phillips starred, late in
January.
Right now he is concentrating on “Deserted at the Altar.”

abandoned and the picture leased t(
Marcus Loew for presentation ove:
his circuit the week of January 8
.

Johny Hines

will

have his featun

production, “Sure Fire Flint,” whicl

Sam Zierler is releasing for C. C
Edgar Lewis production. “Fires of Youth” was still in production, the
Burr, shown at a Broadway houst
second picture that producer would make for independent distribution
Ben Amsterdam’s Masterpiece Film for the first time, for that much-adthrough Mastodon Films, Inc., will be “Oh, Ye Fools !” Mr. Burr is at Exchange is doing a wonderful busi- vertised and money-making special
The A
Lichtman special, opens at B. S. Moss’ Cameo Theatre
present dickering with the producers of a number of well known produc- ness.
“Shadows” has several records to its within two weeks. The engagement
tions and authors whose works will be embraced in the 1923 program.
credit at the bigger Stanley Philly will be elaborately exploited in New
1

Meanwhile reports on the current proven very popular with exhibit
C. C. Burr attractions, “Sure Fire ors by reason of their big box
Flint” with Johnny Hines starred, office value,
and “Secrets of Paris” with an allare scoring well at the
box offices of representative first
run houses. This statement is borne
out by reports received by special
correspondents of this department
and from exhibitors’ reports pub,,,
li
Straight
hshed in Van Powell S
From the Shoulder” section. Mr.
Burr this week concluded a deal
-11
u
u
«c
-Cu
whereby
Flint
will be
Fire wr
star

houses. Including the Victoria, where
opened several weeks ago.
Amsterdam's short subjects have been
taken over by David Starkman Ex-

change.

cast,

•

Sure
given its Broadway premiere at
the
^orK.
me Tameo
c.ameo Theatre
ineatre in Yew
i\ew York

Secrets of Pans also will shortly
be introduced on Broadway, a deal
fnr one ot
of tlie
first run bouses
tor
tne bioDig tirst
nouses
now being under way, according to
Mr. Burr. This is the production
Mr.
.v...
made by Whitman Bennett.
Bennett had long planned this production which is none other than
Cue’ss tamous
Fiio-ene
famous /vpacne
Anache ro
roB-Ugene ,.,ue

mance

Pans.

Mysteries ot

1

he

several years of preparation which
\lr
startoeiore start
Dennett nnt
put into it before
Air. Bennett

mg

actual production have served
to bring forth a picture which is a
great story and a work of art.
“Sure Fire Flint,” the second

Exhibitors at

Independents in
A. B. C.- Syndicate
Warner
Booking Squabble
Picture
iT.n t>ut
/o

Big Showing of

—

r,
1i.nir
niEADELI’HIA. (Special)
Representative exhibitors from this territory and Harry M. Warner, Presiothers
f'ew lork, attended a special
showing of Warner Brothers’ HarryBapf production, “Heroes ,o)B the
Wesley Barry, at the

Dom

Knickerbocker Theatre here on Sunday night.
Several hundred members of the police force were the

quests of Lou Berman of IndepeiidCorporation, under whose
auspices the showing was held.
The
production was enthusiastically received.
Following the showing the
prominent guests and representatives
of the Philadelphia police force were
the guests of Mr. Berman at a supHarry M. Warner made an adjjg
exhibitors that
it
was the intention of Warner
Brothers to give them “nothing but
best.”
He discussed production
ggsts, saying that the estimates made
on certain productions that that firm
will release in the near future have
I’rTbied!'''""""''"

York.

it

The

competitive

bidding

between

the A. B. C. and syndicate bookers
in New York City involves independents.
Already one company Warner Brothers has decided to play

—

—

with

the independents.
The Warners broke with the syndicate bookwhen they were exploiting “School Days.”
The syndicate
proposition was turned down flat because of the alleged ridiculous figure set by the bookers.
At that
time Harry M. Warner announced he
would book his pictures in independent houses. The experiment was
a successful one. for, according to
Mr. Warner. “School Days” grossed
a record figure and since then Warners’
productions have been playing independent houses.
ers last year

There

is a merry war brewing in
circles hereabouts.
It concerns
B. C. and syndicate booking
othces.
Allied Distributors will re-

film

t^

The

new

Renown

Pictures

Ex-

change has taken over the New York
State and New Jersey rights to the
second
Principal
Pictures
picture,
“Environment,”
co-starring
Alice
Lake and Milton Sills.
This firm
will release “Malcolm Strauss’
Salome” and the first Principal re“The World’s a Stage,” with
Dorothy Phillips.

aiso

lease,

Foster Moore of the Jans Film Exexploited the AI Lichtman

change

“Shadows.” on a pretentions
basis during its premiere showing at
the Strand Theatre in Newark, N.
•T.
A transparency was used. This
is
a shadow box standing about
eighteen inches high and is about
twenty-four inches wide and six
inches from the proscenium arch to
the back wall.
'There is an electric
light hooked uo with a skitioodle
plug arranged just back of the wall,
directly back of a man and 'woman
cutout.
When the skidoodle plug
shoots the light on the shadow appears at the window and when the
light goes off the shadow disappears,
giving the illusion of sudden motion
and a surprise and suggestion of
drama which stops the “window
shoppers.” The stunt also was used
in Elizabeth and Paterson, N. J.
special,

A.

lease its massive “Salome” production early next month.
This production will be shown at one of the
Broadway first-run houses and then
is slated to play the Marcus
Loew
metropolitan circuit.
The A. B. C
have abandoned hope to land this
picture, but with the announcement

Eddie Earle
Still

Is

Dickering

Contrary to the report published
Johnny Hines feature (“Burn ’Em
The fight that has developed out of
in this department last week, the
the alleged action on the part of
Up Barnes,” that famous money- Amalgamated
Film Exchanges, Inc.,
publicity department of Arrow
makpr was
wa= tne
the ntst)
first)
has
alreadv
nas aireaay
maker
gj selling territorial rights to their made last week of the release of
Film Corporation this week said
been released and has proven as pictures to Robert Lynch of Metro Malcolm Strauss’ “Salome” bv»jn Independent
distributor,
GeilSge
H. that while such a deal was pendhuge a box office attraction as its Exchange when a previous contract Wiley,
plans are in the making to ing, Edward Earle, one of the most
IS
alleged to have been signed by
preuecessors.
David Segal of Royal Pictures, Inc., book this picture over the IndependJohnny Hines is also adding lus- will be settled early this month in ent houses. Whether or not this In- popular leading men in the busidependent will be shown day and ness, had not sigpied the longtre to a third feature picture called the United States District Court. In
a letter to David Barrist, publisher date as opposition to the Allied “SaKT
»
u- u
-t-11
term contract with Arrow, as
IS still in production,
Luck, which
g^ rpj^g Exhibitor, a Philadelphia re- lome” remains to be seen.
reported in this publiction. Sev“Luck” IS based on the story of the gional, Mr. Lynch states that he has
Sam Zierler of Commonwealth Pic- eral other companies, according
same name by Jackson Gregory, “not received any court order from tures
Corporation, handling the Al to this latest report, are dickerSogul s attomeys.
He adds
mu
_
;f o-irimrtlo
is no doubt if example is to
There
farther
“and so there will be no Lichtman product, could have obing for Earle’s services.
Right
be taken from Johnny s two earlier further misunderstanding as to the tained a Broadway showing at two
Please be ad- big houses had he selected to delay now he is making personal apfeatures that the personality of this merits of this case.
the release of the B. P. Schulberg pearances
in
conjunction with
tblc vised that as far as I know Mr. Seversatile young man will make ffi's
signed a contract for these pic- special. “Shadows” with Lon Chaney, .Arrow’s
Burton King special,
third feature another good box office tures back in July and I also signed until the latter part of next month.
Subsequently the Broadway run was “The Streets of New York.”
“ contract (or them thirty idays
exhibitors
bet for the exmuiiors.
after without any knowledge of him
Two Edgar Lewis productions are having already signed. His action
•

1

:

included

in

this
tnis

fast
program, one last

called -Fires
other entitled

„«r!ng completion and
of

\ outh

and the

now

ww

is

against

U^ned

the

manufacturer.
manufacturer,

the matter.”

i.

•

.

On the program of the hSig-bix
announced by Mr. Burr is “The Last
Hour.” It is ba.sed on the story of
the same name by hrank K. Adams,
which ran serially in Munsey’s
niptnrp was di
Hifhis picture
magazine. Thic
rected by Edward bloman and is
It is awaitalready completed.
date.
release Hatp
dehnite rpipacp
ing oa /tcbGnifp
The “Big-Six program does not
include the series of All Star

comedies which
feature of the C.
tions.

These

hav^ become a
C. Burr produchave
comedies

Wilkes-Barre was signally honored
recently when Johnny Hines, Robert Edeson and Violet Mesereau visitcity

gjj

to

•

«

I

r\
-\yr
^
“Mindj Over
Motor”

“Oh Ye

Fools” as yet in script. It
is announced from the office of C.
C Burr hrtwpvpr that Mr Lewis
will begin work upon tnis second
feature immediately after he has
finicVipH witn
with “Fires
of Youth
rOTii ”
rires oi
tinisned

•

PrmCIpal UetS INCW PCatUreS

tb.__

shoot scenes at the

mine oper.Ttions of the Glen Alden
Company for the next pmture
making with Hines
^ ^
starred and entitled “Luck.” Robert
Edeson had a holiday, for Mayor
Daniel D^HarJ^ oj^ Wilkes-Barre is
Coal

t
i_
^i.' j t»
it
of the third Principal Pictures Corpora•

is

the

title

•

i

j.

which will be ready for general distribution through foremost exchanges handling Principal pictures early in January. This announcement was made this week by Irving Lesser, eastern manager for
Principal Pictures Corporation.
Starred in “Mind Over Motor” is Trixie
Friganza, one of the best known stars on the stage today. The production, which is characterized in Coast despatches as one of the most pretentious independent pictures of the year, was several months in making.
Ward Lacsalle directed and produced the picture which embodies a cast
of well-known and popular players.
tion’s release,

More independent pictures are bebooked in this territory by the

>"!?

circuits than ever before, according to reports from the various
The melodramas are in
exchanges.
hig demand in cities and towns outPhiladelphia, while the high
class pictures get their biggest draws
in

Philadelphia.

towns,
ports.

bus\ness
according to

in

suburLn

exhibitors’

re-

Burr Film at
New

Cameo

Year’s week oflFering at the Cameo
to be the
Theatre according to latest reports, coming from the offices of C. C. Burr.
This will be the second full length production featuring Johnny Hines
which Mr. Burr’s organization is putting out to the independent field as

“Sure Fire Flint”

is

part of his “Big-Six” program.

1

1
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Arrow, North & Weber, C. B. C. and Two Big Bison

i

City Exchanges
in Consolidation

Principal Pictures Close Deals

BUFFALO,

The current week turned out to be one of the most active of the
year in independent circles, virtually every company reporting important territorial sales. Arrow Film Corporation led the list with
announcements of the consummation of a number of sales, while
other sales statements emanated from the offices of C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation, Bobby North and Lawrence Weber and a number
of others.
W. B. Shallenberger, President of
Arrow Film Corporation, this week
announced the following sales:
H. C. Simeral Co., Pittsburgh, for

Western Penna. “The Streets of New
York,” “Night Life in Hollywood,”
“The Innocent Cheat” and “Chain
Lightning,” the Neva Gerber series
^
of four features; the Grace Davison
;

specials; the Peter B. Kyne specials;
wT { 1 n Tv» TT'
4
V\ o r» Tr
six
series n'f
of aiT
Fairbanks
the William
r Westerns, and the Eddie Lyons series
1

r

Cl

of two-reel

super-comedies.

Ohio the recently organized
Progress Pictures Co., of which J.
Jossey is President and B. H.
S.
In

Fielder Vice-President, contracted for
Life in Hollywood,” “The
.“Night
Streets of New York,” “The innojcent Cheat,” “The Broken Silence,”
("The Girl from Porcupine,’ ‘One-

Apache,” “Back to Yellow
“A Motion to Adjourn,”
“The Splendid Lie,” “Love, Hate and
a Woman,” the Neva Gerber series,

iElghth

Jacket,”

“Chain Lightning,” “Headin’ North,”
“The Stranger in Canyon Valley,”
“The Blue Pox” serial starring Ann
William Fairbanks series of
Little
Westerns, and Eddie Lyons comedies.
In Chicago, Frank Zambreno, Prog“Night Life in Hollyress Pictures
wood,” “The Streets of New York,”
“The Innocent Cheat,” “Chain Light;

;

ning."
In St. Louis, Tom Leonard, Pioneer
Exchange for southern Illinois and
east Missouri.; “Ten Nights in a Barroom,” “Night Life in Hollywood,”
“The Streets of New York,” the WllHam Fairbanks Series of six West-

“The Blue Pox” serial, “Chain
“The Deceiver,” “The
Lightning,”
'Star Reporter,” “The Inocent Cheat,”
erns,

“Jacqueline,”

Lone

“The

“W e s t e r n

Horseman”

Justice,”

and

twelve

Eddie Lyons Comedies.

The approach
of territoral

sale

to a 100 per
rights on L.

cent,

Law-

rence Weber & Bobby North’s first
Will Nigh production, “Notoriety,”
was hastened this week when the
Peerless Film Company of Atlanta,
Ga., bought the state-rights to the
seven-reel society drama for the five
states Including North and South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida and Ala-

bama.

S.

W. Grow &

J.

A.

McWhor-

proprietors of the Southern Exchange, and Sam Sax, sales manager
ter,

for

L.

North,

Lawrence Weber & Bobby
were the agents in the deal.

Two important

territorial

sales

on

the second Principal Pictures Corporation special, “Environment,” costarring Alice Lake and Milton Sills,

were announced this week by Eastern
Manager Irving Lesser. The Irving
^lumlngs production which has won
enthusiastically
favorconsiderable
able and high praise from the trade
and metropolitan press critics, has
been sold to William Shapiro of

Film Company
New England, and

Franklin
for
•Pictures

City for
State.

Corporation of
Jersey and

New

of
to

Boston

Renown

offices

telegram

from A1 Lichtman and B.

Damned” Gets

both

berg,

of

whom

received

week

this

P. Schul-

are

Los

in

Y.— (Special).—Bond
is

the

new

just organized to take over
the distribution of Grand & North and

of the A1

Corporation

following

the

Nu-Art Pictures Corporation product.
At a meeting at the Lafayette Hotel
last Thursday, attended by Sam Zierler of Commonwealth, Bobby North
and Sam Grand of Grand & North,
Sydney Samson, Buffalo and Albany
branch manager for Grand & North,
and Fred M. Zimmerman, president
and general manager of Nu-Art, the

organization was perfected. The exchange end of the business will be
“Please inform the trade papers of supervised by Messrs. Samson and
our complete satisfaction over the Zimmerman. The Nu-Art office and
rein which exhibitors are
exchange equipment has been moved
Warner Brothers production of manner
ceiving ‘Shadows.’
At first turned
j_.
cu>
its quarters in the Film buildF. Scott Fitzgeralds novel,
Ihe down by important exhibitors who from
ing at Pearl and Tupper to the (jrand
''
T< a o
4-v
ii
n /A
^o
value,
Beautiful
and
Damned,”
with doubted its entertainment
North
building, 265 Franklin street.
&
‘Shadows’ is now meeting with a reMarie Prevost, was given a pre- ception that is particularly gratify- It is understood that several of the
salesmen
and office workers of Nu-Art
view presentation at the Para- ing.
There are no more skeptics
theatre men.
In Washing- will be retained on the Bond Photomount Theatre, Los Angeles, on among
the picture played to 2,076 more plays payroll.
November 27, to one of the ton
paid admissions at the Rialto than
N. I. Filklns, manager of the Albany
largest and most representative ‘Rich Men’s Wives,’ and the latter
office of Filkins & Merit, was in town
audiences on the west coast. The picture met with universal satisfac- last week for a conference with Bob
tion there. Here in Los Angeles, on
eastern premiere was held at the opening night at the Kinema, Murphy, local manager. “Filk” re<;tranH Ttiealre
me btrana
ineatre, NTew
INew VnrF
York, ‘Shadows’ drew such crowds that the ports business booming in Albany and
was forced to put on an ex- said that the past week was the most
during the week of December 17. Kinema
tra show at ten-thirty at night. In successful from a financial viewpoint
At the Los Angeles showing Newark, at the Strand, the picture in the history of the company.
to the best business at that
were present the members of the played
Martin Solomon, special representahouse in six months, despite strong
cast, directors, authors and city competition from other theatres.
In tive for Warner Brothers, who has
The
cast in
in aaaition
aHHitirm to
tn San Francisco, at the Strand, the been doing special work in the Buf^
cast,
production met with praise from all falo territory, has started back to
Miss Prevost, includes Kenneth of
the newspaper critics.
The Vic- New York, stopping off at Rochester,
Harlan, Harry Meyers, Louise toria, Philadelphia, played to crowd- Utica and other towns on the way.
ed
houses
when
the
picture
was at
Fazenda, Tully Marshall, Cleo
Jack Berkowitz, manager of the
that theatre.
The Loew Circuit has
Ridgley, Emmett King, Walter signed a contract which becomes ef- local Graphic exchange, has obtained
Long, Clarence Burton, Parker fective January 8.
the Mutual Chaplin re-issues, 12 of
“It is extremely pleasing to us that them, for distribution in western New
McHugh,
Charles
McConnell,
our original opinion of the productio.. Y’ork. Mr. Berkowitz has just returnKev and Ceoree
® Kuwa has been
borne
out.
Although ed from a trip to Gotham.
William A. Seiter, who directed ‘Shadows’ is really starting on its
P. H. Smith has resigned as local
the picture, and Olga Printzlau, career, the manner in which it has
gone over in those few cities where manager for IVarner Brothers and has
rpsnnncihle lor
for tne
the aaapia
adanta- it
wno IS responsiDie
has been shown is a clear indica- been succeeded by Mr. Levee, who retion that artistic pictures are com- cently resigned from Paramount in
tion, were also present.
mercial successes as well.”
New York to go with W. B. Mr. Levee
was in Buffalo several years ago with
World Film and later with Para.1
nn
1

Angeles

Double Premier
i

1

-r

.

1

I

•

o

SOUtllCril
Is

(Special)

— Busi-

ness insofar as independent productions are concerned continues to improve in the Southeast territory.
The bigger pictures are having no
trouble getting into the representative first-run houses in the territory.
“Shadows,” the A1 Lichtman special,
is creating considerable comment in
this section and is characterized by
fastidious critics as “one of the truly
great pictures the motion picture industry has contributed for public

entertainment.”
Virginia

Pearson,

the

star,

is

in

making

personal appearances in conjunction with firstrun showings of the Ivan Abramson
“The Wildness of Youth.”
special,
Last week she appeared at Loew’s
Grand in Atlanta, the week being
one of the biggest that house has
had in a long time.
territory

Arthur Bromberg of Bromberg Attractions Inc.,

is

getting

some choice

New York dates on “Night Life in Hollywood,”
New York which he will release in this territory.

Proof that independent features are more and more getting the biggest
all over the country comes again this week with word that “More
To Be Pitied,” first of the C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation series of Box
Office Winners, has been booked over the entire Lynch Circuit.
This is one of the most important big circuit bookings, not only in the
South, but anywhere in the country, and is considered by Oscar Oldknow,
head of the Southern Enterprises, which holds Southern rights to the
entire six features on the series, as one more proof of the truth of the
big things that have been predicted for these features.

the

Law”

mount.

a Big Winner

Improving

ATLANTA, GA.

this

Am

“I

1 r3.Cl6

Lynch Circuit Books C. B, C.
Feature Over Entire Circuit
bookings

The executive

N.

Corporation

company

Wins Lichtman
Lichtman

“Beautiful and

I’hotoplays

Production Plan

ST.

LOTUS

(Special)

—-“Go

the
a huge sucto

Movies” week here was
cess with Independent productions
playing an important part in attracting patrons to the theatres.
C. C.
Burr’s “I Am the Law” proved the
biggest surprise picture of the season, for the grosses piled up at
houses showing this picture in many
cases exceeded those accredited to
the big program specials that were
extensively exploited here in extra
advertising that appeared in local

newspapers.

The personal appearance here last
week of Rodolph ’Valentino prompted
many of the neighborhood and suburban houses to book re-issued pictures in which that popular star appeared.

Bob Murphy booked Pete Morrison
“Daring Danger,” for presentation
the last half of last week at the Palace Theater on Main street, where it
is said to have attracted fine business.
in

The Bond Corporation deal was the
topic of conversation on all lips along
Film Row.

Fred Zimmerman

is

one

of the veterans of the western New
York exchange business as weU as one
of the most popular managers in the

Syd Samson is
known and stands high in
of exhibitors. With these
two men as its active heads, the new
business hereabouts.

also well
the favor

organization should enjoy real success.

The amalgamation came
surprise to most of the

as a distinct
boys.

In fact, exchanges handling
re-issties
of
Rodolph
pictures have been reapharvest in this section.

independent
Y'’alentino

ing a

The syndicate circuit situation in
Missouri
remains unchanged with
independents being able to break into
real first run houses only with exceptional productions.
The Warner
Brothers, A1 Lichtman and Equity
productions have played the syndicate houses, but, for some rLason
or other, the others have been kept
out.

There is some talk that independ
ent exchangeinen in this territory
are about to promote a stock proposition involving the erection
of a
new first run theatre in this city
However, very little stock is being
placed in this talk, for this sorl
of rumor has been in circulation
for a long time.

Sam Werner
ice

of United Film Servanounced this week that he will
“Your Best Friend,” the War-

release

ner

Brothers

picture

starring

Vera

Gordon and Dore Davidson, late this
month when he will also have readv
for distribution “The Hope Diamond
Mystery,” a

serial.

from

Irhe

tamous stage success

PHIL GOLDSroJSIE
special PPDDUCtlON
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Selling the Rcture to the Public
EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

Hyman

A

Stage Set at Mark Strand
Designed to Give Full Value to Color

lthough

some of the Broadway
managers seem to feel that this de-

partment might better give space to
their productions than to those effected by
Edward L. Hyman, managing director of
the Mark-Strand Theatre, Brooklyn, there
is a reason for the preference.
The Broadway productions are made on a
scale beyond the reach of the average outof-town house, and they are often of a
nature to appeal chiefly to Broadway and
its visitors rather than to a general audience. On the other hand we have taken a
number of visiting managers over to the

Brooklyn house and they have

all

remarked

that the productions and effects here, while
It
less elaborate, were far more enjoyable.
is for this reason that we are giving this
description of Hyman’s new stage setting,
which seems to be an adaptation of the
“new art” ideas to a demand for “real”
scenery.

The new
effective

set

Uses Scrim
make more
is designed to

use of color, for

Hyman

regards

color and music as much a part of his offering as the pictures he shows on the screen.
He has established his house in the minds
of Brooklyn patrons as a place of entertainment rather as the theatre in which this
or that particular star or feature can be
seen for a limited period. Patrons regularly
attend the Strand, regardless of the featured picture, because they want to see the
productions. They feel certain they will be
well repaid whether or not they like the
major offering, and the layman often frankly
says that the feature was not to his liking,
but “the show” was good. He goes away
satisfied whether the feature be to his individual taste or not.

A

right

the

stage are regarded as separate units.
orchestra, for example, may be flooded
in one color, with a sympathetic or contrasting color on the production stage curtain, while a third color may be used for the
canopy and a fourth for the windows.
that

The

Light Rehearsals Help
possible, Hyman holds a light

Whenever
rehearsal,

the regular perthese rehearsals
last for several hours.
At such times the
lights are worked in various combinations
and the results noted. Subsequently these
combinations are typed out and copies supplied the various light men.
As a result, Hyman knows just how to
gain a desired color effect, and at the full
rehearsal he has only to order a light combination by number and each man knows
precisely what to do. The rehearsal is not

usually

with

left,

New

side,
left in

More

A

more elaborate

Elaborate
effect

is

gained when

there is a soloist on the concert strip in
front of the orchestra. In this the two top
entrance spots are thrown down on the orchestra with a magenta medium. The lower
spots are thrown on the ceiling, that on the

hitting the
shoots over to
blue, the colors merging at the

“number nine” and all concerned
precisely what he wants.

after

:

magenta medium,

while the right

center. One of the windows is in magenta
and the other in orange, while the footlights of the small stage are in blue to mix
with a magenta flood from the operating
room. Amber is thrown in from the sides
to give more light intensity and a blue flood
is thrown on the orchestra to mix with the
magenta from the spots. Instead of working
this out at rehearsal, Hyman merely orders

Work For

formance, and sometimes

unduly prolonged by experimentation. This
is all done when there is more time.
A sample combination reads, for instance
“Blue stage, green foot fronts and on production stage.
Windows in orange. Entrance spots in magenta. Two medium green
on ceiling. Orange flood on stage and tab
curtains.
Magenta X rays.” This is used
for an overture, and the effect of the
mingled lights cm the scrim are prismatic
without being violent.

a

known

Color

not possible to give in type any suggestion of the richness of the effects gained
through these mixtures of lights, but if you
will get the stage hands to stay overtime
some night and will do a little experimenting you will find that sometimes you can sell
the spot lights where you can’t pull a dollar
with a weak film.
Hyman does it. You can do it. Try it
It is

some

time.

Untruthful Pointers
Out in San Francisco, where “East is
West” was put on for a three-week run at
the Tivoli, one of the best stunts was corner signs with pointing arrows which stated
that “East is West.”
The standard was
also lettered with the title and the addition
of “Tivoli, Now.”
A set of these was run along the business
section of Market street and got considerable attention.
They also used a Navy hook-up with the
rather weak connection of “Constance Talmadge says ‘East is West.’ Join the Navy
and see the world.” The rest of the poster

was house

stuff.

Valuable Asset

In other words, Hyman makes his house
the real star, and he often sells the house
to those who do not desire the picture. This
is a condition greatly to be desired, and the
new setting which has been in use for a
period of several weeks, contributes materially to the effect.
The curtain to the production stage at
the rear has been painted with an eye to
lighting, and the colors “take” almost any
color.
The box set is but faintly seen
through a scrim drape placed directly ovei'
the canvas. On either side are large window openings for which a set of frames
has been provided, varying the outline and
bars from week to week and giving variety.
Across the top is a canopy of scrim upon
which lights can be thrown either from
above or below. This is the most novel
point of the setting.

Works Elaborate

Effects.

Hyman

has a larger battery of lamps than
the average house, and can obtain more pretentious effects, but any house with three or
four floods can suggest similar effects and
work in the strips and borders for additional color, though Hyman has discarded
the old-fashioned border strips.
In general the idea is to split the colors
by well-defined effects. To this end the orchestra, the windows, the canopy or ceiling
and the production stage or the curtain to

THE NEW SETTING OF THE MARK STRAND THEATRE, BROOKLYN
At

either side can be seen the vague outlines of the transparent windows. The general
veiled effect is due to the use of scrim over the painted canvas, which takes the lights
yet still permits the design to show throug h. Designed by John Wenger.

Katherine

'

And

L

Nigel Barrie in

"WHITE SHOULDERS’* A

MacDonald

First National Attraction presented

by

B.

P.

Schuiberg.

"THE MARRIAGE CHANCE” An

American Releasing Cbrp.

Henry B. Walthall, Tully Marshall,

Picture,

with Alta Allen, Milton

Irene Rich and'Mitchell

Lewis.

Sills.

PLUNDER"

Forthcoming Pathe

Serial starring

Pearl

White

Enid Bennett in

“THE BOOTLEGGER'S DAUGHTER" An

Associated Exhibitors Picture.

"LOST AND FOUND" A Goldwyn

Picture

I

John Gilbert

in

"A CALIFORNIA ROMANCE”

a Fox Picture.

A

—

At Last

^

— the star and the production

you’ve been waiting for

Pearl White
“Pathe’s

her

peerless, fearless Pearl,” in

new dynamic

house-filling Patheserial,

the climax of her illustrious serial career

Produced and directed by

Written by

Geo.

and

B.

Seitz

GeO.

B.

SeITZ

Bertram Millhauser

country

is

huny^ry for this

new

Pearl ^^’hite

Patheserial.

Grandma and

the kids, and all the famil)" in
between, devotedly followed Pearl White’s
past Patheserials, while the flood of admission

money made music

in the

tills

of ten thou-

sand box-offices.

They

are waiting for

“Plunder.”

Pafhe serial

—

in

“Plunder”
Cuperlative box-office satisfaction
'^hibitor, anywhere.

The most

to

any ex-

successful serial star the business has

ever seen in a production offering unparalleled

opportunities for profits.

In star, story, cast, direction and production
the Patheserial supreme.

—

Pafheserial

i

u

pOR

five

made

dazzling years Pearl

White

Patheserial history.

She made her fame and achieved her
star.
The pubwants her as such a star. Now, after an
extended stay abroad, she returns to star
in her greatest Patheserial.

popularity as a Patheserial

lic

Hundreds of exhibitors got their start on
the road to independence by playing her
in

They

Patheserials.

amazing

profits

still

talk of the

they made.

The same

brilliant and unapproachable
combination of star, authors and director
that created the never-to-be-forgotten

“House of Hate”

has

made

in

“Plunder”

than any of the past, for it
thoroughly modern, thoroughly cen-

a serial better
is

sor-proof.

The
made

unbeatable combination, then, has
the unbeatable Patheserial.

Patheserial

—
December
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Gets Real Help
What your department has done
me no other paper, friend or
person has done. Since 1910, when
for

really started as
been a subhave
I
here,
business
scriber to Moving Picture World,
and by means of your department

Motion Pictures

I have packed my house every
time I have had a good picture.
have used your suggestions
I
for lobby displays, parades, throwaways and newspaper advertising
ever since your department was
started, but it never occurred to

that I could help others. Now
that I have returned from Cuba,
(where I managed the Fausto
Theatre) and am again at Victory G 2urdens, I shall try to pay
back some of the help others have
given me by sending you my advertising and photographs of my
lobby displays.
My specialties are the programs, building lobby displays, doing my own painting and laying
out the advertising. I hold my
pictures to normal speed and make
my leader work up the picture
with proper musical effects, suid
all I know I have learned from
your department and Mr. Richardson. I have his Projection Handbook and your Picture Theatre
Advertising, from which I have

me

taken

many

profitable

ideas.

Jaime Gelabert, Victory Gardens,
Santurce, Porto Rico.

A

Universal Release

A SALES STUNT THAT CAN BE MADE INTO EXPLOITATION
This was used by William H. Tracy, Chicago film salesman, to advertise the Universal
Serial as he sold it to the exhibitors, but a mudded car will give the suggestion of
an auto tourist and put the idea over.

Sent Film Cans
to

‘^Tailor

Sold

Real Prison

Figuring that the proper place for a prisoner was a prison, A. J. Moreau, of the Palace Theatre, Arctic, R. I., varied the safe
deposit stunt by persuading the police to
bring about the “arrest” “The Prisoner of
Zenda.”

The police met the train and pinched the
cans in due and ancient form, taking them
over to the theatre for a photograph in front
of the lobby, for newspaper work, before
taking the cans to the State Prison, where
The
they were incarcerated over Sunday.
picture was due to open Monday, so the
arrest caused no inconvenience.
The stunt broke all over the front page of
the Sunday paper.

Made Man

**

to Students

Going with the crowd instead of against
It IS always easier, and instead
of fighting a
big football game, Maj. I. C. Holloway, of
the Rialto Theatre, Columbus, Ga., went
out and billed the ball field with tack cards
for “A Tailor Made Man,” figuring that the
students would be interested in clothes.
Two banners were placed where the crowds
could see them, and five by twelve-inch auto
stickers helped to announce the police rules
by telling that there was “No parking on
Broad street Saturday, but you can park
in the rear of the Rialto Theatre and see ‘A
Tailor Made Man.’” Naturally the title was
not set in the smallest type.
A Better Films Committee was given a
previewing and their favorable comments
reported in the papers, and more press
notice came from an invitation to the
Kiwanis Club. Special bargain tickets good
for the opening matinee were printed in the
morning papers and brought people in to go
out and tell the others that Ray had a good
play, and the colors of the rival colleges
were used for lobby decoration.

Fifteen Yards
C. A. Crute, of the Lyric Theatre, Huntsville, Ala., must have been reading the football reports, for he went out and made a
fifteen yard gain on his own account.
He

got a forty-five-foot banner on the hotel
for a week before the picture, telling that
“Blood and Sand” was coming. All of his
lobby lights were red and yellow, to match
his draperies.

For Nice People he strung cutout letters
across the street in front of the theatre, the
letters being three feet high and broad in
proportion; what printers call an “extended”
letter.

In place of the usual mat boards for the
frames when you play “East Is West”
try gaily colored grass matting for the backstill

ground for your

A Goldwyn

Release

A SHERLOCK HOLMES DISPLAY FROM FRANK LACEY
This was used across the street from the theatre to put over the coming of the picture to the Majestic, Portland, Oreg. At night the lighting effects threw it into such
high relief that it served as fully as a lobby display.

stills.

If

you want

to

show

behind mat openings, glue any
cheap pasteboard, spread down the matting
and dry under pressure. Then cut your mats
from the back, putting the matting against
a hard surface and using a sharp knife so as
not to splinter the straws and produce a
ragged edge.
the

stills
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In the Sticks

Where did you get on at? Burlington is no backwoods town.
have the livest, biggest stnadl town
in North Carolina.
It is well
known among film peddlers that

We

with

Greensboro,

narrow

its

large buildings and big
theatres
considers
Burlington
streets,

strong competition in adl lines, especially the theatres.
are the
New York of the South. Sticks!
Hell!
teach the college kids,
managing the large town theatres,
more than half they know.
don’t sleep.
have well paved
streets, a Great White Way, about
twenty industries, street car lines
and excellent schools. Real estate
is high here and not a store or residence for rent.
have over five
thousand inhabit 2uits, with a nest
of smsJl towns all around us. Get
the idea out of the back of your

We

We

We

We

We

we

brain that

A

First National Release

AN OLD “PENROD” IDEA
Frank

J.

Miller’s idea for the

Theatre, Augusta, Ga.

Some

IN

A DECIDEDLY NEW FORM

“Penrod” fence as worked by him for the Modjeska
idea of the size of the head can be gained through

comparison with the entrance ways cut

in

the fence.

Showed XomaDoone^ Smilin^ Through Was
for a Mission Fund
a Red Cross Slogan
One of the most remarkable bits of exploitation comes from Albany, where the
members of more than thirty Protestant
churches united to put over the showing of
a picture at a local theatre.
Hill, of the Strand Theatre, knew that
they w'ere raising funds for women’s colleges
in the Orient, and he gave the committee a
private showing of the First National picture and then offered them a percentage on
the tickets they sold.
Every church announced the showing, for
the benefit of the fund, and several ministers wove the story into their sermons,
while two Bishops were put back of the
movement.

Though

the commission was comparatively
handsome sum was paid into the
fund and at the same time the house, for its
own share, chalked up considerably more
small,

a

than normal business.

The

stunt

is

old,

but

seldom been so general as

are a dead one.

I

fully appreciate that nice little re-

the

support

has

in this instance.

Pretty

soon

“Let’s

Go

Smilin’

Through

go into the discard, Allah be
praised
But H. C. Farley got a final kick
out of the widely-used idea by hooking it
onto the “Red Cross Roll Call” when he
played the First National at the Empire
1922”

will
!

Montgomery Ala.
The whole town was plastered with

Theatre,

birds
the

in connection with the membership
and you could not help the “Red
Cross” without helping the Empire and
Norma Talmadge. On the other hand, the
connection with Miss Talmadge helped to
put the drive over, so it goes 50-50. Even
the Armistice Day parade was tagged by
eight boys, each bearing banners with the
title and with red crosses in each corner.
The slogan has proven one of the most
useful devices originated through First National exploitation, but it will have to be
changed to “Let us go Smilin’ Through 1923
with you.” That will be less brief but it
will extend the idea for the late comers.

slogan
drive

production you gave my advertisement on page 696 of the October
21st. issue, but 1 cem’t let you refer
to us as “out in the sticks. If New
York wants any help let them ask
me. We are wide awake and give
the people what they want. 1 am
President, Vice-President, Secretary, Manager, Assistant Janitor,
advertising man, and do the shipping. Work sixteen hours a day,
stay on the job and see that my
patrons are courteously treated at
all times.
I mzmage two houses,
lock, stock and barrel. When you

money

in

New York want some

getting ideas on

how

to ex-

any picture, just write the
guy you believe lives in the sticks,
namely William C. McIntyre, Rose
ploit

Theatre, Burlington, N. C.

Took

An

Interest

Using the candle stunt on “The Eternal
Flame,” J. G. Evins, of the Lucas Theatre,
Savannah, got 3,500 replies, which must be
close to the record. It helped to bring a 50
per cent, increase at a cost of $42.

LiUJ
1

II 1

|Ty|S aV^

WANOA NAWLCy

f/kuwnoant

•ltd

CHARLCS oecc

Paramount Releases

TWO OF THE LARGEST HEADS EVER WORKED

INTO MOTION PICTURE LITHOGRAPHS

Appreciating the value of large heads for cutout use, the Paramount poster staff has produced 24-sheets for Marion Davies and
Valentino which are nearly nine feet high. Both are so placed on the sheet that they can be used without additional painting, and
the Valentino cutout has already been worked in Pittsburgh by Amike Vogel
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Had Sample

Castle
for **Ghost Breaker*^

What might be called a cumulative lobby
was worked by A. B. Morrison, of LOew s
Palace Theatre, Memphis, on “The Ghost
Breaker.” He began with cutouts of Lila
Lee and Wallace Reid over the marquise.
They were chaperoned up there by an owl

When the play opened, a
design was built under the marquise,
and out to the curb, with an opening for
The cutouts on top of the
pedestrians.
marquise were retained, the entire design
being planned as a whole.
A truck with a large castle structure vvas
run around town. Cutouts of Reid and Miss
Lee were placed in the side windows while
Walter Heirs looked out from the rear
The perambulator was used for
opening.
three days in advance and three days of the
with flasher eyes.
castle

run.

of the days fell on Halloween, he

As one

sent out five of his staff in masquerade costumes, and carrying cards for the attraction.

There were one white and one negro ghost,
a clown and two minstrels in cork, and they

A

ANOTHER

This

night.

Photos for Josh

Beat All Records
for Burning Sands'^
With Floral Lobby
*

Cozy corners were Barry Burke’s best bet
when “Burning Sands” same to the Palace
Theatre, Fort Worth, Texas. He had two,
one in each corner, and into them went
about all the Oriental rugs and furnishings
the leading dealer could supply. Canopies,
rugs, incense burners, lamps, divans and
everything else were carted over to the
theatre in return for a credit card, but the

art.

Bill

Danziger,

Paramounteer,

and

The

exploitation

for

“The

Paul
111.,

Prisoner

of

displays were very tastefully done and did
It taught a lot of
not look overloaded.
people that good rugs make fine wall decorations, and helped the subsequent sales.
book store turned over for a window
composed of desert sands and copies of the
book, and a ten cent store, just opening with
a big flourish of trumpets, gave one of its
best windows largely to the plugger song,
with a cutout. For a prologue a troupe of
Hawaiians were turned into Bedouins.

Zenda” at the Ohio Theatre, Indianapolis,
was hung to an automobile home which
rolled into town opportunely. This car was
occupied by a couple touring from New
York to San Francisco, and the occupants
seem to seek a hook-up in all the large
towns they make, as the stunt has been reported several times lately.
Possibly
the same car used through Florida

it

is

Had Cozy Comers

Putting a cutout of Roberts in “The Old
Homestead” into a photographer’s window
gave point to a card reading “Uncle Josh
is looking for those who have neglected to
send their portraits to the folks back at the
Old Homestead.” The cutout was the one
with Josh holding a lantern, and was surrounded by examples of the photographer’s

Witte, of the Bijou Theatre, Decatur,
worked the stunt.

First National) Release

WINKER STUNT FOR “EAST IS WEST”
HERE IS
not a cutout in the pagoda, but a real girl who initiated the Ming Toy wink
at the Garden Theatre, Davenport, la., when the Constance Talmadge play was run
there.
The poster shows the appreciation letter from a local stock actress who
played the part

worked the entire downtown section. The
lobby was also especially dressed for that

A

is

last

winter.

Harry Swift went over to Columbus, Ohio,
and helped the Southern Theatre on a lobby
for “The Old Homestead,” which broke the
records by more than $1,000 and got a second week for the feature.
He did not make a barnyard of the entrance, but built a pretty floral display, with
a cutout from the six sheet for a centrepiece
and the rest greenery.
Even the cutout,
letters forming the name were done in
flowers.
It is interesting to note that the b’Gosh
lobby has not yet pulled to capacity. The
record breaking has all been done through a
different

form

of approach,

bear out

Lem

Stewart’s warning.

Harry

which seems

Swift

Menus

Swift,

Cincinnati

the

to

Paramoun-

has gone in for domestic science. Dropping in on Oxford, Ohio, where Miami College is located, he sought out one of the
favored college eating places and sold them
on the Blood and Sand sandwich. This is
a thin steak and a fried egg (red and yellow) between two slices of bread, with potatoes and gravy on the side. It was adverteer,

tised as

“A meal

in itself.”

on the same play is yellow
peach ice cream with marshmallow and
topped with a red cherry and pink whipped
cream. This gives the yellow and red color
Swift’s sundae

scheme.

Then he made a hit with the 1,400 student
prospects by announcing that “Big Red has
the Blood and Sand to win all games,” and
it on the fence around the athletic

he did
field.

men have had a fashion show.
McFarland, of the Queen Theatre,
Houston, figured that if fashion shows
brought in the women, clothes for men
might help “A Tailor Made Man,” so he
tied a local shop to a display of clothes for
men from six to sixty, including sports
clothing, and it got him a twenty per cent,
At

C.

A Fox

Release

BOTH DOING AND DARING

IN THIS

TOM MIX LOBBY

a fine box office bet down South, and the managers play him up to the limit.
rearing horse is a favorite display but the Plaza Theatre, Wheeling, W. Va,,
added the airplane stunt from “Do and Dare,” with a castle background. It pulled

Mix
The

is

real

money

last the

A.

boost in business at a cost of $30.
The
store contributed a series of large display
advertisements as well as a window hookup.
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Take a Crack at

Our Own Contest
Not

outdone by exhibitors who are
staging misspelled word contests, this department is staging a contest of its own
to be

along similar lines, and a fine grade pure
rubber cigarette will be given each person

who marks

the

misspelled

words

in

this

imster.

.4

Fox Release

THEY TOOK SHEBA FOR A BUGGY RIDE

IN

MONTGOMERY

H. C. Farley, of the Empire Theatre, in the Alabama town, masked in an old buggy
with compo board and did it up with purple and gold for “The Queen of Sheba” and
it got a chariot attention at a much smaller cost.
Keep this handy and adapt the idea

It

Was

not master the traffic regulations, Frank
Anderson, of the Lyric Theatre, sprang his
“Old Homestead” advertising.

Botsford*s

M. Botsford, of the Paramount pub-

A.

writes that the Grauman advertisement in the issue of December 9, which was
praised as a plan book advertisement in cut
and layout, and adds that the copy credited
to Ralph Ruffner was also from the campaign book.
He adds “I realize that it is impossible
for j’ou to determine which of the ads your
corresponding exhibitors send in are taken
from the press sheet, but maybe you could
establish it as a general rule that the
best ads they return to you are the ones
furnished them by us.”
don’t know that this modest suggestion could be made a hard and fast rule, but
Paramount ad layouts are almost
the
uniformly good (except for some of the line
cut portraits), and exhibitors would do well
to follow the suggestions as to layout and
cut placement.
licity,

:

We

Sectional Flasher
Holloway, of the Rialto
Theatre, Columbus, Ga., more than doubled
the attention value of his lobby sign on “To
Hame and to Hold,” by wiring it to a
flasher in such a manner that on every other
flash only half of the sign would light up.
That would get attention in the belief that
something had gone wrong, and then the

Major

I.

C.

It reads all right, but in the first place we
do not believe that Lindlar can make up to
look convincingly like a hick and in the second no newspaper man would fail to smell

a rat

when

a theatre

manager

bailed out a

rube character four times in succession,
with “The Old Homestead” in close view.
If this keeps on we shall have to put Max
under oath each time he brings in copy.

A Paramount

Release

THE CONTEST POSTER

Grand Dads

Now

Grandma matinees have made a mint of
money for “Grandma’s Boy,” and now comes
Ben Levy, of the Hippodrome Theatre,
Joplin, Mo., with a

Grandpa’s Matinee for

“Remembrance.”

A local paper issued an invitation to all
grandfathers to attend a specified performance as the guests of the publisher, each
accompanied by his favorite grandchild, provided the youngster was under fourteen.
Grandpa himself had to be over sixty, but
the doorkeeper was nearsighted and a
couple of years did not matter much.
It brought in five pure reading stories
and most of them were on the front page,
where the house stuff never gets.
Also it made verbal advertising worth
many times even the newspaper publicity.

For the guidance of contestants, it may
be said that this is a six sheet poster advertising “Fool’s Paradise” and “The Sheik,”
at the Imperial Theatre, Tokio, the first
time in nearly two years that this house has
been opened for motion pictures.
Mark the misspelled words and write out
the proper spelling. The contest will close
January 1, 1^5.

For You, Too
Tying all the drug stores in town to a
slogan sold a play for the Rialto Theatre,
Lakewood, N. J.
Every large store in town urged “Don’t be
afraid of chapped’ hands or cheeks.
They
are only ‘Skin Deep.’”
Then they sold
remedies.

sign would flash.
Major Holloway and his staff made the
cutout letters, wired them and painted them

full

up without outside assistance.
He also used the contest hook-up page
and gave out 500 passes. All through the
South the receipts on this picture have been
in direct ratio to the number of passes won.

The more passes

distributed, in proportion

to population, the larger the cash receipts.

Teasers for the title and the out-of-town
postcard stunt, with a personal guarantee,
were the other methods used to put the
picture over to a 35 per cent, increase.

Pinched Four Times
Max Rosenfield, who usually is accurate
except when he is measuring Golems, says
that Walter Lindlar, Paramounteering in
Traverse City, Mich., managed to get himpinched four times for disobeying
self
Each time he^^ was
regulations.
traffic
booked on the records as “Uncle Josh" and
by the time he had reporters writing kidding stories about the old farmer who could
_

A

First National Release

A

SIX SIDED

PAGODA WORKED AT THE MELBA THEATRE

This three-story pagoda is the box office of the Dallas Theatre, and is made of compo
board painted in yellow and ornamented with dragons and other emblems. The letters
are also cut from compo board and are in vermilion and gold
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Shadow Box
Typical of Title

Generally any miniature set is supposed
to be the well-known whiskers of the celebrated cat, but H. P. Whitfield, of the Majestic Theatre, Austin, Texas, introduced a
new refinement.
The play was “The Ghost Breaker,” and
he made a cutout of the paper showing
Wallace Reid in the trunk as a foundation.
A castle arch, with a landscape showing
through was the background, set several
inches to the rear, to gain perspective.
And the whole was enclosed in a shadow
box painted to suggest a turreted castle,
which worked in well with the background
and added importantly to the effect.

Baker Exploiteers
Even cracker salesmen can be made exThe A. B. C. promised
Doone with its similarly
named shortbread, and is making good. It
got more than 300 windows for the First
National release when it came to the Grand
Opera House and Regent theatres, Pittsploiteers. in a pinch.
to get behind Lorna

Pathe Release

A BIG FLASH PARADE WHICH COST ONLY

$3.80

FOR CARDS

Bicycles dating as far back as the old high wheel machines were used to advertise the
opening of the Pathe serial, “Speed,” at the California Theatre, San Francisco.
Twenty-two boys were used, each of whom was given a ticket to the show

burgh.

The

biscuit salesmen

were offered prizes

for the largest number of window hooks in
proportion to their sales list, and a five dollar gold piece was offered for the best
window display.

The 300 windows seemed to be a record,
but Chicago is 3^et to be heard from.

Pyramided
Although the pyramids are supposed to be
constructed of sandstone, Walter Penn, of
the Bext Theatre, Palestine, Texas, built his
of copies of “Burning Sands” for his display
on that picture.
He borrowed a window from a book store,
filled it with sand, built the pyramids and
then peopled his desert with doll Arabs,
added palm trees, camels and everything
else but the fleas. He wasted all of a dollar
and a half on the display, but he built busi‘

ness

more than

week and sent it up to Cumberwhere it was worn by a girl in a ’rickshaw. She was also used in a prologue.
This offers the suggestion that you try
to get your local repertoire company to use
the play if you have a rep show in town.
It will help your business to make a close
following
land,

connection with the stage version.
fanatics

compare the

Rep Helped
Just before “East Is West” played Crandall’s Strand Theatre, Cumberland, Maryland, a stock company in Washington put
on the play. The Crandall offices in Washington rented one of the costumes for the

want

to

the

see

The stock

picture

and

star with their local idol.

Two

-

that.

will

for

One

Putting over “The Fighting Streak,” the
Strand Theatre, Brandon, Manitoba, put out
a hook-up page with ten co-operative advertisements. East of these displays carried
a cut of a horseshoe, with an inset of W'illiam Fox.

Friday and Saturday of that week were
designated as “lucky horseshoe” days, when
any child could clip any one of the ads and
use it as a pass if accompanied by one
adult.

was

just a variation of the two-for-one
Mix over, and a
idea, but it helped put
lot of houses have found that when he is established, Mix is as good as money in the
It

Tom

bank.

Cheated a Coroner

and Landed a Story
Being new and more or less enthusiastic.
Bill Danziger, Paramounteer, went to Peoria,
borrowed an automobile and staged a succession of fake accidents all the way down
Main street and back again.
Bill would fall down in front of the car
and almost get run over. Then, when the
inevitable crowd collected, he would hop
his

to

feet

and

lecture

them on “Man-

slaughter” at the Palace Theatre.
It is interesting to record the fact, but
we think the stunt too strenuous to be
recommended. It is too much of a shock,

and

if

some nervous woman drops dead

heart disease,
tre a lot.

of

not going to help the theabetter to play safe.

it is

It’s

Still

There

Sensational exploitation ihas grown so
common that some exhibitors are losing
sight of the fact that there still are newspapers. Joe Mayer, a Universal exploiteer,
put over a campaign for the Auditorium
Theatre, Newark, Ohio, in which he employed only the usual accessories and about
300 column inches of display, getting many
times that in publicity for “The Storm,” including a Which Man contest.
It still is
possible to use the papers.
Don’t forgpt
them.

Different
Not wanting

A

First National Release

A PAGODA EFFECT FOR THE BOX OFFICE

IS

VERY SIMPLE

Put a red roof on any structure, put tinkling bells or wind bells at the corners. Mask
in with red cloth and you have something that will sell many more tickets for “East
Is West.”
That is what Tom Boland, of the Empress, Oklahoma City, discovered

to be one of the 8,649 managers to use the klansmen cutouts for lobby
decorations for “One Clear Call,” Frank J.
Miller, Manager of Theatres for Southern
Enterprises in Augusta, Ga., decided to do
his own thinking, and found that it paid.
In the lobby of the Modjeska Theatre he
set up a painted flat showing a brick wall
with the title lettered across the face. The
wall stood nearly four feet high.
Two feet back on this he placed a profile
klan trumpter and between this and the wall
he set red incandescents. Back of the horseman, who was considerably over life size,
he set up a black backing on which were
painted a dead tree and a moon with an owl
sharply outlined against the luminary.
He backed this with a mounted rider.
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Eddie Bonns Booms
'^Hungry Hearts ** Run
Eddie Bonns does not believe in a onestunt exploitation.
He gets even the New
York papers to fall for his big stunts on the
Goldwyn releases when they come to the
Capitol for the New York run, but he believes in backing that up.
For “Hungry Hearts” he put out a boy and
a woman, dressed as Russian peasants, who
perambulated the financial and theatre sections, and he also put out 3,000 peppermint
hearts
printed
up “No More Hungry
Hearts.” Each was in a glassine envelope
printed with *he playing date and house.

The same legend was used on
shopping

5,000

paper

bags

distributed within a mile
radius of the theatre, and an equal number
of potato bags were put out with the grocers

and vegetable markets.
Twelve thousand red paper hearts and
15,000 heralds completed the campaign, except for the book hook-up, which was very
largely employed.

Whirling Wheels
Three hundred above the average, with
perhaps another three hundred lost through
a Sunday missout was the record of “The
Fast Mail” at the Majestic Theatre,

Mem-

phis.

A

First National Release

A NEAT DISPLAY FOR A “LORNA DOONE” CINDERELLA CONTEST
la., had to use the police to preserve the line
o wans sought to qualify for the honor of having the model foot. Apart
from the unmounted stills this is an attractive window dressing

The Des Moines Theatre, Des Moines,
while the

I

Paraded the Cops

Autographed Prizes
Autographed copies of “Lorna Doone”
were offered as prizes in an essay competition at the Des Moines Theatre for that
attraction. First National exploitation states
that copies of the book desired for use of

prizes will be autographed by Ince and Miss
Bellamy if sufficient notice be given.
The Des Moines also ran a Cinderella contest for a pair of brocaded slippers and tied
up the various proprietary articles in addition to a bannered street car with a sizable
mileage.

Remember
Remember

a

For two weeks in advance H. B. Clarke
had a window on Main street showing a
transparency drop of a speeding train with
an airplane above it going even faster. In
front of this was a layout of stills and cards.
For the lobby he used a compo board
locomotive with the wheels geared to high
speed on a fan motor. Two 24-sheets were
spread across the entrance with a banner
on either side of the lobby.

Wanting something newer than the newsparade, the Strand Theatre, Seattle,
paraded the police force to a special showing of “Sherlock Holmes,” on the proposition that they might learn something about
Goldwynner Frank H.
catching criminals.
Burns helped Manager Wright put the idea
over, and they made motion picture of the
parade as a special feature, this being shown
in all of the Jensen and von Herberg houses

Another Hot Sands

boy’s

to advertise the film at the Strand.
The “21” puzzle was used for amateur
Sherlocks and a street ballyhoo was put out
with a fore-and-aft cap and magnifying
glass.

Add

to J. M. Edgar Hart’s steam heated
sand for “Burning Sands,” the device of
A. R. Lynch, of the Lyric Theatre, Jackson, Tenn.
Mr. Lynch buried cans of solidified alcohol
in his sands, so that the blaze came through.
It was realistic and inexpensive; less costly
even than the El Paso stunt.
If you put a little powdered borax on top

of the alcohol in the can,
visible
it

only

green blaze.
in

you get

a

Also some fumes.

more
Use

the open.

One?

This

couple of years ago

when

you would get the exploitation man to send
a few hundred postcards from the nearest
large city reading:

“Am

Saw ‘Manslaughter’ last
it when it comes to the
the blank

filled

in

having a
night.

with the

fine time.
Don’t^ miss

Nellie,”

name

and

of your

house?
A. H. Cobb, Jr., of the Alamo Theatre,
Ga., got the Atlanta office to send
out 300 cards to a list of names he supplied
Griffin,

works just as well as ever.
also used the traffic cards and rotogravures to help build business 35 per cent.
It cost him $15.

and

it

He

Gave a

B. B. Ball

Revising an old stunt, the Lyric Theatre,
Fort Collins, Col., persuaded a local dancing
master to give a Buffalo Bill ball the Saturday before the serial, “In the Days of
Buffalo Bill,” opened at the Lyric.
All

who came costumed

as

the

historic

were admitted
tree and prizes were awarded for the best
costumes. It put over the picture and helped
the dance, for the extra attendance more
personages

in

the

A

Paranurunt Release

picture

than offset the free admissions.

HERE’S A LOG BOAT OUT “ON THE HIGH SEAS”
G.

M.

Strand Theatre, Atlanta, built this for Dorothy Dalton and
looks as though it might have been a log cabin in the remote
past, but the wheel gets over the idea of “On the High Seas”

Phillips, of the

Jack Holt to

sail in.

It

December
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Novelty Folders
on * Ftemal Flame**
George

Schade is going in for novelty
stunts at his Sandusky house. Several of his
schemes have been listed and the latest are
small rubber boots for “The Storm” and
miniature candles for “The Eternal Flame.”
J.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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A

phonograph hook-up was not

765

Real Circus Flavor

listed for

“East Is West,” but that did not prevent the
Coliseum Theatre, Seattle, from getting four
phonograph windows on the Chinese play.
All companies have a considerable selection of Americanized Chinese numbers on
_

and a cutout from the three
sheet gave point to a drive on the play and
the selections.
This is a little different
angle, and if you can get the stores to play
the selections, with a repeater, it will be
better yet.
their records,

Given to a Serial
Roland G. McCurdy, Des Moines Universalist, is evidently an old circus man, with a
little sawdust still in his hair.

To launch the Universal chapter play, “In
Days of Buffalo Bill,” he used a poster
wagon to distribute the lithos and other

the

accessories,
painted.

but

he had two sets of signs

A Universal Relensr

McCURDY’S CAR
The cut shows “Car No. 2,” but the same
wagon with the other set of signs was “Car
No. 1” and the signs were alternated to
give the idea that the serial was so big that
it took two outfits to put it over properly.
It had a substantial moral effect, and offers
an idea to managers for their own bill
wagon- whether they have one or not. An
express wagon can be hired for a couple of
hours a day, and it certainly does give an

—

A

First National Reiease

impression.

THE PHONOGRAPH IDEA

4 First National Reiiease
.

THE SCHADE NOVELTY
This

a three-piece mailer; a card folder
the attraction and apparently
accessory stuff; a card printed for the house
and announcing the date, and a candle one
inch long in a metal holder half as long
again. The card was slit to let through the
base of the candlestick. All were clipped
together for mailing.
Most exhibitors have pinned their faith
to the three foot candle.
Schade goes to
the other extreme, and with even better results, for the appeal is more direct.
telling

An

And do not forget that both Victor and
Columbia can supply real Chinese records,
even though they may not have them in
stock. Try a couple in the lobby. The instrumental numbers are the best.

is

of

Rings Were Passes
H. H. Wilson, of the Sherman Theatre,
Sullivan, Ind., adapted the lost key stunt to
“Man-Woman-Marriage,” when he belatedly played that production.
Ten wedding rings, procured from the tencent store, were “lost” and the finders were
rewarded with passes. Everyone was looking for the rings and talking about the
play.

Mother *s Matinee
Hits New Zealand
Human nature is pretty much the same
everywhere, and the Fox office reports that
the Mother’s Alatinee, worked in connection with “Over the Hill,” is doing as well
“down under” as it did in this section of the
globe.

The Grand Theatre, Christ Church, a city
of 100,000, played to a continuous standout
through the use of this device, giving a
morning performance when elderly women
were admitted as guests of the house. The
theatre is located in the center of the town’s
business activities, and the arriving guests
made a wonderful ballyhoo.

Equity Release

CARTOONS HELPED “WHAT’S WRONG WITH THE WOMEN?” AT THE MAJESTIC THEATRE, MEMPHIS
H. B. Clarke turned to cartoon work to get attention for this attraction. His lobby front was a huge cartoon poster showing what
poor fishes the men are, and his entry in the Armistice Day parade was a truck with a more decided reply to the question, showing
what Jiggs thinks is the reply to the question. The receipts were pushed several hundred dollars over the usual gross

9
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A

Page and a Half
for “Foolish Wives”

In addition to taking slightly more than
half a page on its own account for “Foolish
Wives” on the opening day, the Strand
Theatre, Cumberland, Md., one of the
Crandall houses, got a full page hook-up,
the feature of which was the use of a name
plate in each of the hook-up ads, which
gives six repeats of the title in reverse to
go in with the space on that page either
taken by or given to the house. This space
is in addition to the half page already men-

which to make announcement of the return
engagement of Norma Talmadge in “Smilin’
Through.” It brought the picture back for
a full week and sells it on the original

when the picture played the
house nearly five months before. There is
a keen appreciation added in the column at
notice, given

the left, but the real selling
reference to the original hit.

talk

The

is

the

Note the Prices:
Children 10c

Are Laid

I. 3, S. 7.

of the Story
in

— p.

r.

A.—

Because Harold Lloyd is a self-seller, the
Allen Theatre, Cleveland, gives most of the
display to his name and drawings of himself and grandma, contenting itself with a
few strong lines to get the general idea
over. This would be inadvisable in many
instances, but it will sell Lloyd because so

WEEK

The Scenes

empty house.

Harold Lloyd
With Little Effort

ALL THIS

Stam

half

Sells

ROYAL
Picture

23, 1922

and this brings in an additional 500 to
spread the valuable word of mouth advertising.
It also helps in that the pay patrons,
who come later, do not feel so lonesome.
Ninety-nine times out of a hundred the
visitor is impressed by the full house and
likes the picture better than he would in a

stuff is

ij-

Adults 20c

December

England,

Ireland and France

CURTIS
Confectionery

163133^
1

SiREETT’S
Hflltier’s

j

Bread

OMTHETABIX

A

A RETURN FULL PAGE

FURNITURE
well

'

1

ATuLceocotsoa

>

<

1

written,

though a familiar error

is

made in the box, “To the public,” where
the management says in part “If you have
:

I

JoIjiHjjKtt
r

*

First National Release

FLURSHUTZ

H.y.M£SjiiitzJSfln

1,

j

A Unwersal

Release

SIX

NAME PLATES

Supplying name plates to the merchants gives a more complete hook-up and
the value of iteration is apparent from a
glance at the page. This holds up better
than a page in which each merchant follows his own devices in hooking in. The
cost of the plates is not heavy, and each
is
an additional advertisement to be had
only for the cost of the cut instead of the
cut, plus the space.
tioned.

—P.

T.

Cobb On

A

—

the Job

unqualified endorsement of the women’s
clubs and then tied that next day to the
statement that no better preparation for
the revival could be conceived than a viewing of the sins of society in “Nice People.”
It saved a lot of seats from being empty
and, better still, it gave emphasis to the
moral value of the pictures.
T.

A.—

Employs Full Page
for Return Feature
Taking

page for an important
nothing new, but the Royal
Theatre, Victoria, B. C., does something
different when it uses an entire page in

attraction

a

is

full

—P. T. A.—

Signed the Shanties
Because

Revival meetings are serious troubles to
southern managers. The entire population
turns out and the theatres have to starve.
When A. H. Cobb, Jr., of the Alamo Theatre,
Griffin,
Ga.,
came to play “Nice
People,” the churches were holding meetings preparatory to the revival to be started
the following week. It looked pretty blue
for Cobb, but he started in by getting the

—P.

not seen it, don’t miss it. If you have seen
it, I think you will agree with us that it is
worth seeing again.” When you start to
write decide whether you will use the
editorial “we” or the first personal pronoun
and stick to your choice. This employs the
we earlier in the box, goes to “I” and returns to the “we.” It’s a very minor matter,
but it is so easily to be avoided that some
care should be exercised. It is a real tribute
to Miss Talmadge that this return should
be so widely proclaimed, but “Smilin’
Through” is a play most persons will gladly
see again, and it should be good for almost
universal repeats.

the

railroad

runs

right

down

Main street in Lafayette, Ind., and past the
Arc Theatre, the house placarded the
flagman’s shanties with all sorts of adver“The Fast Mail.”
Few towns can work this stunt, but there
is a good suggestion in the idea.
It might
be possible to make up a few slab shanties
for the main- crossings with flagmen to
warn of the coming of the “Fast Mail.”
You don’t have to have a railroad to use
the shanties, and if you can hook it to the
traffic control, so much the better.

A

Rathe Release

BRIEF BUT SELLING
much has been

said about his first excursion into the longer lengths. He needs no
more argument, for he is already sold
through the newspapers and fan magazines.
It is required only that the fact of his appearance be stated, and this is done nicely
and without waste of words, yet each word
in the four lines in the shield is carefully
considered that the best and strongest may
be used. All the rest of the show is thrown
overboard except the overture and the sole
appeal is made with the comedy.

—P. T. A.—

tising for

—P.

T.

A.—

Those Penny Tickets

Cuts

Down Stock

to Fit Desired

Cuts

Space

Edward J. Hiehle, of the Hippodrome
Theatre, Marietta, Ohio, does not sit down
and weep profusely because the plan book
He
cuts are not always what he wants.
does the best he can with what he can get.
He has no engraver in town, but the printer
has a hacksaw and he can cut down to
make a fit.. This display uging a familiar
Norma Talmadge cut is about the best of a
number of efforts he sends in, though there
are several specimens in which he gains a
good effect through cutting out only the
head of a star and taking off the bareness,
as in this example from a Metro cut of
Mae Murray. This is really a better display in all except the placement of the cut,
because it gives better publicity in smaller
think the “Smilin’ Through” is
space.
a bit too large for what should be a self
seller, and the title cut is too obscure. This
,

Selling tickets for a penny apiece seems
to be the newest cleanup in the Southern
Enterprises territory. R. L. Towns, of the
Strand, Birmingham, lays off 500 tickets to
a local store, good until one o’clock for the

opening matinee.

The

store advertises the sale heavily, and
the purchase to two to a customer.
To get full value, the counter at which the
sale is handled is always adjacent to some
merchandise the store wishes to move,
and the location is changed for each sale.
The Monday matinee is never very good,
limits

We

—

—
December
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would get a better display in type, for we
take it that Mr. Hiehle wants display and
not merely a picture. The design obscures
the name and makes even the title less
prominent, and this is an instance wherein
both name and play title have a value.
Clearness is to be preferred to prettiness,
and the cut is not even pretty because the
drawing is too close and it looks more like

some
more

of the rule work would have given a
airy and inviting display.
For Mr.
Hiehle’s benefit, we like very well his display for “The Four Horsemen” and do not
like the fussy display for the last day of
“Smilin’ Through.”
Here the cut is a detractor.
They did not think that the plan
book suggestion for a hook-up page on “In
the Name of the Law” would suit the local
merchants, so the local ad man got up his

own hook-in

15 c

-XODAY-

I

40c I

40c

1

may
how

experience

Show them

difficulty.

just

Don’t bother to set up,
but show the rough pencil sketch.

3

1;S(>

and found no difficulty
merchants by displaying the
matter ready to go into the form.
This
very greatly simplified the matter of selling
off the page, and is a hint to others who
lines

selling the

in

HIPPODROME

15c

WORLD

it

look.

will

—P.

Thanks

T.

A.—

An

Exhibitor
for Capital Copy

I

A. O. Gill, of the Erie Theatre, Hugo, Okla.,
sends his thanks to Hayes, of Hillsdale, Mich.,
for the reader reprinted in this department for
October 21. Mr. Gill writes that he thinks it
hard to beat, so he copied it off into his own
display, as the larger of the two advertisements
shows. He realizes, as does Mr. Hayes, that
he can advertise something besides features and
that an occasional little comment will do the
house infinite good. He is getting nice results

The Incomparable Achievement
j

The greatest photodrama,-,o£ Norma Tal-

madge’s career

The

masterpiece

love, eternal

them over with less talk, so he cut down his
advertising space.
He seems to reason along
the Lem Stewart lines that large displays are
of no value unless they get over better copy.
Of course you cannot cut it too much without
getting the paper busy with the blue pencil on
readers, but you can effect a gradual reduction
that will bring your advertising down to more
reasonable limits, and then you will have more
money with which to splurge on a big special.
Figure on just how little the paper will expect
and then make that your usual space building
up on this only when you have more to say or
wish to say it more importantly. The idea that
a three nines will sell twice as many seats as
three four and a halfs is fundamentally wrong,
else you could take all full pages and crowd
the house at extra performances all the time.
;

There is no magic in newspaper advertising
save that you put in it yourself with smartly
written copy. Mr. Gill also reports that he got
good results from a program appeal to patrons
to check their preferences on a blank which
listed “Society drama, society comedy, love
drama, tragedy, classics (from books), comedy drama, slapstick comedy, western.” Were
also four lines for favored stars, and spaces for
and address and telephone number.
^
u'
This
is old stuff, but once or twice
a year you
can dig up the copy, run it and not only
get
a line on your patrons’ tastes, but you
can
verify your mailing list and at the
same time
persuade them that you are giving careful
attention to your programs. It would
be good
work, from this latter angle, even if
you threw
the replies m the waste basket.
It would have
moral value, but no wise manager
^
t
will basket that stuff until

he has taken off the
results
and if he gets the favored stars
checked he can use the telephone
numbers to

of-

— youth

supreme,

Como

767

good advantage.

—P.

smUin’ through

—to find

all

that the

screen can givel

Movie.’]

A

In

Love Nbnna Talmadge
“SMILIN’ THROUGH”

David Horsley, who figured prominently as
a producer in the good old days
of the M. P.
bales Company, is now conducting
the States

Foil*
•

I

Shows
Daily

1

Honolulu.
He writes that he is
York to make additional contracts blit meanwhile he
sends in samples of
his advertising.
These are

A CONDENSED CUT
smudge than a design.
This “Smilin’
Through” advertisement could have been
pulled in by a third with no loss of appeal
by cutting out the title design and setting
this in two lines to the left of the cut, rea

taining the present selling lines.
In the
main, the printer seems to run too much to
panel work. A little of this is good for a
change, but most of the displays are ruled

Mae Murray

A Paramount

Release

PLEASING THE PUBLIC
and this paneled advertisement
Matrimony a Failure?” gets nice treatment, to match his carefully written copy. The
from

his printer

for “Is

proportioning of the types could not be much
better done, and yet it will be recalled that Mr.
Gill’s debut in this department was to get a
criticism he could shoot into the printer. Evidently the suggestions were accepted, for since
then the Gill advertisements have been decidedly good.
He writes that he is cutting
down his displays. The display for “Is Matrimony a Failure?” occupies a three sixes, but in
another sample he puts over a last day and an

in 'fascination''

A

Brilliant Drama pf a Girl Who Danced With Danger
Depicting a Girl’s Great Adventure Between Dawn and Dawn.
You Will Rejoice in the Beauty of Mae Murray’s Clothes. Furs,

TON1GH7

and Short-^eming Shoes

“Fox Kews”

Extra Today!
Peggy Paige Fashion Film
By Tumer.*Ebinger Co.

heatre in

coming to

First National Release

Extra Today!

A.—

Theatre in Hawaii

You’ll

Chats

Added

T.

David Horsley Runs

the '^tea of gladness

ERIE THEATRE
Your C»rca

WALLACE
*

somewhat similar manner and the idea
becomes monotonous. The device should
be saved for use where two or more pro-

^B8tc«l

Dioeinc

“epecd''

— Romante— l.«oghl«r.

l/0»e

n/i

falo Bill” serial are given a joint showing.
Here two paneled cuts and two panels for

the titles work better than they would
loose in the space, but this does not apply
to the two examples shown, where dropping

program

at his own theatre
for the large spaces taken
advertisements. They seem de^^ned to sell the program as well as
the house
His display for “Go and
Get It” is a six
htteens, and for Norma
Talmadge in

W

'll!

“The
deeper—about a

s^elTnteen
seventeen.
This lists twenty-one
playmg First Nationals in the Territoryhouses
of Hawaii

advertiser and we regret
that the tint of the
paper prohibits reproduction,
for they are interesting exarnples and show
none of the amaeunshness wfoch too often
marks the torl

Z

-

in

—P.

T.

‘‘All
Because

there

Paramount Releases

A REDUCED SPACE
underline in just half that space and does it
adequately.
For the matrimonial picture he
saw his chance for more good copy, so he took
more space and added the Hayes reader. For

“Too Much Speed” and “Bought and

Paid
For” he figured that he would be able to put

was
_

FoT^M
Fort
Myers,

Fla.,

aerial bill stunt.

off in

gram units are to be put over equally, as
where Barthelmess in “Sonny” and the “Buf-

the States

“BOUGHT AND
AGNES AYRE and
JACK HOLT

SPEED’’
The

TUL'RSO.tY

Mille

mand

PAID FOR’’

*TOO MUCH

A DIFFERENT HANDLING

EBJE”

on pink paper and
cannot be reproduced, but they
are interesting
examples of what can be done in
Hulaland.
Evidently he is also connected with
the First
Naffonal excl^nge there, for
one of the ads
on Jirn the Penman,” urges the
reader to de-

Prodortion

AGNES AYRES and
THEODORE ROBERTS In.

A Metro Release

the

Wntiam De

REID

Extra Today!
“Snub” PoITard

at

New

-

A.—

WeP’
a

flight

swapped a

aviator i
Theatr(
slide for a

Fifty passes were throw
trom the plane while it flew over
the mai
streets.
Ten went into the river, but it
still warm down in
Florida and small bov
dived in and rescued them.
-With window
cards, extra stifls and
general jazz, com
i

Harris playe

^
Sand for three days, wher
two days was supposed to be the limit
fc

this

town.

3

^

:
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fiom the Shoulder Reports

'Department jfor the Information

Exhibitors
'T

Edited by A.

SMILIN’

American Releasing

Sincere exhibitors are sendSngi
these tips to help you book your
show. Their reports are printed
without fear or favor.
If a picture is good, bad or ordinary, you
will find it out here.
Turn about
is fair play; let these exhibitors
guide your bookings, and in turn
let’s hezu* from you.

GREAT ALONE. A very good picture of
the outdoors that pleased the people who
saw it. Get this, as I believe you can make
Advertising:
newspaper,
some money.
Patronage mixed. Attendance
Solomon, Bijou Theatre, Clarks-

lobby, etc.
fair.

burg,

J.

:

:

West

Virginia.

MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME.

Good

Race scene good. Pleased about
87 %. Patronage town. Attendance good.
G. H. Jenkinson, Victor Theatre, Minocqua,
picture.

:

Van Buren Powell

:

Wisconsin.

Associated Exhibitors
GRANDMA’S BOY. Excellent picture;
audiences enthusiastic over it.
But it did
not draw commensurate with its big cost.
Advertising: like a circus.
Patronage:
average. Attendance: good. Thos. K. Lancaster, Apollo Theatre, Gloucester, New
Jersey.

F. B. O.
BEYOND THE RAINBOW.
fine

excellent

cast,

Good

story,

Went

photography.

Advertising:
our patrons.
regular. Patronage; average. Attendance:
good. Thos. K. Lancaster, Apollo Theatre,

over

big with

Gloucester,

New

Jersey.

BLOT. A

clever picture, cleverly played
William Noble,
very entertaining.
Folly Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

and

COLLEEN OF THE PINES.

For me,

just

an ordinary movie, poorly constructed, very
improbable and unusual. Did not please
generally, although no outspoken kicks
registered. Usual advertising and lobby disStar: Jane
play of pictures and posters.
William Noble, Folly Theatre,
Novak.

Oklahoma

City,

Oklahoma.

GOOD MEN AND TRUE.

Good picture;
true to life. Harry Carey gaining in popularity. Advertising; usual lobby
William Noble, Rialto Theatre,
display.
one that

is

Oklahoma

FIRST

Oklahoma.

City,

WOMAN. A

good picture with a
punch at the finish that pleased the few
who came in. Our town is very short on
Advertising: photos, newspapers,
Patronage mixed. Attendance poor.
Solomon, Bijou Theatre, Clarksburg, West

business.
etc.
J.

:

great.
get

all,

window for the candle stunt. Advertising:
strongest in three months. Patronage small
town.
Attendance good. W. Ray Erne,
Rialto Theatre, Charlotte, Michigan.
a

:

;

ETERNAL FLAME.

Excellent picture;
one that will appeal to the better class.
Norma Talmadge does her best in this; good
supporting cast. Will draw where the star
Advertising: newspaper,
has a following.
twenty-fours, threes, sixes, postal cards, all
kinds.
Attendance good. Adolph Schutz,
Liberty Theatre, Silver City, New Mexico.
:

GO AND GET

IT.

Wesley Barry takes

Patrons were much delighted

good here.

with this type of picture. Advertising: ones,
Patronage
threes, sixes, photos, papers.
F. M. Knight,
local.
Attendance: good.
Opera House, Blenheim, Ontario, Canada.

KINDRED OF THE DUST. A

good picture which drew good business and pleased
seeing it.
The kind of a picture that
makes new fans. William Noble, Empress
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
all

REDEMPTION.

LOVE’S

good

Extra

picture. Norma Talmadge, the star, quite a
favorite with all my patrons. Advertising;
two threes, four ones. Patronage mixed.

THE NAME OF THE LAW. A

pica

more than

program,

but it has the pulling
pleases. I beat all records in
attendance and receipts.
You won’t go
wrong on this one. It brings them in.
Advertising; cutouts, two papers, ones,
threes, photos, heralds, slide.
Patronage:
average.
Attendance: broke all records.
E. T. Dunlap, Dunlap Theatre, Hawarden,

power and

it

Iowa.

Attendance: fair.
W. Odom,
Theatre, Durant, Mississippi.

Dixie

Sr.,

EAST

WEST.

IS
An exceptionally good
Full of entertainment. Everybody
picture.
well pleased.
good box-office moneygetter. Star: Constance Talmadge. William
Noble, Empress Theatre, Oklahoma City,

A

Oklahoma.

THROUGH.

SMILIN’

I have shown at
dozen of “the greatest pictures
ever made,” this year; but none of them
drew like this. Fully a hundred told me that
it was the best they had ever seen.
Per-

least a half

sonally,

think

I

Though

wonderful.

it

I

broke the house record, I made very little
on it. Advertising: trebled newspaper; tieup with music store, doubled posters, etc.
Patronage: small town. Attendance: biggest

Community

A. La Valla,
Bethel, Connecticut.

yet.

THROUGH. Hung

SMILIN’

office record.

Theatre,

up a boxmonths.

First real business in

Pleased most all.
Advertising: regular.
Patronage: family. Attendance: big. R. J.
Relf, Star Theatre, Decorah, Iowa.

TOL’ABLE DAVID. Beyond the shadow
of a doubt, the greatest picture of mountain
For casting, direction, locaThe
it
can’t be beaten.
most enjoyable picture thrown on my screen
this year.
Book it; boost it every way you
know how. Advertising: every way known.
Patronage:
mixed.
Attendance;
good.

life

ever made.

tions

and

titles,

Steve Farrar,

Orpheum

Theatre, Harrisburg,

Illinois.

TOL’ABLE DAVID. As

good

a picture as
of a picture that will make and hold picture fans.
Advertising: photos and mail. Patronage:
rural.
Attendance: good. B. A. Aughin-

we have

seen

baugh.

Community

The kind

in years.

Lewistown,

Theatre,

Ohio.

In spite of
the fact that there was a cold rain, I had a
full house and they all said it was worth
going through to see. Advertising: every

way I could think of. Patronage mixed.
Attendance
R. S. Moore, Gem
good.
Theatre, Snyder, Oklahoma.
:

:

LIFE.

Good comedy drama.
Wynona, Okla-

homa.

ROSARY. Another mistake for us.
Steady patrons walked out. Did they like
it?
Ran two days; receipts first day,
$123.50; second day, $9.40. A shame to both
Catholic and Protestant had as many kicks
from one as from the other. Advertising:
special order posters and lobby. Patronage:
neighborhood. Attendance good first day

—

:

only.

E.

L.

Wharton, Orpheum Theatre,

SEVENTH DAY.

Very, very good; but

compare with “Tol’able David” and
“Sonny.” It will please and draw on account
couldn’t

but don’t over-advertise it.
Advertising: posters and heralds.
Patronof

the

age

:

W.

star,

neighborhood.

E. Elkin,
Mississippi.

Attendance

:

fair.

Temple Theatre, Aberdeen,

THE

IN

Very good

AIR.

Pleased about eighty per cent.

A

program

picture; plenty of action all
the way through. -’Advertising; ones, threes,
newspaper. Patronage small town. Atten-

fine

MAN-WOMAN-MARRIAGE.

MARRIED

TRAPPED
Western.

Glasgow, Montana.

First National

Talmadge

:

R. P. Cecil, Dixie Theatre,

ture that everybody liked; no

regular

Certainly

and push; and above

it

:

Virginia.

IN

ETERNAL FLAME.
Get behind

THROUGH. Norma

never did anything better. I don’t have to
go into detail; every exhibitor that keeps in
touch knows this picture value. You’ll do
business, and if you can get it without giving your right eye, do so and make some
change.
Advertising: usual.
Patronage:
health seekers and tourists.
Attendance;
good.
Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre
Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

:

dance:

fair.

H.

S.

Miller, Liberty Theatre,

Montezuma, Georgia.

WEDDING BELLS.

Constance

is

evidently trying to come back, as her stories
are getting better. She’s always been fine,
but there must be some excuse for her
appearance.
Advertising: regular lobby
with
heralds.
Patronage; small town.
Attendance: fair. Majestic Theatre, Greenfield,

Tennessee.

Fox
ARABIAN LOVE. Our

Saturday crowds
one very much. Gilbert looks
promising. Advertising: as usual. Patronage: mixed.
Attendance: good.
E. W.
Collins, Grand Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.
liked

this

BAR
good

in

NOTHING.
this one, but

Jones

exceptionally

you couldn’t possibly

them in, even with a “free show."
Although it lost us money, the picture is in
no way to blame. This was an especially
good Western and those who were there
were greatly entertained. Jones has a good

get

following here, but a free

show

will

hardly

:
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them in during the week. R. K. Russell,
Lyric Theatre, Cushing, Iowa.

small town.
Attendance
poor.
W. F.
Pease, Centennial Theatre, Lowell, Wisconsin.

get

CONNECTICUT YANKEE.

:

Between Ourselves

Good com-

A

Lost money
edy drama. Sub-titles great.
on fifteen-thirty-five cents admission. Bad
Advertising: photos, handbills.
weather.
Patronage small town. Attendance poor.
E. A. Oestern, Oestern’s Theatre, Harper’s
Ferry, Iowa.
Boys, here is a snappy
gets better all the time. Just a
word to all of you exhibitors I have run
Fox pictures for three years. I only run
three days a week, but I have better service
out of Fox than from any other film company. F. C. Butt, Ideal Theatre, Blue Ridge,
Georgia.
:

A

City,

Oklahoma.

good
and went
over good. Advertising: newspaper, posters.
Patronage mostly men. Attendance good.
Louis Pilosi, Pilosi’s Theatre, Old Forge,

by

ones, well liked

of Mix’s

his following,

:

vertising

dance

—

even if you do miss a chance
to get back at somebody.

Tom Mix

tip,

Full of the Mix fun and pep. Adposters. Patronage rural. Attengood.
B. A. Aughinbaugh, Com-

picture.

:

VAN.

:

:

munity Theatre, Lewistown, Ohio.

FOR BIG STAKES.
ture

One you can

!

special

a

call

action

;

Advertising: six, three,
AttenPatronage: small town.
photos.
dance good. F. C. Butt, Ideal Theatre, Blue
Ridge, Georgia.

from

start to finish.

:

JUST TONY. A human
They cannot help being
“Mix” picture. It
and children alike
to see

is Tony.
with this

men, women
whole family

will please
invite the

Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield Theatre,
Chicago, Illinois.

it.

Madison

;

horse

satisfied

street,

jL JUST TONY. Mix and his horse. _Without exception the greatest masterpiece in
horsemanship. The horse is wonderful, and
-a whole lot better than some stars we have.
Advertising usual. Patronage small town.
Attendance: good (as usual). R. K. Russell,
Lyric Theatre, Cushing, Iowa.

Ill

d|

!

1

^

'

:

:

good

very

five-reel

Young

folks especially
being a college pic-

picture.

enjoy it very much,
ture. Advertising: usual. Patronage mixed
Attendance: fair.
Frank Fera, Victory
Theatre, Rossiter, Pennsylvania.
will

<

Jack Kaplan, Royal Theatre, South
Fallsburgh, New York.
fair.

TO A FINISH.
Some

patrons.

LIVE WIRES.
showing

in

this

eighty per cent.
fair.

New

Stars

made

a very

good

picture.
Pleased about
Advertising: slide, paper,

Patronage all classes. Attendance:
A. E. Rogers, Temple Theatre, Dexter,
York.

cards.

:

MOONSHINE VALLEY.
Picture

Fine acting.
better, though.
half as much as he
Advertising: photos, one sheet,

could

;

have

been

Farnum does not draw
used

to.

slide, newspaper.
Patronage rough class.
Attendance: poor. Charles Martin, Family
Theatre, Mt. Morris, New York.
:

I

THE NEW TEACHER.
that the reviewers say
I
I

picture,

it

Despite the fact
a conventional

is

went over good.

Everybody

sat-

isfied.

Advertising: three ones, one three,

slide.

Patronage:

I

I

it

Buck Jones

in a five-reel
a majority of my
very thrilling stunts pulled

pleased

that

thriller

A

clean Western. If your patrons
want excitement, get this one. Avertising:
small town.
ones, threes, slide. Patronage

b3'

Buck.

:

Attendance:

fair.

C. C. Johnson,

A-Muse-U

general.

NO TRESPASSING.

Good picture; but
disappointed.
They expected her to dance and wear pretty clothes.
It pleased, however, but they like her better
in other type stories.
Advertising: posters
and heralds.
Patronage
neighborhood.
Attendance: fair.
W. E. Elkin, Temple
Theatre, Aberdeen, Mississippi.

women were

the

:

FREE

AIR.

A

Attendance:

good

picture, reasonably

Far above the average program
material. Advertising: posters. Patronage:
rural. Attendance fair. B. A. Aughinbaugh,
Community Theatre, Lewistown, Ohio.
bought.

SLIM SHOULDERS. Everybody

seeing

“Slim Shoulders” well pleased.
No kicks
registered.
William Noble, Empress Theatre,

Oklahoma

City,

Oklahoma.

Metro
BROADWAY

ROSE. Good.
Satisfies
about seventy-five per cent.
Good direction; settings very good; dance scenes the
best Mae Murray has done.
Picture will
if

you don’t pay too much

Advertising: sixes, threes, ones, window cards, slides. Patronage everybody.
Attendance fair. Adolph Schutz, Liberty
Theatre, Silver City, New Mexico.
for

it.

:

WEST OF CHICAGO.

Good program

picture.
Will
please
who like
those
Westerns. Advertising regular. Patronage:
general.
Attendance: good.
W.
Jno.
Creamer,
Theatre,
Chillicothe,
Strand
:

Missouri.

WEST OF CHICAGO. Quite good if
Westerns are desired. Advertising: posters,
program, newspaper.
Patronage
country
town. Attendance fair. Arthur B. Smith,
Fenwick Theatre, Salem, New Jersey.
:

Goldwyn
BEATING THE GAME. I am a booster
for Tom Moore.
He never disappoints my
audiences. A fine program picture. AdverPatronage: country town.
good.
H. V. Harvey, Palace
Theatre, Dixon, California.
tising:

usual.

Attendance

:

HEAD OVER HEELS.

Some

like

it,

but

don’t think the majority would.
Advertising: program, newspaper, posters. Patronage country town. Arthur B. Smith, Fenwick Theatre, Salem, New Jersey.
:

OWN

LAW.

HIS
Just a fair program
picture.
patrons were about fifty-fifty.
Some liked it and some didn’t. Quite heavy
in places.
A. E. Rogers, Temple Theatre,

My

Dexter,

New

MADAM

York.
X.

BROADWAY

ROSE. Well pleased audiences. Mae Murray was fascinating in this
one. No kicks registered. A good booking
proposition. William Noble, Rialto Theatre,
Oklahoma

City,

Oklahoma.

CONQUERING POWER.

Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

:

'

Old

:

:

A

LIVE WIRES.
program

Hall,

Hodkinson

make you money

Boys, get this pic-

Town

Lyme, Massachusetts.

:

:

splendid

—

this

Thos. L. Haynes,

ture.

when you need

that makes that particular film
curl up and die in the opinion of
a lot of folks?
Whale the daylights out of any
real “bloomer” but, fellows, for
the sake of one hundred per cent,
trustability, make every tip a true

FOOTFALLS. For me, this has less entertainment value than any picture to date.
Imagine the star of “A Fool There Was”
Advertising: ones and six.
as an ingenue.
Patronage small town. Attendance poor.
S. Pace, Jettie Theatre, Texline, Texas.

FOR BIG STAKES. A

that’s

oven at home and you
get sore and shoot in a “panning”

Pennsylvania.

:

Had some favorable
and others did not like it.

Personally, could not see why it did not
please all; should call it a good program pic-

feet in the

:

WALL FLOWER.

That leaves only a five per cent,
leak in the dependability faucet,
but you want no leak at all.
Sometimes you’ll get a real

But how about the average stuff
that hops onto your screen when
you pay too much or don’t happen
to get the right pulling angle, and
old Pa Patron sits tight with his

FAST MAIL. Full of action and pep.
splendid picture, splendidly played, and to
William Noble,
pleased good business.

was

it

comments on

to tip the rest of the crowd before
they get stung, the same as they
are handing you the office to lay
oflF of some other “quince.”

:

what

Not

cracked up to be at all, for me. A fair program picture and nothing more. Lost a lot
of money on it. Advertising: window cards,
newspapers, etc.
Patronage: high class.
Attendance: poor. Charles Martin, Family
Theatre, Mt. Morris, New York.

curate.

“lemon” and

ELOPE IF YOU MUST. This is just a
mediocre picture; only fair entertainment.
Advertising: regular. Patronage: neighbor,
Attendance fair. W. L. Landers,
hood.
Gem Theatre, Batesville, Arkansas.

FIGHTING STREAK. One

REMEMBRANCE.

Can

szud
that
he found
Straight from the Shoulder Reports ninety-five per cent, ac-

Mix

Empress Theatre, Oklahoma

We

Haynes

DO AND DARE.

one.

Get-Together Place Where
Talk Things Over

Several weeks ago Mr. Thos. L.

:

:

769

Nothing extra.

Parts cut

out.
Rental too high. Nothing but a fair
picture.
Advertising: regular. Patronage:

For

me,

a

great picture. Sorry to disagree with some
who said picture was a failure. Pleased a
hundred per cent. For myself, I believe the
picture to be a masterpiece.
Advertising:
extensive.
Patronage small town. Attendance: excellent. Dr. J. E. Guibord, National
Theatre, Grand Mere, Quebec, Canada.
:

FIGHTIN’ MAD. Good Western. Desmond always pleases and brings in the coin
whenever

his

picture

is

shown.

William

Broadway Theatre, Oklahoma

Noble,

City,

Oklahoma.

INFAMOUS MISS REVELL. A very
poor story, but Alice Lake did as well with
it
as could be expected.
Comments by
patrons
favorable.
AdveHising;
usual.
Patronage:
neighborhood. ’'Attendance:
fair.
Al. C. Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.

LIFE’S

DARN FUNNY. An

ordinary

Viola Dana picture. She usually goes good
with me and is well liked by my patrons.
Advertising: newspaper and posters. Patronage: mixed. Attendance: good. Louis
Pilosi, Pilosi’s Theatre, Old Forge, Penn_

sylvania.

PEACOCK ALLEY.

Here is one that
two days at advanced
prices and pleased them all.
Did not hear
any complaints at all, so it must be a one
hundred per cent, production when my pawent over big

for

trons don’t kick any.
Advertising: lobby,
Patronage
regular.
Attendance

sixes.

:

:

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

770
A. Mitchell, Dixie Theatre, Russell-

good.
ville,

Kentucky.

Thank You!

WOMAN’S HATE.

Terrible title, with no
Patrons unable to make

drawing power.

what part of the picture the title
was supposed to fit. The picture itself not
Attensmall town.
Patronage
so bad.
dance fair. W. E. Tragsdorf, Trag’s Theout into

:

:

atre, Xeillsville,

ACROSS THE CONTINENT. Good

Reid
always
Adver-

Fred S. Widenor,
dance: good.
House, Belvidere, New Jersey.

:

:

BEAUTY SHOP.

Boys! I just can not
you how disappointed I was in this picture.
When the show was over I went in
my office and closed the door for I felt sure
I would have to fight or take a lot of abuse.
Had this picture booked for two nights, but
was so bad, returned after first night. W.
tell

Dixie

Sr.,

Theatre,

Durant,

Mis-

Excellent.

In
can’t

sissippi.

BEYOND THE ROCKS.
my

opinion, book this one and you
go wrong. .Advertising: twenty-fours, sixes,
Patronage: resort.
threes, ones, photos.
Attendance good. J. H. Holeman, .Audi:

torium Theatre,

Dawson

CHIVALROUS

Springs, Kentucky.

BLOOD AND SAND. A

high class
motion picture for a high class audience, in
every sense of the word. A story that tells

something and tells it in a most entertainThe cutting in of the real bull
ing way.
fight scenes with the studio stuff is marvelous, a work of art that has seldom been
equaled. Valentino is at his best. If he was
starred in a part similar to his vagabond
bull fighter in the first of the picture, he
would be immense. .Attendance capacity,
three days. Ben L. Morris, Temple Theatre,
Bellaire, Ohio.
:

lobby,

threes,

ones,
small

town.

:

WOMAN.

THE

FIND

A. L.
ordinary.
Greeley,
Theatre,

Hour

Idyl
Hepp,
Nebraska.

An

excellent

crook picture, starring Alma Rubens. Play
this up with this star, who was featured in
“Humoresque.”
We had many excellent
comments on this one. Advertising: threes,
Patronage: neighborhood.
ones, photos.
Attendance good. E. W. Kundert, Empress
Theatre, Beresford, South Dakota.
:

Not another “Sheik”

by any means, but a

fine picture. I did not
see this one before running it. Advertised
it as bigger and better than the “Sheik” but
they cast
the public do not think so.
Wanda Hawley in her role in this one I
can’t tell, but she is out of her depth and
struggling hard. She does not arrive at all
Sills is fine, and Regan is as
in this one.
good, except that her attempt at dancing is
Hawley in the scene
rather lamentable.
after the attempted seduction should cover
up and not continue the display of flesh too
long. Small matter, but it counts in towns
Arthur B. Hancock, Columbia
like this.
Theatre, Columbia City, Indiana.

Why

DICTATOR.

Enthusiasm of large audiences throughout the week was faithfully
mirrored in the box office receipts, which
were unusually large. Star Wallace Reid.
William Noble, Rialto Theatre, Oklahoma
:

City,

Okahoma.

EASY ROAD. An
Lee

is

excellent picture. Lila
to be commended for her work in

Drew

Advertising: six
small town. S. Pace,
Jettie Theatre, Texline, Texas.
this.

and ones.

fairly

well.

Patronage

:

EVERYTHING FOR SALE.

Not

a

bad

picture, but failed to do any business.
No
one walked out; but several went to sleep.
Patronage: mixed.
Advertising: average.
Attendance: very light. Big Ben Theatre,
Ilion, New York.

EXCUSE MY DUST. A
ture.

About

like

Gave the usual

good Reid

pic-

others he has starred in.
satisfaction
Advertising:

is

a

CHARLEY.

Just

fair.

new

ment value I’d say about fifty per cent., and
you would have to have a strong short subject to brace

it then.
Advertising: regular.
country.
Attendance; poor.
Russell,
Lyric Theatre, Cushing,

Patronage:
K.
Iowa.

R.

A MAN’S HOME. Not a great picture,
but people liked it and said so. Advertising:
one, six, photos, throwaways.
Patronage:
neighborhood.
Attendance good. Al. C.
Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsyl:

FOOL’S PARADISE. Here

hundred
stand two

a

is

per cent, production; one that will

days and you can raise your prices. I paid
too much to show a profit, but it’s a good
show. A. Mitchell, Dixie Theatre, Russellville,

Kentucky.

FOOL’S PARADISE. For me, one
wonderful

of the

of the year.
Went over fine. Don't be afraid to boost
this one. Advertising: special printed cards,
one sheets and posters. Patronage mixed.

most

attractions

:

Louis
Pilosi,
very
good.
Theatre, Old Forge, Pennsylvania.

Attendance
Pilosi’s

:

GILDED CAGE.

Gloria will have to do
more than wear pretty clothes if she becomes popular enough for the prices they
Patronage: small
ask. Advertising: usual.
fair.
Attendance
W. Ray Erne,
town.
Rialto Theatre, Charlotte, Michigan.
:

GAME CHICKEN.

pretty

out

Starts

a bunch of
a cargo of hootch in

good but winds up by showing

rum runners unloading

Attendance
good.
W. E. Tragsdorf, Trag’s
Theatre, Neillsville, Wisconsin.

Patronage: small town.

a dense fog.

GREEN TEMPTATION.

Patrons

very

well pleased. A good program picture and
Advertising:
will stand extra advertising.
Patronage general.
photos, ones, threes.
Attendance: good. R. Mason Hall, Grand
Theatre, Northfork, West Virginia.
:

LANE THAT HAD NO TURNING.
was

but

fine;

vania.

MIRACLE OF MANHATTAN. A

I

started

This

Paramount Week

with the “Wife Trap” and killed the week.
Patronage: mixed. Attendance: poor. R.
S. Moore, Gem Theatre, Snyder, Oklahoma.

LOVES OF PHARAOH. Good

Pleased about seventy-five per cent. Adverones, three, six, dodgers. Patronage:
general.
Attendance good. T. J. Hickes,
Liberty Theatre, Saxton, Pennsylvania.
:

:

RECKLESS YOUTH. You
picture.

she

is

will like this
is the star;
draws well at

Elaine Hammerstein

most always good and

my

theatre.
Advertising: one three,
ones. Patronage mixed. Attendance
:

Walter Odom,

Sr.,

four
:

fair.

Dixie Theatre, Durant,

^Mississippi.

RECKLESS YOUTH.

Hammerstein,

as

good; but this picture is suggestive.
My patrons hate such scenes. Advertising:
usual. Patronage small town. Attendance:
poor.
R. K. Russell, Lyric Theatre, Cushing, Iowa.
usual,

:

REPORTED MISSING. Owen

Moore

in

a real comedy-drama that makes ’em hold
to their seats. Title and paper good; it wont
over good. F. L. Anderson, Queen Theatre,
!Marfa, Texas.

UNDER OATH. A

very pleasing picture

drew very well and was liked here.
On the program order, but
shade better
than the average program picture. Adver-

that

Patronage: health seekers
Attendance good. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac
Lake, New York.
tising: usual.
and tourists.

:

United Artists

picture,

good cast. One of the best pictures, for me.
Paramount has ever made. Picture should
please all classes and is a sure nuff box office
coin getter. William Noble, Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma Citj’, Oklahoma.

fair

program picture; a good Society drama.
tising

:

BURNING SANDS.

excel-

star here and the way he
draws now think that he always will be.
If I was rating this picture for entertain-

O’Brien

Patronage

cards.

Attendance

an

Selznick

Opera

Familiar
theme, treated in the usual way. To me, a
very ordinary picture. Theodore Roberts,
rather than Wally Reid, pulled it through.
neighborusual.
Patronage
Advertising
Attendance: fair. Al. C. Werner,
hood.
Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.

cast;

who wanted

been sent to the folks
them. Thank you.

Atten-

ACROSS THE CONTINENT.

Orpheum

and well played.
No mistake can be made in booking this
one. William Noble, Rialto Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

shot

His automobile stories
picture.
Everyone seemed satisfied.
please.
Patronage: mixed.
tising: regular.

Odom,

of

Monarch Theatre, Mt. Joy, Pa.,
them in. The reports have

Paramount

Business, S. R. O. Jack Hoeffler,
Theatre, Quincy, Illinois.

TRACKS. With special
lent picture, well executed

No Importance” good
including D. W. Strayer,

friends,

Wisconsin.
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Playgoers

Just as soon as Straight From
the Shoulder asked for reports on

“Womaui

December

ORPHANS OF THE STORM.

D.

W.

Griffith made a picture here; any exhibitor
that can’t get business with this, don’t know
the game.
But buy it right. Advertising:

heralds and mailing list. Patronage health
seekers and tourists. Attendance: excellent.
Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful,
:

MAN FROM HOME.

Pleased one hun-

dred per cent. Very good story and some
Advertising:
lobbj',
wonderful scenery.
newspaper, billboards, hand bills. PatronAttendance
good.
O. W.
age
mixed.
Harris, St. Denis Theatre, Sapulpa, Okla:

:

homa.

ONE GLORIOUS DAY. Have been
showing pictures here now for ten years
and I believe that, for me, this is the rottenest

have

I

ever ran

been

in

here.

the ten years that

Attendance

come walked out. A. Mitchell,
atre, Russellville, Kentucky.

PINK GODS. A

:

what

I

did

Dixie The-

three star Paramount.

Bebe Daniels’ best work so
Advertising
melodrama.

far.

like

Wonderful
a

circus.

Saranac Lake,

New

WAY DOWN

York.

EAST. Advertised

this in

seven towns for both my houses and made a
little
money. Best picture we ever saw.
Patron.Advertising: photos, mailing list.
age: small town. Attendance: fair I should

—

have done better the way

advertised. E.
Oestern. Oestern’s Theatre, Harper’s Ferry,
and Lyric, New Allis, Iowa.

WAY DOWN

I

EAST. Wonderful

attrac-

but greatly disappointed on its drawing
power, although strike conditions were bad.
Advertising: extensive. Patronage: mixed.
-Attendance
poor.
Louis Pilosi, Pilosi’s
Theatre. Old Forge, Pennsylvania.
tion,

:
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Universal
up fine

DELICIOUS

LITTLE
instant

business.

DEVIL.
Held

hit.

week and enjoyed pleased good

all

William Noble, Criterion Theatre,

Oklahoma

City,

Here

a
splendid comedy-drama that should please
your patrons if they are not too criticah
carries a good
It is clean, entertaining, and
The team work of Marie Prevost
moral.

THE FOX. While this is a very good
Western, it is far from being a Special. I
promised a little too much on this. Be careyour
ful not to oversell it or you’ll hear from
Patronage small town.
patrons as I did.
Attendance: good. A. La Valla, Community
:

Theatre, Bethel, Connecticut.
is

truly a super-West-

ern production. Harry Carey never fails to
please our patrons and in this picture he has
outdone himself. The fact that a genuine
plot has the spectator in suspense ’till the
climax, distinguishes this as a masterpiece in
the motion picture realm. Patronage: very

Kenneth W.
Attendance: good.
best.
Thompson, M. W. A. Theatre, Hancock,

LONG CHANCE.

Good program picture.
Winning Nine have been good.

All of the

Patronage small town. Attendance good.
G. H. Jenkinson, Victor Theatre, Minocqua,
Wisconsin.

PLAYING WITH FIRE.

I

1

1

A

genuine

knock out. This little star (Gladys Walton) knocks ’em for a home run every time.

I

strong for Universal; its prices are
prints good, pictures average good.
fair,
Advertising: usual. Patronage small town.
Attendance: fair. A. L. Middleton, Grand
Theatre, De Queen, Arkansas.
I

1

am

:

I

y

RED COURAGE.

*

the bacon for

i

Hoot always brings

me and

pleases

my

in

audience,

Patronage:
Advertising: nothing special.
R.
S.
Attendance: good.
small town.
Moore, Gem Theatre, Snyder, Oklahoma.

i

I

S

THE STORM.

''

This one came here with

a fine reputation and went away with a better one. It is all picture; interesting all the
Gave splendid satisfaction to all.
way.
Forest fire scene vividly realistic.

t
i

We

j,

know, because we have seen them burning.
Patronage: small
regular.
Advertising:

!

WHEN DANGER SMILES. With William Duncan and Edith Johnson, a very interesting picture which pleased and drew
very good business William Noble, Rialto
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

Mitchell,
S.
Scotia, Can-

:

ada.

SHATTERED DREAMS.

In our estimation Miss Du Pont is very pleasing to look
at, but a star will have to have other good
qualities to be a drawing card with us. Although this is not such a terribly bad picDon’t
ture, neither is it a very good one.

Comedies
ALL WET
many

New

Jersey.

:

fair

start to finish.
Hope
rest of the Educationals are like this.

the

New

Or-

scream from

PALEFACE
nothing to

M,

it;

(First National). Absolutely
did not hear one laugh in the

whole two reels. Looks like he made all
the good ones for Metro, as we have yet
to get one of his First Nationals that will

boro, Arkansas.

Showed in connection with this
one Harold Lloyd in “I Do,” and pleased
them all; otherwise would have had to hide
out or give back their money. A. Mitchell,
Dixie Theatre, Russellville, Kentucky.

PAYMENT.

RECEIVED
Very clever
picture and well acted. Miss Griffith is getting to be popular here. Advertising: lobby,

stand up.

Patronage:

atre, Sapulpa,

A

leans, Louisiana.

good pro-

:

W.

(Universal).

Oppenheimer, Lafayette Theatre,

picture.
Miss Griffith, an Arkansas
Advertisgirl, has a large following here.
ing: usual. Patronage mixed. Attendance:
good. E. W. Collins, Grand Theatre, Jones-

O.

great

ME, PAULINE (Chester-Edud).

KISS

A

gram

:

A

National).

comedy, although, like the rest of the Star
series, not worth to us the money we paid
for it.
I think some one laughed out loud
once at this. Kenneth W. Thompson, M. W.
A. Hall, Hancock, Wisconsin.

Vitagraph

newspaper.
ance fair.

(First

HEART BREAKERS

but business always slumps when a Dean regular
picture comes to this theatre. Advertising:
newspapers, three ones, slide, photos. Patronage local. Attendance not good. Ernest
M. Cowles, Orpheum Theatre, Pelican
Rapids, Minnesota.

A

it

:

fair picture,

RECEIVED PAYMENT.

this,

comedy.
Plenty of new stunts.
Buster
Keaton a big drawing card here. Advertising: extensive.
Patronage: small town.
Attendance excellent. Dr. J. E. Guibord,
National Theatre, Grand Mere, Quebec,
Canada.

THE TRAP. A program picture with
one punch near the end; otherwise rather
draggy. But Lon Chaney does fine work.
Advertising: regular. Patronage: average.
Attendance: fair.
Thos. K. Lancaster,
WILD HONEY. A

Although there are
is not up to A1 St.

(Fox).
in

THE BOAT

consin.

Apollo Theatre, Gloucester,

laughs

John’s standard. Advertising: regular. Patronage: general. Attendance: good. Jno.
W. Creamer, Strand Theatre, Chillicothe,
Missouri.

promise your patrons very much if you
play it.
Patronage: community. Attendance: just fair, and glad of it. Kenneth W.
Thompson, M. W. A. Hall, Hancock, Wis-

:

:

I

Attendance
big.
H.
Opera House, Windsor, Nova

town.

:

Wisconsin.
,

;

York.

is

and T. Roy Barnes makes this more than an
ordinary feature. Will stand extra adverPatronage:
Advertising: regular.
tising.
community. Kenneth W^. Thompson, M. W.
A. Hall, Hancock, Wisconsin.

This

to introduce yourself among the crowd of
good fellows who are making
Straight from the Shoulder the
exhibitor’s dependable tip depart-

ment.

Oklahoma.

DON’T GET PERSONAL.

THE FOX.

can get them in at your matinee they’ll pubI did very
lish the fact regarding its merit.
well and the audience was highly pleased.
Advertising: heralds and mailing list. Patronage: health seekers and tourists. Attendance
Dave Seymour, Pontiac
good.
Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New

Use the blank below

Mae Murray, an

THE
With
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mixed.
AttendHarris, St. Denis The-

Oklahoma.

REPORTER

(Fox). A good, laughable
Jno. W. Creamer, Strand Theatre,
Chillicothe, Missouri.

SHEIK’S WIFE.

The American people
do not care for foreign made pictures,
therefore we lost money on this one although the story was very good. G. K.

comedy.

SAILOR

MADE MAN

Harold Lloyd

Nenes, Liberty Theatre, Miami, Arizona.

at

his

(Assoc. Exhib),
best in this picture;

audience pleased. Lloyd a good puller her<5.
Advertising: slide and posters. Patronage:
small town. Attendance full capacity. W.
T. Edom, Dixie Theatre, Rosboro, Arkan-

TOO MUCH BUSINESS. A

very good
comedy with a very good picture cast and
unfortunately a cast that had very little pull
here outside of Tully Marshall; but if you

:

sas.

j

Fill

Send Along

Tear Out

In

j

Every report you send helps some exhibitor in his booking of pictures.
your fellow exhibitor. Make your report a dependable booking tip and send it
516 Fifth Avenue, New York.

^

!

Be

now

fair to the picture

to

i

K

*

Producer

Star

Title

Your own report

i

Advertising

Attendance

Angles

|,j

Size

of

Town

Type you draw from

i

1

Name

Theatre

City

and

fair to

MOVING PICTURE WORLD,

State
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COMEDIES

SUNSHINE

(Fox).

LAST CHANCE.

All

go wrong by booking ’em
as fast as they come. William Noble, Majestic Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

You

good.

can’t

More Reports Mezm
Better Bookings

Use These Tips and
Send Along Some

TOONERVILLE BLUES
Did not take
Attendance:

well.

W.

fair.

(Educational).
small town.
F. Pease, Centennial

Patronage

;

TWIN HUSBANDS
De Havens’

best.

tendance good. F. C. Butt, Ideal Theatre,
Blue Ridge, Georgia.
:

tronage: general. Attendance: very good.
Jno. W. Creamer, Strand Theatre, Chillicothe, Missouri.

Short Subjects
FABLES

AESOP’S

THE DAYS OF BUFFALO BILL

IN

Started

It

patronage

serial

I

with

off

the

best

have had for over two

years. Buy it; it’s a sure winner. Advertising: ones, three, six, photos, heralds, newspapers, dodgers, hats. Patronage general.
Attendance: very good. T. J. Hickes, Liberty Theatre, Saxon, Pennsylvania.
:

Had they made

(Universal).
On
losing money.
this in more episodes than
still

would break me. The worst
Nothing to it. Any exserial I ever saw.
hibitor who wants to lose money should run
Advertising: every possible means. Pait.
tronage: neighborhood. Attendance: poor.
W. E. Elkin, Temple Theatre, Aberdeen,
eighteen

Always

(Pathe).

they are not shown. William Noble, Folly
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

COME

CLEAN (Universal). With Tom
Santschi, a pleasing two-reel drama; find
Tom O. K. in all of his two reelers. William
Thacher, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

it

Mississippi.

TIMBER QUEEN (Pathe). Have run
twelve serials and, boys, here is the best
serial you can buy. Advertising: six, photos,
Patronage: small town. Atones, slide.

Strand Theatre,

HELL’S RIVER

Not up

MAN FROM

HELL’S RIVER

BURN ’EM UP BARNES

tendance: good.
Marsden
Theatre, Marshfield, Oregon.

RICH MEN’S WIVES

A

done

Noble,

Noble

(Lichtman).

Stood

—

for three nights
something rarehere.
real box office picture. It

goods,

the

delivers

(C. C. Burr).

corking good light comedy that

light a sophisticated audience.

If

will

de-

you have

played Torchy comedies, book “Burn ’Em Up
Barnes.”
Patronage: mixed. Attendance:
good, there is a decided and pleasing upward
trend in business in this section. E. W. Collins, Grand Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.
I

AM THE LAW.

This

is

which pleased a big business.
ble,

New

Theatre,

Folly

a good picture

William No-

Oklahoma

City,

Oklahoma.

(Feder-

A

ated).
fairly good Curwood story with a
real good cast including Wallace Beery.
They feature a dog but he doesn’t do anything at all. Patronage: small town. At-

pleasing

Well worth heavy advertising.

A

(Feder-

to

homa.

ly

State Rights
'

Chilli-

the standard of Curwood’s stories, but pleased eighty per cent.
program picture.
Just
a
Advertising:
lobby, newspaper, billboards, handbills. Patronage mixed. Attendance : fair. O. W.
Harris, St. Denis Theatre, Sapulpa, Okla-

them up

ROBINSON CRUSOE

the sixteenth episode and

a lemon to

it’s

:

great. Audience looks forward, expectantly,
for their Fable, and feel disappointed when

Serials
(Universal).

Jno. W. Creamer,
cothe, Missouri.
ated).

(F. B. O.). One of
It will please.
Pa-

For me,

23, 1922

lay off of, brothers. Our patrons were disgusted. Franklyn Farnum is the star. Patronage: mostly men. Attendance: rotten.

MAN FROM

Theatre, Lowell, Wisconsin.
the

December

Warner Theatre,

everybody.
B. Warner,

Niles, Ohio.

SCHOOL DAYS

(Warner

Good

Bros.)

Patronage: mixed.
Attendance:
above average. William H. Mayhew, Broadway Theatre, Cisco, Texas.
picture.

UNDER WESTERN

SKIES (Acie). Absolutely the worst thing, for me, I have run
for many a day and I’d stay away from this
one again. Advertising: six, three, ones,
slide.
Patronage: all classes. Attendance:
poor, and glad of it. Stephen G. Brenner,
Eagle Theatre, Baltimore, Maryland.

Consensus of Published Reviews
Here are extracts from news available at press hour from publications of the industry boiled down to a sentence. They present the views of
Moving Picture World (M.P.W.); Exhibitors’ Herald (E.H.); Motion Picture News (N.); Exhibitors’ Trade Review (T.R.); Film Daily (F.D.)

The Loaded Door
— Universal—4,563 feet)
There
M. P. W. — Has novel climax.
body of
(Hoot Gibson

.

.

is

.

melodrama

of a familiar sort in the
the story.
E. H.
A Western thriller, with the popular cowboy actor doing his best to put over
a rather obvious story.
Just a snappy, full of action, rapid'y
N.
moving and thoroughly satisfying Western.
First rate comedy drama, with good
F. D.
action and plenty of laughs.

—

—

—

The Prince and the Pauper
(Tlbl Lnliln —0.522 feet)
M. P. W. — Mark Twain’s delightful story,
beautifully
“The Prince and the Pauper,”
is

Smudge

Under Oath
—
—
—

(Elaine Hammerstein Seiznick 5,175 feet)
M. P. W. Heart-gripping story lavishly
produced.
N. This is Elaine Hammerstein’s best picture to date.
It has a good story.
Without a doubt this is one of the
E. H.
finest pictures in which Elaine Hammerstein
has been seen for some time.
T. R.
An extremely interesting picture and
admirable starring vehicle for Elaine Hammerstein.

—

...

—

—

—

this one.
F.
D. Pleasing

—

Southern romance and
The
good race track sequence in this.
average audience will like it.
Here is a good program picture.
E, H.
The racing scenes are filled with color
N.
and thrills, and there are sufficient elements
of a dramatic nature to provide a first rate

The Eyes of the Mummy
(Fola Negri — Paramount — 3,S05 feet)
well
M. P. W. —Has dramatic force and
directed.
E. H. — A rather conventional story of the

(Featured Cast— American Releasing Corp.—

.

.

.

—

—

Is

It contains a thin plot and
stock situations.

Sahara desert.

many

—Much below par.
T. R. — This picture at

N.

Its

best

Is

far below

majority of former German films that
have been shown In this country.

the

—

.

—

.

.

—

star’s numerous successes.
T. R.
Affords fair entertainment.

E. H.

—Attractive

Arizona

—

Production

M. P. W. An entertaining Western, with
more merriment than is usually associated

with this class of features.
N.
Here is a rip-roaring Western, full of
speed and pep, with a lot of genuine comedy
flung in, and some rather broad humor that

—

starts the risibles of Western devotees.
Fair Western, built along familiar
F. D.
lines.

—
—

should give general satisfaction*

It

—Splendid

—

—

5,460 feet)

M.

P.

W.

—Holds

Interest

from

start

to

and good

finish.

somewhat

Really fine dramatic narrative, well
N.
acted, well directed and well photographed.

hackneyed theme Is redeemed by really
worth-while direction and the careful work
of a well-chosen cast.
An attractive picture which holds
T. R.
Interest fairly well.

Heroes and Husbands
MacDonald — First National—

(Katherine

but lacking In strong

pictorial appeal
direction keeps story Interesting.
Here’s a picture whose
N.

Its

Is

—W. feet)
M, Smith
—5,800

(Franklyn Farnum

where Westerns are booked.

5,496 feet)

W.

amusing and diverting comedy-

drama.

Destiny’s Isle
M. P.
story.
F. D.

—
—An

E. H.

entertainment.

—

—

So This

—

(Ann Little Arrow 5 reels)
M. P. W. If your patrons enjoy entertaining Southern pictures you should cash In on

and sympathetically picturized.
Interesting and fairly spectacular
F, D.
Should
version of Mark Twain’s story.
appeal to matinee crowds especially.
and
Prince
part.
“The
N.
For the most
the Pauper,” is entertaining and should do
especially well In neighborhood houses and
at matinees when the children are present.
T. R.
A picture which should find favor
with young and old.

—

—

Chain Lightning

—

—

(Charles Ray First National 4,716 feet)
M. P. W. In “Smudge” Charles Ray has
a story that is interestingly told, and a vehicle
that Is well acted throughout.
N. Here it is something different.
Yet
“Smudge” resembles other Charles Ray productions sufficiently to identify it with the

—

T. R.

— Pleasing
—

entertainment, but appear!

to be slightly long drawn out.
Rely upon the name and popularity
E. H.
of Katherine MacDonald to put this plctur*
over.
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Newest Reviews and Comments
CHARLES

SEWELL

S.

“Broken Chains”

“The Ninety and Nine”

IN THIS ISSUE

Prize-Winning
of
Production
Scenario Should Prove a Good BoxOffice Attraction

As a Man Lives (American Re-

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
Heralded as the winner of a $10,000 prize
scenario contest conducted by the
in a
Chicago Daily News, being selected out of
32,000 manuscripts submitted, the Goldwyn
production, “Broken Chains,” deals with the
regeneration of a coward through the power
striking point in the picture is
of love.
the logical development of the action along

Damned (Warner

Goldwyn

A

straight-forward lines with no devious bypaths, and the bringing out of new twists in
the theme which is not altogether as unique
as might be expected under the circumThere is intense characterization,
stances.
strong dramatic situations and thrills, and
this coupled with the strong human interest,
make it a worth-while picture, considerably
above the average, and one which should
satisfy a majojrity of patrons, even in the
face of a heavy stressing of the brutal side
of the villain, which many may consider
overemphasized.
But it is this handling
which adds to the intensity of the drama.
The title has a double significance as not
only does the hero break the chains of
cowardice that bind him, but the heroine
also at the crucial moment in the story is
enabled to break the real chains with which
her brutal husband has bound her. It is
also a good title for the wide-awake exhibitor to use for various kinds of exploitation stunts, tie-up, teasers and posters.
It is a story that is admirably suited to
the screen, logically developed with straightforward action and contains many points of
audience appeal. There is strong suspense
in the situations involving a bridge over a

deep chasm which has been equipped with
a trap arrangement so that the unwary is
liable to be precipitated into the river below.
And there is an unusually thrillng stunt

where four men on horses make the jump
across this big gap to aid in rescuing the
girl.

Much
the film

tween

of the footage in the latter part of
is taken up in a thrilling fight be-

regenerated coward and the
villain who seems unevenly matched, but
which the hero by his persistence finally
wins.
This is probably the longest fight
ever seen on the screen; again and again
they separate and return to the conflict; in
fact, it appears to have been too long drawn
out so that it loses some of its force. Even
when the villain throws the hero out of a
window and lies down to rest, the hero again
comes back, as he is determined that one of
them must be killed so that the villain’s wife
may be free. Some of the action is inclined
to be stagy and unconvincing, but at the
same time it is thrilling. There is one scene
which will get a laugh and seems almost
like burlesque, where the villain lying down
blinks his eyes rapidly at the returning hero.
In building up the characters the brutal
and fiendish side of the villain has been
accentuated to such an extent that it is distinctly unpleasant, as for instance, where he
strikes matches on his dead baby’s coffin,
breaks up its cradle, and chains his wife so
she cannot leave the cabin, while his dog is
allowed to roam at will.
Conversely, the
hero is shown first as unusually cowardly,
then as intensely heroic and self-sacrificing.
A feature of the picture is the beautiful
the

9^vie^S

ogdifor

leasing)
Beautiful and
Brothers)

Featured Cast

Broken Chains (Goldwyn)
California Romance, A (Fox)
Environment (Principal)
Front Page Story, A (Vitagraph)

The

Hottentot,

Heroes

of

(First National)

the

(Warner

Street

Brothers)

Lucky Dan (Goldstone)
Ninety and Nine, The (Vitagraph)
One Wonderful Night (Universal)
Peg o’ My Heart (Metro)
That Womzun (American Releasing)

Thirty Days (Paramount)
photography,

there

being

many

camera shots that would do

exquisite
justice to a

scenic.

While nominally, Malcolm McGregor has
the leading role and portrays it creditably,
Ernest Torrance as the villain gives a particularly interesting performance and he is
the outstanding characterization of the film.
Colleen Moore is excellently cast as the
brutally treated wife and is effective in the
lighter as well as the emotional scenes. The
remainder of the cast is entirely satisfactory.
Cast
Peter

Produces Famous Stage Melodrama With Powerful Climsix.

Vitagraph

Wyndham

Malcolm BIcGregor
Colleen Moore

Mercy Boone
Boynn Boone

Ernest Torrence

Windsor
James Marcus

Hortense Allen
Pat Mnlcahy

Claire

Beryl Mercer
William Orlamond

Mrs. Mnlcahy
Slojr Sallee

Bntler

Gerald Prlnpr

Burglar

Edward
Leo

Gns

Pell
Willis

Story by Winifred Kimball.
Continuity by Carey Wilson.
Directed by Allen Holubar.
Photographed by B. C. Haskins.
Length, 0,190 feet.
Story

Percy Wyndham, reared In luxury, is a
mollycoddle. While with the girl his parents
expect him to marry, the butler is attacked
and shot by a burglar and Percy does ont even

The girl is disgusted. Percy,
ashamed, goes West to his lumber properties
and again shows the white feather. While
wandering around he gets lost and Inquires
his way at a lonely cabin. There he finds the
owner, a brutal lawbreaker, has chained his
wife so she cannot leave the cabin.
Sympathizing with her he pays many visits and
their friendship ripens into love.
Caught
with her. the husband lets him go, as he has
learned Percy is to return and bring money
to enable the wife to go to her sister.
After a sleepless night comes the determination to die for her so that she may be free.
He goes and attacks the husband and there
is a long drawn out fight.
In the meantime a
posse is starting out after the husband,
whose gang has robbed the bank. A fiendish
trap in a bridge has been sprung and just as
the
posse comes to
criminal,
get
the
Percy succeeds In forcing him through the
open bridge where he falls to his death In
the river below. Percy and the girl-wife are
last seen in each other’s arms.

Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Wherever the grip of old-fashioned melodrama has not loosened its hold, “The Ninety
and Nine” will be a strong attraction. For
the second time and with an entirely new
cast, Vitagraph has produced this celebrated
stage success written by Ramsay Norris.
The production has everything to recommend it to those who like sensational drama
of the old school.
A falsely accused hero,
recurring emphasis on the strain of the lost
sheep, a faithful sweetheart, a mustached
villain, the fantastic character of a halfwit and a stupendous climax serve to keep
the sentiments and emotions of the susceptible spectator in constant upheaval.
By far the most thrilling feature is the
climax. In this a raging forest fire and the
dramatic escape of the villagers in the train
that plows through the flames provides some
vivid scenes that will not be forgotten. The
appeal is more than spectacular. The fate
of the hero, who has come to the rescue of
the whole town by driving the engine that
is to bring the train to safety, is a matter
of the most acute concern.
Until now the
doom of the murderer has been hanging
over him.
But closely following his act
of heroism comes the proof of his innocence,
making the melodrama complete.
There is no attempt at subtlety and not
much originality. Those who look for this
in a picture will not find satisfaction.
But
for the many who like sensational entertainment and the old thrills there is a wealth
of appeal. Colleen Moore has the featured,
feminine role and plays with familiar art
the maiden who is willing to risk anything
to shield her sweetheart. The cast is comprised of good types consistently directed.
Coat

Tom

Silverton

Warner Baxter

Rnth BInke

Colleen RIoore

Mark Leveridge
Kate Van Dyck

Lloyd Whitlock
Gertmde Astor
Robert Dudley

Abner Blake
Rachel
Bud Bryson

Reddy

Mary Young
Arthur Ja.smine
Ernest Bntterworth, Jr,
Aggie Herring

Mrs. Bedilin Dougherty
Mrs. Araniantha Markham
Eric Van Dyck

Dorothy Wolbert

Rex Hammel

Sam Grant

Charles Moore
Based upon the stage drama by

Ramsay

Scenario by C.
Direction by

raise a finger.

Norris.

Graham Baker.
D.-rvid

Smith.

Photography by Steve Smith,

Jr.

Length, G.SOO feet.
Story
Kate Van Dyck, society girl, is secretly
engaged to Phil Bradbury. While he Is in
South America, she falls in love with Mark
Leveridge.
A mysterious murder in ^ler
home makes Phil appear guilty, and he escapes by climbing into a railroad engine
and driving away with it. Some time later,
after he has settled in the town of Marlow,
where Ruth Blake is the attraction, Kate and

Mark

come upon the scene. Mark is
suspect Phil, despite his new name,
and frames him. Ruth is banished from town
because she shields Phil, who is suspected
now of robbery. He prepares to leave town.
A forest fire starts and he saves the villagers by driving an engine to a train of box
cars where they have taken refuge and
bearing them from danger. Soon after word
comes that he has been proved innocent of
the murder. PJuth and he are reunited.
led

to

“The Hottentot”
Ince Comedy, Released by First National,
a Knockout and Should Prove BoxOffice
Reviewed by

is

Winner
C. S. Sewell

William Collier’s farce comedies on the
stage are always good, and one of the best
of them, “The Hottentot,” has been transferred to the screen by Thomas H. Ince
with Douglas MacLean in the leading role,

and

being

is

distributed

through

First

National.
It is one of the very best and most highly
amusing comedies yet brought to the screen.
The humor is clean and refreshing enough

to suit the highest class patronage, but at
the same time some of the situations are so
hilariously funny that they will provoke
In
gales of laughter from any audience.
addition this picture contains one of the
finest and most thrilling horse races condiffers from the regulation
It
ceivable.
horse race, as it is a cross-country steeplechase race, around sharp curves, across
fields and rough ground, over obstacles such
as hedges, rail and even picket fences, with
wide water jumps, etc. This race has been
finely handled and photographed and there
Also, one
are a number of thrilling spills.
of the cleverest scenes in the picture occurs
near the end of the race, combining a thrill
and a laugh, where MacLean is thrown from

the horse and almost trampled on and immediately remounts. The way he gets back
on that fast-moving horse should make anybody laugh.
The story is also about horses, and while
it was a success on the stage it should be a
greater one on the screen; in fact, it is
essentially a screen story for the camera
has pictured in full many of the most

and

humorous

thrilling

situations

which

could only be suggested on the stage because of space limitations.
The situation where the hero, who is
deadly afraid of horses is catapulted into
the air when his auto strikes a big stone in
the road, and he lands on a horse’s back is
about the most genuinely funny and unexpected situation this writer ever saw. It
is thrilling, too, for the hero and others are
chasing the heroine’s runaway horse and
regardless of his handicap he saves her.
In fact, a striking point in the picture is
the-clever manner in which the thrills and
humorous situations have been intermingled.

Douglas MacLean was an ideal selection
the leading role, Madge Bellamy is
charming as the girl and Raymond Hatton
for

does his usual effective work in a character
role.
The remainder of the cast are entirely
satisfactory.
The title of the picture is the name of an
exceedingly spirited horse that everyone is
afraid to ride. The hero, who is afraid of
horses, is mistaken for a champion rider, and
is forced to make good.
This furnishes the

farce comedy complications on which the
plot hinges; of course, it is all done for the
girl in the case.

With

combination of thrills and
laughter, “The Hottentot” certainly looks
like a big box-office winner.
It is the kind
of picture your patrons will recommend to
their friends, so don’t be afraid of this one.
Cast
Sam Harringrton
Douglas MacLean
Peggy Fairfax
Madge Bellamy
its

ideal

Mrs. Carol Chadwick
Ollie Gilford
Mrs. May Gilford
Swift

Lila Leslie

Martin Best
Stanhope Wheatron
Raymond Hatton

Major Reggie Townsend .. Dwight Crittendon
Perkins
Harry Booker
McKesson
Bert Kindley
Based on stage play by Victor Mapes and
William Collier.
Directed by J. W'. Horne an«l Del Andrews.
Length,

feet.

Cameraman, Henry Sharp.
Story

Sam Harrington, wealthy young yachtscalls on friends on Long Island and
finds himself with a select circle on Long

man,
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Island who seem to think of nothing but
Harrington, however, is intensely
horses.
afraid of horses. He is attracted to a girl
whose horse runs away and he follows in an
auto, an accident throws him onto a horde’s
back and he saves the girl. Acclaime'd as a
hero he is mistaken for a celebrated steeplechase rider and forced to ride a particularly
unmanageable steed, “The Hottentot.” Of
course he is thrown, but he gets away with
The girl desires that he ride her mount.
it.
Bountiful, but the horse eats so many apples
and drinks so much water it cannot run.
P.'ather than disappoint the girl, Harrington
buys “The Hottentot” and rides him to victory in a thrilling steeplechase, winning the
coveted cup and the girl as well.

“A Front Page

Story”

in
Excellent
Cast
Presents
Exceptionally Good Comedy Drama
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
This is an exceptionally good comedy

Vitagraph

As

drama.

newspaper

a

story,

it is

distinctly

superior and Vitagraph is to be congratulated for its production. In any community
it should be a success and live up to its title,
proving to be “A Front Page Story” in your
theatre records.
Politics and the small town newspaper
prove lively subject matter.
There is so
much good comedy in the picture that it will
be popular for this, if for no other reason.
But there are other reasons, such as a
capable cast, expert directing and smooth
continuity.

The comedy

derived from very human,
For instance, the carriage
of a faithful flivver parts company with the
wheels just when the owner is down to his
last cent; the mayor and the editor of the
Gazette never meet without threatening
each other’s lives; the hero who is obliging
about everything except firing himself
brings them together against their will and
pop has a flashlight taken when they shake
hands. It is done wit'n a snap and originality
that anyone will appreciate.
A few shots of a composing room and
realistic settings throughout give the picture
an atmosphere that is the more enjoyable
because so frequently missing from newsis

natural situations.

paper stories. The cast has an abundance
of fine talent.
Edward Norton goes about
the business of being a co-editor of a newspaper with a manner of agreeable stubbornness that is most entertaining. His acting
is delightfully natural.
The mayor and the
publisher are played by Lloyd Ingraham and
James Corrigan, respectively, and their impersonations of the two unfriendly enemies
will appeal to anyone with a sense of humor.
Edith Roberts is wistful and charming.
Buddy Messenger adds his enthusiastic bit.
Everywhere there is evidence of imagination

and good workmanship.
Cast

Rodney Marvin
Mayor Gorham
Matt Hayward
Virginia Hayward
Don Coates

Tommy

Mrs. Gorham
Siizenne Gorham

Rdward Horton
Lloyd Ingraham
James Corrigan
Fdith Roberts
W. IS, La^vrence
Roddy Messenger
Mathilde Brnndage
Lila

Leslie

Tom McGuire

Jack Peeler

Story by Arthur Goodrich
Scenario by F. W. Beebee
Direction by Jess Robbins

Photography by Vernon Walker
Length. 0.000
Story

feet.

Edward Norton hears a vague account of
a dispute between Mayor Gorham and Matt
Hayward from Hayward’s daughter, Virginia.
is employed by her father on his paper
the Gazette, a sworn enemy to the Mayor.
Norton outwits the Mayor and buys from him
a note that would have endangered the fortune of the Gazette. Norton realizes that the
only remedy for the situation is to get the

She

two men

to

He
Hayward

shake hands and be friends.

gets himself a job as partner to

a puzzling series of maneuvers
acomplishes his purpose.
He almost loses
including Virginia, in the
all his friends,
process, but his final victory makes him a
hero In the eyes of all.

and then

in

December

23, 1922

‘The Beautiful and Damned’
F. Scott Fitzgerald Novel Furnishes

for

Warner Production

Theme

Starring

Marie Prevost
Reviewed by Roger Ferri
In

reading

F.

Scott

Fitzgerald’s

novel,

“The Beautiful and Damned,” one winds up
the stormy romance of Gloria and Tony with
our adventurers moving forth into a world
of wealth, but with their future happiness a
matter of personal conjecture. Not so with
the Warner Brothers’ screen version of this
popular novel. On the screen one sees the
wiser Gloria and Tony starting on a journey
that promises everlasting happiness and
that is as it should be, for tragic or questionable conclusions involve too great a
speculation, and, after all, “The Beautiful
and Damned,” while produced to entertain,
to the trade and exhibitors in general, is
merely a merchandise, the commercial value
of which gauges its worth to the theatre

—

owner.
Insofar as entertainment is concerned,
Beautiful and Damned” won’t disappoint anybody and it will surprise everybody, for adapting the story to the screen
was by no means a task of simplicity. On
the contrary, there were any number of
questions that had to be taken into consideration.
And these thoughts as they
weighed on the adapter’s mind must have
multiplied the problems, for there are tendencies in the original script that mislead
and tempt the director. The nature of the
screen adaptation is an object of curiosity
to all who have read the book and none of
these will be misguided or disappointed, for
the reason that while, for drama’s sake, certain liberties had to be taken, the fact remains that the Warner production is a box-

“The

office attraction.

With the Fitzgerald story

for the ground
A. Seiter constructed a
vehicle that stands up solidly.
There are
tense moments that enliven the picture to
the extent that one who read the original
story is book form, must admit that the picture is more convincing, more true to life.
However, exhibitors’ interest alone must be
considered, for the public will demonstrate
its
verdict at the box office.
Yet, the
qualification of the picture, its ability to entertain to the point where the first-nighters
will talk and encourage others to see it must
be analyzed carefully, for to properly cash
in on this production the exhibitor must
unloosen the band around his pocketbook

work,

William

and spend in proper exploitation.
Gazing at the picture from the angle
exploitation one readily sees any number
hints

that

lend themselves

to

of
of

advertising.

There are characters that can be capitalized
upon, but more than anything else there is
a sermon delivered that, carefully handled,
should contribute materially in bringing
patrons to your box office. So that “The
Beautiful and Damned” to the exhibitor who
has learned the real value of meritorious exploitation, is a big picture.
To the exhibitor who demands largely

upon word of mouth

advertising, this pro-

duction will not prove an unwise investment.
On the contrary, the nature of the story, as
it has been
adapted to the screen, is such
that will arouse much talk, for it involves
a timely question, which is novelly worked
out to the satisfaction of everybody. The
story is well told, smooth and given elaborate scenic backgrounds.
Some of the
settings
are
especially
luxurious.
The
photography and direction are good with
the^ lighting effects worked to advantage.
There is one sequence, in particular, that
will stand out above anything else in the
production. This pertains to a scene enacted
at a drunken party that nearly ends in a
tragedy.
In the course of the merriment,
Adam Patch, the wealthy grandfather of the
^endthrift Tony, appears on the scene.
Disillusioned, he leaves the crowd.
Grief-

December
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stricken Tony’s wife, Gloria, rushes to her

room whither Hull, a tramp, pursues her.
She madly dashes out of the house, into the
stormy night in her negligee, dowri the
water soaked streets and up the railroad
tracks. The Limited is coming in the opposite

direction.

Tony and

his friends follow,

but she Ignores their cries and dashes in the
The
direct path of the on-coming train.
train sweeps seemingly onto the woman, and
her friends, terror-stricken, run back. And
after the train has dashed by an arm is shot
up from a hole in which she had fallen,
miraculously escaping being ground to death
by the locomotive. This experience marks

the awakening of Gloria, soon followed with
an almost equally thrilling experience by

And

then Fate turns with the inevitable happy ending following soon afterward.
The histrionic laurels should go to Marie
Tony.

Prevost, who, as Gloria, makes an attractive
picture and proves herself an actress of

many emotions and rare

ability.

graceful in her dancing and totally

She is
charming

her mannerisms.
Kenneth Harlan, as
Tony, her husband, is equally good and in
view of the considerable pleasant publicity
this couple is receiving in the newspaper
in

appearance in a picture like “The
Beautiful and Damned” should be another
tip for exploitation tie-ups.
The cast is an
all-star affair with Harry Myers a complete
success as the drunkard would-be author.
Others who contribute generously to the
artistic
presentation are Louise Fazenda,
who proves herself one of the best clowns
on the screen; Walter Long, Tully Marshall,
Cleo Ridgeley, George Kuwa, the latter a
particularly clever Japanese actor.
The
direction is something of which William A.
Seiter can be proud. The picture is now in
seven reels and, with about 800 superfluous
feet eliminated, the action will be sped up
considerably for toward the end the picture
tends to lag for about five minutes.
their

The Cast
Gloria

Anthony
Dlek

Adam Pateh
Muriel

Dot

Marie Prevost

Kenneth Harlan
Harry Myers
Tally Marshall
Conise Fazenda
Cleo Rldsoley

Mr. Gilbert
Hull

Fmmett King
Walter hons

Bloeekman
Maury

Clarenee Barton

Shuttlesworth
Bachel

A California Romance”

minus exaggeration.
picture

Melodrama and Burlesque Combine in Fox
Production Starring John Gilbert.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
It is difficult to classify this feature which
is a mixture of melodrama
and burlesque
with no great attempt at consistency. The
secret of the effect created is that the action
itself is dramatic, the demeanor of the cast
serious, but the subtitles are written in a
hilarious mood.
production of this character will not appeal to everyone.
It will

A

popular chiefly with those who enjoy
an hour of loose entertainment without havbe

ing any inclination to analyze.
John Gilbert plays a romantic troubadour
who is rnighty with the guitar. The time
of action is about seventy-five years ago before California became a part of the United
States, and the troubadour’s sweetheart is a

who is loyal to her own counplot gives a chance for some
spectacular action. It would perhaps have

Mexican
try.

girl

The

been more entertaining if treated more consistently as comedy, as neither the action
nor the atmosphere seems authentic. George
Seigmann as the villain seems to carry out
the comedy motive better than others in the
cast.
John Gilbert has a dashing role that
affords more of a tribute to his attractive
personality than acting ability. He engages
in a few fencing bouts and is altogether the
hero of ideal, not realistic, standards.
The Cast
Don Patricio Fernando
John Gilbert
Donna Dolores
Fstelle Taylor

Don Juan Diego
Don Manuel Casca

George Seigmann
Jack McDonald

Steve
Charles Anderson
Story and Scenario by Charles Banks.
Directed by Jerome Storm.
Photography by Joseph August.
Patricio Fernando, a handsome, romantic
son of California, loves Dolores who is loyal
to Mexico in the days of California’s struggle for liberty.
She despises Patricio because he will not fight against America.
She pledges herself to Don Juan Diego,
whom she believes to be a hero, but who
is really a leader of a band of renegades.
his

falsity

and

valiant defense

band of women who have

of Dolores and the

MeHugh
Kathleen Key

“Heroes of the Street”

Tanner
George Kuwa
Adapted from F. Seott Fitzgerald’s Novel.
Directed hy William A. Seiter.
Scenario by Olga Printzlau.
Length, Seven Reels.

The Story.
Anthony marries Gloria, whose extravagance had nearly bankrupted her father.
The two resume their reckless spendthrift
career together, Tony’s one hope lying In the
expected death of his grandfather, who offers
him an opportunity to go abroad. However,
Gloria, who had previously turned down a
tempting theatrical offer, urges him to refuse it. But money is running low and, after
grand-daddy disinherits Tony, the couple
find themselves practically penniless.
Not
one cent is left to Tony. Gloria seeks out
her friend, the theatrical magnate, but the
latter’s proposition, because of its high price,
is turned down.
Tony turns to drink.
Gloria,
now awakened to the futility
of
their
old life,
urges 'i'ony to
find
work. They quarrel, in the course of
which Tony is informed of the theatrical
magnate’s proposition. Tony seeks
vengeance, but falls in the clutches of a
gangster, who knocks him out and incidentally a little sense into him.
Repentant
and determined to make good the two start
life anew.
Meanwhile, Tony’s legal contest
for his grandfather’s fortune is won and
the two set out for new worlds to conquer,
wiser and happy in the knowledge that the
old life was a failure.

This

Reviewed by Roger Ferri

you cashed

“Penrod,”

in

“School

Riches,” you’ll

is

because

this

Producer Rapf supervised with a careful
hand, and cut and edited his film with
equally careful precision. There are many
good punches and these can be capitalized.
Commercially, “Heroes of the Street” looms
up, in the humble opinion of this writer, as
the best Warner offering thus far, for you
have everything to sell your public, and you
need not worry about the picture, or story
involved, for it is up to the minute, and entertaining.

The supporting cast is a consistently good
one.
While the freckled-face star stands
out as the most conspicuous individual in
the histrionic lineup, Marie Prevost as the
chic young show girl is a winner. She is
charming and knows just what the public
expects of her in such a difficult role as she
portrays.
Aggie Herron as the mother,
“Peaches” Jackson as the little sister. Jack
Mulhall as the reporter and Will Walling,
the policeman-father, all contribute notably
to the unusual artistry of the production as
a whole.
Philo McCullough also works
creditably.
The Cast
Wesley Barry
Marie Prevost
Jack Mulhall

Mickey Callahan
Betty Barron
Philip Trent

The Shadow

Philo BIcCullou,ah
Mrs. Callahan
Aggie Herron
“Peaches” Jackson
Mickey’s sister
Will Walling
Mr. Callahan
Based on story by Fdmund Goulding and
Mildred Considine.
Production supem’ised by Harry Rapf.
Direction by William Beaudlne.
Length, Six Reels.

adoring his father, a
policeman, swears vengeance on the crook
who had shot his dad. The crook sought is
known in the underworld as “The Shadow.”
Disguising himself as messenger boy, Mickey
After a series of
enlists the janitoPs aid.
adventures in the course of which is introduced a romance involving reporter and
chorus girl, Mickey finds the crook, turns him
up and gets $5,000 as a reward for the apprehension.

Mickey

on “Go and Get
Days” and “Rags

It,”

to

mop up

with “Heroes of the
Street,” for this latest Warner Brothers’
special represents the best picture in which
that juvenile star has appeared.
And it
looks like a far better box-office bet than
any of the productions mentioned above.
Harry Rapf knows Wesley’s best talents
and in “Heroes of the Street” he went “Rags
to Riches” one better, for if Barry had
never before appeared in pictures this
vehicle would popularize him with the movie
theatre-going fans. Artistically, it is all that
a first class production should be, but its
exploitation possibilities are unlimited.
As
a production it has 100 per cent, value, for
the producer has injected some settings that
are not only picturesque, but extremely
good to look at and indicate that this feature represents a greater financial investment for Warner Brothers than either
“School Days” or “Rags to Riches.” One
does not wonder why the Warners signed
Wesley Barry to a long term contract after
observing his wonderful work in this
_

splendid picture.
The action is smooth and swift throughout, with not a dull moment, and Wesley
Barry is at all times in the limelight and
portrays a youthful role that is true to life.

Callahan,

“Environment”
A

Warner Special is a Beauty and Shows
Wesley Barry in His Best
Production

If

it

specials previously featuring him.

been imprisoned, she believes no longer that
he is a coward and accepts him.

Parker MeConnell
Charles

human
greater

And

so true to life, so responsive to
emotions, that it should register
and bigger than either of the

is

The Story

Len^h, 3,892 Feet.
The Story

Don Juan, however, proves
when Patricio comes to the

77S

Clever Principal Pictures Production
Replete With Unlimited Exploitation
Possibilities

Reviewed by Roger Ferri
When Principal Pictures Corporation
selected “Environment” as a substitute for
“Chicago Sal,” they did Irving Cummings,
the producer, and exhibitors in general, a
favor that will furnish its reward at the box
office, for besides being a well-produced,

well-constructed
this one, with its
tion possibilities

and

entertaining

new

title,

unlimited

picture,
offers exploitaand, after all,

—

what exhibitors are
demanding from independent producers and
And “Environment” will fill
distributors.
exploitable pictures are

every exhibitor box-office requisite.
cinematographically,
with,
begin
To
“Environment” is a thoroughly good production, entertainingly interesting and based on
the seemingly ever popular crook theme.
In this case, however, the master mind is
“Chicago Sal,” a character that is charmingly and realistically portrayed by Alice
Lake, who despite the many temptations
thrown in her path, never overacts. Her
regeneration, calling for careful characterization, is interestingly brought out and furnishes the feature with an asset that will
help considerably in exploitation.
“Environment” as a title should prove a
real bet for it can be hooked up with almost
any phase of private and business life and
You needn’t
inspires co-operative tie-ups.
be afraid of the picture in itself for it will
stand up against any melodramatic test, for
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from production and acting angles

it is well
It is certainly the best production
done.
that Irving Cummings ever turned out with
individual honors going to Alice Lake and
Milton Sills, the latter playing a role entirely different from the ordinary line and
which is bound to increase his popularity,
particularly among the fair sex with whom
he is apparently extremely popular.
Gertrude Claire, as the grandmother, is
very human, while Richard Headrick does
Ralph
his usual good work as a child.
Lewis, as “Diamond Jim,” makes his part
stand out like some of the gems he wears.
Ben Hewlett, as “Willie Boy,” has a disagreeable heavy role, but he enacts it well.
There are many pretentious settings mingled
with the colorful rural atmosphere that pervades now and then. You should not miss
this one if your patrons like crook pictures.
The Cast
Milton Sills
Steve MaeLaren
Sally Dolan, known as “Chicago Snl”

Alice
“\ViIlie

Ben Hewlett
Gertrude Claire

Boy” Toval
Mnckaren

GraiKlnia

“Jiiuiiiie,” Steve’s

Lake

with

used charming, romantic backgrounds in introducing the love motive and has been particularly skillful in suggesting the Apache
scenes in Paris.
Robert Frazer, Gladys Hulette, Frank
Losee and J. Thornton Baston are all in the
lead, with the greatest responsibilities upon
Robert Frazer. The entire cast shows good
directing, and a fine performance.

King Vidor has excellently directed the
production. The home of Peg in Ireland, the
little cottage with lake and mountains in
the background is truly beautiful and the
big English interiors are effective.
The

The Cast
Sherry Mason
Nndin Mrreilith

Sally

known

Dolan,

derworld as
niand
Jim”

Favre's

"Willie
Boy’s”
leave
for
the

the

to

"Chicago

Chicago undeserts "Dia-

Sal,”

to

head

crooks.

Tiiey

cabaret

gang

of

country

to

do

a

‘job.”

are
the liking
Wiliie’s
tactics
not
to
of Sal, who in an effort to save him. iies to
Steve Macl.aren and his grandmother, whose
earnings Wiliie had stolen. She is sentenced
to work out the amount and in time she falls
In love with Steve. She is accepted as a member of the househoid. With Steve's love, Sal’s
redemption seems assured. There come times
when she longs for the big city. "Diamond
Jim,” hearing that Sal has settled down, visits
her. Willie serves as his chauffeur. Steve
recognizes Wiiiie as the thief who had
knocked him down, but Sal interferes. Sal
forces Willie to forfeit the money. He does

and she leaves
to

the

city.

it.

Then she decides

She participates

in

to return

one more

crime. Meanwhile Steve has followed her to
Chicago.
He aids Sal to escape, but is arrested on a vagrancy charge, Sal promising
to wait for him. Sal returns to the country
and there waits for Steve, satisfied that there
she has at last found peace, love and everlasting happiness.

“As a

Man

Lives”

Story With Tense Climax
American Releasing Corporation’s

Serious

in

Offering

who

those
It

is

form.

like restrained

melodrama.

melodrama more in motive than
There are few, if any big scenes

in

of
conflict, but there is an undercurrent of
threatened disaster from the start, so that
the suspense is assured.
The atmosphere
throughout is heavy, probably too heavy for
the complete satisfaction of all.
It is the
type of picture which has a definite point
to make and proceeds consistently to realize
it, possibly at the sacrifice of minor opportunities for comedy, sentiment, etc.
The relation between a man’s physical
features and his character is the subjectmatter. When he is rejected by a girl because she reads in his face the record of
an unwholesome life, the hero of the story
goes forth in search of wider experience and
in re-moulding his character, changes his
looks and becomes attractive to the girl.
This same idea is developed conversely as
well in the case of a wicked man given a
beautiful countenance by a facial surgeon.
The clirnax brings the story to a thrilling
close. It includes some remarkable shots of

Hulette

Frank Losee
J, Thornton Boston
Alfreil E. WriKht
Kate Blaneke

La Chante
Henri Cnnilon
Mrs. John Mason
A twill Meredith
Babette

Charles Sutton

Tiny Belmont

Direetion by J. Senrle Dawicy.
PhotoKraphy by Bert Dawley.
Length, 0,(100 Feet.

The Story
Sherry Mason, accused by his father of
being a wastrel, lives up to it. He is refused by Nadia Meredith because of an expression on his face that she does not like.
He goes to Paris with Henri Camion, his
father's legal counsellor, as a guardian. He
is involved in a murder in an Apache den
and gets several bruises. He goes to I^r.
Neyas, a facial surgeon, for treatments. Dr.
Neyas, believing that the boy really has
character, decides to keep him under his care
and experiment with him. He goes back to
America with Sherry and the dramatic complications that bring Sherry, Nadia and his
worst enemies together comprise the climax.

“Peg O’

My

Heart”

Lauretta Taylor, Stage Star, is Delightful in
Pleasing Metro Version of
Stage Play
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

With Laurette Taylor

as the star, “Peg
Heart” achieved a phenomenal success on the stage, playing over two years
in New York.
This production has been
transferred to the screen by Metro and bids

O’

My

fair to duplicate its stage success for much
of the charm of the original play has been
infused into the screen version in which
Miss Taylor is also the star and it was made
by the capable director. King Vidor, under
the supervision, as we understand it, of the

Hartley Manners.
is her first screen appearance,
Miss Taylor appears perfectly at home an<i
she is such an accomplished artist that she
does not seem to have experienced any
difficulty
in
mastering screen technique.
There is no evidence of camera consciousness or unreality or stiffness in her work,
such as is sometimes noticeable with the
initial appearance of stage stars.
She is a
author,

Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Supported by a theme that holds the
serious interest of the spectator, and culminating in a climax of more than ordinary
tension, “As a Man Lives” will appeal to

Robert Frazer
Glailys

Dr, Rnlpli IVeyas

“Diamond

The Story

23, 1922

a mine explosion and a tense scene in which
the heroine and the villain hang over death
on a weakened rope. It is at this moment
wicked man’s struggling soul
that
the
asserts itself and he relaxes his hold so
that the girl may be saved. This has been
well done. The director has been successful
in making the settings atmospheric. He has

adopted hoy.

Itlchard Headrick
Bal|ih Lewis
Jlin” Fnvre
Based on story I»y Harvey Gates.
Produced and Directed liy Irving Cuniiulngs.
Length, Six Reels.

December

J.

While

this

welcome addition to the list of screen luminaries and acts before the camera as if she
had been “brought up”

in that atmosphere.
has beauty, intelligence and charm
coupled with unusual magnetism.
By her
winsomeness, vivacity and sense of humor
she makes delightful the role of the un-

She

Irish girl who is suddenly transplanted into the atmosphere of snobbery
and selfishness and wealth in England, and

spoiled

in

the serious scenes calling for emotional

work she is just as effective.
The role of_ Peg is filled with heart interest and delicate humor and immediately
wins and holds the audience’s sympathy. In
fact, most normal persons will love Peg and
the way she so cleverly matches her Irish
wit alone against the chilly heartlessness
of her English relatives and beats them to a
standstill.

The

story of the picture

is

pleasing and

strong audience appeal, and though
there are certain familiar dramatic devices,
it is very human and plausible.
Then, too,
there is a delightful little romance running

through

it,

which has an odd twist when

she comes near spoiling it all with one of
her peppy shafts of wit.
But it all ends
happily, however.

sub-titles which appear to be for the most
part lines from the play are clever and bring
many smiles. About the weakest point in

the picture is the ending. After the satisfactory clumination of the romance you see
Peg and her father all dressed up in court
costume being presented to the King and
Queen of England, and somehow this seems
as if it just did not “belong.” To eliminate
it entirely, would in our opinion, improve
the picture.

Miss Taylor has been surrounded by a
good cast. Russell Simpson as her father
and Mahlon Hamilton as her lover, are
especially fine and the same is true of
D. R. O. Hatswell as a wealthy but not too
intelligent young Englishman.
Ethel Grey
Terry, Nigel Barrie, Lionel Belmore and the
others, do effective work. And we must not
forget Peg’s little dog, Michael, which adds
much to the enjoyment of the picture.
“Peg O’ My Heart,” with its simple and
appealing story, its blending of pathos and
humor, and the charm and artistry of
Laurette Taylor should find a welcome on
any program and prove a box-office winner.
Caat
Marprarct O’Connell ( Pee)
.Lnnrette Taylor
Sir Gerald Adair (Jerry) .Mahlon Hamlllnn
Jim O’Connell
RiiKKell .Simiinnn
Ethel Chlebester
Ethel Grey Terry
ChriMtian Brent
Nigel Barrie
Hawks
Lionel Belmore
Mrs. Chlcheater
Vera Lewis
Mrs. Jim O'Connell
Sldna Beth Ivine
Klarlc Chichester
D. R. O. Hatswell
Margaret O’Connell (Peg as a child),
Eileen O’Malley
Bntler
Fred Hnntly
Based on Stage Play by J. Hartley Manners,
Adapted by Mary O’Hnra.
Directed by King Vidor.
Length, 7,iM)0 feet.
Story
Peg Is the daughter of a poor Irish
farmer who has married a high-class English woman, whose family has disowned her.
She grows up into a vivacious, fun-loving
Imaginative girl and aids her father in his
campaign work for the Irish cause.
On his death bed, her uncle repents of his
harsh treatment and leaves a sum of money
to be used for Peg’s education, with the proviso that she be taken in hand by his sister.
Mrs. Chichester. Peg goes, taking with her
her little dog Michael. The Chichesters are
snobs and treat her with small consideration,
but with her native wit she frequently gets
the best of them. She makes one real friend
but is disillusioned when she finds he is a
nobleman. Sir Gerald Adair. Conditions get
so that she decides to return home, but
Sir Gerald follows her and all ends happily.
.

.

.

Woman”

“That

American Releasing Company’s Catherin*
Calvert

Picture

New And

Is

Introduces

Nothing

Poor Hoakum.

Reviewed by Roger Ferri

Catherine Calvert is capable of something
better than “That Woman” and American
Releasing Corporation which has been releasing a string of consistently good moneymaking productions, which have completely
sold that organization to the exhibitor, was
handed a lemon in this F. C. Mims production.
There is not a single thing new in
this film, for it deals with an old, old theme,
namely, that of the son of a millionaire,
marrying an ex-chorus damsel who has
arisen to stardom and the subsequent daddy
opposition tactics. It’s poor hoakum poorly
done with illogic marring the picture in

spots

where

it

gives vain promises of gaining

momentum and dramatic^ consistency.
in
What happens is perfectly obvious after the
first

eight feet have been unfolded.

The Cast
Adora Wlnstanley
William Arnold Kelvin
William Kelvin
Somerton Randolph
Morris Eltm.m
Hilary Weston

Catherine Calvert
Joseph Brnelle

William Black
George Pauncefort

Willmm

Ricclardi

Jack Newton
Norbert Wickl

Mlshu

Story by Sabin Wood.

Is

Broadway’s newest

Newest Wallace Reid Production is a Farce
Comedy of Only Mediocre Enter,
tainment Value
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
there are several amusing

situa-

“Thirty Days/* Wallace Reids
production for Paramount
of his
is hardly up to the standard

It is a farce comedy
previous pictures.
adapted from a stage play by A. E. Thomas
and Clayton Hamilton, which is lacking in
the pep and rapidity of action of the
majority of his films on the one hand and
docs not contain as clever lines or situations
as “Clarence” on the other.
The story is slight and at the start you
think when Reid proposes to his girl and
she puts him on probation to refrain from

days that this situation is
going to furnish the plot, but the action
switches and it is not to get away from the
impetuous flappers, but from an irate Sicilian
desperado who is after him that he seeks
refuge in jail for the period that gives the
flirting for thirty

picture

_

have been

sufficient

rapid-fire

material

hand to make it a fast-moving farce
comedy of feature length.
There is much brandishing of knives and
stilettos, and the attempts of the star to get
away from the desperado, the way the desperado’s wife keeps bobbing up, of course,
at

time that Wally’s real girl is around,
the secret society business with the slogan
of the wide-open eye, the finding of the
desperado and the star in jail at the same
time and the unexpected pardon of the star
just One day before the desperado is to sail
for Italy, seems machine made and unconvincing even for a farce comedy.
Some of the funniest scenes occur in the
jail, where the warden showers Wally with
favors of all kinds to keep him from revealing a shortage in his accounts, but these
Kalla Pasha, the fat and
are overdone.
at the

looking comedian who has appeared
comedies, adds much
to the merriment of these scenes, being cast
as the warden.
Wallace Reid portrays the role of a woebegone and sacred young gentleman who is
and looks the part.
in fear of his life
Wanda Hawley is attractive as the girl and

fierce
in

many Mack Sennett

Carmen

well cast as the Italian’s
wife. Herschell Mayall, an excellent heavy,
.-struggles hard with the role of the desPhillips

is

Chadwick
Mayall
Helen Dunbar

Herschell

Carmen

Phillips

Story
John Floyd, with a propensity for flirting,
proposes to Lucille and she put him on probation for a month. He goes with her into
the slums to help In her settlement work
and, while sympathizing with an Italian
woman, her husband returns. Floyd beats
a hasty retreat, the woman follows and says
her husband is going to kill him. To escape,
Floyd picks a fight with a pal and a friendly
judge sends him to jail for thirty days. He
soon finds the man is in the same jail. Floyd
becomes friendly with the warden, who has
Lucille comes to
the desperado discharged.
the jail and finds Floyd, but he bluffs her
by saying he is studying prison conditions.
He is pardoned one day before the man is
to sail for Italy and finds him waiting outThat night the desside, but eludes him.
perado makes another attempt to get Floyd,
judge instead. Luthe
grab
however,
They,
They, however, grabe the judge Instead. Lucille captures him with a revolver and demands an explanation from Floyd. He cooks
up one and all ends happily.

Herbert Ra-wlinson
Lillian Rich
Dale Fuller
Sidney DeGray
Joseiih W. Girard
Chief Detective
Jean DeBriac
Jean DeCurtois
Sidney Bracey
Jusgins
Aitkin
Spottiswoode
Minister.
Story by Louis Tracy.
.

.

Scenario by G. C. Hull.
Directed by Stuart Paton.
Phot&raphed by G. W, Warren.

Length, 4,473 Feet.
Story

John D. Curtis has just returned from
China when he is unexpectedly thrust into
a mysterious series of adventures. Witnessing an assault on a man whose assailants
make a getaway, he finds he has the over
coat of the injured man. In the pocket he
discovers a marriage license. Scenting a plot
he calls on her and finds she is a girl he
danced with in China. The girl is in difficuity, as she must marry by midnight to get
a fortune and has hired the man who is supposed to have been injured, to marry her.
John obligingly takes his place. But this is
only the beginning of the adventures which
Culminate in the exposure of the fact that
all the trouble has been caused by a crook
posing as a count who has hired the thugs
to prevent the wedding until he arrives. The
gang is rounded up and Curtis wins the love
of the girl he has married.

“Lucky Dan”
Dick Talmadge’s Antics Make Phil Goldstone Picture Double Bill
Proposition

“One Wonderful Night”
Universal Feature Starring Herbert Rawlinson is Crook- Mystery Melodrama of

Ordinary Appeal
Reviewed by C.

S. Sewell

newest Universal production in
which he is starred, which is titled “One
Wonderful Night,” Herbert Rawlinson appears as a young man who immediately upon
his arrival in New York is plunged by the
god of chance right into the midst of a
thrilling and mysterious adventure.
In

the

title implies, the entire action takes
during one night, and events move
rapidly.
There is plenty of action, several
fights, secret rooms, a hurried wedding, a
near-murder, police third degrees, a chase
through the dark, and other devices of productions of this type.
The action of the picture is not always
consistent, due to certain points which are
not made quite clear, as for instance, just
how a man can legally marry a woman with
a license made out to another man, even
though their names may be strikingly
similar; nor as to just how the hero obtained
the overcoat containing the license, so
eagerly sought after by several different
parties. There are also other unconvincing
aspects to the picture.
The main theme, that of a girl who has
to be married by a certain hour to obtain
a big fortune, has been used many times
before. In this instance it is complicated by
the fact that a crook posing as a count has
won her father’s consent. He obtains the
help of a gang who use desperate measures
to prevent the marriage until the count, who
is delayed, arrives.
This brings about the
situations on which the picture hinges.
Herbert Rawlinson is cast in the heroic
role of the young man who agrees to marry
the girl and win her love afterward, which
he succeeds in doing within a few hours, and
his work in this instance should fully satisfy his admirers even though he comes
out unscathed from a terrific fight. Lillian
Rich is attractive as the girl.

As the

its title.

James Cruze, who directed the picture,
has produced it in good style with attractive
settings and Wanda Hawley wears some
stunning gowns, but there does not appear
to

Charles Ogle
Cyril

The Cast

Clayton Hamilton.
Directed by James Crnze.
Length, 7,788 Feet.

Pink
She Is
remains for
“The

“Thirty Days”

newest
whole it

does not

Kalla Pasha
Adapted from play by A. E. Thomas and

courted by the wealthy, but
win her love. They are marDaddy and the “upper 400” in general
ried.
as ‘that
object and continually refer to her
a.nd
woman.” Daddy Kelvin comes home for
schemes to separate the two, but in vain,
Meanwhile
Billy gets a job as chauffeur.
She
an effort is made to “buy” Adora off. away.
accepts the check, then throws It
finally
Father and son start a battle and
“recognizes
the old gentleman relents and
Adora’s fitness to be a Kelvin.”

in

Ledyard
Judge Hooker
Huntley Palmer
Lucille

Carlotta

Billy Kelvin to

While

Wanda Hawley

John D. Curtis
Hermione Fane
The Maid
Z. F. Fane

it

mediocre comedy which
never arouses any great amount of interest
do not beand is only mildly amusing.
lieve that this picture will enhance the star’s
popularity with the fans.
The Cast
Wallace Reid
John Floyd

idol.

it

tions

We

The production as a whole is a melodrama
It will probably
of only ordinary quality.
satisfy a goodly number of patrons, but it
can hardly be classed as among the best of
the Universal program releases.

handicapped as

is

777

Warden

Length, Six Reels.
The Story
Winstanley, star of

Adora

perado, but

entirely suit him.
As a whole, it is a

Polenta
Mrs. Floyd

Scenario by Wallace Clifton.
Directed by Harry O. Hoyt.
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Reviewed by Roger Ferri

“Lucky Dan” is not up to the standard,
insofar as production is concerned, to previous Phil Goldstone pictures starring the
versatile and acrobatic star, Richard Talmadge.
However, what the production
lacks in construction, the star makes up in
swift action and totally entertaining mannerism plus a personality that is catchy
at
every turn.
His somersaulting and
diving antics play an important part in this
picture, and tend to hold your interest. As
one of two features on a double bill, “Lucky
Dan,” should be a wise investment for any
exhibitor located in second run houses or
the combination picture and vaudeville places
or those playing to neighborhood clineteles.
The supporting cast always is decidedly in
the background in these pictures, for the
work of Richard Talmadge is incomparable
and right now he looks like one of the best
starring bets in the business. There is no
star in the business with whom he can be
compared, for his work is individualistic and
decidedly original. He carries the story on
his own shoulders and what is more remarkable than

his

personality and ability

accomplish feats others insist on calling
in doubles to play, is the fact that one never
tires of him nor his knockabout daringly
to

acrobatic stunts.

The Cast
“Lucky Dan”
Richard Talmadgre
Remainder of cast unavailable.
Produced by Phil Goidstone,
Length, 4,700 Feet.
The Story
“Lucky Dan” Is a reckless, carefree, daring
young cowboy in love with a pretty iass. The
latter returns that “on-to-the-altar” admiration, but her daddy is one of those gentlemen
with Missourian leanings, namely, he must
be shown. And at the outset daddy doesn’t
think much of Dan as a business man. But
then inheritances always do come in handy
and in this particular Instance, an unexpected
inheritance not only made popper see things
different, but incidentaly earned a wife for
our hero thus leaving no doubt that between

—

two the much-welcomed inheritance
would be well taken care of. And so it ends.
the

tij
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Pep

The

of Short Subjects

Will Rogers’ ^^Fruits of Faith” Heads

Pathe Release Program for December 24
Rogers in “Fruits of Faith” leads
program of ten subjects for release
December 24. It presents Rogers in three
reels of characteristic humor and is rich in
genuine human sympathj". Influenced by a
street preacher’s sermon, Rogers as a tramp
He later finds a
tries faith and it works.
baby in the desert, adopts it, goes to work
and finally wins the love of a girl and
Will

Pathe’s

marries her. They idolize the baby, but its
father unexpectedly returns and claims it.
Seeing, however, the couple’s intense love
for the child he goes away and leaves the
boy with them.
A Leo Maloney two-reel Western is also
on the week’s list. It is titled “Here’s Your
Man,” and like the rest of the series, is filled
with hard fighting and riding and plenty of
pep and action. It deals with a rancher
who just as he is about to be strung up for
a murder is saved by Maloney, as the
sheriff, when he produces the guilty man.
There is also a pretty little romance running

through the story.
The current Paul

Parrott

single-reel

comedy

C.

summer and

Bruce,
fall

who

has

spent

the

the Pacific Northwest,

in

making the second series of Wilderness
Tales for Educational, has just returned to

New York

with

this

group of scenic dramas.

Bruce, whose
Weep,” the opening

Mr.

“And Women Must
number of his first

of Wilderness Tales, is said to be
creating a sensation, believes he has done
the best work of his career this season, declaring that he has even surpassed this remarkable single-reel picture in beauty and
dramatic appeal.
“And Women Must Weep” was the first
single-reel picture of a scenic character ever
classified as an exceptional picture by the
National Board of Review. Critics all over
series

have been unanimous in calling
one of the most beautiful pictures ever made by any American producer,
this country
this subject

have been made to continue the activities
of the producing unit indefinitely.
A
new series of these popular “Our Gang”
two-reelers will be made, the first of the
new series, “The Champeen,” being
scheduled for release on January 28. It
will be followed by others, at intervals

living,

but goes through

several exciting and laughable experiences.
The lawyer finally discovers he has made a
mistake and the garage belongs to Paul.

The Hutchison

serial,

“Speed,” reaches

its

episode, “Buried Alive,” where the
hero in a mining region is in peril from a
dynamite explosion. The single-reel Flarold
Lloyd reissue is “Sic ’Em Towser.”
There is also an Aesop Film Fable based
on “Every dog has his day.” It is titled
“A Dog’s Paradise” and shows the amusing
adventures of a bunch of dogs, a butcher
and a dog-catcher which they outwit.
Pathe Review, 197, has a beautiful section
dealing with the legend of “The Bubble
Girl” of the Mongaup River; also a section
dealing
with
monkey psychology,
another with analysis of animal motion and
a color section showing the unique straw
huts in French West Africa.

tenth

while in England the Manchester Guardian
declared “And Women Must Weep” and
two other pictures of this series, the finest
artistic gems which had ever come out of

America.
“I believe,” said Mr. Bruce, “that the
critics will agree with me that some of
new pictures will surpass ‘And
Must

my

Women

Weep.’ There is perhaps more of a story
in each of my new subjects than there was
in the pictures of the first group of Wilderness Tales. Still, however, they are all laid
out of doors and I have found and photographed in my recent travels in our own
country the most beautiful scenery I have
ever found in the world.”
The work of cutting and titling the second
group of Wilderness Tales is almost finished
and the earlier releases will be ready in the
near future for private screenings for exiiibitors at all

Educational exchanges.

Announcement has been made by the Film
Mutual Benefit Bureau that one of the most
widely known poems, “The Night Before
Christmas,” has been picturized by the Bray

Gray Barnard, Hon. Everett Colby, Miss
Rachel Crothers, Mr. Charles Dillingham,
Mr. Henry F. DuPont, Mrs. LeRoy Edgar
Newbold, Mr. Douglas Elliman, Dr. John A.
Harris,
Mr. Otto Kahn, Mr. Clarence

Productions, Inc. Distribution is to be made
through Hodkinson, proceeds of which will
be turned over to the fund used by the
Committee for Devastated France and
Maternity Center Association of New York.
Miss Sophie K. Smith, field secretary for
the bureau, wrote the scenario.
The Film Mutual Benefit Bureau is in-

Mackay, Airs. Gouverneur Alorris, Air.
Conde Nast, Airs. Herbert C. Pell, Jr.. Air.
Rodman Wanamaker, General John O’Ryan,
Hon. George W. Wickersham, Airs. Alor-

insuring the success of this
the members of the bureau
who are lending their support are Governorelect Alfred E. Smith. Miss Anne Morgan,
Mrs. Gordon Knox Bell, Miss Mabel Choate,
in

Among

Mr. Arthur C. Train, Mr. Frank Crowinshield, Mrs. Meredith Hare, Mr. George

More of “Our Gang”

hard time to make a

Christmas” to Be
Distributed Through W. W. Hodkinson

benefit.

Serials

Hal Roach two-reel comedies
under the general title, “Our
Gang,” were intended to be but six in
number. But the series has met with

*^Night Before

terested

and

in which he is assisted by Jobyna
The
Ralston, is “A White Blacksmith.”
action deals with an uncle’s will which
leaves a blacksmith shop to Paul and a
garage to his brother.
Paul is having a

Robert Bruce Completes Second Series
of Educational’s Wilderness Tales
Robert

23, 1922

Program

the

of

News and Reviews

December

timer Schiff and others.
The picturization of this was made under
the direction of Ashley Aliller, in two reels.
It opens with a brief prologue reciting the
genesis of the poem.
The poem itself is
picturized as having been dreamed by the
six
Aloore children, that night before
Christmas. 1822. Authentic details of costumes and accessories in the picture were
furnished by descendants of Dr. Moore living in New York.

The

issued

such wide-spread popularity that plans

of four weeks.
"The Capitol, in New
York, makes “Saturday Morning,” one
of the former series, an important
feature of its Christmas Week bill.

Hammons Back

W.

E.

From
E.

W. Hammons,

Film Exchanges,

Studios
president of Educational

Inc.,

has returned to

New

York after a visit to the Los Angeles studios
making pictures for Educational’s short subject

program.

The

object of this trip was to discuss
preliminary arrangements for a probable
increase in Educational product for the next
season.

While

Air.

Hammons was

at

the United:

studios three companies were

making tworeel comedies: Lloyd Hamilton, with Ruth
Hiatt as his leading lady, was making the
fourth of his Hamilton comedies, while
Louise Fazenda and the company headed by
Lige Conley were busy under supervision
of Jack White.
Several companies were also busy at the
Christie studios, working on “Be Yourself,”
‘Hazel From Hollywood” and succeeding
pictures.

Century to Film
Buster Brown
The Stern Brothers announce
chase

the

pur-

from

Richard F. Outcault of the
screen rights to his Buster Brown cartoons
as the basis for a series of Century comedies.
These Outcault cartoons were first
published in The Herald and then syndicated
all over the wmrld.
They were immensely
popular with children and with their parents,
who laughed heartily at the pranks of
Buster and his dog, Tige.
On the screen the part of Tige will be
taken by Brownie, the Century Wonder
Dog.
The part of Buster has not been
filled yet and the Stern Brothers are in New

York looking

for a

boy

to play the part.

**Grandma’s Girl”

Postponed
“Grandma’s
w'as

Girl,” the picture

w'orking

pneumonia,

will

Baby Peggy

on when she contracted
have to be discontinued in-

definitely as Alf Goulding, its director, became ill and his physician ordered him to
take a long, much needed rest.
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Fourth Mirror, Ready for Release,
Shows Royal Pomp of Pre-War Europe
International News Reel Corporation
announces the early release, through the
Universal Exchanges, of the fourth issue
of The Mirror, the novelty reel chronicling
events of the past.

The

The new Mirror, titled “The Last Days of
King Edward,” show remarkable pictures
British
Monarch’s last
days.
Mirrors one, two and three have been
proved a big box-office attraction. Univer-

of

that

sal

records

show.

number

one

of President

Mc-

Mirror

showed the inauguration

Mirror number two, “The
San Francisco Fire,” was quite as well received, and Mirror number three, “The
Kinley, in 1897.

Birth of Aviation.”

Mirror No. 4 is of especial interest because of the unusual number of world-famed
personages it shows. King Edward VII. is
seen in various poses, in and out of uniform,
aboard a battleship, reviewing a regiment
and in other ceremonies. With him are
seen his family, including the present king,
and the Prince of Wales, then a boy of 14.
The funeral of King Edward, who died

Highest Praise for
^
*
Plunder^
Pearl White, star, and George B. Seitz,
producer of the new Patheserial, “Plunder,”
says Pathe, are being credited throughout
the industry with
having reached the
highest point in their screen careers.
In
New York, Chicago and other centers where
trade showings of “Plunder” have been
given, the result has been to evoke the
highest praise.
Now that “Plunder”

is
completed and
ready for release late this coming winter,
the verdicts from the exhibitor viewpoint
are significant, Pathe points out, as realizing

anticipations

created by the original announcement that the “Serial Queen,” favorite in Europe as well as in this country,
was under contract to return to the “House
of Serials.”

Monte Carlo

Fox

in

Educational
Monte Carlo has been

Educational

filmed

No

natives

Fox

a

are

per-

mitted to gamble in the Casino. The steep
mountain heights, the winding roads, the
magnificent natural scenery, forming a picturesque background for the Casino and the
surrounding
hotels,
have
tempted
the

motion picture cameraman.

is

shown

in

all

its

pomp and

ceremony.
In this comes a remarkable
scene, showing nine of Europe’s mightest
monarchs walking behind the casket. King
George heads the royal mourners. Then
comes the Duke of Connaught, followed by
Princes
Wilhelm of Germany;
Edward and Albert of Great Britain, the
former now Prince of Wales; King Alfonso

Kaiser

Spain; King Mauel of Portugal; King
George of Greece; Prince Constantine of
Greece; the Czar of Bulgaria, and with them
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, who at that
time was on his way back to the United
States from his African expedition. The reel
closes with pictures showing the investiture
of the young Prince of Wales.
Because of the unusual value of Mirror
series. Universal is putting out a varied
assortment of accessories for use in exploiting each issue. These include, a one-sheet,
a three-sheet, a slide, a set of lobby stills,
and a press book containing public^fy, adof

vertising and exploitation suggestions. It is
said to be the most elaborate offering ever
put out with a one-reel picture.

for Century
Plans to add three more producing units
to the three now making comedies for Century Film Corporation will be completed
upon the return of Julius and Abe Stern to

Hollywood.
The Raymaker, Goulding and Edwards
units will be supplemented by three new
directors of long experience in making

Announcements will be made at
an early date, both as regards the new additions to the producing staff, and the rights
to certain screen material to be used for the
series both of Baby Peggy and of Buddy
Messenger.
comedies.

^Pop^^ at Rialto
Dan Mason appears as an amateur detective in the latest Plum Center comedy on
the Film Booking Offices of America program, “Pop Tuttle, Deteckative,” and is the
fifth of this comedy series to be produced
by the Paul Gerson Pictures Corporation.
The Rialto Theatre, in New York, is this
week playing its second Plum Center
comedy, “Pop Tuttle’s Grass Widow.”

IN THIS ISSUE

“Henry’s Busted Romance”

Beersheba (American Releasing)
Chewing Gum Industry, The (Fox)
Down to Jericho (American Releasing)

(Paths Cartoon One Reel)
This Aesop’s Film Fable, distributed by
Pathe, deals with a wiser and better husband, after a series of “vamping” experiences, all with the usual animal characters.
It is a gem of imaginative humor, one of
Cartoonist Paul Terry’s best (1 reel) S. S.

Educator, The (Educational)
Fair Week (Pathe)
Fruits of Faith (Pathe)

Glad Rags (Metro)
Henry’s Busted Romance (Pathe)
Hebron the Ancient (American Releasing)
Here’s

(Metro

ing)

My

—

Your Men (Pathe)

Jerusalem the Holy (American Releas-

his

philosophical editorials, has entered the field
of motion pictures.^ Second National Pictures Corporation is arranging for the release of the first of a series of one-reel
photoplays visualizing his word pictures.
The first, “Just a Little Late Club,” was
finished a few days ago by Better Day
Pictures, Inc., of which Mr. Barton is
prpident; Elmore Leffingwell, editor, publicity expert and vice president;
Roy S.
Durstine, treasurer, and James S. Brown in
charge of production.

Pathe Review, 187 (Pathe)
Pest, The (Metro)
Pop Tuttle’s Grass Widow (F. B. O.)
Rip Snoring Night, A (Universal)
Screen Snapshots No. 15 (Pathe)
Small Town Derby, A (Universal)
Starland Revue No. 17 (F. B. O.)
Texas Sphinx, A (Universal)
Town Terrors (Fox)
Unblazed Trails (Bray)
Via Radio (Universal)
Valley of Dry Bones (American Releas-

“The Pest”
—^Comedy—Two Reels)

Laurel

is the star of this two-reel
distributed by Metro.
It
is
a
knockabout comedy of average entertainment value which has several humorous
situations.
The story of this comedy deals
with a book-agent who meets with exciting
experiences and finally helps a girl by
going out and getting money so she can pay
her house rent.
curious point in this
comedy is the fact that according to the cast
sheet, the title does not refer to the hero,
but to a talkative woman who only appears
in a few scenes.
C. S. S.

Stal

A

—

“My Hero”

Voice of the Land (American Releasing)

(Fox-Comedy
This

“The Texas Sphinx”
(Universal-Western —Two Reels)
This features Harry Carey in some lively
scenes in which the thrills consist chiefly
in the capture of a bandit. It is a shortened
version of one of the earlier three-reel features. The star is supported by a good cast
which includes Alice Lake. It offers the
usual opportunities for action and suspense
and is entertaining if not remarkable in its
novelty. M. K.

“The Chewing

Gum

Industry”

—

(Fox-Cartoon One Reel)
Mutt and Jeff attempt a short-cut to prosperity by establishing an industry in their
own novel way in this number. There are
^me amusing stunts. They procure a GumGuni bird which hatches a magical brood

of chicklets. They manufacture a gum that
IS invincibly tough and test
it with a false
set of powerful teeth. In the end their
own
creation, the gum proves the master of them

both.— M. K.

—

comedy

Hero (Fox)

humorously

—

—

in

is

—Two

Reels)

another of the Lupino Lane series

which the

heavily.

It

is

star’s
his

funny acrobatics score
unique style of putting

over his comedy and his command of facial
expression that transforms familiar mainto lively_ amusement.
The action
relates, in slapstick, the experiences of a
city chap who is sent West by his father
terial

for taming.

Lupino Lane is so clever that
comedy should be a success everywhere.
— M. K.
the

—

Gets Barton Films
Bruce Barton, famous for

1910,

6,

Th reeMo re Companies

ing)
in

Entertainment, “Bits of
Europe.” Monte Carlo, the playground of
millionaires,’ has been the subject of several
stories of numerous fortunes lost and few
won. The town of Monte Carlo in Monaco,
is
built
on high cliffs overlooking the

Mediterranean Sea.

May

779

“Unblazed Trails”
(Bray—Scenic — One Reel)
This

is

the

first

of a series of single-reel

Bray Nature Pictures which will be distributed on the State right market. It deals
interestingly with mountain climbing in the
Canadian Rockies. There are many beautiful

shots of lofty mountains, glaciers,

etc.,

and some thrilling scenes of a party climbing up the face of a five-hundred foot cliff
which appears to be tractically vertical and
where it would seem that each step would
be the last. Some of the sub-titles, especially
in the early part of the film, are lengthy
and could be shortened to advantage.

—

—
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“Voice of the Land”

—

This is a series of fifty-two single-reel
subjects made by Geographic Film Company
and distributed by American Releasing CorThey are scenics dealing in a
poration.
reverent manner with places of interest in
Palestine which are mentioned in the Old
striking feature of
or New Testament.
the five shown for review is the fact that
much of the land which is described in the
Bible as “flowing with milk and honey” is
now desolate. They are instructive and will
appeal to spectators who are interested in
the Bible and familiar with the places menThese pictures have been nicely
tioned.
photographed and are embellished with
scenes painted by Paleologue picturing certain Biblical events, and these scenes have
been filmed in Prizma colors effectively.

A

“Jerusalem the Holy”
Jerusalem, sacred alike to Jews, Christians
and Mohammedans, is shown to be a walled
of this reel consists in showing
the eight gates in the city walls and the
significance of each, such as St. Stephen’s
gate where the first Christian martyr was
stoned, Herod’s gate, Damascus gate, and
others. There are also views of the interior
of the city.

“Down

to Jericho”

The

different points of Biblical interest on
the road from Jerusalem to Jericho are pictured; including the Dead Sea, the Wilderness of Judea, the Brook of Cherith where
Elijah was fed by the ravens, and the Plains
of Jordan.

“Hebron the Ancient”

Hebron

is said to be the oldest city in
world, being settled by the son of
Abraham, the country being promised to his
posterity forever.
Of especial interest are
the Pools of Solomon, which are wonderful
examples of engineering and said to be the
oldest water-supply system for a city.

the

“Beersheba”
Abraham once lived here, but jealousy
between Isaac and Ishmael led to the
putting out of Ishmael and his mother,
Hagar, on the desert. On the nearby hills
of Zyph David and Jonathan pledged eter-

Nearby is the wilderness of
Edon and other places mentioned in the

nal friendship.
Bible.

“Valley of
the

name

Dry Bones”

indicates, this was the ancient
of Jerusalem and the location

burial ground
of the vision of Ezekial when he saw the
flesh go back to the bones of the dead.
Here are the tombs of the Kings of Judea
and the cave in which Jeremiah wrote his
Lamentations. Here is also a tomb which
many believe to be the burial place of
Christ, and the hill nearby to be Golgotha.

-C.

S. S.

of absorbing entertaincredit to any program.

_

ing the radio routes, photographs of the
their
operations
and
and
technicians
glimpses of the artists entertaining countless listeners are included. One of the most
interesting is the photographic illustration
of the human voice. The vast potentialities
of wireless as indicated most strikingly in
the signalling of ships are a marvelous
revelation. “Via Radio” is a rare and valuable attraction. M. K.

—

— Drama—Three

(Pathe
Will Rogers

Reels)

is the star of this story, v;hich
decidedly out of the ordinary and very
entertaining. It is filled with Roger’s characteristic humor, many of the sub-titles
being unusually good and there is very
strong human sympathy throughout. The
star appears as a tramp who hears a street
minister preach on the power of faith. The
manner in which Roger’s applies this lesson
is alternately humorous and
pathetic and
these scenes have been handled so as not to
give offense to anyone.
Chance leads him
to place in the desert where he finds a baby.
He adopts it and then finds work is not so
distasteful after all.
He marries to get a
“mother” for the baby, and then the child’s
father returns.
Finding how much the
couple love the child, who is now four years
old, the real father departs and happiness
again reigns. C. S. S.

is

—

Men”

“Here^s Your

—

—

(Pathe Drama Two Reels)
another of the Range Rider series
of two-reel Westerns, starring Leo Maloney.
It is well up to the standard of the previous
issues and is recommended for those who
desire snappy Westerns with plenty of
action and real “punch.” There is hard riding and hard fighting and an absence of
padding, the story being tersely told. The
theme deals with a man with a violent
temper who is accused of killing another
man. Maloney, his friend, is also the sheriff.
He suspects two men and in a dramatic
This

is

manner succeeds

freeing the innocent just
as he is about to be the victim of a “necktie” party, and in making the guilty pair
confess.
The manner in which he grabs
both off their horses is somewhat overdone.

— C.

in

(Universal-Comedy Two Reels)
Johnny Fox is the star in this Century
comedy, but Maudie, the mule, comes off
with high honors, too. She takes an active
His master’s
part in many clever stunts.
sister has many beaux and Maudie is of
great service in evicting the undesirable
Later she proves a reliable substiones.
tute for a motor engine in carrying the
family to the circus. Johnny enters the pieeating contest but falls woefully behind because of the unprecedented speed of the
black boy sitting next to him. With Maudie’sassistance he is the final winner. The comedy ends with a horse race, an entertaining close to a comedy that will bring many
laughs. M. K.

—

“Pop

Tuttle’s Grass

—Comedy — Two

(F. B. O.

Widow”
Reels)

There is some good rural comedy in this
most recent of the Dan Mason series. The
barn dance is the big hit of the comedy, and
due mainly to the enthusiasm of the performance it goes over with many laughs.
Enlivened by the good old Virginia reel and

Pop Tuttle’s jigging it offers wholesome
merriment of a sort that one does not tire

Dan Mason

of.

is

as usual, excellent.

He

becomes infatuated with a married woman
who poses as a widow and behaves like one
at the

dance, but is painfully disillusioned
discovers her jealous husband.

when he

— M. K

“Screen Snapshots No. 15”

—

—

(Pathe Magazine One Reel)
This pictures, in one reel. Hall Caine,.
English novelist, watching Director Maurice
Tourneur, Mae Busch and Richard Dix
make “The Christian,” Nazimova and her
husband at the beach. Will H. Hays greeting
various
stars,
and some real antique
“movies.” S. S.

—

S. S.

“The Educator”
—

(Educationeil-Comedy Two Reels)
Lloyd Hamilton amusingly depicts the
difficulties that face the poor school master
in the town where ignorance is preferred.
Most of his pupils have passed the halfcentury mark and are unwieldly subjects.
They bring their guns to school. Hamilton’s placid style of humor and attempts at
physical grace are featured to a successful
degree. The little traveler who accompanies
the school teacher on his way toward the
scene of action is an unusually charming
child and Ruth Hiatt as the star pupil is a
lovely, old-fashioned type.
The picture is
highly amusing in spots and on the whole
is agreeable entertainment.
M. K.

—

“Starland Revue No. 17”

—One

(F. B. O. Release

Among

Reel)

the

attractive contents of this
number is a study of Muriel Stryker, Ned
Wayburn’s “Girl in Bronze” which proves
unusually interesting as a screen subject
Screens from popular Broadway cabarets,
and rehearsals and close-ups of the artists
in the “Greenwich Village Follies”; Ethelind
Terry’s unique style of making her own
blouses.
Herton Spurr and his vaudeville
art are included.
M. K.

—

“A Rip Snoreing Night”
(Universal— Comedy —One Reel)
A

decidedly funny plot that runs along
smooth sequences, makes this comedy
unusually good. There is hardly a moment
in which something laughable fails to occur.
Lew Sargent is featured, and the story
shows how he takes his boss’ place in bed.
while said boss goes out to a poker game.
Sargent is discovered by his employer’s
wife, and a series of comical complications

in

“Town

Terrors

(Fox-Comedy

The famous team

“Fruits of Faith”

—

Reel)

A subject that is still an enigma to thousands receives careful and authentic attention, that cannot fail to leave the average
spectator dazzled, and with a clearer understanding of the fascinating phenomena.
Educational has produced this subject
under the supervision of the Scientific
radio
Minute
diagrams of
American.
vibrations, and voice waves, comprehensive
maps of this country and the world visualiz-

Much

city.

As

Here is one reel
ment that will do

—One

23, 1922

“A Small Town Derby”

“Via Radio”
(Educational-Special

(American Releasing Biblical
One Reel Each)

December

a fast pace in

which Fox

is

—Two

Reels)

Lee Kids keep up
this comedy, one of the series
preparing from the old fiveof

reelers.
They are cast as two small but
efficient cyclones who set the whole town in
an uproar. Finally to relieve their own bore-

dom

themselves kidnapped and
even for kidnappers.
some rollicking scenes in the
where they are imprisoned and

they

prove

too
are

There
dungeon

develop.

get

S.

—

is

Week”
—Comedy—One Reel)

“Fair

Rapid action seems to be the keynote of
one-reel Pathe comedy starring Paul
Parrott, with Jobyna Ralston.
Paul is as
“loose as cement with his money,” but a
“shell game” reforms him. There are funny
mix-ups with the competing live-stock at
this

the

— S.

fair.

S.

The

subject

is

of ordinarv value.

—

(Metro Comedy Two Reels)
This is a Metro two-reel comedy, which
admirably suited to Bull Montana’s dis-

He appears as a tough
learns how to be refined
in order to win a swell girl.
He succeeds
in getting a certain amount of polish, but
loses his big fight thereby and the girl says
“What an awful oil-can you turned out to
be.”
There is considerable action, several
laugh-provoking situations and it should
prove satisfactory for spectators who liked

tinctive personality.

prize-fighter

(Pathe

daP.

“Glad Rags”

difficult

these will keep any spectator entertained.
M. K.

— T.

who

Montana’s previous comedies, though

it

is

hardly as speedy. Tom Gallery, in an unusual role for him, contributes much to the
merriment. C. S. S.

—

—

:
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:
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PROJECTION
F.H. RICHARDSON

S3)

Fifteen Dollars a
Abe Greenwald,

plane, the shutter plane being presumably,

Week

Notice

of Local 307, Philadelphia,

writes as follows

P

—

Dear Friend and Brother: Well, Frank,
a long time since I saw you last, In the

rays when we used to ride home together in
the extremely early (or was It late) hours of
the morning after attending those perfectly
wonderfull meetings of that perfectly wonderful Auxiliary Local Union No. 35. That
was in the days when the “operator” got fifteen whole dollars for seven (count em,
1111111) days, and thought he received big

on our columns

is

such

remit one dollar.

THE LENS CHART

money.

Are You Working by “Guess” or Do
You Employ Up-to-Date Methods?

Remark

Pauses to
I might here pause to remark that I have
observed that the projectionist who does not
get more than the union scale usually stays
put in about the same place for quite a

You demand that your employer keep
his equipment in good order and up to
date. He owes it both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe it to him
to keep abreast with the times in

spell.
I have been following the Projection Department for several years, but have never
said anything about some of the ideas I have
put into practice in connection with my Simplex projector. After reading about Brother
Baldassari, Hamilton, Ontario, I concluded it
was my move. I therefore herewith sublt
two of them for comment and approval.
Sketch No. 1 represent sa tube, made from
sheet tin, to fit over the projection lens barrel, with an aperture cut in its front end.

knowledge and in your methods.
The lens chart (two in one, 11x17
inches, on heavy paper for framing)
use by hundreds of
is in succesful
progressive projectionists.
“Don’t guess.” Do your work RIGHT.
Price, fifty cents, stamps.
Picture
World,
Moving
Address
either 51G Fifth Ave., New York City,
or 28 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago,

This aperture

111.

light

If you do this and do it right, you
be a bit astonshide at the improvement

barrel.

may

your picture.
Sketch No. 2 represents two 3-point
switches wired to control a motor from two
different points. To install same so that you

in

Good

Stuff

The pubBrother Greenwald
lication of such ideas as this does not in the
Good

stuff,

I

—

you quite the reverse, in fact
and is helpful to other progressive men all
over the world.
Your ideas are excellent. I was obliged

least injure

The tube and aperture
should be painted a flat black, both inside
and out, but especially inside.
When I next visit Philadelphia I would
be delighted to visit you. I enjoy visiting
the projection room of any and all progressive men— men whose ideas are not entirely
limited by or to quitting time and payday.
at the aerial image.

All

that published replies to questions
cannot be guaranteed under two
If quick action is
or three weeks.
desired remit four cents, stamps, and
we will send carbon copy of department reply as soon as written.
For special replies by mail on matter which, for any reason, cannot be
replied to through our department

It’s

is the exact size of the effective
beam, and intercepts all stray rays, so
that they cannot reach the screen.
The tube is made long enough to reach out
to the rotating shutter. The back end is cut
as per Fig. 2 in sketch No. 1. To do this just
cut a “V” every % inch, and then bend the
points in a bit, so they will grip the lens

RESSURE

to

The

trouble is, however, that in a city like
Philadelphia there are so very many things
to do in the limited time at my disposal that
when I leave there is always much left
undone. I will, however, bear the matter

mind and

in

Pennsylvania
projectionist
in
a
a complaint that his theatre has been
called upon to pay for damage done while
first run by scratches caused by
deposit of emulsion on tension shoes. He
says
Inclosed find communications between myself and one of the local exchanges relative

running

to

damaged

soldering the necessary wire joint, of
or using a good “connector,” the
other live leg to run to 3-pole switch located
in convenient position near the other procourse,

jector.
lines.

and the job is done. A piece of
3-wire BX is all you need from outlet box on
projector to other outlet box.

SKETCH ONE
Fitting

change the wording of your letter quite a
but don’t think I changed your meaning. I tried not to anyhow.
The tube and aperture will prove of some
value in all cases, if rightly made and rightly
used.
Under some conditions they will be
to

bit,

Is Practical

This plan Is entirely practical and will be
found very convenient for projectionists who
are alone either a part or all the time. It
will, in fact, be found to be a very handy
thing in the long run, regardless of whether
a man is alone or not.
To illustrate its convenience, suppose you
are at one projector, and the other is about
through with its reel. You are waiting to
make the change-over, hence are not beside
the working projector. Something happens to
the working projector a not at all impossible, or even very improbable thing, con-

very valuable indeed.

What you have done is to follow the
recommendation of Brother Griffith and
place the stray-light

mask

at

the shutter

—

sidering

how some

so-called

of

Damage

first

If the scratches are deep, but do not extend through the emulsion, then while the
celluloid base has not been weakened, it is
probable that the edges of the sprocket
holes have not entirely escaped damage by
abrasion, due to the added strain put upon
them by forcing the intermittent to pull
against the high friction set up.
If the
scratches extend through the emulsion and
into the celluloid base, then the damage is
serious, and the injured portion should be
immediately replaced, because the stock is
weakened and unquestionably the sprocket
hole edges have not escaped, even though
they be not actually broken at the corners.

Microscope Needed

projectionists

butcher up the end of reels with paper stickers which are often more or less loose and
overworcked punches.
In this event you can instantly stop the
projector and start the other, thus avoiding
letting the audience know anything went
wrong and possibly avoiding damage to film,
or even a fire.
I hope I shall see you when next you visit
the City of Brotherly Love. I am at the Locust Theatre, Fifty-second and Locust tsreet.
In closing I wish you a Merry Christmas.

The De Luxe Exchange,

comedy

holes.

Over Lena Barrel

the switches,

Plan

film.

Philadelphia, sent a first-run two-reel
I put it
for a run in our theatre.
into the projector and it started off fine, but
in a few moments the tension shoes started
chattering, which was, of course, caused by
emulsion deposit on them.
In my opinion the exchange should Inspect
the films and properly lubricate them to prevent this trouble. If the projectionist parafines or oils them, the exchange howls Its
head off and we catch the devil just the
same. If we run them as received we are
forced to pay for damage, as in this case.
The film is scratched for about fifty feet
No other damage was
along both edges.
Any suggestion by you will be apdone.
preciated and will be followed.
of

place the fact that a scratch
mark shows is no proof that any APPRECIABLE damage has been done the films.
If the marks are merely on the surface of
the emulsion then the exchange has no valid
claim, since no appreciable weakening of the
film has occurred, provided the added strain
set up by increased friction was not sufficient to abrade the edges of the sprocket

tor,

Tube

anyhow.

From

In the

These two wires are indicated by broken
You then connect two wires from 3point switch to another 3-polnt switch located on projector. Connect other pole of
motor to the still vacant contact of one of

call

comes

No Proof

start or stop the projector motor from
working position beside the other projector,
remove the four-pole switch from the projector and connect one wire from line to mo-

‘

pay you a

What Do You Think ?

may

I

try to

for just such examinations that the
projectionist really should have a microscope, or at least a high-power magnifying
glass.
condenser will not serve. In the
end it might pay such of you as use first
runs to have one.
BUT, my friend, are you, yourself, blameIt

is

A

less.

SKETCH TWO
Motor Control Switch

HOW MUCH TENSION HAS YOUR

PROJECTOR

at

excessive, then

LESS.

You

the aperture???

If

it

is

YOU ARE NOT BLAME-

are

in

fact

culpable,

and

I

—

:
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have small sympathy if you get soaked
by the exchange.
Examine General Instruction No. 9, page
603 of your new handbook I assume that
you already have your copy. If not, why
not? and set your tension as it should be.
A too heavy tension greatly aggravates
emulsion deposit, as you can readily underwill

—

—

stand.

DON’T
is

it

imagine that the tension is set
the new projector comes. If it

when

right

is

purely by accident.

The

—

WORST

POSSIBLE CONDITION, which means a
tension set for at least 125 feet of film per
You may never exceed seventy
minute.
feet, and it requires small reasoning power
to see that the tension of the new projector
will, in that event, be too heavy for your
work.
If you have a projector without a tension
adjustment j’ou are out of luck, as you will
be compelled to lighten the tension by bending the springs a slow and difficult task,
but one which can and must be done. If
you have a projector with a tension adjustment, then follow the instructions laid down
in general instruction No. 9, page 603 of the
new handbook, and all will be well.
But what I want to know is, what is the
view of other projectionists as to the duty
of the exchange in the matter of film lubriAlso I will say that the Eastman
cation?
Company will soon place on the market a
machine which looks as though it will solve
the first run film lubrication problem.

—

From Spain
Jose
writes

Sola

Guardiola,

Barcelona,

Spain,

We

are constructing one of the largest
Knowing your great
cinemas of Europe.
experience in such matters, we would be
obliged to you for advice on the screen.

What we want to know is what cla.ss of
screen you consider best of all and size of
same. Room is thirty-three meters in length,

thirty-one meters large (presumably meaning wide) and twenty meters high. Distance
of projection is thirty-five meters.
to give advice on such
difficult
It
is
matters as screen size when one knows little
or nothing about the customs of the counAustralia, for instance, for the most
try.
part uses a picture so large that to my way
of thinking it is distinctly bad practice, yet
a small picit would be useless to adyise
ture because Australia exhibitors firmly believe a huge picture is necessary. An 18 or
at most 20 foot picture is ample large for
any theatre.
Your room is, roughly, about 110 feet
front to back, 102 feet wide and 65 feet
high. On the plan you drew the projection
distance is approximately 120 feet, or 35
meters.

Problems
There are problems connected with the
matter which prevent me from giving intelligent advice without further knowledge.
If your screen is within say twenty feet
meters) of the front row of
seats you must either use a screen having
excellent diffusing powers or have a tremendous “fadeaway.” By this I mean that
if a screen of low diffusing power be used,
while the picture may be brilliant from in
front of the screen, at the extreme side
front seats it will be very dim; also you
will have a tremendous distortion from the
extreme side front seats. Everything on the
screen, as seen from those seats, will be
very thin and tall.
What I would strongly advise you to do
is to send six dollars at once, and have a
copy of the new handbook sent you. The
matter dealing with the screen, pages 219 to
To give
267, is precisely what you want.
(six or seven

Much

an equal number of drawings.

as I

help you it is impossible to
spare either the time or space. The handbook is what you need. It is all there, and
excellent form, with tables and data
in
enabling you to apply the knowledge to your
own house.

would

like

to

projector

manufacturer does not and cannot know
under w'hat conditions any given projector
whether it will fall into the
will operate
hands of a “speed demon’’ or not, so he must
perforce set the tension for the

you any kind of comprehensive understanding of the matter in this department or by
letter would require at least thirty pages
of manuscript, with a half dozen tables and

Travels

It

David Livingstone, projectionist, Tioga
Theatre, Owego, New York, is having
trouble which he describes as follows:
Our current is 110 volts A.C. We use a
The
Hallberg- Economizer at fifty amperes.
economizer feeds both lamps, so that striking one arc kills the other. In the second
edition of your handbook you recommended
a carbon set, which we are using. The carbons are % cored.
The trouble is that the flame travels
around the outer edge of the carbon. Usually
the light then strikes directly toward the
back of the lamphouse. Sometimes It will
light half the picture.

We

can

find

but one remedy, viz: to keep

the carbons separated about % of an inch,
but this gives a blue field below and a yellow
above. I would be glad to have you call at
the Tioga if ever you again pass through

our

city.

A

Bit

Rusty

so comparatively little A. C. used
at the arc now-a-days that I am a bit rusty
on such troubles. I think, however, that
your difficulty is most likely due to damp
carbons. Suppose you park about a dozen
of them on the top of your lamphouse, or
on its floor, if there is room, and leave them
there for three or four days.
Then try them and I think you will find
the arc will stay put. If not, then advise
me and I’ll refer the matter to the carbon
manufacturers and see what they can get
out of it.
The second edition? Man alive! I did
not suppose there was still one of them still
doing service. Take my advice and invest
dollars
in
six
one of the new books

There

is

IMMEDIATELY.
The second
for

five

little

edition has been out of date
You must invest a

long years.

money

in

knowledge

if

you want ever

to get ahead.
Six dollars may seem quite
a lot to you, but what you get you will find
to be worth several times that sum.
Oh yes, by the way, be sure you haven’t
a lot of lamp lead (wire) inside the lamp!

house, laying in a

coil.

This has been

known

to set up magnetic action and disturb the
arc.
Don’t think that is your difficulty, but
look into it anyhow. I will be glad to give
you a call if I ever pass through Owego

again.

An Argument
Two

projectionists of Boston, Hub of the
Universe, set forth the following:

Brother Umtl Ump and myself (names requested to be kept a dark, dense mystery)
have had an argument and have agreed to
leave it to you, with a bet of a dinner for
The
ourselves and squaws on the result.
burning question is:
fifty
amperes
Would it be practical to use
D.C. at one arc and 100 amperes A.C. at the
other without the audience seeing a difference at change-over?
In this we assume that both arcs be handled
in the best possible manner. One of us says
it could be and the other says it could not.

Which

is right?
think what the yesser has in mind is
merely screen illumination. If this were all
maybe the no man thought further maybe
not then it might be possible that there
would not be sufficient difference to cause
the audience to notice when change-overs
I

—

were made.

—

December
But screen brilliancy

is

NOT

23, 1922

all.

There

the quality of the light to take into consideration, and there is a great difference
in light quality from an A. C. arc and a
D. C. arc, especially if the A. C. carbons be
used. The light from an A. C. arc is very
much more harsh. It contains what is, I
suppose, more of the violet rays.
D. C. light is
It is also more penetrating.

is

“smoother” and more soft and pleasing.
That is not very well put, but the terms
“smoother” and “soft” are the best I can
think of to convey the idea.
The man who voted no is correct, and the
yesser will kindly step up to the window of
the cashier when the dinner is finished, but
inasmuch as probably you may both have
had merely the item of screen brilliancy
density of illumination in mind, I would
order too
suggest that the squaws do
expensively and that the hemales stick to

—

NOT

refreshments of reasonable price.

Flicker Elimination
L. S. Cusick, projectionist. Peck’s Theatre,
LaSalle, Illinois, says:
projectors and am
I have two Powers
using sixty cycle current. Have a projection
distance of about 75 or 80 feet. P.'otating
shutters are set to eliminate all travel ghost.
Question; What shall I do to eliminate flicker
when projecting at ANY speed?
Your question is not very clear. You may
mean what can I do that will enable me to
project at any desired rate of speed, no
matter how fast or slow, without flicker, in
which case there is no answer, for the
simple reason that it cannot possibly be
Presuming that you already have
done.
your Fourth Edition Handbook, turn to
page 611 and study General Instruction No.
22, which continues to page 625.
When you have mastered what is therein
contained you will not ask such a question,

because you will understand what flicker is,
why it is and how far you can go in its
elimination. To set it all forth here would

consume several pages.

You also may mean that you now have
a flicker, no matter at what speed you proIf this is true then it is likely that
ject.
you are using a rather “brilliant” screen,
and using the maximum of current very
efficiently.
It is also quite certain that you
never project very much in excess of sixty
feet a minute.
Give All the Facts

Kindly give me all facts and I will see
what can be done for you. By all facts I
mean, what kind of screen do you use?
How many amperes at the arc? Do you
use rheostats or transformers, and if the
latter, what kind?
What is focal length of
condenser lenses? Are they piano convex?
How far are they spaced apart? What is
distance front surface of converging lens to
film?
What distance film to first lens of
projection lens? What is free diameter of
projection lens and what is size (width) of
picture? What is your maximum speed of
projection?
Any other information which
you may think will help me in forming a
opinion of your case.

Handbook Error
Under

page 393 of the hand-

table No.
book, the printer

man

tion all balled up,

and

18,

got the line of capwas not noticed in
proof reading, it seems. Below the line appears as it should be. Owners of the handbook should clip this out and paste it over
the one on the book. This is the line:
it

mm

1 Sq.
is .00155 of a Sq. inch.
inch equals 645.2 Sq. mm.

As
paste

I said,
it

in

under table

1

Sq.

just clip the line above out and
the book over the caption line
18,

page

393.

.
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CURRENT AND ADVANCE FILM RELEASES
Together with Index to Reviews and Consensus of Trade Paper Criticisms.

AMERICAN RELEASING
Review

Consensus
Nov. 4

Curwood Prod
Sept. 2
Big Snows
Nanuet Prod
Sept. 16
The Hidden Woman
Prod
Aug. 12
Finis
Fox
God’s
and
Law
Men’s
Balshofer Prod
Aug. 12
The Three Buckaroos
Taylor
Prod.
Daughter....
E.
V.
30
S.
Mohican’s
Sept.
The
Welsh-Pearson Prod. Aug. 26
Me and My Gal
Prod
Lovers
Jans
The Amazing
Louise DuPre
Oct. 21
The Proof of Innocence
Dustin Farnum
Oct. 7
The Trail of the Axe
Prod
Jans
Woman
and
Man
Jan of the

The Challenge

Fortune
Timothy’s Quest
Fools of

The

Woman He Loved

Dolores Cassinelli

Dec. 9

Russell Simpson
Dirigi Prod

Aug.

19
Sept. 23
Sept. 16
Aug. 19
Aug. 5
Nov. 25

Frothingham

Sept. 30

....

Queen of the Moulin Rouge. Pyramid Prod
George Behan
The Sign of the Rose
Pyramid
When the Desert Calls
Dolores Cassinelli
The Challenge
The Pillagers
Mary Anderson ......Oct. 14
Bluebird Jr
Hugh Dierker
The Other Side
Sacramento Prod
The Deerslayer
Seena Owen
At -the Cross Roads
Chester Bennett
Belle of Alaska
Jungle Adventures
Cardigan

Martin Johnson

The Danger Point
The Marriage Chance
Beyond the Jordan
The Super Sex

Carmel Myers

What Fools Men Are

Nov.
Nov.

All Star
Biblical

Review
Her Gilded Cage.

5,000
5,000
5.000
5,433
6.000
4,800
5,000
5,000
5.000
5,609
6.000
6,000
6,704
6,200
6.000
5,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
4,666
5,000
5,892

.

26

.'.

18
25

5,807
6.000
1,000
5,749
6,087

Dec. 2
Dec. 9
Dec. 9

Hillyer Prod
Terwilliger Prod

ARROW
Impulse

Neva Gerber

One-Eighth Apache

Roy Stewart
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons

Why Not Now
Follow Me
But a Butler

Oct. 21

4,505
5,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
4,622
4564

Fresh Paint

Hands

Up

The Star Reporter
Two-Fisted Jefferson
Peaceful Peters
Streets

New York
O

of

The Double

Aug. 26
Billie Rhodes
Dec. 2
Jack Hoxie
William Fairbanks ...Nov. 4
Nov. 11
Burton King
Dec. 9
Jack Hoxie

Dec.

2
7,000
4,720

of

.

Till

We

Meet

Again

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

July 8

in the

Aug.

12

Sept. 9
Sept. 2

.

Mae Marsh

Nov.
Nov.

Woman Who

Fooled Herself May Alison
Breaking Home Ties
....Manheimer Prod

4,627
4,377
5,200
5,708
5,822
2.000
5,622

23
23

Dec. 2

CERTIFIED PICTURES CORP.
Are Children to Blame?
Her Half Brother

Em

Gorman

Dec. 2
Dec. 2

R. Lee Hill

5,000
5,000

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
Kinograras

A Scandal in Bohemia
The Empty House
The Copper Beeches
The Yellow Face
Tiger of San Pedro
Fresh Fish

The Priory School
The Skipper’s Sermon
Man vs. Beast
The Solitary Cyclist
Ocean Swells
’The First

Flivver

Blazes
C3iO£>se

Your Weapons

The Enchanted City
The Steeplechaser
Hodge Podge
Chop Suey
The Split Outfit
Crash
’The Resident Patient
Pitter-Patter
’The

I

Chased Bride

Twice a Week
Sherlock Holmes
Sherlock Holmes
Aug.
Sherlock Holmes ...;.Aug.
Sherlock Holmes

Drama
Comedy
Sherlock Holmes
Louis Shuman
Sherlock Holmes
Christie

Tony Sarg
Jack White
Christie
Special

Novelty

Nov.
Nov.

11
11

Wilderness Tales ....Nov.
Cameo Comedy
Nov.
Eherlock Holmes
Nov.
Cameo
Nov.
Christie
Nov.

25
18
25
18
25

Comedy

Mermaid Comedy ... .Dec. 2
Htird Cartoon..'.
Christie Comedy
Sherlock tlolmes

Man With

the Twisted Lip, Sherlock Holmes
Natural Born Liar
Bruce Scenic

Once Over
The Haunted Castle
Hurry Up
A Good Scout

i

1,000
2.000
1,000

1000

’.

.Dec. 2
Dec. 9
Dec. 9

Dec. 16
Dec. 16

Cameo Comedy
Tony Sarg

Cameo Comedy
Mermaid Comedy

nie Bonded Woman
The Young Diana
Blood and Sand
Nice People

Betty Compson
Aug. 12
Marion Davies
Aug. 12
Rodolph Valentino. ...Aug. 19
DeMille Prod
Aug. 26

Marion Davies ..,
Dorothy Dalton ..
Wallace Reid.,..
Wallace Reid ....

Flower

High Seas

the

The Ghost Breaker

Clarence
The Impossible Mrs. Bellew. Gloria Swanson

.

Man Who Saw Tomorrow.. Thomas Meighan
,

The Young Rajah
Anna Ascends
Ebb Tide

RcMolph Valentini
Alice Brady
Melford Prod
Cosmopolitan Prc

Pride of Palomar
Singed Wings
Outcast

Daniels-Nagel ...
Lisie Ferguson...

A

Agnes Ayres
Thomas Meighan

Daughter of Luxury
Back Home and Broke

"

.

.

.

Consensus

Footage

.

...

6,491

....

7,062
9,061

Sept, 16

..Oct

7

.Sept. .30
.Sept. 30

.. ..

....
•

Oct

21....

.Oct. 14

..Oct

21

.Nov. 11
.Nov. 4
.Sept.

.Oct

.

...Nov. 4

...,

....

...

30

7,696
6,095
4,918
7,518

11,618

..Nov. 18....

14

..Oct

21.... ....

5,130

.Oct. 28

.Nov.

4

..Nov. 11
..Dec.
..Nov. 18....
.Nov. 25..,.
.Dec. 2
.

2....
....
....

.Dec. 2
..Dec. 9

....

Dec. 16
,Dec.
Dec. 16

7,155
6,993
7,705
5,959
7,336

7,788
7,309
4,538

FILM BOOKING OFFICE OF AMERICA
Up and

at

’Em

Doris

The Kick-Back

Hound

May

Sept. 9

Harry Carey

Aug.

of the Baskervilles

Twin Husbands
De Haven
Such Is Life in Amsterdam
Pop Tuttle’s Oever Catch. .Dan Mason
If I Were Queen
Ethel Clayton
Entertaining the Boss

DeHaven

..Carter

Such Is Life in Busy London
The Broadway Madonna
The Fire Fighters
The Snowshoe Trail
Good Men and True
The Blond Vampire
Thelma
When Love Comes
Ben-Her

Travelaugh
Revier Prod

Comedy

Tuttle

5

4580

Aug.

26

Sept. 30

Oct. 28

Oct. 7
Sept. 30
Oct. 14
Oct. 28

Dec. 9

Nov.

4

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

4
11
11

Roy Stewart
;..Sept. 23
Harry Carey
Nov. 18
Physioc Prod
Dec. 2
Dec. 2
Jane Novak
Helen Jerome Eddy. .Dec. 16
Novelty
....Dec. 16

Dec.

16

Nov.

11

,

Ray

Alias Julius Caesar

Charles

Loma Doone

Maurice Tourneur. ...Uc. 21
Dorothy Phillips
Aug. 5
Guy Bates Post
Aug. 26
Anita Stewart
Aug. 19
Constance Talmadge.Sept. 9

Hurricane’s Gal

The Masquerader
Rose of the Sea
East Is West
The Light in the Dark
Skin Deep

Dec. 2

5 U<Xj

4,900
2,000
1,000
2,000
5,955
2,000
1,000
5,002

5,382
5,000
6,000
6,000
4,800
1,000

Hope Hampton
Ince Prod

Home-Made Movies

Comedy

The Bond Boy
The Eternal Flame
The Electric House

Norma Talmadge

Sept. 9
Sept. 30

Oct.

Richard Barthelmess. Oct.

7
21

April 22

May

Oliver Twist

Jackie Coogan

Day Dreams

Buster Keaton
Katherine. MacDonaldNov. 25
“Strongheart”
Nov. 25
Stahl Prod
Dec. 2

Minnie

Nov.

13

11

-Marshall Neilan Prod. Dec. 9
Dec. 9
Dec. 9
Buster Keaton
Dec. 16

Omar, The Tent Maker

18

Oct. 21

Buster Keaton
Turpin-Sennett
Anita Stewart
Buster Keaton

White Shoulders
Brawn of the North
The Dangerous Age

2,0001

Nov.

Sept. 23
Oct. 28

The Woman He Married
The Blacksmith

Step Forward

6,131
6,083
7,944
7,835
6,037
Sept. 23
7.737
Oct. 7
7.500
Nov. 18...... 4, 6.500

Dec. 9

Sept. 2

;

.Guy Bates Post
Sennett Comedy

Bow-Wow
The Blacksmith

Silver

Dumas Story
Violet

Lights of New York
The Fast Mail
Moonshine Valley
Educational
A Little Child Shall

April

Mersereau ....June
.....'
.June

Mary Carr

Wings

Special
Special

William

;

Famum

1

3
3

July

15
....Sept. 2

Series

Sept. 9

Special

Sept. 16
Oct. 7
Oct. 21
Sept. 30
Sept 30
Oct. 7

Aug.
June
June
July

5
24
17
IS

Sept. 30

Them

Sept. 30

Tom Mix
John Gilbert

Youth Must Have Love
Dandy Dan

Shirley

Lee Kids
Oct 7
William Russell .....Oct 14
..Nov. 18
Cartoon Comedy ....Oct 14.......
Sunshine Comedy ....Oct 14

LOOO

Kids and Skids
Mixed Faces
Cold Turkey
’The Tin Broncho
The City Chap
Lazy Bones
Double Trouble

2^000

Splitting Hairs

2,000
1.000
2.000
2,000
2.000
1,000

1000
I’OOO

Puppy Love
Without Compromise
Bells of San Juan
5.000

6744
7 , 23 s

6 244

Step Lively, Please

Bumps and Thumps
Town ’That Forgot

Mason

Nov.
Nov.

11

4
Oct. 28....
Oct. 21

God.... Special

.Nov.

11

(Continued on following page)

8’,275

4,880
5 619

8,361

4 744
.V."’4,’73S,-

4,368'
4,368-

2,000

Al. St. John...,,,,... Oct. 21

Clyde Cook
Lee Kids
Oct 28
Sunshine
Sunshine
William Farnum ....Nov. 4
Charles Jones
Nov. 4
Sunshine Comedy ....Nov. 4
Mutt and Jeff
Nov. 4

9,828

1L500

inm
ivw

Lead

In Calvert’s Valley
Yosemite Trail

'2.000

6,902
7,453
2,231
1.737
6.563
1,746
7,600
2,000
5,966
7,050
7,204
6,696
8,090
1,856
2,000

FOX FILM CORP.
Monte Cristo
Nero

Do and Dare

1,000

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

I

I

1,000
2.000
2,000
I’ooo
2^000

Nov. 4
Nov. 4

Railroading

Coronet

1,000
2,000
2,000
2.000
2,000
2,000

Oct
Oct

Feb. 18
Oct. 7

Mermaid
Christie

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

14 .....T.
14
Oct. 21
....Oct. 28
Qct. 28
Oct. 28
!

High Power
In Dutch
’The Beryl

!

1,000
2,000,

26
19

Sept. 30
r-Oct. 7

Toonerville Comedy..

..

...

Alice Brady
Above the Law
The Old Homestead
All-Star
The Face in the Fog
Lionel Barrymor
The Cowboy and the Lady.. Mary M. Minter.
Geo. Fitzmaurice
To Have and to Hold
When Knighthood Was in

On

12

FIRST NATIONAL

2
30

Nov. 18

4
25

Melford Prod.
Bebe Daniels
DeMille

Aug.

..Sept.
Sept. 9
”

Missing Millions

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Air About Mary. Louise Lorraine
Harold Lloyd
Grandma’s Boy
Florence Vidor
Dusk to Dawn
When Husbands Deceive.... Leah Baird

Up

.

Men.. Cosmopolitan

Silent

Burning Sands
Pink Gods
Manslaughter

4,549

-

Aug

The Valley

FooUige

Swanson

Gloria

Dec. 9

Nov.

25

4,400
1,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000^
2,0002,000
5,173
4,587
2,000
1,000
10,461
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December
Review
Nov. 18
Cartoon-Fable
Nov. 18
Cartoon-Fable
Nov. 18
Leo Maloney
Nov. 25
“Our Gang” Comedy. Nov. 25
Johnny Jones
Nov. 25
Paul Parrott
Nov. 25
Paul Parrott
Dec. 2
Cartoon
Dec. 2
Cartoon
Dec. 2

lContinu€d from prectding pagt)

Review

Footage

Conaeneua

Arabia

The Haunted House
...Nnv. 25

ne

500
....
9 .... .... 8.000

....

tillage Blacksmith..

The Love Gambler

4,682

16

Shirley of the Circus

Ranch Romeos

...Nov. 25

Boss of Camp Four
Old Spain

....

2,000

....Dec. 2 ....
830

Dec. 2

Out

of Place
Bird Life

While Justice Waits
Lazy Bones
The Great Night

Hands

Harvest

Clyde Cook
..William Russell....

The Rolling Stone
The Enchanted Fiddle
His Enemy’s Friend
Young Sherlocks
The Big Scoop
The Flivver
Blaze Away
Fortune Hunters
Friday the Thirteenth

Saturday Morning
Dr. Jack

“Our Gang” Comedy. Dec.

One Jump Ahead
Man Who Laughs

Leo Maloney

. .

Compson

Wanted,

A

....

A

Island of Doubt
Through the Storm...
1.000

..John Barrymore ... ..May 20 ...
..Lloyd, director .... ..Jan. 21 ... ....Oct. 22
..Nov. 25...
Featured Cast
.Bryant Washburn.. ..Dec. 9 ...

Sept. 30

..?ct. 28

...Nov. 25....,

..Nov. 25

6,000

...

...Nov. 25

Gasnier Prod
Sept. 2
B. Schulberg Prod.... Nov. 11
Nov. 25
Thorns and Orange BIossotnsGasnier Prod
Gasnier Prod
The Hero

Rich Men*! Wiv«»

....

..

5,000

Nov. 4

6,500
7.040
6,971

Punctured Prince
Enter Madam

Mud

and Sand
Love in the Dark
Quincy Adams Sawyer
Toll of the Sea

10

July 29
July 29
Aug. 19
Sept. 30

Dana
Oct. 7
Rex Ingram Prod.. ..Oct. 14
Billie Dove
Oct. 28
Bull Montana
Oct. 28
Nov. 11
Clara K. Young
Nov. 11
Laurel Comedy
Viola Dana
Nov. 26

June
June

Aug.

24
3

6,000
10,467

5

5,000
6,000
7,227
5,500
9,000
6,900
2,000
6,500
2,000
6,000
7,500
4,600

Sept. 23
Oct. 21

Viola

Anna May Wong

Nov.

Z

Oec. 2

Dec. 9
Dec. 9

PATHE
Eskimo Film
Nanook of the North
Co Get Em, Hutch—Serial. Charles Hutchison
Issued Weekly
Pathe Review

June

24

Twice a

Day
The Timber Queen

Issued Weekly

Speed Serial
Tile Big Flood

Charles Hutchinson.. .Sept. 23
Cartoon
Sept. 30
Lloyd Reissue
Leo Maloney
Sept. 30
Comedy
Oct. 7
Cartoon
Oct. 7

—

Pay Your Dues
Heputixed
Fire Fighters
Rivals

The Hated

Never Touched Me
of a Trade

Two

The Old Sea Dog
Rough Going
Smyrna on Fire
Out on Bail
The Romantic Mouse
Shiver and Shake
Broadcasting

Chop Suey 4 Co
The Rajah
The Bar-Cross War
The Golf Bug
The Ropin Fool
Henpecked Harry
Shine ’Em Up
The Elephant’s Trunk

Our Gang
Hale and Hearty
Drifter

Hook. Line and Sinker
Ashore
The Price of Progress

Washed

Ruth Roland

1

...

6000
lOOO

Leo Maloney
News-Special
Paul Parrott
Cartoon
Paul Parrott
Johnny Jones
Lloyd Reissue
Lloyd Reissue

Leo Maloney
Paul Parrott
Will Rogers
....Paul Terry
Paul Parrott
Cartoon Fable

Hal Roach
Snub Pollard
Leo Maloney
Snub Pollard
Parrott
Special

250

Serial

Cartoon Comedy
.....Snub Pollard

Paul

July

Week

Pathe News
Topics of the

11

4,622
4,478

18

Phillips

Dec.

2.

2,000

708
1,000
2,000
2,000

Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct

14
14
14
14
Oct. 21
Oct. 21
Oct. 21
Oct. 21

700
i

Oct. 28

Oct

28
Oct. 28
Oct 28

Nov. 4
Nov. 4
Nov. 4
Nov. 4
Nov. 11
Nov. 11
Nov. 18
Nov. 18

,

a

Week

June
June

6,000

17

June

10

July 22

Douglas Fairbanks... Sept. 10
Mary Pickford
Lord Fauntleroy
Oct. 1
Played God. Geo. Arliss
Oct. 7
Douglas Fairbanks ..Oct. 28
Robin Hood
Nov. 25
Tess of the Storm Cunotry.. Mary Pickfrd

2,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
1.000
1,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1.000
2,000
2.000
1,000
2,000

24

472S
6000
IQ08
6.508

Oct. 7
Dec. 2

7jlfl0

5,000

Sept. 24

Oct. 8

9M

Oct. 28

5.855

Made Man

Charles Ray

Dec. 2

10.000
10,000

Dec. 9

8,649

UNIVERSAL
Adventures of Robinson
Crusoe
Human Hearts
The Storm

Harry Myers
House Peters
House Peters

Days

Yukon

June

17

July 22
July 1
Serial. July
8

Aug.
July

5

6350
7400

..

8

.

Special

of Buffalo Bill. Art

The Radio King
The Girl Who Ran
The Long Chance
Under Two Flags
The Lone Hand

Serial..

Wm. Desmond

‘2060

Acord-Serial

Roy Stewart

Giants of the Open

Prod.. ..May 6

Star Cast

4311

4300

Nov.
Nov.

Man Who

In the

METRO

A

Two

Sure Shot Morgan

Mae Murray

5,101

Little

Perils of the

Gasnier Prod

Burston Prod

Oct. 7

UNITED ARTISTS
Tailor

Forman Prod
Are You a Failure?
Gasnier Prod
Poor Men’s Wives
The Girl Who Came Back. .Forman Prod

Bert Dytell
Clara K. Young

5,000

The Three Musketeers
The

Shadows

Trifling Women
Youth to Youth

Dorothy

News

6,050

AL LICHTMAN

Forget-Me-Not
The Face Between
The Hands of Nara
Broadway Rose
June Madness

5000

11

5,481
5905

Love Is an Awful ’Thing. ...Owen Moore
Sept. 16
Elaine Hammerstein.Nov. 18
One Week of Love
Tom Moore
Pawned
Dec. 16

...

. . .

June

18

....Oct. 21

Margaret Beecher

Edgar Jones
Lonesome Corners
The Man and the Moment.. Hayford Hobbs

Selznick
...

Viola Dana
Rex Ingram

Nov.
Nov.

7

SELZNICK

Affinities

The Five Dollar Baby
The Prisoner of Zenda

Oct,

PRINCIPAL PICTURES

Slim Shoulders
Married People

Mothera-in-l.aw

Miller Prod

Channing of the Northwest. Eugene O’Brien
Eugene O’Brien
John Smith

Haven

Drummond

1,000

2,000
1,000

Aug. 12

.Dec. 16

,

2,’oo0

Came

The World’s a Stage

Great Authors
Movie Chat

The

Who

•

HODKINSON

Bulldog

Her Majesty
The Woman
Back

Sunshine Harbor
....Oct. 14 .... .... 5,650

..All-Star

The Headless Horseman... ..Will Rogers
The Mystery Box
The Sky Splitter

I'.OOO

I’ooo
2^000

4700

Reginald Warde
Oct. 7
Wyndham Standing .Sept. 30
Ross Prod
Sept. 9
Mollie King
Aug. 19

The

Northwest Mounted Police....Sport Film
.Lon Chaney
The Blind Bargain

2,000
2,000
2,000
1,008
i|oqo

Pearl White Serial. .Dec. 16
Johnny Jones
Dec. 16
Educational
Dec, 16

Face to Face

Film
Film
Film

Game

Skin..

1,008
l,oo8

PLAYGOERS PICTURES

Blind Bargain

Heart’s

Aesop— Cartoon

The Man She Brought Back.Chas.

...

Remembrance
Sherlock Holmea
The Sin Flood
Brothers Under the
Hungry Hearts

1,008

2
Dec. 9
Dec. 9
Dec. 9

Harold Lloyd

Story
Fleeced for Gold

Hook, Line and Sinker....
Playing the

Footage

.

GOLDWYN
..Betty
Always the Woman
A Rex Beach Week-End... Sport
..Sport
Taking the Air
..Sport
By-Way Champions

Conaensos

Comedy

Plunder

. .

23, 1922

Hoot Gibson

Oct. 21
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 21

Roy Stewart

Nov.

Serial

WUd

Gladys Walton
All Star
Priscilla

Rustlers of the Redwoods..

Dean

Jewel

The Kentucky Derby
Wolf Law
44-Caliber Mystery
Broad Daylight
Accidental Wealth
Ginger Face
Another Man’s Shoes
A Model Messenger

Frank Mayo
Harry Carey

A

....Sept. 2

I-ois

Wilson

2,000

Serial

Oct. 28
Oct. 28
Oct. 28

'lov.

4,331

7.4(f
4.857

Nov.

25
Oct. 28
Oct. 28

Nov.

4,506

25

2.000
5.398
4.463

11
11

Neely Edwards
Century Comedy
Nov. 18
Herbert Rawlinson...Nov. 11
Nov. 11
Lewis Sargent
Nov. 18
Jack Mtilhall
Pirates of the Deep
Nov. 18..,.»
The Lavender Bath Lady.... Gladys Walton
Lewis
Sargent
The Speed Boy
Nov. 18
Comedy
Just Dogs
Nov. 18
Comedy
A Bully Pair
Nov. 25
Matt Moore
ITie Jilt
Nov. 25
Hoot Gibson
Ridin’ Wild
C entury
Nov. 25
Hello. Judge
Dec. 2
Committee on Credentials... Harry Carey
Dec.
Neely
Edwards
2
Their Steady Job
Dec. 2
’^ueenie”
True Blue
Dec. 9
Frank Mayo
The Altar Stairs
Dec. 9
Jack Mulhall
Law of the Sea
“Brownie”
Dec. 9
Rookies
Molina
Dec. 9
Chas.
A. Lot of Bull
Dec. 16
Cullen Landis
Forsaking All Others
Dec.
Denny
16
Chickasha Bone Crusher. .Reginald
Dec. 16
Timberland Treachery .,... .Roy Stewart
Lee Moran
Dec. 16
Women First
Lewis Sargent
A Rip Snoring Night
Harry Carey
The Texas Sphinx
“New Leather Pushers”. . Every Two Weeks
Gladys Walton
A Dangerous Game
Neely Edwards
Where’s the Parade?
Valentino-Myers
All Night

2.000

Dec. 16

4.691

2.008
2.000
4.251

1.000
2.000
5.000
1.0(8
2.000
I.Ofll

5.000

4,166
2.008

2.W8
1.008
2.008
4.641
2.000
2.000
1.000
4,462
2.000

-

.

The Tittle
The Golden

Tail
Bullet

2.000
2.«]0

1.^
2.on0

2TO
S.OT
1.000
5 000
2.000

"Brownie”
Harry Carey

2,000

VITAGRAPH
The Silent Vow
The Ladder Jinx
The Girl in His Room

William

Duncan

Special
Alice Calhoun

You Never Know
The Counter Jumper

Larry Semon
Larry Semon
Alice Calhoun
Alice Calhoun
William Duncan
Earle Williams
Earle Williams
Larry Semon

Urban Popular

Educational

A

Pair of Kings
Golf
A GirPs Etesire
Little Wildcat
’The Fighting Guide

The

Fortune’s

Mask
Classics

Apr. 15
July 22
July 1
July 8

Aug.
Sept

26
2

Sept. 16
Sept. 16

OcL

14

J5ec.

2

Dec. 9
Dec. 9

Apr. 29
Sept. 2 .
July 22

.

.

.

.
.

Oct.

7

Nov.

11

4608
5068
4523
2000

2008
4.958
5.008

4981
4.995

4.W
2.008
1.000

December
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Equipment

Better
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Work Commenced on Crandall s
$6 50 000 Tivoli in Washington
y

N

noteworthy structures of its kind in the
United States. It will have a frontage of 220
feet on Fourteenth Street and 109 feet on

Monday, December 4, work preliminary, to the construction of Crandall's new Tivoli Theatre, at Fourteenth Street and Park Road, Northwest,

O

Park Road with

a total seating capacity
with balcony of 2,500.
The entrance will be at the corner of the
intersecting streets.
On the Fourteenth
Street side there will be twelve two-story
shops and an equal number of spacious
offices.
The entrance will be surmounted
by a decorative marquise and it is promised
that every approved modern appliance and
appurtenance that can add to the beauty,
comfort and convenience of the house will
be present.

was begun in Washington and two days
later announcement was made that Mr.
Crandall had acquired control of the Garden
Theatre on Ninth Street between D and E
Streets, Northwest, to be known hereafter
as Crandall’s Central Theatre.
Detailing
and fabrication of the steel for Crandall’s
new Ambassador Theatre at Eighteenth
Street and Columbia Road, Northwest, are
well under way and work on this handsome new addition to the Crandall list of
theatres will be begun at once.

Unique

The completion of these operations will
swell the number of Crandall houses in
Washington to ten and the total circuit to
I fifteen. The entire
circuit comprises Met-

While

ropolitan, Savoy, Ninth and E Avenue,
Grand, Apollo, York, Lincoln, Ambassador,
Central and Tivoli in Washington, the
Strand in Cumberland, Md., the Apollo and
Strand in Martinsburg, W. Va., and the
American and Rialto in Roanoke, Va.
Beautiful and Commodious
Crandall’s Tivoli will be one of the most
beautiful and most commodious residential
theatres in Washington and one of the most

HOW THE
Reprodticed from Architect’s

in

Many Ways

the purpose of Mr. Crandall
to conduct the new Tivoli as a motion picture theatre, the house will be equipped
with a full-size stage capable of accommodating any form of dramatic, operatic or
concert attraction. The heating and ventilating systems will be of the latest approved
types and exits will be provided on three
sides of the building in greater number than
District of Columbia regulations require.
it

is

The Tivoli will be unique in many ways.
The. exterior will be of highly ornamented
polychrome terra cotta, modelled on a beautiful of

the Italian renaissance monumental

TIVOLI THEATRE

Wash Drawing

of the

New

$650,000

building.

In the spacious arches of this
facade are the shops the distinctive feature
of which will be the open well permitting
a clear view of both first and second floor
displays upon entering the door.
The interior of the theatre will disclose
a simple and dignified Italian renaissance
design. The interior decoration will be carried out, as in the other Crandall houses,
in marble, silks and satin tapestries.
There will be spacious and handsomely
furnished retiring and smoking rooms for
both ladies and gentlemen on both the orchestra and balcony floors.
Another distinctive feature will be found in the mezzanine lounge where writing materials and
other conveniences will add to its attractiveness.

Novel Projection Room
One of the most novel innovations in
the construction of the house will be the
location and arrangement of the projection
room.

This will be on a direct

line

with

the screen and will have a fireproof wireglass window opening directly into the mezzanine, thus enabling .the patrons to view
every operation within and observe precisely what processes are necessary to project
an entertainment upon the silver sheet.
The Tivoli when completed will represent
a total investment of approximately $650,-

W ILL

APPEAR ON COMPLETION
H ouse, Now Building for Harry M. Crandall

in

Washington, D. C.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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000.

The designing and

house

Shows become better with
Barton Organ Music and'
poor shows can be saved

is

under

the

construction of the
supervision of

direct

Thomas W. Lamb, of New York City.
The Garden Theatre, to be known hereafter as Crandall’s Central is a downtown
house

in the heart of Washington’s business section with a seating capacity of ap-

with
that people

own problem
lowest cost

—

the

best

Your

like.

to

get

music at

the

is

It

—

Organ ask others
have done it.
You

who
cannot expect

without giving this important part of your

program careful
Write the Bartola Musical InCo., 314 Mailers Bldg^ Chi-

thought.

strument

1,000.

It

was

originally

built

house a musical
comedy stock company which was successfully operated for several seasons, and therefore has full stage room and equipment

cago, for full details.

W

ITH

seven

ing,-

the

motion

companies

incorporat-

capital
represented
by
picture
concerns entering

in New York State during the
week ending December 9, reached only
The following shows the indi$316,500.

the business

and directors

for the

& Mclsaac Producing Corporation,
James L. Robinson, Upper MontN. J.; Mercedes von Bredow, HenSmith, New York City; Notable

Genees
$5,000,
clair,

riette

Screen Productions, $500, Merritt Crawford,
A. E. James, Charles Ascott, New York;
'Victory Cinema Corporation, $10,000, Joseph
Schron, Louis Ogust, Frederick Zorn, New
York; Premier Productions, $500, H. J.
Sanders, New York City; Nat Lesser, Fay
Alexander, Brooklyn; J. Searle Dawley
Productions Corporation, $250,000, Merle I.
St. John, Grey M. Burns, Vera A. Roberts,
New York; J. and L. Corporation, $50,000,
William Kaufman, Edward N. Bloomberg,
Ida Shmunis, New York
Church Motion
Picture Syndicate, $500, Paul Smith, Ethel
G. Martin, Eleanor B. Ryan, New York
;

City.

HAVE YOUR ELECTRIC
SIGNS IN COLORS
color is in the glass of Reoo Color
Clear, brilliant, eye-catching colors
that out-attracts the signs of your competifor selves within a year over
Pay
tors.
dipped or colored lamps.
Circular on request

The

Hoods.

More Capital Attached
Apparently reassured that the motion picture industry has not reached the saturation
point, and that there is no danger that the
motion picture is ceasing to attract and entertain, capital is being attracted toward
the industry in far more certain terms than
at the beginning of this year.
The incorporation bureau of the secretary of state’s
office at Albany, New York, by its records,
substantiates this assertion.

Makers

Reco Flashers and Motors
Chicago
St.

of

W. CongresB

Developing

Features

All

Special Title

Standard Motion
1005-1006 Mailers Bldg.

The Central will be completed renovated,
reseated both on orchestra and balcony
floors and new projection room equipment
will be installed.
Instead of an orchestra,
the Central will be musicalized by the installation of a large pipe organ.
It is expected that this house, which has
stood idle for the past year, will be ready
for public opening Christmas week.

While fewer companies, perhaps, are incorporating and entering the motion picture
business in some one of its many phases,
these companies during the past two months
have shown capitalization far in excess of

in

Number

those which incorporated up to the latter
part of September.
During October, 22 companies represented
a

combined

capitalization

while 33 companies

in

of

$4,309,500,

November showed

Picture

Tel. Central

Service— No

—

incorporated during the month, but the capitalization dropped to $562,000, or little over
a half million.
During March, 41 companies incorporated, with a capitalization of $1,712,000.
April witnessed a slump to 15 companies

showing a capitalization
to but $274,000.

which amounted

There was some pick up in May and June,
but July found only 19 companies forming
and incorporating in New York State, and
representing a capitalization footing to
$609,000.

August and September each brought
about some increase, but not to the extent shown by the last two months.
During the eleven months thus far this
year, 289 companies, with a combined capitalization of $17,782,100, have been formed.

New

Million Dollar
House for Milwaukee

Excavation work has been begun at the
corner of Sixth Street and Grand Avenue,
Milwaukee, for the three thousand five hundred seat Wisconsin Theatre.
Plans for the new house, drawn by C.
W. and George W. Rapp, of Chicago, were

Printing

Company

2347 Chicago,

III.

notice.

joh too small.

J-SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED

AMERICAN

jFotopIaper
The

Musical

(Trade-Mark Registered)
Write (or Caulogue

Marvel

AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.

1600 BROADWAY
702 80. WABASH AVE.

NEW YORK

CITY

CHICAGO

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED

NEW STANDARD AOTOMATICKET SELLER
UNIVERSALLY USED
Write

for prices .and name of distributor
in your territory.

ALTOM.VTIC TICKET
REGISTER CORPORATION
1778 Broadway

New Ycrk.

N. Y.

MILWAUKEE’S FORTHCOMING MILLION DOLLAR HOUSE
Advance view

of the 3,500 teat

a

capitalization,
which in the aggregate
amounted to $3,784,500.
Compare these figures with the fore part
of the year. In January, 31 companies were
incorporated, but these represented a capitalization, all told, of but $953,500.
February showed 31 companies as having

Work

Cameramen furnished on short
Immediate

tures.

GUARANTEED

SATISFACTION
Trailers on

which greatly facilitates the staging of prologues and other embellishments of the pic-

Motion Picture Incorporations at
Albany Are Increasing

vidual capitalization
first year,

2624

23, 1922

Barton Or-

to install a fine

chestral

proximately

as the Imperial Theatre to

December

Milwaukee Theatre, from

Architect’s

Wash

Drawing.

Reproductive quality enables the sensitive
emulsion to correctly portray every step of
gradation

from

highest

light

to

deepest

shadow.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE EILM
faithfully

reproduces every tone of the

negative.

It carries

the quality through

to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base

— now available in

nine

throughout its
length by the words “Eastman”
eolors,

is

“Kodak”

identified

stenciled in black letters

in the transparent

margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

R

Y.

!
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December
about $20,000 will be
Theatre.

made

cost

HAVERSTRAW,
House has

plans

N.

23, 1922

to Gralyn

Y.—Waldron Opera

by E.

Madison avenue, N.

M.
for

Y.,
theatre, to cost $30,000.

Milinar, 345
alterations to

—

GREENSBORO, N. C. Colonial Theatre
has been remodeled and re-opened under
management of James T. Hendrix.
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.— Extensive
recently accepted and work on the strucwhich will be seven stories high, with
a roof garden on top and with an amusebent parlor in the basement, will be rushed.
The building permit calls for a structure
costing $1,000,000 and it is said that the
Wisconsin will not only be the largest theatre in Milwaukee, but, with the exception
of the Chicago Theatre, the largest in the

picture policy.

ture,

SPECIAL

ROLL
TICKETS

THEATRE OWNERS
you want to oell your house, we have a buyer*
name and repuUUon aa successful, dependable brtAenOur
it
known to almost eveiy exhibitor.
Wo pride ourselveo
we are one of the oldest advertlsera in thia paper x\mi
Our
If

specialty

^id

any

colors,

special Ticket,
accurately num-

bered; eTery roll guaranteed.
Cou|K>n Tickets for IMze
$6.00.
Drawings:
$3.00.
Cash
rroinpt shipments.
Get the
with the order.

price of

samples. Send diagram for Reserved
Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.
All tickets must conform to Government regulation and bear estabilshed
admission and tax paid.

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand

Ten Thousand
Fifteen Thousand
Twenty^five Thousand ...«
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand,,..

National Ticket Co.

$3.00
5.00
€.50
9.00
12.50
18.00

shamokin. Pa.

TITLES

FOR ALL PURPOSES — ANY LANGUAGE
10

Specializing

Ytars

Assures

You

in
of

This

Product

John
waukee
tion

EAST

33D

president

CHICAGO

STREET

WRITE FOR C ATALOG

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL

CO.

MO.

Hallberg Specialties
Motor Generators, A.C. Economizers, Mazda
Lamp Regulators, Arc Controllers, Speed
Indicators, Rheostats and
Portable ProElectric Light Plants are the

best.

209

HALLBERG

NEW TORK

MTlST 48th ST.

60 cycle

110 volt, 60 cycle, variable speed motors'
$12.00 each; one 12" General Electric fan’
110 volt, D.C., $10.00.

AMUSE U THEATRE,

Otis E. Hancock, Columbia City, Washington, is completing plans and ^specifications for a $10,000 moving picture theatre
for Alfred Goddard, of the same town.
The house will be 30 by 110 feet, of
masonry construction, trimmed with stucco,
It will seat over 400, and
brick and tile.
will
face
Rhinier Avenue and Hudson
marquise will cover the main
Street.
entrance.

Ridgely, Maryland

FIVE THOUSAND YARDS

oleum;

carpet.

four

thousand

of

Battleship Linbest grade cork
at less

Government surplus stock

than wholesale prices. OPERA CHAIRS from
war camps, booths, machines and entire equipment furnished at half original cost. Write
your requirements.
J. P. REDINGTON. Scranton, Pa.

A

Improving Theatres
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.—Alcazar
has been
opened.

renovated,

redecorated

expended

for

Theatre
and re-

$25,000 will be
to Evanston

improvements

Theatre.

BLOOMINGTON, IND.— Bedford

Steel

&

AND SUPPLIES

H.

drive, 110 volt,

good condition, 3135.00; Hallberg Econora^
110 volt, 60 cycle, $20.00; two Fidelity,

EVANSTON, ILL.— Sum

J.

FOR SALE
Powers 6-A motor

of the building.

the

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

jectors with

Mil-

the

$10,000 House for
Columbia City, Wash.

Quick Service

ST. LOUIS,

of

Electric

izer,

PREMIER TITLE COMPANY
35S-358

Beggs,

negotiate private sales, leases, partaorshlno
for large corporations.
Write us.
You

get a quick. Intelligent answer by return
sale— no rommisalont Lewis. EstabUahed isi#.buUL No
OffloM.
'***'
378-580 ElUcott Id^uare. Buffalo. N. Y.

Company, is president and
Oscar Brachman, a real estate dealer, is
secretary of the company financing the erec-

BEST

Moderata Prices

I.

— We
movleS

clialn

will

Northwest.
Your (wn

im-

provements have been made to State Theatre.
House has re-opened with first-class

Construction Company, East Side square,
has contract to remodel two one-story theatres for Robert H. Harris, care Grand and
Princess Theatre.
WAKEFIELD, MASS.— Princess Theatre,
Inc., has plans by Funk Wilcox, 26 Pemberton square, Boston, for alterations to theatre

on Green

dress Charles

BUFFALO,

street, to cost $25,000.

SITUATIONS

Ad-

N. Y.

WANTED

—thoroughly experienced
Exhibitor, Manager,

W. Hodgdon.

LIVE WIRE

—International

In

Him

busi-

ness as
booker and exploitaexecutive desires connection with prodneers,
theatre or exchange. Box 201, Moving Picture World,

Railway
Theatre to

tion

Company has sold Garden
Blanch E. Dunn. New owner plans extensive improvements. House will be re-opened
under name of the American Palace.
GOUVERNEUR, N. Y. Improvements to

New York City.
SKILLED ORGANIST

wishes position first class
theatre.
Experienced.
Wurlitzers. Mortons and
others. Artistic dependable work. Box 202, Movlnf
Picture World, New York City.

—

FIRE
May

result

from badly

installed

electrical

equipment or

poorly chosen materials.

Hallberg’s Motion

Picture Electricity
Send

$2.50 Postpaid

for Descriptive Booklet

KOLLMORGEN OPTICAL CORPORATION
35 Steuben Street

We

Brooklyn, N.

Y.,

U. S. A.

is

as

CHALMERS PUBLISHING

manufacture "Snaplite Jr.” lenses for
portable projection machines.

a book that

good as an insurance policy if you heed
its advice and get the best equipment for your needs, and
know how to have it properly installed.
is

516

FIFTH AVENUE

NEW

CO.
YORK,

N. Y.

— —
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(Means ‘‘Ease at the Movies”)

ITS A BUSINESS
PROPOSITION
The Mov-Ezy
have a direct

chairs

theatre

upon the

effect

receipts of the box office.
a business proposition.

It’s

give theatres where they are
installed something that their rivals
haven’t chairs that really mean
“Ease at the Movies.”

They

—

Mov-Ezy is a comfortable,
luxurious, individual chair with the
added feature and this is patented
in the United States and foreign
countries the ability to be turned
to either side to allow people to
pass along the rows, without the
occupant getting up.
Every

—

—

Send for beautifully illustrated catalogue and learn what the Mov-Ezy
will do for yoii.

& Sons Company,
MARBRIDGE BUILDING
WEST 34TH STREET, NEW YORK

Josiah Partridge

Inc.

529-541

47

Show Room

Perfect Film Projection
Instures
No

a Full Theater

part of your equipment costs so

initial

little

for

expense and practically nothing for mainten-

—

ance as the Projection Lens yet it is the most
important factor in producing a perfect picture on
the screen, and perfect pictures insure a crowded
theater.
It is to

your decided advantage to use

Sales 0£Fice

GUNDLACH
PROJECTION LENSES
The finest lenses that optical science has produced.
Outstanding features of Radiant Lenses are
Critical

Flatness of field

definition

image and illumination
Uniformity of quality

Brilliancy of

Direct from the Nett?

York Strand

Radiant Projection Lenses are particularly adapt-

is a guarantee of the quality of the moving pieture to be displayed in other towns

and

able for

As

in pictures, so likewise in equipment, the Strand sets a standard excelled by

And

of course the

New York

Strand

is

equipped on every floor with

I

—
—
completely satisfied—return them.
Descriptive /older

DIXIE CUP
PENNY VENDING MACHINES

I

From opening time to closing these machines bring
in a steady revenue. They do so only because the public
thoroughly appreciates the service.

WITH BRANCHES AT

I

'

NEW YORK
CLEVELAND

PHILADELPHIA
BALTIMORE

CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES

of photographic lenses,

Rochester, N. Y.
Korona Cameras

Binoculars and Microscopes

Operators

EASTON, PENNA.

be sent on request

808 Ointon Ave. South

Qmpany {no

Original makers of the paper cup

teiill

GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN
OPTICAL COMPANY
Makers

Jndividval Drinking

light source.

Order Radiant Projection Lenses from your
dealer on approval Give them the hardest
tests you can think of then, if you are not

cities.

none.

Mazda

—Send

for our booklet of information about
Projection Lenses

—

——

—

—

—
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For Better Projection

—

Better Definition
Flatter
Field
Greater Contrasts
Brilliant .Illumination.

—

And

besides

Four-cylinder powered, the UniverElectric Plant produces a steady
flow of current insures a clean, satisfying picture always. It is economical, quiet
sal

—

ideal for the exhibition.

And

— a Universal guarantees uninterrupted
about power line trouble—no
losses — no varying intensity of light to

besides

No worry

service.
box office

jeopardize the good-will of your audience.

More Universal

Electric Plants are used by theatres,
traveling shows and circuses than any other kind’.
not put your lighting problem up to our engineers? Today!

Why

UNIVERSAL MOTOR COMPANY
15

Ceape Street

Osbkosh, Wis.

BAUSCH & LOME

CINEPHOR
The

New

Four Cylinder
Electric Plant

Projection Lens

Write for interesting literature

EV£Hy

BAUSCH & LOME OPTICAL
St.

New York

CO.

Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.

tVashington

Chicago

San Francisco

London

your copy,

Leading American Makers of Photographic Lenses, Microscopes, Projection Apparatus (Ba'^opticons) , Stereo-Prism Binoculars, Telescopes,
Magnifiers, Automobile Lenses and Other High-Grade Optical Products.

DO YOU KNOW THE MEANING
OP

" FTTm FaT7”
name

the

of a

2-

INDUSTRIAL

5—
6—

The American Film Company 7—
has

new

quality of photography

S

a superior steel and
came from
that
your problems.
Durability in the
degree, because It Is

—

make

negatives and positive

still

reduced

American Standard

American 10 Points:
1

(Abaolatdy

—

patching

also

Safety Sixa.

—

In

We

Ordiiurf film
to

Speed and ease of attaching
to reel
a paten ted

Speed

—

both in theatrical and non-theAmerican-made productions are outstandingly better in lighting, clearness and brilliancy.
work.

prints.

spring allows Just two fingers
of one hand to firmly fasten
film end at once quickly
ne blind trying.
I

film

fireproof

pamed by

all

fire

anderwritcra.)

breaks—
a design

We

have a film printing
capacity of one million
feet weekly.

studying
grreatest

a scien-

Tme running—alwaya
Why not drop us a card and
I

tell us It’s up to us to "show" youT
be a very friendly part of your permanent equipment.

ADDRESS

EQUIPMENT. AU
modem obtainable.

FRANK MOSSBERG
P. O.

ATTLEBORO,

Anherican Film Co.,
Inc., Laboratories
6231

Box 420

CO.

Broadway, Chic2kgo,
mtd
a.

CLEANLINESS.

HatekhMon. Pra*.

concon

mMt

of tbs

Within

blocks of Lake Micliigtui.

twa

Away

from dirt and dust.
SAFETY. Plant approvad by
Qty of Chicago and Board al

111.

l.f d—, Fnghad

A

strong financial standing.
LOCATION. In tha proper geographical location, assuring
qid^ delivery anywhere.
of

Patent Pending

4

m

QUALITY. Print* I owii tar
krilUancy and claamesa. Ezpart
staff, tralnad by yaara of asporiaoco, assures Ughast quality prints obUunable.
REPUTATION. Gainsd in M
years of oxporionco.

S-RESPONSIBILITY.

tifically tested construction.

It will

established an envi-

able reputation during the last twelve years for the finest

can take care of any photographic requirements you
have, whether it be the making of motion picture
negatives, positives, tinting, toning, editorial work and

that will give yon these
Guaranteed Advantages

—

4—

PHOTOGRAPHY

so forth.

film

fio

may

Projecting Reel

1

-

We

m
la

}j
mm

obligation.

atrical

That

T1

EXHI-BITCTR ihoutd haOe
a copy of the catalog f *The Pobaer Behind rhe Screen.”
'Write
today for

Flro Underwriters.

4—PROMPTNESS. Accustomad
9

ta

serve azactlng raqulromanta.
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NINE SIMPLEXES
INSTALLED IN
NINE DAYS IN
DAYTON, OHIO’S
FOUR BIG THEATRES
fi

DWYER

BROS. CO., Cincinnati Simplex Distributors
report the following Simplex installations in nine days

NATIONAL CASH
REGISTER CO.
Operating 2000 seat

Community Theatre

2 Simplex Projectors
most exhaustive competitive

(Selected only after the

NEW

tests)

KEITH THEATRE
3 Simplex Projectors

STRAND THEATRE
AUDITORIUM THEATRE
2 Simplex Projectors

2 Simplex Projectors
Proving again that when the
discriminating trade wants

THE BEST

SIMPLEX

IS

ALWAYS CHOSEN

BEpHEa^iMACHlNE(5.|^
East 34th:

St-NewT<nk

THE FREEPORT
Long Island, N. Y.
Opened November 30, 1922
Freeport,

This Splendid Theatre Erected at a Cost of $500,000
in a

Would Be

Town

of

a Credit to a City

18,000

Ten Times

Its

Size

POWER’S
PROJECTORS
With

POWER’S-G. E.
HIGH INTENSITY ARC LAMPS

WERE INSTALLED
Because Major R. T. Rasmussen C. E.
Builder and Managing Director
Believes

That

BETTER PROJECTION PAYS

3B

Regional

'

Vol. 59,

News Value; National

tn

in

Service

Picture

*

DECEMBER

No. 9

30,

PRICE

1922

25

CENTS

o

o
AND WE KNOW

JJ

O'

VOULL HAVE

A HAPPY NEW YEAR
A>JD

WHY

HERE’S

HERE'S

'^MSHAIL NEILA^
pkesenis

g

sikangers’banq^"
by donn BYRNE
CODIRECTED ®Y

WHY

Maurice tou:

the CHRISTIAN
From the famous novel and

Sir.

play

HALL CAINE

MARSHALL HEIEAH
AHD TRANK

FROM
Published by

30LDWYN

CHALMERS PUBUSHING COMPANY

Entered as second class matter June

17,

1908, at

the Post Office at

New

York, N. Y., under the act of March

3,

1879,

NEW YORK

Published weekly.

y.w a

CITY
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CHARLES

CHARLES

C.

CBURR

BURR PRODUCTIONS

in the belief that there is

Somewhat more than two years ago
tion

are built

no substitute for quality.

began with the making

this organizareel

comedy

production grew, the

staff re-

of a

two

series.

Slowly, steadily,

its

sponsible for the various pictures being increased by
careful selection

and thorough training.

—

“Entertainment always but quality first” has
been the principle upon which this growth progressed.

In features, in comedies, in cartoons, in scenic pictures, that slogan reveals itself.

Independently made pictures should be quality pictures.
We believe no producing organization puts
more of its sense of responsibility to exhibitor and
public

upon the

screen.

MASTODON FILMS INCORPORATED

—
December

‘

30,

!
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Two-color
National
Advertising

ei
ot

Kl

,V-*‘

O'
)-S>
'

?tvt

•\vjs''

o^et

1

I

a

'“'t’*
'

'to Oi.de"t.'O^ Aa')

-too
-»\U

apoo

\

_

its

tfi?,

-

sO

T

his is the first of Paramount’;
new National Advertisements.

Saturday EvenIt will run in the
two colors.
ing Post, January 13th, in

The use of color more than doubles
consequently
the attention value, and
That means
the number of readers.
more money for exhibitors.
national
Paramount plans to make its
the coimng
advertising campaign for

season far ahead of any
picture
est

i

in

of the hn
of advertising.

campaign— and one

the whole

field

—
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I

A THEME

that always interests
the off-stage life of a footlight
With gowns that make you
favorite.
gasp, and sets that astonish with their
beauty.

The

story

was

especially written for the

and director by Clara Beranger,
author of “The Gilded Lily,” and it is

star

altogether the biggest box-office picture

William deMille has^ever made.

BY CLARA BERANGER

WILLIAM
deMILLE
PRODUCTION

THE
World's Applause'
WITH

BE BE DANIELS.„d

LEWIS STONE

This advertisement

is

made from

I
the 4-column cut that you can get at your exchange.

I

lecember 30, 1922
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IMIC

“One Week of Love from an
audience viewpoint, is made
on platinum and set with

pearls”
Film Daily
Nov. 12-’22

LgJJi

rrt

,

Lewis

J.

Selznick presents

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
and
V
’

.

CONWAY TEARLE

“ONE WEEK

OF LOVE”

by Edward J. Montagne and Geo. Aichainbaud
Directed by George Archainbaud

Produced by Myron Selznick

.
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/

THOMAS

A.

EDISON

Tlie greater mission of the motion picture
bring more joy and cheer (xnd wholesome

is first:

good

to

make people happy;

to

will into this world of ours.

has been the proud acheivement of

QhrisiiG ^om^die^s
seven years, and the new series of twenty,
exemplifies this spirit even more.
for

now

booking,

‘THE CHASED BRIDE”
with

NEAL BURNS
latest release is

^

recently saidS

Bringing Joy and Cheer With
Wholesome Good Will

the

•

a fast-action farce, with a train-load of

laughs for the whole family

Worth Advertising On

Any Program

book through

1

;

»ecember 30,

J

\
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LL

t

through
the year
these Short Sub-

>

[ects

will

X
X
X

bring

X
X
X
X

good cheer to
your patrons and

i

I

^1

ryour box-office—
M
U
K
te
K
X
K
K
K
ts
M
K
K
X
J!

CHRISTIE COMEDIES

WILDERNESS TALES
By Robert

HAMILTON COMEDIES

MERMAID COMEDIES

I
K
ts
M
U
M
%
u

Jack White Productions

C.

LYMAN H. HOWE’S HODGE-PODGE
TONY SARG’S ALMANAC
KINOGRAMS—NEWS WEEKLY

CAMEO COMEDIES

K
U
%
%
%
K
%

THE ADVENTURES OF
SHERLOCK HOLMES
By

If
If
If
If

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

EARL HURD COMEDIES

If

and

SHORT LENGTH SPECIALS, LIKE
“THE ENCHANTED CITY”
“MAN VS. BEAST”
“VIA RADIO”

if

If
If
If
If
If

'

K

M
M
If
If

'I
'A
,

If
If
If
If
If
If
If

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

%
^1
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
^1
X
X
X
X
X
X
^1
X
X
X
X
X

nationally to Y OUR
patrons

if
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If

%

^1

They are constantly
being advertised

I

f

Bruce

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

J

if
if

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM”

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E. W. HAMMONS, President
i

r
Inc.
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Classics of the Screen

nnounce
9hat TollovHnq the Tlelease oP
w

II

Heroes oT the Street
At the MARK sntAND Theatre, New Tbrh City,VJeek of

Dec 17

WESLEY

BARRY

Will

Super Production of
Charles Dickens’ Masterpiece

Be Starred in

a

"David Djpperfield
Ob
Little

be followed loiter

Johnny Jones*

^

Oeotde Washington Jr.

Adapted Prom the Popular Plays

iy

GEORGE M. COHAN
Watch Tor Warner Bros.
18 Classics oC

tlic

Screen Par 1923

High-class Romantic
Is

—both on

more popular to-day than ever

Melodrama

the screen

and on the

stage.

And

for all classes of the public in all sections of the country the big entertain-

ment

hits are

melodramas.

Jack Pickford’s “Garrison ’s Finish
Is

”

melodramatic scenes as any well-made
wonderful racing
more beautiful women, spendid acting and

just as chock-full of thrillingly

picture can be.

And

there’s also a corking love story,

scenes, beautiful horses

and

still

perfect photography.

Everything For Every Audience

JACK PICKFORD
in

“GARRISON’S FINISH”
3e/'^uron7r nocre/ of the rame name
and rcneen (renrion by Cimei' Jfai'ids
by OnthurHorron Hhotofi'aphg by Jfarold Jdorron

Hared on

W.

J3. 771.

Supertririon
D'u'ecfion

-

QHied f^roducerr and

Oirfribufoi'r Corponafion^

J'aasnth Quenus, Mear

— O Jdf'anch

Office located in each United

7/oi-lc

Oi'tij-tj'

City

Coi'pof'otion Cxchan<^e —

It*s all

here

Melodrama
Adventure

Romance
Mystery
Intrigue

Revenge

D.W<.CmFFITH'J
Great spectacle as shown on Broadway.
The same New York presentation that drew

ISO,000 people
Now booking in New
Maryland,
Louisiana,

two weeks.

York, Pennsylvania, Michigcm, Indiana,

Massachusetts,

Oklahoma,

Alabama, Tennessee,

Carolina, Virginia

in

Arkansas,

New Jersey,

Texas, Mississippi,

Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, North

and Kentucky.

UNITED AQTIJ'TT COaOOO.J^\ON
GlilFTrTW

MAttY DICKTORD

•

CWArU-IE

CHADUN

Wtta,AM

•

DOUGLAJ" EAiriOANIcr

ADtlAMO:

PtlEsTIDCNT

•

O.

W.

"

''

One Exciting Night,

9f

first genuinely up-to-date mystery picture ever filmed.
frantic searjch for a
Brimful of love, laughter and thrills.

The

A

Stealthy figures and pee^g eyes.
Sliding panels and secret doors. The funniest black-f^& comedian possible. And a tremendous storm scene as a gqlfeeous,
dynamic climax.

misang

half million dollars.

Orphans of the Storm,'*

**

A Griffith picturization of the famous “The Two Orphans” ^ the

'

'

basis for a historically accurate presentation of the 4|anic
upheavals of the French revolution. The sweetest love |tory
of all history. Scenes of pagan splendor among the aristolrats
as the rabble riots for bread. The “great ride” as a Griffith climax.

Way Dousn East, ” 5^'

“

ever
Foremost among the most p«D»p«kr pictures
corned^
romance^
and
boxmade. Melodrania
time.
everywhere
every'
A
beyond
cnticust
office certainty
as
ctsm or comparison. A picture for the small town

‘

'
'

And there's the Griffith thriUer in the
well as the big city.
^form of a smashing ice scene.

-

•

'

.

Dream
V.
-i

Street,

S'!*

(wfSBSS

i'

A

sense of the word, picturing
Isfondon.
tenderly beautifill love story for the roi
,ty incline, plus*mystery and
melodrama as only Griffith ^idn^elf transfers to the screen.
The great director is at his best in this picture of beauty in
^iheflaidsf ^sqnaloTi;^
truly Griffith feature
file fiimous Limehouse dist

if

-*

,

<

’>.

The ]Lom Flower,"

A

W.

A

I

from all phases of picture-making.
story that runs the gamut of all the human emotions-^ove, hate, revenge, forgiveness.
Superb settings on a
tropical isle, with marvellous photography showing a battle to
the death deep, deep, in the water at the foot of a towering
D.

Griffith triumph

A wonderful

cliff.

A real thriller.

Broken Blossoms."
The most

as to bring

ertainment for

that

beauty seem more
(t

master producer
classes.
Not a
l)js
tremendous inelodrama of the
t, with a love story so tenderly told
tiful picture this

artistically

ever filmed, with real;t
“high-brow” picture,
London Limehouse d£

all

wash away sadness and make

itiful.

99

The White Rose,
Now in course
'mk

of

'm

COflDODATlON
UNITED AOTISTSDOUGLAJ*
D W OPirEITW
FAiaDANICT

MApy DICKfDPD

-

CUAPLIC CWAPUN

-
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December

most

“All

Night”

most

delightful and

30, 1922

intriguing,

subtle;

highly dramatic.

— The Wisconsin News,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Rodolph shines
Situations

in "All Night.”

clever,

— Chicago

'/

//

acting

good.

Daily Tribune.

y

.4.

CARL LAEMMLE presents

OLPH

^4¥/.r->fiW

//V^/

WvEI^TINO
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL

carmElmyebs
"AU Nitfht"
Story by Ed^ar Franklin

Directed by Paul

Powell

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Mo Exhibitor should lose an opKortmitu
to

book them"

EUGENE ROTH

,

California

/

Jieatre

Sanjrancisco.

"^kere never

to

was a big picture made

compete with them"
^RALPH WETTSTEIN _
Aschcrs Merrill,

\

\

'Jhese
V

Mew leather Pushers

are

as fascinating as the first series.
7 for one rejoice, that they are back'!
„

^

presented by

Milwaukee

ROB REEL
*

Chi. Eve.

American

CARL LAiMMLC
Siarrin^

RECIM4U> KMNY
Weekly
by H.C. Wit wer

Fiom fbe

Stories

Collier's

Directed by

Harry Pollard

UMIVERSAl JEWEL ^SERlfs*

—
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To

All

T

December

30, 1922

My Friends
I

among the
vast army of

In the profession,

and in the

exhibitors

motion picture

lovers, 1

sincerest wishes for

extend

my

a wonderful

Christmas and a happy and pros^
perous

New Year*

Thomas Meighan

P. S.

my

coming Paramount Pictures:
and Broke " by George Ade, and

Look for

**Back Home
'‘The Ne'er-Do-Well,” by

,

Rex Beach,

by Alfred E. Green.

both directed

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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E.

K.

LINCOLN

December

30, 1922

:

December

30,

1922

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

CharlesRay’s Answer
To

the

Demand

for Bigger and
Better Pictures

“A Tailor-Made Man”
9 Reels

“The

Girl

I

Loved”

9 Reels

“The Courtshiplof
Miles Standish”
Now

—

in production a magnificent
historical drama based upon the
thrilling experiences of the Pilgrim
Fathers, and the historic love story
of John Alden and Priscilla Mullins.

Charles "Ray in **The Girl / Lo-Oed”

Charles

Ray is now limiting his output to two productions a year and
them all the scope and quahty of super-specials that ability,
time and money combine to assure

giving

Produced by

CHARLES RAY PRODUCTIONS,
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Inc.

810
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United
Studios
The EFF1C0CY WFPH WHICH ORDERS

mmm

—ARE ESEeUTO

facilities, equipm^
The
nA«DHl6HLY§PECimED STYIFf^

made

inEimiDsniiicx
The

nm Ecdmuy opemd

MOTM PICTURE PM(!^
TO WPEPETOT PRODUCERS

___J

(IrtG)

METRO

ariTiourLces

ALL
THE BROTHERS
BEN AMES

WERE WJ[AlSrT

story

An IRVIJST V- WLLLAT Pioduction

WILLIAMS

cf/ ike hlqk
seas: of a marts
fiqht toj>vove his

bLcodi was not yet-

low^ but vedi
RE6 US PAT OFF

CncLctcd

by a

JjlslLruyu.i,sheJL Cast

mr

cUding LOJ>f CHAMEY--BILLIE DOVE

MALCOLM. M9GIiEGOP^
Scenario

^ JULLANT JOSEPHSON
by

METRO
'3^isty*ibvitedi

J}npena.L Putur,
Lid.,6)c.cLuSLvs JOisiy
bu-tays ikyiwu/t
Bnia-iy\

Sit- W/K^JuytjjM.

,

IT PACK

^

dramatic romance
of life out of si^t of
land and law - ^

ALL THE BROTHERS

WERE\i\LIANT
An IRVIN

V

WILL AT

Production of

BEN AMES

WILLIAMS’
o£ the
hi^h- seas

stoi'y

Cruxct^ci by
a dig Unguis neci

cast inciudiing

Lon Chaney
Billie

Dove

and A4alcolm

M9 Gregor
T^Lstribiited b

MFT'ROI’i^^tures
± XvVy CORPORATION

±VXJL—

I

7u.rij

IrKberucul Pictures, Ltd., EKcLusLue 'OifinbLcigrs
SurWhtdJici'ij ^(/kruu^un.^'tPir:

thru-Oici. LfrcaJc

.

love of tJtvc girl he
loved, and to be worthy of
dve

motto of his funnily

ALL THE

BROTH EILS
WERE
VALIANT
.... that is the story
It's drama with the decks
cleared for action, written

by BEN AMES WILLIAMS
who knows shij^s and the

men who man them, and
can

tell

what he lunows

Un. IRVIN

V.WILLAT

'^^rodiuctio'n^ ^

'DLstrUfJ^ted

METRO

METRO
picture

t>y

.

veR-ye ^tieRRie

veRye

"^iflaeae.

jtaem

JBULC,
fsazmfi

ROB'ai

GOOD
wkixh the Xnlghi of
the CanUfloiocv appears

in vixni and un the
guise of the SavL of
cLadi
iAfiAJor want of rAsp

iNothlngdoyte

^

^

^

berms, flabemgpoci
gave unJtc tke /ady
AiarijAKK yCzzwater*

a great sheaf of herbs
of stra^e^ra.0TKLncc

STROMBER^
CLYDE BROCKMAN

TersomllyVirededlp^VfL^
Scenario f/ Cities

by

RF.G

US PAT OFF

i

A Comedy Feast

L SQuai-c meal
•hearty mii'tlv ^
jy^tvoxvs

of*
.

will

home chock fvdl

METRO
PICTURE

I

December

30,
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Beginning a New Year
in a Big W^ay
AMERICAN RELEASING CORPORATION

1923 season by an-

starts the

nouncing collectively to the exhibitors of the nation the productions for its
pictures
second quarter of the releasing year that began September 1, 1922
of fine calibre; of great exploitation value; of fine star and player values; of
sustained technical and production standards.

—

Release of the
Season

15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th
21st

22nd
23rd
24th
25th
26th

Title

Dec.

10
17

44

24

44

31
7

Jan.
44

14

44

21

28
Feb.
4
44

44

11

44

18
25

44

Producer

of Production

THE MARRIAGE CHANCE
Hampton Del Ruth
THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER Mark Twain Co.
THE DANGER POINT
Halperin Productions
THAT WOMAN
F. C. Mims Productions
.

.

AS A

MAN

LIVES

THE BOHEMIAN GIRL
THE WEB OF THE LAW
MILADY
A SON OF THE DESERT
A MILLION IN JEWELS
THE GRUB-STAKE
VENGEANCE OF THE DEEP

Gilbert E. Gable
Harley Knoles
Tom Gibson
Diament-Berger

.

W. Kraemer

.

F.

.

J. P.

.

.

McGowan

Nell Shipman-BertVanTuyl
A. B. Barringer

Every production in the above group is completed. Seven have been
delivered to our branches and the remaining productions in the group will
be in the branches by January 15th.

Our

first

quarter’s productions

included these splendid

attractions

now

showing in the nation’s best theatres:
1st

2nd
3rd
4th
5tb
6th
^ 7th
8th
9 th

Sept.
44

3

10

44

17

44

24

Oct.

1

44

8
15
22

44
44

29

44

•^lOth

Nov.

11th

44

12th

44

13th

44

‘

5
12
19

26

THE SIGN OF THE ROSE
George Behan
QUEEN OE THE MOULIN ROUGE Pyramid Pictures
TIMOTHY’S QUEST
Dirigo Filins
FOOLS OF FORTUNE
Sunset Films
THE WOMAN HE LOVED
J. L. Frothingham
WHEN THE DESERT CALLS
Pyramid Pictures
THE PILLAGERS (in work).
A. B. Davis
SOLOMON IN SOCIETY (ready)
Cardinal Pictures
WHAT FOOLS MEN ARE
Pyramid Pictures
THE OTHER SIDE (in work)
Hugh E. Dierker
THE DEERSLAYER (in work)
Pyramid Pictures
THE SUPER-SEX
P. H. Burke
AT THE CROSSROADS
In Work
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

^The four productions

in

work

will

he ready for exhibitors early in the new year.

Arrange for screenings in any of our twenty-six branch offices in the United States or
the offices of Canadian Releasing Corporation in the Dominion of Canada.
lllli

W. E. GREENE, President

F. B.

WARREN,

Trade Mark Registered

Vice-President

THE CINCINNATI ENQUIRER
Wartin ^hnson Film Company

Martin
that he

Johnson,

is,

always

for discovering

way

intrepid

may

be relied upon

“Head Hunt-

South Seas” he offers

ers of the

to his

drama of nature

public another actual

—stranger

and more

interesting than

of the dramas concocted in the

minds of frenzied scenario
tention

in

this

production

concen-

is

one of the innumerable islands of the

is

There' are

and

fascinating,

many

from

cer-

first to

intimate glimpses

of the dusky head-hunters. There also
are glimpses of jungle-dwelling dwarfs,

weird ceremonies enacted by the savage
tribes,

even weider manners and cus-

toms, and primitive nature in

its

varied

moods. The expedition even succeeded
in

of

photographing a volcano
eruption.

Johnson on
adds

a

Among The Wild
Tribes Of Malekula

Thrilling Adventures

Amai/nc 5 Part Feature
Associated Exhibitors
AR7h<jA S KA/^£

PORTION RiFResENTAtiyE

SiDN€7 OARRerr

tainly holds one’s interest
last.

Martin Johnson’s

lUunijLimafi/i

South Sea group.
picture

South Seas

writers. At-

trated chiefly in the Island of Malekula,

The

Head OfHunters
Ihe

unusual and out-of-the-

parts of the globe. In

many

explorer

preatntsr

in the act

Accompanying

this trip

was

who
womanly

his wife,

welcome touch of

grace.

Physical Distributors
Pathe Exchange

Martin

'
December

30,
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cAnother BigAchievement for the Star
and a Triumph for EveryExhibitor

Florence'
“P

conquering

(fomm

the
Jrom

itie

famous novel Kidnapping CoHne'" by Henry

C Rowland

A KING VIDOR PRODUCTION

Associated
Exhibitors
ARTHUR
KAME,
S.

PRESIDENT

“/CONQUERING THE WOMAN”
Vidor

in

presents Florence

the most delightful and whimsical role of her

career.

how a perplexed father cures his
strong-willed daughter of the “high-falutin’ notions” acquired
during a sojourn abroad.
In a word, the story of

He puts her aboard one of his merchant ships and
strands her on a lonely island with a young man who had said
that women are like 4iigh-spirited horses
they must be broken
to the bit.

—

The story is from the pen of Henry C. Rowland, one of
the most popular writers for The Saturday Evening Post.
It is a King Vidor Production
which guarantees
straight-forward direction and excellent presentation

The supporting cast includes David Butler. Peter
Burke, Bert Sprotte, Roscoe Karns, Mathilde Brundage and
Harry Todd.
“Conquering the

Woman”

is in

six parts.

eo/?£/OA/
S/o/>/£r

6AAA£rr.

Physical Distributors
PaTHC EXCHANCt

LORENCE VIDOR,
JL

criticism;

who never

a star who disarms
disappoints; who can

always be relied upon to attract business.
She won stellar prominence through these very
qualifications.

Everyone admires her; everyone respects the
charm of her womanliness and warms to her
radiant personality.

'

But Florence Vidor is not only beautiful and
As an attraction she occupies a place
among the mighty. A place she ranks by virtue of box-office performance and honest audtalented.

ience satisfaction.
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TH E ALBANY EVtT^
Notoriety Gets off to

A Flying

Start at the

Clinton Square Theatre
Notoriet>'*’ at

EIGHT REELS OF
ACTION IN WILL

For Full Week

NIGH’S “NOTORIjfcTXri..
Three times

last

night thK

ence at*

i
rlijjlan

Theatre caught

its

Squaxs

breat!i

whe

climaxes in the Wi
photoplay, “Notoriety,” came
different

When

the last flicker of the

ei,

flhn was flashed, the unanimoi
ion of an 'present was that the
production had enough thrill at
interest to

fill

three pictures

in:

CUSS

WESTER UNION

OF SERVICE

t-

Telegram

Day

tetter

NigM Meteaga

is

1

Pay tatter

LtNTON SQUARE.

Wight Itessage

WfgM Letter

If done of these three eymbols
appears after the check (numper of
words) this is a teleoram. 0ther>

symbol appeariwQ

Promises to Offer
Thrill to Patrons
Movie Screen.

SERVfCE

Trtegram

N L

Night Letter

'•Iseiis character

CUSS OF

indicated by the

after the check.

PRESIDENT

GEORGE W. £. ATKIMSw

Pntsr VlcB>PR£si08Bcr

When
the

who

takes the

6

eixbt reels aVd takae
the true e.xperiettre?
H modern metrop^
oe of the actioo starts ai
flat of H
hard*workt»i
to 18 tbc adopted mot^t

EXTRA

An

applauding.

attack

Deering. Like

of the present day that

is

ALBANY NY 5

ipf'rplion is raysterioiisly

encourfiging crime

for

plauding

notorious

names appear

triw‘ OQo day when she
land in front of a aullioO'
where ore of the guests

characters

in public print.

drops the gun af
and from that mo
innocent girl of the tene
talk of the (own.
Her

nniinal

the

message the screen has
tered, took the house by storn
word in the titles and every ge
the actor rang true and struc
We could almost hear him ac<

1600 BROADtlAY NEWYORK NY

est

public

idr.

BACHED THEM TO THE BOX OFFICE AT 730 AGAIN TONIGHT

CONSIDERED THE OFF NIGHT OF THE WEEK

Bted in newspaper head'
picture appears aide by
t of
the millionaire wbe

MY PATRONS HAD TO STAND ON

(bat a tbeatricai man
along and urges her t<
of her popularity in

BALCONY STAIRWAY

’fnrrinp tn a show
on
18
Hbout to Ruccumb
ta'ion. Arthur Beal, the
aught the cnmioal
(he
who secretly is attracted
steps in and shows her
liat the lure of the lime
forth
The lesson that
the last thrilUof mopicture and leaves an im-

when we thought
cquld be made any stronge

And

just

Alden, acting as
picture,

came

Ann

m

Bolanc

to the front of

with a condemnation of the

FRED ELLIOTT

t

CLINTON SPlUARE THEATRE ALBANY NY

lu

limelight that brought tears
scene that was as touching as
have seen in recent times she

will never be forgotten
of
“yntonety** includes
leading stars of filmdom.
rine Powers, who plays
geoD." Rod La Roc»|ue
TTacbalborne. Richard Trav.^herry and Marry .\

the perils of popularity that Vnreaten
girls who 'seek fame and find

young
shame

many

'Pigeon'' dreams of being
day of having her u
o the papers and beisf
by
her friends
Hen

WEBSR Aim NORTH

sensationalism and

craze for

m

—

court-room and defends
is held for the shooting

society idol, the audience could
Sist

picturt
few

be

tn

om

jirl

ABA 22 47 NL

to

wepU ftx the Clistoi
ter.
w^ere it bad ita
•^rday
Tbc now pictur
s

none ot these three symbols
appears after the check (number ok
words) Sirs is a telespam
Other*
wiseHs character is lodiceied' by the
symbef appeanag sfier the ehech.

RECEIVED AT

Arthur Beal, impersot

motion

to town,

L

U

NEWCOMB CARLTON.

nushly

i

ft

one.

Rod La Rocque,

Square

Clinton

instead.

1

The

Year’s Greatest Gift

To

the Independent

Market

WILL NIGH’S CLASSIC CREATION

“NOTORIETY”
Produced and Distributed by

L.

1600

LAWRENCE WEBER & BOBBY NORTH
Broadway

New York

City

-

y

December

30,
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toeImisviuI
Alamo Theatre Holds Them Out With
Will Nigh's Latest Society Smash
Eight Reel Photodrama

DIRECTOR NIGH
SCORES THREE TIMES

Has Enough

Action for Three Pictures.

cuss

ALAMO.

WEEK— "Noiorlety,”

ALL

Alamo Theater yesterday af‘lern(
woven
The film is a good one for the
because

It

brings a vivid realiza

wFiat the demand Ot the
public for scanda'
doing to th
is

presei

WESTE

SYMBOU

Day tetter

Blue

Night Message

Nile

Night Letter

N L

none

'

these three symbols
eppeais after the check (numbt of
words) this Is a telegram. Other*
wiaeits character Is indicated by the
symbol appearing alter the check.
If

CUSS

“NOTORIETY
OF SERVICE

SYMBOL

Telecfrant

Day

\

of

Letter

Blue

.

,

Night Message

NIte

Night Letter

N L

NEWCOMB CARLTON.

PRESIDENT

GEORGE W.

E.

ATKINS, first VlCE*pRQiueN

wiseits character

is

symbol appearing

alter the check.

indicated by the

through

umns

KA395 49

must gain
“notoriety”

somebe

of recent

times

masterpiece,

i:

BILL NIGH SCORES AGAIN WOTORIErY TDRHED THE1,AWAY’|H0W LONG WILL WE

nigh

window at
downtown

time to catch a

€

pistol

HATB TO WAIT FOR THE NEXT NIGH PRIDDCTIOH NOTORIEIYUOIH

is

"No-

holding the pistol. At
she goes through the usual sei
oi a criminal murder trial and
idol of masses.
As generally happens to
who seek undeserved lamt,
girl got more Ilian she barg

and

of

thrill—

sentimental,

moving
screen
Straight
from
the
the humble home oj
.

ENTERTAINED AND PLEASED EVERY ORE AND IS A CBEMT TO THE THEATRE

shown

s

in all its pathos,

on edge. When
baracUr of the picture
eon” Deering everyone
as human, and it seems
known- her for years
is

PIAM DID EXCEPTIONALLY WELL WITH" THE aXPLDPTATlDr THSHK3 FOR

NOTORIETY

sical

fast

former stage beauty
ched and poverty-strick*

t

police arrlve^on the see

‘

Set

i

for. The efi'ecis of '‘Notoi'ciy
strikingly developed to Hic \or
by the master hand of the -li
The cast includes six stris
rine Powers. Mary Aldm (

Hack.athornc.
Pvichai'ilj
R^l l,a RocfpJe ami J

variety

ry

Laf^
In

find her

t

for

-the screen

The director, who also
>ry,
has succeeded

,

mean much

an upstairs window fol
a murder which has been com

The

madness

ihotoplay seemed to be
succession of suspense

XC 007
1600 BROADWAY BEWYORZ NY

wanders out one

She
Just in
out of

WEBER AND WORTH

the

slops to peep In the
in one of the big

him

on

LODI SVI ILE K7 4

shi'

fore she can
of the public.

last night

caused more talk

at has

EXTRA NL

4

atest

realize
the col

of
that

press

girl’s

flashed

settlements of the
but longing
cl’ty,
better
the
for
things of life and
Con
career
a
sequently she is
to

mo Theatre

tional eight*reel photo*

jdern

nund

and body. Ilvlnc
the tenement
in

made

dience of the
in

‘

In

spellbinding situations

)f

t

One sees th
picture of a yount
pure

drama

none of these three symbols
appears after (he check (number of
words) this Is a telegram. Other*

tion.

gLrl,

Applause at Thrills
g Society Photo-

li

RECEIVED AT

genera

younger

OF SERVICE

Telear^

the world flocks to se
'•crimson Illy” was the theme a
which the picture ‘‘Notoriety.’
opened a weelc's engagement

That

FRED DOLLS ALAMO THEATRE LOUl SVIILE XY.

fame, her desire to b«
lounds familiar, because
>r

were that way. When
lops and we see how.
.

Ti

B

Dg

for popularity brings

e

with a daring society

anyone could have
beei^^^^^^^Bto do as she did, in her

Sneer

A Photodramatic

Thunderbolt of Perpetual motion with
an Array of Great Characters, Maurine Powers, Mary
Alden, Rod La Roeque, Geo. Hockathorne, Richard
Travers, J. Barney Sherry, Anders Randolph and ethers.
WILL NIGH’S PHOTODRAMA
t g

NOTORIETY

P P

Produced and Distributed by

L.

LAWRENCE WEBER & BOBBY NORTH
Foreign Rights Controlled by

APOLLO TRADING CORP., 1600 Broadway, N. Y. 0.
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BRAY
NATURE PICTURES
Nc’^ Series
Oita Rael Eoerj Four ^eaks
^

i71

he
and

most important

strikingly interesting

collection of round -the
v^orld v?ild

animal

,

bird

and marine life studies
and v^ilderness scenes
e\)er
brought together
i

CVotv

Read u

for

For

THE DRAY
130

WEST

screen exhibition.

/
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Its

LANDSLIDE for

a

AtL«(mEDlES
The COUNTRY^ BEST THEATRES
are Booking these Wonderful/
Comedies featuring '
I

—

,

CHARLES MURRAY' MARY ANDERSON'RASrM(»n>M«KEE
RIALTO—New

York City

LUBLINER-TRINTZ CIRCUIT—Chicago,
SHEA’S

HIPPODROME—Buffalo,

SAVOY—Syracuse,

III

N. Y.

N. Y.

GLADMER— Lansing,
POST— Battle Creek,
CAPITOL—Superior,

Mich.

YAINTlfeto

ASomw^

Mich.

Wisi

GARDEN—Muskegon,

Mich.

—

MAJEISTIC Jackson, Mich.
FT. AI^STRONG—Rock Island,
GIFTS Cincinnati, Ohio

III

—

DREAMLAND—Columbus, Ohio
MOON—Omaha, Neb.
BELLEVIEW— Niagara FaUs, N.
STRAND—Altoon?.,

Y.

Pa.

WORTH—Ann Arbor, Mich.
ORPHEUM—Flint, Mich.
AMERICAN—Troy, N. Y.
ALBANY—Schenectady, N. Y.
FULLER—Kalsunazoo, Mich.
RIALTO—Aurora,

111.

WASHINGTON—Ypsilanti,
VICTORIA—Rochester,

PALM—Rockford,

;

Mich.

N. Y.

111.

Follow the lead of these first-run theatres

ALL THE THIRTEEN AT ONCE.

HODKINSON

PICTURES

i

—BOOK

Presented

by

C.C. BURR

'
I
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30,
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THE

KINGDOM
WITHIN
A GREAT/
IS

PICTURE/

and NICK

SCHENCK

agrees with us

He BOOKED “The Kingdom Within”

Entire
i

over the

Loew Cmcurr

A
VICTOR

This wonderful tribute to a superior picture, coming on top of

SCHERTZINGER

a group of 350 exhibitors and critics at the Strand Theatre,

Production

New York

the enthusiastic ovation accorded

City,

Dec,

19,

“The Kingdom Within” by

proves conclusively that Victor

I

Schertzinger’s masterful production will go
'

:

;

Presented by
Producers Security

down

history as

Corporation.

ONE OF THE GREATEST
I

!

HODKINSON

PICTURES

ACHIEVEMENTS OF ALL TIMES

in screen

r

I

i

I

a
J^aramountJ^ictivre

By

peter B. KYNE
WITH

FORREST STANLEY,
MARJORIE DAW,

WARNER OLAND, JOSEPH
DOWLING AND OTHERS
BY

FRANK BORZAGE
Read What This Picture Did
For John Kunsky of Detroit
[TELEGRAM]
Detroit, Mich.,

December, ii

Cosmopolitan Productions,

New York City
Your latest production,“The Pride of
Palomar” which has just completed
a week at my Capitol Theatre has
occasioned so very

comments

that

I

many

enthusiastic

am forced to take out

the good picture set into the Madison
for week of December 17th and insist
that you let me play this production
another week at my Madison Theatre.
This is only the second time in the
history of my theatres that I have
done this. “The Pride of Palomar” is
undoubtedly one of the best productions of the year.
(Signed)

JOHN KUNSKY
Capitol Theatre

It

Will

Do As Much For You

(^smopolitan
Production

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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dhe Queen oFthe Screen

“ Jhe

DARLING
OF THE
with

Produced under the

MONTAGUE LOVE

persona] supervision

Gladys Leslie
Charles Gerard
Leslie Austin

WHITMAN
BENNETT

Julia

o

Swayne Gordon
and

A CAST OF

200

ACCLAIMED AS ONE OF
THE OUTSTANDING

PRODUCTIONS OF THE
YEAR AND WHICH WILL
BE NUMBERED AMONG THE

Written hy

DOROTHY FARNUM

GREAT ATTRACTIONS OF

THE COMING SEASON
Directed Jt>y

JOHN ADOLPHI
GORGEOUSLY GOWNED
AND WITH MAGNIFI-

MADE EXPRESSLY FOR
THE STATE RIGHTS
MARKET AND REPLETE
WITH EXTRAORDINARY

CENT SETTINGS PRESENTING A BLAZE OF

WEALTH AND LUXURY

BOX OFFICE FEATURES

B.
15

PRODUCTIONS
West 44th

Street

INC.

New York City

B.P.

oi(
Cm piclurizalion

Schulber^
presents

^

ofGilbert Emerq's

Famous. Staae

CASNIEB.
P

Success

RO DUCTION

as presented by

Sam ‘H.'Harris

Scenario by

Svytraifed

Cve Unsell

Gaston Class
Barbaia La Man*

John

Si's

htf

a Preferred Picture

Sainpolis

David Butler
Doris Pawn
Ethel Shannon
Frankie Lee

Mmtha Mattox.

NOW READY
AT
ALL

AL.

Pholoqraohy by
Karl Stnisf

Distribated by

AL-LICHTMANN

C ORPO^ATI O
NEW
rS! YOSUC cnv

1650 BBOABWAV

FOR SCREENING

LICHTMAN EXCHANGES

a
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should be the season of

greatest rejoicing for

For

industry.

it is

our

art-

the climax of

a year of substantial progress

—

year of constructive development

toward stabilized conditions and
higher ideals.

showmanship in our theatres and better pictures from our
studios have been the two great
Better

contributing factors to this prog-

Realization on the part of

ress.

the producer of the

more
for

demand

sincere creative
real

effort

entertainment,

with splendid

for

and

coupled

and

presentation

constructive exploitation, has re-

public

established

confidence

in

motion pictures with consequent
reaction at the boxoffice.

This season has brought the
est

array of big pictures
history

industry’s

— and

great-

in

the

the pro-

ducing schedule fori 923 indicates
that the high standards of 1922
will

I

be excelled

offer as

my

contribution to the

continued prosperity of the theaters,

“The

Hottentot,

”

now

in

Associated First
Inc., with every
that it will prove the

release through

National Pictures,
assurance

greatest comedy-drama of the
season, with “Bellboy 1 3” and
“What a Wife Learned!” for release in January and February
and “Scars of Jealousy, “A Man
of Action” and “The Sunshine
”

Trail” to follow in the spring.

CULVER CITY

California
December

22.

1922
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30,

only one answer to an A. B. C.

is

Audit.

And

answer

that

is

—another

A. B. C.

Audit.

Any

other answer

manship

either

is

Good

Sales-

—or just plain Bunk.
*

You wouldn’t buy

a blooded animal with-

out examining his pedigree.

You wouldn’t buy
you

offered to

—

pig

a

if

he were

in a black bag.

You wouldn’t buy any goods

of

salesman

showed

if

the salesman himself

any

a lack of confidence in his product.

^

^

^

The publisher with confidence
lication

to

and

show

it

its

in his

pub-

circulation has one

way

—the A. B. C. Audit.

The publisher without
lation has

Two

one fear

faith in his circu-

— the A. B. C. Audit.

motion picture trade publications

have the courage

to

submit to an A. B. C.

Audit and to present the figures to you.

*

There are no
There
Audit

Any

is

ifs,

ands, or buts about

only one answer to an A. B. C.

— that

is

another A. B. C. Audit.

other answer

manship

it.

is

either

Good

Sales-

— or just plain BUNK.
Robert E.

Welsh

1921

December

30,

1922

Heart Interest

S

Life

OME

months back,

I

Jackie

had occa-

sion to lament the quality of the

contemporary
movies the old mothers placing
lights in windows, the misunderstood ingenues, and all their fellow
tear promoters.
At the same time,
heart

interest

in

—

expressed the belief that heart- incould be legitimate on the
screen just as it is in life and that
the
spectator’s
lachrymal
glands
could be squeezed by other than artiI

terest

—

—

means.
This week, two pictures come to
hand which serve to substantiate
my statement. They are both overflowing with heart interest, and they
ficial

“Oliver Twist”

he

first is Jackie Coogan’s production of “Oliver Twist,” which
has been awaited with no little ex-

pectancy by those
after

who

believe that,

something can

really be
Jone with the movies.
Anyone who doubts that Jackie
Coogan is competent to play Oliver
Twist will do well to see the picture.

For

all,

this child

not one
formance

IS

is

incredible.

There

false note in his entire per-

—not one moment when

he

and becomes a
movie kid doing cute, movie

steps out of his part
cute,

is

an

artist (I

think

he possesses the power of mimicry,
or because he can behave just as the
director tells him, but because he
possesses that

power of appreciation

which is only present in a born actor.
He can feel the character which he
It is not a
is called upon to create.
mechanical process, by any manner
of means, but an inbred sense. In
this respect, an actor is an artist.

A

side from
.

his

splendid direcr

tion in “Oliver Twist,”

Frank

Lloyd has distinguished himself for
his intelligent adaptation of the story.

He

has seen to it that Charles Dickwas not lost in the shuffle. The
dramatic sequence has been so well
arranged that no part of the eight
reels is permitted to lag, and none of
the story’s vitality has been weakened by insipid treatment.
The cast which Mr. Lloyd has
selected is generally good, the particularly bright spots being furnished
by Gladys Brockwell, Lionel Belmore
and Lewis Sargent.
ens

are both genuine.

T

Coogan

L have said that before), not because

A

ll

“Oliver Twist” is a
to the movies.
It is one of the few really great pictures of this or any other year.
.

in

all,

distinct

credit

Robert E. Sherwood.

tricks.

Sol Juessev

presentf

JACKIE COOGAN
^•OLIVER TWIST’
in

(Jackie

A 3iTAt

and as

Coogan Production

llxitionai Victure

'
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FIRST NATIONAL

BUSINESS BAROMETERS
s
I'O'lA

» *o

San

iiVaftn

Sf.
fJSf''*

0^O>>

Nov
~"SL,„ „

23

Pt

On

hoor»

fU-

^i^Or

-f

Snir,i7-"i oT^if

a 7ail'"s? £"«
Dec.

Fau5;7,e“«
»Udetr.?«*

ho,i7

^

sho

,

^

.-s

L

P*ep..

r^unn'

««cl

'« faff

elfr

«Tn,, Dfc,„7< •Sc5;7f"ea.tl'|

c
l\®’

aTC^?

A')'

Written

by

Marc

Edmund

Jones; Directed by Lambert
Hillyer

;

Supervised

Thomas H.

by

Ince.

ftSV*'n\A
p\\^'

tV've^'Sf,
qO.
7oce'T^'''
V)0
‘b-

Distributed by

Associated First National
Pictures, Inc.

^osH^Jnce
ff

bresenis

SKIN DEEP

f

-

P
December

30,
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I-

Himself -He cannot laugh
But He makes Others roar

Joseph

M

*

Schenck

presents

BUTTON
BUSTER

KEA
NATIONAL
2-REEL BUTTON BUSTERS

IN HIS FIRST

“My

“Cops”

Wife’s Relations”

“The Boat”

“The

“The Frozen North”
“The Playhouse”

Electric

House”

“The Paleface”
“The Blacksmith”

Written and directed by

Butter Keaton and Eddie Cline

A yirjst

national

^Picture
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^

rr*"^^^*'**^

^ ^jo£eAuiui^ 0(ci

u/it^

^~hiaXC

iQvucXid, i>L^
^yiOi<^ 'Uam^o

*^di^natli7uut

Hijffft/z.

''yui£o/t/c.
;

C&,.^to-chMyf<>Ju^

'Jyvt^AaM llel&uc'A.
tllz

—
q/xe^'h<L^k£t

30, 192;l

^tie

MoviKg Picture

WORLD
Founded in l^OY

J> P.

Chalmers

The Editors Views
Here and There Jimong Film Men — The Jirhuckle Case —Prosperity
Dinners and the Fatted Calf—A Few Two Line Editorials

—

his makes

—

about the tenth Christmas issue not expect nor want us to deliver a five-minute
motion picture trade paper with which oration on “The Whichness of the Why.”
And that is what any attempt at a ponderous
the present writer has found himself in more
weekly
“single subject” is certain to become when
or less intimate contact.
ambition
limited
by the boundaries of trade discussion.
We approached the first with burning
But we do notice that the film man mentioned
to create one of those well advertised fictions, “a
book that will be saved and referred to throughout above does enjoy a random dialogue about this
the year.” We approach the tenth with the feel- and that in the field, what So-and-So thinks about
“Oh, shucks, it’s it, and what Somebody-or-Other is going to do
ing of the carnival showman.
time for another one of those ‘Grand Annual about it.
In such chatter between film men every developChristmas Numbers and Festival of Fun Extraorment is not a “Crisis for the Industry” and every
dinary.”
The Christmas issue enthusiasm has a way of proposal a “Problem That Must Be Certainly
slumping off perceptibly with the years. First, Grappled With.”
So we are going to ramble on in conversational
the staff works for weeks, and maybe months,^ on
insatiate
an
that
ideas
tone with a few views, a little news and more of
an assorted collection of pet
personalities than anything else.
Other people’s
industry is waiting anxiously to see.

T

of a

“Features” are evolved that, to return to the personalities. Not the editor’s.
phrase, “will be saved, and filed, and referred to
throughout the year.” Art and color lend their
Will Hays has put the American public’s ChristThe industry’s dynamic figures employ thou- mas spirit to the test by his Santa Claus offering to
aid.
sands of otherwise valuable words to talk of The Roscoe Arbuckle. What will the answer be?
Outlook for the Coming Year.”
‘

Twelve

office

boys, twenty press agents, the boss,
you the day the issue is published,

and your wife
“It was wonderful.”
tell

you hesitatingly mention your
“Christmas Issue”’ to a sales manager or an exhibithis
tor and he says, “Are you going to have one

A week

later

year?”

Will Hays, master of mass psychology as
taught in the political maelstrom, has put the lessons of his past to the crucial test.
The Christmas season, time of “peace on earth,”
the best of things to men of good will, has been
chosen as the moment to pronounce forgiveness
for Roscoe Arbuckle.
The industry can expect a variety of reactions,
both within and without the fold. The loudest

you a little froth, a few
smiles mavhe as little bunk as possible, and
talkers and the most prolific letter writers in the
You.”
to
Christmas
Merry
“A
ranks of reformers will probably be prominent with
So

this year we’ve given

—

—

their denunciation. Many well-meaning exhibitors
of
and others in the business, without giving constyle
the
in
change
This issue also marks a
sideration
to Arbuckle’s personal plight, will probitself.
page
our editorials and the editorial
feel
that
the lifting of the ban will react harmably
Based on this idea:
screen.
say,
fully
on
the
to
man
If we drop into the office of a film
does
Our personal feelings have undergone many re“Hello,” we are fully aware of the fact that he
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markable changes since the day that the Arbuckle
scene was first set in a courtroom.
Principally because we have tried to keep from
forming any prejudices of our own and to allow
the attitude of the lay public to produce our conclusions.

And it is our sincere conclusion at this minute
that the great masses of the American public harbor no spirit of vengeance towards “Fatty” Arbuckle.
There will probably be many to disagree with
us on this. It can be no more than an opinion so
long as mass psychology cannot be counted,
weighed, and tabulated.
But to our mind, the question of the American
public’s willingness to allow Arbuckle an opportunity to earn a living is entirely separate and distinct from the question of the same public’s later
attraction to the name of Arbuckle on a billing.
That is a matter for the exhibitor to face with
particular reference to the pulse and sensitiveness
of the small slice of the public to which his own

house caters.
Joe Gook says that “Prosperity Dinner” sometimes means Prosperity to the promoters thereof.
In the rush of sending a miscellaneous mass of
news matter through the presses. Moving Picture
World last week carried an account telling of a
“Welcome Prosperity Dinner” announced for the

Hotel Astor, with film men as the chief guests,
speakers and all-around performers.
were sorry to see the story in type ourselves,
because it is our own opinion that the motion picture business has been over-banquetted and “over-

We

speechified.”

The promoters

may be very
do not presume to

of the present affair

We

sincere and enthusiastic.
say.

men

are perfectly willing to put
the front porch if Mr.
Prosperity is coming our way, it is the writer’s
view that at two hundred and fifty dollars a table,
twenty-five a plate, they are also killing the fatted

But while

a

film

“Welcome” mat out on

calf.

Handing back

1922

know because I am running a string from
auditorium size down to village centers.
If it were not for my unusual
buying power
I

and the fact that I am working twenty-four hours
a
day myself I would never get away with it. Now
what is the small town man doing who buys for
only one theatre and often lacks the backbone
necessary to combat the film salesmen?
Film rentals are too high. And the producer
is not getting the money.
It is being eaten up in
the forty to fifty per cent, selling cost.”

Some

exhibitors see

more

film salesmen in a

day

than they do patrons.

We

always have to keep a wary eye on these
exhibitors who talk a melody of “blues” because
any wise theatre man will yield to the temptation
to put in print a talk that will help his individual
price arguments with the salesmen.
Rembusch, however, does not merely argue in
words. He will let you see the books and prove his
point by the figures. His views sum up in several
high lights:

“The public shows its displeasure every time we
attempt a few cents increase in admission price.
They won’t go higher.”
“The war tax is taking just so much money out
of the exhibitor’s end. Mr. Public will pay just so
much for his entertainment, whether it ends up
in Uncle Sam’s pocket or ours.”
“Thousands of houses need new projection machines, painting, and general toning up, but the
exhibitor has not been able to lay a cent aside for
this in years.
astrous.”

“We

The eventual

called General

result

will

Film a trust and

be disfelt

op-

The truth is the pioneers were good business men.
They knew that first of all the customer must make money. The result was that
they made money and the exhibitor made it on a
pressed.

scale that will never again be equalled in this business.”

“The good old days” is a popular song hit in the
picture business as well as anywhere else.

is growing
Rembusch
Frank
every way

Film men looking forward to the New York
Censorship Board dying a painless and noiseless
death are very apt to be disagreeably surprised.

are certain the world

better and better in
enters the office.

30,

more than Mr. Prosperity

a lot

has yet given them^

Whenever you

December

are impressing these words upon a none
too spontaneous typewriter, the thought comes
that no Christmas issue this year can be complete
without reference to the general era of wonderful
pictures, and returning prosperity for producers,

As we

distributors and exhibitors.
Then Frank Rembusch, of Indiana, is announced.
And Frank tells us that we are all wrong.
“The smalltown exhibitor is just getting by,”
says Frank. “And you can’t say much more for
the man in the larger communities.

We feel that censorship in the Empire State is
doomed, but we also know that politicians do not
give up jobs nor will reformers admit defeat without a battle and a real hard one.
Rumblings that we have already heard convince
us that we are making no mistake in warning the
industry that this fight will not be a walkover.
Just a thought that it is well to keep in mind.

JANUARY

Will Hays, in speech before the
Angeles, declares that every
of
Los
Society
Iowa
industry
is growing better and betpicture
day the
ter in every way.
Loud rumblings in the neighborhood of Albany,
N. Y., followed by appearance in Help Wanted Columns of three ads signed “Ex-Censor.”
Continued zero weather lays magnates low with
epidemic of “mysterious trips to Los Angeles.”
Four sales managers decide to look over the Atlanta
territory.

All

box

office records at the Capitol, Rialto, Rivoli,

and Strand, were broken
times.

to smithereens only four

Each.

APRIL

Ditto first paragraph January, February and March prognostications. Ditto last para-

graph January and February.
Milton Mix, prominent film magnate, in exclusive
interview for Moving Picture World, declares that
“the story

is

the thing.”

Milton Mix, prominent film magnate, in interview
exclusively granted to Motion Picture News, announces that “exploitation is the answer.”
Milton Mix, P.F.M., in exclusive interview
secured at great pains by Exhibitors Trade Review,
declares

“The

star

is

the cure for

Milton Mix, P.F.M., etc., ad
Herald, says, “Let’s have less

all

box

office ills.”

for Exhibitors
Bunk in the trade

lib.,

papers.”

FEBRUARY

Will Hays, in a speech before
the Assistant Property Men’s Association, of Jacksonville, Fla., declares that every day the picture industry is growing better and better in every way.

Twenty film magnates suddenly recall the February
of the “flu” year. Twenty panic-stricken film magnates hurriedly take up Doc. Coue.

Joe Glook, prominent executive, announces new
long run record “Only a Mother Could Love Her”
being first picture in history to play Dannenburgh,
MatiNevada, for two consecutive performances.
nee and evening.

—

New advertising manager makes alarming discovery that newspapers give pages of space to baseball,
which does not advertise and interests men only,
with scant treatment for motion pictures big advertisers with millions of followers.
Consternation
in newspaper circles over the discovery.

—

All cash receipts records at the Capitol, Rialto,
and Strand, were smashed to pieces only four
times.
Each.

Rivoli,

Jack Whoozis, press agent for Milton Mix, drops
dead at shock of having his salary raised.

MAY— JUNE— JULY—

AUGUST
Ninetyfour and a half pictures advertised in trade papers
with slogan, “Here’s the wallop that will break the
back of the summer slump!”
Fourteen thousand exhibitors, twenty magnates,
and ten thousand assorted payroll decorators, decide that the picture business has gone to the dogs.
Somebody thinks up a new alibi for a trip to
Europe and twenty magnates book passage.
Twenty sales managers take up fancy diving in
order to keep up or down with the weekly col-

—

—

lection figures.

Heat wave breaks and picture
back from the dogs.

business comes

SEPTEMBER

Never before in the history of
the motion picture industry were so many big,
super, marvelous productions put forth by so many
companies.

MARCH

Will Hays, in speech before the
Step-Fathers Club of Oskaloosa, declares that every
day the picture industry is growing better and better
in every way.
Trade paper editors get their wires crossed and
all run their annual “Percentage” editorial the same
week.
Frantic editors trying to cover up slip a cog and
all follow the next week with their annual editorial
on “Censorship.”
Editors come clean and in closing week of month
one of their number to write four editorials
on “Cooperation and Confidence.”
Ditto last paragraph January and February foreselect

cast.

The exhibitors don’t know what to do about it.
Authoritative Wall Street rumor rumors that fifteen leading film companies are going to merge and
that the new gigantic combine will employ J. P.
Morgan as general manager of the Poster Department.
Authoritative Wall Street rumor authoritatively
denied.

Picture business continues to grow better and betevery way. Not a week passes without four
Broadway box office records being broken, smashed,
and busted.
ter in

OCTOBER — NOVEMBER — DECEMBER
Ditto, ditto, ditto, ditto.

::

—

:

X
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The Magnates Were All Too "Busy to Write Their Oten J^otes, .SV We Had the
Job Bone, With All Bue Apologies, By a Mere Member of the World Staff
Dear Santa
If you find something in my stocking when you crawl down the chimney
don’t get scared.
It’s only a few
dozen of those small theatres you
wished on me last Xmas. Take ’em
back I don’t want ’em. All they ever
got me was hard names, assorted
brickbats and insomnia.
I
have so many great writers,

—

—

greater
I don’t

me

stars,

—and

I

anyhow.

Adolph

and

greatest

directors,

know anything you can

bring

don’t believe in you much
I have more confidence in

of

Jesse Lasky and Sidney Kent.
But you might send me a nice, new,
shiny adjective. “Famous Forty-One’’

Famous Players

was

Zukor

Lasky

great, “Super Thirty-Nine” is
better. Now if you got one something
like “Sizzling Sixty-Six” slip it to me

and

it happy till September.
you know the address of
A1 Black and Steve Lynch you might

keep

I’ll

P. S.

—

If

S.

Kane
of

Associated
Exhibitors

Let the next Norma Talmadge picture pass the “Smilin’ Through” mark.
Let the next Constance Talmadge

keep pace with “East is West.”
Let
the
next
Chaplin
make
“Shoulder Arms” look like a flivver.
Let the next Ince have more thrills
than “The Hottentot.”
And so on, ad infinitum, whatever
that means.
I’m not handing you such a difficult
job at that, Santa, as you will admit if
you’ve read Bill Yearsley’s announce-

ment of

First National’s line-up for
the next six months.
Outside of that, fill my stocking up
with a generous portion of Harmony.
I don’t need it now
got the greatest
Harmony act working around here
now that you ever saw. But a year is
a long, long time, Santa, and you know
;

these co-operative affairs are.
Besides, I’m going to be too busy
making good pictures to have any
time for politics.

Dear Santa
Send me the name of a

Dear Santa
Send me a picture that has

first-run

theatre in New York with the nerve
to run a good picture as long as it will
stand up as they did in Los Angeles
with Harold Lloyd’s “Grandma’s Boy.”
You might stretch that request to
include many other eastern cities
along with New York.
Santa, can you imagine a theatre
that will take a big picture off while
business is still GOING UP?
Well,
that’s what some of these exhibitors
will do just because of “policy.”
Pardon me if I seem to be trying to
sell you, Santa, but selling is my business and I just can’t help it.
Please don’t think I’m a hog when
you see two stockings hanging on my
mantlepiece. I have a double identity
and can use presents two ways for
Associated Exhibitors and Playgoers’

—

Pictures.
If you can keep these identities
straight you’ll be doing better than a
certain bone-headed trade paper editor.

Richard A.

Rowland
of
First

National

how

plug their stockings with those theatres. They believe in Santa Claus.

—

Arthur

Dear Santa

A title with the box-office pull of
“Rich Men’s Wives
A story with the strength and
artistry of “Shadows,”
And the sure-fire melodramatic
hokum of “Thorns and Orange
Blossoms.”
Do that for me, Santa, and I’ll say
you’re almost as good as Benny Schulberg.
That’s saying a lot because
Benny turns the trick without me
writing him foolish letters like this or
hanging my stocking up.
Do that for me, Santa, and I’ll tell
you a funny story. You know. I’ve
told funny stories to ten thousand exhibitors in the United States.
And
they always laughed.
Even when I
was

them for Paramount.
make Ben Amsterdam,
Sam Zierler and Harry Charnas laugh.
I

telling

can even

And they’re hard-boiled.
You know it.

A1

Lichtman
of

Lichtman
Incorporated

'
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At That,
Written

Isn’t the First Time the Signatures Ha-Oe Appeared Under Material
a Typewriter Founder, But the Tress Agents J^e-Oer Kept It to 175 Words

It

"By

Dear Santa
I need your

William

Fox
of

Fox
Films

me

Xmas

mean.

Be sure it’s a radio set that won’t
cough on the word “Percen-

Hodkinson
of

Hodkinson

Company

I

give them a better
you comb the earth take

can’t
if

for

viewers.

Also that of P. A. Parsons.

And anyone
I

have a

And

it.

else

that of the re-

you happen

to meet.

you.

tip for

The other day I saw a letter in
which a fellow asked you for an idea
for a serial to run in fifty-two episodes
and guaranteed to hold up to the end.
Tell him about Pathe News.
If you’re real good to me I may fix
it so that O’Flaherty will put you on
the screen the next time he travels to
Fskimoland.

Elmer
Pearson
of

Pathe

Exchanges

Some of these other film men may
not believe in Santa Claus, but I’ve
seen “Nanook of the North” and I
know there is a Santa Claus.

Just slip me a little legal advice,
Santa, and I’ll be satisfied

was alright for Sammy
to change his name couldn’t
we, individually and collectively, or
Avhatever it ought to be, change our
names to “Warner Brothers?”
It don’t seem to make any difference
If

it

Goldwyn

anymore whether

tage.”

meet

If I can put that message over I
won’t ask you for anything next Xmas.
I won’t need it.
I’ve got the pictures,
got the greatest home office executive

my history, and a selling force
stepping.
Of course, I can put that “Percentage” argument over in the trade
papers, but the editors tell me no one
reads those solid pages of type and it
takes me two pages to tell ’em anything.
If they hear my voice on the
radio they won’t realize how long my
staff in

that

—

my word

or Sam, or

story

1

You
present

slur or

is

is.

But

radio, can I?
li

that

Dear Santa
to be real nice to

give me a radio broadcasting set that will enable me to talk at
one and the same time to the fifteen
thousand more or less exhibitors, er,
I mean, the fifteen thousand exhibitors
more or less, er, you know what I

w. w.

is

drama.

Dear Santa
If you want
this

ask nothing for myself-— all I ask
you fill the stocking of every
exhibitor in the country with
“Plunder.”
I

Please fix it so that the Shuberts,
Erlangers, etc., can build at least a
dozen more Broadway theatres this
Spring and have them all ready for me
next Fall.
I took over the White Way playhouses on a wholesale plan this Fall,
to take care of all my big specials, but
even with all the ticket windows I had
working for me I didn’t have enough.
I suppose you noticed that announcement I made a week or so ago of six
big specials that I have had up my
sleeve all the time and haven’t said a
word about. These are big enough for
Broadway but I ran out of theatres.
So they go right to the exhibitors after
the first of the year.
The New York dramatic critics are
complaining that they have forgotten
the sound of the human voice, so many
of the legit houses are confined to my
silent

i

Dear Santa
help.

I can’t

draw a diagram by

say,

who

it

it’s
is,

“Hello,

Harry, or Abe,

men I
Warner

half the

Mr.

Brothers.”

We

don’t need any of your help this
Santa, we’re hitting on high.
But just to show how generous we
are, if you have any presents to spare
you might slip a few to the poor loco
bird who said five years ago that “My
Four Years in Germany” was just

year,

dumb

luck.

there is anything left after that
hand a lollypop to the gink who
muttered that “Why Girls Leave
Home” was another lucky accident.
showed them how to set a pace
If

We
HOLD

and

IT, didn’t

we ?

H. M,
Warner
of

Warner
Brothers

]1
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6
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he Magnates Were Alt Too "Busy to Write Their Obun J^otes, So We Had the
Job Bone, With All Bue Apologies, By a Mere Member of the World Staff
Dear Santa

Dear Santa

I’m not much at asking for favors,
Santa I usually go after what I want
but if you have to be a good fellow
you might send me a couple more sons
who will develop like David and

—

—

Myron.
suppose you heard about “One
of Love,” and all the boosts
those wise-cracking film men are giving Myron who supervised that knockI

Week

out in its entirety?
And you must
have read that letter Rupert Hughes
Lewis
Selznick
of

Selznick

Company

wrote him ? He knows what he’s talking about that fellow Hughes.
Folks have called me “crazy” lots of
time in this business and I’ve gone
right ahead and “shown them.” Well,

—

the biggest things I’ve

shown them

are

David and Myron.
Things are going so smoothly right
now, Santa, that I got my fingers
crossed .and that makes it pretty hard
to write you a letter.
Besides, with
David and Myron to make the pictures
and Jack Woody to sell them I don’t
see much use for a Santa Claus anyway.

Dear Santa
Send me another Jimmy Grainger.
That would be enough for any good
and
film company to get for Xmas
I’m no hog. So I won’t ask for any-

—

thing

else.

Xmas 1 might have asked
few good pictures, but if
you’ve been reading my ads and the
Associated Press stuff Dietz and
Bonns put over you know that this
year I’m going to be there with all the
good pictures I need. Wouldn’t I have
Any

you

The Boss
is

Shy—

Here’s
Grains'er’s

Photo

other

for

a

an awful nerve to ask for pictures
when I have such whales as “The
Stranger’s Banquet,” “The Christian”
and “Ben Hur” coming along?

you insist, and really must
give me something else you might
Still,

if

drop Valentino in
star in “Ben Hur.”

And
drop
Give

please,

my

Santa,

Holeproof to

PLEASE

don’t

Sammy Goldwyn in my stocking.
Sammy a nice little company of

own to play with. He’s a good boy
but we have more fun playing in our
his

F. J.

GODSOL.

I

know just how you
Xmas any merrier that

don’t

this

can make
it

is

just

naturally going to be, or 1923 any
happier a year than 1922 has been for
Universal.
Why, didn’t the editor of The World
even go out of his way a few weeks
ago in an editorial to register his
admiration at the sustained level of
quality Universal has maintained this

year?

About the only thing I can think of
that would make 1923 any more complete than 1922 would be a good fight.
Gosh, it has been years since I had
a regular two-fisted fight something
that I could really scorch and sizzle
about in those “Straight from the

—

Carl

Laemmle
of

Universal

Company

Shoulder” talks.
If you don’t provide me with any
better subject for argument I’ll have
to present my own by exposing those
bunk Broadway showings and nearfirst-runs. I can tackle that now without having them say I’m jealous my
pictures lick that argument this year,
don’t they?

—

Dear Santa
I

have a hunch that

Claus that sent Louis B.

was Santa
Mayer to me

it

a few months ago with Fred Niblo
and Reginald Barker, so I don’t suppose I can count on you to pay me another visit because it’s Christmas.

But I’m going to hang my stocking
I always hope for the

up, anyway.
best.

And they say
Maybe you’ll

I’m a pretty lucky boy.
slip me another “Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse.”

Mcircus

But don’t start another war just to
give me a pig picture, Santa, I don’:
as kthat much.

Loew

you want to be real good and
crown a few years good work with
glory maybe you can convince that
partner of mine, Nick Schenck, that
the Talmadge girls and Buster Keaton
wouldn’t look bad under the Metro

Pictures

If

banner.
In a year or

so,

huh?

MARCUS LOEW.

of

Metro

::

!

rom

:

Xn6ustrp'8 3Q coders
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At That, It Isn’t the First Time the Signatures Ha-tie Appeared Under Material
Written by a Typewriter Founder, "But the Tress Agents /Metier Kept It to 175 Words
Dear Santa

The

Dear Santa

Xmas

was in this business, Santa, I asked you to fill my
stocking with plenty of good short
first

I

I

Well,

subjects.

You came

for

across.

The next Xmas I asked you to give
me my own distributing machine so

E W
Hammons
of

Educational

Exchanges

suppose every other letter you are

getting, Santa, says “please send
this,” and “please send me that.”

that I could follow up good short
subjects with the right service.
You came across.
Xmas after that I asked you to send
me a few thousand exhibitors who
would be willing to pay real money
for good short subjects.

—

You are coming across with more
and more every day. And you’ve even
thrown in a lot of showmen with sense
enough to feature good short subjects,
beg pardon, my short subjects, in their
advertising.

say you’re good.
haven’t the nerve to ask for any
more. Unless you have an extra large,
super-proportioned case to hold my
growing collection of golf cups.
I’ll

I

Dear Santa
All I want for Xmas

if

you I’m

things that

the shock
just
I

DON’T

too

isn’t

going to

tell

me

much

you some

WANT YOU TO

SEND ME.
First of all, don’t send me any stars
I got a lot of stars from you in my
stocking every past Xmas and gave
them a lot of attention, but when the
!

over I found it was “My
Rose,” “Black Beauty,”
Men Tell No Tales” and pictures like that that got me the money.
The stars are the bunk. I’m after
good stories and box-office angles this
year more than ever.
Also don’t send me any exhibitor
deposit money.
I
don’t need the
money. I don’t need a deposit if the
exhibitor’s name on a contract means
anything, and I don’t want the con

year was

Wild
“Dead

all

Irish

—

tract

if it doesn’t
there vou are.

mean

business.

an A. B.

Just because this

C. in

is

our

first

me the same line of
don’t get the addresses mixed.

can expect many
Xmas presents when I am already set
to open the year with two royal flushes
like “Robin Hood” and “Tess of the
Storm Country.”
if

I

you want to make the new
hundred and sixty-five

year

three

Xmas

days for United Artists just slip
Chaplin in my stocking. Oh,

the

boy

first

Vitagraph

Company

Xmas

tired.

But

of

Dear Santa
is

don’t send us a lot of baby toys. American Releasing is a pretty lusty one
year old infant and I don’t want to
give it any lolly-pops it’s only playing with he-man’s size toys.

don’t suppose

E

Smith

So

every big first-run city in the country.
I don’t mean a set of alphabet blocks,
but booking combinations that will
give the average exhibitor a chance to
show the real big stuff (adv. for me)
and give the producer a chance to get
the money he should.
I don’t like to be mean around Xmas
time, but as far as I am concerned
there are a lot of circuits and some one
man towns that you can forget if you
are extra busy and the reindeers grow
I

Albert

—

I
guess you don’t need to be told
that after looking over the quantity
of top-notch product we hit them with

this Fall.

So the best thing you can do, Santa,
to imagine you are calling on me
back in the old Paramount days give
is

—
presents, only

Just send me about forty like “Timothy’s Quest” for the balance of this
year and fifty more to carry next
year’s September to December period.
What do you think of a twelve month
baby getting one of its offerings right
up there in the select “Big Ten” of
the year ?

Some

baby, eh?

Walter
Greene
of

American
Releasing
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son,

Manager

involving
the love triangle, will be barred
in the future by the Ohio Film
Censors. Such an announcement was

made on December

Wendell

P. Mil-

Manager of Clrenlatleni Dennis J. Shea.
Subscription price: United States and its
possessions, Mexico and Cuba, 81.00 a year;
Canada, 88-50; foreign countries (postpaid),
a year.

Copyright,

1922,

by CJhalmers Pnhllshlng

Company.

15,

at

Columbus,

Ohio, by Vernon Riegel, director of
education, and head of the censor
board. This is one of the most drastic
policies put in operation by the board,
and is one of part of a general policy
for love-making scenes. Riegel said
“We shall be as liberal in our censorship in general, as is consistent with
the proper performance of official duty,
but there will be strict censorship of
pictures involving love-making in the
;

future.”

words are carried out to the
means that most every motion picture comedy or drama will feel the knife,
Riegel’s

If

e(, Advertlslngi

ligan.

810.00

OVE-MAKING scenes,

letter,

it

great majority of films contains
love-making.
This new order comes on the heels of
action of the censors in rejecting several
important pictures in which thousands of
for

the

Copyright throughout Great Britain and
Colonies under the provisions of the Copyright Act of 1911.
(All rights reserved.)
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“Just Like a
Picture of
By

Yeggs Break Into Four and Make
Their Escape
Yuletide yeggs, seeking a little coin
to tide them over the holiday season,
paid their respects during the past

week

to several

moving picture

theatres in Boston and the vicinity, forcing open strong boxes in a half dozen
different .picture houses and making
good their escape with several hundred
dollars in booty.
It appears quite
probable that the midnight marauders
entered the several cities and departed
thence on night freight trains, as the
picture houses, for the most part, were
located near the railroad tracks.
The theatres which were robbed

were the Dudley, Washington street,
Boston the Theatre Comique, Munroe
street, Lynn the Strand, Green street,
Newburyport the Palace, Broadway
and Modern Theatres, Lawrence, and
:

;

;

the Plaza at Salem.

With Warner Brothers
Watt

L. Parker, for the past four years
connected with the Select Pictures Corporation, most recently as advertising manager,
has resigned to accept the position of ad-

vertising
offices
City.

manager

at

No.

of
1600

He assumed

December

26.

Warner

Brothers, -with

Broadway,

his

new

New York

duties Tuesday.

Ferguson

“Outcast.”
It is possible the
latter will be passed with eliminations. Dorothy Dalton in “The Siren Call” was recently
passed after considerable reconstruction.
During the last six months, or since the
row which resulted in Mrs. Evelyn Snow resigning, and Riegel taking charge, the following pictures have been rejected:
in

MARY KELLY

the name of a new picture corporation known as G. H. Haskins
Productions, the “G” is for Grace
This should be a practical tip when you
consider the title of the forthcoming
For
picture, “Just Like a Woman.”
the producer, author and director is a
woman, and in her first picture she
offers her personal conception of a
modern girl. “Just Like a Woman”
will be released by Hodkinson in

^
,

|i

i

Woman,” “The Love Slave,” three chapters
of “The Leather Pushers,” “The Red Peacock,” “The Storm Girl,” “Striking Models,”
“The Weak-End Party,” and “Whose Baby?”
It is possible that the new order by Riegel
has some political significance, because a new

governor goes into

office

January

The new governor, A. V. Donahey,

.1,

1923.

a democrat, while the
present executive. Gov.
Davis, is a republican.
Riegel is a democrat, one of the verj- few held over when

Davis took

New

N

1

“The Alibi,” “The Bootlegger’s Daughter,”
“Father Tom,” “Foolish Wives” (second
time), “Heedless Moths,” “Here Come the
Girls,” “Hypocrites,” “The Knife,” “The Impossible Mrs. Bellew,” “The Law and The

is

office.

Woman,”

I

Boston Theatres Robbed

dollars have been invested.
The two latest
pictures to be rejected are Gloria Swanson
in “The Impossible Mrs. Bellew” and Elsie

First

Organization

is not giving a detailed synopsis of the story
of her picture.
She is endeavoring to obtain a number of individual opinions on the
subject before she discloses her own. The
picture is a comedy drama, light in motive,

and featuring Marguerite de

Mrs.
News

la

Motte.

Goldman Dies

sudden death of Mrs. Montague Goldman, wife of manager of the department of distribution of the FamousLasky Film Service, Ltd., of London, was
of the

received in

New York by

cable

December

19.

February.
figure among proof her twenty-three
years have been spent in gaining a practical
knowledge of the details of picture making.
First, as secretary to Madeleine Travers and
subsequently as an assistant in the editing
and cutting departments of .various companies, she studied the work from different
angles.
“My observations while engaged in the
various studios, convinced me that a large
amount of expense is not necessary to make
an attractive production. I set about my
own production with a definite rule economy. I looked over some of the used sets
in the big studios and decided that with a
little reconstruction, re-tinting and imagination it would be possible to transform them
into something that would look like new.
Since my picture has been completed, it has
been appraised by old-timers in the industry.
I have had the great satisfaction of having
one of the best judges tell me that ‘Just
Like a Woman’ has the appearance of costing two and one-half times what it did
actually cost.”
To inspire public interest in the picture.
Miss Haskins is announcing a contest in
which she will offer $500 to the one who can
write the best story on the title, “Just Like

Grace Haskins

ducers.

The

is

last

a

new

—

a

Woman.’

This

Had

five

is

open

to everyone.

In view of the nature of this contest, she

It

Wrong
|

A

statement to the effect that

the films of certain motion picture
companies, members of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, had recently
been barred from Mexico was
printed, in error, in Moving Picture World’s issue of December
23.

The
Metro

compsuiies named were
Pictures Corp., Warner
Bros.,
Educational
Film
Exchanges, Select Pictures Corp.,
Goldwyn Pictures Corp., Vitagraph, Inc., and Famous PlayersLasky Corp.
It develops, however, that Instead of being barred from Mexico recently, the facts of the case
were that the emb2U*go against

them which had been made
was recently

tive last April,

effeclifted.

:
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Fighting Music Tax

Christmas Greeting
Rembusch Also Leading Movement for Lower Film Rentals

F. J.

of 1922 brings to me, and I am sure it brings to everymotion picture industry, a sense of joy bom of the certain
realization that we are working with each other in a great service
*
to Mankind.
The motion picture has carried the silent call for virtue, honesty,
ambition, patriotism, hope, love of country, and of home to audiences
speaking twenty different languages, but all underst 2uiding the universal
language of pictures; it has brought to narrow lives a knowledge of the
wide, wide world; it has clothed the empty existence of far-off hamlets
with joy; it has lifted listless laboring folk till they have wzJked the peaks
2un street, with laughing lips
of romance and adventure like their own
and healthy hearts; it has been the benefactor of uncounted millions.
To the men and women who eire actually doing this great service of
Motion Pictures I would voice the sincerest appreciation.
To every one in the industry I send Christmas greetings, and the earnest hope that their happiness may be as great as is my gratitude for their
splendid co-operation.
WILL H. HAYS.

C

Rembusch, the Indianapolis exon his arrival in New York this
week announced that he was leading an
exhibitor movement to defeat the music tax
and lower the film rentals. He condemned
certain attorneys who had informed him
that the music tax fight was useless and retaliated by “firing them and getting new
counsel which is prepared to carry on a
F. J.
hibitor,

fight that is certain to eliminate this obnoxious tax.”
His letter to Will Hays on the high rentals

the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors formed a new company with
yourself as president, the theatre owners
rather believed that your purposes were
mainly to bring more wholesome pictures on
the market, and in this work you have well
succeeded. We also hoped that your organization would work for the greater good of
all branches of the industry as you promised
to co-operate with theatre owners in every

“When

that more equitable trade
relations would result between your clients
and the theatre owner and that an era of
economy would result so that prices for pictures would recede so as to conform more
nearly to our box office results, but our experience has been rather the opposite.
“Since the formation of your company picture prices have increased at a gradual and
alarming rate, while the value of picture
product has not Increased, and our box office
Furthermore, some
receipts have decreased.
of your companies have lately instituted
other hardships, such as ‘Block Sales,’ which
compels us to buy and book blocks of pictures at advanced prices, which are unreleased and unfinished, and the quality of
which is unknown, instead of selecting only
those pictures which we wish to buy. We are
also denied the right to cancel, so necessary
to our financial success and the satisfaction
of our patrons, by the selection of suitable
pictures for each particular locality.
“But above all, through the report system
the film companies are giving each other information on their sales to us that enables
producers and distributors to extract every
dollar possible from the theatre owner. This
report system is functioning through the
weekly meetings of film salesmen and ex-

change managers, both in local districts and
This report
the sales heads in New York.
system on sales is so accurate and highly
organized that your companies know almost
to a cent how much can be charged to the
theatre owner for pictures and they invariably take it all. If the film companies owned
our theatres they could not
profits.

The

film

make greater

companies are receiving

every dollar and more over our regular expenses for service and this is unfair.
“The theatre owner is operating- either at a
All this I
loss or barely paying expenses.
have verified in my own case and from other
theatre owners and from Information secured
from the Federal Trade Commission, who are
investigating this industry.
We find that
these conditions prevail everywhere in Amer-

**You

one

in the

M

follows

way possible.
“We anticipated

HRISTMAS

ica.
The public are also vitally interested in
this question because of the high admission
prices which we are obliged to charge.

“The producers are organized and the theowners are disorganized and you are in
a very strategic position as sellers of pictures
against theatre owners as buyers of pictures.
A careful analysis of the situation brings us
to the conclusion that whether unintentionally or surreptitiously your organization is
dominating prices and trade conditions and
really functioning as a highly organized picture monopoly.
As such we must object to
your organization and make every effort to
protect ourselves. I am bringing this to your
notice because I am absolutely sure that you,

atre

if

you were aware of this condition, would

use every means to correct it.
“I originated the ‘Big Man Idea’ when I
proposed Mr. Taft to direct the theatre owners, some three years ago, and I believe the
idea is good if properly directed. However,
it

seems

to

make a

difference

what branch

has the big man, and we have no big man to
champion our side of the case. I believe that
you have no desire to work a hardship on the
theatre owner, through the fact that we are
unorganized and your clients are highly organized.
I shall be very glad to hear your
side of the question, and as the question is
one affecting all theatre owners you can
readily reply openly.”
“P. S.
From very accurate information on
hand we know that the general cost of production has decreased.
Inasmuch that the
cost of film service has increased we naturally believe the film producers are making

tremendous

profits.

we are wrong in this statement then it
high time for producers to institute a
system of economy and get away from the
extravagant production costs.
“The fact that producers are able to continue to buy theatres and wage a double
monopoly is also significant that they are
getting the rewards that should be more
“If

is

fairly divided.”

Know Me, AV^ Says Lee Moran

ewspaper

circles showed considerable interest this week when it
became known that Ring Lardner, the well known humorist, had
decided to enter the sphere of motion picture comedy with his celebrated baseball characters. Lee Moran is the fortunate comedian who has

N

been selected as the ideal protot 5tpe of “Lefty” Keefe.
Lardner has come to the front with startling rapidity in the past five
years and at present commands an unusual follo'wing in the magazine and
newspaper fields. His characters have recently been introduced in cartoons and are already appearing in over a hundred newspapers.
Lee Moran has been a Universal comedy star for years but it is reported that the Lardner subjects are destined for distribution through
other channels, the film rights being controlled by Moran and a newly
formed producing unit.

Will Help the Poor
Paramount

Pep Club to Furnish
Dinners and Toys for Children

Miss F. V. McGovern, chairman of the
Educational and Welfare Committee of the
Paramount Pep Club, has put her original
idea of playing Santa to the poor families
of New York into rapid action by obtaining
from club members the names of unfortunate families whom the club will make
happy on Christmas Day.
The poor children are to receive toys of
every description as well as all kinds of
eatables,
such
turkeys,
as
candy and
dainties, canned goods, etc. Baskets will be
made up by volunteers from among the club

members.
There will be more than four hundred
families in Greater New York that will receive from the Pep Club a substantial
Christmas dinner.

Suit Discontinued
Action Over Alleged Stock M mipula2

tion No'w Out of Court
Justice George V. Mullen of the N. Y. Supreme Court has signed an order discontinuing the suit brought by the Triangle
Film Corporation against Harry E. Aitken,
Roy E. Aitken, Hyman Winnik and Joseph

Simmonds.

The action was one of several that had
been brought in the N. Y. Supreme Court
over alleged manipulation of the stock of
the Triangle corporation while defendants
were officers and directors, and controlling
factors especially the Aitkens in the Triangle corporation. It involved transactions
on the part of the defendants acting for
Triangle with other concerns including the
Western Import Company, which Triangle
alleged caused great losses to the Triangle
Film Corporation.

Two Promotions
John P. Goring, the first man hired by
Claud Saunders when the Paramount exploitation department was launched
three
and a half years ago, has been promoted
to the staff of the Rivoli and Rialto Theatres
where he will have an executive position
For the last year he has been exploiteei
in the Los Angeles’ exchange.
Claud Saunders also announces the appointment of Arthur G. Pickett to fill the
Los Angeles’ post vacated by Goring. Pickett was publicity manager for the Rickard
& Nace string in Phoenix, Arizona.

—
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Thomas

Ince Predicts Big
Boom for Picture Industry

T

homas

H. IXCE, whose latest

feature, “The Hottentot,” will be
National
First
released
by
Christmas Day, believes that the picture industry is in for a boom that will
In an editorial in the Ince publast.
lication, “The Silver Sheet,” edited on

the coast by Arthur MacLennan, Mr.
“There have been booms
Ince writes
in our industry, but just as the boom
days of other industries have slumped
into days of lessened popularity so
have our periods of the unnatural
growth fallen away we had not built
a firm foundation and our periods of
hectic prosperity could not endure.
:

—

“But our day of enduring stabliziation is
This season will see the screen
here.
permanently established!
“I am not concerned with the pessimistic

—
reports of ‘picture-goers’ indifference’ ‘poor
—
—
pictures’ ‘no
productions’ ‘nothing new
new faces’— ‘necessity for mixed programs,’
in

or any one of the countless phrases that are
being uttered by individuals who do not
appreciate the strides we have made in a
few years.
“Such unintelligent mutterings are not
consistent with the evidences to the contrary that are everywhere throughout the
industry,
“Would business men of proved judgment

such as Balaban & Katz launch such a house
as the magnificent ‘Chicago’ theatre in the
face of a possible waning popularity? And
what of Colonel Fred Levy’s new house.

'The Kentucky,’ at Lexington

— —

‘Melba’
Detroit The-

ELMER PEARSON

T

he

motion picture industry deChristmas present
a
serves
this year, and there are many
signs that Santa Claus hasn’t overlooked that fact. The present is arriving on the installmant plan, in the
shape of better quality and more
varied production, with attendance
stimulated accordingly. That the desired effect should follow so closely on
the cause is sufficient warrant for our
settled confidence in the future, and
for a continuance of our efforts to
supply the public with the most attractive examples of screen entertainment.
In claiming its share of credit for
bringing about these improved conditions, Pathe is only reflecting the
spirit of testimonials received from
both exhibitors and patrons throughout the length and breadth of the land.
In the field of comedy alone our efforts
have set several new standards of the
highest exhibitor value both present
and prospective.

Total 110 Days on

Loew

Circuit

Dallas John Kunsky’s new
Gene
Sid* Grauman’s ‘Hollywood’
Roth’s ‘Granada’ in San Francisco the
splendid ‘Eastman’ in Rochester?
“And throughout America and the civilized
world where American-produced pictures
are being shown countless theatres have
been launched during the past few months
all dedicated to the exhibition of motion pic-

Prominent in the news of “Dr.
Jack” bookings is Pathe’s interesting statement of a happy program! solution connected with
showings of the Harold Lloyd
comedy feature under contracts
just made with the Loew Circuit.

tures.

Loew, the statement says,
booked Will Rogers in the three
reel screen drama of humor amd

in

atre

—

—

“Out of the general chaos in the motion
picture industry immediately following the
war with its under-production and later
came a steady growth
its over-production
for our Art-Industry toward a permanent

—

—

foundation. And
during foundation

I

firmly believe this ennow established.

is

“Never before have we had as many big
splendid productions from American producers as are available in this season. Each
producer seems determined to give the best
that it is possible for his organization to
achieve, whether it be spectacle, big drama,
program picture or comedy.
“There is no need today for any individual
connected in any way with the motion picture industry to make apology for a lack
ing booked this season, and there will be
more next year. This situation, alone, is answer

sufficient to

—

“My faithful hope of
my certain knowledge

twelve years ago

is

of today.”

The new feature length comedies of
Harold Lloyd are acknowledged to be at
once the best and the most popular ever
to the picture-loving public.
They
establish Lloyd as the peer of the greatest
living comedy genius, and in comedy creations which compare favorably in form and
human qualit}- with the best popular examples written for the stage. It has been
noted that “Grandma’s Boy” and “Dr.
Jack” are doing more than any recent motion picture productions of any type to influence a better class and more general patronage of the screen. And Lloyd has only
just begun this advanced stage of his extraordinary career.

given

In the too long neglected field of two-reel
comedies we have started a consistent line
of development which has met with hearty
public encouragement.
This is especially
true respecting the outtput of two producing units at the Hal Roach Studios. It is
our purpose to continue the development

of the

comedy

pathos, “Fruits of Fauth,” to play
adl
over the circuit with “Dr.
Jack.” The Rogers picture is announced for the Riadto for the
of December 31. Following
engagement, the Loew theatres will play the Lloyd-Rogers

week
this

program

field.

Fireless Film
If Bill

Passes

realizes the necessity of

a

It’s

by 1925

That or No Pictures

certainly will be tough for exhibitors in
bill introduced in the House by
if a
Representative Sanders, of Indiana, gets
through their guard and becomes law.
prohibited from irnporting,
They’ll be
mailing, shipping, sending, carrying and
transportation of any film that is inflammable, likely to get hot and burst into a
blaze, or, maybe, even get close enough to
that state to sweat a little.
The definition of what may be considered
an inflammable film is drastic. The pictures
running now won’t get within fifty miles of
a railway or post office if the bill passes.
They couldn’t even be carried around in
bomb-proof containers ten miles underground. The bill provides as a penalty a
fine of not more than $1,000 or imprisonment
for not more than one year.
Newlan T. Aliller, State Fire Marshall of
Indiana, asked Mr. Sanders to introduce the
and there it is. Indiana legal talent has
bill
drawn up a brief showing that the bill would
be constitutional if enacted into law.
Inventors are said to be burning the midnight oil to perfect a transparent steel tape
on which the photographed story can be
etched or otherwise impressed in a manner
fully meeting every exigency of the occasion; of course, nothing has been said in the
bill as to whether the new restrictions will
decrease film rentals or otherwise.
Legislation
to
prohibit the interstate
transportation of film that can burn, flare,
flame or otherwise cause heat or illumination has also been asked of Congress by the
executive council of the Fire Marshalls’
Association of North America. A memorial
embodying the resolution was introduced
into Congress by Representative Fuller, of
It

1925

—

Illinois.

velopment of the motion picture industry.
Whether it proceeds quickly or slowly depends largely upon the exhibitor.
The

making

proper and substantial price distinction
between good short subjects and mere fillers, attractive producer profits will result
in tremendous improvement of product.
a

for

Can Move

Exhibitors and the public are coming to
recognize the short subject at its true
worth. Along this line lies the biggest de-

moment he

uninterruptedly

total of 110 days.

any mutterings concern-

ing the one medium of expression that today
entertains and educates millions throughout the civilized world.
“We will have pessimists within and without our industry^ -we may have censors or
arbiters, for one kind or another, but the
screen is established.

More Varied
Films for Xmas Season

By

30, 1922

—the

Better and

General Manager Pathe Exchange, Inc.

December

Phil Masi Dies
Phil Masi,

Maurice

who

has assisted Robert Vignola,

Tourneur,

George Archainbaud and

Edwin Carewe in some of their biggest screen
plays, died December 10 after an illness of one
week. During his career in pictures Masi was
associated with such stars as Mary Pickford.
Elsie Ferguson,

Marion Davies. Clara Kimball

Young and House

Peters.

:
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Federal Support Pledged by
Harding to Hays’ Plan
President Indorses Development of Pedagogic Pictures

U

nqualified

approval

of

the

plans of Will H. Hays, working
Education
National
the
with
Association, to develop pedagogic pictures
for the classroom is expressed this week
in a letter from President Warren G.
Harding to the president of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of

President
Harding pledges the support of the
federal government to the movement

America,

Inc.

My

In

which

Dear Mr. Hays
Your most interesting

hand,

:

concerning
the plans for co-operation between the Moof
tion Picture Producers and Distributors
America., Inc., and the educational leadership
letter

am

pleased,
of the country, is received and
asof course, to note this progress and to
Federal
sure you of the co-operation of the
Department of Education. I am mindful,
I

by your
too, of the efforts being made
of
association for the general betterment
to
pictures which is distinct contribution
the general good.
little
Your letter has prompted me to a
educational
the
about
thinking-out-loud
Fosscreen
value and possibilities of the
inexperience and lack of tech-

my

siblv in
nical information

I shall sound extremely
advance for
amateurish, so I apologize in
might fear to
rushing in where wiser folks

address to the National Educational
greatly; «Association has impressed
films
conviction that the
pecially your
potentiality, despite
represent an educational
how it is to be
that you are not quite sure
precisely of the
been
long
have
I
utilized.
the pursame mind. Unquestionably, for
information the
imparting
merely
pose of
mind is
effective approach to the
^'^Yoiir

most

believing.
the vision; ‘seeing is
“echanically
of what we study rather
rather
zestfully in youth and, therefore,

through

Much
and

futilely,

eSing

might be made dramatically mterwe could see it. Imagine how
would be
the study of geography

if

thrilling

seeing
meant actually touring the world,
and having t e
countries, cities and peoples,
explained by
essential facts about them
gift of being truly
qualified persons with the

if it

inevitable would be the
and
in history
studies
From my
such a plan !

Then imagine how
.

combination

of

geography under
Primary Geography
earliest thumbings of the
seemed to
and the Elements of History it has
could not pe
me that geography and history compartments.
taught properly in separate
to each
They naturally and inevitably belong
Neither can be studied and assimilated
other.
properly without the other.
oneness of
This notion of the fundamental
impressed on almost
these studies was, I think,
were all compelled
everybody by the war.
and students ot
history
of
students
be
to
to realize how
made
were
geography.
either, and how absolutely
little we knew of
of
necessary was a thorough understanding
the great
both if we would truly understand
world.
things that were going on in the
screen could be made
It seems to me that the
our
an effective medium for illuminating
Next to
studies in history and geography.
its
studying geography by seeing the world,
studying
people and its institutions, would be

We

We

with the aid of the moving picture. Next
to studying history by the procedure of living
through its epochs, its areas and its periods,
would be that of seeing its actors and evolutions presented before our eyes.
These things, it has long seemed to me,
might be accomplished by a proper use of the
moving picture. I do not want to be understood
-as assuming that education can or ought to be
made a mere pleasure, a titillation of the fancy,
by making it too easy. I would not by any
means turn the school room into a moving
picture theatre and save the pupil from serious,
hard, disciplining mental effort. On the other

in

it

I

would use the picture as

a

enlist the pupil’s interest in the real
must be involved in acquiring any

means to
work that
education

worthy of the name.
hasten to say that I have no formula
a co-ordination of the printed
page and the picture screen, in the process of
education. 1 have some general ideas, however.
I remember when I was quite young, somebody
put into my hands a copy of Thackery’s
“Henry Esmond.” I read it not merely as an
absorbing interesting story but as a revelation
of the life, manners and institutions of the
early eighteenth century. I found myself hunt;

Let

for

me

effecting

ing for books to illumine further the history ot
I think the reading of that one
that period.
novel did as much to give me a real interest
in the study of history as any other experience
of my boyhood years.
I do not know whether anybody has presented “Henry Esmond” in a screen drama. I do
not even know whether, as a commercial propoI should
sition, it could be thus dramatized.
think it could. Likewise I should think that if
it were done in a series of reels, and if these,
gradually unfolding the story, were interspersed with studies and lectures on the history
of the period, it would constitute an ideal
method not merely of imparting knowledge,
but of inspiring a desire for more of it, to be
gained through further reading and study.
Let me take another of my favorites among
the historical novels. If we are to understand
the present and attempt to conjecture the
future of the world, we need to know a good
The
deal about its backgrounds in the past.
Europe of the later middle ages, of the period
just before and at the beginning of the Renaissance, would be wonderfully portrayed in a
similar series of pictures dramatizing “The
I
do not know
Cloister and the Hearth.”
whether anybody reads “The Cloister and the
Hearth” any more, but I am sure that one
family with which I am pretty well acquainted
would be glad to patronize a combination of
picture serials and really intelligent talks, with
this story as the basis, and with the purpose of
giving a real conception and understanding of
the Europe of that epoch.
The other day there came into my hands a
copy of Irving Bacheller’s “In the Days of
Poor Richard.” You know what it is; an historical novel of the pre-revolutionary and revolutionary period in our country.
I think the
author perhaps overcrowded its pages in the
attempt to introduce about all the great figures
of those times.
saw King George III, as
the incognito spectator of a duel on the outskirts of London we were with Washington at
the siege of Boston and during the campaigns
in New York and New Jersey; we met Hamilton, and John Adams, and Benedict Arnold;
we had a delightful picture of crossing the
Atlantic in an old-time sailing ship; we saw
the war between the Indians and the Whites

We
;

the

great

woods

of

Northwest; we listened

•

to

what was then the
Mr. Adams’ lectures

on the political relations between the colonies
and the mother country, and to General Washington’s expressions of that wonderful, unswerving faith which he always maintained and
which enabled him to lay the foundation of
our republic.
Now, it seems to me such a book, not slavishly reproduced on the screen, but used rather
as inspiration and general theme, might be

made the basis of a most inspiring and illuminating treatment, for educational purposes, of
I may confess that
the revolutionary period.
ever since I read Mr. Trevelyan’s History of
the American Revolution, I have wondered if
some genius of the movies might not arise who
could take Trevelyan’s History, Paul Leicester
Ford’s “Janice Meredith,” Parkman’s Histories
of the Indians, and, now, this Bacheller book
and various others of the same sort, and prepare out of them a combined screen and lecture
presentation of the dramatic things in our
country’s history. Its succeeding chapters, or
reels, or whatever you moving picture people
call them, could be interspersed with studies
and lectures and made to produce a wonderful
impression upon the student’s mind of the
events and their meanings.
It seems to me that I have read recently that
somebody was movieizing Mr. Wells’ “Outline
If I am mistaken I shall take
of History.”
the risk of saying, anyhow, that I think there
must somewhere be a big enough genuis of the
movies to accomplish this, and to make it an
extremely useful work. Along with it I would
like to see Mr. Van Loon’s “Story of Mankind”
handled in the same way. For the school room
and the college, I would by no means confine
the teaching of such subjects to the entertainment and incidental suggestion that the pictures
would provide. I would supplement these with
a great deal of very serious, very earnest, and
perhaps to some people uninteresting study of
books, maps and charts with lectures and a
carefully organized line of collateral reading.
If I have thus far confined myself to the
possibilities of the screen in the study of
geography and history, it is not because I
doubt its usefulness in other directions. I cannot help believing that a properly directed corps
of camera men might make a series of films,
at,
for example, the Bureau of Standards,
which would be of the utmost assistance and
;

inspiration in many scientific studies.
That is
just one suggestion; a score of others, more
or less related, will readily enough occur to
you. I suspect that a competent moving picture
producer who chanced also to be a reasonably
good amateur geologist would have no great
difficulty devising a series of pictures that
would wonderfully illuminate studies in that
fascinating
department of natural science.
Again let me say, I would by no means eliminate the studying; I would at all times keep in
mind that there cannot be real education without those efforts that train and discipline the
mind and develop its powers of analysis and
correlation.
Perhaps these rambling suggestions are with-

out any value at

all in connection with your
Perhaps they will be rather amusing
than useful; at any rate they represent the
general notions of one who feels a real interest
in the thing you are trying to do, and has a
firm belief that somehow it can be done. I hope

efforts.

the co-operation of the

moving

picture people

and the educators may find ways of producing
the results which I know you have in mind.

:
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Hays Gives Arbuckle Chance

Come

to

W

HAYS

ILL

allotting

in

his

repentent sinner. He boldly
challenged the public and announced
he had “given Arbuckle a chance to
make good.” But he supplemented
this announcement with the statement
that this action did not constitute a.
reinstatement.
“The public will decide,” he comgift to a

mented in Los Angeles late this week.
“Mr. Arbuckle repents and has learned
his lesson. He is entitled to a fighting
chance. And permission to make the
best of this chance is hereby given
him.
The public will give the ver-

dict.”

And

jury

—the

—

public is althe ultimate verHowdict will be time alone will decide.
ever, there was jubilation and condemnaThe clergy seemingly arose as a
tion.
But that
unit in opposing Hays’ move.
action did not come unexpectedly, for it
was anticipated on the Coast that with
Hays’ announcement, would come attacks
from the “reformers.”

that

great

ready deliberating.

What

Jesse Lasky of Famous Players Corporation, on the Coast, issued a statement
in which he said that that firm had no intentions of releasing any of the completed
“Fatty” Arbuckle pictures that it has
shelved since the Virginia Rappe incident.
Joe Schenck, Fatty’s pal, who has been
caring for him since he was literally
stripped of every cent he possessed in the
world, is standing by the comedian, and
will take advantage of Hays’ proposition
by giving Arbuckle a “fighting chance” and
putting up the money to finance his productions.
The show world, in general, received

Hays’ announcement enthusiastically. There

was not a
York who

single actor or actress in
did not rejoice with the

New

comother quarters opinion was

But in
edian.
Representative officials of exdivided.
hibitor organizations did not comment on
the press reports, most of them preferring
Others agreed with Hays that
to wait.
“any man is entitled to a fighting chance,”
but they did not care to be quoted or to
make publicly known their identity.
Just what concern will release the proposed

made
that

new Arbuckle
is

with

films

one thing
Joe Schenck

public, but

has

not

been

certain and
piloting him,
for Joe is the
is

Fatty will get a hearing,
Howsort who finishes what he starts.
ever, as Will Hays announced, “the public
will decide.”
The first indication that forces other
than producers and distributors may decide
the fate of Fatty came on Thursday when
the Federation of Women’s Clubs for the
Los Angeles district met and adopted a

motion indorsing

its

Exhibitors Discharged

Back; Protests Raised

Christmas presents did not
overlook the unhappiest and
most repentant man in the film industry.
He injected the true Christmas
spirit in his offerings by “forgiving
and forgetting.” He presented Roscoe
(Fatty) Arbuckle with a real man’s

previous stand taken

shortly after the arrest of the comedian in
San Francisco, in opposing his return to the
screen.
Mr. Hays comment, prior to leaving Los
Angeles for New York to spend his holidays with his family, said that Arbuckle
had “gone straight” and promised to con-

The spirit of Christmas, he added
was not the least factor in the decision.
Mayor Shanks of Indianapolis, and
Mayor Lodge of Detroit, according to press

tinue.

despatches, ordered the chief of police of
their respective cities not to allow Arbuckle films to be shown.
The Milwaukee Federation of Ministers
also opposed the return of Arbuckle to the
screen.
Just what the attitude is in other sections of the country was not clear at press
time.

Cohen on Arbuckle Case
Telegrams Indicate “General Opposition” to Actor’s Return to Screen
Sydney

S.

Cohen has issued the follow-

ing statement:
“We at the national headquarters of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America were much surprised to learn of Will
H. Hays’ move to reinstate Roscoe (“Fatty”)
Arbuckle as a motion picture actor, as the
same was revealed in the articles from Los
Angeles in the newspapers today.
“As Theatre Owners, having the only
direct contact with the public, we know of
no
new developments to change, the
minds of the people on the Arbuckle situation.
As the public alone constitute the
judges of what should or should not appear
on the screens, the American people will determine whether or not they want Arbuckle
films.

the

No

act of

public

mind

any
in

official

this

Los Angeles

can make up

matter.

Is

30, 1922

By Wire

to

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Cleveland, Dec. 21.
All exhibitors except one, arrested

violating the Blue Laws, were
charged on account of a lack of

dis-

evi-

dence.

“Telegrams coming to the national office
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

of the

America

indicate general opposition to the
return of Arbuckle to the screen.
are
now awaiting a more general expression of
opinion in this relation, as the same is being obtained from the public by Theatre

We

Owners

in different states

and

districts.’'

Schnitzer Returns
Schnitzer, vice-president of the Film
Offices of America, returned to the
home office this week from a trip to the
R-C studios in California. Mr. Schnitzer
accompanied P. A. Powers, F. B. O. managing director, to the Coast on a tour of inspection.
Mr. Powers will remain at the
studios for the time being, and will line up
productions for the next year’s schedule for
F. B. O.
J.

I.

Booking

Departments Moved
The

advertising, art and publicity departments of Select Pictures Corporation, for
the past year or so located in the Hooven

Building, 117

W.

46th street.

New York

City,

have been moved to the Select home offices
on the fourteenth floor of 729 Seventh
.\venue.

Logical Production
Center, Says First National

T

he

executive committee of Associated First National Pictures,

Inc.,

ended their Los Angeles meeting on Thursday, December
President Robert Lieber, Secretary-Treasurer H. O.
14, and
Schwalbe, General Manager Richard A. Rowland and Moe Mark have left
for New York.
Messrs. A. H. Blank and E. V. Richards have returned to their respective
homes in Des Moines and New Orleans. Sam Katz is remaining in Los
Angeles for a few days in order to enjoy a short vacation.
Before disbanding the First National officials gave forth the, following
statement
“We have carefully gone over the entire production situation in Los
Angeles, both with respect to our company and others. We have satisfied
ourselves that Los Angeles is the logical production center of the universe
and we have decided that the majority of our pictures will be made in this
officially

city.

“A great many independent stars, directors and producers have submitted propositions to us, many of which are under serious consideration
and a few of which have already been accepted.
“We have decided, however, that we will not make any statement of
our new acquisitions until we return to our home office in New York.
“The outlook for the future of our company, both from a distributing
and exhibition standpoint, is exceedingly bright. We have lined up for our
1923-24 season the greatest nvunber of box office attractions ever assembled under one company’s banner. •
“We want every Independent star, director amd producer to know and
appreciate that Associated First National Pictures, Inc., has been and
always will be, prIncipaJly a distributing and exhibiting company and will
always be receptive to making contractorial relations for high class film
productions.”

I

—

—
December

30,
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Rothacker^Aller Laboratories, Inc.
Hollywood, California

Rothacker Prints actually cost less
in the long run than ordinary prints.
You save and are safe when you use
Rothacker Prints because:
Rothacker Prints represent
is

good

look

in the negative,
better but to wear longer

—

all that
and are made not only to

Proper color values
and combination
but generously

—

tint

-

in

tones are

tints, tones
used judiciously

Every Rothacker Print

is

made on

best quality stock by artistic experts, under
conditions and skillful supervision, honestly directed

—

ideal

Continuity Sheets furnished free on
each subject provide economical and efficient
replacement service

Every Rothacker Print is waxed; and,
no extra charge to Producer, Distributor or Exhibitor

All this, and more,
the screensecurity and business-comfort which goes with our
known

ability, reliability

and

responsibility.

1 rut luuoruiury
with a conscience.

by
Wattersoa R. Rothacker
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Looking Backward—and F orward
By ROBERT VIGNOLA
Director of Vignola Productions

L

ooking
ended,

back over the year just
cannot help but feel
I

prideful that I am a part of this
tremendous influence known as the
motion picture screen. Notwithstand-

ing that we have been maligned by
the )^ellow journals, dragged through
the mire of vilification by certain ladies and gentlemen of constricted menslammed,
otherwise
and
talities,
sloughed, and sledged, we have managed to keep our heads high, our
hearts keen and progress.
The large number of unusually fine pic-

tures that the year 1922 has given t 9 the
world give ample attestation of the ineviIt
tability of the screen and of its destiny.
has proven that it is too big to be kept
down, too deeply intrenched in the hearts
of the public to be destroyed or even halted
we give
in its advancement, only so long as
our best. The future of the motion picture

business

depends

upon

every

man

This is difficult to answer. No one
can foresee with any degree of accuracy
what the future will bring in the way of
screen development. But at the same time
one would be narroiw-visioned indeed to s'ay
that we have reached anything like perfection or that there isn’t room, and much

go?’’

and

w'ho is a part of it, however small
that part may be. Nothing can stop it as
long as we continue to do our utmost to
raise its standards, and we need have no fear
of outside influences as long as we have our
When one considers the adversities
faith.
we have had to overcome and the exceptional pictures that have been produced in
the past year one cannot help but feel proud
of the industry as a whole.
The achievements of the past year having,
been so stupendous, the question naturally
resolves itself “How must farther can we

woman

i

If the
room at that, for improvement.
growth of the past year is any basis of

1923 should see
some forward strides in the screen. Just
what they will be is hard to say, but the
standards will be raised, that’s certain, and
fine though the pictures of 1922 have been,
even
I hope the pictures of 1923 will be

year

the

prognostication,

an industry where progress
cannot stand still and point
must keep moving forward,
to the past.
ever forward, if we are to achieve our
finer.

This

means

life.

is

We
We

destiny.

Another thing which

I

hope the new year

will bring is a basis of understanding between the producer, the distributor, and the
It seems to me that the whole
exhibitor.
due to the fact that the
is
trouble
other fellow’s problems are not underLack of under
appreciated.
or
stood
standing or interest has built up a wall
of suspicion and mistrust which is keeping these three elements of the industiy
from getting together. This year I hope
this wall will be dissipated and that this
triumvirate will patch up all existing dif-

for

ferences
dustrJ^

the

good of the

entire

in-

the

and with

M

of the regulations surrounding the administration of the five per cent,
film rental tax were sought on December 15 by Siegfred Hartman, repre-

senting the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, who
appeared before a board composed of
six assistant solicitors of the Bureau
of Internal Revenue to protest against
the manner in which this tax was
assessed from the time of its inception
to its repeal on January 1, last.

Double Taxation

Hartman

told the board that the
methods followed by the bureau were, in

Mr.

double taxation, in that frequently
the same film paid two or more rental taxes.
He declared that it was not the intention of
Congress to permit double taxation when
the revenue law'S were passed, nor, in ordinary instances, is it the policy of the Bureau
of Internal Revenue to permit double taxation. In substantiation of this contention he
pointed out that the bureau itself, in the case
of many other commodities, has made decisions which would prevent double taxation.
Under the regulations of the bureau the
presumption is that any transaction between a producer and a distributor for films
is primarily leases for exhibition, and that,
therefore, ail such transactions are subject
to the tax. Mr. Hartman pointed out, how’-

effect,

its

own.

many

instances this is not really
may turn out a picture, he said, and sell it to some other company for distribution; that company in turn
may make leases to other persons, and those
other persons may be the ones who really
place the^lms in the theatres for exhibition.
Under the regulations of the bureau the
sale between the producer and the first distributor is taxed, and then subsequent contracts made by that distributor are also
taxed. This same applies to the State rights
method of distribution. It was urged that
the regulations of the bureau should be so
changed as to relieve from taxation the
contracts made between a producer and a
distributor where the distributor is not, in
fact, the distributor who places the films in
theatres for exhibition.
The Board of Solicitors has taken the
case under advisement and will make their
decision known to Mr. Hartman and his
principals wdthin a few days.

ever, that in
the case.

A

producer

Kane Makes Appointments
Kane, president of Associated Exthis week the following
recent appointments as sales representatives,
reinforcing the staffs already at these branches:
Milwaukee, Paul Lawler; Kansas City, J. C.
McClure: Cleveland, R. E. Bishop; St. Louis,
W. M. Light; Philadelphia. R. A. Burdge;
Double “I”, Harry H. Lasker Minneapolis, A.
E. Bernstein and Howard Carey; Buffalo, R.
B. Matson: Milwaukee. H. A. Terry; Dallas,

Arthur

S.

made known

;

C. Berk.

Relativity Film

of Science Will Attend
Screening by Riesenfeld
The news that Hugo Riesenfeld will give

the premiere theatre presentation of the
Einstein Theory of Relativity early next
month at the Rivoli and Rialto is creating
daily a great interest in scientific and educational circles.

Fisk University in Nashville, Tennessee,
has taken such an interest in the picture
that it asked the chairman of its executive
committee, William H. Baldwin, to secure it
for presentation in that city. Mr. Baldwin,
whose office is in New York, visited Nashville recently in the course of his activities,
and found a great interest in the Einstein
film manifested in the university, other
educational institutions as well as among
civic organizations, and was commissioned
to secure the film.

Many
many of

institutions of learning and
the most noted scientists and engineers of the East have expressed a great
interest in Mr. Riesenfeld’s venture, and
have accepted his invitation to attend the
special showing before its public premiere.
The six associates of Prof. Einstein who
were responsible for the production of the
film are
Prof. S. F. Nicolai, Prof. H. W.
Kornblum, Prof. C. Bueck, Prof. C. Santa,
Prof. Rudolf Lammel and Dr. Herman Beck.
Dr. Korblum lectured with the film at three
performances in Berlin, there being no reading text in the production, the picture being
used as a sort of gigantic, animated blackboard.
local

:

ills

screen come into

hibitors,

1922

Many Men

Misleading Reissue

all

Modification of Five Per
Cent. Tax Asked by M. P. P. D. A.
odification

To Show

.30,

.

within the industry cured
the elements that compose it
standing together shoulder to shoulder there
shouldn’t
is no reason why the coming year
see the antagonistic influences from without
put to rout. Then and then only will the

With

December

Charged
Federal Trade Commission Complains
Against Signet Films
The fetitling of an old film and its distribution without adequate indication of the
fact that it is not a new picture is made the
basis of a complaint which has just been
issued by the Federal Trade Commission
against Signet Films, Inc., of New York.
The complaint alleges that some time in
1915, the Intermotion Film Corporation produced a photoplay entitled “The Decoy,”^
which was released through the Mutual
Film Exchange for a number of months and
was widely distributed by that exchange
under that title. In 1920, the negative film
of this photoplay was purchased for the
respondent by one Ness Nagem, at that time
secretary and treasurer of Signet Films, and
on or about November 1, 1920, it is charged
that Signet Films began the distribution of
positive prints of the photoplay to exhibitors throughout the several states under the
title of “The Faithless Sex” without disclosing to the exhibitors that the film was a
reproduction and reissue of the old photoplay, “The Decoy.”
It is alleged that the
advertising which accompanied the film was
worded and designed in a manner calculated
to mislead the theatre-going public into the
belief that the photoplay was a new or
different photoplay.
This, it is charged in
the complaint, was to the prejudice of the
public and of the respondent’s competitors
and constituted unfair methods of competition under the Federal Trade Commission
act.

The respondent has been given

30 days in
with the Commission an answer
writing to the charges in the complaint.

which
in

tp

file

Made Business Head
In line with the redoubled efforts of Pyramid Pictures. Inc., to excel in the field of independent producing, A. N. Smallwood an-

nounces
('“Billy”)

the

appointment

Hurst to the

office

of
William O.
of business man-

ager of his organization.
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Haliday Season would not be comfor

Moving
that

the

Publishers

Picture

our readers

World

and

did

we not

of
feel

realize

to

we hold

for

and friends

the fullest the good wishes

Staff

their continued prosperity and success.

Cold type can express only the words;
but the heart

A

in

the words

Merry

Christinas

is

and a

Happy New Year

—

to

YOU.

when we

To All My Friends: May

1923 Overflow with Prosperity

RUTH ROLAND
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Supervised and personally directed

Norma Talmadge

'THE ETERNAL

RAME

Jackie Coogan

OUVER TWIST
THE

SIN

for

R.OOO

Gijdwyn

FRANK
TWO

and directed William Famum in "TALE OF
'^riTlES>*^
SEES RED,** "RJtt^RS OF
•lES MISER ABLES,’’ "WHEN A
PURPLE SAGE,” and Pauline Frederick in ^^MADAME X,” is wdl asvotber

also supervised

^

MAN

.

ARTISTIC

FINANCIAL

9ucces»es\

.

FRANK
has big plans for 1923!
will

make

screen history

Stupendous features that

—and money for exhibitors

!

I

With

best

wishes of

CHARLES HUTCHISON

*7

K.

.

1

'»

'CASEY JONES,

JR.”

an E<kicatk>nal'Mermaid Comedy featuring Lige Conley
with Peg O'Neill
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AND

& Vitagraph Special with Colleen

NINE"
Moore and Warner

Baxter

Larry Seniors

'THE

in

COUNTER JUMPER'

a Vitagraph

Comedy

'THE OREGON TRAIL"
a

historical picture

Edward Laemmle

is

now

making for Universal

•
(

Leo Maloney

One

in

"HERE'S

YOUR MEN'

of Rathe' s Range Rid^j^'^*'^

'THE KINGDOM WITHIN"
Victor Schertzinger's picture for Hodkinsex^

Bull

Montana

in

"A

PUNCTURED

a Metro

m^.

Comedy

PRINCE’

Shirley

Mason

in

"PAWN TICKET

210/' a

Fox

Picture

*md

—
"ALL

'

n «nT
i.

.

.

ii

I-

THE BROTHERS WERE VALIANT"
a Metro Picture

"~1

Paramount's George Fhzmaurice Production
««

with Betty Compson,' Bert Lyiell and
-.f

•

"KICK IN"

May

l^cA\foy

•

\

——

—

.

Hal Roach

—

pi^esents

Snub Pollard Comedies
Two
Twice
one

as

reelers that are often the true feature of the

long, and twice as

reelers that

good as the old
made comedy famous

The Old Sea Dog;
laughs

show

in this.”

“There are
M. P. World.

a lot of

Hook, Line and Sinker; “A wealth of
good comedy material. Enough laughs to
make it well worth while on any program.”
M. P. World.
The Old Sea Dog; “Mirth provoking.
Has clever gags.” Film Daily.

Hook, Line and Sinker; “Actually
funny, introducing new twists.
Comedy
is rapid and sure fire.”
M. P. News.
365 Days; “You can bank on it to give
It is like all Pathe comedies,
and that’s what counts.”
H. E.
Zeefeld, Lidgerwood, N. D. {Exhibitors'
Herald )

satisfaction.
satisfies,

Pathecomecb^
TRAOS

"®r

MARK

—

Our Gang
Two reels
Little Kids in
Enthusiasm from Exhibitors
“Used ‘One Terrible Day’ with big
Standing

door asked

special

feature.

the

Hyde, Grand, Pierre,

son,
“

»

Communhy

‘Fire

— Jack

“‘Fire Fighters’ is one of best comedies we have
ever seen.
Appeals to all and has a wonderful va-

S.

is

a knockout."

— Chas.

D.

I

—

Theatre, Wesson, Ark.

Fighters’ a good buy.
Tiller.

Clean and amusing.”
Temple, McCook, Neb.
(Quoted in E.xhibitors’ Herald).

Pathecomedy
TRADE

pet duck

“Have shown two ‘Our Gang’ Comedies. Pleased
100%. Best comedies we have found.” J. .M. Ander-

—

Mont.

The

riety of talent.

my

patrons how they
liked the show.
All said ‘Fine’ but not one failed to
mention the comedy. Don’t think there is an exhibitor who has seen this comedy that won't buy them
all.”
Will Stage,
Liberty Theatres, Great Falls,
at

MARK

Comedies
each
Big,

Comedies
Enthusiasm from reviewers

“

‘Young Sherlocks’

as

a

laugh-getter

is

a

corker.

”

is
so spontaneous the high jinks
evolve from the youngsters themselves....
There is also a place on
real humor here.

Fighters’

‘Fire

This series has won praise from daily and trade press.
This picture will delight the kiddies and amuse the

seem
There

grown-ups immensely.’’ M. P. World.
“Third ‘Our Gang’ keeps clean, wholesome amusement at the boiling point. .. .Will appeal to every
P.
mother. .. .Very amusing entertainment.” M.

every e.xhibitor’s program for such wholesome ideas.”

N ews.

should not be overlooked.”

—

—

— M.

to
is

P.

News.

“Third ‘Our Gang’ Comedy

Pathecomedy

is

most enjoyable.

— Film

Daily.

It

— —

—

—

—

Hal Roach Comedies
The stmidard

07 ie- 7^eel C077iedy release

which show the way the
comedy wind is blowing
Little straws

Late Hours; “This

is

irons went wild over

a knockout.

Our

pa-

A. Troyer, Lyric,

it.’’

Rugby, N. D. (Ex. Herald).

Take Next Car;

“Clever comedy business

and funny gags make
taining.’’
Film Daily.

it

—

Soak the Sheik;
Above

the average.’’

amusing and

Stand Pat; “An amusing comedy
gags, bringing

“Lively and

interesting.

Trade Review.

Shiver and Shake; “Plenty of
ber of laughable situations.

kept at the boiling

enter-

Shiver and Shake; “Will provoke a lot of
Fun is fast and furious. An excellent comedy that will please about any audience.’’
M. P. World.
laughs.

point.’’

numTl:e comedy is
M. P. News.
action,

more than average

with clever
laughs.’’

Film Daily.

Out on

Bail; “Audiences will be thoroughly
satisfied with this one, which contains a lot
Motion Picture
of good humorous material.’’
World.

Path^comedy
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Industry Cases Pending
Important

1

Matters Before
Trade Commission

I

Federal

Several cases of considerable interest to
moving picture industry were pending
before
the
Federal Trade
Commission,
Washington, D. C., at the close of the fiscal
year on June 30, last, according to the annual report just submitted to the President.
Among the cases then pending was that
against the Sanger Amusement Company,
in which it was charged with stifling and
suppressing competition.
One of the most important cases ever
taken up by the commission was pending
at the end of the year, that against the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, the
Stanley Company of America, Stanley Booking Corporation, Black New England The-

Graham

.

j
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1

I

;

>
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'
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Sanger Amusement Company,
Southern Enterprises, Inc., Adolph Zukor,
atres,

Inc.,

Jesse L. Lasky, Jules Mastbaum, Alfred S.
Black, Stephen A. Lynch, Ernest V. Richards, Jr., in which charges of unfair methods of competition were made in that the re-

spondents Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, Adolph Zukor, and Jesse L. Lasky had
combined and conspired to secure control
of and monopolize the motion picture industry, and to restrain, restrict and suppress
competition.

Another case, of indirect interest to the
was that against the Chamber of
Commerce of Missoula and its officers, directors and members, and the Northwest
Theatres Company, in which it is charged
that unfair methods of competition were
industry,

:t

'|

I
t|
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resorted

to.

Exhibitors Put

Up Fight

Industry Battles Against Censorship
Before Missouri Constitutional

Convention
Final

efforts
dustry to gain

of the motion picture inimmunity from the possibility of censorship legislation in Missouri by
specific prohibition in the proposed new

Constitution will be made during the coming week at Jefferson City, the state capital.
'

I

The

Constitutional

Convention

is

sitting

as a comrnittee of the whole, arid

is

consid-

ering
I

r

various matters.

man M.

E.

Benton

is

Former Congresschairman of the com-

mittee.

The friends of the screen, led by L
Henson, of Poplar Bluff, and Paul S. Conwell, of Kansas City, are endeavoring
to
have Section 14 of the bill, relating to free
speech, changed to include freedom of the
screen as well as a free press. The commit-

M

has recommended that the section be
permitted to stand as it is in the present
Constitution.
That does not embrace the
screen, having been written in
1876, long
before motion pictures were dreamed of.
tee

Reported to Be Excellent
New Raw

Positive Film Makes
Appearance Here

A new

raw

Its

positive film that advance re-

say is an equal of the best on the
market, is being imported from Italy.
It
is
manufactured by Fabbrica Italiana Lamine Milano, which the name of its factory
in Ferrania, near Genoa.
The plant is said
to be equipped with the most modern faports

_

cilities.

Louis Berizzi, vice-president of the Italian
Discount and Trust Co., New York City, is
president of the Commercial Fibre Co. of
America, Inc., sole distributors of F. I. L.
M. in the United States. G. Zezza is manager of the raw film department of the
Commercial Fibre Co. John A. Kent is handling the

sales,

O
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Growth

Tells of

of

Paramount’s English Business

the

<

IV

OHN CECIL GRAHAM,

J

ing director of the

manag-

Famous Play-

Film Company, Ltd., and Famous-Lasky Film Service, Ltd., the
ers

Paramount organizations,

British

ac-

companied by Mrs. Graham and their
daughter, Dorothy, is in New York on
visit to the home office of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. Mr. Graham will remain in New
York until the first of the year for a

his

annual

the

series
of conferences with E.
E.
Shatter, director of the foreign department, regarding distribution plans for
Paramount pictures in Europe during

the

coming year.

As on other occasions

in

the

last

few

years Mr. Graham has returned to the
United States with the greatest praise for
the development of the motion picture industry in Europe and especially in Great
Britain. The next few years, in his opinion,
promise to bring still greater growth and
prosperity for the industry in Great Britain.
“The outstanding feature of the motion
picture industry in Great Britain during the
last twelve months has been the reduction
in the length of time between the American

and British release dates,” said Mr. Graham.
“The state of affairs which has existed since
the war has steadily improved under the
operations of the law of supply and demand and during the coming year we will
be able to bring our schedule within from

six to eight months of the release date in
one recalls that this
this country.
difference in schedules was often from one

When

two years for a period of several years
can begin to appreciate the changes
that have taxen place abroad.
to

one

“In compliance with the requests made
by some of the first run houses we made
plans some weeks ago for the immediate release of four Paramount productions, ‘The
Young Diana,’ ‘Bought and Paid For,’ ‘The
Good Provider’ and ‘Saturday Night.’ These
pictures have been greeted with the greatest enthusiasm and interest and are duplicating their success in America. ‘Blood and
Sand’ also was shown in the Scala Theatre
to large crowds despite the fact that during
the run London was experiencing one of
its worst fogs of the year.

“The British showmen are showing a constantly increasing interest in exploitation.
“In France we held the first sales convention of our organization there at the same
time as the Paramount gathering in Los
Angeles. Sales representatives from all of
the French branches met in Paris to discuss plans for the releasing year and to
make preparations to meet the increasing
Parademands for Paramount pictures.
mount’s French business has shown most
satisfactory gains during the first year of
the organization and the coming year should
Preparations
witness still greater growth.
have been Completed for extensive exploitation of Paramount pictures in Belgium,
Switzerland, Egypt and Morocco during the
coming year.”

Fox, Goldwyn, Universal and
Vitagraph Going Smoothly

F

OX,

Goldwyn,
Vitagraph are

way

and
Universal
getting under

the new exchange buildJersey avenue and
street, Washington, D. C.
Construction of this building was recently completed and the film companies moved
in as soon as possible.
None of the
companies named have completed the
outfitting of their quarters but have
made excellent progress in getting
their offices in shape to handle their
business in an efficient manner.
ing

in

K

New

at

All of the exchanges are so situated
that practically all of the offices and
workrooms are brightly illuminated by
daylight.
Supplementing the natural
light is an extensive system of electric
illumination. The building is as near
fireproof as human ingenuity can

make
One

it.

feature

is

the

all-steel

adjustable

paper racks with which each exchange is
supplied.
Another feature is the driveway
which runs on two sides of the building
and which, with the two streets, makes a
complete circle around which the mail and
express trucks can go to the rear entrances
to the exchanges
to collect and deliver
shipments of films.

Taking the several exchanges alphabetithe first one is that of the Fax Film
Corporation, presided over by George A.
Roberts, assisted by J. Dermody. It is the
largest of them all, both floors of the building, with frontage on both New Jersey Avenue and K Street, is occupied by it. As one
enters this exchange he finds himself in the
exhibitors’ reception room where there are
chairs and tables for the use of visitors.
On either side of this reception room are
the offices.
Next comes the Goldwyn exchange,
located on the second floor at the other end
of the block.
This exchange is presided
over by Walter J. Price.
It is equipped
cally,

throughout with mahogany furniture. Particular attention has been paid to the workrooms.
Mr. Price had the wall locations
changed in order to obtain a better lay-out
and everything is so arranged as to make
for

the greatest efficiency.

Quartered on the first floor of the section occupied by Goldwyn is located the
exchange of the Universal Pictures Corporation.
The Washington branch manager is
Harry S. Brown, who came recently from
Cleveland.
Furniture and fittings are of
golden and quartered oak and very attractive.
The general layout of this exchange
is similar to that of the others.
It has its
two vaults constructed in conformity with
_

new
room and

the

regulations, the projection
operators’ booth, with storage
space beneath the latter for film cans a,nd
fire

cases.

of the four exchanges has features
of its own to fit peculiar needs or the ideas
of its occupants. For instance, in the Universal exchange additional precautions have
been taken to prevent fires in the shipping

The fourth-named exchange is that of the
Vitagraph
Film
Corporation of
which
Eugene Wilson, one of the deans of the
local industry, is manager.
It is already
running like clock-work, and is handling its

and examination rooms.

business expeditiously.

Each

—
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Stereoscopic Pictures

Judge Lindsey Denounces
Censorship as Un-American
ENSORSHIP

of moving pictures
attracting more attention from
public organizations in Ohio than
ever before. This is no doubt, because
the newspapers have been condemning the idea with increasing vigor day
by day. In Cleveland within the last
month, there have been more than a
dozen meetings of organizations where
film censorship was discussed, and in
half of these speakers from other
centers have denounced it.
The Chamber of Commerce, with a big
audience present, listened to J. D. McGuire,
of the National Board of Review, tell about
how it works in Ohio and Pennsylvania.
His talk was illustrated by pictures which
had been barred from these states.
He
was immediately invited, and accepted, to
another meeting which was arranged two
weeks later by the Cleveland Cinema Club.

C

is

Judge Ben Lindsey,
Cleveland

Ad

The tendency

to let the state do too
many things for the individual, to prepare
the path for the youth, when we should
prepare the youth for the path.

“For

reason

this

is

I

Are to be Seen Upon Screen With Aid
of Teleview Device
•After

two years’ experimentation, Laurens
a
young Cornell University

Hammond,

speaking before the
Club, took occasion to tell
in

what he thinks of film censorship, by denouncing it as un-American. He said:
“There is a disposition in the country today toward a dangerous kind of paternalism.

1922

30,

am opposed

to

movie

censorship. It promotes intolerance. Homes,
schools and churches have failed with the
modern youth, and they are seeking false
remedies for their failure, but such things
as censorship, instead of being remedies, are
absurdities.’’

Senator James J. Walker, of New York,
addressed a large gathering at the City Club,
His subject was
Saturday, December 16.
“Censorship 100 Per Cent. Un-American.’’
This address was an answer to one made
last spring to the City Club by Mrs. W. H.
.Sharp, a member of the Ohio Censor Board.

—

graduate, has perfected an electrical invention called the Teleview, and it is now to be
introduced as a theatrical attraction at the

Selwyn Theatre
December 27.

Wednesday,

beginning

The Teleview is an instrument attached to
each orchestra chair and is synchronized in
harmony with special projection machines
as to enable the spectators to see Nature in
solid form instead of pictures on a screen.
In other words, this device introduces to
the world of science and amusement that
which we have been pleased to call stereoscopic movies.
Every seat in the Selwyn Theatre will be
equipped with the Teleview instrument.
Following the opening on Wednesday
evening, December 27, the Teleview performance will be given twice daily, at 2 ‘30 and
8:30.

Elects Officers for 1923
Plans Dinner and Dance to Be Held

Crowds Greet Opening

New

Schenectady Theatre

epresenting

an investment of
more than $500,000, and embodying the last word in construction
and equipment, the State Theatre, of
Schenectady, N. Y., the latest link in
the chain of theatres operated by the
Mark Strand Company, of New York,
was opened last Saturday night under
Lieutenant-Goverideal conditions.
nor-elect George R. Lunn, and many
other notables in the political, theatrical and civic life of the state, were

R

present. From a theatrical standpoint,
the opening of the new house was of
great importance, attracting exhibitors and others associated with the
business, from all parts of the state.
Saturday night’s opening was by invitation

only.

crowds

hour,

Long before the appointed
began

lobby of the theatre.

St.

A

of

assemble in the
Following an organ

to

recital,

beginning at

7.30 o’clock,

and

last-

for an hour, during which time the
house rapidly filled, there was a short over,
ture, preceding a program of entertainment
arranged by Edward L. Hyman, of the
Brooklyn Strand. Edwin O. Weinberg is
managing-director of the house.
The entrance to the theatre is through a

ing

long

marble

lobby

which was

filled

with

many

floral tributes for the opening.
These
included floral horseshoes from the First
National and the F. B. O. and from Joseph
Field, as well as magnificent baskets of
flowers from the Albany Film Board of
Trade, the Associated Exhibitors, Warner
Brothers, and others.
The theatre has a
seating capacity of about 2,200.
The program of the evening was made up of a
music-film entitled the “Arabian Duct,” a
Topical Review, which included a choice bit
from Howe’s Gems of American Scenery, a
solo by Miss Eldora Stanford, a personal appearance on the part of Wesley Barry, who
made a short speech, a comedy entitled
“Fresh Fish” and the feature of the evening, “Grandma’s Boy.”

Louis Theatre Owners to
Join Distributing Company

NUMBER

of the smaller picture

houses of St. Louis and vicinity
are expected to purchase stock
in
the $5,000,000 Theatre Owners’
Distributing Corporation launched in
Chicago December 13 by Sidney Cohen
and his associates.
Joseph Mogler, president of the St. Louis
Motion Picture Exhibitors’ League, and
Fred Wehrenberg, vice president of the
league, attended the Chicago meeting and
pledged themselves to come in.
Mogler
owns three houses, the Mogler, Excello and
Bremen, while Wehrenberg’s houses are the
Cherokee and Melba. Wehrenberg is also
president of the Exhibitors’ Service Exchange, distributors, which is owned by the
proprietors of twenty-seven theatres.

There is a possibility that the St. Louis
exhibitors’ distributing organization will be
taken over by the new national body. An
organizer will come to St. Louis within the
next few days to inform members of the
St. Louis Motion Picture Exhibitors’ League
of the aims and purposes of the new company, and to interest them in the sale of
stock.

in January
.\nnual dinner and dance of the F. I. L.
M. Club will be held January 13 at the Majestic Hotel. The following are in charge of

arrangements W. E. Raynor, Harry Thomas,
Tom Murray, Samuel Zierler and J. Wein:

berg.
.\t a meeting of
the club held at 1520
Broadway, December 13, the following officers were unanimously elected for 1923 Samuel Zierler, Commonwealth, president; William E. Raynor,
Rathe,
vice-president;
:

Henry
Joseph

second vice-president;
National,

secretary;

Rosenbluh, Fox, treasurer; Harry
Thomas, .\rrow, master of ceremonies.
Louis

Comes East on Trip
Myron

Selznick, president of Selzniclc
Pictures Corporation, arrived in New York
from the company’s West Coast studios in
Los .\ngeles, Friday, December 22 on a
“Rupert of Hentzau,”
short business trip.
the mammoth production from Sir .Anthony

Hope’s immortal romantic novel, which the
company are producing with a lavishness calculated to make it one of the
greatest sensations of the motion picture
industry to date, and Robert W. Chambers’
“The Common Law,” are both in production
on the Coast, requiring President Selznick’s
most careful attention. His trip east waS
made necessary in connection with these
Selznick

two big productions.

Editor Called to Coast
Pictures
J. McCord, of the Selznick
Corporation’s staff of film editors and cut-

Harold

ters, left New York on Saturday for the
company’s West Coast studios in Los Angeles on call of President Myron Selznick to

in the work now in progress at the
studios on “Rupert of Hentzau” and “The

assist

Mr. McCord’s endeavors
be confined largeR to the editing and

Common Law.”
will

cutting of “The
ing produced.

Wehrenberg and Mogler are very enthuabout the new organization. They

Common Law”

as

it

is

be-

French Agent Here

siastic

say that while a general distribution of pictures will not be attempted before September, 1923, it is possible that some outstanding features may be obtained in the meantime.
Mogler said that conditions are such at
present that it is impossible for outlying
theatres in large cities to pay the prices demanded by big producers for pictures and
show at the present admission prices.

Siegel, Select,
Ungar, First

Jacques Edelsten, general manager of The
Films Erka in Paris, has arrived in New
York on the steamer Paris and will remain
here one week in consultation with Goldwyn
The Films Erka is the representaofficials.
tive of

Goldwyn Pictures

Mr, Edelsten said that

in

France.

his

company had

released eighty-five pictures during the past
thirteen months.

—
December

30,
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Chicago Gets Premiere
of Ince Feature
Thomas
ture

“The

Ince’s big racing picHottentot” a First Na-

Douglas MacLean and Madge Bellamy in the
big roles will have its premiere
showing at the Balaban and Katz
Chicago Theatre, on Christmas
day, and after playing there
Christmas week will be seen during the New Year week at the
Tivoli and the Riveria, also Balaban & Katz houses. The feature
is booked to show at The Strand,
New York, late in January.
tional release with

“The Hottentot” as a stage play
was one of Willie Collier’s greatAl2m Dale called
“Broadway’s Finest.” Allison
Smith in the N. Y. Globe wrote;

est successes.
it

“The Hottentot

is

the funniest

play in years.” Renold Wolf in
the New York Telegraph wrote:
“A thousand laughs in The Hottentot.”

Films Exploit Industries
Department of Commerce Productions
to Enhance Prestige Abroad
Several moving picture films, depicting the
operations of important industries, have
been completed by the Department of Commerce, according to the annual report just
made public by the Chief of the Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
The work in connection with the motion
picture activities of the bureau, for the purAmerican industries
exploiting
pose
of
abroad, was started on January 1, 1922.
Since that time four films have been completed “The Story of a Watch,” “The Story
of an Electric Meter,” “The Story of an
Automobile” and “The Story of Compressed
Air.”
The total cost of these has been
approximately $75,000, this sum having been
expended by the various industrial organizations that have co-operated with the bureau.
The Government was subjected to no expense whatever in the production of the
films, other than the salary and incidental
expenses of the single engineer in charge.
Four other films are under way and will
be released probably within a short time.
They are “The Story of Paper,” “The Story
of Waterpower,” “The Story of Transportation” and “The Story of Steel.”
The films made under the supervision of
the Department of Commerce are to be circulated through the Government agencies

—

foreign countries, as well as to numerous
civic and educational organizations which
have used such films extensively in the past.
The work is carried on under the personal
direction of M. F. Leopold, engineer of the
United States Bureau of Mines, who has
been assigned to the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce by a co-operative arrangement between the two bureaus.
in

“Movies’’ on Train
The Chicago and Alton Railroad will have
picture shows every afternoon on limited trains
between Chicago and St. Louis and return.
George J. Charlton, passenger traffic manager,
says they will rent film like regular exhibitors.
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Kane Sees Big Advance in
Industry During Year 1923

B

asing

optimism partly on the
phenomenal advance made by
his

Associated Exhibitors, Inc., since
he became president of the organization not quite ten months ago, Arthur
S. Kane is enthusiastic in predicting
that the year just ahead will be a
notable one for motion pictures.
“No year ever started under more
favorable conditions than are prevailing at the present time,” said Mr. Kane
“The
in a conversation this week.
answer of the industry to such criticisms as have been launched against it
has been the opening of the 1922-23
season with a far greater number of
outstanding attractions, photoplays
that are meritorious from every point
of view and have proved real triumphs,
than have marked any previous season.
“There is every reason to believe that the
determination to maintain this high standard is fixed and definite. Those of us who
know something of the plans of producers,
and of features which are being projected,
are justified in believing that great attractions will continue to be the rule rather
than the exception. In consequence, I feel
safe in predicting that, not only will the
advance now under way continue, but that
it
will gather impetus as it progresses.
Hence, even were the trend in the entire
business world not in the direction of a
complete restoration of normal conditions
and it is, unquestionably, we in the motion
picture industry would have good reason
to greet the new year in a spirit of enthusiasm.
“When I assumed the active direction of
Associated Exhibitors, last March, I announced that the policy of the organization
was to obtain and release the pick of all
independently produced features; that insistence would be placed on the selection
of absolutely clean photoplays, not only because of our unyielding preference for products that are wholesome and decent, but also
because of the proven superior box office
value of films of this character.

“Associated has never swerved an inch
from these principles and the results have
amply vindicated the conviction expressed
at

that

time.

The

reception

universally

accorded ‘Grandma’s Boy,’ Harold Lloyd^s
first five-part comedy, was impressive evidence of the public’s reaction to such a
policy. This feature scored one of the most
notable triumphs in film history. Not only
did it have a phenomenal run of 19 weeks
in Dr. Breckwedel’s Symphony Theatre, Los
Angeles, but it smashed records in cities,
towns and villages in every part of the
country.
“This passing year witnessed also Florence
Vidor’s elevation to stellar rank by Associated Exhibitors, a move which the public
acclaimed heartily. Each of her features has
brought many recruits to her host of friends
and admirers. Another item on our list of
successes is the series of pictures featuring
Leah Baird, and among attractions introducing other popular players and winning

wide approval have been ‘The Woman Who
Fooled Herself,’ with May Allison and
Robert Ellis; ‘Till We Meet Again,’ with
Mae Marsh, and ‘Breaking Home Ties.’

“
Bill
of
Divorcement,’
starring
‘A
Constance Binney, and just now being released, is typical of the outstanding features
to which I referred a few minutes ago as
making the 1922-23 season notable.

“The early months of 1923 will see the
release of productions by a number of other
stars whom Associated has recently enunder its banner. Madge Bellamy is
preparing to begin the first of a series

listed

now

is Douglas MacLean,
assurance that each of these
artists will produce the finest features in
which either has ever appeared.
Madge
Evans, under the auspices of Edgar Selden,
will produce for us a number of popular
works, starting with Paul Dresser’s ‘On the
Banks of the Wabash.’ With such an array
of talent added to Associated’s already long
list of popular stars, do you wonder that
I face the future with equanimity?
“During 1923, Associated Exhibitors will
traverse the same path it followed in 1922,
but its operations will be on a broader scale
than ever, as these evidences of expansion

of pictures for us, as

and there

is

indicate.”

Introduces Bill Providing

More Theatre Tax Exemptions

R

epresentative clarence
MacGREGOR, of New York, has
introduced a

bill

increasing the

exemption of theatre admission from
the tax provisions of the revenue act
from 10 cents to 25 cents. Mr. MacGregor states that he has introduced
this measure at the request of the
motion picture exhibitors of Buffalo,
which city is in his Congressional district.
He points out that the small
theatres throughout the United States
have been hard hit during the business
depression and the removal of the tax
on admissions of 25 cents and under
would materially assist them at this
time.

Asked

as to

what chances the

have of passage at

bill

would

Congress,
Representative MacGregor points out that it
will depend largely on the support given it
this session of

by the people, and particularly by those engaged in the motion picture' industry. “In
any event,” he declares, “we ought to get
rid of the special taxes on special industries,
as rapidly as possible.
There is no reason
for taxing one industry and not another.
The motion picture industry would be
greatly revived if we could eliminate some
of the taxes levied against it.
I want to
develop sentiment in order to bring the
matter before the Ways and Means Committee with a view to securing hearings on
the measure.
I have asked officials of the
Treasury Department to furnish me with
data as to the difference that would be made
in the Government revenue in the event that

Congress should agree to my bill.
think the motion picture industry
“I
should be assisted all possible, because it is
one of the greatest educational factors we
have, especially with respect to the outlying
districts where the young people of the
various communities can get instruction and
entertainment which they would not otherwise receive, and therefore the industry
should be fostered.”

EDITED BY SUMNER SMITH

A

Christmas Message to Exhibitors

HOULD

S

like to

the Regional News and, Gossip Department be renamed the Exhibitors’ News and Gossip Department?
We’d
have the opinions of exhibitors on this. This is their own department, and shouldn’t it be named for them? We have
‘‘Regional” because the news comes from everywhere in the U. S. A., but that idea seems, to us, really of

used
secondary importance.
What do you think of the new style? We’ve graduated from four columns to three, which means a much more easily
readable page. This will be a permanent feature; it means that this genuine exhibitor department, the first and only
one in any trade paper, is here to stay; that it will continue serving exhibitors to the best of its ability until Gabriel
blows his trumpet.
know from letters already received, that this will be real Christmas news to exhibitors, and
we are proud of it.
Some film folks said exhibitors didn’t give a particular darn for any news but that involving picture values, that
gossipy items about what their brothers are doing wouldn’t be warmly welcomed. Those skeptical persons are proved
all wrong by the reception exhibitors have accorded their department.
knew that would be the case, because in
this day of exhibitor organization and increasing exhibitor strength through organization, the theatre men are vitally
concerned in what their brothers are doing. They have met each other at conventions and know each other as human
beings, not merely as names, and they want at all times to keep in touch with each other.
That is our chief mission here to enable exhibitors to keep in personal tpuch with each other. There are other
missions, not yet fully developed, such as affording exhibitors the opportunity to swap opinions through this department, and they will be realized in due time.
want to take this opportunity to thank exhibitors for the interest in and support of this department. It’s young
but lusty, and we have great hopes for its future. With continued exhibitor co-operation the battle will be to make
it better and better, week after week
and never “good enough.”

We

We

—

We

A Merry

—

Christmas and a Happy and Prosperous

New Year

to

you

all.

Five Theatres Burned in $10,000,000 Oregon Fire
have been turned toward AsOregon, since the magnitude of the
510,000,000 fire, which wiped out the business
district and a portion of the old residence
district over an area of thirty square blocks
was first reported December 8. Messages
of sympathy and aid were sent by naval
All

eyes

toria,

from the Seattle Chamber of Comand like action taken by similar
organizations in other cities. The fire got
beyond control by eating under the pilings
upon which the city is built on the banks
of the Columbia River.
radio

merce,

Astoria, they are eagerly planning the erection of a better city.
In co-operation with
the mayor and leading citizens, who are
planning the immediate erection of a temporary community center, removed a short
distance from the scene of the fire, as soon
as the location is decided upon, Mr. Hamrick will build a temporary Blue Mouse,
seating 1,000, and has promised a finer theatre will be raised out of the ashes of the
beautiful house, so lately opened.
Mr. Hamrick’s message to the people,

which reached them through the medium
of large advertisements in the first papers to
he printed following the disaster, was one
of confidence and co-operation, carrying his
personal pledge of sympathy and faith in
them, and by its simple dignity was carried
far above the plane of an ordin:iry com-

Lookini^ at the terrible disaster from one
trade angle alone, it sums itself up in the
total destruction of live theatres: the Astoria,
a legitimate house; the Columbia, a small
lO-cent theatre, and the new Blue Mouse, the
I.ibertj- and the Star theatres, all owned and
i>per:ited by the Astoria Amusement Company,

mercial advertisement.

which John Hamrick is managing director.
Mr. Hamrick received the news at his
Disposing of important
desk in Seattle.
matters requiring his immediate attention

Mr. McRae, of Issaquah, Wash., is reported to have taken over the Glenn Theatre, formerly operated by R. H. Glenn.

of

took until train time. He taxied to the depot through a blinding snowstorm, arriving
Charten minutes late for the 1 :30 train.
tering another taxi, Mr. Hamrick beat the
train to Tacoma, where he boarded it, arHere he
riving in Astoria in the evening.
learned that due to the prompt and untiring

Reports have been received here of the
total loss through fire of O. Peitrich’s Rex
Mr. Peitrich does
Theatre, Vale, Oregon.
not know at this time whether he will re-

efforts of Arthur Hile, his local manager,
In addiall office records had been saved.
tion, every print was rescued, being moved
four different times to a place of safety.

Parker,

The mechanism out of the Blue Mouse
Simplex machines was also removed to
safety.

Mr. Hamrick

has just returned to SeHe reports that the spirit and courattle.
age of the stricken people is remarkable.
Out of the still smoldering ashes of the old

nothing to the winter experienced by exhibitors in other parts of the Pacific Northwest, according to correspondence received
along the row. Many are complaining that
it
is the coldest winter they have ever experienced in the business.
And many of
the Northwesterners will swim through torrents of rain to see a picture, while one

measly
the

icicle

keep them indoors over

will

fire.

R. L. Ruggles, of the Liberty and Dream
Theatres, Chehalis, Wash., is in Seattle foa couple of days.

For its entire circuit, the Blue Mouse
Theatre Co. has booked the F. B. O. product, consisting of features and comedies,
which include Carter de Haven and Plum
The
Center comedies and Travelaughs.
Film Booking releases will probably be alternated with the United Artists’ product
which has also been booked by the same
circuit.

build.

According to a wire received from

owner

the

of

first

two

It

in

long lines

and the
receipts about equalled
receipts of “Grandma’s
recently showed at the Heilig.

show

in the ninth day,

weeks’
weeks’

four
Boy,” which

the

J.

Majestic, Portland,
in its third capacity

where “Doctor Jack” is
week, patrons were standing
for the last

J.

has been

cold

in

Seattle,

but that

Jack Allender and wife and “Young
Jack” are in Seattle from Spokane for a few
days. Mr. Allender, who operates a circuit,
has again taken over the Liberty in Moscow, Idaho, recently sold to C. A. Coates.

is

R. K.

Dunham was

scheduled to open his

new Rex Theatre, Mount Vernon, Dec
The new house is built upon the site of
old
to

one,

16

the

which was completely demolished

make way

for

it.

It

seats 450.

The Coliseum Theatre management announces the acquisition of M. Jacques Beaucaire

as

orchestra

leader.

—

!
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Is Identified

News and Gossip:
reading your esteemed magazine of December 23, my heart leaped with joy
when I saw on page 716 at the bottom of the sheet, the film beneath which was the
notation “Who can identify the two films shown here?” It brought back to my mind
many pleasant memories, one of which was the excitement of being almost trampled
upon by the horses that could hardly be stopped in front of the camera.
This picture was taken twenty-seven years ago, in 1895, by Messrs. Lumiere, Lyons,
France, and was entitled “The Charge of the French Cuirassiers.” I was the assistant
showed this picture with several others, but always kept this
to the camera man.
with one other, “The Arrival of the Train in La Ciotat,” for the last, as they had the
real punch. The people who sat close to the screen, fell back in the’r seats when the
horses made their mad rush towards them on the screen.
At that time we did not change the program as often as we do today, and 1 showed
these pictures throughout Europe and Asia for three years.
Very truly yours,
Editor, Regional

When

We

F.

General Manager, Palisade Film Laboratories,

Noisy Chicago

Gum

DOUBLIER.
Inc., Palisade,

N.

J.

Chewer
L. O.

Arrested in Theatre

Is
An

well as amusing case
by Judge Jacobs in his police
court last week. Phil Brodsky was arrested
for chewing gum too loudly in a Loop movie
and vaudeville house on the complaint of a
woman. She complained that Philip cracked

Harry Lubliner and Joseph Trinz, of
Lubliner and Trinz-, have closed a contract
with Paul Sternberg and his twenty-seven
piece orchestra for a long time engagement

gum so loudly she could not hear the
music.
After the experts were through
with their arguments, the judge decided to
let the defendant off with a lecture on the
art of silent gum chewing.

This city will have a civic theatre in the
near future, and a strong organization is
being recruited to back up the enterprise.
Donald Robertson will be art director.

was

interesting as

tried

LUKAN

Leaves First National Western District
Management to be General Manager of
John Hamrick Theatre Circuit

Elmer Benesch will soon install a Kimball
organ in the Bell Theatre, and is making
other improvements in the house that will
add to its popularity.

pala<*
his

starting at the

Pantheon on December

Manager Nelson

The new year
Theatre with the
photoplay,

Afill

first

“Broken

open

at

offering

the Chicago
s)f the prize

Chains,”

which

won

the $10,000 prize offered by the Daily News
of this city in competition with thousands
of other photoplays that were entered in the
contest from all parts of the world.

The Ascher Palace Theatre at Peoria is
a unified program of five acts

now showing

of vaudeville and feature photoplays. This
is
a radical departure from the previous
policy of the house and business has been
above expectations.

The liipf event of the week here wa.s the
organization of the Independent Exhibitors’
Association at the meeting: held at the Sherman and now the Row is waiting for the
next move of the eo-operators.

24.

Star Theatre at
Quincy has booked “The Kentucky Derby’’
for a showing, and he expects to do an
S. R. O. business, as Charley Dazey, the
author of the play, is a native son.
of the

Vaudeville as well as films are drawing the
crowds on Roosevelt road. Both the Central Park and Broadway Strand are using

standard vaudeville acts with their photoplays to fill the houses, especially on Sunday and holiday shows.

Charley Cohen has reopened the Colonial
Theatre at Kendallville and made several

improvements

in the

house.

A new theatre and store building will be
erected at Whiting on 119th street, seating
1.000.
Malton and Blakunka are the con-

new

structure.

Another theatre is rumored for the
Rogers Park district, as this is a section of
the city that is growing rapidly and there
is always room for one more.

the

LeGrand

North Clark street and
make some improvements in the house.
on

will

Ainlre^ Karzas, of the W’oodlaivii Theatre,
one of the live houses of the South Side, is
at the head of the eoiiiiiany that opened the
neew Trianon hallrooBii, whieli is considered
one of the tinest dance
*es in this country.
The hoys are puIliBii;- strona* for the

new

success of the

Andy, Gump

is

enterprise.

coming

into h's

own

in

the

movies, as a company has been formed by
Sam Van Ronkel, Charles Sincere and

Harry

C.

Gump

in

offices

at

Levinson under the name of The
the Movies Corporation, with
29 South La Salle street.
The

capital stock

tractors.

William H. Malone is going to build a
new theatre and office building at Park
Ridge of the latest fireproof construction,
and the best equipment will be used in the

Abe Gumbiner has taken over

Theatre

is

$150,000.

Competition among the movie houses at
Bloomington is quite keen these winter
days.
Almost every one is showing some
novelty, musical specialty or presentation
to bring in the crowds.
Last week the
Rialto had a mind reader as an extra attraction, the Castle had illustrated organ recitals, the Majestic had three acts of vaudeville, the Irving strong musical programs
under Director Porter Phillips, and all this
in addition to feature films is going some
for a city the size of Bloomington.

R. G. Liggett Extends Exhibitor Greetings
president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Kansas, and an exhibitor of Kansas City, Kan., has sent out
through the press. Parts of his greetings follow:
•
are thankful the public appreciates the many
“We are thankful for the business we have enjoyed during the past year.
new, modern and luxurious theatres that have been built to educate, edify and amuse the ever-increasing theatre goer.
are thankare thankful for the genful for the rapid strides being made by the producer in perfecting bigger, better and cleaner pictures.
and
adversities
abuses
we
have
suffered. Our silent progress can only be appreeral upward trend of the industry, despite the many
ciated by those who are particularly interested in our efforts and accomplishments.
“The officers and directors of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Kansas will continue in the future, as in the past, to be of
greater service to their fellow members. The coming year will mark the epoch of one of the most constructive programs ever attempted
have hopes and ambitions of building one of the strongest Motion Picture Theatre Owners’
in the history of this organization.
organizations in existence, and to this end we are working.
“In order that we accomplish this achievement it is necessary that we continue to have and hold the undivided co-operation of every
exhibitor. United we stand divided we fall! An injury to one is the concern of all.
“L.et us keep faith in our work; keep our feet on the ground and our eyes on the stars. It is up to us exhibitors to set the pace
the theatre is the barometer and we hold the key to the barometer let’s go
“In closing, I would be veary ungrateful indeed, if I did not extend thanks to the exchange managers for the excellent co-operation
hope for a continuation of their good will and respect.”
they have given our association.

R

G.

LIGGETT,

his greetings of the holidays

We

We

We

—
—

—

We

We

—

M
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Buffalo Exhibitors Elect
A1 Beckerich President
A1 Beckerich, manager of the Loew State
Theatre, Buffalo, X.
lias been elected
president of the Buffalo Theatre Managers’
Association, the membership of which comprises
both the picture and legitimate
houses.
Other new officers are Fred M.
Shafer, manager of the Lafayette Square,
vice-president W. \V. Bradley, of the Joseph H. Schuchert Enterprises, secretarj'
:

;

and treasurer.

The new board

of directors

has the following personnel
Henry Carr,
Shea’s Court Street Theatre; John R. Oishei, Shubert-Teck
Dr. Peter C. Cornell,
Majestic; Jules H. Michael, Regent; Arthur
L. Skinner, \’ictor, and Elmer C. Winegar,
:

:

Elmwood.

president

of

pc'ration,

last

of trustees of Fredonia, N.
Y., has put the ban on Sundaj' shows. The
action followed the reading of several protests from clubs, churches and others and
the protest of the ministers of several of

the town churches.

Herman Lorence, manager

of

vue Theatre, X’iagara Falls, X.

the

'i'.,

Belle-

continues

number

Dominion residents,
he headed his ads, “Royalty Coming!” The
rest of the ads were built with this idea
in

large

a

of

mind.

John Amendola, manager of the AmenNiagara Falls, N. Y., announces that
the stage will soon be moved back to make
room for 400 additional seats, which are re-

dola,

because

the hiiest projection booths in
ButTnIo is that in the I^nfayette Square
where A* A. Geddis is in ooniiiinnd« assisted
by Geo Hilbert and F. C, Stevens. Mr, Geddis has been with M. Slotkin and his house
The booth has
for some fourteen years.
two latest type Simplex projection machines,
Brenkert double lens stereopticon, spotligrhts, its own ventilating system, lavatory.
In fact, it has everything* but the fur-lined
tiany Lafayette patrons have
bath tub.
commended the managenient on the excellent projection.
of

Bruce writes

local friends
to spend

coming “home”

Christmas, at least.

Fennyvessy,
.\.
A..
owner, was in Buffalo

the

greatly

Rochester theatre
visit M. Slotkin,

Herbert N. Birchall, formerly organist at
Elmwood, Buffalo, has been engaged
to play the new organ which has been installed in the Regent Theatre, Dunkirk,
N. Y. The opening recital was given last
Sunday.
the

Atlanta
Sales Harrison, of the Howard, is receiving congratulations on the way
his Atlanta Journal essay contest on the
rival attractions of Rodolph Valentino and
Ramon Navarro has worked for his picture,
"Trifling Women.”
Mr. Harrison
claims that his theatre is playing to a
heavj' masculine business.

Manager De

Manager

accident, failing to stop to aid the injured
man. His identity is unknown. Mr. Walsh
is one of the pioneers in the Buffalo picture w<»rld.

Howard

F. Smith,

Theatre, and

Dewey

manager

of the Palace
Michaels, manager of

the Plaza, were in Chicago last week to
attend the meeting of M. P. T. O. A., at
which the Theatre Owners’ Distributing

Corporation was formed.

damaged the

The

in

loss

Charlie

is

lobbj' of the Imperial

Painted Post, N. Y.,

last

week.

the

Cata-

small.

Hayman, president

of

Niagara Falls,
operating the new Strand and Cataract, has
returned from a trip to New York to look
over some of next year’s product.
ract Theatre Corporation of

T. R. James, of Loew’s Grand,
preparing for the Follies
of which more anon which he will preThe
sent at his theatre early in January.
Grand is playing to its usual good business.

busy

verjf

—

Manager “Pat” Patterson entertained the
Better Films Society of Atlanta recently
at a showing of “Oliver Twist,” and was
rewarded by the unanimous indorsement
of the picture.
There have been women’s fashion shows
with lovely Inns-uid-Iookinj? Indies as models
in Atlanta hut It remained for Manai^er
W. R. Bedell to stage the very first so far
as we know fashion show for men, which
he did in eonnedtion with the showing of
“A Tailor-Made Man,” to the great assistManager
ance of the box-office receifits.
Bedell is a Tech man, and so he was able
to enlist the services of “models” from the
Tech Glee Club, and the “fashions” were
furnished by one of the most escinsive men's
shops in town.

—
—

—

Manager James Jackson’s Tudor Theatre
one of the brightest spots on Peachtree
these days, by reason of the brilliantly illuminated marquee as well as by
his pictures and the attractive theatre itself.
These rainy, cold and dreary afternoons,
when it gets dark about 4 o’clock. Manager Jackson turns on the “juice” in the
marquee-lights and considerably cheers up
the populace with the ensuing warm light.
is

Street

M.

Schine, of the Schine Theatre Enwas a Buffalo visitor last weekHe visited several friends along Film

J.

terprises,

Row.
Charles Smith, of the Shattuck Theatre,
Hornell, N. Y., will give his patrons “Dr.
Jack” as a Christmas present. Mr. Smith
is the first exhibitor in western New York
to secure an approved contract on the new

Lloyd comedy.

to

new State Theatre in SchenecX. Y.. rushed to New York to take
over the work of Max Spiegel, who has
suffered a nervous breakdown.
tarly,

increased

Dave Walsh, manager of the Little Hippodrome, Buffalo, was struck by an automobile last week.
He suffered a broken
shoulder. The driver drove away after the

Theatre
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ing of the

is

end.

Mrs. Bruce Fowler, wife of the former
manager of the Buffalo Elmwood and now
manager of the Indiana Theatre, Terre
Haute, Ind., is in Buffalo and Niagara Falls
for the holidays.
that he also is

of

business.

Fire

One

R. O. at the “Hip.”

S.

put over

some fine ads in the local n.-'i'^papers when
he presented “If I Were Queen.’’ Being
so near the Canadian border and catering
to

week.

Vincent McFaul, manager of Shea’s Hippodrome, Buffalo, is making plans for
Christmas week at this famous theatre.
The feature will be “The Impossible Mrs.
Bellew,” and there will be a jazz band,
special organ music by Albert Hay Malotte and a brilliant stage setting.
Business

quired

The board

Monument Theatre Cor-

the

December

Walter
.Straiul

Ha 3 's,

vice-president of the Markattending the open-

interests, after

Manager W. T. Murray, of the Alamo
No. 2. is proving himself a daring exhibitor.
His theatre has heretofore had a policy of
Recently he held
three changes a week.
over a picture for three days, then for
four and his boldest stroke came this
week, when he booked “The Four Horsemen,” which is about a fifth-run in Atlanta,
“to run as long as it draws the business,”
with a minimum date of one week.

—

John N. Thonin» of the Vaiidette
^ood business— no startlinp news.

^laiiiigrer

reports

Which
^voiild
larly.

n report that a lot of exhibitors
be tickled to death to hand ont reppais

Manager G. M. Phillips, of the Strand.
Atlanta, used a shadow-box and cut-outs to
excellent effect in erecting a lobby display

Man

from Hell’s River” that was
for “The
Manager Phillips has a long
a winner.
line of effective displays to his credit, by
•the

way.

Manager
three

A

Universal Release

AN EFFECTIVE DRAPERY SCHEME FOR “UNDER TWO FLAGS”

did not make too heavy a display, but by separating the flags got a completely dressed lobby with very little bunting and one
cutout.
The house has the advantage of a handsome lobby.

The Albemarle Theatre, Brooklyn,

Darlej’, of the Alpha, is playing
serials a week “The Radio King.”

—

on Mondays and Tuesdays; “The Jungle
Goddess.” on Wednesdays and Thursdays,
and “Buffalo Bill,” on Fridays and Saturdays,
and reports that, while “The Radio King”
is quite popular, he believes that “Buffalo
Bill” is the most popular of the three and
the best drawing card.

:
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Many

Managerial Changes
Reported in Pittsburgh

Several changes in the theatrical firmament are reported from Erie, Pa. J. E.
Rainey has resigned as manager of the Rialto, and John
Sanford has gone from
Wheeling, W. Va., to manage the Erie
house.
Mr. Fordham has been transferred
from the Perry Theatre to the Strand, and
Nick Wagner, formerly First National exploitation man in Pittsburgh, is now managing the Perry.
The last-named two
houses are controlled by the Rowland and
Clark interests.
Florence Elfenbein, well-known Pittsburgh organist, has gone to Erie to officiate at the organ in the Perry Theatre there.
The Riako has disposed of its orchestra,
and hereafter pipe organ music only will
be used.
Bert Newton has been spending much of
his time at Sharon, Pa., since the opening
of the Columbia Amusement Company’s
new Columbia Theatre there. Bert is publicity man for the company, with headquarters

in

they had any luck.

The new State, being built by Frank Fairgraves, is to be opened on Christmas Day.
The State will seat 1,100 and is located on
between Peach and State.
.'\nd we mustn’t forget Fred Gohrs, hustling manager of the Aris Theatre in Erie.
Fred is busier than ever and the Aris is
always crowded.
street,

Lewis Farro, of the

New

Majestic, Bent-

leyville, Pa., has sold his house to Reuben
Soltz, formerly of the Majestic, Fifth ave-

The Majestic is a brand
nue, Pittsburgh.
new theatre which Mr. Farro has never
opened, seating about 500. Mr. Soltz opened
the house on December 18.

Some more Erie news. One evening recently there were so many film people in
the lobby of the Columbia that it looked
like a convention. There was in one group,
O. A. Potter, head of the Columbia AmuseBrown

;

graph

;

W.

E. Minton, house manGoldwyn Miller of VitaHogan of
Coooer of Paramount

ment Company
ager

managing Mr.

Kellj^’s

Superior Theatre

;

of

at

California and Superior avenues. North
Side, Pittsburgh, and ’oegan his new duties

on December 11.
Ralph began many years ago when he conducted the Olympic Theatre at Emsworth,
and then in turn he controlled the destinies
Mt. Washington; Palace,
of the Lyric,
Homestead Strand, East Liberty, and the
American, Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh.
He
was also on the road for the Goldwyn and
A’itagraph exchanges here.
;

Detroit

R. J. LaVoise, who left the Cameraphone Theatre, East Liberty, in October to
be a Washington Goldwynner, has returned
to

former position.

his

Joe Stanson, better known among the film
as “Buck,” is no longer manager of
Ed Harvey’s big theatre at Woodlawn, Pa.
At the present time Ed is taking care of
the management of the house himself.
folks

Charlie Schatz, of the Park and Lyceum
Meadville, is confined to his bed
with a severe cold and touch of influenza.
theatres,

F. C. Smoot, of the Smoot Amusement
Company, Parkersburg, W. Va., was a re-

cent Pittsburgh visitor.
Other recent exhibitor visitors from West Virginia were
Jos. Solomon, of Clarksburg; George Shafer. of Wheeling, and T. J. Gallaher of

Fairmont.

Showmen Uncover
Unscrupulous Practices

Erie.

Harry Thomas and hi.s son, Paul, the exhibitor-druggists of Greensburg, Pa„ have
returned to the drug store and the theatre
after several days in the woods ehasing
deer.
We have not learned whether or not

Eighth

well as having been on the road for local
film houses, is again back in the business
after having deserted it sometime ago to
enter the automobile business.
Ralph is

849

W.

Following the big success of “Shadows,”
an A1 Lichtman production, at the Broadv/ay-Strand Theatre, Detroit, the week of
December 3, one of the most unscrupulous
bits of film practice ever attempted in this
territory has come to light.
A postal card bearing the signature of a
Detroit exchange was sent out to presumably all the exhibitors in this region, as
several of them have already shown the
card to Jess Fishman, manager of the
Standard Film Service, distributors of the
The card was worded
film in Michigan.
as follows
“

the Broadwaybook ‘The
can
terms from us.”
Shadows’ at
Receipt of the card started a storm of
protest and several members of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan bitThe
terly denounced the guilty exchange.
members of the board of directors of the
M. P. T. O. of Michigan are expected to
take some drastic action, inasmuch as it
is
felt that if this occurrence was overlooked, many theatre owners may^ be hood-

‘Shadows’

Strand,

is

pla 5 'ing

You
your own

Detroit.

winked into butnng inferior
bearing similar names.

attractions

S.

McLaren, president

of the

M.

P. T.

Michigan, Claude Cady, of Lansing,
and J. C. Ritter were in Cleveland during
the week of December 11, where they conferred with Sydnev Cohen, president of
O. of

the M. P. T. O. A.

Dave Rennie, 31 years of age, was found
guilty in Recorder’s Court on December 15,
of having hurled the bomb that shattered
the Chopin Theatre, 7320 Michigan avenue,
Detroit, on the morning of May 1, 1S>22.
He was remanded for sentence.
Rennie was blown into the street and his
clothes torn to shreds by the force of the
explosion, which occurred at 6:30 A. M.
passing workman lost the sight of one
eye as a result of the explosion, and another
was hurled across the street by the explosion.
Both of these men were important witnesses for the prosecution.
Stanley’' Oleszkowicz, owner of the the-

A

atre,

had been having trouble with the

Mo-

Machine Operators’ Union over
the employment of his two sons as operators.
Rennie was a picket for the union,
which had protested the theatre owner’s
tion Picture

action.

;

:

Universal; Shulgold of F. B. O.; Sammy
Steinberg of the S. & S. Film & Supply
Company, and J. E. Rainey, former manager of the Rialto at Erie.
D. Wells, owuer of the Spencer TheSpencer, W. Va., is In a serious condition as a result of having been bitten by
He was working in
a copperhead snake.
the attic of his theatre and suddenly felt
a stinging pain in his ankle, but thought
nothing of it until a few minutes later,
when his shoe burst from the swollen foot.
H.

atre,

On December

11, Philip Reich celebrated
thirteenth anniversary at the helm of
the Auditorium Theatre, Me 3'ersdale, Pa.
That’s a long stretch at one house.

his

The Grand

at Somerset, Pa., has been enremodeled and is now under the management of the Ridenour brothers, of the
Photoplay Theatre at Rockwood. Business
is good, the boys
say.
tirely

The Richman Brothers have purchased
the property on which stands the Century
Family Theatre which they are operating
on the North Side, Pittsburgh. The cost
is said to have been $50,389.

Ralph Meyers, one of the old-timers
the

picture

business

in

this

territory,

in

as

A

First National Relea,se

ONE MORE MERCHANDISE HOOK-UP FOR “LORNA DOONE”
First National Exploitation tied up everything from biscuits to baby food, but the
Strand Theatre, Niagara Falls, found one more chance, and! hooked a confectioner
to a special candy in an ornamental box. It won four stills and a card.
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Louis Awaits Erection
of $400,000 Film Building

A five-story building housing a theatre
seating 1,200, seven stores and forty-eight
apartments, will be erected at a cost of
$400,000, on a lot 143 feet by 110 feet on the
south side of Delmar boulevard, 400 feet
west of Limit avenue, in University City,
The purchasers are
a St. Louis suburb.

pictures

Majestic Theatre, Collinsville avenue,
near St. Louis, on the subject. Redmon has
a frontage of 83 by 175 feet. \\ ith an adjoining 50 feet it would be an ideal spot
for a structure of the kind contemplated.
Tentative plans prepared by an East St.
Louis architect call for a 2,200-seat theatre,
containing a balcony and an eight-stor}' hoRedmon has long
tel or office building.
planed to eventually replace the Majestic
He was
with a more modern structure.
the pioneer exhibitor of East St. Louis.
the

The Illmo Amusement Company has added another house to its string, the PrinWallace Akin will take
cess, Macon, Mo.
charge as manager on January 1. The new
owners will spend a few thousands in improvement. Two hundred additional seats
will be installed, giving accomodations for
700.
Akin has been traveling for Select.
His vacancy will be filled by J. F. Duthrie,
who has worked for several exchanges in
this territory, at present being with Vitagraph.

Some of the out-of-town exhibitors .seen
here reeently were J. K. A\TiaIen, Old Monroe, Mo.; R. E. Adkins, Lyric, Elksvilie, 111.;
M. Francis, Lincoln, Charleston. 111.:
K.
Charley Law of Pana, C. Henderson of Paducah, Ky., and Paul Zurilla of Memphis.
Tenn.
Arthur Schoenstadt, owner of the Atlantic
Boulevard Ashland and Brighton Park TheChicago, w'as a St. Louis visitor,
spending two weeks here with friends and
playing golf.
of

L. J. Bulger, of
his theatre to Mr.

Marshall, 111., has sold
Fundis of that city.

Fred C. Ditzenberg, owner of the St. Clair
Odeon, East St. Louis, 111., while booking

The

had

111.,
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The Opera House, Newton, 111., has reopened and will play road shows only. A
local banker is the backer of the venture.
John Pratt,
Callers of the week included
Fulton, Mo.; A. C. Norwein, Bonne Terra;
Elmer Brient, Illinois Theatre, Centralia,
111.; James Lowry, Star Theatre, Highland,
111., and Charles Luttrell, Majestic, Jackson:

has been

purchased by the Illmo Amusement Com-

The name will be
pany of St. Louis.
changed to the Tale Theatre. Lou Wagner,
ville.

have approached Harry Redmon, owner of

office,

December

ville.

now

East St. Louis may have a $750,000 theatre and office building in the very near
Several prominent business men
future.

First National
stolen.

The Main Theatre, Anna,

ter

WalJ. Cohen, Charles S. Bowman,
The
A. Hats and Joseph H. Grand.
theatre will contain a balcony.
The rapid increase in the population of
University City has been the incentive for
the promoters to erect a structure of the
kind contemplated. University City is without a first-class picture house.

the

at

automobile

his

Harry

atre

P

in

charge of the Yale Theatre, Shelbyprobably will take charge of the

111.,

Anna house.
The Illmo Amusement Company, organized a few weeks ago, now has three houses
and

is

dickering for two more.

Its

John Reese, of

street.
is manager of the Macon
The company is spending $2,500 for
improvements to that house, which has been
New projection
closed for two weeks.

Wallace Akin

house.

equipment and 200 additional seats have been
purchased.

Coolness on the part of the attendants
prevented a panic in the Lyceum Theatre,
Poplar Bluff, Mo., December 11, when fire
bro.<e out in the Borth Drug Store, next to
the show.

Someone cried fire when smoke came into
the theatre and for a second it looked like
a panic might result, but the theatre employes quickly took charge and had the
audience of some several hundred file from
the house without any being hurt.
The theatre was slightly damaged. The
drug store was destroj'ed.
out-of-town exhibitors seen along
the St. Louis Picture Rialto during the past
week were R. E. Atkins, Elkville Theatre,
:

Carson T. Metcalfe, Opera
House, Greenfield, 111.; Billy Mueller, Jefferson Theatre, Jefferson City, Mo.; W. A.
Boyd, Louisiana, Mo.
Elkville,

111.;

The Star Theatre, Quincy, 111., has arranged to have Charles T. Daze}q author of
“The Suburban’" make personal appearances
during the run of “The Kentucky Derby” at

Cincinnati

tions

Exploitation Backfired

!

,

j

and the original rumor was that the

Libson, who operates virrun houses in this city.
Frankel, however, has assumed active charge
and will not change the policy.

purchaser was
tually all the

I.

first

The Lyric, a pretentious house located at
a strategic point in the heart of the Vine
street business district, in which McMahon
and Jackson have been running pictures for
the past two seasons, has passed to the control of Ralph Dunbar, who will install his
own company for a season of operatic repertoire, opening Christmas day.
The Lyric
was the home of Shubert road attractions
prior to the McMahon and Jackson incumbency. “The Headless Horseman” is being shown as the final picture.
iron

hand

of

the

Ohio

board of censors is being felt. “The Impossible Mrs. Bellew,” starring Gloria Swanson, was recently cast into outer darkness
by the august body of picture potentates at
Columbus, while last week “The Outcast,”
featuring Elsie Ferguson, came under the
ban.
The latter picture was booked and
heavily advertised by the Palace here for
December 17 opening, but “The Daughter of
Luxury,” with Agnes Ayres, was hurriedly
substituted.

Montana
At

friends.

i

|

Theatre, one of the larger downtown houses, has been purchased by Jules
Frankel, who controls a number of picture
and small time vaudeville houses hereabouts,
Considerable secrecy attended the negotia-

that house. The Universal feature will be
shown for five days commencing December 19. Dazey lives in Quincy.

Joe Hewitt, owner of the Opera House at
Robinson, 111., entertained his old side-kick,
Barney Rosenthal, a few days ago, for the
first time in ten years.
Eighteen years ago
the pair of veterans worked together in the
old General Film Company’s exchange at
Chicago, 111., and although their visits are
often far between they have always kept in
touch by letter or through their mutual

who was

Gifts

Once again the

Among

Mo.,

the

to

houses

are the Yale, Shelbyvilie, and the Yale, formerly the Princess, Macon, Mo. All bookings for the Illmo houses will be made
through the St. Louis office, 3330 Olive

Wellsville,

Missouri Legislature in
November, came in to arrange his programs
for the next three months so he will have
nothing to worry about when he goes to
Jefferson City in January.
elected

the

Broadway

Tue.sday afternoon.
1
O. of Montana,

Theatre,

December

new

unit

Butte, Mont.,
the M. P.
of the national
5,

exhibitor organization, met to elect officers and
perfect the organization. Merle Davis, general
manager of the Ansonia .\musement Company,
was elected president. F. A. Bodecker, of the
Ellen Theatre. Bozeman, was made first vicepresident. and E. Lake, of the Lake Theatre,
Baker, second vice-president. The treasurer is
William A. Woolfall, live Butte exhibitor.
Albert Nadeau, of the Blue Bird Theatre, Anaconda. is secretary. The board of directors is
composed of James H. Rowe, Butte; W. B.
Harding. Dillon E. P. White, LiHngston, and
Rolla Duncan, Billings.
The Montana organization immediately affiliated with the ^f. P. T. O. A. Merle Davis was
elected executive committee member of the
national body.
Over fifty exhibitors registered
at the meeting, which was called to order by
A. T. Moeller of New York, general manager
of the M. P. T. O. A.
;

Mayor Neal, of Oswego, put his foot down most emphatically this past week on
sensational exploitation of motion pictures in his city, with the result that the Schine
Theatre in that town was forced to cancel a showing of “The Outcast.” Furthermore,
the Mayor made it plain that he would not tolerate any such sensational advertising.
The trouble started with a sensational suicide story, hatched up by an exploitation man, who hoodwinked the citizens into thinking that a young girl had drowned
suitcase had been planted on the river bank. In
herself in the river at Oswego.
this was found a young girl’s clothes, her picture and a pathetic letter to her sweetheart
to the effect that she was an outceist and was ending it all. The story of the suicide
quickly spread over the city and was carried "in the newspapers. As soon as it was
learned that the picture entitled “The Outcast” was to be shown at one of the Oswego
theatres, the police got busy.
Many sympathetic women called up the city hall and shed many a tear over the
sad story of the tragic death of the young girl. When found that they had been the*
victims of overdone exploitation, they were Indignant. The affair was called to the
attention of the Mayor, and as a result “The Outcast” was cast out of Oswego.

A

Arthur Hile, formerly manager of the AnAmusement Company, Butte, has wred
Merle Davis of the Ansonia that Mrs. Hile
and son and he are safe at Astoria, Ore., but

sonia

the three theatres are a total loss in the Astoria
fire.
Mr. Hile left Butte this fall to assume
charge of the Astoria division of the John
Hamrick chain of theatres which have their
headquarters at Seattle.

December

30,
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Albany Exhibitors Urged
to

851
ing before Federal Judge Cooper in answer
an indictment charging him with falsifyMr. Reese
ing returns in his theatre tax.
explained that the return had been made
out in wrong form and without an intention
He was fined
of .cheating the government.
to

Watch Film Shipments

one dollar.
Exhibitors in the Albany, N. Y., section
have just received a letter from the Albany
Film Board of Trade, which, if followed,
will go a long ways toward righting a
situation which has existed for some time
past, and which has been a hardship to
more than one exhibitor through the negligence of others in shipping film on time.
It appears that there has been a tendency
on the part of some exhibitors to hold over
film, apparently forgetting that some other
exhibitor probably has the same picture
booked for the next day.
Fortunately
there are not very many such fellows in
the Albany territory, but the few who do
exist are responsible for much of the confusion which the Board of Trade would
like to see cleared away by the first of
the year.
In some instances, exhibitors, forgetting
to ship the film, have blamed the express
or other carriers.
It is expected that the
letter will bring about a remedying of the
condition.

Lewis Fischer, of the Playhouse in Ticonderoga, was in town this week, and
even to the exchanges admited freely that
business was topnotch.
Broff, of the Lyric in Albany, is smiling
these days on account of good
business, and that in face of the holidays.
Mr. Broff has just booked a couple of
serials, “Buffalo Bill” and the “Radio King,”
for early showing.
J.
all

last

did

exceptionally

well

the

week with a Tom Mix
“Do and Dare.” In fact, Thurs-

three days this

special,

day’s receipts were ahead of a similar
Thursday when “Under Two Flags” was

played.

The Castle Theatre in Norwood, N. Y.,
was destroyed by fire last Saturday. The
house was owned by William Greig, who
bought it about two months ago and was
living in apartments above the theatre.
The loss was about $10,000, with $5,000
insurance.

The Avon

in

Watertown, N.

Y.,

admitted

Up

free.

to the present time

have had no

difiienity in

The Leland

in Albany has a cat which
fond of the movies, particularly
those which portray animal life. It is nothing uncommon to see “Tabby” perched on
the arm of some seat, watching a picture
as it passes before her on the silver screen.
In fact, the cat is one of the prized possessions of Oscar Perrin, manager of the

very

house.

Some

best publicity ever seen in
being turned out these days
by Harry Filkins, who runs the Rialto in
Mr. Filkins isn’t a bit parthat village.
tial to any picture and is cashing in heavily
through a little extra work and gray matter
on hi.s part.

Albany exhibitors
obtaining soiiieient

coal to beat their houses.
Soft coal, however, is being used in all of the places, and
according to some of the exhibitors who
like to take a slam at the exchanges, the
coal is worth more than some of the film.
.

The Women’s Club of Albany has just
formed a new department, to be known as
“Better Films,” and will work for better
photoplays. Mrs. Flenry Streibert is chairman of this section. Members are being
asked to make a report on at least one picture a year.
Pictures costing huge sums and requiring many months to make are frequently
injured in their finer portions through
hoodlums who apparently delight in laughing at just the wrong moment. This was
apparent the other night, when “My Friend,
the Devil” was being shown at the Leland.
A stiff fine, or a few days behind the bars
would help to convince such persons that
hundreds of others in an audience, having
paid their admission, are entitled to the full

enjoyment of a picture.
C. W. Reese, a theatre proprietor of Clayton, N. Y., was in Utica this week, appear-

of the

Ticoncleroga

is

Charles Sesonske, of the

Nova Operating

Watertown, featured in an
automobile smashup this week. While his
car was badly smashed, Mr. Sesonske es-

Company,

of

caped injury.

Milwaukee

ran an

“old clothes matinee” this week in connection with the showing of “Oliver Twist.”
The contributions were many and were
turned over to the Salvation Army. Each
child who brought a bundle containing at
least one article that could be worn, was

over

In Ballston Spa, ]V. Y., there Is talk now
of putting in an anti-Sunday motion picture
ticket in the field for the village election.s
next spring. This move is being engineered
hy those who are not satisfied with the recent referendum vote in the village on Sunday movies. Members of the village hoard
will seek re-election next spring, and have
already said to have agree«l to stand or fall
on their action In granting Sunday shows.

is

The Leland

December 6 destroyed the
Eagles Clubhouse in the heart of the downtown district, temporarily tied up one picture house and one- vaudeville theatre, almost a block away.
At the Garden Theatre, Third street and
Grand avenue, managed by Leo A. Landau,
the water that rushed in through an abandoned tunnel reached a depth in the basement of eight feet, according to Henry
All lights in the
Taylor, house manager.
house were darkened when the switchboard
was submerged and only through the combined efforts of firemen and theatre employes was the work of draining accomplished so as to allow the program for the
day to start only several hours late.
Scrub women at work in Ascher’s Merrill
Theatre, managed by Ralph Wettstein, upon
being told what had taken place at the
Garden, only a few doors away, dragged
musical instruments and a valuable curtain
from the low orchestra pit to higher ground
in the lobby.
This precaution proved unnecessary later when it developed that the
tunnel did not connect with the Merrill.
Probably the hardest hit of the buildings
in the vicinity was the Majestic Theatre,
Milwaukee’s skyscraper and home of the
junior Orpheum circuit.
When the lights
Fire which on

were dimmed

in

his

theatre by the water

rushing into the basement, Harry Billings,
manager, resorted to torch and lanterns to
keep his show running. Elevators in the
building were put out of commission and
tenants were obliged to walk the fourteen
floors.

Syracuse decorators are busy at the GrayTheatre, in Gouverneur, preparing it for
the opening early in January.
The house
has' been
undergoing extensive repairs.
Rubber flooring will be used for the main

lin

portion of the house, as well as the lobby.
The house is being run by Flarry Papayanakos.

The majority of .Albany’s theatres have
already assumed their holiday decorations,
those at the Leland and Strand being particularly

attractive.

Still the annual meeting of the Albany
Theatrical Managers’ Association is being
postponed from time to time, and it now
looks as though it would not be held until
some time in January.

Berinstein was up from New
week and closeted at the Colosome time with George Roberts, his

William

York

this

nial for
local manager,

in

eoine over preliminary

plans for the new ^00,000 house which he
will erect at once in Little Falls.
Practically all of the local exhibitors have
their compliments to Edwin Weinbere, through visiting the State, just opened

paid
hi

Schenectady.

CUTOUTS OF LLOYD SOLD “DR. JACK” IN PORTLAND, OREG.
The Majestic Theatre used three, two of which can be seen on the sidewalk while
the third was perched over the box office. We think the sidewalk
signs would
have worked better on the marquise, to supplement the electrics.

r
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Debonair Brooklyn Manager
Dolls Up His Women Ushers
Eddie Hoffman, the deboBair manager at
Loew’s Brevort Theatre, Brooklyn, sprung
All his women
a new one Sunday night.
ushers were dressed in new uniforms, a
light gray set off with pink tassels down
on the side (his own idea by the way), and
he was tickled to death. Ed was also all
set for the occasion by appearing in a
brand new Tuxedo, while in his buttonhole he wore the inevitable white carnation.
He is surrounded by a fine staff and
is a great man to keep a house in order.

Harry Seglin has taken over the Strand
Theatre, corner Washington avenue and
Lincoln place, Brooklyn. This house was
formerly owned by John Whipen. Mr. Seglin has made many changes and has everything running in fine order.
His partner
in this venture is Mr. Pear, owner of the
Avon, Ninth street and Fifth avenue.

Frank Pleseia, who was for many years
connected with the Rose Theatre at 118th
street and Third avenue. New York City,
is

now manager

John’s

of

the Victoria,

Brooklyn.

place,
a bit.

Frank

1368 St.
doesn’t

change
He still has that diamond
horseshoe pin and that big ring he bought
in Harlem and there are no silver threads

among

the gold.

Some years aso when what is now called
North Beach (then Bowery Bay), Bill Stanley had charge of one of the Big Casino’s
The act was knov™ as The Stansome act it was, too. We are
reminiscing about Mill Stanley, manager of
there.

ley.s.

and

the Victoria in 12.*>th Street. Bill’s been in
the show business easily fifty-three years,
and to look at him today one would think
AV’ell, he’s
it was just a few weeks ago.
up there on the job and full of pep, and
there is very little that escapes his eagle
He says that he only had one run-in
eye.
in all

his life

when he got
up on

with any man. and that was
the tiger and the zebra mixed

N'oah.

John Green, who opened the Troy Pal-

who

ace Theatre and

management

afterward took the
Cleveland Theatre on
now in full charge of the

the

of

Pitkin avenue, is
Court Theatre at South Third street, BrookThis house is one of the finest of its
lyn.
size

in

this

part of the city.

avenue, will shortly open
the Atlantic Theatre at 70 Atlantic avenue.

This house will undergo many changes and
it
will be a complete fireproof building.
A large lobby will also be added, and when
completed will cost $15,000.
Bill

manager

Sbeehy,

of

Gates

Theatre,

formed a year ago what is known as Loew’s
Gates Theatre Employes’ Mutual Association,
and on Tuesday night they held their first
entertainment and ball at Trommer’s Hall.
Bnsh«'1ck avenue anti Conway street. Several small affairs had been held, but it was
decided to do greater things, “big time
stuff,” and that's how everything tamed oat.

The

Nostrand

nue near

St.

the strength

Theatre,

Nostrand

the

Windsor. Ontario, the Capitol
Theatre Company of Windsor having taken
over the Loew Theatre there on December
11.
With the change in control, the Loew
house has been re-named the Capital Theatre but it has no direct relationship with
the chain of Capitol theatres operated
throughout Canada by the Famous Players
Canadian Corporation, it is intimated
On the same date the Capitol Theatre
Company also took over the Windsor
Theatre which was previously controlled by
.Mien

field in

Theatres,

Ltd.

Simultaneously,

the

Empire Theatre, Windsor, was closed permanently, those in control of the Empire
being identified with the Capitol Theatre

Company.
The policy of the new Capitol Theatre
management will be to present both film
features and vaudeville with the general
admission for afternoon shows of 16 cents
and that for evening of 37 cents.
The Ijoew Theatre in AVIndsor
only three years afso >vh<Mi

\va«

I>oe\v hon.ses

bnilt

were

erected in London and Hniniltoii, Ontario, th-^
idea beinjjf to split playinip weeks for the
vaude^’llle with London.
The Loew Theatre
at Hamilton was recently acquired by the
Famous Players t^anadian Cori^oratlon, beifiR'
re*nnmed by the latter corporation and hav-

Oral t.'loakey, mana^j^er of the
7'heatre at AA liiiilpeKr, as manager.

ing

t'apitid

Dahn, manager of the Capitol at Regina,
has been made manager of the
Montreal Capitol.
John Hazza, manager of the Capitol at

Sask.,

Calgary, Alberta, is being transferred to
Toronto, the headquarters of the corpora-

Leonard Bishop, treasurer of the
Winnipeg Capitol, has been transferred to
the Calgary Capitol to relieve Manager
tion.

Hazza. H. A. Bishop, a brother, has been
appointed treasurer of the Winnipeg Capitol,
after many years in
railroad work at
Winnipeg.

of

Gilbert Smith, a Winnipeg theatrical man,
has been appointed manager of the Regent
Theatre, Winnipeg, one of the newer houses
of the

Manitoba

capital.

All exhibitors and exchange managers of
Montreal, (|aebec, were scheduled to get together for an annual love feast at Giro’s
Cafe, Montreal, on Christmas Eve. Those in
charge of the annual function were George
Rotzky, manager of the Allen Theatre,
Montreal, Maurice Davis, representing- the
exchanges, and H. M. Hooper. The picture
men are to forget all business for the nonce
and enjoy a real old-fashioned banquet and
cabaret program such as the law prevailing
in Montreal will permit.

—

ave-

Marks avenue, has increased
the orchestra.

Manager Robinson, of Proctors 12Sth
Street Theatre, near Lexington avenue, is a
great believer in exploitation and is the promoter of many novel ideas for the front of
He is always doing something
the house.
that will catch the eyes of his patrons. Just
now he also is helping needy families to have
a Merry Christmas.
“Pop” Fulmer, of the Elite Theatre, 2705
Pitkin avenue, owns and runs that place
with his two sons. ’Member him as one of
Yes, away back when they
the old timers?
used to run the reels in a burlap bag and
start to rewind them on a lead pencil.
“Pop” and his sons have made many alterations both in the place and in the running
of the house, and with his knowledge of the
business and an excellent run of pictures he’s
got them coming.

The Victoryscope Theatre, Montreal, has
been sold to A. Blanchard by J. Astaphan,
former proprietor. This is one of the older
houses in the city.

Indiana
Bloomington’s new picture theatre, the
Indiana, operated by Harry P. Vonder-

Washington, was formally
week with “The Storm” as the
The opening was a huge success,

schmidt,

opened

of

last

feature.

capacity crowds attending each of the two

performances.

The theatre is built of yellow pressed
brick, seats 1,300, has three heating plants
each of which can be operated independently of the other, and is attractively decorated in ivory. The cost of the building
and equipment is estimated at $90,000. Harry
AI. Palmer, of Washington, is managing
director.

The Trifhdrawal of 3Iarous Loew from
Wind «or situl the elosina: of the Empire Theatre there has not occasioned real surprise
because it has been generally argued that
Windsor, with its 4.‘>,0«O population, has been
The .Aliens disposed of the
“over-seated.^’
Windsor Theatre at Windsor some time ago.

announcement has been
Toronto, Ontario, that Sam Garr
has bought back the National Theatre.
Yonge street, from Sol Allen, brother of
Jule and J. J. Allen, who was reported to
have purchased the house some few months
ago. The National is a medium-sized downtown house that has been operated successfully for some years. Mr. Garr has also
purchased the People’s Theatre, Toronto,

The
made

interesting

at

also in the downtown section, for the presentation of pictures and vaudeville.

With the appointment of Oral Cloakey,
former manager of the Capitol Theatre,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, as manager of the new
Capitol Theatre, Hamilton, Ontario, there
have been several other changes in the
management of theatres under the control of
the Famous Players Canadian Corporation.
H. AI. Thomas, general supervisor of theatres for the corporation, who has been the
resident manager of the big Capitol Theatre
in
Montreal, has taken temporary charge
of the Capitol at W’innipeg while

Harry

Petitions asking the enforcement of the
closing laws against owners or
operators of picture theatres in Richmond
were circulated in many of the city’s
churches, Sunday, and it is understood several thousand
signatures were obtained.
The movement is said to be backed by the
Richmond Alinisterial Association. Four picture theatres and one vaudeville theatre

Sunday

Field in Windsor, Ontario
theatre

30, 1922

Leon Greenfeld, owner of the Eden Theatre, 201 Atlantic

Marcus Loew Withdraws from
Marcus Loew has withdrawn from

December

S.

have been operating in Richmond on Sundays without interference for the last 'several years.
It is understood the ministers
intend to submit the petitions to the mayor
and prosecuting attorney with a request that
the law be enforced.

Wabash

bids fair to rival the “Deserted
popularity if someone has the
inspiration to chronicle the Sunday “blue
laws” that are now in force there. As a
sequel to the agitation over the opening of
picture theatres on Sundays, the authorities

Village”

in

have ordered the law enforced in regard to
other business and as a result restaurants
and churches have been the only places open
on the last two Sundays.
William and
Perry Dickson, proprietors of the picture
theatre which caused the rumpus, say they
will not operate the theatre on Sunday as
long as the law is enforced against other
all

businesses.

There
part of

is

already

much “crabbing” on

some of the group which was

the
so in-

on the theatres being closed, and it
believed the Dicksons will soon be able to
give as many shows as they please without
any complaints resulting. 'The ministers, of
course, are much elated over the situation.
sistent
is

December

30,
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identifying matter were all that
sary to obtain the tickets.
proved highly successful.

Revivals Help Yankees Beat

Toughest Show

853

Week of Year

Fire caused

England exhibitors beat the so-called
“toughest show week of the year” by billing
revivals of big productions of bygone days.
Particularly true was this in Boston, Providence^ Lowell and Springfield. In fact, in
the Rhode Island capital, two opposition
houses billed revivals. William Mahoney,
manager of the Rialto, topped his week’s
bill with “Four Horsemen” and much to his
surprise his business on Monday and Tuesday was almost as great as the house record
for that period. A couple of blocks away,
at the

Victory Theatre,

“Way Down

East”

was brought back.
Providence, R. I., exhibitors this week forgot their show business for the time being
to give most of their time to putting over
the annual minstrel show of the Providence
Lodge of Elks, No. 14, at the Elks’ Auditorium.
The committee in charge of the
affair, the proceeds of which will be donated
to the Christmas basket fund for the poor,

was headed by Martin Touhey, manager

of

the Emery Theatre, while William Mahoney,
of the Rialto, was treasurer.

As was exclusively published in this department last week., the Shubert-Majestic
Theatre will revert back to its original
owners, the Emery Brothers, on January 1
and several weeks later will re-open with a
first-run pictnre policy.
The stage will be
renovated and a fifty-piece orchestra Installed.
High class incidental entertainment
will be given to strengthen the picture
showing. William Mahoney will in all probability put on the shows. The house is now
playing Shnbert attractions.

The Victory Theatre on Sunday evening,
December 17, staged a special benefit for the
Providence News’ Christmas fund. Something liVe $700 was realized from the donations made at the door.
“Notoriety” was
held over for the occasion. The theatre was
crowded and several hundred persons were
disappointed in not being able to get into
the house.

Local children’s revues are quite popular
in New England theatres.
These are being
used for box-office attractions with unusual
success. Edward Fay is putting on a “Local
Follies” at Fay’s Theatre, Providence, this
week.
Nothing but local talent is being
used.

“Robin Hood” opened

at the Park Theatre,
night to one of the biggest
and most distinguished audiences that has
ever attended a first night at that house.
The picture is here for an indefinite engagement, its stay depending entirely upon how
long the picture draws paying business.

Boston,

Monday

“Lights of New York,” Fox’s latest melodrama, opened at the Modern-Beacon Monday night. This is a Gordon establishment
that is plugging hokum pictures. Next week
the Ivan Abramson picture, “Wildness of
Youth,” is to be shown.
If
has been definitely decided by the
Providence, R. I., exhibitors that no midnight shows be given Christmas eve, althongh
there is a probability that special shows will
be given after midnight, January 1.

In connection with the very successful run
of “When Knighthood Was in Flower” at
the Park Theatre, Boston, the management
of that theatre has directed attention to the
highly important work done by Edwin
Mochary, the manager of the attraction,
as one of the big factors in this success,
upon him fell the responsibility of refurnishing and preparing the theatre for the
picture’s reception, and the most notable
work he accomplished in this direction was

damage estimated at $60,000
Water street at Gardlast week.
The loss fell on

to the opera house on

Me., late
Russell Amusement Company which
used the greater part of the building as a
picture house, and upon Claude S. Smith &
iner,

New

highly

appreciated by both the management and the public who have thronged
the popular playhouse during its run.

the

Boston picture interests were much interested to learn of the marriage of Jack S.
Connolly, formerly secretary to ex-Congressman William H. Carter of Massachusetts and now assistant to Will H. Hays,
with headquarters at Washington. He has
married Miss Helen Maule of St. Louis,
Mo., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Maule.
They were married at Rockville
by the Rev. John R. Henderson.

the ground floor.

Co., dry

Panic was narrowly averted Friday, De8, when a fire started la the projecting booth at Shea’s Theatre at Fitchburg, Mass. Frank Li. Healey, the proprietor,
.vpoke to the audience in a reassuring manner and quieted their fears, while two of the
city’s firemen, who were attending the show
on olf time, extinguished the flames. Traynor
Brown, the operator, was badly burned about
the face and hands and was sent to the Bur-

cember

bank Hospital.

About 1,000 feet of

film

was

The Strand Theatre of Worcester affected
a tie-up with the Worcester Telegram by
which a coupon clipped from the latter is
redeemable for 5 cents at any matinee, except on Saturday or a holiday, in the purchase of a floor seat. The Telegram is advertising this nickel saving as worth while
in this season of Christmas shopping, and,
incidentally, in calling attention to some
of the notable screen productions
are in prospect at this theatre.

theatre witnessed the theft
and gave cha.se, hut the boys cscapeil. The
missing films, which are valued at 8100, are
of the

“The Bond Boy’’ and “A Matrimonial Boomerang.”

The management of the New Bedford
Theatre is successfully catering to the large
Portuguese population of the Whaling City,
and last week presented before large-sized
audiences the famous Portuguese picture,
“Amor da Perdicano.” This picture is based
on the novel of the same name, written
by Camilo Castelo Branco, who is considered among the foremost of Portuguese
authors. The screen version was made by
the Tnvicta Film, Inc., of Oporto, and its
interpretation and scenic backgrounds were
left entirely in the hands of Portuguese
artists.

last

who had

a store on

Henry .1. Long, formerly an operator at
Haverhill and secretary-treasurer of the
Haverhill union of operators, was arrested
at Springfield last week and returned to
Haverhill to answer to a charge of larceny
of the union’s funds to the amount of 8.‘{00.
He denied his guilt and maintained that
the .shortage in his accounts was due to
his good nature in marking dues of members paid, when they were short of money,
rather than see them ousted from member.sihip

for non-payment.

The motion

picture

as

an adjunct to a

campaign may not be anything
new, but James T. Pureell, candidate for
the Boston City Council, introduced a novelty into his campaign last week by touting the city and giving a motion picture
political

show

in each of the twenty-six city wards.
parade of 125 automobiles, all illuminated
with red flare torches, started from Postoffice Square, in the center of Boston’s
business section.
Included in the procession was a big truck carrying a searchlight and the motion picture apparatus, and
another one carrying a fifty-piece band.
Large crowds turned out at every stop, and
the parade dispersed in Newspaper Row

shortly after midnight.

which

The Rialto Theatre at jVew' Bedford lost
two films by theft recently. Two youngsters
who had attended an afternoon performance
grabbed the film.s, after the performance was
over, and cooly walked off with them. The

On

goods dealers,

A

€lestroyed.

janitor

was necesThe tie-up

Sunday afternoon and evening,

The Norwich Palace Theatre Corporation
of Norwich, Conn., has recently been incorporated under the laws of Connecticut to
operate the Palace Theatre, that city. The
capital stock of the new company is $150,000 and it will commence business with
$35,000.

The incorporators are Abram A. Spitz
of the Spitz Theatre interests. Providence,
R. I. Charles H. Stedman and Herbert M.
:

Leron.

Baltimore
The Metropolitan Theatre, North avenue
at

Pennsylvania, has been completed after

the plans of Otto Simonson & Co., architects, and was opened to the publie on Saturday afternoon, December 16.
The approximate cost, including the entire building construction containing a number of
stores, floor space, bowling alleys and billiard rooms and the theatre equipment,

was $325,000.
The building and theatre project was built
by Baltimoreans with Baltimore capital.

da
another

The officers of the Metropolitan Theatre
Company operating this theatre are: Dr.

Portuguese moving picture, was shown sucThis photoplay was written by
Augiisto de Lacorda, who plays the role
of Pedro Arraes. In addition to the photcdrama, there was a special film showing
the flight of the Portuguese aviators, Gago
Coutinho and Sacadura Cabral, from Lisbon to Rio de Janeiro.

Frederick W. Schanze president
August
Malthan, vice-president; John Ament, secretary, and J. Alan Fledderman, treasurer.

the same
Vida,” (“The
at

theatre,

Storms

“Tempesatades
of

Life”),

cessfully.

The Davlies Theatre,

New

at the

North End,

Dr. Schanze will manage the theatre.
Bernard Depkin, Jr., will direct and stage
the presentation of the shows.
Mr. Depkin is well known as an exhibitor and also
operates the Boulevard. Forest Park, Pimlico and a number of other theatres in

Baltimore.

“One Week

Bedford, was opened to the public the

part of last week under most successful auspices. The initial head-liner was
“Deserted at the Altar.”
$10,000 organ
is one of the many attractions.
Paramount
and First National pictures are to be shown.
latter

A

Manager Perkins

of the Empire TheBedford took advantage of his
showing of “Clarence” to extend a cordial
invitation to every man in New Bedford
beaing the name of Clarence to attend the
Mondaj’ evening performance as his special

atre of

guest.

;

New

Cards, business letter-heads or other

of

Love,”

starring

Elaine

Hammerstein, was the opening attraction. Tr
was continued as a first run attraction f'—
the entire week, beginning December 18.
A private show for invited guests took
place on Friday night, December 15. William F. Broening, mayor of Baltimore, and
his family were present, as well as other
notables.

The

seating capacity of the Metropolitan
and there is a balcony. Thee are
two entrances, one at the corner of No’-th
and Pennsylvania avenues, the other on
North avenue.
is

1,450
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San Francisco’s Film Men
Off to Quiet Wild Ducks
Kaufmann, of the Gem Theatre, Colusa,
was a recent visitor on San Francisco’s
Film Row, and as a result of his report that
wild ducks are so numerous that they disturb
C. C.

Cal.,

the peace of the community, several film exchange managers and salesmen have found that
their presence is urgently required in the Sacra-

mento Valley territory.
Mr. Kaufmann has
purchased the equipment of the Lyric The-

The Hayward Theatre, Hayward, Cal., is
being enlarged and a gallery added.
Shows
are being presented in a temporary location
while the work is under way.
J. J. McNamara, who was building a large
picture theatre at Martinez, Cal., pa.ssed away
recently. He was a newcomer in the amusement business, but was well known in
Martinez.

December
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Eureka, Kas., was another visitor this week.
Mr. Wagner was doing his Christmas shopping
early.

E. L. Balfour, who has the Orpheum
atre at Springfield, Mo., was also a caller.

The-

C. E. Cook, manager of the M. P. T.'O. of
Clair M. Patee, Patee Theatre, Lawrence, Kas.; A. F. Baker, Electric Theatre,
R. G. Liggett, Gauntier Theatre, and M. Van
Praag, Art Theatre, all of Kansas City, Kas.,

Kansas

;

made a trip to Chicago last week. It was
purely a business trip, but they did find time to
visit some of the larger picture theatres in
Chicago.

San Rafael.

atre at

Ed. Stark, of the Opal Theatre, Hollister,
was a visitor in San Francisco early in December.
He remarked that while the name of
this house might seem an odd one, it was, nevertheless an asset, having been used for many

L. R. Crook, for many years with the Turner & Dahnken Circuit and later with the T.
& D. Jr., Circuit, has organized the National
Theatre Sjmdicate and has opened offices in the
Loew Theatre Building, San Erancisco. He
has since sailed for Honolulu on a business

years.

mission.

W. H.

Poole, an exhibitor of Klamath Falls,
Ore., was a recent visitor at San Francisco, arranging bookings for 1923.
fire occurred
recently in his projection room, but the loan of
a machine was secured and shows were presented with but little interruption.

A

A surpri.se party was tendered Kills Arkush
on the evening of December 11 by the manhis Iturlingame Theatre, thirtyfire employes from the four houses in which
he is intere.sted being present. He has theatres at Palo Alto, Redwood City, Burlingame
and San Mateo. The surprise dinner was held
just before his departure on an ea.stern trip
agement of

Recent local visitors were: S. A. Davidson,
has the Princess Theatre, Neodesha, Kas.;

who

Edward

M. L. Markowitz, head of the New York
and San Francisco Amusement Co., which operates the Strand Theatre, San Francisco, has
decided to install a musical comedy company
commencing December 23, but will continue to
make use of moving pictures.

Pantages Theatre, Oakland, Cal., has added
feature pictures to the regular vaudeville show,
the first offering being “Glass of Fashion,” featuring Irene Castle.

The Balboa Theatre
Francisco’s

famous

in

Westwood Park, San

scenic

residential

for the holidays.

will

C. A. Sweeney, who has theatres at Boulder
Creek and Brookdale, Cal., was a recent visitor
at San Francisco and announced that he had
closed his houses for two months, owing to the

owner of the Haight and Coliseum

district,

be formally opened on December 23. The
house is owned by Samuel H. Levin, former

Von Herberg,

rainy weather.

N. Nishioka, owner of the Ryan Theatre,
Fresno, Cal., sailed recently for Japan on a

Alex. Salomon is promoting a project for the
erection of a 1,300-seat theatre at Lodi, Cal.

G.

of

the

Victorian

Theatre,

North Carolina
The

grim

monster,

which

influenza,

stalked throughout the land with such disastrous results in 1918, is again prevalent
Statesin many cities of North Carolina.
ville and High Point, it is reported, have
been closed for some days, all theatres,
places of amusement, etc., being forbidden
In many other cities, including
to open.
Wilmington and Charlotte, it is prevalent
but has not become widespread to such an
extent that authorities have deemed it necessary to take such stringent measures.

theatres.

trustee of the First National Film Co., was a visitor at San Francisco from Seattle, early in December.
J.

Boylston,

Hiawatha, Kas.; A. Baber, of Edgerton, Mo.;
Pete Evans, of the Liberty Theatre, Cherryvale, Kas.; John Courier, who owns the Courier Theatre, Gallatin, Mo., and Clair M. Patee,
of the Patee Theatre, Lawrence, Kas.

The large Academy Theatre, Charlotte,
was burned to the ground early Sunday
morning, December 17. The entire building
was a total loss, even the walls crumbling
the street in a fire that for hours
threatened a big portion of the downtown
business section. It is in the same block
with the Imperial, Broadway and Ideal,
neither of which, however, was damaged.

into
F.

visit.

The Golden Gate Productions,
Francis Egan, who recently purchased the
Liberty Theatre at Lemoore, Cal., has since
had the misfortune to lose his home by fire.

The Glade Theatre
remodeled under

at Lindsay, Cal., is being
the direction of Arthur Wob-

ber.

Inc.,

moving picture producing

has en-

The Academy was

icle Building.
The officers are:
nings, president ; E. M. Levin, vice-president,
and Mark E. Levy, secretary-treasurer. 'J. L.

the largest theatre in
Charlotte, under lease to Southern Enterprises, Inc., and was playing a combination
program. Announcement as to whether or
not it will be rebuilt could not be obtained

Dewey

this

tered the

Francisco and has opened

offices in

field at

is production manager and Walter
supervising director.

is

San

the ChronL. S. Jen-

Law

week.

Charlotte entertained many of the Caroexhibitors during the past week, the
occasion being the annual ceremonial of
Oasis Temple of the Mystic Shrine, many
new candidates crossing the burning sands.
U. T. Rice, of the Piedmont Amusement
lina

Has
Narrow Escape from Panic

Circle in Kansas City
The

Kansas City suburban
house, was threatened by fire Tue.sday night,
December 12. Shortly after the second evening
show had started, fire was discovered on the
stairway leading to the basement in the front

Charley Sears, Lee Jones and Tom A. Wasgein of the Sears and Jones Circuit, were also
in town doing some Christmas film shopping.

part of the theatre.
D. J. Steel, manager, instructed ushers to open side and rear exits and
then walking to the center of the stage he announced that the show would have to stop. He
also requested the patrons to use the open exits
in leaviner the theatre.
The nuflieiioe ^va.s ealni in leaving the theatre and many did not know that the hiiildin};?
was on fire until they reached the street. No
one was injured. The fire started when flames
from an oil^hiimin^ furnace set fire to a pile

atre,

smoke entered the
but considerable damage ^vas

ville.

Circle Theatre, a

papers.
auditorium,

of

Very

little

done to an adjacent dnu? st<»re and tivo suites
of room.s on the second floor.

Robert Rhoades has leased the Gillham TheKansas City suburban house, to the Gillham Amusoment Co. Mr. Rhoades has been
with the Gillham for nine years and it is
rumored that he intends going to California for
a long

W. Hunt

of the Rex Theatre at HigginsMo., was another exhibitor who dropped

W.

L.

McDowell

recently sold the Bancroft

J.

E.

Theatre
of

the

week.

Albright, who
Holt, Mo.,

at

film

owns the Community
was a visitor at some

exchanges the early part of

A

large majority of
the number.
North Carolina are
the
exhibitors
of
Shriners, and Brother E. F. Dardine, who
.was chairman of the entertainment committee, of course, looked out for the comfort of
his brother exhibitors.
Dardine has the
record of having been on nearly every en-

tertainment committee ever named

in

Char-

lotte.

H. H. Anderson, who formerly owned a
chain of seven theatres in the two Carolinas, has moved his residence from Hamlet
to Charlotte, and it is rumored will at an
early date announce the acquisition of another theatre circuit.

in.

The future

of the Dorie Theatre,

which was

fianiaKCfl to the extent of .^OO.OOO in a larRC

Theatre, a suburban house of Kansas City, to
L. A. Wallace.

among

re.st.

Judd and Rardin of the Orpheus Theatre at
E.xcelsior Springs, Mo., were in town.
C.

Company, Winston-Salem and Marsh Morrow, of the White Way, Dun, N. C., were

esplo.sion two weeks a^o. is still nneertain.
Sam Hardin;;, who hn.s the lease on the theatre, which is a downtown house, has not deeided whether or not he will repair the bnildinsr for theatre purposes.
The theatre has
heen closed all season, but was sublet a week
before the explosion.

this

L.

.\.

Wagner

of

the

Princess Theatre at

H. B. Varner, of Lexington, secretary of
the North Carolina M. P. T. O., was in
Charlotte the past week on business in connection with the mid-winter convention.
“Our organization has a larger membership
right now than ever before,” declared Mr.
Varner.
J. E. Simpson, of Gastonia, was a caller
on Charlotte’s Eilm Row the past week

December

30,
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Film Exchange Personalities
The Carolinas

Albany
cember

18,

offices

will

manager for
remain with Goldwyn.

time,

office

there are about

J.

in

vacated last
is in charge of the exchange.

who was

U. McCormick, Charlotte manager for
Select, announces the closing of his office
on December 16 He states, however, that
he will still reside in Charlotte, handling
this territory for both the Atlanta and

Albany on Deoccupying quarters in Broadway,
week by Select. Charles Walders

Goldwyn opened

Gilbert Becker,

Select, in

At

the

Albany,

Washington

present

a dozen exchanges lo-

Wm. Conn, well-known film man, has recently opened an office in Charlotte for
F. B. O.
He announces all prints working
and success for the new office beyond his
fondest expectations.

cated in Albany.

William Allen, salesman for Universal out
of here, returned Saturday from a two-weeks’
swing through Northern New York, which
brought with it plenty of good business. According to Mr. Allen, 90 per cent of the houses
in the north country are doing a good business

M.

Filkins,
just

has

completed

Bernstein, of Buffalo, who took the
as manager of Universal’s territory, including Albany, spent two or
three days this week in the Capital City.

Few exhibitors are visiting the exchanges
these days. The majority drop into town during the early fall and book up for the entire
winter.
Henry E. Wilkinson, former manager

of Sejust closed, will remain
in Albany, however, as a sort of resident manager for the company, although the shipping
will be done from the
York and Buffalo

lect’s

Albany

office,

Buffalo
Gilbert P. Josephson has arrived in Buffalo
to take charge of exploitation at the F. B. O.

Last week he advanced on Lockport, N. Y., and put over the first co-operative
page ad ever used in the Lockport Union-Sun
and Journal in the course of his campaign on
“In the Name of the Law,” which he aided
Manager Robert Kane put over at the Hi-Art
Theatre. Mr. Josephson just now is busy getting out some very attractive lobby displays
on “The Third Alarm,” and when some of these
are set up in front of local theatres they sure
are going to attract attention.
exchange.

New

J.

faring as well as the theatres.

Marie Wheeler, managing Merit’s exchange
Albany, and who has the distinction of being the only woman managing a film exchange
in the state, has just booked one of the postnature storiettes at the Mark Strand here for
These storiettes are being
Christmas week.
shown at the Capitol, Rivoli and Rialto thein

atres in

New York

City.

Universal’s office in Albany has taken on a
holiday aspect with its red shaded lights and
window decorations.

Word reached Albany this week that NuArt had closed its Buffalo office and joined
hands with Grand and North, to be known from
now on as “The Bond Company.” Past and
future releases of the two companies, however,
will be distributed through the former offices
of Grand and North in this city.
“Cffie Week of Love” has just been closed
for twelve towns by Henry E. Wilkinson. Mr.
Wilkinson has also booked this Selznick special,
together with “Pawned,” over the entire Myer
Schine circuit. “One Week of Love” will be
shown at the Leland in Albany for a straight
week beginning January 8, while the Lincoln,
in Troy, will run it between Christmas and
New Years. Mr. Wilkinson left Saturday to
spend- ithe week-end in New York, as the guest
of Charles O'Reilly, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of the state.

portfolio
of

E. F. Dardine, manager of the Charlotte
Universal exchange, was chairman of the
entertainment committee for the annual
cerernonial of Oasis Temple, Mystic Shrine,
held in Charlotte during the past week.

Gilbert P. Josephson

offices.

Local exchanges are hard hit for coal these
days and many are being forced to use buckwheat coal. In a way, the exchanges are not

a

ings so far.

Harry

M. A. Chase

packing

the

George V. Atkinson, prize salesman of the
Pathe office, Charlotte, is concentrating at
present
on Pearl White’s new serial,
“Plunder,” and reports 100 per cent, book-

who works

Vic Bendell, who has been with Goldwyn out
of Albany for eight years, has just connected
up with F. B. O.

place of

is

Carolinas in the interest
American Releasing Corporation.

out of Albany for
a successful trip
through Western New York in promoting Betty
Blythe specials. Mr. Filkins is booking “How
Women Love” heavily over the circuit.

“Pop”

Sparks

J.

through

these days.

Merit,

offices of Select.

D.

Mooney has

resigned

as

local

James B. Buchanan, Pathe’s cameraman in
the Southeast, recently shot some wonderful
mountain scenes in North Carolina
around Chimney Rock, which are being

shown

T. A. Branon, general manager of Eltabran Film Company, Charlotte and Atlanta,
has spent the past week in the Charlotte
exchange.

sales

change business. He has been succeeded here
by Harry E. Thompson, who has been with
Hodkinson in New York.

Manager Earl Kramer has engaged “Vic”
Bendell as a member of the F. B. O. sales staff
covering the Syracuse territory. Walter Bengough is no longer associated with the F. B. O.
staff.

manager of

the

Pathe Review.

R. D. Craver, of Charlotte, has purchased
“Sure-Fire Flint,” starring Johnny Hines, for
the southeastern states.

manager for Associated Exhibitors and has
gone to Cleveland to enter the independent ex-

Henry W. Kahn,

in

Metro

has cause for joy at this season of the
year.
The two weeks just closed have been
called Kahn weeks.
The salesmen made speoffice,

effort to get business.
They did. They
sent in a record amount of it and now it looks
like Henry has got to give the boys some
decorations for the Christmas trees.
cial

San Francisca
The annual meeting of the San Francisco
Film Exchange Board of Trade was held December 8 when officers for the ensuing term
were chosen and changes made in the by-laws.
The new officers are: President, Sidney Goldman, of the Film Booking Offices vice-president, Morgan Walsh, of the Federated exchange; secretary, G. C. Parsons, of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, and attorney. Milton A. Nathan.
A general meeting will be
held each month at the Whitcomb Hotel, and
all
claims and routine business will in the
future be handled by a board of governors,
consisting of the officers and two additional
members. The outside members chosen for the
first term are Carol Nathan, manager of Universal, and W. A. Crank, manager of the
;

American Releasing Corporation.

The

happiest guy along Film

Row

these days
is
one Gene Markens, member of the First
National sales staff, who has won third prize in
the recently closed sales contest held throughout the country.
The prize consists of some
ISO iron men, with which Gene expects to buy
Buffalo.

The Universal sales staff has lost Charles
Faust and J. G. Fater. Neither have as yet announced their plans for the future.

is

The Goldwyn exploitationist, Irving
in New York for the Christmas

which he
Basil

Pathe

is

Zeltner,

holidays

spending with the honie folks.

Brady and Louis
office,

Schindler,

are also in Gotham.

of

-

the

The American Photo Player Company, which
has

occupied temporary quarters at 134-146
Golden Gate avenue, since the disastrous fire
of a few months ago, will shortly return to its
old home at 109 Golden Gate avenue, San
Francisco, reconstruction work being well in
hand. More space will be occupied than formerly.

Manager W. A. Crank, of the San Francisco
branch of the American Releasing Corporation,
has added three new salesmen to his staff.
These are Gust. Oren, who will cover Northern California; E. W. Kruckeberg, who will
visit exhibitors in the Bay terrirory, and Stuart
A. Findlay, who v;;?l
Joaquin
Valley field.
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Chicago

Pittsburgh
H.

M. Wilkinson has

exploitation

director

at

just been appointed
the Pittsburgh First

National exchange, succeeding Nick Wagner,
has gone to Erie to manage Rowland and
Mr. W'ilkinson
Clark’s Perry Theatre there.
comes here from New York where he was
employed at the First National home office.
However, he is well known in the local territory. having served in a similar capacity for
the Silverman Brothers at the Strand Theatre,
Altoona. He is an old-timer in the show game,
and consequently he is well-versed with the
various problems that confront the exhibitors,
especially in the exploitation end of the busi-

who

ness.

Messrs. Alexander and Davis, of the ColumFilm Service, Inc., Pittsburgh, took a day
off recently to go hundng in the wilds near
Prospect, Pa.
During their absence, another
partner, Ed Lebby, was in charge of the office,
and he says he was worried all day for fear
But
that the boys would shoot each other.
nevertheless, they returned safe and sound to
the city each with one rabbit.
bia

—

Steinberg, manager of the S. & S. Film
Supply Company, is a proud daddy, Mrs.
Steinberg having presented him with a sevenpound baby girl a few days ago. Congratula-

Abe

&

tions,

of “The Flirt” to
at the Randolph
large number of
the exhibitors and trade folks were on hand
for the showing, under the direction of
Sales Managers Herman Stern and J. Les-

serman.
is now with the Goldwyn
the sales department and B. T.
Phelps has joined the sales staff of Progress

Charley Heede

office

in

Pictures.

The trade showing of “Thunder,” latest
Pearl White serial, was pulled off at the
Illinois Theatre and the trade was out in
force for the first look.
Exploitation Manager Bonns will direct
the campaign to put over the Goldwyn Daily
News prize photoplay, “Broken Chains,” and
Walter D. Neal, publicity manager of the
Chicago office, is already at work on the details of the campaign.

Louis Kramer, of the F. B. O. office, is
kept busy these winter days with plans for
publicity of the various attractions handled
through the office here and had a large
crowd out for the trade showing of
“Thelma” at the Barbee Loop Theatre last

F. Marrone, formerly installation man
with the local U. T. E. office, has resigned his
position, and accepted a similar one with the
S. & S. Film & Supply Co.

Robert Smeltzer, eastern division manager for
Pa. he’s is spending a few days in Pittsburgh at
the local exchange branch. Wesley C. Bachmeyer, Metro division manager, was also a recent visitor.

Sam Finebcrg and Guy Ainsworth, of the
Hodkinson exchange, recently drove to Pittsburgh from Erie on a wet day in the former’s
Durant car. Roads were bad, and Sam was not
satisfied if he was not “doing forty.” Guy says
it takes a lot to make him squawk, but he came
pretty close to a

little

squeak.

The Universal exchange held a trade showCameo Theatre, Fifth Avenue, Pitts-

ing at the

burgh, on Sunday afternoon, December 17, at
which there were about 700 people, exhibitors

and their families. The principal attraction was
Frank Mayo’s “The Flaming Hour.’* Also
shown were opening episodes of the new serials,
“Social Buccaneer” and “Around the World in
also one of the “leather Pushers”
18 Days”
series and some of the comedy shorts.
;

Lynch

now

covering Indiana
territory for the office and expects to put
over a lot of business before the year is
gone.
J. J.

is

Jeff Lazarus has resigned from Associated
First National Pictures and about the first
of the year will assume charge of Sid Grauman’s publicity on the West Coast.

The new offices of Famous Players-Lasky at
Peoria, 111., are busy with business of the territory and the men who have been transferred
there from other branches are hard at work to
make a record for the first month the office
has been in operation. The personnel of the
new branch is as follows:
Milton M. Hirsch, branch manager Joseph
Griffin,
accessories
manager; Jack Frost,
booker W. G. Carmichael, salesman A. W.
Frieml, salesman; L. C. O’Connor, salesman;
H. D. Charness, salesman.
;

;

;

Dan Roach, manager of the Chicago exploidepartment of Famous Players, is away

tation

on a two-weeks’ trip to Charlotte, S. C., on
business and Will D^ziger is keeping the boys
keyed up on the latest publicity angles in the
territory during his absence.

The new Peoria office of Paramount pictures
under Milton Hirsch is a busy place these days
and the staff of bookers and salesmen are hard
business.
The new office takes in
best towns in the state, such as
Springfield, Jacksonville and Quincy.

after

the

some of the

Cleveland
William Skirball, distributor of Warner
Brothers’ pictures in Ohio, has pulled off a big
stunt by engaging Wesley Barry for personal
appearances, beginning with the Allen Theatre
Christmas week. “Heroes of the Street” will
be shown.
Carl Mechener, who has been shipper for
Metro, has been promoted to booker in the
Cleveland exchange.
Sam Gorrel, the booker,
has become assistant manager of the Kansas
City Select exchange.

W. Saunders and
Bachmeyer, district manager for Metro,
were in Northern Ohio last week, calling on
theatres in Cleveland, Canton and Akron.
General Sales-Manager E.

W.

C.

Safier is the new manager for the
United Artists exchange in Cleveland, succeeding King Evans, who was transferred to

Atlanta
H.

W.

Clark, of Goldwyn, is the recipient of
the sincere sympathy of all his friends on the

death of his four-months’-old daughter, one of
twins.
Mrs. Clark died a little over three
months ago.
Mr. Clark is cashier of the
Goldwyn company and one of the best-liked

men on Film Row.

Hugh

Cardoza, one of the best known men
the film game, and who is at present exploitation representative for Associated First
National is seriously ill at an Atlanta hospital.
in

There is a temporarily vacant office in Paramount’s luxurious quarters in the Howard Theatre Building.
Dan Michalove has gone to
New York for a short business trip.

Maurice

Canada.

of the Manning and Wink
was glimpsed on Film Row last

Hugh Manning,
combination,
week.

Well,

1922

,30,

Louis

St.

The Universal premiere
the trade was pulled off
Theatre last week and a

week.

Abe!

December

Jimmy went and done

it.

Some

wasn’t possible, but it was. During the past week James H. Bradford, road
salesman for the local American Releasing
Corporation branch, officially announced his
marriage in Minneapolis, Minn., on August
7, last, to Miss Etta Stannus, of Quincy, 111.
Little Daniel chased Jimmy all over the
world before he finally shot an arrow into
him. The pursuit took him through Mexico,
Hawaii, Philippines, Japan, China, Canada
and even California. But what the movies
and straight theatricals couldn’t accomplish,
the combination of oil and a pretty, winsome girl brought about.
It will be recalled that Jimmy deserted
the pictures for a brief period last year,
going to Quincy to become manager of the
Quincy Oil Corporation. Well, that is what

thought

done

it.

it

working

While

about

specific

Stannus, who
is the daughter of Mrs. F. E. Stannus, of
Quincy, and the balance is now history.
gravity, etc.,

Jimmy met Miss

A1 Lichtman, of the A1 Lichtman Corporawas the guest of Harry Weiss, First
National manager, during a brief stay in St.

tion,

Louis.

-Another First National visitor was S.
Keeley, of the Service Division, Department of Distribution, Associated First
National Pictures.

H.

S.

Brown

is

in

St.

terest of the Tri-Art

Louis in the in-

Pictures.

This com-

pany’s product is founded on famous paintings and are two-reels each. Brown expects
His
to spend several weeks in this city.
product is being handled through W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation. Four of the series
have already been released. “The Bashful
Suitor,” the first of the series, is being shown
at the Del Monte Theatre.

A
ized

Paramount Pep Club has been organby the local Paramount workers. Each

Monday evening

is

devoted to an entertain-

ment and dance. The

latest

Paramount picand after

tures are included on the program
refreshments dancing is enjoyed.

James Gregg, Fox salesman, lost his
daughter, Delores, 12 years old, during the
past week. The child had been sick only a
short time.

Canada
The second annual convention of the
Famous-Lasky Film Service, Ltd., distributor of Paramount releases in Canada, was
held at the King Edward Hotel, Toronto,
during the week of December 11, with C. E.
Akers, general manager of the Canadian exchange, presiding.
The Paramount policy
for 1923 was outlined and a declaration of
plans was made.
Mr. Akers declared
conditions throughout

that

although

film

Canada are

steadily
improving, they were not yet entirely removed from certain false standards which
prevailed until a year or tw'O ago.

The convention was attended by managers and chief salesmen of the six branches
of the Canadian company at Toronto, Montreal, St. John, Winnipeg, Calgary and Vancouver. Heads of various departments from
the home office in New York were also
present to gain first-hand impressions on
conditions in the Dominion.
A feature of the convention was the publication in the Toronto Telegram of a Paramount page on December 16, showing the
Paramount releases which were being played
at ten of the theatres operated in Toronto
by the Famous Players Canadian Corporation for the week of December 18.

:
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How

A

An Exploiteer Feels About Eggs;
Pathetic Letter From a Field Worker

two weeks ago Harold F.
Wendt, now an exploiteer for F. B.
O., dropped into town and of course

bout

came in for a call. And one of the things
he wanted to know was why business was
so patchy.
“I hit one ton,” he explained, “and things
could not be better. Ten miles away and
they have crepe on the door and imnaortelles
on the box office. Another fifteen miles and
business is good again.”
explaned that a great deal depended
upon the manager, particularly in a onehouse town. One man makes business; the
other kills it.

We

Hence These Tears
a couple of days later Max Rosenfield was showing a letter from a field man
to the home office explaining why he did not
get results in a certain town. It is so typical of a certain type of alleged manager
that we got permission to publish it, with-

And

out

marks.

identification

exploitation man had jumped forty
or fifty miles to help a smaller house put

The

“When Knighthood Was

Flower.”
He had with him a doll used for contest
schemes, and an abundance of pep. When
he sat down to type his letter to Leon
Bamberger, he still had the doll, but his
pep was exhausted.
This house is in the average sized town
It has
able to support two newspapers.
over

established industries
foreign population.

was poor

is

shown

A

in

and a largely

rion-

Sunday.

“The theatre

Tale of

Woe

—

,

is

run by two

men and

1

then tried to locate the other one, but no
luck, so I sure had to do some thinking.
how
I had been there before and I knew
tight he was and I thought it best to get
his or their authority to spend a little
money.
Know Nothing Usher
“Finally the usher came around and I
asked him about getting hold of the operHe was dumb. Had been there all
ator.
his life and did not know where we could
Well, to make a long
operator.
fooled the entire morning
I
away trying to get started, so by afternoon
I was absolutely disgusted, but I took_ it
upon myself to spend some money for him.
So I arranged with the evening paper for
that resemblance contest, giving away prizes
find

story

the

short,

of $5, $3, $2, and a couple tickets. That is
not much of an inducement, but I was afraid
to say more for fear he would object.
“Next I got the Superintendent of
Schools and found that they were having
Teachers from the
a teachers’ convention.
county there, so I had them arrange their
schedule so as to be the guest of the theatre for Saturday morning. I knew how he
was on tickets so I didn’t do a thing with

Both Hard Boiled
“About four fifteen the OTHER manager
came down and to begin with he said he was
too busy to monkey with me. Finally I got
to talk with him and tried to explain the
thing to him. He said he couldn’t do a thing
without
the one who is away.
I
talked with him for some time and he assured me of the fact that they would not
buy the doll, and that they would abso,

lutely not give

away

any,

ANY

house.
picture

free tickets.

WHAT,

that many people to see a
are trying to get all we
would have been possibly sixty

when we

There

can.’

teachers.
“I tried to show him the value of the advertising from newspapers and etc., but he
have such a
‘NO, he
said:
thing.’ So all I could do was to forget the
screening. I am very hard to get sore but

WOULDN’T

from then on in my Irish-Scotch or whatI realized that I was
ever it is, was up.
up against some miser, and a damn fool.

They may be

getting business but
try to get more.

why

not

Took An Appeal
So at last I thought I would go over his
head and I had the operator try to find the
I thought perhaps he would
other man.
give me authority for something at least.
I talked to him for about five minutes and
he said he could not do a thing while he
was away.
“I

am

not

money and

I

trying to spend exhibitors’
always prove to them that I

not, but you know there are times when
man must spend a little. What could a

am
a

fellow do

man who
a

when you were working with a
wouldn’t spend twenty dollars and

few free

tickets

and

his

house

for

a

screening for a picture like ‘Knighthood?’
So all I did was to arrange the resemblance
contest and I have my doubts that he will
carry it through, because the paper he does
all his advertising with would not take it
so I went to the other paper which liked
it

the newspaper ad or the doll.

The reason business

in this letter

“I got there around ten o’clock Thursday
morning with the doll my head full of
ideas, and all cocked and primed to ‘put ’er
over.’ There was no one at the theatre.
I
waited a few minutes and then got to
scouting around on a little ‘asking for the
manager’ trip and found that he had gone
out of town for a few days. I wrote him a

—

letter asking him to give me a little co-opHis landeration, almost one week ago.
lady told me she knew he was gone for over

So at last I sprung the screening on him,
and you should have seen and heard him
‘NO, I WON’T have them in my
rave:

fine.”

A

Week

for a

Day

When

David Chait, of the Palace Theatre,
J., saw that he was playing
“The Song of Life” during “Apple Week,”
he hooked the First National to the campaign.
Repeating the slogan that an apple
a day keeps the doctor away, he announced
that all patrons must bring three apples,
which were donated to a Children’s Home.

Flemington, N.

Behind the Bars
for Thirty

Days

Mindful of the success of the “Gilded
Cage,” the Paramount lobby suggestor repeats the idea for the new feature, “Thirty
Days.” Just why the box office should be
put in convict stripes is not apparent, but
the black and white is not going to hurt the
effect in the least. The ticket box and the
doorman are done up to match.
The beauty of the idea is that it makes a
good flash at a very small cost. The sawmill can supply the rods cheaply, or you
can plane down one by twos to get eight
sided rods that will be close enough, and
the lumber can be stored and used again in

changed form for other pictures.
Of course the sign is changed to suit the
name of the town. Naughright is merely
slightly

put in as a horrible example. It is too small
to have even a lockup, let alone a picture
house.
If you want to build up the idea you can
put in cells with cutout star prisoners and
introduce other small refinements.
Paramount merely offers the bare idea.

A SUGGESTION FOR A LOBBY DISPLAY ON “THIRTY DAYS”
merely the gilded cage with the gilt taken off, and you can huild up the idea with
many touches according to your familiarity with penitentiaries. Your own town should
he lettered) instead of Naugihright on the banners.
It is
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Had Organ

Prologue London Makes Record Publishers Aid
for Universal Play Selling ^Foolish Wives
Film Publicity

Prologues cost money and are not always
cost, but the Tompkins Theatre, Colorado Springs, used an
organ prologue instead of a prelude for “The

worth the money they

Storm.’’

Joe Koehler, the manager, planned a set
of seven slides to be run in conjunction with
a descriptive piece played by the organist,

Frank W. Thomas. The first slide announced the original composition, “The
Passing Storm,” and the others were
.

descriptive of the phases of the composition
as shown by the slide reproduced.

The most elaborate campaign for “Foolish
Wives” was that planned for the London
run at the New Oxford Theatre by Edwin
J. Smith, managing director of European
Motion Pictures Co., and our own Ben
Grimm.
Included in the street work were an even
dozen masked girls who paraded the streets
in costumes duplicating one of those worn
by Maud Earl in the play. Lettered sashes
were their only advertisement and they got

Crosset and Dunlap,

^

A

Universal Release

ONE OF THE SLIDES
These

were specially painted, but
can be dodged by lettering
old prints and making slides from these, or
making straight slide reproductions and then
lettering in, where it is desired that the print
slides
often this cost

be not defaced.
It is not necessary to write an original
composition. There are a number of storm
selections available, such as the overture to

William

Tell,

may

and similar descriptive music

be had for other titles.
The idea gives a prologue value without
prologue cost, and Mr. Koehler has made a
distinct contribution to theatre economics.

three-wheeled car,
covering the outlying districts, and a crowning stunt was selling one of the daily papers
on printing the story of the play and announcing it on the contents bill. The news
vendors are not allowed to cry their headlines, but are given posters about the size
of one sheets on which the leading items are
in a

The headline for the star was
‘Foolish Wives’ Crowd the New Oxford,’’
startled the conservative Londoners.

listed.
“

The ever popular sandwich men were employed in large numbers and electric signs
occupied some of the best locations.
It was one of the most ambitious campaigns ever worked anywhere, and it put
the picture over to enormous business for a
number of weeks.

;«

See the Picture,

result.

manoeuvered around

publish the pop-

MadeFmm a GmtBooh
^
Read the Book- dW®

so much attention that the police requested
the management to keep them off certain
streets where traffic jams were likely to

Somewhat similar was a parade of seven
short skirted shop girls, each carrying a hat
home to “Foolish Wives.” They got even
more attention than their longer skirted
sisters for obvious reasons.
The same seven girls were also used to
paint a gigantic sign in reproduction of one
of the plan book advertisements. The work
was laid in by professionals and the girls
put on the finishing touches and were not
urged to great speed.
A bus load of a dozen von Stroheims were
sent
around the city, and two others

who

ular edition of Hungry Hearts, are doing
practical publicity work for the Goldwyn
picture in the shape of two window cards
supplied all dealers handling their publications.
It is not necessary for the theatre
to land the cards on the dealer.
All the
house had to do is to ride on the publicity.

Ulustniud
[uetrat«4
ith scenes
•om the
Photoplay

A Goldwyn

M
^
H ^ IIIam.
a

m

^

\x/yNGAV
EARrr

Release

ONE OF THE CARDS
The

larger of the two cards is shown in
reproduction, being done in red and
black, the red so sparingly used as to get
the best result instead of reducing to the
level of the usual two-color card where each
color fights the other. This card is about 14
by 23 inches. The other is slightly smaller
and carries for illustration the front cover
of the jacket. Both will help the sale of the
play.
Make certain, if you book the play,
that dealers know in time to procure the
cards if they have not received them, but
the idea is to put them to all dealers at once.

the

One man’s meat may be another’s poison.
Suit your exploitation stunts to the class of
patrons you most desire to attract. Know the
tastes of your clients.

A FEW OF THE ELABORATE EXPLOITATION STUNTS FOR FOOLISH WIVES

IN

LONDON

Smith, managing director for the European Motion Pictures Co., the English Universal company, planned a number of
stunts which equal the best we have done over here. The top row shows the shopgirls with hat boxes for “Foolish Wives” and
twelve perambulators dressed as is Maud Earle in the play. The shopgirls were also used to paint a gigantic sign, and twelve von
Stroheims were given a bus ride

Edwin

J.

December

30,
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Eighty Cent Lobby
for

*

Earning Sands

Using the red and yellow bunting from
“The Sheik” for “Burning Sands” enabled
C. A. Crute, of the Lyric Theatre, Huntsville, Ala., to put the receipts up 30 per
cent, on an investment of eighty cents.
He changed the style of the drape, to gain
a new effect, and burned a flasher sign
in a pile of sand in the lobby, the letters
showing only when the current was on.
Cutout letters for the title, lighted with red,
threw their glow upon the sand pile and
helped the effect. This was the only lobby

rOe MttO»CRQMWCLL
pJACHlECOOO&H
i)» UBCSTytUEATOt

lighting.

Special hand lettered cards were used for

window work with a number of insert cards
and all paper was posted a full week in advance.

Two
A

number

Printings

of theatres are using a booklet

with the rather unoriginal “What I Know
It is
this time by “Nero.”
stale stuff, but it seems always to get over.
Most of these are four page cover and four
pages white insert all blank except the cover
and the house page.
The Apollo, Indianapolis, prints the cover
and the third cover page, which involves
two printings, unless the cover is supplied
It
ready printed by the Fox exchanges.
would be better to print the front and back
covers and omit the inside pages.

About Women,”

*

*S

A

V»*

First National Release

ENLISTING THE

MAYOR REVIVES A HACKNEYED STUNT

idea.
Now they are pinning the old
clothes stunt to “Oliver Twist.” The Liberty Theatre, Kansas City, enlisted the aid
of the mayor to give a new bounce to the timeworn idea.

First National Exhibitors hate to let go of an

Max

Doolittle

Max Doolittle, a member of the exploitation staff of the Famous Players-Lasky, died
at his home, 1179 Churchill avenue, St. Paul,
Friday, December 15. Working out of the
Minneapolis office through Minnesota and
the Canadian territory, he contracted pneumonia some months ago and several times
his life was despaired of, but he was gradually regaining his strength when an intes-

Made

Patrons Laugh
Fine Slab Front on
and Got Their Coin ‘Erawn of the North
Roy Smart, of the Noble Theatre, Annis-

took advantage of the first cold
snap, plus the coal shortage, to get out a
novelty herald on Calvert’s Valley.
ton, Ala.,

It

was headed “This

thrilling

motion

pic-

Dignity combined with effectiveness characterizes the front used by C. R. Sullivan,
of the Fair Theatre, Amarillo, Texas, on
“Brawn of the North.” This is built of
slabs, with a window for the box office and
four panels for the posters, also framed in
slab.
It is one of the best designs for a
log front that we have ever reproduced.
In the foreground is shown a chained
wolf which is the mother of two wolf-

all

ture free” and went on to tell of the feature
and the supporting reels then added that
the pictures, the music and all of the comforts of the house were absolutely free,
he was charging regular prices to
keep his patrons warm for ninety minutes.
The exact text reads
“But we will
charge you 5-10-20 or 25 cents for keeping
you warm for 90 minutes on this, the coldest
day of winter, and that’s cheaper than you
can keep warm at home. Come down to the

Noble and be comfortable while you enjoy

the

own publishers.
He was an active and

the big picture program absolutely free.”
Save that for a real cold snap.

with the posters shown on the front. Police
dogs can be used where wolf dogs are not
available, but it is better to cage them, for
their own protection as well as that of the

tinal

complication set

Max

in.

came into prominence
through his work in the Des Moines territory, and his work in obtaining from the
local papers a stirring testimonial as to the
value to the paper of the various theatre
hook-ups was a signal aid to exploiters in
Doolittle

first

sections of the country, who were enabled to use these letters to convince their

aggressive publicity
man, inventing a number of the now standard stunts, including the automobile doorknob and the milk bottle card. For a few
weeks he was brought into New York in
an effort to put the Criterion Theatre into
some semblance of life, but lacking the
co-operation of his associates, he was again
transferred to the field.
Personally he was one of the most likable
men in a business where an agreeable personality is almost a requisite, and he numbered his friends by the hundreds. He was

BUT—

:

—

—

These stunts have a real

They bring

in the customers.

KICK

in

them.

For some
dogs very like “Strongheart.”
reason they do not show in the photograph,
but they were chained to the curb on either
side.

They got

a

great deal of attention
to the picture, for

which was transferred
first instinctive

act

was

to

compare them

public.

married and

is survived by his widow, but
children.
feel a sense of personal loss in the
passing of Max Doolittle, for he was one of
the best of the clan, and his passing is a distinct loss to the industry.

had no

We

Changed

the Design

On

the 24-sheet for “The Cowboy and the
Lady” are these two characters in larger
than life size.
Clayton Tunstill, of the
Rialto Theatre, Chickasha, Okla., cut them
out for either side of the lobby and then
rain real rope from the cowboy’s hand to
the heck of the lady, spelling out the title
of the play in its transit across a backing
board. It cost only $6.

A

First National Release

MOTHER AND SONS WORK FOR “BRAWN OF THE NORTH,” BUT—
The two wolf dogs, ringers for Strongheart, were not included in the photograph for
some reason. This simple y‘et handsome front was conceived by C. R. Sullivan, of the
Fair Theatre, Amarillo, Texas, for the First National release.

:

:
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Made Extra Drive on
**Prisoner of
Raymond

Zenda

the Palace Theatre.
Dallas, Texas, wanted to see what he could
Willie, of

do with “The Prisoner of Zenda,” and he
helped his publicity promoter, George D.
Watters, extend himself.
A hardware concern was building an extension to its establishment, and they sold
the

billboard

rights

to

the

Palace.

This

gave a stand which will take five tw'entyfour sheets comfortably and six with a little
crowding. It was between two of the principal business thoroughfares and had the
additional attraction value that attaches to
any building operation. The first use of the
stand was to put up five twenty-fours for

Zenda in two styles.
At the same time an animated display of
the castle was made for the foyer. This was
as large as a six sheet and showed two circular towers with an arched gateway between. This was backed by a second gate
in the distance and a straight backing of
purple velvet beyond the second opening.
The moving figures were worked between
the first and second planes and clever
lighting enhanced the eflfect.
On the playing date this display was
moved into the lobby and at the same time
larger castle was built on top of the
canopy. This gave a balcony effect and displayed six cutouts from the posters against
a backing of royal purple velvet.
Purple
gold was the general decorative scheme.
The towers were fifteen feet in height and
made a fine display up and down the street.
With a soloist from the Chicago Opera
Company to augment the feature, there was
no trouble in bettering business by a third;
a sizable increase in so large a house.

Metro Release.

.1

BUILDING A PALACE FOR THE PALACE THEATRE, DALLAS
This display for “The Prisoner of Zenda” was built out over the marquise.
The
cutout characters are shown against a drape of royal purple velvet, and highly Uluminated at night. It is simple in construction, but very effective.

a

Good Gravy

for

you have

honored by awarding it your
This theatre just dedicated to
your pleasure will pursue a policy of presenting distinctive
photoplays from the
realm of romance, drama and comedy. These
attractions will be the big productions, feaplaudits.

just

—

—

turing the leading stars. In addition to the
best in the world of screen amusement, the
latest in musical novelties and other attractions such as have just pleased you, will be
a part of every program in this theatre.
Please regard our first program as an advance notice of many pleasant hours to

come.

Program Display
Eddie

Hyman went

up state the other day
for one of the new'
Mark-Strand houses. The Brooklyn manager is usually selected to put on the opening shows for the out-of-town houses, and
he put together a splendid program.
to stage the first

Tied to

show

Y.

M.

C. A.

The Tacoma branches of the Y. M. C. A.
have an annual Father and Son week.

copy which promises to be so useful that we
annexed a copy. It can be adapted to houses
already opened by cutting out references to
the first performance. Save it up. You will
need it some time. It runs

TO OUR PATRONS

erative page, as well.

our promise to give you every time
program built along
the same entertainment principles as the one

If you have no such week, it is a simple
matter to work on the Y secretary if you
begin early enough.

It

you

of the items

was

is

visit this theatre, a

A Metro

a creeper title with

New Japanese
Window

Idea

displays are old stories in most

countries, but Japan has just surrendered to
the Oriental Harry Swift, who in this instance
happens to be Hugo Amberg,
Japanese representative for Universal.
He worked what is believed to be the first
window display in Japan on “Foolish Wives”
with a set of four oil paintings, and the
statement that “Foolish Wives” are those
who do not use Hoshi Thiol as their household remedy.
Hoshi is a prosperous pharmacist and he
did so well with his Thiol sales that he

wants

to

hook

in again.

It

always works.

Ralph Winsor, of the Colonial Theatre, not
C. A. to “Remembrance”
week, but he went after
“Rotary and Kiwanis” and the churches and
tied them all to the Y, and so to the showing
of “Remembrance.” Then gift dealers were
tied in from that angle and not only gave
their, windows, but contributed to a co-op-

One

Window Worker Is

only
for

ties

this

the Y.

M.

Add

special

This

One

Add

to the “blind” man who would give
a thousand dollars to see a specified picture,

convict perambulator whose sign announces “I broke jail to see
This was worked by Roy L. Smart, of the
Noble Theatre, Anniston, Ala., on “A Connecticut Yankee” and gives a new aspect

the

’’

to the old idea.

Release.

MAKING THE MOST OF A PREFERRED POSITION AT THE PALACE THEATRE, DALLAS
to look at a building excavation, and Raymond Willie, Manager of the Palace Theatre, Dallas, Texas, and George D.
manager, landed this stand, which is visible from two of the principal business streets, employing five of the
24-sheets issued for “The Prisoner of Zenda” as their first stand.
It
was the finest location in town.

Everyone stops
Watters,

his publicity

December

30.
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Admits He

Is

In a recent story on a contest
stunt which resulted in the distribution of an almost unparalleled
number of passes, we referred to
the “stupid break” of the author
of the scheme.

Comes Leon
sistemt to

J. Bamberger, asClaud Saunders, of the

Paramount exploitation, to chide
us for not giving his name as the
author of the break zmd explaining
that he knew all the time that it
would work just that way because
he had tried it out in his road days
in the Canadizm territory, adding
“if this be stupidity, make the
most of

A

First National Release

FREE TICKETS WITH LORNA DOONE HATS

IN

OKLAHOMA

Tbe Odeon Theatre, Bartlesville, hooked a merchant to the Lorna Doone hats and
gave him tickets to be presented each purchaser. Two hats and you could get a pair,
and the hats cost only $1.98. That’s cheap enough.

Howard Anniversary
Hooked Up to Candy
De Sales Harrison, manager of the Howard Theatre, Atlanta, did something worth
while when that star of the Southern Enterprises came to an anniversary. He wanted
something that would mark the event apart
from the house advertising, and he made
a connection with Nunally’s, the “Page and
Shaw of the South.”
They got up a very handsome special
package in blue and gold, printed with
“Howard Anniversary Package” and a cake
with two gilt candles burning, and with the
slogan “Typifying Southern Ideals.” It was
wrapped in glassine paper and tied with
gold cord; altogether as handsome a packing as could be prepared.
On his part Mr. Harrison got out a strip
poster in sepia on a cream-brown, with an
orange stripe to give color. The attractor
was a cut from Peter Ibbetson, which looked
enough like the ante-bellum styles to motivate the Southern ideals idea.
One side
announced “Atlanta’s Finest Theatre” and
the other “Atlanta’s Finest Candy” and each
profited through the connection with each
other.
Mr. Harrison also provided passes
for a sales scheme.
It was a splendidly planned campaign and
even the price $1.50 served to suggest the
highest grade. It did the house great permanent good.

Small Work Paid
Five hundred hand-written postcards and

advance were
al)out all W. A. Byers, of the Liberty Theatre, Greenwood, S. C., needed to put over
“Human Hearts” to a thirty per cent, hoist
for “Human Hearts.” There was also a spea 24-sheet put

up two wee'xs

in

showing for the local Better Films Committee and this helped not a little for they
cial

were

warm

in their praise.

The campaign

cost only $7.50, which included the $5 for the cards.

it.”

Of course after the successful
post-mortem you can’t blaune
Bamberger for wanting the credit
of authorship, since the idea went
over, but we think any scheme
which will take from one to five
thousand passes out of a house in
one week should have had a label
tied to it, to prepare the local

manager for the shock.
Anyhow, the scheme
berger’s and

is

Bam-

we have Lem Stew-

testimony that : “throughout
our territory, the success of the
contest has been in .direct proportion to the number of passes given
out per thousand of population.
art’s

The greater the number

of passes,
the larger the cash sales.”

—

—

Had the

Big Head

W. J.
He used

Lyttle did not have the big head.
it to advertise “The Young Rajah”
at the Empire Theatre, San Antonio, Texas.
The Empire has no lobby, entrance being
had through a drug store, so he has only the
street corner to decorate and he put up two
of the 24-sheet heads, with an oriental arch
over the store entrance.
This corner for a long time was a favorite lounging place with the local cake eaters,
but Mr. Lyttle put up three 100 watt reflector lamps, ostensibly to illuminate his
posters, and the limelight drove away the

flirtatious loafers.

Mr. Lyttle’s head seems

to be long rather than big.

A

First National Release

ANOTHER DECORATIVE DETAIL FOR “EAST IS WEST”
This time it is the underside of the marquise and not the inner lobby which is shown,
the idea being contributed by the Mary Anderson Theatre, Louisville. The open
parasol is five feet in diameter.
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House Uses Float
With Ten Cent Top
Although many houses with a top admission of from 25 to 50 cents use little exploitation on account of the cost, the Rex
Theatre, Spokane, found it profitable to put
out

a

pretentious float

for

a

five-day run

on “The Idol Dancer.”

The building

is a bit sketchy, but it makes
and uses four persons, three
negroes, one of whom is the chauffeur, and
a white girl for the dancer. Xote how grass

good

a

flash

used to mask in the radiator of the truck,
solving the problem of doing away with this

is

always unsightlj- feature.
The Rex found that the stunt brought a
real return even though it got only ten cents
for admissions.

This was used in the go-to-the-theatre
week, when the weather was considerably
warmer, which explains the somewhat scant
costumes.
This would not work as well
now.

A

First National Release

THIS

Another Revival

it would pay to make a speprinting to use these essential facts.

and we believe

The envelope

pay envelope
by 3J/2
inches, printed up “Dare you to give this to
is

a

the lady unopened.”
tainer is a card to

Inside the sealed con-

which is printed “I
have been somewhat neglectful of late. It’s
about time I took you somewhere. Let’s go
to see ‘Human Hearts.’
It will do your
heart good to see it.” These were passed
around at stag club dinners, to the men at
mixed gatherings and left on the counters of
tobacco stores. It helped to make big busifit

ness in the territory.

IN

ENOUGH DIMES TO PAY THE COST

feel that big exploitation costs too

top, as the sign shows, but

float for the five-day

One by one the old ideas come back again,
without the use of gland treatment and apparentlj' not needing it. The latest to reappear is the "Dare You” envelope, which apparently has been dug out by the Universal's
Des Moines exchange for “Human Hearts.”
As it is a stock stunt the enclosure lacks
the definiteness a house and date would give,
cial

BROUGHT

Large houses sometimes
Spokane, has a ten-cent

Light Exploitation
Although almost everyone else from political cand.datc.s to automobile manufacturers
have resorted to the free match advertising,
the picture producers seem to have overlooked this

idea.

Now

comes .Arrow with a match case containing twenty parlor matches in a container printed up for "The Streets of New
York,” and which can be supplied at reasonable

cost

to

theatres

for

distribution

through the house or through tobacconists.
Arrow has arranged with United to handle
these where the house supplies the matches.
If

desired the inner flap can

be given the

house imprint, but the added return will
scarcely repay the additional cost.
It is a
useful novelty and should he found of value.

it

much.

found

it

The Rex Theatre,
make this

profitable to

run of “The Idol Dancer”

A

Better Angle
for Memory Gags

Most

sections of the country report good

results from the use of the memory contest
for “Remembrance.” Generally this has been

worked in the form of prizes for the best
reminiscences of the early day^ of the city.
The Sun Theatre, Omaha, working in with
Howard J. Phillips, Goldwynner, used it for
better results. Instead of prizes for stories,

News was tied to a picture contest, and
money prizes were given for the best old
the

time photographs. An old horse car was
one of the winners and the mounted police
being reviewed by then President Cleveland
was also in the money.
On the general proposition that pictures
possess greater appeal than words, this
brings far better returns. Almost any town
can turn up a lot of old time stuff. The
News gave the best pictures a four column
spread each.
You’d like that, wouldn’t

you?
There were also
for

rhymed

stanzas being
graphs.

a

thousand tickets offered

reminiscences,

worked

in

these

short

with the photo-

Sold Off Tickets
Planning a special matinee for children
on “Oliver Twist, William Shirley, of the
Strand Theatre, Schenectady, N. Y., decided
that he need not pay the cost of special
tickets.

He dropped in on a merchant neighbor
and sold him the back of the tickets for the
cost of the job and stood free of that expense while he put the merchant under
obligation.
In case the merchant cannot be made to
see the scheme, oflfer to let him distribute
the tickets in his store. That may sell him
on buying some newspaper space, too. Get
the idea?

There is nothing new in the misspelled
word contest to get interest in a hook-up,
but when the Empire Theatre, Syracuse,
put on the idea they gave it a little monkey
gland of

The

--

A Choldwyn Release

NOT MUCH WATER IN THIS SIN FLOOD, BUT IT HELPS
Water wagons are generally associated with the reverse of sin floods. They stand
for aoueous virtue, but the Strand Theatre, Newark, found that the cards won the
ticket-selling laugh

when

tied to

the municipal sprinklers

its

own.

picture

was “Sherlock Holmes,” and

th interstitial substance was “What sort of a
detective would you make?
Get out the
microscope and win free tickets to the
greatest drama of the season.”

There was a challenge here that gave

new

appeal.

a

December

30,
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Made

Triple Tie-up

for Armistice
Lem

Day

Stewart, of the Southern Enterprises,

advised all of his managers to tie up to
Armistice Day where possible, and all
through that territory the response was
Memphis, with
prompt and profitable.
three associated houses, used a joint display
with a ribbon across the top telling that
three unusually good plays had been obThe Palace had “The Eternal
tained.
Flame,” the Strand used “Burning Sands”
and the Majestic offered “The Man who
Saw Tomorrow.” At an additional cost of
the seven inches for the top all three were
put into a special class, and were put over
The same idea is as
to unusual business.
useful for any holiday where there are two
or more houses in town.
,

A Fox

Release

ANYWHERE

U. S. A. BUT IT ISN’T
This is the lobby display from the Strand Theatre, Perth, Australia, for “A Cc
necticut Yankee.” It shows a very handsome banner and the perambulating
Boss, and a set of escutcheons just below the banner for Arthur’s Knights

THIS MIGHT BE

IN

Two

Adapted Idea
Recently Herschel Stuart, in charge of
the Missouri Theatre, St. I.ouis, used a
headline from the local paper for the frame
for his advertisement.
It linked up to the
feature being advertised and gave him art

work

at

Now

no

cost.

comes

Amike

Vogel,

Pittsburgh

Paramounteer, who nearly swooned with joy
when he picked up the morning paper and
found a screamer across the page reading
“Motorists
on
Manslaughter
Indicted
Charges.’’
He tore out the centre of the
page, framed in an announcement for the
De Mille picture and is using a reproduction for heralds all through his district and
is

even shipping to

other

territories.

works better than the stock herald and

It

costs

only $15 a thousand Imprinted.

Picture

Drew More

Than a Vaudeville
Pantages Theatre, Minneapolis, is a vaudehouse with a film feature, and generally
the film gets the short end of the stick. But
in the case of the imported production of
“The Prince and the Pauper,” J. J. Cluxton
figured that he could get more out of the
celluloid star and he went after it like a
ville

hound

after a jack rabbit.
a preview to

Trains

Generally a miniature train is supposed to
be able to get all the money in town, and
usually it does, but the Park Theatre,
Franklin, Pa., made assurance doubly sure.
It set
up the toy train in the window
of a store, with the usual scene made up of
toy train accessories, but the store had a
smaller window and wanted something for
that.
A freight and a passenger train were
piled

up

in

work

Hook-Up

Donald W. Bonstein, exploitation man for
the Third Street Theatre, Easton, Pa., sold
off a clothing store on a four columns full
for "Rags to Riches.” He got hold of Benjamin B. Belfer, who does the advertising
for Mintz, a clothier just across the street,
and Alintz came out with the big display on
the theatre page announcing that “you do
not have to go in rags and do not need great
riches to avoid them if you buy your clothing at Alintz’s.”
Apparently Mintz took
about three-fifths of the space above and
below the theatre announcement, and both
got value of the full space for the hook-up.
This should be made a standard stunt where
the Warner production plays.

an apparent wreck and a plac-

ard stated that “The Fast Mail” was never
wrec ed. It put in two good punches for
the Fox special and sold even better.
How would it do to stage a wreck every
fifteen minutes the first time you get a picture with a wrec': scene, and then advertise
the fact.
It will be a little extra trouble,
but a small boy will cost little and the stunt
will

Clothing

THE

largely.

Jazz Got Thirty
Jazzing up his campaign on “Flesh and
Blood” brought a thirty per cent, increase
to H. J. Gould, of the Hippodrome Theatre,
Fort Worth, Texas.
He started his screen work ten days in
advance and a week ahead used a lobby
miniature, later changing this for a larger

showing

Chaney leaving the jail.
several planes to give perspective and importance to the display.
number of drug stores permitted fountain painting, and a float reproducing a scene
from the play was sent out. At night this
was lighted by red flares. Armistice Day
the float trailed the parade, and ushers accompanied it, passing out some 2,000 herdisplay

This was built
Several of the Universalists are women,
is
Miss Hattie K. Morrill, who
works out of Washington. She persuaded
the Liggett & IMyers Company that the
cigarette of “Under Two Flags” was the
natural exploitation for a new brand of
paper smokes. The tobacco company supplied the cigarettes and Miss Morrell distributed the cigarettes in the Foreign Legion
uniform. She also got windows all through
that territorj-, which covers the Virginias.

and one

—

A

in

—

alds.

He

not only built up business, but by makimportant, he drew a number of letters favorably commenting upon the picture.

ing

it

He gave

all
the school
teachers in the “Twin Cities,” to capitalize
on the Mark Twain angle, and hooked
the book stores. The cut shows a department store window in which the picture was
made the basis of a display which included
a
number of other juvenile specialties
handled by the store. The chief attractor
was a pair of absurd dolls, set well to the
fore. They got attention which was passed
along to the general display. Three book
stores also hooked to displays of Mark

Twain’s works.

Accident Helped

And

as a reward for all of this effort, the
gods willed that one of the local papers
should run a Sunday syndicate feature in

which Chauncey M. Depew gave his reminiscences of a dinner at which Mark Twain
and the then Prince of Wales were the
guests.
This was purely an accident of
chance, but it worked over to the film, and
helped to ma'-e business.
And the business was so much above the
average that it would seem that the film
can bring in more than the vaudeville, when
it is the right sort of picture.

An American

Release

SELLING THE PARENTS THROUGH AN APPEAL TO CHILDREN

How a Minneapolis department store put over “The Prince and the Pauper” for
Pantages and at the same time sold its own selection of juvenile books and toys.
The Golliwops down in the lower right hand corner were the real attractors
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Stair Design
for Lengthy Casts

Dan Carrothers. of the Orpheum Theatre.
Pocatello. Idaho, has developed a good idea
He
for the exploitation of lengthy casts.
figured that many of the players in "Manslaughter” would repay a little advertising,
so he evolved this stair design with Meighan
and Miss Ayres in cutout at the top.

Metro

.1

Rplpn.tr.

A FLORAL FLOAT GOOD FOR ANY FLOWER TITLE
A. B. Morrison, manager of Loew’s Palace Theatre, Memphis, used it for “Broadway
Rose” in the Armistice Day parade. A girl’s head showed from the large rose in the
rear seat. The flowers were artificial and were made by the ushers. It cost $35

Old and New

Schade

reasonably old, but it still works. Bill
Robinson, helping out the Rialto Theatre,
.Allentown, Pa., persuaded the local paper
to run nine scene cuts under the general
It

is

Holmes
The captions were rather
caption "Sherlock

.1

I'uramount Relei.se

CARROTHERS’ STAIRWAY
of each of the thirteen steps is
painted with the name of one of the players

The tread

the production, with an announcement
card at the top of the flight to mask in the
lighting and another pendant from the canopy. Painting on the risers instead of the
tread would give a better effect if the stairway were higher, but this is so low that even
the top names can be read by a five footer,
and it involves less construction work.
The idea is capital for any play with an
in

all-star cast.

told in pictures.”
full

and gave the

entire story of the play.

The newspaper was glad to get the idea
and played it up as its own special feature,
and gave advance notices in return. The
house ran the usual advertising up a little,
partly to encourage the paper and partly
to hook in on the extra displaiy, and the picture went over with a minimum of stunt
stuff, which left the town more ready for
the next stunt campaign.

Some time when you cannot

Sells Tablets

Schade. who named his Sandusky theatre after himself, is working a
good general advertising stunt. He contracted for a large order of scratch pads
with “Shade Theatre. Always a Good Show.
The Home of First National Attractions”
at the top of each sheet, while the cover
is adorned with a picture of the house.
Shade sells these to the stationers at a
price which gives them a profit as large as
they would get from regular pads while at
the same time they can offer them at a more
attractive price, with the result that the ad-

George

J.

vertisement is to be found in practically
every home where there are school children.

Ordering

in

Schade makes no

quantity,

but stands no loss, so the big advertisement is practically free.
profit,

sell

the idea

offer the idea of pasting
these cuts into the book for extra illustrain

any other way,

tion.

Split for a

Banner

Columbus, Ohio, has an idea that it does
not care to banner the streets for amuse-

ment enterprises.
had an idea that

The
a

First National office

banner would help

sell

"Skin Deep.”
By arraging with the houses showing the
film to give ten per cent, to the Legion, the
objections were overcome and a three-strip
banner given the air at the intersection of
the two most prominent streets. There is
more than one way to work a scheme.

Sold On Sample
-American Releasing Corporation is advertising “When the Desert Calls” by means
of letters in
reproduced Turkish script.
Each letter encloses a few grains of sand
as a

sample of the desert.
idea can be worked for any

The same

A Paramount Release

A PRETENTIOUS LOBBY DISPLAY FOR “THE YOUNG RAJAH”
photograph is
This was put into place by Ascher’s Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee. The
rather flat, but the display was built up from cutouts, with a throne too large for the
cutout ruler, though small rulers on too-big thrones are in real life

desert picture, the same as it was used some
time ago for Bill Hart’s “Sand.” Just to
make it look more interesting, the American used an Ecuadorean stamp alongside
the regular United States pink ’un.
The
effect is puzzling and makes for an added
interest which should be worth the small
cost of the stamps. Any collector will sell
cancelled stamps of current issues for about
ten cents a hundred, and you cannot realize how it dressed up the letter until you
have seen them used.

—
December

30,
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Wrote the Teasers
Because there was a big robbery
not

Pa.;

long ago,

the

in Reading,

Hippodrome Theatre

to the Goldwyn production of “Sherlock Holmes,’’ which was its underline, using
a two-inch single for scatter ads all through

hooked

it

WARNING!
Thieves, Yeggmen, and

Other Lawbreakers Beware

Sherlock

Holmes
Way
Is

A uulUwyn

On

His
Reading.

to

moved over from Gadsden,
had

permissible.

it

—f.

A

r.

A

Miller Theatre, Wichita, Kan., discards the
plan book line cuts he uses so effectively and
Sometimes he does this
goes to all type.
because he has no cut, but more often because
he knows that now and then he can put over
a big attraction better in a type display of
unusual form than he could with an entire
page of cuts. He worked it on George Beban s
personal appearance in “The Sign of the
The border is the repetition of the
Rose.”
star’s name, set in a bold italic twelve point.
It might have been raised to an eighteen with
perhaps a slightly better effect, but a twelvepoint border is generally ample, and it gives
more white space to set off the real announcement. Mr. Chambers figured that if he used
BeSat^

Btban

— Befrun

back with his thanks and the suggestion
that they apply it to the purchase of tickets
to the Valentino picture.

Used Plan Book Cut
for Effective Space

d

Fe6ois
i:

i

,

THE BURGLAR TEASER
paper,

this

Wicliito U jiut wakins up to lh« fact tbat
the Miller Theater boa brought to' Wichita
the worl^’e greateat character actor, Mb,

George

BEBAN
ie appearing at this theater, with bU
splendid company of players, three times
daily in a stage and screen presentation of
The Sign of the Rose." This is positively
the most expensire ds %veU as remarkahla
f^attire ever shown in any motion picture
theater in the world. Only a small percentage of the people of Wichita can be accommodated between now and the close of this

who

HIPPODROME-flIPPODRaME-lliPPODROME
Everybody’, Talking About

1
£ “SHERLOCK

remarkable engagement Saturday night.
We want to warn you to come early today
—corad to the matinee—or you will always
regret iL There is no raise in admission—
25c afternoons, 40c nights. Never before has
an attraction of this magnitude been shown

g
HOLMES” M

JOHN BARRYM ORE

C^m

Better See

FMture Shown, at About tdS,

It

at these prices.

Sil$. SrlS* 7d5i 9:1S
I

A Qoldwyn

Release.
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THE FULL DISPLAY
almost too large for a border, but it looked
We
better in the paper and served very well.
think, though, that the “everybody’s talking
about" would have been better in a lighter line,
preferably italic. Then it would have had the
same reading value and yet you will have given
more display to the star name. The same
sized face could have been used and it would
have been precisely as legible and distinctive
without being as hampering. It does nicely as
it is, but
does not yield the fullest display
value.

ITS

COME

Today!

HIPPODROME-HIPPODROME-HIPPODROME

—P.

T.

A.—

Let Hearst Paper
Give Theatre Party
Ue Sales Harrison, of the Howard Theatre,
Atlanta, Ga., worked a good stunt on “The
Old Homestead’’ when he permitted the Atlanta
Georgian to entertain the inmates of the Home
for Confederate Veterans and from an old
ladies’ home at a performance of “The Old
Homestead.” It cost only forty tickets and it
broke a story on the front page, usually reserved for the Cosmopolitan productions in the
Hearst papers.
new stunt was throwing on
the screen an announcement of the arrival of
the guests, with due credit to the Georgian,
and then throwing on the house lights while
the party was ushered in. The spectators rose

A

Evidently the Rialto Theatre, Baltimore, appreciated the fact that there can be good in
the plan books, for the cut they used on “East
Is West” a 165 line by four was clearly a
plan book design. The type in the cut is not
as clear as that in the few lines of original
text, evidently because the cast was a little
faulty, though this will probably not suggest
This was a “world
itself to the untrained eye.
premier” and they swelled the display to get
that fact over to the appreciation of the public.

WARNING

and as soon as possible followed
up with snipes to the same effect. There
was no connection with the house in these displays and it had the people wondering just
what it meant until the house came along with
the regular advertising, of which the second
example is typical. There was not much they
needed to say about the attraction, which had
been pretty well sold on the teasers, so they
simply remarked that everyone was talking
about the play and offered the suggestion that
That house name looks
it be seen at once.
the

him,

a sentiment in favor of the theatre. Then
he parked the car just outside the gates
where people simply had to see it.
faKC blind man proclaimed that he
would be willing to give $1,000 to see “Blood
and Sand,” and when the charitable dropped
coins into his cup he would hand the money

and then Stanley N. Chambers, of the

AfKfe

to relieve

“Blood and Sand” with the

He bannered a wagon, which got twice
around the racetrack before the police
chased it off, and even the chasing aroused

Stanley N. Chambers
Trusts to All Type
Now

to put over

fair for opposition.

—

I’

*

Heleuse

in

pressive

courtesy to the aged, and it gave a very imlliis can be
yet simple ceremony,
worked wherever the age of the guests makes

A Burglar Invasion

865

J
r

— Bthan — Bthm — BeUm —
An American
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—
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A DIFFERENT STYLE
the regulation announcement it w'’ould suggest
the same old thing, so he used type to tell that
it was
different because type can talk better
than the most elaborate cut layout.
The
“Warning” is hooked to the fact that the house
is going to be too small to hold the crowds,
and the other display lines hook to this and
carry on the display. One of these every week

would soon

and degenerate into
but for a special now and
then it will talk harder than the most elaborate
cut. The very form of the display sets it apart
as something unusual, and the reader starts in
ineffective

lose its effect

selling,

out what it is all about with that
impression strongest in his mind.
If Mr.
Chambers seldom used cuts, and then only to
designate the most important attractions, then
cuts would have the same effect.
It is not a
matter of cut or no cut, but a matter of difference
the change in pace which makes for
importance.
to

A

First National Release

FROM THE PLAN BOOK
line at the top.
Plan book
right where they are well planned,
and this seems to be as good as anything the
local artist could have done.
The best point
is the display in the panel, which stands out,

chiefly

cuts

through the

work

all

though mostly

in

hand
and

lettering.

tions are preserved
star and title.

—P.

T.

full

value

The proporis

gained for

A.—

find_

—

— P.

T.

.1.—

Fought County Fair
C. A. Crute,

who manages

the Lyric Theawise in his generaHe planned his vacation just when
county fair time came, and A. L. Snell, who
tre,

tion.

Huntsville, Ala.,

is

Puts in Pictures
Just to Fill In
Nelson Bell, of Washington, D. C., puts in
couple of poses in his display for “The
Masquerader” just to fill in. Probably he did
not expect to sell on the cuts. He sells on
the talk he writes, and it is the sort ot talk
which sells. He used the lines to throw
the selling talk into relief on the page and
put in a couple of cuts to help break the
monotony on the principle that they would
not hurt and might help a little, but evidently
a

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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he did not expect them to fight their way
through the bars. He does his selling on the
talk, and plays up star, title and the word
“miraculous,” the latter referring to the
playing of the dual role. The cuts and lining are merely the frame to the sales talk,
and the efifort is put into the talk. Bell
usually writes good stuflf, but he went over

the minor features lay all over the big feaYou can get the title in
ture for display.
two looks, but even tlwn it lacks the strength
of the type announcement of the costume
review, and the cut is largely lost. Only the
selling tal'K; is played up, and if you like that,
you can go back and find out that “Remem-

ri/fen
/?v

It

^

and Directed
Author

has the Hughe;

Heart Punch.
has tears, laughs, fighU
It has everything

It

and
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Emporia Hook-up Is
Minus Any Contest
A

hook-up without a contest is almost a
novelty these days, but the Strand Theatre,
Emporia, Kans., negotiated a page “In acknowledgment of the splendid tribute to the
new social and economic position of American
womanhood” in the Ince-First National production.
Only eight merchants contributed
space, but they made a very pretty display, and
the results proved that the straight hook-up
will still sell a production, even though it may
not be of very recent release. The cooperating
merchants all appealed to women with the exception of a typewriter concern which came in
because the machine was endorsed by the producer, and even here the woman typist was
supposed to know the merits of the machine,
which was another reason why the company
acclaimed her.

— P.

frolics.

T.

A.—

C««t ln«1ua»»i

Clsode Cillinf water (of Three -Wise FooU)
Cullen Landis
Patsy Ruth Miller

COSTUME

LLOYD

HAMILTON
“THE
SPEEDER”

REVIEW

Grnnd Exhibition of
Hnllou'ten find Fancy
Dress Crerlions on
Living Models

ORCHESTH^L fCITV

^

Goldioyn Release

of the play you wish to
greater strength to the outLloyd Hamilton than there is to
the otherwise effective cut of Pop and the
grandson. An outline would be better against
reverse, if carefully handled, but a halftone on reverse is just rolling the money
down the sewer. It goes, and you don’t see
where it comes out. This might have been
better with a good black reverse, but good
black in newspaper printing is a rarity not
to be counted upon, and the goods were
not delivered in this instance. That costume
review is a novelty. They have had a couple
of fashion shows, so this was made a display
of fancy dress costumes and Hallowe’en
Fashion shows are getting to be
clothes.
so popular that houses are now hard put
to find new titles, and fancy dress displays
give all the latitude an exhibitor could ask.
is

the

There
see.
line cut for

A

First National Release

STRONG TALK SELLS
his best on this and made a wonderful apIt’s better than the press book and is
peal.
written in the style that will get people
to the house; particularly those who will
feel most strongly the appeal of the play.
they
If the cuts were to do the selling,

should have been held free from the linear
design, but we do not believe that they
were expected to sell many of the tickets,
but were merely thrown in for good measure.

to be
B. B. Garner, of the Casino Theatre, Lakeland, Fla., played it lately, and got it over
to good business about 50 per cent, above
the normal. For a week in advance he used
teasers and four days ahead he skied a
large banner, placing it well above the

is 85 lines on two, and most
given to what the New York
Herald thinks of “The Loves of Pharach.”

T.

PHOTOPLAYS EVERY DAY EXCEPT WEDNESDAY
Week of October 29

THE GIGANTIC SPECTACLE

“TJE L0?E8 OF PBBBBOB”
A

“DECEPTION’^ and “PASSION/*
“In 'The Loves of Phftraoh,* Lubitsch reveals
power to suggest the mood and character of an
epoch, so that the very walls and statuary seem to
his

be playing a part. This tale ... is constantly
feeling the primal urge of drama. Altogether, it is
one of the majestic pictures of the decade, as mysteriously fascinating as the Sphinx.’’

—New York Herald.

Arranged Prologue by Eastman Theater
Orchestra and Eastman Theater Ensemble
Arthur Alexander and Victor "Wagner Conducting.

Specially

of the spirndtd irlbulc
in n»rTu» H Incc^

Aacrkan wnanhood

I

"TWIN HUSBANDS”

\

a

proof were needed at this late day to
that white space is better than reverse,
we think this three eights from the Allen,
Cleveland, would clinch the argument, for

I

I

Dc Haven Comedy
CelUst

THE EASTMAN STYLE
The

te.xt is better chosen than that in most
quotations, for it really gives some idea of
the play. It is the best chosen press notice
we have seen in some time, but that does not
convert us to the value of other town notices.
think the house itself should have more
to say about what it has to offer and not
pass the buck. One expects better than usual
from the Eastman, and it is to be hoped that
a more original style of advertising is presently developed, for this is by no means in
keeping with the character of the house.
Perhaps when the novelty has worn off more
of an effort will have to be made to get

We

them

If

show

Carter

A Paramount Release

the

Once More the White
Beats Out Reverse
I

New

VLADL>nR DUBINSKY,

sale.

I

Paramount Picture

produced by Ernest Imbitscb, Creator of

HAILTHif "^WOMAN

might not be confounded
it
current attraction, and bringing
it down for the playing dates.
Two of the circular pictures from the sixsheets were mounted on cloth and a background painted in. Then the entire panel
was given a coat of shellac and the result
was sufficiently like an oil painting to deceive the patrons. One was placed on either
side of the lobby and did much to help the

j

is

EASTMAN

A.—

marquee that

I

This

title

—

with

is

form

of the space

Going Strong

in its second year, there seems
a kick left in “The Queen of Sheba.”

Although

not pretty, but

it gives a disin a small space, and where too
much is not said, it gets over. In any event,
it is better than a lot of cut work that means

It

tinctive

is

—P.

Still

The style of advertisement used by the
Eastman Theatre, Rochester, seems to be

nothing.

WHITE WINS AGAIN
brance”

I

fixed.

John Barrymore in *SherlockHolmes^
A

Eastman Theatre Ads
Are Largely Uniform

A

in.

~P.

T.

A.—

First National Release

A ONE-PAGE HOOK-UP

Start 1923 right:

Get a copy of P. T. A.
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STRAIGHTfromilteSHOULDERREPORB
A DEPARTMENT FOR. THE INFORMATION OF EXHIBITORS
EDITED BY

PECK’S BAD BOY.

American Releasing

Associated Exhibitors
WHAT WOMEN WILL

DO.

I

hope

who

reads this will book
this picture, for I think any producer that
releases one like this, at no extra price,
merits support. The grip of “The Miracle
Man” paired out with the excellent work
of Anna Q. Nilssen, backed up by the cast
in general
what’s the use
book it. Ad-

—

!

—

Patronage:

vertising: one sheets.

mill help.

-Attendance: good.
Howard James, Union
Theatre, Voluntown, Connecticut.

WHEN THE
my

DEVIL DRIVES.

second Leah Baird feature.

me—we

tures sure surprised
for Monday and did

Just ran

These

almost

as

much

as
are

Saturday.
These, and Harold Lloyds,
proving better than those of another company for drawing crowds here but Florence
Vidor is kind of weak yet. L. N. Harding,
Strand Theatre (family patronage), Mac;

kinac. California.

BILLY JIM.

.A good, clean Western that
entertaining and which pleased
about 90 per cent. Fred Stone a good actor,
but he ought to be starred in pictures with
action more rapidly moving than this one.
Will fill in as an excellent program feature.
-Advertising: ones, threes, slide, mat slide.
Patronage: small town. -Attendance: fair.
C. C. Johnson, .A-Muse-U Theatre, Melville,
Louisiana.
is

picture.
The kid is wonderful.
of a showing in any theatre. Book
it; it will make good for you.
Advertising'
sizeable campaign.
Patronage high-class.
.Attendance: good.
E. W. Collins, Grand

audience

Worthy

:

Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.

EAST

THE NAME OF THE LAW.

This pic-

more age on it than what we usualbut the reports on it did the selling;
we were disappointed is to put it
mildly. For us, it is just an average “soppy”
emoting picture, too much footage is given
to the sympathy working stage business and
too little action for those recently educated
audiences.
Very mediocre production for
a first-run house. Patronage country town.
-Attendance
poor.
Columbia
Theatre,
Columbia City, Indiana.
ture has

ly run,
to say

:

:

MY DAD. Only a fair picture. Didn’t
go over; something lacking. Nothing to
rave about. Advertising: newspaper, lobby,
slide, cards.
Patronage: family.
Attendance: fair.
William Brill, Rialto Theatre,
The

best

Hoyt-like

comedy we have caught Doris May

in.

Otis

Harlan at his best. -Advertising: regular.
Patronage: average.
-Attendance: good.
Thos. K. Lancaster, .ApHllo Theatre, Gloucester,

New

Jersey.

’EM. With Doris May, the
good business.
William
Noble, Empress Theatre, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma.
enjoyed

A good

ROSARY- The name

leads one to think
a religious story, and while it has religious characters, it is really a good melodrama, pretty well done. It brought big
business for me, and a great many not
regulars.
Ben L. Morris, Temple Theatre,
Bellaire, Ohio.
it

We

put this on as a benefor the American Legion, and they didn’t
manage to sell enough tickets to pay for
the cost of printing. For some reason Ince’s
Fair
pictures always lose money for me.
Advertising: played up as
picture only.
American Legion benefit. Patronage: small

Macon, Georgia.

terion Theatre,

draw

in

drama which pleased everybody.
tional giving us good pictures.
ones, threes, photos, papers.

First

Na-

Patronage:

:

HURRICANE’S

GAL. This, as a picture,
100 per cent., but that means nothing; the
name killed it for me. The class of people
I play to would not come out.
splendid
production, but would not draw on a two
days’ run.
Lost money, in fact. Advertising: ones, threes, sixes, twenty-four, heralds,

A

Patronage

:

neighborhood. Attendance:
Temple Theatre, Aber-

poor. W. E. Elkin,
deen, Mississippi.

it’s

by

itself.

It’ll make
this one.
new
billboard,
.A^dvertising
extra
patrons.
heralds, mailing list. Patronage small town.
.Attendance: good. Majestic Theatre, Green-

field,

Tennessee.

very interesting plot.
Offers an opportunity for an excellent guessing contest. Find the moral! Just an average program picture. Advertising: usual bill,
board and lobby. Prices ten and thirty
cents.
Patronage neighborhood. Attendance: poor. H. L. Wharton, Orpheum Theatre, Glasgow, Montana.
:

:

BOY.
liked

It’s
it

;

my

one that

will

people liked

get them
so will

it

;

you.

Advertising: usual.
Patronage: genAttendance: good.
T. J. Hickes,
Liberty Theatre, Saxton, Pennsylvania.
eral.

With Mildred Harris. This
an old picture, with many return dates,
nevertheless a very good one and still full
of good drawing power.
Patronage general.
William Noble. New Folly Theatre,
:

City,

many saw

it

twice,

William Noble,

homa

City,

and

New

well

all

satisfied.

Theatre, Okla-

Folly

Oklahoma.

SONG OF

LIFE.

Entirely

too “sobby”

a hard luck story all the way
invalid
through that did not please
patrons they ha'.'e their own troubles. Advertising: usual. Patronage: health seekers

here;

for

my

—

and tourists. Attendance: poor. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac
Lake, New York.

SONNY. One

of the best features we have
a long time. Everyone was pleased.
Deserved a better house. Advertising: regular.
Patronage: mi.xed. Attendance: fair.

shown

in

Widenor, Opera House, Belvidere,

Fred

S.

New

Jersey.

Only

Lair.

Story cannot be easily followed. Advertising: usual, posters and photos. Patronage:
small town.
Attendance: good. Dr. J. E.
Guibord, National Theatre, Grand Mere,
Quebec, Canada.

TOL’ABLE DAVID. I cannot praise this
picture too highly. Patrons talked about it;
said it was 'a beautiful picture. Advertising:
si.x, three, one, slide.
Patronage all classes.
.Attendance: good.
Stephen G. Brenner,
Eagle Theatre, Baltimore, Maryland.
:

TROUBLE. Good picture,
“My Boy.” Advertising:

but not as good
usual. Patronage: small town. .Attendance: good. G. H.
Jenkinson, \’ictor Theatre, Minoequa, Wisas

OLD DAD.

Oklahoma

THROUGH. I can truthfully
say that this was considered one of the best
pictures of the year. Pleased 100 per cent.
SMILIN’

STRANGER THAN FICTION.

MASTER MIND. A

I

Really a picture that’s in
Its got a moral, and
Had lots of
put over with a punch.
all

compliments on

Advertising:

town.
Attendance
good.
Tom
Marksby, Opera House, Blenheim, Ontario,
Canada.
small

MY

SKY PILOT.
a class

are

GIRL IN THE TAXI. Very good comedy-

all.

Erne,

:

very good picour town, as con-

bad here at present. Advernewspaper, lobby, heralds, 2,000
letters mailed.
Patronage: very best. Attendance: fair. J. Solomon, Bijou Theatre,
Clarksburg, West Vitginia.

etc.

:

:

ETERNAL FLAME. A
ture, but failed to

Attendance
poor.
W. Ray
Rialto Theatre, Charlotte, Michigan.

town.

prices,

:

Oklahoma.

ONE CLEAR CALL.

First National
CHILD THOU GAVEST ME.

Advanced

is

UP AND AT

picture

Community

very best picture

this season.

extended the run, and turned away hundreds. Advertising: newspaper ads. doubled.
Attendance excellent. J. A. Flournoy, Cri-

-Akron, Ohio.

UNDERSTUDY.

WEST. The

IS

we have had

fairly

IN

Attendance:

SKIN DEEP.

ditions
tising:

F. B. O.

Patronage: rural.
usual.
B. A.. Aughinbaugh,
good.
Theatre, Lewistown, Ohio.

posters,

tising:

fit

pic-

held this over

A good picture.
wholesome fun. No complaints in
any way. Brought out the crowd. AdverClean,

Sincere exhibitors are sending
these tips to help you book your
show. Their reports are printed
If a picwithout fear or favor.
ture is good, bad or ordinary, you
will find it out here.
Turn about
is fair play; let these exhibitors
guide your bookings, and in turn
let’s hear from yon.

SISTERS. \ cry good. 1 was indeed surprised.
Patrons voiced their approval. Mrs.
B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville,
J.
California.

every exhibitor

VAN BUREN POWELL

A.

Very good picture;

very good business.
Advertising: like a
show.
Patronage: family. Jack Hoeffler,
Orpheum Theatre. Quincy, Illinois.

consin.

TROUBLE.

Jackie can act like a veteran.
picture pleased old and young.
No
end of pleasing comments.
.Advertising:
doubled billboard and press space. Patronage
general.
.Attendance
light, but not
oicture’s fault.
H. J. I-ongaker, Howard
Theatre, .Alexandria, Minnesota.
This

:

:

;

December

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1922

30,

several good comments on this one. Some enjoyed it as much
Picture should please all.
as “The Sheik.”
slide.
sixes,
threes,
ones,
Advertising:

ARABIAN LOVE. Had

Patronage

Between Ourselves
A

Garsh, the last
“saved the bacon.” Mix is too good to
waste on such a story, even though he
writes a number of them himself. It pleased
the majority, however, just because they
have faith in Tom Mix. Advertising: reguPatronage country. Attendance fine.
lar.
R. K. Russell, Lyric Theatre, Cushing, Iowa.
:

:

A

CONNECTICUT YANKEE.

faithful

adaptation of the great Mark Twain story,
ably acted and perfectly staged. A distinct
Advercredit to Fox and to the industry.
Patronage: mixed.
tising: extra campaign.
Attendance fair. E. W. Collins, Grand The:

Jonesboro, Arkansas.

I

Extra

fine,

With William Russell.
Western drama. Ad-

thrilling

one big; it will please them all.
Five reels and all good. Advertising: threes,
Walter
Attendance: extra good.
ones.
Odom, Sr., Dixie Theatre, Durant, Missisvertise this

a very
please here.

poor picture, which did not
Attendance:
usual.
Advertising:
William Noble, Orpheum Theatre,
lioma City, Oklahoriia.

i

who

fair,

Okla-

California.

ville,
I

FIGHTING STREAK.

'

Up

to

Tom Mix

This star has a following here
and does well for us. This one is O. K. and
Advertising: usual.
[will please his “fans.”
Patronage: mixed. Attendance: good. E.
W. Collins, Liberty Theatre, Jonesboro,
Arkansas,
standard.

i|

i

I

FOOL THERE WAS.

'

Well worth showtelling me what a
Teaches a good lesson.

Everyone went out

ing.

was.
Excellent photography. Boost it strong, as
Chas. H. Ryan,
it will back up your claims.
Garfield Theatre, Chicago, Illinois.

fine picture

>

;

it

FOOL THERE WAS.

Very good

picture

vampire type. Lewis Stone does some
fine work.
Estella Taylor as the vamp not
as good as the original Theda Bara, acting

of the
i

Advertising: regular
Patronage: neighbor-

the old picture.
billboard and lobby.
in

!

I

Attendance: fair. E. L. Wharton,
Theatre, Glasgow, Montana.

hood.

Orpheum
j

JUST TONY. Tom Mix
Pleased all. Mix always
house for us. Advertising
age: mixed. Attendance:
Creamer, Strand Theatre,

:

souri,

MONEY TO BURN. A

i

picture, but

Russell

good program
to draw for me.
Attendance: fair.

fails

Patronage: small town.

I

W.

Tragsdorf,
Wisconsin.

E.

ville,

MY

FRIEND,

Trag’s

THE

Theatre,

Neills-

DEVIL.

Exhibitors,
here is a wonderful picture for you. Did
not see another drama so interesting as this
[one for a long time. Advertising: two ones,

one three, slides. Patronage mixed. Attendance fair. Jack Kaplan, Royal Theatre, South Fallsburgh, New York.
:

:

THE NEW TEACHER. A
gram
I

jit

picture.

Good

for
pleased our patrons.

ular.

good-

splen did pro-

Sunday audiences,
Advertising: reg-

Patronage: high class. AttendanceJno. W. Creamer, Strand Theatre.

Chillicothe, Missouri.

Unusually good
snappy, and held the inPatronage
usual.
Advertising
terest.
Al.
C.
Attendance: fair.
small town.
Stewart, Empire Theatre, Waitsburg, Wash-

will

come

certainly

RAGGED HEIRESS.

Shirley

:

If

you

Scotch atmosphere here it is
for fair. Don’t think the average fan cares
Advertising: one sheets.
for this kind.
Attendance
mill help.
good.
Patronage
Howard James, Union Theatre, Voluntown,
real old

:

:

Connecticut.

MAN FROM LOST

in

OVER THE

HILL. A fair picture, but
not as good as “Humoresque.” Yet it will
get by and will please a majority of the
audience.
No kic'cs registered. William
Noble, Folly Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
mistake

RIVER.

Six reels.
story of the North
appeal to all classes.
Woods
Well acted and interest holding from start
Photography unexcelled. Some
to finish.
beautiful shots.
Clean.
Pleased 100 per
cent. House Peters becoming favorite here.

House

Cushing, Iowa.

will make no
booking this picture. One of his
thrills
and action.
Advertising:
Attendance:
good.
Majestic
Charleston, Tennessee.

Linder makes ’em

BUNTY PULLS THE STRINGS.
like

Was

SKY HIGH. You

Max

WIFE.

:

B

in

MY

BE

take notice in this comedy. A roar all the
way through. Price was right and print
1.
Advertising: ones and one three.
-A.
Patronage small town. Attendance good.
Werner Brothers, Queen Theatre, Trinity,
Texas,

in

Mason

:

ington.

picture.
This pleased ninety per
Mason
a well executed theme.
has a loyal bunch of backers here. You’ll
get by on this one if the title suits your
territory.
R. K. Russell, Lyric Theatre,
a Class
cent.

Clean,

:

VAN.

Little

Peters, star.
that should

town man

-Advertising:

windows.
ance

A

go wrong on

can’t

ones,

Patronage

threes,

small town.

:

fair.
C. C. Johnson,
atre, Melville, Louisiana.
:

this one.

slide,

show
-Attend-

A-Muse-U The-

NEW

MR. BARNES OF

YORK. Just a
patrons said. Advertising: usual. Patronage: health seekers and
tourists.
Attendance medium. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac
Lake, New York.
fair picture, so the

:

POOR RELATION.

A very good propicture and one that pleased. I would
to have more of them.
-Advertising:

best for
regular.

gram

Theatre,

usual.
Patronage country town. Attendance good. H. V. Harvey, Palace Theatre,
Dixon, California.

like

:

:

SKY HIGH. Mix was always ace high
with our Empire patrons and he is still with
the Lafayette patrons. Played this on Sunday to S. R. O. Regular Mix stuff with fine
action. M. Oppenheimer, Lafayette Theatre,
New Orleans, Louisiana.

is good as ever.
means a packed

regular. Patrongreat.
Jno. W.
Chillicothe, Mis-

BEATING THE GAME.

picture.

and
keep Straight from the Shoulder
the dependable tip department.

FAST MAIL. Wonderful Jones picture.
good.
Attendance:
mixed.
Patronage:
Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placer-

!i

Goldwyn

Haynes,

I

i

fair.

—

With Tom Mix,

:

and tourists. Attendance
Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre BeauSaranac Lake, New A’ork.

tiful,

task for the good friemds already
sending tips and for a lot more

sippi.

DO AND DARE.

L.

A

mi.xed up
RIDES.
that was not cared for
Patronage
usual.
Advertising

melodrama

seekers

health

Old Lyme
Amusement Company, Old Lyme,
Connecticut, and others, a new
report blank has been prepared.
This new blank gets rid of the
need of signing and giving certain
information on every picture and
hooks up six on the same blank.
Hope this will make it a lighter
Thos.

of

here.

who

are reporting on
pictures for Straight from the
Shoulder are doing such a splendid
service of unselfishness that it is
only fair to make the work of tipsending just as simple and as easy
as possible.
Through the help and suggestions of Mr. W. B. Aspley, Aspley
Theatre, Glasgow, Kentucky, Mr.

Exhibitors

CHASING THE MOON.

CRUSADER.

WHEN ROMANCE

over

things

IDOLS. For me, here’s a picture that holds the interest and will make
’em talk. They’ll like, and wonder why, all
-Advertising: regular.
at the same time.
Patronage: small town. .Attendance: poor.
Majestic Theatre, Greenfield, Tennessee.
mess

reel

atre,

talk

Temple Theatre, Aber-

E. Elkin,
deen, Mississippi.

^

get-together place where

we can

Attendance

neighborhood.

:

W.

869

STRANGE

Fox

fair.

::

STAGE ROMANCE.

Absolutely nothing

We

Too deep and

entirely too long.
didn’t take in film rental and those who
came left before it was over.
advice
would be, pay for it and don’t run it. Advertising: posters, slide, heralds.
Patronage
neighborhood.
Attendance
poor.
W. E. Elkin, Temple Theatre, Aberdeen,
Mississippi.
to

it.

My

:

:

STAGE ROMANCE.

I

left

town on

this

one. Couldn’t face the music of continuous
complaints which I knew must come. Heard
about it after my return. If you have it
bought, go fishing on the day you play it.
-Advertising: ones, threes, six, mailing list.
Patronage: small town. Attendance: poor.
F. Pruett, Liberty Theatre, Roanoke,
J.
-Alabama.

STRANGE

IDOLS. J ust a program picture of very mediocre value. This program
stuff is about as poor as one can find.
Advertising posters. Patronage rural. Attendance fair. B. A. Aughinbaugh, Community
:

:

Theatre. Lewistown, Ohio.

:

REMEMBRANCE.

Don’t be fooled into
the idea that this is in the class with “Old
Nest.” A very pleasing picture, but nothing super-special about it. Did not go over
for me.
Advertising: ones, threes, sixes,
photos, heralds, window cards, newspaper,
etc.
Patronage: high-class.
Attendance:
Door.
H. D. Wharton, Pastime Theatre,

Warren, Arkansas.

THEODORA.

say I’d lay off of this
for a special and almost
lost my shirt.
It cost a lot of money, and
I sure helped to pay for it.
Advertising
one.

I

bought

I’d

it

enough.

Patronage: mixed.
Attendance:
H. W. Deutschmann, Playhouse,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
rotten.

Hodkinson
CAMERON OF ROYAL MOUNTED. An
extra good Northwest Mounted Police story.
In fact, the photography, scenery and acting is A-1,
Patronage: small town. Attendance good. W. E. Tragsdorf, Trag’s
:

Theatre, Neillsville, Wisconsin.

FRENCH

HEELS. Mighty good picture
the ladies, especially, liked this, but will
nlease 100 per cent, from mj' viewing. Ad;

:

:

M OV 1 X

870

two ones, three, photos, two
vertising
Patronage: family. Attendpapers, slide.
ance good. E. T. Dunlap, Dunlap Theatre,

PICTURE WORLD

G

A

Double Letter

Hawarden, Iowa.

FLAME. With Warren Kerrigan, this one failed to please, as picture is
too old and people have forgotten who J.
Warren Kerrigan is. Hope that friend Jack

GREEN

Hooks, of Thomas. 0<lahoma,

H.

now

is

that all is not gold that glitters.
William Xoble. Broadway Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
satisfied

HEADLESS HORSEMAN.

This

a
cer-

is

Will Rogers
splendid piece of work.
tainly makes an A-1 Ichabod Crane. Plenty

and

a classic of a real classic.
Patronage:
mail.
posters,
Attendance good. B. .A.. Aughin-

of fun. action,

Dear Van:

may

It

in

my

:

interest

Community

Sir:
Straight
letter
in
Shoulder in Moving Picture

found

YOUNG RAJAH.

of

us

Nebraska.

A

letter within a letter that

BROADWAY

:

111.”

REPORTED MISSING.

shows

Very good; better
She always pleases.

:

BURNING DAYLIGHT.

Jack London’s

.Altogether too long.

disappointed.

.Adver-

house organ, lobby, newspaper, billmixed.
-Attendance
boards.
Patronage
good. L. -A. Hoover, Gem Theatre, Durango,
tising:

:

:

BONNIE BRIER BUSH.

Rather

well
Pat-

great picture, splenFASCINATION.
Very
didly played, with Mae Murraj-.
pleasing to the large audiences that saw it.

ness

:

New

Folly Theatre,

Okla-

Oklahoma.

A

showman’s picture
FASCINATION.
that contains every necessary ingredient
for drawing and pleasing the people. Paid
rather high for it, but 7t did pretty well, and
satisfied.

Recommend

it

highly

if

splendor and brilliancy.
Advertising: enlarged campaign.
Patronage high-class. Attendance good. E. W.
Collins, Grand Theatre, Jonesboro, .\rkansas.
public

likes

:

:

FIVE DOLLAR BABY.
Dana

picture.

A

very

poor

what it’s put up
program picture.

Not

at all
ordinar}'

Just an
disappointed.
Advertising: ones,
threes, six, photos, newspaper. Patronage
mixed. Attendance fair. Jack Jones, Cozy
Theatre, Shawnee, Oklahoma.
to

be.

Patrons

:

EVA

ASCENDS.

Excellent

Barnstorming story that went over with a
bang.

.Audiences delighted.
Lots of good,
solid laughs. .Advertising: regular. Patronage average. Attendance good. Thos. K.
Lancaster, Apollo Theatre, Gloucester, New
Jersey.
:

:

PUPPETS OF FATE. An
gram

picture.

-Advertising

:

excellent proregular. Patron-

age: resort. -Attendance: fair. Holeman &
Shaw. -Auditorium Theatre, Dawson Springs,

Kentucky.

Paramount
AT THE END OF THE WORLD. One
of the best we have shown.
Betty Compson is quite a favorite with my patrons.
-Advertising: sixes, threes, ones. Patronage:
resort.
Attendance: good. J. H. Holeman,

-Auditorium Theatre,
tucky.

Dawson

Springs,

Ken-

BURNING SANDS.

Did not do the busiby half, although picture was
blame it to non-pulling of stars.

should,

it

well li ed. I
-Advertising: a

Patronlittle of everything.
age small town. .Attendance fair. W. RayErne, Rialto Theatre, Charlotte, Alichigan.
:

:

BURNING SANDS.

For me, better than
Sheik,” with a cast that can act.
Hawley- not much, but Sills and Logan good.
-Advertising usual. Patronage small town.
Alarsden & Noble,
-Attendance: average.
Noble Theatre, Marshfield, Oregon.

"The

:

CALL OF THE NORTH.

Film was

in

that I don't know
whether it was any good or not. I know we
got credit for running it too fast when most
of the picture had been cut away. Advertising: posters and slide. Patronage: neighborhood. Attendance fair. W. E. Elkin,
Temple Theatre, .Aberdeen, Mississippi.

poor

such

condition

:

CAPPY RICKS.

Meighan

is

good

indeed “the
This one

luck star.”
Story fine.
should please ninety-five per cent. .Advertising regular. Patronage general. Attendance: fair.
Creamer, Strand
Jno. \V.
Theatre, Chillicothe, Missouri.
:

:

FOOTLIGHTS. Very good and pleased a
large audience.
Elsie Ferguson does good
work in this. -Advertising regular. Patron,
age: general. .Attendance: good. Jno. W.
:

Creamer, Strand Theatre, Chillicothe, Mis-

;

small town.
-Attendance: good.
Theatre, Greenfield, Tennessee.

Majestic

United Artists
LOVE FLOWER.

.A very good picture,
with special cast, and one which pleased.
William Noble, Folly Theatre, Oklahoma

City,

Oklahoma.

RULING PASSION.
but a great picture.
vertising: regular.
tendanpe fair. R.

Not a heavy puller,
All should run it. AdPatronage: family. AtStar Theatre,

Relf,

J.

:

Decorah, Iowa.

Universal
AFRAID TO FIGHT. One
ever saw of Nagel.

of the best

I

A

good picture to boost.
-Advertising: lobby and daily papers.
Attendance good. H. R. Workman, Coliseum
Theatre, Marseilles, Illinois.
:

AT LARGE. With Tom
good picture with

very-

William Noble,

vailing.

Oklahoma

City-,

Oklahoma.

BEAR CAT. One
we’ve shown.

Santschi, a verypreMajestic Theatre,

good business

of the best Westerns

First, the story is good,

and

second. Hoot is a likeable cuss, a combination Chas. Ray and Tom Mix. I’d class it as
extra good. .Advertising: regular. Patronage small town. -Attendance good. Majestic Theatre, Greenfield, Tennessee.
:

:

SCRAPPER.
Certainly- not

For me, a fine “lemon.”
what we expected after read-

GAME CHICKEN. .A very- good picture
and will please most any- audience. Thos.
L. Haynes, Town Hall, Old Lyme, Connec-

ing exhibitors’ reports. No plot, no acting
Fight O. K., but that was all. Too improbable. -Advertising: good. Patronage village
and country. .Attendance x fqir. Lindrud &
Guettinger, Cochrane Theatre, Cochrane,

ticut.

Wisconsin.

souri.

GET RICH QUICK
-

Good

-

WALLINGFORD.

Clever acting. Well liked bypatrons. -Attendance fair. Roy-al Theatre,
Reading, Pennsylvania.
picture.

:

HER HUSBAND’S TRADEMARK.
a picture that is good.
clean, has a good story,

is

It is

good

Here

exceptionally
action,

good

scenery.

Too much Valen-

good. Ernest M. Cowles, Orpheum
Theatre. Pelican Rapids, Alinnesota.

It

Splendid picture.
revival that tells the tale of “why” Norma
These pictures are worth
is
so popular.
what these people ask they- don’t try to rob
regular.
you.
-Advertising
Patronage

:

would have been good with anv
other star. Brought the crowds, but people

BLOOD AND SAND.

SAFETY CURTAIN.

-A

vania.

.Advertising: newspapers, ones,
slide and posters.
Patrona.ge local. .Atten-

tino.

!

:

:

:

LITTLE

—

:

Colorado.

below average. .Advertising usual.
very
ronage
neighborhood.
.Attendance
Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylpoor.

j'our

good;

Picture

If you can get it
for me nothing special.
at a right price, buy, and your average
patrons will be pleased. Do not advertise
Have had two- and
as special it is not
three-reel comedies that went over better.
Patronage:
special.
small
-Advertising:
good.
town.
-Attendance
W. F. Pease,

Centennial Theatre, Lowell, Wisconsin.

pulled them in on this, .-k number of
patrons told me it didn't follow the book
very closely. Patronage small town. ,A.ttendance: good. W. E. Tragsdorf, Trag’s
Theatre, Neillsville, Wisconsin.

name

we were

Pennsylvania.

atre, Saxton,

Co.,

:

City,

:

:

Straight from the Shoulder is
promoting good fellowship between
exhibitors who count.

Main thing, get it at a live-and-let-live price.
Advertising: special lobbj-, and usual adverPatronage country town.
tising, heralds.
Attendance good. H. V. Harvey, Palace
Theatre, Dixon, California.

homa

pic-

;

:

ROSE.

than “Peacock Alley.”

William Noble,

For me,

ture rotten all through film badly cut. AdPatronage general. Atusual.
vertising
tendance good. T. J. Hickes, Liberty The-

how

Metro

a

Selznick

trulv yours,
THOS. L. HAYNES,

Old Lyme Amusement
Old Lyme, Conn.

pay

We

PROPHET’S PARADISE.

C.

Not a very good story, but

is one of the best pictures ever run in my
theatre on account of the acting and sets,
which are wonderful. Rialto Theatre, Nel-

to

!

—

:

with great interest. This department is
certainly very valuable and we don’t see
how any live exhibitor can get along
without it. Sincerely,

Very

JANE EYRE.

you have

It disappoints
big price for this look out
played day
as did “Blood and Sand.”
and date with Detroit, but to no avail. AdPatronage: small town.
vertising: heavy.
poor lost money.
W. Ray
-Attendance
Erne, Rialto Theatre, Charlotte, Michigan.

the

World
November eighteenth was read by

M. LYNCH,
HARRIS & LYNCH,
Gem Theatre, Peoria,

If

—

from

Your

Ohio.

son,

I

Dear

Lewistown,

Theatre,

know

to

mail the following note:

:

baugh,

you

“Thos. L. Haynes,

Advertising:
rural.

30, 1922

WORLD’S CHAMPION. Rather belated
showing, but picture drew well. Reid not
very good; support made the picture. Advertise good; you won’t lose. Advertising:
Patronage:
program.
lobby,
billboard,
L. A. Hoover,
mixed. .Attendance good.
Gem Theatre, Durango, Colorado.

:

:

December

:

dance

:

:

TOP

O’

THE MORNING.

little

fine;

direction

dinary.
fair.

One of the
released. Star
or.Advertising:

program pictures

nicest

excellent.

Patronage; general. Attendance;
H. J. Longaker, Goward Theatre,

-Alexandria, Minnesota.

TRAP.

Very good

subject, but failed to

please all.
Only- a few liked it.
Chaney
does wonderful acting and the scerrery is
good. -Advertising: two threes, one six, four
ones, hfralds, mailing list. Patronage: small

:

December

moving picture world

1922

30,

UNDER TWO FLAGS. A
and one we made a
we got it quick, and price

picture,

knockout

money on;
Book it.
right.

little

Advertising: twenty-four, ones, heralds,
country
Patronage
photos, papers, etc.
town. Attendance: good. H. V. Harvey,
Palace Theatre, Dixon, California.
:

UNDER TWO FLAGS.

Did not take here.

Raised price
Advertising: fifty per cent,
extra on account special production. Patronage small town. Attendance: fair. W. F.
Pease, Centennial Theatre, Lowell, Wisconper

Sixty

and

cent,

dissatisfied.

money.

lost

:

sin.

WILD HONEY.

This Universal-Jewel has
entertaining qualities, yet in my
opinion some of the scenes are so suggestive and improper that it would be hard to
recommend to every one. The plot is rather
light, and taking everything into consideration this picture does not measure up to
some of her former successes, although no
fault of Miss Dean’s, who lifted the feature
as much as she could from the cheap tawdry
class with her remarkable characterization.
Advertising special. Kenneth W. Thompson, M. W. A. Theatre, Hancock, Wisconsin.

many

:

[

[

:

WISE

KID.

Here

a nice little picture
pleased nearly 100 per cent, and you

which

is

make no mistake in booking it. It has
plenty of comedy in it that just set right
with the audience. Thos. L. Haynes, Town
Hall, Old Lyme, Connecticut.

Christmas Wish
We hope that you’Jl hang up a
stocking this year and find it, on
Christmas, just packed with good
cheer; we’ve asked good old Santa
to see that you get a year’s run of
pictures the best you’ve had yet;
an S. R. O. business, each patron
a fan; no films mutilated, no censorship ban; each contract a fair
one, at a price you can pay and
a real Merry Christmas! what
more can we say?

B—

^

j

Vitagraph
FLOWER OF THE NORTH.

With

spe-

including Pauline Stark; good picGave good satisfacture and good puller.
tion.
William Noble, Folly Theatre, Okla-

cial cast
j

!

homa

!

City,

IRISH ROSE.

A

big, clean

Pleased 100 per cent, and got the
Many compliments from our
patrons. Advertising: ones, threes, twentyfour, slides and cards.
Patronage: small
town. Attendance good. Werner Brothers,
Queen Theatre, Trinity, Texas.
story.

money.

!

'

I

:

j

!

SHEIK’S WIFE.

Pleased a
hundred per cent. Rained all day Sunday,
but did fair business. Advertising: lobby,
cutouts, billboards. Patronage mixed. Attendance
fair.
O. W. Harris, St. Denis
Theatre, Sapulpa, Oklahoma.
:

SHEIK’S WIFE. While

I

this foreign pic-

good, frankly it doesn’t compare
with “The Sheik.”
Advertising: regular.
Patronage: general.
Attendance: good.
ture

I

M

II

l

Jno. W.
cothe, Missouri.

M

Chilli-

An

awful title for a picture. I
should call this a nasty type of story, and
am glad there are not many of them made
any more. There were many beautiful snow
scenes; it was well staged. Advertising: two
and slide.
photos, threes, ones
papers,
Patronage family. Attendance poor. E.
T. Dunlap, Dunlap Theatre, Hawarden, Iowa.
:

(Universal).

ance

fair.

:

community.

:

;

:

tucky.

SHOW ME YOUR SAMPLES

Baby

is

Fill

one-reeler.

:

SOLID CONCRETE

Serials
GO-GET-’EM HUTCH

(Pathe).

an

has been fair. H. V. Harvey,
Palace Theatre, Dixon, California.

Attendance

:

ROBINSON CRUSOE

:

atre, Melville, Louisiana.

just finished this one
the biggest failure for

FALL GUY (Vitagraph). Larry is very
popular here and his comedies are usually
quite good. This one, however, is below his
standard, and I could not make much noise
about it. Advertising: regular. Patronage:

(Universal).

Advertising: all kinds,
in my experience.
paper, etc. Patronage: children mostly. Attendance poor. W. E. Elkin, Temple The:

atre,

Aberdeen, Mississippi.

Send Along

Tear Out

Be

now

fair to

to

the picture and fair to

MOVING PICTURE WORLD,

Producer

Advertising Angles

Name

of

Town

Attendance

Type you draw from
Theatre

Have

and must say it was
me. It will not draw,

Your own report

Size

good,

Advera hard time keeping the crowds.
Patronage: country town.
tising: usual.

if

Star

A

serial; but we were loaded up with
awful lot of stuff with it, and have had

snappy

Every report you send helps some exhibitor in his booking of pictures.
your fellow exhibitor. Make your report a dependable booking tip and send it
516 Fifth Avenue, New York.
Title

F. Pease,

Centennial Theatre, Lowell, Wisconsin.

—

In

W.

fine

:

:

Larry

(Vitagraph).

Very good.

Semon comedy.

they will come
forward and identify themselves we will be
Advertisglad to give them credit. Ed.)
ing none. Patronage small town. Attendance good. C. C. Johnson, A-Muse-U The-

(And

in

:

Attend-

Some

(Educl.).

other places, but not here.
Do not satisfy patrons at all. Advertising:
Patronage small town. Attendregular.
ance l)oor. W. F. Pease, Centennial The'
atre, Lowell, Wisconsin.

These might go

photography depicting scenes in and around
a lake that actually seemed the best place
Very appropriate
in the world for ducks.
picture here, as this is a great hunting
country for small game. The producers are
be congratulated.

LAST RESORT

SKIPPER’S

Kenneth W. Thompson, M. W.

first-class

Hancock, Wisconsin.

Hall,

(producer not noted). One-reel
comedy, praised by everyone. Can be safely
a

(Uni-

About the poorest excuse for a
comedy that was ever shown in our theI am glad they have finally woke up
atre.
and quit producing the Star Non-Sensered
Kenneth W. Thompson, M. W. A.
Reels.

versal).

A. Theatre, Hancock, Wisconsin.

called

begin to
t
of a real comedy.
W. A. Hall, Han-

doesn

it

PALEFACE (First Natl.). For me, not
one laugh in the whole two reels absolutely
poor for me. Keep it on the shelf. PatronA.
Attendance: poor.
classes.
all
age
Mitchell, Dixie Theatre, Russellville, Ken-

growing popular here. Although
her comedies have no fast action they fill
the bill as a distinct novelty. Played it with
“Shattered Dreams,” and it was our lifesaver for that show, as the feature was
Patronage

good, for

is

it

cock, Wisconsin.

is

mediocre.

A. La Valla,
Theatre, Bethel, Connecticut.
:

measure up to the standard
Kenneth W. Thompson, M.

:

CIRCUS CLOWNS

Patronage

than regular.
Attendance good.

Community
LINE’S BUSY (Universal). Best Star
comedy we have shown yet, but that is not

Comedies
Peggy

to

more

slightly

VIRGIN’S SACRIFICE. (The title of this
picture has been altered to “A Woman’s
Sacrifice.)

(Assoc.

smalltown.

saying

Creamer, Strand Theatre,

to

Very good.

:

i

If there is any
Exhib.)
be featured with the
regular picture, it is this one. A big crowd
Positively the best
roared all through it.
comedy ever shown here, at least from the
Advertising:
viewpoint of my patrons.

DO

1

comedy worthy

DUCKS

Oklahoma.

MY WILD

iT 1

:

over good if called scenics or bathing girl
novelty reels. Kenneth W. Thompson, M.
W,. A. Theatre, Hancock, Wisconsin.

—
—

will

,

Attendance good. A. La Valla,
Community Theatre, Bethel, Connecticut.
ICE BOX PIRATES (Universal). These
Our
Star comedies are no good for us.
patrons walk out on them. They might go

small town.

Pruett,
F.
Attendance: fair.
town.
J.
Liberty Theatre, Roanoke, Alabama.
Wisconsin.
of a

871

City

State

MOVI

872

PICTURE WORLD

G

hi

TIMBER QUEEN

(Pathe). On the sixth
fine.
Lots of action
and fine snow scenery. Business good. Can’t
are running
go wrong on this one.
Lloyd single reelers and Playlet with serial.
Playlets all good and in good shape. Will
make a good variety show.
started this
Advertising:
serial off to a good business.
ones, photos, slide. Patronage; middle class.
.Admission: ten-twenty cents. Attendance:
William Thacher, Roj'al Theatre,
good.
Salina, Kansas.

Holding up

episode.

We

We

44
Verj'

CALIBRE MYSTERY

(Carey-Univ.).

Holds interest all
the way through. Acting good, but not very
much of a story. William Noble, Majestic
pleasing

Theatre,

picture.

Oklahoma

a prosperous future

—send reports.

HUDSON TRAILS (Educl.). As good as
any Travel pictures, but had to stop showing them as the patrons don’t want travelogs.
M. Oppenheimer, Lafayette Theatre, New
Orleans, Louisiana.

William Thacher, Royal

and comedy.

Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

OF

RULES

NIGHTINGALE

(Pathe).

Advise
is a good picture of the kind.
you, if you are running a middle-class house,
not to run this playlet get Pathe to give
ran
you something in place of this one.
this with “Timber Queen” and single-reeler.
They walked out on “Nightingale.” Middleclass audiences don’t seem to want such a
picture. You will find that all of Pathe playMake a good show with a
lets are good.
This

—

We

Thacher,

.?(X,

Royal

1922

Theatre,

SILVER SPURS

(Standard). Those that
Westerns will like this. Some real
thrills and plenty of action.
Advertising;
like

Patronage

tendance

;

;

W.

good.

atre, Batesville,

ROAD

neighborhood.
L. Landers,

At-

Gem

The-

Arkansas.

SCHOOL DAYS

(Pathe).
Where
Frank Keenan is liked, these are good fillers
with comedy. Advertising; regular. Patronage small town. Attendance fair. W. F.
Pease, Centennial Theatre, Lowell, Wis-

(Warner).
Truly in
every sense of the words a wonderful production.
It not only pleased, but it drew
well.
Little Barry is exceptionally good in
this one.
Book it by all means. Advertis-

consin.

ing:

:

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS

The

(Pathe).

best short subject we ever ran, and have
tried many. Everyone likes it fine. Fred J.
Jones, Rialto Theatre, Nelson, Nebraska.

State Rights
AMAZING LOVER (Federated). Not a
good picture from any angle. Marc McDermott was unfortunate to be in it. Advertising:
newspaper, card and screen.
Patronage family.
Attendance excellent.
.\rthur G. Pearson, Auditorium Theatre,
:

JAPANESE

.Salina,

regular.
serial

Oklahoma.

City,

William
Kansas.

cents.

Prove that you wish every other
exhibitor a Merry Christmas and

:

Short Subjects

December

:

Alelrose, Massachusetts.

ones,

Patronage;

W.

good.

threes,

photos,

sixes,

Attendance:
E. Elkin, Temple Theatre, Aber-

deen, Mississippi.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH THE WOMEN?
(Equity). Good, the best picture made
several years; everybody should see
Hartsville Theatre, Hartsville, Tennessee.

WHERE

(Hamilton). Very good Curwood
story and will please eighty per cent. Not
'Thos. L. Haynes,
in it with “Silent Call.”
Town Hall, Old Lyme, Connecticut.

in
it.

MY WANDERING BOY?

IS

Not as great as cracked up to be,
although price right on same, and drew well
with its wonderful title. Advertising: special printed one sheets, cards, newspapers
and posters. Patronage: mixed. Attend(Equity).

ance good. Louis Pilosi,
Old Forge, Pennsylvania.
;

KAZAN

heralds.

neighborhood.

WHY

GIRLS LEAVE

Pilosi’s Theatre,

HOME

(Warner).

make money

have to play

for every exhibitor who
shows it. Advertising: six, one sheet, news
cuts. Patronage mixed. Attendance good.
L. P. Stubblefield, Hartsville Theatre, Harfs.

ing to

ville,

LAST CHANCE

(Standard).

If

you don’t

this one, don’t. For me, noth’Nnff sed. Admission, ten-twenty

it.

•Should

:

:

Tennessee.

Consensus of Published Review
The Lavendar Bath Lady
reels)
(tJladjs Walton — UiiSversal —
M. P. W. — An attractive combination of
."i

light comedy and melodrama offers pleasing
entertainment.
As a program picture it will answer
E. H.
every requirement.
P. D.
Rather slight but interesting feature that would have been a real winner if
it held starting- pace.
T. R.
It is entertaining, light and frolicsome with occasional touches of melodrama
that stimulates the interest.
N.
The picture may be called fair entertainment.

—
—
—

—

The Lone Hand
(“Hoot” Gibson — Viiiversal —
feet)
one of Ed (Hoot)
M. P. W. — Tlie picture
Gibson’s best and destined to enjoy success.
P. D. — A good climax but otherwise not as
strong- as Gibson’s recent pictures.
will
the
wherever good
E. H. —
Westerns are in demand.
N. — Gibson has a good cast.
Your
folks will like him in his latest feature.
T. R. — Is a picture with plenty of excite-

The Mohican’s Daughter
Cast — .\merican Releasing —
feet)
not
M. P. W. — The picture’s appeal

.",500

(Keatureil

is

broad

enough

l^atrons.

include all classes of
to
will afford entertainment prin-

It

in
cipally
to
those who are interested
typically Indian subjects.
Will no doubt prove to be an interT. R.
esting- story of the North American Indian.
While probably losing somewhat in
P. U.
being transferred to the screen, still makes
an interesting if somewhat improbable enter-

—
—

tainment.

—

N.
Doubtless the picture will please seven
patrons out of ten because of the well sus-

tained interest.

The Fighting Guide
—
—

(William Duncan Vitagrapli tJMKl feet)
M. P. W. The atmosphere is in keeping
with the story and the backgrounds are second to none. Added to that, the photoplay
is excellent, the cast is strong, and in his
direction, Duncan has had full opportunity to
display his unusual talents.
There is an amazing amount of
T. R.

—

"zippy” action in this film, which registers
as an uncommonly good western melodrama.
N.
This is a very satisfying little western
picture featuring in addition to several
dramatic situations a lot of “different” com-

—

edy moments.
E. H.
A good Western.

—

4,8.’>7

is

It

fill

bill

.

.

.

ment, many humorous situations and other
Ingredients that make up satisfactory entertainment.

Manslaughter
(Thomjis Meigliaii^I'aramount^l),))®! feet)
M. P. W. Gorgeous scenes Interpolated in
Intensely dramatic story make this Cecil B.

—

DeMille’s best.
R. After one has said that ‘‘ManT.
slaughter” is a typical Cecil B. DeMille Production the first and the last word has been
spoken about the sumptuous and gripping
screen presentation of Alice Duer Miller’s

More

— Adds another to a tremendous inter— Looking aside for the moment from the

esting
N.

lot.

spectacular side of this newest DeMille
achievement, we must give him credit for
building the most direct action which has
graced the screen in many a day.

Be

Pitied

Morrison

(Pete

M.

—

—

Headin’ North

Than

Scorned

W.

P.

— More

— Arrow—1,257
attention

feet)
to acmaking the

given

(Featured Cast C. B. C. ."nSOO feet)
M. P. W. All indications pointing to a
season of melodramatic revivals this entertaining independent production affords the
independent exchangeman and exhibitor a
genuine opportunity to combat the stiff opposition that is certain to develop next sea-

cumulating the thrills than to
theme seem plausible.
For the exhibitor looking for a
E. H.
good Western feature we unhesitatingly

son.
With proper exploitation it should
E. H.
go well.
N.
Far from hitting near the mark of a
good picture.
P. D.- Has really one point of appeal and
it is to the lovers of melodrama.

meller.

—

—

—

—

recommend “Headin’ North.”

—

They’ll have to be mighty easily
P. D.
pleased to be satisfied with such old school

—

N.
If you are looking for action in this
picture without caring much whether it is
logical or not, just so long as it keeps moving, you are apt to be satisfied.

—

—

story.
P. D.

to

Shirley of the Circus
W.

— The

picture as a whole

M. P.
entertainment.
This picture
N.

—

is

—

good

is one of the best bets
this season.
Possesses
sufficient
points
of
entertain
to
and
amuse both

you can book
R.
T.
interest

—

children and grown
Delightful
P. D.
action and thrills in
E. H.— One of the
tures in some time.

—

ups

The

alike.

circus story with fine
climax.
best Shirley Mason pic-

Jilt

—

—

reels)
(Marguerite De La Motte I iiiversal
M. P. W.- Irving Cummings produced what
picture
audience
prove
splendid
should
a
when he made “The Jilt.”
N.
Seems to be a good audience picture of

—

its type.

—

While there is nothing outstanding
E. H.
about “The Jilt” it should get over with
audiences that like domestic dramas.
T. R.
A fine program attraction, worthy

—
— Pretty

the attention of
P.

D.^

all

exhibitors.

good audience picture that

will appeal to the majority.

;

Newest Reviews and Com menTs
EDITED BY CHARLES

“The

Entertainment
Reviewed by C.

There

is

S. Sewell

IN THIS ISSUE
Captain Fly-By-Night (F. B. O.)
Dangerous Game (Universal)
Conquering the Woman (Associated Exhibitors)

an abundance of heart-throbs and

humor

SEWELL

the Universal-Jewel production, “The Flirt,” which is adapted from the
widely read novel of the same title written
by one of America’s foremost novelists.
Booth Tarkington. Under the expert direction of Hobart Henley it is one of the most
intensely human stories ever presented on
the screen.
Although the title aptly described the main
character, the pampered and selfish flirt, it
does not reveal the depth of human interest
in which the story abounds
for it is a cross
section of a type of American family life
with which we are all familiar. Beside the
flirt, who has the entire family catering to
her every whim, there is the lovable and selfsacrificing father, a man of sterling honor
who struggles to give his family every advantage possible; the fond mother who takes
up for her children under all circumstances
the other sister who uncomplainingly sees
the man she loves fall victim to her flirty
sister and the younger brother who is just
a real boy with the usual mixture of misThen
chief and love and boyish wisdom.
there are other easily recognizable types
found in a small community.
striking point in the production is the
unusual fidelity of the character-drawing,
everyone of the characters seem real liviiig
in

The (Goldstone)

Firebrand,

Flaming Hour, The (Universal)
Flirt,

The

(Universal)

Forgotten Law, The (Metro)
Hearts Afl2une (Metro)
Kick In (Paramount)
Inner Man, The (Playgoers)
Making A Man (Paramount)
Man’s Size (Fox)
Wasted Lives (Second National)

;

A

persons though you may not know any one
family in which all of the types are present,
you will probably find yourself nicking out
each one and thinking that you know some;

one who
There

is

just like that.

is strong drama in the story, the
kind that strikes home, for it is not an e.xaggerated story. You never feel that you
are looking at a picture which is the creature
of some writer’s brain built solely to entertain or present some social problem, but
rather that you are getting an intimate insight into the life of a real family. There is
a note of simplicity and sincerity running
all through the picture that is in keeping
with this idea, and though finely photographed, there is no attempt at elaborateness the sets and locations are all “homey”
and the kind you expect for a family like
the story typifies.
Director Hobart Henley is to be congratulated upon this production
we believe it
is the very best thing he has
ever done;
he has strikingly retained the charm and
human note of Tarkington’s story. He has
made the characters do the things you expect
of them and refrained from over-emphasis,
at the same time giving everyone a chance
and developing each character with fideli.^y
;

;

and

fine detail.

The

entire cast for this picture is exceptionally well selected, and all give fine per-

formances.

Eileen

“Kick In”

Flirt”

Universal- Jewel Is Intensely Human Drama
of American Life Offering Exceptional

real

S.

Percy

is

a

perfect

embodiment of “The Flirt”; Helen Jerome
Eddy does some of the finest work in the
film in the pathetic role of the other sister,
while George Nichols is exceptionally fine as
the father, acting this role with intelligence
and force. Buddy Messenger is “real” as
the small boy; Harold Goodwin, as the
brother, and Lydia Knott, as the mother, are

All the other members
of the cast are true to type.
“The Flirt” is a picture that should appeal
to every class of spectator.
There are no

thoroughly capable.

spectacular scenes or melodramatic thrills,
but it holds you just the same because of
the fact that it is real human drama with
the humor and pathos of every-day life and
genuine living characters. It should appeal
to every type of audience and prove a big
box-office attraction.
Cast

THE

M.VDISOIV

EAMILY

Mama
limmy
and
Della Fenton

Nell Craig

Tom Kennedy

Sam Fenton

Lloyd Whitlock

V’alentine Corliss

Edward Hearn

Richard Lindley

Wade Trumble

Bert Roach

George Carroll

AVilllam AVelch

Based on novel by Booth Tarkington.
Scenario by A. P. Afounger.
Directed by Hobart Henley.
Photographed by Charles Kaufman.
Length, Eight Reels.

If it is possible that the dramatic interest
in the stage play, “Kick In,” could be intensified, George Fitzmaurice has done so in the

picturized version. It brings back the many
thrills of the original with wonderful realThe action and settings have been
ism.

considerably

elaborated upon

which upon the whole,

with results
vastly increase

will

the story’s appeal.
The picture’s greatest achievement is the
handling of the many crucial situations. The
struggle between the law and human sympathies is a constant factor in the construction of the drama, and the vital appeal
these scenes shows fine directing and fine
acting.
With a cast composed of Betty Compson,

m

Bert Lytell, May McAvoy and Gareth
Hughes, Director Fitzmaurice has built
Betty Compswift and convincing action.
son’s charm and dramatic gifts are, as usual,
most appealing. May McAvoy’s perforniance
She is an
is a triumph of delicate pathos.
inspiring type for this particular role and
has several really exquisite scenes. There
a lightning-like quality in Bert Lytell’s
is
interpretation of Chic Hewes, fighting against
crook-tendencies, but forced to get
in the affairs of his pals, that
gives it great force. The suspense, throughout, has been very well handled.
The tendency toward extravagant scenes
his

is

illustrated

to

an exaggerated degree

m

the earlier part of the picture. The nature
of the picture does not call for so much
drama is intense
the
elaborateness, as
enough, of itself, to hold the interest.- These
scenes devoted to the revelry which affects
disonly the minor characters are not

tinguished and could be curtailed.
The Cast
.Betty Compson
MoHy Brandon
Bert Lytell
He-we.s
Chic
.

....

Alyrtle

Bennie
Airs.

Brandon

District Attorney

AVhip Fogarty

Jimmy Monahan

Brandon

May McAvoy

Gareth Hughes
Kathleen Clifford
Maym Kelso
John Mlltcm.
.

•‘Frou Froxi”

Story
Cora, a flirt, and the pampered pet of the
entire Madison family who sacrifice to humor
her whims, becomes engaged to Richard
Lindley who does not know that Laura
Madison silently loves him. Valentine Corliss, a former member of the community, reappears with a big stock scheme and Cora
falls for him.
Pretending love he uses Cora
and endeavors to get her father to become
secretary of his company knowing- his name
and reputation will lend prestige.
Cora
finally brings Corliss the paper with her
father’s signature which later proves to have
been forged. Corliss makes a getaway but
is nabbed as he reaches New York.
In the
meantime, the townspeople who have been
cheated, demand the arrest of Papa Madison.
Cora to get away, goes to Lindley but he
says their engagement was a mistake, she
then goes to another admirer and they are
immediately married. Laura, learning of the
situation, becomes enraged, gets Cora and
brings her home where she confesses despite
her father’s attempt to keep her silent.
Jimmy Madison to whom Papa appealed when
he got in trouble, appears and with the
aprest of Corliss affairs are straightened out.
Lindley, who through a prank of little Hedrick, has learned of Laura’s intense love,
sees his error and they become happily
married.
,

ai Stage

Splendidly Handled in Paramount Version
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

mixed up

George Xichols
ICydia Knott
Eileen Percy
Helen Jerome Eddy
Buddy Messenger
Harold Goodwin

Capa
Cora
Laura
Hedrick

Drama

Suspense in Famous Crook

.

... .AA’alter

Long

Jed Prouty
.... Charles Ogle

Delaney
Based upon the Stage Drama l>y
Willard Mack.
Scenario by Oulda Bergere.
Direction by George Fitzmaurice.
Length, 7074 feet.

The Story
Chic Hewes, released after a term in Sing
Sing, finds it hard to hold an honest job because of the enmity of the police. District
Attorney Brandon has a frivolous wife who
gives a wild party at which a man is murdered. Chic is in the house, after an attempt
to rob the safe to get even with the DisJerry, the latter’s son, robs
trict Attorney.
the safe first then lays the blame upon Chic.
Molly, however, the daughter of the District
Attorney, sees her brother’s dishonest maneuvers and tells the truth. Chic is freed.
His brother meantime has been fatally shot
while stealing a necklace, and Chic is hiding
Brandon arrives
the body from the police.
with the police to get the necklace, but Chic
has succeeded in shielding his brother and
Brandon lets him go.
Molly shields Chic.
He goes out AVest to take a new position
and Molly follows one year later.
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“Man’s Size”
William Russell Assisted by Alma Bennett
in

Fox Drama

of the Northwest
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

"Man’s Size” presents William Russell in
a drama of the Northwest with considerable
action. The story is quite similar to others
that have been used on the screen.
This
fact is not as objectionable as it is frequently, however, due to the presence of
Alma Bennett. When the age-old situations of a heroine in distress are depicted,

they succeed in arousing more than usual
suspense, because an unusually attractive
actress plays this role. Her beauty is one
of the production's best points of advantage.
Pictures which resort to the Enoch Arden
idea for interest have been so numerous
that they are not satisfying to the average
entertainment-seeker. This and a mystery
regarding the parentage of a child are used
as a foundation for the story of “Man’s
Size.”
The plot is unusually thin in orig-

but the performance on the whole
capable and the attractive forest settings should appeal.
The Cast
Tom Morse
William Russell
Je.ssie McRae
.•Vlma Bennett
Bully AVest
Stanton Heck
Vn^us McRae
Chas. K. French
inality
is

Carl Morse

.lames Gordon
Carl Stockdale
Story by William MeLeod Paine.
Scenario by Joseph Franklin Poland.
Direction by Howard Mitchell.

Whaley

Length, 4,316

feet.

The Story

Tom Morse is sent by his father to investigate the latter’s trading post in Canada.
He finds that Jessie McRae is a self-appointed
revenue officer, endeavoring to punish the
bootleggers of the country.
He hears the
sad story of how she was deserted by
drunken parents when an infant. Angus McRae is taking care of her, and claims to be
her guardian.
He is really her father as
developments prove, after he has forced her
to leave to marry a brute.
Tom rescues her
from this and marries her himself, and her
father plans to atone for his cruelty to the

red tongues of fire leaping from the giant
trees.
These scenes have been finely handled and are not simply thrust into the picture for effect but are an integral part of
the drama the action of the picture runs all
through them and a number of the most
dramatic situations occur against this fiery
background. The scenes where the girl and
the hero board an engine and ride a half
mile through the flames to get dynamite
to blast a ridge to stop the spread of the
fire, are unusually well handled, especially
where the flames leap across in front of the
windows seeming to actually scorch the playThere are some especially effective
ers.
photographic effects, with stirring scenes Df
wild animals, wolves, deer and bears driven
from their lairs by the flames.
There is also a charming romance in the
picture, and the work of Frank Keenan as
the hard-headed old lumberman who is determined to get the girl’s timber at any cost,
but eventually capitulates and agrees to aid
the girl in what he considers her foolish
ideas of conservation, add much to the enjoyment of the picture. Keenan’s work is
the outstanding characterization of the film
and is one of the finest things this sterling
actor has ever done.
He injects unusual
vigor into the role and dominates, but do"s
not “hog,” every scene in which he appear'.
Anna Q. Nilsson is attractive and appealing
as the girl and Craig Ward is satisfactory as
the hero, though he appears rather light for
the role. There is considerable humor of an
out-of-the-ordinary sort supplied by Russell
Simpson as a lumberman and Martha Mattax as his wife, who have not spoken to each
other for twenty years and always talk

Ralph Cloninger

also

There

big audience appeal in “Hearts
is adapted from the novel,
“Timber,” by Harold Titus and presented
through Metro by Louis B. Mayer as a
Reginald Barker production. In addition to
having an unusually realistic and exciting
forest fire the picture tells an interesting
story of how a lazy young man of wealth
found himself and made good fighting against
difficulties in the lumber country. An unusual angle is the fact that part of the time
he has his own father arrayed against him.
The picture opens with a strong plea ^ ir
forest conservation and is based on this
theme.
It is a story of the pine lumber
country in Michigan and while the big punch
scene is the forest fire, there are several
other good scenes as, for example, the building of a big dam and the dynamiting of this
dam so that the rush of the water will carry
with it about a half million feet of logs to
the mill lower down. It is exciting to watch
these big logs, hundreds of them, being carried down on the swift current and to see
how the lumberjacks expertly handle them
when they get into slower current. This,
however, has been handled in such a mann t
that it does not in any way anti-climax the
big scene, the forest fire.
Although there have been several pictures
with forest fires, we believe that this is the
best handled one yet presented on the screen,
and the use of natural colors in these scenes
strikingly heightens the effect.
You seem
is

.\flame,” which

Pictures.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Wyndham
ization

in

mountain maid played charmingly by Dorothy MacKaill is his inspiration. After his
first meeting with her he has a dream about
himself pursuing wood nymphs.
This is
fantastic touch in the picture, achieved
with slow motion photography, and hovering between the romantic and ludicrous.
Dorothy MacKaill is attractive despite her
extremely plain attire, which is the same
throughout the picture until the last scene,
where she dresses like a lady and looks
like one.
A good supporting cast includes
Gustav von Seyffertitz and 5- Barney Sherry.
The picture has been attractively photographed.
The Cast
Thiirlow Michael Barclay,
AVyndham Standing
a

—

Barclay, Sr

Margaret Barclay

Wolf

while little Richard Headrick
as an orphan child.

Ben Woif
Jud Benson

appealing

masses

It is a picture which
and, if properly exploited, should bring business to the box-office.

will please the

Frank Keenan
Anna Q,. Nilss6n

Luke Taylor
Helen Foraker
John Taylor
Bohby Kildar
Black Joe
Jim Harris
Phillip

Craig Ward
Riehard Headrick
Russell Simpson
Stanton Heck
Richard Tucker

Rowe

Martha Mattox
Walt Whitman

Aunt May
Charley Stump

Joan Standing
Ralph Cloninger

Ginger

Thad Parker
Milt Goddard

'.

.

.

.Lee

Shumway

John Dill
Based on novel “Timber” by Harold Titus.
Scenario by J. G. Hawks and L. G. Rigby.
Directed by Reginald Barker.

Luoiu.s Kildare

liCngth. 8,110 Feet.

Photographed by Percy Hilburn.
Story

Luke

Taylor,

millionaire

lumberman,

now about ready

for cutting. They
and get the logs to the mill. The
boy falls in love with her and in order to get
his father to come up and help her he sends
a wire saying he can get the land.
His
father comes, but in the meantime the girl
learns of the message and turns on him. The
villain, a land schemer, finally thwarted at
is

join forces

every turn, gets a half-witted man to set fire
to the timber.
The blazing forest is saved
by the girl and boy, who ride through the
flames and get dynamite to explode in the
path of the flames. The boy’s father comes
around to the girl’s way of thinking, agrees
to help her and straightens out matters be-

tween the young couple.

Old Man AVolf
Mrs. Wolf

Bob

AVolf

J.

Barney Sherry

Katherine Kingsley
Dorothy Mnckaill
Loni.s Pierce

Nellie Parker-Spaulding
Leslie Hunt

Arthur Caldwell, Jr.
Gustav von Seyffertitz
Arthur Dewey
Ned Sawyer
Martin Kinney
Based upon Novel by Charles Mackay.
Direction by Hamilton Smith.
Photography by Arthur A. Cadwell.
Length, 4,914 Feet.
Randail

The Story
Thurlow Michael Barclay

Is a mild-manabsent-minded professor of mathematics who is a great trial to his father,
who wishes he had an instinct for business.
Thurlow decides to give up college and go
down to his father’s mine, which is reported
as petered out.
In the Kentucky hills he meets Sally Wolf
and, under her influence, develops some backbone.
He learns that the mine’s superintendent has discovered silver and is selling
it on the quiet.
The superintendent tries to
terrorize Thurlow into leaving the hills, but
Thurlow has found his manhood. He rounds
up the thieves, rescues Sally from their
vengeance and makes such a hit with his dad
that he is taken into partnership. Dad also
even approves of Sally as a daughter-in-law.

nered,

is

pining away in Florida because he believes
there are no more big tracts of trees that he
Trouble
can get to convert into lumber.
develops in moving his last big lot of logs
and when his young son who seems to prefer
idleness wants him to start him in a swell
business, he tries to arouse his manhood by
sending him to Michigan to move the logs.
The boy goes and meets a girl whose father
forty years before had replanted a forest

which

Standing’s amusing character“The Inner Man,” is the most

novel feature of a production that is interesting but not especially distinguished.
It
is one of his first efforts at comedy, and
will be entertaining to many.
He visualizes
the popular conception of an absent-minded
college professor with successful effect. If
the comedy mood, apparent in the first part,
had been more carefully preserved the general effect would be more consistent.
Instead, the last part is melodramatic and more
or less stereotyped.
The timid professor finds his manhood
when he discovers a plot to cheat his father
in the development of his silver mines.
A

supplies several laughs in a character role.
Lee Shumway makes a minor role stand
out, and Stanton Heck is good as the villain,

Cast

Fine Acting, Entertaining Story and Exceptionally Thrilling Forest Fire in Metro
Feature.
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Standing in Amusing Character
Role in Release of Playgoers

Saliy

is

1922

Wyndham

;

through a third party.

30,

“The Inner Man”

lo see the whole forest on fire, a whole hillside in flames, with the blazing yellow and

girl.

“Hearts Aflame”

December

“The Flaming Hour”
Thrilling Fire Scenes in Universal Production, Starring Frank Mayo
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
spectacular climax brings five reels of
entertaining action to a close in this Universal feature for Frank Mayo.
It comes
as an expected end, but is none the less
picturesque.
Early scenes in the picture
and the title suggest that the finale will
be a big explosion, and when it does come
it is not a disappointment.
As drama, spectacle and photography this scene is strong
in appeal.
In preparing for the final thrill there is
a story of at least average suspense intensified by the magnetic personality of the
star.
He has a role that brings out his
most forceful qualities with now and then
a hint_ at brutality.
He is fired from a
magazine plant because he uses his fists too
readily. At this point his matrimonial prob-

A

December

30,
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lems commence and his wife fires him for
same reason that his employer did. At
length the dramatic opportunity comes to
him and he redeeems himself nobly.' On
the whole it is an effective role for Frank
Mayo. The only unreal touch is his striking facial transformation after the change
in fortune.
Helen Ferguson, playing opposite, gives an earnest performance and the
rest of the cast is well chosen.
The climax is well laid out. There is a
fight, a careless shot, a flame and then a
wild conflagration in which the whole sky
From these
threatens to be consumed.
melodramatic scenes the victims make their
escape through a secret channel in a row
boat.
Every move is worked out successfully to keep the interest at high pitch, and
this scene alone should sell the picture.
The Cast
the

Frank 3Iayo

Bruce Henderson

Danby
John Danby
Richard Mower

Helen Ferguson
Melbourne McDowell

Bucille

Charles Clary
Albert Meftuarrie

Jones

Tom Kennedy

Ben

Story by Lillian Chester.
Scenario by George Randolph Chester.
Direction by Edward Sedgwick.

Photography by Bennie Kline.
Leng'th, 4..M1S feet.

The Story
Bruce Henderson, manager of the powder
and fireworks plant of Danby & Son, is in
So is
love with Danby’s daughter, Lucille.
Richard Mower, sales manager. Bruce, hotheaded in argument, is fired after a quarrel,
and Lucille sides with him and marries him.

Danby gives Mower Bruce’s job, unaware that
Mower is stealing from him all the time.
Bruce and Lucille are happy until Mower
on Lucille. Bruce flames into a temper
and makes such a spectacle of himself that
calls

Lucille leaves him.
Disguised as a bum, he gets a laborer’s job
in the plant and soon gets evidence against
Mower. Just at this time Danby and his
daughter enter the plant and catch Mower
and an accomplice robbing the vault. Mower
locks the two in the vault. Running out he
is stopped by Bruce and shoots at Bruce,
missing him and hitting- some explosives.
The plant begins to go up, section by secThrough this hell on earth, Bruce has
tion.
one idea to find Lucille and her father,
which he does!

—

“Wasted Lives”
Second National Vehicle Conglomeration of
Bits From Past Hits
Reviewed by Roger Ferri
“Wasted Lives” starts off with “The
Miracle Man” theme, then hits the wealthy
but idle son’s reformation bit, bounds off
into “The Faith Healer” plot, borrows a
timid triangle affair and finally injects itself
But withal this
into the world war bit.
borrowing, “Wasted Lives,” while the title
has no bearing whatsoever on the story
itself, is an entertaining picture, inoffensive
and makes a praiseworthy effort at gripping
the heartstrings.
Had the producer carried out the story
he started to tell in the Northwest country
logically, he would have probably turned
out a production that -would have merited
more than passing attention. As it stands,
however, he jammed too many situations
into the picture and failed to avail himself
of the dramatic moments they tempted. One
is introduced to a persistent wooer of the
wife of the philanthropic surgeon, who
“finds his place in the world” after heeding
some fatherly advice given by an aged gentleman of the Northwest country. But in
the rush of themes although he crops up
now and then he is lost sight of and his
presence in the entire picture meant nothing,
unless he was there to demonstrate the
wife’s love for her husband.
There is an attempt made at depicting the
surgeon’s neglect of his wife, but it is feeble.
Yet, on a double bill at the right price,
“Wasted Lives” should make money. Just
what this picture is worth to the exhibitor

—

depends

entirely

—

upon what the

latter

is

pay in the way of rental. The cast
hard-working Richard Wayne,
whose work stands out above that of anybody else, although the others try hard.
The direction is so-so, while the photography perfect and picturesque, some of the
asked

to

includes

being particularly pleasing to the
The Cast
Randolph Adam.s
Richard Wayne
Dorothy Richards
Catherine Murphy
Doctor Wentworth
Winter Hall
Mrs. Jonathan Adams
Lillian Leighton
Madge Richards
Margaret Loomis
Ned Hastings
Arthur Osborne
Noah Redstone
Walt Whitman
Bobby Adam.s
Phillippe de Lacy
Mrs. Hastings
Fannie Midgley
Directed by Clarence Geldert.
Produced by Mission Film Corporation.
Length, 5 reels.
settings
eye.

The Story
Randolph Adams, son of a wealthy man,
while on a hunting trip in the Northwest
with Ned Hastings, a friend, comes to a lonely
cabin wherein lives an ag-ed man and his
infant grandchild, who is ili.
Adams, who
had studied medicine, gives successful treatment. The old gentleman gives him food for
thought when he says, “Instead of coming
here to take life, you should resort your
efforts to saving it.’’
He returns home, deHe
cided to resume his medical studies.
marries Dorothy Richards, who is also loved
Dr.
Adams
is
successful.
His
wife
Ned.
by
resents the advances of Ned.
War is declared. Randy goes abroad, but Ned stays at
Word is imought back home that
home.
Randy has been killed. Ned unsuccessfully
seeks to win Mrs. Adams. Randy’s mother,
heart-ln'oken, is taken ill and figures in an
automobiie accident.
She is given up as
Dr. Adams unexpectedly appears on
dead.
the scene, the death report lieing- a case of
mistaken identity.
He applies the “vibrameter.” his own invention, which saves his
mother. A happy reconciliation follows and
Dr. Adams resumes his work of saving the
lives of poor and needy children.

“Captain Fly-By-Night”
Romance and Conspiracy

in Story Pictured by F. B. O. with Johnnie Walker.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
This is not unlike one of the Arabian
Night’s tales in its fantastical conception of
bandit life.
It is the type of subject that
cannot be taken too seriously, as it is too
highly colored for that. Neither is it light
enough for comedy. The success of a production such as this is more than usually
problematical, because the picture is difficult to clasify and will appeal to a certain
type of patrons rather than generally.
California in 1824 is the setting. The unsettled political condition of that period provides an opportunity for dramatics in blending the conflicting activities of the conspirators, the renegades and the loyalists
with a romantic story.
Due perhaps to the fact that Johnnie
Walker, the star, is not well suited to the
troubadour-detective role, the- suspense is
not strong.
The plot hinges largely on
the identity of this character. But the performance does not seem to inspire much
mystery as almost anyone feels assured at
the start that Johnnie Walker is not the
villain.
The riding and picturesque settings give the picture a certain dash, appealing to those romantically inclined.

The

Ca.st

Johnnie Walker
Francis McDonald

First Stranger

Second Stranger
Anita

Shannon Day
Edward Gribben
Victory Bateman

Ca.ssara

Senora

.lames McEldern
Charles Stevens

Padre Michael
Indian

Bert Wheeler
Fred Kelsey

Governor

Gome*

Story by .lohnston MeCiillcy.
Scenario by Eve Unsell.
Direction by William K. Howard.
Photography by Lucien Andriot.

Length,

4.1140 feet.

The Story

A notorious bandit. Captain-Ply-By-Night,
keeps the Californians in terror. A stranger
arrives with the tale that he has been accosted and robbed of his horse by the mys-

875
terious Captain.
A second stranger arrives
with a similar tale. The two are regarded as
suspicious.
They play cards for the second
stranger’s horse, and the first one wins and
rides away.
He goes to the conspirators’

headquarters and warns them not to attack
the mission until he sets the time. They adMeandress him as Captain-Ply-By-Night.
time the government has sent out an agent
to arrest a stranger who is traveling withIn the resulting complications
out a pass.
which involve a beautiful Spanish girl, engaged to a man whom she has never met, the
first stranger proves to be a secret agent
from the government, and the second the
notorious Captain, who is justly punished.

“The Forgotten Law”
Metro Has Achieved a Notable Success

in

Picturing Drama Starring Milton Sills
Reviewed by Chcirles M. Inman
A notable success has been achieved by
Jame>s W. Horne in his direction of “The
Forgotten Law,” a Metro picture in seven
parts that has much to commend it and undoubtedly will meet with favor with most
audiences. With a plot that is considerably
out of the ordinary and with a cast of
players that is adequate to a most faithful
interpretation, the director has been able to
weave a beautiful pictorial story. There
are plenty of thrills and opportunity for
emotional acting, and the story is carriedalong to its climax without a break in 4he
continuity.
The photography, also, is all
that could be desired, and the lighting effectsare excelleni.

The plot is based upon a “forgotten law,”
which through long years of disuse lias become obsolete, by which a husband by will

may

deprive his wife of the custody of his
children after his death.
Some dramatic
incidents hinge upon the operation of this
law, as invoked in the story, and there are
situations that call for rare dramatic ability,
which is shown. The screen story is from
Caroline Abbott Stanley’s novel, “A Mod'rn

,

Madonna.”
Milton

ns

gives a compelling
Richard Jarnette, harden
force of his will, not by natur'e. Jac' ha.s also
hall is effectively cast and Cleo Rid^^I>
plays a very human role with dignity ant’^'*'^
feeling.
Her part is one that will get the
sympathies of all women, and it gives the'^y

mance

Sills

of

i,

picture a great appeal.

Cast

Richard .Jarnette

Milton Sills

Victor Jarnette
M.argaret Jarnette

Jack Mulhall
Milton Sills
Alec B. Francis
Muriel Dana

•Judge liirtley

Muriel
Rosalie
Flo

Alice Hollister
Ednah Altenins
Cely
Lucretia Harris ^
Detective
Walter Law d
Based upon the novel, “A Modem Madonna,”
by Caroline Abbott Stanley.
.Scenario by Joseph F. Poland.
Directed by James W. Home.
Photography by John Stumar.

Mammy

’’

Storj

Margaret Jarnette, having learned of

kev

the,

j

of her husband, Victor, upbraids^^^
for his unfaithfulness.
Victor, angered"^*

infidelity

him

at her reproaches, declares if they separate '-C
he will take their baby, Muriel, away from J
her.
He compels Judge Kirtley, his lawyer,
to add a codicil to his vnll that in the event
of his death Muriel shall go under the ^ ”
guardianship of his elder brother, Richard
Jarnette, invoking “the forgotten law” to
accomplish this end. Richard, knowing nothmg;
ing of Victor’s fast life, has implicit corvl, the
dence in him, and when he arrives in Victc
office later and finds he is dying from a bul
wound and hears him say, “She shot me,”
believes Margaret has done the deed. Vici
just before he dies, murmurs that he s
himself by accident, thus absolving Marga
Richard, however, takes Muriel under ” says
will.
Later through Judge Kirtley’s effo.
the woman who caused the trouble betwee
Victor and Margaret convinces Richard tha:
*

Victor was false to his wife, and the woma.i*-®*^whot shot Victor confesses on her death b-d less
The story ends with Richard and Margardneut
headed for the altar.

—
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“A Dangerous Game”
Universal Attraction Starring Gladys Walton is Largely Episodic in Action
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Without any apparent objective, "A Dangerous Game" pictures a rambling story of
the rise of a backwoods girl. It is typical
of the recent efforts to star Gladys Walton
in Cinderella parts. The drama is not strong
as the action is more in episodes and most
of the interest lies in characterization.
story which appeared in a popular
women's magazine under the title of “Gret’n
Ann,” furnished the material for the picture.
The title of the pictured version applies

A

to one specific scene which more
nearly approaches a climax than any other
A fake spiritualistic seance is the
part.
The heroine is in"dangerous game.”
credulous and curious, and disillusions the
entire assembly by exposing the staff of
A
spirits which the clairvoyant employs.
better appreciation of comedy values would
have improved this scene. It ends in the
raiding of the establishment, but is somewhat lacking in punch.
The rest of the picture is an amiable portrayal of the kindly folk who befriend
Gret’n Ann, give her a home and finance
her schooling. The conclusion is familiar
showing the waif of the woods transformed
There are several
into a lady of fashion.
good character types in the cast. The picture will be more apt to please children than
adults, although it should do fairly well
wherever the Cinderella theme has not lost

more

its

the main situation; that a millionaire beet
who practically owns a whole
valley in California would have no business
connections in New York that he could call
upon at least to help get a check cashed
when he is broke, that the hotel which he
owes several liundrcd dollars would not
stand for one dollar more for a telegram in
the hope of getting the money, or that the
millionaire when robbed of his pocketbook
would have nothing about his person that
he could turn into money except cuff links,
for which he only gets eighty cents.
If your audiences accept the plausibility
of this situation or are willing to overlook
it,
the picture affords good entertainment,
and is a good lesson in the value of kindness and the folly of snobbishness and not

sugar king

making friends,
them when you

Gladys Walton
SpottLswoode Altken

Uncle Stillson Peebles
Aunt Constance
Billy Kelly
K< Iley
Pete Selmstlan
Stella Sebastian
e Gaunt
Modi'
'’ei^
nairer
Iley

Otto Hoffman

Rosa Gore
W'ni.

Robt. Haly

Robert Agnevr

Edward Jobson
Anne Shaefer
Christine Mayo
Harry Carter
Kate Price

upon Story by Louis Hodse,

titled

“Gret’n Ann”
Scenario by Hu^h Hoffman
Direeti«(U by Kins UaKaot
Photography by Victor Milner
Lent^th, 5,087 feet

Story
Gret’n Ann. raised in the backwoods by
a kindly old father, makes the fairies her
advisors.
When her father dies she runs
away and hops a freight train. The “brakie”
likes her so well he takes her home to join
his family, but she feels so like an intruder
she runs away again. She walks into a fine
home and tells Pete Sebastian, newly rich
Irish oil king, that she has come there to
live.
He takes her in. In a visit to a clairvoyant’s, Gret’n Ann saves Sebastian from
being victimized by the spook crooks. Sebastian announces that she is going to a fashnable seminary, and Johnny Kelley, oldest
on of the brakeman, is to receive a civil
gineering eduction at his expense also,
fore she leaves for school, Sebastian gains
promise to marry him when she returns,
ut things happen which show the futility
/f such a union and matters end properly.

Jack Holt is Star of Paramount Feature
Based on Story by Peter B. Kyne
Reviewed by C.

S. Sewell

«w a selfish, hard-hearted and exceed-

snobbish young man of wealth was
to see the error of his ways and realle value of kindness, of making friends
loing for others when he unexpectedly
1 himself in a situation where he needed
badly, is the theme of “Making a Man,”

‘

'aramount feature starring Jack Holt.
The picture has been well produced, and
lably directed by Joseph Henabery and
ely acted by Jack Holt and a good cast,
its entertainment value will largely ded on the manner in which you accept

is
it

a
is

tractive in the opposite role, but she has
Frank Nelson is especially
to do.
effective as a “bum” and his work is one of
the outstanding points in the picture. The
remainder of the cast is entirely satisfactory
and production details are up to the Para-

little

mount standard.
Cast

Jack Holt
Lockney

Horace Winsby
Jim Owens

J. P.

Eva Novak

Owens
Henry Caftermole
I’atricia

Bert Woodrnflf
Prank Nelson

Shorty
Bailey

Length, 6 reels.
Story
Horace Winsby, a young .snob, owns or has
mortgages on almost the entire San Geronimo
Valley in California. He falls in love with
Patricia Owens, but because of his patronizing manner, she turns him down. He treats
his debtors so hard-heartedly that they finally make it uncomfortable for him and he
thinks it best to leave town. Coming to New
York he takes a big suite at a hotel and
runs up a big bill. When asked to settle for
it
.he finds his pocketbook has been stolen
and he is without funds. Put out of the
hotel, he goes into the park and there meets
a bum, who helps him, and after a couple
of days gets him a job as dishwasher.
In the meantime Patricia and her father
come to New York, learn the story, have the
hotel find Winsby. and everything is straightened out. Winsby has learned his lesson in
sympathy and humafi kindess, he wires his
manager to extend the mortgages of his
debtors, arranges to take the bum back with
him and, Patricia seeing he has made a man
of himself, accepts him.

“Conquering the
Theme and

Popular
in

Woman”

Diverting'

Performance

Associated Exhibitor ReleaseStarring Florence Vidor
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

The immortal theme
willful

of manhandling a
receives entertaining treatin this picture which stars Florence

woman

produced in popular
style.
Settings, characters and direction are
of a nature that caters to generally approved
Vidor.

It

has

been

standards.
Much of the action takes place at sea.
A rough seafarer who has taken a voyage
around the world attempts to save a woman
from drowning and receives her hearty
scorn in return.
The rest of the picture
plays largely on this motive the social
antagonism between the girl and the rough
hero.
Familiar situations have been used

—

showing how to tame a spoiled woman.
Life on a desert island forces her to work
or starve and finally succeeds in changing
her from a snob to the man’s most devoted

in

admirer.

There are picturesque shots of the sea, a
race, and a thrilling rescue scene

yacht

1922

30,

saved on the sinking ship.
are frequent, especially in
Florence Vidor is gifted
the earlier part.
to play the conventional young heroine in
charming style and David Butler, as her
heavy disciplinarian gives an attractive,
good-natured interpretation of the part.
The picture offers pleasant diversion and
fulfills the usual requirements of the successful program feature.

where the

girl is

Comedy touches

The Cast
Florence Vidor
Mathilda Brundage
Peter Burke
David Butler
Roscoe Karns

Stafford

.iudith

Aunt Sophia

Count Henri
Larry Saunders
Shorty
Harry Todd
The Captain
Bert Sprotte
Tobie Stafford
Story by Henry C. Rowland.
Scenario by Frank Howard Clarke.
Direction by King Vidor.
Length, 5,887 Feet.
Story
Tobie Stafford, a self-made man, is shocked to see his daughter Judith return from
Europe an unbearable snob. He enlists the
aid of a rough sea captain and some crude
friends in teaching her more democratic
ideals.
They kidnap her, put her on a yacht
and make her eat her meals with the captain and Larry Saunders, a rough Westerner.
She scorns both of them. The next move in
the plot is to put her on a desert isle with
Larry. He makes a new woman of her so
that the old associates are no longer attractive to her. When the Count, a former suitor,
arrives she refuses him, but he takes her
away on his yacht. Larry follows in another
ship and rescues her and her father’s purposes are carried out.

Robert Dudley
Based on story by Peter B. Kyne
Scenario by A. S. LeVlno
Directed by Joseph Henabery

ment

Making a Man”

expect it. There
interest in the story and

Jack Holt has a role that suits him well
and he handles it nicely. Eva Novak is at-

Cast

Ann Peebles
Kdward Peebles

shows you may need

it

least

well brought out.

appeal.

Gret’n

human

lot of

for

December

‘The Firebrand”
Phil Goldstone Presents Franklyn Famum
in Western With Plenty of Action
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
This Western has more snap and better
comedy situations than any of the other
recent Franklyn Farnum features.
It furnishes the star with the usual generous opportunities for' heroics, but succeeds in
making them more interesting than frequently.
This is because the story has a
few original twists.
With the advance of the melodramatic
moments there is a full appreciation of the
comedy values, this not to the extent of
burlesque but just enough to make it a wellbalanced entertainment.
The charging of
the barbed wire fence with electricity, the
descent of the villains into the well and
the trick which the hero plays with their
saddles illustrates this.
These scenes, and
in fact the entire picture has been well directed by Alfred J. Neitz.
There is continued swift action, expert
riding and a choice of beautiful exteriors.
Fred Gamble plays an amusing character,
the gouty checker fiend who is father to
the hero’s sweetheart.
He is responsible
for a good share of the laughs.
Farnum
has an entertaining role with plenty of
chance for spirited action.
The picture
should be a decided hit with those who admire the star.
The Cast
Bill

Franklyn Famnm
Ruth Langdom
Fred Gamble

Holt

Alice

.\eker

Judd Acker

Hank

Potter

Pat

Harmon

Wm.

Harding
Buck Knowles
Sheriff

Lester

Tex Keith

Story Not Credited.
Direction by .Alfred J. Neitz.
Length, Five Reels.

The
“The Firebrand’’

is

Storj-

the story of a nester,
in the face of oppo-

holding his small tract

and overcoming the obstacles that
force him to vacate his homestead. He not
only gains the upper hand but aids the
sheriff in capturing a gang of cattle rustlers,

sition,

down a deep well for safekeeping until the sheriff arrives. And after
defeating old Judd Acker, the neighboring
rancher, in his attempts to make him leave,
he informs that gouty old individual that he
has been married to his daughter Alice for
a year.
forcing the gang

The

of
Pep
and

News

reviews of

The Program

Short subjects and serials

Ambitious Short Subject Program
Announced by Bray Productions
A

significant indication of the growing im-

portance of the short subject is to be found
in the program by Bray Productions, Inc.
Two regular releases to be handled by the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation produced by
Director Ashley Miller and a large art staff
headed by Production Manager J. A. Nor-

One of these releases is the Bray
Romances, a series of senational adventures,
These
released one every four weeks.
ling.

Romances are extraordinary

flights of
of scientific fact to

fancy

make
with just enough
them plausible and mysterious. The other
release through Hodkinson is the Bray
Comedies, made up of an ingenious combination of straight motion picture photography and animated drawings.
In addition to these, Bray Productions are

JUST DOOSI

bringing out two releases for the State’s
One is the Bray Magazine,
rights market.

news reel, but, as its name indicates,
magazine on the screen, each number con-

not a
a

OF ALL THE
AHIMAL COMEDIES
EVER PRODUCED

taining either three or four subjects, to be
released every two weeks. The other State’s
rights release is Bray Nature Pictures, a
series to be available every four weeks, containing unique examples of micro-photography.
In addition to these four releases the production staff is hard at work on a quantity
of material not yet ready to be announced.
Finally, a two-reel dramatization of Dr.
C.

C.

Radio Toys

“JUST

Sporting Goods

DOGS"
Trav Daniels

THE GRF.ATESTl
EVERY ROLE PLAYED
IS

BY A CANINE ACTOR—
T^LUNC A.STORY OF
FUN AND INTEREST

€len ^xarden
Kennels

IT’S

A NOVELTY!

GERMAN

AT THE

POLICE DOGS

HIPPODROME

Moore's famous poem, “A Visit from

Theatre

Nicholas,” or “The Night Before Christmas,” was completed by Director Ashley
Miller in time for Hodkinson to distribute
for the holiday season.
St.

A DOG-IS

And

HIS MASTER'S BEST FRIEVD-

For His Noeds

We Are the

Headquarters

Laemmle Says New ^Xeather Pushers^*
Are Best Pictures He Has Ever Seen
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, says

New Leather Pushers” series of tworeelers starring with Reginald Denny, based
on prize ring stories by H. C. Witwer, are
the best pictures he has ever seen.

“The

Mr. Laemmle reserved opinion until he
had seen each of the six, just as he plans
to have Universal’s patrons view the entire
series before booking.
“I’m a case-hardened

picture producer,
says Mr. Laemmle, harder to satisfy than
any exhibitor or any movie fan I ever met.
It takes something like dynamite to get a
rise out of me, as far as pictures are concerned.
But these pictures turn the trick.
“I thought the first series of six ‘Leather
Pushers’ was good, and we have received
countless letters praising about these pictures.
But the new series has far eclipsed
the first series.

“The series is filled with excitement, thrills
and comedy. The fights are corking. Denny
certainly can handle his mitts, and he is
stacked up against some of the cleverest
Among
box-fighers on the West Coast.
them are Cliff Kramer, heavyweight champion, and A1 Norton, light heavyweight
champion, and A1 Smithford, amateur
Pacific
middleweight champion, of the
Coast; Leo Matlock, middleweight sensation
Frankie Adams, Chicago
of
California;
featherweight; Texas Kid, bantamweight;
Kid Wagoner, Brooklyn light heavyweight;
Johnny Schiff, former California contender
for the world’s featherweight title and
winner over Frankie Fleming for the Canadian featherweight title in 1915.
“The pictures are red meat and the moving picture public is hungry for it.”

—

Another **Our Gang*^ Comedy Heads Pathe
List of Ten Subjects for December 31
The leading feature of the Pathe program
for release December 31 is the Hal Roach
kid and animal two-reeler in the Our Gang
Comedy series, “A Quiet Street.” “Our
Gang” are up to mischief which causes them
to believe that they are objects of police
activity, they beat it to a cellar where “Red
Mike” is in hiding. It is only when he quits
in a mixup with bulldog and boys that the
latter discover themselves to be heroes instead of culprits.
Paul Parrott, assisted by Jobyna Ralston,
is the hero of the one-reel comedy, “Fire the
Fireman.” All the other firemen are “fired.”
The hotel landlord decides to burn down the
place for the insurance money. The hero
has a describable struggle with the hose, a
scaling ladder and a life-saving net but he
gets off with his life and wins the girl.
The Patheserial, “Speed,” with Charles

one of a squad of American soldiers with
much snow and many bewhiskered and misapprehending “mujiks.”
In Screen Snapshots No. 16 many favor-

Hutchison, reaches

eleventh episode in
the mining regions, where the hero learns
that his enemies have secreted the witness

Final Title Announced

needed

town boy

—

its

to clear his name.
in Siberia,” the one-reel Harold
re-issue, in which Bebe Daniels and

“Sammy
Lloyd

Snub Pollard appear, mixes up the hero

as

ites

are

shown

in interesting scenes.

Who

says Short Subjects are not coming
own. See how the Hippodrome,
Fort Worth, Texas used a full newspaper
into their

page tie-up on Julius and Abe Stern’s CenComedy “Just Dogs” released through

tury

Universal.

Book Hodkinsons
Hodkinson announces the Rivoli has also
booked the first Heeza Liar comedy, enTreasure
Heeza
Liar’s
titled
“Colonel
Island;” also the Bray Romances.
“The Mystery Box,’’ first of the Bray
Romances, deals exclusively with the radio
“The Sky Splitter,” second of these novelties,
has for its subject the question of light and
-

,

its
It
is
further stated that the
speed.
Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla., has
booked the entire short subject program of
the Hodkinson Corporation, including “Days
Afield With Rod and Gun” and the “All Star

Comedies,” produced by C. C. Burr; “Fun
from the Press” series. Movie Chats and
Bray Romances, and “Heeza Liar” comedies

^

Plunder Bookings

Gloria

Trade showings of “Plunder” in the key
Swanson, Director Sam Wood, Rosemary cities, together with the widely published
Theby, House Peters, Little Mary Jane and uniform praise of reviewers, Pathe reireing, Pauline Stark and Antonio Moreno. ports,
have stimulated the heaviest advance
Mary Miles Minter, Sunshine Sammy and bookings at
'--'»hest rentals yet recorded
others.

for a serial pie
e branches report
that “no argument” on three essential points
is the average exhibitor’s attitude after seeing the early episodes of the new Pearl
‘

Pathe Review No. 188 charmingly illustrates Longfellow’s Poem, “The Brook and
the Wave,” shows deft fingers making lifeli'-e birds, and presents a chemical novelty,
“Fire Snake.”
American toe-dancing is
analyzed by slow-motion. The Aesop’s Film
Fable, “The Two Trappers,” is also on the
week’s schedule.

White

Patheserial,

these

points

being;

First, the star; second, the story; third, the

production.

Repeats Serial
The

of the Buddy
stories made by

Messenger small
Century comedies
will be released shortly under its final title,
“Boyhood Days.” It was directed by Harry
Edwards.
first

Exhibitors who “don’t play serials,” says
.
Pathe, are invited to note the experience
of the management of the Hippodrome
Theatre, Richmond, Va.
They have contracted to repeat within a space of less
than two years their first run engagement
of the Pathe serial, “White Eagle.”

'
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Most Notable Year for Short Subjects Says Hammons
"Xo one in our industry will be likely to
question the fact that the year just drawing
to a close has been the most notable a^ far
as short subjects are concerned since the
multiple-reel feature came into popularity,”
says E. W. Hammons, president of Educational Film Exchanges.
"Organized nationally and dedicated exclusively to short subjects, Educational is
proud of the part it has played in the advancement of the short-reel picture,” continued Mr. Hammons. “In the last year, it
has become increasingly obvious that the
day is not far off when the “feature picture” will be the best picture on the program. not the longest.
"One and two-reel pictures have been
prominently displayed in lights by theatres
which heretofore made no effort to exploit

Many

an.v but the longer features.

best

of the

houses are regularly giving space

in

The year also saw Jack White’s talents in
the present series of Mermaid comedies of
high speed, thrills and laughs, starting with
“Lookout
Below” and
including
“The
Steeplechaser.” “Blazes” and others, which
have proved big business getters.
Lloyd Hamilton’s work during two years
earned for him a company of his own. The
first of the series, “The Speeder,” was a big
success, wdiich has been duplicated by the
later

releases,

and

it

said

is

that

“The

Educator,” the newest of the series, shows
signs of even surpassing “The Speeder” in
popularity.

The season has also shown new groups
added to Educational’s program, including
the Earl Hurd comedies, combining living
characters and cartoons
Lyman Howe’s
“Hodge Podge” series, the one-reel Cameo
comedies, and a two-reel series of Sherlock
Holmes

together wfith

stories,

Tony

“Educational has kept faith with the exthe exhibitor’s response has been
most heartening, and I desire for myself and
the whole Educational organization to extend to our exhibitor friends our sincere
thanks for their co-operation and support
and our best wishes for a prosperous year
ahead," says Mr. Hammons.

season.” saj's Air. Hammons.
In calling attention to its achievements for
the past year. Educational calls attention to
the cutting down of the number of Christie

comedies from twenty-four to twenty and
to the

fact

that the

Reels)
of two-reel

If you want a good snappy lot
dramas get the new series of “Leather Pushers" distributed by Universal, they are even
better than the first series.
As is to be

expected

in prize-fight
stories, they have
plenty of punch, and this holds true in more
wa>'s than one.
Tliere is also considerable
action, good comedy, and so far as the first
four are concerned, each has an entertaining story. They are thoroughly enjoyable
offerings which will hold the interest and
should
please
nearlj^
everybody.
“The

Chickasha Bone Crusher” was reviewed
cfie

issue of

December

23.

Each story

is

in

in-

dependent of the others but they all deal
with the adventures of Kane Halliday, known
in the ring as "Kid Roberts,” which is finely
portrayed by Reginald Denny.
The main
characters, Hayden Stevenson as his manager, and Elinor Field as the girl, appear
in most of the subjects. The series is based
on magazine stories by H. C. Witwer.

new

series,

including

“That Son of a Sheik,” “Pardon My Glove,”
“Let ’Er Run” and “Choose Your Weapons”

“Leather Pushers”

— Dramas —Two

a K. O. punch.

In the big scene he fights a
Frenchman who puts dope on his gloves
which causes the Kid to be unable to see dis-

He gropes around

tinctly.

wdth

eyes
beating

his

nearly closed and takes a good
while resting his eyes, but finally comes
back with a mighty wallop and wins the
fight.
There are several clever and humor-

ous

bits in this subject.

“He Raised Kane”

A
this

good human

interest touch is given to
“round” by the fact that Kane, who does

not want his father to know he is a fighter,
thinking he objects, nearly loses the fight
when he sees him at the ringside. In the
end,
his

words of encouragement from
father which causes him to win. It deit

is

the

velops that the “Kid’s” father has known
it all the time and has been getting reports
on his son’s prowess in the ring.

“When Kane Met

Abel”

Like the other numbers in t
series, this
one has a “bout” as the principo.’ scene. In
th'-, instance, however, the “Kid" is in the
'

is
recognized by the Rivoli and Rialto
Theatres in booking “Newly Rich” for two
weeks.
Pathe further announces representative
houses in all sections of the United States
are demonstrating a similar degree of faith
in Pollard’s drawing power in the new two-

reelers.

Fox Films Venice
In the Fox Educational Entertainment,
“Bits of Europe,” the camera lens brings
'Venice into focus.
Here motley gondolas
are poled along winding canals. Being the
only means of transportation in the city,
they are aptly termed “the floating taxicabs
of Venice.”
The lagoons of Venice have
been the subject of many paintings. Swinging along the main route, the observer sees

on one
Mark’s

Agent, The (Vitagraph)
Aladdin Jr. (Universal)
Fire the Fireman (Pathe)
Graphic 2550 (Educational)
Haunted Castle, The (Educational)
He Raised Kane (Universal)
Good Scout, A (Educational)
Hee Haw (Universal)
Just-A-Little-Late Club (Second National)

Leather Pushers (Universal)
Newly Rich (Pathe)

(F. B. O.

Reversability
Siege of the
versal)

A

(Pathe)

and Relativity (Mayer)
Lancashire Queen (Uni-

Two Trappers, The (Pathe)
When Kane Met Abel (Universal)
Young King Cole (Universal)
White Blacksmith, A (Pathe)

studio playing the star role in a “super-feature.”
The director gets his cast to put
extra snap into the big scene by making
•each of the fighters think the other is double
crossing him.
There is considerable burlesque on film-making in this number, including a scene where a lot of dummies are
hurled over a cliff after a fierce fight, and
another scene which will bring a big laugh,
where one of the fighters in a preliminary
warm-up breaks through the wall into the
next set where another director is filming
“Daniel in the Lion’s Den,” the lions get
peeved and the fighter climbs up the wall
with Daniel at his heels.— C. S. S.

“Gym Jams”
—

—

(Fox Cartoon One Reel)
The g 3'mnasium is the setting for the nonIt
sense in this Alutt and Jeff cartoon.
proves a resourceful background for their
fondness for their exercising a grudge
against each other, this in robust physical
fashion.
It
is
not above the average of
these cartoons in entertainment value.
M. K.

— Comedy —Two

Reels)

Atmosphere and action are abundant in
this Mr. and Airs. Carter De Haven comedy.
It is

a splendid subject for the holiday pro-

gram and will keep the children entertained.
Sambo, the cook’s son, receives a goat for
a Christmas present and the goat’s contribution to the
erable.

familj'^

excitement

is

consid-

difficulties
the tree gets
all retire except Santa Claus.

.After

trimmed and

It develops that several play Santa Claus,
including a burglar, and the final capture
of the real thief is a lively climax. M. K.

Once Over (Educational)
Pathe Review 188 (Pathe)
Quiet Street,

Mark’s Cathedral. Near St.
the palace of the Doge of Venice.

side St.
is

“Christmas”

THE ISSUE

IN

“Young King Cole”
In this number, the “Kid’’ is abroad. First
he has a couple of rounds with old King
Booze which results in his girl giving him

That Broadway audiences eagerly accept
Snub Pollard as a star in two-reel comedies

Sarg’s

Almanac.
“So great has been the public response
that it seems probable it will be advisable
to further increase our output for the next

(Universal

Pollard Going Strong

;

newspaper “ad” layouts and on billboards to
exploiting short subjects, and entire programs made up of short subjects are becoming more popular.
hibitor:

have proved among the most popular of the
and achieved a unique niche as a happy
medium between farce and slap-stick.
3 'ear

“Graphic No. 2550”

—

(Educational One Reel)
This is a good short subject for the holiday season because it shows the intricate
technique of correctlj" carving a turkej'l
A chef from a popular hotel gives a neat
demonstration. Other features of appeal include a detailed illustration of the famous
leaps of Camillia Sabie, champion woman
hurdler; a romantic appreciation of a New
Orleans chimnej’ sweep; Babe Ruth as a
day laborer, and the Buoy Patrol of Ambrose Channel. M. K.

—

“Reversability and
Relativity”

—Scientific — Comic)

(Orndorf

unusual picture and it is
hard to know just how to accept it. It is
described on the Capitol Theatre program
as a satire on the Einstein Theories, and
starts out by means of diagrams and photos
to explain the Fourth Dimension, reversability and relativity.
Apparently serious it
suddenly changes into a comedy showing
what happens to man who has been studying these theories and dreams his auto has
been “reversed” and that he is able to elude
the cops b\’ disappearing and reappearing
before them at will.
Frankly the writer
This

is

could not

a

verj^

tell

how much

of

this

was

in-

tended to be serious or if it was all satirical,
and although it is hard to follow the “explanation”

nevertheless interesting.
to see a simple and clearcut explanation of the Professor’s theories
it

is

Those who expect

may

be disappointed.

— C.

S.

S.

—
December

30,
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“Hee Haw”
—
—

(Universal Comedy Two
There is considerable good

—

“Baron Bragg and the
Haunted Castle”
by means

of silhouettes the story of a
loses his money and horse on a bet
and then tells his wife a weird story of his
experience in a haunted castle. The chief
point of interest in addition to the clever
silhouette work is the imaginative stunts in
the castle, such as the disappearing fairy
and the tables, chairs, beds, etc., which
appears to be alive and walk around, kicking and other-wise abusing our hero. As a
whole, it is not as high in entertainment
value as some of the other issues in this
series.
C. S. S.
tells

This

man who

—

Reels)
another of the series of “Tales of

is

—

“A White Blacksmith”
(Pathe— Comedy—One Reel)

“A Quiet Street”
— Comedy—Two Reels)

—

“Pathe Review 187”

—

—

(Pathe Magazine One Reel)
There are several interesting items in this
issue of Pathe Review including an exquisitely photographed number built around
the legend of the Bubble Girl of the Mongoup River. There are picturesque views in
color of the straw thatched huts of Sangha
in

French West Africa,

also

entertaining

slow motion photographs analyzing animal
action, including the jumping of deer and
dogs; together with a section dealing with
monkey psychology. C. S. S.

—

Pathe Review No. 188

—

—

(Pathe Magazine One Reel)
Beautiful photography make the first
scenes in this which are devoted to an illustration of Longfellow’s poem, “The Brook
and the Wave,” a delightful subject; there
is an informative demonstration of how to
make feathers for milady’s hat thus saving
the birds the production of weird chemical
form known as “The Fire Snake” and a
slow-motion analysis of toe dancing. M. K.
;

“The Agent”
— Comedy —Two

Larry

In

Two

—

Trappers”

—

(Pathe Cartoon One Reel)
Aesop’s Film Fable, Farmer A1

this

Falfa disdains to make use of the cat’s assistance in charming birds. He prides himself
as a too experienced hunter for this.
He
loses out, however, and is robbed of his
spoils and almost of his life.
Meantime the.
cat brings home the birds.
The moral is
“All are not hunters who toot their horns.”
The number is typical in merit of the usual
Paul Terrv cartoon.- M. K.

—

Semon
comedy

offers

an

Reels)

abundance

of
hilarious
in this.
It is broad slapstick of the class that thousands will enjoy.
He has handled old material with many
original flourishes and the laughs come fast
and furiously. Hootch barrels, trap doors
and molasses combine to send his foes to
ludicrous disaster.
As usual, there are a
few pretentious scenes, too, with Spanish
settings and attractive girls.
Toward the
close, Larry Semon doubles and gives a
most entertaining impersonation of a nobleman. Larry Semon fans and all slapstick

enthusiasts
M. K.

—

will

welcome

“The

Agent.”

“A Good Scout”
—
—

(Educational Comedy Two Reels)
Book agents again come into their own

in

this Mermaid comedy distributed by Educational which features Jimmie Adams.
It is
a rough and tumble slap-stick comedy direct-

ed by Arvid Gillstrom and the action is
considerably involved, there being very little
connection between the first and second
'reels.
In the first reel the hero has the
usual experience of a comedy book agent,
then gets into trouble, being mistaken for
a flirt.
In the second reel the action all
take place in a Boy Scout camp. There is
not much originality in this comedy and it
is hardly up to the standard of entertatinment value of the majority of the series,
but it will prove satisfactory to the majority
of fans who like slapstick. C. S. S.

—

“Once Over”
—
—

(Educational Comedy One Reel)
Educational set a high record for speed and
action and laughs in the first two issues
of the new Cameo comedies, “Crash” and
“Pitter Patter” and this number is hardly up
At the same time, it is
to that standard.
an entertaining slap-stick comedy with a

Most of
of humorous situations.
the fun takes place in a barber shop where
the girl is a manicure and the hero (Jimmie
Adams) gets a job as a barber though he
knows nothing about the business. C. S. S.

number

—

,

—

“Newly Rich”
—Comedy—Two Reels)

(Pathe

“Snub” Pollard

is
the star of this twodistributed by Pathe. It is one
of the best of the series of two-reelers in
which he has appeared The plot centere?

comedy

reel

who

a chauffeur

marries a wealthy

and tumble comedy which
has many laughable moments. These scene"
around the hornets’ nest while not hew, ar
girl.

the

(Vitagraph

—

“The

is

—

fire

of stunts that are too lacking in originali
to be amusing to everyone. The fire depai
ment is shown, preparing to respond to
call of distress and later in action at th(
hotel to which the landlord. has set fire. Th'
hero’s struggle with the fire-apparatus ant
his rescue of the girl’s dog is depicted i
rapid slapstick. M. K.

around

hero of this singlereel Pathe comedy which deals with the will
of an old man who leaves a blacksmith shop
Paul
to Paul and a garage to his brother.
does not succeed in getting any paying business, but meets with varied experiences and
finally learns the lawyer has made a mistake and the garage is his. There are several laugh-getting situations and it compares favorably with other Parrott comedies.
A unique feature is where the blacksmith
shop begins to sink into the ground when
an auto is being hoisted to the ceiling. This
is ingeniously done.
Jobyna Ralston has a
prominent role and appears to advantage.
Paul Parrott

(Pathe

There are few “quiet” moments in this
latest of the “Our Gang” series.
It is unusually
snappy entertainment with the
famous Hal Roach collection of children
and animals in constant progress from the
frying pan into the fire and back again.
The pursuit of Red Mike, a notorious robber,
is
mixed up with their activities. Unexpectedly they land in the cellar where he is
hiding and the bull dog brings him to justice.
This after a noble fight. M. K.

The

the Fish Patrol,” founded on stories by Jack
London, which are being distributed by Universal with Jack Mulhall as the star. From
a standpoint of interest and entertainment,
it is of the same average as the earlier numbers in the series. The story revolves around
two men who are caught using illegal lines.
They seek refuge aboard a British ship, Muihall follows disguised as a convict and, after
a thrilling fight in which he is aided by the
head of the Chinese illegal fishermen, he
succeeds in getting the men he went after,
also in rescuing the girl who has been lured
aboard. C. S. S.

—

(Educational Silhouette One Reel)
This number of the Tony Sarg Almanac

—

(Pathe Comedy One Reel)
department serves once more for
burlesque treatment in this.
Paul Parro'
and Jobyna Ralston are featured in a seri

Queen”
(Universal— Drama—Two

humor and

several funny situations in this Century comedy.
Much of the laughter is furnished by
the natural antics of Maudie the mule, the
featured member of the cast, as when this
animal after walking ludicrously upstairs
with its feet incased in pillows, kicks strenuously to get them off, making the feathers
fly.
It is a slapstick comedy based on a book
agent who, after other exciting experiences
trying to sell his books, finds a boy and his
mule and takes them up to his hotel room.
There is considerable slapstick in this number and it will prove enjoyable to the average
spectator. C. S. S.

—

“Fire the Fireman”

“Siege of the Lancashire
Reels)

It is

a rough

quite funny.
picture is the

One
way

of the best things in th
the bunch of swell gue:
cannot resist the lure of the music wh
the fiddler is playing “Turkey in the Stra\
and they all get up and start to dancin
This comedy is one of the best of the tw<’
reelers in which Pollard has appeared.
'

S.

S.

“Aladdin
(Universal
Lewis Sargent

Jr.”

— Comedy — One

Reel)
the star of this number
in the Messenger Boy series.
It is a fantastic comedy, and as the title suggests, the
action hinges on an Aladdin’s lamp that
Sargent finds just after reading the story
of Aladdin.
He gets his wishes and very
cleverly succeeds in getting more than the
three allotted, as after using two he then
wishes for three more. He meets with al’
sorts of experiences and when he tells tl
is

gang about it they dub him an awful li:
It is a comedy that will appeal particula
to

children.

— C.

S.

S.

“Cupid’s Elephant”
(Fox

— Comedy — Two

Reels)

Sunshine comedy featuring Si
Smith is unusually original. An elephant,
a girl and her two suitors are involved in
a romance with one ludicrous episode after
The first big laugh comes when
another.
the smaller suitor, whose car has broken
down, kindles his energies with some magical pills, and by the time his rival’s taxi
This

arrives at the girl’s house, the little fello'
in fact he is almo^
is taking tea with her
through. The rest of the comedy and th
best part of it in fact is furnished by tl
elephant, which the hero buys for h
sweetheart. The elephant has been cleverl
trained and does some stunts that brin
M. K.
many laughs.

—

“Bruce Barton Series”

—

—
—

(Second National Novelty One Reel)
“The Just-a-Little-Late Club” This is the
first of a series of one-reelers edited and
produced by Bruce Barton, editorial writer
of Collier’s Weekly and released in the independent market by Second National Pic-

The first subject contures Corporation.
cerns the adventures of tardy gentlemen and
ends with the moral “Watch Your Watch.”
It

is

a clever pictorial editorial, interesting

and entertaining and very cleverly produced.
This series, if the first subject can be taken
as any criterion, should prove exceedingly
popular with the theatre-going public, for
interesting human sidelights,
it touches on
comprehensively brought home so that even
the primary school child can grasp the
moral.
You had better grab this picture,

Mr. Exhibitor.

— R. F.

!

PKOJ ECTl ON
EDITED BY

RICHARDSON

H.

F.

“Mike,” as friend Campbell

Some Party
editor attended one of the most remarkable gatherings of motion picture projectionists it has yet been his lot to be pres-

The

ent at on Saturday, December 16, at midnight.
The place was the Rustic RestaurTwenty-fourth
and
avenue
Sixth
ant,
The occasion was
street. New York City.
the fourth annual banquet of the Loew

The

projectionists.

Mixe

Loew

affair

was

in

honor of

Campbell, Chief of Projectionists,
Theatres, who has direct charge of

projection in thirty-one of the

Marcus Loew

“•heatres in and about Greater New York.
The dinner was served in the banquet
lall on the second floor of the “Rustic,” and
iround the tables foregathered one hundred and fifteen men, all of them either

Loew

projectionists or invited guests.
The job of being toastmaster of the evening was wished on F. H. Richardson of

the

Moving Picture World, and during the

entire time, from twelve, midnight, to four
A. M., there was not a single incident to
mar the harmony and pleasure of the evening.

Campbell Spoke Frankly
addressing the gathering Campbell
spoke frankly and plainly with regard to
his intents and purposes with relation to
In

projection in

“We
sults,”

Loew

he.

unreasonably

in

to

All

gifts,

on our columns Is such
that published replies to questions
cannot be guaranteed under two
If quick action is
or three weeks.
desired remit four cents, stamps, and
we will send carbon copy of department reply as soon as written.
For special replies by mall on matter which, for any reason, cannot be
replied to through our department
remit one dollar.

P

RESSURE

THE LENS CHART
Arc You Working by “Guess” or Do
You Employ U p-to-Date Methods?

You demand that your employer keep
his equipment in good order and up to
date. He owes it both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe it to him
to

keep

abreast

with

the

times

in

knowledge and in your methods.
The lens chart (two in one, 11x17
inches, on heavy paper for framing)
is
in succesful use by hundreds of
progressive projectionists.
“Don’t guess.” Do yourSvork RIGHT.
Price, fifty cents, stamps.
Picture
World,
Moving
Address
either 516 Fifth Ave., New York City,
or 28 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111.

theatres.

propose to have 100 per cent, resaid

“You are not held down
the matter of needed sup-

plies.

In fact

you may have anything which

will tend either to improve screen
or to minimize projection costs.”

/

results

UcU

"(fiiJ

lAim
/yx

is

familiarly-

was the recipient of many Christmas
some of which were very substantial

hailed,

Notice

h

He is one of the lucky ones for
Santa Claus seems to make special
pre-Christmas trial trips. Most of us call
ourselves lucky if he finds us even on
Christmas morning.
Personally I have one criticism to make.
Viz: In his address Mike stuck persistently to the somewhat shop-worn terms “opervalue.

in

whom

and “booth.”
This I would let pass without comment,
because I don’t like to slap friend Campbell on the wrist, but the trouble with that
is that we look for and have the absolute
right to expect better things of men in his
position.
We expect men like Campbell to
Campbell
be progressive and up-to-date.
owes it to his position to not lag behind
the use of up-to-date terms, any more than
he would lag behind in projection equipment. The adherence of men of his standing to such back number terms retards
progress and does much harm.
ator,”

m

Cleanliness a Requisite

Campbell warned the men that

JiaiuA/ /\XJU^^Aj^Af

de-

warning as

to uncleanliness would inevitable result in discharge.
He also warned
them that injury to films through scratching and strained sprocket holes would have
to be paid for by the man or men perpetrating the abuse, to all of which the editor
of this department gives most hearty approval.
The first speaker introduced by the toast-

master was Will C. Smith, who was placed
first because of the fact that friend Smith
not only is a man loved by us all, but also'
because of the fact that of all those present
Smith was the eldest in point of time of
entering the projection field.
He was followed by Harry Sherman, representing the I. A. International office, our
old friend Joseph Basson representing the
American Projection Society, “Al” Polin,
President of the International Projection
Associaton, whom the toastmaster described
as “an old war house, with the light of battle

always

^

he

manded absolute cleanliness in the Marcus
Loew projection rooms, and that a third

in

his eye.”

An Old Timer
Harold Williams, widely known both in
and outside of New York, was introduced
both as one of the really honest to gosh old
timers and as representing the firm of Durkin and Williams.
Rabell oh j’es, he was
there.
It wouldn’t have been a real party’
without him. It v - a job to pry him away
from the rema
*l)f
the chicken on his
plate, but it was imally accomplished and he
said a lotta very kind things about friend
Campbell and then returned to the aforesaid remains.
Without W. H. Rabell a
party would be as lifeless, as would the Independent Movie Supply Company if he re-

—

jL

MU

—

HfUM
QUlJ,
u/j

Awm

tUA^Yj'

Oy(n£teY'

signed his office therein.
Next, in quick succession, came “Herb”^
Griffin, all dolled up in swaller tail ’n everything, representing the N. Power Company,
W. Green, representing the Precision Machine Company, The Redoubtable Mike
Campbell himself, J. H. Schick, of the

Bausch and Lomb Company, Harry Mackof the American Film Renovating Company, E. Hoffman, of the Hoffman and
Soons Company, Electrical Contractors, M.
let,

Wolfe, representing the National CarC. Long Cobb, General
Manager of the new “Art Color Process”’

R.

bon Company, and

December

30,
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oAnnouncement
N

keeping with the marked progress shown in
the improvement of machinery and equipment
for the highly perfected projection of motion
pictures, the Feaster Manufacturing Company
announces that, beginning with the New Year,
there will be ready for distribution the

I

NEW IMPROVED
FEASTER NO-REWIND MACHINES
with one and two thousand foot magazines for the
Power’s, Simplex and Motiograph Projectors.

The

progress of the
modern device that

management

in perfecting a

REPEATS WITHOUT REWINDING
the most marked mechanical develop"
ment since the inception of the industry. It is an
accomplishment that supplies the missing link in
the chain of mechanism that assures perfection

evidences

in projection.

Territorial representation through distributors of
recognized ability will be established through"

out the United States to provide efficient installation
and service for Feaster No"Rewind Machines.
In

announcing plans for enlarged production

the Feaster Manufacturing Company
extends New Year’s Greetings to its many friends
in every branch of the motion picture industry.
activities,

FEASTER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
General Offices:

Sixteen

West

New

Forty-Sixth Street
York City

881

—

:
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is the successor to, or
old Kineniacolor process.

which

outcome

of, the

Will C.
H. Rabell, Independent
:

Smith. U. T. E.

;

W.

ORLD

Referring back to an earlier issue of projection department, I therein asked about
lens combination and you requested further information, viz.: Is the distance I gave
from condenser to film from face of convergiiifr lens or from center of combination,
and what is exact horizontal diameter of
Distance is 19
crater, which is 5-16 inch.
inches center of combination to film. Many
thinks for reply to my former letter.

my

Amongr Those Present
those present were

Among

IV

Movie Supply Company; Fred Stoffregen,
Capitol Theatre: Joe Basson, H. Mackler,
who many hope and believe will be the
next President of Local Union 306; “Al”
Polin, “Jimmie” Daisy, for years identified
with union matters in New York City and
known as the "Wild Irishman” of Gotham;
S. Goldfarb. M. Fernberg, W. Guth, Harry
Sherman, M. Rottiner, E. Klinowski, J. Lafauti, L. Coco, Joe Abrams, J. Goldhammer,
Harry Williams. Gus Durkin, E. Hoffman,
Jas. E. Soons, Joe Krulish, Herbert Griffin,
friend MacGuire, advertising manager N.
Power Company C. Long Cobb, Art Color
Process; James Lava, Superior Machine
Company and oodles of others whose names
I was unable to make note of, as I was myself reasonably busy all through the eve^

;

ning.

Some Party

Some

SOME

party,

my

boy,

if

you ask me

considerable party.

might add that such gatherings as these
They bring the
accomplish much good.
men together in a sociable way and permit an exchange of ideas also they serve to
strengthen the morale of the entire projecI

Followed Instructions
Later,

Butler says

tion

In

many thousands

my

opinion

of dollars a

would mean
year added box
it

revenue, and other thousands

office

in

les-

sened operating expenses if such corporaAlarcus Loew obliged their

tions as the
projectionists

and theatre managers to all
one of the theatres, say once every
three months, offering something fairly substantial in the way of first and second prizes
for ideas submitted at these meetings which
are found of value to the company in improving either projection or other results.
I would also like to suggest that inasmuch as men like Marcus Loew have a
direct and enormously large money interest
involved in what these men do or do not
do, it would be a mighty good financial investment to lend encouragement to them
by recognizing such a gathering as this,

meet

in

by personal attendance, by direct
representation or in some other way.
Vie'wed purely as an investment I cannot
imagine anything of equal cost in time or
effort which would be likely to return even
one-tenth the probable interest.

either

Lens Data
O. H. Butler, Projectionist Majestic Theatre, Centerville, Iowa, asks me to autograph the new handbook he ordered. Concerning the handbook he says:
Have been the owner and student of both
the second and third editions, which have
been of so much help that I am afraid words
cannot express it. As to the lens chart, for
which the price Is inclosed, why I should have
had it long ago.

date

of

Nov.

16,

inch.

Vi

he

Vi

lOV^j

wide by

There! Take a rubber at the diagram
and learn that it does not pay to guess too
much. I was surprised to find that it really
is necessary to stop down your condenser
as indicated by the broken lines (the dia-

gram

is not precisely accurate, but approximately correct) in order to get the entire

beam into your lens. What you need
a lens of not less than two inch diameter,
and that is what you must have to work at
the best possible advantage.
light
is

brother

At Last
A

projectionist in Providence, R. L, writes:
at last decided to write the depart-

Have

ment, of which

I

am

one of

many constant

readers.

Am

its

using two Simplex motor driven projectors which I like fine. Current is 110 volt,
60 cycle, taken through a Ft. Wayne A.C. to
A.C. Compensarc, set at 60 amperes. What
is the voltage at the arc?
Project a nine foot picture at 52 feet. Axis
of projection is horizontal. Films come in
pretty good condition, except that they mostly have holes punched and bits of paper stuck
on them near ends of reels. Pretty rotten
work, that, I think. Attached find two samThey are from a new print.
ples of film.
For change-over I use a slide carrier on
each projector, with a piece of tin in one side
They are connected by means of a
of each.
string, so that opening one closes the other.

%

It makes a fine dissolving effect.
published, kindly omit name.

book.
CanCrater distance to lens 2.5 inches.
not get it any closer.
Two 6.5 piano convex lenses spaced % inch apart. Distance
center of condenser combination to film 18.75
inches, which is as much as I can get. Projection lens 4.5 inch. E.P., and 1% diameter.
Working- distance 3.5 inches. Crater diameter

than

Decemlxjr 30, 1922

:

Did as you said and got two 6.5 piano
convex lenses. With the aid of lens chart
and chart on pages 196-197 of handbook and
your letter I have been experimenting.
Am not done yet, as I think I can still
better things. Here is present line-up, which
is a wonderful improvement as against what
Want your criticism and
I originally had.
to have you point my errors, if any.
Use mercury arc rectifier, 30 ampere capacity.
Use 28 amperes. Carbons % positive cored and % inch solid negative, set as
per “C,” figure 120B, page 407 of new hand-

;

force.

under

:

Lens stopped down to little less
diameter.
Find aerial image to
It is 1 inch
inches from aperture.

high.
It is at end of shutter shaft.
By reversing
shutter on shaft I can just reach it. At this
position I am able to use a three-blade 50-50
shutter.
Now where can I improve?
project a fourteen-foot picture at ninety-six

We

feet.

What

Griffith

Says

After doping this out for myself I checked
by sending it to brother Griffith, who says
Seems to me, Butler has got about as near
as he can get with the small lens he has.
He needs a larger diameter projection lens,
though with the small amperage he uses
there will be but little current waste.
means
I don’t quite understand what he
by. the lens being stopped down to a little
less than 14 its diameter, but presume he
must refer to the condenser, which he has
topped down to get the entire line beam into
projection lens.
lens diameter wil cause him to
advance his crater a bit ahead of its normal
position.
I am afraid the collector lens will
break if he gets any closer to it.

Why

Why

so

So Bashful?
Let your light shine
carrier scheme is not a

bashful?

Your

forth.

If this is

slide

good one. It will give the desired effect,
but if you will examine figure 42A, page 177
of your new handbook, you will see what
an expensive way it is of doing the trick.
The film samples you sent show carelessness on the part of the studio inspector.
It is a fault he is paid to catch and cut out.
I heartily agree that the punch marks and
paper stickers show very punkly rotten
work on the part of whoever did it.
The voltage of your arc should be about
35, though it may be more or less, according
to how you handle it.

his

The small

And

there you are, brother Butler.
I,
too, could not quite make out what all that
lens stoppage meant.
Certainly, unless you
had a heavy projection angle and was
obliged to stop down to increase depth of
focus, there could be no reason for stopping an already too small lens, and it
hardly seemed possible that it would require
all that stop to get the entire beam into the
lens, though perhaps it does.
If so, then certainly you do need a larger
projection lens.
I’ll
just lay your system
out on paper and see what is what. Should
have done it in the first place.

Give Full Data
A

projectionist

in

Trenton,

New

Jersey,

asks

How may

I obtain your latest lens chart
to condensers and covering amperage up to 125. Also how obtain a projection lens chart including sizes up to 200 feet.

pertaining-

It is not “sizes” but focal length for distances up to two hundred feet. But anyhow
Trenton could not have an answer to hi»
question because there is at present no such
chart available. By this I mean there is no
chart of that sort for general distribution.
I have such a one, yes, but the average

man would have about as much chance of
applying it intelligently as I would have of
writing the language of ancient Rome cor- J
rectly.

t

We

are trying to get the thing into a
usable shape.
Meanwhile two courses arc
open to you. First, if you will look at pages
194 to 202 of the new handbook you will
find complete directions for figuring it out
for yourself.
Or if you will send me information I will give 3'ou the dope, no matter

f

what your amperage may be, though with
warning that above 125 amperes D. C. you
are merely wasting current.

What

you must send is.
First,
the
horizontal diameter of your carbon
crater.
Second, the distance of projection,
width of picture, working distance and free
diameter of your projection lens. Mind you,
I don’t want these “on, near or about,” but
EX.A.CT.
I would also like to know the
minimum and maximum distance j'ou can
get from face of converging lens of eon-

EXACT

DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING MR. BUTLER’S PROBLEM
Showing

lens used at present

and what the actual conditions require

denser from

film.

t
I

Ju
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W. W. Hodkinson Has

New

Selling

A

System

decided innovation has been
inaugurated by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, which, that

is taken by the salesdirect to the theatre and
screened for the exhibitor’s bene-

company

fit.

believes will revolutionthe usual system of selling
w'hich is now in vogue throughout
the country.
Beginning with the feature,
“Heart’s Haven,” the Hodkinson
advertising department, working in
conjunction with the sales departshort
ment, has originated a
“sales-trailer,” which is sent to the
branches. In place of sending a
print to the theatre for pre-viewize

ing, this reel

man

This reel carries the salient sales
points necessary to give the exhibitor an idea of the real wort’n
of the feature in a short space of
time.

The Hodkinson Corporation

feels that the smaller exhibitors
in this way will have the opportu-

nity of judging the real value of
the production without depending
exclusively on the word of the
salesmen or the press books.

Gerson Corporation
Here

you

are,

and

girls

boys

Enlarges Activities

of all sizes and ages
Here is
the latest idea in Santa Clauses,
!

according
terno,

John,

Film

Miss

to

leading

Norma Con-

lady

comedian

star

Corporation.

A1 St.
with Fox

for

In

place

of

the jolly old chap with his long

whiskers
and
his
generously
rounded limbs and form you are
offered a fair feminist, 1922 crop,
in top boots, riding breeches and
a snug-fitting^ bell-skirted coat
with leopard shin trimming, who
looks as if she hailed from the

Equator

rather

than

from the

North Pole.

Around
for

the

World

Data

Cecil B. DeMille is sending two
half way around the world
in search of authentic data for
his forthcoming film production of
the Ten Commandments for Para-

women

mount.
Clare West, who heads
Mr.
DeMille’s
costume
department,
will leave shortly for Paris to
gain ideas for gowns to be worn
,by the Paramount stars in the
modern sequences of the production, and Mrs. Florence Meehan,
traveler, and authority on ancient

(peoples and customs, sails

imme-

idiately
on a lengthy tour of
‘Palestine, Arabia, Egypt, India,

java, Ceylon, Thibet and Baluchistan to obtain costumes, properties
and historical data on the places
ctually named in the Old Testalent.

Lois Wilson Added
to Cast
Lois Wilson

is the latest as well
the last addition to the stellar
ist
of
“Bella
Donna,’’
Pola

5

egri’s

first

American-made

pic-

which George Fitzmaurice
producing at Paramount’s West
ast studio, according to an anUncement made by the pro-

're,

er.

-1

The Paul Gerson Pictures Cor- cesses,
David
Kirkland
and
poration of San Francisco makes Craig Hutchinson, two successful
a formal announcement of the e.xpansion of its producing activities

comedy

directors,

have been

se-

cured to direct the entire series.
The com- In addition, an all-star cast will
for the coming year.
pany is now finishing a series of support Humphrey.
twelve two-rcel comedies featuring Dan Mason, which have been
Distinctive
unusually successful, it is stated,
and which are being distributed
by the Film Booking Offices of
Marion Abbott has been enAmerica.
A demand has been
made for another series of these gaged by Director Edward Slocomedies, and these may go into man to play the part of Mrs.
production about the first of the Whidden in “Backbone,” the allstar production which he is now
year.
Peter B. Kyne has signed a directing for Distinctive Pictures
contract with the Gerson Com- Corporation at the Biograph Stupany to furnish it with a series dios in New York.
Miss Abbott is a newcomer to
of Saturday Evening Post stories,
which will introduce a character the screen, having appeared in
new to the screen in the person only one other picture, “Tol’able
Orral Hum- David,” in which she played the
of Tiberius Tinker.
It was because of
phrey, -..ell known on stage and mother role.
her remarkable work in this proscreen, will have this role.
In order that these stories may duction that Mr. Sloman sought
have every opportunity to be slic- out Miss Abbott.

Engages
Marion Abbott

DOROTHY DEVOE
Christie Comedies released

in

Playgoers Picture
Highly Praised
Following the opening in Louisof the run of a Playgoers

ville

Pictures special, the "^imes o”
said:
“‘The Bootl. _
Daughter,’ as presented at the
Walnut yesterday, with Enid
Bennett and Ered Niblo, her husband, famous director of ‘Blood
and Sand’ and ‘The Three Musketeers,” featured, is abounding
city

.

screen.
She gives
role that required

dignity

nothing

than an artist to put

to a
less

over.”

it

Hodkinson Picture
Breaks Records
Announcement

is

made by

Hodk inson

_W.

relative

Books

.

in dramatic situations. Miss Bennett, as Nell Bradley contributed
a colorful bit of acting to the

W.

Fifty First National
Productions for

by

Educational.

the

to

fact

Horseman”

Headless

the

Corporation
that
or

“Th^
“The

Legend

Alaska

J. F. Spickett, owner and manager of the Palace Theatre,
Juneau, Alaska, booked fifty First National attractions during his
recent visit to Seattle from the gold country and told about the
troubles Alaskan exhibitors were having in getting pictures.
“I have to make this long trip because I want to see the pictures
I am booking,’^ he declared.
“The people of Alaska are jiist as
keen picture fans as you will find anywhere in the U. S., and like
the people in the States they don’t want any more ‘shooting
gallery’ photoplays. They are willing to wait quite a time to get
the high class plays, but they don’t want the out of date ones.
They read the latest books and the newspapers and know what is
going on.
“Business up in the North hasn’t been so good because of the
slump in mining and we must have high class pictures to bring
them at all. Because of the closing of some of the big mines the
population of Juneau has decreased from 5,600 to 2,500 since the
end of the war. Fishing, canning and government offices provide
most of the industrial activities of the southern Alaska cities.”

of Sleepy H9II0W,” a picturization of Washington Irving’s

famous classic, featuring Will
Rogers as Ichabod Crane, smashed
all
box office records for four
days at the Modern and Beacor
Theatres, Boston, M-Sss.

To Be in
Do Well”

Hilliard

“Ne’er

Ernest Hilliard has been signer
to play opposite Thomas Meighan
in
the forthcoming Paramouni
special, “The Ne’er Do Well,” in

which Mr. Meighan will be starred
by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.

Work

Do Well'’
the Famous
studios in Lon;

on “The Ne’er

started this

week

Players-Lasky
Island City, with
directing.

in

Alfred

Green

t
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May Become Star Thirty Governors
Praise Film Highly
may dawn
A new
on the

star

in the near
future if a **hunch^ on the
part of Jesse L. Lasky, first
Famous
of
vice-president
Corporation
Players - Lasky
turns out successfully, in the
person of Orlando Cortez, a
romantic actor of Castilian
descent and with more than
the usual share of good looks
and Latin grace, it is reported.

Paramount horizon

Enthusiastic praise for
'Nfeighan’s

latest

Thomas

Paramount

pic-

“Back Home and Broke,”
was the greeting given by the
thirty governors before whom Mr.
Meighan showed the picture Friture,

day at the annual conference of
governors
Greenbrier
at
the
Hotel, White Sulphur Springs, W.
\’a.

the performance, which
was a regular Broadway show
given under the personal direction of Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, each

After

News

of

Goldwyn

of the governors tendered his per
sonal thanks to Mr. Meighan, t""'
George Ade, the author of the
picture, who also attended the performance, and to Paramount for
having produced it and having arranged the showing.
Not only did the governors tell
Mr. Meighan personally how much
they liked the picture, but four-

teen of them sent him a round
robin letter in which they commended him for the picture, which
they characterized as “delightful,
clean and wholesome.”

arranged with
has
Eric von Stroheim to write the

Goldwyn

continuity for his first production
based upon the late Frank Norris’
realistic novel of San Francisco.

Enthusiastic Praise
for Universal Film

The Philadelphia Riders and War” and the new whirlwind
Drivers Association, one of the mare,
The
“Oceanic.”
Glen
soldiers
British
leading and most exclusive horse- Riddle showing was attended by
showing the
marching through Brussels to lovers’ associations in the coun- the Governor of Pennsylvania and
Riddle and his
meet Napoleon for the screening try, and the membership of which ether notables.
of the battle of Waterloo for his includes such national figures as guests were enthusiastic over the
screen version of Thackeray s President Harding, General Persh- film, the veteran horse owner re-

Hugo

“Vanity
Ballin.
\ L.

Ballin

using 500

is

men

Mabel

starring

Fair/’

^

New York

Erlanger, the

theatrical producer who has been
at the Goldwyn studios conferring regarding the forthcoming
production of “Ben Hur, left for

ing,

Herbert

Hoover

and

E.

T.

selected “The Kentucky Derby,” Universal’s Jewel
production of the famous Charles

Stotesbur}',

T.

Dazey melodrama, “The Subur-

ban,” as the feature of the association’s annual meeting, held last
week in the ball room of the
location Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Phila-

on Monday.
Rupert Hughes is on

New York

“Souls for Sale’’ at Palm
Springs, Calif. Dorothy Farnum
for
has completed the continuity
^
of tho D’Drbervilles.

with

delphia.

The society horse lovers applauded the stirring race scenes
and the exciting finish of the Derby with the same abandon many
of them had shown last summer

Churchill Downs, when scenes
Distinctive
for the picture were made at the
actual race won by Morvich, it is
to
reported.
McHarold
of
rights
film
The
A few weeks before the BelleEdge,
Ragged
“The
novel,
Grath’s
vue-Stratford showing, “The KenDisthe
b}^
purchased
have been
tucky Derby” was shown privately
it
tinctive Pictures Corporation,
at the yearly party held at his
Arthur
President
is announced by
home, Glen Riddle, Pa., by Samputting
to
view
S. Friend with a
imme- uel H. Riddle, owner of “Man-of-

Buys

at

Novel

Rights

into production
diately.
it

almost

the

Ruling Passion” and
Who Played God,”

George
writing

Arliss,

the

is

'The
all

Man

starring

now engaged

in

ine

for

scenario

Ragged Edge.”
The McGrath story

Judge

J.

Court of

Willis

.

will

go into

production immediately.

Common

Pleas, Philadelpresident of the
Philadelphia Riders and Drivers
Association, wrote to E. J. Epstein
Universal
Philadelphia
the
of
exchange, who arranged the showing, thanking the film company in
glowing terms.
phia,

who

is

Beaudine to Direct

Dana

Viola
Dana

What Every

whom Mr.
fame

into

in

moulded
“The Birth of a

Griffith

Nation,” returns to his direction
again to resume her
career.

An indication of the careful attention which Fred Niblo is devoting to the many details of his
production, “The Famous Mrs.
^air,” says Metro, is that already
nine weeks have elapsed since the

scene was photographed, and
there are still several weeks of
active shooting to come before
the photoplay is actually com-

first

,

“The Famous Mrs. Fair’ is the
irst of a series of Fred Niblo productions presented by Louis B.
Mayer and released by Metro.

Her

First

new motion

.A

Film

picture woman
to the fore in

producer comes
Marguerite Gale, who announces
Marguerite
formation
of
the
Gale Productions. Work begins
in the course of a few weeks on
her

first

New York

picture at a
title of

The

her initial
production will, in all likelihood,
be “The Turning Point,” a western story and the first of a series.
studio.

Lem Kennedy

will direct.

Eleanor Boardman
Selected
Goldwyn production executives
have decided upon Eleanor Boardman, the young woman selected
out of 4,000 Nev/ York applicants
tor a motion picture job, as the
principal player in the film version of Rupert Hughes’ new novel,
"Souls for Sale,” which the author is now directing.

“Drivin’ Fool” Is

“Her Fatal Millions,” a
story by William Dudley Pelley.

Nearly Finished

production is scheduled to begin
next week at the Metro
studios in Hollywood.
Its

“Her
Fatal
comedy-drama,

Millions”

adapted

is

for

screen by .Arthur Statter.

Exhibitor

“The Drivin’ Fool,” the automobile thrill picture which is being directed by Robert Thornby
a for
Regent Pictures, the new
the organization which E. D. Newman recently formed to produce

Can Have

independently, is nearing completion with the return this week
of the company from Big Bear
Valley with the snow episodes of
the feature.

News, editorial outlook on conditions, advertisements
of coming films, and a flock of departments of value,
such as “Selling the Picture to the Public,” “Straight
From the Shoulder,” “Regional News and Gossip” and
more sure things you GET without asking, in every
issue of Moving Picure World.
to you.

They

are

yours for the asking services that your own trade
paper stands ready to render as part of its duty to you:
Ask “Straight From the Shoulder” for any reports on
any picture; the department will furnish them or do
Ask the
its best to get them for you from exhibitors.
“Regional News and Gossip” man for any Information
within reason about exhibitors; he’s your friend and
stands ready to treat you right. Ask “Selling the Picto the Public” for help if you are stumped by any picture advertising problem poor houses, weak days; you
he’s here when you heed him.
all know E. W. Sargent
Plenty of other services waiting to be asked for. Just

—
—

ASK.

Exhibitor Pleads for

—

—

—

to Detail

„

she signed a contract to play
a leading role in D. W. Griffith’s next photoplay, now in
course of production under
the title, “The White Rose.”
After an absence of six
years the little school g.:rl

in

There are other things coming

Careful Attention

^

Mae Marsh “came back
home” the other day when

William Beaudine has been engaged by Metro to direct Viola

BUT:—

pleted.

Joins Griffith

Martin, of the

The

“Disraeh,’

of

ported.

.

a
Forrest Halsey, who is under
long-term contract with Distincresponsible for
tive and who was

scripts

1922

Will Soon Begin on

Activities

“McTeague.”

30,

Play Date
The following

letter

was

receive'

Associated First National las
week from Charles W. Picquit, o
Pinehurs
the Carolina Theatre,

by

N.

C:

had the pleasure of screenir
new Guy Bates Post subjer
Omar, the Tentinaker,’ and I do n
know when I have had any mo

“I
the

real pleasure.
“It is a splendid

production
every department, and will sun
be way up on the top of the seaso'
best productions.
“I

shall take delight in recc.
this picture to all manag
are ambitious to give tb

mending

who

patrons the best.
“I surely would be glad to g(
date on

it

I trust j'ou

of me.”

as soon as possible,
may be able to take

:

December

30,
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American Releasing Announces Release
of Big Block of Special Productions
Chooses Holiday Season as Opportime Time To Divulg^e Plans
Choosing the Holiday season as Dowling and W. P. Carleton and try. It is announced for release
an opportune time, American Re- is being played for a pre-release January 14. The January 21 reCorporation announces presentation at the Cameo The- lease is “The Web of the Law,”
leasing
Gibson-Dyer production dithe release date of a big block of atre, New York, the week before a
rected by Tom Gibson.
special productions to the ex- Christmas.
In this
An M. C. Mims’ production
On January 28 announcement is
hibitors of the country.
block, or second quarter’s output, “That Woman” starring Cather- made of the release of “Milady”
two special productions that have ine Calvert and directed by Harry which is the famous Dumas
had three release engagements in O. Hoyt is announced as the re- story, “Twenty Years After.”
certain of the larger cities, now lease for December 31. This is a This is a Diament-Berger probecome available for national re- story of a stage beauty who mar- duction of romance, intrigue,
“A Son
lease date throughout the coun- ried a millionaire’s son and went loyalty md treachery.
try.
These two productions are through poverty to prove that she of the Desert” is the release for
February 4. This is an F. W.
the Hampton del Ruth comedy- really loved him.
Marriage
featuring
The release for January 7 is “As Kraemer
production
“The
melodrama,
Chance’’ with an all-star cast fea- a Man Lives,” an Achievement Marin Sais supported by William
turing Alta Allen, Milton Sills, Film’s production directed by J. MacCormick.
Henry B. Walthall, Tully Mar- Searle Dawley with an all-star
J. P. McGowan has made a melincluding
Robert Frazer, odrama and jewel
smuggling
shall, Mitchell Lewis and Irene cast
Rich, written and directed by Mr. Gladys Hulette and Frank Losee. story for release by American on
This production is
del Ruth is the first of four big This picture was given a pre-re- February 11.
special productions to be made by lease presentation at the Cameo “One Million in Jewels,” written
directed by Mr. McGowan,
him for American Releasing. The in New York the week of Decem- and
4.

who

attraction previously preMark Twain
the
released,
is

ber

pre-resuccesses in
box-office
lease engagements in eight or ten

long way towards putting Harley
Knoles, its producer, at the topmost directorial rank in this coun-

other

10.

American Releasing says “The
Company production, “The Prince Bohemian Girl” with its splendid
and the Pauper,” played in New cast is destined to attract great
York with success at the Capitol attention throughout the larger
Theatre and having also scored cities of the country and go a

cities.

himself plays the role of
Burke of the Secret Service, supported by Helen Holmes, Elinore
Faire, Charles Craig and half a
dozen other widely-known players.
This production was photo-

graphed

in

New

York, Havana,

Key West and Miami.
Nell Shipman’s production, “Th.i

Grub-Stake”
the

week

an

A.

is

the

release

for

February 18.
On February 25 American will
release “Vengeance of the Deep,”

made
The

of

Barringer production
Honolulu and California.
cast includes Ralph Lewis,
B.

in

Brown Faire, Maida
Virginia
Vale, Van Mattimore and Har-

mon MacGregor.
In a day when comparatively
fewi

pictures other than those
big producer-distributor

made by

concerns owning their own first
run theatres on Broadway, New
York, are able to get first run engagements and Broadway presentation says American Releasing
Corporation, it and its producers
fortunate enough to have
their own first runs in the majorty of cases in New York at the
are

Cameo Theatre with immediate
release following the first run
presentation throughout the best
theatres in Greater New York.
This
arrangement does
away
with the long waits and deferred
release
of
important
pictures,
which deferrments cause the producers, heavy losses and retarded
returns of their investment.

Two

additional productions that
it is stated, rank with the biggest
that have been released in the
United States within the past
twelve months are the Harley

Knoles’ production, “The Bohemian Girl” with a cast including
Ivor Novello, Ellen Terry, Constance Collier, C. Aubrey Smith
and Gladys Cooper. Novello became widely known in America in
the previous Harley Knoles’ proNovello has
duction, “Carnival.”
just been engaged by D. W. Griffith as the star of the next Griffith production. American Releasing confidently announces “The
Bohemian Girl” as one of the
greatest pictures made in the

Calls

“Quincy Adams Sawyer”

the Box-office
“The year’s all-round box-office
champion,” is the manner in which
William E. Atkinson, general manager of Metro Pictures Corporacompany’s
tion,
designates the
screen version of “Quincy Adams
Sawyer.”

From

the standpoints of the
merit and reputation of the story,
of the excellence of the cast and
the skill in production the Metro
official this week said he considered this Metro-SL Special Pro-

Champion of the Year

In both adaptation and direcMetro has delegated the
screening to experts especially
fitted for the task; the scenario
to Bernard McConville, author of
the script of “A Connecticut Yantion

kee in King Arthur’s Court” and
other major attractions the direction to Clarence G. Badger, whose
success with a series of Will Rogers’ features was pronounced.
“I admit I am prejudiced in favor of ‘Quincy Adams Sawyer,’”
says Mr. Atkinson, “but I won't
admit that I’m prejudiced without
cause.
When I put myself down
;

two years.
Another big capture by American Releasing is the newest Nell
Shipman-Bert Van Tuyl produc- duction which opened in New
This is York at the Capitol Theatre Detion, “The Grub-Stake.”
a romantic melodrama of Alaska cember 17 would prove, by returns at the ticket-window, the as believing that it is the all-round
in all of its primitive rawness and
motion picture attraction box-office champion of the year,
wildness and depicts the opening best
whether it steps from this comof the gold country to civilization. available.
Atkinson’s pany’s corner or another’s, I can
Mr.
Summarizing
Miss Shipman and Mr. Van Tuyl
have been at worK on this picture statement from the home offices
for the past sixteen months up in of Metro, in New York, the folihe Priest Lake country of Idaho lowing items of popular appeal in
Adams Sawyer” are
/and in and around Spokane. The “Quincy
story is written by Nell Shipman found
herself, who is the star and co1. The story itself is human, exdirector as well. Supporting Miss citing, amusing and unquestionably
Shipman in “The Grub-Stake” clean.
past

—

—

brings facts to rationalize
thusiasm.
a

my

en-

“To me, more significant than
mere listing of elements of ap-

peal,

is

my own

seen ‘Quincy

reaction.

have

I

Adams Sawyer’

five

the Metro projection
room, where there is no theatrical
gilding to a picture’s showing.
And each time I saw the film it got
me.
I
laughed at the comedy,
although I knew after the first
times,

in

time what was to happen. I got
excited at the river scene, again
and again. Briefly, I had a good
all

time.

“Having a good time is the hope
that draws people into motion
picture theatres.”

Variety of Scenes in
“Garrison’s Finish”

Walt Whitman,
George Berrell, Hugh Thompson,
George Hernandez and B. K.

are Alfred Allen,

Van

Auker.

have

its

This picture will
pre-release engagement
in New York and certain eastern
cities early in January and the
national release date has been set

February 18.
“The Danger Point,” another of
the
productions announced, is
made by Victor Hugo Halperin
and directed by Lloyd Ingraham.
It features Carmel Myers, Joseph
for

2.

as

the story,

The reputation of
told

Charles

in

the

novel by

original

Felton Pidgin

•

and

later

retold on the stage, alone is sufficient to attract patronage.
3. The cast is of a brillance_ as
to require no verbal illumination,

Producers and Distribthere
Corporation
says
probably never was a motion picture in which so many widely
separated “locations” played such
Allied

utors

comprising Blanche Sweet, Lon a big part in intensifying interest
Chaney, John Bowers, Barbara La in the story as is the case in Jack
Marr, June Elvidge, Louise Fazen- Pickford’s new production, “GarMann, Victor Potel, rison’s Finish,” which marks this
da, Hank
Billy Franey, Edward Connolly, star’s return to the screen after
Gale Henry, Elmo Lincoln, Joseph an absence of about two years
during which time he has been
Dowling and others.

directing

his

sister,

Mary

Pick-

ford.

Scenes of the Kentuc’^y Derby
Louisville, also the Metropolitan Handicap at New York and
other scenes at San Francisco,
Pasadena, Exposition Park, Los
Angeles,
and on the Mojave
Desert are included in this production, which is set for release
January 15. There are also said
to be plenty of interior scenes
with elaborate settings.
at
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Will Play Opposite

Norma Talmadge
Jack Mulhall has been selected

You^get

Edwin Carew Goes
to the Coast
Edwin Carewe who

is

making

a series of special productions for

Associated First National release,
departed for the coast December
16.
He has just finished a picture
in the East, the title of which has
not been announced. He will produce in California a screen version of the Belasco play, “The
Girl

from the Golden West.”

Gives Receipts to
Charity

—

all

You have to suit all the eyes. The first bit of picture
out of focus in the tiniest degree gets somebody’s goat.
The slightest flicker or lowering of light intensity in
your projection starts the fidgeters.
You can get by with average pictures if your projection is faultless; but a “Humoresque” will start them
walking out on you if the projection falls down.
Don’t forget that F. H. Richardson has been giving,
in the best projection department ever published in
Moving Picture World, of course! helpful hints and
ideas, news of newest projection stunts, points of advantage in new apparatus, and is still giving them. Take
care of your projection and your audiences will take care
of you.

—

—

Are

in Full

Company

Charles H. Duell, president of Inspiration Pictures, has gone to Italy
to join the unit of that company
which is filming Marion Crawford’s
celebrated story, “The White Sister,”

in

which

Gish is to
appearance as an
Inspiration Picture star.
This unit has been in Italy for
several weeks.
Henry King, who
directed Richard Barthelmess in his
greatest successes, “Tol’able David,”
“Sonny” and “The Bondboy,” is di-

make her

Lillian

initial

recting this picture.
Mr. Duell, prior to going to Italy,
spent a week in Havana, Cuba,

where Richard Barthelmess’ next
starring vehicle, “The Bright Shawl,”
is being filmed.
With John S. Robertson as director, the entire company was sent to that place in order
to bring to the screen the color
called for by the author, Joseph
Heriresheimer, who wrote ‘Tol’able
David.”

Flower Novelty at
Brooklyn Strand

Forest Fire Scenes

Royalty and the English nobility took charge of the premier
of Constance Talmadge in “East
Is West” at the Marble Arch PaAlthough painting the lily long
vilion,
London, and made this
has been frowned upon, the idea
First National attraction a huge
fire,
while
of
reddening the
success, it is reported.
analogous, seems to have proven
Just prior to the first showing
effective, according to Metro.
of “East Is West” The Queen’s
It has been done in the case of
Hospital for

1922

in Italy

sorts of eyes in an audience far-sighted,
near-sighted, strong, weak.
When your audience slaps down its admissions at the
hox office, it expects an eyeful of entertainment, and
doesn’t explmn what sort of eyes it has, individually or
in the aggregate.

to play opposite Xornia Talmadge
in her next Joseph Schenck pro-

duction “Within the Law,” which
will be directed by Frank Lloyd
who made “The Eternal Flame”
already releped by First National
and. “The Voice from the Minaret,” soon to be released.
First
National will distribute “Within
the Law.”

Ouell Joins

Eyes and the Exhibitor

30,

Girls dressed to represent various flowers diverted Brooklyn

Color Mark

Strand Theatre patrons
thoughts of winter when
Managing Director Edward L.
Hyman introduced them in a
dance “Valse Bluette,” a rhythmic

from

many hundred feet
was retouched by hand,

of the

of film
in

full

and natural

colors.
than a month

number which utilized all the
was spent lighting tricks from
booth and
work.
Each streak of stage.
flame and each burst of flame
Each girl dancer wore a difChildren of which
scenes in the was colored individually, no gen- ferent colored
the forest fire
the Duke of York is president and
dress and was cosBarker
production, eral tinting being used. Though tumed
Queen Alexandra patron, had is- Reginald
as nearly as possible to rethis method the forest fire is seen
semble
sued a plea for funds. So Ralph “Hearts Aflame,” soon to be rea
designated
blossom.
leased by Metro Pictures Cor- exactly as it would appear to a Colors
used in costuming were
J. Pugh and the other directors
poration. The picture is presented spectator of the original scene, it yellow,
of .'Vs’suciated First National in
pink, deep blue and pale
green. A spotlight on each dancer
“London offered the entire re- by Louis B. Mayer. Every inch is stated.
brought out the coloring and the
ceipts of the premier showing for
intermingling of tints made a delithe Hospital.
The Duchess of
cate picture.
Somerset took charge of the
A scrim was used with two set
showing aided by the entire staff
pillars, a foliage tree-top and a
of First National and the manground row to aid in the stage
agement of the Marble Arch Pascenic
vilion.
Society attended in force.
mounting.
The
girls’
dresses
were of chiffon with
The fourth week of Pathe’s branches was most spectacular skirts to appear as rose-colored
Eschmann Sales Contest, accord- in case of Seattle, which jumped petals.
Hearts”

More

in

this

Sales Drive Breaks

All

Weekly Quotas

“Hungry

Selected
The National Motion Picture
League selected Gcldwyn’s “Hungry Hearts” from a carefully compiled

show

list

of suitable photoplays to

to children,

during

its

Bet-

Motion Picture Week. The
showing was held at the Children’s Theatre in the Heckscher

ter

Building. New York City, following a parade in which pictures of
half a dozen or more producing

concerns

were

represented

ing to reported tabulated returns,
brought to the surface several indications of general interest to
exhibitors
everywhere. General
results show that all branch exchanges are keeping well ahead
of their weekly quotas, with nothing in the Pathe list, either standard or new product, failing to
profit by the drive.
Change in the standing of the

Tells of

by

floats.

to third place.

Portland continues to lead, with
Los Angeles holding second, to
which position it was reduced at
the end of the third week. Denver drops from third to seventh,
while Spokane rises from seventh to fifth, and Indianapolis
climbs from eleventh to sixth
place, with Milwaukee standing
pat on fourth.

Advantages

Cullen Landis Now
with Vitagraph
Cullen Landis has been engaged
by Vitagraph to create the role
of Dick Halo in in its forthcoming
special production, “Masters of
Men.”
“Masters of Men,” is the second of the series of twenty-four
special productions announced by
Vitagraph for the coming year.

Work

on the new production alhas been begun at the
West Coast studio under the direction of David Smith.
ready

Begins Filming of
Mack Sketch
Production of “Your Friend and
Mine,” the Metro-S-L screen version of Willard Mack’s sketch,
has begun at the Metro studios,
according to advices received this

company’s home
office in New York.
Enid Bennett, whose most recent success was as Maid Marian
in “Robin Hood,” will appear in
Mr.
the leading feminine role.

week

from seventeeenth

at

the

Mack himself will play an important part.

“An opportunity for me to make pictures just as big as I want
make them; to spend just as much money on their production
1 want to spend; to produce just as good a picture as 1 know
how to produce and then sell it in an open market on its indito
as

—

vidual merits as a box-office attraction that, in brief, is what my
recently signed contract with Allied Producers and Distributors
Corporation means to me,” said Mack SennMt, when asked for
an authorAative statement concerning his new releasing affiliations with the organization of which Hiram Abrams is president.
“And to the Allied Producers and Distributors organization the
new arrangement means additional product that they know is
going to be saleable product,” Mr. Sennett went on. “It means
that I am going to g've them pictures that have had time enough
and work enough and money enough spent on them to give them
that quality which enables a distributing company to sell every
picture it handles on its individual merit.”

Is

Fourth

Week

for

Strongheart Film
Strongheart, the wonder dog, is
being shown for the fourth week
in “Brawn of the North” in Los
Angeles at the Alhambra Theatre.
This First National attraction, directed by Laurence Trimble and
Jane Murfin, got an exceptional re-

from the critics, it is stated,
was first shown at the
Kincma, where it was held two

ception

when

weeks.

it

!

December

30,
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Twelve Super-Productions Scheduled
to Be Released in 1923 by Universal
Hobart Henley and Tod Browning Head List of Directors
The most comprehensive aggre-

Priscilla

Dean

feature.

It

A

Jewels once each month. Three
of them already are in completed
form and soon will be in the hands
various Universal ex(of
the
Six others are now in
changes.
and the remaining
production
three are being translated into
screen form by the scenario department at Universal City. Universal announces that each of the
twelve Jewels will be completed

Dean
is

in this special.

her leading

Robert

man and

Ellis

the chief

role is played by Wallace
The picture will be reBeery.
leased February 5.
The March release will be a
Lon
starring
Universal-Jewel
Chaney. It is called “The Shock,”
and is a screen adaptation bj'
Charles Kenyon from a story by

heavy

William Dudley Pelley.
“The Shock” is laid in the San
Francisco underworld, and shows
the regeneration of a deformed
underworld character through the
love of a pure woman. The picture is said to come to a vivid and
terrifying climax with the San
cilia Dean, Lon Chaney, Reginald
Eileen Francisco earthquake and fire.
Valli,
Denny, Virginia
Percy, Helen Jerome Eddy. They This great catastrophe has been
are supported by such popular reproduced for the screen in replayers as Mabel Julienne Scott, markable shots, it is reported.
Virginia Valli, a Universal star
Raymond Hatton, Patsy Ruth
Wallace Beery, George in her own right, who will be
Miller,
Nichols, Forrest Stanley, Robert remembered for interpretation in
Ellis,
Joseph Swickard, Estelle “The Storm,” supports Chaney in
The feature will
Taylor, Sylvia Breamer, Ray Grif- “The Shock.”
be released March 5.
fith. Matt Moore, Norman Kerry,
of release date
admit of unusual exploitation,
and to assure thorough service
and co-operation for the exhibitor,
The 1923 list of big pictures includes films by such stars as Pris-

far
to

enough ahead

camera-man. The picture will beLeather placed in the hands of exhibitors
Pushers” series, the celebrated H. July 2.
u
August will see another Pns-^
C. Witwer prize ring stories filmed
he
will
It
“The Abysmal cilia Dean Jewel.
by Universal.
Col- i
Brute” will be released April 2. “Drifting,” adapted from John
in
in May, Universal will release ton’s popular play, produced
another Priscilla Dean Jewel. It New York by William A. Brady
“White Tiger,” written and with his daughter, Alice Brady,
is
Tod Browning 15
directed by Tod Browning, one as the star.
by Luof Universal’s leading directors, directing from a continuity
Wallace Beery agains plays the cien Hubbard. The picture is laid
heavy opposite Miss Dean. Ra 3 in China and will have aU the exof the Far Ea.st,
Griffith and Matt Moore also are otic atmosphere
opposite the star, it is promised. Matt Moore wih
to be seen
Moore as the leading man. The be Miss Deans leading^ nian. -ne
August b.
picture is a crook story laid in picture will be released
September 3 will "see the release
New York and London. In order
sequences, of “Merry-Go-Round,’ the Erich
certain
obtain
to
Browning brought his company von Stroheim successor of Fooiand which Rupeit
Wives
all the way from Los Angeles to ish
von
New York for several weeks’ Julian is completing after
work. May 7 has been set as che Stroheim’s break with UniversaThe story, credited to von Strorelease date for this feature.
“The Attic of Felix Bavu,” a heim, is laid in Vienna before, durscreen adaptation of Earl Carroll’s ing and after the World W^ar,

was acter because

gation of super-productions ever adapted from a story by Frances
Universal Hodgson Burnett, the popukr
ahead
by
planned
Pictures Corporation has been novelist. “The Flame of Life” is
scheduled for the coming year another Hobart Henley production
and will stand as that com- and is said to be just as good, in
Elliott
offer- its sphere, as “The Flirt.”
Universal
Jewel
pany’s
Universal says it J. Clawson adapted it for the
ing for 1923.
includes twelve pictures of the screen, and Virgil Miller filmed it.
highest quality, enacted by stars The big thrill of the_ feature is a
and players of great box office coal mine disaster which, it is said,
directors has been characterized by survivvalue, and made: by
whose past success have placed ors of actual underground holothem on the top rung of the causts, as the most startling and
accurate reproduction ever made.
screen’s ladder of fame.
strong cast supports Miss
Universal plans to release these

as

hero

the

of
of

his

popularity

“The

•

'^

spectacular play, is scheduled for
It
release by Universal.
deals with a mixture of romance
and adventure in Soviet Russia.
Stuart Paton is making this fei-

June

ture.

A

strong

cast,

by Norman Kerry, Marw
Wkllace Beery, Maude
George, and others,
Universal s October release wul
headed by

Universal’s super feature for years ago. Miss Weber made this
April will be a screen adaptation as a Bluebird picture for Uniof Jack London’s powerful story. versal. It was a big success. To“The Abysmal Brute.” It stars day, with modern directorial and
Reginald- Denny, with Mabel Ju- photographic methods. Universal
makers as Hobart Henley, Tod lienne Scott in the leading sup- expects it to be one of the big
Browning, Lois Weber, Rupert porting role. It is another Ho- hits of the year.
Miss Weber is assisted bj'^ ArJulian, Erich von Stroheim, Lam- bart Henley production,
Reginald Denny was chosen to thur Forde. Ben Reynolds, who
bert Hillyer, Stuart Paton and
Wallace Worsley. Henley will be interpret London’s cave-man char- filmed “Foolish Wives,” is her

boul,”

the
Flags.”

“Outside

Law,”

and

“Under Two
The first release for the New
Year will be “The Flirt.” It was
adapted, by A. P. Younger from
Booth Tarkington’s well known
novel of American life by that
name. It is an all-star cast production and is said to be Hobart
The two
Henley’s masterpiece.
leading roles are taken by Eileen
Percy, in the title role, and Helen
Jerome Eddy, as her unassuming
sister.
The picture is scheduled
Its
for release New Year’s Day.
pre-lease premiere is in the Rialto

Broadway, during
Theatre on
Christmas week.
The February Jewel release
will be “The Flame of Life,” a new

taken

Philbin,

Wallace Beery, as the chief villain, be “Up the Ladder,” a super-pronow is engaged at Universal City duction starring Virginia Valli. It
This feature has been adapted from 'the highly
production.
in
its
was prepared for the screen by successful stage play by Owen
Albert G. Kenyon, one of the Davis which was a sensation in
It marks
It New York last year.
Universal leading scenarists.
first appearance in a
will be ready for release June 4, Miss Valli
For July release, Lois Weber Universal Jewel picture all her
has returned to Universal City own. Hobart Henley may dir,...J!
and is making a super-production it, if he completes “The Abysmal
of “Jewel,” the popular novel by Brute” in time to get it ready.
Eight strong cast is promised in support
Burnham.
Louis
Clara

Maude George. Some of these
players also have leading roles in
special cast productions.
Universal’s 1923 Jewel directors
include such successful picture

remembered for such work as
“The Gay Old Dog,” “The Sin
That Was His
a series of Goldwyn successes.
Tod Browning is the nian who
directed Priscilla Dean in such
successes as “The Virgin of Stam-

The picture will present a big
special cast. The leading roles arc

Miss

of

“Up

Valli for this feature,
the Ladder” will hit the screen

on October

tation

famed

Who Saw

Tontorrow

Paris.”

Along came a chap with vision. He saw a chance. He
that a three hundred seat house ought to be filled

knew

every night, not half filled each Saturday, in a town of
four thousand amd gro’’ ._ig
Because he read Moving Picture World’s “Better
Equipment” section, an up to the minute news section
for exhibitors, dealing with everything for the theatre,
he was able to renovate cheaply, advantageously.
Now he hais that house running every day, and it’s
packed. Keep in touch with equipment through Moving Picture World’s “Better Equipment” it may mean
money to you almost any time.

—

—

It

is

now

in

production

version

of

the

celebrated

story.

being made with
cast, including
Lon Chaney, Raymond Hatton,
and Patsy Ruth Miller. E. T. Lowe,.
Poore Sheehan
Jr. and Perley
recently finished putting the novel
into continuity form. It will reach,
the screen on November S.
The last Universal Jewel production to be released in 1923 will
be a Priscilla Dean super-special
adapted from Frances Hodgson
Burnett’s novel and play, “A Lady
of Quality.” No director has been
chosen for this picture, as it wil
be several months before Miss
Dean can start work upon it. She
will play the role made popular
on the stage by Julia Arthur. Th's
Jewel will be released December
3, 1923, and will be Universal’s final
super-production offering for the
This Jewel

a

In a little town there was a theatre. It ran Saturday
nights.
The shows were punk. The audiences were
light. Yet the town was growing all the time.

of Victor Hugo’s world
novel, “Notre Dame de

under the direction of Wallace
Worsley, who was chosen because
he played for many years in the
stage

The Exhibitor

1.

The following month. Universal
will release “The Hunchback of
Notre Dame,” super screen adap-

special

is

all-star

coming year.

I

:

:
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Sandburg Praises
“Sherlock Holmes”

Breaking Records
It is not alone in the big cities that the Harold Lloyd attraction,
“Grandma’s Boy,” has been breaking records, says First National
the same thing is happening in many smaller towns and even in
villages, thereby making it nearly unanimous, it is stated.
“Grandma’s Boy” showed recently in M. Kenworthy’s Kenworthy Theatre, Moscow, Ida., where it was seen by 1,596 people,
or nearly 40 per cent, of Moscow’s total population. Moscow’s
achievement almost matches the record of iarentum, Pa., where,
out of a population of 8,925, “Grandma’s Boy” played to 5,350 paid
admissions, and that of Crete, Neb., where 1,670 of the 2,400 inhabitants bought tickets and then chuckled loudly over the Harold
Lloyd picture.

Talk About Picture
Sent Out by Radio
Miss Grace Haskins, of Holl}'wood, recently made an announcement and gave a talk to more
than five hundred thousand radio
fans in this section of the country
with regard to her forthcoming
production, “Just Like a Woman,”
which will be released through
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
sometime in the early Spring. She
spoke from a broadcasting station in Brooklyn and made many

interesting
tial

comments on her

Deceml)er 30. 1922

ini-

production.

Carl
Sandburg, poet of the
Middle West, author of “Corn
Huskers,” “Slabs of the Sunburned West” and many other
poems, also author of the children’s book, “Rootabaga Stories,”
reviewed for the Chicago Daily
New’s a Goldwyn picture, “Sherlock Holmes,” starring John Barrymore, at the Chicago Theatre.
His review said, in part
“This is a picture sure to be

^

’

of

Spell’s

River.

It

two brothers, Herbert
Bradley and Jim Bradley, and
ductions featuring Glenn Hunter, shows how Jim plays “Second
Fiddle” to his magnificent brother
w'ill be released January 7.
Herbert who has just returned
constitutes
the
Fiddle”
-crnf'ecaiid
from college.
iWi of a series of four pictures
Glenn Hunter and Mary Astor
to be produced by the Film Guild are the co-stars, supported by a
and distributed through the Hod- cast, including Townsend Alartin,
kinson Corporation.
William Nally, Leslie Stone, Mary
The story is by Frank Tuttle Foy, Helenka Adamowska and
and is laid in the little New Eng- Otho Laiig.
deals with

Stanley Circuit
Books “Dr. Jack”
'

he

Another important contract in
lAthe list of last week’s bookings
Ijof Harold Lloyd’s new feature
J comedy was made with Loew’s
.Circuit.
In both instances the
"majority of play dates are the
iearliest which previous engage/ments permit.
The country-wide “Dr. Jack”
bookings, with contracts accepted
at the Pathe general offices, are
aid to have been still furthe'
C timulated by news of box office
records broken not only in Portill

'and,

Ore.,

and Spokane, Wash.,

given this

Is

Doing Big Business

Hodkinson Corpora- land town

In booking “Dr. Jack” last week
for many theatres in the Philadelphia territory the Stanley Circuit is said to have made its biggest contract so far for any one
picture. This statement, made on
the day following the signing of
the contract, and verified at the
Pathe home office, refers both to
number or houses included
n the blanket contract and to the
amounts stipulated in rentals,

“Much thought was

picture.
It represents intelligence
of the sort needed in the movies.
“This is a time when a reviewer
can say rightfully and in all conscience, ‘See this picture if you

Women”

“Trifling

Miss Haskins has the distinction
of being a full-fledged director and
producer of motion pictures at
only twenty-two years of age.
Telegraphing
Metro
to
the
During her brief stay in New home offices in New York in the
inYork, Miss Haskins was busy
course of his visits to the comterviewing fan magazines and rep- pany’s exchanges, E. M. Saunders,
resentatives of the press, attending general sales manager, reported
special luncheons given in her
“‘Trifling
Women,’ Ingram’s
honor, and getting her picture biggest box office bet. Public not
taken with Will Hays.
happy till it sees it.”

“Second Fiddle” to
Be January Release
The W.

character.

generally classed among the best want mystery, entertainment, good
of the year.
Not only have they acting and photography.”

This statement to the effect that

tion annou. js that “Second Fiddle,” first of the Film Guild Pro-

taken the greatest figure in the detective story realm and given him
plausible and exciting setting; they
have also surrounded that figure
with foils, matches, contrasts of

but at such interior points as Denver, Milwaukee, and Indianapolis.
At the Majestic Theatre, Portland, there was such a stampede

attendance that, in spite of
bad weather, the “Dr. Jack” engagement was extended to a second, then a third, and was still
scoring capacity attendance in its
fourth week.

ductions

repeating

in

all

parts

country the success it
scored in New York, at the Astor
Theatre and later at the Capitol,

a flood of bookings of the picture, Metro states.
Mr. Saunders said in another
part of his telegram: “You can’t
give exhibitors too many Ingram
he can make
Until
pictures.
eight a week there won’t be overproduction.”
Reports from the exchanges and
from the home office of Metro
state likewise that contracts for
“Trifling Women” are coming in
in

chunks.

Featured on
Paramount Schedule

“The College Widow.” The scenario was written by J. Clarkson
Miller, but most of the subtitles
are the author’s own. Alfred E.
Green was the director.
Paul Powell directed the Agnes
Ayres picture, “A Daughter of
Citizen,” the author’s first direct Luxury.” The scenario was writcontribution to the screen, George ten by Beulah Marie Dix and is
wrote “Back Home and an adaptation of the stage play,
.'Ade,
Bro’-'e” expressly for Mr. Meig- “The Imposter,” by Leonard MerThe
han, whom he has t-nown inti- rick and Alichael Morton.
mately ever since Meighan ap- supporting cast is headed by Tom
peared in Ade’s stage success. Gallery, leading man.

Thomas

Meighan in George
“Back Home and Broke”
and Agnes Ayres in “A Daughter
of Luxury” are the features on
the Paramount release scheduled
for December 24.
As in the case of “Our Leading
Ade’s

Many

Bookings for
“Peg o’ My Heart”

Five hundred and fourteen book“Peg o’ My Heart” in one
week is reported by the home offices
of ATetro Pictures Corporation, in
New York. So far as is known by
ings of

distributing

c

-mpany

this

evi-

dence of the demand for' the screen
version of J. Hartley Manners’s
In addition to the unusually large play, with the original star. Laurette
number of exploitation accessories Tavlor, as Peg. represents a record.
prepared by the Metro Publicity DeNot only is the volume of the
partment to exploit “Quincy Adams bookings significant of the picture’s
Sawyer,” Bert Ennis, in charge of a box-office value, but the distribution
special publicity department main- of ;he theatres which have contracttained by Sawyer and Lubin. pro- ed for “Peg o’ Aly Heart” is also it
ducers of this S-L special, has cre- is stated demonstrating that interest
ated several special exploitation aids in this forthcoming Aletro release is
sectional,
intended principally for use on the not
but
country-wide,
Metro says.
part of first-run theatres.

for

preceded, accompanied

been

and followed by

Two Are

the

Metro Film

is

the

of

of

Big Exploitation

Rex Ingram pro-

this latest of the

has

picture has recently been comMetro studios in Hollywood, under the direction of King
The scenario was written
\^idor.
by Alary O’Hara, author of the
scrint of Rex Ingram’s production of

The

ple ed at the

“The Prisoner of Zenda.”

Kept ’Em Happy
ATarshall Neilan’s picture “Alinnie” a First National release was
shown to the governors in confer-

ence at White Sulphur Springs last
week. The governors had much serious business to discuss at the conference but Neilan’s big comedy
drama helped to keep them in good

humor,

it

is

stated.

;
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Goldwyn Schedules Nine Big Films for 1923
Noted Directors and Actors to Make Them
Rupert Hughes is now makiig
Carey Wilson’s first picture for
“The Goldwyn, “Lost and Found,” a ro- the screen version of his HollyStrangers’ Banquet” are startling mance of the South Seas, and the wood novel, “Souls for Sale,” with
in their array of screen talent. islands in them, formerly called a cast embracing Eleanor BoardIn “The Christian” are Richard “Passions of the Sea,” is said by man in the leading role, Frank
Dix, Mae Busch, Phyllis Haver, the producers to be an unusual Mayo, Richard Dix, Lew Cody,
R. A. Barbara LaMarr and Mae Busch.
Claude Gillingwater, Cyril Chad- picture, unusually done.
Another Rupert Hughes’ picHe took the
wick, Mahlon Hamilton, Ber^d Walsh directed it.
Dowling and entire cast to Tahiti, where the ture is “Look Your Best,” at one
Jt'ercer,
Joseph
Gareth Hughes. In “The Strang- film was made on the island and time known as “Bitterness of
lers’ Banquet” are Claire Windsor, on board a ship chartered for the Sweets,” with a cast which inIn the cast are Hou.se eludes Colleen Moore, Antonio
Rocklifle Fellowes, Hobart Bos- occasion.
worth, Eleanor Boardman, Nigel Peters, Pauline Starkey, Antonio Moreno, William Orlamond,. Orpha
Barrie, Thomas Holding, Claude Moreno, Rosemary Theby, George Alba, Earl Metcalfe, Martha MatMary Jane Irving, tox and Francis McDonald.
Gillingwater, Arthur Hoyt, Brins- Seigmann,
Two more Marshall Neilan proley Shaw, Stuart Holmes, Ford William V. Mong, Carl Harbough,
ductions a
screen
Sterling, Eugenia Besserer, Lu- and others.
version
of
Cyril
Chadwick,
Hugo Ballin’s production of Thomas Hardy’s great novel,
Ricksen,
cille
Jean Hersholt, James Marcus, “Vanity Fair,” starring his wife, “Tess of the D’Urbervilles,” many
Edward McWade, Dagmar Go- Mabel Ballin, is now nearing com- exteriors for which were “shot”
dowsky, Lillian Langdon and Ja-.k pletion at the Goldwyn studios. in England under the direction of
Mr. Neilan’s lieutenant, Frank
It is said to be the Ballin’s most
Curtis.
Following these come several ambitious undertaking and ad- Urson, and a picture made from
other pictures, the release date vance reports from the studios Edward E. Rose’s new and highly
and the order of release of which are said to indicate that it po.s- successful play, “The Rear Car.”
have not been decided upon. There sesses pictorial
and
dramatic The film title for this will be
Rupert Hughes’ picture, qualities which should rank it “Red Lights.”
is
a

The Goldwyn schedule of re- ing to Goldwyn the
for the new year includes “The
Christian”

leases

the biggest and best pictures yet
made by that firm and this statement is made, says Goldwyn, after
taking into consideration that the
fall and early winter releases included such whirlwind successes
as the John Barrymore picture,
“Sherlock
Holmes,”
“The Sin
Flood,”
“Brothers
Under the
Skin,”
“A Blind Bargain” and
“Broken Chains.”

—

The productions now completed,
or under way for release during
the coming calendar year, come
nearer, it is said, to realizing Goldwyn’s policy of “bigger and better
pictures”
than any other
group, taken as a whole, because
the new policy has been in operation longer and advance preparations can be made more easily
than for the first group.
The coming releases are headed
by Marshall Neilan’s first production in association with Goldwyn,
“The Strangers’ Banquet,” from
Bonn Byrne’s novel, to be released

casts for both

among

Maurice

Tourneur’s production of Sir Hall

character with a cast embracing

Caine’s novel, “The Christian,” to
be released January 28. Release
dates have not been set for any
of the other productions. Accord-

Helene Chadwick, Gaston Glass,
Kate Lester, Henry B. Walthall
and David Imboden. Mr. Hughes

Earl
Fox,
Bosworth,
Willard continued demand for the DorLouis, Eleanor Boardman, George othy Gish nicture, “The Country
Walsh, Harrison Ford, Robert Flapper^” says Producers Security
Mack, William Humphrey and Corporation. Glenn Hunter plays

directed.

Tempe

December

31,

and

the big films of the year,
In the cast, besays.
Alabel Ballin, are Hobart

Goldwyn
sides

Piggott.

“Village Blacksmith”
Big
Heads Special List
“The Village Blacksmith,” the
production
super-special
which
had a month’s run at the FortyFourth Street Theatre, N. Y. City,
heads the list of the six new
last

week

as a supple-

ment

to the original group already
released for the season of 1922-23.
Based upon the famous poem by
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,
this 1923 melodrama leads off the

second

What some

the New York
critics said of “The Village Blacksmith” is told here in part
Herald “Hits the mark for which
it
was meant as unerringly as

set of special pictures.

of

—

announced by Fox Film though

specials

Corporation

it

were aimed by

The Journal
what

— “It

‘Over

Mother.

It

interesting

the
is

a

—“It

New England
rugged

as

Hill’

did

and

for

wholesome and

story of family

The Telegram
a

a rifle.”

does for Father

is

life.”

as lovely as

Springtime, and
strong as the
blacksmith it is

—

“The Village Blacksmith” was sinews of the
directed by Jack Ford.
Ford is universal in its appeal.”
also the director of “The Face
The Commercial “The picture
on the Barroom Floor,” a special is one of the best of the season
included in the group of six to
brilliant
a
cinema .... a
which “The Village Blacksmith” story that applies to almost any
belongs. The cast is composed of village in the United States ....

—

.

.

.

.

Walling, Virginia Valli, the characters are truly AmerBessie Love, Dave Butler, Pat ican.” The Morning World “So
Moore, Tully Marshall, Ralph far as we are concerned, William
Yeardsley, Virginia True Board- Walling is precisely the person we
man, George Hackathorne and met some years ago in a very
Lucile Rutton.
small school-house out in Kansas.”

William

—

its

initial

Rio de Janeiro

;

-v

!

i

j

J
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Fairbanks Picture
Mass.,
Douglas
“Robin Hood” made
public appearance on

in

Monday

night before a highly
enthusiastic audience.
Preceded by an exploitation
campaign of two weeks’ duration,
the Boston premiere marked one
of the most brilliant social events
of the season. Twenty-four hours
before the opening performance,
the entire house was sold out and

Ready

for Titling
A Wyndam Standing picture

ing the day of the premiere.
Paul Dickey, prominent playwright and actor who portrays
the part of Sir Guy of Gisbourne
in the Fairbanks spectacle, came
to Boston from New York to personally officiate at the opening, as
did John Fairbanks, brother and
manager of Doug. A press luncheon was tendered the guests at
the Touraine shortly after their
arrival at which all the critics
were present.

West 42nd

(

S
I

j

j-

i

'

:

Street,

New York

Telephone: Bryant 3275

|

''

Special Poster

—

220

j

M

From

out in Omaha, Nebraska,
comes a special block one-sheet
just finished for Producers Secur- which says “Coming. Not Three
ity and ready for illustration of Weeks
But Just One Week of
titles is “Lion’s Mouse,” by C. N. Love.”
and A. M. Williamson. In it Mr.
The foregoing is a supplemenStanding is supported by Mar- tary poster put out by an exguerite Marsh and Mary Odette., hibitor to exploit the Selznick
Oscar Apfel directed the picture. special, “One Week of Love.”

Corrientes 1715 (Main office), Buenos Aires

1

thousands were turned away dur-

BANKERS: NATIONAL CITY BANK—FIRST FEDERAL FOREIGN BANKING ASSOCIATION
Naon

to

Crowd Acclaims

Boston,

Fairbanks

points

SOUTH AMERICAS LARGEST MOVING PICTURE DISTRIBUTORS
General Representative: S. M.

^

Demand

indication

(Corporacion Argentino-Americana de Films)
Cable address for all offices: ROMULONAON

44,

;

opposite her.

Jammed to the doors by the
largest attendance ever disclosed
in the history of the Park Theatre,

Foresees
Every

ARGENTINE- AMERICAN FILM CORPORATION
Rua D. Gerardo

j

—

“Gimme !,” said to be written in
his particular vein of comedy that
native to American life and
is

on

’

and

.!
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Four Big Films
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in Production;

Goorf

25 Others Are Being Prepared
With the starting of work on
Marion Davies’ next super-special,
“Little Old New York,’’ from the
famous play of Rida Johnston
Young, the Cosmopolitan Corporanow has four companies
tion
working on new Cosmopolitan
Productions.

Old New York,” directed
"by Sidney Olcott, is being made
at Cosmopolitan’s main studio at
127th street and Second avenue.
In addition to Miss Davies, the
“Little

company

includes

the

following
Kerri-

Profit

Seena Owen and Grath; “The Torrent,” by Vicente
are featured and Blasco Ibanez, author of “The
cast includes William Norris, Enemies of Women” and “The
Tom Lewis, Frederick Santley, Four Horsemen”; “Woman Trialso
John Carr, William J. Sorelle, umphant,”
by
Ibanez;
William Strauss, Ann Brady, Ed. “Hearts of Three,” by Jack LonElkins, Florence Hadley and Jane don
“White Shadows of the
South Seas”; “The Desert Healer,”
Jennings.
At the Thomas Ince studio in by Edith M. Hull, author of “The
Culver City, California, Frank Sheik”;
“The
Love
Piker”;
Borzage is at work on “The Nth “Mother McGinn,” by Jack Boyle,
Commandment” from the Cosmo- author of “The Face in the Fog”;
politan Magazine story by Fannie “Ice Water, Please,” by Fannie
Hurst. Colleen Moore and James Hurst, author of Cosmopolitan’s
Peter B. Kyne.
T.
the

Roy Barnes

;

Morrison head this cast which also “Humoresque”;
“The
Crimson
gan, Mahlon Hamilton, Courtney includes Eddie Phillips, Charlotte Tide,” by Robert W. Chambers;
Norval Merriam and George Cooper.
Ford,
“The Flaming Forest,” by James
Foote, Harrison
In addition to these pictures now Oliver Curwood, author of “The
Keedwell, George Darraud, Sam
Hardy, Alontague Love, Riley in course of making, the Cosmo- Valley of Silent Alen”; “SnowHatch, Charles Kennedy, Spencer politan Corporation is preparing blind,” by Arthur Stringer; “The
Charters, Harry Watson, Charles to produce what it says are the Country Beyond,” by James Oliver
array
high-class Curwood; “Joss,” by Hugh Wiley,
of
Judels, Pauline Whitson, Alary greatest
Kennedy, Thomas Findley and motion pictures ever turned out and “Behind the Velvet,” by Lowby one company.
ell Otis Reese.
Alarie R. Burke.
“Adam and Eva” has already
At Cosmopolitan’s Jackson aveCosmopolitan
nue studio, Alan Crosland is mak- been completed, and

well-known players

;

J.

iM.

ing the smaller sets for “The expects to make the following speEnemies of Women,” the principal cials in which Alarion Davies will
“Little
starred:
Old New
ones having been made at Cos- be
and York,” “La Belle Marseillaise,”
studio
main
mopolitan’s
abroad, the author, Vicente Blasco “Alice of Old Vincennes,” “YoIbanez, assisting Mr. Crosland at landa,” from the novel by Charles
Monte Carlo. Lionel Barrymore Major, the author of “When
Was in Flower”;
featured in “The Enemies of Knighthood
is
Women” and the all-star cast in- “The Forest Lovers,” “Hearts
cludes Alma Rubens, Pedro de Courageous” and “Amy Robsart,”
Cordoba, Gareth Hughes, Gladys from Sir Walter Scott’s “KenilHulette, Wm. H. Thompson, Wm. worth.”
Cosmothese
In addition to
Collier, Jr., Alario Alajeroni, Paul
make, after “The
will
politan
Panzer and Betty Bouton.
At the Universal studio in Fort Enemies of Women,” “Under the
“A Gentleman of
Lee, Director E. H. Griffith is Red Robe,”
making “The Go-Getter” from the France,” “Helmet of Navarre,”
Cosmopolitan Magazine story by “The Grey Cloak,” by Harold ATc-

“Slippy

McGee”

for

December
Another “best
National, comes

month

seller,” says First
to the screen this
with the release of Oliver

Alorosco’s

production,

“Slippy

The book is by Alarie
Conway Oemler. Wesley Ruggles
McGee.”

One of the latest booking
contracts made with Associated Exhibitors was that of
M. L. Markowitz for a week’s
showing of the Associated
feature, Florence Vidor in
“Conquering the Woman,” in
his big Strand Theatre in San
Francisco. This is the fourth

Florence Vidor production for
the organization of which

Arthur S. Kane is president.
The Strand played each of
the preceding three pictures
in the series for week showings, and, according to Mr.

Markowitz, made
on each.
“Conquering the
has been playing

a

good

profit

week

in

Sam

Woman”
this

last

Harding’s Lib-

erty, Kansas City, and Fred
Dolle’s
Alamo,
Louisville,

among

other important theother houses
which have booked the feature for early showings are:
I. Libson’s Strand, Dayton;
I.
Frankel’s Palace, Cincinnati;
Keith’s
Theatre,
Portland,
Me.; Manager McGiven’s Victoria, Altoona, Pa.; Harris’s
Capitol, Passaic, N. J., and the
Lyric, a Loew house, in Hoboken, N. J.

Among

atres.

directed the screen story.

Monte Carlo Casino
as Setting for Film
Alonte Carlo and its world fa- during six weeks spent on location
mous Casino serve as the setting in France, this, it is stated, being
the first time that the resort had
for some of the most interesting
been filmed, a number of other
Enemies
in
“The
of
moments
scenes of the Casino, in replica,
Women,” the super-special feature are now being made at Inter-

Productions national’s Jackson avenue studio.
of
Joseph Urban, Cosmopolitai/s
Alan Crosland from the story by scenic artist, has designed a replica
Vicente Blasco Ibanez, author of of the Casinoj^ magnificent in“The Four Horsemen.” While the terior, so perfected in every decompany making the picture took tail that it vies in magnificence
a number of “shots” of the Casino with the original, it is reported.

Cosmopolitan

which
is

making under the direction

“Modem Matrimony”
Selected for Title
“Alodcrn Alatrimony” has been
chosen as the title for

definitely
t'liolo

A

'

»

,s

.

,1

.

.ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL CONVENTION

IN

LONDON

^After welding together an organization that now has ten exchanges
and branches in Great Britain and Ireland, and getting it into running order, Ralph J. Pugh, managing director of Associated First
National, Ltd., called his selling force to meet in London early in
November. In putting forth his selling plans for the future, Mr.
Pugh had the assistance of E. Bruce Johnston, Associated First
National foreign manager, and David P. Howells. Mr. Johnston has
been in England and on the continent for about three months now.
Mr. Pugh’s policy of selling and exploiting pictures is along American lines and his methods are getting early play dates for the big
First National pictures, where the old methods were to wait a year
He is
or eighteen months before showing to the British public.
putting on “Oliver Twist,” released here only a few months ago,

during Christams week.

the
next big Selznick picture
starring Owen Aloore this is the
;

production which has been finished on the coast under the
working title of “A Dollar Down.

”

The

expected

is

offices
in

finally cut and
at the home-

print,

first

titled,

appeared. It is not broad farce,
but rather the more refined type
of comedy which is best exemplified
by stage productions like
"The First Year," Selznick states.
Almost equally important with
Owen Aloore in the cast is .Alice
Lake who plays the principal
feminine role.

company,

of the Selznick

New York

City, within the next
The picture will be re-

few days.
leased in the near future.
“Alodern Alatrimony”
tor

Heerman

is

a Vic-

production,

the

direction both being
This picture differs to a conhis.
siderable extent from other pro-

story

and

ductions

in

which

Air.

Aloore has

In Big
Great

light,’’

says

Producers

being shown

in the de“Just a Song at Twistarring Richard Barthel-

Security,

mand

Demand

interest,
is

for

supported Evelyn
and Pedro de Cordoba.
iness,

Greeley

December

30,
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Jones Film Set for

Fashion Show
Novelty at the
Strand

Praise for Fairbanks Film
Newspapers of Boston were, it is said, unanimous in acclaiming
Douglas Fairbanks in “Robin Hood,” which opened at the Park
Theatre there on Monday evening, Dec. 18, as a marvelous con-

"Ye Olden Fashion Show,” a demotion picture theatre
novelties, combining quartette, ballet group, symphony orchestra and
pariure

in

tribution to the screen. Here is what they had to say:
“Chivalry, romance^ love and Douglas Fairbanks. One doesn’t
need anything more to make a perfect picture. Globe. “It is
not only^ the best picture Fairbanks has made; it is one of the
best that has ever been made.” Traveler.
“From this prodigality of Mr. Fairbanks a film results of truly
imposing proportions. No admirers of his art should fail to see
‘Robin Hood.’ ” Herald.
“As a combination of chivalry, romance, spectacle, comedy and personality that give Fairbanks a
place all by himself, ‘Robin Hood’ is irresistible.” Advertiser.
“In ‘Robin Hood’ Douglas Fairbanks has made the most stu“Extremely rich
pendous picture ever screened.” Telegpram.
in color and romance.
Everything is done sumptuously to the
last detail.” Post.

—

lighting effects, had. its first presentation recently at the Brooklyn Mark
Strand Theatre under the direction

Edward

of

L.

Hyman, managing

The feature novelty number played up the Criterion Quartette, male
singers, with the fashion show built
around them. The dancers appeared
in costumes of 1830, while the singers were seen as dandies of the same
ists

The

period.

wore

silk

hoop

—

sololace
delicate

dance was "The Madrigal Dance.”
Mr. Hyman arranged a unique
stage setting consisting of a big cut
out Colonial house surrounded with
apple trees in blossom. The lights
were worked to bring out a moonlight effect which emphasized the apple blossom coloring prettily.

—

With his busiest year now well
behind him, E. K. Lincoln, popular screen star and leading man
(and also “a man with a hundred

League has recommended both

forward
even more interesting,

varied interests”), looks

may

own.”
The year that is closing found
Mr. Lincoln in the studios while
various directors and stars were
at work with him on such productions as “Women Men Marry,”
“Devotion/’ “The Light in the
Dark,” “The Woman In Chains”
and “The Little Red Schoolhouse,”
which represents a full year.
It is known, however, that production activities have been callhis

bf the motion picture bulletin of
Picture
Motion
National
the
League are both Universal picThey are “The Flirt,” the
tures.
Hobart Henley production of
Booth Tarkington’s novel, for the
Universal Jewel release schedule,
and “Forsaking All Others,” a
featuring
attraction
Universal
Colleen Moore and Cullen Landis.
The National Motion Picture
of

these pictures, both for adults and
people.

young

May

ing E. K. Lincoln

than

more

insistent-

heretofore,

and

nobody who knows “E. K.”

will

ly

of

late

Jist
js
Champion Greenacre Li
Ping Tow, an unbeaten champion,

Chow

Way West
Maurice B. (Lefty) Flynn, forathlete and well-known
leading man in motion pictures,
has been engaged to play the leading male role in Alice Brady s
newest Paramount picture, “The
Snow Bride,” which will be put

mer Yale

into production soon at the Long
Island studio under the direction

The master of Greenacre is the
son of a Western business man.
He was born in Johnstown, Pa.,
and made his first appearance on
the stage in a stock company in
his home town. He ventured into
the steel business, but when mo“came in” he joined
and played in many

tion pictures

being starred or costarred in several, including “A
Million Bid,” the first of Vitagraph’s big features.
Mr. Lincoln did some silver
mining in Mexico; returned to the
States and indulged in more picture work; bought a gold mine
pictures,

express the slightest surprise to
read an announcement of his joining the ranks of the producers.
and worked it; returned to moMr. Lincoln is the owner of tion pictures as a star developed
Greenacre Kennels, near Fair- his country homes in the Berkfield,
Conn.,
where there are shires and in Connecticut; estabhoused more than one hundred lished his New York City offices,
and fifty prize canines, including and has gone right on successfulmore than a hundred Chows, to ly making business and motion
say nothing of numerous blooded picture work and breeding prize
Pekinese, Japanese Spaniels and winning Chows match up toBoston Bulls. Blue ribbon win- gether at odd intervals.

of
his

84 A.

B. C.

Henry Kolker. Flynn is on
way East from Hollywood

where he recently appeared with
Mary Miles Minter in “Drums of
Fate,” a forthcoming Paramount
release.

First of Farnum’s
for January 14
On January
release the

Farnum
“Three

first

series

Who

William Fox will
of the 1923 Dustin

14,

of new pictures,
from the
Paid,”

story by George Owen Baxter,
and directed by Colin Campbell.
Bessie Love is leading lady.
Others in the cast include Frank
Campeau, Fred Kohler, Robert
Daly, William Conklin and Robert

Agnew.

if

the others.

all

“Mr.
star-

out

Paramount

Not only in size, but in unusual appearance does this scene
tower over all others, it is stated.
With a hotel and many surrounding buildings, the street
occupied fully an acre of ground
at the Lasky ranch.

Gloria Swanson, Star

Houses

Book “Tess” Film

Wood

in

with a lion like

mane.

Vitagraph

for

that

says.

ners abound in the Greenacre
Kennels, where there are youngsters coming along and heading
straight for the judging benches
in future dog shows. Heading the

a great red

Paramount W.est

Spends His Dime,”
Walter Hiers, stands

ring

now

the several big sets

at the
studio,

use

above

;

“Lefty” Flynn on

Among
Billings

Become Producer
step out of the
familiar role of actor and become
a producer of motion pictures “on

The two family films recommended in the September 11 issue

Set Occupies Acre
of Ground
in

E. K. Lincoln

because he

Universals

Fritzi Brunette
Yost.
supports the star.
In the cast, beside those mentioned, are James Mason, Lillian
Langdon, Lydia Yeamans Titus
and Henry Barrows. This will be
the first of the series of Jones’
productions for the new year.

Dorothy

Coast

to 1923 as

Recommended Two

offers for
release January 7, "The Footlight
Ranger,” starring Charles Jones.
It was directed by Scott Dunlap
from the story and scenario by

—

and

bonnets, the dresses having
black patent leather decorations.
The quartette interpreted the spirit
of the time with such songs as “Old
Uncle Moon,” "Sally in Our Alley,”
The special colonial
and others.

January
Fox Film Corporation

—

ballet

skirts

—

—

di-

rector.

historical
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Gloria Swanson,

of

love

a

Theodore

Will Handle
“Hearts Aflame”

Metro

Metro Pictures Corporation

will

“Hearts
Aflame,”
the
Reginald
Barker production for
Louis B. Mayer, according to an andistribute

nouncement from the releasing company.

The photoplay was presented before an invited audience of exhibitors and important motion picture
personages at a private showing
held at the Ritz Carlton Hotel in

New York, and it is said to have
been the consensus of opinion of
those present that “Hearts Aflame”
would be one of the biggest pictures
of the year.

Melford Returns

Can’t Fool

State as Peekskill.
An extensive co-operative advertising campaign has been
mapped out by the executive committees of the A. B. C. which
includes a lot of space in New York City dailies, with lists of the
various theatres playing “Tess of the Storm Country,” their addresses and their play dates.

time.

moral chaos.

New

,

good

Roberts, veteran character actor,
has the role of a successful
American business man who suddenly finds his home involved in

Springs,

Year’s.

star

“Prodigal Daughters,” a Sam
Wood production, has Ralph
Graves as leading man and Vera
Reynolds plays the part of a
young pleasure-loving girl who is
plunged into tragedy through her
in

Mary Pickford’s brand new production of “Tess of the Storm
Country,” a United Artists Corporation release, will be shown in
eighty-four theatres in the Associated Booking Corporation group
in New York City and metropolitan district during the ChristmasNew Year’s holiday week and the month of January, with most
of the houses opening on various dates between Christmas and
This is one of the most sweeping simultaneous list of play dates
ever booked for New York and contiguous territory. The bookings cover all sections of Greater New York, trail over into Long
Island and New Jersey, with engagements announced as far up-

Film

Paramount

George Melford has returned to
New York from White Sulphur

West

Va.,

where he has

been on

a short vacation, to begin
preliminary preparations for his
next Paramount picture, “You

Your Wife.”

Goes to Canada
Henry Kolker, who will direct
Alice Brady in her next Paramount picture, “The Snow Bride,”
by Sonya Levien and Julie Herne,
has gone to Montreal, Canada, tc
select locations for the exterior
scenes of the picture which will
be “shot” in the wilds of Quebec.

The INDEPENDENT FIELD

IN

EDITED BY ROGER FERRI
1923 Prospects in
Metropolis Are

.MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YE.\R!
May the year that is about to make its bow be productive

Most Promising A
Sam Zierler. of Commonwealth I’icstatement
in
a
ture s Corporation,
issued this week, said that prospects
most
were
for rjllS for independents
promising. Business during the early
half of the iy22-2:j season, Mr, Zierler
said, has exceeded the expectations
of the most liberal optimists.
Manager

J,

Iuc„

Pictures,

Bellman, of Itenown
the
acquired
has
for Xew York,

Amalgamated franchise

This company's releases are the Principal I’icture features, ‘‘The World’s
a Stage,” starring Dorothy Phillips,
with

‘‘Environment,”
Bake,

and

and

and Alice

Sills

Milton

“Women

Men Marry,”
Prank Mattison, who used

handle
publicity for Keelcraft exchange, was
He
a New York visitor last week.
is touring the country in the interests of Phil Goldstone, producer of
“Deserted .at the Altar” and the
Kichard Talmadge pictures.
to

Brandt, brother
popular New

Harry
Brandt,

of

Billy

York ex-

the

hibitor, this week purchased an
Theatre
the Garden
in
terest

inin

Brooklyn, and booked the entire output of Commonwealth Exchange, including all the big specials Sam
Zierler is releasing.

Nathan Hirsh, of Aywon Film Exchange, this week announced that he
would release three pictures per month

during the coming year. He is also
planning the production of a feature
which he will sell on the independent

market.

Mastodon Filins, Inc,,
week that he had
whereby Sam Zierler. of

C. C. Burr, of

announced

this

closed a deal

Business in
the Middle

Merry Christmas

Commonwealth Pictures Corporation,
will handle the metropolitan distribution on the next Johnny Hines fea-

greater results
passing out.

for

independents than

the

one that

is

now

of even
gradually

—

—

New York

pretty much of a globe-trotter since
joining this progressive organization.
The Warner releases have kept A1 on
the jump, hopping all over New York
State putting on stunts.
this

the

'VV'’ill

tirst-run engagements on
Nigh production. “Notoriety.”

has been shown in
many parts of the country, but which
generally in the
will be released
metropolitan district next week.

which

already

The following constitute the sales
Exchange: Joe Forster,
Louis NewBronx and Manhattan
stead. Brooklyn, and Rudy Becker,
staff of Atlas

:

New

—

—

—

W

HY

gift.

The

resolution

by

passed

recently

the Theatre Owners’

Chamber of Comdemanding
Y'ork

New
in
merce
advance trade showings

of

pictures

has no bearing on independent exchangemen. for the latter have been
holding trade showings regularly.

Norca

Pictures.

Tnc..

a

new

dis-

tributing company, is expected to reits own pictures in tlii' melro-

lease

liolitan

Norca Gets “Love’s
Old Sweet Song”
Hop

Hadley, of Taind
this

T

ROM

price.

F ortunately,

;

:

is

Si Griever. of the Griever Exchange,
planning to expand his interests in

the independent field locally.
Mr.
Griever has been going along quietlv,
blowing no horns. Init at the sametime building up a business that is
well patronized by exhiliitors.

no one was fooled by this cheap bid at exhibitor
Dr. YV. E. Shallenberger. president
the laugh is on the “leech” exchangeman. It was an
ot .Yrrow Film
stopped
amateurish stunt and did the exchange no good. Rut it did arouse the off here this weekCorporation,
on his way to the
exhibitors. It did prompt the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan coast.
He was the guest of Frank
to condemn the exchange and to warn its members not to be deceived. Zambreno, of Progress Pictures Corporation.
.And no one was deceived. The stunt was a decided flop.
patronage. In

fact,

B ut we hope

that the disaster that befell this exchange’s cheap effort
to capitalize on the success of the genuine article will serve as a lesson
There is no comparison between the two pictures. It is an
to others.
insult to the intelligence of any exhibitor for any exchangeman to com“The Shadow” was cheaply produced and ridiculously
pare the two.
poorly acted with a story that will be slaughtered by censors. “Shadows”
It is one of the greatest pictures we have ever seen.
is a masterpiece.
Everything about the picture is wonderful production, story, acting,

—

settings,

photography and

titles.

“Shadows”

is

one picture, were we

an exhibitor, that we would exploit so elaborately that every man,
or child in our town would know about its engagement.

district.

Companv.

Tj'

the release of a number of productions that have played in other territories.
He is planning the release of
twelve big pictures a year,
and
already he has announced the following pictures for 1923:
“Streets of
New Y'ork,” with Edward Earle and
Barbara Castletoii “Shylock of M'all
Street,” with Zena Keefe and Dore
Davidson “Little Red Schoolhouse,”
“Night Life in Hollywood,” "Wildness
of Y'outh,” “Lost in a Big City,” and
others.

Balalian

.Jersey.

Productions

week announced

tha-t

Norca Pictures, Inc., had acquired
distribution rights to “I.ove’s Old
Louis YVolheim
Sweet Song.”
starred in this production, which
based on James Molloy’s story.

is
is

for 1U”3.

T he

own

ex-

enterprising
of the

Warner Brothers’ exchange, has been

West

Christmas Day, 1922, finds the independent market healthier, wealthier
and better than ever.
It finds in our midst business men
men who have invested carefully,
considerately and liberally, men who have fought against seemingly
tremendous odds and conquered. They accomplished tasks that a year
ago were considered impossible. They dashed forward, not blindly, but houses.
However,
the
meteoric
progress
with a determination that has permanently established the independent made
b.v independents during the past
market as an institution the e.xistcnce, encouragement and prosperity of three months has not been confined
exciusivel.v
to
Chicago, for reports
which is an absolute necessity to the industry as a whole.
from Milwaukee, Indianapolis, Peoria
and other cities are equally encouragpace set by the leaders has been so remarkable that those who ing. With independents in this territory this fall it was not a question
lagged, those whose tactics were questionable, those who operated, of
e.xtensive selling so much as an
literally, on a shoestring, those who practised deception as a means of unusual demand from exhibitors for
turning their wares into money, those who misrepresented— now on big box-office productions.
Christmas Day, 1922, find themselves on the outside looking in on a
Take, for instance, the remarkable
cleaner and better market.
The independent man the man who can do progress made in this territory by A1
Lichtman Exchange, whose producthings has arrived. His word is his Ixind. The “leech” has died.
tions are handled through Celebrated
Film Players Corporation, of which
certain distributors should expect 100 per cent service from Joe Friedman is the head.
This
organization is but f ur months old,
exhibitors, producers and trade papers when they demonstrate no and
9
yet In that period Its pictures
inclination on their own part to co-operate with the latter is a problem have popped forward among those in
that is unsolved.
This department has made it a rule to give the trade biggest demand. “Rich Men’s Wives,”
the first release of this exchange,
all the news available, we have sought to give reviews that were written
played to excellent business, and in
with the trade’s interest in mind, and ive have published data that we many instances left n trail of boxoffice
records.
It is no wonder here
interest
field
in
general.
have
the
believed would
the
We
relegated to
among film men that the demand for
waste paper basket thousands of sheets of paper on which were typewritten dates on “Shadows”
is so great.
hundreds of meaningless words that did no one any good and that
Frank
Zamlirono’s
Progress Picturesconstituted gross misrepresentations. We are giving 100 per cent, service,
Exchange has
but it won’t come in the way of publication of “bunk” press stories. Don’t the busiest anddeveloped into one of
most important inwaste your time sending them, for one of our good friends has very dependent exchanges In this country.
generously presented us with a large waste paper basket for a Christmas Mr. Zambreno has purposely held up

important

the

manager

— Independent

most

promising, judging from,
observations made by independent excliangemen during the current month.
Busines.s during the past three months
has l)een particularly good with the
leading distriltutors of independent
pictures,
the better class features
getting choice dates at the best Loop

past week
Apollo Exchange
was busily planning for a series of

Feinman,

A1

ploitation

CHICAGO (special)
inisiness in tlie .Middle
is

our Detroit correspondent this week we received an interesting
piece of news. It concerns certain tactics utilized by an exchange in
exploiting one of its pictures. The picture in question was “The Shadow,”
a hopeless mess that this writer saw early in 1921. Muriel Ostriche is the
featured player. Anyway, the distributor of this picture in a cheap effort
to sell his film tied it up with “Shadows,” the A1 Lichtman special, starring
Lon Chaney. This picture, readers of this department will recall, played
After the showing, the offending
Pliil Gleischman’s big house in Detroit.
exchangeman circularized the territory. The text referred to the fact
that “Shadows” had played the big house, but was supplemented with the
information that “The Shadow” could be purchased at the exhibitor’s

“Luck.”

ture,

West

Promising

Is

W

woman

E congratulate the M. P. T. O. of Michigan on taking the immediate
want to extend our congratulations to Harrjaction it took.
Charnas and Jess Fishman of the Detroit A1 Lichtman Exchange for
congratulate A1 Lichtman and
exposing this cheap bid for patronage.
his organization on the immediate steps they have taken to put a stop
are certain no one in Michigan will dare
to such unfair methods.

We

Wc

We

repeat the offence.

YVarner

& Katz,
Brothers'

who

are releasing-

product

through

their First National ex<-hange in this
territor.v,
are plannnig a series of
personal appearances of YY'esley Barry
at their Chicago lionses next month.

Tom Forman Signs
Two Stars
Los
—
Angeles

man

(special).

Toni

For-

has signed Ethel .Shannon and
Mjiry Culver to apiiear iu “The Girl
YY ho Came B.aek," whieli he is now
directing
for
Preferred.
MiriiUii
Cooper heads the cast. The picture is
S(-hediiled for March release throu.gh
tile ,Y1 Lichtman Corporation.
B.

P.

Forman
for A1

.Schnlberg has
to direct

Lichtman

seleoted

“The Broken

Tom

YY’ing.”'

release.
The picture
it is understood, will bp made on »
lavish scale, and is designed for release in the spring.

-
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30,
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Neutral Booking Syndicate Forecasted
Within Six Monties, Says Charges C. Burr
T

N

discussing the present condition of the industry last week, C. C.
startling prediction that unless a decided change
is put into effect at once, a change that will guarantee a square deal
all around and stabilize the business, that within six months the booking of pictures will be done in precisely the same manner as attractions for the speaking stage are handled.
In other words, that there
will be at least two large concerns routing pictures over a circuit
of houses, similar to the Erlanger and Shubert booking combines of
the legitimate.
“Such film booking organizations,” says M“. Burr, “will consist of
the present big producing and theatre companies on the one hand
and the neutral distributing organizations, independent producers and
the recently formed booking combines on the other.”
Therefore it is Mr. Burr’s opinion that, should no change for the
better take place in the present method of bookirtg or selling product
to the exhibitors of the country within a few months, an entirely new
arrangement will be put into effect that will pattern itself after the
two stage booking combinations.
“My own personal opinion,” said Mr. Burr, “is that only one thing
can be done to prevent such a drastic and unfortunate move. The
industry must have a thorough housecleaning which will result in a
standardization of business methods which will affect every phase of
the industry. Methods that will guarantee a square deal all around,
one that will bring the producer, distributor and exhibitor into per-

Burr made the

fect

harmony.”

In discussing the prevailing method of booking pictures, Mr. Burr
says that in most instances there is entirely too much bargaining

between the producer and the exhibitor.

The

practice of “gypping”

the producer is far too prevalent, he says, and is one of the things
that should be stopped, unless the producer, theatres and distributor
want to see two such booking combines as he predicts, come into
being.
“A readjustment at this moment is needed, and needed badly,”
continued Mr. Burr. “Yet if no other solution offers itself, if the big
producers and the exhibitors cannot get together and iron out their
differences for the good of all concerned, if there are no compromises
of some sort which will put the industry on a more businesslike
basis, then the division I outline will come, let the consequences be
what they may.
“The chief trouble is the uneven and often discriminating bargaining between the producer and the exhibitor. This could be eliminated
by adopting a uniform system of percentage booking. This remedy
has been advocated consistently for some time.
Nevertheless, the
fact that combinations of exhibitors more or less powerful are being
formed almost daily, is sure proof of the fact that the present system
of hit-or-miss bargaining has failed utterly. Percentage booking is
the salvation.
“A further split in the ranks of the industry would only prolong
matters which must ultimately meet a more logical solution. At the
same time, such a split as I forsee, unless there is a surer remedv,
will serve only to aggravate matters and make feeling all around
more unyielding.
The signs all point one way or another. Let us hope, for the good
of the industry, the proper actors will read the signs aright.”

Warners Sign Monte Blue,
Harry Meyers and Miss Fazenda
Sinclair Lewis’ novel, “Main Street,” the last of the seven classics of
the screen to be released by the Warner Brothers for the current season,
has been placed into production by Sam and Jack Warner. The feature
will be made at the Warner coast studios under the direction of Harry
Beaumont. With the completion of this production the Warner Brothers
wall have completed^ one of the busiest and most active seasons in the
history of the organization.

made by directors reputed with having turned out box-office
winners and internationally famous stars. On his return from the coast
on January 6 Mr. Lesser will issue a complete statement, disclosing the
identity of the plays his firm has acquired, as well as that of the stars
under contract.
tions,

Many

First

and

Run

Theatres

Circuits

entire series of Warner Brothers’ five classics of the screen have
been booked by a large number of first-run theatres and circuits throughout the country, according to Harry M. Warner. The five classics include
“The Beautiful and Damned,” F. Scott Fitzgerald’s novel dealing with
the modern flapper; “Rags to Riches” and “Heroes of the Street,” with
Wesley Barry; “Little Church Around the Corner,” ‘Sinclair Lewis’
“Main Street,” and the Charles G. Norris novel, “Brass.”
Among the many theatres and circuits that have contracted for the
series are the Strand, California and Granada Theatres, San Francisco;
Modern and Beacon, Boston; Chicago Theatre. Riviera-Tivoli, Chicago;
the Ascher circuit, Lubliner & Trinz circuit, Chicago; Allen, Cleveland;
Walnut, Cincinnati Colonial, Columbus, Ohio. The California Theatre,
San Francisco, has secured four of the productions, and Mack Sennett’s
Mission Theatre has booked “Main Street.”
;

Grossman

Joins Lichtman Corporation

Edward Grossman has

joined the home-office staff of the A1 Lichtman

Corporation as a special sales representative, whose duties will take him
He came to New York from Chicago on Monday
often into the field.
and left Tuesday for St. Louis on his first assignment in the field for
the company. Grossman has been affiliated with enterprises in which Mr.
Lichtman has been interested for some time. Henry Ginsberg is general
sales manager, and Leon D. Netter a special sales representative, whose
duties are similar to those Grossman will undertake.

Arrow Gets “Shylock

News From Eastern
Burton King this week signed M.nry
Alden and Harry Morey for important roles in his next production that
he will make at the Ideal Studio in
New Jersey.

new

Several

pictures

are

being

planned for production the latter part
of .January by units whose product
will be released on the independent

market throm h
don Films, Inc.

C.

Burr's Masto-

C.

The Warner Brothers this week derumor that they were in the
market for an Eastern’ studio.
On
the contrary, Harry M. Warner went
to Los Angeles last week to sign

and Lyda Laloa.

Coast.

Marguerite Gale Productions, Inc.,
was formed this week for the pro-

Eddie Polo, according to reports,
received several offers to make
pictures in Italy, but so far as could
be ascertained he has accepted none
of them.
His future plans are not

duction of a series of westerns. The
will be “The Turning Point.”
first

The Tilford Studois in 'West 44th
street, New York, have been exceed
inglv busv and there is big demand
for space there. Daniel Carson GoodT. ...
),
-working there for the
past few weeks.

A

Garden of Desire.” starring
Bettv ppyhe. at the Whitman Benp'Pnett studios in Yonkers. N. Y.
liam T. Carlton. Tyrone Powers and
Fred .Tones are in the cast, while
I.awrence Windom is directing.

“The

Buys Plays

Studios

Daniel Carson Goodman completes
shooting on his next Equity special
The title, despite last
this week.
week’s announcement from Equity,
has not been definitely decided. The
cast includes Mary Alden. Charles
Richman, Robert Edeson, Hedda HopElinor Fair, Vincent Coleman
per,

In accordance with the policy of securing the best available screen
it is reported that Monte Blue, Harry Meyers
Pending a number of last minute
and Louise Fazenda
were engaged to play prominent roles in the production. Blue and Meyers changes production on the ne-rt Y’pi
N igh picture has been held up, alhave been placed under long term contracts.
large number of other though announcement was made this
screen players are being engaged for what is said to be the greatest week by Bobbv North that work
would actually start early in .January.
all star cast production of the year.
Julien Josephson adapted the novel
for the screen.
Production started this week on

Principal Pictures

Wall Street”

of

Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, President of Arrow Film Corp6ration, on
his return to New Yor'- from several months’ tour of the country,
signed a contract with Burton King whereby it will handle the independent distribution of his latest picture, “Shylock of Wall Street,”
co-starring Dore Davidson and Zena Keefe.

talent,

Word comes from

Book Warners

The

Los Angeles, where Eastern Manager Irving Lesser
arrived Sunday of this week, that Principal Pictures Corporation had
There is a renort current in propurchased the rights to three productions now playing at Broadway duction cire’e<?
thef ttarr-r Ho-*-t —-PI
theatres, and that these would be adapted to the screen and included in fprpet a series of two-reol subipctS
Principal’s 1923 program, which embraces not less than eighteen produc- tnnf TT.;ii he made for a Boston prt
duclng concern.

nied the

papers which will enable the firm to
the present studio on the

c'acge

has

known.

Something

like

seven

Independent

pictures will be in the process of production by the middle of next month
in New York and New .Jersey studios,

according to announcements
during the past few weeks.

made

“Faint Heart.” the first Ray McICee
comedy, made by C. C.

“Torchy”
Burr,

released through Hodkinson,
at the New York Rialto

was shown

Theatre this week, and several memhuc« of the cast including Charley
Mucray. Marv Anderson and several
others, attended the first showing.

With “Luck,” the third .Johnny
TT-'u— fnatimp wViiph 0 l;. Burr produced at his Glendale, L. J.. studio
comnleted plans are now in the making- for the production of the fourth
.

pift-n-o on
h,. otoi-fo,]

February.

which work is expected
in January or early

i-jte

to
in
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Lichtman, Back from Coast, Tells
of Progress in Production Plans
A1 Lichtman, president of the A1 Lichtman Corporation, distributors Ostriche. J. Charles Davis, who is
of Preferred Pictures, returned last Monday from a three weeks’ trip to now assistant to President W. E.
Shallenberger of Arrow, directed the
Los Angeles, where he has been in conference with B. P. Schulberg, head production.
of the producing organization. As a result of his visit in the \\'est LichtMotion Picture Theatre Owners
man had some interesting things to say about plans governing the dis- of The
Michigan have taken the above
tributing company’s future program and the general expansion of matter under advisement, and Business Manager H. M. Richey this week
production activities.
a statement warning theatre
Lichtman states that 1923 will find Preferred Pictures a power to be issued
owners, adding the comment:
“In
reckoned with in the production field. The first news in his Christmas fact, the two pictures are so dissimilar
that
‘The
Shadows’
is
not
even
nearly
message to his franchise-holders was the announcement of Schulberg’s
enough like ‘Shadows’ to be a shadow
signing Gaston Glass for a period of three jears to appear as leading of the feature that is being disman in forthcoming stories to be filmed by him. The signing of Glass tributed by Standard.”
marks Schulberg’s second acquisition to his permanent stock company of
Favorite Film Company has just
well-known players. The announcement of a long-term agreement with announced the release of a series of
twelve two-reel comedies and comedyKenneth Harlan was made some weeks ago.
drama subjects during the coming
While in conference with Schulby which each picture was to be sold year. These are being made by a conberg, Lichtman formulated arrange- on its individual merits.
cern working in co-operation with the
ments for eight new pictures. The
“The records set by ‘Rich Men’s Woman’s Home Journal, it is said.
’ he says,
"have made histor.v
line-up will keep Directors Gasnier Wives.’
for picture houses
While
and Forman busy for months to in Los Angeles Sameverywhere.
Katz told me that
The productions include the picture had done so well at the
come.
“’The
Broken Chicago Theatre, Chicago, that he
‘‘Mothers-in-Law,”
was willing to pay me more than the
ST.
LOUIS
(Special)
Progress
Wing,” ‘‘The Parasite,” ‘‘Frivolity,’’ rental originally
agreed upon.
The Pictures Corporation is the name of a
Aristocrat,”
‘‘The
Satin Kinema in Los Angeles made a profit new exchange organized by Tom
’The
Woman,” “My Lady’s Lips” and “A of $3,200 on a week's run of ‘Shadows.’ Leonard of Pioneer Pictures Company
In Cleveland and Detroit the picture of 343.5 Olive street. Leonard is. presiMansion of Aching Hearts.”
has established new records also. dent and general manager.
The exLichtman made the prediction These are facts that bespeak more change will specialize in the handling
that the next four releases of the than any extravagant statements I of Arrow pictures, and already has
could possibly make regarding the acquired territorial rights to the folLichtman Corporation
namely, Preferred output.”
lowing: “Streets of New York,” “Ten
“The Hero,” “Are You a Failure?”
Schulberg is constantly adding new Xights in a Barroom.” “Night Life in
Hollywood.” “Chain Lightning,” “The
names
of
well-known
picture
people
“Poor Men’s Wives” and “The Girl
Horseman.’’
“The Star Rethe ranks of those helping to make Lone
Came Back”- will establish a ato reputation
for his companv. It has porter,” “Jacqueline,” “The Innocent
new high level in the business, and been announced that Olga Printzlau Cheat,” “Western .Justice.” “Blue
Pox” serial, six new William Fairwill place Preferred Pictures up will prepare the script for Gasnier on
"Mothers - in - Law.’’ which follows banks AVesterns and twelve Eddie
front among producing companies.
“Poor Men’s Wives” on his schedule. Lyons comedies.
“I am willing to stake my reputa- Olga Printzlau is among
the foremost
tion as a picture man.” said A1 Licht- screen writers.
The formation of the Theatre OwnShe was connected
man, "on the box-office value of these with William De Mille for a number ers’ Distributing Corporation in Chifour. They will, I am certain, surpass of years during her affiliations
with cago did not come as a surprise to
even ‘Rich Men’s Wives,’ which ex- Famous Players.
local independents, who had been exhibitors have found one of the most
Lichtman brought up the point that pecting such a move for some time.
There is a direct-exhibitor distribusatisfactory releases of the past year future Preferred
Pictures will be cast
from the point of view of the box with the finest players available.
He ting exchange in this city and it is
Each of them has been made added that Glass had been awarded meeting with fairly good success.
office.
Vlth the box office in mind. Shortly a contract for his excellent work in
Sam Werner is exploiting “Your
after my arrival at the studio I viewed “The Hero” and “The Girl Who Came
Best Friend.” the Warner picture
'The Hero’ and ‘Are You a Failure?’ Back.
which
he bought last season.
Sam
in the projection room, and issued the
held up release of this film until this
statement without reservation that
season
because
the
of
issuance last
they are, beyond question of a doubt,
season of the Paramount picture.
the best pictures which have come
“The Good Provider,” starring Dore
from us thus far. Were it possible to
Davidson, who Is co-starred with
in
turn out pictures with more sure-fire
A'era Gordon in “Your Best Friend.”
box-office touches I would sa.v that
DETROIT
(Special)
Much
indigSchulberg has achieved this in Gas- nation has been felt by local reputable
Everything taken into consideration,
‘Poor
Men’s film folks at the tactics utilized by a the
production
of
nier’s
new season thus far has been
Wives.’ a companion piece to ‘Rich certain exchange in this city.
Jess fairly good for independents, although
Men’s Wives.’ which has been pro- Fishman, manager of the local ,\1 practically all the exhibitor demand
duced along the same elaborate lines. Lichtman Exchange, this week made has been for the higher class proForman is making ‘The Girl Who public a postal card on which a De- ductions.
Came Back,’ which is unquestionably troit exchange advises exhibitors to
the most ambitious thing he has the following effect:
“
undertaken for us. Both of these pic‘Shadows’ is pla.ving the Broadtures I saw in the making, and am way-Strand, Detroit.
You can book
willing to endorse them personally.’
‘The Shadows’ at your own terms
Lichtman furthermore expressed his from us.” Receipt of the card immesatisfaction at the manner in which diately started a storm of protest in
DETROIT (Special) Business in
throughout the country exhibitor and exchange circles, all 1022 was particularly good for Standexhibitors
This taking exceptions to such tactics. Phil ard Film Service Exchange here. The
have accepted his proposition.
of the Broadway-Strand latter part of the year more than offis evidenced, he says, by the manner Gleichman
set the slump experienced during the
in which theatre owners have insisted condemned the exchange.
“The Shadows” is a picture made latter portion of 1022-23. when busiupon block bookings in many inHowin
the face of the several years ago. starring Muriel ness was awa.v below normal.
stances. even

Tom

Leonard’s

New Exchange
—
—

—

Who

—

this week word was given out
that the exchange will donble its floor
space in the Film Building by taking
over the former offices of the Nelson
Productions, Inc., on the sixth floor.
This will give Standard a floor space
of 3.300 square feet.
ever,

A1 Lichtman Exchange here is now
showing the third Preferred picture
to exhibitors.
A print of “Thorns
and Orange Blossoms” was received
several weeks ago.
Carl

Sonin,

manager

of

AA'arner’s

Exchange, having spent Thanksgiving
his family in New York, is
planning to spend Christmas in simi-

Day with

lar style also in the metropolis.

Hurlbut of

F’avorite Film
his 1023 linewill announce
his acquisition immediately after the
New Year, according to a statement
he gave out to the press this week.
AA’.

B.

Company has completed
up of productions and

‘‘Malcolm Strauss’
Salome” Popular
The independent market has responded with the greatest interest
to the announcement by George
H. Wiley, Inc., that “Malcolm
Strauss’ Salome,” has been sefor release in the State
right
field.
The judgment of
Mr. Strauss and his associates in
thus recognizing the growing importance of the independent field,
has been amply justified by the
number and variety of the inquiries received from every part
of the country.
Bobby North, of

cured

Apollo Exchange, Inc., who has
secured the exhibition rights for
the production for the Greater
New York and Northern New
Jersey territory, announces that
he is planning an “ad” drive.

”

Detroit Leech

Are

—

Action

—

Standard Will
Expand Operations
—
—

Unusual Dates
Are Closed
Due

to

the

unusual

business

done by “Rich Men’s Wives” at
the Lafayette Square theatre, in
Buffalo, the Grand and North
Film Exchange, holders of the A1
Lichtman franchise in Northern

New York

has placed the picture
the folowing theatres there:
The Elmwood, Victoria. Criterion,
Central
Park,
Capitol.
Maxine, Rivoli, Plaza, Ellen
Terry, Allendale, Cirole, Jubilee.
Columbia, New Ariel, Frontier.
Emblem,
Lo\‘ejoy,
Broadwaj',
Park, Little Hippodrome, Marlowe and Oriole.
in

Here are three scenes fror. clever and bold exploitation stunts successfully worked by Warner Brothers’ staff in conjunction with
appearance of Wesley Barry in “Heroes of the Streets” at Stran d Theatre, New York, this week.

—
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Warners’ Staff Pulls Nifty
Parade Stunt on Barry Film
The Warner

Brothers’ publicity and exploitation staff, headed-by Lon
air of Lou Marangella and A1 Feinman, on Saturday,
December 17 pulled another stunt that took New York by storm when
they marched several hundred youngsters, police officers, cadets and firemen down Broadway from Columbus Circle to the Strand Theatre, where
a special showing of “Heroes of the Street,” starring Wesley Barry, was
given.
The stunt literally jammed the sidewalks along the route for
more than two hours, for the bands with youngsters carrying banners
properly advertised the occasion and the fact that “Heroes of the Street”
and Wesley Barry were the attraction. The sunt, which was one of the
boldest and most daring, yet ranks among the most valuable pulled at
the expense of New York’s main stem, did not cost Warner Brothers a
single penny.
Much credit for the stunt, which won considerable newspaper attention
on Saturday, thus giving the picture which opened at the Strand
the following day.
The attendance at the opening, notwithstanding the
fact that it marked the advent of the concededly worst theatrical week
of the year, was one of the best that house has recorded in some time.
It was about ten o’clock when the Catholic Protectory Band of fifty
boys rode downtown aboard the Fifth Avenue buses, which were donated
by the bus company. All along the route from the Bronx to Columbus
Circle the band played popular tunes. The sides of the bus were properly
plastered with banners advertising the picture in brilliant fashion. Then
at Columbus Circle the parade was organized.
In addition to the band there was a special police escort of 50 men and
three sergeants.
One hundred and fifty members of the Junior Naval
Barry led the
Reserve, of which Wesley Barry is a cadet, followed.
parade, escorted by the three sergeants and members of the New York
They marched down Broadway to the Strand, where
Fire Department.
2,000 children, members of families of the New York Police Department,
chaperoned by Mrs. Julia M. Loft and Inspector Leiber of the Police
Department, made their way into the theatre, the guests of Warner
Barry appeared personally and presented
Brothers and Wesley Barry.
Members of the Naval Reserve Band, which
the kiddies with souvenirs.
also was in line, were given harmonicas by Wesley.
More than 1,000 feet of film of the parade was photographed, special
syndicate photographers snapped Wesley and his youths and distinguished
guests. These pictures were published in the Sunday papers and the reel
shown at the Strand on Sunday afternoon. Following the showing the
paraders marched back to the Circle where they disbanded. Later Wesley
Barry gave a luncheon in honor of the bands.

Young, with the
,

C. C.

BURR

President of Mastodon Films,

and

Inc.,

Affiliated Distributors,

Inc.

Many First Runs
Are Booked

for

Principal Films
Something like forty important
and representative first engagements
were closed this week by the various
exchanges throughout the country
releasing the initial Principal Pictures Corporation production, “The
World’s a Stage,” starring Dorothy
Phillips, and based on the latest
story
written
by
Elinor
Glyn.
Following the unusually praiseworthy comments of the newspaper
and trade press critics, announcement of these important first-run
showings came as no surprise to

who have already seen “The
World’s a Stage.”

those

An

interesting phase of the conalready procured by the exchanges on this picture is found in
the fact that few of the theatres
tracts

Tom Moore

Colsieum Holiday
week, Dec. 23-30.
Seattle youngsters
are already chalking it off on the
calendar.
Prints of “Heroes of the
Street” have just been received.

Rialto in that
city at 25 per cent, more than that
showman paid for “Rags to Riches.”

The tremendous national advertising campaign launched in the East by
Warner Brothers, the bally-hoo floats

is

show

and

at the Seatle

unique

booked ever exhibited independent reaching

novelties

effects.

to

Hank Hearn

is

touring Florida and

reports business there booming.
He
sending back batches of contracts
for the Warner and C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation product.

Northwest exhibit-

R. D. Craver of First National Ex-

Warner Broth- change here, following the great
numbered among the flnaeial success attendant the showthis big successes of the year.
That there ings of “I Am the Law,” distributed
production over some of the most is no question of their box office by C. C. Burr’s Affiliated Distributors
value.
The twenty-four sheets of the (Corporation, last week closed for the
important circuits in the country.
Warner Brothers’ screen classics have rights to six southeastern States for
led many picture fans to phone some •Tohnny Hines’ special, “Sure Fire
productions.

now

Negotiations are

ors are realizing that

under way for the showing of

ers’ pictures are

Independents in

of

the North'west
SEATTLE — (Special! —^Norman Mc-

Leod,
dies,

title

who

in

writer for Christie Comehas been visiting his folks

Seattle during
dropped into the

a

brief

vacation,

Educational Film
After a short palaver, he
A. Gage, Educational
manager here, to be an old University
of Washington classmate.
The film
business had “laid lines of care upon
the brow of each.” making instant
recognition impossible; but great was
ehe reunion thereof.
After a grand
pow-wow McLeod started on his long

Exchange.

discovered

J.

drive back to California.

A1 Rosenberg, manager of De Luxe
Feature Film Co. and of the A1 Lichtman Exchange in Seattle, had a birthday yesterday which he celebrated in

the usual form
L.

!

distributors

of

Warner

Brothers
product
in the
Pacific
Northwest, announces that he has
secured
Wesley
Barry
for
six
weeks’
personal
appearance
com-

mencing
February
nouncement
has

The

anbeen
greeted
with great enthusiasm by exhibitors
in the territorv. where the season’s
product is booked in key towns 100
per cent. “Rags to Riches.” first of
the

new Wes. Barry

leading

theatres

inquire
would be

to

when a certain number
shown and where. They need no

in-

troduction.

“Saved by Radio.” the seven-reel
special featuring Jacqueline Logan
and George Larkin, has been purchased by Greater Features, Inc., for
the Pacific Northwest, for early Janrelease.
It is a Russell pro-

uary

duction.

New Exchange

have

According

to Harry
this trade mark

Warner
been

devised

primarily

M.
has
to

firmly imbed in the minds of
the motion picture public
the fact that the Wariier
features are distinctly individual in production and
story value, and in excellence of screen players. The

word “present”

has,

in

the

Mr. Warner,
become meaningless and its
estimation of

reiteration
has
stereotyped. As a
theatre
the
consequence
public has paid little or no
the concern
attention
to
whose productions they are
witnessing in the many theatres throughout the coun-

constant

made

it

try.

H. Lieber Buys

Flint.”

Nigh’s ^‘Notoriety”
The
office

duced

calibre of Will Nigh’s boxsensation,
“Notoriety,” proand distributed by L. Lawrence

Weber and
demonstrated

Bobby
this

North,
was
week, when one

of the leading exchangemen of the
country H. Lieber, head of the H.
Lieber Company, of Indianapolis
bought the rights to the super-

—

special for the state of Indiana. Sam
Sax, sales manager for L. Lawrence

Weber and Bobby North,

Lester Scott, representing C. C.
Burr’s enterprises, closed the First
National deal.
He is now heading
North and is expected in New York
again the latter part of December or
soon after the New Year.

negotiated

the deal.

Gaston Glass
With Schulberg

—

Opens in South
—

—

Brothers

applied for a patent for a
new trade mark which will
be used in connection with
the productions for this season, and the eighteen scheduled for 1923-24.
The trade
identification with each production will be, “Warner
Brothers’
Classic
of
the
Screen.”

A'PLANTA, GA.
(.Sneciall
The
Peerless Film Company is the newest
independent exchange in the South.
Its heads are Steven W. Grow and
James A. McWhorter, both well known
in Southern film circles.
The first

Los Angeles (special). B. P.
Schulberg, in commenting on the
placing of Gaston Glass under contract, told a representative of the

World

that Glass’ fine work in “The
Hero” and “The Girl Who Came
Back” was responsible for it.

big special this company will release
Will Nigh’s “Notoriety,” purchased

Tullj?

Marslaall

is

K. Brin of Kw.nlity Exchanges,

exclusive

the

Warner

a

of the

had far

have

Warners Adopt
Trade Mark

18.

features,

will

from

L.

North.
present

Lawrence Weber and Bobby
The rest of the schedu'e at

Wiley’s Sales on

includes westerns,
outdoor
pictures featuring William K. Hack-

produced b.v Shamrock
plays, Inc., and some short

ett,

Oscar
Oldknow
reports
bookings on Warner product.cently

made

public a

letter

Photostuff.

heavy

He rA
received

from Lester Rosenthal of Independent
Film Corporation
of
Washington,
D. C., wherein the latter stated that
he had sold “Heroes of the Streets”

Strauss’

“Salome”

George
H.
AViley
this
week
announced the following sales on
Malcolm Strauss’ “Salome”; Imperial
Pictures Corporation ol Philadelphia,
for eastern Pennsylvania and southern New .Jersey Federated Exchange
of AYashington. for District of Colum-

From the famous ^stage success

;

A^rginia
and Maryland,
Apollo Exchange, for Greater
York and northern New Jersey.
bia,

and

New

PHIl,

GOLPSTONE

SPECIAL

PRODUCTION

-

;
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Both Warner Brothers and Principal
Pictures Making “David Copperfield”
Two screen versions of Charles Dickens’ “David Copperfielcl,’’ both
destined for distribution in the independent market, will soon be in the
course of production, according to announcements that have emanated
from the offices of Warner Brothers in New York and Principal Pictures Corporation in Los Angeles.
Accompanying the announcement
from the coast was a note attached and signed by Harry Wilson, publicity director of Principal Pictures Corporation, in which he stated that,
“notwithstanding the announcement of Warner Brothers that they had
acquired the rights to Charles Dickens’ ‘David Copperfield,’ Sol Lesser
would go ahead with his plans to make that picture, and this means there
will be two such pictures in the market.”
That a lively tussle may develop from this situation was intimated
The two statements
at the New York offices of Warner Brothers.
*
follow
Warner Brothers’ statement
“tVarner Brothers have the rights year-old ‘find.’ and it is (luite likely
and,
as that this boy will be brought to
‘David
Copperfield,’
to
announced several weeks ago, this America to play the titular role in
In
the Dickens' masterpiece.
firm will produce such a picture.
“
so far as we know no one else has
‘It
is
my intention,’ stated the
authority to make such a production, coast producer, ‘to give the industry
and we will immediatel.v take steps a genuine screen classic in this
Dickens’ storj'.
No e.xpense will be
to safeguard our interests.”
The Principal I’ictures Corporation spared. The settings will be most
elaltorate.
I
have had experienced
statement follows:
“Sol Lesser, of Principal I’ictures people busy for the past six weeks
plans
practically compiling authentic data pertaining
has
Corporation,
of to the Dickens’ period in England.
the
production
for
completed
Charles Dickens' ‘David Copperfield.’ Every set will be true to that period.
According to Mr. Lesser this Dickens’ Every character will be as if he or
classic will be given the biggest pro- she had stepped from Dickens’ story.’
duction ever attempted by himself or
“Announcement was also made l).v
his staff. The settings will be started Mr. Lesser that he contemplated proin the immediate future, and casting ducing ‘David Copperfield’ some time
Meanwhile his staff has been
for principal roles should take place ago.
It is Mr. Lesser's idea to busily engaged setting the stage to
at once.
place an English lad in the role of make the production.
The picture
‘David Copperfield.’ and for this part will be made at the United Stotlio as
several talented English boys have the new studio for t’ri’le’ipal Pictures
been submitted.
Corporation h.nj not been completed,
“Lesser’s foreign representative this nor wou';^ it pe ready for production
week cabled that he has an eighteen- act’iTlty in the near future.’’
:

successful
house.

run

weeks’

three

at

that

—

CLEVELAND (special) “What’s
Wrong with the Women'/” is still which was
drawing good business in the neigh- season.
borhood houses in this territory after
played out the downtown
'Phe gross tor this picture
one of the liirrgest piled up liy an
independent production this season.

having

houses.

is

PITTSBURGH

(special

I— The Chic

Sale idcture. “His Nilis,” is now being
released to first-run theatres in western Pennsylvania.
The Rowland &
Clark circuit has liooked the picture,

which
the

had

State

its

this

bill
with
Ascends.”

premiere showing at
week, douliling on a
Brad.v

Alice

WA.SHINGTON
Nigths

(special)

Barroom”

in a

in

Is

“Anna

—

“Ten

playing the

The opening of Weber & North’s
Will Nigh production, “Notoriety,”
the leading first-run theatres of
the country affords all those interested in the feature a test of the
pulling-power of the advertising
prepared for newspaper use with the
When a press book on
feature.
“Notoriety” was first shown the film
men the superior brand of adverhighest
the
called
forth
tising
praise, and predictions were freely
made that the artistic excellence of
the newspaper ads illustrated in the
press book would arouse a keen
desire on the part of the public to
see the picture.

that “Notoriety” has been given in
its

—

ST.
LOUIS
(special)
Warner
Brothers’ exploitation float, in charge
of Prank Cassidy, a circus man, well
known here, arrived here on Monday.
Cassidy immediately went into conference with the local Warner exploitation man, and the two grabl)ed
much newspaper space. Seyeral bally
boos were successfully pulled.

showings

pretentious

& Katz

theatre.

—

CHICAGO (special) “Rich Men’s
runs have already begun
Wives,” the first Preferred picture, is
and newspaper ads still quite popular among exhibitors
are now on hand to verify the judg- in this territory, most of them having
such a wonderful business on
ment of the advertising department done
this production that they have conof Weber & North. Inquiries have tracted for the entire A1 Lichtman
been sent to all exhibitors who have line-up.
thus far played the picture, asking
PROVIDENCE. R. I. (special)
for their opinion as to the drawing William Mahoney, manager of the
power of the newspaper advertising Rialto Theatre, one of New England’s
on “Notoriety.” Replies speak for best and most luxuriously furnished
first-run
houses, announced
themselves.
The combination of this week picture
that he had hooked tlie
society atmosphere and action in entire Al Lichtman program for his
every stock ad was successful in lionse after seeing “Shadows.” starring
Lon Chaney, which
will show at
drawing both classes of patrons. ills (heatre Christmasheweek.
The feminine movie fans were
Cr>EVEIiAND
(special)
Wesley
attracted by the class and the artistic
Barry’s latest st.irring veliiclo, “Heroes
finery of the ads, while the men of the Street.” tlie Harry
Rapf proThe

on the

first

picture,

—

—

were drawn by the punch and the

dramatic

high-lights.

The

con-

sensus of opinion from distributors
and exhibitors is that no independent production has ever had the
artistic and the dramatic treatment

duction, released
will

lie

shown

by Warner Brothers,
at

the

Allen

Theatre

during Christmas w’ock.

BOSTON (special)— “Down to (he
in Ships.” the Elmer Clifton production, closed Saturday night at the
Selwyn Theatre following a most

Sea

(special)
“The Man
Hell’s
River,”
the
Lesser
Brothers’ special James Oliver Curwood picture, played this week to one
of the l)iggest grosses recorded at the
l)ox otlice of the Garden Theatre here
despite the fact that this was a busy

Christmas shopping week.

—

CINCINNATI (speciali
Unless all
signs
fail
Al
Lichtman’s
“.Shadows” will have the distinction
of being one of the heaviest booked
pictures of the year.
Every important
circuit
in
this territory
has
present

booked
Chaney.

this

special,

starring

Lon

ceedingly large, at last take care of
the requirements of the company so
far as office space is concerned. The
old quarters, at 576 Fifth Avenue,

were inadequately arranged and not
large enough to insure a maximum
of efficiency.
The removal to the
offices

P.

comptroller

Hildreth,

of

the

which are ex- company, and adjoining Lichtman’s

quarters,

was

anxiously

awaited, but was held up until the
building was far enough advanced
to permit occupancy of the offices.

Henry

Ginsberg’s.
general sales manager.
To the left of the elevators
as one enters is the reception room.
The private offices open off this. To
the right is the general office, where
the sales and accounting departments are.
That portion of the
floor which faces Seventh Avenue
is the new home of the publicity and
advertising
departments.
office is

The

latter

is

C. B. C. Proves a

Showmen’s Asset
By Roger

Ferri

ever

accorded any production at the Bala-

ban

—

BALTIMORE

from

future is embraced in has two windows facing the Capitol
announcement issuea this week Theatre and Broadway. Adjoining
that the company had moved from his is J. G. Bachmann’s office, where
576 Fifth Avenue to new quarters he
will
manage the company’s
on the ninth floor of the new build- affairs as treasurer. Opening from
ing
1650 Broadway, at 51st Bachmann’s office is that of Richard
at

(special)
“Bags
to
Kiches.” the Warner special, opened
at the luxurious Chicago Theatre here
this week and was given one of tlie

most

1922-23

the

—

CHICAGO

the

of

belief in the

Broadway

advertising campaign.

in

talk

What officials of the Al Lichtman
In its new home the executive
Corporation point to as an indica- offices face the Broadway side of
tion of good business and a firm the building.
Mr. Lichtman’s office

The new

Drawing
Power Is Well Tested

the

Al Lichtman Moves
to New Quarters

Street, opposite the Capitol Theatre.

“N^^OtOriety’s’’

Leader Theatre here. This picture is
being liandled by the new De Luxe
Exchange in Baltimore, which is doing a big business on this production,

In starting the new year, C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation does so
as an independent institution that is truly a showman’s establishment. Joe Brandt, Harry and Jack Brandt, who constitute this progressive organization of producers and distributors, have kept in
constant touch with exhibitors and their wants, Mr. Brandt having

made no

less than five continental trips during the year that is
passing, keeping tabs on what the theatre owners want.
When C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation first announced the release
of the “Bix Six” series, few in the independent distribution field
dared anticipate the wonderful results that have blessed the efforts
of these pioneer film men.
Nevertheless, their first release,’’ “More
To Be Pitied Than Scorned” proved such a wonderful box office
magnet that virtually every theatre O'wner who booked that feature
is now angling for the exhibition of the
second release, “Only A
.Shop Girl,” which in the opinion of the writer, is a splendid box
office bet.

One praiseworthy

feature of the C. B. C. organization is found
not experimental, that it does not force on the
for which there is no demand.
“Only A Shop
Girl.” we believe, will make money, because, while based on Charley
Blaney’s old time melodrama, it has been carefully produced with
exploitation angles that will bring patrons inside the theatres and
entertain them superlatively once they are in.
look forward to big doings from C. B. C. Film Sales Corpora-

the fact that
market pictures
in

We

tion.

it

is

December
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Christmas Finds Independents
on West Coast in a Happy Mood
ANGELES —

LOS

(Special)

—

Christmas finds independent pic-

who is considered one of the best
known comedies heavies in the films.

one

of

Sea”

producers, directors, stars
E. Richard Schayer, who wrote the
and players very much satisfied continuity for the special, “Thorns
Blossoms,” also “Kismet,”
and
with the world in general, for the and Orange
many of the big specials of the
current year has been one of the year, is now associated with Phil

“Gold

is

in

George H.

showman

feature,

while

“The Law

of the

Seal”

Hobart Bosworth

the other.

ture

best in the history of independent
Virtually every inproduction.

dependent picture in Hollywood
and neighboring vicinities have
been working over time during
That the
the past six months.

Goldstone writing the continuity for
Rex (Snowy) Baker’s picture, en“Pals,” the first of a series of
six thrill-o-dramas which Phil Goldstarring
Rex
produce,
stone will
titled

(Snowy) Baker and his wonder horse,
“Boomerang.” “Pals” is a sensational
race story.

be an even more

ensuing year will
independprosperous
one for
ent producers is generally accepted here as a fact and preparations for a busy year are now
being made. Virtually every big
independent producing corporation has announced its intentions
of increasing its output for the

coming year.

Particularly true is
Brothers, A1
Lichtman and Principal Picture
Corporation.

this

of

Warner

Gaauior’s
next picture for Preferred Pictures Corporation, releasing

through A1 Lichtman Ifixclianges, will
be “Mother-In-Law.”
Tom Forman
will make “The Broken Wing.” B. P.
Schulberg has thus decided on the
next series of Preferred Pictures, although both Forman and Gasnler are
still at work on two other subjects.
Forman is working on “The Girl Who
Came Back.” Etllo Shannon and Mary
Culver has been added to the cast
of this feature.
Gasnier is working
on “Poor Men’s Wives,” for whiidi he
has just shot an elaborate roof garden
scene.
“Poor Men's Wives” will l)o
released In I’ebruary, while "The Girl

Who Came

Back”

be released in
March, “Mothers-iii-Law’ in March and
will

“The Broken Wing”

in

May.

.Monte

Blue,

the

popular character

actor, has been appointed a representative of the film industry by the
Woman’s City Club, Los Angeles, in a
Congressional petition signature drive
for the enfranchisement of the Indians.
Blue has sent petitions to all

Hollywood and New York studios,
and expects to have 5,000 signatures.
the

Harry M. tVarncr. head

of

Warner
Warner

Brothers,
arrived
at
the
He will restudios early this week.
main here about two weeks and then
he will return East with some important news.

Warner Brothers have acquired the
screen rights to “Irene,” the famous
musical
comedy,
which
will
be
adapted to motion pictures next w'eek.
This will be included on Warner
Brothers’ 102.3 schedule of eighteen
releases.

Warner
chased

the

Brothers
screen

have
rights

also purto “Bab-

This story was written by Sinclair Lewis, author of “Main Street,”
which has been completed by tlie
IVarner Brothers.
Harry Beaumont
bitt,”

directed.

Monty Banks has
<'omedy

changes
o’clock

comiileted his 20th
Film
Exfor
Federated
release.
It is entitled “Pour
in the Morning.”

Badger, former Goldwyu
wrote the continuity for
of the Sea,” Hobart Bosworth’s current picture, now being
released by the Anchor Film DisWiltributors, Inc., of Hollywood.
Clarence

director,

Law

“The

liam H. Clifford, well

known

scenarist,

directed.

Grace Darmond, sometimes called
the most beautiful girl on the screen,
whose latest production, “The Wheel
Fortune.” is now being released
through the Anchor Film Distribu-

of

believes in saving her pennies.
Every dollar she doesn’t need
for current expenses goes into Hollywood and Wilshire both fast growing Los Angeles, Cal., suburbs real
She is also the owner of
estate.
twenty acres of oil lands at Santa Fe
tors

Inc,,

—

—

Springs.

The Anchor Film Distributors, Inc.,
of which Morris R. Schlank is president, now has the largest organization,

both staff and field, than any
firm dealing in independent
from the West coast. No Eastbranch will be maintained, ac-

other
films

ern

Dumond to
Pilot Wes Barry
well-known

cording to Mr. Schlank.

Dumond,

and

a

manager

former

of

Clune’s Auditorium in Los AngeleSr
arrived in New York this week to act
as special representative tor Warner
Brothers.
He formerly managed
Wesley Barry, the Warner star, whom
he will pilot on a personal appearanceHe will co-operate with extour.
hibitors, and also to ascertain what
can further be done to aid both the
exchange and exhibitors in deriving:

bigger profit from Warner pictures.

j

R. W. Baremore, formerly exhibitor

editor of New York Morning 'Telegraph, this week assumed charge of
the advertising, exploitation and pubdepartment of C. C. Burr’s
licity
Enterprises.

Walter Parker joins the Warner
Brothers’ publicity and exploltationi
He goes to Warner
staff next week.
Brothers

from

Selznick,

and

on

Thursday afternoon was tendered a
testimonial luncheon by his Selznick
associates and friends at Healy’s, in

New

York.

Hy

Daab, one of the most popular
showmen-publieists in New York, and
now associated with F. B. O., goes to
the Pacific Coast on -January 1 as
coast publicity director for
He will co-operate with,
that firm.
the producers there in injecting angles
in productions that can be sold and
exploited to the public and exhibitors.
Before invading the picture filed Daab
was one of the best known of New
Y’ork’s sporting writers.
si>ecial

Shallenberger Announces
Eight New Productions
Dr.

W.

E. Shallenberger, president of

Arrow Film

Corporation, prior

produc“Night
Life in Hollywood,” an A. B. Maescher picture; “Streets of New York,”
a Burton King special, with Edward Earle and Barbara Castleton “Man
and Wife,” an Efifanem production; “Shylock of Wall Street,” a Burton
King special, with Zena Keefe and Dore Davidson; a Blazed Trail feature, entitled “Lost in a Big City,” starring John Lowell
“Jacqueline,”
a James Oliver Curwood Northwestern, made by Dell Henderson
|
Pine Tree Pictures Corporation; “The Broken Violin,” an Atlantic ^ *
tures picture, directed by Jack Dillon, and Martin J. Heyl’s special, “The
Little Red Schoolhouse.”
Dr. Shallenberger will remain on the coast for a month, conferring
with producers there and otherwise perfecting plans for his organization
to his departure for the coast this week, announced the first eight
tions that firm will release.
Included in this list of releases are

;

;

“Rip Tide,” the production that A.

With Frankie Lee’s latest two-reel B. Maescher Productions, Inc., procomedy drama, “Robin Hood, Jr.,” now duced at the Hollywood studios, has
on its way to New York for release, been com])Ieted and is now being cut
Clarence Brlcker, the director of this
starlet,

next

announces

this week that his
will be a two-reel
founded on the story.

production

comedy drama

“Last
Night
When You Kissml
Blanche Thompson,” originally published in the American Magazine. This
story, written by Bess Aldrich, was
purchased during Mr. Bricker’s visit
to New Y'^ork several months ago following a conference between Pranklyn
E. Backer of East Coast Production,
Inc., and the oilicials of the producing company.

and

edit('d.
.Tack Pratt directed with
the assistance of IValter Mayo.

Sanford Productions, starring Pete
Morrison, are working on “The College Rancher,” a semi-western, at the
Fine Arts studio.

Anchor Film Corporation has signed
Grace Darmond for a leading role in
“The Wheel of Fortune.”

,

Good comedy

talent

has

been en-

gaged to support “Patty” Karr in his
new two-reel comedy, “Long Skirts.”
The work that “Patty” Karr has done
so far indicates that he will be generally recognized as the logical sucessor to Roscoe Arbuckle. In addition to
“Tiny” Sandford, Lilymae
Lyle and others whose names were
recently announced. Director Bruce
Mitchell has now signed Geary O’Dell,

Irving Lesser, Eastern manager of
Principal Pictures Corporation, arrived in Los Angeles Sunday morning.
He is here for the holidays. He will
return to his office in New York next
month, leaving on January 2.

The Anchor Film Distributors,

Inc.,

with headquarters in Hollywood, has
added two exceptionally well staged
features to its list of releases. These
films will be known as “Gold Seal”
productions. “The Wheel of Fortune.”
starring Grace Darmond, is the title

for 1923.

ONLY A SHOP

of Paris

Will Get a

Premier Showing on Broadway
Closely following the announcement by C. C. Burr that Johnny Hines
“Sure-Fire Flint” would be presented' at the Cameo Theatre, beginning
December 31. come.s word that the same producer is completing arrangements whereby “Secrets of Paris,” another of his feature productions,
will be shown on Broadway within a short time.
“Secrets of Paris,” a screen version of Eugene Sue’s widely read
novel, “The Mysteries of Paris,” was nroduced by Whitman Bennett,

GIRL'

“One of the most attractive offerings”

“An exceptionally
good cast and a holding story’

**Secrets

’

“Thrills

that are

really thrilling”

in

directed by Kenneth Webb, and is a thrilling story of the underworld of
Paris, which has already received high praise from the critics of the
trade press.
Incidentally, it has, according to reports sent to Mr. Burr
from out-of-town exhibitors, been particularly well received wherever
shown, pleasing theatre patrons and putting considerable extra money
into the box office.

I

Says John Spar go
in Exhibitor’s Herald

.

your b€4t exchange or

C, B. C. Film Salc4 Corp.^

1^0 W^ay,

y.

Better^ Ec^pment
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Why San ta Had aLarge Packagefor
the

T

Long Suffering Supply Dealer

he

trained seal raised himself tij)
his hind flippers, grabbed the
tip of Santa Claus’s beard between his teeth and gave a gentle
yank.
Santa, although he made the
same caustic remarks to his official
call boy that the rest of us do to our
alarm clocks, rolled over, rubbed his
eyes and arose.
“Well, I guess it’s time that I did
get up, because it looks as if this was
going to be a particularly busy Christmas,” he observed, and for some hours
thereafter he was as busy as a ticket
taker on a feature night when the boss
had failed to equip her with a ticket

on

vending machine.
After a period of strenuous endeavor, during which the reindeer were
inspanned and the sleigh loaded, Santa
was just about to crack his whip and
start on the southward journey when
he suddenly remembered something.
j‘Hey there,” he shouted to his chief
.issistant, “run back to the packing
room and get that extra large bundle
that we were fussing about all last
week. Gosh! if I had forgotten that.
I would never have forgiven myself.”
!

The Recipient

—and Why?

“Who’s the bird that gets
gasped the chief assistant,
under his heavy load.

all

this?”

panting

“That’s for a supply dealer down in
the States,” replied Santa, “and, what’s
more, it’s coming to him.”
“Why?” asked the chief assistant.
Santa Claus looked at his wrist
watch, “Well, seeing that there is an
interval of fifteen minutes before the
northern lights go on and illuminate
the road properly. I’ll spend them
telling you why I’m so keen that this
supply guy gets something good.
“It’s this way.
About a year ago
they started digging a hole down in
iVfain street. Metropolis, U. S. A.
A
certain supply dealer, whose front
name is Bill, found out that it was
going to be a new moving picture
theatre
and straightway made a
business call on the ]>arty scheduled
to navigate the aforesaid enterprise.
“But, before he had a chance to more
than hand over his card, the prospective exhibitor told him to go chase

SrtlStic 3I1Q

—«

vii

would not be
ready for at least six months and there
was plenty of time to bother about
equipment.
“Bill went away, but came back
from time to time and watched the
hole grow and just when they got the
foundation started, he returned to the
e.xhibitor and suggested that they sit
down and figure over the requirements
for the projection room and other
equipment.
“
‘Don’t bother me,’ said the exhibitor.
due for a conference
with the architect this afternoon and
more important matters than yours
are claiming my attention.’
“Bill went, as per request, but returned by the time the walls were up
and tried to negotiate with the exhibitor. But the exhibitor only looked
at him over his left shoulder and said
‘Get to blazes out of here, ‘I’ve a soiree
on with a heating and ventilating man
and can’t be bothered.’
“When the house was roofed over
and the interior began to look like a
himself, that the house

Tm

;

theatre. Bill went back again.
‘It is
really serious now, you know, old man,’
he said to the exhibitor, ‘You may need
a lot of special equipment and we

should begin figuring
will open on time.’

it

out so that you

Busy With Miracles
“But the exhibitor was busy trying

“When the seating arrangements
had been arbitrated and the color
problem solved, the supply man got
back to his task. ‘You’re worse than
instalment payments on the income
tax,’ said the exhibitor, ‘you always
po]) up when I don’t expect or want
you. How the deuce do I know what
I’m going to need until I get an idea
of where my projection room will be
and how much space it will occupy?’
Time
“

‘that

right

now

he had no time to talk to the supply
dealer.

“Two weeks

afterwards, the supply

man, with the same original smile not
yet erased from his map, made another
‘Go jump off the dock,’ said the
exhibitor.
‘I can’t be bothered with
I
you.
have deeper and weightier
call.

])roblems.
It’s
of vital
that I decide immediately

importance
whether the

floor covering should be of verdant
green or a passionate red and I cannot be interrupted by any of your
small talk. Run away or I’ll bean you
with an inkwell.’
“And the supply man who had
already made more use of the exit than
anyone else as yet wore one more outward leading groove in the floor.

*

.fi

a

most

equipment dealer,

what we ought

before

we go any

to decide
further.’

“

‘You talk like a phonograph with
a busted record. How in thunder can
I decide what the projection room is
going to look like until I can find out

where

I can stick it without interfering with my $7,500 chandelier or spoiling my $2,500 worth of fresco. I am
so worried with important details that
I

feel as

if I

were going to throw a

Please quit the premises so that

I

fit.

can

have room to throw it properly.’
“And once more the supply dealer
patronized the exit sign.
“After this experience, the supply
dealer made fifteen calls. But the exhibitor was busy with a conference,
thinking great thoughts, arranging for
his press
his publicity, talking to
agent, or otherwise engaged.

And Then

make a seating expert show him
how fifteen hundred seats could be put
hundred seat house and

just

is

to

into a eleven

to Decide

‘Well,’ said the

“And

then,

—One Night

one

night,

when

the

supply dealer was getting over a fit of
the ’flu and his assistant was busy
getting married, he got a call on the
home telephone.
“It was the exhibitor and this is
what he said ‘Hey, Bill for the love
:

of

Mike come down

!

to -the office quick,

we’re scheduled to open next week and
we’ve got to get all that equipment
stuff installed in time so that we can
keep faith with the public.’
“Did Bill tell him he was busy or
that he was thinking great thoughts,
or that he had a conference?
He wrapped himself
“Bill did not.
patience and an overcoat and
in
staggered down to the exhibitor’s
office and did two weeks’ work in eight
days’ time. He drew up the specifica{Contimicd on page 900)
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Interior view of

Freeport TFeatre
showing- installation
of

A New

Theatre Which

Mov-Ezy

Chairs.

Is Filling

to Capacity Nightly Its

1800 Mov-Ezy Seats
Building from the ground up a $500,000 theatre
in a town of 18,000 inhabitants, and in which there
is already competition, would seem to be a large
undertaking to the average theatre owner.
But not to Major R. T. Rasmussen, C. E., the builder
and managing director of the New Freeport Theatre,

Long Island. Major Rasmussen by giving
Freeport the finest theatre on Long Island, excepting one
or two in Brooklyn, and by furnishing it with the best
equipment obtainable, and featuring a super performance,
has little trouble filling his house to capacity.
Freeport,

Of course,

a house as fine as the Freeport is equipped
Chairs, the new theatre seat which eliminates such annoyances as standing to allow others to
pass to their seats.

with

Mov-Ezy

And no small amount of the enthusiastic comments of
Freeport over their theatre have been about the convenience and the added comfort of this new type of seat.
You can make your own patrons
Mov-Ezy Chairs are easily installed

just as appreciative.
in place of the old-

fashioned kind of seats.

Write for our illustrated catalogue.

Josiah Partridge

&

Sons Company,

MARBRIDGE BUILDING
WEST 34TH STREET. NEW YORK

529-541
47

SHOW ROOM

SALES OFFICE

Inc.

^9

:
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(Continued from page 898)
tions,

telegraphed

special

equipment and

rush

orders for
very last
moment, when the exhibitor was taking the last of seventeen curtain calls
at the

he crept back to bed and finished his
’flu comfortably and at leisure.
“And Bill is going to have a good
Christmas this year after all.”

DEBRIE CAMERAS
SLOW MOTION

“Safety First” Cautions F. H. Elliott
Former Secretary of the
A. M. P.

N

[VE some

well merited thought to
‘Safety First’” is the holiday message of Frederick H. Elliott, VicePresident of the Feaster Manufacturing
Company, to those engaged in the motion
picture industry. Mr. Elliott knows whereof
he speaks, for he has the distinction of having inaugurated and directed the original
‘‘Safety F'irst” movement in this country,
and subsequently co-ordinated the various
branches of the motion picture business
through the formation of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
Mr. Elliott’s warning is timely in view of
the holiday activities in all lines of trade
and industry the rush of holiday shoppers,
crowding shops, stores, hotels and restaurants,
and with transportation facilities
taxed to the utmost, everybody scrambling
for theatre tickets and the motion picture
palaces, looking forward to a record-breaking holiday business.
‘‘Throughout the theatre,” says Mr. Elliott, ‘‘the ‘Safety First’ slogan should be
brought home forcefully to every employee,
particularly in the projection room.
In
handling film the greatest care should be
exercised to avoid even the slightest trouble.
Smoking when film is exposed is criminal
and the law prohibiting smoxing, or even
the carrying of parlor matches, should be
rigidly enforced by the management.

—

ORD
EVENTS
OF THE

WORLD
For lap-dissolves or
fade-outs,

BRIE
TIC

the

DE-

AUTOMA-

SHUTTER

DISSOLVE is superother makes.
Automatically locks
in 7 turns of crank
either forward or reverse regardless of
shutter opening.
ior to all

Duty
is
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City
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AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.

1600 BROADWAY
702 80. WABASH AVE.

NEW YORK

CITY

CHICAGO

of

good

housekeeping

may

Stean

ignite.

and radiators are especially danger

ous and should be properly guarded.

Precautions Are Simple
“Nitro-Cellulose
motion
picture
filn
handled with simple precautions offers m
great danger or hazard; nevertheless, thos
engaged in the industry should have a ful
knowledge of the characteristics of motioi
picture film and applying the correct meth
ods of handling and storing, with an unLr
standing and appreciation of the necessif
of complying with the established rules ani
regulations for the protection of life an(
property.

“Good housekeeping should be the mott(
of
everyone connected with the grea
cinerna industry; for the art of good house
keeping consists principally of two things
order and cleanliness. The easiest, mos

—

yet most
eliminating hazards,
effective,

means o
the exercise of thi

neglected
is

warning.
“In this connection, attention is directec
to the fact that in many communities, law:

or ordinances have been enacted providinj
that when a fire results from their non-ob
servance, the offenders shall pay to the cit}
the full value of the services of the fire de
partment and any damages in person oi
property resulting thereto in extinguishing
or attempting to extinguish such fire. There
is already such provision in the charter
oi
the City of New York, the state law ol
Pennsylvania and the city ordinance oi
Cleveland and Cincinnati, Ohio; Portland
Ore.; Austin, Texas; Billings, Montana
and Newark, N. J. These communities are,
therefore, the leaders in a movement, the
justice of

which

is

irrefutable.”

Albany Incorporations

employees concerning what is expected of
them. They should be informed regarding
the various proper and improper practices
and warned that they must adhere strictly
to the rules and regulations under pain of

With fifteen new corporations forming
during the week ending December 16 the
motion picture business in New York State,
showed a decided increase not only in number but in the amount of capitalization rep-

instant dismissal.
“Particular attention should be given to
the handling of crowds attending the theatres during the holiday season
as the attendance by children is greatly augmented
at this time of the year and the little folks
all enjoy ‘the movies’ and they are really
the best little boosters ‘the movies’ have.
The safety, comfort and convenience of theatre patrons should be the watchword and
due diligence will gain thousands of friends.
;

In

New York

attainment

pipes

conditions rests largely with executives and
their first duty is to thoroughly instruct all

Exchanges and Laboratories

laboratories
and
exchanges,
the
studios, the same care and diligence should
be exercised to safeguard life and property.
Motion picture film should be kept in
approved containers at all times, except
when being actually handled or inspected.
“The stacking of naked film is one of the
most dangerous practices in the industry
and should be absolutely forbidden. Such
exposure of film affords an opportunity for
fire to spread; whereas, containers or other
protection retard the spread of fire.
“The case of ignition can only be offset
by an habitually careful and conscientious
elimination of all possible causes by which
film might be ignited, through contact with
flame, sparks or heat.
“Rubbish, scraps of paper under tables
and des’cs and back of radiators, cabinets
and other fixtures may afford a starting
place for a conflagration.
“Many fires have their origin with the
heating system, because combustible materials, such as wood, paper and film, if
left in contact with hot pipes or surfaces for
“In

118

of Attendants

the duty of attendants at the theatres to exercise the greatest watch over the
carelessness of smoxers, owing to the habit
of throwing matches, lighted cigars and
cigarettes about the lobbies and theatre enThere have been many instances
trances.
where panics have been created through
such carelessness.
“It

a sufficient length of time,

/.

which totaled

resenteci,

to $703,800.

These

companies, with their directors and amount
of capitalization

Jack

were
Comedies

Raymond

Corporation,
Corey, Sylvia Schwartzman,
Alfred Worsnop, New York City; Jacques
Tyrol Productions, $250,000, A. H. Kurzland, Leo Linker, Jack Acks, Brooklyn;
Bert Green, Inc., $50,000, Bert Green, F. W.
Green, Bayside L. B. Cornwall, Port Washington; Richard Bartlett, Inc., $5,000, and D.
and L. Productions, $5,000, both having as
directors,
Sylvia
Schwartzman,
Alibel
Corey and David Schneer, New York;
Waverly Photoplay Corporation, $100,000l
J. J. Jansen, jr., Thomas E. Halle, Robert
A. MacLean, New York; Howden Producmg Corporation, $1,000, F. H. Schnebbe,
Kilbourn Gordon, E. C. Carpenter, New
York; Ex Fin Company, Inc., $10,000, Harry
Glenby, Edward Silton, Albert Lewis, New
York City Bellford Hotel Corporation, $500,

$50,000,

Alibel

;

;

C. M. Beliak, William K.
ran.
York; Bewtex

New

Webb, Harry Mo-

Products CorporaBateman, Arlington,
Dreeben, New York'
Corporation, $5,000, and

tion, $100,000, James B.
N. J. C. D. Cowl, I. L.
;

Schine-Oneonta
Oneonta-Strand Corporation, $50,000, Gloversville, both having as directors,
M
J.
Schine, L. W. and Martha Schine, Gloversville; Kapfall Productions,
$1,800, William
Kaufman, Edw^ard N. Bloomberg, P. H
Weiss, New York; Photoplay Finance Corporation, $500, A.

J.

Markley Franham,

Callaghan, C. F. Smythe

New York; The

Movatl

Corporation, $75,000, Rochester, William
Wilson, Edwin .Mian, M. G. Ellenbogen
Rochester.

H
’

—
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Schenectady^s

New

State Theatre

I

many

years, acted as manager of the department of construction and maintenance.
The construction of the house was done by
Shapiro and Son, of New York, Paul Stirn
acting as the company’s representative in
charge of the work.
The interior decorations for the theatre
were by the William-Eckart Studios, of New
York; the E. P. Finn Company, of Albany,
furnished the tile, as well as the marble and
the slate employed in the construction of
the building.
From the Lee Lash Studios, New York,

SPECIAL

ROLL
TICKETS
Your own *pecla.l Ticket,
any colors, accurately numbered; every roll guaranteed.
Coupon Tickets for Prize
$6.00.
Drawings:
$5.00,
Cash
Prompt shipments.
Oet the
with the order.
samples. Send diagram for Beserred
Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.
tickets must conform to Government regulation and bear established
price of admission and tax paid.
All

came the motion picture stage settings and
the screen. The electric signs were supplied
by Straus and Company, New Yor.<; the
Rialto Stage Lighting Company, of New
Yor
supplying the stage lighting effects
William Camph and Company,

New

National Ticket Co.

shamokin. Pa.

IIS
^

ting

Lynn Construction Company of New York.
The rewinding and stock room, which

tady.

ment

the

The Projection Room

The

projection

rooms

are said to be
as a unit, they
include the projection
proper, a generator room, a rewinding and stock room,
and a connecting lavatory.
The generator, housed in a room about 15
feet square, is a Hertner vertical 15-horse
power, 100 ampheres, Transverter. It furnishes direct current to the projection machines in the adjoining room. In addition to
the Hertner outfit, the room also includes
the latest in switchboards and Ward Leonard
dimming devices, with emergency
rheostats for alternating current equipment.
The switchboard was made by the Em-

models of their kind.

Taken
room

pire Switchboard Company, of Brooklyn,
and among other features possesses a complete interlocking switch, the dimmers being
of the multi-color type. The lights throughout the house are controlled from this room.

Get
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Hallberg Specialties

Kuri-

Motor Generators, A.C. Economizers. Mazda
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New
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ST. LOUIS, MO.
rty

of 1,800

is

arranged

installed.

Horizontal Projection

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
ERKER BROS. OPTICAL

was designed and

in three units, nine hundred seats being in
the orchestra, five hundred in the balcony
and four hundred in the stadium. In addition, loge boxes are provided in the fore
part of the stadium and also in the balcony.
Both exterior and interior of the house
are in Italian renaissance.
A combination heating and ventilating
system insures the comfort of the patrons
and a Spencer Turbine vacuum cleaning sys-

tem has been

r,

which

Reilly and Hall, architects,
of New York City, is of structural steel with
stucco covered brick walls.

supervised by

MACHmES
inebbe,

Mo-

projection room is so located in the
balcony as to afford horizontal projection.
Two Simplex projectors are used, the in-

The

having been made by B. F. Porof 729 Seventh avenue. New York City.
The pictures are shown on a screen man-

stallation
ter,

rlingtoo,

York;
and

III,

10,

«

Glovers-

William

I

P-

P*'

iBce Corr.Sniyllie.

he

Movaj

YiHiam H.

The heating system is of the indirect type,
the heat being forced through a series of
ducts under the main floor with mushroom
devices under the seats, disseminating the
air at an equal temperature throughout the
entire house. The air is first brought in and
after being forced by a blower-like contrivance through steam coils through the winter
months, and through refrigerating coils in
the summer, is then forced into the house
proper.

in

York^s Italian Quarter
ufactured

by the Raven Screen Corpora-

tion.

Two ticket booths cater to the prompt dispensing of admissions and this work is expedited by the use of Automatic Ticket xp'~
isters and Simple Coin changers in t
y
booth.
The Stanley Frame Company, of 729 SlAdenth avenue, installed the seating.
An orchestra of twelve pieces supplies
music, under the direction of Gino Allesanand will be augmented by a large organ
shortly to be installed.
In addition to its motion picture equip-

dria,

ment, a stage, twenty-eight by forty-two
feet, has been provided.

New 500 Seat House
for Washington, D. C.
That section of northeast Washington
which is now without moving picture facilities will have an up-to-date theatre, seating
500, by June 1, next, with the completion of
the Classic, which is to be erected by D. G
Joseph at Sixty-first and Dix streets.
The entrance will be on Dix street, and
there will be a large lobby in the center of
the building with a store on either side and
with offices on the second floor.
The house will not only be equipped to

Official

Glov)•

s,

ager’s office.

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA

iorpora-

It

feet, and one three feet in diameter.
These quickly clear the house of foul air,
or excessive heat, the main ceiling of the
theatre being so perforated that foul air can
quickly be expelled into the open by these
fans which are controlled from the man-

six

T

New

The seating capacity

ation,

Heating and Ventilating
The heating and ventilating system consists of three propeller fans, two measuring

he

Fugazy Theatre, operated by the
MacDougal
Amusement
Company,
MacDougal and West Houston street.
New York City, in the heart of the Italian
district, was opened to the public the night
of December 5.
The house, which was under course of

is

in the

$600,000 House Opens

the land.

Standard Motion Picture Onnpany

rep-

9 by 10 feet and has ample equipway of rewinders, etc., to handle
reels with the utmost speed.
adjoins,

A

construction about a year, cost in the neighborhood of $600,000, including the value of

Why Experiment with Poor Work?
Why Pay Exorbitant Prices T

the

use,

York,

decorative draperies in the
lobby and interior of the house. The plumbing was done by Fred Brown, of Schenecsupplied

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
$3.N
Five Thousand
5.M
Ten Thousand
(.54
Fifteen Thousand
(.K
....
Twenty-five Thousand
12.51
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand.... IS.OO

In the projection room, which measures
by 24 feet, two projectors have already
been installed and a third will be placed
later on. These projectors have a throw of
ISO feet to the screen. The spotlight is also
located in the projection room. Each projector is so connected and controlled electrically that the orchestra leader as well as
the projectionist can instantly control its
speed. The curtain is also controlled from
the projection room. The electrical equipment was installed by the Van Wagoner,
13

Most Wonderfully Well Equipped
N the way of equipment, the recently
opened State Theatre, in Schenectady,
N. Y., the latest addition to the chain
operated by the Mark-Strand Theatre Circuit, is a model of its kind
Joseph L. Gale, of New York, associated
with the Mark-Strand Theatre Circuit for

901
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Foreign Subscription: $7.00 or 85 francs per
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31,

Turin, Italy
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show

moving

pictures, but will have a
capacious stage with dressing rooms on each
side so that if desired other attractions may
be presented.
The building, with furnishings, will represent an investment of $50,000.
The design
and work will be under the supervision of

Wenig.

the architect, Julius

will be erected by Joseph
with seating capacity of 800.

STUTTGART, ARK. — Work

has been reGarden Theatre for United
Amusement Company.
House will have
seating capacity of 1400, and cost when com-

on

pleted $75,000.

have been
completed for erection of Gateway Theatre
on south side of San Fernando road, between Mira Loma avenue and Cerritos
street, with seating capacity of 800.
Pipe
organ will be installed.

CALIF. — Agricultural
boosting movement to erect

ANGELES,

Association

is

a children’s theatre at Exposition Park.

Have Your
The color
Hoods.

is

Clear,

Electric

in the grlass of Reco Color
brilliant, eye-catching colors

SAN ANSELMO, CALIF.— Banker
and Thomas Kent have purchased

that out-attracts the signs of your competitors.
Pay for selves within a year over
dipped or colored lamps.
Circular on request-

TI>

moving

erection of

E. Walker has
for theatre, to cost
include $15,000 pipe organ.

W. W. Kays

$100,000.

Plans

REED

atre has
Linick &

THE CINEMA

convert

Wardour

St.

Has the

Notices and

Official

CIATION

to

its

members

.ire

the ASSOpublished ex-

clusively in this Journal.

YEARLY RATE:
POSTPAID, WEEKLY,

$7.25

SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST

FORT WAYNE, IND.— Broadway

THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITORS’ ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND, LTD.

WHITING, IND. — Venus
pany

10

TITLES
PURPOSES — ANY LANGUAGE

Years

Specializing

Assures

You

in
of

This

::

EAST

33D

Product

the

CENTERVILLE,
CHICAGO

lA.

— Leo
B.

•

^
"

-

„
•

$ 10 000

jy

SUN-LIT
FOR

Comedies,"

INFORMATION

H«y*« Av«.. Chieaflo

CO.

1010 Brokaw Btd|., New Yerk

(32). featuring E.
(32), featuring Arline
"Features." "Serials."
etc.
(^rresi)ondence

solicited.

GUARANTY PICTURES CO,
West

46th St,
Cable Address:

GAPICTCO

New York

THEATRE OWNERS
you want to sell your house, we hate a buyer.
Otir
name and reputation as successful, dependable broker* U
known to almost every exhibitor. We pride ourselree that
we are one of the oldest advertisers In this paper. Our
If

specialty— We negotiate private sales, leases, partoerahipt,
chain movies for large corporations.
Writs us.
You
get a quick. Intelligent answer by return malt
No
no eommisslonl
Lewis. Established 1896.
OffiooL
578-580 Elllcott Square, Buffalo, N. Y.

^d

will
sale

—

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Help and Situations Wanted Only

3c per word per insertion

Minimum charge 60c

Obreshk,

Terms,

strictly

Moore, man-

Miller,

L.

cash with order

Copy must readi us by Tueeday iKMi ts Insore poblicatlOD In that week's iMue.

M.

F.

moving picture

SITUATIONS
LIVE -WIRE — Thoroughly

WANTED
experienced in film busi-

ness as Exhibitor, Manager, booker and exploitation executive desires connection with producers,
theatre or exchange.
Box 291, Moving Picture

World,

New York

WANTED
as assistant

City.

by young

man

of

thirty -with family
in high-class the-

manager or manager

Eight years’ experience as manager and owner
of small town theatre.
Desire broader field of activity.
Address Box 355, Greenfield, Tennessee.

atre.

SIX

DOLLARS A YEAR

F0RlfGN**C0U^TR'lE8
Advertisements: Tariff on Application

PICTURES

FURTHER

Dale

Leading Independent Organ of Italian Film Trade

Editorial Offices:

PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC

.Timmy

Kingdom"

selccaon of
"Educationals,"

LATheVITA CINEMATOGRAFICA

ROTARY

MARTIN CONVERTER
FOR REAL

S.

J.

Crowley has
plans by John F. Cullen, 10 Bosworth street,
Boston, for theatre, store and office building.

ROCKLAND, ME. — New

of

Com-

,

York. N. Y.

WRITE

FILMS FOR SALE
"Adventures

Lincoln; "Secret
Pretty; also full

theatre and
have seating

.

QUINCY, MASS. — Dennis

AUTOMATIC TICKET REGISTER CORPORATION

Morris Park-

Thea-

—

UNIVERSALLY USED

412

Theatre

construction

TOPEKA, KANS.— L.

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED

New

The-

and Roy Crawford are considering plans for
new theatre, to cost about $300,000.
ANNAPOLIS, MD. Republic Theatre has
plans by O. B. Wright, Alunsey Building,
Baltimore, for moving picture house, to cost

NEW STANDARD AUTOMATICKET SELLER
Write for prices and name of distributor
*** your territory.

erected at northwest corner
Plains Road.

way and White

ager of Majestic Theatre, plans to erect picture house early next spring, to cost $75,000.

Quick Service

STREET

1778 Broadway

under

Theatre will
building.
Address A.
capacity of 1000.
president.

PREMIER TITLE COMPANY
IS6-358

has

office

BEST

Moderate Prices

—

Company

tre

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF

FOR ALL

N. J. New Clifton Themoving picture house, has opened.
NEW YORK, N. Y. Nouvel Realty
Company, 2720 Decatur avenue, has plans
by M. W. Del Gaudio, 158 West 45th street,
for one-story brick moving picture theatre
and store building, 52 by 185 feet, to be

has been organized to erect
moving picture theatre at Broadway and
Huestis avenue, to cost $50,000. Address J.
P. Mollet, general manager.

'Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14

—

PATERSON,

atre, a

Steif,

atre Company, 2017 La Fayette street, plans
to erect brick moving picture theatre, with
seating capacity of 700 at Broadway and
Huestis street, to cost $50,000. Address J. P.
Mollett, general manager.

News from

Cozy The-

with seating capacity of 320 and costing $15,000, has opened.

126

*FORT WAYNE, IND.— Broadway

the
All

largest certified circulation of
trade in Great Britain and the Dominions.

as Curtis Brothers’
it
into up-to-date

CAMBRIDGE, MINN. — New

—

64 West
Randolph street, is preparing plans for
theatre and store building to be erected
at 64th street and Cottage Grove avenue, to
cost $1,250,000.

London, England

will

atre,

policy.

NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE

—Will Curtis has pur-

known

Block and

ILL. New McVicker’s Theopened under auspices of Jones,
Schaefer, with Paramount picture

CHICAGO, ILL.— B. Leo

CITY, MICH.

chased property

ROSA, CALIF.— Reported theatre will be erected, with seating capacity
of 2500, to cost $150,000.

CHICAGO,

I.

picture theatre, to cost

plans by

—

MICH. Jackson, Platt &
868 Penobscot Building, are interested in project to erect 15-story hotel at
Wood-ward avenue and High street. Structure will contain three theatres, with seating capacity of 3050, 1810 and 1425.
Company,

SANTA

Makers of Reco Flashers and Motors
W. Congress St.
Chicago

80-82

for

SANTA ANA, CALIF.— C.

2624

W.

Ballou

site

$50,000.

COMPANV

ELECTRIC

Company,

is

A

TURIN

(Italy)

—Galleria

Nazionale

Five Dollar “For Sale” Advertisement (one inch)
MOVING PICTURE WORLD Will Convert Your
Out-Grown Equipment Into Cash.
in

’

building.

theatre.

Metropolitan Theatre
preparing plans for theatre to
be erected on east side Grand avenue, between Sixth and Seventh streets, to cost
Address Col. J. B. Lankershim.
$1,000,000.

Signs in Colors

Dondes,

CITY, AIICH. People’s Commercial
Savings Bank has plans by E. Munger,
420 Shearer Building, for theatre and bank’

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.— Winter Construction
Building,

1922

—

BAY

&

DETROIT,

GLENDALE, CALIF.— Plans

LOS

30,

house
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December

30,
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IransV^rteK
Will

Do

It

^
Adjustment for Amperes

Meters Show

and
Amperes

Volts

^

>>

D.C.

Generator
Full Control of

with

the

Arcs

Switches

on side of Projec*
tion Machine.
No
Complicated Moves.
No Chance for Mis-

~\

takes.

Motor Generating Unit
Efficient
Quiet
Ball Bearing
Built to Last and Give Satisfactory Service

Any Two

All Arcs in Series Two or More
Simultaneously Same Amperes in each Arc

The

Basis for Success in

Theatre Management
The perfect projection

of pictures

and economical, by TransVerteR

is all

made

possible,

important.

Its

nation-wide popularity is evidence of this fact.
TransVerteR permits the most artistic projection

RAVEN HAFTONE SCREEN

It gives the projectionist perfect arcs;
of pictures.
clear, white, steady light that is easily directed and
controlled; and clean sharp-lined pictures.

vertical in design and operates on
takes up less space in the booth, is
quiet and economical in operation, gives better projection and more service than any other equipment.

S

The TransVerteR story is too long for any single
advertisement, so write today for literature containing
complete information.

a

TransVerteR

ball bearings.

is

It

The Hertner Electric
1904

West

Co.

112th Street, Cleveland, Ohio

iHcrrp Cfiristmas
an!)

^appj> J?eto ^car

RAVEN screen CORPORATION
ONE- SIXTY-FIVE BROADWAY, NEW YORK

lERBOGRAPHI
TRADE MARK

REG-M-.S.

PAT

OFF,-

MOTION PICTURE
DEVELOPING AND
PRINTING
TELEPHONE AUDUBON 3716

203 TO

211

W. 146

St.,

New York

Cit'

—

—
—

——

——

——

.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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December

1922

30,
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Index to Photoplays
Herewith is a list of motion pictures announced for release during November and December. On a large majority of these pictures,
reviews, and in the case of feature productions the consensus of trade paper criticisms, have been published, dates of the issues being shown.
Where reference is omitted Reviews and Consensus will probably be published in the next volume.
Great care has been used to make this list accurate. If errors are detected we would appreciate having our attention called to them
so that our card index may be corrected. Serials are indexed under the general title of such serial. Unless otherwise specified all subjects
listed are five-reel dramas.

A
Affairs of

Lady Hamilton

Star)
(Sterling
Dec. 16).

(Liane Haid

(13 reels)

Pictures

—

Agent, The (Larry Semon Star) (2 reels) (Vitagraph) (Review Dec. 30).
Aladdin (2 reeis) (Federated Comedy) (Review
Nov. 25).
Aladdin, Jr. (1 reel) (Universal) (Review Dec.

—

—

—

—

30).

AJias Julius Caesar (6,131 feet) (Charles Ray
Star and Director) (First National) (Review
Dec. 2).
All Night (5 reels) (Rodolph Valentino and Carmel Myers) (Universal Reissue).
Altar Stairs, The (4,641 feet) (Based upon the
novel of the same name by C. B. Lancaster)
(Frank Mayo Star) (Lambert Hillyer Director) (Universal) (Review Dec. 9).
Anna Ascends (5.900 feet) (Alice Brady Star)
(Victor
Fleming Director)
(Paramount)
(Review Nov. 25).
Another Man’s Boots (5 reels) (Francis Ford
(Ivor McFadden Director)
(Anchor)
Star)

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

(Review Nov. 4).
Another Man’s Shoes (4,251 feet) (Based upon the
novel by Victor Bridges) (Herbert Rawlinson

— Star)

Conway — Director)

(.Tack

—

(Uni-

versal) (Review Nov. 11).
Arabia (4,448 feet)
(Tom Mix Star) (Lynn
Reynolds Director) (Fox) (Review Nov. 11)
(Consensus Dec. 9).
Are Children to Blame? (5 reels) (Featured Cast)

—

—

—

(Paul

—

Price Director)
Dec. 2).

(Review

—

(Certified

Pictures)

Around the World in 18 Days (Serial) (Wm.
Desmond) (Universal).
a'Man Lives (6.000 feet) (Featured Cast) (J.
Searle Dawley Director) (American Releas(Review

ing)

—
— Dec.

23).

Back Home and Broke (Thomas Meighan
Folly

(Edward

(4.800

—

feet)

(Featured Cast)
(Russell Produc-

Kull Director)
(Review Nov. 25).
Beautiful and Damned, The (7 reels) (Adapted
from P. Scott Fitzgerald’s novel) Olarie Pretions)

vost

— Star)

—
—

(William A. Seiter Dirdctori)
(Review Dec. 23).
reel) (American Releasing Biblical)

—

(Warner Bros.)

Beersheba (1
(Review Dec. 23).
Bells of San Juan (4.587 feet) (Adapted from the
novel by the same name by Jackson Gregory)
(Charles Jones Star) (Scott Dunlap Director)
(Fox) (Review Nov. 4) (Consensus
Nov. 25).
Ben-Her (1 reel) (F. O. B.) (Review Dec. 16).
Beryl Coronet, The (2 reels) (Adventures of Sherlock Holmes) (Educational) (Review Dec. 9).
Beware of the Law (4.000 feet) (Marjory Payne
Star) (W. A. S. Douglas Director) (Jawitz)
(Review Nov. 11).
Beyond the .Iordan (1 reel) (Geographic Biblical) (Review
Dec. 2).
(Pathe Comedy)
Big Scoop, The (2 reels)
(.lohny Jones Star) (Review Nov. 25).
'd Life (1 reel) (Fox Educational) (Review

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Dec. 2).
smith.

—

The

(First National)
(Review Dec. 16).

— Star)
(Educational
'Review — Nov.
4).

reel)
=•

—

(2 reels)

Mermaid

reels)
(1

—

—

—

Keaton
(2

—

—

—

—
—

(5

— Comedy)

(Pathe
reels)

'cCarty

—

—

18).

Camp

Boss of
(W.

(Charles Jones

4 (4,2.35 feet)

Van Dyck

S.

Dec.

— Director)

— Com-

(Review

Cuneo

(Lester

— Director)

(Bus-

— Star)

(Arrow)

(Re-

4.473 feet) (Based on story by
lOn Chaney
Star) (Wallace

—

(Goldwyn)

(Review —

— star)

(Fox) (Review

2).

Bow Wow

(1,8,56

(First National)

feet)

Comedy) (Review

— Dec,

Brawn

of the North
Star)
(Laurence

(Sennett

9).

(Strongheart

feet)

(7,650

—

Trimble Director) (First
National) (Review Nov. 25).
Breaking Home Ties (5,622 feet) (Featured Cast)
(Frank N. Seltzer and George K, Rolands
Directors) (Associated Exhibitors) (Review
Dec.

—

2).

Broad Daylight (4,691 feet) (Lois Wilson and
Jack Mulhall) (Irving Cummings Director)
(Universal) (Review Nov. 11) (Consensus

—

—

Dec.

9).

Broadway

Madonna,

—

The

feet)

(5,602

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

O

—
—

—

—

4).

California Romance, A (3,892 feet) (.John Gilbert
Star) (.lerome Storm Director) (Pox) (Review Dec. 23).
Calvert’s Valley (4,416 feet) (John Gilbert Star)
(Jack Dillon Director) (Fox) (Review Oct.

—

—

—

(Consensus
Cameo Comedies (1
Nov. 18).
21)

— Nov.
reel)

—
—

4).

(Educational) (Review

—

Camphor (14 reel) (Fox) (Review Nov. 25).
Captain Ply-By-Night (F. B. O.) (Review D*'.

—

30).

The (5 052 feet) (Dolores Cassinelli
(Tom Terris Director) (American Re-

Challenge,
Star)

—

—

leasing) (Review Dec. 9).
Chased Bride, The (2 reels) (Educational
tie

Comedy) (Review Nov.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Dec. 2).

— Star)

Conriuering the Woman (Florence Vidor
(Associated Exhibitors) (Review Dec.

V

11).

—

—

—

—

—

D
Dangerous Age, The (7,204 feet) (Featured Cast)
(John M. Stahl Director) (First National)
(Review Dec. 2).
Dangerous Game, A (5 reels) (Gladys Walton)
(TIniversal) (Review Dec. 30).
Dangerous Waters (2 reels) (Jack Mulhall)

—

—

—

—

30).

—

of Luxury, A (4.538 feet) (Based upon
the play by Leonard Merrick and Michael
Morton) (Agnes Ayres Star) (Paul Powell
Director) (Paramount) (Review Dec. 16).
Dawn of Revenge (4,800 feet) (Richard C.
Travers) (Bernard Sievel Director) (Aywon)
(Review Dec. 2).
Destiny’s Isle (5,496 feet) (Featured Cast) (William P. S. Earle Director) (American Releasing) (Review July 22) (Consensus Dec.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

23).

Do and Dare

(4.744 feet)

ward Sedgwick
Oct.

The

(4,729

(Roy Clements
Dec.

Down

(Tom Mix — Star) (Ed-

— Director)

(Consensus

7)

— Nov.
feet)

—Director)

(Pox)

(Review

11).

—

Hoxie Star)
(Arrow) (Review

(Jack

9).

to Jericho

(1

reel)

(American Releasing

—

Biblical Picture) (Review Dec. 23).
to the Sea in Ships (12 reels) (Featured
Cast) (Elmer Clifton Production) (Review

Down

Nov. 25).
Dr. Jack (4.700 feet) (Harold Lloyd Star) (Fred
Newmeyer Director) (Pathe) (Review Dec.
2 ).

—

—

—

—

The (2 reels) (Pathe Western) (Leo
Mahoney — Star) (Review— Nov. 11).
Driven (5,400 feet) (Based on Ray Gelzer’s magaDrifter.

zine story, “The Flower of the Flock”) (Featured Cast) (Charles J. Brabin Production)
(Review Dec. 9).

—

E
Ebb Tide

—

—

—

Nov.

Crash (1 reel) (Educational Cameo Comedy)
(Review Nov. 18).
Crow’s Ne«t (4,9(X) feet)
(Jack Hoxie Star)
(Paul Hurst Director) (Aywon) (Review
Nov. 25).

— Chris-

25).

Chain Lightning (5 reels) (Featured Cast) (Ben
Wilson Director) (Arrow) (Review March
Dec. 23).
11) (Consensus
Chickasha Bone Crusher. The (2 reels) (Universal) (Leather Pusher Series) (Reginald Denny
Star) (Review Dec. 16).
Chewing Gum Industry. The (1 reel) (Pox Mutt
& .leff Cartoon) (Review Dec. 23).
Choose Your Weapons (2 reels) (Educational
Christie Comedy) (Review Nov. 4).
Chop Suey (2 reels) (Educational Christie Comedy) (Review Nov. 11).
Clarence (6.U6 feet) (Based on stage play by
Booth Tarkington) (Three-Star Cast) (William De Mille Director) (Paramount) (Review Oct. 28) (Consensus Nov. 25).
Committee on Credentials, The (2 reels) (Universal Harry
Carev Reissue)
(Review

—

—

Double-0,

Cabby, The (2 reels) (Universal Century Comedy) (Maudie the Mule Star) (Review Nov.

—

—

—

Brothers Under the Skin (4,983 feet) (Based on
story by Peter B. Kyne) (Featured Cast)
(Mason Hopper Director) (Goldwyn) (Review Nov. 25).
Bulldog Drummond (5.000 feet) (Evelyn Greeley
Carlyle Blackwell Stars) (Oscar Apfel Director) (Hodkinson) (Review Nov. 25).
Bully Pair, A (1 reel) (Universal Comedy) (Review Nov. 18).
Bumps and Thumps (1 reel) (Fox Cartoon)
(Review Nov. 4).

—

—

Daughter

23).

—

—

(2 reels) (Vitagraph
Larry
Semon— Comedy) (Review Dec. 9).
Country Flapper, The (5 reels) (Adapted from
story, “Cynic Effect,” by Nalbro Bartley)
(Dorothy Gish Star) (F. Richard Jones
Director)
(Producers Security)
(Review
Aug. 12) (Consensus Dec. 18).
Cowboy and the Lady, The (4,918 feet) (Based
upon the stage drama by (jlyde Fitch) (Mary
Miles Minter Star) (Paramount) (Review

—

(Harry

—

Counter Jumper, The

(Fish Patrol Stories) (Universal).
Danger Point. The (5.8()7 feet) (Carmel Myers
Star)
(Lloyd Ingram Director) (American
Releasing) (Review Nov. 11).

Revier Director) (F. B. O.) Review Nov.
11) (Consensus Dec. 9).
Broken Chains (6,190 feet) (Featured Cast) (Allen
Holubar Director) (Goldwvn) (Review Dec.

— Star)

(Paramount).
of

—

—

—

B
Barriers

—

—

(Review

Corp.)

Blond Vampire, The (6 reels) (De Sacia Moores
Featured) (Wray I’hysioc Director) (F. B.
O. ) ( Review
Dec. 2)
Blue Blood and Red (2 reels) (Roy Stewart)
Universal— Timber Tales) (Review Nov. 4).
Bond Boy, The (6 902 feet) (Richard Barthelmess
Star) (Henry King Director) (First National)
(Review Oct. 21) (Consensus —-Nov.

(Based on novel by Robert
Louis Stevenson) (Featured Cast) (George
Melford Production) (Paramount) (Review
Dec.

(7..330 feet)

2).

—

Educator. The (2 reels) (Educational Hamilton
Comed.v) (Review— Dec. 23).
Elephant’s Trunk. The (1 reel) (Pathe Cartoon)
(Review Nov. 4).
Enchanted Fiddle (1 reel) (Pathe Cartoon) (Review Nov. IS).
Enter Madame (6,500 feet) (.4dapted by Frank
Beresford) (Cara Kimball Young) (Wallace
Worseley Director) (Metro) (Review Nov.
11) (Consensus
Dec. 2).
Entertaining the Boss (2 reels) (F. B. O. Carter
De Haven Comedy) (Review Nov. 4).
Environment (6 reels) (Featured Cast) (Irving
(Cummings Director)
(Principal
Pictures)
(Review Dec. 23).
Eyes of the Mummy. The (3.805 feet) (Pola
Negri Star) (Paramount) (Review Aug. 19)
(Consensus Dec. 23).

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

————
December

F
Fog, The (6,095 feet) (Adapted from
the story by Jack Boyle) (Lionel BarrymoreStar) (Alan Crosland Director) (Cosmopoli(Conl^aramount)
(Review Oct. 21)
tan
sensus Nov. 4).
Face to Face (4,587 feet) (Featured Cast) (Playgoers) (Review Oct. 7) (Consensus Nov. 11).
All Star Comli’alnt Hearts (2 reels) (Hodkinson
edy) (Review Dec. 16).
Fair Week (1 reel) (Pathe Paul Parrott Comedy) (Review Dec. 30).
Felix Wakes Up (1 reel) (AVinkler Cartoon Comedy) (Review Nov. 25).

Face

in the

—

—

—

—

—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—

Firebi'and, The (5.000 feet) (Frauklyn Farnum
Star) (Phil Goldstone) (Review Dec. 30).
Fire the Fireman (Paul Parrott Star) (1 reel)
(Pathe) (Review Dec. 30).
Flaming Hour. The (5 reels) (Prank Mayo Star)
(Universal) (Review Dec. 30).
Fleeced for Gold (1 reel) (Pathe Educational)
(Review Dec. 16).
Flirt, The (Universal-Jewel)
(8 reels) (Review
Dec. 30).
(Pathe
Paul Parrott ComFlivver, The (1 reel)

—
—

—

—

—

—

— Nov. 25).
If’oolish Lives (2 reels) (Universal — Century Comedy) (Lee Moran — Star) (Universal).
Forgotten Law (Metro) (Review — Dec. 30).
(Review

Forsaking All Others (4,462 feet) (Based upon
story by Mary Lerner)
(Cullen Landis
Colleen Moore) (Emile Chautard Director)
(Universal) (Review Dec. 16).
44-Calibre Mystery, A (2 reels) (Universal-— Harry
Carey Reissue) (Review Nov. 11).
Fortune Hunters (1 reel) (Pathe Cartoon) (Review Dec. 2).

—

—
Friday, the 13th (1 reel) (Pathe Cartoon) (Review — Dec. 2).
Front Page Story, A (6,000 feet) (Featured Cast)
(.Jess
Robbins — Director) (Vitagraph) (Review — Dee. 23).
Fruits of Faith (3 reels) (Will Rogers) (Pathe)
(Review — Dec. 23).
G
versal

Girl

Who Came

Glad Rags
tana

—

(Review

— Nov.

18).

Back, The (Preferred Pictures).
(Metro Comedy) (Bull Mon(Review Dec. 23).

(2 reels)

Star)

(Johnny Pox) (Uni-

(2 reels)

— Comedy)

(Harry Carey

(5,400 feet)

(Val Patil— Director) (P. B. O.) (Review Nov. 18) (Consensus Dec. 2).
Good Scout, A (2 reels) (Educational Mermaid
Star)

—

—

—

—
—

Comedy) (Review Dec. 30).
Graphic 2546 (1 reel each) (Educational Issued
Weekly) (Review Nov. K).
Great Night, The (4,346 feet) (William RussellStar)

.(Review

Gun-Shy
(Alvin

—

(Howard M.

— Dec.

(5
J.

(Review

—

Mitchell

— Director)

16).

reels)

—

(Pox)

Farnum — Star)

(Pranklyn

Neitz Director)
Dec. 16).

4).

(Review

— Nov

—

Hands (1 Teel) (Pathe Paul Parrott
Comedy) (Review — Nov. 18).
Haunted Castle, The (1 reel) (Educational Tony
Harvest

Sarg’s Almanac)

(Review

— Dec.

—

(2 reels)
(Pox) (Review—
Nov. 11).
Raised Kane (Leather Pusher Story) (2 reels)

(Review— Dec. 30).
Headless Horseman, The (6,000 feet) (Based upon
the story, “Legend of Sleepy Hollow,” by
Washington
IrvTng)
(MUll
Rogers Star)
(Edward Venturini — Director) (Hodkinson)
(Review— Oct. 28) (Consensus— Nov. 25).
(Universal)

—

.

Hearts

Aflame (Reginald
(Review Dec.

Hebron the Ancient
;

Barker

—

(Metro)

C

Production)

(American Releasing

(Review— Dec.

23).

— Century) (Maudie
(Review— Dec. 30).
reels) (Universal— Century) (Lee
Moran — Star) (Review— Nov. 25).
Henry’s Busted Romance
reel)
(Pathe Cartoon) (Review— Dec.
Her Half Brother
reels) (Featured Cast) (Certified Pictures) (Review — Dec.
Her
(2 reels)

the Mule
Hello Judge

— Star)

(Universal

(2

(1

8).

(5

2).

Majesty (4,331 feet) (Mollie F.ng— Star)
(George Irving— Director) (Associated Exhibitors)
(Review Aug. 19)
(Consensus

—

Dec. 16).
Here’s Your

Men (2 reels) (Pathe—Drama) (Leo
Maloney— Star) (Review— Dec. 23).

Heroes and Husbands

)5,460 feet) (Katherine

Donald— Star)
sus-Dec.

(Review

23).
(2 reels)

High Power
Comedy) (Review

—Aug.

26)

(Educational

—Dec.

Mac-

Wlthey— Director)

(Chet

(First National)

(Pathe)

reels)

(2

2).

(Consen-

—Mermaid

—

(Re-

reels)

(Featured
Cast) (Charles Miller Director)
(Playgoers
Pictures) (Review Oct. 7) (Consensus
Nov.

—

—

—

lo.)

Man

(Re-

Who

Saw Tomorrow,
(Thomas Meighan— Star)

The

(6,993

— (Alfred

E.

feet)

Green)

MacLean)

Directors)

Man

Hottentot, The (5,9.53 feet) (Based on stage play
by Victor Mapes and AVm. Collier) (Douglas

(J. W. Horne and Del Andrews-—
(First National— Thomas H. Ince)
(Review Dec. 23).
Hungry Hearts (6,540 feet) (Based upon book of
same name b.v Anzin Yezierska) (Featured

—

Cast)

Hopper— Director)

Mason

(E.

wyn) (Review— Dec.

(Gold-

>
If I Were Queen (5 955 feet)
(Ethel ClaytonStar) (Wesley Ruggies
Director) (P. B. O.)
(Review Oct. 28) (Consensus Dec. 9).
Impossible Mrs. Bellew, The (7.155 feet) (Adapted
from novel by David Lisle) (Gloria Swanson
Star)
(Sam AA'ood Director) (Paramount)
(Review Nov. 4) (Consensus Dec. 9).
In Dutch (2 reels) (Educational Christie Comedy).
Inner Man, The (Playgoers) (Review Dec. 30).

—

—

—

—

—

—

s Size (Fox) (Review
Dec. 30).
arrmge Chance, The (6,000 feet)
(Featured
(Hampton del Ruth— Director) (AmericanCast)

leasing)

(Review

Me and My Mule

Re-

— Nov.

(2

25).

reels)

(Universal— Comedy)

(Maudie the Mule).
Minnie (6,696 feet) (Featured

9).

I

—

Cast) (MarshaU
Prank Urson— Directors) (First
National) (Review Dec. 9).
Mixed Faces (4 400 feet) (William
Russell— Star)
D”'ector) (Fox) (Review—

—

Oct. 14)

—

A

Sargent

Ar

(1

(Prizma)

4)^°"““'^

°Nof
edj

— Nov 18)
reel) (Universal-Comedv)
— Star)
(Review — Nov. 11)

(Consensus

Model Messenger,

—

(Metro)

)

My Hero

(Review

the Big Snows (4 549 feet)
(Adapted
from the novel of the same name by James
Oliver Curwood) (Featured
(Charles M.
Seay— Director) (American Releasing) (Re-

—

(Review— Nov.

of

view— Sept. 2) (Consensus— Nov. 4).
Jerusalem the HeiT- ci
(American Releasing
Biblical) (Review
Jilt, The (5 reels)
(Marguerite De La Motte
Star! (Irving Cummines —Director) (Universal) (Review
Nov. 25).
Just-A-Llttle-Late-Club
reel)
(1
(Second National) (Review Dec. 30).
Just a Song at Twilie-ht (5 reels) (Richard
Barthelmess— Star) (Producers Security).
/T-.,:,
Just Doga (2
(Century Comedy)
(All Dog Cast) (Review Nov. 11).

—

—

—

—
—

— Nov.

Kentucky Derbv, The (5 398 feet) (Adapted from
the stage drama by Charles T. Dazey, “The
Suburban”) (Reginald Denny— Star)' (King
Bacgott— Director) (Universal) (Review— Oct.

Laurel-Corn11).

(Hodkinson-Brav)

reel)

25).
»

N
Natural Born Liar, The
Briice) (Review Dec.

—

New Mami^ The

(1
reel)
16).

(Educational-

(2 reels) (Hallroom
(C. B. C.) Review
Nov. 4).

edy)

Boys— Com-

—

Pollard-St£tr>(Pathe) (Review Dpc. 30).
Nick Carter Series (2 reels each)
(Garrson) (Review Nov. 4).
Ninety and Nine. The (6.800 feet)
(Based upon
the stage drama by Ramsay
Norris) (Featured Cast) (David Smith
Director) (Vitagraph) (Review Dec. 23).

—

—

—

—

Northwest Mounted Police (1
Sport Film) (Review Nov.

(Goldwyn—

reel)
25).

—

K

(Review—

(Fox— Lupino Lane Comedy)

(2 reels)

(Review Dec. 23).
Mystery Box. The (1

J

Jan

Pictures)

(Paramount) (Consensus Dec.
Man With the Twisted Lip. The (2 2).
reels) (Educational— Sherlock
Holmes)
(Review— Dec.

Notoriety (8.000 feet) (Featured
Cast) (Will Nigh
Erector) (North-Weber) (Review
Oct 14)
(Consensus Nov. 4).

—

—

—

28) (Consensus
Nov. 25).
Kick-In (Bert Lytell— Star) (Paramount) (Review Dec. 30).
King Winter (1 reel)
(Educational— Hodge
Podge).
Kines of the Forest (2 ree’s) (Universal— Timber
Tales) (Roy Stewart Star).

—

Ogling Orge, The (1 reel)
Sarg Almanac).
Old Homestead, The (7,696

from

view

Law

— Nov.

18).

—

of the Sea. The (2 reels) (Universal
Pish
Patrol Stories) (.Tack Mulhall— Star) (Review

—Dec.

9).

Lazy Bones

(Pox— Clyde Cook Comedy)

(2 reels)

(Review— Dec.

9).
(2 reels

Star) (Universal)
Little Knight, The (2

each) (Reginald Denny
(Review—Dee. 30).

reels)
(Arthur Trimble)
(Anchor).
Live Wires (2 reels) (Queenie. the Human Horse)
(Universal— Centurv Comedy).
Loaded Door, The (4.653 feet) (Hoot GibsonStar) (H.nrry A. Pollard- Director) (Universal) (Review Aug. 19) (Consensus
Dec. 23)
Lonesome Corners (4.622 feet) (Ed^ar .Tones Production) (Plavgoers) (Review Nov. 11)

—

—

—

(6 083 feet) (Adapted from novel by
D. Black-more) (Featured Cast) (Maurice
Tourneur—Director) (First National) (Review Oct. 21) (Consensus D°c. ni.
Lot o’ Bull (1 reel) (Universal Comedy).

R.

—

Love Gambler. The
Star)

—

—
—

(4.682

feet)

Gilbert(Pox) (Re-

(,Tohn

(Joseph Franz— Director)
Nov. 18) (Consensus Dec.

—

view
9).
Love in the Dark (6 reels) (Viola Dan.a— Star)
(Harry Beaumont— Director) (Metro) (Review Nov. 25).
'ThP® (2 reels) (Federated) (Review Dec.

—

—

Lucky Dan

(4.700 feet) (Dick Talmadge)
Goldstone) (Review— Dec. 23).

curity).
a Man

Making

—

(.Lack

(5

reels)

Holt

(Review Dec. 30).
Man and the Moment. The
the novel of the same

—

(Producers

Star)

Spam

Dec.
Oliver Twist

Charles

(7,600

feet)

Dickens)

(Based

(Jackie

(Prank

Lloyd— Director)
(Review— Nov. 11).
Omar the Tent Maker (8.090

11)

on

novel bv
Star)
National)

Coogan

(First

—

feet) (Adapted bv
Richard Walton Tully) (Guy Bates
Post-^
(James Young— Director) (First National) (Review Dec. 9).
Once Over (1 reel) (Educ.ational— Cameo
Comedy) (Review Dec. 30).
On (1.0
Seas (5,0.50 feet) (Dorothy Dalton-

Star)

—

—

Star)

AT-;iiqt

(Trv'u

— Director)

(Pavn.nnu’itl

(Review— Oct. 14) (Consensus— Nov 18)
One Week of Love (7,000 feet) (Elaine Hammerstmn— Conway Tearle) (George Archainbaud
Director)
— (Selznick) (Review — Nov 18)

(Consensus Dec. 2).
AVoiiderful Night (4,473 feet) (Herbert
Rawlinson Star) (Stuart Paton Diroetoversal) (Review— Dee. 23).
Only a Shop Girl (6,400 feet) (Adapted
from
Charles E. Blaney’s play) (Featured
Cast)
(Edward J. Le Saint— Director) (C. B C )
(Review Dec. 9).

One

—

—

—

Our Gang

(Pathe— Our Gang Comedy)

(2 reels)

—

(Review Nov. 4).
Out of Place (2 reels) (Fox) (Review— Dec 2)
Outcast (7.309 feet) (Based on stage play
by
Hubert Henry Davies) (Elsie FergusonStar) (Chet Whitey Director) (Paramount)
‘
(Review Dec. 16).
'

—

—

Pals (5,000 feet)
Goldstone),
Peaceful Peters
Se-

(Paramount)
(Based on

name by Elinor Glyn)

(Pranklyn Farnum
(4

690 feet)

bv

(Arrow)

(5.000 feet)

(Irvin

V.

view-Dec.

(William

— Nov.

(Review

4)

2).

(Tom Moore— Edith Roberts)

WiUat— Director)
16).

(Phil
f-''-'

n

story, “Pe,Tc»ful.”

—
—

—

(Adapted

Fairbanks Star)
(Consensus Dec.

Pawned
(4.470 feet)

—

(Fox— Educational) (Review-

(1 reel)
2).

(Phil

M
Madame Sans Gene

5

(Story adapted
play) (Featu?e^t'^
Director) (Paramount)

(James Cruze
14) (Consensus— Nov

(Review- Oct.
Old

(Educational-Tony
feet)

Denman Thompson’s

C.ist)

—

Lorna Doone

30).

(1 reel)

—Biblical Picture)

'HeeHaw!

16).

—

Leather Pushers

30).

Haunted House, The

He

—

—

(Consensus Dec.
Hook, Line and Sinker
view Nov. 11).
19)

D

(Pathe)

(Featured Cast) (Playgoers
view Nov. 18).
Back. The (5

Man She Brought

11).

Honor First (5 reels) (John Gilbert— Star) (Jerome Storm — Director) (F'ox) (Review Aug.

Lavendar Bath Lady. The (Gladys Walton— Star)
(King Baggott— Director) (Universal) (Re-

reel)

(1

(Review

Goldstone)

(Phil

H
Hale and Hearty

Nov.

905

(Leo Ma-

—

(Educational)

reel)

(1

—

—

Good Men and True

—

Hodge Podge

—

—

Ginger Pace, The

His Enemy’s Friend (2 reels) (Pathe)
loney Star) (Review Nov. 25).

—

—

edy)

—

.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1922

30,

————

—

(Selznick)

(Re-

——— ————
— ——

———

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

906
Day

I’iiy

Dec.

(Winkler

reel)

(1

(Review —

— Cartoon)

Town Derby, A

Small

2).

tury

My

So This

Heart (T.900 feet) (Based on stage
play by J. Hartley Manners) (Laurette Taylor Star)
(King Vidor Director) (Metro)
(Review Deo. 23).
Pekin Ducks (V) reel) (Fox Educational) (Review Dec. 2).
Pest. The (2 reels) (Metro Stao
edy) (Review Dec. 23).
”
iT(a!2 feet'
tiipnrhyn
Pink
Stanlaws Director) (Paramount) (Review
Oct. 7) (Consensus
Xov. 11).
o’

I’esr

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

'

—

—

Pirates of the Deep (2 reels) (Jack Mulhall
Star) O'niversal Pish Patrol Stories) (Re-

— Nov.

view

IS).

—

edy) (Review
Plunder (Serial)
(Review Dec. 10).
Pop Tuttle's Grass Widows (2 reels) (Dan Mason
—Star) (F. B. O.) (Review— Dec. 23).
Poor Men's Wives (Preferred Pictures).
Price of Progress. The (2 reels) (Pathe) (Review

—

—Nov.

—

Is

—

—

—

(Based upon

feet)

(7, -194

story of same name by Peter B. Kyne) (Featured Cast) (Frank Borzage— Director) (Cosmopolitan Paramount) (Review Dec. 2).
Prince and the Pauper, The (6.522 feet) (Tibi
Lubin Star)
(Alexander
Kardo—Director)
(American
Releasing)
(Review Aug.
26)
(Consensus Dec. 23).
Pure but Simple (2 reels) (Federated) (Review
Dec. 2).
Purple Dawn. The (Bessie Love Star) (Charles
R. Seeling) (Review Nov. li,.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

— Star)

Quiet Street. A (Our
(Pathe) (Review).

of ’23. The (2 reels) (Hallroom Boys Com(C. B. C.) (Review
Nov. 11).
Outfit, The (1 reel) (Educational
Bruce)
(Review Nov. 25).
Step Lively, Please (2 reels) (Fox) (Review
Nov. 4).
Stranger of the Hills (5 reels) (Aywon).
Streets of New York (7 reels) (Adapted from
Si'irit

—

Split

play by Leota Morgan) (Featured Cast) (BurKing Director) (Arrow) (Review Nov.

—

ton
11 ).

—

Such Is Life in Busy London (1
Travelaugh) (Review Nov.

Comedy)

reels)

(Based

feet)

(7.500

(2

on

novel by Charles Felton
Cast)
(Clarence Badger
(Review Dec. 9).

(Featured
—Pidgin)
Director)
(Metro)

—

K

—

— Cartoon Com(Review — Nov.

25).

—

Rescue of Lot, The (1 reel) (Sacred Films Bible
Story) (Review Dec. 2).
Resident Patient, The (2 reels) (Educational
Sherlock Holmes) (Review Nov. 25).
Reservabillty and Relativity (Mayer) (Review

—

—

30).

I

Rich Men's Wives (6.500 feet) (House Peters
--Star)
(Gasnier
Director)
(A1 Lichtman)
(Review Sept. 2) (Consensus Nov. 4).
Ridin’ Wild (4.166 feet)
(Hoot Gibson Star)
(Nat RofE Director) (Universal) (Review
Nov. 25).
Rip Snoring Night, A (1 reel) (Universal Com(Lewis Sargent— Star) (Review Dec.
edy)

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

23).

Robin Hood

(10,000

feet)

(Douglas Fairbanks

Dwan— Director)

—

(United Artists)
Star) (Allan
(Review— Oct. 28) (Consensus Dec. 2).
Rolling Down to Rio (2 reels) (U. S. Navy
Special) (Review Nov. 25).
Rookies (2 reels) (Universal Comedy) (Brownie,
the Dog) (Review Dec. 9).
Rustlers of the Redwoods (2 reels) (Universal
Timber Tales) (Roy Stewart Star) (Review
Nov. 25).

—
—

—

—

—

S

—

Saturday Morning (2 reels) (Pathe Our Gang
Comedy) (Review Dec. 2).
Secrets of Paris, The (7 reels) (Featured Cast)
(Kenneth Webb Director) (C. C. Burr-Whitman Bennett) (Review Oct. 28) (Consensus —
Dec.

9).

(7.464 feet) (An adaptation of Wilbur
Daniel Steele’s story, “Ching, Ching, China-

Shadows

—
(Review —

(Lon Chaney Star) (Tom Forman
Director) (A1 Lichtman) (Review Nov. 11).

man”)

—

Show, The

(Winkler

(1 reel)

Cartoon)

Dec. 9).

Shine ’Em\Up (1 reel) (Pathe
edy) (Review Nov. 4).

—

,

Paul Parrott Com-

SBlrNy of the Circus (4.668 feet) (Rowland V.
Lee Director) (Pox) (Review Nov. 25).

—

—

Lancashire Queen, The (2 reels)
Star) (Universal Pish Patrol
(.Tack Mulhall
Story) (Review Dec. ,30).
Singed Wings (7.788 feet) (From the story by
Katherine Newlin Burt) (Bebe Daniels and
Conrad Nagel) (Penrhyn Stanlaws Director)
(Paramount) (Review Dec. 9).
Skin Deep (6.500 feet) (Milton Sills Star) (LamSiege

of

the

Super-Sex, The (5,749 feet) (Based on story,
“Miles Brewster and the Super-Sex”) (Featured
Cast)
(Lambert
Hillyer Director)
(American Releasing) (Review Dec. 9).
Sure-Fire Flint (6,000 feet) (Adapted from the
story in Ace-High Magazine) (Johnny Hines
Star) (Dell Henderson Director) (C. C. Burr)
(Review Oct. 28) (Consensus Nov. 25).

— —

—

(Adapted from

feet)

(8,649

the stage play by James Henry Smith)
(Charles Ray Star) (Joseph De Grasse Director) (United Artists) (Review Sept. 23)
(Consensus Dec. 9).
Tattle Tail, The (2 reels) (Universal Century
Comedy) (Brownie, the dog).
Tess of the Storm Country (10 reels) (Based on
novel by Grace Miller White) (Mary Pickford — Star)
(Charles
Rosher
Director)
(United Artists) (Review Nov. 25).

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Texas

(5,000

(Franklyn

feet)

Farnum — Star)

(Phil Goldstone).

Texas Sphinx, The
issue)

— ReCalvert — Star)

(Harry Carey
(Review Dec. 23).

(2 reels)

(Universal)

Women

—

That
(0 reels) (Catherine
(Harry O. Hoyt Director) (American Releasing) (Review Dec. 23).
Thelma (6,000 feet) (Based on novel by Marie
Corelli)
(.Tane Novak
Star) (Chester Bennett) (F. B. O.) (Review Dee. 2).
Their Steady Job (1 reel) (Universal— Comedy)
(Review Dec. 2).
Thirty Days (7,788 feet) (Adapted from play by
A. E. Thomas and Clayton Hamilton) (Wallace
Reid Star)
(James Cruze Director)
(Paramount) (Review Dec. 23).
Thorns and Orange Blossoms (6.971 feet) (Adapted
from Bertha M. Clay’s novel by Hope Loring)
(Featured Cast)
(Gasnier Director)
(Preferred) (Review Nov. 25).
Thoroughbred, The (Helen Gibson) (Certified
Film Exchange) (Review Nov. 4).
Till We Meet Again (5,822 feet) (Mae Marsh~

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

(William Christy Cabanne Director)
Exhibitors)
(Review Nov. 4)
(Consensus Nov. 18).
Timberland Treachery (2 reels)
(Universal
Timber Tales) (Review Dec. 16).
To Have and to Hold (7,518 feet) (Based on novel
by Mary Johnston) (George Fitzmaurice
Director)
(Paramount)
(Review Nov.
4)
(Consensus Dec. 9).
Toll of the Sea, The (4.600 feet) (Featured Cast)
(Chester
M.
Franklin Director)
(Metro)
(Review Dec. 2).
Town Terrors (2 reels) (Fox Comedy) (Lee
Kids) (Review Dec. 23).
Town that Forgot God, The (10,461 feet) (Featured Cast) (Harry Millarde Director) (Pox)
(Review Nov. 11).
Trail’s End (4.700 feet) (Franklyn Farnum— Star)
(Francis Ford Director) (W. M. Smith) (Review Nov. 4).
Trifling Women (9 reels) (Rex Ingram Production) (Metro) (Review Oct. 14).
True Bbie (2 reels) (Universal) (Review Dec. 2).
Star)

(Associated

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Two

Trappers, The
Dec. 30).

view

—

(%

—

bert Hillyer

— Director)

—

(First National)

—

Nov. 18).
30) (Consensus
(Hodkinson— Bray )
reel)
(1
25).

(Re(Re-

V
of Dry Bones (1 reel) (American Releasing Biblical) (Review Dec. 23).
Valley of Silent Men. The (6.491 feet) (Alma
Rubens Star)
(Frank
Borzage Director)
(Paramount Cosmopolitan) (Review
Sept.

Valle3’

—

(Pathe)

(Consensus Nov. 11).
Radio (1 reel) (Educational
view Dec. 23).

—

Longfellow

— Director) (Review — Nov. 18) (Con—
(1 reel each)
(American Releasing — Biblical Series) (Review — Dec. 23).
Ford

sensus Dec. 9).
Voice of the Land

W
IVager, The (Serial) (First episode of "Around.
the World in 18 Daj's”) (Wm. DesmondStar) (Universal).

Wanted:

—

23).

—

— Dec.

view

—

(Consensus

— De<'.

(Re-

30).

Washed Ashore

(1 reel)
(Pathe^Paul Parrott
Comed.v) (Review Nov. 18).
of Chicago (4,694 feet) (Charles Jones
Star) (Scott Dunlap and C. R. Wallace Directors) (F’ox) (Review
Aug. 26) (Consensus Dec. 16).
AVest A'^s. East (5 reels) (Peter Morrison Star)
(Marcel Perez Director) (Sanford) (Review
Dec. 2).
AA'hat Fools Men Are (6.087 feet) (Adapted from a
play by Eugene AA’alter) (Featured Cast)
(George Terwilliger Director) (American Re-

—

West

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

leasing) (Review Dec. 9).
Wheel of Fortune, The (5.000 feet)

(Grace Dar-

mond) (Anchor).
AA'hen the Desert Calls (6,159 feet) (A’iolet Heming Star)
(Ray C. Smallwood Director)

—

—

—

(American Releasing) (Review Nov. 25).
AA’hen East Comes AA’est (5,000 feet) (Franklyn

Farnum — Star) ( Phil
Kane Met Abel (2

AA'hen

—Dec.

view

Knighthood

AA’hen

Goldstone).
(Universal)

reels)

(Re-

30).

in

AA'as

Flower

(11,618

feet)

(Adapted from Charles Major’s novel) (Marion
Davies Star) (Robert C. A'^ignola Director)
(Review Sept.
(Paramount Cosmopolitan)

—

—

—

(Consensus—Dec. 16).
Love Comes (4.800 feet)

30)
AA’hen

Eddy

—Star)

(F. B. O.
AA’here’s the

(Helen

—

—

Jerome

(William A. Seiter Director)
(Review Dec. 16).
)
Parade? (1 reel) (Universal Com-

—

—

edy).
AA’hile Justice AA’aits (4,762 feet) (Dustin Farnum
Star) (Bernard J. Durning Director) (Pox)
(Review Dec. 9).
Star)
AA’hite Blacksmith (1 reel) (Paul Parrott
(Pathe) (Review Dec. 30).

—

—

—

—

—

AA’hite

Shoulders (5,966 feet) (Katherine MacDonald

(Tom Forman —Director)

— Star)

—

tional) (Review Nov. 28).
AA’hy AA’orry (2 reels) (Smart Films.

view— Nov.

(First
Inc.)

Na(Re-

25).

.Iordan (5 reels) (Richard Talmadge
Star) (A1 Santell Director) (Phil Goldstone)

AA’ildcat

(Review
AA’ith

—

— Nov.

AA’ings

4).

Outspread

(5 reels)

(All Star Cast)

(Aywon).

Compromise (5.173 feet) (William Farnum Star) (Emmet J. Flynn Director)

AA’ithout

—

AA’olves

—
—

—

(Review Nov. 4) (Consensus Dec. 9).
of the Border (5.000 feet) (Franklyn Far-

(Pox)

num — Star)

(Phil Goldstone).
Herself. The (5.401 feet)
(May Allison Star) (Charles Logue and Robert Ellis— Directors) (Associated Exhibitors)

Woman Who
(Review

—

Fooled

—

Nov. 25).

AA’omen First (2 reels) (Universal— Century Comedy) (Review Dec. 16).
AA’omen Men Marry (5.986 feet) (Featured Cast)
(Edward Dillon Director) (Genius Films*
(Review Nov. 4).
AA’onderful AA’ater (1 reel) (Prizma— Educational)
(Review Dec. 2).
World’s a Stage. The (6 reels) (Dorothy Phillips

—

—

—
—

—Star) (Colin Campbell—Director) (Principal
Pictures) (Review Dec. 2).

—

Y
(4.867 feet)

Ensminger

(Robert

Young King Cole

Uncoiuiuercd. 'I’he (6.500 feet) (Maciste) (Aywon)
Review Nov. 4).
Unblazcd Trails (1 reel) (Brav-Scenic) (Review
Dec. 23).
Under Oath (5.175 feet) (Elaine Hammerstein
Star) (George Archainhaud Director) (Selz-

—Johnny Jones

a Story (2 reels) (Pathe
Corned j') (Review Dec. 16).

Wasted Lives (Second National) (Review)

graph) (Review

26)

(Re-

The (8 reels) (Founded on
Poem) (Featured Cast) (Jack

You Never Know

— Aug.

—

—Special)

Village Blacksmith,

(Re-

r

(Review

—

——

9)

Via

Star)

nick)

—

—

—

reel cartoon)

—

—

— Sept.
Sky Splitter
view — Nov.

—

T

A

—

view

(F. B. O.

4).

-

Railroading (1 reel) (Educational
edy) (Review Dec. 2).
Ranch Romeos (2 reels) (Fox)

Dec.

reel)

—

—

1922

30,

—

—

Tailor-Made Man.

Gang

Adams Sawyer

Quincy

—

(Phil Goldstone).

—

Q

—

—

December

— Cen-

23).

Arizona (5.800 feet) (Adapted from
the story by Marie Schrader and C. C. Wadde)
(Franklyn Farnum Star) (Francis Ford
Director) (IV. M. Smith Production) (Review
April 22) (Consensus Dec. 23).
Social Errors (2 reels) (Hodkinson All Star Comedy) (Review Dec. 16).
Snowshoe Trail, The (5,382 feet) (Featured Cast)
(Chester Bennett Director) (F. B. O.) (Review Sept. 23) (Consensus Nov. 11).
Speed King, The (5,000 feet) (Richard Talmadge

IS).

Prida of Palomar.' The

(Universal

(2 reels)

Comedy) (Review —^Dec.

edy)

(Educational Cameo ComNov. 18).
(Pearl IVhite Star)
(Pathe)

Fitter Patter (1 reel)

I

—

—
——

:

Dec.

— Dec.

(2 reels)

(Earle

Williams-

—Director)

(Vita-

2).

(Universal)

(Review-

30).

Young Rajah. The (7,705 feet) (Based upon the
novel by John Ames Mitchell and the play
“Amos Judd,” bv Alethea Luce) (Rodolph
A^alentino— Star)

(Philip

(Paramount) (Review— Nov.

Rosen—Director)
18).

Young Sherlocks (2 reels) (Pathe— Our Gang
Comedy) (Review— Nov. 25).

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Reproductive quality enables the sensitive
emulsion to correctly portray every step of
gradation

from

highest

light

to

deepest

shadow.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE EILM
faithfully

reproduces every tone of the

negative.

It carries

the quality through

to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base

— now

available in nine

throughout its
length by the words “Eastman”
colors,

is

“Kodak”

identified

stenciled in black letters

in the transparent

margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N.

Y.
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